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NEW YEAR HONOURS
We warmly congratulate the Signal Officer-in-Chief and others of the C'orp named below who received awards in the New Year Honour
List.

CB
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE
CBE
Brig M. R. Topple ADC

MBE
Maj D. L . Smith TD Royal Signals (TA)
Capt E. Carter TD Women's Royal Army Corps (TA)
• .. ··

Capt M. Nicol Royal Signals

The modern way to buy and pay is with a
credit card and with a Naafi Budget Account
and Chargecard you have a flexible choice
or credit on highly competitive terms.

Naafi Budget Account
Credit with agreed fixed
monthly payments

Capt P. A. Pratley Royal SignaJs

..

With flexible monthly payments
to suit yourself
Instant credit facilities are available.
Typical APR 23.8% (variable).
Please ask at your local Naafi shop
for written details.

at Naan.
's a\ways a great dea\
L________lh ere
c~.~'.~:
~~~

!

Naah Registered Ofhce Imperial

Kennington Lane London SE11 sax

Staff ergea nt C. A. Bell
Staff Sergeant W . J. Bogie
Staff Se rgeant J. Mileham (TA)
Staff Sergeant D. W. Scott
Staff Sergeanl B. G. Ta nn er
Sergeant P. F. Smylh (TA)
ergeant J. W. Well

OR
Naafi Chargecard

Compare our rate of interest with
others ... you'll find our terms difficult
to beat.
You can use either of these credit cards in .all
families shops , services shops and H,M s~1 ps
worldwide to buy any itei:n from N~afl s wide range
of electrical , sports clothing and gift and durable
goods priced £5 or more. Naval customers can use
a Naafi budget account for the purchase of all
goods from Naafi.

Capt D. Henry Royal Signals (TA)

BEM

Co rpora l J. N. Chapman

We also congratulate LI Col (Reid) J. B. Booth, County Emergency Planning Officer, Buckinghamshire County Council, on the award
of the MBE (Civil List).
Congratulations also to Mr Anthony T. Bastable, manager, Families Shop, Blandford Camp on the :-ward of BEM.
An article by Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE on the visit to Paki tan in 1988 by member of the Indian Signal A sociation appears a
an insert between pages 48 and 49.

OUR COVER PICTURES
For the impressive photographs forming the front and back covers of this issue we are indebited to Col R. D. K. Thompson,
Commander 4 Sig Gp, who won the Army Photographer of the Year Competition 1988. The photographs at pages 4 and
5 were also taken by Col Thompson and they too show officers and soldiers of the Corps at work.
Congratulations to Mrs Aureole Thompson on winning the Competition for the Best photograph submitted by a dependant.
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HONG KONG MEMORIES
Report by Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE Signal Officer-in-Chief

When I vi ited Hong Kong last October, one of my key
appointments was to attend a reunion evening organised by past and
pre ent members of the Hong Kong Military Service Corps. It was a
particular pleasure to meet again so many whose ervice to Royal
Signals stretched back to the early 1950 . The photographs tell the
story and I am sure that they will bring back memories to those who
have erved in Hong Kong, particularly in the 1950s and 1960s. The
Corps owes a particular debt of gratitude to those men who wore (and
still wear) our cap badge and have given us such loyal service over very
many years . Most of them have served in those trades which relate to
the line business: the trade titles have changed over the years but the
area of expertise (mainly but not exclusively underground) remains the
same. ll wa a great delight, for me personally to see again some of

the Hong Kong soldiers and civilians with whom I began my service
in the Corps well over 30 years ago, and we had a very nostalgic
evening. It was good to see the traditions being well maintained by the
present generation under W02 Lau Ping Wah who played a large part
in organising the occasion. And it was a particular pleasure to see Mr
Lee Yiu Tong, who is the civilian supervisor in 247 Gurkha Sig Sqn
on Hong Kong Island. I can remember him joining as a very young
cable jointer's mate in 1956. 'Chico' was the term we used then: like
'makee learnee' it is not used much nowadays . But we old hands can
be excused for remembering . I count it a particular honour to wear the
tie of the Hong Kong Military Service Corps Old Comrades .

Mr Lo Chai See and Mr H<;> Valiant ~xaming old photographs (mid
1950s vintage) with the SOinC
All three served together well over 30 years ago

SOinC talks over old times with Mr Lui Pak Hung (ex W02)
d
Mr _Leung Tong (an ex Driver who was for some ear~n a
Regimental Policeman in Murray Barracks in the days Jf Hon
g
.
Kong Sig Regt)
Mr Lui Pak Hung claims that the SOinC arranged for him to be
promoted Lance Corporal in 1956 . . .

Mr Chin Ten Loy (ex W02 now
f
.
conversation (about fishingl) with aLts~~~e~:~:s~u~~°:~~m~n) i~
Queen's Gurkha Sigs
• om

SOinC and Mr Chu F

k H

.

~~i~~d:; ~n the backg~~und.u~~· c~~t~o~~ ~ong~a!~~t e~~~d~~~

Tp 40 Inf Di ~~2 •. wHas a Corpo_ral Detachment Commander in C
HT
v igs in ong Kong in 19 55 (when the SOinC was QC
roop). He subsequently served in both Kowloon Line T (
Sergeant) and New Territories Sig Tp (as a Staff Ser·geanf) a~tha
the SOinC
wi

A group photogr!iph of all the old comrades toget he r
On the front row (L to RI Mr Chin Ten Loy (ex W02 ). Mr Liu Pak Hung (ex W02 l. SOinC Mr Chu Fook Hung (ex W02 l. Mr Ho Val iant
(ex Cpl) and Mr Ng (ex SSgt)
Amongst those standing are : Mr Leung Tong , Mr Fung Ying Kee BEM, Mr Lo Chai See and W02 Lau Ping Wah

Mrs Christi ne Alexa nd e r, Mrs Kate Adams and Mrs Memory Stather wit h wives of HKMSC mem bers
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OTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGIMENTAL COLONEL
OLDlER CA 'DIDATE l:'OR \ Ol'NG E 'TRY COMMISSl0'.'11
The Corp i ju tly proud of the quality of Royal Signals soldier ,
and each year a number of excellent soldier and Junior co·~ are
con idered as candidate for young entry commi sion . For example,
in 19 7.18 , 32 candidates were identified. 15 achieved entry to the
Ro) al tilitary Academy Sandhur t, of whom 11 were commissioned
into Royal Signal and the remainder joined other Regiment and
Corp .
The r ute to a commi ion in the Corp is not difficult for tho e
likely t be suitable. The fir t, and critical tep, is to gain a unit
recommendation; thereafter events follow the equence of preRegular Commi sions Board (RCB) briefing, potential officer training
for ome, attendance at RCB. and for tho ·e who ucceed, training at
andhur t.
'Ii hile there are educational and medical requirement to be: met, a
mo t important factor i age. Ideally, a potential officer should be
no more than 22 year old, in e for a commi ion in Royal ignals,
a non-graduate has to start training at Sandhur t before his 25th
birthday. The Corps will pon or candidates who would report to the
Academy aged 25 or over, but they will be destined for other Corps.
For details on the commissioning process, plea e refer to the
SOinC's Policy Directive No 23 (Edition 5). Any oldier who
consider he has officer potential should not he itate to reque t an
interview with his OC to discu s the matter.
OLDIER RECRUITING STATISTICS 1988-89
Although the 1988-89 recruiting year still has a few months lO run
the final figures can be forecast with some accuracy. Most recruits
who will join the Corps in the next three months are already in the
process of being attested. The raw statfatics are:
Adults and Young Soldiers
Junior Signalmen
Apprentices
Totals

Target Achieved
616
463
300
300
383
363
1,477
1,300

OJo

760Jo
l OOOJo
950Jo
880Jo

It will be a struggle to maintain these figures in J989/ 90, but there
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must be no doubt in anyone's mind of the need to fill every vacancyeach one not filled is a man missing in a unit.
KAPE 89
Since the last issue of The Wire there have been two additions to the
KAPE Tour Calendar and two changes of tour dates. The amended
Ii tis below:
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt

1-14 May

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt
14 Sig Regt

17-31 May

3-20 Oct

21 Sig Regt

2-16 May

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

25 Sep-8 Oct

31 Jul-6 Aug

NE Dist
(Northumberland,
Tyne and Wear,
Durham, N
Yorkshire)
SEDist (All
counties)
Scotland
SWDist (Devon,
Somerset and
Cornwall)
NWDist (Cheshire
and Manchester)
EDist (Essex,
Suffolk , Norfolk)

ARMY PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR
We are sure everyone would wish to congratulate Col R. D. K.
Thompson ODE on his magnificent achievement in becoming the
'Army Photographer of the Year' for 1988, with a portfolio of six
photographs. He was also highly commended in the best colour photo
class and his wife Aureole took the prize for the best photograph
ubmitted by a dependent.
These photographs are however only a small part of the
comprehensive selection of studies taken over the past year, which are
now available to the Regimental Colonel's Office. We have been short
of good quality photographs for recruiting and public relations for
some time, and Col Thompson's photographs will at a stroke update
and enhance our range. The cover picture of this Wire is one of the
winning portfolio, and below and opposite is a selection of Col
Thompson's work .
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WHEREVER

THE CORPS CAROL SERVICE
An evening ervice of Lessons and Carols was held in the Corp
London Church, t Stephen with St John, Westminster on Tuesday
20 December 1988 tarting at 1800 hrs. Some I 70 member of the
Corp • serving and retired attended, together with their families. It
wa good to ee the children and some of the younger member of the
Corps in the congregation.
Maj John Chambers, from the Signal Officer-in-Chief's
Directorate, was the organi t and Master of the Chori ters. He raised
a Choir, 24 strong, from the Corps, both Regular and Territorial,
families and friend . Some had previou ly sung together at Welbeck
College, at least 23 years ago. Other , were together at RMCS
Shrivenham a mere I 7 years ago (including our one Royal Naval
representative) and yet others from Staff College days. A party of ten
travelled from Blandford, where they had been rehearsed by Lt Col
Keith Powell. Capt Mary Rogers of 37 Sig Regt (V) came from Bristol
to sing. T he Service started with Daniel Chambers singing the treble
olo verse of 'Once in Royal David's City'. The Choir sang 'Glad

Tidings' by Caleb Simper, Gerran Davies singing the baritone solo,
'Infant Holy', arranged by Sir David Willcox and 'The Shepherd's
Farewell' from 'L'Enfance du Christ' by Hector Berlio:i:.
Lessons were read by Pte Sandra Rowley-238(London) Sig Sqn, Lt
Michael White-39 Sig Regt (V), Maj Stephen Foakes-71 Sig Regt,
Lt Col Lionel French-CO 31 Sig Regt (V), The Signal Officer-inChief and the Master of Signals.
The evening was rounded off with traditional light refreshments in
the nearby Parish Hall provided by a civilian caterer sometimes u ed
by 31 Sig Regt (V) helped by members of 238 (London) Sig Sqn based
in Chelsea Barracks .
All in all the inaugural Carol Service in the Corps London Church
was a resounding success thanks to the support given by many
members of the Corps family. The Carol Service will become a regular
event in the Corps Calander and it is to be held again in I 989 on
Tuesday 19 December at 1800 hrs.

SERVICES
Sunday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

CALLING ALL RYA DAY SKIPPERS AND
YACHTMASTERS OFFSHORE
210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn will be running Ex Diving Grypbon
from 8 May to 2 June 1989. The exercise will involve sail ing a
Contessa 32 from Gosport to the Scilly Isles and back in six legs . RYA
day skippers are required to act as mates on legs 1-3 and 5 and 6. An
RYA Yachtmaster Offshore is required to skipper the vessel on leg
four. Anyone interested in taking part in this exercise should contact
Capt Adam Hearn at the address below. There will be no charge for
taking part in the exercise.
Leg I 8May-13 May Gosport-Dartmouth
Leg 2 13-17 May Dartmouth- Plymouth
Leg 3 17-20 May Plymouth-Penzance
Leg 4 20-24 May Penzance-Scilly Isles-Penzance
Leg 5 24-28 May Penzance-Dartmouth
Leg 6 28 May-I June Dartmouth- Gosport
Capt A. P . Hearn
210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn
Gaza Barracks
Catterick Garrison
orth Yorkshire
DL94AU
Telephone: Catterick Military ext 2816
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0800
0930
1000
1800
0930
1230
0730

hrs
hrs
hrs
hr
hrs
hrs
hrs

Holy Communion (1662)
Matins
Parish Communion (Rite A)
Evensong
Holy Communion (1662)
Holy Communion (Rite A)
Holy Communion (Rite A)

Ul

CAL.~

by Lt R. C. A. Pool
It was a nervous moment while we waited as part of the convoy
queuing to cross the border into China. Our three marshal vehicles
were packed and ready for a long range penetration exercise, which
would see us eventually posing for photographs in the heart of The
People's Republic of China in Tianmen Square, Beijing (Peking) after
we had completed 10 days of arduous driving. When it came to our
tu rn to be 'processed' we were dismayed by the simple request coming
from a green uniformed armed border guard. He informed us that we
were to: 'Take an interpreter' with us! With a skill Paul Daniels would
have admired, we made room for this extra passenger and his kit, and
he became our shadow for the rest of the journey. (In 10 days he
inte rpreted remarkably little, and we learned that he actually spoke
three languages-Chinese, English and Russian. He disappeared in
Beijing without a word of farewell.)
Complete with extra passenger, spirits were high as we raced north
to set up our first task. We were one of six marshal teams running the
Hong Kong to Beijing Rally 1987. Our team consisted of eight Royal
Hong Kong Police Force officers, both Hong Kong Chinese and
English, and l was attached to this team as their communication
adviser.
Our aim was to establish special selectives at sites between Hong
Kong and Beijing . Each marshal team had a number of selectives to
establish and, as the competitors passed north through these special
timed sections of the route, so the selective was closed. It was then
time for the marshals to pack up frantically and race north, to leapfrog the competitors who had moved on to their next selective. These
moves pushed men and equipment to their limits. We were travelling
in new vans which, by the end of the trip, were almost unusable. The
rally is organised by the Hong Kong AA and every year they give away
all the vehicles used by the marshals to the Chinese people. However,
I 0 days of the rockiest, dustiest, and most dangerous roads east of the
M25 , had reduced the vans, and most of their occupants, to useless
wrecks. The competitots' racing cars fared little better. By the closing
stages only one third of the competitors remained, and the race was
all set for a climax early on 17 September, set against a stunning backdrop. Our team was fortunate enough to be given this final 'Great
Wall' stage of the rally to cover. Created mainly for the press and
publicity pictures, this particular stage, under the main gate of the
Great Wall, had a flying finish. The region is very hilly and
communication, using civilian 'off the shelf' equipment, occasionally
proved unreliable. However, on this important final stage, the main
probelm was not terrestrial. The real problem was that the Chinese
Army had decided to transmit its vital news on all six chan nels
available to us for relaying split-second timings! The result was near
chaos. By the time the last of the competitors had shattered the silence
of this chilly early morning in northern China, we had computed the
results; Bjorn Waldegard had beaten our own favou rite, Stig
Blomquist, to win the 1987 555 Rally.
From the finish line, there was a procession of 200 vehicles-rally
cars, support vehicles and marshal teams, which drove fo r 30 miles
into the vast square normally associated with Chinese military
hardware parades . We were set fo r the fi nal awards presentation . In
awesome surroundings there were the usual scenes of revelry, which
amazed the crowds who had flo cked to witness the spectacle. To
recover from the journey (and the celebrations), we were given two
days in the Beij ing Holiday Inn before bei ng fl own back to Hong

RUGBY
CONG RA TULATIO NS
Congratulations are due to Sgt ' Chalkie' Atkins of 30 Sig Regt
for representing the Corps as a member of the Combined Services and
British Police Tour Party to New Zealand in 1988. This followed
his appearance in both Service matches and subseq uent selection
matches. He fou nd it a most rewarding experience and came
back with a clear understanding that the depth of organisation and
commitment of players at all levels are what have led to the All Black
success. Sadly, Sgt Atkins is injured this season and so will not be
available to represent the Combined Services against the touring
Australians .
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Back up t eams parade in Tianmen Square in the heart of Peking
Kong. It was a chance for the competit,ors and back-up teams to meet
socially, to catch up on IO days lost sleep, and to scrub away the
penetrating dust which stayed with us throughout the trip.
The whole experience was the highlight of my tour with the Queen's
Gurkha Sig Regt here in Hong Kong. The Regiment gives great
assistance to this event; RQMS Mullender running the stores selection
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1989

aPd prcparn n fo t~ entire mar hat tafl, W02 (Fof ) Leach
providing the communication cxperti e, together with the overall coordinator, WOI (Yof ) P. fapsell. The Regiment al o provided a
complete marshal team in conjunction with the Gurkha Tran port
Regiment , and looks forward to continuing it a sociation with the
HKAA.
The chance to go on the rally came ju~t after I had completed my
nine week Gurkhali language course, and it truly was an experience of
a lifetime. After this I returned to my troop, which i. re~ponsib l e
primarily for Internal Security communications in the Kowloon region
of Hong Kong, for just long enough to re-locate my desk and in-t ray.
Therein lay a new challenge.
Ex Jungle Trooper 1/88. Aim: To train 65 men from the Regi ment
and the Gurkha Transport Regt to operate effectively at section level
in a jungle environment.
Since leaving Sandhurst in April I 986 this was my first rea l
opportunity to organise and run my own exercise. and what a start!
I realised that the logistics and planning would occupy my every
waking hour until we deployed, so I quickly slipped in ome leave to
visit ingapore to meet a friend in the New Zealand Infantry, and then
tour Malaysia by train. My leave completed, l was now absorbed in
the details of air lifting 65 men, their equipment, radios and weapons
down to Brunei.
Brunei has some of the best jungle training areas in the world , and
the co-ordinatoring body for all the training undertaken there is the
Training Team Brunei (ITB). One of the staff is Capt I. W. R. eraph
who holds one of our Regiment's most isolated officer posts. Ian wa
a vital link between Hong Kong and Brunei during the planning stages
of the exericse. Having utilised the considerable talents of ITB duri ng
my brief recce, a comprehensive traini ng programme was drawn up.
We deployed to Brunei from Hong Kong on 20 January 1988 and,
after an initial period of fami liarisation training and acclimatisation,
the exercise started to venture into 'The Big J '. With small incursions
at first, the confidence of the party grew, especially after everyone had
survived a night sleeping (or, trying to, at least) unprotected on the
jungle floor . (The Regiment is still low on stocks of mosquito repellent
as a result of that one night.) Having spent a month in Brunei attached
to the Coldstream Guards prior to my Troop Commanders Course, I
knew very well that the slightest noise at night, ' on the deck' tends to
concentrate the mind wonderfully! In fact it was not until the fourth
and final week of the exercise that anyone was seriously affected by
the miscellaneous, 'creepies'.
Clearly signallers and drivers are not experts in infantry tactics, so
as well as learning about the jungle there was also a degree of basic
infa ntry revision fo r the exercise party. Sgt ' High Morale' Steve Carr,
as the only British soldier on the ground, ensured that his section ,
whatever the di fficulty, be it the heat, the swamps, the jungle,
scorpions, snakes, ants- the list, apparently was endless-tackled
every task with great 'josh' -Gurkhali for enthusiasm.
My right-hand man throughout was Lt (QGO) Narain Rai whose
help, advice, and wealth of experience proved invaluable. Narain
Saheb instigated a special meal, following a nasty encounter with a
hornets nest which hospitalised two unlucky soldiers. I think revenge
was the motive when the next day a patrol was sent out. Mission: To
capture the enemy position . This was achieved and the position was
brought to base camp in a large three ply plastic bag, complete with
enemy occupants, who were expertly cooked into a culinary delighthornet chutney! Although we had enjoyed eating monkey and deer
during the exercise, the Iban tribesman had not taught us this one!
The climax of Ex Jungle Trooper was a 10-day deployment into the
field during which the lessons of the previou two weeks were put into
practice. This coincided with a visit from our CO, Lt Col H . M.
Adam MBE, prior to assuming command of the Regiment from Lt
Col J . E. Neeve. Lt Col Adams has accumulated considerable
knowledge of the jungle during his many tours of duty with the
Regiment; he was able to pass some of this on to us during his stay
in the field .
The final exercise completed, fi ve days of kit cleaning, preparation,
and packing, together with sunbathing and some visits were available
before we returned to Hong Kong. We held an end-exercise barbecue
which lasted until the early hours. This was especially wefcome after
five hours trek from the nearest vehicle track . There was howev~r . one
surprise left .
As I showed Lt Col Adams into hi room the night before his
departure, we found that an uninvited guest had gained prior access.
Black, sinister, and armed, it took four men to finally secure the
safety of the CO' s room. The offender, I am sad to say. passed away
this week having been smuggled back as a captive into the Officer '
Mess in Hong Kc ng. Fortunately Sam on, an 8" Scorpion, is now
preserved for ever and framed for posterity!
The experience gained during this four week exerci e provided a
learning curve which resembled the North face of the Eiger-going
up! Visiting the Sutlan's palace, and the capital city of Bandar Seri
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n.
fa inating a the for bidden Pala e in Bei1ing_ had
been JU ·t four month· before. I felt a little like the lead in a recru111ng
film! I return d from E Jungle Trooper in Brunei, looki ng forward
10
m tability in Hong Kong. and I am happy now to be working
1th m) troop on ·e again • • 1y leave in the Philippin~ .last ~,·eek is no_w
onl a rela ing memory, ·o a the heat and hum1dny n e here in
Hon Kong it i on \\ith the air-conditioner ( orry RQ!) and an a ault
on the in·tra\.
\\hat i thl<~ Good grief! ' taff, get 34 men together, we're off to
Korea. o. 1 am not joking.' Ten weeks ceremoni al drill and Guard
Dutie with American , Thais and Filipinos, a part of the UN
Honour Guard Company in eoul. Hmm, sound intere ting. Hang
on, didn't The JJ:ire and the Briti h Army Review have an article on
thi '?
ow, where did I leave my sword?
From your roving reporter of no fixed abode.

WHEREVER DUTY CALLS (PART TWO)
• ta ff, get 34 men together we're off to Korea.'
' ahib?"
'It ays, "11 week of ceremonial drill and guard .duties with
merican, Thai and Philippino soldier as part of the Umted ation
Honour Guard Company in Seoul".'
ow, wa the Regiment giving me a hint? It was only two months
.ince I returned from five week of jungle training in Brunei (my third
visit there) and not so long since I'd been sent to Peking on the 1987
Hong Kong-Beijing Rally. Regardle s of Regimental intention , the
Queen's Gurkha Signal Honou r Guard selection process and training
quickly began in earne t.
I was determined no-one in Korea would regard the new signallers
a in any way inferior 10 the infantry platoon which had gone before
u , and o training wa rigorou and intensive. With the temperature
in Hong Kong ri ing to 32 (for those of you used to imperial
tandards, that' HOT!), we were readily able to acclimatise to the
temperatures we were likely to encounter on parade in Korea.
Having selected the best 34 'drill wallahs' I found that each of our
four Squadrons, a well a every trade, wa represented. The overall
tandard of English was excellent , which was to prove beneficial as
friendships were formed with the American and Korean soldier , and
a mutual understanding and respect quickly developed.
Our barracks was located in ltaewon, a district which has grown by
feeding off the spending power of several thousand Gl's located in the
U / US Forces Korea HQ, Yongsan Camp.
Once enveloped in the US administered Honour Guard Company,
whose modest motto is, 'Better than the best, Sir', we were the subject
of close scrutiny. Our preparation proved to have been time well spent
and we were quickly able to adapt to the US Army drill and to the
tandards expected whil t on guard. One of our secondary roles after
providing the U platoon for ceremonial drill was to guard the
Commander US Forces Korea (CUSFK)/Comrnander in Chief U
Command (CINCU C)/ Commander 8th US Army (CEUSA) who in
fact was just one person; Maj Gen Louis C. Menetrey.
Our first parade was soon upon us: the 8th US Army band led the
Company on to the parade field, the US platoon led our platoon,
(which to signify the 'United Nations', had four Philippino and four
Thai soldiers following) then came the colours (UN, US and Korean
Flags), and the Republic of Korea (ROK) Army, Air Force, Navy and
Marine Platoons. It was a fairly impressive multi-national Honour
Guard, with five variations of dress and three variations of drill
movements. This first parade was a great success, demonstrating that
a Signal unit could be profes ional in every aspect of soldieringquite a revelation to the US Army hierarchy! In the previous three
months there had been three such parades, however, our platoon
eventually completed 19-the most hectic period ever for the Honour
Guard.
With so many ceremonies the Company became a very high profile
unit. We were featured twice in a Korea-wide magazine, the first
article concentrating on our platoon in particular, and the second on
a visit to the Company lines by the US Secretary of State for Defence,
Mr Frank Carlucci. It seemed every American in Korea knew'about
the Queens Gurkha Signals platoon from Hong Kong, and the
inquiries intensified after a further lengthly article on the Gurkhas was
published in the US Army equivalent of 'Soldier' magazine.
Incidentally, Brian Barron and a team from the BBC filmed our 4 July
parade. This has yet to be broadcast.
Whilst our drill was unquestionably of a very high standard, such
excellence requires long hours of rehearsal and preparation . This
however was all forgotten when, on our last day in Korea, we were
awarded the 'Commanders Cup'. This was an impressive trophy
pre~ented for 'Ceremonial Excellence'-each parade has been marked
by independent observers guided by a strict set of rules. The rest of
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the Company who stay in the Honour Guard for a full year
acknowledged the effort and expertise of our platoon du ri ng a
ompany farewell party and the p~e entation of the Cup ensured we
finished our tour in Korea on a high note.
Despite the heavy ·ommitments the platoon was able to . enjoy
several visits including a day spent with 72 Armor Bn, 2 Inf Div. An
ext ensive ins'pection o f the Battalion , motto; 'If you ain't Cav , you
ain 't proved fa cinating and was a high point for many of the men
who 'had not een operational tanks before. The day really brought
home how different life can be outside Hong Kong, and the chance
to use the Ml Abrahams and its field firin g simulator wa a unique
opportunity for many.
A study day for the platoon took place at the Gloucester
Valley/lmjin River battle site- a very moving ~istori cal monument,
.
the site today i occupied by South Korean aruller~ .
With dialogue between North and South Korea mcreasmg as the
Olympic drew nearer, our platoon was responsible for a number of
ceremonial guards in the building where the . ~ talks were hel~. It ~as
a simple room in a hut bisected by the M1htary Demarcation Lme
(MDL)-which acts as today's border_ between North and So~th. Our
first chance to stand face to face with North Korean old1ers was
eagerly accepted, and after a tense morning it was decided that the
North Korean had all been issued with shoe three sizes too smallthi being the only explanation for the fearsome_ looks on the!r faces!
The US Infantry unit on the border have their mottos which they
shout at every passing military vehicle: 'Stand Alone, sir' sounded a
little pre-emptive, and 'In front of them all, sir,' wa cruelly muta~ed
to 'In pite of them all, soldier,' a respons~ which was accepted ~1~h
good-humour. It was surprising how very different the US Army 1s m
so many way .

THE GREAT ESCAPE
On 18 Novem~er two 1a9ies from the School Regiment Orderly
Room, ~c.compamed by_ a fnend from 640 Signal Troop, took part in
a mass Jail ~reak organised by the Ringwood Round Table in aid of
the BBC Children In ~eed appeal. The aim of the exercise was to get
as . fa~ away froi:n Ringwood as possible within 12 hours whilst
rehevmg the public of their cash in the form of donations
~ur intrepid trio made their e~cape in a 'getaway' car provided by
Brian Carpenter of the Royal Signals Museum . Having made their
way to Portsmouth, they proceeded to 'hijack' the Viking Venturer
ferry to Le Havre courtesy of P & 0 Ferries. The unsuspecting
passengers were then invited to pay their own ransom.
On arriving in Le H.avre the _girls_ caused_ quite a stir among the
French populace who viewed their prison uniforms with a mixture of
disb~lief and amused smiles at the antics of these unusual 'mad dog'
Enghsh women. Undeterred our girls re-hijacked the ferry back to
England, collecting a few more 'ransoms' on the way.
Stephanie Marchant, Carol Jackson and Carole Marchant are to be
congratulated on their escapade which raised over £700 for this
worthy cau~e. Rumour has it that Stephanie Marchant in her post as
Sch~ol Regiment Movements Clerk is looking for somewhere more
exotic to escape to next year. British Airways be warned!

..

A P&O Ferry employee cheerfully pays her ransom

SIGNALLING YESTERYEAR
F<?l~owi.ng our front cover _and article reporting the Royal Signals
paruc1pat1on at the BBC Radio Show we have received the following
photographs from Archie Livemore (ex Sgt H. P. Livemore).
. One. shows the wireless sets in use in India between 1925-3 1
mcludmg the 120w set, which was in extensive use on permanent
stations and also carried in the Crossely 15 or 30 cwt vans.
The smaller picture shows the 'C' set, known as the 'Pack' set,
transported by mule and operated over hills, mountains and very
rough passes.
Do you recognise yourself in the third photo?

Lt R. C. A. Pool leading his composite platoon of Queen's Gurkha

Signals, Phillipine Army and Royal Thai Army soldiers through a
right wheel on to the parade ground
A number of non-military visits were possible: the most popular
being a trip to the Olympics Games Complex , and another to a
preserved Korean Folk Village which in many ways reminded the
Gurkhas of life in Nepal.
Quite a few visitors came from Hong Kong to see the platoon at
work. These included the Brigade Commander, Brig V. J.
Beauchamp, his Chief of Staff and our own CO, Lt Col H. M. Adams
MBE. The visit of Col Hamish proved to be another highlight of our
tour. It's a long time since the Americans have seen a British CO
dancing the night away in Itaewon until 0400 hrs! (Nonsense!).
Apparently we were waiting for the floor show (which was actually
well worth waiting for), and yes, sir, I'm still looking for the
negatives!
It was with some regret that we assembled to return by VCLO-I had
completed my handover/ takeover with the incoming platoon
commander. We will all have our own special memories of our tour,
but whatever they may be, the reputation of the Regiment and the
Brigade of Gurkhas was greatly enhanced through the hard work
undertaken before and during our time in Korea.
Following a warm welcome back to the Regiment in Hong Kong I
am now looking forward to my leave, to India, Burma and Thailand.
Nay, thoughts 1 had of returning to my troop were soon dismissed and
the feeling that the Regiment is trying to tell me something has
returned. My packed lunches are wrapped in maps, my room in the
Me s has been made a sub-let and now I'm to go to Nepal. Three
weeks duty trek is the official line, but I have a sneaking suspicion
there may be an ulterior motive! Somehow I feel my next posting to
7 Sig Regt in Herford will be somewhat different from my nomadic
tour with the Regiment.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1989
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REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE GAMES CLUB
SUMMER SEASON 1988

Thi ummer Lhe Corps has conlinued to show great strength in it
porting activiLie wilh ome extremely creditable results at both
:'\1ajor a d 1inor Unit le el. Some quite exceptional re ults are
credited
individual within our Corps.
The mo t notable team success has again been in Athletics with 2
Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt's retention of it position a Champion
rmy Team. Comms and Sy Gp proved the most succe sful minor
unit. In canoeing, 16 Sig Regt and 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt have again
excelled at both UKLF and Army level. AA Coll Harrogate
complemented that ucce at Junior level. Also at Army Junior level
Coll Harrogate wept the board in the Archery Championship .
The Berlin Sig Regt has again performed extremely well in becoming
B OR Minor Units Swimming Champions and third in the Army
Champion hips. In hooting, 37 Sig Regt(V) gained the North Irish
Militia Trophy (for on Infantry Units) in the TA SAM at Bisley . The
Queen' Gurkha Signals were elected LO represent the Army in the
Canadian Army Rifle Meeting in Ottawa following their
Championship win in RASAM. 14 Sig Regt won the Major Units
B OR Orienteering Champion hip. The School of Signals capitalised
on ucce in the Winter by winning the Army six-a-side football
compelition. In a sport which does not feature often in the Corps
reports, 4 Armd Div and Sig Regt performed with great credit in the
tug-of-war at the Braemar Highland Games as did 16 Sig Regt in
winning the RCZ Tug-of-War Championships.
Thi ea on has produced a number of individual successes of which
Cpl Callender's fine achievement in representing Great Britain at the
Seoul Olympics is outstanding. SSgl Killen continued to represent I
and Combined Services in Athletics. A number of sportsmen continue
to represent the Corps at Army and Inter-Service level most notable
of whom were Lt Standen who came second in the Service Pistol
Championships and LCpl Ledger who became Army Individual
Champion for lOOm breaststroke.
It is encouraging to note that many Teams are continuing to receive
new and young sportsmen; a sign which bodes well for the future. The
Blue Helmets' Parachute Team, though not heavily involved in
competitions this year, has settled well in its new home in Catterick
and the fourfold increase in Display participation has done much to
publicise our Corps.
ATHLETICS
The Corps has continued to maintain the high standards set last
year, and the quality of the Corps athletes is the best for more than
a decade. 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt and 21 Regt demonstrated their
strength as major units in the UK & BAOR Competitions and Comms
and Sy Gp proved to be the most successful minor unit. 2 Inf Div HQ
and Sig Regt retained the Army Inter-Unit Team Championship. In
that same Championship 21 Sig Regt came a creditable fourth and is
increasing in strength and potential.
Cpl CaUender reached a new pinnacle of success in International
prominence by being included as the last leg of the GB 4 x lOOm relay
team in the Seoul Olympics. SSgt Killen also continued LO represent NI
and Combined Services in I !Om hurdles, pole vault and decathlon.
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt had more athletes in the Army Squad
Lhan any other unit.
CRICK.ET
Corps cricket bas seen a very successful season as part of Lhe new
Army Meril League. Strengths featured strong penetrative bowling
and for the most part excellent batting. Fielding had also gained in
strength throughout the season. Of particular note was Cpl Simon
Gibbs who, as far as can be ascertained, made the highest score of 153
for the Corps since 1939. Capt David Luckett took 47 wickets and our
Army Player Cpl Don Bascombe as well as achieving another century
maintained his usual all-round high standard. It is sad to note that this
was his last season for the Corps. Sgt Dean Richardson produced
~me fine wicket keeping and Cpl 'Tiny' Phillips, gained good
Wickets . Sgt Geoff Watts' leg spin increased in effectiveness
throughout the season and it was encouraging to note the
participation of ATs Johns and Wilson at this standard.
In the new Army Merit Table the team won three matches, drew one
and lost three. Winning Matches were against:REME
RAC
RA
10

won by 23 runs
won by I 19 runs
won by 155 runs (Cpl Gibbs 153)

T~e followin.g com peted at Army level: A1 {,Cpl Broilers, J L
Bomfacc and Sig Lewis-Walker.

Other wins were: RMAS
won by 7 wkts
GOC 2 Div XI won by 82 runs
RMCS
won by 134 run
SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
Again this season there wa only one Corps swimming fixture in
1988. This was held at Catterick as part of the Royal Signals v RAF
Support Command Signal Sports Competition. The Corps was very
narrowly beaten by 40 pts to 39 in an excellent competition. AT
Williams deserved hi win in lOOm breaststroke and Sig Edmonds in
the lOOm backstroke .
In the ame Competition, the Royal Signals swimmers redressed the
balance in the water polo match with a win (9 pts to 4).
TENNIS
The Corps played in the Army Lawn Tennis League and endured
the frustration of losing a number of matches by very narrow margins
having had to field a weaker team because of major exercise
commitments. Sig Danworth again had a good Army Championship
and Army Season. It is of note also that two of our WRAC DTgWPtes Baughan and Hawtree represented the WRAC this year and
WPte Baughan is congratulated on her selection to represent the
Combined Service next year. The Corps team wo n five matches and
lost eight .
PARACHUTING
The Blue Helmets' team is now firmly placed in Catterick under the
administration of the Royal Signals Demonstration Team. This year
there was an increase of participation in shows (10 last year-42 this
year). No competitions are reported as these take place in
October/November . It should be noted that the future holds promise
for the team in that some 50 students have been trained this year thus
providing a larger base from which to draw the team.
MOTORCYCLING
The team has had a good year in terms of individual effort but
changes in team membership and service commitments have weakened
the team standing. Nevertheless the Best Team and Best Club awards
were won at the Army National Championships. Notable results were:
Events entered
Summer Season
18
Winter Season

Awards
Gold
13
4

Silver
7

Bronze
8

3

CANOEING
Notable results of individual and unit participation were:
UKLF Slalom Championships-Llandyssul
Junior Unit Team Winner
AA Coll Harrogate
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt
Senior Team
Runners Up
Senior Kl
Runner Up
SSgt K. Truby
Junior Kl
Runner Up
J. L. Boniface
Army Slalom Championships-Hildesheim
Unit Team
Winner
AA Coll Harrogate
Unit Team
Runners Up
16 Sig Regt
SSgt K. Truby
Senior Kl
Runner Up
Third
LCpl A. Dobson
Senior Kl
Army Sprint and Marathon Racing Championship-Monmouth
Junior Unit Team Winner
AA Coll Harrogate
Sprints
Marathon Senior
Winners
Capt Jackson/LCpl Lloyd
A K2
Marathon Senior
Winners
LCpl Dobson/Spr Ball
B K2
Inter-Service Marathon Championships- Newark
K2
Winners
Capt Jackson/ Dvr Pritchard
The following represented the Army at Inter-Service Level during
the season: Capt S. Jackson, SSgt K. Truby, LCpls C. Lloyd and A.
Dobson.
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s1Y t ic 0 ueen and members of the Royal Fa ·1 S h
.
placing. has not been achieved before by the orp~1 y. uc a high

~~gs~~:~iri~0~eti~~t~CZ

Champi~nships

GLIDING
Maj ~arkins represented the Corps in the UK Inter-Service Glidin
competition but a poor summer kept many of the gliding r 1 ·
g
the ground .
ra ermty on
It is encouraging to note that a number of · ·
k
attracted into both gliding and hang gliding ~ru;:y1orRrAanF as hdaCv~ ?!~en
Clubs
are
co
t.
·
·
·
·
•
n s1v1
.
. -0 per:i- mg m nou fymg the Secretary of all Royal
· 1an
t
pilots pa~smg theJT courses.
1gna s
LC pl hP.reston C?44 Sig Sqn (AS)) was awarded a Malcolm Club
Scho 1ars 1p to tram as a solo pilot.

FOOTBALL
T he School of Signals won the Ar
s 1·
S"d
1
competition and gained the Thorpe Trophy fu~ the ~~~t g~al:~c~~~~

GOLF
This season the Corps team was relatively inexperienced but still
produced some g?od results in a largely uneventful year. The team
were runners-up m the Royal Irish Rangers Bowl Competition and
a1so produced the following other notable res Its:

ARCHERY
AA Coll ~arrogate _Junior Archery continued to build on p ·
success . takn:ig the first three team places in the Arm rev1ous
~ha:1pionsh1ps ('.vtelville Silver Cup) and second and third ti'a~~fior
m Rt e Al rmy J.um?~ Championships (Key Trophy (Novices))
ace
esu ts for md1v1duals are as follows:
·

lnter-Corps Fixtures
Played
Won
12
6

Lost
Halved
3
3
Riv;;~nJ ;~~~i~~~'.)st RAPC, RE, RCT, RAF Support Comd Sigs,
The Corps Meeting at Catterick in the Autumn was abandoned on
t he second day.
SHOOTING
37 ~ig ~egt.(V) consolidated on the strength and success built up last
yea~ Y wmnmg T~e Nort~ Irish Militia Trophy (Non Signals Units)
~~r~C: lc1r s:~ ~)ISclehy this. year: Queen's Gurkha Signals won the
o 1g ~ . amp1o~ sh1p at RASAM and were also selected
to represent the Bnt1sh Army m the Canadian Army Rifle Meetin on
Ex Sharpshooter (Ottawa). Notable results were:
g
Machine Gun Trophy
!st. Pair-Capt Lilbd r Grg and Sgt
.
Krishna Grg
Also gamed second and third pair in a clean sweep.
Sniper i:rophy
1st-Sgt Krishna Grg
International Para Cup Match-Winners
The team won fo~r individual medals and a total of 26 Gold Bars.
Tfhe Corps T~rget Rifle Team won the Gueterbock Cup against a field
o 18 teams m UK .
The flCorps ~~ enjoyed an increase in entries to a record 143 which
w~s re ected m increased Corps entries in RASAM (five M ·
·
Mmor, two TA Regts).
aJor, six
Other results were:
Three Corps shots in the Army 100
Sig Yamkumar
14th
Sgt Krishan
18th
Capt Lilbahadur
76th
S!'t Whittaker
4th, Association Cup
~·~ ~u~~er
ls~, (3 Class) Whittaker Trophy
Wmner, SMG Championship I & II
g ns na
Lt I. G. Standen
2nd, S~rvice Pistol Championships (by
one pomt!) (NRA Silver Jewel)
Capt Body
3rd, Sniper Match
Capt Peck
4 NRA Medals-Service WeaponSitting, Standing, Secretary of State
'
Kinna vii
Sgt Carver
NRA Medal-Service
Weapon-Stephens
Cpl Ireland
NRA Medal- Service Weapon-Bisley
Bullet
W02 (YofS) Hayward
Member of UK Team which won the
RAF Quadrangular Match Sennelager

ORIENTEERING
14 Sig Regt won the
Champi onships and 211 si·g

Tug-of-War

M ·
U ·
aJor
nits. BAO~ Orienteering
qn won the Mmor Units Section.

Army Junior Champion JLdr LCpl I. L. Overal
Runner Up
AT LCpl M. C. Heathcote
Army Junior Novice
AT A. J. Clark
Runner Up
Army Junior Novice ThirdAT J. V. Morton
SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
TSh7 Be~lin Sig Regt achieve very creditable results this season
w1mmmg results are as follows:
·
Army Minor Units Swimming
Championships
BA<?R Minor Units Championships
Berhn Inf Bde Minor Units
Championships

NRA Medal Winner
NRA Medal Winner
NRA Medal Winner

OTHER SUCCESSES
TUG-OF-WAR
.4 ~!IJd _Div HQ :i-nd Sig R.egt has achieved considerable success in
this d1sc1phne. Having come m the top four in preliminary rounds at
the Royal Tournament, the team achieved third place with the prize
presented by the Secretary of State for Defence. They were runners-up
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3rd
Winner
Winner

Water Polo:
Berlin Inf Bde Open

Winner

C~ndivjduafl Successes

were: LCpl Ledger-Army Individual
R
d
amp1on or lOOm breaststroke (Missed Ar
hundredths of a second). Selected for the Armymfeame.cor by two

The BBC's Telegraph Selvice operates
and controls a Message Switching
System (MSS) lirilir¥,J the BBC natioolll\:
the Euro~ Broadcastir¥,J Union (EBUi
and !J.!Nlding worldwide Telex and Cable
facilities.

TELEGRAPHISTS
nyou are leavir¥,J the seivice in the

we OON haJe CWJl!Jlities
for Telegraphists with a minimum 2 years
experience in operatir¥,J a substantial
Telecommunications Network within a
message switchir¥,J system environment.
A so.und kn<Wiledge of international
!efex fc.::1lit1es, C001!Jehension aro use of
mternatKJOal communication reference
lxloks is essential.
Based Central London.
Salary £9,086 to £10858 +
8% Shift All<Mance.
'
Benefits include 5 weeks annual
leave. Seaso.n Ticket
. Loans, Pension
Scheme, Social Club
For application form aro further
intoonatioo COOlaj !~e re1. 2452/TW
and enclose s.ae.) Harry Donnellan
Persoonel Officer, BBC Raclio Admini'.
stratlon, lmn 414, Brock House
~few nmths

A Two members of the Corps Team were selected to represent the
rmy at the NRA Target Rifle Meeting:
Capt J. Body
W02 (YofS) Hayward
Reserve Cpl Alden

in 560kg,

r:Y
lf1lf1
•
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London WlA lAA. Tel 01-927 4023. '
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THE CORPS BAND
nder it Director of Mu ic, Capt D. Wall, the Corps Band. g~ve
cone rt at Bedgebury in Kent on 8 ovember 19 8. 1:he apprec1auve
udience included local choolchildren, a number of whom are the
daughter of erving ignalmen .

Mr Alan Nipper, Librarian (Archivist Bedgebury School) with his
son LCpl Miles Nipper (Bassoon and Saxophone).
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The event took on something of an inter-service navo~r •. having
been organised by a member of the Ro~al Naval ~sso~1 at1on, the
Band played the RAF March a a comphment to Air Vic~ Marshal
Stacev (Headcorn RAFA) who was present. ~any ex-s1~nalmen,
members of the local Royal Briti h Legion were m the audience.
The Band was engaged by Bedgebury .School to celebrate the
tercentenary of th e re-building of the House m 1688. At the end of the
concert a collection was tak en which raised a handsome sum of money
to be shared between The Royal British Le~i?n Popp~ ~ppc.al Fund
and The Soldiers , Sailor and Airmens Families Assoc1auon m Kent.

The Co rps Band Director of Music Capt D. Wall, Royal Signals at
Bedgebury School, Kent

Photos by courtesy of Kent and Sussex Courier

0

ffering an innovative and professional alternative to todays
traditional methods of communication, Mercury are a rapidly
expanding and forward thinking organisation.
We are looking for professional individuals to join us as
Transmission Network Controllers. You'll monitor and control our
Trunk and Leased Customer Network, providing fault control by
co-ordinating and supporting existing activities of the Mercury
Customer Assistants, Switch Network Control, London Regional
Operation Centre, London Customer Assistant Service Centres
and other departments.
Your role will also involve maintaining daily log and record
systems, and liaising with engineering staff where necessary.
If you are leaving the Services in the next few months and are
qualified to HNC/HND in telecoms or have significant relevant
experience in a relevant role, a flair for organisation, and the
' ability to innovate, we are offering a competitive salary plus
extensive benefits.
Please phone for an application form on 021-625 2049, or write

with full c.v. to:
Sally Stewart, Personnel Manager, Mercury Communications
Limited, 27th Floor, Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street, Queensway,
Birmingham B11TI.

'
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Officers
DECEMBER 1988
Runk und Name
Lt Col /\. R. Bnilcy
Ll Col S. M. A. Lee
Lt ol A. L. W. S1eane
Muj N. J. Corbin
Maj J.P. M. Coulthard
Muj R. C. T. Cu1hbcr1 ..
Maj J. Foxlc~
.
Maj J. P. Hudson
Maj P H. Macculloch
Maj 0. McConnell
MnJ N. T Moore
Maj P. J. Oldfield
Maj A J. Porritt
Maj R. 0. Price ..
Maj D. M. Sleele
Maj E. T. A. Webster
Capt J. F. Cnlven
Cap1 J. A. J . Cond ie
Capt A. C. Doane
Capt S. A. Leigh
Capt G. R. Mason
Cap1 C. 0 . McGrory
Cap1 G. R. Norton
..
Capl '. W. Pender-Johns
C>pt '. A W. Pope
Cap1 R A. Sharp
I 1 A. J. Duncan
I I 0 l . Llewellyn
110.r, Robson
JANUA RY 1989
Rank c.v1d Name
L1 Col , . P Beasley
Lt Col L R. J. Tilson
Maj A. •. Boyle ..
Maj J. C. Chambers
Maj R. M. Crombie
Maj C. M. Eastland
Maj G. R. Elliot
Maj M. J. M. Emslie
Maj J. K. Ewbank
Maj I. Forbes
..
Maj C. K. R. French
Maj A. J. Grey ..
Maj B. M. M. Jackson
Maj A. M. Jones ..
Maj P . S. Jones . .
Maj S. W. Jones ..
Maj S. J . Kidner ..
Maj P. King
.
Maj G. Lile
Maj W. /I Locke ..
Maj 0 . M. Mills ..
Maj P . B. Neale ..
Maj A. J . Poppleton
Maj G. Powell
..
Maj 0 . C. Richardso n
Maj F. T. J . Riley ..
Maj P. A. R. Rouse
MajA. W. Ru s . .
Maj R. F. Rutherford ..
Maj B. J . Scou-Morton ..
Maj J . E. Thomas ..
Maj 0 . A. Tiffin ..
Maj C. J . Whi11aker
Capt W. S. Balding
Capt A. w. Boag ..
Capt M. Butler ..
Capt S. J. Callaghan
Cap1 S. Croft
..
Capt K. P. Fisher ..
Capt H. M. Flint ..
Capt P . Gillespie ..
Capt A. A. Goff ..
Cap1 A. A. S. Harwell
Capt J. R. lllingwonh . .
Capt M. P . Llewellyn
Capt I. W. MacKenzie . .
Cap1 N. J . H. Naylor . .
Capt P. T. Nicholson-Taylor
Cap1 M. Stapleton
Cap1 I. 0 . Westerman ..
Capt 0 . J . Whitby
Cap1 M. P . Wisc ..
Cap1 N. J . Yeocll ..
Lt M. J . Barnes ..
LI 0 . W. S. Elliott
Lt 0 . C. Llewellyn
L1 L. 0. Mccourt .
Lt R. C. A. Pool . .
Lt M. Ramshaw . .

Unit to which posted
RAC Centre
QMG's London Staff
School of Signals
ACOS (OR) Land Systems
DIS l/\El
HQ BAOR
RA ROE (PE)(AE)
OSS (AO)
13 Sig Reg1
/\COS (OR) Land Sys1ems
OGOWL (A)(PEXAE)
HQNI
School of Signals
COA RAF Thatcham
QMG's London Staff
24 1 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regl
School of Signals
LSP Oman
AA Coll Harrogate
School of Signals
RMAS
School of Signals
AA Coll Harroga1e
QG Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regl
HQ BR Forces Belize
11 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt

Unit to which posted
ACOS (CIS)
HQ LONOIST
14 Sig Regt

cos

..

204 (4 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regl
QG Sig Rcgt
PB ll(A)
JCUFI
259 Sig Sqn
HQ I (BR) Corps
OSS (AO)
HQ British Forces Cyprus
HQ UKL F
OSS (AO)
PB 11(0)
RM CS Shriven ham
25 1 Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Slaff College
OSS (AD)
7 Sig Regt
School of ignals
I I Sig Reg1
I Inf Bde and Sig Sqn
HQ Trg Op R Signals and Cauerick Gar
HQ I (BR) Corps
206 (6 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
8 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
RMCS Shrivenham
13 Sig Regt
Oibrallar
602 Sig Tp
233 Sig Sqn
HQ Bde of Gurkhas Nepal
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
I I Sig Regt
HQ 11 Armd Bde
School of Signals
JCUFI
School of Signals
21 Sig Regt
II Sig Reg1
RMCS Shrivenham
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
HQ Nonhern Ireland
11 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg1
Berlin HQ and Sig Reg1
7 Sig Regt
Berlin HQ and Sig Regt

WOs and SNCOs
DECEMBER 1988
Ronk a11d Nomt
AWOI A. T . Kidd
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Unit to which posted
7 Sig Reg1

.
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AWO I (l'ofS) P Leach •
AWOI R. A H. Melville
AWOI G. T Reeve
AWOI A. Wil•on ..
.
W02 (YofS) J . S. T Sykes
AW02 (FofS) M. J. 1\llerton
/IW02 G. Ellis .
AW02 M. P. McGrath
SSgt T. Bcelcy
SSgt J. Bellion
..
SSgt R. W. Bousfield
.
SSg1 0 . A. C. Collington
SSgt 0. Mann
.
.
SSgt (YofS) S. M. Rose .
SS gt M. L. SI refford
SSgt B. R Wheatley
Sg1 M. R. Bahado .
Sgt 0. 1. Carr
Sg1 E. F. Clee
Sgt W. L. Cox
Sgl B. Glove r
Sat M Goor
.•
Sg1 L. F. Hoehne .
Sg1 A. Hogg
Sg1 R. S. Ley
..
Sgt A. P. Minvalla
Sgl J . R. Monkman
Sgt S. A. Moroney
Sg1 R. C. "1ullins ..
Sg1 0. M. Mc:Goff
Sgt Sgt N. K. Mc Kie
Sg1 I. McNelly
..
Sgt P. McSorley . .
Sgt R. J . Qurnn ..
Sgt A. P. Rimmell
Sgt M. J. Scot! ..
Sgt M. T. Sheehan
Sgt F. 0 . Shingler ..
Sgt R. M. Sleeman
Sgt R. Sloggctt ..
Sgt 0. E. S1ree1 ..
Sgt S. J. Vaughan ..
Sgt P . A. Wilson ..
ASgt S. P. Clark ..
ASgl M. R. Liulewood ..
ASgt M. R. Pouenon
ASg1 I. M. S. Seou
ASgt J . Stubley ..
ASg1 T. J . Wright ..

,....-:,

HQ Bnh•h ~orees Cyprus
39 Int Bdc HO and Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HO and Sig R<i;t
31 Sig Regt(V)
llOS wa,h ington
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
30 Stg Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
21 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
HQ Bri1ish Forces Cypru'
11 Sig Regt
71 Sig Reg1(V)
Berl in HQ and Sig Reg•
HQ I BR Corp•
37 Sig Rcgt(V)
8 Sig Regt
II Sig ReRl
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
31 Sig Regt (V)
HQ I BR Corps
3 Armd Div HQ and 1g Regt
633 Sig Tp
16 Sig Reg1
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (Int)
30 Sig Reg1
2 Inf Div HQ and ig Regt
Comms and Sy Gp (UKJ
7 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Signals
School of Signals
13 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
I 1nf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
I Queens Own Highlanders
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
4 Armd Oh HQ and Sig Regt
251 Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
13 Sig Reg1
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
22 Sig Reg1
28 Sig Regt
SHAPE Sig Gp
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
13 Sig Reg1
QO Sig Regt

WOs and SNCOs
JANUARY 1989
Ronk and Nome
AWOI J. Hudson ..
AWOI T. W. Hughes ..
AWOI (FofS) L. S. La,.1on
AWOI J . E. Mullender ..
AWOI J. A. Pape
..
W02 (YofS) 0 . W. Bowman ..
W02 (FofS) M. Flaherty
W02 P. R. Lang ..
Wu2 0 . McAllister
..
W02 (YofS) G. H. Ralph
W02 R. C. Simpson
W02 B. S. Thomson
AW02 M. Barker . .
AW02 0 . W. Bone
..
..
AW02 (FofS) 0. J . H. Boxhall ..
AW02 R. Bruce ..
AW02 0. Chrystal
..
AW02 {FofS) J. P. Dempsey
A W02 K. L. Gilder
..
AW02 (YofS) W. Riding
SSgt L. H. T. Allen
SSgt 0. R. Burrows
SSgt 0. E. Chester
SSg1 J . T. Selkirk
SSg1 R. C. Shortis
ASSgt 0 . J. Cox
/ISSgt K. J. Daniel
ASSg1 M. J. Laybourn
/IS gt J . B. Parkinson ..
ASSg1 0. Watson
..
Sgt N. Allan
Sgt I. G. Barnes ..
Sgt M. G. Brown . .
Sgl R. J. Carey ..
Sgt T. C. Carter ..
gt T. W. Comyns
Sgt R. W. Corner ..
Sgt F. M. Oarlow ..
g1 R. Dodd
..
Sgl B. Donegan . .
gt P. Duffy
Sgl J. Frndley
.
gl G. J. Gardner ..
Sg1 V. R. Grimsley
gt J. R. Hearns . .
Sg1 0. B. Humphnes
Sgt P. E. Lewi
Sgt B. E. Mee

Unit to which posted
13 Sig Regt
11 Sig Reg1
242 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Reg1
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
9 Sig Rcg1
Conuns and Sy Gp (UK)
9 Sig Rcgt
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Sqn
238 (L) Sig Sqn
Comms and Sy Op (UK)
13 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
14 ig Regt
HQ Trg Gp R Signals and Canerick
Garrison

..

'onhag Air Sp Radio Sqn
Tayforth UOTC
SHAPE Sig Gp
QG Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt
22 Sig Rcgl
8 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
4 Armd Di' HQ and Sig Rcgt
14 ig Regt
FSS Brizlee Wood
262 ig qn
16 Sig Regt
23 (n) Sig qn
AA Coll Harroga1e
School of Signals
8 Sig Rcgt
259 Sig Sqn
AA Coll Harrogate
FSS Mossy Hill
Cypru OH I S1a1ion
JCUFI
22Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
21 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
I WFR
J6 ig Regt(V)
Comms and Sy Op (UK)
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (Int)
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING

· hoot or Signal
Berlin HQ • nd Sig Re111
233 Ill Sqn

632 ig Tp
oU Harrog•te
9 ia Rest
School or ignal;
hool of Signals
FS Brizlce Wood
16 ig Rcgt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
225 Sig Sqn
Berlin HQ and Sig Rcgt
22S Sig qn
40 ig Rcgt(V)
3 CIT (Colc~te<)
HQ AFCENT p Gp
259 ig Sqn
QG Sig Regt
1 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
AA Coll Harrogate
BR Contingent U FtCYP
262 ig Sqn
l
and SH

ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets. to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financi al aims. These may include :
FINANCIAL PROTECTIO

FINANCIAL ECURITY
HO USE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPE SES
COMFO RTABLE RETIR E MENT

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
19

ovember

The following donations were gratefully received during
:

GEC Pies ey Telecommunications Ltd ............ . .
4 CO 2 Air Formation Signals ... . ................ . .
Maj and Mr R. J. Armstrong .. . .. . .......... . ... .
Certa Cito Lodge ... . ..... . ... . ................. . .
G. A . Jenkin . ... . ........ . ... . ...... . . .. . . . .. . . .
W02 (YofS) J . R. Arkley ..........•.. . ........•. .
1i c ........... .. ... .. . .. .. ... ....... .. .. .. . ... .

The following donations were gratefully received during
1988:
Arthur Ander on & Co ... . .. . .......... . .. . . .... . .
Middx lmperal Yeomanry Lodge . .. . .. . ........ .. . .
In memory of Maj (QM) M. Jennings .... . . .. .. ... . .
33 Corps Sig (SEAC) Association ... . ....... . .. . . . .
R. . H utchins .. . .... . . . ... . ...... . ... . . .. .. . . . . .
Ms J. L. P ower ..... . ... . ...... . .. . . .... . .. .. .. . .
F. E . Stagg ... . .. .. . . ..... .. . .... . . .. ..... . . . .. . .
A. R. GranviU . . . . .. . ..... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .
H. A . imons .. .. .... . .. .. . .. .... ..... .. . ... ... . .
P . B. Cairns . .. . .. . ... . ... .. . . . .. . . . . .. ... . .. .. . .
H . Bennert .. .. . . .. . . ..... . . .. ..... . .. . .......... .
Misc .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . · · . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

£5,000.00
£ 33.00
£ 30.00
£ 10.00
£
5.00
£
4.20
£
4.15
£5,086 .35
December
£ 250.00
60.00
£ 50.00
£ 40.00
£ 20.00
£ 15 .00
£ 10.00
£
9.86
£
5.80
£
5.80
£
4.00
£
4.50
£ 474.96

£

TR ANSFER OF ASSETS

-against the effects
of possessions lost
or dam:iged
-for present or
futu re dependa nts
- immediately or in
the futu re
- for present or
futu re child ren
- based on an
adeq uate con tin ui ng
inco me bac ked
up by an adequ ate
capital reserve
-to the next
generation

W E ADVIS E on the use of savings from income. the
in vestment of capital. the use of ot her assets whe re
applicable. in urance agai nst ill health and the insu rance of
possession . We hel p cl ients to lay the fou nda tions of sou nd
pl ans. to develop ex isting plans and keep them up to da te.
and then to make the best use of reso urces when the time
comes to meet commitments.

GOO D INFO RMATION is the basis of sou nd pla nnin g.
The more clie nts ta ke u in to thei r co nfidence the bette r we
ca n ass ist them. Please let us have fu ll detai ls of ex isti ng
resou rces. you r ab ili ty to save. and any expectatio ns. Please
al o tell us all yo u can abou t com mi tments with whic h yo u
expect to have to cope . We. of course. treat all such
inform atio n as con fidential.
AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to assisi
you however modest ou r resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangement s whi ch may need developing. th e
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are li kely to be
able to give you .
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
actio n: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 40 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing tliem and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen , but is
given in writing for you to study lH y0ur leisure.
ARE YOU MAKI G TH E BEST USE OF YO UR
INCOM E A D OT HER ASS ETS?

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YO U AS THE NEAR EST POST
BOX OR TELEPHO E

New 3in Regulation Pattern with Straps
Any Amount Made Up as Required

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA NING CAN
HELP YO U

Export 3in.. Web with Strengthening . ...... . .. . £5. 75
Export 3in Web without Strengthening ... ..... £4.75
UK inc VAT 3in Web with Strengthening . ... . £6.62
UK inc VAT 3in Web without Strengthening £5.47

T. FROST (Saddlers)
SOUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE

pl us post

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

plu s post

Major T . F. Williams

plus pos1
plus post

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28 18 1 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance
and Investment Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B. l.B .A.
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NOTICES
DEATHS
Bell- Capt F. Bell- died 4 October 1988.
Bramwell- Capt L. K. Bramwell MBE- died 15 September 1988 .
Browne- Mrs Teresa Browne- wife of ex Cpl J.B. Browne-died 10
January 1989.
Clark- Maj W. H. Clark-died 20 September 1988.
Heard- Maj J. L. Heard-served 1945-68- died 2 December 1988 .
Holmes- Col K. E. Holmes-served 1925-54-died 23 July 1988.
King- ex SSgt R. King- died 26 December 1988.
Moore- Lt Col E. R. Moore TD JP- served 1928-46-died 9
November 1988.
Morris-f,Cpl P. S. Morri- died JO November 1988.
Parker- Cpl I. C. ParkerPendlebury-Sig G. T. Pendlebury-died II November 1988.
Ransome- Lt Col H. N. Ransome-served 1931-63-died 6
Decem ber 1988 .
Rose-Capt P. L. Rose-died 22 December 1987.
Platts- \faj G. Platts-died 20 December 1988 .
Stead- ex Sgt A. E. Stead- served 1943-46-died 4 December 1988.
Swann- Capt J. T. Swann-died 30 Ju ly 1988.
Thomp on-ex W02 R. T. T hompson-served 1950-73-died 4
December 1988.
Watt --I.t C. W. Watts-died 5 April 1988.
Wedgbury- Maj A. J. Wedgbury-served 1922-47-died 8 November
1988.

OBITUARIES
Barnicott- Capt (TMO) A. W. Barnicott. Following in the footsteps
of his father and grandfather, Arth ur Barnicott joined the Royal
Engineers as a boy in I 920 and was sent to the Signal Training
Centre at Maresfield. On the formation of the .Corps of Signals,
he transferred in for training as a Wireless Electrician.
On reaching the age of 18, he was posted as a Signalman to 2
Cavalry Bde Sig Tp, Tidworth, and completed his Rough Riding
Course with 12 Royal Lancers. Between 1924 and 193 1. Arthur
saw service in Egypt, Sudan, Aden and Indi a. From then until the
outbreak of war, he served with 5 Div Sigs in Scarborough, Egypt
and Palestine.
He went to France with the BEF and was evacuated from
Dunkirk in I 940. The ship was dive-bombed and su nk and he spent
many hours in the water, finall y being rescued by a fish ing boat
and brought back t o E ngland . Here he was promoted RSM and
was then commissioned in I 941 . After training at the Signal Training Centre, Prestatyn, as T MO, Arth ur joined I Div Sigs and saw
service in North A frica and Italy, It was during the Italian
campaign that he was badly wounded by an anti-personnel mine
and was evacuated to UK in I 943. After fu rther service with I 5
Scottish Div Sigs and 55 Div Sigs, Arthur was invalided out in
1945. T he injuries to his bac k plagued him for the rest of his life.
Arthur lost his beloved wife Ethel in 1968 and for the past 20
years he devoted himself to his three daughters, sons-in-law and
his grand-children . He was also a great supporter of the Royal
British Legion and the Royal Signals Association (Reading
Branch). He was a very gentle man, always belittling his own
problems and having a ready ear for those of other people .
Reading Branch will miss his lively personality and his great
friendliness. We extend our sincere condolences to this family.
Barney died on 19 November 1988, aged 84 years .
Beevor-Sqn Ldr A. Beevor DFC RAF (Retd) . It is with deep regret
that we report the death of Arthur Beevor on 28 Novem ber 1988
after a painful illness. After a full career in the RAF, Arthur ca me
to 30 Sig Regt as U nit Families Officer where his wealth of
experience and compassion was greatly valued. He will be so rely
missed by all his friends and members of the Regi ment, past and
present.
Coomber-Cpl Nigel Coomber died on 6 September 1988 . He came
to 9 Sig Regt in May 1987 having previously served in Northern
Ireland with 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (198 1-1983) and wi th 28
Sig Regt in BAOR (1 983-1987). He was accompanied by his wife
Colomba , and daughter Sarah Lee.
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On arrival in the unit, he was employed as an Assistant Duty
Signal Officer in the Communication Centre where he made rapid
progress, not only mastering the complex system engineering tasks
but al o supervising the telegraphists on his shift. H is willingne s
to learn, ability to absorb new information and acceptance of
responsibility very quickly made him an important member of
Communications Troop.
He was an enthusiastic sportsman who represented the Regiment
at Athletics and Tug of War and played all sports at Troop level.
His cheerful, helpful nature made him very popular with his
superiors and subordinates alike, Nigel C oomber was an
intelligent, adaptable, well motivated JNCO, with the potent ial
and prospects of a fi ne career in Royal Signals. H e will be sadl y
missed by his workmates and all who knew him.
J ohnso n- Col Peter Johnson ODE, who has died aged 75 served with
distinction on the staff of the Com mander-in-Chief Allied Forces
Mediterranean Malta fr om 1957-59. T he only army officer in thi s
predominantly naval comman d, he soon found his signals knowhow much in demand . Whatever the problems in this stilldeveloping, widely dispersed o rganisation , his good-humou red
advice was held in the highest regard by his NATO colleagues .
Frederick Peter Johnson, educated at St Peter' s College, Radley
and the Royal Military Academ y, Woolwich, was commissioned
into the Royal Signals in 1933 and posted to India. He served with
A Corps Sigs in Rawalpindi and on the North West Frontier.
Du ring this period he married Eileen (Bobby) Braybrook in
Murree. After the outbreak of war, he was appointed officer in
charge of the cipher section of GH Q (India) New Delhi . In 1944
he too k over command of GHQ (I) Sigs at a time of increasing
importance fo r the Sout h East Asia theatre. When the war was
over he was posted to the School of Signals in Catterick
undertaking responsibility for O fficer Trai ni ng. Beneath his
sometimes stern exterior, cadets soon learnt there was a warm
heart, an impish sense of humour and a man of absolute integrity.
In 1951 he was posted to Korea where he commanded the
Commonwealth Div Sig Regt. He was appointed OBE in 1953 .
T his experience was to prove invalu able when he returned ro
England and became Commandant of the Signal Wing at the
School of Infantry . In 1955 Peter was appointed to command I
Corps Sig Regt BAOR which led, a year later, to his involvement
in the Suez operation .
His last appointment as officer in charge of the Royal Signals
Records Reading gave him immense satisfaction. Responsible for
the careers of soldiers, NCOs and Warrant Officers, he would go
to immense trouble to fit the right man to the right job. He had
a knack with postings!
After his retirement in 1962, he became editor of the Army
Diary and later a Director of the Method Publishing Co,
interesting his wife Bobby and his daughter Sally in the publication
of Army Guides. He continued his interest in oil painting, in
ornithology and stamp collecti ng. One of his more recent delights
was to add yet another penny black to his series.
It was a great j oy to his family that only last year, amid a large
gathering, he and Bobby were able to celebrate their Golden
Wedding an niversary. Peter will be remembered with considerable
affection by his many frie nds, not least those in Eversley where he
served his local community as Chu rch Councillor and Church
Warden for so many years.
Morris-LCpl P . S. Morris. It is with much regret that I Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt records the tragic death of LCpl Paul Morris of
2 Sqn on 10 November 1988. He was killed when his I tonne rebro
left the road and cras hed into a di tch du rin~ Ex First Summit.
LCpl Morris, formerly of 14 Sig Regt, was a li keable and popular
NCO who will be mis ed by all who knew him.
LCpl Paul Morris was born in BMH Iserlo hn on 12 December
1966, whilst his father was servi ng with 22 Sig Regt in Lippstadt.
He showed an early interest in the mil itary, j oining the Cadet
Force at Broadoak School in WeMon-Super-Mare. In 1983, he
followed family traditio n by enlisti ..g in the Corp , being trained
fir t at the J unior Regiment Royal Signals and later a a Radio
Operator at 8 Sig Regt.
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Hi fir t po·ting \\as to 14 ig Regt, in December 1984. He oon
made an impre ion by hi cheerful attitude and determined
pproach to work and within a year he fo und himself commanding
hi own r dio detachment. He proved to be a fit and keen
port man and found time to qualify as an offs hor.e ailing hand
at the Bri tish Kiel Yacht Club . His continued hard work,
intelligence and initiative throughout hi econd year at 14 Sig
Regt, earned early promotion .
While on a radio course in the UK, he demonstrated hi courage
by going to the a si tance of a young couple who were being
attacked in the treet. Hi prompt and public- pirited action led to
the attacker's subsequent conviction and LCpl Morris earned a
commendation from the GOC orth Ea.t District.
fter a promising fir t tour with 14 Sig Regt, LCpl Morris was
po ted in February 1988 to 2 Sqn of I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
Here he took command of one of the Divisional rebro , where he
rapidly proved hi ability .
LCpl Morris enjoyed his job and his conscientious yet cheerful
outlook on life wa an in piration to others. He was a personable
and popular young man who made fri ends both within and outside
the Army. Although only 21, he had already made hi mark and
et a fine e ample for his fell ow soldiers to fo llow.
LCpl Morris wa buried at a family service in Weston-SuperMare on 22 ovember 1988 . The funeral was attended by many of
his friend and colleague serving in the Regiment and ex members
of the Corps upporting his parents. LCpl Morris will be very
much mi ed by all of us who knew him and we offer our deepest
ympachy to his family.

HM THE QUEEN'S PARTY AT BUCKINGHAM
PALACE
Our Colonel-in-Chief HRH The Princess Royal GCVO may attend
the Garden Party on Tuesday 11 July 1989.
Any members of the Corps who receive invitations to attend on this
date are asked to notify the Regimental Secretary at RHQ Royal
Signals, 56 Regency Street , London SWI P 4AD in order that th ey
may be included in the Corps organised party and presented to the
Colonel-in-Chief.

REUNIONS
HORA HENA AND EKALA
lt i hoped to organise a reunion to be held in the Spring. You are
invited to get in touch with Harry Moore, I Blue Granite Pa rk, The
Green, Mountsorrel, Leicestershire LEl2 7AG. Tel: 0533 375423 for
furthe r details.
OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION
REUNION DINNER: 15 September 1989.
The OWA Reunion Dinner will be held at the School of Signals'
Officers' Mes, Blandford, Dorset on Friday 15 September 1989.
Dress will be black tie and timing are 1930 hrs for 2000 hrs. T he
co t will be approximately £20.
Applications, including a contact address and telephone number
should be sent to: The Adj utant, Welbeck College, Worksop, Notts
SBO 3L , or by telephoning: Worksop (0909) 476326 Extn 30.
Application should arrive at lea t two weeks prior to the Dinner.
602 ASSOCIATION OF FRIEN DS
Our next annual di nner will take place in Harrogate at the
International Hotel (at greatly reduced prices) on 29/ 30 April 1989.
All serving member and ex members of the troop and their families
are most welcome to at tend . Enqui ries to our Secretary: Mr Dave
Smedley, 5 Old Rectory Cloe, Powick, Worcester WR2 4QU . Tel:
0905 831 705 or Mr Ken Purnell , 31 Skelton Road , Langthorpe,
Boroughbridge, North Yor k hire Y05 9GD. Tel : 0423 323407.
3 DIVISIONAL SIGNALS REUNION CLUB
The 37th AGM and Luncheon will ta ke place at the Victory
(Services) Club 63-79 Seymour Street, London W2 on Saturday 18
March 1989. Assembly 1030 hrs; Lunch 1300 hrs; Break up 1700 hrs.
Past members of 3 Div Sig Regt reading this are invited to join the
club. We need you . Details of the Reunion from Maj K. N. Smartt ,
' Imber', Millway Road, Andover, Hants SP IO 3EU. Tel: (0264)
52297. Membership details fro m Maj D. J. Roberts, ' Westmead' Park
Avenue, Chorleywood, Herts WD3 DY Tel: (0278) 3144

FOR SALE

GOLF

BACK ISSUES 0

From : Maj S. G. Falla ( ecretary Corps Golf)
A~ Corps Golfers please note the change of secretary, Maj (Reid)
E. Gill has handed over to: Maj S. G. Falla, School of Si nals
Blandford Camp, Dorset, Tel Bland ford Mil Ext 2281.
g
'
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~f any reader would like to acquire back issues of The Wire please

~':.!:; ~'b~~I (Retd) S. Rata, 6 Kenton Gardens, Harrow, Middle~ex

LEITERS
From: Alan E. Foot Chairman, Reading Branch, RSA
Dear ir,
During a visit to India in Ma~/ June 198 ~, my wife and I stayed for
a week or so at the Savoy Hotel m Mussoone U.P., and one day quite
by chance, we met a gentleman accompanied by his wif~ and
daughter, who told us that he was making his first visit to the Savoy
Hotel f?r 48 years a.nd, in his opi!1ion, it hadn't changed one bit?
Imagine my surpn.se when I n o tice~ .that. he was wearing a Signals
cravat and his surprise ~t my recogrusmg 1t. Introductions followed
and I had a further surpnse when I fo und I was talking to no less than
Lt Gen Raj Batra MBE, the 'Master' of Indian Signals.
Gen .Batra '_Vas extremely affable and cordially invited us to call
upon him at his home in Delhi on ou r way back to UK. On learning
that we were due to pass through Delhi before his return home the
Genera: then suggested, as an alternative, that we should call upo'n Lt
Gen hanbar Mehrotra, the Indian Signal Officer-in-Chief.
Unfortunate ly, due to time constraints, we were unable to call on
the S? nC but we were ~os t ii:npressed with the cordiality of Gen
Batra s .welcome and felt 1t typtf1ed the spirit of our Corps Family
wor l d~1d~ . I regard myself as extremely privileged to have met Gen
Bat~ m nts own country and marvel at the coincidence that made this
possible. We met again a few days later at Woodstock School
Mussoone, where this photograph was ta ken.
'
Yours fai th fully,
Alan E. Foot
96 Chi ltern Crescent
Earley
Reading
Berkshire RG6 I AN

O ffi~er

P attern No 1 Dress Cap, size 7.3/ 8- £40; Service Dress
Cap, s12e 7 .3/ 8-£35; both new and including chinstrap and badges.
WOI (RSM) Bailes, Berlin HQ and Sig Regt .

SITUATIONS VACANT
RETIRED OFFICER VACANCY
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIGNALS
A vacancy ex.ists fo r an R03 at RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency
Street, ~ondon. SWlP 4~ D. The duties are concerned with regimental
domest:Ic affairs and mclude welfare and benevolence, fin ancial
management, secretary to a variety of committees and Sta ff O fficer
to the Colonels Comma ndant.
Applicants, fro m any Arm , should have attai ned the rank of Major
or above during their service.
Conditi <;>ns of Serv i ~e a~e as la.id down in AGAI, Vol 2, Chapter 40
bur exceptionally apphcauons will also be considered fro m those who
left the service more than five years ago . Some additional allowances
may be negotiated.
Appl ications should be sent in the firs t instance to the Regimental
Secretary, RHQ Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWlP
4AD; Tel: 0 1-930-4466, Ext 8242.

SCHOLARSHIPS 1989
Academic, Music, Sport (New Scholarship).
Sixth Form Scholarships for Day Girls, ·
Board~rs and Weekly Boarders worth up to
two-thirds of fees are open to competition in
January, 1989. (Closing date 16th January).
For details write to:
The Headmistress, Mrs. Ann Smith, B.A.
(Hons) PGCE. St. Audries School, West
Quantoxhead, near Taunton TA4 4DU
(tel: 0984 32426).
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CORPS DATES
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS
INSTITUTION
The 1988 AGM of the Royal Signals Institution Council will rake
place in RHQ Royal Signals at 1030 hrs on Tuesday 4 April 1989.
CORPS DINNER
The dinner will be held at The London International Press Centre
76 Shoe Lane., London EC4, on Tuesday 9 May 1989 at 1900 for 1930
hrs. Dress: Dmner Jacket.
CORPS LUNCHEON
The luncheon will be held at the Headquarters Mess, Royal Signals,
Blandford Camp., on Saturday 17 June 1989 at 1200 for 1300 hrs.
Dress: Lounge smt.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1989

SENIOR TECHNICIANS
Communications Systems
If you are about to leave t he Corps, IAL, in association w ith
Ele?troman , have ongoing vacancies in Oman which may be
of interest to you. We are seeking Senior Technicians with
e xp e rien ~e in the maint enance of Troposcatter, Microwave
and Multiplex syst ems . Knowledge and experience of
HF/VHF/UHF Rad io would be an advantage.
Applicat ions should hold a recognised technical qualification
and/ or have served in the services at SNCO/ NCO level and
gai ned a min imum of three years relevant experience .
Thes~ are ~ naccompanied posts, which attract competitive

salaries paid free of UK tax, with an excellent all-found
benef its package including 52 days leave per year. Leave is
t aken every four months and a free air ticket is provided.

Applications with current CV
should be sent to:- Ref A 16
The Recruitment Officer
IAL Services Group
Aeradio House
Hayes Road
Southall
Middlesex UB2 5NJ

JAL is a wholly owned subsidiary
of British Telecom
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~ REPORT FROM ULS'l'ER

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807

Fir tly ome per onality changes in the MT .
HELLO TO:
The new MTWO W02 P. Mulvihill and to Cpl Allcock, LCpl
Brown and Cfn Penman .
and ad farewell to:
Old MTWO W02 Mitchell-off to work with the TA in UK, LCpl
Keight-po ted to BAOR , Dvr Whitbread-transferred to th; RCT
and po ted to BAOR , Sig Howard -posted to UK, Cfn Wtl onpo ted to BAOR, D vr Hall and Sig Martin to civvy street.
LIFE AS THE DETAILS NCO
Cpl ' Woody' Wood has a tough life driving the details-desk in MT,
or o he tells us! From October 1987 to date, the Squadron has driven
over 1,200,000 mile , the' orthwest Frontier'
Londonderry, being
about as far from most parts of of the P rovince as you can get.
Allocating drivers to cover tho e miles can produce substantial
headaches, especially when the odd vehicle and driver is unserviceable
for one reason or another.
Being a very varied fleet , the lads get a good chance to test d rive (to
their limits?) various vehicles. T his is handy experience for those who
wish to acquire a tax-free version of thei r own in BAOR ! By the time
you all read this, P RE will be in full swing!

or

EXERCISE DAMP SPIRIT
As a postcript from Summer Camp . The venue was the shores ?f
the River Foyle at Magilligan Trg area. Five desperate men made a bid
for freedom across the 'tropical waters' to the di stant shores of Co
Donegal. After a bit of guid ance from Lt Jake Thnckray, they set to
work with some imagination .
.
.
At last the floating 'Ultimate Dream' was ready fo r its maiden
voyage. A few metres off shore and all was looking good , buoyancy
was supposed to take over. Well, it made a good sea anchor! Perhaps
they should have drunk the beer in the kegs beforehand . Better luck
next ti me lad . . .
' HAVE LADDE R AND SOLDERING IRON, WILL TRAV EL'
The Life of a Brigade Area Repair Team (BART)
The team, comprises a radio technician and a rigger, and they work
round the clock, maim aining the Squadron ' s commitment to the
Provi nce-wide Communication sy tern and an added task of
deploying extra equipment in upport of speci fic operations.
Some members of the team have been released by M & RO to
pastures new: namely Sgt Dave C umming and Cpls Nick Stapleton
and Jim McNaught now relaxing elsewhere. The new troop staffieSSgt Kev 'Jumpers' Bailey is settling in well and spen~s more time
fixing computers than organising the lads' leave and fligh~s I
The Line/ Rigging ection is now under the leadership of Sgt
Geordie Tough, direct from the depot, and his section is frequently
seen area-cleaning, pai nting kerbstones in Corps colours and doing
press-ups to his timing !
A fond farewell to Sgt Mark and Marianne Yates on posting, Cpl
Dave Wyldes and LCpl Paul Hales to civvy street and Sig Tony Percy
and Lorna Squirrel on posting.
Further new arrivals have been Sgt Pete Hilton, Cpls Marti n
Kendall, Dave Harris and Daz Evans, and LCpl Derek Fielding . We
wish them all a happy and safe tour .
RECTOR Y FIELDS OLD PEOPLES' HOME
CHRISTMAS PARTY
The Annual Christmas Party was held on 7 December 1988 for the
old folk of Rectory Fields, Londonderry .
The afternoon started with a few drinks (the RSM keeping a strict
eye out , and checking ID's for any underage d rinking}, while Sgt
Moore started a few rounds of ' We wish you a Merry Christmas' and
'Jingle Bells'. A few more drinks were consumed (the OC was to
'suffer' -quite merrily it seemed , at the time-many more of Sgt
Harris specials) and then the mince pies and Christmas cake appeared.
This consumed, Father Christmas (alias Cpl Smith) made a guest
a ppearance and posed for a vast number of photos with the residents,
giving each of them a present which had been organised by the
Squadron wives . Very many thanks to them.
An excellent time as had by all, (especially perhaps, by those who
were graciously given the aid of a wheelchair they didn ' t normally
need!)

'
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PERSONALITIES (SHQ)

oc

21C
AO
AAO
SSM

cc

Maj G. D. Corbet
Capt I. D. Westerman
Capt J. H indle
Lt F. M. E. Thomas WRAC
W0 2 (SSM) P. McD Watson
SSgt (ORSQMS) R. Coleman

Be~ore the fest!ve ~eason sets on and whilst all eyes are ~till
focusing , a few quick Imes on the personalities of the 'Top Corridor'
The OC Maj Gerry Cf?rbet is now firmly at the wheel. SSgt Ro~
~oleman when not pla~mg .g olf, hockey or rugby, is the man with the
fmg~r on ~he Pl!lse; ","h1ch fmger or which pulse no body really knows?
1-!e is assisted m this task by Cpl Da~e. Grant who in turn is ably
hmdered by P te Audrey Freeman who , 1t 1s rum oured, has moved into
. HQ. ~t the en~ of t~e corridor, out of sight from the rest of us, and
o pposite t,he tmlet~, hes .wo2 (SSM) Pe~e Watson 's office and SSgt
Taff Carr s emporium; lutl e do they realize that this was strategically
planned .
Congratulations and best wishes for the future to Lt Frances
T ho m a~ who leaves us in the New Year fo r London on well deserved
oromotI~n-much to the regret of all the heart broken ubal terns in
the P~ovmce . Lt McFall, her replacement has a lot to live up to.
W~ 1lst s~me mem.bers of SHQ are movi ng on , Capt Jim Hindle, the
Admm Of~1 cer contmues at the grir1dstone. Business has been so good
for some tim~ now that! no t .content with one, he has had two offices
up a~d runnmg. We wish him well in hi s recent decision to give up
smokmg!
Finally a fo nd .fare~ell to the incomparable thespian Capt Ian
'"'.esterman and his wife Carolyn who leave shortly for a sunnier
cli mate down ~ nder . ~ ho said that all t hese phone calls to PB! I were
wasted ; even 1f they did come from an anonymous werewol f.

COMMCE N TROOP
Tp OC
21C
Tp SSgt
Cypher SNCO
CDA
DSO A Shift
B Shift
C Shift
Exchange Supvr
States

EX AT ,\ 11S CARDA
ON THE ST BA BARA 11
Pte Kate C?lebrook took part in Ex Atlantis Barbara an
Advent~1ous sail training Exercise run by th e RA. This is her acc~unt
of ho w 1t all happened.
Skipper: Maj A . R. E. Singer
We left Gosport at approximately 1030 hrs and set sail for
Falmouth: when we st~rted it was really lo vely but the weather soo n
changed! By the evenmg the storms had gathered and they were to
follow us through our whole trip. It took us two days to get to
Falmouth. At last out~ide l'almouth, we got caught up o n a lobster
pot and had t? get a diver o ut to se~ u free. Our white ensign -:ame
down very quickly as the skipper said we were a disgrace to it (only
the navy, Queen's boau. and mem bers of the Royal Yacht Squadron
are entitled to fl_Y it). When we got to Falmouth we were storm
~ound there for six days . Falmouth is my home town and d uring this
time I sa"." a lot of ~Y famil y. On the Sunday my Mum invited all the
lads to dmner, which was great fun .
. We then set sail for the Azores, it took us fourteen days without
sight of land to rc:ach the Azores. On the way we saw dolphins. The
w.ea~her .once. agam was extremely bad and we were having a lot of
d1fflcu lt1es with t he boat. We lost our helm twice and the electric
power, S? that we had no. navigational equipment. We also tore most
of the sai ls because the wmd was so strong; at one stage it reached 58
k~ot s. yve fi lled our cockpit below with water which was quite
fnghtenmg, although funny to look back on.
When we reached the Azores we went out as a crew for a meal we
had <?~topus , Swordfish and Lobster. The Octopus was really OK
surpnsmgly.
'
:r~e next d~y we left for Maderia . It took six days to get there but
spmls were hig.h as the weather had improved drastically. When we
r~ached Madena we had a day there so the lads and I went out that
night. Angela and Tony went to see some friends. That night one of
the l~ds, Ginge had to be flown back to the LJK because he was unable
to sail any more.
We to<?k two days to sail from Madeira to Tenerife. We had a day
there as m the other ports but the end of the trip was celebrated in
style. w.e all went for a meal, and a party, as everywhere people were
celebrating Halloween .
.The following day we went water skiing and made it to the airport
with half an hour to go!!
We had a fantastic time and are all better storm sailors now.

Maj (Tfc) J. O. S. Vannan
WOl (YofS) R. L. Secker
SSgt A. Arbuckle
SSgt N. Clanachan
Sgt V. H unter
Sgt L. T hornton-Granville
WSgt A. Styles
Sgt N. Gibson
WSgt K. Wooding
WCpl D. A. Painter

Commcen .TP is cur~ently preparing for next year's Troop Summer
C~p . To this end M~J Stan Vannan. ~as been visiting Hong Kong and
Berh_n (under the gmse of AMS v1s1ts). Sgt Vinny H unter visiting
Flonda for two weeks : supposedly on leave, and Pte Katie Colebrook
departed to Tenerife, Madeira and the Azores on Ex Atlantis Barbara
reputedly adventure training. The author 's 10 days in Hull earlier this
year has been voted already as a proposed location.
ARRIVALS/ DEPARTURES
Th~ troop bade a fond adieu to the following: Cpl 'Smudge' Smith
to 7 Sig ~e~t, ~Cpl Graham Keith to 4 Div, LCpl ' Geordie' Maughan
and Pte N1ck1 Maughan to Munster, LCpl Lisa Clayton to 16 Sig
Regt, LCpl 'Polly' Poynton to Aldershot. Is she airborne yet? Pte
T~ udi Sloan to 28 Sig Regt, P te Liane Denley to 238 (L) Sig Sqn . We
wish all of them the best of luck for the fut ure.
A. ~elcome t? the Province to the following ' lucky' people and their
fam1hes, Sgt Nick Gibson from Hong Kong, Cpl ' Clem' Clements all
the way from distant Londonderry, LCpl and Pte Allan-Burns (is
there a plural?) from the other side of Lisburn (39 Bde) LCpl
Tomlinson from 21 Sig Regt, LCpl McCullough from the 'sunny'
Falklands, LCpl P otter from 28 Sig Regt, Sig Horkins from 22 Sig
Regt, Sig Chester from 28 (is there anyone left there?), Pte Smith from
238 (L) Sig Sqn , P ie Barker from 8 Sig Regt.

The crack team of escapees move away from shore - and fi nd
t hemselves preparing fo r diving stations. From L to R: LCp l
Bowen, Sig McDo nald , LCpl Patte rson, Cpl Conjoice and lastly o ur
chef LCpl Donnachie
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The RSM looki ng re laxed w ith his new 'fest ive' pace-st ick and
contemporaries . . . o r is it anothe r duties confe re nce?
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WRAC H OCKEY
Co ngratulations to Cpl Dawn Painter on bei ng selected fo r the
Army Women's Services Hockey.
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Is th is a fo ur wheel drive?

TECH TROOP
TROOP MA NAGEMENT
OC
Capt (TOT) A . G. Hooley
FofS
W0 2 (FofS) Bill Hughes
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ralph Madison
CSC
SS~t Sandy Sanderson
19

FR
Radio
R1 rs
R I
Tp Ma cot

' 11t Willie Iron ·ide
11t eorge Webb
~t Pete Bagnall
gt John borter
Jack Hughes

Th Troop i a bu } a ever and survives from crisis to cri is. Capt
I Hoole) ha - had a month off on his Refresher Course and had
to be frog marched to the Airport creaming, ' I don't need it'. W02
(Fo ) Bill Hughes has pent the month tryin!J to get pay of higher
rank and fit in the odd nigh! at Bessbrook Mill!
ewcomers to th Troop are: Sgl Willie Ironside, Sgt Pete and Joy
Bagnall, pl Aruz Arundel, gl f ez Newell, Sig Karl Griffiths.
Welcome to you all, we hope you enjoy your time with u !
Y TEM
The y tem rew i led from Scotland by Sgt Sandy Sanderson,
who take the occa ional long weekend to visit the lad and do a bit
of work.
gt Dave mith and gt Dave Ball have been busy writing the
gourmet guide to eating at RU C tation .
C.pl Phil Leach uffered the wrath of the Traffic Officer by tripping
the power to all the Mainland circuits. WLCpl Char!ie Longmui~ has
kept the Commcen bus>'. with all of the 'fan. ~rams from her bit of
pa ion in South Georgia . There's talk of g1vmg her her own AMS
circuit.
Farewells from System go to Cpl Phil Leach off to Sunny Cyprus,
and Cpl Clive Smith to rainy Catterick.
LINE/RIGGING SECTION
Since we la t contributed to the Wire a few of the lads on Gibraltar
tour ha\e left us for civvy treet. They include Sig Sid Steel, Sgt Dave
Bo)le and by the time this article hits the press Cpl Les Bradley. The
ection continues to work long hard hours, but always manage to
return by 1600 hrs Friday to get to the Peake Inn. Welcome to Sig Karl
Griffiths who has improved the rigger attendance at PT by IOOO/o.
Cpl John Jolly has started a new line in 'Perms' causing he SSM to
climb to an altitude of IO,OOOft.
RADIO SECTION
Radio Section is a bit thin on the ground at the moment with Cpl
'Winge' Whiston on his Det Commander's and LCpl Ritchie Noonan
on his Leadership Course. Good luck on passing lads but don't rush
back, Stu is managing without you! Rumour has it that the next
cour e is for LCpl Siu Philips at the Advanced School of Motoring.
Cpl Mal Pryke continues to boost the 'Nip Inn's' profits by eating
them out of house and home. Our leader Sgt George Webb still hasn't
been found, perhaps he's locked himself in the new wall safe!

- News from Headquarters Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
BRADLEY SQUADRON
.
As many know, the Apprentices Colle~e is alwa~s involved. in
charitable activities. Apart from the obv1ou benefits of helping
worthwhile causes. Involvement of Junior Soldiers in charity work
instils in them the need to a sist those less fortunate than themselves.
ln a bid to do something perhaps a little out of the ordinary,
Bradley Sqn recently promoted 'The Great Yorkshire Due~ Race' .
The idea wa simple-to encourage people to part with £1 to
sponsor a duck, put the ducks in the water, and record the first six
past the finish line.
To cut a long story short 4,500 ducks were launched. ii:ito the River
Nidd at a pre-selected bridge. They were supposed to fin1.sh som~ two
nautical miles further on under the famous High Bndge,
Knaresborough. Alas '. . . the best laid eggs of ducks are apt
to . . . '.
Suffice it to say that following an unprec~dent~d. and unseasonal
period of prolonged dry weather, there was insuff1c1ent water in the
River Nidd to allow any of the ducks to complete the course.
Therefore the six ducks who were judged to have gone furthest down
the course were declared the prize winners. Six lucky civilians were
delighted with the outcome, 4494 others were not, but £2,000 was
raised for local charities and that wa all that really mattered.
Footnote: Just in case anyone is in doubt, the ducks were made of
plastic.

'I must be going quackers . . .
The execution was far from simple

FRT
Welcome to our new helmsman SSgt Willi 'Chief' Ironside who
join us from 3 Div. Welcome also to our three cast offs from
Systems, Cpls Bill Owen, Chalky White and 'N umpty' Dickinson .
Congratulations go to Sgt Callum Downie on his recent marriage to
Cilia.
I TROOP
WSEC
Since our last contribution the Troop has had quite a tum around
of personalities, but as expected the new members have slotted
straight in and continued to produce the usual high standard. We bid
a fond farewell to Sgt Mick Goor and his family on posting to 6 Armd
Bde, Sgt Steve Ferguson now basking in the sunny climate of Cyprus,
LCpl 'Space' Hudson now residing in 7 Sig Regt and Cpls Clippy
Wood and Gary Warn and family who have opted to become Misters.
Good luck to them both in the wilds of Civvy Street.
Our new arrivals include WOI (YofS) Des Jepson, Cpls Neil
'Gonzo' Perham, Karl 'P .A' Noot, John Evans, Sigs Mark Nixon,
Steve 'B.A' Blakey, Scouse Jones, and our latest and prettiest new
arrival WPte Caroline 'Tommy' Towers.
Work goes on at the usual hectic pace interspersed with bQUts of
feverish activity on the sports field where we tied for first place in the
McKelvie Trophy. But as there can be only one winner, the SSM/ OC
Sqn threw in a tie-breaker road race which we rather unfortunately
lost! Still, second place overall isn't too bad, and we turned in some
notably outstanding performances particularly in the Rugby 7s when
our six players beat the seven men of Romeo Tp by a tremendous
8-0! And all this without our Captain and superstar Sgt Baz Roberts
who unfortunately was tied up with work at the time of the match.
Still we'll win next year.

Junior Leaders of Bradley Squadron at the 'Duck Parade' prior to
the Race . Just 100 of 4500 Yellow plastic ducks- ' Who gets the
bill?'

RAWSON SQUADRON
Recruit Tp Permanent Staff-Lt John Egan
Sgt Mick Fitzpatrick
Sgt Mick Roe
RECRUIT TROOP 88C BADGING PARADE
b) Recruits Craig Horner and Paul Liggett
On Saturday 15 October 88C's Badging Parade took place at
Hildebland Barracks, on God's Golden Acre.
After a thorough inspection by Sgts Mick Roe and Mick Fitzpatrick
we then made our way outside to be marched to Hildebland.
The two drill Squads were marched onto the car park and were
inspected by Maj Brian Harrison the OC, and Capt Mick Radford the
21C . Both Squads passed with flying colours and Squad 2 was
marched off to let Squad 1 get on with their drill sequence. After both
drill Sq.uads had finishe d their drill sequences they had to do a saluting
test which everyone passed first time except Recruit 'Druid ' Vaughan
who found answering questions in English difficult, so reverted to his
native Welsh.
Next came part three of our Badging Parade, the presentation of
'Jimmies', Marksman Badges and Drill Certificates. When the
presentation was finished everyone proudly placed 'Jimmies' in their
berets, and we all marched back to the Squadron.
88C RECRUIT TROOP SMOKER (SOCIAL EVENING)
Report by Recruit Dickie Brass
Quick change parades, a ' drill' instruction, and Martin Pink the
ultimate recruit, doing an eight week basic training programme i~ ten
minutes were only some of the acts which entertained the successfully
badged recruits of intake 88C Rawson Sqn.
We all assembled in the YMCA building, thanks to Eileen to mark
the end of eight weeks sheer hell (or as the Army calls it, Basic Recruit
Training) .
Each room in Charlie Tp, had spent a week preparing and
rehearsing for the Troop Smo~er. AT LCpl Joe Bedford was the
~omp~re and introduced the acrs. A good time was had by all ,
including honoured guest Maj Brian Harrison .

EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP
~L Tp was formed four years ago by Maj Bob Etherton. The aim
being to take the responsibility of adventurous training away from the
Sciu~d.ron~ and centralise it. The troop consists of a small group of
qualified instructors commanded by an officer. All instructors are
selected from the Corps with the exception of a chief instructor who
is from the APTC.
All Apprentices and Junior Leaders will be involved in three oneweek modules. In the Spring term students will take part in EL Snow
and Ice. This is held in Scotland with base camp being a very
comfortable hotel in Grantown-on-Spey. Activities take the form of
two days snow and ice training, two days langlauf and one day
downhill skiing.
The summer term is Canoe based at Patterdale in the Lake
District. The students take part in two activities, canoeing and
hillwalking-expedition skills.
The Winter term is EL Rock . The venue for this term is Halton
training camp in Lancaster. Students are instructed in rock climbing,
abseiling and hillwalking-expedition skills.
Some other quotes overheard . . .
AT
- 'I would enjoy hill walking if there weren't any
hills.'
AT
'How dark does it get up here at night?'
Group 1
- 'What's the visibility like up at the top?'
Group 2
- ' I don't know it was too misty to see.'
Finally if there is anybody qualified, with a good sense of humour,
and the motivation to handle the demands of an adventurous training
instructor then contact QC EL Tp. EL Tp has always welcomed guest
instructors for a one or two week period.

Front row (Left to Right): SSgt Mick Howie, Lt Lawrence

McCourt, W02 (QMSI) Norman Jones and Sgt John Gil
Back Row (left to Right): Sgt Steve Frampton, Cpl Les Whittaker.

Sgt Ray Hayes and LCpl Steve Mitchell
Maj Mike Fisher checks for sex. CSM Neil Crockett can't believe
he's involved in this . 'I'd rather this weren't seen by my Battalion
Sir'
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Recruit Troop SSC
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Ill. \ EDDI G
1 1616 hr on aturda} 22 October Maj Raymond Leonard
Dan II 100 Chri tine ampbell Kennedy a~ ~is lawful wedded '~ife
t t !ban· hurch in the College, o combining 44 years o ~ erv1ce.
The happ\ couple have known each other for almo t six year ,
howe\ r. ·the fir t er\'ed together when Ray was posted to the
Apprenti
College in ovember 19 6. Friends came from a far as
G rman · and otland to join in their celebrations. We in ~he Coll~ge
along with many other friends and acquaintances would hke to w1s_h
them bolh all the happine s and Lhe best of good fortune for their
future together

plated and all, and to top·that you sho_w the!U the write-up in the loc~ I
paper with action photos of your elf d1splaymg great feats of energeuc
suppleness in lhe ring. Now do they believe you? Only just!
I have been training in Karat e for the past four years and have now
won one third, two seconds and one first place in major District/area
Championship tournaments. My latest second place trop~y was won
fighting in the brown-black belts (Snr grades) cadet section (16- 18
yrs) which alway has the most action.
FUTURE PLANS-I intend to carry on with this discipline and my
primary goal is to fight in the Army Karate team.
lOOOTH DIVE
The College Sub Aqua Club recently celebrated its .lOOOth di~e si~ce
its revival in early 1987. The Club had a busy year m 1988 with five
diving exerci e and numerous Wednesday and Weekend dives. The
year end on a good note with AT LCpl Lee Burke and AT Kevin
Wakeford accompanying an RMAS expedition to the Red Sea in
December.

The 'B' Team with their silverware
juni_or teams sho~ld help to improve the already high standards of
Jum_or Army Onenteermg. The Army Apprentices' College also
c~rned off the M35 trophy SSgt Mich Lumgair, the M40 Maj Bob
Etherton, and W02 (QMSI) Norman Jones came second in the guest
runners.

The Majs R. L. Danells
WHAT DID YOU DO ON YOUR 48?
AT Paul Webster
o one really takes notice when you tell them 'Oh yeah, guess what
I did on my 48 hrs pass last weekend? . . . I entered the South-East
District Invitation Karate Championships and came second .' ot
saying the Soulh-East District is a large area represented by many
hundred of clubs or anything. Then you show them the trophy, nickel

Sig Paul Webster with that trophy just before his move to 8 Sig
Regt
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ATs Kevin Wakeford and Lex Barker after participating in the
1000th Dive
SAILING OR OT SO SWIFI AND ALMOST SURE TO CAPSIZE
Members of the College continue to participate in all aspects of
sailing from learning the basic skills of seamanship , to taking part
enthusiastically in various competitive events. We regularly attend the
Junior Army Championships and make a habit of appearing at the
Royal Signals Keelboat Regatta (Seaview) . What we lack, at times, in
results, is made up for in enthusiasm, enjoyment and gathering
valuable experience for the future for those who go on to enjoy the
sport at all levels in the Corps.
The College was recently well represented in the NE/ NW District
Dinghy Sailing Championships. The Junior Event was dominated by
the College though it is sad that there were not more Junior Units
represented . There was a wider range of competitors in the Adult
events and College members did well, winning the Novice Event and
coming second in the team event.
Although sailing is seen by some as being a summer sport, those
involved know only too well the hard work that goes on all year round
to keep our impressive but ageing fleet of six Enterprises, six Toppers
and a Laser afloat and in constant use from March till November.
ORIENTEERING
by Capt Jane Liptrot
At this years Royal Signals Orienteering Championships
navigational skills were required even before the event began due to
the lack of signs to the event centre.
Eventually the College's band of merry men arrived in the deepest
part of Sherwood Forest. On the first day's event each team member
ran as an individual although their times counted towards the final
result.
By Saturday evening the A Team (W02 Steven Palfreyman, Sgts
Neil Allamby, Adrian Downs and Cpl Bill Agnew) was lying 6th and
the B Team (Maj Bob Etherton, W02 (QSMI) Norman Jones, Ssgts
Mick Lumgair and Steve Frampton) was in 1st place by 1 minute 59
seconds: Our junior teams were in 3rd and 4th places.
Sunday's event was a team relay through a technically demanding
wooded area near Nottingham. Due to a good all round team effort
the B Team won the Minor Unit Championship (see picture) and the
A Team did well to pull up to third place. Our juniors were not placed
but were beaten by the Army Apprentices' team of last year, members
of which have moved on and now represent 8 Sig Regt and Comms
and Security Group. The rivalry which has developed between these
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A SPORT 'G RES M
Ha\'mg just produced some article on sports it 1s, at the end
of the year, pertinent to review the College's sporting achie~emcnt in
1988. Below are Ii ted the sports where we became Army Junior or
Army Senior Champions . Names of the participants are not included,
however, sports secretanes 5hould contact their College representative
to obtain the names of the stars of the future.
Cross CountryArmy Juni or Champions
Cycling
Army Junior Winners
Army Roller Cycling Champions
Hockey
Army Junior (Under 17) Champions
Judo
Army Novice Team Championship Winner,
Second and Third
Rugby
Junior Army Cup Winners
Skiing
Army
Youth
Nodic
Championships
- 5 km Winner
- 10 km Winner
- 5 km Team Winners
- 3 x 2.5 km Relay Winners
Soccer
Army Apprentice Cup Winners
Squash
Army Minor Unit Champions

ADMISSIONS OF A CANOEIST-WELL ALMOST
by 2LT Sarah Pipe
1 was posted to the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate in July
1 98~ . and wa. soon squeezed into a canoe and pushed up stream.
Aching arms later I renounced the plastic slalom canoe for a white
wat~r one ai:d promptly regretted it as I wobbled along. They did try
puttmg me m a Kl but I'd have needed a snorkel.
With his usual optimism Archie Miles persuaded me to accompany
the canoe team to Monmouth for the Sprint and Marathon
Championships . I did try to wipe out the opposition but actually only
rammed one ot~er ca~oe (by accident) during the Sprints day, much
to t~e b?ys d1sappomtment. However, more entertainment was
~rov1ded 1~ the Marathon as I struggled up stream in the flooding
nver-cho1ce phrases could be heard.
The l~ds did very well and col.lected a few bits of silver, coming first
?ve~a.ll m th~ Sprints, second m the Marathon and collecting other
md1v1dual pnzes. I came 1st in 500m Slalom Sprint and 2nd in 250m
Slalom Sprint and Marathon, much to my surprise and everbody elses.
W01 (SMI) Bob Kelly with some of the silverware
Archery -Army Junior Champions. Athletics-Army Junior Inter
Unit Champions. Badminton -Army Junior Inter Unit
Championship. Canoeing -Army Senior Slalom Champions (1 x
PS, 2 x Juniors), Army Junior Slalom Champions, Army Junior
Sprint Champions, Army Junior Surf Champions. Cricket - Army
Minor Units Cup Winners

Back: AT Parry, JL Boniface, Archie Miles, Cpl Williams, 2Lt Pipe ,

SSgt (FofS) Truby, JL Kelly, AT Hodson
Front: AT Clayton, JL Ames, JL Cpl Huls, AT Cpl Broders, AT LCpl

Plant, AT Heaton, JL Butler

PENNEY SQUADRON
Report by Sgt Zac Wright
Inter Squadron Soccer Cup
This took place on 10 September after the draw. Our first game was
against Rawson Sqn and a hard game it was too. An over head scissor
kick goal by skipper AT 'Harold' Lloyd was the only difference
between the teams. Scott beat Bradley qn 3-1 in the other match.
Third/Fourth play off saw Rawson take a 3-0 lead, a tremendous
fight back by Bradley with 2 goals in the last 10 minutes, was
unfortunately not enough and they just failed 10 equalise.
The final was an anti-climax. Penney scored within 30 seconds and
by the end had won 9-1. Special mentions to AT Chris Fos who
scored four and AT LCpl Paul Stephenson who scored three. The
backbone of the College team has been provided by the Squadron,
and six of our players are regular Army Youth Team members, AT
'Rats' Ratcliffe being Captain.
INTER TROOP SPORTS DAY
AT Sgts Doug Smart and James Coombs asked the Squadron
Adrnin Sgt Zac Wright if an inter-troop sports day could be held . So
after lunch on 8 October battle commenced between Alpha and Bravo
Tps. The four daytime sport were, Soccer, Rugby, Hockey and
Basketball which meant that almost everybody in the troops had to
play something. In the evening Darts and Pool were played in the
NAAFI and the decider was a ' Question of Sport' with Sgt Zac Wright
trying to be David Coleman . A good day was had by all with Bravo
Tp, AT Sgt Doug Smart's team the winners.

Back: Sgt Peter Crawley, Mr Terry Cook, Maj Alan Robertshaw
Front:AT LCpl Mark Wilson, Lt Hugh Russell, Mr Archie Miles with

their medals
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CHAMPION SQUADRO POTTED PORTS COMPETITION
The first of thre.: events of the Winters Champion Squadron
Competition was the Potted Sports in the Gym on 5 "lovember,
23

rg ni ed b WOt ( Mt) Bob Kelly. There ~ere four.teen e;<~rci~es in
II e ch team did ea h exerci ·e for a two minute period. Dnbbhng a
rugb ball "ith a hockey ti k round three bollards was an -~xample

of the e erci . Each quadron produced seven t~ams of hve n:ien
nd the aim was to core as many point. as po 1ble per exerctse.
Penney qn beat cott qn by a mere 22 pomt ; 1748-.17~2: A special
mention for T Cpl Jan Clark and his team who were md1Vldual team
\\inners. ext is the Drill Competition .

Berlin Sig Regt
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!SQUADRON
The last two months have seen I Sqn on exercise most of the time.
A Brigade CPX, an Allied Logistics FTX and a Brigade Test FTX for
l KOSB in Schleswig Holstein have reminded us all of our
communication skills. While Brigade Tp has done most of the
exercises, Sector Tp have not exactly been idle.
The victorious Penney Squadron potted spo rts teams

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
DEPART RE OF BRIGADIER A.H. BOYLE
On J5 ovember Brig A. H. Boyle completed the now trarutional
Commander's Tree Planting Ceremony carried out by the
Commander School of Signals to mark the end. ?f his tenure. C?ur
photograph shows Brig Boyle and helpers adf!lrrm~ the Flo~en~g
Cherry tree at the side of elson Road . We wish him and his wi'.e
Anne all good fortune in their new posting at MOD, and welcome Bng
R. F. Baly and his wife Elli to Blandford .

Message Generator (TMG), and to give you an insight into a project
he put a few words together.
.
'The TMG project was conceived to meet the reqmrement for
testing Receive Only printers in a field environment. It therefore had
to be small and rugged . I was tasked to design, develop and produce
a uitable equipment. The planning stage took approximate~y a mon ~h
and at the end a Z80 microprocessor based system was decided on : 'A
development system for. the Z80 already existed ~ithin the troop, this
made it easier to design the TMG and makmg any subsequent
software updates easier to implement. Using a processor also cut
.
down the size of the TMG box .
The Machine code software/Test Message Data took about five weeks
to write and de-bug and was then " blown" on to an ~PRom. The
whole project from planning to prototype lasted ~pproXJmat~ly three
months. Initial guidance on how to proceed with the project was
provided but from then on the solution was in ~y hands .. A lot C?f
experience was gained during the course of the project, parucularly m
electronics and software design .'
It is only a coincidence that there are three footballers in t~e t~oop.
It has nothing to do with the fact that Cap~ Peter ~murthwa1te is the
School Football Officer/ Manager and he 1s keepmg .a close eye on
them. Congratulations to SSgt Dave Gaffney on his recent. BE1':'1
award, a thoroughly deserved recognition fo~ his efforts m his
previous posting. He isn't doing too badly here either. (Is there a Bar
for the BEM?)
.
We have recently lost two valuable members of the troop to c1vvy
meet after completion of their 22 years service, W02 (FofS) Eddie
Harper and Sgt Terry Toye. It would have been nice if Eddie had
turned up at the local pub for his farewell party. Who said F?remll:"
of Signals are absent-minded! We wish them both all the best m their
new careers.
We are due to lose a few of our numbers in 1989 and obviously we
need to replace them . If you are enthusiastic about elec.tronics,
interested in software design and think life in a small design and
development workshop would suit you, drop us a line . RSMRO I'm
told are not inflexible and do try to fulfil everybody's 'dreamsheet'.

L to R: W02 (ROMS) Davies (Acting RSM), Maj Hoghton (21C

School Regt), Mr Halcrow (who provided the tree). Brig Boyle ,
Wilf (who provided the muscle), Lt Col Stutchbury (CO School
Regt) and Mr Watts (Defence Land Office)
2 QUADRON (TRIALS)
DEVELOPMENT TROOP
It's been a long time since Dev Tp has been mentioned in The Wire
so it is time to make amends. For those who know Little about us here
is a brief resume of our role:'To assist the Corps and other agencies in providing solutions to
some of the diverse technical problems which beset the world of
military communications'
In other words we design and build (to varying complexities)
interfaces and stand-alone systems to answer the often asked
que tion-wouldn't it be nice if . . .
Being an avid reader of The Wire l have noticed that a fot of the
repons revolve around sponing and adventurous achievements. Apart
from our trio of footballers, Sgt Brian Wilkins and Cpls Gary
Mitchin on and Steve Welsh, we cnanot boast of any recent triumphs
in the gladiatorial arena. We do however have a very busy workshop,
with eight projects currently 'on the go' and five more in the 'In.Tray'.
The biggest one incorporates high density primed electronic circuits
under micro-processor control, driving a number of peripherals.
Cpl Gary Mitchinson has just completed the prototype of a Test
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SECTOR TROOP
Our exercise season at last started in October with the first of three,
three-week rear links in support of the Berlin Infantry Battalions. The
major crewing being taken on by Sig Dave Wilson, newly arrived, but
not much seen, from 30 Sig Regt.
The Troop has also had to live with the heartrending grief of losing
'Slick' Mick (Cpl Evans), now languishing in York with 2 Div. We
also like to send our sincere best wishes to Cpl Mac McLaughlin and
Sue, and hope everything goes well in the future . PS Mac-Hope the
tropical fish/ Amiga/ Space-Cruiser Club is keeping in touch. Also,
W02 (YofS) Colvin says he'll give you a thrashing at golf next time
he's passing!
We welcome new additions from Brigade Tp who have obviously
'seen the light'. They are, Cpls 'Geordie' Raine, Keith 'I've trialled
everything' Kimberley and Sig Farrell. Hello, also, to Sig 'Lefty'
Wright who has just joined us from 202 Sig Sqn.
As a closing note for us, good luck to LCpl Mark Pinkney who's
preparing eagerly for his 'Detties'-no doubt he'll be pushing for his
Pot YofS!
On briefly to the Commcen now, where probably the vast majority
of any activity takes place-especially at the moment where the 'new'
Automatic Message Handling System is being installed. After ironing
out any small teething problems, we should see message handling time
and paperwork cut down to the minimum. Alf of the Commcen
workers have now bee11 trained up on the system. So hopefully
everything will go well. The Commcen say goodbye and good luck to
WPte Karen Miller to Aidershot and also LCpl 'H-B' Higginbotham
gone to eat bacon and sausage butties all day long in Civvie Street!
A closing 'boast' from the Commcen staff:'We would like everyone to know that we have the best "seek him
here-seek him there Sergeant in R Signals. That is Sgt Bob "gone
on a course, leave, skive, see you next year" Squires! Hope you
all had a good Christmas everyone-All the best from Sector Tp.'
SQUADRON REVUE
No-one is exactly sure whose idea it was to stage a Squadron Revue,
but that is perhaps just a plot to protect the guilty! LCpl 'Sir Larry'
Wodke certainly did most of the organising, and managed also to
direct, produce and star in the Commcen play.
The rest of Sector Tp then took the stage with representation of
SSgt Clarke's early morning ablutions. LCpl White ably assisted by
Sig Farrell ensured there was not a lot left to the imagination.
Brigade Tp took over, and under the expert guidance of Cpl
Hindley (alias Seamus Android) presented a 'This Is Your Life' on OC
Brigade Tp, Lt Elliott. Star (and surprise) appearam:es by his mother
and father, his Squadron Commander and many others added to the
chaos .
The evening was a resounding success and looks like becoming an
Annual event.

VISIT 01: 6TR QEO GURKHA RIFLES
Berlin Headquarters and Signal Regiment kept up their close ties
with the Crookham based Gurkha Battalion by administering a party
of all ranks for the second year !n succession. Twenty seven Gurkha
soldiers took leave in Berlin, the Battalion just having completed six
months tour patrolling the jungles of Belize.
Highlights of the visit included a call on the Mayor of Wilmersdorf,
Herr H. Dohm, interviews at BFBS Summit House, lunches at the
Berlin Reichstag and Schultheiss brewery, sightseeing and shopping
trips in both West and East Berlin and a 6 GR own party at the Signal
Regiment Stadium Tavern. The Gurkhas volunteered two pipers and
five soldiers in uniform and National dress to perform at the Berlin
Police Music Festival.
The Gurkha soldiers were well received everywhere and, who
knows, by the Signals Regiment's close liaison the seed may be sown
whereby we could see a Gurkha Battalion being full toured in Berlin.

HAIL AND FAREWELL
On 30 September the CO, Lt Col J. P. Munnery handed over
command of the Regiment to Lt Col M. J. P. Collins. We wish Lt Col
and Karin Munnery all the very best fortune in their next posting to
Blandford. We welcome Lt Col and Christine Collins from Herford
(and a long summer leave!) and hope that they will enjoy Berlin, and
the Regiment during their next two years.
I Sqn has recently said farewell to W02 (SSM) A. Wilson, his wife
Vera and the boys. We wish him well in 31 Sig Regt (V) as MTWO.
We hear that his trip has cost him slightly more than he thought but
if you will leave booking ferries to the last minute . . . !
The new SSM, W02 R. A. Bailey and hi wife Pauline have arrived
from Blandford in time for the Christmas gallop-the advice to them
at the moment-don't weaken.
Not content with losing an SSM, the Squadron has also said
goodbye to the Brigade Yeoman-SSgt (YofS) Curley-off to his
Arabic Course and then to SANGCOM. We are more than a little
envious of him, Elaine, daughter Stacey but look forward to many
Squadron Adventurous Training trips to Saudi!
SSgt (YofS) Rose has just arrived from York and we extend a warm
welcome to him and his family.
STO. PRESS
QC Brigade Tp, Lt Gordon Elliot has proposed to Alison-Yes
folks , the old romantic did it in the RMP look out on the top of the
Reichstag! Many congratulations both of them. We trust the wedding
will not be on top of the Reichstag too.

L-R: SSgt Pete Smith, W02 (FofSl Ben Nelson, Sgt Nigel

Deoweneley, Cpl Martin Gritton, Sgt Brian Wilkins, Cpls Pete
Underhill, Steve Welsh, Gary Mitchinson, SSgt Dave Gaffney
Seated: Jackie
Absent on Duty: Capt Peter Smurthwaite and Cpl 'Taff' Fisher
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The department ha been deeply involved w1~h the hea~ache of
J()()o:'o GI09 and rial number checks of the Regiments holdm~s. The
check were deemed highly ucces ful and there were heavy ighs of
relief from all and undry concerned for various rea on ! Sgt Eric
Rid le} ha now gon off for a well deserved ix weeks break to the less
rigorou demands of the Royal Signal Staff Sergeants Course. We
wi h him well and remind his that 'England expects'.
Whit t the bu y day to day event keep everyone hard at work •. the
pirit of sporting competitivenes still .run ~igh and ever_Yone enJOY
the beasting meted out by LCpl Eddie Ga1ny o~ ou: bi-weekly PT
ion . Indeed, we have Regimental representative~ m ~mo t every
Regimental port; LCpl Eddie Gajny and Mark Viles feat~re
prominently in the Regiment's succes ful cros~-country team; Sgt T~ny
Reynolds 'props' up the Regiments rugby ide; Cpl Sean Martw1ch
(formerly known as Schollick) plays Regimental soccer and the
Quarterma ter recently won the Verden Station Golf competition. The
old 'veterans' Capt Ledwards and RQMS Chhetri managed to win the
Royal Signal BAOR Badminton co!Ilpetition in October.
By the time this narrative gets published we shall have seen t~e event
of the year, Cpl Sean Martwich will have acquired a lovely wife. We
wi h them both well.
1 QUADRON
ADVE TURO S TRAINING IN BAVARIA
During September and October, groups of soldiers _fr~m the
Squadron spent a week at the Regiment's Adventurous Trammg Hut
at 1oosbach. The first week was led by SSgt Neil Arden and was
blessed with glorious weather. Sig ' Brummie' Turner and Joll~nds
managed to outclimb the rock-climbing instructor whtle on the nver,
Sig Brown was also hot stuff in a c.;noe. ~ig Coles cou~d ortly ca~oe
upside down, Sig Ramdehal couldn t do 1t at all and Sig Kehoe JUSt
bottled out.
Later in the season a week of rock-climbing and high-level trekking
was led by Lt Martin,Ramshaw and despite poor weather, i_t was very
rewarding particularly during a traverse of the Hindelanger
Kle1ters1eig.

EAGLE TROOP
In November, command of the Troop was passed from Lt Martin
Ramshaw to 2Lt Ian Walton. A warm welcome and good luck!
To keep us busy between exercises, we were tasked to demonstrate
a Trunk ode during a visit of the Army Staff College in October.
The lads were brilliant and their briefings excellenc.
Trunk ode 041 was medically downgraded in September when the
Switch was severely injured in a traffic accident requiring
hospitalisation in UK. The driver, Sig 'Frankie' Boyle was nearfy in
the same situation after the Squadron Commander had been told .
Stop Press: Frankie-I . . . Sgt Shenton's Reece Rover-0.
Finally, hello and welcome to LCpl Kelly and his wife, Susan .
FALCON TROOP
Trunk ode 051 took a quick pause for breath after RSIT and then
deployed on Ex Noble Aries. This was a 1 Arty Bde exercise and our
task was to provide SCRA coverage. The highlight of the entire two
weeks was the following conversation which took place in Node
Command:
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Troop OC, Capt Somerville: 'Is that someone having a barbecue,
Sarge?'
.
. ,
,
Sgt Gill (on holiday from 061): 'I think 1t s toast.
.
Two minutes later, Sgt Gill: 'What's that smoke pourmg out from
behind your back?'
OC: 'Aaaaah!'
Fortunately Node Command was not completely destroyed and
was soon back on the road for Ex Highland Malt 3. Unfortunately,
Capt Somerville had to sit this one out because he couldn't walk due
to torn knee ligaments (feeble excuse). SSgt To!11 Patte_r~on was also
away, leaving SSgt 'Taff' Taylor and Sgt Bill Bailey t~rnf1ed that they
might have to do some hard work for a change. Luckily for them, Sgt
Colin Weir came across from 041 to add some youth to the Node
Command team.
The Troop next deployed on Ex First Summit ~t the beginning of
November, during which Sig 'Paxo' Paxton tried to . turn LCpl
'Geordie' Whatley's wagon into a cene from The Towering Inferno.
Laughing hardest of all was Cpl 'Jeff' Jones swanning it with Div
Rear; his sense of humour oon failed when he was told that he had
to stay out for an extra week .
. .
Finally, congratulations to Sig 'Santa' Cooper and his wife Tracey
on their recent marriage.
PS: Sig 'Brummie' Tucker claims tha_t in all his ti~e in the Army
(2 mins 35 secs), he has never had a mention the The W1re . . . so here
you are!

After numerous briefings the Squadron Jcployed to the area of
Bergen/Hoh ne to be met by the Squadron OC, Maj Paul Eaton and
the resident car park attendant W02 (SSM) Jeff Ashwell. Once in
location the comms complex was set up and the admin area up and
running under the beady eye of Sgt Geoff Martin.
The next day Comd Arty and his staff arrived and were shown
round the complex. They seemed more than happy with what we had
provided and so, on a high note the dry firing phase started in earnest.
Once the dry firing phase had finished Excon withdrew to a new
location. At the same time the staff and many others went to witness
the first firing in BAOR of the new Multi Launch Rocket System
(MLRS).
With the high light of the exercise over, the Div Any commenced the
Jive firing phase. All went smoothly and fi nally Endex was called and
the Squadron returned to sunny Verden knowing that everyone had
done their job.

2SQUADRON
.
Yet another busy period for the Squadron, we have now received
the report on the RSIT inspection which took place in September,
although several recommendations were made, the report on the
whole was a good one.
We were selected to provide the vehicles and manpower for the
annual Staff College visit and under the watchful eye of the 2IC Capt
Mike Wise the Squadron set up a complete Divisional H eadquarters
to show our visitors how we perform . Apart from losing a few of them
on day one for a couple of hours everything went smoothly and the
visit was deemed a success .
The penultimate exercise of the year was a mixture of a H ighland
Malt (Regimental Exercise) and First Summit (Corps Exercise). The
Squadron deployed at a leisurely pace on a Friday morning to a
disused factory some 160km from Verden . This was to be our home
for the duration of the exercise-a somewhat unusual occurence. Also
we deployed as step-up yet another unusual occurence (could this be
a sign of things to come?). A signal received several days into the
exercise was the cause of much head scratching by the OC, two FFR
landrovers complete with crews were required for a COE visit by the
Polish Army (so they do have one) . We had only eight hours to
complete the task but such is the versatility of the Squadron that after
a quick reconfiguration of the Rebro plot the alloted vehicles were
soon on their way back to camp to be refitted and re-deployed.
Judging by all the good reports that the Squadron received it would
seem that Cpl Brian Alexander and his men did a good job.
Unfortunately the exercise ended on a tragic note and it is with deep
regret that we have to report the death of LCpl Paul Morris in a traffic
accident. He will be very much missed by all members of the
Regiment. His obituary appears elsewhere in this issue of The Wire.
EXERCISE FIRST TEE 88
Ex First Tee was the Comd Arty I Armd Div's exercise, designed
to test the three Artillery Regiments in the Division . 2 Sqn was tasked
with providing comms and admin support for the exercise.
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INTER-SQUADRON SPORT
On the sporting front the Squadron is doing very well, at the
moment the football team has progressed past the first round in the
Generals Cup, mind you, it did go to the second sudden death penalty
before we saw off the opposition.
FAREWELLS
As usual we have had a high turnover of personnel in the Squadron
and we have to say farewell to the 2IC Capt Mike Wise off to 2 Inf
Div at York to do a staff job. He should have picked up all their
peculiar habits by now. SSgt Fred Hutchinson back to his beloved
parachutes at 5 AB Bde, Sgt Shed Bowker off 'over the water'. Cpl
Andy Roberts, LCpls Mark Carroll and Tim Roebuck off to civvy
street. LCpl Geoff Martinez off to Catterick and Sig Ned Kelly and
Taff Arnopp off to 249 Sig Sqn. And farewell to SSgt Steve Lickess
off back down under. We hope that you enjoyed your stay with the
Squadron.

KESTREL TROOP
.
Earlier this month, Trunk Node 071 celebrated the first anmver~ary
of its amputation from 7 Sig Regt and its subsequen~ transpl~t rnto
the Squadron . The occasion was marked by a ghttermg event m that
well-known venue, the Squadron bar. New arrivals in the troop are
Sgt Sharp and Sig Green.
HAWK TROOP
'Bed-and-Breakfa t' Tp is now definitely under new management.
Command of the Troop was taken from the capable hands of SSgt
Dave Bradshaw by 2Lt Simon Hutchinson on arrival from NI.
SSgt AJ Davey left for the School of Signals and was replaced by a
tanned and shivering SSgt Alf Sullivan on arrival from Cyprus. Sgt
'No, I am not here just for the running' Gill arrived from 200 Sig Sqn
to take over 061 recce.
Farewell also to Cpl Tony Barker on his way to 9 Sig Regt, LCpl
'Fred Boswell' Swithenbank to NI and Cpl Neil James promoted
and posted to E Troop as Reece Ser!?ieant. Continuing a l o~g tradition,
they were bade farewell on exercise m the usual way by bemg dragged
through the nearest cess-pit.
. .
Finally, a warm welcome to our new powerman, Cpl Al Wllhams.

SOME t I . T'i t'O THJ, SQUADROS
The Division Reece Officer and Squadron 2IC Capt Mike Wise
commanded his first Panzer and is reported to have said 'he couldn't
hear a thing for days'.
The night shift of Sgt Phil Parker and Sig Martin Burkin haw on
Comms Ops managed to stay awa ke and make more than one entry
in the log book!
Sgt Geoff Martin managed to get the convoy into the first location
without getting lost.

HELLOS
Hellos to Capt Alastair Harwell the new 2IC fresh from 21 Sig Regt,
Lt Kevin Bowers the new OC R Troop who moves across from Line
Tp 3 Sqn. SSgt Phil Dixon in from the TA; welcome to the real world,
Sgt Graham Bryson on a short tour from 7 Sig Regt. Apologies to all
those I have missed out.

'LCpl Neil Clarke's reaction to being asked a hard question.'

Cpl Kev Twigger: 'That's right, Sir. On my left is the wagon and
on my right is the cam-net.'

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Sgt Andy Finch on his recent promotion and to
Maj Paul Eaton and his wife Jo, Sgt Norman Bain and his wife Jane,
Sgt Phil Cox and his wife Sarah and Sig Barney Barnes and his wife
Vera on the recent additions to their families. The stork has been
busy!
Stop Press: A signal has just ben received, something to do with
another COE visit by the Polish Army, 2 FFR's required again;
obviously we made a good impression last time.
3SQUADRON
SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
Now that all the leaves have fallen off the trees and no longer
require sweeping up the Troop has been employed on a wide variety
of tasks!
During the early part of November the lads were busy on Ex First
Summit keeping the comms in working order, despite the absence of
the FofS who was away being educated (in what, isn't yet known!).
Hot on the heels of the exercise the tech element was once more in
the thick of things setting up the bar for the Verden Garrison Team
Chase. We are used (as we should be) to good numbers, however, I
think we are far better with the booze! A good day was had by all,
and a special mention must go to the 2IC Capt Nevil Thompson who
entertained all those present with a magnificent display of aerial
acrobatics whilst trying to negotiate the fences on a horse. Fortunately
he suffered no injuries except to his ego.
Over the last few weeks there have been a few changes to the troop
line up. The departures include SSgt Mac McFarlane the SQMS going
back to the UK for his last six months; Sig Taff Owens the clerk,
although the SSM refers to him as something else, posted not out of
the unit but ortly to the Crystal Towers of RHQ. Cpl Muzz Murray
is to depart soon for his Tl course. To all those that have left us we
wish them all the best in their new units.
The new arrivals are SSgt Nat Cole the new SQMS, Cpls Tim
Hayter and Rick Cove. To all of those we hope they enjoy their tour
and just remember that no one has got that long to do here, ha ha ha!
Finally all the member of the troop wish Cpl Kitch Kitchener and
Sue all the very best on their forthcoming marriage.
NOVEMBER TROOP
PROMOTIONS
The troop congratulates Cpl Haynes on his promotion to full
Corporal, and wish him luck with his new job in Soltau.

Ex first tee - the Sqn 21 C Capt Mike Wise wonders how to climb
aboard and Cpl Andy Roberts looks for the ignition keyl
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ARRIVALS
The troop welcome : Sig Davies and Sig and Mrs Elston.
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R I t: J , IOR CH LLE GE-OR NGE SECTION
During the la t mo week in October the bulk of ovember Tp took
p rt in E erci e Junior Challer.ge, an exerci e de igned to bring out
th be t in the junior oldiers of the 3 qn. The fir t week invol ed
in-barrack theory, to prepare the soldier fo1 the rigour of the
coming field pha e.
The fir t two field day revealed a few shortcomings:
Fir tly, our section could not work out whether the wtlapon
pointed inward or outwards for an ambu h. Thankfully Cpl 'Sid'
Perk (yes the Sid Perks) wa on hand to educate the doubters.
econdly, a we moved on toward our ight Harbour our radio
operator ig Wo
potted ome local he assumed to be the enemy
and without dela) ate the CEl! (no comms on day one).
The remainder of the week howed a great deal of improvement
within the ection, and by the final day we were a team , ready for our
final stand. \ e were to be Section .in defence whilst the Blue force
attacked at dawn, in trength . We moved in quietly under cover of
darknes and e tablished a perimeter, then adopted night routine, the
quietne only interrupted by Sig 'Dixie' Whitehouse snoring.
I won't describe the bedlam that followed other than to ay that
after the post-mortems, honours were even. Bue, as 1 am writing this,
I will ay, we won!

0 CAR TROOP
The troop has pent the last couple of months filling its ranks with
unsuspecting newcomer , not lea t Sig Dunbar who arrived one
evening to find his webbing already made up and packed ready for an
exercise seven hours later !
We also welcome to the troop Sig 'D. C. • Drudge-Coates, 'Smitty'
Smith, 'Rooster' Staff, 'T. C.' Vance and Simon Marshall.
Congratulations to LCpl Robinson, Cpls Berman and Cooper on
well deserved promotions. LCpl Handley also received promotion and
we are sorry to have to lose him to 2 Sqn.
Two of our merry crowd, LCpl Hogg and Sig Gilchrist, spent an
educational month with the Scots Guards in BATUS learning the life
of a 'Grunt'. Their impression of infanteers was interesting.
We are glad to see Sig Littler back off his rehabilitation and out on
exercise with the lads and our thoughts go out to Sig Chapman, now
re-trading, and Sig Davies in BMH Woolwich .
The final exercise of 1988 was very successful with Oscar giving up
Main only for a move and final withdrawal. On return to Verden we
once again proved our prowess at horse show construction, this time
with the Team Chase. Well done to all the lads involved.

Life m Echelon will never be the same again!

·

HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
.The Squ~dron has said good bye to W02 (Yof ) Jim Sykes and his
wife Vikki who are poste? to the USA, and has welcomed his
rei;>lacement W02 (YofS) Mick Boxall who was posted from Malvern
lt is. the new Yeoman's second tour at 1 Armd Div HQ d s· R ·
having left l Sqn in 1986.
an 1g egt,
Our. best wi~hes also go to Cpl Kenny Niblock and Sig Hunt who
are g ou~g to G1br~ltar. Particular thanks go to Irene Niblock fo h
work with the Wives Club.
r er
Good luck in Civvy Street to Sig Davies and Humpbr'es
1
We welc~me Cpls Rouse Willets, Owen, LCpls Wood, Aiison, Si
Dawson, G1~bert, Henderson, Milson, Perrin and Cfn Petrie E · g
· njoy
your tour with 20 I.

MOU TAI NEERING IN THE IT ALIAN DOLOMITES
In late September 10 members of 22 Armd Bde Sig Sqn set off on
Ex Dolomite Diamond, a mountaineering expedition to the Italian
Dolomites.
The expedition was organised to further advance the
mountaineering skills of a group of experienced trekkers by
conducting four one day climbs and one four day expedition in the
Dolomite area.
The expedition originally planned for 1987 and forestalled due to
weather, finally set off in September. The group was self-contained
with two civilianised GS rovers and trailers. For the first partt0f the
expedition the group established a base camp at a local camp site in
Bres anone.
gt 'Big D' Donovan and LCpl 'Gearbox' Neary were our rear
admin party and between the two of them they somehow managed to
feed the walking party and drive the vehicles all with one word of
ltalian-'Ciao' .
The walkers had four good days of single climbs of four ridge lines
which varied in severity from day one, an easy introductory warm up,
to the Klettersteiz ridges at the end of the week; Mount Tullen ridge
at 2,652m. It was here that Cpl 'Nasher' Dennis and Sig 'Goody'
G~man developed a new method of eating and drinking the eight
oomts of contact.
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The second week consisted of a four day expedition from Mera ns
to the Italian/ Swiss border. This walk followed a series of ridge lines
which were all over 2,500m with our highest ridge at Hasenohol at
3,026m. Even Sgt 'Steve' Sommers was impressed at the amount of
ups and downs on one ridge. Cpl 'KP' Wright was all set for going
across the glaciers, but even Sig Bowker with his size 11 's acting as
snow shoes could not cope.
It was on the fourth day and in beautiful sunshine that the group
led by our intrepid speedsters LCpl 'Bo' Ridley and Sig ' Mac'
McGuckien finall y reached Switerzerland only by Im on Piz
Chavalatsch at 2,764m.
Having enjoyed a new expertience the group returned to Hohne to
go immediately on exercise. That's Life!
SQUADRON BATTLE CAMP
The Squadron held its annual battle camp in the Soltau Luneburg
training area from 17-26 October 1988. Everyone that took part
enjoyed it, even those on their third trench in 24 hours. The following
is perhaps the best 'war' story:
Cpl 'Bob' Anthony, Sig 'Gearbox' Neary and 'Monkey'
Richardson were manning an OP in front of Echelon. An AFV
stopped and opened fire in front of them. Subsequent events are as
follows:
Sgt Sommers, on the land Line to the OP: 'Whats happening? '
Cpl Anthony; 'An AFV has opened fire, but he's not seen us . Well
we hope he's not seen us.'
Sgt Sommers; 'Can you see any markings?'
Cpl Anthony; 'No but . .. there's another one. Oh no there's
another . . . ! there's hundreds of them!'
World War 3 apparently is then heard .
Sgt Somers and four men from the QRF investigate. They found
that the OP had been over-run and were confronted by 20 AFV with
infantry swarming all over the position. They all made a hasty tactical
withdrawal.
Echelon defenders then put up a gallant resistance, under command
of SQMS Riley, but were beaten by far superior forces .
Who had made the overwhelming attack? Had the OC conjured up
some real enemy? Was it 618/619 after a resup? Were we in the correct
location? Well it turned out to be a complete company of Queens Own
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Hig hla~ders who had acc1dentall) run into our positions whilst
adv~ nc1.ng to contact and were almost as surprised as the OP '
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Since our last contribution the Squadron had had another busy
period. In this time two very successful Ex Highland Malts have been
completed with a number of new crews being 'blooded'. In addition
the sporting and adventure training programme has been full with the
cross-country team winning the Regimental competition and the
boxing team being runners up in the Divisional Minor Units
Championships. Hockey and Football have also featured with regular
games against other minor and some major units. A report on the
expedition to the Dolomites led by Lt Jon Watt appears elsewhere in
this article.
The Commcen has had a face life with 'state of the art' equipment
replacing the ageing and out dated kit. At least the girls, WCpls
Durlik, Cooke and Pte Malcolm no longer have to wear ear defenders
and they like the equipment colour. They now insist the YofS install
chintz curtains and a chaise-longue to complement the decor .

""
-
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SINCE Wl: LAST WROTE
. . . We've.all been terribly busy doing, er, exercises. Seriously, we
have-hut we ve also managed to squeeze in one or two other things
as well . . . so read on.
NEWSFROM'A'TROOP
The Troop's successes continue! Having triumphed in the Squadron
Spo,rts t~~ other ~<:>nth, the .Troop went on to sweep the board in the
~C s milnary trammg exe~c.ise. The Troop took the first three place
m the best Patrol compeuuon, won the map reading, and won the
march even though the Troop OC Lt Edwards was part of the team!
The best Patrol was led by Cpl Miller. Well done particularly to Sig
Westerman o~ getting the OC's prize.
We would hke to welcome Sig Fitzgerald to the Troop from sunny
Osnabruck, and Sig 'Mick' Brown from the factory
That hoary old soldier, SSgt 'Kev' Lodge, fresh fr~m his All Arms
Ran~e Ma~agement Course (yet another badge on the arm course),
has ripped mto !he Troop in his usual gentle way .. . Welcome back
and congratulations on getting the prize for the best SABO shot during
th~ cours.e. It ha~ been a relatively quiet time for the Troop-the usual
paid holidays with full board and tours of the N German plam in
green company vehi.cles just like what those brochures say.
Ap~rt from counung the .Bear's fangs, the Troop enjoyed the OC's
Exercise, the r~u!ts of which were very close, despite what the 'A'
Troc;>p notes md1cate! There were many notable performances
par~1cularly LCpl Hope. Well done.
'
Fm3:11Y the OC Tp, Lt D: H. Hudson, is to report to the LAD to
~ave his Bergan welded to his back . . . rumour has it that 'B' Troop
is. not the Troop to leaye kit arol!nd in, as one 18 year old second
L1eutena~t who f?und ~1mself semi-naked 30 minutes after arriving in
the locauon at night will testi fy !
On 17 C?~tober ~ri!t T: I. M. Waugh visited the Squadron . He
watched military trammg m progress after having paid a courtesy call
on the Bde Comd, and then presented LS&GCs to Cpls Small and
Bruce. Well do~e chaps. The SSM and YofS are most envious! The
Comd Comms is o~v10usly made of stern stuff as he consumed the
cookhouse ~urry with app~rent relish! OC 'A' Troop was nearly as
brave, needmg only four pmts of water to make it to the empty plate
stage.
SPORT
As ~e g~ to press, the Squadron has, alas, just lost to I Ord Bn after
extra 111:11~ m the quarter final round of the Army minor units football
c?mpeuuon. Hard luck, and well tried. The OC, Maj J.M. Willis, Lt
Edwards, Cpl Chapman., LCpls Crook, Hogg, Pallett, Ellis and Cfn
Spencer all plodded their way round the Berlin Marathon in well
~nd~r four hours. More importantly, all managed to get in 'a good
time both before and after the Marathon.

What a place for a cross -looking over to the Austrian Alps on
Mount Cuzzo Gitsch 2510m

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
Leaving the Fo~ces? If so RFEA is ready to help you with
yo.ur resettlement m the UK, and in particular to help you find
~u1table employ~e~t. If you have served with good character
m the n?n-comm1ss10!1ed r~nks for a minimum of three years,
or les~ 1! Y?U are . bemg discharged on medical grounds, the
Assoc1at1on s services are available to you at no cost.
We are part of the Forces Resettlement Service and with
over a hundred years of experience behind us, operate th~ough
forty Branc~es throughout the UK where our Employment
Officers are m close contact with employers.
. If you need our help, fill in the card which will be with your
~hscharge documents, or make earlier contact with the Branch
m your area of interest. Branch addresses and telephone
nu~bers can be found from Unit/Ship Resettlement Officers
Regimental, Corps and Service Associations Jobcentres and
local telephone directories, or, write to us at'Head Office, 25
Bloomsbury Square, London WCIA 2LN .
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THE OC's EXERCISE
Now for the OC's E~ercise that you have heard so much about . . .
It was to have begun wnh a tactical insertion on to the SLTA by RAF
helicopter: How.ever eight patrols were dropped off by four tonner at
pre-.s ~t pomts ~Ith the grid of their destination. That destination was
a military trammg stand, at which a task had to be performed. Having
co~pleted the stand, the patrol received the grid of the next stand and
navigated the 3-S~ms to get there. ~ventually all patrols ended up at
two pa~rol base sites where defensive preparations were made and
enemy msur~ents m~de life a litt~e.more interesting. The next d~y the
patrols contmued with t.he remammg stands, before again ending up
at a patr?l base. That nigh t, they were kept busy with enemy attacks
and a rnght navigation and recognition exercise run by that well
known roughie toughie 'just a few kms more chaps', Lt M. Edwards .
The following morning saw a forced march to two HLSs where Puma
heHcopters extracted the patrols ~nd practised a bit of nap of the earth
flymg. By E.ndex, most had a blister or three, but most also claimed
to have enjoyed themselves. This was followed by a Squadron
'Smoker' with a number of excellent sketches.
Results from the exercise were as follows: First-Cpl Miller's
Patrol; Second-~pl L~fthouse's Patrol; Third- Cpl MacKenzie's
P~trol; Map Readmg First-Cpl MacKenzie's Patrol · Speed March
First-Cpl MacKenzie's Patrol and Best Young Soldier-Sig
Westerman.
TO END
Well, its eyes down a 1u look in for Christmas now that the final
major exercise has finished.
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THE DUKE F EDINB RGH AWARDS
b) LCpl an man
.
. .
The Gold Award is split into five different.secuon , each secuon is
to enable the participant t_o ell. cov.e~ fresh 1!1terests and make n~w
friend , and find atisfacu~~ m g1v1!1g servJ~ to others .. The five
ection are, Service, Exped1uons, Skill , Physical Recreation and a
Re idential Project. For the ervice one must undergo ~t least 60 ho~rs
of practical ervice spread over 12 months. My serv1c~ was helpmg
with a cub pack a a cub cout instructor. I had to '?rgam~e games and
in truct the cubs in the impler elements of scoutmg skills.
My expedition took me to Snowdonia in orth Wales . Before
taning the four day expedition one must prepare a route to.cover at
lea t so miles. The route must also pa~s thr<:>ugh JO checkpomts .each
day You al o have a training weekend m which one must be conf1~ent
in ~ap reading, use of a compass, country code., food and cookmg,
ca ualty code and most importa~t safet)'. precautions.,
.
The skills section covers a wide vanety of hobbies and leisure
activite . The skill you choose has to be . follow~d for at .least 18
months. J chose dinghy maintenance and sailbo.ardi!1g, I r~pair~d and
maintained the Army Apprentices College's Dmghies which give me
.
a lot of experience.
Phy ical recreation is gained on ~ pomts system. For example y~u
get two points for each h_ourly sess10~ , for the gold you have to ~run
36 point . I obtained mme by playmg hockey for the Apprentices
College.
. .
f
h
f
The residential project is completed by livmg away rom ome or
a minimum period of five days during which some form of pu:poseful
enterprise is to be undenaken with other people. My project 'yas
working at a home for the mentally disabled. Thou~h difficult at first
1 soon got used to the ways of the home and I e~Joyed my stay.
Now I have finished my Gold Award, I am going to travel to St
James's Palace to receive my Award from the HRH The Duke of
Edjnburgh. I would recommend the scheme to ev~rybody as
everything I have learned and the experience I have had will always be
beneficial to me.

WISH YOU WERE HERE
by Cpl Michell
Ably led by Lts Andy HUI and Wendy Neil WRAC, ~e started our
patrol at the crack of Naafi Break on 27 October. Our first ~top at t~e
!GB gave us a stunning view of what can only be descnbed as a
fence'!
.
All through the day we made numerous stops and obseryallons on
the way. With a running commentry fr~m our !our Gu~de ~r R.
Webster of the BFS and his ever present pipe. Affild many oohs and
'aahs' and the odd 'Gosh'! he explained the history and some of the
events that had taken place there.
.
28 October. Dear diary. Today we saw; yes you guessed it a fence
tater we swapped our patrol for the comfort of a local Gaststane and
an unusual local dish of raw chicken evidently far more healthy than
the boring old cooked fowl we usually have.
Sadly we said a fond farewell to the fence and our five Star Hotel
and wended our way back to sunny Osnatraz, happy in our minds that
we had seen .. . a fence.

SQUADRON RUGBY CLUB-ODENSE SEVENS
The tournament contained sides from Holland, Denmark and BFG.
The BFG sides were ourselves, 204 Sig Sqn and 12 Armd Wksps. Both
of the other BFG sides had previously beaten us earlier in the s~ason.
We were drawn in a group with the host club, Odense, 204 Sig Sqn
and the eventual winners, Phoenix of Holland. A tough draw we
thought.
We beat the hosts 16-4 and then promptly avenged our defeat over
204 with a 12-4 win. Our other group game was a formality as
Phoenix and ourselves had already qualified for the semi-finals.
Our semi-final was against the Lindo from Denmark, the
favourities. We lost 18-8 but we showed the Danes a thing or two
about the forward game! Know what I mean 'Arry!
After an enjoyable day's rugby we eventually finished third after a
.
.
.
play off with 12 Armd Wksps.
Without a doubt the BFG sides were landslide wmners of the third
half, which lasted about 36 hours.
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PERSONALITIES
RHQ
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2IC
Adjt
AAdjt
TOT
Trg Offr
Ops offr
RSM
YofS
Supt Clk
ORS
HQ SQUADRON

oc

2IC
TCO
Tfc Offr
Pmr
QM (Tech)
QM (Gen)
!SQUADRON

oc

2IC
OCATp
OCBTp
OC 15 Bde
2IC 15 Bde
OC 49 Bde
21C 49 Bde
SSM
2SQUADRON

oc

21C
OCOTp
OC PTp
OCRTp
SSM

Lt Col Joh n Griffin
Maj Peter Richards
Capt Jonathan Perks
2Lt Mhairi Nisbet WRAC
Capt Peter Bradley
Capt Tim Peacocke
Capt Nick Metcalfe
WOl Gerry Hegarty
WOl Mick Drake
WOl Alastair Sykes
gt Danny Cullen

I (BR) Corps. Brig Waugh was treated, not only to a spot of Clay
Pigeon shooting but also to an entertaining evening ar the Offict:i s'
Autumn Ball .
Then on Monday 14 November members of the Sergeants' Mess
dined out the departing CRA, Brig G. S. Hollands. It was a very
enjoyable evening. We all thank the CRA for all he had done for the
Regiment and wish him and his family all the best for the future.
Ex Brilliant Fix was one of three CO's exercises designed to test the
Squadrons in a tactical situation. I Sqn was out on this occasion and
I am sure the SSM WOJ Sandy McLean thought he had seen the last
of digging in!
Finally, may I on behalf of the Commanding Officer and his
Regiment wish all Royal Signals personnel and their families a
Very Happy and Prosperous New Year.
PRESENTATION CEREMONY
On Monday 5 December 1988 Maj Gen Naylor MBE presented a
BEM, NI Commendation and seven LS&GC Medals. The recipients
are pictured here.

Maj Ray Briant
Capt Sue Buncombe WRAC
Capt Stewart Gray
Capt Phil Castle
Maj John Martin RAPC
Maj Bob Vale
Lt Col Phil Noble
Maj David Hargreaves
Capt Ken Clarke
Lt Mark Finch
Capt Charlie Miller
2Lt Bill Adsett
Capt Pete Stephenson
2Lt Scott Y oungson
W02 Sandy McLean
Maj Mark Grieves
Capt Dave Hornsby
2Lt Bridget Pulverman WRAC
Lt Martin Barnes
2Lt John Norris
W02 Steve Harrison

FOREWORD
.
.
by WOl (RSM) Gerry Hegarty
This period bas been a very hard one for the Regiment m many
ways. In October we moved to Wathgill Camp for ou.r. Annu~ Battle
Camp where everybody was truly tested in various :n1htary skills and
physical fitness. I think most of the lads know their way around the
Catterick training area now .
We also have a report on Op Cutter by 2 Sqn who, over a very busy
period for them, moved to Deepcut to guard the prison . Needless to
say nobody got out!
..
The Regiment has bad a number of visits over the last couple of
months. Two of note in October were by Brig J. O. C. Alexander
OBE, Comd 2 Sig Bde and Brig T. I. M. Waugh, Comd Comms HQ

RSM watches the CRA Signing the Sergeants' Mess visitors book
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Award presentation ceremony
2SQUADRON
AN EVERYDAY STORY OF COMMHEAD FOLK
Well, dear reader, as promised another episode in the life of 2 Sqn.
But first the answer to the ' Quiz Photo' (page 585 November 1988
Wire). You remember that I challenged .you to guess what an obscure
scene represented . It was in fact the NMC VIP mobile lavatorycammed up with urban cam in a rural setting! No one can say that life
in 2 Sqn is predictable.
OP CUTTER OR 'PORRIDGE WITHOUT THE LUMPS'!
Having returned from NMC on 15 September, SHQ and P Troop
had a rapid turn around and departed on Op Cutter on 18 September.
This operation was undertaken in aid of the civil power to assist with
measures to deal with prison overcrowding. Two former army camps,
Rollestone on Salisbury Plain and Alma/ Dettingen in Deepcut have
been coverted to temporary prisons. The Squadron was tasked (some
would say 'jiffed') with the perimeter guarding of Alma/Dettingen.
The guard force was two platoons based on 3 x 17 man sections, each
commanded by a Sergeant, with an SHQ element. I Platoon was
drawn from P Troop, commanded by Lt 'Digger' Barnes, still on a
high from his role as Senior Car Park Attendant on NMC. His section
NCOs were Sgts 'Scouse' Clair, Jim Hogan and Nick Bahado . 2
Platoon was drawn from 49 Bde Sig Tp commanded by Capt Pete
Steveson strongly supported by his section commanders, Sgts Snaith,
'Geordje' Williams and 'Mighty Midget' Edwards. SHQ comprised
the usual bunch of hoods but with the unusual feature of YofS
'Bunny' Burbidge cast in the role of SQMS, since SSgt 'Ma rty'
Altham was playing squash- unusually! 'Q' Burbidge put a totally
new interpretation on the expression 'Can I help you?', and as a result
the boys began asking who exactly were the prisoners around here.
Certainly the inmates seemed to be able to get more out of their admin
system than we could get out of ours!
Each platoon did 24 hours on and 24 hours off and. it because
obvious very quickly that the inmates had more fun watchmg us than
we had watching them. Despite the fact that the 24 hours duty was
split between periods in the 'goon' towers, periods as QRF and
periods as stand-by it proved to be surprisingly exhausting. So much
o that the morning of the stand-down was usually spent sleeping. The
other periods were spent doing weapon training, including SA80,
courtesy of the Welsh Guards; fitness training, including runs over the
NATO assault course at Deepcut and recreational sports. The most
popular activity was the water slide complex at Richmond Baths. It
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wa VJ popu ar that wl"'cn 1t a ~ time to leave it ~as not only the men
who were heard to cry: 'Just ont: more "Black Hole" picas Staff!'.
The routine of guard then rand-down was to prove very tcdiou
after the first week. l 1me dragged on with little to break the
monotony. We liad been promi~ed a small riot to enliven things but
it never materialised. The inmates hold their TVs m high esteem but
it was thought that the Governor intended to remove them. The last
time this happened it caused a riot which resulted in the inmates
throwing all of their TVs out ot the windows. We thought it a strange
way to protest about their removal. However, the Governor didn ' t
remove the TVs nor were we inconvenienced by a storm of deccnding
monochromes! We handed the threat over to our replacements, I
PWO.
Again 'The Sabre Sqn' was called upon to execute a bit of nifty
footwork. We recovered from prison guard on I October and
immediately deployed on Battle Cam p on 3 October.

HELLO AND GOODBYE
Yet again there has been some ma npower movement within 'The
Sabre Sqn' . In particular we say fa rewell to Capt Tim Peacocke who
after embarrassing the Regimental offi cers by exposing their total lack
of expertise at NBC on Battle Camp, has been despatched to the
Training Wing with a missive from the CO to improve thmgs. In his
stead we say 'Hi' to 2Lt Bridget Pulverman-0 Troop will never be
the same again. What with the curtains, pot plants and the Mills and
Boon books etc!
We have also had to say 'au revoir' to YofS Mick Dawson who,
despite now being on I Sqn's books seems to spend more time in 2 Sqn
than he did when he was posted here.
A PREVIEW
Sadly, dear reader this little treatise is somewhat thin on photos and
you have also been deprived of a rivetting description of life on Ex
Northern Crusade (we were unable to get QC Radio Troop literate
before he went on his survival ccurse) . I am assured that next time life
in the Radio Tp fast lane will be described in lurid detail and there will
also be one for the ladies 'Twenty Things You Can Do With An ELG'
by 2LI B. Pulverman (Miss) .
So until next time, remember, keep your masts vertical and your
camnets scrimmed.
BATILECAMP
The first two weeks of October was spent at Wathgill Camp near
Catterick on our Annual Battle Camp. The first few days were spent
updating the annual tests. The Adjt, Capt 'Johnny' Perks had devised
a testing Section Match Competition, the results of which were added
in to the CO's Trumpet Competition . The Regiment was divided up
into eight man Sections each commanded by a Corporal. The SNCOs
and Officers were used as DS and the Squadron Commanders had a
well earned rest.
Despite Friday dawning on a very wet, windy day 2Lt John
'Baldrick' Norris set the sections off on a March and Shoot
Competition; tlie CO and RSM threw down the Challenge by
setting the best time of the day. The Patrol element of the Trumpet
Competition took place over two days on Feldom Training area. The
event was organised by Capt Pete Stephenson and typed by Capt
Charlie Miller. Thirty-three sections from all Squadrons of the
Regiment trudged around 18 stands varying in content from
straightforward military skills to novel and unexpected tasks. An
arduous cross-country trek between stands, set by the Adjutant Capt
Johnny Perks presented some of the sections with more than a Little

Sect 11 Cpl Mr:Phee takes a well earned break during FlBUA
training
Left to Right: L:::pl Beel. Cpls McPhee, Collins, Sig McCollum,
LCpls Brodie, Lithgow and Sig Perry
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Sue Brown and Phil Thompson fur letting us use tht:: centre for a very
enjoyable day's shooti ng . The next plan is an inter-troop clay shoot
in the: New Year. Any tak ers?

Cpl Chesswas and his section work out this command task

Lt Mark Finch wondering where his Troop has got to?

The mystery range LCpls Key, Curtis and Sig Gilbert fire their
arrows down the range
difficulty. Cpl Geordie Oxley swore blind that the range _bo~ndary_ he
was following on the map was an 'A' <:lass road, unul his section
decided that ranges do net often cross village greens .
Reactions of ections varied from the 'Oh no not more planks and
barrels' on some stands to Cheyenne war cries on seeing the archery
range kindly provided by Lt Guy Bewsher from AA Coll Harrogate.
There was more enthusiasm than accuracy, but it offered a welcome
di,·ersion from pondering how to retrieve secret formulas or light fires
with no matches.
. .
Competition between I and 2 Squadrons was fierc:e. Each havmg its
fancied section . The scores were well balanced with a 1. ~qn team
lightly in the lead and only the Assault <::ourse remammg. The
tension continued right up to the last when, with only teams from 210
Sig Sqn left to run, Cpl Ned Kell y's section was joint leader with a I
Sqn team. We were all preparing to award the prizes when the last 210
Sig Sqn team to go came in some 20 seconds faster than anyone else!
The rest of the week we suffered with bad weather, but eventually
the Trumpet Competition was decided. It was won by Section 11 led
by Cpl 'Jock' McPhee.
After a very tiring two weeks the Regiment went back to Camp to
recover!
EXERCISE BRILLIANT FIX
Ex Brilliant Fix was a CO's tactical exercise designed to test the
.
Squadron in a command and control situation.
The Squadron Commander, Maj David Hargreaves gave his orders
and at dawn the Squadron set sail in LSLs (cleverly disguised as four
tonners) for Ripon beach.
After a successful 'landing' the Company position was secured and
preparations for defence were soon under way, despite Lt Mark Finch
en~ountering problems finding his Troop.
'Sir I've managed to scrounge a JCB, where will I send it?' came
the d;sperate cry from gt Phil Jefferies, in an attempt to ease the
ritual of 'Digging In'. 'Unfortunately it's just hit a landmine.' said the
CO, Lt Col John Griffin.
.
.
By last light LCpl Stait , who must have obvious designs on
transferring to the Pioneer Corps, had actually manged to get down
to stage 2. LCpl ' Recon' Cowens, wh<;> _had problems coping w_ith
movement in the pitch black, foggy cond1t1ons, was reported droppmg
in on ig ' lim' Eldridge who was trying to brew up at the ti me.
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After enemy harassment, during which the Squadron OC, 2IC and
SSM were killed-off, the Squadron, now under t_he command of Capt
'Chas' Miller entered the withdrawal phase. This was held up at one
point due to the problems encountered cros~ing ~ ~arbed wir~ fen7e,
until LCpl 'Geordie' Richards led the way with his d<;>uble twist w1.th
tuck' routine, which provided a light hearted moment m the otherwise
serious proceedings.
.
Dawn brought the 'grunting' to a successful ~o~cl~s1on. and the
Squadron set sail for York after a most worthwhile ms1ghl mto how
the otller half operates.
15 INFANTRY BRIGADE SIGNAL TROOP
by 2Lt Turner
.
The mist was slowly rising off the moors on the_ morrung of _21
October 1988 as a convoy of unmarked cars took a little know~ side
turning somewhere.in North Yorkshire. 15 Inf Bde HQ a~d Sig Tp
was deployed to practise the vital, if somewhat neglected, skill of Low
Level Air Defence (LLAD). The time was 0900 hrs, the place the
North of England Clay Target Centre (NECTC) at Rufforth.
The covert side of things went by the board as the first shot echoed
around the range.
Capt 'Chas' Miller and SSgt Dave Smart had organised the shoot
as a charity fund raising eve~t for t~e. RNLI. Ea<;h member of _the
Troop has obtained sponsorship for h1ttmg a cla_y pigeon or a straight
flat rate for taking part in the whole shoot. Luckily for the RNLI most
of the lads got sponsors for the flat rate.
.
The morning was spent giving everyone a practice at the four types
of shoot that would be included in the competition in th_e af~erno_on.
The 'Pigeon' proved difficult to hit as the clays look n?thmg like birds
(especially when painted fluorescent orange) tile realism comes from
the flight characteristics of the clays as they leave the traps. The events
were: Down the Line (DTL)-The clays fly away from m front of the
shooter (singly) at five different angles: qrouse-The clays come
towards the river rising gradually: Springmg Teal-The cl_ays fly
straight up in pairs and Pigeon-The Clays come from the side and
behind rising gradually in pairs.
.
The country quiet was soon taken up with a cacophony _of loud
bangs and winging clay (usually unscathed!). Howev~r, h_avmg . said
that the high scorers of the morning (out of 25) were Sig Rich Wilson
(16) Cpl Chris Jarvis (15) and Cpl Al Evans (14). An excellent buffet
pro~ded by Cpl P eter Light (ACC'.) was t8:ken in the.clubhouse whil~t
some club professionals unknowmgly hud on a display of how 1t
should be done. Eventually, after much coaxing, we managed to. ~ag
the troop outside, away from 'Neighbours', to start the Compe_t1t1on.
The sun (big fireball variety) appeared and the afternoon promised to
be smashing.
The moral of the afternoon competition turned out lo be that
beginners luck has some validity or that _'practice' just makes _your
ears ring. There is definitely not only a skill ~ut an art to clay pigeon
shooting. Therefore, our warmest congratulations (and heartfelt envy)
to the winners: Capt Miller (18), narrowly pipping SSgt George Cook
(16), and highest scoring female Nat asha (4). Our thanks go to Alec,
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REGIMENTAL GOLF DAY
by W02 (RQMS) Armstrong
Our Jong awaited Regimental Golf Day finally tock place on
Monday 24 October 1988. On arrival at Catterick Golf Club the mist
was with us and visibility was down to IOOyd . (Plenty for some of
us!) By 1000 hrs the mist had risen ufficently for the field of 20 to
tee off. The early leader was not the CO Lt Col John Griffin but he
did look favourite to play the most golf. Looking at his clubs expertly
carried by the RSM WOlv (RSM) Gerry Hegarty (who else!) we
thought they had been borrowed from the local museum. The early
fliers turned out to be Capt Ken Clark and W02 (SSM) Pete Harburn
whom I may add had been seen at Fulford Golf Club the previous day
taking a last minute lesson from the resident professional. They were
chased all the way by Maj Bob Vale (who was still claiming he had
only played twice that year) and W02 (RQMS) Geoff Armstrong who
was still shell shocked by his playing partner Pete Harburn's form.
The final results were: First Handicap Medal-Capt Ken Clark with
a fine net 60; Second Handicap Medal-W02 (SSM) Pete Harburn;
First Stableford-W02 (RQMS) Geoff Armstrong and Second
Stableford-Maj (QM) Bob Vale.
As suspected most golf was played by Lt Col John Griffin who also
pickeci up a prize for nearest the pin at the Par 3. (His prize was to
have been a set of head covers but they wo uld not fit his old
fashio 1ed, hickory clubs!)
Special thanks must go to the organisers SSgt George Cook and Sgt
John aeburn for a fine day's golf and to Catterick Golf Club who
looked after us so well. We all look forward to the Spring
Competition in 1989 at York Golf Club.
MORE PAIN LESS GLORY
by Lt Mark Finch
2 Inf Div Sig Regt's latest CO's Run '.Yas on the same day as the
BBC' 'Children in Need Appeal', Friday 18 November. SSgt Paul
Smith's appearance as a Golliwog, complete with webbing, to raise
money for the charity provided a light-hearted start to the day.
The run (half marathon in CEFO) began at the barracks with the
CO, LI Col John Griffin and the RSM WOl Gerry Hegarty taking the
Regiment in tow. It ended some three hours later at Strensall, with an
assault course and a quick run back to the tra nsport (the ubiquitous
army green buses).
During the run Sig Dobber Day decided his boots were not fit to be
run in and completed the course in his socks. Maj David Hargreaves
(QC 1 Sqn) was in fine voice and provided some light hearted
entertainment from his current operatic performance of Aida. The A
Troop choir led by LCpl Gazza Avery made every attempt with their
renderings of double time drill movements to drown him out, many
of them going hoarse in the process. Capt Charlie Miller on the other
hand, thought the pace was too slow (can you believe it!) and with the
remainder of his Troop (numbering approximately five) asked the CO
if he could perhaps overtake.
Three guesses what the answer was!
The Regiment made a valiant attempt at completing the run and the
assault course. It was particularly pleasing to see some well earned
' beverages' after the run and the transport, for once, at the right place
at the right time. Indeed the most pleasant part of the day seemed to
be the travelling back in the coaches.
EXERCISE MARSHAL MERLIN
by 2LI 'Tracker' Adsett
Pl HQ
2Lt 'Tracker' Absett
2IC
SSgt 'Yozzzz' Sirr
ROp
LCpl 'Lifer' Stait
Dvr
Cpl 'Nice and Warm' Sear

\\ hile the re cc tcarr1 blundered throu!(h a wood the remamdcr
lowly concealed themselves under water. T he move into the hide went
well despite Youn being captured by a green maggot at a very early
stage. He was successfully re cued just before daylight.
After a freezing night out, the team got driven to the ranges by a
very warm and contem C pl 'Rob' Sear (he had, of cour e,
conscientiousl y guarded the four tonner from inside the cab!).
Next came a shoot (and th e snow) which prowd that you can zero
on a .22 range. The final event was military skills involving signab,
NBC, vehicle recognition and fir st aid. The Challenger firing at night
proved a bit difficult to recognise!
On completion of the exercise the team was thawed out by Cpl
'Florence' Pearson who was controlling the communications for the
exercise along with several other members of the troop. Well done to
him and his crew who stayed on to battle the snow for the remainder
of the exercise.
BRA VO TROOP SPONSORED CHARITY WALK
by Cpl Ditchburn
Word filtered down from above that the GOC was running the
Wishing Well Appeal this year. Bravo Troop, in their infinite wi dom,
decided that this wo uld be a most worthy cause which might net them
a few browie points in the process.
They therefore decided on a charity run/cycle from Great Ormond
Street to York via the East Coast, a total of some 400 miles. The event
was to be held over five days starting on Monday 28 November.
After weeks of letter writing and route planning by SSgt 'Jim'
Mackie and Sgt 'Phil' Jefferies the big day was upon us. It was a
bitterly cold and dark morning when the troop arrived outside the
Hospital and waited for the starting gun. Cpl 'Budgie' Finch and LCpl
'Gas' Owen were persuaded to do the painful first miles through the
busy London City Centre. As the runners did their part the rest of the
troop dispersed to the many small towns en-route where they donned
their clown outfits and set out on foot to persuade the general pubic
to donate to th is worthy cause, Sig Wahid was always last back to the
transport wit h an abundance of five and ten pound notes. The day
ended with a collection in Colchester, a well earned shower and a meal
at that evenings stop-over point.
Day 2 began with keen LCpl Richardson and Cpl Willia ms on the
cycles. The rest of the team had to squash into two vans after the third
broke down in Colchester . The going proved tougher than expected on
the cycles due to the 'giant hills' of East Anglia. Towards the evening
the team stopped at Cromer with Sig Steve Palmer and Adrian Price
doing an astonishing 28 miles in the hour.
Day 3 was on foot again and we were progressing well with having
collected over £1,000. There was a welcoming party at King's Lynn
consisting of Yorkshire Television and a local Newspaper reporter.
Fame came to Sig Breeds and 'Jacko' Jackson as they were filmed
on the run into the city centre much to the disgust of Cpls 'Nonch'
Ditchburn and Erskine who had been relieved only a mile from the
cameras.
Thursday we cycled from King's Lynn to Hull over the Humber
Bridge. Sig 'Punchy' O'Mahony had difficulty in finding the bridge
and Cpl 'Dude' Milnes fell off his bike doing an impression of Evil
Knevil much to the amusement of passing traffic. Meanwhile Lt Mark
Finch was one mile behind, nursing a puncture.
Friday was the last leg from Hull to York and although exhausted
from the previous day, morale was as high as ever. After collecting for
two hours in York we returned to camp, counted the money and went
home . Money raised by this event was well in excess of £2,500!
Our thanks go to everyone who contributed, not just the money for
which we are very grateful, but also for the support and logistics
without which the event would not have been possible.
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1 SEC
IC
Sig

LCpl 'Squelch' Welch
'Bop' Gatens
'Rick'Wilson
'LW' Lewis-Walker
'Woody' Woodlands
'Braithwait' Dewhurst

On Friday 18 November 10 members of 15 Bde Sig Tp braved all
(except the CO's run) for the Brigade' Ex Marshal Merlin.
After some notable navigation aero s the whole of Strensall
Training Area the team finally arrived at the hide location. Sig ' Bop'
Gatens managed to find every bog possible which improved morale!
LCpl 'Lifer' Stait not too impressed wit h the resulting smell!
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On the fam1lie. • ide of life, the CO' wife Mrs Manon Gnffm has
b n "orking hard. along with the R • I' wife Carol Hegart) and S gt
Paul ' milh and hi wife, to get the new families ' 'house' off the
ground Brig Hollands opened the house on Tue day 15 ovember
- nd Mrs Ro a 'la)lor opened the Thrift hop on 1 December:
The hou e i de igned to allow wives and children to pop m for
offee and nacks to meet each other and di cu s any problem they
might have.
Offl
R ' AUT M. BALL
The officers and friends enjoyed a very successful Autumn Ball on
21 O tober. Held at the Merchant Adven urers' Hall, it wa . ~ Period
Fancy Dre Medieval Banquet. Everyone entered into the spmt of th:
oc a ion and came in Medieval costume , to name but a few: MaJ
'King' Vale, Capt 'Blackadder' Perks, 2Lt ' Baldrick_' Norris l;Uld Capt
' Merlin' Gray. The Banquet lived up LO all expectations. ~ 1x-cour e
meal wa eaten and vast quantities of "'.ine was dr~nk m the Iaqie
up tair hall. Then the 'Time "W_arp' ~1 co entertame~ downstam
uniil the early hour of the morning with breakfast being served at
2am for tho e who were still hungry!
terrific evening was had by all and here's hoping next year'
equally a good.
MMARY
b) 2Lt Nisbet
A usual some hello's and goodbyes need to be said . Firstly, hello
to the three ne~ 'Subbies' from the TC 12 course. 2Lls Bill Absett,
Bridget Pulverman and Scott Youngson. I hope they enjoy their tour
with the Regiment.
Congratulations to Capt Peter Bradley on his commission and
posting to u a TOT.
\ e mu t say goodbye to Capt Arthur Brittenden who_ ha gon: to
the Falklands at very short notice. Good luck and best wishes to him.
Lastly hello to Maj Robin Ovenden who takes o ver from Maj Ray
Briant as OC HQ Sqn.
Having spent ages compiling next year's forecast of events, the
Regiment looks as though it will be as busy next year as we have been
this .
Best wishes to everyone for the New Year from 2 lnf Div HQ and
Sig Regt .
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The wives and children outside 127 with Brig Hollands

7'/z
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YY ~ enyou teave

Mrs Rosa Naylor opened the thrift shop, pict ured here with Carol
Hegarty, Marion Griffin and Denise O ' Conner

Contact the Three Tees Agency
and let your Services skills pay in Civvy Street

TheThreeTeesAgencyserves6,000companiesanddeals
solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex
and Teleprinter 0Qerators.
~~~ • • • You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice
and guidance on employment prospects in the
commercial world ofTelecommunications.
If you are rusty, we can give you the opportunity
to brush up your operating and also familiarise
you with commercial routines and equipment, and then
guide you to the right job, permanent or temporary.
[n some cases resettlement courses are available
for those seeking permanent employment in
the Greater London area.
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Maj Robert Baxter
Capt Adam Hearn
Capt Mick Besant
2Lt RJchard Rands
W02 Trevor Jones
W02 Douggie Mac Taggart
SSgt Russ Lifton
SSgt Graham Butler
SSgt Neil Bartlett

W~ have another quiet period to report this issue, just a couple of
e~erc1ses a!1~ some adventu~e training trips to break up the routine of
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2IC
AO
OC Radio Tp
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS
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210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn
Catterick

fitnes s traming, sport and in-barracks maintenance.
We!come to 2Lt ~chard Rands who joins us from 2 Inf Div HQ
~ nd Sig Regt, replacing Lt Andy Duncan who is off to Belize for a few
months before going to AA Coll Harrogate.
.1:he first e~ent of note was Ex Damp Gryphon, another of the 21C's
aihng exercises; a report follows. Then we almost took part in a
Pat~nschaft parade with 27 Luftlander Bde, but the weather was
against us and the event had to be cancelled .
The last week of October saw a few of the Squadron deploying to
HQ Scotland for Ex Bonnie Dundee, followed by the rest of the
Squadron moving up to Fort William for Ex Tartan Eagle. This was
a Squadron ~anpack radio exercise for the non-operators and
consisted of climbing up some very large hill s with radio sets to talk
Lo other people on equally large hills with equally heavy radio sets.
November was a busy month for some with two exercises in BAOR .
Vantage Point Two required the attendance of our Wavell vehicle in
Germany, and Ex Iron Hammer involved two detachments from the
Squadron.
The last notable event was the Triathalon, organised by our beloved
SSM, just for the fun of it.

EXERCISE DAMP GRYPHON
THE CREW
Skipper
Capt Adam Hearn
Mate
C pl John Dick
Crew
Cpl Danny T hornton
LCpl Brian Hyde
LCpl Brian King
DAY 1
The mot.ley crew asembled at 0200 hrs in the morning and started
the long dnve to Gosport in the Squadron minibus, loaded to the brim
with kit, rations and liquid refreshment. Arriving at Gosport we took
over the good ship Stormer and proceeded to shoe-horn ourselves into
her. Unfortunately our arrival at JSASTC coincided with the
appearance of some particularly unpleasant weather, our first day was
limited to land bound sailing. Even the big 55ft racing machines were
staying in harbour, so our little 27ft craft was not going anywhere .

DAY 2
0700 hrs found the crey., of H ~ TC Stormer '~ide awake and ranng
to go Bemg fully conversant with terms nautical and knots various we
were ready to attempt the sailing bit. The weather forecast was tor
g~le f~rce 81? (for the layman , thi s can be described as 'rather
wmdy ). ~ut m the _confine< of Portsmouth Harbour various skills
we~e. practised; tackmg, reefing and mooring to bouys. We had an
exc tt~ng moment on the way back to our berth when smoke wa.. ecn
pounng from the engme compartment. The fault was soon rectified
and we tied up for the night.
The day was rounded off with a game of trivial pursuit where
suspect IQs were revealed for all to see. This was followed' by the
standard quaffing of ale till dark O'Clock.
DAY 3
!oday was not a good day for our trusty Mate, Cpl John Dick .
Being the o~ly REME representative he was also the ship's engineer,
and. the engme wo.uld not start: Aft~r much persuastion and a good
talkmg-to the engme chugged mto hfe and we headed out into the
Sole~t in a .Force 5/ 6 wind (som~what bumpy). The crew found the
boat s motion somewhat unsettling and were soon reviewing their
brea~fasts . After a s~ary trip to Cowes on the Isle of Wight we had
to sail onto.our moonng at Club UK, narrowly avoiding the car ferry.
It cam7 t,o hght t~at the charging circuit on the engine was broken and
th_e s~1p s batt~nes were flat, _again no engine. To round off John
Dick s day he discovered that his locker leaked and most of his kit was
soaked through.
DAY 4
We awoke to cries of 'can I get my boat o ut, please? ' The
vessel moored inside ours was commanded by a lunatic who wanted
to go to sea at half past six in the morning. The Skipper decided
that we would_ return to Gosport and have the duty electrician
look at the engme-a bad move. With two reefs in the mainsail and
the No 2 jib up we headed out of Cowes, on ly to meet up with some
pretty horrible gale force winds.
John and Danny were invited to go onto the foredeck and take
down the jib. After lots of hanging on and getting wet the sail came
down, the crew were bruised black and blue, and we headed back to
Cowes. A good move!
We pulled in at Club UK and decided to calm our nerves in the bar
only to find it shut. The Skipper saved the day and the morale by
deciding to head for the nearest town and the' nearest pub. Ne~ves
calm_ed we headed back to the boat and sailed further up the river
Medma to the Folly Inn. We moored across the river from the Inn and
~ntemplated the water between us and the ale. The dinghy was
mflated and w~ sped across the divide (the Skipper was rowing).
Eventually the ltme came for the return trip the second bad move of
the day. With the tide and a strong wind ag~nst us LCpl Brian Hyde
v~lunteered to row. Ten minutes later we were still at the pub jetty
with a shattered rower. After a rest we tried again and finally managed
to get the 100 yds to the boat.
DAY 5
A beautif_ul morning ~nd a gentle breeze greeted the jolly crew of
the good ship Stormer, JUSt the day for lipping across the Solent to
Southampton Water.
This was the best day for saili ng of the whole exercise and more
than made up for the wet and windy weather we had experienced.
After a lovely sunny day we tied up at Swanwick Marina, just across
from the Jolly Sailor pub featured in Howard ' Way and slept well
after a nightcap or 1wo.
'

~-=Tees
Agency Ltd
.1.
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Call in, write or telephone
110 Fleet Street, EC4. 01 -353 3611 124 Regent Street, W1 . 01-734 0365
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The Sailing Crew l to R: Capt Adam Hearn, Cpl John Dick, LCpl
Brian Hyde and Cpl Danny Thornton
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Sailing in Sunny weather l to R: Capt Adam Hearn, LCpls Brian
King and Brian Hyde
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DA\ 6
Our aim toda\ wa to return to Go port, but the weather had other
,dea . We left the Hamble at 1100 hr and battered our way out into
•he olent. With the tide and a Fore 7 against u.; we made no progres
toward Go. port. It wa decided that we should make a run for Cowe
instead but the weather wa so rough by this tage that the entry to
the Riv~r Medina wa too dangerou to risk. We ran down wind in the
driving rain and anchored in a heltered bay and waited for the tide
to change.
fter a re t and a change into dry clothing we caught the tide and
managed to get into Cowe . The Club UK bar was vi ited for a
re torative before some f the crew crashed out in the club' drying
room to dry out overnight.
DAY 7
nearly start and a motor back to Gosport in a flat calm. The yacht
wa handed back to J ASTC without incident and we drove back up
to Catterick for a welcome re t from the ea. The crew performed
plendidly in very difficult condition and they all intend to ta ke part
in the 2IC's next adventure, hopefully in better weather.

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

BFPO 106
!SQUADRON
Departures
Arrivals
Promotions
Births
Ex Tartan Eagle l to R: Sgt Cowburn, Cfn Reilling , Sig Brown, Cpl
Rice with a manpack rebroadcast station

PPORT TROOP
The time ha come to ay welcome and farewell to various members
of the Troop. Farewell to Sig Bob Queen, Dave Aitken and Jerry
A hcroft who go to civilian life, gt Chippy Wood-38 Sig Regt (V)
and gt Mac McAlpine-4ADSR.
Welcome to gt Slade and Cpl Stapleton to the Tech Workshop, Sgt
Yeaman to the MT, gt Bevan to Support Tp; Cpl Cullen, LCpl
Robertson and Sig Small to Power Section; Cpl Chapman to the
SQMS's Dept, Cfo Birchmore to the LAD, and Cpl Messenger to
Ptarmigan Section .
INTER-TROOP ORIENTEERING
De pite an outstanding performance by Cpl ' Ossie' Osbourne (first
place in 45 min ) our Troop came econd . The cour e was devised by
gt Jim Patterson and was intended to give everyone a reasonable
chance of finishing by not being too difficult. one the less Sgt Tony
Playford lost his card, the Chief Clerk started off in the wrong
direction and variou others lost their cards or missed checkpoints.
The competition was enjoyed by all, and the OC even mentioned
something about a night orienteer to follow.

The Sqn Triathlon

EXERCISE TARTAN EAGLE
On 31 October we deployed to the Great Glen area of Scotland for
a three day exercise. The aim being to practise the non-operator trades
in the delicate art of manpack rebroadcasting. Five teams were
deployed to locations between Fort William and Fort George. After
climbing some extremely large hills the rebros were established, along
with an HF net. The OC and YofS declared themselves satisfied and
we all came back down again having learnt a great deal about
manpack radios and the tops of Scottish hills in November.
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EXERCISE IRON HAMMER
Aft~r months of meticulous preparation, Exercise Iron Hammer
was fmally upon us. One man's preparation was found lacking
however, on day one of the exercise, Cpl Mark Salmon had
rememb~red ev~ry creature comfort know to man; everything that is
e".cept_ his sleepmg bag. Man of the match award goes to David 'Oops'
Kmna1~d. He started the exercise by managing to fit a whole Trunk
~ode ~nto a,n Out-Of-Bou~ds area,. and was awarded a personal
Tha~k You call from MaJ Gen Wilkes. Whilst sweet talking the
Ai ~~t wa~ stunned. to hear Lt Col Truluck on the receiving end
ad 1-1ng him to qu1ck~y press 'Hook' (Blub, blub, blub). David'
ff'. ?P wa · ~asked t~ trial the new woodland and urban camouflage.
D.av1d cons1der~d this new camouflage to be the greatest thing since
sh~ed bread until he found himself surrounded by a whole Armoured
~r.gade. Follow the adventures of Dave's blossoming career in further
1s ues!
TN 053 wa~ t~stin_g th~ ability of combat linemen to work in Node
Command. Sig Twiggy Greaves was selected but failed at the first
hurdle \yhen he crushed his finger in the door.
Exercise Iron Hammer :was a worthwhile and enjoyable exercise. If
there are any doctors readmg who specialise in removing tongues from
cheeks, please contact Lt Birleson ASP.
LCPL JACOBS BATUS ADV TRG CENTRE
NORDEEG CANADA
After watch~ng the delightful departure of 1 Sqn from Salamanca
Bks, ~ then waited for my tr~nsport to take me to RAF Gutersloh for
my flight to the lovely soundmg name of BATUS in Canada. To most
people, ll sound very much like one of the easy places in which the
Corps serve~. Not. so!! . The main area of BA TVS (British Army
Trammg Un~t _Suffield) 1s located 280km east of Calgary and 45km
west. o_f Med1cme Hat. Thus the places to go for night life are all in
Med1cme Hat.
The summer months here are very dry with temperatures in the low
30 s. The landscape 1s very flat and also very dusty. Animal life
aroun~ the c~mp does not just consist of people, t here are flies,
mosquaos, friendly Gophers and the occasional Rattle Snake. 1 did
not st~y long on the prairies and after two days I departed on a seven
hour JO~rney by Bedford to a place called Nordeeg in the Rocky
Moumams. Its here that I am employed as one of the Canoe
Instructors at the Adventure Training Centre.
T~e ~entre is iri ome of the most beautiful country in the world,
and 1t 1s seven miles from the nearest village. The people who come
t? .the Centre ~e fr.om the Battlegroups who come to train on the live
~mng range which. is lOOkms. long and 60kms wide or in simple terms
is .the same as Salisbury Plam and Soltau Ranges with an extra few
~Iles to spare! They spend two and a half weeks canoeing cycling and
hill -walking with skiing in the winter months.
'

RADIO TROOP
EXERCISE BONNIE DUNDEE
While the rest of the Squadron were still preparing for Ex Tartan
Eagle three vehicles were already on their way to Scotland for the start
of Ex Bonnie Dunaee. Sig Paul Wildish was deployed to the Brigade
logistic cell at Stirling, whilst the 2IC, Cpl Al Pilcher, Sig Marlin
Bartow and Sig Bob Armstrong were based with the Brigade Staff at
HQ Scotland.
The first few days were spent travelling around the different
locations, with the 2IC showing off the mobile telephone that he had
been issued for the exercise. The majority of the communications were
supplied by BT, with expert advice to the users provided by us.
Various advisory visits were made to the TAOR locations, taking in
various Scottish sights on the way. A trip to Edinburgh to see the
Castle rounded off a very relaxed deployment.

SQ ADRON TRIA THALON
The SSM decided that we would hold a triathalon, we all groar\ed
and smiled grimly. We swam, we shot and we ran and the results are
hown below:Best Swimmer
Cpl Thornton
Best Shot
Cpl Messenger
Best Runner
2Lt Rands
Overall First
Cpl Thornton
Second
Cpl Smith
Third
2Ll Rands
Radio Tp First 54265 points
Support Tp Second 47930 points

Lt Ian Blrleson
SSgt Phil Atkinson
Lt Lance Mitchell
Sgt Al Tye
Cpl Eddis Leek
Cpl Jed Clamp
Michael Stachini
Jonathan Gray

2Lt Richard Rands receiving the winning troop trophy for the
triathlon from Maj Robert Baxter
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WIRE NOTES FROM CANADA
F<;>r the period of three weeks, the Battle Groups end about seventy
soldiers to. Nordegg t~ participate in Adventure Training. This i
brok e~ up mto three, five-day phases . They are given the chance of:
kaya~mg, c~noeing (Cana?i~n style), ski mountaineering, hill
walk1.ng, cych~g. and horse ndmg with the local cowboy . They take
par~ m an acuvay for one phase then there is a days change over
penod then.on to another activity. The ski mountaineering takes place
on the glaciers a~d cov~rs ~ost .aspect of skiing and climbing with
cr.am~ons. The lull walkmg is quite arduous and meeting some of the
wi ld hfe caused a few seven second 100 metre sprint ! ! The cyclist
~ave not got an easy task either; having to cover around 450kms in
five days, rain or shine, and even snow! Horse riding is the most
relaxed of the activities. During the five days only one is actually pent
under canvas but rhey are taught the delights of bareback riding and
also how to build small corrals in the mountains by real cowboy . The
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1989

~anadian style o.f canoeing is basically an expedition of t27kms. This
is broken down into I 2kms on the first day on very flat water to get
them up. to par. pay tw_o is a bit more of a slog, 28kms and the river
get.s a ~1t m~re hke whne water, with names like: Devils Elbow and
Gnzzly s. It_ is not um~sual for the local fly fishermen to pull out the
odd squadd1e or two mstead of trout! Day three is more of a long
paddle about 38kms being the longest. It is always hoped to have good
w~ather but it's not always on the menu. Days four and five are the
'.bigger stuff'. Brylies rapids solving many of the problems cau ed by
1gnoranc~. After an 800 ll!etre sw!m in Wild Rapids people tend to
thmk .a bit more about the!T paddling strokes!! The Kayaking or real
canoemg takes P!ace on th~ upper ~ed Deer river, about 250kms away
from the car;ip site. The first day 1s spent on a lake taking the bloke~
through ba_s1c strokes then we move up to Mountai n Air Lodge to set
up our mam camp. Days two, three and four take the guys through
some very. awesome ~ater, this incl udes some rather large stopper
where. the_ mstructors 1mpres the pupils by doing ome wild pop-outs.
Day five 1s spent on the North Saskatchewan where we meet up with
the.ct.her group of p~ddlers before reporting back to Nordegg. All in
all 1t is ~ard wo~k with litle time off to see the rest of Canada but a
most enjoyable JOb. Maybe the OC Sqn will allow me a retour next
year!

2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
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21C
OCOTP
OCR TP
SSM
SQMS
YOFS
AFOFS
Sqn Clk

Maj K Goodfellow
Capt K. Whitehead
Capt O'Connor
2Lt Baker
W02 Wise
SSgt Payne
SSgt Potterton
SSgt Gray
LCpl Moore

EXERCISE IRON HAMMER
The majority of the Sqn was involved in Ex Iron Hammer in one
form or another, Tango and Oscar Tps secretly managed to get their
resettlem.ent courses in _well b~fo~e they are due to leave the army, in
such suh1ects as plastenng, pamtmg, decorating and electrical wiring.
. A farmyar~ and a few barns somewhere in Germany were converted
mt<;> an all smgmg, all dancing exercise control for Iron Hammer
which made ASA space control look like a poor relative. However
by week two Ex Con looked like a scene from the Somme and by
week three a scene from Siberia. There was talk of a Generai Service
Med~ for 31 continuou days al Ex Con. An award which Capt
(NmJa) O'Conner was unable to qualify for.

Guess who?
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vigour from within Radcon/ OSC/ Admin Ops/Tac Reece HQ/Info
Centre/ Freq Mngr/ RRB Resup.
New arriva l Sig Brad Bradley was show~ the.ropes by LC:pl '"'.ian '
Crookes whilst Sigs Dave Skingley, Eddie (nght place, n ght ume)
Smerdo~ and ' Doctor Death ' Moore were left to get on wi th it by
themselv~s . Other new arrivals just unfortunate to miss the exercise
are Sig Simon Brown and Paul Chambers.
Well-deserved promotions go to Cpl 'Billy' Mill and LCpl ' Ian '
Crookes.

\! e had many visits from the Regimental 2IC Maj Anderson . We
noticed how keen on wild life he was.
Meanwhile in the hills Romeo Tp was deployed with elements of 7
Sig Regt. RRB recce and resup had their work cu~ out for ~~em with
mail delivery alone. The re uhs of the Troop mail competition were
a follows.
Third Sig 'Tuts' Cunningham with ~ total of fiftee~ letters just
beating him rn second place was LCpl Titch Anderson with a total of
fifteen letters and two extra presents but his result was disputed .
However the overall winner with a massive total of thirty two letters
and one pint of perfume was Sig Mark Simcock alias Marky Simcock .
Another and hard fought battle was the ' ee how I can bog in a
rover' competition LCpl Tony Shand made a very spirited effort but
was thwarted by the shovel work of OC Romeo. The winner, again ,
was ig imcock with his co-driver Cpl Mark Jordan, who with great
kill and determination got his ~ ton stuck on the Koterburg, a feat
many thought was impossible. A close runner up was Sig Griff
Griffiths and Sgt Greaves, both of whom lost their landrover and
trailer after moving a log from their path . Sig Griffiths found that a
hand-brake is not an optional extra.

NOVE MBER TROOP
Firstly, fa rewell co Sig ' Rick' Keate and Sig ' Keo' Kendrick who
have both taken up life as civilians, and Cpl 'Dobbo' Dobbins who
left us for 20 Armd Bde.'
We would li ke to welcome new arrivals: Sgt Keith Fisher from 11
Sig Regt Cpl Arthur Smart from 22 Sig Regt, and LCpl Andy
Thomas from I Armd Div - Hope you all enjoy your stay with the
troop.
Ex Iron Hammer is now well and trul y behind us, but proved to be
the better of SSgt Jameson , who had a collision wi th an earth spike
and came off worst, or at least that' s what he claims - the troop knows
better, 'It' s all right, we won't mention that he hasn' t mastered the art
of walking down vehicle steps yet '. Still, it did get him sent home
early, leaving Sgt Fisher in the hot seat; he managed to keep ~he
computer going 24 hrs a day along with Capt Shaw , becommg
undisputed champions of Leader Board , whilst keeping Rear
Headquarters running smoothly.
Apart from some of the troop taki ng part in Ex Sharp Ledge, the
troop now has the Christmas period to look forward to .
Finally, congratulations to the following members of the troop on
their promotions: LCpl 'Wiggy' Wigmore, and LCpl 'Scouse' Lee .
Well Done! Fond farewells to SSgt Jameson who is leaving us LCpl
'Wiggy' Wigmore who is off to l Arrnd Div, and Sig 'Taff' Hopkins
who is shortly to become a civilian. All the best from the troop .

GOODBYES
Alas the time has come to say goodbye to three of 2 Sqn's most
enthusiastic warriors, LCpls Nick Bearne, Smudge Smith and Sig
Geordie Lunn, all of whom leave the Army late this year. Goodluck
chap .

SUPPORT TROOP
The hardest job on Ex Iron Hammer was to track down the
personnel in the troop for their well-deserved promotions, as they
were deployed to all four corners. Congratulations to LCpl 'Woody'
Wood, Cpl Hamish Campbell, and Cpl Chris Collin.

3 Q ADRON
PAPA TROOP
EXERCISE IRON HAMMER-NOTICE
Volunteers Posting: Allersheim, 21 October-28
November 1988
Any
Trade:
Carpentry, Decorating, Manual
Experience:
Labourers desirable
Papa Tp, 3 Sqn
Apply to:
Papa Tp deployed to assist in the Build of Ex Con HQ. Tjlis task
was carried out solidly and mostly with good humour under poor
weather conditions for two weeks prior to the build up exercises
leading into Ex Iron Hammer. Comms went well throughout all
phases and at Endex , all hands were then employed to tear down the
whole caboodle. Sig 'Gaz' Love managed to get bitten by a dog, but
all attempts to vaccinate the poor animal failed when it disappeared
from sight!
Tac HQ was deployed extensively to locations recce' d by 2Lt
' ' ioja' Fraser, where gt 'Ray' Taylor and Cpl 'Mick' Clarkson held
off the hordes of visitors including Mr Dennis Thatcher who enjoyed
speaking direct to Downing St on a Ptarmigan subset courtesy of SSgt
(YofS) 'Andy' Campbell .
LCpl ' kull' Freeman on his last Ex (he thinl_\s) gripped the net with

SHQ
Farewell to W02 (SSM) 'Derek' Coker, who departs for NI , and
welcome to W02 (SSM) 'Billy' Haslam, to take over the Squadron
' family' .
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EXERCISE MAPLE TRIANGLE
Report by 2Lt Neil Fraser
When I arrived at 3 Sqn 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, one of the first
questions my Squadron Commander asked me was ' Have you got a
JSMEL Qualification?' 'Yes, Sir' l replied keenly. Little did I know
that this somewhat minor incident would lead to an adventurous
training expedition to Wells Gray Park , British Columbia, Canada .
After five months of paperwork, collecting stores, arranging travel
and finances, the nine man team was ready;
2Lt Neil Fraser
SSgt Don Chester
Sgt 'Taff' Phillips
Cpl 'Mal' Pavier
Sig 'Benson' Whyte
Sig 'Wain' Crookes (now LCpl)
Sig 'Taff' Treharne
Sig 'Gilly' Gill
Sig 'Naca' McNay

P Troop
HQ Sqn
S Troop
S Troop
P Troop
P Troop
N Troop
M Troop
P Troop
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Cpl Pavier, Sig McNay and 2Lt Fraser cross another stream
Rain and fog met us when we arrived at Gutersloh to be replaced
so me hours l~ter after a sm?oth flight c~urtesy of the RAF, by sun
at <;algary Airport. We arrived late at mght and set about hiring a
vehicle to take us the 600km to Wells Gray Park to the West of
Calgary. We eventually hired a minivan and travelled through the
early .hours t? Kamloops B.C., a small town, where we purchased
supphes, equipment and food for the journey.
AIM
.our aim w ~s to introduce soldiers to living and moving in a
wilderness envi ronment by following the trails of the early Canadian
settlers.

The. can~eing group had the advantage of partially prepared
campsites with benches and table~. The problem bei ng that wood wa~
short and lengthy sorties had to be earned out to fi nd a boat load of
wood to supplcmen• rhe amount of fuel carried. The month of
September was fair but it rained most days. The breeze produced
waves up to 2ft making conditions cold and uncomfortable in the
canoes.
One day greeted both grou ps with 3 inches of snow, making the
p~ce even slower, and tents very heavy. it. also created slight problems
with gas stoves, but due to the availability of wood, this was
overcome.
It took from 20-26 September to reach the Portage. The canoeists
took two days and spent the remaining time doing day hikes from a
base camp. Due to remaining time, the groups swapped at the
Portage. The canoeists headed up to Rainbow Falls and the new
walking group trudged back to Clearwater.
When all groups returned it was decided to attempt an alternauve
route. This. followed a wilderness trail to the east before swi ngi ng
north to Rambow Falls. On the route was the Kostal Volca no; this was
an amazing sight, devoid of trees until the bush top was covered in
volcanic rock amidst a vast lava field, li ke a lunar landscape! There
were also the high level lakes providing fish and wa hi ng (for those
brave eno~gh to enter the icy water!) By this time people were weary
and smelling of trees and sap. We had seen mountain lions
chipmunks, and all manner of birds, but no bears!
'
We then travelled to Calgary on the 10th, where we fo und a
comfortable place to stay to sample th e local beers and await flights.
Sig Gill, Treharne and Whyte also sampled the local produce and
enjoyed their time in Camp on Ex Iron Hammer.
The expedition was invaluable in testing men and equipment and
providi ng experience for team and leaders.
Thanks to W02 (YofS) Chris Pugh (16 Sig Regt) fo r the initial
planning and his help and advice along the way.

PLAN
The original plan had been to cro s from Southern tip of Clearwater
Lake to the Eastern tip of the Azure. This proved not to be feasible
due to extreme density of undergrowth and the loss of SSgt Chester
after two wee~~· t.herefore reducing the canoeing time avai lable. This
led to a mod1f1ca1ton of the plan to:
PHASE I
To forge a trail along the edge of Clearwater Lake to the Portage.
PHASE 2
Depending on time to either push on to the Azure or change teams
to return to base camp. The canoeists would in either case go on to
Rainbow Falls.
By 0800 hrs on the 20 September, the groups had sorted themsel ves
out, packed kit, and were ready to set of on Phase I , which would last
around a week . The canoeists loaded their open topped Canadian
Canoes an~ ~nder th.e watchful eye of SSgt ' Indiana' Chester, set
about pracusmg the different paddling techniques to control the large
canoes .
The walkers heaved their rucsacs loaded with a weeks rations (the
canoeists carrying three weeks' rations) , emergency and personal
equ ipment, on their backs and strode off at a steady pace. A few
hours later, the machetes were out blazing the trail along the Lake
edge ! We adopted a rough routine waking at 0600 hrs, breakfasting
and packing kit, aiming to leave at 0800 hrs. We would then walk till
around 1230 hrs, interspersed with short rests, when we would lunch
on nuts, sardines , and chocolate. The evening meal would take place
at around 1700 hrs and was based on noodles, meats, rice and other
dried food spiced up with sauces . Usually, after a couple of hours
round the customary campfire, drying kit and chatting, everyone
would be in bed by 2100 hrs!
. Sig McNay, an intrepid explorer, scaled dizzy heights to store food
tn trees (a_ precaution against . bears), whilst Cpl Pavier and Sig
Cro?kes wielded machetes cleanng paths by day and chopping wood
at night.
The canoeists meanwhile were camping on the Lake edge and
foll owed the same routine with the added bonus of fresh fish to
brighten up their diet. Sgt 'Taff' Phillips became the expert at 'tickling
trout ' and relived his days poaching in the Welsh valleys! As well as
canoeing, the group carried out day walks along the route to
investigate the area .
The walkers were managing around 6-8kms a day, the conditions
being quite hard. Navigation was very difficult in the hilly terrain,
with visibilit y being down to some 50m in the thick trees. Quite often
we would have to either walk upstream to find crossing points or push
logs across the many mountain streams as makeshift bridges.
Campground for the three tents often had to be cleared or hunted for!
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Cpl Pavier, Sig McNay, Whyte and Crookes

Don't be disappointed:
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PO ·n'
OUT
The quadron ha had some key people po ted out in th e la t two
months: the fir t to leave wa Maj David Proctor. the OC, although
hi departure wa far from mooth for per onal rea on . He ha gone
to be DCO G2/G3 . t auerick. \ e aid farewell too to the SQMS
·:gt Bill) Ha lam . fie ha only gone up the road to Soe t wh~re he
1 no"' SM of one of the Regimental Squadrons. Another Bill left
too, gt Bill Mackie eeking his fortune a a microp.r~~essor ope:ator
in civilian life. Cpl Chri Murray ha gone to be a c1v1han and will be
mi ed and remembered by all. ig 'Lefty ' Wright could hardly
contain hi pleasure at picking up a po ting to Berlin and is wi hed the
b t of luck by all in Rhine Tp.
PO Tl:"IG IN
Maj fletcher
gt okebread
gt Pro\\se
L pl Haworth
ig Heaton
ig Miaorczyk

QC
SQM
Crypto Sgt
Det Comd
Lineman
R Op

EXERCI ETA R
CHARGE
'Well it' quite a week without much going on. A good chance for
you to work without too much pres ure.' said Maj David Proctor
confidently as he handed over command of 202 Sig Sqn t~ Maj ~o
f letcher immediately before Ex Taurus Charge II. As a static HQ in
oltau playing Excon he had every right to suppose that thing should
go moothly but unfortunately equipment fai lure, a faulty rebro and
elf impo ed radio silence on behalf of one of the Battle Groups
en ured that it wa truly a baptism by fire. Lt Jim Prior came on shift
as everyone had collapsed of exhaustion after finally remedying the
ituation wa heard to say ' Well there's not much going on
then .. . '.

TELEPHONE AND DATA
INSTALLATION ENGINEERS
Due to continued expansion we require Engineers
capable of working to a high standard to install cabl ing
for telecommunications and data systems.
We operate throughout the UK and applicants M / Fmust
be prepared to work away from home.
We work for some very well known names and quality
of work is important. Uniforms and private health
scheme are provided.
If you are leaving the services in the next few months
and you are capable of working hard and helping us do
quality work phone Keith Harris or David Bloom.

021 359 8460 or 7583

1 BREARLEY CLOSE
NEWTOWN
BIRMINGHAM B19 3NR
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Capt Ly ndo n Campbcll-Blacl• led an helicopter assualt oi: the BG
HQ and after the kirmi h managed to get separ~te~ from the
remainder of the patrol. Cpl Jock Castle was the next in hne and laid
lo\ to avo id an enem y cimi tar; he th en found himself in charge of
a leaderless patrol. The problem was to reunite the patrol with the
helicopter a the enemy had eized the a~ea of the p ick ~P point so t~ey
had to attract the attentio n of the hehcopter pilot without drawing
attention to themselves as the Lynxes circled overhead . They finall y
found refuge in a small copse separated from the enemy by a ploughed
field . Cpl Jimmy Rock then gave covering fire as Capt CampbellBlack sprinted across the field with a large hairy Scot, death glaring
in his eyes, converging on a diagonal. It was 11: close ~un .thing bu.t we
survived and flew away with the enemy shaking their fists angrily.
EXERCISE IRON HAMMER
As the climax to a busy year it was with ome apprehension and
excitement that we approached the exercise. In two distinct phases
first a Brigade FfX and then a Divisional one it pr?mised to be
interesting for us a we had felt that most of our exerc1~es had been
FfX's anyway and it would be good to have the boot firmly on the
other foot ie. the Battle Groups!
We started with probably the most complicated operation of all; an
as ualt river cros ing. LCpl Sean Wilkinson expected .to be airlifted t.o
the Royal Scots but in the event was allowed to dnve; much to his
disappointment. Sig Dave Pook (LCpl, of which more later) played a
key role together with Sig Carl toke . It came as a btt of
a shock to the leepy Rebro to be o crucial. As we neared
the bridging point we were held up in one of the waiting areas. thighdeep mud made for exciting driving for all the panzer drivers,
especially Sig Shep Shepherd who treat most exercises as a rally-cross
anyway, but particularly for SSgt Nigel Sloane and LCpl Sk~v
Skevington in the line landrover who found themselves up to t~e1 r
axles in mud. With a deep sigh SSgt Sloane got out of the rover saying
' Well it looks as if I'm going to get dirty then .' Fortunately Cpl Ray
Lane and Sig Shep Shepherd returned to the rescue. It was at this sta~e
that it was decided that Capt Lyndon Campbell-Black would travel in
the line rover and SSgt Nigel Sloane would command the panzers.
Meanwhile the other Headquarters had not been without their share
of incidents. On initial deployment LCpl Mac McKenna driving a nd
SSgt Kev Nelson commanding the 436 decided that straight line travel
was the only way to go; straight into a corner cottage. As they both
emerged from their hatches th rough the debris they found themselves
directly beneath a window. It was with some alarm that the owner,
dressed only in his underpants drew back the curtains to admire his
newest sitting room decoration .
Otherwise the exercise continued apace with the usual intermix of
fervour and hiatus . The first week was generally considered to have
been a very good exercise and ran remarkably smoothly. The second
week being externally controlled promised to be both more realistic
and unpredictable.
In the event the weather played a major part and after supply trucks
had been destroyed by the enemy the exercise became more like the
march on Moscow as the winter blizzards swept across the landscape
and the supply system became stretched . So concerned were the
German Civil Police about the amount of devastation, both civil a nd
military, after the first snow that not only were the au tobahns closed
but so was the exercise for a 24 hours period . As W02 (SSM) Phil
Budden rather wittily said 'The exercise has been frozen in time' .
Unfortunately, as the snow melted with some 'warner' winds the
farmyards that had been dry and dusty in the summer became
quagmires. Sadly the 21C Capt Mark Eaton had reserved the deepest,
muddiest puddle for the Comms Ops crew; YofS W02 (YofS) Jeff
Hattersley and Cpl Ian Clements were not at all impressed.
ow a message was received that LCpl Dave Pook (he of rebro
fame) had been promoted and after divesting LCpl John Cocks of his·
tape and QC Maj Jo Fletcher and theSSM W02 (SSM) Phil Budden
paid the rebro a visit:
'Well, Sir,' said the SSM, 'look at these dirty plates everywhere and
what about the state of the cam net'. Sig Pook looked a little
perturbed.
' It's disgusting, Sergeant Major,' followed theOC, 'the trouble with
this detachment is the fact that it has no NCO in charge'. Sig Pook
now appeared quite crestfallen.
'In fact we'll get one up here right now,' and that said Sig Pook was
handed his tape to become LCpl Pook . Congratulations LCpl Dave
Pook wore a smile for the remainder of the exercise.
Providence, however, was about to take a hand although SSM Phil
Budden barely realised as he shuffled around the complex in
immaculate combats in front of his, by now, filthy squadron. He also
made the great mistake of informing everybody that it was his last
exercise. As he walked past a conspirational group of soldiers in NBC
kit led by Sig Ray Fallowfield he said innocently 'You know we're on
NBC low now, lads.'
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' O~ yes, we know ' they r~plied menacingly and then it was mud·
bathtime for the SSM. The irony is that this wasn ' t his last e
·
at all.
xercise
. LCpl Dave Poo~ d!d not escape the rest of the exercise unscat hed
either as he was ehmmated by a spetsnaz patrol for a period of 10
hours.

CROSS - COUNTRY
the Squadron team has come on in leaps and bounds this season
After an excellent start in the 3 Ar.md Div league, with three firsts and
one second, the team competed m the BAOR IO mile road race ·n
Bunde on 1 October 1988. With most runners suffering fro~
hangovers from the Sportsman.s din~er the previous evening che team
got off to a g?od start. In the ftrst mi.le Sgt.Charlie Foster, Cpl 'Jock'
Cast~e and Sig ~n,dy ~a:vson. settle m the1r stride together with Bdr
Gar} Young, Sig ~file Wright and Sig Ian Stringer close behind.
ve~ a very undulating and arduous l 0 mile course stamina was a little
lacking. The t~am however packed in well and came a very creditable
3rd place behmd .fOD Dulmen A and B teams.
After anoth~r v1~tory in .the 3 Div league the team went on to win
the 3 Armd Div minor units Championships held in Menden on 27
October 1988. Notable performances were:
Cpl Jock Castle
Sgt Charlie Foster
Sig Andy Dawson
Sig Leftie Wright
Sig Paddy Gorman
Bdr Gary Young
LCpl Kev Kerr
Sig Ian Stringer

1st
2nd
7th
8th
10th
11th
13th
17th

The team is now looking forward to the BAOR Championships to
be held on t~e 9th December at Bracht. With the new QC Maj Jo
Flet~her, taking over from Sig ' Leftie' Wright (who was posted to
B~rlm) the te~~ should maintain form , although Ex Iron Hammer
will cause trainmg problem .
HOCKEY
.The hockey ~earn has had mixed fortunes in this period. Although
still. unbeaten in the league after a very strongly contested match
agamst 19 .Fd Regt ~hich resulted in a 1-1 draw it was in the Cup
that we failed . Against 3 Armd Div Fd Ambulance so many people
were away that even W02 (SS~) ~hil Budden was roped into playing.
We had many chances but agam 1t was our goal scoring abilities that
let. us d?wn. 1-1 all at full time meant extra time and it was during
this .penod that 3 ADFA scored twice to win 3-1. Sig Dave Pook was
und1sputedly our man of the match.

Garrison Hockey Champions
L to R (Back): Cpl Ray Lang, Sig Lance Malin , Cpl Paul Harding
(Front): Capt Lydon Campbell-Black, LCpl Diddy Didcock, Maj

204 (4 Armd Bde) ·~ . qn
BFPO 17
RHIN E RUN
'We'I! haye to get some stamina traimng in before the ski season
starts , said a member of the Squadron Nordic Ski Team. 'Why not
do a sponsored run along the Rhine', suggested another. And so with
a few recruits from the Squadron Cros. Country Team began the 204
(4th Armd Bde) Signal Squadron Rhine Run. The outline plan was to
run from the start of the Rhine in Constance to its finish in
Ro~terdam. The principal beneficiaries were to be the Save The
Children Fund and the Vinzenwerk Kinderheim in Muenster.
The Squadron Rhine Run team comprised two 5-man running
groups supported by an admin team, including bike orderlies and
rc;serve runners. The r!-lnners were: Capt Eric Heritage, W02 (S M)
J~m Saveal~, Cpl.s Adrt~n Moody, Keith Balsdon, Miles Webb, LCpl
Jim Hawkms, Sig Stevie Lynch, Aaron Smeeth, Shaun Wilkes, and
Pte 'Mad Dog' Sellstrom. SSgt Brian Tanner led the admin support
team and was ably assisted by LCpls Alan McGibbon , Chris Teorle
Stu Maughan and Sig 'ScGt' Whittaker
'
Both running groups started toget her at the Rheinbruecke in
Constance on Friday 21 October. Herr Schlegel the 1ayor of
Constance's Press Officer, and Herr Mueller-Neff, ~ local marathon
rui:iner from Constai:ice, set the runners off. At the border ero singpoinl on the outskirts to Constance the running routine proper
started.
The_ first runner, Cpl Adrian Moody, set off on the first of many
ten-mile legs. The run was carried ?Ut on a non-stop relay basis, hence
there was always someone pounding the cobbles until the finish. To
ensure .the run w~s continuous two minibuses were used . Toyota Cars
(UK) kindly provided the team with a space cruiser minibus . This was
used by t~e runners when each running group was actually on the
roa~. At intervals of f_ifty miles the running groups would change
vehicles. When a runrung group had finished its fifty mile s1im it
would transfer to the Squadron minibus which acted as the main
adm!n vehicle where the runners fed, w~tered and rested . During
daylight hours a bike orderly accompanied the runners on the road.
Consequently both LCpl Stu Maughan and Sig Scot Whittaker are
now r~covermg ~rom saddle-sore backsides, having each cycled about
300 miles. At rught the Toyota Space Cruiser shadowed the runner
throughout.
The route took the team thro~gh West Germany, Switzerland,
France and Holland. Eleven frontier check points were crossed. The
pace for each ten-mile leg varied between 65-90 minutes. Daily sitreps
were sent to t~e Squadron throughout the run. On reaching the Rhine
embankment m Cologne the team was visited by the QC Squadron
~~j Alan Poppleton, who came to give the team extra encouragement
in 11s endeavours. The run eventually finished at the Benelux Tunnel
in Rotterdam at around 7 .30pm on Monday 24th October - by then
the team had been running for just three and a half days and had
comp.leted a dist~ce in exce~s of 1300km and had earned every penny
per kilometer which the Chief of Staff 4th Armoured Brigade Maj
Sebastian Roberts, had pledged.
'
Naturally several-not7 worthy incidents occurred along the route .
Most of the border police were bemused, especially the Swiss when
the team said tl:eir destination was Rotterdam. Howeve~ one
parti.cula: ~wiss border customs guard made the passengers ~f the
admm mm1bus empty everything out of the vehicle and trailer, unpack
all the compo, and was on the verge of confiscating all 1he tins of
corned beef on the grounds that it was imported meat. Fortunately,
sense prevailed and the team was not doomed to starve. Cpl Miles

David Proctor, Sig Dave Pook

' Maj Jo Fletcher takes command from Maj David Proctor'.
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Cpl Miles Webb (left) hands over to Cpl Adrian Moody
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\\ bb got t .tin Ba el. L pl Jim Hawkins got caught up in l~e hordes
of ri al football fan after a mate~ i~ Kai~er lautern. Sig Shawn
\\ilk en ·ountered problem in nangatmg n1 . way through_ a . ea of
ar in Cologne. ig meeth narrowly escaped m1ury ~ a dn er ped
pa t him only 10 plough into the rea: of a stauonary car, he
fortunate!) ur\'ived. LCpl Alan McG1b~on. ne.arly ~ro~g_ht the
quadron minibu to a grinding halt by filli~g It wit~ ble1fre1 mstead
of leaded petrol. The dmin trailer only survived the 1ourney courtesy
of o c aft r one of the inner tube and burst. Al the post event
elebration th attempt of Pte Sellstrom to ~rrange some
'entertainment' for the boy proved to be most amusing.
Incidents a ide, the fund rai mg effort . of .the Squadron. were
greatly boo ted by the upport from certain firms. As prev1o~sly
mentioned Toyota Cars (UK) gave the team the use of a SJ?ace Cr~1 er
minibu co. t free. Coca Cola upplied the team with cop1o_u
quantitie of tin of Coke, Sprite an~ Fama. P & 0 European Ferne
donated a Super prize .return ferry ucket for two passengers plu <:ar
to be raffled. Another ferry ticket was donated by the Force_s Service
Centre in Mun ter. Financial contributions were forthcm~mg from
JBI In urance Group, Galt Toys UK and Wilmslow .Finance. A
number of additional raffle prizes were donated by a vanety of other
ources uch as Bergsport Sundermann, the Stadtsparkasse, the
Volk bank, Se am Schallplatten - all Munster based firms and banks.
Even the AAFI chipped in with a top of the range toa te.i: ·
hhough all the spon orship and raffle money have sul~ to be
collected, at the end of the day it is envisaged a:ound £2000 will h~ve
been raised for charity as a result of the 204 Signal Squadron Rhme
Run .

trength team in the 3 Armd Di Championship . The even! was .h~ld
on Thursday 27 October 1988 at Menden and hos~e.d by 50 Missile
Regt . With only a few d.ays grace to mu ter sufficient energy and
enthusiasm to compete m the event, the sq~ad per.formed most
creditably by finishing as Runners-up in the Mmor Units event. The
team now goes forward to the BAOR finals.
PERSON ALITIES
OC Sqn
ZIC
OC A Tp
OC B Tp
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS
Chief

The successful Squadron Cross Country Team :(Back L-R): Cpl Miles Webb, LCpls Stu Maughan , Steve Lynch ,
Jim Hawkins, Cpl Adrian Moody
Front L-R): Pte 'Mad Dog' Sellstrom , W02 (SSMl Jim Saveall and
Cpl Keith Balsdon
MODERN TRIATHLON TEAM
Hav:ing come straight from a R~~imental exerc;ise, the Squadron
Modern Triathlon Team compnsing Cpls Keith Balsdon, Rob
Marshall and Miles Webb, 'had little preparation t}me availabl~ to face
a gruelling day ahead . The team departed early m the mornmg. The
venue was Sennelager. The event was the BAOR Moder!l Team
Triathlon competition . The first event was a 300 metre swim. The
bogey time was 4 mins 45 secs . Despite trying a variety of strokes no_ne
of the team beat the deadline time. However, Cpl Webb ~as close with
a time of 4 mins 49 secs. Discipline two was the 9mm p1strol at !Om,
20m and 25m. Cpls Balsdon and Marshall proved to be sharpshooters, both scoring 2000 championship points._ Cpl. Webb,
however did not trouble the target-patchers much during this event.
The third event was 4km run with a target time of 14 mins 15 secs. C!'I
Webb also finished within the target time, whilst Cpl Marshall put m
a brave effort to finish in 17 mins 15 secs. To their surprise but credit
the team was judged the most consistent unit and 8:t the end of the day
emerged as the BAOR Minor Units Triathlon Winners.
RUGBY
.
The season started with a conv:incing win over 212 Sig Sqn at
Osnabruck . Stars of the match were SSgt (FofS) Jim Abernethy, Cpl
Rab Marshall, LCpl Tim Taller and Cfn Jim McMahon. Regimentally
early promise turned sour when the team was beaten by HQ Sqn m
the inter-Squadron competition. Litt!~ will be s~id here abo~t the 3
Armd Div Minor Units Cup game against 202 Sig Sqn. Despite these
setbacks twelve members of the squad travelled to Denmark to take
part in the Odense Rugby 7's. The competition was a great Sl!C~ess
even though no trophies were won. Cpl Joe Connelly was dehnous
about the fact that he had scored - but that was before the real rugby
had started. The standard of rugby itself was high but the team was
knocked out of the competition by the eventual winners Phoenix from
Holland.

Celebrations at the end in Rotterdam:(Back L-R): Capt Eric Heritage, Sig Aaran Smeeth, LCpl Chris
Tearle, Pte Sellstrom, Cl Keith Balsdon, Sig Shaun Wilkes, LCpl
Jim McGibbon, Sig Scot Whittaker, LCpl Stu Maughan
(Front L-R): LCpl Steve Lynch, Cpl Adrian Moody, LCpl Jim
Hawkins, Cpl Miles Webb and W02 (SSM) Jim Saveall
Taking photo: SSgt Brian Tanner (QC Admil))
EXERCISE RATS REVEILLE
Following an as usual totally unexpected SACEUR Active Edge the
OC Sqn, Maj Alan Poppleton, held an outloading exercise called Ex
Rats Reveille early the following morning. The Chief Clerk worked all
night using Pampas to help him calculate the best plan fc;>r ou~loading
the Unit Admin Office into the OC Landrover - and sull fatled! An
enlightening exercise, especially when one discovers what everyone
wants to leave behind.
CRO S COU TRY
Slightly depleted by their efforts in the Rhine Run the Squadron
Cross Country Team rallied valiantly together to enter a full but below
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BAOR Minor Units Triathlon Winners pose in suitable attire: (L -R)
Cpls Keith 'Sharp Shooter' Balsdon, Miles 'Water-babe' Webb and
Rab 'Coe' Marshall
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Maj Andy Grey
Capt Viv Thatcher
Capt Mike Stapleton
Capt Jim Morley-Kirk
W02 Mcaleer
W02 Parry
SSgt Boxhall
SSgt Treen
Sgt Glossop

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
T~e Squadron would like to welcome the following personnel: Sig
Addison, Anderson, Baker, Buck and Harrold, Cfn Bowes LCpls
Binns, Lyon and Goodall, Cpl Phillips and Sgt Gastou . A hearty
farewell t? Cpl Fletcher on promotion to 22 Sig Regt , LCpl Scott to
238 (L) S1g.Sqn, Cfn.Cowsell to 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and
to LCpl. Ba1~ey and Sig Gartside who are off to see if the other side
of the field 1s really greener!
CONGRATULATIONS
Our congra.tulations to ~~t Pilkington, Cpls Deegan, Mellet and
Crook on their recent ad?1t1ons to their family; also to Cpls Nicol,
Trew, LCpl Boslem and Sig Sheard who have recently 'tied the knot'.
PROMOTIONS
Well done to Cpls Crown and Trew on their recent promotions.
AFTERNOTE
There are also changes to the squadron officer plot. Farewell and
thank you to the OC Sqn Maj Andy Grey on his posting to Bielefeld.
He has taken the Squadron from Airmobility to Armour and leaves
us as a strong operational unit. Also farewell to Alison Grey. Our
w~rmest thanks for her support of the Sqn Wives Club. The Squadron
wish them both every success in the future.
Fare:-velt als9 to Capt Mike Stapleton who departs for a Sqn 21C
post with 21 Sig Regt. Thanks from A Troop and remember-life's
a beach!
RUGBY
.The Squadron has had a good start to the 1988/89 rubgy season
with~ wm over 2 Sqn 3 ADSR 6-4 in a pre season friendly .
. This was followed by a 4-4 draw with a strong RAF Gutersloh
side. Then tw~ days prior to the 3 Div inter squadron competition we
had a good win over 2nd Bn LI by 23 points.
INTER SQUADRON COMPETITION
In the 3 Div inter squadron competition we had the good fortune
to gain a bye into th~ semi finals, where once again we met 2 Sqn.
After a hard game with several drop goals from Sgt Jimmy Hanlon
we ca:ne out winners by 18-0. In the final we met a very strong HQ
Sqn side; thanks to excellent work by the pack we managed to run out
win~ers by 10-6 in a very close and hard fought match .
Smee the start ?f the season we have lost two star players-Sgt Neil
Fletcher to 22 Sig Regt and Sig Taff Davies to civvy street. The
Squadron wishes them all the best for the future.
EXERCISE OBERLAND TRIANGLE 1988
Capt Mike Stapleton
Expedition Leader
Cpl Dave Welsh
21C
LCpl Terry Bowers
Sig 'Ski' Barr
Sig Simon Chandler
Sig Gary Parker
Sig Paul Shand
Cfn Sean Royle
Ex Oberland Triangle left for Switzerland on 22 August 1988.
Despite poor weather conditions and a series of small setbacks like lost
passports and a faulty vehicle battery, spirits were high and there was
a keen sense of escapism. The journey took longer than expected and
we finally arrived in Adelboden (I ,400m) at midnight where moral~
had cooled slightly at the prospect of pitching camp in pouring rain.
The next day the skies cleared and along with it all doubts or
misgivings from the night before. The surrounding alpine scenery was
spectacular and the introductory trek to Engstligenalp (l ,950m)
whetted the appetite for the more demanding treks to follow.
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Cfn Sean Royle, LCpl Terry Savers, Sig Jimmy Shand, Gaz Parker,
Cpl Dave Welsh, Capt Mike Stapleton, Sig 'Ski' Barr, Si Chandler
. The first peak ascended by the expedition was coincidentally called
Fust (2,549:7m) and pr?ved to be a demanding and testing trek. The
as~nt required a certam amount of self confidence to negotiate a
senes of st_e~p traverses, and scrambling in order to reach the peak.
The expedition lunched on the peak and descended by a different
route. Unf?~tunately b.ad ~eather stopped trekking on Thursday and
the expedition occupied itself with some dry training and the
aftern.o?n was spent swimming in a local Hallenbad. Friday aw 1he
expedition on another demanding trek to Kandersteg-a village in a
parallel v~Jey to Adelboden, which involved crossing over the
Bunderschnnde Pass (2,385m) via Bunderspitz (2,546.2m). It took the
whole day to complete the trek to Kandersteg where we all dived into
a local cafe for kaffee and kuchen. The expedition then returned to
Adelboden via rail and 'Postauto'-a bus service run to outlying areas
by the Post Office.
Al~Q Shaturday the expedition carried out its most arduous trek up
-. -. nsc om (2,761.8m) followed by a trek along a high altitude
ndgeway to Hahnenmoospass, returning along the valley to
Adelboden. It was with some relief at the end of the day when a rest
day was announced for Sunday-visiting Interlaken, and wimming in
the afternoon in Adelboden Freibad. Monday also turned out to be
~ rest d~y as the ~eather once again turned nasty and looked likely to
Jeopardize the chmax of the expedition-the ascent of Wildstrubel
(3,242.6m).
Wildstrubel is the highest peak in the Adelboden range and
dommates the whole valley. Each morning the expedition would be
taunted by the peak as they ascended one of the lesser peaks. rt was
th.erefor~ a fitting cli!11ax to the expedition to have an opportunity to
~li.mb Wildstrubel. Five members of the expedition who had escaped
m1ury were selected: Capt Mike Stapleton, LCpl Terry Bowers Sig
Ski Barr, Simon Chandler and Paul Shand, and we all moved 'to a
Berghaus on Engstligenalp on Monday evening. There we met up with
our guide, Peter Gyger, who was to lead us. Peter woke us at 0400 hrs
on Tuesday and we were on our way by 0430 hrs. The weather looked
forbidding and visibility was down to a few metres. It really appeared
that we were wasting our time. An hour later, however, we suddenly
surfaced above the cloud and turned to watch the fascinating sight of
the sun beginning to rise above the cloud layer through which only a
couple of p~ks protruded. ~twas also time to put our crampons on
and rope up, m order to contmue the ascent up onto the glacier. It was
at this stage where we realised how important it was to have a guide
as the glacier was frequently fractured by large bottomless crevices.
The ascent continued, including a traverse across an icefall-not for
the faint hearted(!). and then a final march across a snowfield to the
peak.
The view from the top was spectacular and all the major peaks in
Europe could be een-Mount Blanc, Matterhorn, Eiger etc etc-and
all this before 0900 hrs! The de cent was uneventful and the whole
expedition celebrated by spending the afternoon at the Freibad.
The return back to barracks was made bearable by a day stopover
in Bem. Apart from sightseeing the expedition also participated in
some 'white-water' wimming in the River Aare-a real experience for
the uninitiated! A final night out at the 'front' in 1he centre of Bern
rounded off the expedition. The next morning we rose early and drove
back to Germany-in order to prepare for going on exercise .wo days
later. Welcome home!
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F. · 1::R I. E IRO. H MMER
ovember' , t\\O \\'eek Oh FT. \\'a billed a the climax to the
uadron training ince re-armouring. It wa al o the la t run out for
the OC and for Capt Mike tapleton . Although quieter than expecte~ ,
the e er 'i e wa a u ces . Amid t bridge cros ing, BC and air
attack , th S 1 wa ca evac ed out and gt Vic Ba!1ni ter ·~njoyed '
promotion in the field. He wa reponedl)'. een tandmg on ht crypto
bo , madly directing traffic out of lo auon.
. . .
fault on the new Ops I panzer re ulted in Cpl Terry Watton JOtmng
main, while Cpl Tony Mellell chilled out at Forward .
.
ommunications were good Yof Ian Parry went trouble shootmg
to a ist the Battle Group -YofS Power was further to the fore as he
\\ent-a-fi hing with an Sm mast!
Rumour ha it that LCpl eao lngrams rebro actually workedonce!
Foreman Dave Boxhall generously allowed S gt Oive outar to
grace Forward as tech upport.
Other performances came from Pte Elvi~ Presely.-u.ndoubt~dly the
flavour of the month; and Sig Padd~ McGill, who 1 sull thawmg. o.ut.
For Cpl Hamish Hermi ton it wa an exer ise to avour. On amvmg
at Forward he was collared for his fir t guard duty in four years.
gt Roy Boulton-invigorated by interrogation dutie -ensured the
cam cream went on nice and thick .
Meanwhile Cpl Ian Burt and Sig Jason Large were kept on their toes
in Comms Op.
.
Finally Forward has decided to become a mounted troop followmg
their exploits at Externbrock tables . All e cept Sig Ca~Uid~e and Sid
Buck who, like ome Brigade taff, had more than their fair share of
up and downs.
EXERCISE SPITZ TRIANGLE
Bravo Tp deployed co Grami ch for Ex Spitz Tri3:11g]e, a 'Summ~r·
challenge pur uit camp. The support team comprised of Capt Jim
Morley-Kirk , OIC Ex and IC hill-walking and abseiling;. Cpl Steve
Peacock from 7 Sig Regt, our canoe instructor; and admm back-up
by gt Roy Boulton and Vic Bannister.
.
The fir t party arrived on Sunday 18 September at the Zugsp1tze
Camping Site-our base camp for the two weeks. Within an hour the
trekking group had collected bivis rope and rucksacks and was off
into the hills.

Technician Employment Agency
Licence No SE 10693
Approaching che end of your ervice?
Looking for a job?
Clas 1, Radio Relay, Radio or Terminal Equipment
Technician? Foreman of Signals or TOT?
Then send your CV co TECHEMPLOY so chat we can
inform che hundreds of Companies on our Client List
of your availability. The service is completely free what have you got to lose!
Please include in your covering letter, your availability
date and relocation preference. Also include UK
civilian and Service contact addresses and phone
numbers.

Derek Richardson MPhil CEng FIMechE
TECHEMPLOY
PO Box 29, Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 8NY
Tel: 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service)
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~he mo.nths of. September, October and November had proved to
be mdustnous , with Squadron members in Austria and Denmark Ex
Kock .Fist,. the Squadron 's battle camp at Vogelsang Camp was a joint
venture with a plato_on from _2(Da) Sig Bn . Proving to be rather a test
of mora~e on bot~ sides, samty was regained with the Squadron party
on the fmal evenmg.
Ex Odin Bleep, the return trip to Denmark by 30 members of the
Squadron .at the beginning of October, proved to be the Dane's
revenge, with German weather provided free on Borris Training Area.

LCpl Taff Davies and Sig Jonah Jones on the Kreuzspitze

LCpl Taff Davies, Sig Jones and Sid Buck, walked for three days
in the Ammergan Alps. Sgt Roy Boulton played the angel of mercy
with a resupply. He was informed of the Everest expedition exploits
by LCpl Taff Davies.
The group crossed many peaks. The classic ridge walk to the
Kreuzspitz and up through the cloud to the Krammersplitz, before
returning to base. Meanwhile Cpl Steve Peacock was instructing his
group on the merits of using the canoe as a boat rather than a
submarine. The canoeing provided excellent entertainment for the
passing locals at the Eibsee. Canoe footbal, chariots and jousting?
they must be British!
A days river trip down the R. Loisach rounded off some first class
instruction that brought the whole group to proficiency standard. Cpl
John Farnell is still explaining away his ' dob' on the river while
'playing' in a stopper.
The whole party was in camp for Wednesday to exchange stories of
hill and water, blisters and the Attic Bar! The OC Sqn and his wife
visited us and a barbecue was held, by our chef extraordinaire, Sig
'Egg Mayo' Boulton . The OC was agog as, midway through the
meal, a rover pulled in and the local girls 'debussed' to join the party!
With the groups changed over the trekkers had a different
programme lined up. A days jaunt up the Krammerspitz and then, on
a wet, misty morning, they set off to ascend the Alpspitz. Sig Jonah
Jones was back again-the perils of a non-swimmer! After a long wait
at the Osterfelderkopf for a gap in the weather, the team 'boldly'
climbed the numerous Klettersteigs on the via Ferrata to the sum mit.
En route Sig Paul 'Beaky' Beckett pulled half the mountain down with
his eight points of contact!
Everyone made sure their names went into the summit log book.
Cpl Terry Watton, LCpl Bill Simmonds and Sig Mark Baker were first
aboard a passing jeep that saved already tired legs, a hike to the cable
car.
The second week was as successful as the first. Sgt John Spicer, Sig
Steve Emmett and 'Titch' Sheard climbed the Kreuzspitz and Alpspitz
on glorious summer days and were rewarded with fabulous views over
the Alps. Poorer weather followed and it became apparent that
technicians and maps don't mix.
Overall the Squadron gained twelve more proficient canoeists, a
bookfull of knee-trembling stories and several memorable experiences
of US/Bavarian hospitality.
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SOCCER TEAM
. T~e Squadron started _its so.ccer campaign with a couple of victories
m fnendl:f matches . A fme wm over 211 Sig Sqn (5-0) in the BAOR
r11mor umt s cup, was followed by a thrashing from 6 Ord Bn (1-8)
in the next round.
_The .first trophy of the s~ason-the Inter-Squadron Cup of 4 Armd
Div 1g Regt- was an mteresting challenge for the team. The
Sq uadron reached the final in the t.wo day competition, finally beating
HQ Sqn after sudden-death penalties. Later on in the month there was
more success, this time in the 4 Armd Div Minor Units Cup beating
BMH Rinleln 4-1 .
'
The first league game in November against 15/19 H second team
sav. a defeat 2-5; this was balanced the following week by beating 4
Armd Fd Amb 3- 1; revenge for the thrashing handed out by them
during the cricket season.
In summary, to date the team has played 13 games, won lO and lost
3. On current form, we're looking for another trophy for the cabinet
by the end of the season. We say a sad farewell to Cpl Sean Mackay
the team goalie,. who is off on his Tl. The team manager, Sgt JiO:
Stevenso n RPC 1s off at the end of January, and we wish him well
with his wife Angela in their new posting in Bicester. We welcome Sgts
Colin Day RAPC and Gus Bindle RAOC to the team.
EXERCISE TREATY
by Sgt Rick Ball
The Squadron was tasked in mid-August with providing a platoon
of enemy for Ex Treaty, acting against British, French and American
Forces. The platoon's exercise area was the infamous Sennelager
Training Area; it looked an interesting sight as the Squadron's
platoon deploying from barracks with 3 x 4 tonner , 8 borrowed
GPMGs and the ferret scout car, to take on the might of American
MI Abram's tank and our own infamy! A fair match, wouldn't one
say!
The brains were exercised with plenty of digging, dying and being
resurrected. Cpl Shi Hamilton and LCpl Mo Mowbray drove the Scout
Car admirably, causing a few laughs to come from the American tank
crews. It certainly amused u , breaking cover and attacking the MI
with GPMGs. Talk about David verus Goliath. The highlight of the
exercise came as we swapped sides and took on the role of casualties.
At first, our blood curdling screams of agony and shouts of ' we're
dying' didn't get much sympathy or win any Oscars . The Umpires
prodded the players into action eventually and the platoon was given
a ride in Black Hawk helicopter , courtesy of the Americans.
The troops on both sides learned a few things about each other, and
about the art of digging holes! A good time was had by all.
EXERCISE ODINS BLEEP II
by Cpl M. Jeanes
This was the; second exchange trip to Denmark, when a platoon
from the Squadron visited 2(DA) Sig Bn at their battle camp on Borris
Training Area . After an eight hour luxury coach trip (in the back ot
a four conner) we arrived at the Battalion' barracks to be greeted with
the most interesting of foods. It was decided that maybe the ACC
wasn't that bad after all.
The platoon fired the Danish equivalent of APWT, as well as
looking around the battalion's communication's equipment. All in all,
it was a fairly enjoyable time.
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SGT DENNIS RUITER
The Squadron was shocked with the udden illne of SSgt Dennis
Rutter through a heart attack. Thankfully he is now well on the road
to recovery after seven weeks Gust an excuse for a long lie). Seriously
though, he is now back to work and we hope to ee him fully
participating again in Squadron activities very soon.
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Th quadron b ttle amp at ogel ang Camp proved to be an
mter tin e er i e for oni: and all. The week compri ed FIBUA
training, culminating in an attack on the T!n Village located near the
amp. Our Dani h friend found the whole experience very
nlightening. from the food to the beer, and vowed not to return
unle they provided the jam andwiche .
Th photograph um it all up.

Ex Rock Fist - SSM Charlton taking a qu ick 5

SSgt (SQMS) Mick Ara doing the Hokey Cokey by the tank
overrun range
EXERCISE ROLLING FIST
On Saturday 5 November 1988 three members of the Squadron
travelled between Detmold and Herford on roller skis to raise money
for charity. The skiers were given moral support by the Squadron
Lang Lauf team at various points along the route and by a brass
quintet from 15/ 19 Hussars which played in Detrnold town centre.
The route started at Hobart Barracks and passed through the town

The ' Rolling Fist' Team w ltli the S"urgermelster of Herford. Team
are in the dark suits
Sta.n ding left to Right: Lt Ian Meers, Cpl Neil Trengove, St Jim
Latimer the Burgermeister, Cpl Martin Feenes, Pte Jim Mundy
RPC
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centres of Detmold, Lage, Bad Salzuflen and Herford before endi ng
up at Wentworth Barrack , Herford. In each town centre a stand w a~
set up and soldiers collected money as the skiers neared the town. A
total of over 3.000 DM was aised in collections and sponsorship and
was divided between SSAFA and the local German Multiple Sclerosis
charities.
The original idea of the participants, Sig Paul Ashford, Pte Jim
Mundy and Spr George Holwill, was to benefit charities and also to
improve the local residents' perception of the army. These aims were
achieved through the large sum raised and also the considera ble
support received from the German press, both before and after the
event and from local officials on the day.
The Squadron was delighted to support this effort as was the
general public on the street, but it was the cheerful, helpful attitude
of the back-up crew that ensured uccess on the day.
EXERCISE HIGH QUADRANT
Eleven members of the Squadron went to the Dolomites, North
Italy from 15-30 October 1988 and walked part of the high level trek
culminating in the succes ful ascent of various protected climbing
paths. It was necessary to devote several days to climbing technique
and confidence building on steep slopes before the climbing paths
could be attempted. This pre-training involved security on steep
ground, moving together roped up, and top-roping practice. With a
fit and determined group the three rock leaders in the party were
essential to the security of the group at the more difficult movements.
It is felt that the e routes are ideal for the confident soldier provided
he is fit and c:nthusiastic as his nerve will be tested to the limit. We
were pleased that every member of the party completed a climbing
path (via ferrata), and it is unlikely that any of us will forget the
experience.
LCpl Mowbray remembers the area well . . .
After a day long trek from a mountain refuge we arrived at 'Kleiner
Lagu~ui, a mountain around which there had been fierce fighting in
the First World War. Part of the campaign had involved extensive
tunnelling by the Italian pioneers under the Austrian positions in an
attempt to literally blow them off the top. The tunnel still exists and
descent is easy with the aid of wire ropes attached to the walls. The
tunnel is 1, llOm long and it took us 45 minutes to get down .
Unfortunately for the Italians it took them six months to dig it and
by the time it was finished the Austrians had gone anyway.
With one via ferrata under our belts and another days climbing we
were unstoppable, so under the inspiration of our leader Lt Ian Meers
we were set for something a little more challenging . This came unde;
the guise of the 'Punta Fiames' (2,240m) climbed by via 'Michielli
Strobel', named after a mountain guide who died in the area. The
assault on the summit was undertaken by Lt Meers, Cpls Pete
O'Brien, LCpls Neil Bedford, Mowbs Mowbray and Sig George
Cow~er. So with the chink of karabiners the ascent began: The route
wa_s lillti~ly a walk along ledges and up fairly easy climbs, but as the
alutude mcreased and the views became more inspiring, the path
became steeper and my life started flashing before my eyes, not helped
b}'. Mr Meers cries of, 'Oh this is really interesting'. He seemed
blissfully unaware of the forces of gravity and requested frequent
photo calls, always at the dodgy bits. Closer to the summit (ie further
to fall) the town of Cortina D' Ampezzo comes into view and gives a
good guide to just how high up you really are.

Sig 'This can't be possible' Duplock surprising himself during
pre-training
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2Lt 'I love rock' Meers and LCpl Bedford (overhang specialist)
high above Contina d' Ampezzo
No':" for the assault on the top! the 'path' goes as the guide book
says, very steeply, but very delightfully' up to the summit so from
the!l on everythi1'.g really was 'interest~ng'. Eventually, inter~sted and
delighted, we arrived at the top at which point all the fear fades and
the beauty of the place takes over. Well worth it!
Our final via ferrata was Tofana Di Rozes climbed by the via
'Giovanni Lipella' named after an Italian who fell in the war. After
a cultural c:xchange trip to Cortina the night before we set forthperhap a little the worse for wear but nevertheless still in climbing
m~od ~~ set out. _The as.cent started ~ver a 600m slope which proved
qune tmng especially with the sun high in a crystal clear mountain
sky. The party consi~ted of t~e 'Punta Fiames' team less LCpl Neil
Bedford who was sull suffering from flu. The climb continued up
through an~ther tunnel dug by the Italians in the war and emerged
800m later m what the Germans call the 'Schreckensteinschane' or
'terror stone pass'. (Real heart in the mouth stuff this .) Traversing
along and up the side of the mountain we came to what was for me
the most exciting, difficult and frightening climb we did on the trip.
The route consisted of a wire rope pitoned into a virtually shee cliff
and seemed to go up for ever. Regardless of any fear we pressed on
once again the cries of 'this is really, really interesting' and Cpl
Mowbray why don't you try it one handed . . . ?' In the moments
between thinking about crashing 2,000ft to a very messy end I was
able to take in the view which was quite amazing, higher up things
became really 'fascinating' with ice or 'verglas' on the path just for
that added thrill. The route does not take in the summit but follows
the path round the mountain past old Austrian gun positions that are
perched in the most precarious places and which still bear the scars of
shelling. They were obviously manned by men with nerves of steel.
So we had done it, and that night the camp echoed with the sound
of mountaineering stories that there was nothing we couldn't conquer.
EXERCISE PACIFIC QUADRANT II
Ten members of 200 Sig Sqn returned at the end of August last year,
from one of the Squadron's major adventure training exercises,
bronzed, tired but proud.
They had all been lucky enought to spend three and a half weeks
on the West Coast of the United States, involved in activities centered
on mountain trekking, trail blazing and water rafting.
Ex Pacific Quadrant II was based on a similar, very successful
exercise carried out last year by members of the Squadron, in the same
area. The aim then had been to build part of the Pacific Northwest
Trail (PNT), which stretche 1,200 miles from Montana to
Washington State. The group was based in the village of Alger,
Washington State, about 40 miles from the Canadian border.
The result of last year exercise was a 2 \12 mile stretch of trail
subtitled The Gauntlet Trail; the gauntlet is the Brigade sign of 20
Armd Bde.
When those first pioneers returned, it seemed natural to go back to
the same area this year and continue building a small stretch of the
PNT.
The group for this years exercise were: Lt Jim Forrest, Cpl Neil
Trengove, LCpls Gary Howard, Wayne Simcox, WLCpl Shirley
Docherty, Sig Darren Ariss, David Cairns, Jamie Hart, Scott Vance
and Ivan Walker. In addition, LCpl David Watts a member of last
year's expedition, came out at his own expense for the trip.
The group left a cold and wet RAF Gutersloh at the end of July and
travelled via RAF Brize Norton to an extremely warm and humid
Washington DC. Morale was instantly raised on actually seeing some
sunshine!
A hort tay in Washington DC was followed by a commercial flight
to Seattle and the final road trip to Alger, some 60 miles to the North.
The group was hosted throughout the stay by local residents Steve
and Mary Hilliard who are members of the PNT association and were
the group's link with the associations hierarchy based in Seattle.
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:'\fter a short period recovering from jet-lag, work began m came t
lmually the group was tasked to rebuild some of the old Gauntlet
Trail which had been lo t as a result of a tree felling in the fore t.
Alt.hough the group marked the trail, work could not be carried out
owmg to the fire risk at the time.
~ he group t~ercfore started a completely new section of the P T
trail, now sublltled The Mercury Trail. ft runs to the northeast of The
Gauntlet Trail and, once completely fim;hed, will link up with roads
and old railway gauges to provide an acces. for the PNT to the Pacific
Coastline of Washington.
Work consisted of recceing, marking and digging out a path
approximately 3ft in width, with a gradient of no greater than I in 10.
In addition, an already established trail was cleared of obstacles in
order to provide access to the new trail.
Trail work was interrupted for four days in order to go river rafung
on the Upper Skagit and Siuattle Rivers, located some 60 miles to the
east near the North Cascades National Park.
~t first all the group members were slightly wary about the actual
'white water' content of the rivers. The first day's rafting, on the
Upper Skagit River, proved to be a float trip-'enjoy the scenery and
don't worry about the paddling,' the guides. uggested. No prompting
was required on that advice.
The remaining three days rafting on the Siuattle river proved to be
a lot more exciting, wi th 'white water' in abundance, and plenty of
water fights if people were not already soaked.
During the exercise, the group was the subject of considerable local
interest. This led to an interview with a journalist from one of the
local newspapers. One anonymous member of the group was a kcd
what he liked about the US 'ladies, girls, women and members of the
opposite sex', came the reply . All were united in saying that the beer
was not as good as a British pint!
The group eventually completed the Mercury Trail, covering a
distance of around 1\12 miles . The trail became functional
immediately, being used by a local pony trekking club as well as PNT
walkers.
A real sense of satisfaction was gained by all group members,
knowing that this piece of work by a group of British soldiers will last
for many years to come. A plaque commemerating the work was
constructed as a permanent reminder.
Rest and recreation took the form of five days, spent in Canada and
the local area. Quite a few of the group also had the chance to go
water skiing and ' logging' with some of the local residents .
The group returned to 'sunny' Detmold sad, but all determined to
go back at some point to build another section of the PNT trail and
stay with friends made in the land of nice people and indifferent beer.

Cpl Neil Trengove and LCpl Wayne Simcox starting the Mercury
Trail

Water raft•ng on the Siuattle River
left to Right: Sig Tommy Vance, LCpl Shirley Docherty, Cpl Neil
Trengove (Instructor), Sig Cairns, LCpl Goz Howard , LCpl Wayne
Simcox
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SIGNALS FELLOWSHIP 1988
FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDING OFFICER
LT COL R. J. HOLM!'. MBE
. .
.
.
The CO arrived at Mare field for ht fmal day with the Regtment
thinking that he was to have _a photograph with hi officers befor:
a)'ing farewell. He wa surpn ed to be met at the gate by _a barrack
guard made up from men of every cap badge in the Regiment and
commanded by the re<:ently promoted Sgt Bob Patterson . Aft~r
in pecting the guard the CO was e coned towards RHQ by the AdJ!
and R M only to round the corner and be confronted by the f~U
Regiment on parade. The 2IC asked the CO to present Long erv1ce
and Good Conduct medals to Sgt Ray Holcombe, SSgt John
imp on ACC, gt Bill Martin and Bob Radburn RE. After the
presentation the CO inspected the men and took the sal_ute as 1he
Regiment marched pa t. The para~e v:ias concl1;1ded ?Y a dnve past of
each type of vehicle plu . a dilapidated b!ke ndden by Stua~
\tc rostie in tribute to the high tandard achieved by 2 Sqn on their
recent PRE.
A a final gesture of farewell, the inter-squadron boxing had been
arranged for the evenin~. The CO w~s welcomed by a _full house and
enjoyed a uperb evenmg's entertatnf!!ent ~efore bemg applauded
from the gymnasium. After a short 01ourn 1~ t~e Sgt Mess Lt Col
Holmes left the Regiment on the stroke of midmght.

by Maj Gen David Horsfield

More leaves to sweep_ ?
EXERCISE MOROCCAN QUADRANT
By Lt I. R. Whitehall
. .
.
Ten members of 7 Sig Regt paruc1pated m Ex Moroccan Quadr_an t
during August 1988. The exerci e inclu~ed the asce~t of D1bel
Toubqal which, at 4, 165m is Morocco's highest mountam .
The expedition per onalities were: Lt I. R. Whitehall
Leader
21/C
Capt A. Bristow
Sgt A. Beverley
Cpl K. Anderson
Cpl R. Brown
Cpl N. Roberts
Cpl I. Thompson
LCpl I. Quinn
LCpl M. Tombs
Cfn M. Kelly

The CO presents Long Service and Good Conduct Medals

2 Sqn drive past
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Prior to the trip it was necessary to convert two land rovers. This
major task was undertak~n by Cfn Kelly and ~Cpl Quinn who used
over 30 litres of paint stripper and as m: , w :e brushes before the
vehicles were ready to be sprayed white. Roofracks, bench seats, fans ,
spotlights and music systems completed the refit.
On 8 August we loaded the vehicles with spares, tools, rucks~c~s,
camping, walking and personal equipment and headed So1;1th. Dnvmg
in shifts throughout the night we reached Mulhe1m on the
French/German border in time for breakfast. A further day's driving
saw us reach Sete in France where we camped for the night.
In the morning we awoke refreshed and enjoyed . our first
Mediterranean swim. Crossing into Spain we made good time on the
toll roads to our next resting place at Cuellera.
On 11 August we continued south as far as Alicante before we were
forced to use normal roads . We then battled through heavy traffic for
two days before reaching the ferry port of Algeciras. The fans that we
had installed were proving their worth as the outside temperatures
rose and the cassette players played a major part in combating
boredom.
A 90 minute ferry trip across the Straits of Gibraltar delivered us
to the Spanish/Moroccan border at Ceuta. Here we waited for l\~o
hours in the intense heat for the border guards to process the traffic.
An innocent snapshot by a member of the group resulted in Moroccan
soldiers ripping several films out of our cameras. This was anno~ing
as we lost many good photographs. Eventually we crossed mto
Morocco and, with a sigh of relief, headed along the coast road
towards Tangiers. The scenery was magnificent and in total contrast
to the over developed Spanish coastline. The many beautiful beaches
bordered the clean Atlantic water-a stark contrast to the filthy
Mediterranean. When we arrived we found Tangiers fascinating in
spite of the number of tourists. The Medina and Casbah were
particularly impressive.
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For t~e first 20 years from. the birth of The Corps in 1920 a high
proportion of our young soldiers found themselves posted to India to
work with the Indian Signal Corps, as it then was. The North West
Frontier in present day Pakistan was the destination for the majority
and many of the soldiers they knew would now be called Pakistanis.
Our 18 year olds, after a four week 'Trooper' and train journey
would serve an overseas tou r of five years in employment and
conditions which developed maturity quickly, and the heat and
hardship of the work did nothing to diminish their affection for the
country or !heir pride in the army in which they served.
Fifty years ago the bonds of comradeship amongst our veterans of
India and between them and their counterparts in the then Indian
Army were recognised by the formation of The (British) Indian
ignals Association which is now affiliated to the Royal Signals
Association. The Association brings together old India hands, some
of whom were serving on the frontier as far back as 1921 and plays
ts part in renewing and reinforcing the strong bonds which exist with
Pakistan and India. The earlier frontiersmen were joined by many war
time officers and soldiers who served with Indian troops or in Indian
formations in India, Burma, North Africa, Italy, and Persia.
When Maj Gen Riaz Ahmed Chaudhri, Pakistan's Signal Officerin-Chief invited the President to take a party to visit old haunts and
meet old friends it was enthusiastically accepted. Planning and
arranging such a visit requires much research and organisation at both
ends. During this period Maj Gen Hamid Hasan Butt took over as
SOinC and thereafter we had two Major Generals working out plans
for our benefit.
On 19 September 1988 a party of 25 met at Heathrow, 16 men and 9
ladies, to catch the PIA flight to Islamabad . Islamabad airport has
been developed from the old Chaklala strip, which some of us
remembered from parachute training there during the war. We were
met by Brig Babar, Commander of the Signals College, and put in the
care of Maj Kamil who was to accompany us for most of our tour.
Arrival time was 0730 hrs and we were soon breakfasting at
Flashmans Hotel in Rawlpindi, another link with the past. Our hosts,
Gens Butt and Riaz, were not slow to check that we were really there
and met us during breakfast.
Our first day, given over to finding our way around, cashing
cheques and some shopping ended with a reception, attended by the
British Ambassador and given by Brig Bill Bullocke, British Defence
Attache and Mrs Bullocke, for ourselves and many of the senior
Pakistan officers we would meet later.
Visiting the Military College of Signals, we were shown round by
Brig Babar, the Commandant. There is much that is the same in our
sister Corps so it is the differences which deserve comment. The
College runs its own degree courses and about half today's Signals
officers have degrees. As a large and highly rated army, Pakistan
carries a heavy load in training overseas officers and its Signals
students come from many countries, particularly Moslem ones. The
equipment covered is equally diverse both in relation to country of
origin and age. This produces interesting technical problems, many of
which are tackled at the College. The principle is that no equipment
should be discarded which, with sound re-engineering can continue to
meet the more demanding conditions of today. The imaginative plans
for surgery and modification are developed at the College and make
it clear that the Corps sets out to measure up to all demands, reserving
new funds for purchases in the most important areas.
Meanwhile the ladies had their own entertainment. Three of them
had previously lived in Pakistan or India and one had been a a
visitor, but for the remainder every experience was new. The Signals
Ladies Club received their visitors, rose and double jasmine
garlanded, on the steps of the Signals Me s where they were enveloped
in the warmth and kindness of Signal hospitality.
The fashion show opened with a Koranic song from a young girl
adorned with a lovely red and silver dupata. Thereafter vivid colour
contrasts, as well as the softest of variations made their own impact.

The men had moved on to the Special Communications
Organisation, Commanded by Brig Ghafar, which proved to be of
particular interest. Signals have been given the responsibility for
providing civil and military communications in the wild and
mountainous area leading up to Gilgit and the Chinese border as well
as the Pakistan side of the disputed territories of Jammu and
Kashmir. This provides project planning and implementation on a
vast scale with excellent experience for the communication engineers
of the Corps.
Heading off to the north next day, Signals units in the Murree area
treated us to a lunch time reception in spectacular surroundings at
Bhorban golf course which they have created. This was the start of a
two day journey which took us, with a night in Murree at 7 ,500ft, to
Nathiagali and on to Peshawar via Taxila with its archaeological site
which was a busy city 1,000 years before Alexander the Great
conquered it. Peshawar is a city of the Pathans where swarthy men
commonly carry firearms and bandoliers as a normal part of their
dress. North and south of Peshawar spreads the vast tribal area with
the biggest tribal society in the world. In these areas we were warned
that Pakistani law applies only on the metalled roads and that we
should not leave the roads.
The drama and excitement heightened when Brig Qureshi,
Commander Signals of 11 Corps, led the party up the Khyber Pass to
Torkram on the Afghan frontier. In British days movement up the
pass involved picketing the high points along the way to prevent tribal
rifle fire on the marching columns passing below. The pass extends
some 35 miles from Jamrud Fort to the Frontier and is today defended
by the Pathans. We were in the hands of the Khyber Rifles for the day,
protected by armed ground and anti aircraft escorts as well as Signals
vehicles. The road winds through steep sided valleys sometimes a mile
wide but less than 20 yards at the narrowest.
At Torkram Fort we sat overlooking a vast panorama of parched
barren mountains and valleys that are sometimes green. Maj Azmat
of the Khyber Rifles gave a lively and entertaining brief on the historic
and present day problems of the area and showed us some of the
unwelcome multi rocket projectiles which have arrived during the
Afghan war. We were impressed at our briefing by a Khyber Rifleman
who brought his pointer smartly to the aim as if it were a rifle to
indicate the geographical feature mentioned.
The Signal Training Centre at Kohat welcomed us next after a drive
through more tribal territory and over a range of mountains. Pakistan
produces many striking characters and the warmth of Brig Akram's
robust personality had us all entranced from the start. The spacious
hill ringed valley of Kohat contains the finest cantonment we were to
see. These tnilitary towns were developed in British days and in this
case well away from any major civilian town. ot only has Kohat been
beautifully maintained, but each Commandant since partition has
made his contribution by some new development of facilities,
buildings or landscaping. The result is a model military town.
So Kohat stamped its impress on our minds and in the morning the
pipe band played and marched for us as we gossiped and said our
goodbyes before the trip back to Peshawar. On our way we stopped
at Darra Adam Khel, a small town in tribal territory, famous as the
centre for tribal arms production for 100 years or more. There
is continuous tr1de in arms of all kind, imported ( muggled) and
manufactured locally. We were shown Kalashnikov twins, one
Ru sian and one local, copied to the finest detail, including the same
rifle number. The houses in such tribal areas are enclo ed by high mud
walls with one large entrance gate. Every building is inward looking,
but the green of many trees above the wall shows what a1tractive
mall estates they must be.
Peshawar has been a busy frontier town since well before bibli al
times. The list of invader and migrant includes Per ians, Greek ,
Mongols, Huns, Mughals and half a dozen others. The re ulting
destruction means that, though some buildings of interest remain,
they have to be sought out. After seeing the magnificent early
Buddhi t carving in the mu eum we were taken to the Bala Hisar Fort,

Ailitary College. Brig Babar with Frank B~rg~lin and
iugh Grant in the barrack block they occupied in 1 936

Guest Night. Presentation Album being received by Maj Gen Butt .

Presentation Begum Butt for the Pakistan Signals Ladies Club

Six Pakist a_
n SOinCs. Flan~ing Maj Gen Horsf ield are Brig Suleiman and Maj Gen Rehman who
number Bng Hobson, Mai Gen Moberly and Maj Gen Horsfield amongst their instructors

the He dquarter of the Frontier Corp . In its history of more than
2,000 year it ha been a royal residence as well as a cas~ le.
It pre ent hape owe much to Briti h rebuilding after the annexation
of the Punjab in 1849.
A wee of military vi it was over and it wa time for u to become
e. plorers. The Swat valley in the northern part of ~he .Frontier
Province, Gilgit and Balti tan in the orthern Temto.nes ~ave
border with Afghani tan and China. In the north only a thu~ stnp of
fghani tan, 10 mile at the narrowest, separates Russia from
Paki tan. Several of the major mountain ranges of the world, the
Hindu Ku h, the Pamirs, ·he Karakoram and the Himalayas form
immen e natural barrier and the passe are typically at a height of
O\er 15 OOOft. The area contains a high proportion of the world' ten
highe t 'mountain . In Hunza geologists have marked the point of
colli ion of the first two great continents Angara and Gondwanaland
ome 60 million years ago. The mountains still grow.
Swat is renowned for its charm and beauty which is compared with
Switzerland. Though it is true that one can see spectacular rivers,
hillside and mountain , the comparison soon breaks down. Where
witzerland is manicured and tamed by man, Swat is wild and rugged
with powerful and dangerou rivers and rough winding roads where
travel i always slow. We had, I think, misjudged the scale of
everything and the time needed to see it properly, so missed much of
beauty. However, after visiting Kalam in the north, it was time to
move on over the 9,000ft Shangla Pass and down through forested
valleys to the river Indus.
The scenery is magnificent and we had good views of the 26,600ft
high anga Parbat. Big mountains in this area are shy creatures, often
concealed by their own immensely tall foothills. One of the biggest at
28,250ft was not discovered until 1934. It is called Hidden Peak . The
only other major mountain we saw was Rakaposhi , 25,500ft, which
is visible from Gilgit but even that was often in cloud.
Leaving the Indus at Jaglot, the scenery changes to a broad valley
which the Gilgit River cut deep into earlier sedimentation leaving 200ft
high flat plains covered with green cultivation, changing to rolling
country towards the mountains. Gilgit at 5,000ft is a major
administrative and military centre surrounded by fruit orchards,
commonly growing apricots. Now served by an airstrip as well as the
road, its communications are good . Compare our 10 hour journey
with 1895 when it took a month for a relief force to march 220 miles
to the Chitral.
Gilgit is the centre of the Sinkiang barter trade. Chinese silks were
available, but we were told that the best of the porcelain goes through
to Islamabad where berter prices are available. Here, once more, we
were amongst military friends. Maj Gen Ayaz, Commander Force
Command, orthern Areas attended a number of our London
Dinners when serving as Defence Attache and made the original
suggestion to the Signal Officer in Chief Pakistan that there would be
merlt in inviting some of our members to Pakistan. He was most
interesting about the close links with the Chinese who value Pakistan's
teclinical engineering skills and who teamed up with Pakistan in
developing the Karakoram Highway. On our last night the whole
party were invited to a mess function for officers and their wives and
we learned much from our hosts on their particular responsibilities,
medical, education and particularly the road problems from Brig
Nejeeb who said that falling rocks and stones on a scree face towards
Hunza which had held us up 'happened every afternoon at 1600 hrs'.
We thank them all for their hospitality and generosity.
To reach the Khunjerab Pass one picks up the Karakoram Highway
a little south of Gilgit and follows the Hunza river, immediately into
winding mountain roads. As a result of new alignments the old Silk
Road to China, developed in the 2nd Century AD can often be seen
clinging to the rock walls on the opposite side of the valley. The close
zig-zags of climbing track would be manageable for camels but looked
impossible for vehicles, though we were told that they were used by
jeeps during the construction of the new road. Three hours dramatic
drive brings one to the province of Hunza at Karimabad, its capital,
where rubies and garnets are mined and sold. At 8,000ft the
countryside has rugged charm with tall evergreens and terraced
agriculture backed by high mountains.
·
The 550 mile return journey to Rawalpindi took us a day and a half, ,
the only remarkable incident being where a landslide delayed us. We
were told that a party had been held up and robbed there on the
previous night.
The next two days were the most important of our visit as they gave
us a real chance to get to know a large number of the senior officers,
both serving and retired, of Pakistan Signals. This reforging of the
human links was, after all, the major purpose of the reunion.
The magnificent city of Lahore, which some of our party visited
was a centre of Islamic learning and culture from the I I th Century,
but was razed to the ground by Genghis Khan and Tamerlane.
Thereafter it suffered less than the northern cities we had come from
and superb Moghul buildings and gardens remain, added to by the
Sikhs and, in tum, the British whose Victorian-Moghul styles were

sympathetic to earlier work . Our sightseeing was no~ o.ver except for
a brief visit on our return journey to Rohtas Fort bmlt m 1540 on the
Peshawar to Calcutta trunk road . Much of this massive structure,
three mile round the walls, is still standing with fine bastions and
gates. As tourism increases the value of such relics of older times arc
appreciated and their presentation is being improved.
The Signals Officers Mtss is the finest possible e.mblem of the
quality and high standing of. th.e Corps . Inaugurated m 19_8~ on the
Mall site of the old Mess 1t 1s the latest of several stnkmg and
handsome new military buildings to be seen in Rawalpindi . The
spacious entry hall, large ante room and dining room on eithe_r side
have very high ceilings which keep the noise at large parties to
pleasant levels and the high quality of everything in the mess creates
a wonderful home for the officer corps.
The elders of the Corps whom we met at a guest night had many
memories of their early service to recall. The first two Signal officers
to head the Corps, Brig Suleiman and Maj Gen Abdul Rehman had
boy service at Jabalpur under Brig Pat Hobson and also remembered
Gen Moberly well. Gens Abdul Rehman and Kurshid Haider were
officer cadets under my command at Mhow and so the exchanges went
on. What a happy evening. At dinner for 150 there was a high table
for selected ho ts and guests and many separate tables for smaller
numbers scattered round the room, which was an excellent
arrangement for easy conversation. For me it was a great opportunity
to get to know the Signal Officer-in-Chief better and to learn from
him so much about his Corps. Geo Butt spoke well about the
importance of the visit, quoting a letter from Gen Badcock and made
generous presentations to each guest. At least, on this occasion, we
were able to respond with framed copies of the Corps 'Frontier'
picture to each of the major oganisations we had visited.
At this stage of the tour I was often asked what had changed since
our Indian Army days 40 or more years ago. Much has changed, but
a great deal relates to things you expect in an energetic young country.
Bicycle locomotion is fast disappearing and cars displace most of the
tongas and rickshaws. Increased spending power is evident in the
bazaars; education is much more widespread and medical services
have developed greatly. Creativity, initiative and keeping up with the
times come naturally to many imaginative people. These things are
expected, so what is new? In war time there was little opportunity to
meet the wives and families of officers one served with and to a degree
the family entertainments were within the separate races. It has
therefore been a great joy to get to know each other on a family basis
and to discover how easily and naturally we can enjoy each others
company. Lastly, it has been possible to share enjoyment of the local
art forms where colour, material, weaving and needlework play such
an important part.
The things which are the same are of equal or greater importance.
The Pakistanis are a military race where pride of Regiment is very
strong and the honour of serving provides powerful motivation. We
could not fail to be impressed by the military visits we made where
quality was the hallmark down to the finest detail. We learned much
from our partner nations in days gone by and their example is still
inspiring. Shared interests and sense of humour hold us together, but
above all it is the emotional bond, which is so alive and strong, which
has made this reunion so enjoyable and rewarding. Beyond that there
was exceptional hospitality and generosity which puts us totally in
debt to our hosts. We hope to return the compliment in England.
On the evening after the Guest night our whole party was
entertained by Gens Riaz and Butt and families in the former's
quarter. One son from each family was leaving the next day to join
the Military Academy so we hoped that old soldiers talk plus our good
wishes helped to launch them well on their new careers.
Five days later and back from Lahore our last day dawned . In the
evening we held a reception for many of the firm friends we had made
and sadly said our goodbyes. Our ladies made a presentation to the
Signals Ladies Club and there were mementos for those who had
helped us so much. For us the initiative of two Pakistan Signal
Officers-in-Chief, Gen Butt and Riaz produced a success beyond our
wildest imaginings. It has taught us much about Pakistan, it has
established long lasting friendships and it has brought our two Corps
closer together. We shall be eternally grateful.
THE PARTY
Maj Gen David Horsfield, Mrs Sheelah Horsfield, Maj Frank
Bergelin, Mrs Joan Bergelio, Maj Tom Bewsey, Maj Joe Crocker, Mrs
Gwen Crocker, Lt Col Sidney Dagg, Mrs Florence Dagg, Capt
Rowland Fereday, Mrs Ann Fereday, Mr Hugh Grant, Maj Bing
Guoton, Mrs Joyce Gunton, Maj Lee Harry, Capt (Mrs) Jane Knight,
Mr Frank Lovatt, Maj Tony Nash, Mrs Kay Nash, Mr Joe Parker,
Capt Frank Perrin, Lt Col Derek Sherrard-Smith , Maj Freddie
Stewart, Maj Tim Timbrell and Mrs Agatha Timbrell.

Photographs by Maj Gen Horsfield, Maj Bewsey and Capt Fereday.
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We rea~hed Imehl at lunchtime havmg covered arou d 2 50<l 1· ·
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Our first act was to empl~y a guide to ensure good 7iais~n wii::, ~~
local people and to .act as insurance against any mistake we mi ht
make. W~ also o.btamed three mules to help carry our tentage f:od
an~ cookmg equipment. The vehicl~s were left under guard in 'Imelil
while we .took advantage of the gu1de's hospitality and sl t
h
ep on t e
roof of his house.
The entire group found the first day's walking particular! di ff 1
The weather was extremely hot at 30-35°C
Y severe
icu t.
. . . · The gradi·ent s were
and t he groun d was uneven. Several md1v1dual~ were already suffcrin
d g
from stomach upsets. As a consequence the distances we co
day were to be less than we anticipated. Nevertheless wev%~c~:J
Refu~e Nelter at 1400 hrs where we made camp ready for th
1
on DJbel Toubqal the next day.
c as au t
We woke early. in order ~o climb. as high as possible in the relative
cool of the mornmg. In spite of this movement was slow as d r ·
of oxygen and an excess of intestinal bacteria caused many sto~s ~icit
mem.bers of. the g~oup suffe~ed slightly from altitude sicknes~. ~~
de p1te lo"'.mg their progress 1t did not dampen their enthusiasm. The
route up DJbel Toubqal was steep but not particularly difficult and
everyone re~ched the summit. We were rewarded for our efforts with
a b_reathtakmg panorama. We spent an hour at the top resting and
takmg ~hotogra~hs before returning to Refuge Neller. The descent
was rapid, e pec1ally for the braver souls who ran down the loose
scree. We reached o~r camp-~ite at 1530 hrs where upon Capt Bristow
te ded to several pairs of blistered feet.
; left Refuge Neher at 0900 hours the following day. After an
hour s wa~k up the valley we turned onto a very steep and precarious
track ~e~dmg to Lac D'lfri. Although the humans had great difficulty
negol!aung the p~th, the i:iules. were as sure footed as mountain goats
and threa.ded their way w1!h d1grufied g~ace. Once ove_r the ridge the
opportunity for scree _r~mnmg presented itself and the first half of our
descent was very exc1tmg. Cpl Thompson proved himself a natural
scree runner but lacked an accompanying ability to stop. The track
degenerated halfway down and our progress slowed considerably. We
follo"'.'ed ~ stream to Lac D'Ifri which was an impressive spectacle.
Washmg m the lak.e was interesting as it was not very clear and was
rumoured to contam snakes. A quick dive in followed by a rapid exit
proved the most popular method.
After a very uncomfortable night on the rocky shoreline we broke
cal!lp and headed towards the village Amsouzerte, our next stopping
pomt. The route to Amsouzerte was virtually all downhill and the
ground underfoot was relatively easy going. This was a welcome
change for the group as some individuals had problems with blistered
feet. and ~veryone suffered from diarrhoea. We reached Amsouzerte
dunng. rrud a~ternoon and camped by the river. The village is a natural
col~ectmg po1~t for travellers and hikers of all description so our
arrival went without comment.
. Early next morning after breakfasting on scrambled egg, bread and
1am to celebrate Cpl Anderson's 29th birthday we broke camp and
heade? towards S'~harmabouch. LCpl Tombs wa feeling poorly
and his feet were blistered so we used a mule to carry his equipment.
T~e three mules were a great asset and contributed considerably to our
enJoyment of the trek.
We Iunc~ed on sardines and bread at Tis aldai before pressing onto
our camp-site on the mountainside near Tizi n'Terhaline. The weather
wa~ hot and the trekking very hard work. When we reached the
des1~nated c.amp-site there was only just room for the five tents.
Durmg the night a mule blundered into the tent shared by Sgt Beverley
and Cpl Brown badly ripply the flysheet and scaring them
considerably.
We.woke in arguably the most beautiful location of the trip. Before
the midday heat we climbed to the top of Tizi n'Tarha (3,456m). The
descent to S'Charmabouch was the most difficult route we followed
throughout the expedition. The steep gradient combined with a poorly
marked and very dangerous track made it a strenuous and time
consuming descent. Upon arriving in S'Charmabouch we refreshed
ourselves before completing the trekking back ro lmelil.
Our final day in Imelil was spent learning the rudiment of climbing
under the tuition of Capt Bristow . The weather was hot and everyone
caught the sun whilst entertaining the local Moroccan who were
amazed by the group's antics on the rocks.
.The next day we departed for Agadir. The mountain road over the
High Atlas provided incredible scenery along with many opportunities
for Cfo Kelly to demonstrate his unusual driving technique. We
reachedAgadir at 1600 hrs eagerly anticipating a hot shower followed
by a decent meal. We spent three days on R&R in Agadir before
commencing our journey home.
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It ook us five day~ to reach Herford from Agadir. We took
adva~tage of our experience of driving in Spain and ensured that we
negotiated the busiest roads during the small hours. Near the German
border .one 13:ndrover b.roke down briefly and this was the only
mecharucal f31~lure expene~~d t.hroughout the entire trip.
The expedition achieved 1t s aims and much more beside. The two
landrovers gav~ ~s the ~reedom to truly e~periencc Morocco and
allowed ~s a privileged view of another cultu1e. It was an enjoyable
~nd at times testing trip which has been of benefit to all those
involved.
EXERCISE AZTEC QUADRANT
By Lt Martin Woodham
PROLOGUE
. 1:'he scene i.s 2 Sqn lines in early December 1987. Two Subalterns are
s1ttmg at their desks carr~ing out first works on thdr filofaxes.
r~rrodtht
;
~artm, how do you fancy going to :\4exico?
oo am
Sounds great. What's the excuse?
Perrot
1 think there are some mountains there . . .
INTRODUCTION
Ex :'lltec qua.drant was a 7 Sig Regt training exercise which took
plac~ m Mexico m October 1988. The main aim of the expedition was
to chmb the volcanoes ~I Pi~o de Oriza.ba ( 18, 700ft) and Popocatepetl
(17,887ft). The mountains he on the Sierra Volcanic Transve1sal and
mark what some geologists consider to be the southern end of the
North American Continent.
Alt~ough the volcanoes are of extreme height they are made less
dauntmg by t~e presel!ce of the Central Mexican Plateau at about
7,500ft. and, sin~e. Mexico borders Belize, they are within easy reach
of service exped1uons such as our .
OUTWARD BOUND
Twelve members of the Regiment left Herford on the I October and
tr~v~lled to RA1: Brize Norton via Zeebrugge and Dover aboard a
minibus. After difficulties over US visas we flew to Belize via Gander
and Dulles airports. We were warmly welcomed by 633 Sig Tp but
o!llY staye~ long enough to acquire Mexican tourist cards and US
Visas. By vigorous bartering, we also managed to secure the last 48
bottles of coke in the country.
Now properly equipped, we headed North to Chetumal in a bus
wh~se previous role must have been in crash testing for the local
eq~1valent of 'Top Gear'. We were surprised and a little relieved to
arnve at the bo:der town in reasonable time and intact. On crossing
the border we discovered the first mistake in our exhaustive planning·
Mexico has no camp-sites.
'
.We stayed ov~rnight i_n a cheap hotel where we acquainted ourselves
with Tecate, a fme Mexican beer. Refreshed after a good night's sleep
we were pleased to board a reasonably comfortable bus for the next
leg of our journey to Veracruz on the Gulf of Mexico. Unfortunately
the bus suffered three punctures and as a consequence we did not
reach our destination until the following morning. We then
tr8!15ferred to the local buses for the journey to Tladuchuca via
0~1.zeba, EI Seco and Serdan. We changed buses at each village and
Witn each change the number of passengers increased and the state of
the bus worsened.
Eventually we reached Tlachichuca where we met Senor Peges the
~ocal '.JR'. This entrep.reneur supplied us with everything we needed
mfcludmg accommodauon and petrol for the stoves. Indeed it was one
o Senor Peges' men who drove us to the climbing huts at Piedre
Gran?e in a four wheel. drive truck. We were pleased to loosen up for
the chmb by push-startmg the truck after explaining to the driver that
it was permissible (if lacking in machi mo) to start off in first gear.
FIRST CLIMB
As we walked the IOOm from the drop off f>Oint to the huts we
began to realise what a serious undertaking the chmb was. At 14,000 ft
there is_ an immediate altitude problem and we developed headaches
very qu1c~I~. The symptoms are quite like an unearned hangover. We
were hornf1ed to learn that they had et off without waterproofs or
emergency survival equipment. Knowing that the nearest telephone
wa 10 hours walk away and that mountain rescue services were
virtually non-exi 1ent, we worried for their safety. In the event they
were OK.
We climbed the volcanic ash and rock to the foot of the Glacier de
Jemapa at 16,000' and set up our high camp. We slept fitfully and
most of us suffered severe headaches and next day we had to leave
Martin Silvey, Titch McGiffen and Bobby Sandison to overcome their
mountain sickness while guarding the equipment. The rest of the team
climbed to I 8,500' where the effects of altitude were taking their toll
on several members of the group. With the weather closing in and not
wishing to split the party we relunctantly decided to return to high
camp.
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\ 'e were bitter!\ di. appointed but thi made us determined t_hat ~ve
would be ucce · ful in limbing Pop<_>catepetl. I~ or~er t~ acchn:iause
for thi we pend a day in Mexico City ~t ~.5_00 tak1_ng m the 1ght ·
Th cit} ('Mexico DF', as the locals call It),' 1mpr~s 1ve; affluent a nd
bu tling in a land of qualor and 'Manana . We discovered the Zona
Ro. a with its night clubs and bar~ a!1d manag~d to _get another round
of heada he . In pite of it prox1m1ty to Me 1co City we were unable
to ee Popocate ti because of the ever present layer of smog.
LP POPOCATEPETL
d
e travelled by bus to the town of Amecameca and manage_ to
·ccure the hire of a minibu from the depot manager. We u ed this to
travel to the climbing lodge at Tlamaca which turned out. to be mor~
of an expen he youth ho tel than a hue. We had t<;> sleep man a~n~t
in e we arrived on a Friday night and the. mam lodge was , u ·
acurday was obviously international 'Let's C!1mb Popocatepetl ~ay
bccau e 2 000-3 000 people were on the hill. We spent the ay
limbing t~ our propo ed camp- ite at Las Craces then ~eturned_to th~
lodge for the night. Our feet were sore from the _an,d-hke terram an
our throat were parched from saying 'Buenos Dias every few pace ·
We had detected no altitude problems that day and we went to sleep
in determined mood.
·
d ·hb
The next morning we climbed to La Craces eqmppe. W!t ergans
and e tabli hed camp among the remains of a~ old cl1mb~ng shelter.
1orale wa already high but sight ?~the umm1t and the ~1ew to East
of El Pico de Orizabo lifted our spint even more. That night we slept
like babies.
.
f
h
We awoke to a bitterly cold morning and had travelled 8l! ~a t e
Glacier de! orte before the sun rose to warm th~ mountam~1de. We
u ed crampons and rope to slog our way up the 60 snow and ice slope
towards the crater rim. Half way up two of the team were forced ~o
turn back and we lost four more at the crater. John Perrott, Marlm
Woodham, Paul Sweeney, Tex Dallas, Matt Witch~r and Tony
P ickford pushed on to arrive coughing and spluttenng from the
ulphurous dust at the summit hut. We took some photographs of the
glorious views then reHaced our steps to high camp and Tlamecas . by
2300 we were back in Mexico DF.

Specialist
Teleprinter Operator

EPILOGUE
11"
It is tempting to condude the account of Aztec Quadrant by te mg
of our time in Acapulco on R & R, of conquests at sea level_rather
than at 18,000', of 'Dos Cervez:i, por favor' and o f the ladies .. .
T hat however, is another tory.
J
A-l.tec Quadrant comprised: (slide l -T he Tea m) Capt ohn
Perrott Lt Martin Woodham, Sgt Paul Sweeny , Cpls Mac Mcintyre,
Tex Dailas, Martin Silvey. LCpl Bo~nie Langf~rd , Titch McGiffen,
Box Miller, Sig Bobby Sandison , Sig Matt Witcher and Pte (now
LCpl) Tony Pickford .
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The OC's Close Protection Pa11y obviously thought they should
drive as close as possible. I hope REME can fix the dents.
Which Signalman called up Platoon HQ from his sangar
halfway through the firefight , wanting to know where his relief
was because 'my shift finished ten minutes ago'?
When the enemy do a recce in Trainers and 'Ron Hills', it's a
problem to catch them-When Cpls Scriven and Jackson have
to catch them before they can have their lunch .. . no
problem.
Finally, thanks to the 'enemy', I PWO, for taking their role so
seriously, even when captured. Shame that they recognised Cpl
Lloyd when the Rugby Team played I PWO the following
week. Still, get well soon, Cpl Lloyd.
Meanwhile, at headquarters, 2IC 2 qn, Capt David Brough i still
consulting the BR timetable and working out the time of the next
attack.

SSgt (FofS) . Higgins, SSgts Knight, Appleyard, Smith, Sgt
McGready
Mrs Higgins, Mrs Knight, Brig Topple, Mrs Smith, Mrs McGready

The Team

8 Sig Regt has been as busy as usual over the last few months.
Since June the Regiment has been involved in many major events
including the Tyne Tees Fun Run, the Old Comrades weekend,
Exercise Northern Crusade, the Wheelchair Marathon for the disabled
and the Gordon's Cup . This is not forgetting that normal training has
continued unceasingly to produce trained soldiers for the Corps. Here
are just a few highlights . . .

On El Pico de Orizaba

The Metropolitan Police Office requires a Specialist Teleprinter
Operator to work at New Scotland Yard, SW1 .
Duties will constist of transmitting and receiving specialist telex
messages with various government depart~ents and police for_ces,
both on a national and international basis. Previous telepnnter
experience 1s essential as only familiarisation training "":ill be given.
The post is therefore particularly suitable to an ex-serviceman with
relevant technical knowledge.
Hours of work are a total of 41 per week worked on a shift rot'l between
Sam and Spm Monday to Friday and 9am to 12 noon Saturday. Staff
may be expected to remain on standby for which the approprate
allowances will be paid.
Starting salary is up to £7,600pa including London Weightin_g
Allowance. In addition a shift disturbance allowance of 6o/o of basic
salary is payable.
All appointments are pensionable and we also offer a generous
annual leave allowance plus 1O'h days public and privilege holidays.
For further information and an application form, please ring 01-230 2197
(24 hour answerphone) or write with career details to The Establishment
Officer, Room 214, 105 Regency Street, London SW1P 4AN.
The Metropolitan Police is an Equal Opportunities Employer.

METROPOLITAN POLICE

8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

Matt Whitcher and Titch McGiffen on Po pocatepetl
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TYNE TEES TELEVISION
REGIMENT ASSAULT COURSE RUN
Report by 2Lt Jeni Davey
The Tyne Tees Assault Course Run was held, on Sunday 19 June
for the last time.
2,400 members of the public set o ff in staggered groups throughout
the day to tackle a 5 Yi mile run across the Catterick Training Area.
Undaunted they then went on to attempt the assault course, with
many aims, changing from not getting wet, to getting to the finish!
The Regiment 's administration catering for a total crowd of almost
5,000 was, as ever up to standard. Maj Jane Freebairn and her team
of intrepid organisers ensured a smooth running day of fun and
hilarity for everyone.
W02 (SSM) Dick Heppenstall and SSgt Joe McKenzie co-ordinated
the cross country route and ended up running the course about 10
times over between them!
W02 (QMSI) Bob Gilbert took charge of the assault course as the
unsuspecting public fell in and off various obstacles aided by ever
attentive Signalmen who sometimes just couldn't resist a helping push
as they tottered over logs and dangled from ropes.
All the statistics, admin and documentation were dealt with by
w62 (SSM) John Armstrong and WOl Roger Iredale. Security was
under the eagle eye of the RSM WOl Mike Kerr. Most important of
all were the many soldiers whose hard work in building and
maintaining the course made the whole event possible.
Tyne Tees was also there, of course, with TV cameras reco~ding all
the fun, splash landings and muddy faces recorded for posterity. The
photograph i by courtesy of Tyne Tees Television.
All proceeds in excess of £3,000 collected by participants will go to
a variety of charities so a good day was had by all for a good cause!
EXERCISE NORTHERN CRUSADE
JSQUADRON
Exercise Northern Crusade was a Home Defence exercise held
throughout NE District in September. We won't bother you wit~ all
the details, but it found us all fulfilling our primary role as soldiers,
remembering all those infantry kills.
A few thoughts on the exercise . ..
Being ambushed on deployment certainly concentrat~s the
mind. 2IC Sqn was so good at bobbing and weavmg to cover
that no one can understand how he got 'jiffed' with these
note.
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ITS SQUADRON,
Group Supervisor
YofS
Indoor Ex
Supervisor

Switchboard
Supervisor

TRAFFIC GROUP
Mr Harry O' Mahoney
SSgt Dave Leaning
SSgt Meg Higgins
Sgt Tony Bentley
Sgt Ossie Pattison
Sgt Paul Dickinson
Sgt Binnie Turret
Cpl Charlie Drake
Cpl Nette Williams
Cpl Charlie Brown
Cpl Mouse Housley
Sgt Sue Leitch
Mr Dennis Smith
Cpl El ly Pomeroy

JMH/ Keyboard
Mr Dave Walker
Mr Alan Tibbett
Mr Dave Floyd
Sgt Angie Hunt
Sgt Katriona Watson
Sgt Steve Mitchell
Sgt Sarah Ston~r
Sgt Paul Sexhy
Cpl Taff Millward

Traffic Group, nor having sent notes to The Wire for at least two
years, feels it is about time we made ourselves known to the outside
world.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We would like to welcome our new Yeoman Dave Leaning-will he
back the flak we ask ourselves. We would also like to say a fond
farewell to our American friends Marianne and Ron Balser, who have
been posted to the Black Forest, hope you enjoy your stay there.
Goodbye also to Cpl, or should I say Mr Brian McCarthy who left
recently, after 22 years service, to work in America. For once we had
a real reason for a parry.
SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
Sgt Tony Bentley has at last knocked Cpl Charlie Drake off the top
rung of the squash ladder. Just a pity he had to wait till Charlie was
on his chin strap before he would play him. Indoor Ex Staffy
wonders why she is at the bottom of the ladder, the fact that she has
not yet had a game should make no difference.
Sgt Katriona Watson and Cpl Housley after 30 minutes tuition ,
helped TIS Sqn through to the emi-fina1 of the inter squadron tennis.
Only problem was that being in a semi-final was a shock to TIS Sqn's
system, they are generally knocked out in the first round .
Sgt Sarah Stonier, continues to improve her golf and has at la~t
convinced Harry (MCP) O'Mahoney to include her in the regimental
golf side.
Cpls Charlie Brown, Charlie Drake and Sgts Tony Bentley and Paul
Di-kinson, who all repre~ent the Squadron at various spores, continue
to get embarrassed by the Traffic Group Cheer Leaders, but us girls
don't understand why .
Congratulations are in order for Cpl Elly Pomeroy, who has been
selected to represent the army at basketball.

WORK
We all continue to beaver away at our own little jobs, even if the
group supervisor generally does his on the golf course. (More
commonly known as a Chief Instructors Conference).
Sgt Sue Leitch and Cpl Elly Pomeroy are tearing their hair out
trying to teach the new Monarch system, let's hope the •echs sort the
equipment out before they are both bald.
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FOOTBALL
The Regiment tarted the sea on well by qualifying for the Army
6's in Aldershot on 5 October 1988, as winners NE/ NW Dist ,
Qualifying 6's. The NE/ NW Dist 6's were ho ted by The Kings Di v
Depot at Strensall. Though the team started slowly with a defeat by
AA Coll Harrogate and two games later against 3 LI, we progressed
to the final stages as runners-up of Group B. Our sucess to this point
was due to goo defensive work by Cpl Andy Dick and goalkeeper Cpl
Tye Sanderson, and striking by Cpl Dave Buckingham and LCpl
Andy Powell. In the semis we were drawn against the Junior Infantry
Battalion, Ouston, who as winners of Group A, never lost a game.
Following startling performances .bY Sig 'Taff' Powell, Jim Mason,
Cpls Andy Dick and 'Shaky' Makin the team reached the. !inals. by
winning 3-1, where we played 38 Engr Regt. In an exciting final
where we were at no point ever behind, the result after full time was
a 3-3 draw. Extra time was played and the core remained tied at
4-4, so the competition wa decided on penalties where Cpl Tye
Sanderson came into his own saving two out of five penalties, thereby
winning the competition, our own players missing none of their
allotted penalties. All of which bodes quite well for the coming
season.
The Old and the New . Pte Lisa Hodson , the last WRAC Data
Telegraphist to be trai ned by Data Telegraphist Basic Group,
confronts Pte Kathy Osborne, the first Tele Op (Dat a) to be trained
by Basic Traffic Group . Is this a new Trend?
A GOLDEN ACHIEVEMENT
Pte Ann Vardy has recently qualified for the Duke of Edinburgh's
Gold Award . To achieve this much sought after award Ann had to
complete a number of tasks, which included: rock climbing; caring for
the handicapped in the community; an expedition to and within Hong
Kong; and learning to drive. All the reports in her record book showed
her to be an enthusiastic and cheerful person-this opinion being
reinforced by the reports from her training as a Tele Op (Data). Ann,
who i now serving with 28 Sig Regt, should shortly be called forward
to receive her Gold Award from the Duke of Edinburgh in person .
Our congratuJations to her on this most excellent result.

Lt Col George Finney, recently departed OC TTS, trying to steal
Pte Ann Vardy's record book to obtain a Gold Award for himself
GORDONS CUP
Report by W02 (FofS) OAKES
The Gordons Cup was presented to 8 Sig Regt in 1979 by the 1st
Battalion Gordon Highlanders. It was given to mark the highly
professional performance by members of the Regiment who had
completed a tour of duty with the Gordons in Northern Ireland.
To ensure that the high level of military skills is maintained within
the Regiment, the Cup is competed for annually. The competition
takes the form of a patrol race based on a nine man team and consists
of an inspection, assault course, map reading, two phase stretcher run
and a falling plate shoot. To add insuJt to injury the teams are
inspected again at the end to make sure they haven't 'off loaded'fany
equipment en route.
This year's competition was well supported by the squadrons with
no less than eleven teams taking part . Although the weather was
dismal all day, the competition was fierce, with a close run finish . The
final result, after the scores were checked and rechecked, was HQ Sqn
A first, very closely followed by I Sqn A. 2 Sqn who had held the cup
for several years graciously relinquished control.
The winning team, HQ Sqn A, was led by Capt David Larkam, OC
Scheme Troop, and the team was drawn from a squad of Schemes
troop consisting of W02 (FofS) John Oakes, Sgts Harry Griffin,
Gordon McGowan, Bob Nicol, Rick South, Cpls Mark Baxter, Dave
Coleman, Dave Lloyd, Jim McNaught, LCpls Jim Neaves, Geordie
Howe and ' Biff' Baker.
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THE TEAM
OIC Capt Turner, SSgt 'Mac' McMillan (Manager), Sgt Andy
Waterston (Asst Manager), Cpl Paul Hubble (Captain), Cpls Dave
Buckingham, 'Shaky' Makin, Tye Sanderson, Andy Dick, LCpl Andy
Powell, Sig 'Taff' Powell, Jim Mason. 'Man of the competition' for
8 Sig Regt-Cpl Andy Dick . 'Unluckiest player awared' to Cpl Paul
Hubble who was injured in the first game but still contributed greatly
from the side-lines. 'Top goalscorer'-Cpl Dave Buckingham, who
scored in every game. Well done to all who played, but what happened
to the management team's medals which, if for nothing else were
earned for having to watch these nerve racking performances, which
as every team boss knows only increases the chances of going bald and
shortening your life-span considerably.
CHICHESTER MARCH 1988
Report by 2Lt Jeni Davey
7 August 1988 saw a team of I 7 from both cadre and students
sponsored by the Regiment taking part in the Royal Military Police
and City of Chichester International March. Ten WRAC marched
around the 25km course being pipped at the post for the ladies prize
for team cohesion and uniformity by HMS Vivid. However their
standard and morale was excellent and they ran into camp in full song,
clocking a creditable time. The six man Royal Signals team completed
tbe 40km march led by team captain Cpl Jonno Blood. Lt Col Phil
Spooner QC Royal Signals Display Team entered as an indi vidual and
ran the 40km course in 4 hrs 17 rnins which with his experience of Life
(we'd not dare use the words 'ripe old age') showed up the young
whippersnappers' efforts somewhat!
The march was followed by a parade of teams through the streets
of Chichester with the salute taken jointly by Lt Gen Sir Peter de la
Billiere KCB CBE DSO MC GOC SE District and Her Grace Lavinia
Duchess of Norfolk Lord Lieutenant of West Sussex. The marching
and parading were finally complete 1830 hrs when Col Phil and Sue
Spooner came up trumps and invited the whole team over to their
house in Chichester for a celebratory beer or two.

Photograph shows the Ladies Team
Back Row l to R: Ptes Brown , Cottage , Cpls Fairbairn , Ward and
2Lt Davey
Front Row l to R: LCpl Ballington, Ptes Newhouse, Towers,
Goodwin and Mangan
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9 Sig Regt

BFPO 58
MTG WIN CYPRUS DRAMA FESTIVAL
. ~~o~g many t~rivin& clubs and societies in that outpost of
c1v1hsa~1on at Ay1os Nikolaos is the Mercury Theatre Group,
otherwise ~nown as The MTG. ~he ~TO draws its small but keen
me~bersh1p f.rom personnel serving with 9 Sig Regt and 33 s·
I
Umt, and their dependants.
igna s
For their fourth p~oduction of the year and their entry for the 1988
Cyprus ~rama Fe.st1val •. The MTG chose 'Abigail's Party', a clever
play devised by. M1~e L~1gh, but the work of five actors and actresses
t
who, under his d1rectton, created the play by improvisati
rehe~rsal. The Festival Adjudicator, Mr Martyn Colborn, att~~d:ct
the final p~rformance on Saturday 22 October.
The cast 1s smal.l, only five players, and for that reason they all need
to be good;.there ts no 2nd Spearcarrier, all the roles are sizeable and
any weak link would let down the whole production. The Director 1
Dick Anley, had realised this and had cast well. Julia Lattaway
Suzanne ~ough, Tin.a Norman, Hugh Morgan and James Stamford
all tur~ed in good sohd performances which delighted audiences on all
four mghts.
Th~ set too was alm<;>st piece-perfect, and from the moment the
curtau~s opened t~e audience was aware that the period was the mid~event1es. Set des1g!1er Kev Ton$s and his team had played their part
.ully, and the pohcy f?r sparing no expense to get things right
sub ·~quently proved a wise move. For example, a tailor-made suit in
genuine 70s style was added to the wardrobe for the production.
The play tells the story of what happens at a party in the home of
Beverley and Lawrence. Also attending are a younger couple Tony
and. Angela, and middle-aged Susan, whose daughter, Abigail, is
having a party up the ro.ad. Julia Lattaway as socially pretentious
Beverley was superb, while Hugh Morgan as her frenetic husband
La~rence ~ho, in the climax of the play, dies, was competent and
believable (in the Adjudicator's words 'a heart-attack looking for
somew~ere to happen'). James. Stamford played by Tony, the exprofesswn~l footballer, who 1s virtually mono-syllabic. James grunted
well and his portrayal of a husband who despises his wife was a treat.
Suzanne Gough as .Angela , the gormless wife, was excellent, and as
Martyn Colborn .said, you could see her trying to comprehend in her
cotton wool. bram w~at other characters were saying (Angela, not
Suzanne!) Finally, Tma Norman, as Abigail's mother Susan, was
extremely good. Her concern at the goings-on at Abigail's party were
etched all over her face, and made a significant contribution to the
audience's belief in the event.
Audiences were very appreciative, and The MTG's loyal band of
supporters were OI?tirnistic on their behalf. However, Dick Anley,
although plea.sed with the end-product, was keeping the festival at the
back of his mind and pronouncing himself happy if the audiences were
happy.
• T~e perform~nce on adjudication night did not quite match the
previous two mghts, and the cast knew it, though there were no
prompts a~d the aud~en.c~'s applause was loud and long. It was,
however, with some rrusg1vmgs that the cast took their places to listen
to Martyn Colborn' s comments.
. He . gave an en~ertaining adjudication full of praise for the set,
d1r~ct~o~ and acting, after which more loyal supporters became
op11m1suc and MTG members joined in this optimism. The Director,
however, usually an optimist, had heard that Dhekelia and Episkopi
Theatre Club's adjudications had gone similarly well and the
Adjudicator still had two more plays to see.
'
It was an extremely nervous group of MTG members which
gathered at the Silver Barn Theatre on the following Wednesday to
hear Martyn Colborn announce the results on the Mark Tyley Show
on BFBS . And eventually, after a run-down on all five entries (and a
frustrating pause for a musical interlude), the results were announced.
The award for Best Set went to The Mercury Theatre Group with
'Abigail's Party'.
The award for Best Actor went to Lawrence McGinty of Dhekelia
Theatre Club.
The ~ward for Best Actres for 'a performance that could grace any
professional stage. For her sizzling light-comedy role as Angela in
' Abigail's Party' went to Suzanne Gough of The Mercury Theatre
Group.
The runners-up for the Best Production in the 1988 Cyprus Drama
Festival were Dhekelia Theatre Club with 'Seasons Greetings' .
The winners of the Festival were The Mercury Theatre Group,
Ayios Nikolaos, with 'A bigail's Party'.
The delight and shouts of joy at the Silver Barn that morning had
to be experienced to be believed, and baby Fern who had attended
many rehearsals was so overcome with emotion (or the noise) that she
burst into tears. Many well-deserved congratulation all round!
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THE TICKLE A WARD FOR UNll EFFICIENCY
GOES TO 9 SIGNAL REGIMENT
The late Mr A. J.B. Tickle, who served in the British Army in both
World :Wars, lef~ ~ substantial sum of money to be u ed for the
pro~ot1on ~f efficiency in Her Majesty's Army. It was Mr Tickle's
particular.wish tha~ ~he money be used primarily for prizes. The 1988
Cypru~ T1~kle Efficiency Award has been won by 9 Sig Regt. The
following is an extract from the unit citation.
. ~ ~ig Regt has ~ large civilian staff; many of the locally employed
c1v1l_ians o~ Turkish and Greek nationality have served with the
Regiment smce it formed in 1948.
~ with many isolated communities much is done within the
Reg1m~n~ to fo.ster a ~amity spirit with each member being encouraged
to P~tlc!pate m 3: wide range of sport and extra-mural activities.
WJth little pubhc money ~~a.ilable the Regiment does much by self
helJ?-for .example. some CIVlhan staff run a small market garden
dur!ng their own time producing flowers and shrubs to enhance the
environmental asp~ct of ~he b~rr3:cks and married quarters-a golf
cours~ has been built and 1s maintained by members and their familie
at their own expense.
Sii:riilarly the Regiment runs an active Saddle Club and the extensive
rebuild of Offices and paddock~ has been undertaken and completed
by members of the club.
During April the Regiment organised and ran the International
Motor Show f?r the ~ifth succ~ssive year. The show is acknowledged
as an outstandmg achievement m the PR /CR field and raised in excess
of £3,000 for charity.
A similar dynamic effort by the Regimental wives raised in excess
of £2,~ !or .the qreat Ormond Street Wishing Well Appeal.
Despite its. 1solauon, the Regiment continues to take many of the
top honours m Cyprus sport. The Regimental Tennis team won six of
the seven competitions in the Army Championships; with much being
done to encourage young players to improve.
~ver t~e past y~ar, efficiency and morale has greatly improved.
This achievement 1s now officially recognised by the award of the
trophy and cheque for £ 120.

Lt Col Evans receives the Tickle Award from CBFC, Maj Gen
Fried berger
TRAINING WING TROPHY
There is an abundance of annual inter troop competitions at
Ayios Nikolao , most of a sporting nature. The one competition that
enc.:apsulate·s the military side of life is the Training Wing Trophy.
This fClJfsome eyent. c?vers. as many of th.e aspects of military ability
as possible. It 1s d1v1ded mto four disciplines: Tickle BFT, Speed
March (CFT) assault course- tretcher carry, Shooting, and Military
Skills (Weapons, NBC, First Aid, Recognition) .
Nine-ten man teams battle over a two day period , with each
discipline b ing a competition in it own right, with trophies awarded .
The Training Wing Trophy itself i won by an overall tally of the four
disciplines.
The holders of the trophy TM Troop (I Sqn) were keen to retain 1t
but due to postings and injuries its team was sadly depleted. Even thei;
stalwart from the last campaign WOI (FofS) Gardner was
unavailable, apparently he was in TPMH having a pound removed
from his wallet. That other Candid Troop from I Sqn was
Comms Troop, ably led by the Yeoman of some repute W02 Bob
Marshall, were training hard. The reports coming in from the enemy
camps were somewhat alarming as far as the Squadron was
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n erned. Lat night training, ?eer ale down, men running
e\er \ here thing were looking gnm.
.
. . h
o I \taJ ick icol ummonecl the SSM W02 Dick Whitting am
• gt taJOr g~t together a team from Training Support Troop, one that
n ~in • o the hotch-potch outfit wa formed made up from SHQ.
RHQ , QM' • MT and the ecret weapon the Gym St~ff. 'Cheats',
went up the ry u ing the Gym Staff eh! Well yes we d1d .. What was
not bandied around a loadly was the fact t.hat we also ?ad in the te8:m
the old and bold (two o r 40's). It was this blend of fitness and gutle
that won the day in fine tyle despite the SSM's broken (well bfdly
brui ed) toe. Training and Support Tp von three out of the our
di cipline hotly pursued by Comms Tp, who had the.bad l~ck t? go
o n day two in the rain. The Training Wing T~ophy suJtably inscribed
ha no\\ been returned to it rightful place in the Squadron trophy
.
cabinet with many thank to a good team effort.
L Troop from 3 qn won the Military Skills section of the
competition.

Lt Parker L Troop receives the silver boot for winning the military
skill discipline, from the CO, the RSM, W01 P. J. Doherty,
looks on

After the assault course the team do ubles back t o the start
(600m) wit h a laden stretcher

T HE 12 SU WALKDOWN
.
.
The 12 SU Walkdown is held twice a year, m April a~d December,
and there is a wide and varied entry from all over the island: young
and old; the keen-and-fit who race along at top speed; and the not-sofi t who do their best.
.
The writer was one of the latter and wi~he~ to point out for the
record that 'Walkdown' is a misnomer. It 1s firstly not a wal~. an~
secondly not down! Although the route is from i:-roodos to Ep~skop1,
which sounds as though it is from the mountams to the plam, the
going is tough, the terrain difficult, and there are several awesome
.
.
heights to scale.
The route for some, (the writer has o bviously. to be included agam
here) , is somewhat longer than the advised 18 miles. F?r those hot on
their map reading perhaps the route was a mere 18 miles. ~or others
a trifle longer. T he Adjutant Capt. J im Clark , was .very sensible about
this . H e obviously knew map read mg would be all.-1m portan~ and took
his young son, Robert, alo ng with him to h~l p hu~ out .a bit. Robert
looks very fres h in our photo whilst the Adjutan t 1s trymg very hard
to smile for the camera.
.
Most people had a memorable day-the scene~y .was beautiful and
the weather extremely kind, and most people f1ru~hed . T hose who
took part from the Regiment could b ~ recognised for a . week
afterwards. All wal ked as though treading on hot coals without
footwear; and were obviously being burned with every step!

Maj Nicol QC 1 Sqn (left), receives the trophy from the CO Lt Col
Evans

Capt Jim Clark, Adjt is led by the hand . He finished ve_ry well w ith
his team mates Mrs Frances Evans and Padre Kevin Sarage

Cpl Barker, Sgt Preston, LCpl Netherwood, Lt O'Rourke, LCpl
McConnell , W02 (SSM) Whittingham, Maj Nicol, Sig Burt and
Meredith
Missing on duty Cpl Coburn
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1 EXERCISE MERCURY BREAK
Exercise Mercury Break is the title gi ven to the Regiment's Summer
Camp. It was decided to break the exercise into t~<? ph~ses, each
fifteen days in total. These fifteen days were then d1v1ded into three
parts, each of fi ve days, so as t~ enable as many personnel from the
Regiment to attend as was possible.
Lt John Aspinall and his staff prepared a non-stop programme
which could cater for 80 students per five days.
The students arrived at Troodos Leave Centre to be met by Sgt Pete
Fitzmaurice, who then allocated them bed spaces and a sleeping bag.
There then followed a brief from Lt John Aspinall and W02 Paddy
McConnon on the activities and the rules for the camp . Having eaten
a lunch with a difference (Compo cooked by Sgt Kev Dyer and his
staff) the students were split into four sections. The afternoon was
then spent on a round robin of various sports (Football, Basketball,
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Volleyball and Hockey) which had a competitive element by having a
prize (a crate of beer) for the best ~ection. This competition was ably
run by our own PT staff who having announced the winners at 1730
hrs assisted the winning team in converting the bottles into empties.
After ~he ev~ning meal stu~ents received instruction on Map Reading
and First Aid. At approximately 2100 hrs the Naafi proved to be
popular with the students who were all discussing what was in store
for them on the next day .
The next day dawned bright and sunny, as usual. At 0630 hrs the
first section departed for a walk around the beautiful tracks of
Troodos, with the other sections departing at various times later.
About two miles from the Leave Centre the sections had their first
shock, because there to greet them was Lt John Aspinall, standing
above some weird and wonderful contraptions. He had devised a
Command Task, involving a death slide, a burma bridge, a low crawl
and other awkward obstacles. To make it more interesting, each
section had to carry a variety of items (a large oil drum-empty of
course, a bucket filled with water, two ammo boxes filled with stones,
four medicine balls, a log and a brush) round the course without
touching the ground. These items by the way were designed to imitate
a cannon and its accessories! About an hour later the sections carried
on with their designated route for about three miles. They were then
met by Sgt Pete Fitzmaurice who briefed them on the First Aid
scenario. Having rescued and treated the different casualties, the
blood splattered sections departed, wondering what else could
possibly happen to interrupt their outing. Four miles later they found
out. As they rounded a bend in the road, Sgt 'Bunny' Hutchinson
tood on the edge of a cliff and was strapped up like a puppet. About
l50ft below could be seen a babbling brook running down a lovely
valley. After some persuasion and cajoling by Bunny, all students got
a closer look at the brook having abseiled (some with eyes tightly
clo ed) down the cliff face. Lunch was next on the agenda and was
gratefully received with shaking hands. Having dined, our intrepid
walkers followed a stream uphill for about two miles until they met
Cpl 'Smiler' Boardman and Cpl Potter, who were waiting to test their
Map Reading abilities. This task having been completed, the students
had a straightforward walk back up the hills for about four miles to
the Leave Centre, where nine hours ago they had departed seemingly
in different bodies . After a shower, evening meal and a clean up of
the accommodation everyone departed for Melanda beach site where
a tented camp awaited. Arriving here at 2130 hrs, tents were allocated
to each section and bed was a welcome relief to most.
The next two days started at 0500 hrs with PT which ensured that
all the bodies were tuned up for the days events. The remainder of
each of these two days consisted of Boardsailing (taught by W02
Dave McCreath), Canoeing, Abseiling (not again please!), Snorkeling
and Orienteering .
An early start the next morning ensured that the camp was clean
and all stores were handed into the SQMS and everyone except the DS
returned to camp.
Having successfully completed two more camps all DS returned lo
9 Sig Regt tired but flushed with the enjoyment from a job well done.
The period prior to Phase Two brought a change of heart within the
Regiment as it was decided to alter the emphasis from what had
previously been Adventurous Traini ng to Mili tary Trai ning wi1h 1he
priority being placed on navigation. To make it more interesting, one
day spent on water sports was also to be included . Undaunted Lt John
Aspinall and his team finally produced a programme which they felt
sure would meet this criteria. It must be said o nly after numerous late
nights, begging phone calls and endless cups of coffee.
Day one of Phase Two saw the students arrive at Melanda beach at
about 1100 hrs and from the expressions on their fac es, many tho u¥ht
that the Admin Order telling them to bring military kit and webbmg
had been a set up. However all doubts were dispelled after a fu ll
briefing from Lt John Aspinal and W02 Paddy McConnon.
After our SQMS Sgt Pete 'No I haven ' t got any' Fitzmaurice had
issued kit and sorted accommodation lunch was ready. The afternoon
was taken up with First Aid instruction fro m Sgt Rick Dudley and
Map Reading from Sgt Bunny Hutchinson ably assisted by Cpl ' 50
metres' Potter. After evening meal the video on weapons safety ' An
Unthinking Moment' was shown to all students f? llowed by
instruction on the use of radio. At 1900 hrs the students (m groups of
two) took part in a small navigation exercise de~ ig ned .to g i v~ them
confidence in using a compass at night. Some gamed this co ~ f1dence
whilst ochers gained the fr iendly banter from comrades who didn ' t get
lost. And so to bed.
Next day started at 0445 hrs with that frie ndly alarm cal l~d the
Sergeant Major (McConnon again wa one of the more fnen~l y
remarks heard). T his was fo llowed by a one hours PT ses~ 1on
conducted by LCpl Netherwood . After a hea rt y breakfast all ~ec llons
departed on the 36 hour exercise phase. On arrival at Paramah v1l!age
the st udents then had to locate various stands (Map Reading,
Command a nd Fi rst Aid with casualty simulation), using all their map
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reading ability as all they had were eight figure grid reference!. to these
stands. After lunch an orienteering exercise was carried out under the
supervision of WOJ (Fof ) Gardner and S gt (fofS) Prince. The
course was aptly called Fos's Fumble. At 1700 hrs one could smell the
aroma of hexamine as the students prepared their first meal from their
24 hour r_ation pack. 1830 hrs saw the start of the night navigation
phase which consisted of half sections completing a ten mile route
across country, passing through various checkpoints on the way. This
proved quite successful for most but some found that when they
reached the Mediterranean they had headed south instead of north.
By 0630 hrs all students had reached the last checkpoint by one
means or another. After breakfast the sections departed for various
stands (Map Reading, Verbal Orders, Fire Control Orders and GPMG
dry training). At 1700 hrs the students moved back to Melanda Beach
for a welcome shower, meal and debrief.
The following day saw the usual start followed after breakfast by
a day on Akrotiri Ranges. The morning consisted of Zeroing SLRs
and SMGs, with patrolling, Section Battle Drills and Personal
Camouflage as background activities. The afternoon consisted of
APWTs on personal weapons and finally all students having the
opportunity to fire the GPMG. From here it was back to the beach
and a well earned Barbecue with a few wets to relax.
The last day was fun day with Boardsailing, Canoeing and
snorkeling the order of the day then the students departed fo r the
sanctuary of Ayios Nikolaos. This gave the DS time to prepare for the
next group to arrive at 1100 hrs the next morning.
Exercise Mercurty Break, although both phases varied , proved a
resounding success as the majority of personnel from the Regiment
managed to attend. It also proved that no matter what the exercise,
Lt John Aspinall and his staff can cope. Thanks are also due to all
departments who assisted in mak ing both stores and personnel
available, for without thei r back up the camps would not have been
the success they were. Special thanks to: LCpl Kwantreng, gt
Sankey, SSgt Lodge, Cpl Smith and Williamson, Sig Burt and many
more too numerous to mention.

' DING DONG THE BELLS ARE GONNA CHIME'
The Royal Corps of Signals has been described as one of the most
successful marriage agencies going . On Saturday 4 December there
was another partnership given the ecclesiastical seal of approval as
LCpl Holdcroft and WLCpl Connor tied the knot.

The happy couple with members of Comms Tp outside St
Michael's Church Ayios Nikolaos
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21 Sig Regt

BFPO 42
30 YEAR MAN AND COLONEL!
It wa a old and wet 26 September 1953 when Sig 'Johnny' Haydon
reported to 83 Air Formation (now the 21 t). Employed first as a
Phy ical Training In tructor, sometimes a Lineman, our little
'Johnny' did well. So well in fact that 35 years to the day he returned,
aJne weather, different reception. This time it was to a Commanding
Officer ' and Quarterma ter ' top table luncheon. Somewhat
different he ays to his first cookhouse meal in those dim dark days.
The Regiment took the opportunity of honouring Lt Col John
Haydon's 35 years. Now S02 Comm Branch, HQ BAOR, he
received an in cribed history of the Regiment from the CO, Lt Col
Phil Whitemore.
It was interesting to note that most people sitting at the table had
not been born when he first arrived in Wildenrath. The plaque was
suitably inscribed: 'Sig J. Haydon-Lt Col J. Haydon. 35 years and
till a friend of the Regiment.
2SQUADRON
Again t the backdrop of the windmill at Sennelager Training Area
2 Sqn are on parade. The Squadron provides the ground upport
communications for the Harrier Force and has had a busy year with
the introduction of Single Channel Radio Access terminal and the

Lt Col John Haydon receives his presentation, History of 21 Sig
Regt (AS), from the CO

long awaited facsimile equipments. The lower picture was taken in
1978 when the Squadron was equipped with Larkspur and Bruin. 1988
sees the Squadron with a six-fold increase in communications capacity
but with less manpower! The 1988 picture was taken on Ex Hazel
Flute, which was the final Harrier Force field deployment this year.
The exercise was also the last for the GR3 aircraft, from 1989 it will
begin to be replaced by the new GS Harrier. Other replacements
required are for Sgts Derck Smeaton, Roy Shackleton, John Fradley
and Steve Mcintyre who are all posted from their air support jobs to
postings ranging from Norway to sunny Northern Ireland .

.

.

.

Troop Photograph TN038

Back Row (left to Right): Sig Gill, Cpl Moorcroft, Sig Gittins, .Leyland, Tierney, Bostock, Cpl Court, Sig Jones, Burton, LCol Maidment

.

.

Sig Henderson

'

Front Row (left to Right) : Cpls Tinsley, Murray, Ssgt Ramsey, 2Lt Clark, Sgt Dosmartyres, Cpls Kelman, Singer, Riley

TN 638 LIAISON VISlT TO 532 SIGNAL COMPANY (US ARMY)
Report by Cpl Andy Ril.ey
With RSIT behind us at last, the troop was ready for a break. So
038's own S gt Alf. Ramsey was commissioned to jack up a demo for
532 Sig Coy at Rh1Deburg.
The. troop departed on Monday 24 October and arrived at
lunchtime. '.here then foll<;iwed exploring patrols to all points of the
Company L1Des coupled with a relaxed setting up. So, with the boss
to.the fore, the troop made its way to the Company bar to exchange
drinks, and a fine time was had by all.
Next morning and a period of 'military waiting' until the first demo
at ~930 h~s. Groups of four or five at a time ranging from PFC
(Private F1;st Class) to Captain were shown the ins and outs. The
demo consisted of a conducted tour of: Node Command (Noddies
~astle), Switch, Central, Radio Relay and SHF. Background interests
included NBC and Weapon stands.
The Americans were very impressed by the 'Sales Patter' emanating
from the lads with the confidence and slickness of second hand car
s~lesmen. The Americans were unanimou . . . yes . . . it is better
t an . . .
FAREWELLS AND ARRIVALS
W02 (S M) Terry Hughes off on promotion to be a Troop
Commander in Depot Tp we wish him and his wife Linda all the best
on his .new posting and good luck with the house hunting. Replacing
Terry 1s W02 Joe Fairbairn having moved from his post a RQMS
(~en). Already a well known figure within the Regiment we welcome
him and his wife Jane to 3 Sqn.
Also leaving us is Sig or should I now say LCpl Mick Mulcaire off
on promouon to RHQ via Worthy Down from where hopefully he will
return with hi B2. Good luck with the cour e.
l~ his place has arrived Cpl 'Bomber' Crayford newly arrived in the
R.egu~em from the frozen north (Soltau) we wish both 'Bomber' and
his wife Petra a happy tour with 3 Sqn.
MT NEWS
Sj:t Pete Searle who has always complained of the lack of vehicles
available has found his own unique way of olving the problem-he
won one. Yes Pete was. lucky enough to win a metro in the recent
SSA_FA draw. Well done Pete-any chance of getting a works ticket
for tt?
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PERSONALITIES
Troop OC
Troop SSgt
Main Sgt
NCO i/c Projects
Tech Sgt
MT Cpl
Troop Clerk

Capt Keith Rus ell
SSgt Steve Dobson
Sgt Steve Brealey
Cpl Nigel Dix
Sgt Bill Stadius
Cpl Geordie Brown
Mrs Sue Brough

ARRIVALS
Welcome back to H Troop to Cpl Keith Lowe who is posted back
to us after an absence of about two years in JHQ. Our other
newcomer 1s LCpl Steve Watkin to our MT From 30 Sig Regt.
CONG RA TULA TIO NS
Our congratulations go to Cpl Scottie McLay who received hi
L~GC from Maj. Gen P. D. Alexander MBE, Signal Officer-inCh1ef. ~ongrarulations also to LCpl Si Hodgson on notification of
promouon to Cpl.
3 SQN INTER-TROOP COMPETITION (FI KEL TROPHY)
Report by SSgt Steve Dobson
This year's competition was a keenly fought battle between ten
team representing the five troops of 3 Sqn. Each troop provided two
teams and two stands on a (loo ely) military training basis. Some were
wonders of engineering construction, other were. well, not quite so
wo~d.rous. Golf T~ hou~d be ~warded a spe~ial prize for .implicitytheir marksmanship test consisted of throw1Dg mud pie IDto a circle
ID the grass!
After much blood, sweat and tears, Cpl Scouse Sartoriu led his N
Troop team to victory.
Having won the Fiskel Trophy last year, H Troop decided to enter
only the Tug-of-War this time, which of course they won with
Coach C~I Bo~ Hindle at the hel~L Watch out next year-H Troop
may put ID their 'A' team and WID back the Fiskel Trophy!
VISIT OF COMO COMMS BAOR
As part of a 3 Sqn visit, Comd Comms BAOR, Maj Gen P. R.
Davie made a (literally) flying visit to H Troop. After being met b>
OC H Troop, Capt Keith Ru ell and SSgt Steve Dobson, the Comd
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POST INGS
We have ·aid a ad farewell recently to Sil( ' Rab_' McPhail to Depot
Tp 11 'ig Regt p rior to hi ~ di,chargc from the Service and a new career
in ' Cin y Street'.
VISIT OF 855 JG TP (V)
As part of their annual deployment to BAOR the Troop recently
hosted 855 Sig Tp (V} at RAF Wildenrath during the pe.riod 18-23
September 1988. Thi deployment wa a gr~t success particularly on
the soda! ide which was highlighted by a visit to H Troop at Bruggen
on Tue day 20 September 1988 for an Inter-Troop 'Ga.me ~ight' .
Once again the geniu of SS~t Dick Taylor and the sportmg might of
K and 855 Sig Tp (V) re ulted in the demise of H Troop and their
visitors (a sad day for the premier 11;irfield!). We look forwa~d, to the
return of 855 Sig Tp (V) to unny W1ldenrath next year. Now 1t s back
to the grindstone and thoughts of ARU, etc,
N TROOP
Since last submitting wire note Gutersloh has been the usual hive
of activity .
VISITS
In August we had a visit from Commander RCZ Brig Palmer, who
seemed to enjoy his visit to this Airfield.
Commander Communication BAOR Maj Gen Davies flew in to see
u on Jl October and met the Troop at their vari ous work locations.

857 AIRFIELD TROOP
Another v~ry successful attachment by our TA Sig Tp who
p~ohduccd iheir usu al excedllent sta~dard of workmanship. The games
mg t was een1Y conteste and this year we won it on the Moonli ht
Tug of War, better luck next year 857 .
g
FAMILIES KARTING DAY
S~t Hill our .RAF{G) a~d BAOR champion organised a families
kartmg day, which t~rned mto a grand prix. The wives and girlfriends
show~~ some of their menf~lk a .clean exhaust and Maria our Troop
Adm1mstrator won the ladies pnze. The men's prize was eventually
won by Cpl (watch m y smoke) Parrett . He was pushed all the way by
LCpl (Fragle) L~ ngden who tried a short cut through a brick building
and destroyed himself and the Kart.
We a~e pleased to report that the Kart is fixed and Fragle is on the
mend with the help of crutches.and physio. The Karting was followed
by an excellent barbecue orgamsed by Freda Gerrish and ably assisted
by her husband Sgt (Mr P roject) Steve Gerrish .
KARTING
Sg.t Phil Hill ~as retai ned hi~ title as RAF(G)/ BOAR IOOcc National
Kartmg C~~mp10~ for the th ird consecutive year.
~ompetltJOn t~1s season h~s been tougher than ever, with more
dn~ers on .the gn ds , hence this year's championship was not decided
until the fina l round.
Phil's main rival C pl Steve Pauls of 230 Sqn RAF Gutersloh proved
to be a strong challenger throughout the season, however he had to
sett le for seco nd place five points behind P hil.
Sgt PhiJ H ill _also C?~peted i.n the RAF. Individual Championships
held at RAF Little R1ssmgton m July, this event is open to all three
Services, ex-mem bers of the RAF and dependents of RAF personnel.
Some 45 drivers competed in this year's event and at the end of the
day's racing Phil was second overal~ and first in the Association Cup
for non RAF personnel, thus proving to be one of the top Service
Karters.
In October Laarbruch Kart C lub organised a Three Hour End urance Meeting, a ll BFG Karters were invited together with fo ur teams
fro_m ~F U K. T his ~eing a team event ie two drivers per Kart, Sgt
P hil Hill teamed up with C pl Steve Pauls. The winners would be the
team who com pleted the mo~t laps during the three hour period, P it
Stops, hopefully only bemg necessary for refuelli ng mi nor
adjustments and driver changes.
'

Sgt Ja mes briefing Brig Palmer on the Records Comput e r CO and
OC 3 Sqn look suitably impres sed

Cp l (Budgie) Parrett practis ing for h is caving
demonstrate caving as an a dventure training package for the !(BR)
Corps adventu re training study period in the Harz mountains. In the
near fut ure Cpl Parrett is going to Sardinia for two weeks to teach
ca ving to personnel from 40 Field Regiment Royal Artillery.
FISKEL TROPHY 1988 (INTER TROOP COMPETITION)
This event was again held at Wildenrath and we travelled down to
do battle with the RC Airstrips. We recovered from the journey and
as the a fternoon progressed the competition was more closely fought.
H Troop were, of course, expecting to win again and thought all their
practice sessions would pay, but the lads from the front line showed
their true grit and snatched the trophy from the RCZ for the first time.
The Tug of War produced a surprise with our team getting to the
final and giving a very creditable performance. It goes to prove 'the
clothes don't make the Team '.
WELCOME
We would like to welcome to the Troop Cpl Mark Bullivant and his
wife Joanne, Cpl Keith Bailey and his wife Margaret, LCpl Ron Hirst
and hope you all have an enjoyable tour at Gutersloh.

Maj Gen P. R. Davies , Comd Comms BAOR looks o n as Cpl (Tea
pot) Hindle points out the finer details of int erior decorati ng
comms was whisked around RAF Bruggen to see the men at work .
Maj Geo Davies was surprised to see a joint H T roop/ RAF Regt
digging team at work , headed by LCpl Si Hodgson on a works order
for the RAF Regt . The visit also took in Cpl Steve Griffiths a nd his
intrepid Project team Cpls Scottie McLay and Neil McKenzie, who
explained (through interpreters) what goes on in Sta ndby A T C . Cpl
Bob Hindle and Sig Wilbur Wilson br iefed Maj Gen Davies on the
Comms in a har<lt:m:d aircraft shelter. o sooner it seemed di d the
Comd Co mm arrive than he was whisked away to JHQ again .

QC N Troop Capt Gary Mason we lcomes Comd Comms BAOR to
RAF Gut ersloh

K TROOP PERSO ALITIES
Tp OC
Capt M. D. Bailes
gt R. Taylor
Tp Sgt
Marnt Sgt
gt S. Moore
Project Sgt
Sgt G. Gillings
Mt Cpl
Cpl J.T. MacGillvray
Tp toreman
LCpl N. A. Bowers
Tp Clerk
Mr T. Johns
ARRIVALS
ince our last report we welcome the following: Cpl Brian Wilson ,
and his wife Christine and family , and Cpl Robert Carter a nd hi s wife
Mandy.
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Projects SNCO Sgt (Steve ) Gerrish briefs Comd Comms BAOR on
a cu rrent project
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Sgt Phil Hill on his way to winn ing the RAF(G )/BAOR Karting
Championships for 1988
CAVING
(A Report by the BAOR Caving Secretary)
Cpl (Can I go to China) ' Budgie' Parrett, our not so young caver,
has been away a few times this year so far.
A quick weekend with Lt Richard Smith RAOC from Dulmen in
Belgium in the Ardennes area near Marche-En-Famenne.
Two caves were visited but the weather was too wet to do the caves
that had been planned . A good weekend apart from the traffic down .
Two weekend trips to south o f Stuttgart area with some German
fri ends who were very useful for local knowledge and a complete
change of scenery and a chance to improve Anglo-German relations.
T wo quick day trips to a cave in the Paderborn area which wa quite
muddy and rather tight for some of the larger members of the Troop,
ie Sig ' Quasy' Meade, now a Mister. It is hoped to use this a few more
times to enable more people in the Troop to have a go at caving.
Al o a week in the Harz mountains for Exercise Carpet Backstop,
sponsored by 13 Sig Reg and organised by Capt Plumb which involved
taking some cavers to the largest cave in this area called the
JettenhOhle, which is not technically difficult, except to discover how
one gets out of it. Another week was spent assisting Lt Wendy Smith,
attached to 49 Field Regiment Royal Artillery, prepare and
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Fiske! Trophy Winners 1988
Standing Left to Right: Sig Evo Ev3ns. LCpl Charley Farley, CO Lt
Col Whitemore, QC Tp Capt Gary Mason , Cpl Scouse Sartorius
Kneeling Left to Right:Sig Andy Collyer, LCpl PT Gradwell
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~ta11oned in Osnabruck

22 ig Regt
BFPO 107

HA . GEO\ ER OF. Q ADRON COMMANDER
Thur-day 17 ovember 19
saw the departure of Maj T. R.

·Geordie' Gainford OC for the previou twelve month having been
the Q l(T) for three years before. Anyone who knows Maj _G11info!d
''ill be aware that hi departure would not have been a quiet affair.
The fir : farewell fun tion wa a quadron Party held in October in
the Win ton club when he wa presented with a wooden shield
howing all the cap badge within the quadron.
n Officer ' Me s Dinner ight was held on 11 ovember 1988.
The Warrant Officer and Senior CO of HQ qn held a farewell
lunch on 15 ovember in the Sergeant ' Mess where the OC wa
pre ented with a clock . The final party for Maj Gainford was a sendoff by the Rugby Club held on 16 ovember 1988, Maj Gainford and
his wife Brenda leave with our best wi hes for their future in 8 Sig
Regt.
" e welcome Maj Peter Cain (e 259 Sig Sqn) as the new OC. Maj
Cain is accompanied by hi wife Jean .
Our photograph shows Maj Gainford (left) handing over the OC'
bike and the chain of command to Maj Cain.

rhc Competition took place over one da},
starting north of 0 nabruck and ending in 0 nabruck at Robert s
Barracks. It imohed an 800m s\\'im in a lake, follo wed by a 23km
cycle course and ending in a lOkm run. Altogether a very arduous day
for all compet it or~.
The team had put in a great deal of effort over the preceding three
weeks and was hoping tor a good re ult . Finally the great day dawned
and the starting pistol announced the wim across the lake, or rather
the mad dash to reach the fir t marker buoy. This was the area where
we were going to make up time and indeed we did . Led by SSgt Hall
they were ready to mount their bikes and cycle off into the sunset
withi n eight minutes.
The cycli ng tage wa to prove the diffic ult one for most riders , but
the ream managed to make up a fe w places ready for the run . In fact
all the competitors in the team were placed in the first 30.
And so finall y to the run , not an easy task after 25km on a bike but
again the team held together well and we emerged with SSgt Hall in
ixth position overall and the other two members of the A-Team in the
first 20 giving the Regiment second place overall . A good all round
effort from the team who faced some tiff competition.

Triathlon Team
Left to Right: Sig Doyle, LCpl Harland, Cpls Day , Brown, SSgt

Hall , Cpl Smith, LCpl Johnson

DIVING EXPEDITION TO ELBA
Whilst the Regiment was at Battle Camp, W02 (SSM) Mike Duffin
(SADS), Sgt Alan Owen (SADS), Cpl Steve Munday (Dive leader) and
ig 'Geordie' Martin (Dive leader), were asked by 49 Field Regt RA
to as ist them in their forthcoming diving expedition, at Lacome
Beach , Elba. Sgt Alan Owen was left in Lippstadt to make sure the
rest of the expedition members made it safely there. Unknown to the
advance party, the truck carrying all the diving and admin equipment
broke down three hours out from Lippstadt and had to be recovered .
Cpl Ray Louden (REME/Novice diver) and Bdr Steve Harper
(RA/ ovice diver) worked through the night to put the wagon on the
road again. This gave the advance party plenty of time to recce diveite around the island of Elba. Eventually the rest of the expedition
arrived, camp was set up five minutes from the nearest beach, and all
the equipment was prepared for the following morning's training
dive.
For the next two weeks diving varied from shore and small boat
diving, to exploring wrecks and doing a couple of night dives. The
weather was very kind, steadily improving as the days went on . The
sea was crystal clear, with a variety of fish, most of the divers came
across squid ~nd got the opportunity to see some coral.
The expedition was a complete success with 49 members obtaining
their
ovice Diver qualifications. Cpl Steve Munday and Sig
'Geordie' Martin gained the necessary practical skills to qualify as
Advanced Divers.
BAOR TRIATHLON COMPETITION
Team:
gt Hall , Cpls Brown, Day , Smith, LCpls Johnson,
Harland and ig Doyle.
The Triathlon this year was hosted by 4 Fd Regt Royal Artillery
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3 ARMOURED DIVISION TRIATHLON COMPETITION
Team: SSgt Smith, Cpls Brown, Day, Smith, LCpls Johnson,
Harland and Sig Doyle.
The competition involved a 800m swim across the muddy
Mohnesee, followed by an up hill and down dale cycle around the area
ending with a lOkm run starting and finishing at 3 ADSR.
The race began with all competitors stepping into a lake to shiver
and shake before the beginning but they were not made to hang
around for long and they were soon ploughing their way through the
water. Our first man out of the water was SSgt Hall in eighth position
clearly followed by Cpls Brown , Day and LCpl Johnson . Bringing up
the rear were Cpl Smith, LCpl Harland and Sig Doyle .
However, the main thi ng was that the team was reasonably high up
in the fiel d and packed tightly. This improved their position over the
cycle race which left only the grueling IOkm road run. By this stage
the team was leading but being closely pressed by 3 RPR. We managed
to hold on, thanks to an excellent performance by SSgt Hall, coming
in sixth position.
So the team retained the cup they had won the year before and LCpl
Harland won an award as best placed junior. Let's hope we can win
it next year.
I SQUADRON

PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
OCAT11
OCCTp
SSM
FofS
YofS
SQMS
MTSNCO

Maj John Mcintyre
Capt Dave Wright
Lt Graham Deans
SSgt John Smith
W02 (SSM) Handibode
W02 Tony Amplett
Sgt Bill Ruthven
SSgt John Gadston
gt Roy Gratton

EXERCISE STERLING SHIELD II
B COMPANY
Report by Cpl Mark Bristow
l PLATOON A SECTION
3 September saw B Coy forming as a sabre ensemble of three
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2 SQUADRON
CO's DAY
The Squadron looked fo rward to thb annual event which followed
battle camp at Vogelsang. The day incorporated routine work with
SSgt Ga_ry Annets ensuring plenty of work for all.
'
. The ~1g day arri ved , the Squadron paraded on the square for CO'~
msp7cuon . The SS~ Ma!"in Smith demon~trated his ability to
~ouvat_e men . T~e msp~cuon of vehicles and equipment got under
'' ay with _each inspection team following one another around
demonstrating their ability to ask the same question six different
ways.
RSIT
The CO's .i~s\'ection day gave us a week to rectify problems before
RSIT . The v1s1t ts one of the highlights of the year. So after some extra
hours of work on the vehicles we felt ready. Unfortunately the RSIT
seemed to have moved the goal posts yet again. We are now preparing
for next year!

plat~ons for the first time, c<;>nsisting of four sections from I Sqn, one
secuon from . 656 (Fwd) Sig Tp and three sections from 4 Sqn .
Company_semors were: Coy Comd- Capt (The oldest player around)
Dave Wright (1 Sqn), 2IC- SSgt Clive Sears (4 Sqn) SSM- SS t
(YofS) Bill Ruthven (I Sqn), OC l Pl- SSgt John (Eagle) Smith r1
Sqn), OC2 Pl- 2.Lt Mike Stevens (First Week) (2 Sqn) , Lt Graham
Deans (Second Week) (1 Sqn), OC 3 Pl- Lt Guy Ashton (First
Week) (4 Sqn) and 2Lt Ashley Stocker (Second Week) (2 Sqn).
0800 hrs saw us on par~de and 1345 hrs saw us well on our way to
Vog~lsang ~nd the wa_r pamt (cam cream) being put on. We debussed
an? 1mmed1ately got mto all round defence, only to be told by SSM
Brian Cullan to get back on the bus!
Ex Sha~edow n then began, abseiling 90ft down the side of a dam
then cr?ssmg the la~e_. paddling lik_e mad, under the watchful eye of
SSgt Mick Lloyd-Wllhams, then a little walk up a hill or two to shake
the_ cobwebs and Lippstadt dust from our bones. We knew we had
amved. Sunday saw us refreshed on the anti tank weapons and the
SABO.
Monday 5 September saw the camp starting for real. B Coy had
drawn the short straw, and was the first to go onto a three-day NBC
exerci~e. We de~ussed about a mile from the area we were to defend.
A tactical move m, saw us in all round defence guarding a missile site.
Then the OS hit us with gas, 'NBC Black' was called. Dig in lad shout
the D~. NBC shelters everyw_here, 'OK' came the reply and when the
first pick struck the ground It rebounded near our head. Nine hours
later (the OS kept us on our toes by the odd atlack) and our NBC
shelters were nearly ready, well some were down 6ft others digging on
rock were down 3ft deep. All this in NBC kit. When the trenches were
finbhed food at last, but no, more gas, again, again and again. Not
only gas upon gas attack but the boss receiving orders from the OS
had us patrolling and defending.
Tues~~y saw us doin~ NBC potted sports. This was not only a
compet1t1on but was designed to show us how hard it was to work in
full NBC. Sewing buttons on, loading a truck and even being led by
a blind man?
The third day in one of the warmest Septembers for years saw one
of the enemy running out of the wood shouting 'Fire Fire Fire' so the
complete platoon opened fire with everything it had, only to be
shouted at by the boss because there was a real fire. Well we didn't
know. This changed the Company from defen ders to firemen in one
go ~still in full NBC). We then sat in our trenches for a couple of hours
while the Nuc Sentry did his bit. Have you ever been in a Trench in
full !PE? After another couple of gas attacks it was time to embus and
go back to Vogelsang. Never knew showers could be so good.
We then went on to the range phase, firing, defending and auacking
on every range in Vogelsang broken up by two days of runs, log races»
assault courses and normal potted sports.
The next three days saw us tabbing mile after mile, defending an
area then more tabbing. Then came the night of the OP. 0430, on a
wet cold night (where's all the warm weather we had during BC?),
we arrived in our OP area soaked to the skin. We lay in wait for two
!ong hours when suddenly (yes 2 Sqn again) arrived and waded deep
mto our weeds. Not a move by anyone, orders to observe and report
back to the Coy HQ. Enemy come, enemy go, one even came so close
he walked on Sig Barny Barnetts rifle muzzle but we lay very still, not
a breath, not a flinch. The enemy seem to be looking for us and here
I am counting the lace holes in his boots. Then as slowly as they came
they went again. With us on this OP was Rfn Mcintyre with an SLR .
Days came and days went, with no sleep for the wicked. Then the
final push in Company strength. Our Pl Comd was taken out a~ain
by the OS. Think they had it in for him. Then suddenly the end was
in sight, well at least the OS base was. Vogel ang '88' never to be
forgotten by those who attended it.
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FIRST UMMIT
This was the last exercise of the year for the Squadron led by Capt
Clark of battle camp fame.
<?n te~t~ng the sh?ts Sig_ York attacked a garage roof with a mast
wh1l~ dnvmg un?er 1t. Durmg the exercise Cpl Pete Longworth found
that 1f yo~r vehicle .rolls backwards it usually causes large dents and
broken windscreen m the vehicle following-it did !
Node 031 hosted the 1 (BR) Corps Comd ode Commander during
the week . 013 under command of Lt Tony Urwin was used for
'obvious reasons', so he was heard to say.
DANISH VISIT
~n excha:n~e vis!t to Denmark was organised in October, and a
reciprocal v1s1t dunng November. On the visit to Denmark we took
part in Assault courses, navigation, and day and night and
communications. The Danish Unit was very hospitable and the social
calendar was full and enjoyable. We hope to extend the same courtesy
when they visit us. The football match was won 4-3 by them but we
are determined to put that right!

PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to: SSgt (now SSM) Leighton to 4 Sqn SSgt (now
SSM) Handibode to I Sqn, Cpl Delany, LCpls 'Taff' Co~. Howard,
Wood, Sparrow and 'Scouse' Mallane.
DEPARTURES
!'-- fond farewell to: SSgt Bud Abbot and Sue-7 Sig Regt, Sgt Andy
Minvalla and Gaby-30 Sig Regt, Sgt Terry Carter and Moira-8 Sig
Regt, Cpl Mark Ginwood-19 Inf Bde Sqn and Cpl Chris Childs-2
Div Sig Regt.
FOCUS ON 3 SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
oc
Maj Rick Coueffin (Canadian Signals)
Capt Bob Dobson
2IC
2Lt Mick Stevens
OCG
Lt John Fraser
OCH
Lt Gordon Anderson
OC I
W02 John MacKay
SSM
SSgt Kev Parker
YofS
SSgt Paul Cooper
FofS
SQMS
SSgt Bob Hill
Various exercise commitments, adventure training in Bavaria,
parades etc have all been undertaken by the Squadron, with varying
levels of enjoyment.
We welcome a new Squadron Commander, Maj Rick Coueffin
(Canadian Signals).
There have been many farewells but only a few hello's so we say
goodbye to SSgl Mick Lloyd Williams who has taken up the post of
Estate Warden in Hohne, SSgt Kirwyn Gilder who i po ted on
promotion to Hong King, thanks from us all. We wish you and your
families the best of luck in your new appointments.
3SQUADRON
EXERCISE INDIA INITIATIVE
In October India Tp departed for Holland co take part in an
initiative exercise near Amsterdam. The exerci-e wa devised by Sgt Al
Owen and consisted of the Troop being plit into four group
each with a subject to research and a vi it to organise. The subjects
cho en were diamonds, flowers, cheeses and dykes.
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it to the
rid - large t flower auction organi ed by Cpl Kt\
f, on w m morab e. The bui lding, th size of 50 football pitches,
full of no" r .
Th e erci. e ''ill be rem~ mbered for the excellent visit to the
di mond poli hing factory . the mu eum • the fr iendline s of the
Am terdam population, the canal leaping of ig Ru s hieids, the
Jaque. Co ·teau impres ion of pl Billy Brunton and that wonderful
PT t 0700 hr . .
J~QLADRO

I TER QU ORO CROSS 0
TRY
The Inter quadron Cro. s Country took place at the Eringerfeld on
Friday 7 0 tober 19 8. It \ a an enjoyable and challenging race.
round 270 emrant took part, a ariery of keen volunteer and tho e
pre ganged into it. There were two categories, junior and veteran .
The ''eather was fair, but dull with a hard wind in ome places and
a light rain hower at the tart of the race to wet the entrant . The 4 ~
mile route through Eringerfeld provided a very challenging event with
om intere ting cenery.
The race finished with a long funnel and a fe\ spectator LO cheer
the runner in. First acros the line was LCpl Carl Davies of 3 Sqn,
followed by W02 Les Wood of HQ Sqn and then 2Lt Smith of 3 Sqn .
Fir t veteran was Maj Kemp the 2IC. The Squadron was declared the
winner (yet another cup for the cabinet).
3 Q ADRON
EXERCI E STERLING SHIELD
OIC
Lt Fraser
21C
Sgt (YofS) Parker
M
SSgt Samm
QMS
Sgt Brown
Ex cerling Shield was the Regimental Battle Camp.
We started with a 48 hour warm up exercise which resulted in the
majority getting cold . . . and wet. It consisted of a one way river
ros ing followed by abseiling off a dam to get back (Capt Dobson
was heard to say 'those not wanting to abseil can always jump'). For
the next 24 hours we applied old low level tactics and learnt new ones.
At the end of this period we were given our 'Pep talk' by the 2IC and
left to tab in to Vogelsang Camp. Things did not slow down however
as we had to get ready LO deploy on Internal Security (IS) the following
morning.
For the next three days we were shot at, bombed, compromised,
ambushed, observed, captured, interrogated and generally given a
good time.
At the end of three days we emerged tired but victorious with some
valuable lessons learnt by all. Did we really leave that much equipment
behind?
After. a good nig~t's rest we began Ex Achilles Ache, the title given
to a senes of exercises designed to test physical ability. These ranged
from 'Pull the Cart'.•. an exercise akin to Geoff Capes trying to pull
a lorry. to the tr~d111.onal log race .. Sig 'Mac' MacDermott gained
popularity by asking 1f we could to 1t all again.
Phase 4 was BC and feared by many with good reason. By this
tage rumours were abounding. We wondered why Sgt Mick Licence
w.as ~railing. The answer was, he knew the programme. We started by
digging tti:ee-man battle trenches with overhead over. SSgt Nigel
a~m decided Rugby was more to his liking and left SSgt (YofS)
Kevm Parker and LCpl Wilf Wilford to decide who would be at the
back of the trench. The weather remained true to form with
temperature in the 70s. Oh where was the rain? Sig Eddie Waring
proved that where _th~re'~ a wi~I there's a way by being able to snore
into a gas mask. w1thm five mmutes '!f being attacked. A variety of
ta ~s were ?arned out! such as loading and unloading a four ton
vehicle, ewing for begmners (how do you lick the couon with a gas
mask on?).
Finally t~e p~ase we had ali been waiting for, the Ranges. True to
form . . . ll ramed. We had the traditional christening of newcomers
to the Regiment firstly by trying to crush them under tanks and then
le"ing them have their revenge by throwing Molotov Cocktails.
We had shooting from a vehicle on the move. There was the 84mm
training, at which Sig 'Killer' Skilling set the standard by an exhibition
of weapon handl~ng second to none. We had hands on experience with
the SA80, at which even the old and bold managed to do well.
Unfortunately all good.things come to an end, only rhe Smoker and
the re ults were outstandmg. The Smoker was . . . like all Smokers.
The results . . . C Coy took all the prizes.
Bet
Best
Bet
Bet
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hot
Section
Platoon
Company

Cpl Keith Dowber-C Coy
Bravo Section-C Coy
2 Platoon-C Coy
C Company

-' 'Q ADRON
PERSONALITIES:

oc

21C
21C

oc J

OCK
OC L
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS

Maj Bob Carter
Capt ( oon to be Adjl) Ian Dudding
(des) Capt George Odling
Lt Bob Munro
Lt Andy Scott
Lt Guy Ashton
W02 Keith Leighton
SSgt Ron Perry
SSgt Mick Uttley (welcome back)
S gt Clive Sear

FAREWELLS AN D WELCOM ES
Since our last issue we would like to say farewell to W02 (SSM) Bill
Hutton who leave us on po ting to the UK for his last six months .
We wish him well and ho pe he is succe sful on his LSL application.
The Squadron would also like to wish a warm welcome to our new
SSM Keith Leighton and hi wi fe Kim- welcome aboard.
EXERCISE ROMAN BLEEP II
This was the Squadron's reciprocal gesture to the Italians for their
hospitality in August.
'Selection of ho ting team-easy' 'Our 21C Capt Ian Dudding does
nothing all day and SSgt Mick Brown looks Italian anyway-selection
process over'
Well early on Sunday afternoon, 2 October five Italian Officers and
five Warrant Officers arrive al Lippstadt Bahnhof after a short 27
hour journey from Bari southern Italy. The weather was glorious but
short lived. Settled them into their respective messes and allowed them
to catch up on sleep.
Next day with a comprehensive programme under our arm and a
gleaming white mini bus hired from 4 ADSR PRI we met the Italians
and were ready for action . Quickly Capt Dudding becomes known as
Stirling Moss (because he was good looking and intelligent I think),
and SSgt Brown as Nicky Lauda. We move off. A full day was spent
looking at our Ptarmigan equipment which impressed the Italians
especially its immaculate presentation and cleanliness. The cost of this
equipment and the rank of the individual in charge surprised them.
Tuesday saw an early rise and a journey (with death packs) to the
Inner German Border (lGB) . As they alighted from the bus in full
Italian SD there appeared on the horizon an East German Border
Guard with his binoculars, 300mm Macro zoom lens, note book and
radio . Within 6m of the Italians, the guards focused in with their
cameras, much to the amusement of our guests. Interest was shown
in the large box we produced from the mini bus which contained more
individual white boxes-but it only contained-good old British
packed lunches'. We munched happily. On leaving, our guests were
heard to say 'Bella', but we weren't sure if it was the food they were
comment.mg on.
Wednesday saw us visiting Koln which was very enjoyable.
Next day, Thursday, a visit to 49 Fd Regt RA in the morning and
instruction and live firing of the SA 80, SMG, LMG and 9mm Pistol
by WOl Mick Hanlon in the afternoon our guest Colonel Mansi fired
the 9mm pistol.

1 RTR Visit Hohne Rang es
.
.
Roman Bleep II
Left to Right: Lt Dr Lallo, SM Di Dubbioso, Capt Amod io SM
Barbone, Miio Grande, SM D1 Santo, Lt Col Mansi Sgt R ' L
.
usso , t
Tirino , Maj Trombetta
(D Sqn 1 RTR Chieftain in the background)
Friday was our longest_journey when we visited I RTR live firin
on Hohne ranges. On arrival we found ourselves suitably perched g
top ? f a 432. Ambulance pounding up the ranges behind a Scor i~~
cha mg movmg targets . Without the aid of ear defenders it all be!ame
too much so w_e reverted to speaking in sign language· why had 't
thought of this before? On arriving back at range 'control t~ta~~
deaf, we. wer~ direc~e~ round a corner to an awe inspiring sight of D
Sqn Ch1e~tams wrutmg to go forth into battle. We watched an
excellent display by the tanks with cameras recording the spectacle Lt
Frase~ Budd of D ~qn looked ~fter us admirably and fed us in the field
on chicken and ch1~s . On leavmg the RTR we paid a visit to the Belsen
Berge? Con~en_tratlon Camp and later looked around Celle with 1"t
beautiful bmldmgs.
s
The_ next day provided an opportunity for shopping in Sennelager
and L1ppst~dt. In the evening a party in Capt Dudding's house which
lasted well mto the early hours of Sunday .
At 0600 hrs the bus was ~vaiting with Capt Dudding as driver to go
to Dortmund to catch a. tram to ~msterdam. This day must have been
the wettest on ~ecord; JUSt the ucket for sight-seeing in Amsterdam .
SSgt Brown kmdly collected the small party on their return to
Dortmund much later that evening.
. l~ October, this saw us visiting_ our si~ter German Regiment here
m L1ppstadt, 7th Fernmelde Battalion . This produced an interpreter's

c

Pinerolo Brigade Plaque
P_resentation
0 Lt Col G. J . Barrett receives the Brigade plaque from Lt Col A
·
Mansi

nigh~mare-German to. English, Engli h to German, Italian to
English, German to Itahan-and communications diagrams to boot
need ~ say. more? Nevertheles it was very worthwhile and th~
Battalion did us proud.
. In the afternoon a splendid visit to 3rd Regiment Army Air Corps
~n Soest where our guests were treated to a spectacular bombing run
m a Lynx over the Mohnesee and a quick buzz of Lippstadt Station
Next day saw another long bu ride (SSgt Brcwn promised to tay
awake and map_ read) 'maybe' I heard one of the Italians say 'it
\~ould be. better 1f _he slept'! This was our visit to 28 Sig Regt in' the
field durmg exe~c1s~ Canary Caper. An excellent look round our
NATO Com~umcat.Jons wa arranged by Lt Col Chubb the CO and
was mu~h enjoyed by ou~ guests. Th~ communicators amongs1 them
were qmte taken aback with the multitude of equipments used. Their
meal ~n the field was warmly received and the presentation of a
Battalion plaque showed their gratitude.
Wedn~sday, and a free ~ay for sight-seeing. In the evening, we had
a collective get together m the Sgts Mess with the Regiment's key
personne!, arranged by the RSM. This was a farewell and
P!"<:5entatlon of a R~gimental painting suitably inscribed 1~ our
v1s1tors. T_he pr~sentauon was made by our CO Lt Col G. J. Barrett.
A. Meet mg with our Commander Communications Maj Gen p. R.
Davies on 13 October rounded off a most pleasant and rewarding
vi it.
A very big than.k rou to SSgt Brown who, despite some of the
C?mments made, did m fact work extremely hard to make this visit a
big success.

PLEASE KEEP YOUR
UNIT NOTES
SHORT

T~e

Roman Bleep_ ~I party (with Captain Ian Dudding and SSgt
Mick Brown) awaiting transport to watch live firing (Scorpion &
Chieftain) on Range 7B at Hchne
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28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
BFPO 35

I SQUADR01 '
Those who run the shO\\ arc:
OC
Maj Ala n Evans
2IC
Capt ·corky' Corcoran
SM
W02 Les Jackson
fofS
W02 Tom Sharp/ SSgt Norman
W02 Mick Chapman/SSgt Wally Bacon
YofS
Alpha Tp
Lt 'LA' Wheatley Price/SSgt Smithson
Bravo Tp
Lt Dave Chattaway/SSgt 'Extras'
Thompson
SQMS
SSgt John Gibson
ALPHA TROOP
The members of Alpha Tp would like to extend our good wishe for
the future to two recent departures from the tp, SSgt 'JJ' Jackson and
his wife Jenny and Sig 'Scouse' Parr, who is starting a new life in
Support Sqn. We would also like to welcome the following new
members into our Tp: SSgt Smithson, Sgt Geoff Head, Cpl Murphy,
WCpl Castledine, Sig Brown and More. We would like to
congratulate Cpl Wightman and his wife on the birth of their daughter
Therese, and Sig Morley and his wife on the birth of their baby
daughter.

Confusion At The Officers' Mess Photograph
Back Row, L to R: Capt Rod Gladwin, Lt Davi_d Chatt.away , Cal?t
John Floyd, 2LT Jacky Foster, Lt Davis, Lt Mick Davis, Capt Vic
MacDonald-Evans of Denovan
Middle Row, L to R: Lt Debbie Wheatley-Price, Capt Nick Keen,
Capt John Phillips, Capt Mike Law, Capt _Chris Millard, Capt
Martin Corcoran, Capt Keith Jones, Capt Brian Peel , Capt Carol
Lee
Front Row, L to R: Maj Andy Bowering (Standing), Capt Jack
Cowen, Maj Peter Robinson, Capt Andy Trimble, Ralph, Maj Bob
Drake, Maj Alan Evans, Maj George Clark, Maj (Retd) Stephens

NOTES FROM RHQ
B) Cpl Robertson
This period's report from the RHQ has been graciously delegated
to me, as it has been decided by those above that I am not as busy as
I could be. Something like that anyway.
Regular reader will have been a little confused when reading last
i sue's notes from RHQ, 'What, no workers in RHQ Personalities?'
I hear you ask! Well, listed below is the revised list of RHQ
Personalities:
Comd
Ops Cpl

Lt Col Brian Chubb
Cpl Robbo Robertson
(Stand-in: Dep Comd, Chief Clerk,
APVRO, ORS, ORC)

ow that the formalities are out of the way, and those who merit
a mention have received one (and the Editor's scissors remain in his
drawer), readers will now be fully aware of who the workers are.
FAREWELLS/WELCOMES
The Headquarters recently said a sad farewell co WOI (RSM) Tom
Ponton and his wife Maria and wish them aJJ the very best in their new
unit (Cadet Training Team shh!). A warm welcome is extended to
WOI (RSM) Bob O' Hara and his wife Maureen.

NEWS FROM THE STRONGEST TROOP IN THE REGIMENTBRA VO TROOP
With the recent announcement that Bravo Tp is the strongest Tp in
the Regt , it was decided to celebrate it in the onJy way we knew. So,
after ridding ourselves of our hangovers, we set about work in the
Regt with our usual humour. Bravo Tp attacked the Squadron military
training week and ended it on top with the best section, led by none
other than Sgt Guy Whitfield , and his merry band of soldiers.
As usual there have been comings and goings within the Troop. We
say goodbye to: Sig Brice, LCpl McGrath and LCpl 'Wendy' Benda!.
We would like to welcome the following to the tp, WCpl Dawn
Phillips Sig 'Ian' Botham, 'Fred' Pontin and LCpl Hughes .
We V.:ish them all the best of luck in their new surroundings.
EXERCISE CANARY CAPER 3
10 round off the year, a far as exercises are concerned, I Sqn
deployed on Exercise Canary Caper 3. For ~ravo Tp this exerci~e
meant being located in a wood somewhere m the RCZ. Once m
location and after the usual manhandling of generators into position,
the com~unication phase started with the Corps detachments pouring
in thick and fast just waiting for this illustrious tp to complete its
engineering. Within hours all of our circuits were in and working.
Even TARE Bravo worked smoothly, which is more than we can say
for TARE Alpha!
With communications sorted out it was time to open the floodgates
of this truly multi-national Regt to visitors. Amongst others that
visited Switch Bravo were ten Italian officers and SNCOs, some
American officers and, lo top it all, we had three Major Generals visit
us in two days.
WLCpl Woods and LCpl 'Dusty' McGrath, both of whom received
their promotion to LCpl in the field from different Major Generals.
The photograph shows Maj Gen P. R. Davies, Comd Comms BAOR,
' presenting LCpl McGrath with his newly acquired rank.

2SQUADRON

oc

21C
OC Oscar Tp
OC Papa Tp
SSM

Maj Andy Bowering
Capt Brian Peel
Lt Mark Davis
Capt Carol Lee
W02 (SSM) Barry Lewis

OSCAR TROOP
Having the role of 'monitor' this year means that o
concentrate ~o~e on mili_tary training. This really showed itsJ~a~n ~~~
Squadron trammg exercise at Grobbendonk camp whe o
T
· t
· l
,
re sca r p
teams roared lo v1c
ory m a most every event. There was somethin
for everyone at battlccamp. If you were a member of the BLF
g
bugs bunny fan, then concurre~t range activity may not have ~:e~
your scene, but you could enJOY pleasant early mor ·
· b
th"
b
·
nmg JO s or
soo mg your weary ody m the comforting waters of 'th I k •
(reputed to bring life back into the sick Jame and lazy)
e a e
~a~ely back in camp now though , and' a return to barr~ck routine
or 1s 1t? There seems to .be a strange sensation of childish excitement
through the rank and file. So~e say that Father Crhistmas has the
same effect eve~y year, but I thmk_Lhat deep down inside themselves
'
nobody can wait for the next Regimental Leaf Day.
PAPA TROOP
I~ has been ~ometin:ie since Papa Tp submitted an article which is
a direct reflecllon of JUSt how busy the troop has been recent! o
3 September the troop had a party, partly as ll farewell to Ze~tai~
members of the troop and pa~tly because it was thought that it was
about t~me the troop had a social get together. The party organised by
C_pls _Giles and Darnen was a great success and more are already in th
pipeline.
e
Octo~er ~aw the culi:iination of the intertroop competitions which
was q~lte rightly and m aJJ fairness easily won by Papa Tp. It was
essential that the troop won the competition as the Commande
agreed to allow ,the troop to wear their ~rand new troop sweatshirt~
on Co!"mander .s PT on Tuesday and Fnday mornings, if they won.
Durmg the third. week of September the Squadron departed for six
days of fun and enjoyment at a lovely little camp site in Belguim called
Grobb~ndonk . All the.normal a_ctivities took place, plus a couple of
ne'Y thmgs, such as a nver crossing on a normal I Imm climbing rope
which was carefully positioned over the lake so that the heavier
members were sure to get wet.
With autumn desce_ndin~ upon us ~he hard working Papa Tp Leaf
Team can be seen b_us1ly go~ng 11:bout as leaf patrol with their new leaf
barrow complete. with flashmg hght and siren. Leaf clearing will never
be the same agam.

CANARY CAPER
The recent reorganisation of the Operational role of the Regt
resulted in the disbandment of 'Sunny Diamond'. However, the vital
element (Offrs' Mess, Sgts' Mess and CP 28) were salvaged from the
gripping hands of the SQMS Sp Sqn, SSgt AJec Turner, and
amalgamated with Support Group. The AAdjt, 2Lt 'Figgy' Foster, on
her first exercise, thorou~ly enjoyed herself, the Fig Rolls, and the
Commander's Jaffa Cakes. Quote of the Exercise:
2Lt Jacky Foster: 'I can't go next door, I'm here for visit
programmes only.'
Mi Fo ter's 'umbrella' will be auctioned off for charity at her
:iurex, shortly!

The OC Sqn, Maj Andy Boweri ng instructs Cpl Jowitt in t he art of
self defence

The Admin Cell, L to R: Sgt Aki aw, Sgt Thomas, LCpl Edwards

SUPPORT SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Robinson
2IC
Capt Keith J ones
SSM
W02 Bill Woodmason
Clerk
Cpl Scouse Bayley

ROUTI NE MATTERS ETC
WOI (FofS) Pete Johnson has received the Commander's
CongratuJations for succeeding in his ' Battle of the Bulge' . Pete, the
slender trendy guy, has submitted a request to the Editor asking to be
considered for the award of the 'Wire Slimmer of the Year
Competition'.
gt Peter treet 1 welcomed back to the Regt following his two
hort four week tours in sunny England and Krefeld Education
Centre.
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LCpl 'Ginge' Morgan fighting his way across a shark infested
moat-he now has only 39 seconds leh to save the world!

Lt Mark Davis, just using the top rope to steady himself - honest.
' Can young officers walk on water! '
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FAREWELL TO MAJOR J ACK BOYLE
On the 23 September 1988 the Officers, WOs and SNCOs of the
Squadron dined out Maj J ack Boyle and Shirley prior to their
departure to Blandford .
An excellent night was enjoyed by everyone, wit h amusing peeche
from W02 (SSM) Bill Woodma on and the guest of ho nour during
the pre entation of various gifts to mark his farewell.
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•
' I PECTIO
On the 7 o ember 198 the Commander descended on the
u dron fo r hi annual re\'ie", starting with a full Squadron Parade
of 11ehi ·le· and m n on the Regimenial Square, to the trains of the
rp B nd being played in the background o n the Sgts Me s Disco.
The quac!ron was then marched off to the gym where R~M Tom
Ponton and hi team entertained themselves by checking that
everybody'
OP Kit wa not only packed, but that all items o f
clothing actually fitted.
Various other inspections and visits took place during the mor~ing,
rounding off with lunch with the Comm.- nder for all the Officers,
WO and Sgts under canvas behind the ~egimental Restau rant. At
1400 hr it wa back on Parade where the Commander briefed Capt
Keith Jone RPC and SM Woodmason of his surprise for the
afternoon. The quadron then performed variou military ta~k , from
an afternoon stroll followed by an obstacle course, to vehicle fault
finding and wheel changi ng. These tests were performed in sections,
ably led by Sgts Ruben Lynch RPC, Steve McCourt TAOC, Ginge
Dick on REME, Mick Arnold and Dean Marshall . The final
performance of the day was Maj Boyle's production of refreshments
for the quadron in the Rugby Club before he was escorted to the
main gate hanging from the back o f the recovery vehicle, and
depo ited in his white Volvo. All ranks o f the Squadron wish him and
hirley all the very best for the futu re. A fin al word from the scribe
to welcome our new Squadron Commander Maj Peter Robin on and
his wife Andrea to the fold .

NE\\S FROM VICI'OR TROOP
WRAC Supeneams-sounds like omething Mike Tyson would
compete in! This wa. the initial thought. However, a fter reading the
itinerary of the day's event, a great sigh of relief was shed by the
'nominated' team captain, WCpl Naylor. A team of eight
competitor , one reserve and one official had to be fo und , and with
gentle persuasion the Victor Tp team was formed .
On 31 August 1988 Victor Tp, along with ten other competi ng
teams, assembled at Rheindahlen Army Gymnasium to receive their
brief. The theme of the day was to bri ng WRAC from within
BA OR/ Berlin together for a •fun-day'. T he team had to compete in
eight events, which were as follows:
Variety Relay ( kippi ng, egg a nd spoon , etc), Track Running (Steve
Cram style), Swimming, Lilo Race, Shopping Trolley Race, Dribble
Basketball, G ym tasks, Obstacle Cou rse .
T he girls from Victor Tp, all eager and raring to go , took part in the
first event, with all their effort pro ving worthwhile: after the results
were announced Victor Tp was in fi rst position . T his gave the team
encouragement for the seven remaining events. After four events we
were lying in fourth place. More encouragement was swiftly brought
onto the scene when the OC Capt Floyd a nd 2 1C WOl Skelton
arrived. Tactics were discussed and 110% effort was instilled in the
team. We were sure WOI Skelton would have participated if she had
only remembered her tracksuit and trai ners ! After the final event of
the day had finished we sat around eagerly awaiting the resul ts . The
announcements were made and Victor Tp came third. Needless to say
we were jubilant : it was no easy task against such stiff oppositio n . We
had won a bron ze medal, kindly presented by Comd WRAC BAOR
and Berlin, Col Kelly. A quote from WCpl Jansen summed up the day
'it was worth the loss of a treasured finger nail to see the Signals girls
coming in the top three. We will go for gold next year ' .

. Cre w of She arwat er relaxing at Ha lmstad
Left to Righ t: Capt Ja c k Cowen, W0 1 (FofS) Pete J o hnson, LCpl
Dave Gree n, WPte Bev McAuley, W0 2 Martin Roberts and LC I
Ade Cla rk
P

S ig Oxborough , ' Stukie' McMenamin and Cpl Jeff Hymas of
Petasus uner a well filled spinnaker
Lt Col B. Chubb interrogates Sig Castaldi du ring the Commanders
Parade. Maj Jack Boyle and Lt Mick Davies practise restra int

WRAC Superteams
Back row L to R: Cpl Mackay, Pte Fitches , Cpl Jansen, Pte Samuel
Front row L to R: Pte Allan-Burns, LCpl Kerr, Ptes Collyer, Joyce,
Cpl Naylor
EXERCISE ODIN-BACKSTOP 1988
CREWS:Boat Nol
(Sbearwater)
WOl (FOFS)
Johnson
Capt Cowen
W02 Roberts
LCpl Clark
LCpl Green
WPte McAuley

Skippers

Keepyour unit notes
SHORT I
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Mates
Crews

Boat No2 (Petasus)
Capt Peel
Gnr Brown
Cpl Hymas
Cpl Smith
Sig Oxborough
Sig McMenamin

'

After last y~ar 's very successful adventurous sailing expedition to
the East Baluc WOI (FOFS) Pete Johnson decided to organise
another one for this year. This was to be somewhat different in that
two boats were to be used: a Sigma 33 from BKYC and the Royal
Signals Yac~ t ' Petasus'. The a im of the expedition was to introduce
as many novices to the challenge of off-shore sailing within the waters
of the West Baltic.
'
I.t was .a well balanced party of novices and experienced sailors
which arnved at the BKYC at Keil in the late afternon on 5 July. Both
yachts were taken over, and the job o f storing kit and rations quickly
comp.leted. The. next few hours saw both skippers teaching and
showmg the novices the basics of sailing, safety and boat husbandry .
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Due to the predicted wind conditions not being favourable for the

plann~d route, that evening saw both skippers and mates hastily

planning alternative routes, while the rest of the crews spent a few
hou rs practisi ng their sailing knots in the club house.
Both crews were up early the next morning and ready to sail by 0830
hrs. A ~ew m i ~ or faults on P etasus , however, delayed the departure
from Kiel u nttl 0930 hrs . As both yachts sailed out of BKYC and
headed f~r the firs t port o f call , Middlefart , a good south-westerly 3-4
was blowin~. An ~xcellent sail was had by both yachts until 2100 hrs,
wh~n the wind died completely and both were forced to switch on
engines . Up went the motoring cones, and to the delight of the crew
o~ Shearwater , Petasus hoisted hers upside down . Due to the lack of
wmd ~ot h yachts headed for the port of Assens for the night. Assen
was fma lly reached by the early hours of Thursday 7 July .
The next morning both yachts slipped Assens by 0830 hrs and with
a goo.d south-westerly 4 blowing, Middlefart was reached by
lunchtime. After lunch both set sail for the port of Juelsminde and
were al.ongside by last light. Here both crews had their first experience
of havmg 10 raft up alongside other yachts.
Both crews a woke to a fine and sunny morning the next day, with
a good south-westerly blowing . This is when Shearwater and Petasus
parted company as Petasus was only available for 11 days. Petasus
headed for Arhus, Shearwater headed for the port of Grena.
The .crew of Shearwater had a very pleasant sail to Grena, coming
al~mgs1de at 2000 hrs. Those on Petasus however did not: a couple of
miles out of Arhus they ran into a bad quail and had their first taste
of entering a harbour under sail with a good wind blowing. They
managed to berth without any problems but it was a very wet crew
that came alongside that Friday night.
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ShSaturday morning saw both yachts on their Jong sails to Sweden·
earwater ~o Falkenberg via the island of Anholt, Petasus t~
Hoganas. With a good south-easterly 4 bJowing , progress by each
yacht was 7xcellent. Shearwatcr's crew on arriving at Anholt practiced
a~ch~r dnlls. before ha ving some lunch . During lunch and with the
wind 1~creasing to force 5, W02 Martin Roberts was heard to say to
the sk1ppe~ ' who' s put the sails up?' A count of heads by skip J 2
3h \ 5, 6 That's all of us ' . ' Well, who is sailing us past the be~ch
t en ·' A~chors dr~gging! I So it was all hands on deck, anchor up
and .continue the Journey to Falkenberg. The sail into this port
prov1~~d an excellent opportunity to introduce the novices of the crew
to sail.mg on sector and leading lights . Shearwater fi nally came
alongside the yacht jetty at 0100 hrs on Sunday morning
Pet.asu~· long h?P proved to be another good sail with its crew
e~penencing runrung before a good win with a heavy swell. T hey
finally made Hoganas by 2300 hrs.
Sunday morning saw both crews up early and away to their next
ports of call by 0830 hrs; Shearwater heading for Halmstad a nd
Petasus to C:openhagen . The weather was excellent, a little too hot for
some, but With a good st~ady 2-3 blowing, progress was very good and
both yachts reached their respective ports by early evening.
A l~te start on Monday for those on Shea rwater to allow crew
some time to do a bit of shoppi ng, etc. When she' fi nally slipped
harbour at 1300 hrs t~e wea~her h~d deteriorated . With a strong
south-w.esterly 6-7 b.l<?wing, with main reefed and wetproofs on the
crew enjoyed an exc1tmg. few hours saili ng in some very high sea; . By
1600 hrs ho~ever the .wind had dropped . This Juli did not last long
however, with the skies darkening with storm clouds once more
Sh~arwater was hit by a very bad squall. With the wind blowing in th~
reg10~. of force 9 or more, the second reef was put in the main and the
Nol J_Jb changed for the sto rm j ib . Li fe for the fore-deck crew was
anything ?ut dull at this point !! Although the squall lasted no more
than .30 minu~es. a lot o f water ha d fo und its way into the cabin area,
soakmg sleepmg bags a nd personal. belongings. It was a very wet crew
and damp yacht th~t came alongside at Hoganas at midnight.
. Petasus also ran into the same storm on her journey to the port of
Linham . To the great relie~ .o f her crew she reached the shelter of port
by 1800 ~rs, unde_r storm Jib and two reefs, soaking wet , minus one
or two bits and pieces, but safe.
After a very damp night 's sleep, especially those on Shearwater
both crews awoke to a warm and sunny morning. The opportunity
was taken on Sbearwater to dry out those items that were still wet or
damp from the day before. The ~rew of Petasus slipped Linham early
on Tuesday and head.ed for their next port, Stubberkobing. Sailing
weather was good untiJ they were 20 miles from port, when they were
becalmed and the engine had to be used. Shearwater finally slipped
Hoganas at 1900 to allow for a night sail to Malmo. After quite an
u n~ven.tful trip, in comparison to the one a few hours before, they
arrive m. M~lmo at ~500 hrs next morning . The rest of the day was
spent enjoymg the sights of this most interesting city .
Wedne~day 13 July saw Petasus being able to fly her spinnaker for
the fi rst time, as she made her way from Stubberkobing to Bagenkop
Harbour.
Thursday 14 Ju!y: a sad day for the crew of Petasus, as it was their
last day o f the tnp and so they headed back to Kiel. For those on
Shearwate~ the memories of. the storm of a few days before, flashed
before their 7yes as they slipped Malmo for Rodvig. The weather
forec.ast predicted another south-westerly 6-8, however, although the
conditions w~re bad , they never deteriorated to those experienced
before. ~st light.saw Shearwater coming alongside. Again rafting-up
was requ.ued which proved a little more difficult than most other
places, since yachts were rafting-up six to eight deep around the
harbour .
The next few days .saw Shea:"".ater's crew enjoying some fine sailing
weather as they con!-Jnued their Journey from Rodvig, calling into the
ports of Stubbekobingand, K?so.r and Faaborg. The highlight of the
leg to Kosor "".as the OPP?~tumty It g~ve the crew to put up a spinnaker
for the first time. Condiuons remained so good for spinnakers that
they were able to use it for 30 miles.
The final passage to Kiel on the J 8 July started with the motor on
b.ut abo.ut. four hours out of Kiel the winds returned and an excellent
fmal sail into BKYC was achieved.
CONCLUSION
All members of both yachts thoroughly enjoyed the exercise. It had
been very hard at times, especially when conditions got tough and
uncomfortable, but all had learnt to live with these conditions. The
yacht Shear~vate: covered over 500 mile in J3 days while Petasu
some 400 miles m 11 days. A great success for an expedition with
novices making up two-thirds of each crew .
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• FRA. B CK iTOP

t Colin Warn
E p dition per nnel: apt 'Bo· • Keen, Sgt Dave Orange, Sgt
olin \\ arne ·• Cpl oho Oa\eroo, WCpl Jayne Litlle, LCpl Sean
. torgan, ig 'Geordie' McKay, Lee Croxton, 'Bruce' Forsyth and
LCpl nne Pocklington.
from a cast of hundred , 10 unlucky individual were chosen to
panicipate in a months adventure training in the wilderness of
lberta , Canada. The e unfort·mate volunteers were forced to get up
at the crack of dawn on a Sun·' ,y to be transported to RAF Gutersloh
for the hon flight to Calgary via Iceland. After nine hours facing
back\\ard in an air conditioned tube, what st:.·ted out as a dream
became reality when we touched down at Calgary International
irpon. After hiring our transport, we headed into Calgary to find
our. elve a camp ite. By the time we reached our home for the next
fe"' day the temperature was a cool 31 degrees . The three days in
CalgaT} where u eel to purchase essential equipment and arranging
future activities. A Little time was available for some ight seeing
which was put 10 good effect at the Olympic Park. On Wednesday
e~·erything wa completed and we headed off into the deepest, darkest
depth of anada's forbidding Rocky mountains.
Our first stop was Kananaskis Country to prepare for our first
mountain as ault, which was to be Mount Laurie, better known by it
Indian name Yamnuska, which rose to a height of 7 ,300ft. That same
afternoon wa pent at Wasootch Slabs checking all the expedition
equipment and personal climbing skills, or lack of them as was the
ca e with a few of the group. The following morning saw us conquer
our first mountain. However, the going was not as easy as it at first
looked. During certain stages of the sauult the party was broken down
into mailer groups and roped together for afety. It took us five
hour to reach the summit and the view across Canada was
breathtaking. The descent took a little over three hours and was made
all the more exciting by being able to 'run down ' a l,OOOfL scree slope.
It is an exhilarating feeling running almo t too fast down a moving
rock river.
The following day was our first encounter with Canada's rivers.
Before us lay the Bow River and its rapids, and between them and us
a rubber raft which didn't look big enough to get us all in. After a few
tips on safety and what to do if we fell in we took the water. Sitting
on the side of a rubber paddling pool watching the rapids approaching
definitely got the heart beating a little faster than normal. Before there
was time to think, we were in them trying not only to stay in the boat
but paddle the way we were told. The further down the river we went
the more exciting it became. The first victims were the Boss and Jayne
Little, who seemed to leave the boat in slow motion and disappear
underneath it. Not satisfied that only two had fallen out, our guide
Mike decided on a game of rock-a-bye-raft to ensure we all got a taste
of freezing cold water.
After this little piece of enjoyment it was back to the serious work
and Mount Rundle. This mountain towers 9,750ft above the old
trading town of Banff. The trail to the mountain was a relatively
steady climb until we reached the face. The rock here was very brittle
and this made the ascent very difficult indeed. Although we were all
trying very hard, the progress was very slow. We almost lost the Boss
when his foothold gave way, thankfully the safety rope was in place.
After five hours continual climbing we had only reached about 8,000ft
and the route to the top looked somewhat dangerous. The descent was
as bad as the ascent and after a hard day's work we could not claim
a triumph.
Two days activities were Jost because of torrential rain so we moved
on towards the glacier at Lake Louise. The walk to the glacier was
12k!"s, but we were carrying bergens laden with all the required
eqmpment and two days supply of food and drink. Once on the
glacier, which he then told us is nicknamed 'Deathtrap Glacier', Dave
Orange taught us to use crampons and ice-axes. Watching an expert
lide down an ice slope using only an ice-axe as a brake and actually
doi~g i~ are two different things. However everybody had a go,
havmg immense fun. Colin Wa rnes earned himself the nickname of
'ice-dancer' for the way he moved around the ice like a fairy. After
finishing on the nur ery slope, Dave Orange showed us the slope we
had to walk up to get to the Abotts Hut; 2,000ft of a 50-60 degree
slope would be a shock to anybody's system. The rain that had lost
? two days haunted us here as well, the slope was covered in four
mches of snow and the going proved extremely difficult. A pattern of
...J paces, pa?se, 20 more paces were established, with the leader only
domg a maximum of 100 paces before somebody else took over. This
doesn't sound difficult but was extremely tiring and it took over three
hours to reach th~ hut. eedless to say, after a meal everybody hit the
sack. ext mom mg we headed for Mount Victoria. The weather was
definitely not being kind at that moment. The wirid was whistling
th_rough t~e pass and the temperature only just six degrees. As we
c~·~~~d h1ghe! the clouds began to cover the mountain tops and
v151b1h_ty ?etenorate~ rather rapidly. We managed to reach 10,500ft,
but this time couldn t find the actual summit. Going back down the
6B

glader w s a1 experience all ot its own. Because of the snow cover we
\\ere ab! to sit down and become human sledges . By raising our legs
off the now we were able to get up a good speed. After that the walk
back to Lake Louise was a long slog.
From Lal..e Louise we headed for Bow Lake and the Peyto Glacier.
The Jake was a vivid blue and like most lakes and rivers, was crystal
clear. After fo llowing the river bed for !Okms we had yet another
climb as bad as 'Deathtrap Glacier'. Once at the top, Bow Hut was
not far over the glacier. It stood there looking rather like a loaf or
bread conveniently placed in the middle of nowhere. Unfortunately
for u the follow ing day wa a white-out and we had to spend the
whole day in the ' Hovis' . After being stuck indoors it was nice to get
out into the sun and head for St Nicholas Peak. The first part of the
climb was an ice-wall. The 'ice-dancer' made it to within 6ft of the top
before demonstrating a new version of the twist all the way to the
bottom. The remainder pf the climb was made difficult by the
conditions but this time we did make it to the summit. Below us the
Peyto Glacier tretched for miles into the distance and we got the first
view of the afternoon walk to the Catherine and Peter Whyte Hut.
Our econd experience at the hands of the rivers was to be a trip
down the North Saskatchewan rapids in open canoes . This experience
turned out to be far more hazardous than the raft. Only two people
in a canoe designed for five meant more hard work and a lot of coordination . Sean Morgan and Geordie McKay had immense difficulty
in getting the canoe to do what they wanted, while Colin Warnes and
John Daveron decided to spend more time in the river than the canoe.
Our two girls however managed to cope admirably with the river until
disaster struck one rapid from home and Jayne Little was left standing
in the fast flowing water waiting for a knight to rescue her. Another
new experience which all but one of the group enjoyed.
The next two days were to be spent at a more sedate pace. We had
been talked into spending two days on the back of a horse, following
the trails that the cowboys used to ride. It turned out to be a somewhat
pleasant experience, lost in the Canadian out-back with only the
scenery, birds and animals for company. Most of the horses behaved
well, that is expect the 'purple peril' that Geordie McKay had been
given. He had even more trouble with the horse than the canoe and
was glad, at the end, to get rid of it.
Our final expedition was to Mount Assiniboine, at l l ,880ft the
econd highest mountain in the Canadian Rockies. As with the
previous expeditions we had to walk some 25kms to the mountain hut
itself. On the first day we covered 18kms and camped for the night in
the shadow of the mountain before our ascent to Assiniboine Hut to
prepare for the climb. On day three we rose at 0400 hrs and prepared
with a feast of porridge and beans before leaving the warmth of the
hut at 0500 hrs for the hour's walk to the foot of the mountain. Six
members of the group were to make the last ascent of our Canadian
tour in temperatures of four below freezing . The ascent was extremely
tough and the rock was so brittle that in places it fell off when too
much weight was placed on it. As we climbed higher into the snow and
ice the weather started to deteriorate by the minute. By 0950 hrs we
had reached a vertical ice field and with our relative inexperience and
ever worsening weather conditions it was decided that it was too
dangerous to carry on with the attempt. Disheartened, we returned to
our camp and the next day walked the 27kms back to the start point.
Our time in Canada was now almost finished and all that was left
was time for sightseeing and getting the last minute presents that those
at home had ordered . After four weeks of hard work and immense fun
it was finally time to return to Germany.

During t~~ ~eason LCpl _Coleman was selected to play for RCZ in
the lnter-d1v1S1onal championships, and at the end of the season Lt
Col Chubb, Capt Lee, Lt Wheatley Price and LCpl Coleman were all
selec,ted to represent BAOR in the annual interservice match again t
RAF G~rmany. BAOR won all the trophies and all participants from
the Regiment were awarded their BAOR colours-a fitting end to a
~uccessful season.

Sig Lee Croxton leads the team across the Wapta lcefield towards
the Peter Whyte Hut at 8,200ft

L to R: _Capt Carol Le~, Lt Col Brian Chubb, Sgt Paul Lamplough,

Lt Jessie Wheatley Price. In front LCpl Jones, Cpl Taylor, LCpl Hall
and LCpl Coleman
The team at the R. Signals (BAOR) Championships

TR A I NEE
R A D I 0
OFF I CERS
If you're leovlng the Services within lhe ne.d 12 months and WJSh lo

LCpl Sean Morgan leads the team down from the Summit of
Mount Victoria with Sig Lee Croxton behind him

Capt Nick Keen leads ha lf 'he gro up onto Victori a Glacier abov e
Lake Louise on their way to Abbots Pass
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TENNIS
1988 saw a revival of tennis within the Regiment with the following
players forming the squad: Lt Col Brian 'I just can't seem to get my
ground strokes right today' Chubb, Capt Carol 'Oops, sorry Colonel'
Lee, ~t Debbie 'The Boss' Wheatley Price, Sgt Paul 'I can't start
badmmton until the tennis season is over' Lamplough, Cpl Colin
'What game is this anyway?' Ward, LCpls Dave 'I bought the socks
to match the shirt' Coleman, Alan 'What do you mean this shirt is too
s~all?' Hall, Olly 'My best game is really hockey' Jay, Andy'Ma'am,
will you buy us a crate if we win this one?' Jones, 'Geordie Maughan
and Martin 'What do you mean I'm laidback?' Taylor.
The Regiment was represented at all the Royal Signals and Army
Championships of the year, reaching many semi-finals and finals and
obtaining the following wins: Lt Col Chubb and LCpl Coleman-Unit
Doubles, Royal Signals Corps Championships, LCpl Coleman-·
Plate, BAOR Open.
hi the RCZ league the Regiment finished third. In the BAOR Army
Cup the Regiment won the RCZ division, but lost narrowly in the
BAOR semi-final.
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conlinue 10 lhe Irode you hove erljO'led then consider poisuing o
coreenn Telecommumcabons asa RADIO OfffCTR with GCHQ
Alter 32 weeks speciol lraining you will be equipped to
Ilk-- ._.-.., undertake a vonely of speaolis dulies CoYemg the
whole of the spectrum lrom OC to light

We offer you: Job Security · Good Career
prospects · Opportunities for Overseas Servke
Attractive Salaries ·and much more.
TO be eligible you need a minimum of 2 yeois roaio operating
experience with on obil11y lo recd morse al 20 wpm. Those
wilh no relevonl e.qienence must hold one ol the folowing
quolilicohons: MRGC, PMG or MPT; °'a BTEC HNC in a
Telecommunicohons subject with a certificated morse
speedof20wpm. (OtyaodGulds 7777 aladvonced
level incorporating morse lranscnphon would be
advanlageous.I
The Civil SelVice is an equal opportunity employer
Salaries: Starting pay or trainees ;sage P0111ted to 21 yeais FC1 those aged 21 or over
entry will be at £7,664. Alter Training an RO wmstan on £11,568 rising by 5annual u.:rements o
m,057 inclusiveor shift and weekeno wtV:bng

a'lowance

Wnte or telephone for an aplf1Cat1011 form to··
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30 Sig Regt

Blandford Camp

EXER IE OPAL MERCURY
Ex Opal 1ercury was a contingency ~om.munication exerc!se
involving 30 Sig Regt and Tactical Commumcauon Wmg RAF Bnze
orton .
The areas used were Penang in West Malaysia and Singapore, with
main headquarters established at Butterworth Air Base. Most of the
equipment e\•entually arrived at the ai! .ba~e in ~!30s, while the
majority of passenger flew to Penang civil aJrport m a VClO. Here,
they were met by an extremely bronzed looking SQMS, S~gt Ian
Duncan sporting a natty little number 4 haircut. followmg . an
enlightening tour of downtown Butterworth, the Malaysian bus dnver
depo ited his load at the Air Base.
Once the equipment had arrived at the Air Base, it was qui~kly
orted and communications established. A number of HF outstations
deployed into the Malaysian mainland to Kuala Lumpur, Ipoh a~d
towards the Thai border. This gave the crews an excellent opportunJty
to see the 'real' Malaysia away from the cities. Sgt Warburton, jungle
fighter extraordinaire, arranged for two periods of jungle trll:ining
whilst Capt Jon Dakin, also sporting a smart number 4 haircut,
arranged three cultural visits to Thailand.
Al o living on Bunerworth Air Base was a company of soldiers
from the Royal Australian Regiment which uses Malaysia for jungle
training. The Company Rugby Australian Regiment who use Malaysia
for jungle training. The Company Rugby Team thrashed the British
Best 25 rugby players but entertained us afterwards with an excellent
barbecue. The Brits returned the compliment next day out in the mid
day sun by giving a demonstration soccer match.

The exerci e ran well, and the Tri-Service Headquarters soon gelled
into a cohesive unit. The young operators were able to work on many
different types of equipmem and gained valuable operating experience
in a tropical environment.
Maj Andy Whiddett, the Exercise Force Com~ander, \lad a
pleasant surprise when he landed at Butterworth with the Advance
Party. Whilst making an official visit to see Wing Commander
Graham the Officer Commanding Australian Forces at Butterworth,
Maj Whiddett received a signal informing him that he had been
awarded the MBE. This was an excellent way to start what turned out
to be a very good exercise.

Sgt Greg Lowis from the Royal Australian Regiment briefs the lads
from 30 Sig Regt during jungle warfare training on Ex Opal
Mercury in Malaysia
L to R: Sig 'Taff' Hennessy, Sgt Greg Lowis RAR and Sgt Ted
Warburton

EXERCISE CYGNET WA VE
by SSgt (YofS) Marriott
Ex Cygnet Wave was a 2 Sqn HF Commex which took place in
locations throughout the UK over the period 17- 21 October.
The aim of the exercise was to practise Sqn tradesmen in the
construction and use of various skywave antennas and was followed
by a traffic and det drills phase. To obtain maximum benefit from the
exercise all participants spent a day in the classroom to revise antenna
theory, frequency preditions, BATCO and voice and Tg procedures.
Det comds were then briefed on the requirement for the skywave
antenna tests and tasked to produce oral orders for their particular
link. To ensure continuity an Officer or SNCO deployed with each of
the dets at Blandford, Okehampton, Colchester, Inverness, Dundee
and Ouston .
The deployment went almost without incident until en route to
Inverness Cpl 'Tock' Tocker's vehicle decided to suffer from a
cracked cylinder sleeve at Blackpool. The vehicle had to go into
workships for repair and much to the approval of his DS and Tp OC
Lt Dave Robson, the communication task was carried out in true
operator fashion using dismounted equipment from under a poncho.
Prior to deployment SSgt (YofS) Dave Marriott was told by W02
(SSM) Gerry Knight that a route card was not required for Ouston
Camp as it is quite clearly marked on the map. Satisfied, after
checking the map he deployed with Cpl Guy Lewendon arriving at
Ouston (as marked on the map) in the early evening. Those of you
who have been to Ouston Camp will know that it is actually 30 miles
north of Ouston Village. After an 8 hour drive from Blandford and
a fruitless search of the village the words uttered when the truth
dawned are unprintable!
With all dets in location, the antenna tests were carried out; these
included gauging the efficiency of various types of HF skywave
antennas, height and gain tests and performance comparisons of
Clansman braid, copper wire and DIO.
During the comparison tests·an anonymous person was heard to say
that if a piece of DIO provides good communication he would sign on
for 22 years. Much to his surprise it did, but he cannot be found to
sign the papers!
Having finished the antenna tests the next phase was to establish an
all informed net. Radcon was established at York with Cpls Rob Allen
and Paul Sutcliffes detachments and SSgt Colin Whawell, Sgts Bob
Goode and Steve Welding as watchkeepers.
Once established the net was kept busy with drill traffic. W02
(FofS) Campbell Morrison in an effort to visit as many detachments
as possible and to get himself in the Guinness Book of Records
managed to cover a thousand miles (in a hire car no less) in a two day
period. The last detachment to be visited was Cpl 'Tock' Tocker and
his crew Sig Oz Faramus and Sig 'Toots' Tuten packing up ready to
move!

Capt Jon Dakin and his 'motorbike' on R&R in Malaysia

BATTLECAMP NOTES
by Sgt Roxburgh (alias Heavy Henry)
As a new member of the Regiment and Training Wing I was asked
if I would put pen to paper . Ex Cygnet Trek 12 took place during
the period 31 October-I November 1988 at Westdown Camp on
Salisbury Plain Training Area (SPTA).
Now for those who may say 'it's only down the road', Westdown
was not our primary choice, it was a long way down the list due to lack
of other accommodation, but it was the only location available for the
dates required.
The players for the battlecamp were settled into seven sections, and
accommodated in the luxury dormitory condominiums by SSgt Smith
and his merry men Cpl Tony Sherwin, and LCpl (Trival Pursuit
Champion) Chapman. Once accommodated the sections were given a
grand tour of the exclusive Westdown Camp delights by (SSI APTC)
SSgt Goodwin and his gym staff.
i:ite two week period covered many activities and to mention them
all m detail wou ld be too lengthy so I have highlighted the points of
interest. The following were the main training activities.
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FIGHTING IN BUILT-UP AREAS (FIBUA)
Thi~ was conducted at Imber village by WOt (RSM) Pete Haywood
and his merry band of OS enemy, and battle simulation provided b
SSgt. ~ob Johnson from 3.6 Engr Re~t RE. The majority of troops wh~
paruc1pated had no previous expenence of FIBUA and therefore th
t~aining was ne~ ~nd hope~ully exciting for all concerned. We wer:
given an entert~mmg scenano by the RSM, which brought a smile to
the face of MaJ Pete McGann , the 21C.
LIVE FIRING SECTION ATTACKS
~n activity again not n_ormally practised in normal military skills,
until one reaches the heights of the SSgts course, this phase was
conducted by W02 (CSM) Hampton of the 1st Bn RRW assisted by
our own W02 ~SSM) Gerry Knight and Cpls McLaughlin and Jimmy
Frew. The sections now ki:iow '!t ain't as easy as it looks' and again
thanks to the DS who assisted m making this traini ng possible.
GRENADE RANGE
Due to the heavy Regimental commitments on Ex Opal Mercury we
were in the fortunate position of being able to offer at least two
grenades to each soldier who came onto the grenade range. It must be
said that this was largely due to W02 (RQMS) Eddie Marsh whose
procurement efforts have not been equalled since. We know all too
well that one grenade per man is a feat, but two each .. . Well! Once
again our thanks to W02 (CSM) Harry Hampton and the acting
abilities of Cpls McLaughlin and Frew on the demonstrations A
gentle reminder at this stage to LCpl (Kev) Varley you ~ust
remember 'Don't throw the pin and hold the grenade but rather pull
the pin whilst watching the action , throw the grenade and watch ~here
it lands. Shout 'Grenade' and finally get down! Capt Harry Lund the
'
training officer, was not a happy Teddy Bear.
LEADERSHIP / COMMAND TASKS
These were cond~cted by Lt Philippa Owens and W02 (SSM) Chris
Edler and ~ere m themselves a very valuable exercise. Three
co~pletely different types of command task were presented to each
~ecuon, and
am su_re all would agree the experience gained was
mvaluable. It s amazmg how rope, empty 50 gallon oil drums and
planks of wood can be so testing!

!

COMBAT SURVIVAL
Oxtail, Mushroom .and Chicken soup are out! In is 'Nettle Soup'.
Do you know the difference between poisonous fungi and edible
fungi? 'No'?, nor do I, but I know a man who does. This was the case
when you passed through the skilled hands of W02 (SSM) Chris
Edle_r. The SS~ t~ught almo~t anything from edible vegetation to
snarmg and skmrung of rabbits all washed down with lashings of
nettle sou~. The tasty delights of 'al fresco' cooking took on a whole
new meanmg when the sections passed through this activity.

L

to R: Cpl (Rob) Allen, Sig John Camp and (Oz) Faramus 'Wot,
no enemy here'?

48 HOUR COMBAT EXERCISE
This phase was organised by Lts Dave Robson and Paul Graham.
It .cover~d many aspects of the military skills, and the weather during
th1s.pen<;>d ~as at its worst, the temperature dropping below -4°C.
Whilst d1ggmg during the section defence phase, the REME section
found an anti-aircraft guided (or misguided) missile, and LCpl Robbo
Roberts uncovered a rather large mortar shell. The Training Officer
muttered a few well chosen words before with-drawing everyone to
another area; yet another ATO inspection! During the attack phase of
~he Combat Exercise, Lt Dave Robson, whilst actuating a 1.5 Para
ilium fl~re! !"ound to .his cos.t the stem of the plastic casing broke in
two on 1grut1on and did considerable dama~e to his hands, thankfully
he has almost fully recovered. We wish him well in his new post in
Cyprus and recommend him to any training establishment being an
officer with 'Hands-On'! experience.
THE DYERS CUP
It is the custom that during battlecamps the sections for a trophy
presented to the Regiment by the Worshipful Company of Dyers; this
camp was no exception. Dr Peter Tomson (Prime Warden) and Mr
James Chambers (Clerk) represented the Dyers; they visited the stands
which were testing the sections on the final day for the Dyers cup
Trophy. Sgt (Heavy Henry) Roxburgh explained the difference
between battlefield first aid and peacetime first aid to Dr P. R. v.
Tomson, whilst testing a section. The overall winning section was
commanded by Cpl (Andy) Armitage, well supported by Cpl 'Taff'
Cadwgan and LCpl Henry. Well done guys, an excellent effort.
GENERAL NOTES
During Ex Cygnet Trek 12 we had a visit from the Deputy
Commander 2 Sig Bde, Col M. J. C. Galloway, and we believe he
enjoyed his day out, although there were times when he was seen to
cover his face whilst being driven around the locations by SSgt (Ivor
Ruts!) Hughes, who is considering next year's Lombard RAC Rally,
we'll try to do better next time Sir! . It is with regret we had to say
farewell to the Regt 2IC, Maj Peter McGann at the end of the battle,
good luck in your new post at MOD, we will miss you. Thu ended
battlecamp, the do's and don'ts, the wills and won'ts until the next
time.
EXERCISE ALPINE CYGENT (MARITIME ALPS)
by Lt Robson
OIC
Lt Dave Robson
2IC
Lt Paul Graham
Instr
Cpl Mick Stanyer
2Lt Robin Tarling
Cpl Bob Vowles
Cpl Kev Booth
Cpl Ritch Cookson
Cpl Mick Ginty
LCpl 'Brommers' Bromley
LCpl Dougy ouglas
Sig Jona Jones
Sig Scouse Duggan

Cpl Andy Armitage foreground, Sig Brookbank in the middle and
Sgt Hallett, DS in rear, approaching Imber Village
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It was 7 July 1988 and after only minor delays at Gatwick ·e were
on our way, 12 men going in search of sun, rock and ultimate
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properly educated i~ things technkal (at last). On the middle floo r,
where all the work 1 dO'ne there have also been a few change . gt
John Reen.s has taken over from Sgt Brian Glover as ORS and WOl
John Pape goe on promotion to be replaced as ORQMS by W02
Mick McGrat h . Our longest serving typist, Mrs Audrey Nash ha
retired after 22 years of pounding the keys and Mrs Dot Tristram has
left for a po 1 at Bovington. Be t wishes to all who have gone and
welcome to the new arrivals-you can be sure of a busy time for a next
few years!

, man er u mountain (\\ell that' Y.hat I told the 0
).
I! m t o ay '' e "' re in th moumams and had begun the
n t m battle l.'ith the mo quitoes which were the ize of your
~ ra
Chinoo · but a lot more numerous. This \\a · however
mpletel. off et i}y the view. we were gett ing on arrivmg in the Col
de ougourde on Day 3.
\\'e . pent the ne t four day in this area with Lt Paul Graham taking
day trek ·ith one group ''bile Lt Dave Robson taught some climbing
technique · and Cpl click St11nyer Jed suicide missions with the others .
Se\eral good climbs were made with Cpl Stiinyer leading LCpl
'Brommers' Bromle) up a OOOft difficult route and Lt (Off Route
Ag in) Rob ·on leading lLt Robin Tarling up the imple variation of
the me route.
Jul. 14 found u moving down the vall y to .::atch a bus to ice and
then a train to Tende, a mall town further ea t in the range. At lea I
that \\a the plan. Unfortunately the
CF platform announcer had
been taking Jes on from British Rail. Then when you add the fact that
they're in French (surori ingly) plus the entire expedition saying
'What does it mean then?', gives the OIC a reasonable excuse for
arriving in Italy .
Our next move took u into the Val de Valmasque to do some more
peak bagging. lt was at thi point that Cpl Bob Vowles having
r overed from a twi ted ankle wa careless enough to contract
mumps. To hi amazement he was then casevaced to the local lunatic
a ylum for a week . There is of course no truth in the rumour that Cpl
Mick Ginty reckoned that he should have been there to start with.
The remainder of us continued with Cpl Kev Booth's legs appearing
to get shorter and his rucksack larger and everyone admiring Cpl
Ritch Cook on's amazing shorts with the hoop in the bottoms.
Then it was back to reality in Nice in preparation for the flight
home. The only questions not yet answered are how many times in the
next 24 hour would Sig Jona Jones fall in love, and could Lt Robson
persuade the French Health Authorities 10 release Sig Scouse Duggan
in time for the flight (he'd burnt himself preparing the last meal of the
expedition)?

HOCKEY
by W02 (RQMS) Mower
SWDIST LEAGUE
During a busy Autumn for the Regiment matches have been
difficult to organise. Early re ults however have been very
encouraging.
LE (A) Andover
HMS Osprey
22 Engr Regt
l Queen

Drawn
Won
Won
Won

2- 2
3- 1
5- I
3- 0

With a strong Regimental Squad the team's hopes are high for
furt her success .
DISTRICT/ ARMY CUP
The Regiment unfortunately had to forfeit the District Summer Cup
due to block leave. A bye was given to our rivals the School of Signals
who eventually won the competition (boo!). In this years cup the
Regiment recently started its campaign in a tough fixture away to 94
Loe Regt RA. On a typical Regimental pitch our players found the
surface difficult and the opponents physical. At the end of normal
time there was no score so extra time was played. In the second half
with only 10 minutes left, 94 managed a scrambled goal. Finally a
short corner by Sig (Boris) Roberts was too strong for the 94 defence
and a well de erved goal was scored to level the scores. In the closing
minutes the light became very bad and a replay was agreed by both
captains. Results next issue!
CANADIAN AND WASHINGTON TOURS
Earlier this year, Sig (Boris) Roberts was selected to tour Canada
with the Combined Services (lucky man). Unfortunately, no printable
stories are available from the tour, however, he did earn the nickname
of 'Smoothie'.
W02 (Brian) Mower, Cpl (Sooty) Souter, Cpl (Paul) Collins from
the Regiment were selected to represent the Army in the JFK
Memorial Tournament played in Washington (USA). WOl (Brian)
Mower admits that he only went as 3rd baggage man after other
players withdrew! He even managed to take his wife on a whistle stop
visit courtesy of RAF indulgence flights! The Army side played
extremely well with Cpl Souter and Collins showing good form.
Hopes are high for a second invitation next year. (Any offers for a
place!)

L·R: Lt I?ave Robson, Sig Mark Jones, LCpl Dougy Douglas and
2Lt Robin Tarling on Mont du Grand Capelet, Ex Alpine Cygnet

34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough
345 CLU B
ffi
.
This Regiment has a club for servi ng and
predecessors 49 (West Riding) Sig Regt and 50Past o 1cers _and 1_ts
Regt. The Club is known as the '345 Club' from t~o(1hu:.b.nan) Sig
of the Re~iments fron:i whic~ its members are dr~~~~t E ig~ at eac~
holds a dmner, combmed with a Regimental D'
ac year it
de.lighted to ~e ~ble to use the Royal Signals Mes~~~eCaat7~ri;ke awe~e
this year. This dmner had a special significance as w
d" . gam
our Honorary Colonel, Col Michael Stewart an~ ":rf m!ng-o'!t
successor, Maj Gen Archie Birtwistle Amongst th
e commg his
our previ<?us Honorary Colonels, Brig Claude Fai~~~fii~e:~;d w~~~
John Davies, most. of our former Commanding Officer, Bri Padd
Evans, Lt Cols Cohn Beadle, David Jolly Col Bill Ulingworthg Lt ~
Hu~h Honaker, <:ol Graham Michell and our present Com~andi;
Officer Lt Col Mike Macklin. This year Brig Fai·rweath
1b
g
·
f h"
· .
er ce e rates
the 60th a nmversary
o 1s cornm1ss1on in the Corps. We have not
attempted to add up the total years of service of those · th ·
It
I d 'd
·
m .: picture
was a sp en 1 oc~as1on and an opportunity for old and ne~
members of the Regiment to exchange stories both • ·
d
modern.
ancient an

c

Not to be outdone, the Quartermasters 'demanded' th ·
h
be t k
h 60
.
e1r mug s ots
years of history but 20 years of undetected
. a en, not so muc
cnme.

34(N) Signal Regt (V)
Honorary Colonels and Commanding Officers Past and Present

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
On a c_risp_ su n~y November morning the Regiment had the honour
of p~radmg m Middlesbrough to mark this year 's Remembrance Da
Service.
Y
. ~here was ~ larger than usual turnout both from the military and
civil commumty and it was pleasing 10 see that all age groups were
represented.
_Wreaths were laid on behalf of the County of Cleveland by the Lord
Lieutenant, the Jl1ayor on behalf of Middlesbrough and the CO on
behalf of t~e Regiment as well as other civic dignitaries.
The Regimental Band played during the service which was held
outdoor_s and led the March Past which included two Squadrons from
the Regiment.
PROMOTIONS
Congr~tulation to Lt Eric Harrison , 90 Sig Sqn on his promotion
to Captam.

Quartermasters Take 2
Capt R. Hails, Capt (Retd) J . A. Allen, Maj (Retd) R. Vasper, Maj
(Retd) D. F. Rees

Corps Players
During this season 'Y02 (RQMS) Mower has taken over as Corps
Secretary. Several Regimental players have played for the Corps in
1988.
Inter Corps Competitions
Outdoor
Indoor
W02 Mower
SSgt Payne
Cpl Souter
Cpl Collins
Cpl Malone
(640 Sig Tp)
Sig Roberts
Sig Reaney
Sig Pollitt
Lac Long, Lac Vert and Lac du Basto, Ex Alpine Cygnet

THE TIDE T RNS IN RHQ?
h} Capt Mark Perry
The last few months have seen a number of changes on the top floor
o' RHQ as old hands pass on the new faces arrive. The 2IC, Maj Peter
McGann has finally been persuaded to move up to the Ministry but
has yet to be replaced. The Adjutant's burden has been passed from
Cap! Barry Keegan to Capt Mark Perry, who comes via JDSC from
14 Sig _Regt. Maj Andy Whiddett, having spent the best part of a year
travelling the globe as OC I Sqn to 'gain experience' ;, about to take
over as Ops Officer from Maj Jack Amberton (wh~se fate if as yet
unknown). Capt Mark Butler, the Tech Adjt, leaves for RMCS to be
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The following players are currently playing Army Hockey:
enior
Cpl Souter
Cpl Collins
Sig Roberts

Col The Lord Gisborough KStJ , JP. HM Lord Lieutenant,
Cleveland and Councillor Bryan Lonsborough Mayor of
Middlesbrough on Remembrance Sunday

Members of HQ/90 Sig Sqn on Parade on Remembrance Sunday

U21
Cpl Collins
Sig Roberts
Sig Pollitt
Sig Beaney
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36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead
ROYAL IGNALS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIP 1988
The port of Orienteering i beginning to take off in 36 Sig Regt (V),
a growing band of enrhu iasr are now regularly en tering local events
and o fi nding a team fo r thi year's championships did not prove as
diffic ult a expected.
The Regiment fiek1ed a te.am of 10 runners drawn from all parts of
the unit , namely Sgt (FofS) Thomas-Peter, Sgt Elborn, Cpls Grant,
Pulford , LCpls Keen , Stone, Bartrum, Walker, Sig Barwick and
Honeywell .
The fir t days event, the individual cross-country, was over a
wooded but ext remely fas t course. Good times on the A course from
LCpl Neil Keen (who almost beat the FOS!) and Sig Dacre Barwick
combined with solid performances on the B course from LCpls
Bartrum, tone and Honeywell gave the team third po ition overall
going into the second day. LCpl Walker (WRAC) again just mi sed
an individual prize coming fourth on the C course.
On the Saturday night, after LCpl ' Barty' Bartrum had displayed
a pyromaniac's joy in lighti ng the pot bellied stove in the hut, the team
celebrated the days mixed fortu nes with a trip to Nottingham . Cpl Ian
Pulford had now arrived after spending most of the day running
round the wrong wood! LCpl Gerry Stone kept us all amused by
failing to cope with the local 'mild' ale and earned the title of
'smoothest man in the world' fo r his antics. Sgt Elborn showed us
some of the more historic pubs in the city.
Sunday saw us getting lost on the way to the relay venue (along with
a lot of other competitors) but fi nally arriving before the start. Again
LCpl Keen came within 30 seconds of the FOS and another good ti me
from Sig Barwick made up an extremely creditable ti me on the A
course (actually pushing the School of Signals). Unfortunately team
selection for the B course was on the previous days performance and
not depth of hangover so the time achieved was omewhat slower than
expected. LCpl Stone confessed to having an 'interesting' run .
After the short wait for the results our final performance was third
Major Unit, best TA Team (winning the Pritchard Cup for the second
year in a row) with LCpl Keen gaining second Overall TA runner.
Everyone involved had an excellent weekend, good courses and
good beer, and a special thanks must go to all the organisers
and particularly 38 Sig Regt (V) for a well organised and well hosted
event. See everyone next year!
REMEMBRANCE PARADE
H.eadquarter Squadron led by Capt DydaU represented the
Regunent on the Remembrance Parade held at llford War Memorial.
A wreath was laid on behalf of the Regiment by the CO Lt Col
C. P. Conlon.
Taking the Salute as the Squadron march past are the Mayor Cclr
Axon, Deputy Lord Lieutenant, Col Hall and the CO Lt Col C. P.
Conlon.

WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SERGEANTS' CHRISTMAS
DRAW
The annual Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Christmas
Dinner was held at llford TAC. The evening was a great success with
everyone enjoying themselves. The Draw was orga ni ed by W02 Dave
Dunn and it is thanks to his efforts and hard work that the
night/ morning went off so well, also contri buti ng to the Draw was
SSgt Bill Vodrey Master Chef and all his helpers who produced wh at
can only be described as a magni fice nt display of food which was
commented on by everyone who saw and tasted it. A thank you to
SSgt Roy Bilby, his bar sta ff and wai tresses who kepl the flow of
liquid refreshment going until the very end, to all the people who came
and helped with the putting up of decorations and the 101 other jobs
that needed doing, thank you. On behalf of all mess members may I
wish all members of the Corps a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol
RHQ
The autum~ is always a bu y period for the Regiment and last year
was ~o except~on . Just thr~e d.ays before Annual Camp the Regiment
was mvol ved. m the orgamsatl?n of a Massed Bands Display on the
Downs at Br_istol. Heavy traffic delayed the arrival of the bandsmen
and an anxious ~01 (RS~>. Ber~ie Thomas was noted passing
amongst the associated recru1tmg displays to see if any of those on
dut y could play_ any kind of instrument. However at the last minute
the coaches arrived, the bandsmen trooped off and all was well.
ANNUAL CAMP
Annual Camp lasted for three weeks and encompassed the mi litary
home defence exerci~e? in Wales, S.outh West and Western districts.
Most volunteers paruc1pated for a fifteen day spell within this period
however several members of the Regiment including all the regul~
staff slogged on throughout the whole three weeks. Our CO LI Col
Jonathan Cox and his driver LCpl Nigel Morecroft covered nearly
8000 miles in under 21 days!
Each ~quC!:dron ~pent some time at either Okehampton or Exeter
undergo.mg final skills and detachment training under the Regimental
lnstrucuonal Team led by the Trg Maj, Maj J oh n Reed and W0 2
(Yof ) Bill Wingate before deploying to their respective exercises.

L-R Back Row: SSgt (FofS) T. P., Cpl Grant, LCpl Bartrum, Sig
Honeywell, Barwick, Cpl Pulford
Front Row: Sgt Elborn , LCpl Walker WRAC, LCpls Keen , Stone

Also found wand~ring around .the :wind and rain-swept slopes of
Okehampton Camp m complete disbelief was our new Adjutant Capt
Brian Dearman newly arrived from 14 Sig Regt. He now knows why
his predeces~or Capt Mick Fo~g. was so keen to hand over and leg it
to the sunshine of Cyprus to JOin 259 Sig Sqn.
We were fortunate to have several visitors at camp and their bravery
in combating the meteorological elements that constantly attack
Okehampton was much appreciated. These included Brig J.O.C
Alexander _OBE (Comd 2 Sig Bde), Col R. P. Myhill OBE TD (Dep
Comd 2 Sig Bde) and Brig J .G. Starling CBE MC DL (Secretary
Western Wessex TA VRA).
Wi_lhout doubt the most popular staff at Camp 88 were the QM's
clothmg team led by SSgt Harry Wells who issued everyone with a set
of combat waterproofs.
Soon after returning from Camp the WOs and SNCOs were once
again getting cold and wet when on their annual training weekend they
c?mple_ted a sev~n mile hike through the Wels h hills ending with a
night nver crossing. Those who survived enjoyed a splendid dinner
night at which WOl (YofS) Bob Parry, SSgt Ken Beedon, Sgts Gary
Avery, Mick Boyle and Ivor Collins were dined out .
53 (WELSH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)- CARDIFF
Congratulations to Capt Jane Buckels on her appointment as Sqn
21C. She handed over her previous command of CMHQ Tp, Brecon
to Capt Tony Reah .
We welco me Lt Glen Morrison from 35 Sig Regt (V).
We were sorry to say goodbye to SSgt Sieve Simpson, PSI, who left
us on posti ng to Germany. However, we are pleased to say Hello to
SSgt Tony Giles newly arrived from Germany.
Marriage seems to be a fast catching habit in the Squadron at the
moment. Cpl Lindsay Hughes married Cpl Dave Millet from 43 Sig
Sqn (V), Bridgwater. Cpl Bonnie Gibson married Sgt John Clissold
and LCpl Kim Wood has married outside from TA (but we
understand he was in the Regular Army).
Another currently popular trend within the Squadron is an apparent
desire to join the regular army . within a few weeks we lost Sig Steve
Humphries, Tim Allsopp, LCpl Debbie Vince and Sig Robert
Hazzard . All is not lost however as we are pleased to welcome Sig
Lewis who is joining the TA from the regular Corps.
CHARITY PRESENTATION
As a result of money raised from Cheese and Wine Parties during
Rugby Internationals held at Cardiff Arms Park, we were able to
present a cheque for £1 ,000 to the Cardiff Branch of the Association
fo r Guide Dogs for the Blind . The money donated paid for the
training of a beautiful Golden Labrador which we had the honour to
name. Naturally we named the dog Jimmy. An official presentation
was made to members of the Branch (and their dogs) during a
Training night. In return we were presented with a picture of Jimmy.
The evening, which ended in a Curry Supper, left the Squadron feeling
very proud that the money raised went to such a worthy cause.

llford Remembrance Service
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Trg Maj, Maj John Reed caught in t he act of briefing himself yet
again I

How many more times have we got to put this vehicle to bed?

HQ SQN AND 57 SIG SQN (V)-BRISTOL
As well as providing assistance to other Squadrons on their home
defence exercises at camp, the Squadron was able to exercise with it
new HF radio equipment. The new kit is mounted in an odd shaped
trailer which has already been given the nickname of the 'Corsham
Horsebox' . A mobile deployment exercise throughout the South West
of England proved a useful exercise fo r what is hoped will be the first
of many. Busic:st member of the quadron at camp was the
Regimental Medical Officer Capt Celia Grummitt who just about
'jabbed' anything that stood still for more than 30 seconds- even in
the meal queue! In fact one old oldier was heard to say 'At least you
only got painted if you stood still during National Service!'
After returning from Camp the Squadron was sad to say farewell
to PSis SSgt Phillip Dixon posted to a I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
and SSgt Dave Mann posted to 71 Sig Regt (V) . New PSI SSgt David
Ashley arrived from I Armd Di v HQ & Sig Regt just in time to lose
his voice shouting at the Squadron's attempt during drill practice for
the Remembrance Day Parade.
Recent promotions within the Squadron include John Crackelt to
Captain and nickname of Mr Mould, and long serving stalwart Le ley
Brown to Lance Corporal.
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ANNUAL CAMP AT LYDD
Spetsnatz Supreme Commander, PO Box 1, Moscow
7 September 1988

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

68 (Inn or Court & City Yeo manry)
ig qn (V)

70 (E ex Yeo manry)
ig qn (V)

RHQ STAFF (BEXLEYHEATH)
WE HA VE MOVED FROM BROMLEY
PERSONALITIES
Lt Col A. P. Verey TD R Signals (V)
co
Maj B. H. Rowe
Trg Maj
Capt J. P. Wilson
Adj!
WOl J . R. McKenzie
RSM
WOI T. Curtis
MTO NRPS
W02 S. J. McMahon
YofS
SSgt R. N. Wade
cc
SSgt M. I. Amos
PSI WRAC
SSgt P. W. Lockie
RTg (NRPS)
LCpl I. R. Brewer
MTO NCO
LCpl J. A. Lee
CO's Dvr
QM STAFF
QM
RQMS

Maj R. Acott
W02 A. J. Hibberd

LAD STAFF
PSI
Stmn

SSgt A. J. Atherton
SSgt G. Barrett (NRPS)

TAKEOVER BID BY 14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
.
The following serving members of 71 (Y) Sig Regt ~re all ex 14 Sig
Regt: Capt Jeremy Wilson (Adjt), WOl Bob McKenzie (RSM), W~2
Steven McMahon (YofS). SSgt Dave Mann (PSI) and Sgt Keith
Robinson (PSI).
Are we about to change our role, or is it because we are the only
soldiers trained to understand the TA logic?

94 (Berkshire Yeomanril
Sig Sqn ( l

265 (Kent & County or London
Yeomanry) Sig ' q n (V)

For 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn, this parade .marked the en~ of
an era and the beginning of our step mto computerised
communications. Goodbye to K9's and valves and hello to. landrovers
and microchips. Such a momentous change deserved a fmal formal
photograph.
.
From our TACs at Chelmsford, Southend and Harlow, the vehicles
moved out to Thetford. Some arrived a little later than others, but
they all got there and were marshalled into position by W0 2 (SSM)
Perry. The photograph was taken and, under a mournfu l sky, the
moment passed into history.
The effect brought about a sea-change on more than one Squadron
member One senior remarked as he patted the blunt nose of a K9,
' She's a~ good as new, you know . . . once you wind her up , sh~'ll
go forever". Yet, only the previous day he was heard openly cursmg
crash gear boxes to damnation and back. Even PSI Tech Sgt Paul
Wilson was heard to remark that once a D 11 had been properly
warmed up , there wasn't a better set an~w here. Fellow. P SI Sgt C hris
Heyward refilled his glass a nd ad vised him to keel> takmg t~e tab lets.
From the preliminary briefings, ou r new equipment wil~ resolve
many of the irritants tr~ditionally expe~ 1 enc~d. v.:1th H F
communication and remove reliance on the DI I mag1c1ans . As one
senior was heard to remark, 'Each Dll , has a personality all of its
own, you can coax communication from a Dll, but how o n earth do
you coax a microchip?'.
.
. ..
.
We are sure that like any new system, its eccentnc1ues will be
revealed eventually and a new generation of 'magici~ns' will e~olve.
Perhaps the new Essex Yeomen will be just as nostalgic when this new
kit passes out of service, after all didn't R2D2 and 3CPO have a
personality?

Honourable Sirs,
To all to whom these presents may come greeting and humble
felicitations from your servants mobilised in the cause of the
Motherland against the dreaded Yeomanry Signal Regiment which is
camped in Lydd.
Yours honours asked for a report on the conditions and facilities
for the soldiers at Lydd camp as your last information in the file is
dated 1949. I have studied the file most carefully and as far as I can
see there have been no significant changes to the camp since then.
I was most interested to see that it was your honour himself who
was undercover at Lydd in 1949 and who wrote the last report. In fact
JSlg Ronald Acott who featured most prominently in your file as a
recidivist reprobate is here as he has been Quartermaster to the
Regiment for the last six years. You will be interested to know that
your assessment of his career potential was spot on and he leaves the
army this year after 39 years service and a distingui hed career.
Maj Acott will be sorely missed by the Regiment and particularly
by the Potitical and Social Officers (PSOs). You will recollect from
my reports last year from Wathgill that PSOs are commissars who, as
their name implies, spend most of their time playing politics and
socialising. Their plotting is carried out in an exclusive and secret
society they call the Drum Club. Infiltration of the Club would yield
valuable intelligence on Regimental personalities but may prove
impossible. They talk in veiled speech known only to themselves. They
often refer to being 'called to the bar', 'skipping off' and 'scotch and
water'. This taken in the context of other intelligence I have received
I am sure means they are consulting the Inns of Court (called to the
Bar) about Ex Hop Scotch (skipping off) with a location possibly on
the Hythe Military Canal (Scotch and water). I would suggest there is
no other logical interpretation.
I took up your honours suggestion that a suitable undercover
listening post would be in Trap I of the Officers' Mess ablution
facilities. I noticed that this facility is larger than most of the officers
in camp. Indeed your honour was absolutely right and for the
Officers' Mess dinner night the listening post was manned.
The main cookhouse has been experimenting with the army's latest
method of portion control called rationing to scale. The portions are
so small that side plates can be used for the main meal. Large dinner
plates will therefore be phased out with commensurate savings on
renewals and replacement, from four drops per gallon to three drops,

70 (ESSEX YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
GOODBYE TO Dll
'I used the brew my tea on these old sets' , sighed the Tech as he
hauled the last DJ I out o f our last K9 .
'What do you know about them? ', chastened a mature voice fr.om
behind, ' You weren' t even born when we l'irst goc these' .
The full dialogue is not recorded, as other members of 907 Tp
gathered around but it may be enough to say that it followed the well
worn paths of, ''Comms I have put in' and ' When I was . . . '.
Nostalgia was rife and no-one minded , it was the final parade of our
DI I radios at Wretham Camp, Thetford .

If you served in the Forces for any length of time, you
probably enjoyed being part of a t.eam. If you've retired now; and
miss that feeling, there's one simple way t.o get it back - become
a SSAFA/FHS volunt.eer.
Service and ex-Service men and women, and their families
can, and do, have all sorts of problems they need help with. Often
ex-service personnel unclerstand those problems bettei; but
SSAFA/FHS volunt.eers come from all walks of life and it's
certainly not essential t.o have a Forces' background.
V\~ particularly need help in the inner cities so, if you'd
like t.o be part of a worthwhile t.eam and help people at the same
time, writ.e t.o John Gibson now.

Com 2 Sig Bde with his personal mag filler during our ARU ,
Ma rch 1988

DEPARTURES/ ARRIVALS
We bid a fond farewell to : W02 (FofS) Pete Araniello to civilian
life, SSgt Bob Hooper to civilian li fe, Sgt Paul Wilson posted to 212
Sig Sqn, congratulations on promotion and LCpl Ian Brewer to
civilian li fe.
We welcome with open arms: WOI (RSM) Bob McKenzie from 14
Sig Regt, SSgt Wilson from Signals Wing 12 RSME, SSgt Dave Mann
from 37 Sig Regt(V), Sgt Chris Webb from 608 Sig Tp and Sgt Keith
Bolton from 8 Sig Regt.
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a saving of 250Jo. A novel experiment was the use of freshly picked
grass as garnish which is considered to be worthy of further
evaluation.
W02 Cox and SSgt Evans have been trying to get some sauce boats.
From this I deduce that the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Me s are
short of table crockery for condiments. This is confirmed by a note
seen on Capt Walker's desk which read ·~ight HP for boat'. It is
obvious that this is authority for the local purchase of eight bottles of
HP to put in the sauce boat.
Sauce boats with HP is, I would suggest, an example of a
phenomenen called 'Yeomanry tradition'. It has been noticed that
each time the RSM, newly appointed, notices that something is silly
or strange, the explanation is always 'A Yeomanry Tradition, Sir'.
SSgt Pieper, on being introduced to the RSM, claimed his name was
SSgt Lodge. Several explanations come to mind. The RSM is chasing
unpaid mess bills and SSgt Pieper is on the hit list? It could be another
Yeomanry tradition? Or, and this is the more likely, SSgt Pieper is a
technician and can therefore plead diminished responsibility.
During the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess dinner a table
was laid with a decanter borrowed from the Officers' Mess. The table
collapsed, the decanter broke. Luckily the decanter was not one of the
recent purchases from Woolworths but an old one that had been lying
around the Regiment since the 19th Century.
The Berkshire Yeomanry was observed yesterday training hard fo r
the Regimental patrol race. I am afraid they will be disappointed to
find that an egg and spoon race and a sack race are not events in the
programme. Nor is there a wheelbarrow race for which SSM Perry
and Sgt Micky Metcalfe of the Essex Yeomanry have been training so
hard.
The Regimental patrol race is an event to which we have been
paying particular attention on your honour's instructions as we need
to know the Yeomanry training methods. I think we have managed to
find our all significant detail so that your honours can be fu lly briefed
on how they will conduct this prestigious event.
T he Commanding Officer, Lt Col A . P. Verey, is to present a
magnificent cup and it is the intention that a competition will be held
every year fo r the best eight man patrol. It is hoped that the
Commanding O fficer will start the event personally by using his pistol
(a Yerey pistol).
Signed: Anon
Spetsnaz Forces (South)
Trap 2
Spider B
Lydd Camp

SSAFA/FHS
SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN"S FAMILIES ASSCCl.tirlON/FORCES HELP SOCIETY

16-18 Old Queen Street, London SWlH 9HP. Telephone: 01-222 9221.
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NORTHAG Air Support Radio Sqn
BFPO 18
TILL EXIST
Contrar. to what many avid readers of tl1 •! Corp magazine may
believe orthag Air Support Radio Sqn ( ASRS) lives on. However
for tho e of you who may never have heard of us-a brief
mtroduction to 1he unit and it personalities.
W

Q ADRON PER ONALITIES
Comd
Maj P. J. Hryhoruk
21
Capt G. Palm NL Army
M
W02 D. W. Sparkes
Yo
W02 A. I. Fulton
QM
HFW J. Schoenmackers GE Army
I Wksps
SSgt D. Barton
IC Comms Tp
SSgt A. B. Doherty
MT gt
Sgt B. Rogers
Sgt R. T. Warne
Chief Clerk
Typist
Miss S. Bijnens
INFLIGHT COMMAND
I M Coosemans BE Army
gtl Weyes NE Army
FW Theisen GE Army
gt Morgan UK Army
ROYAL SIGNALS POSTS WITHIN THE SQUADRON
For those in the Corps who may wi h to volunteer to serve there are
14 posts on the Establishment one of which is the OC!
ASRS was formed in I 967, and although not large, is a unique,
quadrinational organisation. It is under the command of HQ
Northag Signal Group (Rheindahlen) which consists of Dutch,
Belgian, German and British Signal Units all assigned to NATO. Their
task i to provide communication to the A TO HQs of HQ Northern
Army Gp (NORTHAG) and 2 Allied Tactical Air Force (2ATAF).
The Squadron itself is formed from both professional and conscript
soldiers from Holland, Germany and Belgium, as well as the UK
element which consists of I 7 R Signals (four of whom are on
detachment from 7 Sig Regt). a REME Corporal and an ACC Lance
Corporal. All detachments within the Squadron are fully integrated
which makes most conversations a very complicated business!
The location of this fine ' atolese' speaking body of men is at the
Ambiorix Kaserne in the historical town of Tongeren in Belgium
which is some 15 miles from the city of Liege. The town itself is the
oldest town in Belgium. It grew up as a Roman military stronghold
and to this day you can see almost a mile of the second century Roman
walls which now surround the busy town centre and Limburgs finest
Gothic Church.
R<;>yal Signals ~o has its own claim to fame here as T ongeren
was m the last war liberated by an Armoured Car Yeomanry Regiment
(the Inns of Court Yeomanry) nicknamed 'The Devils Own '. the
successors of this unit now form 68 (Inns of Court and City
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn a Squadron of 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt(V). Past
and present members from this Squadron attend an annual pageant in
the town .. '.o 'put t~e cap' on the uniqueness of NASRS, the majority
of the Bnt_1sh marn~d members have their quarters in the Dutch city
of • faastncht 10 miles away and the children attend the AFCENT
International school at Brunssum with British, American, Canadian
and German teachers.
RANGES-A NEW EXPERIENCE
With four nationalities and seven different types of weapons, range
days take on the a whole new meaning, provoking comments such as
'why won't this SLR mag fit this UZI?' and 'how do you cock this
G3?'. However with much patience and countless trips to the NL
Army ranges at Oirschot, near Eindhoven in Holland, all members of
th, Squadron managed to fire not only their personal and alternate
weapons but each of the other nations weapons as well and in some
cases, to a surprisingly high standard.
'
MMER CAMP 1988
July saw the Squadron deploy to the Mohnesee for our annual
Summer Camp and although the drastic fall of the water level and the
lack of wind put severe limitations on our waterborne activities
nevertheless, with cycling, canoeing, horse riding and a week Jong
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patrol competition an eventful and enjoyable time was had by all.
pecial mention must go to LCpl Bob Blythes section for their efforts
to entertain the OS during the river crossing- disguising the raft as
flotsam was real inspiration! A real surprise, at least, to our German
Mi sile Regiment opponents from Korbeke, came when the
Squadron football team gained a hard fought 3- 1 victory. (Perhaps
we should have confessed to being able to field, compliments of the
NL Army posting system, one ex professional in Sgtl Ronnie Boeser
and several semi pro's! ) .
The week ended wit h a barbecue and amid scenes from 'The Water
Babies' the SNCO's were unceremoniously dunked in the lake. In true
Squadron fashion each limb was held by a different nationa li ty!
EXERCISES 1988
Time and space prevent a full review of the years exercise activities
but over 1988 the Squadron participated in Ex Crested Eagle, Lucky
Strike, Old War rior , Classic Harvest, Cloggy Emotion a nd Canary
caper and still managed to fit in our annual summer and military
camps.
HANDOVER OF OC NASRS
7 July saw the formal HO/TO of NASRS as the Squadron said a
fond farewell to Maj Mervin Johnston and his wife Molly who are off
to the bright lights of London and the MOD. Welcome to our new QC
Maj Peter Hryhoruk and his wife Carol. He has now been firmly
'grounded' after his globetrotting at RAF Upavon. We trust yo u will
enjoy your stay with us. Our photograph this month show the formal
handshake of handover.

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

oc

21C/ Ops Offr
AO
QM
OC ATp
OC B Tp
OC M T p
RSM
YofS
CClk

Maj C. L. G. Wright
Capt P. B. Knobel
Capt R. A. Hamilton
Maj J.M. Kirkman
Capt S. R. Workman
2Lt J. J. Cole
W02 (FofS) P . Gaffney
WOl (RSM) A. K. Harper
W02 (YofS) G. M. McCrindle
SSgt (ORQMS) C. Clark

Despit~ the o:--er-CO£?mitment of the Squadron to sundry tasks such
as guard!ng c1v1l prisons, we have still allowed ourselves the
o~portu.mty to send the blokes as far away as possible. At least during
this. penod we have not had any excessive postings in or out; the
horizon however looks bleak, despite the eagerly anticipated block
leave.

SHQ
SHQ has absorbed the new 'Staff' and is now in the process of
prepanng the S9ua~ron for the coming exercise year. A couple of
:rro<;>P Re-org~msallons, i:-roop Test Exercises, and then of course the
mev1table Chnstmas. Parues, all either in planning or action stages!
Sorry to .see the P10neer Plato?n move across to the QM's empire,
but they w1l! undou?tedly ben;f1t .from the cross-training!
Lastly, a little adv.ice to Cpl Twists' Cowan, next time you want to
get out of an exercise, just ask. Taking the unprecedented step of
bouncing on a Squadron parachu te jump is totally unnecessary! Oh
yes, talking of Squadron jumps, will someone tell the 21C he is
allowed to jump on the first green light, he doesn't have to pose in the
door for four dummy runs.
A TROOP
OC Tp
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgts

Capt S. R. Workman
SSgt P. D. Leyman
Sgt J . W. O' Driscoll
Sgt F. D. Kurthausen

M TROOP
OCTp
T p Sgt
IC Tech
IC Line
IC Power
IC TE

W02 (Fof ) P. Gaffney
gt J . . Black
Sgt N. Pre ton
Cpl C. C. mith
Cpl S. T. Archer
Sgt J. A. Lockert

It has b~en a roi:iantic spell since the summer with four of the
T_roop g~ttmg !11amed. Sgt Crozier, Cpl Hamill, LCpl Challice and
Sig. Fume all tted the knot. Not so rose tinted was Cpl Robertson' s
a:nval on to Fox Covert DZ by Express Parachute Delivery shortly
after leave. H<;>pe your back sorts itself out at Hedley Court.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Steeraway ' Fearn getting a well earned
second tape and to LCpl 'Abbo' Welch earning his first-there must
be a tombola in this Troop!
1:'alking of which Sgt Crozier, Cpls Wigley and Chapman all sat
the1_r Tl en~rances recently, Cpl Wigley with the benefit of a two week
bramstormmg at Blandford, the other two subjected to blackboard
torture by FofS Gaffney. Good luck to all three.
LCpl Baker is still hammering away in the Army Boxing Team with
a nu.mb~r of wins since the summer, notably, one was over a Royal
Manne m a bout in Plymouth-nice one Ma!
Farewell to Cpl Wigley who spent five weeks with the Gurkhas in
Hong Kong and. n.ow leav~s for a one year's posting to pastures green
(take care of Wm1fred while I'm away, lads!); and finally farewell to
1:-Cpl Chal~lce t~e hu!Dan JC~, who is leaving .the mob for the high
hfe and bngh, hghts m the wide world of marriage and construction
('make sure Dorothy gets a good home won't you!)
EX LONG HOP
Exercise L~ng I:Iop was a Leading Parachute Battalion Group
(LPBG) exercise with 2 Para to practise them on their return to role
!ater ne~t year. It was an e,ventf,ul exe;cise "':'ith Capt Workman, Sig
~o~dy ~oodward and Taff Lewis ending up assaulting Keevil
Atrf1eld with a Company group from 2 Para. They had failed to make
the DZ at Si~bury due to time over the DZ running out too soon.
Rumour. has 1t that Capt Bruce Knobel was that man stuck in the
door; this has not been confirmed, but he does look decidely greyer
on top.
This was also a demonstration LPBG exercise for the new QC
Squadron. Unfortunately it was a demonstration of how an exercise
can gc totally wrong when the aircraft don't drop the force on the
correct DZ or fail to drop the force at all or the In-Role Battalion
advances to contact with half of the Bde HQ equipment.
Anyway, many lessons learned!

Congra.tulations to Sig Brown, our latest recruit from Harrogate

Handover Takeover of outgoing Maj M. N. Johnston (left)
incoming Maj P. J. Hryhoruk (Right)
MILITARY CAMP
October 1988 saw the Squadron deploy the Harderwijk in the
Netherlands for our annual military camp as we swopped our berets
for steel helmets (or at least plastic ones!) and an infantry role.
For those who remember how difficult that task is, have some
sympathy as we tried to get four different nations, all of whom have
different SOP's, weapons and tactics, to work together. lt says much
for the effons of all concerned that an eventful and action packed
week went off so well. Mention must go to the following who helped
to keep our spirits high during the week.
Gef 'my section has run away' Zensen (GEA). Sldl 'Don't worry,
be happy ' Dirks (RNLA), Gef Axel 'A platoon' Eiselt (GEA) and
lSgt 'Allo Allo' John Dupont (BEA) . Final thanks must go to the QC
for at last digging Sgt Rick Warne out of his office and home for the
• week (although after only 10 weeks of marriage we can understand his
reluctance!).
HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
Apart from our change of OCs the Squadron -has also said hellos
and goodbyes to the following:
ARRIVALS
W02 (SSM) Dave Sparkes, Sgt Keith (Courses) Barker, Cpl Steve
Howard and LCpl John Batts.
DEPARTURES
SSgt Bob Walker (we're sure your scouse, tact and diplomacy will
be of great help at UOTC Southampton) and Cpl Kenny Phillips.
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~ho has JUSt passed P Company . Well done-hope you enjoy your

Jumps course.
Th!s period has been hectic yet again with prison guards, airborne
exercises and an exercise with our American allies. In addition, the QC
has decided to change the troops around (not again I hear you cry!) so
we are busy preparing men, vehicles and equipment for changeovers.
Sgt Frank Kurthausen is 15till in the jungles of Brunei and LCpl ' Ollie'
Oliver on the way for three months in the Bahamas .
When the dust settles we will be ready for next year's exercise
commit ments . A Troop plans to go out in tyle with what promises to
be a good Christmas party, before block leave.
B TROOP
OC Tp
RLD 1 Sgt
RLD 2 Sgt

2Lt J. Cole
Sgt R. G. Nixon
Sgt G. K. Cripps

After a trammg month until mid October the Troop was
immediately engaged in preparing to take its new LPBG role.
Congratulations must go to Sgt 'Gaz' Cripps for holding the reins of
the Troop before 2Lt Cole arrived after exercise, parachuting and
prison guard . Welcome to SSgt Fred Hutchinson recently arrived
from BAOR .
·
The Annual Train Spotter's Reunion was an evemful party where
WRAC recruits were introduced to the outside world after their.
training. It was a Squadron party, organised by Bravo Tp, with Sig
Sid James as DJ and LCpl 'Taff' Phelps bouncing.
Congratulations to Sig Dick for passing P Company at last-if at
first you don't succeed . . . Farewells go to 2Lt Graham Fletcher who
departs for the classroom after hi attachment, Sgt 'Gaz' Cripps who
goes to Belize in replacement of Sgt Bob Nixon, and Sig Lund who
goes to 14 Sig Regt.
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Ex Long Hop-deploying with LPBG (note the gap in the top chalk;
is Capt Knobel responsible?)
EX LION SUN 10
The Pioneer members of the Squadron jetted off to sunny Cyprus
much to he dismay of the one they left behind-Sgt Bob Wrigley
RPC. A good time was had by all except Pte Dimond who had an
uncontrollable fear of anything smaller than himself (not that much).
The Section returned to Alder hot on 28 September somewhat
darker than the outward journey, but lighter in everything else,
especially in cash.
COMMANDERS CUP
The Commanders Cup this year run by 249 Sig Sqn was an
enjoyable, hard working event. The day started well with the team
winning the Swimming and First Aid. Hopes were kept alive for yet
another win when the team came second on the BC Military Test
Paper and Comms Skills Stands . However, despite also winning the
March, at the end of the day victory was snatched from us by a good
team from 249 Sig Sqn. They had an excellent shoot with their SABO'
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t Paper. 244 ig Sqn (
) came
had b) all. Well done 249, see you

t e r.
Th te m 1h1- year wa · Capt Scott \\orkman , Sgt John Allan, Cpls
Pet Fearn. Rod o"an. • ' mudge ' Smith, LCpls tanmore, 'Jacko'
Ja t.; on, •Ar "eet, 'Jake' Ro tr, Tom Ke"ille, Sig 'Taff' Lewis,
'\\ ood) • Wood~ard and Chri Coate .
n

The Commander's Cup Team
EX BOLD GROUSE 1988
On 3 eptember 1988, Cpl (now Sgt) John O'Driscoll and LCpl Jake
Ro r deployed to Jaegerspri in Denmark for a two week attachment
to the Tactical Supply Wing (TSW) of the RAF. The job of the TSW
is tactical refuelling of RAF helicopters in the field, and 5 AB Bde had
been tasked 10 advise and a sisl them with Medrod trials. Most of
them had little comms experience, and the initial period was spent
training them in the use of Merod, PRC 320, 5.4 metre mast, and the
use of various antennae. Cpl O'Driscoll and LCpl Rosser then
accompanied them on a Wing Training Exercise, culminating in Ex
Bold Grouse, th UKMF reinforcement of Denmark exerci e.

Sgt John O'Driscoll 'at home' -Para Tac HQ
EX OPAL MERCURY
Report by Sig Jame
. During 9ctober three members of the Sqn were lucky enough to be
mvolved m Ex Opal Mercury. Sgt John O'Driscoll, Sig Kenny
Alexander and Sid James found themselves 'jetsetting' off to sunny
Malaysia.
. The exer~i e was a contingency communication exercise run by 30
Sig Regt wuh members of 244 Sig qn, the Tactical Communication
Wing fRAF), t_he ~~ya! Mari~es, t?e Royal Navy, and 5 AB Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn all taking part. Its aim was to prove communica.tion
procedures m a Jomt rorces scenano.
The venue for the exerci e was the Royal Australian Air Force base
in Butterworth, Malaysia. IL is situated about twelve miles from
Penang, a , opular tourist area, which provided exciting nights out.
The hard work was rewarded with a period of R & R which was
de erved by all participants.
EX ACTIVE LOOK
Report by Cpl Wigley
After a twelve hour delay at Gatwick Airport, having taken
advantage ?f the amenit_ies at Gatwick's Hilton, Cpl Payne and I
began the 1x1een hour flight via Dubai to Kai Tak Airport in Hong
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Kong. \\I e were to take part in the second half of Exercise Active Look
with 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn based with 48 Gurkha Inf Bde in Sek Kong
in the New Territoric~- It is responsible for all border
communications, so one of the first tasks for FofS Colin Ramsey was
10 accompany Sgt Bob Elliot and two Gurkha technicians on an
installations check. I was urprised and impressed at the security. The
main defence is a twelve foot wire fence coveri ng 90070 of the distance
along the border. This is 'active' as if it is touched a signal is sent to
the border posts.
The majority of the next two week was taken up with testing all the
equipment to be taken with us to Brunei for the Exercise Setia Kawan
in which we were to establi h and monitor umpire communications
while 2/2 Gurkha Rifles took on the Sultan of Brunei's Task Force
with help from HMS A rk Royal.
Whilst on Brunei we were based at Pennanangjong Camp, a brand
new but very bleak camp on the NW facing coast. We later moved
further up the coast to Barracus Camp which, being close to a NAAFI
with a superb swimming pool was a more popular location .
Whilst at Barracus Camp, I was invited by the CO, Lt Col Adams,
to accompany him, th ree ubalterns and a Gurkha operator on a short
trip to a rebroadcast station to explore the possibility of resupply by
foot. lt was an early start with a rover trip to Maura Port where the
Special Combat Squad (Bruneian) took us to Bangar by high powered
long boats. Then came the good part; to get from the road, through
5km of primary and secondary jungle to the rebro at Bt Biang up on
a very prominent ridge feature. We reached the rebro at 1500 hrs, five
hours after starting off from the road. We hardly had time to think
about the 7kms tab back down the 'track' along the ridge when a
Scout helicopter landed and out popped C pl Payne, as fresh as a
daisy!
Needle s to say, the daily rain started as we left and within an hour
we had lost the elu ive track and were fighting through the
undergrowth. By 1900 hrs it was too dark to continue so we resigned
ourselves to a night out. Having brought little kit it was an
uncomfortable night, and for the four of us for whom it was our first
night in the jungle it was quite an experience.
Tracks always look better by daylight and after only 45 minutes we
hit the road and were on our way back to Bangar Pore again. I think
Lt Col Adams was suitably impressed with our efforts, especially as
it went from a forecast 5 hour walk to a 26 hour marathon. He named
the occasion Exercise Ulu Puteh, which means whiteman's jungle.
Life then became more predictable except when the Gurkha LCpl
ED, who we nicknamed 'Ta Mate', drove the E RV down the road,
literally. The road gave way under the vehicle and it had to be
recovered by about 15 of us pushing and pulling it out of the hole it
had left.
We packed up and flew back to Kai Tak by Hercules transports
after an enjoyable month in Hong Kong. Thank you 246 Gurkha Sig
qn for an excellent attachment.

A SAILORS TALE
A report by W02 (RQMS) A. C. Hedgley
Exercise Medchase 88-89 read the DC! that cluttered my ' in ' tray
one rain soaked Monday morning early in July, you know-summer.
Having promised my boss the Quartermaster, Maj John Kirkman ,
that I would read diligently all the 'guff' that floats into my desk trays
I duly perused the article with a view to gleaning more information .
'Sailing experience not required, between 14 and 20 days cruising the
balmy sun-kissed waters of the Mediterranean on a 55ft yacht. What's
this! It beats working here. Where do I sign? What do I colour in? I've
been on cross-channel ferries with the best of them, what I don't know
about port (comes in a bottle) and starboard (does not come in a
bottle) is not worth the mention-honest. All I have to do is persuade
the Quartermaster to countersign the application .
'Well RQ everyone is entitled to one 'swan' in their career and this
may well be yours'. It's signed, what joy, what pleasure, what
amazement. The application was on its way with the gum on the
envelope flap still damp from my fevered licking and I sat back to
await developments. Block leave came and went, crew selection date
came and went, the starting date of the leg I had applied for drew
nearer. Well there must have been loads of applicants so no great
surprise in not getting a place. Suddenly, out of the 'blue' with only
twelve days to go a phone call from the exercise organiser, I had been
a reserve etc etc, someone had dropped out etc etc, was I still available
and interested? It is exceptionally hard to be nonchalant at times like
these and I suspect the Naval type on the other end of the line was not
fooled by my 'okay if you like' attitude (the weeping with joy would
have been a give away for a start!) My cheque went off and I received
various pieces of paper with kit lists and proposed itinerary etc.
The leg I had been selected for was from Gibraltar to Malta via the
Spanish mainland , Ibiza, Sicily and Sardinia. The flight to Gibraltar
was from Gatwick and it was there that I met the other members of
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the crew, includi~g two rather nice y~ung ladies from the Womens
Royal Naval Service. The skipper, havmg flown out two days earlier
was the only crew memb~r not prese~t so we were an eleven strong
party _that boa~ded the Air Europe fligh t bound for the sun
M d
. Ar.riva l at Gib ~rought the first minor problem, the boat nJas ~ot
m Gibraltar, the f1r~t-leg crew had left it s_omewhere in Spain. So we
all g?t our hands m our pockets a~d hired a mini-bus. Over the
Spams~ border ~nd three hours later m darkness just north of Cadiz
we arr_1~ed .at_ a little port named Puerto Santa Maria, (it will be nice
when 1t .s fm1,she~), an_d _there impressive in appearance and size lay
Her MaJestys Sail Trammg Craft 'Adventure' a 55ft Bermuda rigged
yacht.
. The skipper welco~ed us ~board and showed me a locker about the
size ~f 8: box for_ a pair of ch1lds shoes and said that I was to stow my
gear m 1c. Lookmg down at my two large and one medium size bag
ruffed full of kit I realised that I had encountered the second minor
problem.
We sailed_ the followin~ day with the sun shining and the sea calm
or at leas~ 1t was c~m m the dock basin. My watch leader was a
S~rgeon Lieutena~t ~~the Royal Nav_y and he mentioned anti-sickness
pill~ to the crew. I ~mtl~lly scorned this offer until I spotted the skipper
takmg _some at :which time I grabbed a hand full and started the dose.
That mght passm~ through the _Straits of Gibraltar, the seas were very
rough and the wmd :was _gusting to f~rce 10. Steering any sort of
cours~ w~s, for a no~1ce_hke mysel_f, virtually impossible as the boat
was p1tch1~g and roll mg. m a ~ery vio lent and most alarming manner.
Haymg said tha~. at no time ~bd I have any reservations about the boat
or its seaworthiness; the Nicholson 55's are ocean going vessels in
every sense of the word. The sheer force of the wind lashing the spray
into the face was, however, a sobering demonstration of nature's
forc~s and althoug.h oil~kins_ were provided and my yellow wellies were
prov1~g worth. thei r weight m gold the sea still managed to get under
all this protection and I was soaked to the skin by the time the watch

was over 8:nd I went below. Surprisingly despite the noise and the
boat's ~ot1on I fol!nd no problems in going to sleep and staying that
wa)'. until some sadist shook me after what seemed like ten seconds to
advise me that I was due back on watch.
Th~ remainder of t~e journe_y consisted of brief, usually overnight
stops m Cartagena, Ib1xa, Caghan and finally Malta. During this time
I learnt two points of sailing, these being port and starboard tack close
h~uled, because every time a course was plotted onto the chart the
wmd came from the exact, or almost, opposite direction. Apart from
two d~ys when those not on watch enjoyed sun bathing on deck the
choppmess of the seas precluded such activities and I did all bar two
watches in oilskins and wellies and invariably ended the watch dam p.
On arrival at Malta we were all fairly tired from the work of sailing
mo~e or less permanently close hauled, and the all too brief sleep
pe~1~ds. W_e were also covered in bruises, cuts and grazes from
stnkmg vanous parts of the boat with various parts of our anatomies
foot~olds not being easy to maintain when the boat was more or !es~
consistently 'heeled' over at different angles. A few days R & R in
_M alta buyi?g the duty free and presents for those back home, and
it wa~ a fl1gh~ back to Gatwick and a typical English November
mornmg of drizzle, fog and freezing temperatures-welcome home.
Ther~ are ~wo points to this tale that I would encourage readers to
note. Firstly 1t pays to read DCI's now and again as some interesting
and w~rthwhi_l~ opportunitie~ do crop up . Secondly, anyone out there
who thinks sailmg m the Mediterranean is all beer and skittles can take
it from me that such is not the case. In fact the experience was one
that I shal_l always remember but speaking personally would not rush
to do agam.
_S_o to all those who think that they might like the change to go
sa1hng or those w~o are already hooked, get reading and get applying.
Remember-nothing ventured, nothing gained. Happy sailing
shipmates and avast behind.

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
QM
AO
OCCTp
OC N Tp
OC P Tp
RSM
MTWO
FofS
YofS
RQMS
ASM

cc

Maj John Davies
Capt Dave Raleigh
Capt Bob Lockwood
Capt Pauline Lucas WRAC
Capt Mike Griffiths
Lt Richard Quinlan
Sgt Steve Rook
WOl (RSM) Dave Simpson
WOl Mick Hewitt RCT
W02 (FofS) Dougie Brisco
W02 (YofS) Dennis Prince
W02 (RQMS) Tom Ferry
WOl (ASM) Paul Windsor REME
W02 (ORQMS) John Manley

Over the past few months the Squadron has been heavily involved
in Ex Eastern Shield a Home Defence exercise and Ex Panthers Paw
the 19 Bde concentration. We are now looking forward to the end of
year festivities.
QM'S DEPARTMENT
As expected the Department took charge of most of the ad.min tasks
on Simex, the QM doing his Basil Fawlty bit accommodating the
Brigade Officers in Westdown Camp Officers' Mess whilst Sgt Jim
Vernon and Cpl Dave Sands found some floorspace for the boys.
The RQMS Tom Ferry took on a completely new outlook on life
and became the Simex Conference Centre Manager. It was lots of fun
and the Squadron got a good chit at the end of the day .
From Simex on to a fairly uneventful Summer Sales then on to the
highlight of the Squadron ' year the '30th Anniver ary Parade'.
Enough to say everyone worked hard .a nd it went well.
We then had a bit of a breather before Ex Panthers Paw.
During Panthers Paw the Quartermaster departed for Colchester to
prepare for his handover to Capt Bob Lockwood who is joining us
from 21 Sig Regt. All went well and the handover was completed on
27 October.
From there we got ourselves sorted out after a long exercise season.
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FAREWELL
A sad farewell to our Quartermaster Maj Charley Homewood and
his wife Anna . Welcome: to Capt Bob Lockwood and his wife Joan,
also to Sig Robo Robson and his wife Anne, and LCpl Mac McDonald
and his ·wife Liane.
REME FITIER SECTION
Hello again from the REME element of the Squadron. Another
hectic year is drawing to an end and the festive season is in view. With
the exercise period behind us and after very little discussion, it has
been decided that Cpl Perkins has won the 'Green Maggot' award for
1988 by a clear snooze and Cfn Pegg is the REME 'Poseur' after
repeatedly parading his excuse for a body at the swimming pool on Ex
Summer Sales. The last major exercise, Panthers Paw, came and went
very slowly. The highlight being our Virgin Expedition to the Isle of
Wight in the squadron boat. A good day was had by all despite the
fact that the QM forgot to book the good weather.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Goodbye to LCpl (now Mr) Howard and welcome to LCpl Portman
who joined us on promotion from the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders Welcome back to Sgt Phil Cumock from his six months
holiday in Cyprus and good hick Sgt Andy Dewson Dewis who leaves
soon to start his Artificer course. Sgt Dewis is going to be replaced by
Sgt Mich Whittall who will be joining us on promotion and after
having done the 'P' Coy course at Aldershot. I've been reliably
informed that he can complete the second half of the BFT in 7 min
40 secs. He'll have to put a bit of a spurt on to catch up with the re t
of us! Finally good luck to LCpl 'Skid' Wilkes who is about to
leave for a four months tour in Kenya.
OSCAR TROOP
"
TROOP PERSONALITIES
Troop OC
Capt Mike Griffiths
Troop Sgt
Sgt Stu Read
Cpl George Sheppard
Acting Troop Sgt
The Troop has had a busy time since we la t reported. June saw the
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t art of it . 1eployed to Salisbury for three week on
1m • and to
manv on I: ummer .lies. Directly after ummer
I the Troop" seen in it · ceremo nial role, doing parade practise
f r the 30th nniver ary Parade, whi ·h went off very well in front of
nglia T ' · . to t of Augu t wa taken up wilh block leave which I
g ther e\eryone enjoyed. From block leave the Troop' RTgs and
R. dio Ops found them elve on a sight seeing tour of the Eastern
Countie on E. Ea tern hield .
Ex Panth-:r Paw . aw the Troop deploying to Salisbury (again) . We
e\en managed to get ig ten Fsrrar on thi one. Steve also informed
us he wa the Troop' only real t.iney. The Radio Relay crews found
them ehe in the Ex Control Radio Room. LCpl ev Waters (Radio
Rela · Op I) even found him elf commanding a R.:bro for the week.
The Troop wel ome ig imon Nichol on from Harrogate, and Sig
nd) nelle, and ' Du ty' Miller from November Tp. Sad farewell to
LCpl Eddie Eddie ton who is now in ovember Tp, and Sig (Sorry
fi ter) Carl Ma rsland and family who have gone to Civvy treet, our
best wi hes for the future go' ith them .
Congratulations to Capt Dave Raleigh and Sue on the birth of their
daughter Elizabeth and to LCpl Tony Waddi ngto n and Ly nn on the
bi1 th of their son, colt .
MT TROOP
PERSO . ALITIES
MTO
MT gt
MT gt

WOI M. Hewi tt RCT
gt R. S. Berry RCT
gt C. Allen

'.i ithout doubt MT Tp continue to be the busiest troop in the
Squadron! umerou deployment throughout the year, on a variety
of excuses (exercises etc) have stretched us to the limit, and ometimes
beyond. The odd Landrover and driver being found in the bonom
drawer on many occasions, to pacify over eager staff officers. In spite
of this we have found the odd weekend for activities such as: PRE
preparation, vehicle washdown, office cleaning and winn ing the
UKL F Road Safety and Skilled Driving Competition ! This under the
captaincy of Sgt Chris Allen was a fine achievement and thoroughly
deserving of the hard work and preparation he and the other members
of the team, LCpl {now Cpl) Adrian Mullin and LCpl Tom Collins,
both RCT, had put in.
The hard work that the Troop has undertaken has been completed
despite the 'friendly' inter-corps rivalry. With Sig ' Dolly' Parton and
Dvr Simon Sharp vying for the post of top accident specialist. The
winn er being . . . Shh . . . you know who!
II was with sad ness that we had to say goodbye to Cpl J ohn P ett y
and LCpl (now Cpl) Mark Rouse who have boch moved on to pastures
new havi ng been valued and faithful members to the Troop, along
with Cpl 'Taff' Hillman . We welcome into the flock LCpls 'Geordie'
Smee and Ron Biggins. We wish them well and if they can fi nd time
we hope they enjoy their tour at Colchester. To all Cbt Drivers (soon
to be Driver Linemen) who want an easy time getting bored, leave
Colchester out of your preference posting plot. To the others .
co me on down and join us .
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'OVEMBER TROOP
by Lt Quinhm
August sa\\ two major evem in the Troop. The first was the arri val
of LI Richard Quinlan from RMC Shrivenham (What a shock to be
back in green!) vice Capt Julian {Bungle) Bunce who goes to the
School of Signals to be educated. It is about time someone tried!
Good luck to the School and also good luck Julian .
September wa pent preparing for the Brigade Concentration and
Major FI"X on Salisbury Plain. P art of the Concentration phase of
the exercise wa an inter platoon competition with each of the three
infan try battalions entering ni ne teams and the final three being made
up from 42 Ord Coy. 8 Fd Wksps and the Sig Sqn . A gruelling 48 hour
ambush operation was in store for the teams.
After the initial orders and kit checks, the Squadron team deployed
in Saxons for the infilitrati on phase. A vehicle ambush sparked off a
night foot navex with the team carrying all 75-85lbs of kit, personal
weapons and ammunit ion. The following morning a vehicle move
through a rolling replenishment point to a patrol base drop off point
was followed by recce patrols and around robin of stands for the Pl
Comd Lt Quinlan and the ection 2JC's LCpls Maciejewski, O'Shea
and Morris. The stands were Artillery Target Indication, Forward Air
Control Officer Procedures, Tank Target Indication and Map
Reading. One stand that was not expected was the motorbike stunt
rider. LCpl O'Shea was in the inverted prone position commonly
known a flaked out, when a stray rider on a moped, unfortunately,
ran out of control and proceeded to do an Eddie Kidd death defying
human leap. Unfortunately he forgot the ramp and hit LCpl O'Shea
square in the back. Fearing a fatal injury (and always being a bit of
an actor) LCpl O'Shea groaned loudly and feigned death . All that
really happened was a big tear in his combat jacket and slight bruising.
The moral of the story is to avoid mad gunner Majors on mopeds.
The competition continued with a night ambush in the pouring rain
which came to a climax when it was sprung by a competing platoon
with an endless supply of ammunition. The withdrawal on foot was
followed by a vehicle move which was (surprise! su rprise!) interrupted
by an urgent requirement for our vehicles elsewhere. T here then
followed an 18km march ruad shoot with Saxon wheel changing and
stretcher race phases on route. The team competing with SLR against
SABO, both in Respirator -performed very well. Without exception
all members of the team performed very well, and gave all in the
pursuit of excellence. The final placing was 12th out of the 30 teams
with the non infantry teams being 12th, 18th and 27th.
Congratulations team. The remainder of the month of October was
raken with post exercise clean up and preparation for the visit by
Comd Comms l(BR) Corps Brig T. I. M . Waugh MBE.
The Troop has lost the services of a couple of its personalities. Cpl
{Orms) Ormerod leaves us bound for 249 Sig Sqn. LCpl O'Shea leaves
bound for CCE to Tech, Sig Llewellyn is bound for I Armd Div Sig
Regt. We wish the very best for the future to all three of these
character .
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227 Sig Sqn (AFCENn
BFPO 18
VISITS
It has been _an ext~e.mely busy period for visits in last few months
We ?t~rted with a v1s1t from Comd Comms BAOR ~aj Gen P. R:
Davies. He met m<;>st :nembers of the Squadron with the Alternate
War HQ_ Communication Squadron Element demonstrating their 85
Buy eqmpment. .The General ha~ lune~ in the Internation al Dining
Hall wit~ the officer_s and. SNCO~ in stauon - a culinary experience not
to be missed, especially 1f you hke hamburgers. No sooner was this
over than the Squadron ~.osted some 120 international guests at a
Retreat cer,emony at Tap1Jn Kaserne during the visit of the Corps
Band . The Welshman' W02 {SSM) Williams was confident that there
was no nee~ of a wet ~eather programme, and that 's exactly wha t
happened-;-:JUSt. The ram _started as the Band marched off! The Band
was ma~mf1cent; they amved in the morning to play a concert at the
l~ternauonal Scho<?l at HQ AFCENT, then moved to Maastricht to
fmd the S_SM and his pr.ayer mat, on the camp square, eyeing the dark
clouds with apprehension. The ceremony went smoothly with the
Chief of Staff HQ AFCENT, Lt Gen De Jonge (Dutch Army) taking
the salute, escorted by the Sqn Comd . This was followed by a small
reception held in the 'Anchor Inn', our all ranks club within Tapijn
Kaserne.

SPORT
Members of the Squadron continue to participate in a number of
sports, principally Orienteering, Cross Country, Rugby Football and
Ten Pin Bowling. In particular, our bowlers field three teams every
week, with one being provided exclusively by the wives. One team
curre~tly holds top place in the Tuesday and Friday night leagues, so
keep 1t up lads.
ORIENTEERING
This is t~e sport that has flourished in the Squadron, due mainly to
the enthusiasm of Capt Carol O'Nians WRAC, our 2IC, and support
from the Sqn Comd . At the recent Royal Signals BAOR
Championships, Maj Graham Thomas b<0came M40 champion and
Capt O'_Nians the WRAC champion. Since then the 2IC has become
the Belgian Womens National Champion and recently returned to UK
to . beco~e the British Interservice and UK Champion at Night
Onenteermg. November saw the Squadron running an RCZ League
Event at B~del near Eindhoven where a successful day was had by all
the competitors. We currently lead the RCZ Minor Units league by a
wide margin - which we intend to extend by the end of the season.

Comd Comms BAOR s een with Maj Robinson (Comd AWCSf who
is requesting spa re parts from a highe r a uth ority

If you are serving and have a standing order for THE
WIRE please keep us well informed in advance of any

Maj Gen P. R. Davies Comd Comms BAOR presenting Capt C. S .
O' Nia ns WRAC with her prize at the Corps BAOR Orienteering
Meeti ng

change of address. It is impossible for us to keep up
with hundreds of posting orders and your 'Wire' will
go to your old address unless we hear to the contrary.

Lt Gen De Jong e (Dut ch Army) Chief of Staff HQ AFCE NT tak ing
t he salute at t he Playing of Retreat Ceremony
EXERCISES
The Alternate War HQ Communication Squadron (A WCS)
dep loyed on Exercise Cobalt Flash in preparation fo r Able Archer in
October/November. We had our ups and downs but, with a great
effort of technological expertise by 'less-than-180-day -to-do' WOl
(FofS) Graham Atkinson and with much overtime spent on rewiring
some of our vehicles, it resulted in a very succes ful exercise, with an
excellent service pr_ovided fo r the taff of HQ AFCENT.
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ARRIVALS/ DEPARTURES
T he following have left the Squadron, and we take this opportunity
to wish them and their families farewell and all the best for the futu re:
Sgt Bashford, Cpl Butler, Maj Graham, Sgts Mee, O' Shea, Sig
Powell , Maj Tricker, LCpl Wood and Sig Smith . We also welcome the
following arrivals and their fa milies and hope they enjoy their tour;
Sig Crosby, Sgts Cumming, Dorian, Sig Dunnett , Hunt, Cpl Lewis,
Maj Limb, Cpls MacPherson, Town in, Maj McKay, Sgt Taylor, Sig
Cawthrone and Busby.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Cpl and Mrs Choules on the birth of their
son , Alex, and to Cpl and Mr Nodwell on the birth of their son
Adam. If you can' t get rec ru its, breed your own .
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244 Sig Sqn (AS)
RAF, Brize Norton

238 (London) Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks
LS & GC PR ENTATION- GT K. WOODCOCK
eptember wa a bu month for SSgl ate ~Voodcock. N?t only
did she receive new of her posting on promotion to COD B1cester,
but he al o had to find time for about ten farewell parties and an LS
GC presentation.
The OinC, kindly agreed to present the medal. After a few moments
of pani , the 2IC managed to acquire the right unifor~ and t~e
citation, and look cool, cairn and collected to greet the some on his
arrival at the Squadron. Almost all members of the Squadron had
queezed them elve into the Bruno Bar to witness the pre entation
and partake in the customary 'wetting of the medal'. Well done
taff-I pre ume you have now invested in some non slip hoes!

Sgt 'Lodging Allowance' Sheehan pictured in action with Cpl
Brummie Seaton in attendance
RADIO TROOP
MEDIEVAL NIGHT
On 4 November 1988 Radio Tp decided to break with tradition and
have a more sophisticated party. The period costumes ranged over a
number of centuries, but that didn't matter as long as you dressed up
in something and looked absolutely ridiculous. The prize for the most
stupid looking costume went to Sig Roy Brunt, hotly pursued by Sgt
Steve Matthews whose costume didn't do a lot for his 'StreetCred'
(what is 'StreetCred' anyway?)
With a lil!le help from the rest of the Troop, Capt Mike Dunn and
LCpl Sheldon Woodfine spent most of the evening in the stocks, the
troop is still trying to find out who released them! The evenins
progressed from a sumptuous banquet to medieval dancing and
music, which left Jiule to be desired, as did Cpl Salisbury's singing!
Obviously, a good time was had by all.

M TROOP
Recently the troop has und~rgo_ne major cosmetic surgery both in
manpower and structure resultmg m our numbers being back to quota
and a 'happier working environment' .
Sgt 'Molly' Collins has left us to go to Pontrallis Training area on
his well earned promotion to SSgt. Sgts Wood and Hartly have also
left us for greener pastures and civilian life, both after over 22 years
ervice. Congratulations go to Sgt Collin · and Sgt Hartley on their
recent marriages.
Welcome to our troop Cpl 'Eric' Sykes who thinks TE Tech should
be changed to PP Tech:- Printing Press Technician; also LCpls
'Rocky' Be":tley, 'Urge' Amie~ .and 'Veteran' Luffman. LCpl
Luffman havmg retracted to technician after three years service as Cbt
Pmn .
When 'great changes' were mentioned by W02 (FofS) Howells we
thought perhaps a new kettle, but the ensuing move and spring clean
has left us with a more efficient and tidier workshop. Especially of
note is the rebuilt foyer (pictured) of which Cpl Irwin has said he will
have a nervous breakdown if PSA tell him LO rip down his hard work.
Of the two old faithfuls Jeft - Cpl Williams has recently become the
proud father of a lovely little girl, Sara Louise, congratulations to
Debbie his wife.
R&I

SSgt Kate proudly displays her medal presented by the SOinC
BATTLE CAMP
Having achieved our mandatory training targets throughout the
year this Battle Camp was going to be fun-so the DS claimed.
Fun entailed two separate five day exercises out in the field on
compo. For the ceremonial war veterans of 238 Sig Sqn this wa to
prove a culture shock.
The demarcation lines between male and female combatants were
soon established with the men cooking and women guarding. After
the first two days of DS led patrols and exercises rusty skills soon
began to shine as evidenced by Sig (Ram) Nairn, seen giving his
excellent orders for an ambush which was unfortunately executed with
the finesse of one of his chat up lines.
There was plenty of enthusiasm and a good overall level of soldierly
skills shown. Sig Runchman was awarded best student on the first
week for a combination of his inspired tactical ability and his equally
inspired bluffing abilities. Also mentioned in dispatches were Cpl Bob
Dunseith and Ptes Sue Webb and Lara Doherty.

Sig (Temporary Sgt) Bob Nairn gives his orders to Sig Ian Tait,
'Crow' Webster and Roy Brunt
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Front Row: L Cpls Bentley, Cuffman, Amies
Back Row: Cpls Williams, Irwin, Sykes

Sgt Steve Matthews poses in his medieval outfit, his wife Linda
also thinks it is quite amusing
DEPARTURES/ ARRIVALS/CONGRATULATORY
At times life at 238 can appear to be one continuous party, and yet
again a large number have moved on to pastures new. Farewell and
good luck to Capt Dick and Veronica Howes who are enjoying the
sunshine in Saudi Arabia and to SSgt Kate Woodcock, also to Sgt Kev
Moir now on his F of S course, Sgt 'Teenwolf' Sheehan to 1 QO
Hldrs, LCpl Jones to 20 Maritime Regt (on promotion to Cpl), LCpl
Jo Inman to Int & Sy Gp {G), Pte Lindsey Davidson to 16 Sig Regt
and Pte Linda Strachan to JCUFI. Farewell and good luck in your
new careers to: Sgt Colin Ryder, Cpls Ian Henshall, 'Smudge' Smith
and Sig Martin Flight, all recently departed for 'civvy street'!
In their place we welcome the new TOT, Maj Nevell and MarieRose Armitage and the new Oscar Tp SSgt Paula and husband Sgt
Paul Dean, also to; Sgts Dai Rennison, Tracie Dodd, John Bragg,
Cpls Cath Smith, Brian Vaughan, Billy and Lorraine Scott and Robert
Dowell, LCpls Liz Dickinson, Tony Speight, William and Karen
Patterson and LCpl Dave and Kay Chambers, ig Robert Holland,
Bob Garlick, Ian Tait, Timothy Rome, Jason Malcolm, Andrew
Smith and Ptes Lara Doherty, Natalie Defriend, Gillian Wakerley,
Bridget Johnstone and Liane Denley.
Congratulations on new additions to the family this time go to Tels
Tp to: SSgt Geoff and Kay Baldry, Sgt Dougie and Leslie Robertson
and Cpl Colin and Lynn Pullen on the birth of your daughters:
Sophie, Ailsa and Lois, respectively.
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EXERCISE ACTIVE LOOK
Exercise Active Look was an exchange visit between Queen's
Gurkha Signals and a UK based unit. This year 244 Sig was selected
to participate and Sgt 'Molly' Collins and Cpl Pete Goodliff
represented the Squadron.
The flight to Hong Kong was delayed, so unfortunately our intrepid
duo had to endure the squalor of the Gatwick Hilton at British
Airways expense.
On arrival at Kai Tak Airport the party was transported to Sek
Kong Camp where it was ba ed during the stay in Hong Kong.
Then followed a fortnight in 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn during which time
the NCOs were employed in trade. This also allowed time for Cpl
'Stu' Owen , to show the party the wonders and delights of Kowloon
and Wan Chai.
On 18 August Queen's Gurkha Signals deployed to Brunei for
Exercise Setia Kawan. In Brunei full advantage wa taken of the sun
and empty beaches . However 246 did also employ Sgt Collins on the
ERV and Cpl Goodliff on the HF guard net, so some work was
achieved.
Our fearless hero 'Molly' Collins sustained an injury, however, not
in the depths of the jungle, but in the comfort of Penanjong C~p.
A rather surprised Commcen Operator looked on as Sgt Collms
walked in with 6 inches of bamboo in his wrist and said he might have
a problem. However, he braved the pain in true British style with the
odd colourful word added for good measure.
.
The Squadron arrived back in Hong Kong on 5 September, which
was the start of the R and R. During this period we visited various
landmarks, such as Victoria Peak, Ocean Park, Yuen Long and
Reclamation Street, where they gut live fish as you watch, so you
know your getting a fresh fillet.
Alas all good things come to an end and on 15 September the P.a~ty
returned to Gatwick to be met by the SSM and the gloomy British
weather.
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

The Squadron has been quite busy in barracks during the last two
months. The inevitable preparation for our forthcoming deployment
to Norway has been interspersed with the odd competition and course.
EXERCISE DRYSHOD
by LCpl Culleton
As a newcomer to 249 I had to embark on the annual warm up for
the Sqn's deployment to Norway. It involved a certain amount of
marching between three stands per day with distances totalling from
12 to 16km's. The stands included such things as First Aid in the
Arctic and how not to conduct yourself skiing with the section (A few
Oscar nominations coming from that one) .
At night our Lime was our own, except for some of the section who
were selected for a night navigation course. The aim being to collect
the followi ng days rations.
On reflection a very beneficial week and an ideal tepping stone for
non Arctic Warfare Trained personnel. Next stop Norway . . .
COMMANDERS CUP COMPETITION 1988
After nine wPek's hard training, a team was finally selected to
represent the St,n in the competition. After only just being pipped at
the post last year by 205 Sig Sqn we were out for revenge.
On 16 October the day was set and looking at the opposition (205
Sig Sqn, 30 Sig Regt, 2 Div, I Inf Bde, 244 Sig Sqn) the morale was
high. After the initial inspection, it was off to the .wimming pool for
the Command Task. Just before the next stand 205 Sig Sqn moved
tactically to their stand, with faces blackened. 249 moved into action
led by Arctic Warrior, Lt Kim Evans. After setting a fast Lime, the
team had time to catch their breath on less arduous tasks.
time to catch their breath on less arduous tasks.
Some members of the team watched in amazement, as the 205 Sig
Sqn tackled the stepping stones. Two members of the team carrying
the 12 x 12 tent, insisted on not using the stones and got totally wet
(Not even they can walk on water). After eight events the competition
hinged on the last event 'The March and Shoot'. 205 Sig Sqn went off
like a Bat out of Hell, chasing the rest of the teams over very hilly
terrain. The Sqn had an advantage of knowing the area and were able
to pace themselves whereas 205 Sig Sqn finally ran out of steam and
their shooting result confirmed this.
It was then back to the unit for the presentation of the cup. 249 were
then confirmed as the winners with 205 Sig Sqn running a close
second. Better luck next year lads!

The winning team 249 Sig Sqn
Rear: Sgt Steve Hughes, Cpl Ron Foord, LCpl Charlie Challinor,

LCpl Phil Render, Sig Andy Blanchard, LCpl Kemp, Lt Kim Evans
Front: LCpl 'Brum' Baker, Sig ' Dizzy' Robinson, LCpl Bill Walker,

Sig 'Paddy' Brown
THE KIWI TROPHY COMPETITION
The Kiwi Trophy i the Squ1dron annual march and shoot
competition. Normally held in the ummer month , this year due to
a very busy schedule the competition took place on Salisbury Plain on
I I November . There was an early start at 0630 hr for those lucky
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oul · . lected to be marker or official . The competition is
ompul ory for all member of the Squadror., with only the sick and
lame e u ed (no lazy in 249)! The early runners had to face the added
di ability of den e fog which reduced vi ibility to just a few ~ar~s.
ome of the whippet ran impressively but were hampered by missing
the odd turning and running considerable extra distances.
With the early runner
till weating and panting from their
e enion , the bulk of the Squadron et off in pair_ at two minute
interval beginning at 0930 hr . The cour e consisted of a cross
ountry route taking in over 17km of the plain. To add to the fun
ompetitors were invited to carry a 30lb Bergap a~d an SASO. 1:he
winning time was determined by taking the running ume, the shootmg
ore and any penaltie awarded for mi sing items of equipment.
De pfte the best effort of the younger men in the Squadron (that
mean all of u ) the winning time of 2 hrs 2 min 33 sec was achieved
by the QM, Capt Bill White. Second was Sig 'Chalky' White (no
relation) with an overall time of 2 hrs 2 min 41 sec but who had the
faste t running time of the day. The Squadron was honoured to have
Mr R. A. Farrell , the Deputy High Commissioner for ew Zealand
present to pre ent the Kiwi Trophy on the day. Mr Farrell al o
managed to get his hands on the SA"Sb and succeeded· in scaring a few
targets to death on the Bulford Ranges. The day ended with everyone
marvelling at the QM's excellent time, but we believe he had an unfair
advantage, after all we've not had 41 years to practise.

254 Sig Sqn (UNFICYP)
BFPO 567

'The Stretcher race'. Sig Joyce takes it easy on top
SQUADRON LEADERSHIP CADRE
Grimsby Town, famous for its fish docks and football, would not
normally feature in Wire Notes if it were not for the fact that 20 men,
handpicked by the OC, were bundled out of the 4 tonner that had
carried them on the six hour trip from Bulford. they had been
gathered together immediately following the Kiwi Trophy
Competition on Firday afternoon, obstensibly to be briefod on the
Leadership Cadre which was to begin on the following Monday. They
were dressed in track suits carrying their MOD Form 90's . they
discovered that the cour e was to start prematurely. Once in Grimsby
they were given one simple instruction by the SSM, 'The course begins
in Bulford at 0730 hrs on Monday with a BFT, be there!'
So began their week's course of initiative, BFT's, CFT, command
tasks, lecturettes, and to finish a Pass Off Parade taken by Col M. J.
C. Galloway from 2 Sig Bde. The 'Most Improved Student Award'
went to Sig Venus and the ' Best Student Award' went to Sig Potter.

'The Assault Course with burden proved a tough challenge'

Sig Potter receives the ' Best Student Award '

Maj S imon Kidner escorts the New Zealand Deputy High
Commissioner and guests including the parents of the late Cpl
Dowse to a wreath laying ceremony at Tidworth cemetery

AUTUMN GOLF MEET
The nine hole co urse at RAF Upavon witnessed a scene of pure
comedy on Wednesday 5 October, but enough of the OC's opening tee
shots !
Sixteen staunch members of the Squadron Gold Society, under the
directions of Cpl 'Nobby' Nevill , braved glorious sunshine cloudless
skies and a gentle breeze to compete for the title of 'golfer of the year
1988'.

W02 (SSM) Gordon Shelly (handicap committee) ensured that a
fair system of penalties were evenly distributed so that only he stood
any chance of hoisting the trophy aloft. A quick glance at the results
will simply prove that once again he had an awful day .
Overall Chamption
2nd
3rd

Cpl Mick O'Brien
LCpl 'Sandy' Currie
LCpl 'Chippy' Lang

Greensome Champions Capt Bill White and Sig Blanchard
2nd
Cpl Wiltshire a nd Sig Paul Young.

The Deputy High Commissioner is briefed on the route of the Kiwi
Trophy by the SSM
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Nearest the Hole
(18th Par 3)

Maj Simon Kidner !Oft

Longest Dive
( 6th Par 5)

LCpl 'Sandy' Currie 215yds
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COMMCEN TROOP
SP REGT CROSS COUNTRY
by Cpl Willy Williams
There was a good all round turnout for the competition, however,
due to wide variations in the strengths of the different departments the
competition was run on a percentage basis with the first 20 percent of
each department counting. This meant our first nineteen counted.
The course was 4.5 mile flat course around the UNPA. The SSM
'Butch Maycock' promising to open the Squadron Bar and cancel PT
the next day if we won. The boys were ready (well nineteen of them),
everyone knew it would be a hard race with the Workshops being the
favourite, only needing nine to count. The course had a mile stretch
up the UN road which sorted the men from tht: boys.
The wail at the end was tense, we did it though, quite convincingly,
Sig Rog Jolly taking overall first, Sig Quinn taking second in
the Squadron and LCpl Ade Toye third, the last of our team being
WOl (YofS) 'Where's my Medal' Hammett .
The SSM kept his word and got the beers in. The next day there was
no PT which was just as well really.'

RADIO TROOP
First of all the Troop would like to ~ay a sad farewell to Sgt Brian
Lauder, LCpl Paul Davis, Canadian Cpl Brian Devereaux, Canadian
ig Dale Harrison, Sig Titch Bowman, Billy Kaye-and a welcome to
S gt Benny Bennett, Sig Shaun Morgan, Andy Brown, Eddie
Smerdon and Canadian MCpl Warren Kohls and Scholfield.
The Troop team was the best section on Exercise Aphrodites
Am~le-it was a hard three days, but the lads enjoyed it. The first day
consisted of Military stands and a weapon imtruction and falling plate
competition with the Austrian Assault Rifle. Day Two was a hard 22
mile walk across the mountains, finishing on the beach. day Threet
started with a Squadron parade which resulted in the whole Squadron
marching into the sea, to the amusement of SSM Butch Maycock. We
then continued with beach activities for the rest of the day.
The Darts and Pool competition in the Squadron Club the Wire Inn
resulted in LCpl Kev Potts (Bacardi Bill) retaining the Pool and ig
Billy Kaye winning the Darts. Well done lads. Radio Tp has also done
a good job of redecorating the Wire Inn again. (But the colours are
still mindblowing). Our efforts are well protected this month by the
duty barmen however.

COMMCEN TROOP GOODBYES AND HELLOS
by Cpl ' Wire Notes' Williams
The Squadron is now changing over OC's. Many thanks to Maj R.
I<'. Rutherford, we hope you enjoyed your tour and all the best in the
future . Welcome to Maj J. G. Peck .
Such is the rate of changeover in the Commcen to mention everyone
would take forever, so - Ex-members back at 30 Sig Regt, thanks, see
you on your next tour. A special goodbye goes to Cpl Mitch Mitchell
(I've got your shift) now on his way to Bielefeld. Also to Sig Eldridge
on his promotion and posting to sunny 22 Sig Regt.
Congratulations to LCpl Craig Bird for escaping a full tour this
time, also Sig (now LCpl) Robbo Robson who managed a few weeks
out here while the sun was out.
Welcome back for the second time to Cpl J.:enny Everett and Sig
Andy Major. First timers LCpl Taff Hughes, Cpl ' Big Bob' Mason
and Sig Kev Wyatt and Ian Galloway . To all those who are due to
arrive soon, 'The Wire Ir.n' awaits you.
TECH AND LINE TROOP-Thoughts of LCpl Toye
After nearly passing out on arrival in Cyprus, due to the heat,
everyone assured me it was cooling down after a very hot summer.
The journey from Akrotiri to Nicosia was uncomfortable, to say the
least, the heat scorching, and we also picked up a few 'worse for we.ar'
UN soldiers who insisted on singing, shouting and generally making
a noise-(as long as they were enjoying themselve !). The scenery w~s
different but it looked okay. Then we arrived at the UN camp m
Nicosia, ~ice place-honest! I was left to look around in the afternoon
wondering what I had let myself in for. A visit to a local bar for a
cooling pint or two that night seemed a good idea.
The following day (0610 hrs) I found myself on one of many PT
lessons that would follow-what a shock!! After freshening up, I was
introduced to the Troop wearing KF shirt , Signals Beret and Cap
Badge-the first thing to do was to get rid o f them and become 'UNified'- Wl:at?
All dressed up to keep the peace and nowhere to go! I was beginning
to enjoy this out of the ordinary thing when I found out I was on d~ty
all week-great I thought! What do I know about Exchan~es (b~m~
a Radio Relay Tech) and C70's which are a bit on the an~1ent side.
(Ask ' Pop ' Shotton). Oh well, thrown in at the deep end 1~ the best
way I guess. Looking back over the last month, I' ve really enjoyed the
job and I am looking forward to the next five (could be longer says
.
the FofS) and elsewhere . . .
Cpl 'H'Glean is studying for his TI (we hope you pass t9 a!ld Sgt
Paul Flint is still trying to find out what sort of dri!lk LandJUt is, and
if it's true about Latina in January-you'll soon fmd out!
~II the
above, we bid farewell as their tours are now up and we d hke to
welco:ne Sgt Peter Hancock and family, Cpl Kel Watson, LCpl Adey
Toye (sort that head out) and LCpl Bonnie Tyler.

To
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The 21C Captain Charlie Manning scrutinizing the Daily Express
for secret messages from one of his agents while the SSM Butch
Maycock wonders why Krefeld is not on this map

Sig Jonah Jones , MCpl Bob Corney a~d LCpl Sad T~omas beating
Cpl Charlie Hanson over the head with a scaffolding pole as he
tries to negotiate the 14ft wall
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SHQ PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
SSM

cc

T rg SNCO
ORC
Clerk

Maj Danny McCo nnell
Capt Mick Fogg
W02 (SSM) T im Wallis
SSgt (ORQMS) Clyde A therley
SSgt Les Allen
Cpl J im Peat
Sig Ian Harper

WELCOME
We welcome Capt Mick Fogg, and his wife Joan and we know
already they are going to enjoy their tour .
DEPARTU RES
On 22 September the Squadron said farewell to Comd Comms Lt
Col Tony Kimber , we wish him a g?od to ur i.n MOD : In _Octo ber we
also said farewell to Capt (now MaJ) Pete Cam an d hi s wife Jean , on
posting to 22 Sig Regt.

Cpl Bailey enjoying the high life

FOOTBALL REPORT
The Squadron has had mixed season so far. While putting on a very
gutsy display in the Regimemal Cup, the team came third in the
competition overall, despite star performances by Sig Rog Joy, Mal
McLaren and Des Eldridge.
One notable suc::ess however was a very creditable draw, 2- 2, with
a local Nicosia side who fielded several ex professional players .
In a very physical game, Sgt Stan Holden dazzled everyone with his
somewhat slow, but fancy footwork and was asked to tum up for a
trial for the local old peoples home! Sig Des Eldridge and SSM Butch
Maycock got on so well with the local referee that he asked for their
names and addresses .
There were of course the usual and lengthy after match drinks in the
Wire Inn where the Squadron team was presented with trophies and
flowers by the match sponsors, courtesy of Mr Chris Michael, Chief
Executive of PR Advertising Ltd

t'INAl,LY
We say farewell to Lt Nick Coldrey and wish him and Sabina all the
best at University. We also say goodbye to Sgt Steve James and wish
him well at 7 Sig Regt.
BATTLE CAMP
Early October saw the Squadron perparing for the annual 2591262
Sig Sqns' Battle Camp. This year, as usual, the plan wa5 to go to
Akamas for two, one-week camps. However due to the lack of rain
in 'sunny Cyprus' the area was put out of bounds to troops and an
alternative plan had to be devised at very short notice. Frantic efforts
by many people particularly SSgts Andy f'ullwood and Les Allen
resulted in a one week Military Skills Course to be held in the Episkopi
area. This course took the forf!l of two days of training in the camp
which was to cover NBC, Drill, TOETs and Map Reading before
moving to the local Sotira training area for a field exercise phase.
Under the careful eyes _of the SS~, W02 Tim ~allis and the SQMS
SSgt Stu Mullen, the first morning began with a marathon drill
session. With all the cobwebs shaken away it was over to the section
OS, Sgt Dino Farrell, SSgts Les Allen, Kev Fitzpatrick and Andy
Fullwood for NBC and TOETs. The second day followed a similar
format with drill in the morning and Map Reading in the afternoon.
On the morning of the third day there was an inter-section assault
course competition which saw 1 Section establish a good lead in the
overall section competition. After the assault course it was time to don
combats collect webbing and weapons and head for the exercise area.
For this phase of the camp the course was divided into two platoons
and underwent a period of training in basic section and platoon
tactics. All aspects of fieldcraft were practised as well as 'roping
down' from a hovering Wessex helicopter. While the four section OS
looked after the platoons the enemy led by the SSM and Lt Iain
Standen staged numerous incidents to keep the exercise busy and
interesting. As the exercise progressed the platoons mounted recce and
fighting patrols as well as ambushes and many section and platoon
attacks. At one point during a cordon and search operation they were
called on to abseil down a small cliff in full kit, a shock to many. The
culmination of the exercise phase was a full company attack complete
with an endless supply of ammunition, mortar fire simulation and
battle casualties to be dealt with on the reorganisation.
Before returning to camp the final element of the weeks training
was a 5 mile speed march followed by a shoot. Despite having been
in the field for five days, with very little sleep, all teams put up very
commendable times and some good shoots. At this point the OS put
their heads together and looked at the weeks results in order to select
the best section and top student. After much deliberation the best
section went to 1 section under the instruction of SSgt Andy
Fullwood. Top student went to Cpl 'Chalky' White who narrowly
bear Cpl Elliott of 262 into second place.
All in all a good week was enjoyed by those who attended with a
great deal achieved particularly considering the last minute planning
necessary to set up the week's activities.

One Platoon pose prior to the Company attack

The Squadron says farewell to Commander Communications :
left to Right: SS gt Allen, Cpl Gorman, Sgt Higgins, Lt Col Kimber,
Sgt Campbell, S Sgt Godfrey
MOUNTAIN TROOP PERSONALITIES
OC
Lt lain Standen
FofS
W02 (FofS) Dave Gunn
Tp Sgt
Sgt Mark Keller
CO's CUP COMPETITIONS
Despite the pressures of work (sic) Mountain Troop has been very
active on the sporting front during the last few months . August saw
the 280 SU CO's Cup Swimming Competition held at Berengaria
Pool. The Troop team performed well with a notable appearance by
Sgt Mark Keller and managed to win the Competition .
Moving to September and back up the mountain for the Hockey
element of the Cup; once again an excellent performance by all team
members, ably led by the FofS brought yet another win in a very close
fought tournament. This win moved the Troop to the top of the CO's
Cup league.
Finally October saw the venue move once again this time to Akrotiri
for the Basketball and yet again the strength of the Army team was
too much for the RAF and another victory strengthened our position
at the top of the league table.

Standing l-R: Sig Kev Wyatt, LCpl Kev Parnham, Cpl Daz Bailey,
LCpl Jim Bowring, Sig Andy Major, LCpl Ade Toye, Sig Rog Jolly,
W02 Butch Maycock
Kneeling l-R: LCpl Craig Bird, Sig John Tierney, Mal Mclaren, Des
Eldridge, Robbon Robson, Sgt Stan Holden
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Three Section prior to the Company attack

HODGSON SHIELD
September also saw the Troop venture off the mountain for the
Hodgson Shield swimming competition. Combining with HQ Tp
provided a very strong team and despite stiff opposition from the
other Troops we managed another win. Our thanks must be passed to
Sgt 'Bod' McDonald of Epi Tp for his help in the victory.
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The Section OS: Sgt Farrell , SSgts Andy Fullwood, Kev Fitzpatrick
and Les Allen

Top Student: Cpl 'Chalky' White
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1989
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PER. 0 ALITI
Maj Nigel Cory
Capt Colin Bachelor
Lt Jane Heywood
W02 Dave Thomas
W02 Bill Jack on
W02 Pete White
gl Dave Edgecombe

Quire a few changes in Lhe Squadron at present with hello _to Sgl
Tre'l'or and Vane sa Glover from 244 Sig Sqn, also from 244 Sig S_qn
is LCpl Mike Preslon. Hello to LCpl Fern White from the Jomt
er ice Communication Centre in the Falkland Islands.
A number of people are leaving Lhe Squadron, so goodbye and good
luck to gt John and Cherry Salvesen, Cpl Gary and Pte Lynne
Hewings LCpl Mel and Pie Jackie McCorry, SSgt Roy and Shirley
nape, gt Bob and Evelyn Orchard. Sig Rick Nicholls and 'Torchy
Wil on.
· h f
Congratulations to Cpl Donny and Susan Robertson_on the b1rt ~
their daughter Kayleigh on 13 October; and to SSgt Nigel and Jackie
Grant on the binh of their daughter Samanlha on 2 December.
DHEKELIA DASH AND BONFIRE NIGHT
Well 5 ovember will certainly be remembered by the member of
262 Sig Sqn this year. The day started early with a Squadron call-outour bonfire the result of hours of hardwork, had burnt down! But
while the st~t of the rebuilding operation was progre sing, 15 lads
were pounding the road between Ayios ikolaos, home of 9 Sig Reg_t,
and Dhekelia in a 15 mile road-relay event known as the Dhekeha
Dash. By the afternoon it was all hands to the bonfire and by 1800
hrs it was 'It'll be alright on the night!'

Foreman of Signals
Technicians
Telemechanics
Radio Telegraphists
Yeoman of Signals
Radio TE and Radio Relay
Powermen
Datatelegraphists Class 1 and 2

The Squadron finished seventh in the Dhekelia Dash - not bad lads
but we'll do even better nexL year - well done to W02 Dave Thomas,
SSgt Roy Snape, gts Shaun Prior, Al Dixon, Gary Corr!gan, Stu
Thompson, Cpls Trev Cotter, Mick Garbett, George Stebbmg, Paul
Thomas, LCpls Dave Giles, Mel McCorry, Tony Dummer, Dave
Mcinnes and Sig Milesy Sweeney . Mention. al o _10 Sgt ~baron .~Y.
LCpl Nigel Kerr and Sig Rod Helps f?~ their assistance m pr_ov1d~ng
'up to the minute' results and team pos1t1ons along Lhe route - JUSt hke
Grandstand! Especially with !he AO Lt Jane Heywood in her guise as
Unit Public Relations Officer napping at the runners with her camera
- from the back of a Landrover!
After lunch it wa back to the beach and 'Operation Bonfire' was
in full swing. It was the place to be seen on Saturday afternoon anyone of importance was there, the Garrison Commander Col
Champion , the OC, AO, SQMS and both the YofS a nd the FofS. By
1800 hrs our work was complete and a grateful thanks to our friends
from 62 (Cyp) Support Squadron RE, without whose bulldozer we'd
still be there! The evening was a tremendous success with over 600
people watching the fireworks and the money raised was distributed
to local charities.
BA TILECAMP 1988
by LCpl Dave Melone
The scorching weather of the Cyprus Summer rendered Aka~as
training area unusable due to fi re risk. But all was nor lost! A section
of the men were nominated for a 'cadre-Lype' course run by 259 Sig
Sqn . Initial training consisted of drill, NBC, First Aid and Toets.
Then it was off out onto Soiira training area for the start of the
exercise phase. In anticipation of the arrival of new personal arms all
drills were as for the SASO and LSW - but with in our case the SLR
and GPMG! The highligh1 of the exercise was the company drop by
helicopter into our habour area. All previously learnt drills were
quickly forgotten as men and equipment scrambled down the 50ft or
rope as fast as they could manage. Neither did the abseiling phase add
to the confidence of Sgt 'Russ' Dale or Cpl 'Eddy' Edgar, 'Eddy'
disappeared down the rope upside down! But 'Stig' Elliot surpassed
all when he ran out of rope and then adopted the 'freefall' position.
Morale was high and excitement building for the final attack.
However LCpl Dave Mcinnes and Sig 'Torchy' Wilson were still first
to get the kettle on as the section prepared for the attack! The final
assualt was a success with simulated mortar and LMG cover and
lasted only 10 minutes.
After Endex prize giving took place in the 'Jimmy Club' and
congratulations to Sgt 'Stig' Elliott who came a very credible 2nd in
the Best Student Competition. the section would like to thank all
concerned at 259 Sig Sqn for a very enjoyable week.

THE FIELD OF REMEMBRANCE 1988
The Field of Remembrance 1988, in the precincts of Westminster
Abbey, was attended as usual by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The
Queen Mother. There were over 40 members of the Corps family at
the Royal Signals plot. Remembrance Crosses were planted for and on
behalf of:- The Signal Officer-in-Chief and A_ll Ranks Royal Signals;
The Chairman and Members of The Royal Signals Association; The
President and members Indian Signals Association; Aldershot·
Bedford; Bournemouth; Bradford; Bristol; Cambridge; Cardiff;
Catterick; Chester; Cinque Ports (Medway); Darlington; Dorset·
Guernsey; Harrogate; Hull; Lincoln; Liverpool; North London;
Plymouth; Poole; Preston & Blackburn; Reading; Scarborough;
Salisbury; Sheffield; Torbay & District; West London; Winchester;
York; ~6 Div Signals OCA and 3 Div Reunion Club OCA Branches
of the l\ssociation together with numerous individual crosses.

CAMBRIDGE BRANCH

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother talking to Maj
Gen A. C. Birtwistle (Chairman Royal Signals Association) . The
official representatives of the Corps presented to Her Majesty
were Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle, Mr Alan Foot (Reading Branch)
(Hidden ) W02 (RQMS) E. Davies (School of Signals) and W01
(RSM} M. Kerr (8 Sig Regt)
Pictured in the foreground is: Gen Sir Edward Burgess KCB, OBE,
President, Royal British Legion

A Report by Branch Secretary Dave Watson
12 members of the Cambridge branch and 54 (EA) Sig Sqn (V)
visited Ypres on Friday 11 November to attend the annual Armistice
Day Parade.
The visit has become something of a regular occurrence and the
early start from Cambridge (0315 Friday) did nothing to deter u . 54
Sqn's training night is on Thursday evenings so for SSgts Ray Whall
and Frank Sharp and LCpl Paul Middleton it meant an overnight stay
at the TA Centre and an extension of the bar opening times while for
others it meant a 2 am departure from home in order to arrive at
Cambridge in time.
We left the TA Centre at 0320 hrs and made our way in three cars
to Dover to catch the 0600 hrs ferry to Calais. On arrival at Calais I
discovered that we had no map but, not to worry, we had been before
on a number of occasions and knew the general direction .
After two whistle stop tours of St Omer and a pause to ask
directions from a service station we were on the right road. The rest
of the journey was fairly uneventful expect when the sign to Ypres
from the motorway came up a bit quickly and the first two car made
the turn but, Martin Darley in the third car frightened the life out of
his passengers when he left a lot of rubber on the road before
eventually making the turn.
The Parade was very well attended and it was extremely difficult to
get close to ihe Menin Gale so, after the wreath laying ceremony, we
cut through the side streets and made our way back to the market
square where we had coffee in a pavement cafe and watched the
parade return.
The rest of the morning was spent looking around the Cloth Hall
Museum, and after lunch we paid a visit to the Commonwealth W_ar
Graves at Tyne Cot Cemetery before making our way back to Cala1 .
We arrived back at Calais to find that NevilJe Cross and Pete
Saunders had failed to rendezvous with Martin and Reg Darley and
had been left behind at Ypres. This caused us some concern but
Martin decided to wait for them at Dover after leaving a mes age with
the ferry office.
.
.
.
The return crossing was calm and we arrived back m Cambridge al
approx 2200 hrs.
.
.
The good news is that Neville and Pete, managed to get a hft with
a school coach and met up with the Darleys at Dover in very good
'spirits'. Nexi year's visit is already being planned.

The Royal Signals Plot

REMEMBRANCE DAY
Members joined in the Parade from the Arsenal to t~e ~ar
memorial in St Peter Port. The Standard Bearer was Vic Jmks
accompanied by Len Barbe and Alvaro Salazar. John Rudkin, Branch
chairman laid a wreath.

CONGRATULATIONS
Col Leslie W. Wright TD DL., who was Yic_e-Chairman of th_e_
Central Committee of the Royal Signals Assoc1~t1on fr?m 1972 .u~nl
1984 and Honorary Colonel University of ~heffteld Officers Trammg
Corps from 1977 until 1985, has been appomted Ho~orary Colonel of
the Derbyshire Cadet Battalion of the Worce tershire and Sherwood
Foresters Regiment.

AUTUMN PROGRAMME
On Ii October 1988 a party of 19 members were given a conducted
tour of the island's Power Station by Nick Ozanne. Afterward we
were invited to put questions to our host. After a vote of thanks by
John Rudkin the party enjoyed a meal . at Challoner's St Samps.ons
which wa organised by our oc1al secretary, Alf Lame.

Your first step upon deciding to leave the Corps should be lO contact
us. We can make your transition from Military to Civilian life a smooth
one. Talk to the people in the know!
Canby Communications Limited has been established for a period of
two years, during which time we have experienced great success in
funhering the careers of Ex-Service Personnel within
Telecommunications, from Operations through to the Technical level.
Should you wish to discuss your situation, please do not hesitate to call
in, write or phone for funber information.

GUERNSEY BRANCH

Contact: Dawn Carthy-Longdon (Ex WRAC Dtg)

Ca~i:iYL.
.ed
Com
mun1cat1ons 1m1t
telecommurncat1ons recruitment specialists

WICKHAM HOUSE 10 CLEVELAND WAY LONDON E1 4TR
TELEPHONE: 01 791 0200 FAX: 01 791 3041

Back row L-R: Sgt Russ Dale, LCpl Dave Mcinnes, Sig Rod Helps,

Cpl Tony Sparks
Front row: Sig 'Torchy' Wilson, Cpl 'Eddy' Edgar, LCpl ' Bonnie'

Tyler, Sig Jimmy Watson
Absent: LCpl 'Dusty' Miller, ·sgt 'Stig' Elliott
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ALDERSHOT BRANCH
In early December the Branch held a very successful Christmas
luncheon in the Royal Aldershot Officers Club. The first of these was
the previous December when a small party had lunch there as a ~ort
of recce for an Annual Dinner. We enjoyed it so much that we thought
an annual luncheon a good idea. This December saw a much larger
gathering, which proved to be a very happy one, members having
travelled from Kent, Dorset and the Hampshire coast 10 attend. We
were especially happy to see Mrs Toby lent , whose late husband, Mr
Vic lent, MSM, contributed so greatly to the success of the Branch for
many years, and to have the company of Mr and Mrs Gordon
Pickard, for it wa> Gordon who, strongl y supported by his wife,
Janice, (an Honour Mem ber) continued Vic's sterling tradition in the
Branch after Vic relinquished the office of Secretary. We are indebted
to Mr Terry Rawlings, and indeed his entire family, for the help they
provide on these occasions. He also now has to travel from the
Southern sea mists to be with us.
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HARROGATE BRANCH
Th Branch annual dinner this year, wa held once again in the
rg~ant • , te s of the Army Appremice College. A sincere thank
)OU mu t be recorded from all member of the branch tG the Comdt
Col
Garton and the R 1 WOl R. Rilchie G for allowing
u the u e of the Me .
i the wont of the Harrogate Branch, support for this function
\\a ex ellent in that a total of 80 members and their guest sat down
to enjoy a uperh meal.
Our gue t of h our for thi , our 6th dinner, w~s the ~omdt of the
rm) Apprentice College Col C. T. Garton.This .ch.01ce was made
for two good reason . Fir t as a mark of our appreciauon for the way
he ha helped and upported the local Branch during hi term of. office
and econdly, becau e of hi imminent posting on pro~otlon to
command 12 Sig Bde. Thank you Colonel and congratulations.
We were al o plea ed to welcome as our gue t, for the first time, the
R . 1 of the College WOI Rab Ritchie SG who is no stranger
to the college a he served from 1982 to 1984 as the SSM of Bradley
quadron. Let u hope that he will grace us with his presence at future
functions.

The Branch meet regularly on the 3rd Fridar or each month and
for u it is a bad day if we ee les than 500Jo of our members pre ent.
Our meeting place, is rhc Harrogate Conservative club wher~ '!'e ~re
always made welcome by the teward Mr Dereck Prest, and his wife
Irene, who have the happy knack of remembering names, faces and
tipple.
.
It is a good feeling to belong to such a well supported and dedicated
Branch. If you are in Harrogate at any time, why not look us up? We
can promise that you will be made more than welcome.

showed the nse of the modern c.:ategory C prison. Johhn) Griffith ,
so used to accompanying the choir, again played his accordian whilst
the gathering sang the old favourites and laughed at 'Geordie'
Dob on's jokes and renderings.
Roy Carpenter, remembered by so many as the APTC Q:'v1Sl, si
now the Manager of the Prison Officers' Mess and he laid on another
mouth watering buffet-surely he should have been in the ACC! This
was seconded by many 'old boys' remo.;rnbering the tortures of pa t
gym sessions.
The party ended just before midnight with fond farewells said and
everyone agreeing to meet again during the third weekend of
September 1991-hopefully in time for Charlie Batten's hangover to
clear away.

Mr Alan Foot, Lt Col A. P. Verey TD, our Branch President, Maj
Gen W. T . Macfarlane , Mrs Christine Alexander, Maj Gen P. D.
Alexander, and Mrs Helen Macfarlane

WEST LONDON BRANCH

The President of the Harrogate branch Maj (Retd) K. G. Doyle , Mrs
Jean Doyle and Mrs Kathy Garton

READING BRANCH
At our Annual Dinner held at Brock Barracks, Reading, in October
we were delighted to welcome the Signal Officer-in-Chief, and Mr
Alexander. We also were very happy to entertain Lt Col A. P. Verey,
TD. Though long acquainted with some of our members he recently
has joined the Association and we felt this was an opportunity for the
Branch to congratulate Tony on his appointment to the command of
7Ist (Yeomanry) Sig Regt. This was the first Dinner held at our new
venue, and we were well pleased with its sucess.
We are happy to record the award of Honour Membership of the
Association to Mrs Pauline Tennant and Mr David Norris. Pauline is
past Chairman and present Social Secretary of the Branch and David
is Hon Treasurer, and the awards are in recognition of their great
contribution to the Reading Branch. We congratulate them both.

The West London Branch continues its activities with gusto and
enthusiasm. In recent months we have organised a concert in Staines
by the Band of the Middlesex Yeomanry. We also have attended
divine service at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, where it is customary
for us to parade with the In-Pensioners on such occasion. The weather
was not kind, but it must be recorded that the service and the
magnificent choir left nothing to be desired.
In the Summer we enjoyed an evening visit to HM Tower of
London, where Yeoman Warder John Kenny, ex Corps, conducted us
on a tour and, following the Ceremony of the Keys , arranged an
excellent Buffet Supper in the Yeoman Warders Club.
We are indebted to Mrs Ray Wyatt for the many visits she has
arranged for the Branch to the Operations Room at 11 Group, RAF
Uxbridge.
Our Seventh Annual Dinner was held at the Osterley Comfort Inn
early in November. We were very happy to have the company of Maj
Gen A. C. Birtwistle, CB, CBE and Mrs Birtwistle, who had made the
long journey from their Yorkshire home to be with us. Dinner was
followed by dancing, the music provided by Sgt Brian Murkin. (He
says he really is leaving the Service next year but assures us he is not
emigrating or anything like that.) We believe this was one of our most
successful evenings.

DENBURY REUNION

'So where is your branch tie then Colonel?'
The Comdt of the Army Apprentices College Harrogate Col CT
Garton, sporting the Harrogate branch tie, and the President of
the Leeds branch Col (Retd) l. J. D. Davies TD
After the meal Col C. T. Garto n gave a resume on the state of the
Corps. His speech was highly informative and amusing. In response
to his speech and as a thank you for his continuing support, our
Pre idem Maj (Retd) K. G. Doyle.made him an honorary member of
the Harrogate Branch and to mark the occasion presented him with
a Branch tie.
,
Since our re-birth in May 1982, the Harrogate Branch has gone
from strength LO strength and we now boast a total of 52 paid up
members including one lady, Mrs Barbara Gibbo n, who has already
made her presence felt as a staunch member of the Branch committee.
This year 25 members attended the Catterick reunuion and 20
members lent their support to the Leeds Branch Book of
Remembrance Church Service which was held at the Army
Apprentices College.
The Remembrance day parade was well attended in that 35
members paraded to march proudly behind the Branch standard to the
mu ic of the band of the Army Apprentices College. After the parade
members and their wives adjourned to our favourite watering hole,
the Harrogate Conservative Club, to enjoy a buffet and drinks.
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Maj Gordon Turner (who attended the dinner with his wife).
Former Director of Music he holds an appointment at Kneller Hall
and lives in Reading
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JUNIOR LEADERS REGIMENT ROYAL SIGNALS - DENBURY
The third, triennial, Denbury reunion took place in Newton Abbot
on 22 and 23 September 1988. Major (Retd) Sam Ward, who had
painstakingly organised the past two reunions so successfully, again
laid on another wonderful weekend.
The initial gathering took place during Friday evening in the
Newton abbot Recreational Centre, where a buffet supper had been
arranged. By closing time, over 60 husbands and wives had gathered,
some already down from Catterick and other 'far north' areas.
Despite many tiring hours of travel, old friends were enthusiastically
recognising one another-some meeting up again for the fir t time in
almost 30 years . The local press came in the took some photographs
and it was interesting to see that the reunion was well balanced. The
split between 'ex-boys' and 'ex-staff' was roughly equal and ab~ut
300Jo were still erving. It was good to see some of the old 'schoohe
there, especially Carl Rogers and Paddy McMahon.
On saturday the "parade" assembled at midday in the Watts Blake
and Bearne Social Club, Kingsteignton and the numbers had now
risen to 80. During lunch Bri (Reid) Graham Jack.son addressed the
reunion, reminiscing in such a dramatic way that It seemed we were
reliving yesterday and not events of 20-30 years ago.
John Joyner-the Dartmoor Yeti-had hardly changed, except he
was now in a suit and not adventure training kit. The Pavey brothers,
Fred and Stan still retained their old RSM bearing despite many years
of Quarterma~tering and Frank Youn~ was as chirpy as ever talking
over the past mis-deeds of Iron Tp with Peter Chase.
So on to the evening, there was an early tour of the old camp-n?w
Channings Wood Prison-laid on again by Tom Evans. now a se~1or
officer there. This was followed by a grand party m the pnson
Officers' Mess attended by the Governor and his wife. The numbers
were now abo~t 100 and many old photographic display by the Staff
of the Prison, recorded the demise of the old wooden barrack and
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left to Right: Bob Peake, Margaret Davis, Stan Pavey, Graham

Jackson, Fred Pavey, Sam Ward, Tom Evans and Carl Rogers
From: Col (Reid) A. J. Leatby OBE
PECIAL SERVICE BRIGADE SIGNALS-1940-45
On Saturday 16 July a reunion buffet supper organised by Les
Addison and Jim Murray was held in the US Marine Corps PX
Clubroom at Eastcote, Middlesex, by kind permission of Capt
Caspers USM . Two years' work in tracing addresses resulted in 44
veterans, including 4 officers, arriving for the evening out of about
150 enrolled in the unit at one time or another during World War 2.
The unit was formed from Royal Signals volunteers for service with
the Army Commandos, a few from the Household Cavalry and one
Royal Marine Officer. It operated in a variety of roles from small boat
raids across the English channel to joint operations with Marshal
Tito's Partisans, as well as in major actions in Italy and NW Europe.
The evening was spent in reminiscing about those times and the
eventful training leading up to them including the make-or-break
Commando course at Achancarry, in singing the marching ongs
including 'Macnamara's Band' {led by Jim Murray) and remembering
old comrades. Maj (Later Colonel) A. J. Leahy OBE, the wartime
unit commander, presided over the proceedings assisted by Maj C. V.
James MC. During the evening a Commando Signals' green beret
bearing a Corps cap badge (of the type now adopted by the whole
Corps) was presented to Capt caspers as a memento.
From: Maj (Retd) Bing Gunton
I visited a cemetery in Pakistan much run down and found few
.2favestones. My visit was not in our p~ogr3I1!me and ! wa therefore
ru hed and short of time, hence paucuy of mformauon.
Graves found in the grass were:
Maj Harry Hamilton, 6th Royal Bn (Scinde) 13 FFR, 16 Augu t 1933;
Maj Thomas Barnes, 1/19 Hyderabad Regt, 5 July 1935; Lt S. J.
Holme, 2Lt Bty RA, 21st Indian Mountain Bde RA, 24 August 1930;
Sgt Robert Warth, Nol Wing Station RAF, 10 August 1931; LAC
Turner RAF and 20 other RAF graves, 25 October 1928 an aeroplane
accident at Khushalgarh. Also Royal Corps of Signals: Lanct• Sgt
Dennis Ward, A Corps Signals, 1February1936; CQMS I. H. Small,
3 February 1936 age 37.
From: Maj (Retd) G. K. Rothwell
Recently, I visited the Commonwealth War Cemetery at Sag~, outh
of Oldenburg. The Visitors Book revealed no sign of any Service (and
in particular Royal Signals: visitors. The Cemetery is immaculately
maintained and I thought that perhaps those related to the members
of Royal Signals whose graves I located would like to know this. They
are: 2566136, Sgt W. Ha., died 8 April 1945; 7960569, ig D.
Fairgrieve, died 14 April 1945.
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BADMINTON
B)

cretllr)
rp Badminton
IOR INTER NIT CHAMPION HIPS
On a cold but unny weekend in November the first Junior Inter
Unit Badminton Championships took place at Worthy Down .
The Corps wa represented by nine Junior Soldiers from lhe AA
Coll Harrogate ably chaperoned by Mr Roy Cooper and Lt Jackie
Young.
I pent three day watching these young men going from strength
to trength and gaining experience with every game they played. What
they lacked in experience they made up for in enthusiasm and are to
be congratulated on the level of badminton which they achieved.
They were not a fancied team with the AAC/ ACC and the Junior
Leaders RAPC being the firm favourites for the final .
Jn the Group B league they di posed of AAColl Chepstow by nine
games to nil and JIB (Shorncliffe) by seven games to two to win the
league. This then meant they were to face the might of the fancied
AAC/ ACC in the Semi Finals.
Much to everyone's surprise (but not ours!) they thrashed the
AAC/ ACC by a staggering eight games to one earning themselves a
place in the final against a strong RAPC side.
On Sunday morning battle commenced with all three pairs playing
simultaneously with the edge going to the RAPC by two games to one.
The second set of three games went on with roles rever eel and tying
the competition at three games all.
The organisers then decided that the final three games should be
played on one court commencing with the third string pair and
working up to the first pairs. AAColl Harrogate won the first match
relatively easily to lead 4-3 with the second strings to play. This
match proved to be a cliff hanger see-sawing between each side. We
won the first very close game, they won the second and the third game
proved to be a thriller with the lead continually changing sides.
At this stage in the competition Mr Roy Cooper could not bear to
watch and was fed the scores by a succession of people dashing out
to tell him. If he had been a smoker I'm sure he would have gone
through many packets of cigarettes!
However our lads managed to hold their nerves and hung on for a
famous victory.
Then came the number one seeds and although the result was by
then known this was another hard fought match. Incidentally the
RAPC first pair were undefeated throughout the whole of the
competition but were given a good run for their money by our team.
An excellent result of five games to four in this extremely exciting
final of the very first Junior Inter Badminton with the honour of the
first name on the trophy going to AAColl Harrogate. The players who
made it all possible were AT C pls Hinson and Naylor, AT's
Gammack , Zambuni, Jackson, Crawford, Dowsett and Fitzsimmons
and J L J. Smith .
I ask myself is this a sign of things to come? can we keep this
momentum going and retain the enthusiasm shown for this superb
game by these young lads? And could it possibly help to re-kindle the
lagging spirit throughout the Corps? l sincerely hope so. If this is the
spark that was required to bring this game back to life within the
Corps then let us nurture it!
Maybe for the future of the game within the Corps it should be
centred at the AAColl Harrogate where they have the facilities and
enthusiasm for it.
I would be grateful for any comments and in particular would like
to hear from any badminton players within the Corps with their views
and thoughts.

J

INTER CORPS BADMINTON T OURNAMENT
An ad hoc team arrived at Worthy Down on Friday 18 November
to take part in the Annual Inter Corps Badminton Tournament, an
event we have won before but for the past three years have not even
entered.
The team was made up of the following: A decrepit, old Major (in
his fiftieth year) SSgt Steve (left right, left right) C root (still on his
Guards Drill Course!), Sgt Jim Moore (hasn't played for two years!),
C pl Tony Hoare (please bring your own partner), C pl David
MiddJeto n (Cpl Hoare's pressed man), LCpl Max Boyce (also please
bring your own partner), Sig Ian Laugharne (LCpl Boyce's pressed
man).
Di appointingly only five Corps had entered so it was decided to
play a 'round robin' system and the tournament started with us facing
the ACC. This was a tense, close match wi th the Corps finally
emerging victorious by five games to four. Our next match was on
Friday evening against the RAPC and although we lost by six games

to three the result was in doubt until the completion of the final two
veFy close games.
On Saturday morning we faced the might of the Royal Engineers,
the team fancied to take this years' title, and although we gave of our
best the strength of three Army players in their squad took it's toll and
we lost by seven games to two .
In the final session on Saturday afternoon we had our best re ult
against a weakened Army Medical Service team and a seven games to
two win helped salvage ome of our damaged pride.
All in all a good result with a scratch team which only missed the
position of runners up by the narrowest of margins .
Although we only managed third place, at least the presence of the
Corps was felt again o the rest had better watch out for next year
(that is if I can revive some of the flagging interest)!

BASKETBALL
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Standing fl to RJ: Cpl John Dallison (30 Sig Regt) , W02 (FofS)
Dave Smith (School of S ignals), W02 (FofS) Bob Mahoney
(School of Signals), Cpl Andy Brown (AA Coll Harrogate), LCpl
Stu Budd ( 16 S ig Regt), Sgt Fred Ted by ( 1 6 Sig Regt
(Capt/Coach)), 2Lt Gavin Grant (3 Inf Bde HO and Sig Sqn), Sig
Fitz Fitzmaurice (207 Sig Sqn), LCpl Mick Duggan (3 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt) and Sig John Rowe ( 14 Sig Regt)
Sitting fl to RJ : Sgt Joe Pearson (School of Signals (Floor
Official)), Lt Neil Holden (RMCS Shrivenham), Sig Taff Davies (16
Sig Regt), Sig Bob Whipp (4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt), W02
(Supvr R) John Smith (14 Sig Regt (Manager/Asst Coach)), Sig
Mark Reeves (16 Sig Regt), SSgt Stu Price (1 Armd Div HQ and
Sig Regt), SSgt (FofS) Steve Roberts (16 Sig Regt) and W02
(YofS) Mick Bell (Ministry of Defence)
Not in Photo: Brig Bill Robins (Ministry of Defence (President)) and
Maj Terry Everett (School of Signals (Secretary))
CORPS BASKETBALL
ANNUAL UK INTER CORPS TOURNAMENT
Report by Maj Terry Everett (Secretary)
The Squad duly assembled and commenced preparation at
Blandford on the morning of Saturday 18 November. Time was, as
ever, short and the first match versus Aztec's was to be at 1800 hrs.
The match started evenly after the five selected to start, Fred Ted by,
Stu Price, Stu Budd, Andy Brown and Gavin Grant had settled down
the score being only 8 to 6 for the Aztecs after six minutes.
'
Signals then had a period of command for a few minutes to go to
a 25 to 13 lead with good defence from everyone and baskets from
Fred Tedby, Andy Brown, and Gavin Grant working well inside under
the basket, this lead coincided with foul trouble for Signals and but
for poor free shots from Aztecs they could have come back. Good
work between Stu Budd and Gavin Grant working their way inside
took Signals further ahead to 39-22. The concentration was however
not maintained and Aztecs fought back to 37 to Signals 45 by the half.
The second half followed a similar pattern to the first. Signals
stretched and maintained their lead to the 14th minute at 72 to Aztecs
58 but again failed to maintain form and scored only 5 points to
Aztecs 16 over the last 6 minutes. Final score 77 to Aztecs 74 .
More training on Sunday morning for an hour then a match versus
the Blandford Garrison team in the afternoon. The Garrison played
3 of the Corps Squad, Bob Mahoney, Dave Smith and John Dallison
and Corps standard players not available for tour Nev Smikle and
J ohn Hiorns, the team was completed by Tom Dooley, Andy Chaney
and over the hill Terry Everett. The aim of the match was to give all
the members of the Corps Squad match practice before the Inter
Corps Tournament.
The first half was conditioned by coach Tedby and after an even
start Garrison were able to pull away to a 39 to 26 lead by half time
for the first ten minutes of the second half the Corps really did not
get ~ts act together and the Garrison lead was 71 to 39. Change of
tactics by coach Tedby, substitution and full court man to man play
to catch up, the Garrison side was beginning to tire and succumb to
the pressure from the Corps, numerous turnover followed by breaks
from Gavi n Grant and A ndy Brown brought us back to 74 to Garrison
79. Garrison hung on as the Corps just failed to catch up .
20 November and off to Aldershot for the Inter Corps Tournament
and our first match versus RA at 1230 hrs.

Fred Tedby, Andy Brown, Bob Mahoney, Gavin Grant and Stu
Budd were selected to start and they started well steadily pulling away
to a 14 to 6 lead by the 10th minute after a typically slow start to the
first game of the Tournament, the score was only 4 to 2 after 6
minutes. Other players such as Stu Price, Neil Holden and Fitz
Fitzmaurice took over and the momentum was maintained. Signals
were ahead at 43 to 30 at the half. Second half and the RA pull back
to 41 to our 49 but we took back the lead to 18 by the tenth minute.
Mo t of the bench got court time and Signals 78 to 57, all played well
and a particularly good game for Stu Budd especially at the crucial
part of the seco nd half.
Our next opponents were RCT. We romped off to a 14 to 3 lead
after six minutes with Stu Budd, Bob Mahont'y, Gavin Grant , Andy
Brown and Stu Price starting us off. We then seemed to lose the way
and instead of capitalising on our lead allowed RCT to get back into
the game. Nobody in Signals seemed to want to take responsibil ity in
offence and this static lack-lustre performance allowed RCT back to
35 to our 36 at the half.
The first part of the second half was much the same as the last part
of the first half and the teams played basket for basket to 55 to 54 in
our favour at ten minutes, Coach Tedby had a time out and went on,
he was resting with nu, but needs must. Signals fought to a 76 to 66
lead by the 16th minute but again lost its way under pressure from
RCT and were lucky to hold out for a 77 to 76 win , phew!
Tuesday and only one match-mid afternoon versus the RAPC.
The Signals five Stu Budd, Neil Holden, Bob Mahoney, Mark Reeves
and Andy Brown tarted well going out to a 15 to 4 lead which would
be expected against one of the weaker sides in the tournament. Again
as our opponents stepped up their efforts our form fell off and RAPC
fought back to l 5 all by twelve minutes. Time out, substitution Bob
Whipp, Dave Smith and Gavin Grant on Signals found a little patchy
form to take them to a 33 to 27 lead at the half.
Coach Tedby put the first five on in the second half to take the
game by the scruff of the neck and by the tenth minute Fred Tedby,
Mark Reeves, Stu Budd, Gavin Grant and Andy Brown took Signals
to a 70 to 30 lead. Neil Holden, Bob Mahoney, John Rowe, Bob
Whipp, Mick Duggan and John Dallison all had court time and
Signals finished winners at 91 to RAPC 48.
Our next match was versus RAOC on Wednesday morning. Signals
started with Mark Reeves, Stu Budd , Andy Brown , Neil Holden and
Bob Mahoney and in five minutes went 14-2 down against the
weakest side in the tournament. Realisation that complacency against
any team is likely to reap disaster woke up the sleepers and we had a
lead of 64 to 26 at half time. The bench ran through in the second half
and Taff Davies and Steve Roberts showed a little 16 Regt mutual
understanding and play well . Signals the easy winners at 110 to 60
after a disastrous start .
After some teams withdrew we next played on Thursday evening
and the opponents were the APTC. Fred Tedby, Gavin Grant, Stud
Budd, Mark Reeves and Andy Brown started the contest. APTC
scored first with a 3 pointer the first seven minutes were very even
basket for basket to Signals 13 APTC 12. After fifteen minutes the
score was Signals 20 APTC 35. Bob Mahoney came on following a
time out and Signals fought back to 35 to APTC 45 at t~e ~alf.
Second half and with Mark Reeves back on court finding the
basket. Signals repeatedly pressed back to a 5 point margin. APTC
pulled away again then Tedby in foul trouble. Stu Price ca~e on to
work the middle and did a good job. Back to a 3 point margrn at the
tenth minute but APTC went ahead again as Signals could not
maintain the momentum . Signals 70 APTC 84 at eighteen minutes . A
brave fight back with three 3 pointer 2 from Gavin Grant and ?ne
from Andy Brown brought Signals to 81 against APTC 90 at the final
whistle.
.
Friday morning and the RE ; Signals started with Fred Tedby, Gavin
Grant, Bob Mahoney, Stu Price and Andy Brown a~d played excellent
controlled basketball to go into a 22 to 8 lead. This was followed by
a period of disastrous play and RE cam back with 19 points without
reply to go to a 27 to 22 lead. Mark Reeves came on ~nd later Dave
Smith. Signals woke up a little and went out at half time with an 11
point deficit at 32 to RE 43.
.
..
Second half and Signals fought back to a 5 point deficit but RE
went out again to 60 to Signals 46 at ten mi~utes. RE played well
drilled, controlled basketball to frustrate Signals and were easy
.
winners at 82 to Signals 59.
Friday evening and the oldest rivals REME. We ~tarted wnh 3
points from Andy Brown and our next score was 3 pomts from -.:red
Tedby. In the intervening five minutes REMJ? ac7umulated 17 points
and Signals were playing a very tired and umnsp1red gam~. At seven
minutes REME were leading 24 to 8. We showed ome S!gns ~f our
capabilities and came back with a good spell in the last five minutes
of the half to get back to a 10 point deficit at 27 to 37 for REME .
Second half and REME left us standing by scoring a furth~r .18
points without reply to go to a 55 to 27 lead. Coach Tedby reahsmg

the bench cannot do worse than the very tired first five ran through
the bench and they more or less held their own. REME were ea y
winners over a tired and dispirited Signals. Signal~ 50 REME 81.
Saturday and our final match versm ACC. We worked hard to
recover the pride and ~pirit lost on the previous day by working well
as a team and the fir t half was even with good play irom everyone,
fred Tedby, Gavin Grant, Bob Mahoney, Bob Whipp and Mark
Reeves. Half time score was Signals 36 ACC 43 the difference between
well matched sides being the percentage of set shots that were
successful, ACC had a spell where it seemed they could not miss.
Second half and the ACC pulled away to a 15 point lead but Signals
showed some spirit and hit back, ACC were eventually deserving
winners at 76 to 66.
Another Tournament over and Signals have slipped back to fifth
out of nine having climbed to third las: year. Everyone in the Squad
worked hard and gave their best individually. Unfortunately the team
cohesion was never really humming and although a reasonable
standard of skills was assembled these were seldom effectively
converted to a good team performance, there was periods in every
game where we struggled even against weaker opposition.
More work is required on team peformance and with this in view
it is planned to start earlier next year to allow the coach and the Squad
to work up for four days followed by a days rest between work up and
the Inter Corps Tournament. The plan will be to start team training
on the Wednesday morning prior to the commencement of the
Tournament on Monday 20 November 1989. Hence tour dates will be
15 to 25 November 1989 both dates inclusive.
The Squad was well supported by our President Brig Bill Robins
who found time to support four of the matches. Sig John Rowe
managed to spend some time on matters other than basketball and
became engaged on the penultimate day of the Tournament, he was
suitably congratulated by the Squad on the Saturday.
Summary of Results:Won 77-71
Signals
vs Aztecs
Lost 74-79
vs Garrison
Inter Corps Results :vs RA
vs RCT
VS RAPC
VS RAOC
VS APTC
vs RE
vs REME
vs ACC
Positions in Inter Corps Tournament:1
APTC
2
ACC
3
REME
4
RE
5
R Signals
6
RA
RCT
7
8
RAPC
9
RAOC

Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

78-57
77-76
91-48
110-60
81-90
59- 82
50-81
66-76

RUGBY
CORPS RUGBY OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1988
The Corps Rugby team has played four matches in this first half of
the season. The summary of results is:Played
Won
Lost
Points For
Points Against
I
113
47
4
3
ANALYSIS OF SCORES
An account of each match i given below. In summary one has to
say that there were, as usual, good and bad facets. The good reflects
the enthusiasm which all those who attended showed, the bad reflects
the need for better basic skills.
.
All players in the UK should join a civilian teall"! so that .their
individual capabilities are improved weekly fro!ll playin~ .t? a higher
standard and mixing with better, more expene.nced ~!Vlhan ruJ!bY
players. Unit rugby officers should be cncouragmg this _and helping
younger players to make contacts with local, good quahty clubs.
T"e Corps has six games planned for 1989:
1 Feb
20 Feb
22 Feb
24 Feb
2 Mar
8 Mar

AAC
RA
REME
RCT
Salisbury II
RE

Blandford
Blandford
Blandford
Aldershot
Salisbury (evening game)
Chatham
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R IG . "A
\' WIMBOR. 'E II
Re ult: R ignals 23-Wimborne 12
.
,
The match "a played on 22 October 1988, a fme, dry day \~Ith a
entle breeze blowing from the north. The Corp won the to s and
ele ted to play into the breeze in the fir t half.
.
from the out et it wa clear that the Corp ~ck wa gomg to have
a good day particularly in the crum . The first three crums were
taken a1tain t the head by the Corp but the backs were unable. to
make be t u e of the pos e sion. In particular there were sev~ral silly
penalties given away and two of them were converted by W1mborne
to give them an early 6-0 lead. However, the. Corps gradually got
back into th game and started to attack the W1mborne !me and put
the oppo ition under ome pressure. It was from a poor touch
clearance that the full back Cpl Micky Walker caught the ball and very
nearly cored a magnificent try, after running lhrou_gh the whole of
the Wimborne opo ition, only to be brough! down JUSt short of th_e
line. The following scrum was again won agamst the head ii:nd Lt Phil
Da,·i got the touch down for a well deserved pushover try J~St before
half time. The core at half time therefore was 6-4 to W1mborne.
The breeze had moderated during the first half and so there was
liule a istance from it in the second half. However, the Corps was
quickly on the attack and soon went into the lead with a we~] tak_en
dropped goal from the fly half Sgt D~an Richard.son. fr~m this pomt
on the Corps dominated the game with three tnes coming from the
wingers. LCpl Steve Bartliff showed great pace and strength to score
twice with Cpl Mo Fisher adding the other try. Cpl St.anley-Jones
added two conversions to give the Corps a comman~ng lead by
23-6. The game rather ran out of steam after this ~though
Wimborne managed a runaway try before the end which was
convened to make the final score 23-12. .
.
Overall impressions of the game were that 1~ was l.'layed. with great
spirit but with far too many mistakes to make It a kilful d_1splay. The
forwards played particularly strongly and althoug~ the wmg~ scored
three of the four tries there was little ball handling to delight the
spectators. However, it was good to win the first game of the season
and we look forward to improvements in the games that follow._
Team: Cpls Walter, Fisher, Batley, Stanley-Jones, LCpl Barthff,
Sgt Richardson (Capt), Sgt Hawley, Cpl Keevash, Lt Fletcher, LCpl
Nelson, LCpl Curtis, 2Lt Scott, LCpl Henry, 2Lt Payne, and Lt
Davis .

R SIGNALS V RAOC
Re ult: R Signals 10 RAOC 35
The match was played on 26 October at Coleme on a dry day with
a brisk breeze blowing from the north. The Corps lost the toss and
played into the wind in the first half.
.
From the start it was clear that the RAOC were a strong well drilled
side and proof was provided within two minutes in the form of a
simple try by the RAOC left wing when some excellent second phase
possession was followed by a quick passing movement that left the
Corps defence stranded. Two further tries which were both converted
gave the RAOC a 16-0 lead in the first 15 minutes. The Corps was
clearly being outplayed in the loose and although set piece play was
largely even, the momentum generated by the mobile and energetic
RAOC back row saw their backs provided with an almost ceaseless
stream of quality possession. Some relief was provided for the Corps
with an excellent try coming from a good back movement which sa~
LCpl Steve Bartliff outpace the defence to score near the posts. This
try was not convened and the RAOC scored a further two tries before
half time to make the score at the interval 27-4.
In the second half with the wind behind the Corps the flood of
points was stemmed and the Corps got back into the game with some
spirited play. The RAOC scored a further two tries whilst LCpl Steve
Bartliff repeated his run of the first half to score another excellent try
that was set in motion by Sgt Dean Richardson near his own goal li!1e.
This try was ocnverted by Cpl Stanley-Jones. Although the sconng
was much reduced in this half the game was played at a furious pace
with the RAOC making most of the running and the Corps defending
olidly until overwhelmed by the excellent close passing, backing up
and sheer power of the RAOC pack, most especially the back row.
Overall, the Corps was simply overpowered in the loose; the set
pieces were fairly even and a lot of good scrum and line-out ball was
produced but not always used to best effect especially in the second
half when more use should have been made of the wind to gain
ground. The game was played in an excellent spirit and in spite of the
score being very one sided it was a thoroughly entertaining match.
Team: ig Kennedy, LCpl Bartliff, Cpls Walker, Stanley-Jones,
Fisher, Sgt Richardson (Capt, Lt Burgin, Sgt Kessel, LCpl Mundie,
Cpl Keevash, Capt Stephenson, LCpl Curtis, Sig Ford, 2Lt Payne and
Cpl Treehy.
Sub titute : LCpl Nelson and Cpl Kelly.
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R SIGNALS V RAPC
Result: R Signals 60 RAPC 0
This match was played on 2 November 1988. The Corps won the
tos and elected to play up the slope in the fir t half. The weather was
ideal for the game with a slight breeze blowing up the slope.
The game got off to a very scrappy start with lots of unforced .errors
from both sides. The Corps pack, however, looked strong m the
scrums and took most of the posse sion in this pha e, but could not
get clean po session from the line-outs which remained the case
throughout the game. Eventually the Corps managed to score from a
good back movement started by Sgt Dean Richardson w~ic~ led to a
fine try by LCpl Steve Bartliff after some charac~ensuc strong
running. This first score was converted by Sgt Dean R1ch~rdson and
was the only core for the first 30 minut~s. The ~ame contmued to be
rather scrappy with lot of good posse~s1on lea.ding to loss of ground
as the backs tried too hard to beat their opposite number rather than
swing the ball wide and create space that way. Eventually LCpl St~ve
Bartliff got another try following a good back move and, following
a strong run by the full back, Cpl .Mick Walker, "Yhich almo~t led to
a try, Lt Phil Davis cored fr?m a hne-out by catching and fall mg over
the line. Only one of the e tnes was converted and so the score at half
time as 16-0.
The second half started with some good play but the RAPC defence
was strong and resolute. Howevei:. after 10 mim~tes the flood gates
opened and 44 points were scored m the last 30 mmutes of the game.
LCpl Bartliff scored 2 more tries, Cpl Ned Kelly scor~d 2 and LCpl
Pete Curtis, Lt Tony Burgin, Sig Pete Jones and Sgt Richardson and
Cpl waiter added 4 more to make the final score 60-0.
In summary, therefore, it was a good score that rather flattere~ ~he
Corps and too much should not be read into the result. The oppos1t1on
was very weak in the second half and allowed the backs to settle down
and get some much needed ~ractice in passing the bii:ll quickly to the
wings. The lack of good !me-out. b~I was worrying, as .was the
continued failure to produce the dnve mto the loose play with g<;>od
ruck possession following and allowing second phase play to _flounsh.
On the plus side the solid scrummaging was good to see an~ 1t should
be noted that so far the wings have scored most of the tnes!
Team: Cpl Walter, Kelly, Cable, Sig Jones, LCpl Bartliff, Sgt
Richardson (Capt), Lt Burgin, LCpl Nelson, 2Lt Fletcher, Sgt Kessel ,
Lt Egan, Capt Stephenson, Lt Davis, Sig Ford and LCpl Curtis.
R SIGNALS V RMCS SHRIVENHAM
Result: R Signals 20 RMCS 0
The game was played on 9 November 1988 on a calm, overcast day
with drizzle falling in the second half. The Corps won the toss.
The game as always at Shrivenham was played at a cracking pace,
the college team as usual being fit and energetic but the Corps team
being rather more experienced, in particular, in. the pack. T~e Corps
was able to dominate all the pack play and this forced Shnvenham
into errors which allowed the Corps to have most of the territorial
advantage. A lot of pressure in the loose finally led to a sc~um close
to the College line and from this Lt Phil Davis was able to pick up t.he
force his way over. Further pressure from the Corps led two i:nor~ tnes
before half time. The first was scored by Sgt Benny Kessell m his last
game for the Corps before leaving the Army. This was scored in ~is
typical poacher's way after the RMCS full back fumb~ed a_ good kick
ahead by Cpl Cassidy, the scrum half. The other try m this half was
scored by the enterprising LCpl Steve Bartliff who turned up on the
opposite wing to score a good try which was converted by Cpl
Stanley-Jones. That left the score at half time at 14-0.
In the second half the Corps seemed to realise that the RMCS team
was not able to exert much pressure and so the game was rather
uninspired with one only high spot, that being a delightful try from
the full back, Cpl Mick Walker who came into the line in a miss move
and was, after a couple of impressive dummies, able to score under
the posts. This try was also converted . Many more chances were
wasted as the Corps coasted to a rather undemanding win 20- 0,
perhaps the drizzle had something to do with it.
One of the high spots of the game was the performance from LCpl
Pete Curtis who had a storming game at Number 8, which for him was
an unfamiliar position, a player to watch! Thanks must also go to Sgt
Kessell for his many years of contributing to Corps Rugby and we all
wish him well in "civvy street" - thank you, Neil.
Team: Cpl Walker, LCpl Barliff, Cpl Stanley-Jones, Sgt Hall, Cpl
Kelly, Sgt Richardson (Capt), Cpl Cassidy, LCpl Nelson, Cpl Rogers ,
Sgt Kessell, Lt Egan, Capt Stephenson, Lt Davis, Capt Workman and
LCpl Curtis.
Overall, therefore, the Corps has had a useful start to the season but
the way in which the RAOC dominated that match with such strong
loose forward play is proof that a lot of work is needed on this aspect
of the game and it is hoped that as many players as possible will be
practising this with their unit teams and more especially with their
civilian clubs because that is the best way for the Corps to raise the
overall standard of its play.

Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RH
Any telephone enquiries to Blandford Military (0258 52581) Ext 2248.
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Ash Tray, glass, blue with gold Corps badge ...
Blazer badge
Blazer buttons - large
small
Book mark ...
Brooch, white with gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge ...
Car badge , 2 " x 2" , silver badge on enamelled Corps colours . . .
Clip board with Corps Crest ...
Cocktail mats, set of six, blue acrylic with Corps badge
Corps badge, on foil, framed and glazed 11" x 9"
Cuff links, shield, gold badge on enamelled Corps colours
Identity ca rd holder, gold badge on blue vinyl ...
11 Y," Jimmy, cold cast bronze, height including plinth
6Y." Jimmy, solid bronze, height including plinth
Keyring, Bullet
Keyring, Leather
Keyring, Corps (enamelled Corps badge, leather tag) ...
Keyring, St Christopher/Corps 8adge
Lapel badge, (Association members only)
Mug, white china with Corps badge in blue
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge
Postcard Set
Royal Signals Band , Records or Cassettes
Royal Signals Officer Statuette
Silver Plated Teaspoon with Corps Crest
Stickers, Corps badge on Corps colou rs , good quality - Large· · ·
Medi um
Small . . .
Stick pin, 9 carat gold, Corps badge, can be used as brooch or tie pin
Stick pin, sterling silver, as above ...
Table mats, set of six, blue acry lic with Corps badge · · ·
Table mats, large 15 " x 11 Y2" , as above . · ·
···
···
Tankard, 1 pt, Polished pewter, lightweight w ith Co rps Badge · · ·
Tankard, 1 pt, Polished pewter, w ith Corps Badge
Thimble, Bone China w ith Corps Badge, Gift Boxed
Tie, Corps colours in polyester, 3 "
Tie, Corps colours in Pure Si lk, 3"
Umbrella, golf size, Corps colours . . .
···
Wall plaque, ' Royal Corps of Signals", shield, 6 " x 7"
Watch strap, Corps colours, nylon ...

NEW LIN (
GLASSES WITH ENGRAVED CORPS BADGE
CRYSTAL DECANTERFSOARNMDS SENT ON REQUEST FROM MUSEUM SHOP
PRICES AND ORDER
PRINTS OF CORPS PAINTINGS, SIZES AND PRICES VARY, ASK FOR INFORMATION SHEET
THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING
.
Remittances
w1•th order • payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund please
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... AS YOU MEAN TO GO ON
Start your leave with a relaxing cruise - crossing
the Channel with P&O European Ferries.
Super ships, friendly service and that inimitable

touch of P&O class winds you down and sets you
up for the rest of your leave .

START YOUR LEAVE WITH A DISCOUNT
The Forces get all that special P&O service and
style at a discount too -with reductions for
passengers every trip and discounts fo r vehicles

on most sailings. Plus some great short break
bargains at up to 50% off.

Once again this year subscribers were late in renewing their subscriptions.
Since the end of January 1989 we have received some 150 additional
applications for renewal of subscriptions or in a few cases new subscriptions;
unfortunately we have not been able to supply a copy of the January Wire
in all cases and there will be some disappointed subscribers. We have to tell
the printer by 10 January how many copies to print; if subscriptions are
outstanding at that date we are liable to run short of copies. Although we
ordered extra copies this January the figure was based on a best guess;
unfortunately this year our best guess was overtaken by additional
applications.
Subscription renewal forms are printed in the Wire in September and
November each year. Please ensure that your order is placed in time.
(Bankers orders are not affected).

ROUTES TO SAVE YOU TIME ON LEAVE
Thousands of sailings on a good choice of
roures - all an easy motorway drive from
Germany - mean you don 't waste a minute of
your leave . Choose from Zeebrugge to
Felixstowe or Dover. Or pick our Ostend-Dover
route, operated by our Belgian partners , Regie
voor Maritiem Transport (RMT), with car ferry

and express Jetfoil for foot passengers, both
linked to the European rail network . Or sample
the big shtp style on our new super ferries and
speed over Calais-Dover in a record-breaking
75 minutes.
Whichever way you go , you' ll be starting off
your leave in fine P&O style .

Check our the details in the
P&O European Ferries
Forces Brochure from
your travel agent or
P&O European Ferries
Graf-Adolf-Strasse 41
4000 Dtisseldorf I

Volunteer Reserve Forces Campaign
Sept ember 1988 saw t he start of t he Volunteer Reserve Forces ~·~mpaign which has the aim of. ' raising
th e status of the Reserve Forces amongst peer groups, fami lies and employers; and to increase
employers' support of their employees ~h<? are members .of ~he Reserve Forces'. The gl?ssy brochure
produced to coincide with the start of this five year campa1~n included. a photograph starring the 21C 36
Sig Regt (V) Maj Douglas Mclay, LCpl Paul Dunn and , inside the vehicle, Sig Graham Barnes.

P&O
European Ferries
A MEMBER OF T HE P&O G RO UP
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RETIREMENT OF
HERR RICHARD BECKERS
A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM LT COL B. CHUBB,
CO, 28 SIG REGT TO EX MEM BERS OF THE REGIMENT
In October this year, Herr Beckers, Burgermeister of Tonisvorst
will retire after 19 years in office. During this period, and the previou~
ix ye~rs whe~ he was O!i the. town council, he has personally taken
great interest m the relat1onsh1p between the local population and the
Regiment. His warmth and sincerity have shone through the many
year , and the deeprooted and su tained nature of his own personal
relationship, particularly wit h successive commanders and deputy
commanders, has made many an officer leave with great regret.
Although the great majority of soldiers are very happy in this a1ca
few appreciate the pa rt played in their contentment by Herr Becker's
efforts. Those officers who have served in the Regiment have a far
better appreciation and it is principally to those officers that I address
my appeal. J intend to present Herr Becker a gift worthy of the
occasion, probably as the Regi ment di nes hi m out on 22 September.
With that gift will be a book containing messages and signatures of
donors. Former commanders are to receive a personal letter wit h the e
details, but I cannot trace all for mer officers without considerable
effort. I therefore invite any who wish to contribute, regardless of
rank, to send their donatio n to the Regiment complete with message
and signature (preferably on white paper; approximately A5 size).
Payment can be in any currency, or may be by cheque (UK or
Eurocheque) payable to Central Bank 28 (BR) Signal Regiment. Every
donor will receive an acknowledgement on receipt and details of the
present at ion later in the year.

EXERCISE ROCKY ZERO
Report by Lt A. R. Blackwell
An adventurous training exercise held in the Canadian Rockies in
November 1988 .
The Scene: BATUS (British Army Training Unit Suffield) Ops
Room , Canada. Half way through the fi nal three week battlegroup
exercise of 1988. Lt Alan Blackwell talking to SSgt Chris Taylor:17 October.
Lt B: 'Staff, what are the Ops Room commitments after the next
exercise?'
SSgt T: ' Quite enough, Sir. Why?'
Lt B: 'I was just thinking . .. (warning from SSgt T about the
danger of this) . . . that it would be good to get the lads out for some
adventure training . . . it would be a chance to explore the Rockie
and would break the routine of the end of season clean up.'
SSgt T: ' I' ll see.'

1:l Your neares.t ~azda Deal~r .has the complete range in stock from the new
1:l
1:l

121 Supenrurn to the fuel-m1ected 626 and RX-7 models ~
Exceptional value for money whether you're based here or going overseas.
Easy finance and insurance terms available.

~ See the value for yourself and call into your local Mazda Dealer today.

ti Full After Sales support in Germany from our agents, Eickmeyer + Koster.
ti Personal Export enquiries welcome.

28 October.
Lt B: ' How many are interested in going?'
SSgt T: 'Two, but possibly more, depending on cost.'
Ex Rocky Zero, a small scale one-phase adventure training exercise,
conceived .
29 October.
Over Motorola safety net:'Hello 88 this is 0, flick to 2' (Admin channel).
'88: flicking.'
'O: about this adventure training-can you take any more? '
'88: how many more?'
'0: all of us.'
'88 : !!@@**out.'
Ex Rocky Zero, a two phase adventure training exercise for all
Royal Signals soldiers at BATUS, wa born. The first half of
November saw much running around, numerous telephone calls, and
an exercise becoming reality .
Exercise Rocky Zero I: 12 to 17 November
The team , consisting of Lt Alan Blackwell (leader-I Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt), Cpl 'Jock' Adams (7 Sig Regt), LCpl (when I was in
Belize . . . ) Len Bibby (30 Sig Regt), Sig 'PT' Pattison-Turner (7 Sig
Regt), and Sig Ric Woolley (3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt), collected
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rations from Camp Crowfoot cookho use and left camp by 0800 hr ~.
All the team were in high spirit and looki ng forward to a change HI
scenery. The Safari Land Rover was in very low spirits and had no
intention of changing scenery . Havi ng -:hanged plugs and done
various other checks, we left at 0930 hrs.
The Land Rover got steadily worse, but we managed to splutter to
the LAD. By 1130 hrs the group left, ar rivi ng m Ban ff that evening.
13 November.
Up Cascade Mountain, a few ki lometres north of Ban ff, to Cascade
Amphitheatre, a natural amphitheatre at 2,195m. The vehicle was left
at Mount Norquay car park ( l ,705m) and we followed the old fire
road to 4-0 Mile Creek at l,555m . At th is point the climb up Ca cade
Mountain started . The bear warni ng signs had been freshly posted:
Cpl 'Jock' Adams saw this as a challenge, Sig PT was not so
convinced.
The switchback trail continued up through the snowline (around
2,000m) where we saw Ptarmigan (who said we weren't working?).
About half an hour later we were on the li p of the amphitheatre, an
impressive natural bowl at the top o f Cascade Mountain.
14 November.
Having spent the night at Castle Mountai n youth hostel (halfway
between Ban ff and Lake Louise) we drove to Lake Louise, intending
to try the ambitious walk from Moraine Lake to Paradise \'alley via
Sentinel Pass. Unfort unately the 14km road up to Moraine Lake was
closed and there was no other way up . Rather than spend valuable
daylight hours look ing for a pass up to the mountains in the area, the
group spent the remai ning half of the day practising getting down
mountai ns. An enjoyable, and very tiring, half day was therefore
spent skiing.
15 November.
We continued north up through Banff National Park . At the
Weeping Wall by midday: a sheer rock face from which water pours
from numerous cracks and fissures. Now frozen, it was a most
impressive sight. Its base can be approached up the frozen river, the
ice being between 3 and !2in thick . Although only a shon distance (it
can be done in an hour) it was very varied: testing the ice, crambling
up the banks and occasional 5 to !Om climbs over the more awkward
parts. When at the base of the Wall itself, Cpl Adams tried to prove
that falling slabs of ice are no threat to the Scots : the theory was
di proved.
16 November.
The day was spent on the Parker Ridge and the Athabasca Glacier.
Parker Ridge (2,400m) is the dominant feature overlooking the
Columbian Icefield. The lower slopes, beneath the treeline, were
passable . However. above the treeline (2,lOOm) the snow was too deep
(over J m) to make the climb practical. The afternoon was spent on the
Athabasca Glacier. A path which could just be found under the snow
runs along the southern edge of the large glacier. Sig PT and Woolley
demonstrated their death wish by casually wandering around above
the 4-0-60ft fissures: somehow they never fell in. probably because
everyone was too busy laughing at Cpl Adams who had fallen into a
river 50yds from the car park. The views after even half an hour were

Sunwapta Pass, north of Parker Ridge
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1 •• p ru ul rl} the I rg ic1.: formations \\hich looked hke
udd nl frozen in a rnugh sea . The night wa, pent at nearb)
Hild
re k Ho tel whi ·h .:on. isted of three log cabins with no main.
power. wate , or other intrusion . The emergency food tore held
th r had fre h track of a brO\\n bear leading to and from it, but the
ck
t thing we aw W<U i Ric Wolley ' teddy.

before returning to their parent units in BAOR in UK. The exercise
wa · fortunate in securing so much help and cooperation for a venture
organised at uch a late stage, in particular a grant of £125 from Corps
fund to help off et the cost of accommodation. Hopefu ll y future
Royal Signnls soldiers serving in Canada will be ab le to enjoy the
Rockies in a similar way.

17 ·o\ ember.
The team made the journey back from the Colu mbian lcefield to
B. TUS. a di tance of around 600km , arriving back that night.

THETFORD

E erci e Rock\ Zero II: 19 to 23 ~ovembe r
The group from pha e I took control (?) of the Op Room and a
ne\\ group et out toward the Rockie . The weat 1er \ a steadi ly
getting colder and much more snow wa forecast fo1 the days ahead.
fter a top in Calgary for those who wanted to bu}' ome mo~e warm
clothing, we arrived in Ban ff around 1800 hr ·. The team for this pha e
\ a Lt Alan Blackwell. Cpl John Innes (7 Sig Regt), LCpl Len Bibby
(again), LCpl Tom Handle} (I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt), and Sig
Pollit (7 ig Regt) .
20 ovember
Once again, Ca cade . mphitheatre was the objective fo~ the first
full day in the Rockie . urpri ingly there wa le .now and ice on the
mountain than in the previou week, but the amph itheatre was no less
impres ive and track from the previous a cem had all been hidden
under the now (or did we ju t go the wrong way?) . The Safari Land
Rover, in it 'de ert cam' colour , was attracting considerable local
intere t, including an offer of 20,000 ca h.
21

'ovember.
A · we worked north to Lake Louise the extent of the snowfall
became apparent. Roads were almo t deserted and the now coverage
wa complete, regardles of altitude. We took the walk along the
outhern edge of Lake Louise towards the Plain of the Six Glaciers to
the we t of the lake. The ice on the lake wa sufficiently thick by this
time for there to be an ice rink on it!
22 ovember.
The day was pent practising descending mounLains and a full day's
skiing was achieved. The weather turned in the early afternoon and by
1500 hrs there was a total whiteout across all the peaks. The Rockies
had their first blizzard warnings of the winter.
23

ovember.
Having spent anmher night at Hilda Creek Ho tel and walked a
quarter of a mile through Im 0f snow to reach it, the last day was
spent on the lower slopes of Parker Ridge. The snow in the Columbian
lcefields was by now a minimum of Im, and considerably deeper in
drifts. We went about half a kilometre up the lower slopes which
proved quite an adventure, particularly for the shorter members of the
group. Everyone had a chance to lead through the snow and certainly
got a realistic impression of the problems that deep snow can present.
After just under an hour we emerged at the clearing we had been
aiming for, and tobogganed down back to the road: the start of the
Royal Signals Luge team? We left the Columbian lcefields at I 300 hrs
and were back at BATUS by 2300 hrs.

ADVENTURE TRAINING WJTH l CADET TRAINING TEA M
THETFORD
A Report by Cpl Glen Martin
September 1987 saw my arrival in No I Cadet Training Team , in the
middle of Thetford Forest! What I learned , from my predecessor, did
not prepare me for what wa to come!
A I was the Corporal adven ture training in tru ctor an intensive
programme of canoeing. climbing, abseiling and ki-i ng, and
unbeknown to me, a host of militar y subjects awaited me.
The trai ning team consists of the OC, RSM and two military
trai ners. The advent ure trai ning Sergeant and I are employed on quite
a wide scale. We have the Army Cadet Force (ACF) who we vi it in
the evenings-49 of them l-with weekend exercises also, climaxing
with the highlight o f the year, their summer camp which is two weeks
of non-stop activity including range work , assault courses, night
exercises, cadre cou rses, watermanship, march and shoot, canoeing,
climbing and ab eiling, to name just a few of them!
The Combined Cadet Forces (CCF) are located with the schools we
visit every a fternoon o f the week, teaching the same as we do the ACF
with more empha is on adventure training at the weekend , and on
their Easter camps. They too have an annual central camp, held each
year at ' Proteus', which runs for three week , and run on a much
larger scale, involving all the training teams in the district , with all the
u ual military and adventure training going on.
Our other commitment is to TA unit , and also the regular Army,
when we can fit them in!
In one day I was canoeing at one school, onto another to take a
climbing lesson, back home for five minutes, then on to an evening
cadet detachment, to teach the new rifle-Phew! . ..
At the weekends a lot of time is spent in Derbyshire, most of the
time under canva . Normally arriving very late on Friday evenings and
inevitably in the rain and darkness, the perfect time to put up your
tent! Emerging from your tent each morning, having been woken up
with a cup of tea by the cadets at 0()00 hrs. The day usual ly ends
having had an excellent day's walking or rock-climbing.
Christmas was a well earned rest!
An enjoyable few weeks skiing, saw the New year in on Ex Snow
Cadet. Fortunately, I had no broken legs in my classes! Also some
extremely cold canoeing, in the following months .
Easter soon came along and we spent a great time in the Lake
District climbing and white water canoeing, and I didn't have to break
any ice to do the capsize drills!
Much credit to the cadets, for doing the swimming test in Lake
Coniston in March; certainly brings out the character in them.
Likewise on the rock face, I've had them all, crybabies, the ones that
climb halfway up then won't move, and the 'flyers', destined to follow
in our footsteps maybe?
The summer that followed was quite a hectic one, concluding with
the summer central camps, meeting the other cadet training teams,
learning and laughing about their experiences, but most of all, seeing
more cadets then you ever though! possible! During this time, 1 wa
granted the local rank of Sergeant, and able to enjoy the luxurious life
in the Mess (paying Mess bills!).
Having completed a year now, I look back having learnt many new
things, made new friends, and above all, done a well worthwhi le and
enjoyable job.

Cpl Adams and Sig Woolley and PT prepare to deal with any bears
PO T EXERCISE ROCKY ZERO
All tho e who participated in the exercise thoroughly enjoyed
themselves, despite some initial doubts when mountains appeared
only to get higher and steeper with every step. It is perhaps a reflection
of the attraction of the Rockies, and what can be achieved there, that
mo t of those on the exercise returned to the area in their week off

Here's looking forward, for what is yet to come!
(The contributor is a serving Corporal in Royal Signals and holds
the local rank of Sergeant in the Cadet Training Team.)

THE BLANDFORD TOWER RUN 1989
The Blandford Tower Run is to take place this year on .sun.day 14
May. It is a 14 mile cross coun try event run through the W1 ltsh1re and
Dorset countryside, and organised by the Scho.ol of Signals: It .a~tracts
both 'fun runners' and dedicated athletes. Unrt teams and mdrvrduals
are invited to enter.
. .
.
,
The event i~ ti med to co111c1de with the Old Comrades ~ day when
many past members of the Corl?s. i:neet at !3)andford. It rs hc_>ped to
raise money for ervice and c1 v1han chan tles by encouragmg the
runners to ob tai n sponsorship.
.
The overall winner last year was Pte Webb of The Royal Regi ment
of Wales in a time or I hr 19 mins 21 s~cs. .
.
Request for registration and sponsorship details should be made to.
BTR 89, School of Signals, Bland ford Camp, Blandford, Dor.s~ t
DTI I SRH. Telephone Blandford Mil Extension 2304 or 2283, CIVIi
(0258) 5258!. Ple~se encl.ose a stamped addressed envelope (14 pence),
minimum size llm x Sm .

THE BLANDFORD TOWER RUN
Sunday 14th May 1989
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School of Signals
22 Sig Regt

ORIENTEERING
gt G. Backhouse

14 Sig Regt

RUGBY
Sgt E. Atkins
LCpl G. Harwood
Capt S. Sharman

30 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt

HOCKEY
Cpl C. R. Souter
Sig M. W. Roberts
Cpl P . J. Collins

30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt

SHOOTING
Maj I. R. C. Brown
Cpl P. J. Alden
W02 B. J. Hayward

HQ SEDl sr
16 Sig Rcgt
School of Signal

TENNIS
Sgt J . Pearson
Cpl M. J. Swift

School of Signals
30 Sig Regr

SPORT MOTOCYCLING
Sgt P. Clarkson

School of Signal

CANOEl G
Sig B. G. Boniface
Sig L. P. Broders

8 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt

FOOTBALL

"" ....."""1t4,...,~,y,,. . .
.....

SKII NG
Capt P. A. Brown
Cpl R. M. Anderson

.a~~

From: Lt Col G. S. (Pat) Massey, Army Football Asso.ciation PRO
The Corps provided the complete Army back-four umt at. the sran
of both Inter Service Matches in March. Ar~y. Team Captam gt A.
(Sandy) Brown (238 (London) Sig Sqn) was 1omed by Cpl A._ (Tony)
Robinson (School of Signals) in the 'heart' of the defence, with Cpls
A. (Alan) Higgins (210 Sig Sqn) and .C:PI S. (Steve) Wei h (School of
Signals) in their usual defensive posit_ions on the flanks. The Army
won borh games beating rhe Royal Air Force by three goals to one,
and the Royal Navy by one goal to nil to retain the Constanunople
Cup .

for . . . . . . . o..a ......

Route
~·u.:..oci.u,loio-tl'lf~
,,.t?l-d·-·t~hs«

Entries

Objectives
• fopiondt~alld~

'Tor-.f-i.b~~

SAVE THE CHIU>tl:Ef'I

All three Services together for first time

On The Day

-~
-~ ~

.

1
•

Armeat -..obd c_, by 09JO llo9n.

lllllC$for Swl 1000.1100 "°8rl.

FINISH

i

r

Ffra,_apcaalltto.1]20~

r-acbcst"tx>lloolrl
C~i_,..uid.tom.

CORPS COLOURS AWARDS
1987 -88 SEASON
ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Cpl S. Welsh
Cpl T. Smith
SSgt J. B. Dyer
Cpl M. M. Cheetham
SSgt D. Taylor
Cpl A. Smith
Cpl M. Shergold

School
School
School
School
School
School
School

CORPS CRICKET
Sgt A. K. Phillips
Sgt S. Naylor
Cpl S. Gibbs
Sgt G. Watts
Sgt D. Richardson
Capt D. Luckett

16 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
30 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Signals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Signals

MASSED BANDS
ON PARADE
on

HORSE GUARDS PARADE
Whitehall, London
TUESDAY 13, WEDNESDAY 14,
THURSDAY 15 JUNE 1989
1830-1930 hrs
Tickets £6, £5 and £2 (Group Rates A vaila~le)
400 Uniformed Servicemen from The Royal Mannes ,
The Army and The Royal Air Force combine to present
one of London's most colourful spectacles of the year.
Plus! Guns of The King's Troop. Finale will feature
1812 Overture with Cannon Effects. In aid of. the
Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's Families A socianon.
Advance tickets available NOW from:

SSAFA, 16-18 Old Queen Street, London SWlH 9HP.
Telephone: 01-222 9221
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NOTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGIMENTAL COLONEL

HA GE AT THE CORPS MUSEUM
\fter eight ~ear d dicated :Cr\'iCe to the Royal Signal Mu eum
faj Ian Harfi Id BE\-1, FRHi tS retired from hi post a Deputy
Dir ·tor on 30 O\' mber 19 8. He will be greatly missed from the
·orridor of Blandford Camp. The photograph shows Maj Harfield
apparently about to leave in the Au tin 7 Wirele s Car carrying with
him hi lea\'ing pre ent and the best wishe of his friends and
·olleague. for hi future career a a full-time author.
The . e ·ond photograph is of I he new Depu ty Director, Dr Peter
Th~ a it es who ha come lO the Royal Signals Mu eum after 12 year
at the Imperial 'ar 1u eum. He i shown here in his office probably
looking up hi
,.e entitlement.

The 1989 programme of recruiting and publicity events is beginning
to take shape and it could well be the busiest year ever for all those
in the Corps involved in the recruiting and PR effort. A refurbished
Quicksilver will be on the road from April onwards. In an attempt to
reinforce recruiting success, much of Quicksilver's programme will be
concentrated in NE and NW Districts this year, with the occasional
foray into Scotland, E, and SW Districts. R IT programmes are not yet
available, and the Quicksilver programme is not complete.
We are particularly keen that TA units utilise these Blue Helmets
White Helmets, Quicksilver and Training Group RIT appearances i~
their areas, and send a small recruiting stand and maybe some
equipment, to stand alongside and take advantage of the occasion.
Please let Officer Commanding RSDT know in advance so that he can
arrange with the organisers for space to be reserved. The number to
ring is Catterick mil Ext 2666.
Another reason for reproducing the programme in such detail in
The Wire, is to give serving and retired members of the Corps the
opportunity to visit events whenever possible. Apart from the
entertainment value, the young men and women involved in the teams
de erve and appreciate your support.

SOLDIER RECRUITING
The recruiting year 1988/89 is drawing to a close and despite the oft
quoted and documented prob lems that face the recruiting

~rgan_is~tioi;i at pre.sent, the final fig_ures. are not all bad new). \! astage
m trammg 1s up slightly and retention 1s the watchword of success if
we are to maintain unit manning levels. The recruiting targets for
Adults and Young Soldiers were much higher in 1988/89 than in
recent years. The requirement was 610, of which 484 were recruited.
When Junior Soldiers, Junior Leaders and Apprentices are added on,
the totals rise to 1,310 out of 1,50/, which is approximately 870Jo.
Targets for 1989/90 will be at a similar level and we will be doing very
well if we achieve the same percentage.

OFFICER RECRUITING
It is sad to have to report that only 34 young Officer were
commissioned into Royal Signals in 1988/89, against a target of 50,
but there was a contributory factor to this low achievement which ha<;
to be taken into account. The Standard Military Course (SMC) has
been increased from 28 to 42 weeks duration, so one SMC output Y..as
missed in the year. The forecast for 1989/90 i~ 44, of which 24 will be
direct entry graduates .
The highest priority continues to be attached to Officer recru iting,
since the future of the Corps depends on success in this field. T he
levels of effort in supporting school CCF co ntingents and UOTCs are
increasing, but since it can take up to seven years for a potent ial
Officer to become a Second Lieutena nt Royal Signals , reward<; do not
come quickly.

ROYAL SIGNALS RECRUITING AND PUBLICITY EVENTS: APRIL-JULY 1989
Event/
Location

Recruiting
Team or U nit

Quicksilver
White Helmets

28-1 May
30
30

North East District
Trust House Forte-Blenheim
Palace, Woodstock
Teesdale County Fair
Teesdale County Fair
West Midland Police O pen Day

May
I
1- 14

Stopsley Festival, Luton
KAPE-NED IST

2-16
5

KAPE-NWDIST
Comd's Opening Show, Catterick

10-11
12- 14

14

Stafford area
35 Sig Regt Tattoo, Drayton
Ma nor Park, Birmingham
35 Sig Regt Tattoo, Drayton
Manor P a rk, Birmingha m
Bland ford Reunion

White H elmets
2 In f Div HQ
& Sig Regt
2 1 Sig Regt
W hi te H elmets,
Blue H elmets,
Quic ksilver ,
T rg Gp RIT
Quicksilver
Quicksilver

17- 19
20-23
22-26
24-25
27-30
27
28
29
29
30

West Midlands Show, Shrewsbury
Festival o f Music , Mo ns-Belgium
T our o f N Shropshi re (Telford)
Stafford County Show
Western Park Festival , Stoke
Berks Yo ung Fa rmers, Banbury
Leeds Steam Spectacu lar
Northumberland County Show
Newlands Children' s H ome, Hull
Wetherby Show

White Helmets,
Blue Helmets
White Helmet ,
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White H elmets
White Helmet
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
White Helmets

June
3
4-9
10
10
II

Lymm Carnival, Warrington
North West District
Bury Lions
Glaxo, Barnard Castle
Stevenage Show

Quicksilver
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
White Helmet
White Helmets

Date
1989
April
1-27
15

OPERATORS
TA 71.en' lll"U 10 ,,., 70
YY 11
J V
lt:.-u.. Jf ~

Contact the Three Tees Agency
and let your Services skills pay in Civvy street

•
I- e C'orvzro'S
h
•••

t-~

, / /

/

if ,,.- ~
/

~/

/

~

/ /,,.

r

// /

~t.-'

""'~i

The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals
solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex
and Teleprinter Oi:>erators.
You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice
and guid<;tnce on employment prospects in the
commercial world ofTelecommunications.
If you are rusty, we can give you the opportunity
to brush up your operating and also familiarise
yo~ with commer~1al routmes and equipment, and then
guide you to the nght job, permanent or temporary.
fn some cases resettlement courses are available
for those seeking permanent employment in
the Greater London area.

TI1e
,
TI1ree Tees Agency Ltd

1£.~*~

=_-==--==--==--==--==--==--==--==-___J=
Calf in, write or telephone
110 Fleet Street, EC4. 01 -353 3611 124 Regent Street, W1 . 01-734 0365
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Quicksilver
Blue H elmets
W hite H elmets

12-30
20-22
20-22
24-25

Scottish KAP E
Lincolnshire Agricultu ral Show
Scottish KAPE
Rotherha m Tattoo

26-29
30

Dundee KAPE
Freedom o f Richmond

Jul y
I

Catterick Reunion

1-17

KAPE-SEDIST

2
4
5-6

Bromyard Gala
4 July Celebrations, Menwith Hill
Army Exhibitio n 10 Schools ,
Bassingbou rn

7-8
8
8-9
10-13
13-15
14

Pudsey Show
37 Sig Regt (V)
Cheshire Steam Fair
Great Yorkshire Show , Harrogate
Kent County Show
CCF Central Ca mp, Wathgill

15-16
15- 17
16
20
22
22
24-26
26
26-27
28
28-31
29
30-IO Aug
31
31 -6 Aug

Halton Show, Widnes
Save the Children Gala, Wake fi eld
Spilsby Show, Li nes
Cumberland Agricultural Show
Spectral Vision, AA Col Harrogate
C leveland Count y Show
Ryedale Show
Yealmpion Show , Devon
We ton Air Display
St Helen
Pickering Traction Rally
Kohima Day. York
Inverness KA.PE
Turriff Show, Banff
KAPE- S\\> DIST

Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
W hite Helmet ,
Blue H elmets
White Helmet
White Helmets,
Blue Helmet s
W hi te Helmets,
Blue Helmet
3 Armd Div
HQ & Sig Regt
White Helmet
White Helmets
Quick ilver,
Blue Helmets,
19 Inf Bde Sig
Sqn RIT
Quicksih er
Blue Helmets
White Helmet
Quick ilver
White Helmet
T rg GP RIT,
Blue Helmet
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
White Helmet
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
Wh it e Helmet.
Blue Helmet
White Helmet
Quicksil ver
Blue Helmet
\Vhite Helmets
White Helmet
4 rmd Div
HQ & Si ~ Reg1
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- Movements Officer
I EBRL \R\ 19 9
lol R. A \\ri ht
ltCol . ROie
Lt Col P. T. Innocent
\1aJ H . J Bardell
\laJ C J Burton
I J \I Cot
\l•J . 'I. Crane
\111 R P Et~non
1>J D.
E"ing •
\laJ \ , J. H Ham n
\131 J P . Ha e' ..
\la) . G. Hu8h<>
\lai • C. Jackson
\1aJ J P. lordand
\l•J • G. \1organ
..
• · T E \I. Richard50n
\ ui H
. Ro
\1a1 R. J. Sanders
\1ai 1' G. Wilson
Capt E. L. Budwonh
Capt G . F Chalo~r
Capt \1. \\ . Ed" ards
Capt R. O. N. E\3ns
Capt \ . field
Capt
Gray-Co"an
Capt T . G. Jnsha"
Capt G . R. Leach
Capt R. \\ . ~1ansf~ld
Capt P J. \1oselcy
Capt R. G . Nicholson
Capt P. A. Pralle)
Capt D. E. Ro,.linson ..
Capt M . . Stevenson
Capt P. M. Telford
2LI 1' . tkinson
2lt G . E. Bcnnell
llt 0. D. Bryant
2Lt . J. E. Parsons
2LI G . M . Pullen

Units to which posted
L P Oman
H language Trg HEC ~1 u lheim
22 Sig Regt
225 ig qn
HD (AD)
taff College
DADPTC
38 ig Regl (V)
I Armd Div HQ and 1g Regt
30 ig R<gl
hool of ignal
RM
hrivenham
CG
ACD (OR) Land ) 1em
608 ig Tp
D (AD)
HQ 11 Sig Bde
II ig Reg1
7 Sig Rcg1
hool of Signals
21 i.g Rcgl
AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
S1aff College
1aff College
FSS Mossy Hill
S1aff College
S1aff College
13 Sig Reg1
S1aff College
HQ 15 Inf Bde
S1arr College
S1arr College
16 ig Regt
S1arr College
chool of Signals
School of ignals
School of Signals
School or Signals
chool or Signal

FEBRUARY 19 9
Rank and Namt
LI Col G. J. Barrell
L1 Col SL C. H. Glydon ..
\laj M . J . M. Alden
\laj H. A. R. Hancock
\Ja1 R. T. Hoolc ..
\Jaj . C. John .
\laj ~ . . H . Johnson
'1aj J. R. S. O\enden
Capt A. G. A. BriuenJcn
Capt . D. Couch
Cap1 A. S. Eames .
Cap1 M. W . Ed,.ard
Cap1 R P. Giles .
Cap1 A. P. Hudson
Cap1 D. P. Meyer ..
Cap1 P. A. Osment
Cap1 G. mith
..
Cap1 J. A. Tcrringlon ..
Capt J . Tur~r ..
Capt I. D. Wcstennan ..
Lt D. C. Chauawar
Lt A. J. Clew lo" ..
Lt J H. Fraser ..
Lt I. Hooper
Lt P. \\' . King
Lt I. G. uwrencc
.
Lt R. D. \1einenzhagen .
Lt G. Neal
Lt \1. A. Rogers ..
Lt J L. mart
\ . B. 1ocker
..
\ R. Urwin
2Lt G . w. Flctcoo
2Lt D. J. Foulkes ..
2LI H. F. M . Hughes
2Lt J. C. Leader ..
2Lt D. J. M. Quinn

Unit to which posted
ACD (Pol and uc)
School of Signals
11 Sig RCS1
DSS (AD)
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
RMCS Shri•enham
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg1
HQ Afccot (BAE)
30 ig Reg1
School of Signals
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BR Contingen1 UNFICYP
16 ig Regt
HQ I (BR) Corps
RMCS Shriveoham
RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivcnham
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BDLS Au>tralia
11 Sig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
AA Coll Harrogaie
7 ig Regt
28 Sig Regt
4 Armd Di\' HQ and Sig Regt
I Annd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
14 Sig Regt
I Annd Div HQ and Sig R<gt
7 Sig Regt
21 Sig Reg1
AA Coll Harrogate
7 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Reg1
22 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1

Ro" and \ 'amt

WOs and SNCOs
FEBRUARY 1989
Rank and Nam~
AWOI P. F. Budden
..
WOI (YofS) G . W. Duncan ..
WOI D. w_Sparkes ..
W02 (FofS) M. Kidd
..
W02 (FofS) T. M. Moor~d ..
W02 (FofS) P. J. Robinson
A W02 \\ . Henderson
AW02 G. A. Humble
.,, B. Johnson ..
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Unit to which posted
38 Sig Rcgt M
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
40 Sig Regt M
School or Signals
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
BR Cont UNFICYP (Sp Regt)
244 Sig Sqn
HQ Trg Gp R Signals and Ca1terick Gar

SSgl B. Lauder
.
Sgt J. C. Lewing1011
S gt A. M. Reid
SSgl C. Whawcl ..
SSgt R. L. Woodfirc
AS gt R. J . Dunne
ASSgl I. J. Fo ter ..
A Sgt P . J . Gibney
ASSgt D.R. Price ..
ASSgl I. G. Williams
Sgt B. Berrie
..
Sgt G . T . Bryson . .
Sgl G . J. Carpanini
Sgt A. J. Clarke ..
Sgt S. A. Cooper . .
gl C. A. M. Downie
Sgt K. Dunk
gt I. J . England . .
Sgl W. G . Farrell ..
gt A. R. Finch .
Sgt P. M. Flint ..
Sgt J. V. Garhard ..
Sgt F. Grant
Sgt K. C. Hallett ..
Sgl J . D. Hunter ..
Sgt R. G . Jenkinson
Sgt S. P . Knagg ..
Sgt B. A. Knighl ..
Sgt R. Main
..
Sgt D. J . Metcalfe . .
Sgt D. I. R. Murray
Sgl G . Murray
Sgt V. Murphy
Sgt R. Orchard
Sgt G. K. Owen ..
Sgt I. D. Richardson
Sgt G. l. Russell ..
Sgt T. Sparshot ..
Sgt D. M. Stokes ..
Sgt J. J. Taylor
Sgt M . Williams
Sgt M. J. Yates
ASg1 R. Home
ASgt J . Jenkins
ASgt G. Rigg
ASgt S. Rosenthal

16 Sig Reg1
8 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
2 In[ Div HQ and Sig Reg1
28 Sig Rcgt
HQ 4 ig Gp
14 ig Regl
HQ 1111 Corps Depol and Centre
FSS Stenigol
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Res•
I SG
30 Sig Regt
602 Sig Tp
14 ig Regt
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
SHAPE ACE
R~chnn (Balado Bridge)
21 Sig Regl
22 ig Reg1
HQ Afnorth (BAE)
262 Sig Sqn
633 Sig Tp
3 Annd Div HQ and ig Rcgl
11 Sig Regt Depot Tp
8 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
225 Sig Sqn
UK Support Uni1 SHAPE
HQ UKLF
233 Sig Sqn
Berlin HQ and Sig Reg1
633 Sig Tp
21 Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (INT)
225 Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt
3 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt (V)
2 Coldm Gds
14 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
21 Sig Reg1

MARCH 1989
Rank and Name
W02 R. Sharp
..
W02 P . J. Underwood ..
AW02 M. Comber
A W02 A. Dipple ..
AW02 J. K. Eynon
..
AW02 G. D. MacRorie . .
AW02 T . Palmer ..
AW02 J . Riley . .
..
AW02 (YofS) W. P. Ruthven
SSgt J. Allen
..
SSgt I. D. Blackla"'
..
SSgt G. Brook
SSgt W. P. Craig ..
SSgt K. C. Crosby
SSgt E. A. Doubtfirc
SSgt M. J . Emmott
SSgt W. C. Jones ..
SSgt J. D. Mackie ..
SSgt N . P. Samm ..
SSgt R. C. Shortis ..
SSgt T. W. Smith ..
SSg1 B. W. Thorpe
ASSgt C. Barlow . .
..
ASSgt G. W. . Banlett ..
ASSgt P . J. Callary
ASSgt D. Campbell
ASSgt M. A. Simcox
ASSgt I. M. Wylie
Sgt D. M. Bradford
Sgt A. J. Chalmers
Sgt N. Challerton ..
Sgt D. R. Clark ..
Sgt • M. Collins ..
Sgt R. A. J. Cox . .
Sgt D. M. A. Doddy
Sgt D . V. H . East ..
Sgt R. J. Exlance ..
Sgt K. S. Falconer ..
Sgt M. S. Gibbons
Sgt G. L. Hu1hart ..
Sgt G. A. Jones ..
Sgt G. T. Kend all . .
Sg1 B. Leech
..
Sgt J . W. Marsden
Sgt K. Murray
..
Sgt N. McCreedy ..
Sgt C. N . McKay ..
Sgt J.M . O'Connor
Sgt S. P. D. Rodriguez . .
Sgt K. J. Rhodes ..
Sgt S. I. Ryder . .
Sgt P. Scantlebury
Sgt A . Suuie
..
Sgt D. M. TiU
ASgt B. J. Alexander
ASgt A. S. Cupper
ASgt R. H. Hayhu rst
ASgt J . P. Rutland
..
ASgt T. Skee
ASgt E. T . Strefford
ASgt P . M. Wood ..

Unit to which posted
16 Sig Regt
School of Signals
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regl
7 Sig Regt
242 Sig Sqn
Queens UOTC
8 Sig Regt
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
AA Coll Harrogate
ACIO Chiches1er
633 Sig Tp
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
HQ NORTHAG Sig Sp Gp
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
RSA and Larkhill Garrison
9 Sig Regt
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
Battle Gp Tac Trainer
21 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
ACJO Plymouth
22 Sig Regt
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
HQNJ
21 Sig Regl
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg1
22 Sig Rcgt
259 Sig Sqn
QG Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
28 Sig Regt
8 Sig Reg1
9 Sig Rcgt
262 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
Int and Sy Gp (NI)
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
31 Sig Regt (V)
22 Sig Regt
RAF Mount Plcasanl
35 Sig Reg1 (V)
259 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
HEC Mulhcim
16 Sig Regl
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
HEC Mulheim
9 Sig Regt
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
633 Sig Tp
21 Sig Reg1
14 Sig Reg1
39 Sig Regt (V)
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regl
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Reg1
13 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The fo llowing donation were gratefully received during January
1989:Miss Mary Fowler ............... ............. .. .
259 Sig Sqn .. . .......... . .......... . ....... . .. . .
56 Div (CiLy of London) Sigs OCA ............. .. .
In memory of Maj G. Platts .......... ........... .
42 Sig Regt Officers' Club ......... . .......... . .. .
N. H. Chadwick ......... . ............... .. .... . .
In memory of Sig M . Clavey .................... . .
From the Estate of A. McNiel Watson ............ .
In memory of Col J.E. B. Jones OBE, TD ... . .... .
J.E. Neale ........................ . ........... .
Col G. M. L. Claridge .......... _.. . _....... .. .. .
48 (CofB) Sig Sqn (V) ....... . ......... . ..... _... .
A. D. Eraut .. ............. . . ................... .
Certa Cito Lodge ......... .................... .. .
E. E. Bayley in memory of Mr P. Eliot and
Mr A. Mills .. . ........................ . ...... .
J . Bradford . .. .. ................ . ... .. ......... .
A. R. Carter ................................... .
D . O'Leary ................ . .. ..... .......... .. .
WOl (RQMI) A. D. Turner .. .. ....... . ...... . ... .
M. J. Millichip ... .. ....... ... .................. .
Misc ...... . ........... . ........... . ... . ....... .

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

875.00
297 .61
200.00
175.00
170.00
50.00
40.00
25 .00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
15.00
10.00

£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 34.20
£2,031.81

The following donations were gratefully received during February
1989:£100.00
ln memory of LL Col C. W. Hallett .............. .
£ 38.38
In memory of Mr W . E. Kemp ... . .. . ........... .
£ 25.00
In memory of Sig M. Clavey . . . .............. . . . .
£ 25 .00
Capt S. R. Renfrey ............ . ..... . ..... .. ... .
St Giles Church, School of Infantry, Warminster ,
£ 21.52
Wilts ......... ... . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
£ 18.00
STC Rugby Players ......... . ... .. ..... . ...... . .
£ 13.00
P. M . Sparling .............. . . . ... ... .......... .
£ 10.00
In memory of Col L. T. Shawcross OBE .. . ..... . .
£ 8.00
C. A. Smith ......... . ........ . ....... .. ..... .. .
77.86
Misc .... . .... . . ..... ... .. ...... .. ..... .. · · · · · · ·
£336.76

THE VITAL LINK
The Story of Royal Signals 1945-1985
by Philip Warner
(340 pages illustrated-pictures and maps)
This important book is a must for all associated with
Royal Signals. Commissioned by the Corps it will be
available in May through RHQ Royal Signals to readers of
The Wire at a discount price of £16.00 on all orders received
by 30 April 1989.
The Vital Link examines the variety of tasks carried out
world-wide by the Corps and traces the complex
developments in techniques, technology and signal tactics
since the Second World War. It records the growth of the
Corps through the achievements, both personal and
professional, of the high quality men and women of the
Regular and Territorial Army, who serve in Royal Signals.
It is presented in an attractive and enjoyable way as a story
rather than a historical record .
Order now by order form or by writing to: RHQ Royal
Signals, The Vital Link, 56 Regency Street, London SW 1P
4AD; enclosing a cheque for £16.00 payable to Royal
Signals Corps Funds. (Price after 30 April 1989 is £18.50).

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE
OF AIRBORNE FORCES
The aim of the Golden Jubilee is that all those who served
in Airborne Signals celebrate this anniversary, that a
permanent memorial should be set up , and that funds
should be raised to cover these as well as boosting the
Airborne Charities.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New 3in Regulation Pattern with Straps
Any Amount Made Up as Required
Export 3in Web with Strengthening ... ... ... .. £6.33
Export 3in Web without Strengthening ........ £5.23

plus post

UK inc VAT 3in Web with Strengthening ..... £7.28
UK inc VAT 3in Web without Strengthening £6.01

plu post

T. FROST (Saddlers)
SOUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE
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plus po t

plus post

You will know that the Airborne Museums at Aldershot
and Normandy are for Airborne Forces as a whole. But
you may not know that The Airborne Forces Security Fund
is able to assist any Airborne or ex-Airborne soldier or his
dependants, even though other benevolent funds may be
involved.
Our main con~ern in the Security Fund is that the 1990s will
show a threefold increa e in the demands for money. The
Controller of the Security Fund has done a first stage
projection which shows a considerable increase in demands
on the Fund in the 1990s as t hose of the wartime group
reach their 80 .

If you wish to take part in the 50th Anniversary
celebrations either for the very special Airborne Forces Day
on 7 July 1990 in Alder hot, or at one of the Regional Open
Days that are being held in other parts of the UK, you
should contact the Administrative Officer at 5 AB Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn, Arnhem Barracks, Montgomery Lines,
ALDERSHOT, Hamp~h ire GULi 2AU.
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NOTICES
DEATHS
Bow - t ol . G. Bow MBE- died 17 January 1989.
Crnik- pt J. . Cnuk- erved 1930-46-died 13 Occober 1988.
u1ler- e" gt H. F. Cutler- erved 1935-44-died 31 December
19 .
Henne ) - apt J. W. Hennessy-died 7 ovember 1988.
Hogj!- apt G. A. Hogg- erved 1939-46-died 17 January 1989.
Jone - ol F. E. B. Jone OBE TD JP DL- erved 1921-46- died 15
January 19 9.
11.emp-e'.\ W02 W. E. Kemp- erved 1945-68-died 18 January
19 9.
King-Mr C. King- erved 1941-46-died 17 January 19 9.
1c onnell-Wood-Maj F. D. McConnell-Wood- erved 1932-69
- died February 19 9
Owen-ex Cpl D. \\' . W. Owen- died 27 ovember 198
Parker-Cpl I. . Parker- erved from 1975-died 28 December
19
Potter-ex gt V. W. J. Poller- erved 1951 -63-died 19 December
19 .
Rotherham-ex S gt R. G. Rotherham BEM-served 1942-70-died
27 December I 98 .
Ru hworlh-Maj . G. Rushworth MBE-died 6 January 1989.
a'.\lon-ex Cpl H. a: ton - erved 1921-45-died I February 1989.
colt-Lt Col . coll OBE MC- died 26 January 1989.
hawcro s-Col L. T. hawcross OBE- erved 1927-52- died 15
February 1989.
nowden-Cpl A. nowden-died 9 February 1989.
Wal h-Lt Col C. . Wal h QBE-Served 1931-67-died 21 January
19 9.
gt A. M. Wat on- erved 1950-75-died 30 December

OBITUARIES
Cooke-Maj W. G. Cooke-William Cooke enli ted in RE Signals in
1920 and transferred to the Corps on formalion. He erved in
Germany from 1921-1926 and later in the Middle and Far East. He
was commi ioned in Meerut in 1943. He finished hi ervice with
60 Sig Regt (TA) in Sheffield. A member of Lincoln Branch he was
it Vice-Chairman from 1984 until 1987 when ill health caused his
retirement. Maj Cooke died on 8 January 1989.
Jones-Col F. E. B. Jones ODE, TD, DL, JP. Col Jones who died
on 15 January aged 89 years enlisted into the Royal Flying Corp
in July 1917 and wa commissioned as a pilot on completion of
training. In 1920 he joined 48 (South Midland) Div Sigs as a
Territorial Officer and served with this unit until 1940. As Second
in Command he went to France with the BEF and was evacuated
from Dunkirk.
A a Lieutenant Colonel he was appointed to command 4 Div
igs in 1940 and in 1942 became Deputy Chief Signal Officer at
Southern Command Headquarters and subsequently at Allied
Force Headquarters in London and later in orth Africa. He was
appointed OBE in 1942, made Justice of the Peace and appointed
a Deputy Lieutenant for the county of Warwick in 1955.
In 1957 he was appointed Honorary Colonel of 1/ 20 Army Sig
Regt TA, later renamed 48 (South Midland) Sig Regt TA. When
the TA was reorganised into the T and A VR he was reappointed
as Honorary Colonel to the newly formed 35 (South Midland) Sig
Regt. He retired in 1971 but remained an active Honorary Member
of the Regiment providing much valuable advice to its members.
He was on the Central Committee of the Royal Sign~ls
A ociation as the TA representative, and served as ViceChairman in 1966. He was also an active member of the
Birmingham Branch and its President from 1952-56.
In addition to a distingui hed military career he was a successful
businessman in the family firm of manufacturing jewellers and
wa Managing Director of A. E. Godrish and Son Limited.
Col Jones led a very active life in which good humour, patience
and dedication to his career endeared him LO his very many friends.
He \~ill be sadly mi sed.
King-ex
gt R. King-It is with much regret that we record the
death of gt King which occurred on 26 December 1988 after
long illnes . !'le was aged 41 years. Bob joined the Corps i~ 1966
and served wuh 11 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, 14 Sig Regt, 16 Sig

Regt, SHAPE and finally at 38 Sig Rcgt (V). He left the arm y after
22 year service to take up a position as engineering manager for
a security firm in Donca ter. Alway keen to help other Bob
helped LO organi ea regimental football team when serving with 16
Sig Regt which enjoyed uccess in the 1981 Rothmans six-a-side
compelition. He also helped the Boy Scouts and other youth
organisations. His funeral , which took place on 5 January 1989
wa attended by many erving and ex members of the Corps. He
leaves a widow Kath , a daughter Adrienne and a son Robbie. The
family are very grate ful to Sheffield Branch and 38 Sig Regt (V)
for all their kind help during a difficult time .
Ling-ex SSgt C. W. Ling-Bill Ling died peacefully in Ipswich,
after a shon illne s, on 4 January 1989. He served in the Corps
from 1929 to 1957 and spent mo t of his career in the Middle and
Far Ea t. \i hen he left the army, he moved, with his wife and
family , to Hadleigh, Suffolk . Bill leaves a widow, Win, daughter
Jackie and two ons Raymond and Peter, both ex members of the
Corps and together they contributed a total of 44 years continuous
er ice.
Neil-Sgt Robert Neil. We regret to announce the death of Sgt Robert
Neil of 52 (Lowland) Sig Sqn (V) on 12 January 1989. Robert
joined the TA in June 1980 and was taken ill after Ex Bonnie
Dundee '88 in which he took pan. All ranks of 32 (Scottish) Sig
Regt (V) extend their deepest sympathy to Isobelle, Gayle and
Danniele .
Parker-Cpl I. C. Parker . It is with deep regret that we report the
death of Ian Parker on 28 December 1988 . Ian was serving with 34
(N) Sig Regt (V) at Middlesbrough where he lived with his wife
Mandy and two children Kerry and Lee. Ian joined the Corps in
Augu t 1975 and after training as a data telegraphi twas posted to
16 Sig Regt. Whilst there he changed his trade to driver and
ubsequently erved with 8 Sig Regt and also a tour of duty in the
Falklands. He joined 34 Sig Regt in October I 986 where he quickly
became a popular member of lhe MT section. He was due to leave
the Army shortly and settle in the area where he had made many
friends. Ian will be sadly missed by his workmates and all who knew
him.
Rotherham-W02 R. G. Rotherham-Danny Rotherham died on 27
December 1988, after a long illness. He served for 28 years in the
Corp (1942-70) . Known as Danny to everyone he had a colourful
career being Team Sergeant of the White Helmets from 1950-52,
during which time Jeff Duke and John Surtees were members of
the team. In 1965 he was awarded the BEM in the New Year
Honours List whilst serving with 30 Sig Regt. During the latter
period of his career he performed the duties of mess secretary at
HQ !BR Corps mess. He leaves a widow, four sons a;id a
daughter.
Stead-ex Sgt A. E. Stead. Eric Stead died suddenly in December
1988, aged 87 years. He served in the Corps from 1943-46 and then
worked at RHQ Royal Signals for the following 20 years as
Association Admin Officer. He was awarded the Honour Member
Badge of the Association in recognition of his Jong service. Eric was
also an active member of the Royal British Legion and was the
proud holder of the Legion's Gold Badge . He was a very good
friend to many and will be much missed by those who knew him.
His wife Mary died in 1987.
Thompson-ex W02 R. T. Thompson (Tommy)-lt is with deep
regret that we report the death of Tommy Thompson which
occurred on 2 December 1988 at Celle, West Germany where he
was serving as a CASO in the Hohne area.
Tommy served in the Corps from 1950 training at Gallowgate
Camp Richmond. 1950-52 Korea, 1953-55 Austria, 1956-62 4 Div,
2 RHA Malaya, Colchester, 1963-64 Oxford UOTC, 1966-68
Northern Ireland, 1970-72 9 Sig Regt, 1973-75 71 Sig Regt (V).
After Tommy retired he was appointed BIA and CASO at
Catterick Garrison where he indulged his love of golf becoming the
Captain of Cittterick Garrison Golf CIUb (n 1984. He will be
sadly missed by his many friends ot all ranks in the Corps.
He leaves a widow Vera, daughters Angela and Beverley and son
Matthew .

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING Of' THE ROYAL
SIGNAL INSTITUTION
The 1989 AGM of the Royal Signals Institution Council will take
place in RHQ Royal Si~na!s at 1030 hrs on Tuesday 4 April 1989.
Members of the lnsmuuon are asked to note that in future the
AGM wi ll take place on the first Tuesday in Apr il of each year.
CORP S DINNER
The dinner will be held at The London International Press Centre,
76 Shoe Lane, London EC4, on Tuesday 9 May 1989 at 1900 for 1930
hr . Dress: Dinner Jacket.
The price of the dinner is £15 which includes pre-dinner drinks
and the cost of wines at the table.
All Royal Signals officers, Regular or Territorial, serving or retired
are eligible to attend. WRAC officers serving with Royal Signals are
also eligible to attend.
Application for tickets to The Regimental Secretary, RHQ Royal
Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SW IP 4AD. C heques should be
made payable to 'HQ Mess, Royal Signals'.
CORPS LUNCHEON
The luncheon will be held at the Headquarters Mess, Royal Signals,
Blandford Camp, on Saturday, 17 June 1989 at 1200 for 1300 hrs.
Dress: Lounge sui t.
The cost is £10 which includes pre-luncheon drink s and the cost
of wines at the table .
All Royal Signal officers, Regular or Territorial , serving or retired ,
their wive and grown up children are eligible to attend. WRAC
officer serving and retired with Royal Signals are also eligible to
auend. The widows of Regular officers are invited as guests of the
Corps . As far as possible invitations are ent directly to widows, but
any reader who i aware of a widow not having received an invitation
is asked to notify the Regimental Secretary of the widow's name and
addres . Private guests may al o be invited .
Cheques should be made payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund.

HM THE QUEEN'S GARDEN PARTY AT
BUCKINGHAM PALACE
Our Colonel-in-Chief HRH The Princess Royal GCVO may attend
the Garden Party on Tuesday 11 July 1989.
Any members of the Corps who receive invitations to attend on this
date are asked to notify the Regimental Secretary at RHQ Royal
Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SW IP 4AD in order that they
may be included in the Corps organised party and presented to the
Colonel-in-Chief.

FOR SALE
• Mess Kit.
• Two o 2 Dress.
• No 4 Dress (sand coloured) with two pairs of trousers. All above
ranked , for Colonel GS and in very good condition. Height: 5ft
Sin. Waist: 36in. Inside Leg: 29 \li in.
• Two No 2 Dress Caps, one No I Ores Cap-each with red band,
GS badge and buttons .
• Riding Mac by Gieves. Chest: 42in. Length: 39in. As new.
• Wellington Boot , boxed with spurs . Size 8.
• George Boots. Size SM.
• Numerou buttons, badges of rank Royal Signals and GS;
Lanyards; Gorgets; Epaulettes; Ties; Straps; Cap; Stable Belts;
Mess Kit Jacket (white) and light weight DJ with white Jacket.
• DJ Suit. Chest: 42in.
For details of cost etc, apply Col (Retd) G. A. W. Hickman OBE,
332 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT2 5PP. Tel:
01 -546-8559 .
Mess Dress, che t 42in, waist 34in and waistcoat. £80 ono. Contact
R. Stewart, 43 Carstairs Avenue, Park South, Swindon S 3 2DF. Tel:
0793 45834.

AN OFFER
Mr M. M. Matthews has a quantity of Wire magazines from 1984
onwards and wonders if any reader would like to have them . Plea e
write to him at 20 Redford Avenue, Horsham, West Su ex RH 12
2H.I.

' NZIO BEACHHEAD-DIARY OF A SIG~ALLER '
An Artillery signaller's autobiographical story of the Italian
campaign from Reggio di Calabria to Lake Garda, with emphasis on
Anzio .
One hundred and fony eight pages with illustrauons, by Tom Roe .
Foreword. by Sir Harry Secombe CBE. Printed by Higham Press.
Price £5.50, including postage and package. Obtainable from :- 96
Station Road , Pilsley , Nr Chesterfield 545 8BH.

REUNIONS
The dates for the Annual Reunions in Blandford and Callcrick are
as follows:Blandford Sunday 14 May 1989 and Catterick Saturday/Sunday
1/2 July.
The Catterick Reunion wil! be preceded by a parade to mark the
25th Anniversary of the Freedom of Richmond. This is Lo tak e place
on Friday 30 June with a March Past in Rich mond Market quare
followed by The Playing of Retreat, by the Corps Band, in the
grounds of Richmond Castle .
Any member of the Association wishing to have details of these
events should write to Association Headquarters, RHQ Royal Signals,
56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD . Members of Branches,
should contact their Branch Secretary. Applications hou ld not be
made by telephone.
GLOS OP TERRITORIAL ARMY CENTRE
SOTH ANNIVERSARY
This year marks the 50th Anniversary of the establi hment of
Glossop TA Centre and the 44th Anniversary of the Glossop and
District Royal Signal Old Comrades Association . To celebrate the
occasion an exhibition of memorabilia will be held at the Heritage
Centre, Henry Street, Glossop from 8-21 May, Monday to Saturday
from 1030 hrs to 1600 hrs. It is hoped to attract as many members and
visitors as possible. Do come along! For further information plea e
contact G. E. Colclough, 'Hafod', Manor Park Road, Glo sop,
Derbyshire or Mr Fred Price, 43 Kershaw Street , Glossop, Derby hire .
CALLING ALL WIRELES OPERA TORS
All Wireless Operators who served with GHQ Sig Reg1 FA RELF in
Singapore from September 1945, are invited to contact Dickie
Ockenden, 48 Sanderstead Hill, Sanderscead, Surrey CR2 OHA (Tel:
01 651 2455), with a view to arranging a reunion.
56 (CITY OF LONDON) DIVISIONAL SIGNALS OCA
The AGM of this Old Comrade A sociation is 10 be held at HQ 31
Sig Regt (V), 190 Hammer mith Road, London W6 7DL, on Sunday
23 April 1989, at I 100 hrs for 1130 hrs, by kind permission of the
Commanding Officer.
A curry lunch, to follow the meeting at 1200 hrs, in the Officer '
Mess has been arranged, at which members' families and friends will
be welcome. The price will be £5 per head, and a buffet will be
provided as an alternative to the curry. Bar facilities will be available.
Individual notice will be ent to all members on the mailing Ii t in
due cour e, together with a proforma to be completed, to indicate
intention to attend or otherwi e, and returned to the Chairman, Maj
R. D. Hughes TD.
OLD WELBEXIAN AS OCIA TION
REU ION DIN ER: 15 September 1989.
The OW A Reunion Dinner will be held at the School of Signal '
Officers' Mess, Blandford, Dorset on Friday 15 September 1989.
Dress will be black tie and timing are 1930 hrs for 2000 hr . The
cost will be approximately £20.
Applications, including a contact addres and telephone number
should be sent to: The Adjutant, Welbeck College, Worksop, Otts
S80 3LN, or by telephoning: Worksop (0909) 476~26 Extn 30.,
Applications hould arrive at least two week pnor to the Dmner.
602 ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS
Our next annual dinner will take place in Harrogate at the
International Hotel (at greatly reduced price) on 29/ 30 April 1989.
All erving members and ex member of the troop and their familie
are mo t welcome to attend. Enquirie to our Secretary: Mr Dave
Smedley, 5 Old Rectory Cloe, Powick, Worce ter WR2 4QU. Tel :
0905 831705 or Mr Ken Purnell, 31 Skelton Road , Langthrrpe.
Borough bridge, North York hire Y05 9GD. Tel: 0423 323407.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
D. 11 I TRA TIVE OHi ER VACA CY
Rl I 1ENTAL H
DQ
RTER ROYAL IGNAL
vncan y will oc ur at the end of September 1989 in the
ociation Record
ection at RHQ Royal
ignals for an
dmini trative Officer (AO) . The job specification i as follows: Day to day corr pondence with 66 local branches of the Royal
ignal
ociati n (currently includes eight Affiliated Unit OCA
Branche ); laintaining A ociation 1ember hip Records (currently
kept on card index fil ing y tern but e pected to go on to computer);
o\dmini tration and Control of annual reunions at Blandford (May)
and Catterick (June) each year; Admini tration and Control o f
nnual Branch Repre entatives Meeting (April) each year;
Corre pondence to retiring Officer and Other Ranks on leaving the
Corp informing them of the affairs of the A sociation and putting
them in touch with local bran hes near to their home address ;
Preparing agenda and minute for the A sociation Central Committee
1eeting (twice yearly), Branch Representatives Meeting (April) and
nnual General Meeting (June) and finally; maintaining the file on
the Corp Church (St Stephen with St John We tminster) including
Carol ervice and Memorial Service .
pplication should be ent to The Regimental Secretary, RHQ
Royal ignal , 56 Regency Street, London SWJP 4AD. Typing kills
are helpful but not es ential. Living in the commuter belt around
London would be advantageous.
RETIRED OFFICER VACANCY
HEADQ ARTERS LONDO DISTRICT HORSE G ARDS
A vacancy exists for an R02 (Tels) appointment in the
Headquarters London District. Working in a pleasant environment in
Horse Guards, che duties cover the whole range of static
telecommunications including planning, accounting and managerial
a pects, assisted by a telecoms network manager. The vacancy exists
now.
This post has recently been upgraded to an R02's appointment.
Full details of the post can be obtained by writing to Commander
Communications Headquarters London District, Horse Guards,
'i hitehall, London SWIA 2AX.
NRP
ERGEANT VACANCY
RADIO TECHNICIAN (MO LD CONTROLLER)
A vacancy will occur on IS May 1989 for a suitably qualified Radio
Technician to take up the po t of MOULD Controller, HQ London
District.
Applicants should be ex Regular Army Radio Technicians, Grade
I. The post carries the rank of Sergeant with daily rates of pay of
£30.56 plus Inner London Weighting of £3 per day.
The terms and conditions of service are set out in TA Regulations
1978 Chapter 6. Applications including telephone number and details
of two referees should be forwarded to: Adjutant, 71 (Yeomanry) Sig
Regt, Phoenix House, TA Centre, Watling Street, Bexleyheath, Kent
DA6 7QQ.
Closing date for applications is 5 May 1989. Short list applicants
will be expected to attend a selection board in Bexleyheath on 10 May
1989.
RO VACANCI.ES
S02 R02 Sigs 36a DSS(A) Main Building post vacant, daily
management of all AD Crypto equipments. Suits computer literate
Tfc Officer Major or above.
S03 Trg R03, Sigs 32a DSS(A) Main Building MOD available
October 1989- to manage Royal Signals training.
S03 Sigs R03 , Sigs 32c DSS(A) Main Building MOD post vacant,
Manpower and Establishments.
S03 Recruiting R03 , Sigs 32b DSS(A) Main Building po~t vacant,
Implementing Recruiting Policy.
Admin Officer R03 , RSDT, 8 Sig Regt available June 1989, day to
day administration of the RSDT. Programming of the Display Teams.
Knowledge of accounts.

Job Hunting?
THE REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT A SOCIA TION
Our sole aim is to help men and women leaving the Services find
employment and resett le into civilian life. The only criteria are that
individuals should have erved for more than three years and have a
good character reference.
The RFEA has a life long interest in ex-Servicemen and wo rn enthey can register at any time, not only on leavi ng the Service . We
advi e and assi teach year almost 10,500 Servicemen and women and
place about half of them in employment. The ervice is free both to
ex-Regulars and to employers. The Association is a registered chari ty,
getting mo t of it finance from the Ministry of Defence, the Service
Benevolent Fund providing the remainder.
There are 40 offices pread througho ut the UK each manned by an
Employmem Officer who is a retired offic er or warrant officer from
one o f the three Services. The head office is at 25 Bloomsbury Square,
London WCI A 2L , a nd is manned by the General Manager, a
treasurer and two clerks.

REGISTRATIONS AND PLACINGS
Although job-finding is the primary task of the Employment
Offi cers, their activities cover a wide field . Apart from looking for a
job, an e.x-Regular may have other problems, the obvious ones being
hou ing or domestic difficulties or education problems . Very often
these problems are inter-related and cannot be separated from settling
a man into the right job . The Employment Officer is prepared to
advise and generally give a helping hand over any major problem
which arises when a man is going through this transition period from
Service to civilian life.
We have a life-long interest in the ex-Serviceman . Here we differ
from the Job Centres who classify a man as an 'ex-Regular ' for two
years only after his discharge. With us, provided that a man qualified
for our services in the first place, and provided also that he keeps his
good name, he can come to us at any time during his working life and
we have an obligation to help him.
Behind the scenes the Association maintains contact with the
Ministry of Defence and the Department of Employment to ensure
that the special circumstances of the ex-Regular are recognised by
giving him special help to get on an equal footing with his civilian
counterpart in the job market. Currently, the A sociation is urging
those local Authorities who discriminate against ex-Regulars because
they have a small pension to think again.

ADVICE
An important part of RFEA 's responsibilities, which is Jess easy to
measure, is the part played in giving advice. This is something done
jointly with everyone else in the Resettlement organisation. It involves
Employment Officers attending Resettlement Boards in the UK and
taking part in Regional Resettlement Briefings and Second Career
Advice Courses, all of which are sponsored and run by the Services.
There are also individual enquiries which come in all the time. There
is nothing to stop any man writing or getting in touch with RFEA at
any time. Most of these enquiries are seeking information about some
particular career, training and employment opportunities, or housing
prospects in some particular area.
The need to consider employment prospects in relation to housing,
which can itself constitute a major problem for many Servicemen,
makes it all the more necessary for men to plan their resettlement well
ahead.
These facilities are of particular value to men and women serving
abroad. They can turn to the RFEA at any time during say, there last
two years of service, for advice on resettlement prospects in any
particular locality. Nearer the time of their return to the UK, we can
provide further advice and initiate enquiries about suitable civi lian
employment.
The Association represents a link between employers and exRegulars that has been built up over many years and which works to
the advantage of both. Further information will be available with your
discharge documents and if you wish to make earlier contact with your
Branch, the address may be obtained from your unit resettlement
officer.

Successful new enrries selected for R03 and R02 appointments in
London may be entitled to financial assistance to enable them to move
house to take up post. Allowance up 10 the sum of £5,000 may be
available to reimburse Legal and Estate Agent's fees, removal
expenses, stamp duty and associated VAT incurred for house
purchaselrem_oval. Advise should be sought from CM(A)2(RO)
before commitment by anyone who considers rhat they may be eligible
for the allowance.

CIVILIAN ENGINEERING
QUALIFICATIONS-CHANGE OF TITLE
A well established system of registering technicians and engi neers has
been operating for some time, in which three categories were defined:Engineering Techn ician
(Eng Tech)
(T Eng), and
Technician Engineer
Chartered E ngineer
(C Eng)
The close similarity of the first two titles has now been clarified by
a modification of the seco nd category by the Engineering Cou ncil
which administers these registers.
The title Technician Engineer has now been replaced by
Incorporated Engineer with the abbreviation I Eng.
The Foreman of Signals Course contai ns the required education and
training for this category of registration, and after a short period o f
experi ence registration can be undertaken by applying to join the
appropriate Institut ion . After the amalgam ation with SERT, the
Jnstitu tion concerned is the Institution of Electrical and Electronics
Incorporated Engineers (I EEIE).
Those previously registered as T Eng with the Engineering Council
are entitled to use the new title I Eng.
There is no change to t he title Engineering Technician which is
accessible following Class 1 Technician Training by the identical
process to that described for those trained as Foreman of Signals.
Application Forms and further details of registration and
membershi p requirements can be obtained from:- The Secretary, The
Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Savoy Hill House,
Savoy Hill, London WC2R OBS. Telephone: (0 1 836) 3357.

NAFFI JUBILEE CUP-FOOTBALL
COMPETITION
(INTER-SERVICE CUP WINNERS CUP COMPETITION)
Matches will be played as follows : School of Signals (Army UK Cup
Winners) v RAF Wyton (RAF Cup Winners) at Blandford Camp
onThursday 4 May. Kick off 1500 hrs.
HMS Sultan v School of Signals (RN Cup Winners) at HMS Sultan,
Fareham , Hampshire on Wednesday 17 May. Kick off 1500 hrs.
RAF Wyton v HMS Sultan on Wednesday 24 May at RAF Wyton .
Kick off 1500 hrs.

ARMY RUGBY CUP FINAL
7 Sig Regt v Duke of Wellington's Regt at Aldershot Military
Stadium on Wednesday 5 April. Kick off 1400 hrs.

ARMY SOCCER CUP FINAL
School of Signals v 1 Kings or 10 Regt RCT at Aldershot Military
Stadium on Wednesday 19 April. Kick off 1930 hrs.
Support Your Teams!

FRIENDS OF THE ROYAL
SIGNALS MUSEUM
The Corps Museum is now firmly established on the tourist
map of Southern England and the numb~r o~ vi.sitor ~ttending
the Museum has greatly increased and 1s stJll mcreasmg. .
Unfortunately the Museum is not open at weekends which
means that many would-be-visitor are turned a~vay . , .
To help overcome this problem a volunt~ry so~1ety, Fnends
of The Royal Signals Museum', was established m 1~87 ~~ose
members agree to man the Museum shop and supervise v1s1tors
during the weekends between May and September.
.
Interested volunteers can al o help in Research, Catalogmng,
Preservation and identifying objects.
This scheme worked very well in 1988 but unfortunately a
number of Friends have been forced to pull out this year and
we need some new recruits to take their place. .
Any member, or wife, who is interested in h~lpmg the Corp
Museum are asked to contact: Maj (Retd) Leshe Taylor MBE,
Secretary, Friends of The Royal Signals Museum, c/ o The
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTl I 8RH ·

LETTERS
From: Mr H. Craig (ex WOI (SC))
Dear Sir
I have read in The Wire of claims to long service by members and
ex members of the Corps. l can claim a long and somewhat unusual
connection with the Corps and its members.
I enlisted in Royal Signals TA on I May 1939 in Plymouth . I was
mobilised on 2 September 1939 and demobil ised m March 1946 having
served in UK and India. My fina l rank was war substantive Corporal.
In Ju ne 1946 , while still on demob leave, I obtained employment at
Catterick Camp with 5 Trade Trg Bn as a temporary civilia n Clerk
Grade Ill. I progressed to Grade 11 and in 1947 I was promoted <;i rade
1 and took over as acting Orderl y Room Sergeant , 01/C R Signals
Records bei ng unable to fill the post due to the post war run-down of
the army.
On 14 February 1948, I re-enlisted in the Corps having resigned a
a civilian clerk the day before! I had, of course, to re-enlist as a
Signalman but was promoted acting Sergeant on the same day and
continued to be Orderly Room Sergeant of Trade Trg Bn, but now m
uni form . I finally left the Corps in September 1965 in the rank of WOI
(SC) at AG 11 Stanmore.
Whilst on release leave I received a Jetter from Brig (Retd) E. J . C .
Harri on OBE (formerly of the Corps) who was the manager of the
newly formed Government Branch of Rank Xerox (UK) Limited
offering me a position in his Branch. I accepted. When Brig Harrison
retired his successor was Maj R. A. Warren (also ex Corps) . I retired
from Rank Xerox in December 1985.
Putting all this together I served in, or have been associated with,
the Corps for some 42 years.
Yours faithfully
H. Craig
43 Wellesley House
Churchway
London WI I LL

From: WOl (FofS) M. McDonald
Dear Sir
Having read FofS Cooper' leuer on !?age ?67 of the ovemb.er
1988 issue of The Wire, I think I can beat his claim, or at least equal 1t.
Thee are five WOI Foreman of Signals serving in the Corp at
present who all went through basic training at 11 Sig_ Regt t_ogether,
tarting on 8 September 1969 and all started on basic Radio Relay
course RRA9 in November 1969.
The five are myself, WOl (FofS) Lee Brown-3 Armd Div Sig Regt,
WOl (FofS) Phil Leach-HQLF Cyprus, WOl (FofS) Lou Lawton242 Sig Sqn (Shetlands) and WOl (FofS) Bruce Wylie-642 Sig Tp
(Gibraltar).
.
.
Maybe in time FofS Cooper and friends will equal that!
Yours faithfully
Mac McDonald
632 Sig Tp
RA Range Hebrides
Isle of Benbecula
Scotland P A88 SL

From: W02 (FofS) T. Inman
Dear Sir,
With reference to M. G . Cooper's letter pub~ished in the ov~mber
issue of The Wire, I can better his figure of five Foremen of Signals
from one Basic Technical Course.
The intake of 73C at Harrogate had two classes of technicians. One
class was for ONC students who stayed on at Harrogate for an extra
mon,h after basic training. From these 11 students, 7 have emerged
. .
as Foremen of Signals which is 63.611fo of the class.
One more technician emerged from the other cl!! .s of.techmc1~ns
making 8 Foremen of Signals from about 21 techmc1ans m all which
still beats 33 \I) Ofo success rate of PT 16.
.
For the 'new' record , the other seven Foremen of Signal are a
follows:· c
Stuart Beverley, Robert Morris, .John Thompson, Martin ase,
Nigel Johnson, Ian Atherton and Bill Hughes (from the other cla ).
Yours sincerely
T. Inman
30 Sig Regt
Blandford Camp
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horn:
De r

CAN YOU HELP?

r T rri Hull
ir,

sER\ I
I. THt: TA
I n te th t l n of the aims of the \ olunteer Reserve Force
( m~ t 11 1 to en ourage employer> to be sympathetic to TA
emplo)ee n gi\ ing th 'Ill time off for training etc. l wonder if firm
re Ii e hm' much i to be gained by this approach. I wonder too if
indi\ idual are 11 ·are of the likely benefit . During my ervice with
Ro)al ignal TA from 1976 to 1978 I qualified as a Data
Telegraphi,1. I \\Ould recommend anyone to follow in my footstep as
I found it con-iderably ea 1 r to obtain intere ting employment in
'Ci\\} treet' with a qualification-happily, till with Signal . ly
hu band i a former 1T ergeant and i al o employed with the
Corps.
Y· 1r faithfully
fer ri Hull
o 36 , ig Regt (\')

WIRE NOTES MUST REACH THE
EDITOR BY 12TH OF THE MONTH
PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

Mr ties Maa -\an t:ijk writes: In preparation of a memorial book
about wartime ASlt~n. a committee i looking for British soldiers who
were there at the end of 1944 or at the beginning of 1945 .
Our comminee would like to a k as many veterans as po sible LO tell
us their story of what happened in Asten. Apart from the e tories,
we would like to get in touch with anybody who ha photos of A ten ,
Ommel. Heusden and Liessel dating from that period. Photos and
torie wi ll help up compo e our memoria l book, which will be
published in September 1989.
It was the 15 Sconish Div that is remembered best by the people of
A ten. On 27 October 1944 the Germans launched a counter-attack in
the Peel mar he . The 15 Scottish Div arrived in time to stop the
German after evere fighting in Liessel. After these turbulent day
many unit were billeted in the house of the people of A ten. They
stayed for five weeks; much longer than the 11 Armd Div which
liberated Asten 22 September. After a terrible night in which this
Division cros ed . the channel between Someren and Asten, the
German were dnven out of Asten.
It is well possible that you do not remember that much about Asten.
But even a mall detail of what happened or the exact name of your
unit can help u . Apart from your response, stories and p hotos of
other British soldiers are more than welcome too . The more veterans
we contact, the better.
If you want to get in touch with the committee of A ten, you can
write to Mrs Lies Maas-van Eijk, Juliana traat 40, 5721 GL Asten,
Holland .

THE BURMA STAR ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL 'APPEAL FUND' FOR THE ERECTION
OF A 'MEMORIAL STATUE' TO THE LATE
FIELD MARSHAL THE VISCOUNT SLIM KG, GCB, GCMG, GCVO, GBE, DSO, MC
Early in 1990, a magnificent 'Memorial Statue' now being sculpted by a Holder of The Burma Star,
Ivor Robert-Jones CBE, RA, will be erected on Rayleigh Green in Whitehall , London, very near to
The Cenotaph. This belated tribute to the British Soldier who became a Field Marshal and who was
to prove himself to be the greatest fighting Army Commander the Nation has known since
Wellington, will set the seal of recognition on The Fighting Soldiers General. He was a soldier of
t~e highest ability and his most remarkable quality was the influence he had over the troops under
his c?mmand, .both British and Indian alike. He had the Love, Honour and Respect of every Sailor,
Soldier and Airman, men and women who had the Honour to serve under the command of this
charismatic and famous son of Britain.
WILL YOU PLEASE GIVE THIS APPEAL YOUR KIND ATTENTION?
DONATIONS MAY BE SENT TO:
'FIELD MARSHAL THE VISCOUNT SLIM' MEMORIAL STATUE APPEAL FUND

The Burma Star Association, 51 St George's Drive, London SWJ V 4DE
For further information please contact: Statue Project and Appeal Fund Controller
'
W. H.P. Clarke, 9 Park Parade, Cambridge CBS SAL (0223-62196).

~
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D. Evans to Mike Tp, Cpl B. Green to Comms Tp, Cpl T. coins co
Comms Tp, LCpl I. Ca sidy to MT, LCpl C. Christie to MT, LCpl
A. Elliot to QMs Dept, LCpl N. Flynn to Comm~ Tp, Sig . Chandler
to Comms Tp, Sig A. Edge to MT, Pte J. Hall to QMs Dept, ig J.
James to MT and Sig S. Malin to Comms Tp.
From: 233 Sig Sqn

INTRODUCTION
Life in 8 Bde is a busy one with vigilance much to the fore.
A big effort is being made to get everyone through their mandatory
training before the ARU. Anyone got a spare range?
We recently held our Sportsman's Dinner which was attended by a
majorit y of the gladiators of the Squadron. The Bde Maj kindly
agreed to come along and present the colours. An enjoyable evening
was had by all.
SYSCON
by LCpl Taff Bowen
Once again the task of scribing ye Wire notes is upon us. Firstly we
would like to extend a belated congratulations to Sgt Le Whittle on
his promotion and the Hockey Team on winning The Minor Units.
Well done chaps.
Well , 29 January went by rather quietly seeing, Lt 'Jake' (black two
sugars please) Thaekray getting a nice ride on a chopper (Helicopter
type) .
Syscon itself, busy though uneventful has suffered a virtual total
revamp stemming from one of W02 (FofS) Baugh's dangerous ideas.
Cpl Jim Alger, not to be outdone by this sparkling display of
initiative, set about a bit of revamping of his own. Reorganised files,
equipments and other general paraphernalia.
Generally things have been running rather smoothly in the absence
of our illustrious leader Cpl George Farrar. In fact we didn't realise
he was away until we got a postcard.
Meanwhile LCpl 'Dusty' Millar is battling with the BFT (Big Fat
Tummy), C pl Steve Chuter with the cooks and LCpl Andy Buckle for
a lift back from Aldergrove Airport.
Well, time for a brew so till next time adieu.

Lt 'Jake' Thackray receiving the Champion Troop Sports Trophy
from Maj Cooper COS 8 Inf Bde

A RIGGERS LIFE IN 8
by LCpl Andy Cameron (Mike Tp)

It's late at night the rigger snores
Then comes a knock upon the door
It's 2 in the morning time to work
Who called me out this time? the berk!
Driving along wondering is it far
I bet it's a fault with the UDR
Just for a change you find it's nor
So it's off to the talk thro' on the Hill Top.

Cpl 'Jacko' Jackson receiving the Sportsman of the Year Trophy
from Maj Cooper

It's raining and windy and very cold
Bur off up the mast as you 've been told
Two hours later the job is done
A three element has been changed for a one.
You 're driving back now the night is over
What a life I'm really in clover
A ll in all it 's nor a bad life
That's if you don't mind not seeing your wife.
The FofS is our boss a clever man you'll agree
He's managed to fit ten hours into three
But I don't mind with my days to do
If you're my replacement then God help you!
DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
We say farewell to the following:- 2LT S. Hutchinson to l ADSR,
Cpl B. Chapman RCT to 30 Regt RCT, Cpl R. Wallace to 11 Sig Regt,
LCpl W . Paterson to 238 (London) Sig Sqn, LCpl N. Smith to 4
ADSR and Pte S. Cauoiian ACC to :20 Sig Sqn RCT.
Welcome to: - 2Lt .t.."'rascoe as 21C Comms Tp, Sgt C. Tough to
Mike Tp, Cpl D. Barrett to QMs Dept, CpJ I. Church to Mike Tp, Cpl
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W02 (ROMS) Bob Taylor receiving his LS & GC from Brig M. R.
I. Constantine Comd 8 Inf Bde
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233 Sig Sqn
BFPO 801
There ha been much a tivitv behind the .cenes as new equipment
are introdu ed, and old equipment phased out with, of course, u u'.11
repair and maintenance programme on the go. everthele , we still
ha\e time for more plea urable activitie and enjoying the mild winter
\\Cather; and to prove it h-re i the new from the Troop .
RO
CO
TRY
The \\'RAC cro country team (actually they are almo t all from
the change) took the honour in the Northern Ireland WRAC Cro s
Country Championship at Ballykelly on Saturday IO December. The
\ictoriou team con i ted of Lt Frances Thomas, LCpl 'Ali' Davies
(the overall winner), LCpl 'Euni' Bolder, Pte Tracey Cooper (overall
runner-up), Pte Lorraine Allan-Burns. Well done girls.
OMM E TROOP
COMING AND GOING
The Troop bid farewell to Maj Stan Vannan, who has escaped
from 233 Sig Sqn, all the way to distant Com ms Branch in HQNI. We
wi h him the be t in hi new appointment. We welcome our new
Troop OC Capt Jim Hindle who comes to us from 15yds up the
corridor (darkest Admin Troop). Also goodbye and good luck to
W 2t Ann-Marie Styles on posting to ACIO Glasgow, LCpl 'Ali'
Davi on promotion to 242 Sig Sqn, Cpl Helen Cliffe who is off to
face the rigour (?) of diving in Florida. Also LCpl Louise Wall on
promotion to 4 Sqn 16 Sig Regt. We welcome back (Bad Penny) SSgt
'Taff' Carr. We also welcome the following LCpl Lee and Pte
Lorraine Allan-Bum , LCpl Donna McCullough, Pte Karen Barker
and Pte Julia Smith. Also Hello's to Sgt Nick Gibson, LCpl 'Tommo'
Tomlinson, Cpl 'Clem' Clements, Sig Al Chester and Sig 'Fatboy'
( oon to be slimboy) Horkins and LCpl 'Beatrix' Dave Potter.

A nice tory next. Having been presented, by the RQMS (ex TechClas 2 I think), with a home-made Christma tar of wood and a lot
of JOOw light bulb., this merry (in fact, very merry at the time) bunch
of carol singer decided to mount it in a place befiuing its beauty . It
took the entire ·ection to do it but the star finally shone from the top
of the microwave tower in HQ I, and bathed Lisburn in il light. A
really ea onal sight. But, now it is time to take it down!
While writing this, gt 'Lofty' Bagnall and the OC Tp (who wishes
to remain anonymous) left for Moscow Camp. Now two hours later
they haven't arrived. Do you think they might have gone to the wrong
Moscow? One can only hope.
SYSTEMS SECTION
Controlled from the Golf Cour e by SSgt Sandy Sanderson.
We take great pleasure in welcoming Sgt Dave Hunt, Cpls 'Aruz'
Arundel and Garth McKimm to the section. One of the arrivals can
play Rugby!
We are also saying hello to Sig Terry Mcintyre, his father gt Steve
Mcintyre, and Cpl John Sutton who seems a nice boy. Soon to arrive
i Cpl Sheree Banfield and hopefully they will all enjoy safe, happy
tours.
And finally the Christmas Rugby Special . . .
RUGBY CHALLENGE MATCH SPECIAL REPORT!
Tech Tp:
'Old and Bald' v 'The Toms.'
The Time:
Late morning .
The Place:
Lisburn Garri on National Stadium.
Christmas festivities were rounded off by a challenge Rugby match
between the Senior and Junior . Right from the fir t whistle, the
'Toms' dominated play and had the Senior on the defensive.

Through-out the first half the 'Toms', inspired by superb forward
running from Cpl 'Gian ' Davies, threatened to score but were
consistently topped by some 'bone-crushing' tackles from SSgt
' Will y' Ironside and casual comments from the TOT about passing
the ball to him, or else! The second half was a little more even with
the Seniors making some good breaks with their star centre Sgt Dave
Hunt , making a lot of space to run in, but unfortunatel/he caught
everybody unaware by actually passing lhe ball! The result was a
marginal win for the seniors, and a suspicious free drink for the
Referee!
However, the third half was a resounding success with the 'Toms'
winning the session with pints to spare, and some stories from the
FofS, Billy Hughes, of when he was young and how many tries he
never scored! Suffice to say, all who were pre ent had pounding
headaches the next morning, but still can't wait for the return game!

PROMOTIO~S

INDIA TROOP
The workload increased as shifts were re-arranged to allow people
to get away for a much deserved break. The Pond Park bomb was an
upsetting event and caused some chaos for a while. However,
everyone including the families reacted well and pulled together. Joint
effort was the name of the game. A special thank5 go to Cpl Dave
Bryant and Anke who accommodated ig Saunders and his family
until alternative housing could be found.
After many futile attempts by SSgt (FofS) Phil McGiveron to
commemorate the com missioning of his Training Simulator, the
result of many hundreds of hours of programming, we even got a
P,irture of the great occasion. The Foreman mana_ged to get a few d~ys
holiday' on a course of the marnland much to his, and our, surprise.
We're ure he tunnelled all the way.

THE SHIFT WORKER'S LAMENT
I got jiffed for a poem
To write for this section
But I can't say too much
Cause of data protection.

A few lines of verse
Said Dave, our Troop Staff
But why go jiff me
The idea is naff
With shiftwork and jiff jobs
Then guards and patrol
It's like prison in Victor
Without the parole.

They come in late morning
Try to lay down the law
Drink coffee till dinner
Then we see them no more.

Blues (Old and Bald)
Standing: Sgt 'Baz' Roberts, SSgts Dave Smith, 'Sandy'
Sanderson, Sgt Dave Hunt, 'Willy' Ironside, Sgts 'Rob' Hood,
Dave Ball and W02 (FofS} Billy Hughes
Kneeling: Capt Alan Hooley, Sgts Pete Bagnall, Martin Hooley,
'Fez' Newell and Callum Downie

DC/FRT WORKSHOPS
Completell mis-directed by SSgt 'Willy' Ironside
The FRT (Fatuous Repellent Thugs) have struck again . These
groups of Dynamic Duos strike fear into the hearts of the bad guys
in the communication industry, daring them to produce a piece of
equipment that they (The FRT) cannot break. You have to admire the
boy , so far a I OOOJo record!
Gloom and despair hit the section with the publication of the Tl
entrance results. Another IOOOJo record! Still as Cpl Charlie Rigg says,
'There's always next year . . . and the one after that . . . and the one
after .. _,
Finally this poor, misguided bunch of souls must say farewell to Sgt
Calum Downie. He brought a ray of sunshine into their lives-his wife
Cilia. They are off to 19 Inf Bde. The best of luck to you both.
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GOODBYE!
Cheerio to Sig Joe Blood off to join the boys in blue, Cpl 'Willie'
Kelly and Jacqui to 28 Regt, LCpl Karen Ellams to the Falklands and
LCpl Tracy Hudson to civvy street as an all singing, all dancing, all
shopping, all cleaning housewife.

There are so many day workers
They come out of the cracks
They've got it so cushy
But not as cushy as WRAC's.

TECH TROOP
SOME EWS FROM THE SECTIONS:-

LINE A. D RIGGING ECTIO
Po hed from the back by Sgt 'Lofty' Bagnall
Loft) and his men are a section renowned Province wide for never
being satisfied with the amount of work they're given. They're always
trying to get rid of some! Of course a lot of their time is taken up
converting some of the HQ I cable pits into rented accommodation
for accompanied soldiers with more than four kids.

HELLO!
Greetings to Cpl 'Geordie' Reid and Susan from Commcen Tp, Pte
Caroline Towers from sunny Catterick, Cpl Keith Geddes from the
Falklands and LCpl Karen Chester from 28 Regt.

The things that are happening
You just couldn't conceive
There's so little on shift
We've all dipped out on leave.

CONG RAT LA TIO NS
We all wish Cpl Sharon Shersby and Paul all the best for the
future. Sharon and Paul 'sloped off' quietly and were married in early
January.

RADIO SECTION
Mi led by Sgt 'Pathfinder' Webb
The 'Quik Fit' radio fitters of the Squadron have a new memberCpl 'Flash' Wilkinson. 'Flash' is thrilled to be with us. He said so. He
added, however that he would have to be off in September 'cos of this
Clas I course. Still, he thanked us for the medal.' LCpl 'Stu' Philips
is now with us. He has actually been in the Squadron for about a year
but the general concensus of opinion is that he is now 'with us.'
gt 'Pathfinder' Webb has gone missing again. They say he's
leading men on his RSSSC in Catterick. That may well be, but when
he left here it was LO sort out a fault within the area. If you're going
to stay on this fun cour e George, send the tool box back! And finally,
we would like to wish Cpl ' Fred' Threadgold all the very best in his
newly chosen profession of TOT's Clerk. Very efficient.

Congratulations on promotion to Sgt Phil Howard and LCpl Rick
Stace} who celebrated by charging all Piivates and Siggics under
Section 69B (not making brews).

Training Simulator - shown (left to right) are FofS McG iveron,
able assistants Cpls Gary Warn and Chippy Wood with Capts Ian
Westerman (Sqn 21C) and Ted Flint (QC Tp}

ET phoning home, alias LCpl Ellams while in the background SSgt
(YofS) Gary Stratton and LCpl Paul Prosser try to look baffled; and
succeed
Stripes (The Toms)
Standing: Cpl 'Aruz' Arundel, LCpl 'Divis' Armstrong , Sig Terry
Mcintyre, Cpl Pete Ruff, LCpl Rich Noonan, Cpls Mal Pryke and
John Jolly
Relaxing: Cpl Nig Whiston, LCpl Jim Kerr, Cpl Gian Davies , not
pictured, Mr Dave Menice (Ex Cpl)
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I'd better be going
As there is work to be done
And life in the section
Is all work-No fun.
Anon

LCpl Ian Jewison makes a selection from the wide range of
background music available to play whilst on shift

On the sports front SSgt (Yof ) Gary Stratton has .led the .s quadron
basketball team to victory in the Northern Ireland minor uruts league.
Troop numbers have expanded, Sgt Baz Roberts and Cath ~ave
become parents as have Sig 'Moff' Moffet and Iris. Congratulauons
everyone!
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CHAMPION SQUADRON DAY
For the winter term Champion Squadron Day the College was
delighted LO welcome Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, Chairman,
Royal Signals Association. After the Potted Sports and the Drill
competitions, Scott was leading from Bradley and Penney Sqns. But
it was a close race.
At the end of the competition the result was a tie between Bradley
and Scott Sqn s. T he initiative test result was to decide the
competition. Scott was last and Bradley second last in this decisive
test!

- News from He~dquarters Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

The General meets AT RSM John Walsh . The Chief Instructor, Lt
Col Chris Melhuish and RSM, W01 Rab Ritchie listen in . . .

87A GRADUATION PARADE
On 21 December intake S?A Apprentice frainees and SSA Junior
Leaders graduated. The reviewing officer was Maj Gen D. M. 'a}lor
MBE (GOC E Dist) and yet again it was a cold, windy day at
Harrogate. It was also the Commandant, Col Conrad Garton' , la t
parade. A special mention must go to the Parade Commander AT
RSM John Walsh for an excellent parade under very difficult
conditions, when even the General Officer Commanding lost his hat!

The GOC presents LC & GC medals to (left to right) Sgts ' Nobby'
Clark , 'PC' Collins, Martin Archer and Ken Fudge (guess who are
the Troop Sergeants?)

The College·lines the route
FAREWELL TO COL C. T. GARTON
Col Conrad Garton and his wife Kathy left the College on Thursday
12 January. He had a drink in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess and was then pulled on a dray by Extra Stout, the largest dray
horse in the world, and Strong Porter, from the Sergeants' Mess to the
camp exit.

Who cares
what happens when
you leave the
Services?

NEW COMMANDANT
The College would like to welcome to Harrogate Col Peter Burke
and his wife Claire . After five and a half years in the MOD it must
be good to get back into uniform again. We wish you both the best
and hope you have an enjoyable tour as Commandant.

After the Parade (left to right) the Commandant, the Parade
Commander, the GOC and the Mayor of Harrogate

The Royal British Legion does.
When you join us you can continue to enjoy all the
hcst you get from Service life. Think of all the friend
you make, the tremendous feeling of belonging and the
team spirit. The Royal British Legio n offers you all this
and the chance to help th ose les fortunate than yourself.
The Royal Briti sh Legio n has 3,500 branches
throughout the UK and Worldwide including B.A.O.R.
Don't wait until you leave the Services to join up.
Jorn us now - there 's no better time.
Fill in the coupon below or telephone 01-930 8131.1
, - -PLEASE TELL ME MORE ABOUT- THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION .

I

,

Nam e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addre1s

i"
I

I

.

'I see no ATs' -Capt Gordon Halewood practising fire control
orders on the General. The Commandant and RSM look equally
confused

I
I

Postcode
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION

~nd lo: Department WIR2 The Royal British Legion, 48 Pall

~1~London SW~J~ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

I
_J
Hard at work already .

Gen Birtwistle presents the Champion Squadron Cup to JLs
Duncan Smith and Nigel Brennan of Bradley Sqn

Counsellor John Marshall presents AT Cpl 'Thomo' _Thomas with
the Community Serv ce Award at the Prize Giving after the
Parade. Well done to all the prize winners
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH-SILVER AWARD
On Monday 20 January a small parade was held in which the
outgoing OC Maj Bob Etherton presented the Duke of Edinburgh's
Silver Award to AT Marc Claxton.
Marc Claxton began working for the award in 1986 whilst with the
Light Inf Cadet Det in Batley, Yorks.
For his Bronze Award wh ich he obtained in 1987 he trained with the
West Yorkshire Fire Service learning Basic Fire Fighting techniques ,
how to operate a fire appliance and first aid . He also participated in
an overnight expedition to walk up the Pen-y-Ghent Peak .
He obtained Silver standard in December 1988 for which he
participated in a th ree day trek in the Yorkshire Dales, completing the
three peaks.

Maj Bob Etherton handed over Scott Sqn to Maj Gus Boag on 9
February . After four years at the College and several jobs, Bob and
Janna move to 38 Sig Regt (V) , Bob as Training Major. Good luck
to you both . Welcome back to Maj Gus Boag and Freda. G~s has
previously been a Troop Sergc;ant and Squadron Sergeant MaJOr of
Scott Sqn . Probably little has changed . . .
PENNEY SQUADRON
As the winter term came to a close December was its normal hectic
time with the Champion Squadron competition, rehearsals for Recruit
Pass Off Graduation Parades and Ex Final Fling for the graduating
term 87 A. Nevertheless, the Squadron still managed to fit in
Christmas social functions.

Back Row: ATs Heasman, Lewis, Perkins and Deacon
Centre Row: Sgt Taylor (Trainer), ATs Duddy, Trotter, McCrostie, O'Hara , Peak, Lynn and Capt Radford (O IC)
Front Row: ATs Robertson, Parker, Hodson, Holdsworth, Hughes and Hynard
COLLEGE T G OF WAR
The competitions started on 9 October at Huddersfield, where Sgt
Ian Taylor took the teams to compete against some of the best teams
in Britain. Unfortunately we were a little unprepared for this and were
easily knocked out of the competition. This did not in any way deter
the lads, but made them more determined for the following fixture in
Wakefield .
A slight change in style, technique and pulling was implemented and
the results were most evident. Teams that had previously easily beaten
us now found us more of a formidable opposition, as the competition
in Wakefield proved . However, as yet we had not pitted our strength
against the youth teams. This was to follow three weeks later in Clay
Cro s, Derby at the orth of England Youth Finals. Here we were
matched against several youth teams including last year's champions
orton TOWC. The College team performed extremely well being
beaten by last year's finalists . We came runners up in the 420-560
cla s. With out appetite whetted we wem down to the National Finals
in Kent, yet again the bogey being Norton TOWC who pipped us inco
runners up in the 420-560 class.
gt lan Taylor started the training timetable in preparation for the
Army Finals, held in Aldershot on 7 December. It was a memorable
day for the College team where from the start we were determined and
confident. We started with the catchweight, pulling with a much
lighter team than the rest and came a creditable third.
The 560 competition saw us easily beating SEME 2-0 and beating
7 RHA on points giving us runners up in the UKLF to 26 Regt RA .
Finally the blue riband event the 640kg class.
A very hard fought class, but yet again we were showing good
technique and skills beating Lisburn Garrison 2-1 and SEME 2-1.
Thi result placed us in joint second place with 7 RHA. The pull off
came at the end of a tiring and demanding day and here muscle and
age prevailed giving us a third place in UKLF class.
.
very uccessful term with plenty of medals being won. The team
1 now preparing for the last indoor event, the National Finals on 11
February. After this, it's all stations go for the outdoors.

CHRISTMAS CHARITY PARTIES
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess entertained the
Yorkshire Disabled Society and Needy Pensioners from Harrogate to
a Christmas party and meal.

88C RECRUIT TROOP PARTY
The Recruit Tp end of basic recruit training party was held in the
YMCA and was a ' smoker' with refreshments, each Troop room
putting on an act. Recruit Tp Sgts Terry Oakes and Steve Leather
.
taking most of the flak .
It was a fitting end to basic recruit training and a good night was
had by all. Congratulations to Rel Karl Jones on being awarded 'Best
Recruit' for the Squadron intake, well done.

Thanks must also go to the OC Sqn Maj Paul Wilkin and his \\1fe
Carolyn for inviting the Squadron permanent staff wi th wives and the
graduating term's NCOs to his house for Ch irst ma~ ~rink~. ra_ther
pleased with his newly installed barrel of draught bitter specially
plu mbed in for the festive season, rumour has it the six pint left the
following morning did not last. Cheers Sir!
The end of term saw the graduation of 87 A to adult ervice,
congratulations to the AT RSM John Walsh on an excellent parade,
we wish them all the best for the future, also farewell to our short term
Recruit Tp OC , Lt Mark Finneran (who!) moving over to Rawson Sqn
for the 89A Recruit Tp intake.
Spring term sees the Squadron back t~ work ~fter a well deserved
leave for permanent staff and Apprenuce Trainees alike, a warm
welcome to Sgt John Fradley his wife Sam and family, and computer
as new recruits to the permanent staff team.
INTER SQUADRON SWIMMING AND
WATER POLO COMPETITION
The Inter Squadron Swimming competition started on Saturd~r 14
January with the preliminary rounds of the Water Polo competition.
Rawson Sqn went through to the finals with maximum points, beating
Scott Sqn 8-1, Bradley Sqn 11-1 and P~nne~ Sqn 9-2'..
Saturday 21 January started with the Swimming competmon first,
some outstanding performances were put in by individuals and the
relay teams, resulting in Rawson Sqn winning 13_ of ~he I? events, 2nd
in 2, and disqualified in l of the relars ..B~anng in mind that any
swimmer was only allowed to enter one md1v1dual event and one relay
even this presented the team coaches Sgt Tom Dooley, and Cpl Ton~
Vivian with headaches. The apprentices came through and produced
a brilliant performance. A magnificent start to the term for Rawson
Sqn. A special mention must be given to ~ T Sgt Tim \Yilli~ms. Team
Captain, for giving the team the confidence and insp1rauon to
produce such a result.
After the Swimming competition came the finals of the Water Polo
where Rawson Sqn met Penney Sqn, in what can only be described as
an extremely exciting and professional. fin~!. Both teams played a
clean game with maximum effort re ultmg in a Rawson Sqn victory
9-2.

TELEPHONE AND DATA
INSTALLATION ENGINEERS
Due to continued expansion we require Engineers
capable of working to a high standard to install cabling
for telecommunications and data systems .
We operate throughout the UK and applicants M/Fmust
be prepared to work away from home.
We work for some very well known names and quality
of work is important. Uniforms and private health
scheme are provided.
If you are leaving the services in the next few months
and you are capable of working hard and helping us do
quality work phone Keith Harris or David Bloom.

021 359 8460 or 7583

The entertainment starts with the College Playgroup Nativity Play

1 BREARLEY CLOSE
NEWTOWN
BIRMINGHAM B19 3NR

CHILDREN-IN-NEED
Mrs Marie Vouckelatou and Mrs Esther Bolton both typists in
College Headquarters, managed to persuade the Adjutant,
Regimental Sergeant Major and Chief Clerk to have half of their
moustaches shaved off for charity. They were to remain half shaved
for 24 hours. In all £390 was raised for Children-in-Need.
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HQ I Sig Bde

BFPO 39
\\ 'ho are chey? You may well a k. \' ell , they are al o called Comm
!3ran h, HQ I (BR) Corp.: The phorograph below is almost unique
m chat all the Officers are m the . ame place a1 the ame Lime and noL
off attend ing ome meeting or other- a feat never matched before.
Our thank to
gt Bob Bo field for Lhis achievement.

HQ 1 Sig Bde - Th e Whole Staff
Back Row (L to RJ: WLCpl Ju lia Mccarron , LCpls Martin Briody,
Nigel Ogden , Cpls Graham Champken, Adrian Ferris and WLCpl
Alexandra Campbell
Centre Row (L to RJ: SSgt Bob Bousfield , W01 Dave Barlow
Capts Keith Ha ll, Phil Osment, Garth Letori. Maj Richard Ives TA'.
Mrs Jackie Thomas and Sgt Ian Barnes
Front Row (L to RJ: Majs Clive Cox, Alan Hutt, Lt Col Keith Butler,
Brig T . I. M. Waugh , Majs Nigel Hope, Ph ili p Grey and John
Mac donald

HASLEMERE, SURREY

BRA NCH SAILING DAY
by LCpl Martin Briody
The day finally arrived, and what a day. Amid a Lorrential
downpour we set off for the Dummersee Yacht Club for a spot of
wind surfing/sailing , leavi ng behi nd a rather forlorn and wet looking
Sgt Ian Barnes runn ing round the BFT co~rs~ . But not LO worry , he
wo uld follow laLer. So off we wenL and w1Lhm half an hour mai nly
due to m y magni ficent map reading, we were hopeless ly Jost'. Not to
worry-th~ Chief Clerk, SSgt Bob Bo usfield , took the map away from
me muttering words o f one syllable and we were soon back o n the
right road . At the Dummer e~ we were given a quic k lesson by Maj
Joe Fletcher . We were all ran ng LO go but a las our surfboards di d
noL have the sa~e idea and were intent on' getli~g us extremely wet.
Afcer much flexu_ig of muscles and numerous bouts of laughter fr om
the shore, we decided to take a break for lunch whi ch was a barbecue.
Sgt Ian Barnes and n:iyself were responsible for th is culi nary miracle,
and thank fu lly the ram stopped and the sun came out just long enough
for us to have our meal. Then with hunger staved it was back in to the
fray , b ut despite al l SSgt Strefford' s efforts, the wind was not to be
bea ten. So look ing dejected and rat her wet we retired to the bar for
a beer (purely medici na l you understan d). T hen it was back LO
Bielefeld, where we found out the reason for Capt Letori 's non attendance.
BAOR ROYAL SIG NALS MINOR UNITS SAILING FINALS AT
THE MOHN ESEE
Although no previou races had taken place, HQ I Sig Bde was
throu~h to the fmaJs of the Minor Units Sailing Competition aga inst
202 Slg Sqn . T he HQ entered two crews comprisi ng-C rew J: Brig T.
I. M. Waugh a nd Sgt Ian Barnes, Crew 2: Lt Col Keith Butler a nd
LCpl Marty Briody.
~.gt Ian Bar_
nes and LCpl Marty Briody having had very little dingh y
~ail~ng e~peni::nce , had to rely heavily on the very experienced
Skippers , Bng T. I. M. Wau~h a nd Lt Col Keith Butler.
The day ~ur~ed ou t LO be very blustery (gale force actually).
However , this did not deter the enthusiasts, not just yet anyway . The
ftrs t race had to be abandoned due to numerous capsizes one being
Lt Col Keith Butler's boa.t. He looked extremely cold and wet being
tow_ed back to the Jetty wtth LCpl Marty Briody sitting snugly in the
cabin o f Lhe safety boat: LCpl Marty Briody was later to recall sailing
along happily only to fmd that he was all alone in the boat- Lt Col
Keith Butler was trying out a bit o f water skiing (minus ski s) hanging
onto the stern of the boat. Brig T . I: M. Waugh found that sailing
with a snapped til.ler is almost impossible. I say almost , as later, after
another broken ttller, he was to prove it was by using a paddle.
The _se~ond _race saw Brig T. I. M . Waugh and Sgt Ian Barnes cross
th~ fi mshmg l~ne first. However, Lt Col Keith Butler and LCpl Marty
~nody came m a close fourth . 202 Sig Sqn did slightly better in the
fmal race and won ~he overall competition .

ENTRANCE & SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIONS
FOR SEPTEMBER 1989 ENTRY
Wispers i an independent Bo arding and Day School for
190 Girls aged 11 -18 (GSA & GBSA) .

* Teaching is conducted in sma ll cla ses to GCSE and A

Signal Wing
The Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

le, el public e xamination .

* School is set in 26 acres of atlractive grounds with
excellent educational a nd recreational facilities.

* 1989 Admissions will be on results of Common Entrance

Examinations.
cholarships (to one third fee s) may be awarded on basis
Common Entrance result and extended interviews.

For Details and Prospectus please telephone:-

The chool Secretary - Mrs. B. Hanauer
Haslemere: (0428) 3646.
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CURRENT ACTIVITY
Whi lst YofS Sean Sutton complains that since arriving here he feels
more at home on the Continent than in his quarter, YofS Mick Brady
and the C I prepare to go to C yprus (yet again) on Ex Spring Victory
taking with them Sig ' Chopper' Harris who definitely feels at home in
Cyprus with bis driving skills. T his leaves RSMI Dave Turner to look

after our future officers and the SQMS to improve his fishing skills.
Finally we offer Sgt Tim Ainsworth and his wife Andrea our
congratulations on the birth of their son Martyn Ashley. It just leaves
Tim to be as successfull with his Foreman of Signals entrance exam
which SSgt Neil Duncan tells me was a 'doddle'.

KINGSTON COMMUNICATIONS (HULL)

Headmaster: L.H. BELTRAN, B.A.

*

RMA Sandhu rst - December 1988
Rear Row: Majs I. 0. Robertson , C. L. Le Gallais and Capt M. Campbell
Centre Row: OCdts C . M. Wood , J . A . Clare, 0 . D. Bryant, 2Lt K. Atkinson, OCdts A. J . E. J . Parsons, S . J . McConnell and M. J . Hanby
Front Row: OCdt G. E. Be nnett, Col M. L. Jennings, Maj Gens A. Yeoman, P. D. Alexander and OCdt G. M. Pullen

THE FIRST MENTION?
PERSONALITIES
Chief instructor
RSMI
YofS (SGC & WSC
Courses)
YofS (SMC Courses)
SQMS
SSgt Tech

Maj Charles Le Callais
WOI Dave Turner
W02 Mick Brady
W02 Sean Sutton
SSgt Cliff Marshall
SSgt Neil Duncan

OUR ROLE
The Chief ~nstrucwr's role in the Academy is double hatted as the
CI of the Signal Wmg and the Royal Signals repre~entative at
Sandhurst. ~!though t~e Wing is 'All Arms' approximately half of
the .s trength is Royal Signals. The SNCO's are employed instructing
Offic~r Cadets and Student Officers in the Classroom and on field
exercises. The JNCO's command FFR detachments-such as
Comp.any Comm~nd Posts, Rebroadcast Stations or Command
Appomtment Driver OperaLOrs to personaliLies ranging from
Company Commander LO the Academy Commandant.

PLC

'Kingston Communications (Hull) PLC' operates the
telecommunication services that exist within the Hull area and is
currently developing related activities outside of Hull.
Applications are invited from suitably qualified technicians who have
recently left or are about to leave the service for the following
vacancies :l. PABX Engineers with experience of working on SPC Digital

Systems, preferably ISDX.

2. Digital Radio Engineers with experience of working on cellular
radio systems.

Starting salary will be in the range of £8,189 to £9,231 depending
on experience and qualifications.
Applications with full CV should be sent to the Personnel Manager,
Kingston Communications (Hull) PLC, Telephone House, Carr Lane,
Hull HUl 3RE.
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News from Regiments
Berlin Sig Regt
BFPO 45
1\1 J GEN P.R. DAVIE
OMO COMM (BAOR)
\'I IT BERLIN
The Regiment was fortunate to host the General for part of his
h uc tay in Berlin . His isit began with a dinner in the Officer's mess
attended by the 'Signals Community.' At the dinner Capt Martin
Ram ha'I\ and LI Mccourt were welcomed to the unit and Lt Lucy
Dick on WRA wa congratulated on her engagement to be married.
The next day Geo Davie vi ited the Regiment and variou
per onalirie at Sector Headquarter , including our new GOC, Maj
Gen R. J. . Corbell. There had been a number of changes ince his
la t vi it and he was quick to notice the refurbished RHQ and, later,
m the \ 0 ' and Sergeants' Mess that it too had undergone change.
Whil t in the Me s the General met and congratulated WOs Alan
Hale and Tony Moore on their election for commissioning.

SSM 1 SQUADRON l<'AREWELL
A reported W02 (SSM) Andy Wilson ha left I Sqn- the following
photograph proves that the event took place.

-

-

.

BRIGADE TROOP
EXERCISE ELLIOTIS BEAR
Over the period 22/23 November, Bde Tp embarked on its second
rwo day exercise organised by LI Elliott.
Day one started with the Troop being divided into four groups of
six , after which they moved to The Stadium Gym to tackle four
command tasks. As dinner time neared, they were taken out and
dropped on the edge of the Grunewald and had to make their own way
to the RV, within a set time limit. En route from the RV by four
tonners to an undisclosed location, they were ambushed by armed
terrorists, (Cpls 'Geordie' Laverick and 'Thomo' Thomas).
The teams ended up Prisoners at Ruhleben Fighting City (RFC)
where each was interrogated by the DS. However, as no-one squealed
it was decided by the DS that Day one would end.
Day two was an early start for the teams, who left RFC at 0500 hrs.
Their task was to make their own way to a grid just outside Gatow .
The teams carried this out to the letter, with Private cars, Taxis, buses
and the U-Bahn being used. It was also rumoured that LCpl 'Amega'
Davis took his team home, where his wife cooked them all breakfast!
The four teams were picked up from the RV point and taken to
Montgomery Barracks, where the PT Staff of I BW had set up a
further four command tasks, which lasted all day.
In the afternoon, everybody moved down to Doughboy City, the
American equivalent of RFC. The teams were tasked with setting up
OP's, sending out recces in preparation for the rescue of hostages
later in the evening.
The exercise ended with the standard 'Troop debrief'.

oEUTSCHLANDHAllE

ll. SEPT.- I. OKT.
15.00und 20.00Uhr

SSgt (YofS) Steve Rose, W02 (SSM) Alan Bailey and Comd
Comms
Sig ' Acid ' Walsh during Ex Elliott' s Bear
OC 1 Sqn, Maj C. C. McColville presents SSM 1 Sqn, W02 A.
Wilson with a few mementoes of the Tattoo - how could he
possibly forget?

SECTOR TROOP
RADIO SECTION
The end of 1988 saw the final rear link manned by Cpl 'Geordie'
Raine, Sig Dave 'The rear Link' Wilson, John 'Bad Neck' McLeod
and Nick 'Please don't take me fro m the Commcen' Cotton, depart
to West Germany with I BW . They returned to Berlin on 16 December
looking forward to a good wind-down for the Christmas and New
Year break.

..
W02 Allen RAMC (PMC) greets Gen Davies
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11>(0 2 (SSM) A. Wilson adjusting his brain bucket before driving
himself out of camp for the last time . LCp ls C. A. Smith a nd V. P.
J. Moody pretend to know what is happening
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Sector Tp, Radio Section
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December also saw us organi>ing a 'Battle of the Bulge' BFT. There
should have been two participar.ts-LCpl Hudson and ig McCauley,
in the end however one of them dropped out due to heavy 'weight
loss!' Sig McCauley does deserve congratulauons for passing though.
Although we have now bid a fond farewell to ig McCauley as he
passes from the Troop to become the CO's driver.
We have seen the departures this month of WPte Smith to 242 Sig
Sqn in Edinburgh and Sgt 'What's a BFT' Lewis to Int and Sy Gp UK.
We also welcome to Berlin LCpl Andy Cook from Cyprus and ig
'Taff' Thomas from Harrogate-Oh! Another late arrival Sgt' pud'
Murphy from 7 Sig Regt. We wish all members and ex-members of
Sector Tp and indeed the Regiment a very happy, prosperous and
successful tour in 1989.
COMMCEN SECTION
The last three months has seen the Commcen leaving the world of
manual operation behind and after a few hiccups and a couple of
software problems the AMHS (Automatic Me sage Handling System)
is now in and running smoothly (which is more than can be said for
the supervisors).
A few of the Commcen personalities have been occupied of late
with various courses and sports. The Simpson Duo comprising
WLCpl Shirley Simpson and Cpl Steve Simpson have both been busy,
with 'Barnacle' Shirley passing her watchkeepers course and Steve
assisting Berlin to gain its first ever place in the BAOR Fishing Finals
only to sleep in by 10 minutes on the big day and get disqualified.
Our other Dynamic Duo the 'Bunces' consisting of WLCpl Liz
Bunce and Cpl Tony Bunce have been seen chasing each other around
the gym shouting 'Am I losing weight yet?' whilst Sgt ' now you see
me, now you don't' Squires keeps involved teaching Liz Langlaufing
skills whilst trying to dodge Tony Dunce's karate . So between them
the Commcen can now feed, defend and keep itself afloat like never
before.
A few hellos and goodbyes to finish. Firstly we say goodbye to
LCpl Colin Higgin-Botham and fam ily to civvy street (via 19 Bde).
And greetings to WCpl Maisie Bayley from Krefeld and LCpl Rob
Eden who is presently on his RSDCC with LCpl Jamie Gardner.
THIS IS YOUR LIFE-W02 TERRY MARSH
To come to the end of one's Military Service in anyone's life is a big
event but when it's at the end of 24 hectic years with the Royal Corps
of Signals, it should be an event to remember.
W02 Terry Marsh (Boggy to his friends) left the Corps in December
1988 and assumed the Managership of Berlin HQ Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess.
Terry who is a well known character in the Corps and in Berlin
deserved something special. We were soon to dine in our CO Lt Col
Mike Collins and this would be the ideal time to 'Get Terry' with a
'This Is Your Life Presentation.'
Sgts Mick Blakeley and Dave Whiting were kind enough to hatch
the plot and they soon amassed a collection of colourful stories from
Terry's far flung friends . They included Maj Geo Hadcock, Master of
Signals, ex RSM's Capt Phil Daisy, Pete Bawden and Capt Ian
Sleightholme. RSM Trev Johnson provided a video with some of his
Mess members paying a comical tribute to 'Boggy.'
Mrs Alma Dale was able to fly over specially from Peterlee in
County Durham, for the evening, Alma and her husband Keith had
been good friends to Terry and his wife Sue.
Now the day had arrived bow do you keep secret the theme of the
dinner from the dinner organiser, when he is the 'star?' Well, it was
not easy.
Just to keep Terry on his toes the waitresses ' failed to turn up.'
They were smuggled through the Mess into the Sauna, as was hi wife
Sue (she should have been at work) they were met by the head waiter
Alex Botterill who 'had to take leave' for that week .
During the day there had been some 'difficulty' in buying candles
in Corps colours and as the RSM Steve Bailes is somewhat touchy
about these things the Mess Manager had to get them (unbeknown to
Terry we'd had them for days) . There were many other little problems
which continually kept Terry under pressure right up to announcing
dinner, which was served only 10 minutes late!
The real fun started as we sat down-Police Siren , shouting and
what seemed like a small riot was taking place right outside the dining
room. The RSM in no uncertain term indicated to a now, highly
strung Mr Marsh that he must sort out the problem, Tt>rry set off and
launched himself through the door to be met by two Mess members
(SSgt Steve Newbon and Sgt Tony Smith RAMC from BMH) dressed
in operating theatre gowns, carrying a red folder and brandishing a
microphone. They were very lucky not to require real medical
assistance, but Terry quickly re-adjusted and he was escorted to the
top table where his wife Sue appeared with his Mess dress jacket. Alec
the headwaiter was miraculously on hand to take Terry's dinner jacket
and his job as Major Domo. The missing waitresses appeared as did
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"-Ima earing a tremendou smile much to the amazement of both
Ttrr) and ut. At la. t we were all together and the dinner could get
undernay, but only after the menu card were changed. They included
uch exotic delight a : 'Terrien' of Marsh Hare, Oy ter Tell Style
and Eroti - Fruit !
pee-he were made by the R Mand the CO. The CO managed to
1ell a 'tory which included e\'eryone at the table, including the Padre.
nd now to Terr) Marsh 1hi is your life, Terry's tale is both rich
and colourful and ome of the funnier 1orie deserve a mention here.
The one ' hen he wa hackled 10 a real ball and chain on hi stag
nigh! for over eighl '1our , which was being awn off-umil omeone
noticed 1hc nut and olt !
Or 1hat hi pench:im for Port in va t quamjtite is legendary and
many 1ale of after dinner Port uppmg ession were mentioned a
were the following hang-over and Mess bills.
Terr), did not qualify for hi LS & GC-but we went one better, the
CO wa kind enough to present Terry with his Long Service and
\fr onduct Medal.
II in all it was a superb e ening wruch carried on until dawnthank must go 10 all who helped in the organisation or suppl ying the
funny torie -it wa well worth it.
Ter11· and ue recei ed the be 1 wishe from all of their friends and
1he member of HQ Berlin Warrant Officer ' and ergeant ' Me we wi h them well.

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 32
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
The Regimental cross country team was in action during December
and January .
On 9 December we won, convincingly, the BAOR Inter Unit Cross
Country and Sig Frankie Boyle became the BAOR Junior
Champion-well done.
This was also the last race with the team for W02 (QMSI) Alex
Rodgers who now goes to Rheindahlen-on-the-Thames. We wish him
all the best for his future and thanks for your efforts with the team.
In the ew Year the team was raci ng in the Triangular cros country
meet at Rheind ahlen. Thi was with the BAOR team versu RAF (G)
versus French Force Germany. With the help of the lad from I
ADSR the team won comfortably with RAF (G) second and French
Forces Germany third.
At the time of writing the team is in the UK for the Army
Champion hips to be held at Tweseldown on I February. Good luck.
Stop Press: The team ha won the Army Championships.
Two runners-Sgt Jeff Martin and LCpl Markvile were selected to
represent the Army. Well done.
!SQUADRON
SQUADRON COMMAND TROOP (SCT)
SCT is the Troop around which four trunk nodes revolve. To be fair
we in. the centre have been watching a frur bit of spinning lately.
Qu:suon of the month : how do four powermen move five power
vehicles? If you have the answer please write to our 21C, Capt A. L.
McPhee as he is still trying to solve this riddle .
We would like to welcome to the Troop Cpl A. L. Williams and Sig
'Sco use' Hold~worth . Both are making their mark on the Squadron,
although not m any manner they would have predicted. Sig Tony
Flood and Cpl Nige Crabtree are away learning to ski with Sgt A. L.
Martin . I don ' t know who to wish good luck!
With great beating of chest and many a tear we say farewell to Cpl
'Fa~ ~nd' ~agan, who is o[f to 2 Div as the Regimental Sergeant
Majors Driver. Good luck m the new job and best wishes.
The remainder of the Troop looks forward to a year full of fun. Jn
the meantime exercises, site guard and maintenance inspections will
have to do.
PS. The enclosed cartoon was originally published in the Canadian
Signal ~egi~ent Bl~e and White (our sister Regiment). It typifies our
favourite Bngade Signal Squadron whkh will remain nameless .

Terry wearing his Long Service and Misconduct Meda l receives
his 'This Is Your Life' folder from the RSM

ECHO TROOP
December had arrived, and brought with it a new Troop QC 2Lt
Ian Walton: His introduction to TN 041 was two weeks o~ the
~ubbec,ke R1dgC:. Altho~gh the two RR crews, LCpl Neil Clarke, LCpl
Hutch Hutchinson, Sig Daz Fennell and Chippy Wood had no
proble~ getting up the mil, within 24 hours the weather had'closed in
and their two detachments were renamed 'Ice Station Echo'.
As had been expected, Echo Tp retained the coveted Indoor Games
Trop.hy for the second year running. Entertaining performances were
provided. by SSgt 'Rocky' Warhurst and Sgt Eric James. Other equally
?utsta.ndm~ performan~s . we.re in the discip.lines of pool by Sig
Humc~~e Dow and Dick Barton, and m the gruelling crib
compeuuon by Cpl Willie Rushton and Sig Trev Croxon.

The 1 ADSR Cross Country Team after winning the Divisional Cross Country Championships
Back Row (left to Right): Maj Richard Hezlet RH, W01 (SC) Ian Murray, Sig Frankie Boyle. Cpl Sid Perks, Pte David Stanley and LCpl Nick
Withers
Front Row (left to Right): Sgts Dave Gill, Jeff Martin, Cpl Andy Kennedy , W02 (QMSIJ Alex Rodgers, Sgt Bill Bailey

We have said farewell to LCpl 'Moog' Clarke and Sig John Barton,
and we wish them well in their new postings . The Troop also welcomes
Sig Sam Brownlee .

postings, LCpl Ray Bridge left us at the beginning of February for 30
Sig Regt, and Sig Si Ramdehal has already handed all his uniform
back for his venture into Civvy Street. All the best to them all.

FOXTROT TROOP
December started, as most month do, with an exercise. This
exerci se however, was unusual in that it was in the Garrison and the
shift system was flexible enough to allow the important things in life
to carry on .
The New Year was greeted in rather subdued manner by ever al
Troop members. Capt Paddy Somerville, LCpls Ninja Ainger, Ali
Young, Sig 'Paxo' Paxton, Sid Coles and 'Brats' Gratton had a lovely
time on site guard and hope to be selected again in March and June .
During the last couple of months we've said goodbye to Legionnaire
Tucker who's invading Rhiendahlen and hello to Cpl Dave Brett and
Sig Stu Bowskill . Welcome to Verden.

HOTEL TROOP
The la t few months have seen considerable change in the
composition of the Troop. We give our be t regards to Sgts Nobby
Clark, Dave Gill, Cpl Sean Littlefield, LCpl Nig Allen and Sig Ken
Ward all of whom have left our cosy niche.
With the exercise season firmly upon us it is worth noting that there
are only 235 hopping days to Christmas (125 if you make all the
exerci es). It is refreshing to be back on exercise after over a month
in Garri on if only to hear the dulcet tones of Cpl Wilfy Kempton on
the SEOW. A cheer for our gallant one man detachments. The SQMS
has received the tee! wool and knitting needle and the RR Operator
hould be ready for collection in 1arch.
Apart from exercise, life eem to revolve around a never ending
spiral of mandatory training and vehicle maintenance, yes reader,
vehicle maintenance! Morale remains high. SSgt Dave Bradshaw and
Arthur Sullivan in isl on it.
On a final note, the Troop would like to welcome Sgt Dave Gill our
new Reece Sergeant, Si~ Cullen and LCpl Paul Tra)nor.

GOLF TROOP
Since the last Wire notes people have come and gone (mrunly gone),
and the Troop has celebrated its first birthday. In November the
Troop completed its first year in I Div and held a party to
commemorate this notable occasion. Unfortunately the buffet did not
arrive, but this was nothing that Anne Ardern and her able volunteers
could not sort out: we ended up with more food than we could get
through! The night was a snowy one and the disco did not make it
either, but it turned out to be an excellent evening all the ame. In mid
December Uust in time for Christmas, before it was po tponed) the
new Troop OC, Lt Alan Blackwell , arrived.
The Squadron Christmas Party was held in January and the Golf
Tp jinx reappeared when we heard that 1he disco, on its way f~om
Bahrain (honest!) had not arrived. Since the arrival of the new Officer
Commanding the Troop has had several Troop photos (one day we
had more than JO people in!) and a 'SPROUT' (Subalterns Penod1c
Review Of Soldkr Under Command And Technical Equipment).
LCpls Jim Kelly and Jock Clifford have been lost on Inter-Troop

2 QUADRON
PAPA TROOP
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Troop would like to tart with farewells to Cpl Andy Roberts,
LCpl Tim Roebuck and ig Mark Caroll and wi h them luck on
leaving the Army to tart new civilian careers. Sgt 'Ewok· Dry on i
also wished good luck on hi po ting to Scots Guard RLD. Welcome
to S gt 'Reg' Dixon, Cpl McHugh, LCpls ' leepy' andman and
'Vincent' Handly.
BIRTHS
Congratulations to Sgt' ub' Bain and wife on the birth of their on
Adam, al o to LCpl 'Mary' Mather and wife on the birth of their on
123
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Thoma on Chri 1ma Day and Barn) and Mrs Barne on the birth of
their daughter Bertha.
0. RAT LATIO~
ongratulation to gt Andy Finch and LCpl Richie Byard on their
r em promotion , and to ig teve Weir on his recent marriage.
The Troop would al o like to confirm sighting of S gt (YofS) Guy
Ben on near a wa h own point complete with romper uit after Ex
Highland fall 1/89. ny further ightings to Herford 2222 please.
RO ER TROOP

RRl\.A
A D DEPART RES
Wei ome to LCpl 'Reg' Preece, Cpl 'Mez' Merrill, 'Yarby'
Yarborough and Sig 'Jock' onway. Farewell to SSgt Sieve 'Aussie
Matilda' Licke on hi return to the Royal Au tralian Signal after
a very su ce ful Long Look.
GE. ERAL
few lucky quadron member were po ted for a site guard from
26 December 10 2 January and aw in the ew Year. in style. There
were two exerci e in January, Ex Highland Malt and Ex Morning
Glory with the new staff. The RRB Reece/ Re up Vehicle has a crew
of three, with Lt Kevin Bowers, gl Parker and LCpl Downs. The new
r upply procedure are working so well that no one ha yet been told
off by LCpl 'Ollie' Oliver. Will it last?
\ ell done to all the boys on Ex Morning Glory, keep up the effort.
A pecial mention to the quiet pair Capl John 'quite noisy' Stuart and
gt (Yof ) Guy 'extremely noisy' Benson for waking up RRB Reece.
Towards the end of 1988 the Squadron sent several men on an
attachment to BATUS. This was not the sort of attachment that one
might expect of Signals soldiers as it was a month's Infantry Training
with the Scots Guards who form part of 22 Armd Bde based at
Hahne. The soldier fired most lnfamry weapons and assi ted the
mortar Platoon with a couple of fire mi sions. It proved to be a very
worthwhile exercise and all parties are now near to being experts in
Lhi particular field.

3SQUADRON
SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
The Squadron says farewell to the OC Maj Brian Scott-Morton and
his wife Liz. They leave u for Bielefeld and a 'quiet?' Staff job.
The Wives Club will mis Liz who has been a driving forc e in thei r
organisation . The Officer Commanding will be best remembered for
his J NCO Mili tary Training Exercises (Junior Challenge) and his love
of Adventurous Training.
LINE TROOP
We say welcome to LCpl Morton with wife Debbie and son Andrew
from 22 Sig Regt. Also to Sig Leroy Williams and Alan Hyland from
Trade Training.
Farewells go out to several of our trusty numbers. LCpl 'Nick'
Withers posted to 30 Sig Reg!, Sig 'Bernie' Dyer to I Inf Bde. Leaving
the Army we have LCpls 'Shaggy' Larkin, 'Davy' Leonard, Sig
'Dusty' Miller, 'Scouse' O'Connor, 'Davy' Bennett and last, but not
least, Cpl 'Bungle' Joli .
Congratulations to Cpl 'Geoff' Chadwick on promotion to
Sergeant and we wish him the best of luck at 7 Sig Regt .
Well done also to LCpl Matt Thomas who collected his first stripe
just before his hart tour to the Falklands.
It has been a time of many farewell celebrations for Line Tp, all in
the traditional way. With the manpower stretch great Linie character
has been shown recently with hard work to complete all commitments.
The Christmas Function was a complete success, well done Cpl
' Davy' Stewart.

201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 30
With the 1989 exercise season already underway, the tempo in th e
Squadron has quickened following the brief respite at the end of the
year. The main activit!es of the la t couple of months h~ve be~n
mainly sporting or social ones, the Squadron has had its battenes
recharged' during the break and is ready to tackle the challenge of a
very busy year of exercising.
BOXING
The Divisional Finals took place at Hahne on 18 November ,
between I Armd Fd Ambulance and the Squadron . The Squadron
team consisted of: Sig Mick Turnbull- Feather, Sig Paul BristowLight LCpl Sammy Faulds- L/Welter, Cpl Mike Forbes- Welter ,
LCpl 'Mick Brett- L/Middle, Cpl Gnasher Dennis- Middle and Sig
.
..
Scotty Malone-L/Heavy .
The evening turned out 10 be an excellent event with the oppos1t10n
just winning th~ .competition by four bouts t~ three. The bouts w~re
hard, fast, exciting and courageous . Our winners were: Cpl Mike
Forbes LCpl Mick Brett and LCpl Sammy Faulds.
This' was a fine result considering the shortage of time to train due
to other commitments.

havi ng a num ber of very talented athletes. SSgl Paul Barclay, Cpl
Steve Owen, LCpl Sammy Faulds and Pie fan Dowrick have been
consistent since the start of the season by achieving excellent result .
Our strength , however, is in depth with the B string runners coming
to the fore. Most had never run in a Cross Country race in earne t
prior to September. The following have been regular squad member\·
Cpls John Evans, Mark Rouse, Gnasher Dennis, LCpls Mick Brett,
Dave Knapman, Sig Jason Raybould, Sig Vince King and Pte Tre~
Cooke.
Achievements to date are as follows: Inter Squadron Champions
(Page Trophy) 7-22 Bde League Winners, Divisional Minor Unit
Champions and third place BAOR Finals.
A third place in the BAOR Finals, which took place on 9 December
in Bracht, was very satisfying as we were beaten only by the Army
Champions and Runners Up. The team is now in training for the
remainder of the league fixtures and the Brigade Championship in
February.
FOOTBALL
Although the football team's achievements have not been in any
way spectacular they are nevertheless worthy of mention. This season
it won its first game for four years! Since hitting thi winning streak
there is no holding them back and they are on line for a very
satisfactory season.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROJECT HOHNE
Bergen town had never een anything like it! This brought a new
meaning to dinner in the field, as Capt Jon Wall and SSgt Dave
howell served lunch to our hard workers. The Squadron had
approached the local Stadt volunteer!ng their services .for a ~roject
which would help the local community. A task was given- knock
down those garages'. It was not quite what we had in mind but they
needed to be cleared in order to make room for an ornamental garden
in the town centre. So off to work our gallant crews went under the
guidance of SSgt (Demolition) Dave Showell. The demolition experts
were Cpl Steve Owen, LCpls Dave Jack, Gordon Tun~ta~l, Paul
Ryder , DM Davis Morris and Sig Mark Bowker. More bu1ldmgs for
demolition wanted!
DEPARTURES/ ARRIVALS
The Squadron says goodbye and best wishes co Pte Alan Whittaker,
LCpl Ted and Mrs Heath, Cpl Bob Anthony and family and LCpl
Shaun Ridley.
.
We welcome the following to Hahne Cpl Mark Rouse and fam~ly,
LCpl Dereck Allison, Cfn John Petre, Pte Peter Graha~ and family,
Dvr Trevor Courteny, LCpl Alan McKitterick and family and LCpl
Mark Dickinson.

Cpl Dave Stewart enjoying a ' cuppa' when visiting the line
detachment on Ex Morning Glory

The only snow this winter but LCpl Taylor and Cpl Moses are
ready for it

A few members of the Squadron on pre Site guard training
PORT
The only ~otable event on the sports field was the progress of the
qu~dron m the General's Cup football competition. The success thus
far is undoubtably due to the excellent management of SSgt Mick
'Bobby Robson' Tucker, thanks Bobby!
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NOVEMBER TROOP
The Troop says welcome to Sig Parkins and farewell to LCpl Elf
Elphick over to 2 Sqn . Congratulations to Cpl Sid Perks on passing
his YofS entrance exam.
After a hectic festive season January provided the platform for
exercises in 1989. The first being a Regimental Plug-Up incorporating
a Staff Study Day in which the Troop displayed Rear HQ .
Then followed Highland Malt I for which the Troop had several
new faces . The initial stages were painstakingly slow, however, as the
week progressed all was put right.
So for 1989 we await the call 'Bring on the Staff Officers'.
Congratulations to Sig 'Woody' Wood and wife Denise on the birth
of their first son Guy.

OSCAR TROOP
Congratulations to Cpl 'Taff' Burn and his wife on the birth of
their son Joseph .
Congratulations also to Cpls 'Good deal' Berman, Paul Taylor and
LCpl Johnny Hart on their recent promotions.
Welcome to the newcomers, Cpl Tolly Tollington, LCpl Johnson
and Sig Paul Timney.
Farewell to Sig John 'Suff' Suffolk who takes many track miles
with him to 14 Sig Regt. We wish him and his new wife the best of
luck.
With the exercise season starting and Snow Queen courses taking
place, Oscar Tp is looking forward to a work hard play hard year.

The Squadron Boxing Team - Divisional Minor Units Runners Up
CROSS COUNTRY
The Squadron Cross Country team has now been together for
nearly four months, during which hard training and much work had
gone into the building of the team. U1'.dl'.r the watchful eye ~f. W02
(SSM) 'Tommo' Tomlinson, the team 1s m the fortunate pos111on of

EXERCISE DECI LAMB
In the middle of November 1988 eight member of 201 (22 Armd
Bde) Sig Sqn departed for Sardinia to ta~~ part in Ex. J?eci Lamb, a
two week climbing and trekking expedlllon . Expediuon members
were: Sgt 'Hoppy' Hopkins (Leader), Sgt Tim Wells RAPC (2IC),
Cpls Alan Yerkess, Steve Harlland, 'D usty' Miller, Sig Paul Coates,
'Woody' Greenwood and Nigel Stiff.
Here are some extracts from the expedition diary.
Tuesday 15 November
As usual the rain was falling in Hahne as we boarded the Bedford
for our journey to RAF Wildenwrath, where we embarked for RAF
Decimomannu.
On arrival we were met by the OC Base Support Team who took
us on an hour's journey to the villa, where we were hown to ~ur 4
Star Vango Force 10 tents with which we were to become acquamted
for the next 14 day .
Wednesday 16 November
.
.
Our first step was a three and a half hour nd~ to a v1ll~ge ~ailed
Aritzo high in the Gennargentu mountains . On arnval at Antzo It was
off the vehicle and on with the packs. We had exp.ect~d 10 c~rry
around 50lbs per per on but being unable to obtam hght-we1ght
rations we each had to carry around 80-90lbs.
Thursday 17 November .
. .
We travelled the ridge lme takmg in Pta ~rba lrdes I ,616m, ~yrde
Maide l,703m, and to our day two campsite on top of St Spina a
mountain l,828m high.

The

Squadron

Cross

Country Team -third
Championships

in

BAOR

Friday 18 November
After a very cold night it was a relief for most of th~ team to g~t
up and do some exercise to get warm. Cpl Dusty Miller and Sig
Woody Greenwood soon had the map and bear!ng set and we
departed for our main objective, the highest mountain on the 1 land,
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Pia La ~larmora I, 33m. V e reached the top via the western ridge
ta ing Pta Paulinu l,792m and Br pina Gori h l,782m on the way.
Thi \\ a a terrific ridge walk, not very high, but very windy . It was
a lowl) clear day and you ould ee for mile . On the roof of the
1 land the ener)' wa breathtaking.
alurda) 19 "lovember
Torrential rain battered the tent all night and the team wa
wondering whether the tent would hold out. Morning came and afte r
waiting until mid-morning with no ign of the rain abati ng Sgt Hoppy
Hopkin decided that we fll U t move a we had to RV with the support
group ome IOkm away t ~ re uppl y us with rations . After two and a
half hour we reached the PUP and five minutes later the supply
landrO\er arrived. Cpl Alan Yerke and i Woody Greenwood took
O\er the map reading and the party was on its way to camp ite four
at Flamendo a Lake.
' unda) 20 November
The weather wa back to it u ual clear skie and scorching sun . We
et off for the short walk to the pick up point for onward transfer to
pha e two ba e camp ite. At midday we reached the PUP at Stax di
Villagrande and half an hour later the transport arrived and
tran ferred u co Arbatax Camp Site.
Monda) 21 November
\ e all left Arbatax camp site for a 40 minute hike to the climbing
area . On arrival at the climbing area Sgt Hoppy Hopkins set up five
top ropes and in our group of two under the supervision of the
expedition leader, we were shown how to set up and operate belay .
Then the climbing began in earnest.
Tuesday 22 November
Another sunny day and we were again to Artabax Harbour.
The expedition leader showed how to set up and operate an abseil.
Thi wa done in pairs upervised by Sgt Hoppy Hopkins. Cpl Alan
Yerke had not done any climbing or abseiling before so Sgt Hoppy
Hopkin alway made him go first. Cpl Steve Hartland showed great
potential and was always on hand to talk people through .
Wednesday 23 November
We left the camp site for the two hour drive to Pedra Longa
~ping ~it~. On arrival we found it was completely deserted, a
pmnacle s1m1lar to the Old Man of Hoy standing there waiting to be
climbed . We et up camp on the cliffs next to this giant rock and after
ettling in we spent the remainder of the afternoon bouldering.

The team on top of Pta La Marmora 1,833m
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Thursday 24 November
We et out for the climbing area on the pinnacle and Sgt Hoppy
Hopki ns set up some top ropes. Sgt Hoppy Hopkins showed us how
to lead climb . Cpls Steve Hartland, Alan Yerkess, Sgt Tim Wells and
Sig Paul Coates paired up and tried the climbs, the remainder Cpl
Dusty Miller, Sig Nigel Stiff and Woody Greenwood all ca rried on
climbing on a top rope .
Friday 25 November
We u ed our fresh knowledge to try some harder climbs directl y
above the sea. The confidence of each gro up member had now
increased a great deal and we eagerly eyed every poor rock face in the
vicinity.
Saturday 26 November
We awo ke knowing this was the start o f the R & R period. The
transport arrived at midday and two hours later we were back. W e
then went to Arbatax for resupply, some sightseei ng and souvenir
hunting.
Sunday 27 November
We decided to go climbing at Arbatax again. Sgt Hoppy Hopkins
decided he would do something different so he set up a Tyrolean
Traverse between two ea pillars over the sea. Again Cpl Alan Yerkess
went first showing that even though he was the least experienced he
would still have a go . T he day fi nished in good spirit .
Montlay 28 November
Our last morning in Arbatax, having packed the equipment we
loaded and boarded the Bedford for the four hour journey to the Villa
for our final night in Sardinia (well that 's what we thought) .
Tuesday 29 November
We left the Villa for the airport, on arrival we were told 'the flight
is delayed , come back tomorrow '.
Wednesday 30 November
As the new day began we were unsure of what would happen . A
flight was arriving from Germany in the afternoon and would leave
at approximately 1600 hrs . We repacked our equipment and departed
from RAF Decimomannu. On arrival at RAF Wildenrath it was
raining just as it had been when we had left. It was back to reality.

Gennargtu Mountains Western Ridge
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SQUADRON HEADQUARTER TROOP
Chri tmas for the Squadron got off to a swinging start with the long
awaited, much publicised and well prepared Christmas P arty.
However, all the preparation in the world could not have foresee n the
outcome: with the party in full swing and the band only just coming
on for their second stint, the whole event fe ll victim to the preChristmas celebrations ban. The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess Christmas Draw was also cancelled because of this, but was
fo rtunately rescheduled .
Additions to SHQ. We'd like to welcome LCpl Phil Quinn and his
family to the Gene Bay (does this reflect the MQ situation?), and al o
Cpl Aidy 'yet another hour on stag' Garner and his famil y.
On the other hand we must say a fond farewell to Cpl ' Dutch'
Holland and Heike, who leave u for 8 Sig Regt. What will you do for
skiing now, Dutch? (What's wrong with Val D' lsere?) . We would also
like to bid 'Auf Wiedersehen' to W02 (YofS) Mick 'Cooperman'
Drewett, who leaves us for, er, well, information on this seems to have
been issued on a need-to-know basis, with not even the Officer
Commanding on the distribution list. At his farewell lu nch, the
Yeoman handed out joke certificates to everyone:Whal will OC A be when he grows up? (Answers on a postcard .. .)
What is the OC's phone bill?
Is QC B on the manifest for the next space mission?
But seriously, the 'Y oz' has been a true 7 Bde character (any
resemblance to a rat purely accidental, eh?) and we wish him well . To
his replacement, W02 (YofS) Riding and fa mily, we say welcome to
Soltau, and Russ Abbott's sending a costume over for you.
ALPH A TROOP
Farewells first: bye byes and congrats to Sig (now LCpl) Dave
Millar, who leaves us on promotion to order around penguins in the
Falklands, and to Sig Chris Goble who has left the Army. An Alpha
Tp 'all the best' to you both.
. . .
.
We welcome Sig ' Chalkey' (Oh for some ongmahty!) White, who
has been recently assem bled at the factory, and congratulations are in
order for H ' Mac' Mackenzie, a well deserved promotion to Sergeant,
LCpl Graham Moody fo r passing his Al ('you mean l haven't got rid
of him?'-OC A), and Sig Dave Birdsall for getting a 'recommended
for linguist' pass on his Colloquial German Course.
We deployed on our last exercise of 1988 in November: H!ghland
Malt 47 (pure exaggeration : there were no more than 20 H1ghl~nd
Malts in 1988). T he only highlight was Cpl Dusty Miller bemg
casevaced with a hand injury. Highland Malt l in January was ~~en
quieter (this is a euphemism for no comms): Blue Peter are r'.llsmg
money to buy a new Radio Relay for Bravo Tp. We fared. slightly
better (naturally) but it did occur to us that SSgt Graha~ Miles, Sgt
'Mac the kni fe' Mackenzie and Sig 'Dickie' Dyer have picked a good
time to go to Kenya . . . see you on Morning Glory, boys!
BRAVO TROOP
After a rather long Autumn exercise season, Bravo Tp se~tled into
a qui eter and at times warmer Winter 1988/ 89. The last exercise of the
year saw the T roop slumped wearily over a sleeping Ptarmiga.n. .
In December the Troop congratulated Cpl 'Chris' Kidd and his wife
Jane on the birth of their daughter Amy.
On the Adventure Training side Sig 'Seth the Mountain .Man'
Mulligan wangled another holiday, this time to Kenya, while Lt
'Rock' Hudson and Cpl 'Vic' Hayes plan a holiday-sorry, arduouscanoeing exploration to Thailand.
The Troop welcomes Cpl 'Ferret' Cox and bids farewell to Sgt
'Dave' Clarke, who leaves to join the APTC-very well done. Also
due to depart are Cpl ' Chris' Hollingsworth and LCpl 'Steve', Hop~;
we wish them both every success . The Troop must also mention Sig
' Mick' Hay but we cannot write anything about him as no-on~ ~~
understand his Scots accent! Last but not least, welcome to 2Lt Jim
Clare, from Verden via the IGB! Have fun prior to your Troop
Commander's course .
The Squadron is now into another exercise season-but not so
hectic that we didn't have time to best the renowned 1 Ord Bn rugby
team and the equally famous 12 Armd Bde Sig Sq~ foo.tball tea.m. The
latter result earning us a place in che I Arma Div Mmor Units Cup
semi-final.
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Sig ' Blanch' Blanchard earning his wage in Wavell System 13

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
I
PURPOSE is to makt he be t use of Income. Capital
and other A sets. to prepa.-e the way for the individu al to
achit:\'e financial aim The e mav include:
Fl. A. CIAL PROTECTIO

Fl A Cl L SECURITY
HO

E PURCHASE

EDlJCATIO

EXPE SES

COMFORTABLE RETIREME T

TRA SFER OF ASSETS

-against the effects
of posse ions lost
or dam:tged
- for present or
future dependant s
- immediately o r in
the future ·
- for present or
future children
- based on an
adequate continuing
income backed
up by an adequate
capital re erve
-to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of a\ings from income. the
in\'estment of capital. the u e of other assets where
applicable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of
possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date.
and then to make the best u e of resources when the time
comes to meet commitments.

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning .
The more clients take us into their confidence the better we
can assist them. Please let us have full details of existing
resource . your ability to ave. and any expectations. Please
also tell us all 1·ou can about commitments with which you
expect to have to cope. We. of course. treat all such
information as confidential.
AN EARLY START helps . and we will be pleased to assisl
you ho"e"er modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing. the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be
able to give you.
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 40 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is
given in writing for you to study 111 ynur leisure.
ARE YO

MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME A D OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOXORTELEPHO E
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T. F. Williams

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance
and Investment Brokers Association

@

F~ A

Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.LB.A.

212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 36

ARRIVA LS AND DEPARTU R ES
During th is period the Squadron has experienced three changes to
'the managemen t' , with 2Lt Mike Burke arriving from the Troop
Commander's course, to take over O scar T p .
The MT ection al o has changed its hierarchy with Sgt Bob Quinn
returning to the UK to 8 Sig Regt , and being replaced by Sgt Scouse
Deary from the AA Coll Ha rrogate who has already made an
impression not solely co nfined to the beastings he gives on Squadron
PT .
SSgt Paul Wilson comes from Colchester to take charge of the Tech
Tp and also guide the Squadron Basketball Team to greater heights .
With the imminent arrival of a training Sergeant, these arrivals bring
the Squadron to fu ll complement of officers and senior NCO's.
Oscar Tp also welcomes Cpl Bill Walker to the fold and wishes him
all the best in getting to know about the complexities of a 436.
Papa Tp has swelled its numbers by the arrival of Sgt 'Cliff
Richard' Hornsby who , by al o being a PTI, adds to the misery of the
Squadron PT sessions .
Apart from Sgt Quinn the only departures are LCpl Jock Scott,
who goes to 30 Sig Regt with everyones best wishes, and Cpl Stuart
Allister who makes a 100 mile journey back to Verden to serve with
1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
The Squadron now feels that the OC, Maj Hugh Colborn, is well
qualified for his position having completed the two week Squadron
Commanders course at Blandford, even though he had performed
admirably in the exact same job for 12 months prior to the course.
SSgt Ray Bray is welcomed back to the happy throng after a period
of enforced leave due to a touch of flu pretending to be a burst
appendix. The lads of Oscar Tp are pleased to have him back to keep
2Lt Mike Burke on the straight and narrow.
Papa Tp's fears that SSgt Kev 'Gerbil' Jones would return from his
Drill Course looking like a Guards SNCO were unfounded even
though the threat of extra drill now hangs over their heads like the
Sword of Damocles.
SPORT
The Squadron is continually participating in all sorts of sports to
varying degrees. The cross country team always turns in a very good
performance even when competing against Major Units, with Lt Andy
Hill, W02 (YofS) Bob Pemberton and SSgt (FofS) Dave O ' Brien
providing an extremely high-quality, fit nucleus for the team.
The football team under SSgt Jock Weir REME is enjoying a mixed
season with a variation of quality of performances and, consequently,
a variation of results. The Rugby team is very much in the same boat.
Player availability is the bane of Cpl Bruce Lee's existence as he tries
to organise training and a team to play. When the full strength side
is fielded, we are a force to be reckoned with, as 4 RTR found out.
The basketball team competed in the Garrison competition but was
narrowly beaten by I R Irish in their first game to knock them out of
the competition.
Hockey also has problems with players availability but Cpl Craig
Morgan has some fixtures lined up for early 1989 and this should
rekindle more enthusiasm for the game.
WEDDINGS
The Squadron congratulates the 2IC Capt Tony Johnson on his
marriage to Capt Katherine Turner QARANC and wishes them every
happiness for the future.
Just for the record, their reception will go down in the Garrison
Officers' Mess records book as will the Second in Command's Mess
am for the month.
Also taking the plunge in December was Cpl Craig Morton who
went back to England to marry Teresa. They are now back in
Osnabruck and we all wish them the very best together in the future.
SOCIAL
The Christmas period was marked by a spate of parties. Not least
of these was the Wives Club Christmas Party which was very well
supported. All present had a good time, not least of all LCpl Stevie
Preece who made an excellent Father Christmas. The Squadron Party
was early enough to miss the ban on live music enforced upon us by
the air crash. A band played a varied selection of songs old and new
at great volume. This was interspersed by a disco and a raffle. The
prizes were very well received and the prize numbers were not rigged
at all . . . All the Troops also held Christmas parties.

2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
York

Wire Notes time again! This report will be fairly brief as, believe it
or not, the Regiment has been reasonably quiet!
We have lost Majs David Hargreaves, Ray Briant, Lt Martin Barnes
and W02 SSM Sandy McLean. David Hargreaves has gone to 55 Sig
Sqn (V) in Liverpool, Martin Barnes to 11 Sig Regt and W02 Sandy
McLean on LSL to 23 Base Workshops. Maj Ray Briant is on
extended gardening leave pending his retirement in April 1989.
As we say goodbye to these four we also welcome their
replacements . Maj Robin Ovenden has arrived from 30 Sig Regt to
take over from Maj Ray Briant as OC HQ Sqn and Maj Kevin Barrett
is posted in from School of Signals as OC 1 Sqn. SSM I Sqn
has been temporarily replaced by newly promoted W02 George Cook.
W02 Carey will eventually become SSM I Sqn when he arrives later
this year . Also new is Lt Drew Llewellyn fresh from a six month tour
in Belize.
The terrible trio 2Lts Bridget Pulverman, Bill Adsett and Scott
Youngson have been nicknamed 'Faith', 'Hope' and 'Charity' . If
Bridget is ' Faith', then there is little hope for the other two!
REGIMENTAL ROUND-UP
The CO held an 'End of Year' Debrief in the Gym on Thursday 22
December, summarising the Regiment's achievements for the year.
This led to what the Regiment was going to do in 1989 and was
rounded off by him presenting his 'Man of the Year' award. It was
won by Sig McSween for his outstanding sporting achievements and
his excellent work as a Data Telegraphist.
So 1989 swung into action and pleasingly the Regiment has started
well on the sporting front.
The Orienteering team, led by SSgt Paul Smith is doing exceedingly
well in the NEDist League. The runners are well up in the placings in
both the individual and relay events.
The Cross Country team qualified for the Army Championships
and came a very creditable eighth. At 40 plus years WOl (RSM)
Hegarty still competes and beats all but three members of the
Regiment.
The Squash teams, led by Capt Stewart Gray RCT, are slowly
defeating the opposition in the Army Cup and are now through to the
final . Our rising star is LCpl Shaun Humphries who got to the
quarter finals in the Army Championships.
The Rugby, Football and Basketball te~s are all doi!1g th_eir_bit for
the Regiment and whether winning or losmg, everyone 1s enJoymg the
participation.
.
.
.
Again the CO checked up on the Regimental fitness by holding an
'all in' Cross Country event. It was held on 24 January as an InterSquadron competition. Despite several shoes bein_g lost in the mud en
route, most people enjoyed it and those that did not were glad to
finish!
The results were then rapidly collated and were as follows:
UNDER 20's
I st
LCpl Sharp (2)
2nd
LCpl Dale (3)
3rd
LCpl Cruickshank (7)
20-3S's
!st
2nd
3rd

Maj Peter Richards congratulates Cpl Roberts (for winning the
Cross Country)

Cpl S~eve Corner- 'I like trucking'

Cpl Roberts (I)
Cfn Davey (5)
Cfn Brown (6)

OVER 3S's
1st
WOl (RSM) Hegarty (4)
2nd
Capt Hornsby (31)
3rd
Maj Grieves (36)
(Overall placings in brackets.)
lNTER SQUADRON CUP
1st
I Sqn
2nd
2 Sqn
3rd
HQ Sqn
The next Regimental 'Bash' will be 'Race the Sun' .~n 6 June. The
CO's idea is for an Inter-Squadron, all day, competiuon.
.
.
The Regiment is currently on Ex. ~ey Panther and testmg its
communication tactics throughout Bnt1an .

' Beswick's boys' (at the CO's Cup Competition)
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II D \' RHQ TROOP WENT HORSE RJDING(I ff!)
b) ii: Ta)lor
fter man) telephone calls and exchange of words, it wa decided
that "e would hold an I th Binhday Party for Sig Oake on Tue day
24 January and then go Hore Riding on the following day. The plan
\\a. to dump ig Oake well and truly in the 'brown smelly tu ff', hose
him down and then let him find out what happens if you do not ride
·our hor e properly. Unfortunately Sig Oakes said, 'Daz, I won't be
going riding. I am going to the Du he s of Kent's Military Hospital
for a fc\\ day on Monday'.
fter a hurried di cus ion it was decided that we would still go
riding and if Oat. ie wa till in ho pita!, we would vi it him
afterwards with a few cans to cheer him up.
o our intrepid band of would-be hor e riders left Imphal Barracks
at 1315 hr on the Wedne day, joined by Capt Peter Bradley, who
then proceeded to show me, I drew the hort straw, that his Renault
25 \\OUld ea ily beat any Formula One Racing Car .
II the horses were very placid, until you mounted them! Then their
mena ing eye rolled back to 'check you out'. Anyway, everything
'as going well until Mr ykes decided that ·he would do an impres ion
of 'The Fall Guy'. We all agreed that the 'Super' fell off really
profe ionally. The way he managed to keep his foot in the stirrup to
break hi fall was e ceptional! It took hi m two or three minutes to let
u know that he was only winded.
At last very sore, tired and bow-legged, we climbed into Miss
i bel' car and visited Sig Oakes in hospital . What a day to
remember!

J
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PERSONALITIES

oc

Brig Eastburn gives Cpl Lee his second tape

21C
AO
OC Radio Tp
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS

cc

Maj Robert Baxter
Capt Adam Hearn
Capt Mick Besant
Lt Richard Rands
W02 Trevor Jones
W02 Douggie Mac Taggart
SSgt Russ Lifton
SSgt G rah am Butler
SSgt Glen Brook

January started quietly and built up to our first exerciseDemolished Eagle. This was the Squadron's Fibua training period in
the Whinney Hill complex, next to 8 Sig Regt. The grand finale was
a battle between the Squadron and a platoon from I PWO which
tested everyone's power to command and control in very dark and
noisy conditions . The whole affair was deemed a success and taught
us all a lot about our main functions in BAOR .

CONG RAT LA TION
All members of the Regiment are delighted to offer congratulation
to Capt Johnnie Perk on his recen t engagement to 2Lt Bridget
Puherman WRAC and wish them Happy Days together. We admire
their capacity to keep a ecret!

In some ways the Squadron has the best of both worlds, we live in
the North of England and deploy to BAOR on exercise; and we are
heavily involved in radio as well as Ptarmigan. 210 Sig Sqn is the
smallest Brigade Signal Squadron in the British Army but supporth a
Brigade staff larger than most. There is no room for passengers,
everyone gets as much responsibility as he can handle, and all ranks
have to be able to work on their own.
Airmobility is very much part of the future with plans to form an
international Airmobile Division. It is a task that requires bright, alert
soldiers with plenty of ideas. If you want a challenge and you w~nt
to belong to a small, tight-knit unit with an important and interesting
role, which is constantly growing and developing, why not ask for
a posting to 210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn?

EXERCISE KEY PANTHER
AIRMOBILE HEADQUARTERSs
This was a fast moving exercise for us with three heli moves down
the country from Catterick to the Stanford Trg Area. A lot of
cobwebs were blown away along with anything else the Chinook
downdraught could move. The two Headquarters Sergeants were
'killed off' at an early stage by the dreaded EPC(A) exams, this gave
Cpls Hebden and Wicking a chance to shine and .ever~body else a
chance to be polished. All in all a very useful exercise with plenty of
flying practice.
Regimental Battle Camp (Sharp Shooting)

RADIO
TECHNICIANS
IF YOU ARE ABOUT TO LEAVE THE ARMY WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. WE HAVE
IMMEDIATE VACANCIES FOR EX-FORCES PERSONNEL TO JOIN OUR TEAMS AT GATWICK
AND HEATHROW AIRPORTS TO RUN THE GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO PLANNING, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
SYSTEMS CONTROL MANAGEMENT
USER LIAISON AND TRAINING
INITIALLY ON TEMPORARY CONTRACT BASIS WITH PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
FOR SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES - EXCELLENT CAREER PROSPECTS AND REWARDS
SALARY c£60-70 PER DAY D,t::PENDING ON EXPERIENCE

SAS TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ECHELON
The merry men of Echelon departed from Catterick for Sturgate
Airpon following in the wake of ~he main airm~bile Headgua~ters.
On ihe run in Sgt Jim Pattison decided that the airport sec~mty. hgh~s
were not tactically desirable and took the power cable to bits "".1t~ his
truck; however, being the power Sergeant he managed to repair 1t all
before we left.
.
Our next move was to RAF Barkston Heath, a piece of bare
concrete with a little hu t and lots of fresh air. Twenty-four hours later
it was off again to Oakington Barracks for a day. Then on to Stanford
Trg Area where we regained Sig Davy Watson and our POL truck
after a 48 hour absence. The exercise continued with LCpl Bri Hyde
going into panic when he failed to get his custom8:rY I~ hours .sleep
each day, and Cpl Rab Arthur playing endles~ly with bits of wire to
make HF antennae that did not seem to get him anywhere, or get us
any comm unication.
We fi nished the exercise at Waterbeach Barracks where the AO
displayed his limited expertise as a cat burglar by breaking a window
whilst trying to gain access to a portacabin. It has been su~gested that
the 2lC picked Waterbeach and insisted on Harbou r Parnes to make
up for the fact that there is no sailing report in these Wire notes.
THE SQUADRON COMMANDER' S SALES PITC~ .
Airmobility continues to generate interest and grow in importance.
24 Inf Bde took over the airmobile role from the present 6 Armd Bde
in April 1988. Since then much has been done t? build on. the fi:st class
work carried out by 6 Bde during the trial p~nod. 24 ".'-~rmob1le Bde,
as it is now called is twice the size of 6 Bde with an addmonal infantry
battalion and a helicopter Regiment. The Briga~e is not air cavalry,
but does have a vital job as an Army Group anu-tank reserve. It has
the fire power of an armoured division and t~e ability to mo~e
anywhere in the I (BR) Corps area and well into other area if
required.
210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn has th~ good fort~me to .support ~he
Airmobile Brigade. The role is challenging and a ''?de vanety of sk.ill
are needed. Some have been illustrated in previous issues ~f The. Wire.
Vehicles routinely move either underslung or internally m Chinook;
abseiling from Lynx or Puma is used to insert recce manpack re?ro
teams; line is laid from Lynx and the Squadro~ provides the rear hnk
for the Brigade Reece Company. Operators in the Squa~ro~ have
complex detachments to keep going- typically Landrover fits m~lude
two VHF radios, an SCRA(T), HF radio , three manpacks and either
a facsmile equipment or teleprinter .

A masked man leaps over the assault course during the military

tra ining week

Sig Small firing the AK 4 7 during a range day interest shoot

o:

(0722) 339811 AND ASK FOR VICTORIA
2 Castle Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire SPl lBB
Lie

210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn
Catterick

o: SE879
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 114
RE IME:'llTAL HE
Q ARTER
The pa5t re'' monoh have een a lot or changes in RHQ . In
December we aid farewell to Lt Col A hley Truluck who left u for
the corridor or power, on promotion to Colonel. Our best wi he go
with ol Truluck and hi wife, Jenny, and we hope that you wear our
boxer hort with pride Colonel! We welcome our new CO Lt Col
Jonathan ook and hi wife, Jane and wi h them an enjoyable tour .
In eptember, having had the job gapped for two months, we
welcomed WOl Chri Bell, the uperintendent Clerk who ' a
followed hortly by gt Roy Clarke the new OR . In December we
·aid farewell to WOl (RSM) Rick Licence who left us, on
commi ioning, for 7 ig Regt. Our thanks and be t wishes go to Rick
and hi wife Jean . \i e reckon that 7 Sig Regt's vehicle fleet will be the
hinie t in BAOR. Rick and Jean took with them the ergeants' Mess
tar Draw prize, a mini which should help make up the MT's vehicle
hortage.
We ay hello and welcome to WOl (RSM) Jim Reens who joins u
from 7 Sig Regt (fair exchange and all that). To the new incumbents
we say welcome to them and their families and hope they have an
enio ·able time in oe t. Finally, by the time this goes to print, the
2IC. Maj Mike Ander on will be installed as the CO of 32 Sig Regt
(\'). So best wishe and goodbye to him and his wire Layle. In his
place we welcome Maj Pat Maloney who joins u from HQ BAOR.
eedle to ay, with such a large turnover of the Regi men t' s
management, new brooms are sweeping vigorou ly and the stores are
out of stock!

Lt Col Jonathan Cook signs the visitors book before taking over
the Regiment, Lt Col Ashley Truluck looks on
I Q ADRON
DELTA TROOP
,
Hardly had Ex Iron Hammer come to an end when TN 053 were
on the r~ad agai.n- this t.ime deploying on Ex Sharp Ledge; a two
week tauc exerc1 e. Despite the odd moan and groan the Troop set
off to complete it task .
'
Everything went s~oothly, even the move out 10 Borgholzhausen
was uneventful. Despne the weat her over the next few days which left
u cut o_ff over th~ first w_eekend without any phones or ways in or out
due to ice and ram cau mg trees to fall across the road , we spent a
ver} co~fo~tab le two weeks as guests of the RAF.
The ~1ghhght of our. stay excluding Endex was LCpl Jed Clamps
promouon to Cpl and 1g Gary Greaves unforgettable birthday party.
fter exchanging Regimemal plaques with the RAF, we bade them
tarewell and headed home to Soest.
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SIERRA TROOP
WELCOMES
We would like to welcome to the Troop Sig Wright who, despite not
having his driving licence through yet, thereby excused all driving and
PT will be in our MT.
FAREWELLS
The Troop would like to say a fond farewell to the OC Sqn Maj Ross
and his family and wish them all the best for the future.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulation to Sgt Gez Walker on his promotion to Sergeant.
3SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS

Maj R. V. J. Brannigan
Capt M. G. Shaw
W02 W. J. Ha lam
SSgt A. Campbell
SSgt S. Driver
SSgt J . Burgess

Preparations for the Staff College Demo, Red Tricorn, Flying
Falcon, PRE and RSIT are all on the horizon. Congratulatins to YofS
Andy Campbell and Mrs Campbell on the birth of a baby girl Cally.
Maybe he will do a little more of the housework now!
'
PAPA TROOP
Hello to the following who arrived at the end of the year: LCpl
Griffin and Sig Brown from 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Duff from 14 Sig Regt,
and Sig Chambers from 249 Sig Sqn .
Congratulations to Sgt Lee Keily on his promotion, he will now help
prevent the Yeoman going grey duri)lg his tour! Also to LCpl Stu
Gibbs, well deserved.
EXERCISE OVERBOARD TRIANGLE
Ex Overboard Triangle was an adventurous training exercise held
from 24 September to I October to demonstrate that five members of
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt who had never windsurfed before could
afte~ doing a basic level I course in April, do something as arduou~
as_ circumnavigate Lake Constance in five days-all 250 miles of it,
without any help from a land based party.
Th~ members of the team came from the LAD, except Cpl Raine ,
who 1s a member of I Sqn .
IC
WOl (ASM) Ray Harkness REME RYA Trainer
2IC
Cpl Barry Raine
RYA Instructor
Team
Cpl Andy Whitmore
Cpl Andy Twyman REME
Cpl Dave Rogers REME
Cpl Steve Davey REME
LCpl Simon Lunt REME
The plan was to depart from Soest on Saturday morning set up in
base camp, sail on Sunday to get our sea legs and pack the canoes for
the week ahead of us.
We left Soest with the wind blowing a hooley, arrived at Lake
Constance {Bodensee) as its known to the Germans, and set up our
base camp . Sunday dawned nice and windy so it was out on the water
for. a _blast about, that afternoon was dedicated to packing the canoes.
This 1s where all the plastic bags we had brought came into their own
eve.rything wa~ waterproof now and neatly packed away, we eve~
rengged the sails for the morning. Monday dawned with not a single
breath of wind, the lake was like a mirror but we weren't deterred
with cries of it'll blow up soon, we all d~rigged our sails, got the
paddl~s off the canoes and set off for out first port of call. After
paddl_mg across the .ferry lanes at Meers burg we stopped off for
~upphes for our ev~nmg meal and breakfast. Once they were packed,
it_ was off padd_hng once again for the nearest campsite. Not
disheartened at this stage ~e were promised strong winds by the locals,
~ho thought we were a bit crazy. Tuesday morning no wind but this
lime there was fog on the lake, so much for the wind promised by 1he
locals. We set off once again towing our four canoes between us. All
we could ~ear during the ~orning w~s this foghorn, we were all a bit
apprehensive as to where 1t was commg from, maybe a ship or it was
land based . When we crossed a bay, we lost two members of the team

in the fog but after shouting they found us . We made camp at
Ludwigs hafen then set o ff to the local supermarket and bakery. In the
bakery the women serving us asked Ray if we were all his kids, this
brought a loo k of disgust to Ray's face and laugh ter and jibe of Dad ,
Pa etc fro m the rest of us. Back at base camp we were all discussi ng
our aches and pains from the two days paddling over our evening
meal; we would have ha~ a barbecue except one of the team forgot
to pack it , he shall remain nameless.
Wednesday dawned, still no wind, we sat around after breakfast and
discussed the options open to us, as we could never make the journey
in the remaining three days even if we had storm force winds. We
decided to send a member of the team back to base camp to pick up
the van and trailer, base camp was now 30km away. While Simon was
away we decided to do a spot of sightseeing, write postcards to our
loved ones etc. On return to the campsite he still had not arrived with
the van, so it was off to the shops for provisions for the evening meal.
Simon arrived just in time for tea. He had arrived at base camp only
to find that the council had dug up the exit of the base camp to lay
cables , so he stayed there all day helping the Germans fill in the hole,
in time for him to leave in the evening.
We all unpacked the canoes and loaded the van but decided to stay
where we were as it was almost dark . On Thursday morning we were
woken early by the wind, so we repacked the canoes and set off across
the Jake for Switzerland but after an hour and a half the wind died,
so once again it was muscle power. Lunch was had in the middle of
the lake, then we paddled into Switzerland. Thursday evening was
spent camping in the grounds of an outdoor swimming pool.
Swit zerland was a shock to us all . Provisions for the evening meal,
lunch and breakfast came to DM261. Fourteen rolls in Germany cost
DM3 .50 that morning but in Switzerland they cost a staggering
DMI0.00, so no one went to sample the local nectar due to the high
prices in Switzerland. That night the wind blew up and canoes and
boards had to be brought further ashore, this was done by Ray who
was the only one awoken by the noise of the equipment banging
against the jetty.
Friday morning a really good wind, at last we set off after our bowl
of Frosties for Constance itself. We stopped half way for lunch. With
the wind still blowing a few ventured out for a blast on the water
without the canoes in tow; these had kept us to a fairly slow pace. This
is where the waterproof camera came in, with a member of the team
chest deep in water taking snaps of us sailing past posing. Playtime
was over and it was time to carry on with our journey we bypassed
Constance as we were doing so well and made it to a campsite opposite
our first base camp . We had taken less than a day to sail the distance
we had covered in two and a half days of paddling. Saturday morning
we headed around the Lake towards Base camp with the wind against
us; there were times when the wind seemed to die but God was on our
side and we made it back to base camp.
All in all it was worthwhile but especially hard when paddling.
We would all like to thank the sponsors who helped get this exercise
off the ground with the support of funds minibus etc, al.so the local
windsurf shop for its help in supplying some of the eqmpment.

Out side the Guard Room of St Sebastian Barracks HQ 3 Armd Div
From L to R: Cpl Andy Whitmore, LCpl Simon Lunt REME, Cpls

Barry Ra ine , Andy Twyman , W01 R. Harkness, Cpl Dave Rogers
REME

Cpl Andy Whitmore fog bound on a windsurfer

Swiss shoreline with Cpl Barry Raine towing all his equipment and
rations around Lake Constance

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RADIO OFFICERS

If you ore scheduled to leove the Services dunng the next 12 months and would like

to putyourexperiellceos a RodioOperotor to good eHect why not continue in ihe
trade you enioy as a RodJO Officer with GCHQ.
Thirty weeks special training will prepare you to
undertake a variety of specialist duties covering he
complete communications spectrum from DC
to light.
You need at least 2 years radio operoting
experience
Must hove he ob11Ity to reod morse al 20 \'<pm
and Preferably be under 45 yeors of age.
In return we offer you:
Job Security; Good Coreer Prospects:
Comprehensive Tro1rung; Opporturn ies for
Overseas Service; Generous Leave Allowance
and Non-contributory Pension Scheme:
Attractive Salaries - ond much more
Salary (Reviewed annually): As a RodJO
Officer ofter troinmg: £11,568 n~1ng
to £17,057 po m5 onnuol 1ncrements
(includes sh1h and weekend
working allowance)
CIVIL SERVICE IS A EQUAL
OPPORTU ITY EMPLOYER
For more information and oppl1co ioTl form
-,rite or telephone:
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204 (4 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 17
H NGE OF COMMA D
The Squadron ay a fond farewell to Maj (now Lieutenant Colo nel)
Ian Poppleton and wi h him well in hi new post as a member of the
D at the taff College, Camberley . In turn the Squadron welcomes
Maj Dick Crombie, who takes over at the helm, and his wife Sue, and
wi h them every ucces and happiness during their tour in Muenster.
Congratulation to Sgt Brian Tanner who was awarded the Britis h
Empire 1edal in the ew Year Honours List. This is a family double
a hi father wa al o awarded a BE 1. Together with the Yeoman he
i on idering founding a 204 Sig Sqn BEM Diners Club .
EDEL IRO XI
Having won the 1inor Units section of the Divisional Nordic Skiing
Champion hip in 1988, the Squadron Nordic Ski Team had hoped to
repeat the performance at Schmirn near Fulpmes, Austria, in 1989.
Unfortunately the 3 Armd Wksp had different plans and edged the
quadron out into fourth place. evertheless, both Sig Shaun Wilkes
and ig Thomas managed to put in creditable performances in the
IOkm ovice Individual, 4 x IOkm Team, 4 x 7.5km Biathlon Team
and 15km Individual/Team races . Sadly no trophies were won thi
year, but there are great expectations for 1990 with LCpl Mac
McGibbon now taking over the reins. One of the areas he will be
devoting much auemion to during the forthcoming training session,
though, will be rangework - the Patrol team hit only 2 out of 15
target !
R GBY
The Squadron Rugby team was eager to get under way in 1989. The
first match was a hard fought game against 17/21 Lancers with the
Squadron eventually winning by 12-8. Scorers in this match were
W02 (YofS) Lee Pilling and Cpl Meek.
17/21 Lancers were eager for a return match and were soon to
realise the error of their ways. On this occasion the Squadron went to
town and came away the victors by an easy win of 40-8. Tries were
scored by 2Lt Mcintosh, SSgt (FofS) Jim Abernethy, Sgt Stoddard
(2), gt Dave Stevens, Cpl Meek (2) and Cpl Farrington . Cpl Meek
al o made four conversion .
The final report comes from the match against 14/20 Hussars. The
Squadron put up a determined fight against what proved to be the
tronger team on the day. The score at the final whistle had 14/20
Hus ars emerging on top by a score of 12-6. Once again Cpl Chalky
Meek cominued his scoring abilities for the team.
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206 (6 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 106

SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
OC
Maj J . E. Thomas MBE
2IC
Capt V. J. Thatcher
OC A
Lt I. P . Birleson
OC B
Capt J. H. R. Morley Kirk
SSM
W02 F. McAleer
YofS
W02 I. Parry
ORS
Sgt B. Glossop
FAREWELLS
The following have left for pastures new, LCpl Terry Bowers to the
White Helmets, SSgt (now Warrant Officer 2) Dave Boxhall to
TACT, Cpl Hamish Hermiston to 30 Sig Regt, Sig H arrison to 2 Inf
Di v Sig Regt, Cfn Isherwood to I Scots Guards, Dvr Gray to 27 Regt
RCT, Sig Reeve to 28 Sig Regt , Sig Chandler to 8 In f Bde.
WELCOMES
The Squadron. welcomes the follo wing personnel and hope they
have an enjoyable tour: Lt Birleson, Sig Lightfoot , LCpl Laidlaw
from 8 Sig Regt , Cpl Bishop from 21 Sig Regt , Dvr Martyn fro m 54
Sqn RCT. Also to Maj J.E. Thomas MBE the new QC we hope that
he has an enjoyable and succe sful tour wit h 206.

Sig Steve 'Bill ' Em me~t-~ ead _camerman and makeup-achieves
his fir t French Connectton ID this scene. He remarks later that he
found no local resistance . By the end of the film '01 Blue Eyes' falls
madly in love with himself and elopes to Austria.
LCpl Seb 'Colgate' Wiles features in a steamy scene with a
Mexican. Despite this excellent performance-aided by an acclaimed
extra 5cms-his acti ng in the 'burnt breakfast denial' scenes is rather
unconvincing if not inconceivable!
Sig Paul 'Beaky' Beckett is the productions head stuntman. He is
cast as a braindead ski maniac 'The Bounty Bar Kid.' He gives a very
reliable performance in his bid to reach Mach I on skis. Indeed hi
'falling off the roof' stun t without the aid of special effects is a classic.
effects .
Sig Taff 'Trois Plumes' Boucher portrays a Roger Moore lookalike
who challenges the BB Kid in the quest for eye-streaming speed. He
star in several scenes o f 360 degree ski acrobatics, and as the
inscrutable d ra ughts player with his pet wolf, Lucky.
Sig Jason Large ma kes an excellent guest appearance with his Bruno
stick, and shaves twice during the screenplay. He features in a saga of
lost love a nd misaddres ed mail.
7 January arrives . The moment o f truth. Konrad Farnellski selects
the Squad ron Ski T eam who make tracks for Austria. Their less
fort unate compa triots head for home. Success appears certain as 'Les
Piste Artistes' leave the screen with a hearty cry of 'Death First!'
Overall , not a bad first time production by this new 206 crew.
Watch the video . Look forward to next years effort's-it can only get
better!

BIRTHS
Congratulations to those happy couples on their recent additi ons to
the family Cpl and Mrs Deegan, LCpl and Mrs Harden , Sig and Mrs
Wilson, SSgt and Mrs Talbott.

4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

CHANGE OF BRIGADE COMMANDER
December saw a change in our Brigade Commander so we would
like to take this opportunity to say goodbye to Brig R. A. Smith a nd
wish him well in his new appointment. A warm welcome to Brig R.
M. W. McAfee who took up the appointment on 7 December.
EXERCISE SAVOIE TRIANGLE
A review of the making of ' You Only Dab Twice'
Filmed on location in Le Grand Bornand , Haute-Savoie France ,
over the period 16 December-7 January . This story o f high
adventure in the French Alps begins in the meagre surrounds of the
LAD Workshop, very late on the night of 15 December.
Cpl Pete Mayor puts the final touches to his latest off-the-cuff
invention-The Mark 1 roofage. Once in position, and the over time
fee duly paid, the eight man cast leave Soest in thei r two natt y blue
rovers; destined for three weeks ski race training.
Having survived the arduous journey south through Germany and
Switzerland, the cast arrive at their first film set-The pent house Oat
of Le Rocher, in Chinaillon Village, tucked high in the snow capped
mountains. The director, Capt Jim Morley-Kirk quickly organises the
stage sening in the penthouse. Unfortunately Sig Jason Le Monde
Large finds his sleeping arrangements somewhat cramped .
The film centres on the Konrad Farnell Ski Race School. Cpl John
Farnell, executive producer and self acclaimed poseur, immediately
purchases essential props-view shades . The cast is then whisked to
the primary set for the action scenes-the ski slopes.
From here the main plot is of a veteran ski instructor's exhaustive
efforts to create a die-hard race team from mere Snow Queen
dropouts.
The first days filming finds much of the cast in avid familiarisation
with their own props- two legs, two skis and a lot of snow. Farnellski
makes few comments on the early performances. He' s far too busy
looking good or giving private tuition to his co-star,
Trudiscrumptious.
Throughout the film each of the cast comes to centre stage at one
time or another.
Once extracted from the tourist office, it becomes evident that Capt
Jacques Morley-Kirk 'Don ' t ski mornings!'

3 ARMD DIV SKI MEETING 1989
The Selected Ski Team comprised Capts J. Morley-Kirk, J . fa rnell ,
Cpl Nell Phillips, LCpl Seb Wile.s, Sigs Steve Emmett and Ja on
Large.
The Divisional Ski , :ieeting took plac': from 8/18 January in
Fulpmes Austria . This was the Squadron's t.rst year of Alpine racing
and we were uncertain a to how we would bear up in the competition.
There are three main alpine team events. The Giant Slalom (GS) the
Downhill (DH) and the Slalom. Four men represent each team.
We made a good start in the GS. C pl Jon Farnell lead us in . LCpl
Seb Wiles had an excellent combined run time just behind. T he team
held 3rd place out of seven minor units after the GS.
The Downhill event is an experience in itself. After two days DH
training the team were raring to go. LCpl Wiles ga ve another very
good performance, closely followed by Sig Steve ' Wendy' Emmett.
We achieved 3rd place again.
The Slalom event did not go our way. Having partied the previ ous
night Cpl Farnell had a good first run, only to ' blow out ' on hi s
second. LCpl Wiles fell in sympathy. The tea m fell into 4th place ID
the overall competition. A very good result for a novice team.
To earn their keep all competitors had to take part in the 15km
langlauf event. It was an excellent day in the hills-Capt Jim MorleyKirk ru nning home with one ski o n his foot and one in hand! Sig teve
Emmett didn 't get around to offering a new ski as he was too busy
tak ing photos !
The indi vidual GS was held o n the last day but 206 went surfing!
An excellent competition which ga ve some very valuable race
experience to the new team. Well done to all . F uture success seems
certain.

Presentation of LS & GC Medals by Brig T. l. M. Waugh, Comd
Comms 1 (BR) Corps on 13 December 1988
Back Row (Left to Right): W02's (ROMS) Calow, Ayre, SSgt
Campbell, Brig Waugh, Sgts Till and Varley
.
Front Row (Left to Right): Ross, Charlene, Marga~et Calow, Sheila
Campbell, Zoe Till, Helen, Barry and Daniel Varley

Briefing over, we boarded a warm , in viting coach which made the
thought of the open air water more depressing. Arri val at the German
Sports and Leisure complex in the Spa town of Bad Salzuflen
provided us with a pleasant surprise; the facilities were superb and the
water was salty (as spa water is), but wonder of wonders (and relief),
it was warm . The Squadron had entered two teams of three, namely
the subalterns; Lt Smith, 2Lts Picknell and Appleby , and the ' Panther
Warriors'; W02 (SSM) Peter Halstead, Sgt Ken Sykes and LCpl Taff
Evans, a subtle blend of youth, experience and outstanding talent
(although it is left to the reader to figure out which is which!). Each
team had to nominate who was going to swim what distance 12, 8 or
4 lengths, followed by the running/ orienteering over 10, 8 and 6kms.
The final event, .22 shooting, involved all members of the team. With
LCpl Taff Evans resembling a torpedo, Panther Warriors were lying
in
second
place
after
the
wimming.
However,
the
orienteering/ running phase proved something of a mystery to the
swimming star , who believes that all movement on dry land should be
by vehicle. It was this event in which Sgt Ken S~kes ~d W02 (SSM)
Peter Halstead practised the well known onenteenng phrase of
'cunning running', and as a res ult won this section moving them into
the lead.
Meanwhile the other were dragging their sodden bodies around the
course with Lt Andy Smith showing that hi para training hadn't been
forgotten.
.
Panther ·Warriors finally secu red fir t place ID the overall
competition oy shooting soundly, and ?eing the only tean: to score
over 3,000 points. Despite all the exerc1s~, UWI pr~parauon, etc _I
Sqn proved its versatility yet again, ~nd ti was a qutetly pleased, 1f
somewhat tired trio who received their awards from the GOC.
I SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

REGIMENTAL TRIATHLON
.
When the Squadron received a letter from the Garrison Educauon
Officer (GEO) advertising a Regimental Triathlon o!l 16 December the
initial reaction was one of amazement at the choice of season, b~t
when we discovered that the swimming discipline was in an open. air
pool the GEO's sanity was also questioned! However, we were advised
that it was heated and quite comfortable (we've hear~ that one
before!). So it was at 0730 hrs on a frosty December mormng that we
arrived at the gymnasium for our briefing, wearing it must _be a~ded,
more than one tracksuit and trying not to Jhink about sw1mm10g.

oc

21C
OC PTp
OCCTp
OCK Tp
OC J Tp
SSM
FofS
YofS
SQMS

Maj Gordon Rafferty
Capt Nick Borrill
2Lt Tony Picknell
21 1 Bret Appleby
L! Andrew Smith
2Lt Graham Addley
W02 (SSM) Peter Halstead
W02 (FofS) Bob Thomas
gt (YofS) Mike Purves
gt (SQMS) Charles Ward
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I TROD <. IO
h qu dron ha underiwne change in the hierarch) . Capt Donald
ul ) d1 ppeared to do hi ' BC Officers and JC C Courses ..In
hi 1 d Capt , ick Dorrill arri\ ed from 2 Sqn and we welcome him
nd his wife hrUine (!he only married officer in the quadron!) .
Two new ubahern. arrived in ovember. just prior to Ex Iron
H. mmer o it wa in at the d;:ep end for 2Lt Tony Picknell with 044
and 2lt Bret . ppleb) with 054. 074 a1\ Lt Paul Vingoe return from
hi 'holida,· in Au:tralia, an<' after a week he wa po ted to 3 Sqn
whil t 2Lt ·Graham Addle) arrived in 074. ot to be outdone 064
gained a ne" taff Sergeant in the form of Sgt Bud Abbott from 22
ig Regt and the 'all change' wa C?mpleted witn SSgt cs9M ) C ha
Ward arriving from Cypru replacmg Sgt Graham Cotttngton who
left for 11 ig Regt. With the bu y period of Ex I.ron Hammer an.d
harp Ledge plu U\\'I veryone got u ed very quickly to the hecuc
I qn chedule.
HE TAH TROOP-THE HAPPY NODE
The la t time Cheetah Tp appeared in The Wire there wa a reque t
tor information concerning the location of the tug-of-war team and
the ·i. members of the troop with them. We are pleased to report that
they've returned at la t, well, at lea I until next season, or was it next
Monday? Arriving hortly afterward wa ig 'Shakey' Beard whom
we al o welcome.
Ex Iron Hammer provided the troop with the cha nce to ay a
traditional 'Cheetah Tp' farewell to LCpl Scou e Miney.
I would not be forgiven if I didn't mention tho e who did well on
the exerci e, including Cpl Davidson and hi guide SSgt Dubique, Cpl
Ba tow and LCpl Compton-all of whom I hear, are banned from
driving next exerci e.

someone 10 shout at. We welcome LCpl Dave H ickson o ur baby tech
.,,. ho joins us from atterick, the new SSM, W0 2 Bill Kelly and hi ~
wife Sue from Minden, the ne\\ 'Q', SSgt Mick Baron a nd his wife
Nancy from 'sunny' Blandford and Sgt 'Billy' Parker from A I Tp .
CONG RATULATIONS
To LCpls M ick Co ncepcion and 'JC' Cartmell on their recent
promotions, well done!
Al (PAP A) TROOP
THE HIERARCHY

oc

Tp SSgt
Tp SSgt
Attached

Lt Alastair Ross
Sgt Dave Mason
Sgt Steve Talbot
Sgt Mark Richmond
2Lt Mark Hanby

In preparation for the forthcoming exercise ea on the troop ran
AFV Commander and Dri ving Courses. The highlight being the
cro s-country (more like swimming) phase.
While the weather held the troop took the opportunity to do some
adventurous training. Ex Rock Jester was a rock climbing and
abseiling exercise to the 'Ith' rocks. Most enjoyed the abseiling more
than the climbing but were still rather wary when being tol d to just fall
off the rock face' by the instructors Sgt Steve Talbot and Cpl John
Rutland. But even Sig 'Knee Shakes' Hamilton and Faulkner got the
hang of it by the end of the day.

FAREWELLS
To Cpl 'Digger' Barnes on promotion to 14 Sig Regt; LCpl
'Donkey' Moon to the ' White Helmets', Cpl Mal Harriden to I Sqn,
LCpl ' Popie' Pope to 16 Sig Regt , LCpl 'N ick ' Collins to civvy street
Sig 'Daz' Paine to I Sqn and last but not least Cpl John Rutland and
his family to 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn on promotion to Sergeant,
thanks to all of you and good luck for the future.

PA THER TROOP
Ex Rubber Mallet (Iron Hammer) marked the arrival of 2Lt Tony
Picknell to the team. Also pleased to be back was SSgt ' Chappie'
Tunk , from the teaming shade of Africa. As usual the Troop tried
desperately to overcome the inevitable excitement of exerci e routine;
ome, like Cpl Robson and Sig Stevens composed songs and lost the
few friends they had by playing them. Surpri ingly Sgt Sykes failed to
find a barn for once and were it not for his stick of cam cream, he
would probably have been sacked .
Moving into the new year without Cpl Greenland and Sig Stevens
will inevitably be difficult, but the troop wish them all the best in their
future posting .

A3 (RADIO) TROOP
THE HIERARCHY

oc

Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt

f

2 Q ADRO
PER ONALITIES

oc

OC Al (Papa) Tp
OC A3 (Radio) Tp
M
QM
YofS
Fof
gt Tech
MT gts

Maj M. J. Dent MBE
Lt A.G. Ross
Lt J. S. Charnock
W02 (SSM) W. J. Kelly
SSgt (SQMS) M. S. Baron
SSgt (YofS) P. J. Stoddart
Sgt (FofS) R. M. Minton
SSgt J. M. Jamieson
Sgt K. K. Enfield
Sgt J. G. McGowan RCT

Sig ' Chippy' Chipperfield and Rick Cawthorne swimming the ' mud
pit'

Lt John Charnock
SSgt Kev Nicholls
Cpl Al Evans

UPDATE
The troop was busy participating in Ex Iron Hammer and preparing for UWls. However time was 'made' firstly for a map
reading exercise on the Lubbecke Ridge in November, a day prompted
by Sig 'Rodders' Rodwell's comment to the 2IC, 'I can't map read
sir!' It was a good day and the weather was extremely kind . The only
problem being the transport back to Herford when Sig ' Wendy'
Morrit decided to restyle the bodywork of one of SHQ Tp's four
tonner's!
EXERCISE DRIVE ON
This was a troop cross-country driving and recovery exercise held
on 30 November. There were many memorable moments during the
day but several deserve special mention. Sig •AJ' Crabbe's attempt to
re-route the competition by trying to remove an earth bank and
several trees. Sig 'Scoey' Scourfield's attempt at an emergency top,
only to find his foot was on the accelerator and that the only
alternative was to turn his landrover on its side; Sig 'Paddy' Porter
was the star of the day winning the driving competition.

SHQ TROOP
FAREWELLS
Since our last update a number of major changes have occured.
t1r ti} W02 (SSM) Brian Howe departed on promotion to 7 Sig Regt,
his farewell was marked by a Squadron Officers' and S COs' diningout held in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. An excellent
evening was enjoyed by everyone. The waiters looked particularly
good in their DPM bow ties and cam cream! We wish Brian and Sue
every happiness 'down the road' and hope they will keep in touch.
ext to leave, though only in spirit, was the SQMS, SSgt Ian Selkirk,
again a 'dining-out' but this time in a restaurant. Ian remains on held
trength until he is fully fit to return to duty after injuring his leg in
a rather unfortunate accident. We wish Ian and Elaine every success,
wherever they end up!

NUGGET OF THE MONTH
By popular acclaimation Sig 'Tim' Clemens was voted 'Troop
nugget of the month'. He excelled himself by trying to drive a three
ton GS with only three wheels and spent the afternoon dressed as a
battery to ensure the would never again possess 'dry cells' .
CONGRATULATIONS
To Cpl 'Taff Hetherington, LCpls 'Rodders' Rodwell and Jim
Lyons on their recent promotions and to Cpl Al Evans for being £200
better off in December-nice one Maj Dent!
Sig Tony Evans on the way down

RETURN Of THE 2IC
The Squadron 2IC, Capt Nick Dorrill , made an appearance in early
December following a five month sojourn in Warminster only to be
told he was to be posted to I Sqn. Rumour has it that the reason is
he need the exercise experience before he and Christine disappear off
to Canada in September 1989- ice one Nick and good luck in OSC
134! We wish them all the best and hope that Trunk odes aren't
catching!

ARRIVALS
The troop welcomes Cpl 'Oz' Lindon, LCpl Steve McGinnigle and.
Sig 'Torno' Tomlinson from I Sqn; Sig Bruce Forsyth on his return
from six months in sunny Cyprus; Cpl Phil Headland and Sig 'Shady'
Saidy from A3 Tp; Sig Neil Callow back from 3 Sqn and Sig Paul
Forster and 'Corny' Cornwell from Catterick.

ARRIVAL
Firstly all the technicians moved at the OC's whim from A 1 and A3
Tp into SHQ to give the Foreman of Signals and Staff Jamieson

CONGRATULATIONS
To Sgt Mark Rutland, LCpls Aidie Bakes, Martin Hobbs and
'Geordie' Leask on their recent promotions.
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Cpl Headland and his Section pulling the Wrecker into a pond
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FAREWELLS
We say goodbye to Cpls Andy Masterson, Phil Headland and Sig
'Shady' Saidy who have all been cross posted to Al Tp. To LCpl
Shahid' Husain who left for Bristol and civvy street, Sig 'Kilts' Kielty
off to Cyprus with 3RHA for six months, Sig Bingham off to
Colchester! and finally LCpl 'Rab' McLaughlin off to 14 Sig Regt.
3SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
OCA2

Maj Rick Barfoot
Capt Barry Williams
Lt Paul Vingoe
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OCB
SSM
SQMS
Sqn Secretary

LI Vinay Pandya
W02 John Dent
SSgl Ian Blacklaw
Mrs Shirley Dennis

The Squadron welcomes its new OC Maj Rick Barfoot and wife
Catherine. We hope they will have an enjoyable time. We say fare1".ell
to Maj Alan and Pat Jones who never tired of telli ng us that he was
posted to Cyprus. We wish him all the best. We also welcome Lt Paul
Vingo who did a straight swop with 2Lt Graham Addley who moves
to I Sqn .
BRAVO TROOP

oc

Tp SSgt

LI Vinay Pandya
SSgt John Brooks

The Troop welcomes back LCpl Parkinson and congratulates him
on his well earned promotion. He has returned from a six month U
tour in Cyprus with 417 DG . It must have been all 'under cover' work
as he has no sun tan to talk about. LCpl 'Swot' Turner did rather well
on his A2-Al Upgrading Course, as did Cpl McGregor who has
swopped his screwdriver for a pen whilst sitting his Tl Entrance and
EPC exams. LCpl 'Mucky' Greenwood passed his Det Comds
Course despite all predictions.
The Troop welcomes some new faces. Cpl Paul and AJexandra
Henderson, LCpl Mark and Susan Hurren from 30 Sig Regt, LCpl
Kevin Prince from A I Troop and last but not least Sig Craig
Penwarden straight from the sausage machine. We bid fond farewells
to Cpls Rooney, Capes, LCpls Riley and Bott who are all posted
within the Regiment.

TM TROOP
TOT
FofS
Tp SSgt

Capt Mick Woodhouse
WOI {FofS) Terry Witts
SSgt Danny Daniel

Sgt Steve Cherry re~urned from his leadership cour e intact and, as
we're led to believe, a new man!
Welcome relief to Cpls Bob Low and Ted Heath, with the end of
their detachment to the guardroom. Each is soon to be presented with
personalised Daily Occurrence Books .
Wednesday afternoons, during the winter month , in TM Tp, are
occupied by representing the Regiment in the Quadrant Cro Country League (encouraged by the OIC Cross-Country-the TOT).
Varying results are achieved, but a regular turnout whenever po sible
is the aim. Indeed, so intense is the commitment that FofS Terry Witts
has invested in a new, non-flared, track suit.
Sadly we say our goodbyes to Cpl. Baz Roberts, Jock Henderson
and LCpl Kev Peters, who leave us on posting. In the same breath,
we welcome SSgt Danny Daniels, Sgts Bob Foreshaw, Pete Furness,
LCpl D inger Bell and Tom Fyfe. Cpl Lee Warren eventually arrived
from l Sqn and is expected to do well in the cross country team!
Finally, the troop mu t pass on it's be t wishes to ig Dave
Richardson and Helen, who join the ranks of the pads.
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200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 41
We have lo ta few member of 'The Old Guard' . •o be replaced by
fre. h face~ and eager new member . Give it time . . .
O\ember wa pent in preparation for the last big inspection by the
qn OC Maj C . J . Burton before his leaving for pastures new
omewhere in 100. 'We say a sad farewell to him and his wife
Laurette and family, we ay welcome to Maj D. M. M ills and hi wife
one, who have left the pa ture of unny England for the extremely
1~e1 oue of our fair town.
Other farewell include gt Pat Gibney, and his wife Lorraine, to
14 ig Regt on well deserved promotion to Staff Sergeant. We wish
him and hi fa mily all the very be t. SSgt Jimmy Stevenson RPC is
off 100; a great talwart of squadron football, we wish him and hi
wife Angela every good fortu ne in sunny Bicester. Very many thank
for hi help with the team.
In the near futu re we wi ll be saying goodbye to SSgt Dennis Rutter
and hi wife Wendy. S gt Rutter is leaving for blea k Blandford on
promotion to V. a rrant O fficer 2 . We wish the family all the very best
and hope to ee Dennis recover completely fro m hi s recent erious
il lnes .
gt Chri Breeden RE ME has left us too, on promotion to Staff
ergeam a nd is off to sa mple t he delights of H am eln. A ll the best to
him and his wife.
Pte Guy Oxford RPC, has also left. He is o ff to sample the delights
of 'Civ Div' all the very be t. We ay hello to Sgts Jim Latimer, Ken
Wood REME, Lou Ru ell RPC, Cpl Taff Francis and LCpl Maw
REME.
December saw the unit performing its role as a crack (or cracked?)
infa nt ry company, in preparation fo r site guard . Two weeks training
attempted to sharpen up d rills practised duri ng the squadrons ' Bash
Up' exerci es in May and September . C hrist mas day wa spent
carryi ng out a ' Platoon Attack ' around the site, a fine appetiser fo r
the Christmas dinner. Thank you to Cpl Ritchie Bright and LCpl
Geordie Brown ACC fo r the excellent culina ry delights during the
exercise.

I
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Ashford, newly fledged instructor; before we knew it the training wa~
over, with no serious injuries apart from Sig Morton who tried his
hardest not to have to do the downhill. But unluckily his attempt to
break his neck, back, wrist, left leg, and ankle came to nothing and
he still had to do the downhill.
The championships started on 9 January and lasted until 18
January. The team did quite well in the race considering that thi~ was
their first season together.
Placings were:4th in the Giant Slalom
5th in the Slalom
6th in the Downhill
Nine minor units completed the events.
We did however manage to win, with the help of the Nordic team,
the combined Alpine and Nordic cup .
A thank you to Sgt Jim Latimer for the time and effort he put in
to training the team. The team is now getting ready for the Corps
Championships in April.

OP BEGGAR
Report by LCpl Nick Mowbr~·
The Scene, a dark German wood in winte1, time 0350 hrs, an armed
British patrol is moving slowly and quietly through the trees. To their
right, the orange glow from the site. To their left, the empty wood (or
i it).
Our week spent on site guard was full of such patrols and OPs from
section to platoon level. All were carried out in an operational
manner, a fact we were all fully aware of at all times.
These patrols, as well as rotating through the site and the
'infamous' towers led to a full, active, and very tiring seven days . To
cap it all, the guard was over Christmas!
However, spirits were kept high in the Squadron's usual cheery
way o the week wasn't that bad; in fact rumour has it that we've rebooked early for Christmas next year . . .
4 ARMOURED DIVISION SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS
EXERCISE PIPEDOWN XXIV
Early morning of 9 December saw the departure of the five
members of the Squadron Nordic Ski Team to Neustift, in Austria.
Neustift would be the home and training grou nd for the team for
the next 30 days, ready for Ex Pipedown XX! V.
After four weeks hard training, LCpl 'Coach' Ray T ill had trained
the four Novice skiers-Lt Meers, C pl ' D obber' T rengove, LCpl
'Gunny' Bedf ord and Sig 'Sad On' Stevens-to a championshi p
standard.
On 8 January we arrived in Galtur, the scene for the 4 Armd Div
Ski Championships.
After IO days of pure hard work, the team ended by winning the
minor units Nordic trophy along with the minor units combination
trophy (with a little help from the Alpine team).
The Nordic trophy had been won by winning the 4 x !Okm relay
4 x 7.5km biatholon and the 15km race . However we only managed
a second place behind 211 Sig Sqn in the 30km patrol race.
Overall it was an achievement that surprised us all as it was a n
unknown team, four of whom were novices.
Roll on next year . . .

ALPI NE SKI TEAM
Training for the championships took place at Neustift in A ustria.
We travelled down on 9 December and spent 30 days traini ng for the
cha mpionships.
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200 Sig Sqn No rd ic Team (winners of the 20 Armd Bde Shield for
'Best Minor Un it Military Combination') - setting out on the 30km
Patrol Race
Most of the traini ng was done on the Stuble glacier, 18km from the
guest house in which we stayed.
The weather was great down in the valley; but as soon as one went
onto the glacier 3,000m up, the wind chill factor dragged the
temperature down to about minus 25°C. When training, the odd visit
to the cafe was essential; on some days it was only possible to get two
or three runs in before having to return to the cafe. On one occasion
Sig Morton was unlucky enough to suffer from frost nip on the end
of his nose.
The team itself was very makeshift comprising:Sgt ' Jimbo ' La timer, raced before but seven years ago, C pl 'Medic'
Jeanes, one Snow Queen, LCpl ' Dobber' Bremner, one weeks skiing
only, Sig Morton , raced before but two seasons ago, Sig ' Basi'

HOCKEY TEAM
Due to commitments beyond our control, the hockey team has been
unable to play or train for some four months. However on 31 Ja nuary
a game was played against 20 Armd Bde combined RE ME team . It
was expected that the REME would wi n quite easi ly. The Squadron
assembled, with quite a few making their debut.
The score was quite unexpected:200 Sig Sqn 6-REME 2
Scorers were C pl Robson 3, Sgt Singh I , Cpl Moore l , Sig Ashford
I.
A well done goes out to Sig ' Bear' Cairns, the Squadron goalie, who
performed excellently .
The challenge is out to any interested units in the BAOR area . . .
STO P PRESS
Congratulations go out to the fo llowing members o f the Squadron
who have recently married :LCpl ' A vo' Avins to Silke, Sig ' Micky D ' Duggan to Sharon, Sig
'Scrunger' Lynch to Andrea .

211 (11 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 29
PE RSO N ALITIES

oc

2IC
OC A T p
OC B T p
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS
Sqn Clk

Maj K. J. Hadfield
Capt M. D . W . Alexander
L t R . S. Appleton
Lt I. J. Bradshaw
W02 (SSM) R. T. Fairfield
W02 (YofS) S. J. Whytock
SSgt (FofS) M . W. Thomas
SSgt (SQMS) M . A . Herbison
Sgt G . H. Pollard BE M

WIV ES CLUB ROAD SAFETY PRESE NTATION
T he Squa dron training room was recently converted into a cinema
for a Road Safety Presentation for the Wi ves Club delivered by Sgt
Paul Watson and WLCpl (now WCpl) Angie Pearce WRMP .
T he presentation covered two topics-seatbelts and drink ing and
dri ving. In the first part of the presentation the wives were shown a
video and the statistics on injuries while not wearing seat belts were
read out to them. A fter this everybody moved o utside to have a go on
the dreaded Seat Belt Convincer (honest it only goes a t 7 MPH) . Once
everyone (plu s a few passers-by) had had a go everybody went ~ack
inside for the drink drive presentation . The wives saw another video
on the legal implications o f drinking and dri ving.
At the end of the presentation everyone retired Lo the bar fo r drinks
and a buffet. (Transport was provided 10 take people home. )
COMMCEN MINDEN
The C ommcen has recently been converted Lo Trend/ 9 and i now
much easier t0 keep ' up and running'. In and out traffi c totals still
remain high and keep our two civilia n operat0rs Mrs Kathy Kocinski

and Mrs Teri Crow (a new addition to the team) busy during the day
and Sig Scott Leigh , Mark Haskins and Mick H awkins busy at night
and weekends. Sgt ' Walt ' Disney is at the helm.
SPORT
ORIENTEERING
T he Squadron Orienteering team has gone from strength to
strength . The season culminated in its achieving the distinction o f
wi nning the BAOR Royal Signals Minor Units Orienteering
Championships .
The team brushed aside some very strong opposition to win by a
handsome margin-this despite some of the regular team member
being absent. In the individual competition special mention must be
made of W02 (YofS) Steve W hytock who was placed third on the 'C'
course and LCpl Taff Evans who was runner up on the 'B' course.
CONGRATULATIONS
Sig Mark Sanders and his wife Hazel are now the proud parents of
Gary born on 18 December and W0 2 (YofS) Stephen W hytock and
his wife Hilary became parents LO Michael James on 21 December. C pl
Ralp h Hutton and Denise became the proud parents of a son, also to
be called Ralph on 12 January. Congratulations to you all!
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
The Squadron would like to extend a warm welcome to SSgt Gaz
Hartin and his wife Karen , Cpl P ete and Val Farmer, LCpl Bob and
Janet Downing and Sig Jim 'Quentin' Swain .
We also say a sad farewell to C pl Geord ie and Gwf!!.J-averick who
are posted to Berlin (again) and to LCpl D anny and Conn y Faga n and
Sig Sean Maidment who are all off to civvy street. Best wishes to you
all in your new careers.
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7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

R
BY REPORT
b) Lt I. R. Whitehall
The quad
(In no particular order . . . )
Cpl ige Roberts
Cpl John Ginty
WOI(R M) Andy Hickling
gt Kev Winkles
Lt imon Payne
Lt Dave Kenyon
LCpl Dai Bowling
fn i Peart
Cpl Tony Burton
Cpl Kenny Anderson
gt Bob Snow
Cpl i orris
LCpl Jock Campbell
Cpl Zoo Williams

WALES
On 16 September the rugby squad embarked on a two week tour of
South Wales. Over the fortnight we made 8 KAPE (keep the army in
the public eye) vi its to schools, town centres, holiday camps and
shows. In addition we played five games of rugby against local sides
which in themselves proved to be excellent KAPE events. We beat
Barry. British Steel and Pontardulais but, not surprisingly, lost to
Bridgend and Pontypool.
The weather in Wales was (and apparently alway is!) appalling. We
suffered days of torrential rain but this did not deter Beastmaster
Hickling from cramming the few hours we had to ourselves with
tortuous training schedules and marathon length runs. As a
consequence we returned to Herford flu ridden and very tired but we
knew even then that the hard games and the training would stand us
in good stead for the BAOR sea on.

LCpl Martin Tombs
Cpl Jamie AIJeyne
Cpl Kev Pettit
Cpl Ian Stollard
Sig Frank Woods
W02(FofS) Gig Plumb
Cpl Archie Fulton
Lt Ian Whitehall
Sig Bill Hayley
LCpl Greg Harwood
LCpl Stuart Leadbetter
Sgt Ched Keats
LCpl Carl Murr
LCpl Neil Furnival

WEDE
The 1988/ 89 rugby season began in style with the Squad boarding
a coach for Stockholm where we were to represent BAOR in a
celebricy tournament in aid of cancer research. The tournament was
also aimed at promoting rugby in Sweden where it is very much a
minority sport. The teams involved in the competition were the
Swedish national team, an International Select XV, the Swedish Exiles
RFC and ourselves.
We drove through the night lO Stockholm, breakfasted at
McDonald's, and located our hotel. This task took some time as every
other hotel seemed to share the name 'Scandic.' We spent a restful day
be~ore ~mending a cocktail party at the British Embassy. We were then
dnven m an Old London double decker bus owned by Lipton's Tea,
one of the tournament sponsors, to the centre of Stockholm where the
celebrations continued late into the night.
It was a tired and haggard 7 Sig Regt team that ran out on the
Saturday afternoon to face the Swedish Exiles RFC. We needed to
tart up quickly against a team which had obviously prepared well
and had been to bed early on the previous evening. We eventually won
a very hard fought game and this earned us a match against the
International Select XV on the following day.
We were not over optimistic about our chances of success against a
learn containing many capped players. Enthusiasts examining the
team photograph will be able to understand the reasons for our
trepidation. In the event we were thrashed 86-0 but considered
ourselves privileged to have played against such first class opposition.
We attended a farewell banquet after the match and then reluctantly
boarded the coach for the 18 hour trip back to Herford. We took with
us 1he memories of a wonderful trip.

return of Andy Hickl~ng who Captained the side for the rest of the
sc~son. _We had to wait over a month f~r our next cup game. During
this penod we b_eat the REME Corps 1de in a friendly game and 3
Royal Anghan m the 4 Armd Div final which eased the waiting.
Eventually we played the quarter final on 6 December followed bv the
semifinal three days later.
THE BAOR FINAL
We played 22 Sig Regt in an all-Signals final at Mansergh barracks
in Gutersloh_on 14 Decem~er. It was a typical cup final fraught with
nervous tension but we gamed the upper hand early in the game and
~espite ex.erting substa_ntial pressure, 22 Sig Regt never really looked
hke catch ing us. Late m the game we scored two quick tires to make
the game safe. Victory was a double celebration for W01 (RSM)
Hickling as Maj Gen Davies commissioned him on the sideline after
the game. It was a great relief for all to win but our sights had always
been set on the final in the UK in April and we all knew there was still
one game to go before the real celebrations could begin.
FUTURE EVENTS
We hope to spend a fortnight in England during March as a Squad
preparing for the final. Only by playing a decent level of rugby in the
UK will we. be good enough t~ win in Aldershot on 5 April 1989. And
after the fmal? Well , Ex Flymg Falcon starts on 9 April.

7 Sig Regt's first try in the BAOR final against 22 Sig Regt

11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

W02 (FofS) Gig Plumb chatting to the locals in Newport, Wales
BAOR RUGBY
Our return from Wales coincided with the arrival of our new CO.
Lt Col Hussey was keen for the Regiment to win the army cup so it
was decided to form the Fatigues and Rugby Tp in order to achieve
the aim with minimum disruption to the Squadrons. The first round
of the Army cup was on 5 October against 71 Aircraft Wksps
whom we comfortably beat. This meant a trip to Berlin for the next
successful round against I Black Watch followed by a three week wait
fo~ the next C~P. ma_tch. _During this period we had a problem finding
suitable opposition m spite of the efforts of our long suffering fixtures
secretary SSgt S. Anderson. Eventually however we obtained a
fixture against RAF(G) which we were pleased to ~in by the narrow
margin of 22-21.
Due to the strenuous efforts of WOl (RSM) Hickling and QMSI
Warburton our standards of fitness and rugby skills steadily increased
through the course of the season. The indoor assault course was
parti_c~arly ~evere and was loathed by all. On the lighter side we
participated m aerobics classes and our antics had to be seen to be
be_lie~ed. Th_
e second row and the No 8 were particularly impressive,
brmgmg their total lack of co-ordination to this delicate regime.
W02 (FofS) Plumb had taken over as manager of the rugby club
bar and shop at the start of the season and this side of the club was
now running very smoothly indeed. We had branched into club TShirts in every shade imaginable from dark blue to shocking pink .
Needless to say the backs bought pink!
We played HQ 1 BR Corps in the third round of the cup on 5
November and won convincingly. This match was notable for the

BATTLEAXE TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Lt John Vlasto
Sgt Dave Henry
Cpl Cas Castro
Cpl Eddie Edwards

challenging and hard exercise requiring all the knowledge gained in the
preceding months and maximum effort ensured a tired but verv
satisfield Troop returned to camp on the Friday. Battlecamp was
great success and a fitting climax to the field training. Many thanks
to Cpl Mick Pegg from the armoury who joined us as a section
Corporal and helped make the exerci e so worthwhile.

BATTLECAMP
Battlecamp is the culmination of much of the Junior's six months
training and as such was anticipated eagerly by some and
apprehensively by others . Perhaps the toughest part was an early
morning NBC attack with simulated casualties followed by a crash out
in CEFO and full NBC kit. This left some struggling, but a

PASS OFF PARADE
In total contrast, the following week was taken up rehearsing for
the Pass Off Parade on Friday 16 December. It went very smoothly.
The Inspecting Officer was Maj Gen C. N. Last OBE, a former Royal
Signals junior soldier. In his peech before the prizegiving he offered
much valuable advice to the new soldiers. The prize winners were:-

a

Rear Rank (Left to Right); McLaughlin, Chapman, Styring, Newton, Tomkinson. Morgan . Pickett, Garcia , Hendry, Paterson, Lythe and

Collins

Third Rank (Left to Right): Rowe, Jenkins, Slater, Mar~h, Sinclair, Smi'.h, Hughes, _Castile, Fraser, Pearce and Copp
Second Rank (left to Right): Roberts, A. M. Watson, Hunter, D1xon-Dawson, Grbben, Bank1er, P. A. Evans. Campbell , D. 0. Watson,

Rudman, G. S. Evans, Thomas , Grimes and JLCpl Bracegirdle

.

Front Rank (left to Right): JLCpl Gingell, Sig Brennan, Cpl Tranter, W02 (SSM) G. P. Bohanan , Troop OC Lt J . Vlasto, OC 3 Sqn MaJ

On tour in Sweden with some wel l known faces

s.

Aerobics

J. Smith, Sgt ·Henry, Cpls Heathcote, Edwards, JCpl Stephenson and JLCpl Shaw
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I e·tion-Cpl Ed~ards and
JI. pl Bracegirdle
J ·gt tephen on
J ig • tig' Roberts
J "ig Grime·
Educ tion Prize
ommuni ation kills
lap Reading
\lilitary Cal ulauon
Orientation for ervice
Be 1 Overall

J gt
J, ig
JSig
J ig
J ig

tephenson
Jenkin
Fraser
Rowe
Howe

f;\\ I 'T KE
Battleaxe Tp reformed again on Monday 9 Jaruary with an intake
of 50.

FARt:WELLS AND WELCOMES
We have said farewell to Cpl Tony Tranter who has moved dow n
the corridor to Ulster Tp. He ha been training junior soldiers for
even years. four of them at Ouston, and his experience i a great loss
to the Troop.
In his place we welcome Cpl Cas Castro , whose instructional
experience consi ts of colloquial Spanish- i zue?

2 TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Tp OC
Tp Sgt
Tp Cpls

Lt Nick Walker
gt Scott Sherrard /
gt Neil Coatsworth
C pl Stu Conway
Pte Plevin
Chris Hymas/ Doc Savage
John Laffey/Les Stimson

Adult Recruit Course 8808
ig Hurst
Best Recruit
Sig Cartwright
Best Shot
Sig Francis
Best Endeavour :
Friday 2 December saw 2 Troop end their nine weeks recruit
course with a Pass Off Parade. The 28 strong Troop were inspected,
together with 5 Troop, by Col C. T. Garton the Commandant of the
Army Apprentices College Harrogate. He was very complimentary on
the standard of turnout and the quality of the drill.
The highlights of the course included the second exercise, conducted
in 18in of snow, in which Sig Porg Cairney disappeared completely on
several occasions. The charity bed push was a great success raising
almost £700 which was presented to the Special Care Baby Unit at the
Friarage Hospital, Nonhallerton . Then followed an end-of-course
party.

During the course there were several changes to the Troop
permanent staff-Sgt Scott Sherrard left for 4 Troop, shortly
follo wed by Cpl Chris Hymas. Congratulations are in order to Cpl
John Laffey who left on promotion to take up the reigns of 5 Troop.
The Troop extends a warm welcome to Sgt Neil Coatsworth from 7
Sig Regt, Cpl Les Stimson transferred from 5 Troop and Cpl Joe
Savage wh9 arrived from 1.4 Sig Regt. The permanent staff, both new
and old, wish Adult Recruit Course 8808 the very best of luck in their
careers in the Corps.
3 SQUADRON IRON TROOP

PERSONALITIES
Lt A. J. Fletcher
Sgt A. J. Barry
Cpl I. Goodson
Cpl C. R. Dear
Cpl M. L. McLeish
January saw Sgt 'Stretch' Barry on his Skill-at-Arms Course which
will ensure that he works for his living when he gets back in February.
Jn the mean time Cpl 'Trip Switch' Goodson is standing in for him
and wonders sometimes if he is coming or going.
The Troop with atts and dets to Kohima and Ulster Tp, commonly
known as the ski team, deployed on Ex Snow Mercury to Tomintoul,
Scotland. Due to lack of snow they found out what else Scotland has
to offer which included good outdoor pursuits such as orienteering
(the Colonel's wife will never be the same again) hill walking, rock
climbing and abseiling.
We look forward to the last five weeks of training before we start
all over again. Such is life as the Troop Commander always says.
Congratulations to Lt Andy Fletcher and his wife Alison on the
birth of their son, Angus, on 27 December.
STROOP
PERSONALITIES
Tp OC
Tp Sgt
Tp Cpls

wot

Jones
Sgt Laffey
Cpl Swan
Cpl Crawford
Cpl Snell
Cpl Holland

Winter arrived early in Catterick , (surprise, surprise) just in time
in fact, for Recruit Course 8808's Ex Final Fling. The highlight of the
exercise was Sgt Laffey, he who must be obeyed, bogging his
landrover in up to the axles. As can be imagined, the Troop stood
around, stony faced, offering sensible advice and cursing the fact
none of them had a camera on hand .
The Troop had an excellent pass off and we wish them all the best
in their future careers. Cpl Swan (Best Section Trophy) and Cpl Snell
move on, Cpl Hornby is posted in and Cpl Strudwick has returr~ed
from Ex Long Look (New Zealand) . We look forward to welcoming
our newest future Royal Signals soldiers.

Sig Potts lost for words as Col C. T. Garton asks about the Troop
Staff

Cpl Swan receiving, Best Section Trophy yet again

Maj Gen Last plants a tree
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Col Garton, Reviewing Officer accompanied by CO, Lt Col Collyer,
Capt Harris, Parade Commander and OC 2 Troop, Lt Walker

13 Sig Regt
BFPO 42

MOROCCO BACKSTOP
13 Sig Regt expedition to the High Atlas region of Morocco.
Team composition:Capt Neal Yeoell (OIC)
Sgt Nick Ranier (JSMEL(S), 2IC)
Sgt Kev Rhodes (Medic)
Cpl Ian Evans (QM)
Cpl Steve Powell
LCpl Ian McDowall (Dog Spotter)
LCpl Colin Fraser (VM)
LCpl Rob Cheeseman (Diarist)
Cpl Chris Thompson
Sig Dave Gough (Photographer)
Morocco is traversed by the several approximately parallel chains of
the Atlas mountains from ENE to WSW . The central part of these
chains is the region known as the High Atlas wherein lay our exercise
location, a 30km long section known as the Toubkal Massif, probably
the best touring and cross-country wilderness within easy reach of
Europe. It was ideal for our purposes. Our aims were threefold; to
scale Jebel Toubkal (4,167m), the highest mountain in North Africa,
to undertake high-level trekking, and to participate in a wild dog
survey for the National Geographic Association (NGA).
The expedition commenced with us setting out from Birgelen
shortly after 0800 hrs on 12 October 1988. We arrived in Rabat 56
hours later having crossed France and Spain, ferried over the Straits
of Gibraltar from Algeciras to Ceuta and covered a considerable
length of the Moroccan Atlantic coastline. The night was spent in
Rabat to stretch very cramped limbs and rest the by now very tired
teams of drivers.
Early on 15 October, the party left for Casablanca some two hours
further down the coast. Here supplies were bought, and the
opportunity to sight-see around this famous and surprisingly
cosmopolitan city was not wasted. With LCpl Colin Fraser having
entertained the millionaire guests of the Casablanca Hyatt Hotel to his
practised 'Chopsticks' routine on the Grand Piano it was generally felt
that it was time to move on. The rest of that night was spent in a
campsite, away from all musical instruments, further down the coastal
road.
16 October was spent travelling to Imlil, a small village at the
foothills of the Toubkal Massif and an ideal base for the first two
phases. These phases incorporated rhe ascent of Jebel Toubkal the
first walking tour. Arriving in the rain we moved straight into the
CAF (Club Alpin de Francaise) hut where we prepared ourselves and
our equipment for the following day. Most had a restless night with
our thoughts focused on the mountains.
'Oh my God', and with this fearful cry from Cpl Steve Powell we
awoke to find out what the problem was. One look through the
window and all was revealed, snow had completely shrouded the
mountains . How this might alter our plans was hard to say, but we
had suitable clothing so we set out that morning as planned on the six
hour haul up to the Neltner hut at the base of Mt Toubkal (3,207m).
The fine weather of the morning soon turned to rain in the afternoon,
by which time Sig Dave Gough and Sgt Kev~n Rhodes had.swall?wed
all pride and 'sold' their loads to Berber tnbesmen, who inhabit the
mountains. Incredibly strong and fit they soon moved ahead of the
group, embarassingly so as they were only half our size. We passed t~e
last village and continued up the valley and were able to see the ram
and snow which made the narrow track quite treacherous. Eventually,
late that afternoon, a very tired party arrived at the hut for a good
.
meal and nights sleep prior to our summit attempt.
Again Cpl Steve Powell was up early but thi time offered only cne
of delight. No wonder; blue skies and an emerging sun cast a hopeful
light on our climb and by 0815 hrs we were on our way up the South
Cwm. Capt Neal Yeoell initially leading off at a StC:lldY pace ~as
replaced by Sgt Nick .Ranier after an hour. to lead the difficult secu.on
up to the head of the Cwm. Avoiding the. heavily drifted snow which
had earlier forced groups off the mountain, good progress was made
and after three hours we were at the head of the Cwm and at the
bottom of the final 500m scramble to the top. Tired from kicking
steps for two hours, Sgt Nick Ranier offered the final lead to Cpl Ian
Evans, the team mountain goat, and we were at the final ridge
approach in 20 minutes! ~gt Nick Rani~r resumed the lea~ and the
party made it to the top in 4 hrs 15 mins, a very good ume for a
European party. The ~r?UP took a quick rou~d of pictures and headed
back down again, arnving back at the hut six and a half hour after
starting off.
.
19 October and a change of plan. The track to our next locauon was
blocked due to heavily drifted snow so it was decided to head to
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meden, the . tart point for our econd trek . With thi alteration

~ dju ted the mountain programme by extending it to i. · day , still

g1 in u nine day in the mountain . V ith the weather still fine the
p n de cended to lmlil, traight o nto the transport a nd wi th one
ehide going via Marrakech (70km away) for further upplie we all
headed to 1he
F Hut at Oukaimeden . Driving through the clouds
1;h ing u 20m vi ibility made •he trip rather hazardous, but the
driver , particularly our wild do poller. LCpl Ian McDowall , who
hadn'1 een a wild chicken, both did us all proud .
The ne:t day with the cloud cleared and in bri lliant sunshine, we
began the ix day e pedition. The first two days were simple enough,
ju t pure physical effor1, then came our arrival in Setti Fatma and the
dreaded mule . It eemed such an innocuous comment from Capt
eal \"eoell 'let' take mule for a change.' ' Great idea' . we thought ,
'h'll make a plea ant change from walking uphill .' Four hour after
euing out on that morning of 22 October we arrived at the village
of Timichi quite haken. We were in agony doing the plits on their
very wide back , they terrified us by walking so close to the edge of
the narrow path overlooking 200m plus drops. At Timichi we parted
company with the mule and immediately began a steep a cent out of
the Ourika vaJiey.
Over the next three day we climbed in and out of steep-sided
valleys moving from one small Berber village to the next, and after
nine day walking, it wa a pleased group that walked into
Oukaimeden on the afternoon of 25 October. By that evening we were
in Marakech for a brief spell of R & R.
Throughout the next day we enjoyed the sights and sounds of thi
city, particularly the Medina where all the markets are to be found.
LCpl Rob Cheesemeo and Cpl Chri Thompson surpassed us all with
the amount of souvenirs they bought, but somehow we managed to
fit it all into the already packed vehicles for the long journey home.
etting out on 27 October we retraced our route across Europe
and it was just outside of Lyon that we had our first mechanical
problem. The Sherpa's engine burst into flames, three hours later with
LCpl Colin Fraser having successfully replaced all the melted rubber
piping with bits tolen from everywhere, we were on our way again.
Unfortunately the last few hundred miles had LO be done at 40mph,
but at 2000 hrs on 30 October we arrived safely back at Birgelen.
TRA S-SWITZERLAND TREK
A party from 3 Sqn 13 Sig Regt recently returned from Switzerland
having completed a trek from the borders of Liechtenstein to
Montreaux and Lake Geneva along the Alpine Pass Route. Apart
from the trekking, various elements of the group managed a trip to
the extensive caves of St Beatus (a hermit monk), a journey on
Europe's highest railway up the Jungfrau mountain, visits to Thun
and Grindelwald and the use of the very wide range of facilities laid
on by Sgt Caldicott RAF, at the Base Camp at Interlaken .
Those taking part were:W02 Kevin Mulloy-Expedition Leader
gt Steve Dorman-2IC and Treasurer
gt Des Caldicott (26 SU)-SNCO IC Base Camp
gt Neville Greevy
Cpl Guy Wesley-MT NCO
Cpl Mike Beckett (2 Sqn, 13 Sig Regl)-Trek Leader
Cpl Taff Cottle
Cpl Paul Duddy
Cpl Larry Lambert
Cpl Jim Peterken-French Translator
LCpl Geoff Couch
LCpl Paul Beeks
LCpl John McConnon
In the cour e of completing the trek along this most demanding
route the par1icipants climbed in exec s of 50,000ft and descended
ome 52,000ft before catching sight of Lake Geneva, 250km west
from the start point.
. Highlig~ts i~cluded the ascent of Hohturli (9,300ft above sea level) ,
c1rcumnav1gatmg the glacier below Blumisalp and the traverse of the
Oeschinensee valley where time appears to have stood still for millions
of}' ars. Also worthy of note is the beauty of the Bernese Oberland,
the friendli!1~s of fellow trekkers of all nationalities, and the peace
and tranquility of the upper Alpine meadows.
There was so much to see and do, hang-gliding and parachuting
eemed a commonplace activity in many a Bernese valley; whilst a
drink of mint tea in a Swiss Apline Club Mountain Hut remains a
privilege to be enjoyed by the few, and then only after the dignity of
much honest toil. S gt teve Dorman, in order LO amuse his fellow
travellers, allowed a herd of mountain goats to bite chunks out of
him, whilst Cpl Jim Pelerken, who has a good eye and nose for food
of any de cription, tracked down fresh raspberries in the middle of an
Apline wood in the French-speaking canton of Vaux, near the Col de
Jable. Everyone clearly got his just dessert!
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l to R: LCpls John McConnon and Larry Lambert don wet weather
clothing as the weather closes in
There are so many vivid memories to savour, but many of them are
summed up by the words of Psalm 66 verse 5 which are carved on a
rock high up amongst the Berne e Alps a t more or less the mid point
of the Alpine Pass Route:' Kommet her und ehet an die Werke Gottes, der o wunderbar
ist!'
'Come ye here and gaze upon the work of God, for it is
wonderful! '
No man that tands beside the rock could possibly disagree.
MOENCHENGLADBACH IMM 1988
LCpl Karen Stickland (Team Leader)
Team:
LCpl Linda Brooking
LCpl Sue Sharkey
Pte Dawn Lewis
'What are you doing on Saturday girls?' was the question asked a
week before the Moenchengladbach IMM. Saturday 10 September
saw four bright and cheerful WRAC's set off towards
Moenchengladbach to spend the day running about the countryside,
recognising armoured vehicles and aircraft, throwing grenades and
saving lives with first aid before putting their own at risk on the
assault course. They fired German pistols, skulked in the
undergrowth, did more running and P)ll their lives at risk once again
on and over a river.
They came neither first nor second but should have been awarded
a prize for 'good spirits in the face o f adversity.'

controlled chaos. qver the last few mont~s ':"e have lost, on posting,
some of the mo~e infamous characters w1thm the Troop and gained
some rather dubious new faces . O n the departures side we bid a fond
farewe ll to both our FofS WOl Stan 'The Man' Grimmitt who is off
to Northern Ireland and his partner in crime SSgt Jim • couse'
Waterson on his posting to Hong Kong (at last!) .
From Northern Ireland we welcome a new FofS, WOI Tony
McMahon and from Blandford we say hello also to our FofS, Ian
Stewart . We hope they and their famil ies enjoy their tour here.
No list of new arrivals would be complete without saying a big hello
and welcome to Andy 'dues out' Gemmell and Cpls Taff Evans, Taff
Thomas REME, Julie Holder and Paul 'Stores Accountant' Culley.
Al o, congratulations to SSgt Tom 'Uncle Tom' Delaney and Cpl Taff
Thomas on the presentation of their LS & GC medals.
On the Regimental sporting front, TM Tp has once again been
taking an active interest. Not only did we provide at least the usual
75 11/o of the HQ Sqn teams in the Colonel' s Cup competition , but
we' ve also managed to win the plate trophy in the Regimental Seven-aSide Rugby and reach the semi-finals in the Hockey and Soccer
competitions. All we need now is a Regimental Basketball tournament
so we can wheel out our secret weapon, the world's tallest TOT Maj
Bryan ' Stretch' Maltby.
One of our innovations was to organise an inter departmental sports
competition. This was welcomed by the Troop, however nobody could
have forseen the amazing transformation of our civvy element. Radio
Workshops were the unlucky team to fall victims to the Steve
Brothers; Steve Martin and Steve Bullock.
B TROOP TRAINING DAY (PRE EXERCISE}
PERSONALITIES
Lt Neil Longley
OCTp
W02 Dave Kent
OC B Watch
SSgt Dave Smy
OC 0 Watch
SSgt Steve Shannon
SSgt D Watch
Preparatory training for the Regimental Exercise started with a
bang for B Troop. An 0800 hrs start saw the 'you can't see me suits'
flood into the Gym for some intense weapon training which included
SMG, SLR and LMG. Sgt Frankie Millington showed his
instructional ability when confronted with Sig Byrnes-a master of
the SLR .
A final competition, run by SSgt Dave Smy proved that the
morning's training had been useful and Sig Firth clinched victory and
a well deserved prize. The morning could not have been complete
without the cry 'What are bayonets for?' as the Troop indulged in
some hectic bayonet training under the watchful eye of Sgt Sullivan.
With grace and vigour, and with the aid of glasses, Cpl Broome
showed that he had done it all before.
The afternoon was much more sedate, with Sgts Glen Cuthbertson
and Moye demonstrating their knowledge of voice procedure .. A
comprehensive lesson in BATCO was conducted by Lt Longley which
completed a hard but rewarding days training.
Sadly the Troop must say good-bye to some key figures who have
moved on. We wish them all the best of luck: W02 Dave Randall , Sgt
Rich Maddock and Cpl Trev Broome.

I SQUADRON
THE SOLDIER'S DINNER
After the Regi mental exercise I Sq n decided to hold an all rank
dinner. Even though most of the Squadron had gone straight from
exercise into work it was well attended by all ranks.
The dinner was held in the Regimental restaurant and, although
only consisting of a basic fish and chip menu , was excellently
presented. The CO permitted the bar to be open th rougho~t the meal
and after two days in the field the Squadron was able to enJOY a beer.
The dinner was constructive as well as enjoyable and due to the
relaxed atmosphere at the dinner, many points and ideas for future
exercises were put forward. The junior ranks had the chance to chat
and put questions to the senior ranks in a more informal manner than
usual. Many good points were raised and it is hoped that these will be
put into practice in the next exercise.
0 T ROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Front Office
A Shift Supvr
B Shift Supvr
C Shift Supvr
D Shift Supvr

Capt Les Rix
WOI (YofS) Tony Reynolds
SSgt (Y ofS) Paul Barrett
Sgt Dave Pig2ott
Sgt Peter Garside
Sgt Dougie Wrigbt
Cpl Rosco Tanner

The Troop welcomes the following new members: WOl (YofS)
Tony Reynolds, SSgt (YofS) Paul Barrett, Cpl Joy Shelmerdine,
LCpls Gioge Mitchell and Nige Goodwin.
And says farewell to: SSgt (YofS) Wilf Wedge, on promotion, to
RSRE Malvern, Sgt Cliff Knighton and LCpl Jock Ramsdale to civvie
street.
The Troop has had a busy sporting calendar over the last couple of
months. The seven-a-side football competition was played on a league
basis with the two top teams from each league going through to the
finals. The Troop team was drawn in a strong league.consisting of
RHQ, I Sqn SHQ, TM Tp, Officers' Mess and 0 Troop. All _the
games were well contested and with one win and a draw the team JU~t
missed out on making the finals. Goals for the Troop came from Sig
Gaz Shirley (top scorer), Cpl Shaun Curley, LCpl Mark Vaughan and
Mr Paul Walledge. There were also good goalkeeping performances
.
from Cpl ' Rosco' Tanner and Sig Cooper.
This year's Regimental cross country took place on a w_et and :vmdy
day over a six mile course. Troop members figured prominently m the
make up of the I Sqn teams with Cpl Shaun Curley, LCpl Mark
Vaughan and Sig Gaz Shirley running for the A team and LCpls Dave
Kirk and Mick Madden running for the B team. An excellent effort
was put in by all runners and I Sqn (A) were narrow!y beate!1 i~to 2nd
place by 3 Sqn (A). Congratulations to Capt Les Rix on wmnmg the
Veterens' event.
The Troop's hockey team put up some stirring perfon~ances but
was lacking some key players for the early matches of the mter-troop
hockey competition. Although failing to qualify there were goo~
individual performances from LCpl Carole Booth, Pte Dawn Lewis
and LCpl Ginge Mitchell .
CONGRATULATIONS
LCpl and Mrs Kirk on the birth of a daughter Kathryn . LCpl Mick
Madden on his marriage to Andrea and LCpl Clive Ireland on his
marriage to Vicky.

L to R: LCpl Linda Brooking, Pte Dawn Lewis, LCpls Karen
Stickland and Sue Sharkey

TM TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Maj Bryan Maltby
TOT
WOI Tony McMahon
FofS I
SSgt Ian Stewart
FofS 2
NCO IC Radio
SSgt Chris Skelton
SSgt Tom Delaney
NCO IC TE
Sgt Chris Ellis
NCO IC RE
Sgt Sam Coster
Tp Sgt
After a hectic few months due to the high turnover of Troop
members, life in the Troop is returning to a more acceptable level of
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14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 23

HE DQ ARTER Q ADRO N

P R ONALITIE

0
SM
MTWO
QM
HQ MT gt
nit POL/ BFG

Maj Eddie Kellett
W02 Tony Lunney
W02 Rod Pylee
S gt Norman Yarwood
Sgt Pete Waugh
Sgt Al Hunter

E ERCI E IRON HAMMER
W02 ( M) Tony Lunney managed to win the Gold Blanket Award
and Pte Phil Lowndes ACC en ured that everyone knew that he had
arrived!
gt (SQMS) Norman Yarwood pampered A2 Ech and others wi th
coffee and cream buns every a fternoon. We have never had so many
vi itors at A2 Ech before! The birthday boys on exercise were W02
(MTIVO) Rod Pylee, LCpl Baz Carmichael, Pete Casson and Sig
Gary Parkes. LCpl Pete Ca on celebrating his 21st , chose to instruct
member of A2 Ech on how to cam up the na tural way ie using mud,
while gt Dave Grans RAMC taught A2 Ech First Aid under NBC
condicion .
Capt Keith Le lie REME OC LAD et an example by getting bogged
in, and like good soldiers, Cpl Martin Bibby? LCpl Ray Russell
(Recovery Mech) and Cpl John Keith followed suit, Sgts Stu Cameron
and Fritz O' eill managed to keep their boots clean working in the
CP . WOI (ASM) Jim Mcfarlane managed to find a missing landrover
JO days afcer the exercise finished-was 5 Armd Wksp trying to sell it!
The Squadron (A2 Ech) deployed LO its initial location on 11
ovember. The first 48 hours were spent refurbishing Whisky Tp,
which was suffering from seven days in the field, in order that it could
take part in the following two weeks. Our 'Baby Foreman' SSgt Nigel
Cullen was heard to groan 'Why me?-look at my boots, they're
dirty!', on many occasions in the first week. But, what do you expect
when it's taken 14 year to get him on exercise!
We moved south for the second week. Don't believe what they say
about the weather improving as you move south. We went into heavy
downpours of rain and heavy falls of snow within 72 hours. Luckily
it cleared after three days as Maj Eddie Kellett, OC was heard
telephoning for white cam nets-who thought they were only for
decorating functions? Our new TOT, Capt Paul Cross, disappeared
to Celle on Week Two. He said he had to attend a 'meeting' but we
believe that it was for a rest as he, like FofS Nigel Cullen , has led a
very sheltered life.
Maj Kellett is rumoured to have had an enjoyable exercise breaking
in his new staff, Capt Cross, WOl (FofS) Martin, SSgt (FofS) Cullen,
WOl (ASM) Jim McFarlance, W02 (SSM) Lunney, SSgt 'Norman'
Yarwood and last, but not least, Sgt Al Hunter.
PS: Yes it is true A2 Ech were given a 'march out' inspection by the
owner of the Rittergut-no, the OC didn ' t enjoy it !

MT DEPT
DRIVI G COURSE 2188
Sgt Keith Talbot ran a very succe sful driver train ing course last
October before leaving us for sunny Cyprus. The pass rate was
100070-why wa this one so successful? I thi nk it was the last
challenge he left for his succe sor Sgt Pete Waugh.
CO's CUP
The CO' s Cup one of the big events o f our annual calender, when
HQ Sqn takes ti~e to challenge the ocher Squadrons. for .t~e ' Glory '.
This , therefore, mean t fro m the OC Sqn downwards Training for the
17 \.7 mile ba h with full kit'.
HQ Sqn entered 7 o f the 28 items that started and as usual showed
that they are good competitor , coming a close second to 1 Sqn. H Q
Sqn had three team in the fi rst places. Third was TM Tp lead by SSgt
(FofS) Nigel Cullen , fi fth SSgt Steve Watson REME and sixth MT Tp
lead by Sgt Al Hunter.
FAREWELLS
We bid a fond farewell to Sgt Keith Talbot and his wife Alison . Sgt
Talbot has been with the Regiment for five years, this and Cyprus, we
think are the only postings he has ever had . He must have a contact
in th~ Record Office. We say goodbye to Cpl Gary (PR!) Little and
his wife Louise- we hope you enjoy the U K . The PRI drivi ng school
would like its car back!

woodfine (is there no life without LOA) to 2 Div Sig Regt, S~t Kevin
Daniels on promotion to Staff Sergeant heading for 4 Di v Sig Regt,
Sgt l ain McNelly striving to become an FofS, Cpl Mark Appleby to
his Tl course, C pl Andy Forbes to 8 Sig Regt and Cpl Smalley REME
who has decided to cross the paymaster's palm with silver.
We say ' Hello' to W02 (FofS) Bob Hamilton, SSgt Mike
Laybourn, LCpl (is this another Leslie? ) Crowther, joining his brother
and Cpl Andy Wood REME.
Jt is difficult to decide whether it is ' HelJo' or 'Goodbye' to Cpl Bob
King who arrived in November (nobody's sure just when), went on a
five week education course for his EPC, joined in on the grant and
is posted to who knows where (we think records do) via Blandford in
February. We look fo rward to meeting him when he comes back in
six months time.
Novem ber/ December saw the arrival of 2Lts Malmo Tore and
Gronhaug Vlgdis from the Norwegian Army on attachment for a
specialist course. This led to many varied discussions in the rest room
at coffee break ranging from how to stop your masts freezing in the
evere cold , to what do you do for that long three month period when
it never gets light? (by the way, one was male and one was female) .
CO's CUP
The CO's Cup took the for m of a 17 \.7 mile bash in full kit with
various military stands along the way. TM Tp provided two of the
seven teams put in by HQ Sqn which were ably led by SSgt (FofS)
Cullen and SSgt Watson . The teams were the first two home for HQ

HELLOS
We welcome Sgt Pete Waugh and his wife Janet and congratulate
him on his promotion . Sgt Waugh has been posted in from TM Tp-is
he trying to break Sgt Talbot 's record? We also welcome Sgt Alan
Hunter and his wife Carol who chose to come to sunny Celle. We say
' Hello' LO Sig Paul Grimes fro m 1I Sig Regt, who has managed to fi nd
the NAAFI and show LCpl Pete Casson the way to Langeleben.
CONGRA T LA TIO NS
We congratulate Sig Gary 'Gaz' Parkes on his marriage to Pte
Michelle Collyer (28 Sig Regt , V Troop).
Also the following members of HQ Sqn on their promotion and
wish them luck for the future, Sgts Bob King, John Keith , George
Lazenby, Cpls Charlie Brown, Andy Mairs and LCpl 'Gaz' Parkes.
Maj Eddie Kellett leads the Training run for CO's Cup

QM TECH DEPT
by Sig Dave Alsop

ARRIVALS
We welcome the new Quartermaster Maj Andy Boyle and his wife
Rachel. We hope he enjoys his second tour here. Mr Robby Gypps has
moved over co us from the FATSO department to take over the
running of the R&J.
The work load has been so intense lately that RQMS W02 Pete
Woodward , hasn ' t had time to go fishing . Everyone seems to be away
at once. LCpl Murray Walker on his Pre-Det Comds, LCpl Randy
Crawford on Assistant NBC Instructors course and Sig Brian Parry
on leave. The only people left to hold the fort are LCpl Colin Rich
and Sig 'Geordie' Alsop . We also have Mr Alec McMinn , who is
trying to get everyone LO take up knitting so he can sell us wool.

SSgt (FofS)

Nige Cullen receiving Runners-up
CO's Cup from Brig T. I. M. Waugh

TM TROOP
' by W02 Bob Hamilton
PERSONALIDES

FofSI
FofS2
FofS3
FofS4
R SSgt
TE SSgt

Driving Course 21 88
Sgt 'Tally' Talbot with some of the instructors and successful
students from Regimental Driving Training Course 2188
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FIELD ST ATION LANGELEBEN
by WOl Neil Mapp
On 3 November SSgt Ted Roberts was presented with the LS & GC
by Brig H. W. R. Pike DSO, MBE Comd 22 Armd Bde .
On 24 November a combined fire service exercise was held to
practise manifold procedure under the watchful eye of the Asst Div
Fire Advisor, Mr Jaques. All went very well and concl uded with a wet
clehrief.
On 10 December WOJ Neill Mapp, W02 Pete Bull (RA Sigs), SSgt
Ted Roberts and Cpl Gary Hu kin took part in the annual Brau nschweig
Turkey Shoot. Scores on the day were excellent and Cpl Gar) Hukin
came 4th out of 460 competitors. WOl Neil Mapp achieved 12th place
(first time in 6 years ou t of the top 10), and our tame Australian has
modestly requested t hat his score is 11ot disclosed. Suffice to say that
his sparrow only weighed . . .
On 14 December the SOinC Maj Gen P . D. Alexander CB, MBE,
received a framed photograph of the Field Station during his visit to
the Regiment as compensation for not having ti me to visit us this time
round .
On 14 January a dinner was held at Langeleben, when Cpl Geoff
Glover was dined out. He has been with the Regiment for four years
and four months, three years of which have been at Field Stat~on
Langeleben. During that time his contribution has been outstanding
in and out of working hours. He is posted to Northern Ireland at the
end of February . We wish him and his wi fe , Susanne, long and happy
days together. All ranks were present at this dinner including the CO
Lt Col J . D. Stokoe MBE and the opportunity was taken to say
farewell to one of our longest servi ng Royal Air Force friends, Chief
Tech Mick Louth .
We also welcomed several guests. Some have been in the Regiment
for some time but this was their first opportunity to dine at FSL. They
were WOl (RSM) Pete Aitken, WOI (YofS) Dave Wild and both
QMs, Majs Ted Banbam and Andy Boyle (wel~ome back) .
As a representative of X-Ray Tp, SSgt Elhs Page accepted the
Langeleben Troop of the Year plaque 1988 from Lt Col John Stokoe
MBE. X-Ray Tp only narrowly beat Whisky Tp in the league for the
most consistent effort by an EW Tp .

1 SQUADRON-SHQ TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Capt Lugg
Lt Lawrence
21C
W02 Metcalfe
SSM
SSgt Taylor
SQMS
SSgt Little
YofS
SSgt Page
YofS (Apprentice)
Sgt Penn
MT Sgt
Cpl Kelly
MT Heroes
LCpl Proctor
Cpl Walsh
Radio Heroes
LCpl Greenway
LCpl Taylor
Sig Warren
Cpl Joyce
SQMS' Slave

oc

FAREWELLS
We have seen a few departures recently and more are to follow . We
bid farewell to Sgt Brian Donegan, who has taken his talents down
South to the Falkland Islands for a short period before moving on to
the Army Apprentices College . We wish him all the best. Sig Ian Bain
has left us for 8 Sig Regt on his B 1 upgrading. From there he will go
to 2 Inf Di v and Sig Regt. We wish him and his wife Chris a fond
farewell.

oc

Sqn, with an incredible third and fifth in the Regiment, allowing the
Squadron to be runners up in the overall competition .

Capt (TOT) P. G. Cross
WOI P. Martin
WOl D. Wild
W02 R. Hamilton
SSgt N. Cullen
SSgt M. Holland
SSgt R. Woodfine

Since Ex Iron Hammer the Regiment has had a fairly quiet time and
was able to concentrate on 'in house training ' such as the CO' s Cup.
This put a tremendous strain on the resources of TM Tp, whose
maintenance programme was geared to take place between exercises.
With such a large group we inevitably have a large turn over and
this period has been no exception. We say a fond farewell to SSgt Dick
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Over the last couple of months SHQ has lost some personnel of rare
'quality', all will be missed, some more than others. Maj Huds~n
departed to pilot a desk at MOD. Sgt (now SSgt) Duncan Hall, did
a runner to 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. And last, in more ways than
one, Sig 'Cyclops' Norton, has gone to hire videos at 238 (Londo~)
Sig Sqn . We wish them well, and hope to see the~ posted back here m
the not-too-distant future. To pre-empt the occas10n, we say our fond
farewells to Cpl 'Wally' Walsh, who is due to be posted soon to 2 Inf
Div and Sig Regt. Good luck, and thanks .
Recent arrivals include Sgt Penn, who has a hard act to follow;
we're sure he'll do well. Also 'Jaws', who is welcomed to the Troop,
and has longer LO do here than any of the rest of us!
WHISKY TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
Tp SSgts
Tp Sgts

Sig Logan receiving his medal from Brig T. I. M. Waugh

2Lt Mutter
W02 Jock Douglas
SSgt Tam Mailey
SSgt D ve Morrison
Sgt Nick Cable
Sgt Co n Cape
Sgt Chez Mullins

Ex Narrow Gorge proved to be a good warm up fo~ Ex Iron
Hammer. LCpl Kev Jones and Sig Steve Tucker ~xpenenc~d all
manner of wildlife including wild dogs, Grunny pigs and lizards
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th!! three '" · , but chey enjoyed generou refre hmenc from
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olonel' Cup wa h Id during the fir t week of December and
on ratulation · are e tended to the 1 Sqn team that won so
c mincing!)'. The vi torious team in luded four member of Whisky
Tp, \\ho were; Cpl Craig hrh es, Phil Booth, Bob Ackland-Snow
and LCpl Ted Whichelo.
adly we mu t ay goodbye to Cpl 'Ernie' Wise a veteran of the
troop, who leaves u for ivvy sm;.: and university. Also goodbye to
L pl Dan Bronniman and wi h him all tl1e best at 264 Sig Sqn.
Farewell to Lt Ian Lawrence, who will be sadly mis~oo as he was an
in piration 10 all. With the new year came a new Troop OC and we
all welcome 2Lt Mutter to the best troop in the Regiment.
J TROOP I QUADRON
E. Iron Hammer was both an arduous and a trying exercise fo r J
Troop. The weather contributed towards making the exercise ardous
and the experience of the new Troop OC 2Lt Forrest and Troop Sgt
tev Barnes at times made life a little trying for tlle more experienced
member of the troop!
Mo t of December was spent repairing the damage done during Ex
Iron Hammer though the troop did manage to sneak some time off
in order to compete in the CO's Cup. All the troop competed well and
their fine contribution assisted I Sqn's overall victory.
Sadly we have had to say farewell to three much loved members of
the troop, Cpl Nick Turner who is going to teach recruits at 8 Sig
Regt, Cpl Ted James who decided he wanted a bit of the quiet life in
York and LCpl Phil Duff who wa dragged away to 3 Armd Di HQ
and Sig Regt. We would like to welcome LCpl Rab McLaughlin.
The troop would also like to congratulate Sig Maggs and his wife
Julie on the arrival of baby Lee on JO November.
X-RAY TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
Tp 21C and avigator
OF Reece
Int Supremo
Admin
Tp Mascot

Capt Simon Purser (who's be?)
W02 Peter Bull RA Signals
SSgt Ellis Page
SSgt Bob Thompson
SSgt Mick Foster
LCpl R2 Williamson

There are those who might suggest that the Troop is top-heavy. One
_glance at the cast list above will surely persuade the cynic that, if
anything, we are short of bosses. For example, less than half the
Troop recognised the OC when he returned from his latest jaunt, er,
course. He has, of course, picked up the reins exactly where he left
them . . .
W02 Pete Bull has continued his German language training and will
soon be as incomprehensible in the local language as he is in English.
A number of impromptu parties at his MQ have led to his wife, Mrs
Jen Bull, banning all members of the Troop from her house without
an invitation.
The regular reader of these pages will recall our saying farewell co
LCpl Jonathon Wood in tlle last issue. Unexpectedly, we find
ourselves saying 'hello' to him again. Other arrivals include Cpl Chas
Gilmartin-who left here almost exactly three years ago, shrieking 'I
shall not return!' The Troop says 'hello there' to Chas . . . Welcome
also, to Sig Lund.
A fair number of notable departures have taken place: By the time
this goes to Press, we shall have said goodbye to LCpl Steve 'Duck'
Evans our redoubtable powerman, Cpl Mark Ozmen, soon to be the
best brickie in the North-West (and incidentally depriving Sgt Gary
Melding of his right-hand man), Cpl 'Sting' Ray, off to try the water
in Civdiv and a computer repairman, Cpl (now Sgt) Mark Jordan (our
lo is R Troop's gain), Sgt Henrik Kiertzner (rebadging to Muppet)
and LCpl Jonathon Wood . . . unless he comes back again, of
cour~e.

The Troop would also like to show their appreciation fo r SSgt Ellis
Page's recent star performance as Squadron Yeoman. There are those
who implied that he could clear the Yeoman's weekly work load over
a cup of coffee in half an hour and says more about Yo-people than
about .ms.
It is also rumoured that Ellis knows a little something why Ex Iron
Hammer was so called. The SSM, W02 Mal Metcalfe is still
chuckling about the incident with the sledge-hammer, the ca~-net and
the casualty ward . . .
TOP PRESS
It now tl;'rns out that Capt Simon Purser is, in fact, the same person
as the Lt 1mon Purser who some of us remember as commanding the
Troop early last year. _Congratul_ations on the promotion and good
luck m ~en~a. Or Brazil. Or Thailand. Or wherever this year's jaunt,
or exercise 1s.

EXERCISE GONE BUSH 24-29 OCTOBER
The aim of the exerci e was to educate the 'Rear Combat Zone'
(well 13 Sig Regt) in tactical EW .
The troop et off early on Monday 24 October. After eigh t hours
driving arrived at Mercury Bks 13 ig Regt, to a rapturous applause
of the guard and a damp SSgt Mick Foster, who guided us to our
demo area.
We were accommodated in the Golf Pavilion in preference to tents
on the golf course!
Tuesday and Wednesday were devoted to demos for members of 13
Sig Regt which went very well. A keen interest being shown by all who
came to see the troop 'In Action'. The dark hours and the bars in the
area never had it so good.
On Thursday the troop wa given a guided tour of 13 Sig Regt and
a game of hockey was arranged against tlle all conquering 13 Sig Regt
hockey team. With the boys from tlle 'Black and Green' stuff drawing
2-2 with brilliant goals from LCpl Mark Smith and Sig Rob
Atherton to the delight of the crowd.
After a 'Quick Party' on the Thursday evening we got our heads
down and set off on the drive back to Celle. Witll waves from
everyone at 13 Sig Regt and a sob from the bar staff.

?SQUADRON
SHQ PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
SSM
SQMS
YofS
MT NCO
Sqn Clk

Maj John Steed
Capt Stewart Sharman
W02 Phil Rumsey BEM
SSgt Barry Spiers
SSgt (YofS) Dave Thomas
Sgt Jeoff Backhouse
Sig Jason Ward

YANKEE TROOP
We have had a few farewell pre entations, not least our OC Lt
Whyte who was sent on his way with little more than a smile. We also
said a fond farewell to Sgt Farmer Vaughan after his second tour
within the Regiment (and he loved every minute). Sig Cartmell also
left for a better life and took his sleeping bag with him much to the
displeasure of Cpl Mick Main.
As well a the return of our SSgt Bob Smith from his six month's
holiday in New Zealand (of which he hasn't yet stopped talking), we
must also welcome our two new arrivals to the Troop LCpls 'Ozzy'
Osborn and Pickering.
The Troop entered three teams for the CO's cup with a fair amount
of success and a lot more blisters as Cpl Andy Chubb was quick to
point out.
KILO TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Sgt
Cpl

WOI Tom Hardingbam
Sgt 'Strings' Stringer
Cpl Dave George

The 15 Yi mile egimental March and Shoot Competition lay before
us, compliments of the CO. Team selection consisted of an 8 mile tab
in full CEFO in I hour, fortunately for K Troop the eight men who
applied did very well, because they were the only eight men we had
spare anyway (after other duty commitments). After NBC and First
Aid and weighing and checking equipment we were given the best
possible (by the Troop OC WOI Hardingham) motivation. (He
threatened us with a transfer to Newcastle Utd Football Club first
te~. if we failed to do well). After a sleepless night (I mean a joke's
a JOke but Newcastle Utd!), we paraded the next morning at the start
point at 0900 hrs raring to go. The march went very well gaining good
results in First Aid and NBC but we could have done better with a
good command task (done in the dark) and ranges (done with
wc:apons at the firing point which were not zeroed to any particular
team). This coupled with two bookings for speeding and jumping a
red light marching through Winsen could have put off a lesser team.
However we managed a very creditable second place against a I Sqn
team, with which we were very pleased, as it gave a good indication
of troop training standards achieved over 1988. As a reward we were
each given a silver medal.
W02 Phill Rumsey BEM was awarded the LS & GC in December in
recognition of 15 years service. Congratulations and well done Sir!
Congratulations to the following on well earned promotions, LCpl
Laverick to Corporal, Sig Logan to Lance Corporal. Well done lads.
Hatches: LCpl Hoppy and Karen Hopwood a bouncing boy.
Matches: Late hockey result Y Troop 8 Kilo Bassats 2.
Dispatches farewells to LCpl Berry off (poached) to Y Troop Cpls
Traynor and Wilkinson-both to 7 Sig Regt. Best of luck Jim, Scouse
and Pete and many thanks for all your efforts.

sucn

3SQUADRON
PERSON A LITIES

oc

21C
SSM
YofS
0 Def
OCR Tp
OC 0 T p
OC P T p
OC ZTp

Maj l,ance Byrne
Capt Adrian Campbell Black
W02 Rick Logan
W02 Kevin Doyle
Capt Carl Storey
Capt George Prideaux
Lt Andy White
Lt Richard Lapslie
SSgt Mick Halford

POSTINGS IN
LCpls Clark, McKillop, Sig Prince, C pl Dyson, LCpl Burns and Sig
Smith 601.
PO TINGS OUT
Cpl Moloney to 30 Sig Regt, Cpl Hope to Northern Ireland, LCpl
Gibb to I Inf Bde, LCpl Duncan to 3 Inf Bde and LCpl McKinnon
to 9 Sig Regt.
GENERAL
Another couple of month s where mo t of the officers managed
sporting activities. Capt Campbell-Black led the Regimental Nordic
Ski Team and with him went the following, Cpls Davies, Gorton,
Booth, LCpls McCaughey, Scotson and Sig Nesbitt. Capt CampbellBlack, LCpl Scotson and Sig Nesbitt were the three Squadron
representatives.
Meanwhile back in the Regiment the Squadron did not win the
Colonel's Cup. The Squadron's best team tried hard and had a very
re pectable time. They included LCpls Lee Penketb, Viv Prior, Sig
Wright, Lammas, Kev Hale, Cpl Taff Allen, LCpl Roy Dowinton and
Sig Taylor.
The Squadron helped to provide a rowdy crowd for the 2 R Anglian
Regt training. Only five members of the Squadron were used but they
did their best to cause 'The Poachers' some bother.
January was a quiet period for the Squadron and with R Troop
joining the Squadron it meant a lot of the work was in sorting out
their movement and integration.

ORIENTEERING
SS
For the second year running the Regimental Orienteering team ha.
won the Royal Signals (BAOR) Major Unit Champion hips. This year
the event was held in the Elmptcr Wald opposite RAF Bruggen on
15/16 October 1988. On the Day 2 Relay event, the team won by a
convincing margin over its nearest rival, 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt. The strength of the team wa in its size and in the experience it
has built up during 1988, a week-long training camp in Denmark in
March and participation in a dozen or so events during the year. The
team were runners up in the I Armd Div Championship in April and
seventh in the BAOR Championships in May. With new talent
recently posted in, it is hoped that it will provide a serious challenge
to the Royal Artillery this year. Prizes were presented by Maj Gen P.
R. Davies, Comd Comms BAOR.
Sgt Backbouse has been chosen to run for the Royal Signals BAOR
team.

Maj Gen P. R. Davies with LCpl Fee holding the Major Unit
Orienteering Trophy

PRESENTATIONS
On a sunny, fresh November morning the Regiment formed up on
the Square as Brig H. W.R. Pike DSO, MBE Commander 22 Arrnd
Bde presented eight LS & GC Medals to members of the Regiment.
Before the presentation Brig Pike inspected the ceremonial barrack
guard under the watchful eye of Sgt Soward .
The medal recipients were: WOI S. M. Henderson BEM, W02s K.
J. Doyle, J. T. Black, SSgts E .W. M. Roberts, S. B. Watson, Sgt K.
J. Daniel, Cpls P. Brett and P. I. Foster. Brig Pike also presented, on
behalf of Maj Gen R. H. Swinburn GOC 1 Armd Div, a GOC's
commendation to Mr Paddy O'Flanagan who has recently retired
from the Regiment QM Dept. BAOR Golf Colours to SSgt Marshall
and Sig Bain were also awarded .

Back Row L to R: Maj Rumford, Lt Dakin, Sgt Backhouse, Lt Col
Stokoe, W02 Douglas and Cpl Kelly

Front Row L to R: SSgt (YofS) Little, W02 Martin, Cpl Baillie,
LCpls Whichelo and Fee

Absent: W02 (SSM) Logan

Brig H. W . R. Pike inspects ceremonial Barrack Guard
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CHARLIE TROOP
PERSONALITIES
OCTp
RR Sgt
Exchange Supvr
MT NCO IC

16 Sig Regt
BFPO 35
ER I E GRIZZL\' BACK TOP
On unday I September 198 , eight member of 16 Sig Regt et out
on the trip of a lifetime. They were embarking on an adventurous
training e. pedition in the Canadian Rock y 1ountain for a four week
period .
The aim of the e: pediuon a to improve the confidence and
leader hip qualities of the oldier in terrain not found in central
Europe. The expedition was split into four ph? es, incorporating
tre king with pack through Banff ationaJ Park, Mt Robson
t'rO\mc1al Park and Mt As iniboine Provincial Park. The team also
e perienced Hore trekking in Ja per National Park .
fter a couple of admini trative days in Calgary, the team moved
bv hired minibu to Lake Louise in the heart of the Rockies. Whilst
iaying at a camping ground the team trekked around the picturesque
Lake Loui e, and visited the famou Chateau ituated by the la keside.
Th fir ·t pha e wa spent orch of Lake Louise in Bow hut, a small
mountaineer ·' cabin located on the edge of Wapta Glacier at 8,200ft.
The trek to the hut was snowy, rocky and hard going a the team
followed Bo\\ River upwards. The weather was appalling with strong
wind and blizzard on the fir t full day in the hut. There wa a break,
however, which allowed the team to climb on to an exposed rocky
outcrop above the hut. With the wind driving hard , and at times near
white out conditions, the team till managed to pose for a few quick
photographs.
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The final phase by Lake Magog, with Mt Assiniboine dominating
the background. The team LCpl Pete Lagden , Sig ' Jonno'
Johnson, Lt Adrian 'The Boss' Clewlow , Cpls Andy Townsend
Stevie Barr, 'Shuggy' Cowan, Cpl Nick Bell and Sig 'Toby:
Fernbank
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.. ..

Lt Mandy Tindall
gt Norrie Allan
F gt Lenny Weetch
Cpl Paddy Hodge

On Monday 16 January 1 Sqn, 16 Sig Regt officially announced the
formation of its new troop, Charlie Tp, the Troop, commanded by Lt
Mandy Tindall, was established as a result of increased Ptarmigan
assets. The JHQ Telephone Exchange, supervised by an RAF FSgt,
FSgt Lenny Weetch, used to be known as X-Ray Tp. This troop has
now been disbanded and incorporated into Charlie Tp, along with the
Squadron MT and a new section consisting of 6 Radio Relay Dets.
We welcome some recent arrivals to the Exchange, Cpl Claire
Mutter, Ptes Linda Lawrence, Mar~aret Thomson and Trudy Yule
who are all WRAC Switch Board Operators.
Sgt Norrie Allan , the new Radio Relay Troop Sergeant, joins us
from 21 Sig Regt-we welcome him and his wife, Anne. ln no
particular order welcome also to the following operators, Cpl Bob
Gregory and his wife Jaqueline, LCpls Neil Clarke and Tony Hu sey
(have you learnt which antennas are on the Tower yet?) and Sig Dave
Garsed, Steve Pengelly, Carl Tucker and Torno Thomson.
MT, until now run from SHQ by two WRAC Drivers, LCpl Sandy
Borrowdale and Pte Liz Swan, moves over to C Troop and is
increased in size. Newcomers are Cpl Paddy Hodge and his wife
Hilary and LCpl Bruce Findlay-we congratulate him and his wife
Lyn on the recent birth of their first child, Nicola.
Farewells go to Sgt Elaine Hunter (Swbd Op) who left us to go to
242 Sig Sqn in Edinburgh-good luck to her and her ' househusband'
William and to Pie Sarah Gibson who leaves us for Northern Ireland.
Northern Ireland .
The Orderly Room has recently been given a facelift after the Chief
Clerk, Cpl Jo Green persuaded LCpl Malcolm Brookes to demolish
the counter, much to the annoyance of the SQMS, and replace it with
a smaller one-I must say it looks rather good! A new personality
has also appeared, Sgt Gill Cro s joins us from Guildford to fill the
vacancy of Admin Sergeant-welcome to I Sqn GiJJ.

And now for the latest winter styles from the QM's dept! The
team above Bow Hut, Banff National Park
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At the end of the first three day phase, the team was expecting some
awful weather. The next port of call was Jasper, a town to the orth
of the Rockies, for an admin day. With provisions restocked, the team
embarked on phase two in Mt Robson Provincial Park. Mt Robson
i the highest peak in the Rockies standing at 3,954m. Due to climatic
conditions, the peak is only visible for approximately 30 days a year.
Consequently, the general feeling was of cautious optimism to view
the summit. The trek to the foot of the mountain took two days
climbing up the valley and with worsening weather conditions the
part} was becoming a little disappointed.
On the third day though the clouds cleared allowing a rare and
beautiful view of Mt Robson . It was an awesome sight and a most
memorable view. To the left of Mt Robson stood Mt Rearguard, so
now with some good weather the team attempted to climb the peak.
Unfon"nately time was too short to reach the summit, so the group
had to turn back. The team took a different route down the mountain
which included a 30m descent of a slate rockface with packs on'.
Clinging like limpets to the rock, everyone safely reached Berg Lake
at the foot of Mt Robson. Despite icebergs floating in the lake Cpl
' hugg) ' Cowan could not resist the urge to dive into the freezing
water.
Descending Mt Robson, through the Val ley of A Thousand Falls,
there was a feeling of satisfaction in having experienced something
that many mountaineers never achieve.
150

The third phase took the weight off the legs, as the team grasped
their reins and mounted their trusty steeds. The location was
Timberland Guides and Packers in Jasper National Park. Trying to
find the ranch where the team was to stay took one and a half hours
driving down tracks more suited to tanks. On arrival the team was met
by two cowboys, Doc and Fred. Although horse trekking was not
everyone's cup of tea ('cup of hot steaming coffee' would be more
appropriate here), everyone thoroughly enjoyed the break from
civilisation. The four days took the team up into the surrounding hills,
across fast flowing rivers but also deep into memories of John Wayne
movies. Despite Lt Adrian Clewlow biting the dust riding bareback,
LCpl Pete Lagden looking as if he was riding a camel and Cpl Stevie
Barr turning into a cowboy, the team was sad to leave.
Throughout the expedition regular contact was made with BATU
Nordegg, the nearest Army unit to the Rockies. It was through
ordegg that we received the unwelcome news that the flight home
had been brought forward three days. A few plans were changed, and
the team headed South to Banff for an administrative day before
entering Mt Assiniboine Provincial Park.
The final phase was even more spectacular than any so far. The
weather had not changed since the first sunny day on Mt Robson, so
by now the team was accustomed to the Indian summer temperatures.
The trek up to the foot of Mt Assin iboine by Lake Mogog took two
djlyS. With temperatures at between 28°C and 30°C during the day the
going was hard. The climb through Assiniboine Pass brought us into
British Columbia and our first sight of Mt Assiniboine, described as
the Matterhorn of the Rockies.
The route was supposed to take the team through Wonder Pass,
however, because two bears were feeding on an elk carcass the area
had been placed out of bounds. Instead, the team descended via Og
Pass, North of Assiniboine Pass.
Everyone was sad to be leaving the Rockies, many knowing that
they may not return. However, the views and experiences will never be
forgotten.
Everyone agreed that three weeks in the mountains was not Jong
enough, but the aims had been achieved and the expedition had been
successful.
All that was left was two days R & R in Calgary . . .

The magnificent eight (shouldn't that be seven?) Jasper National
Park

lSQUADRON
SHQ
PERSONALITIES
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AO
SSM
SQMS
Trg SNCO
Admin Sgt

Maj Elaine Newnham
Lt Mandy Tindall
W02 (SSM) Sheila Poklekow ki
SSgt Lenny Mills
SSgt Helen Telford
Sgt Gill Cross

The coming of the New Year saw the new OC Sqn, Maj Elaine
Newnham, well settled in her somewhat 'putrid' office. However.
never fear, the SQMS, SSgt Lenny Mills took things in hand, along
with his trusty storeman, LCpl Malcolm Brookes, and a junior PSA
'sniffer' was duly invited to come and 'sniff'. The next morning aw
a senior PSA 'sniffer' creeping around the office-is it the carpet,
the curtains, or perhaps the walls? A final decision has yet to be
reached but we have been reliably informed that the smell will soon
be no more.
The Admin Offr, Lt Mandy Tindall, started the new year by double
hatting in her new permanent role as QC Charlie Tp. Her recent claim
to fame was being seen by millions (well perhaps thousands) on SSVC
Television winning the WRAC BAOR Cross-Country Championships
held at JHQ.
W02 (SSM) Sheila Poklekowski-try pronouncing that when
you've had a few drinks-recently accompanied the 16/28 Sig Regt
WRAC Netball Team to Berlin. Congratulations to all the girls who
took part-apparently the night life was good too!
Last but no means least is SSgt Helen Telford, our Trg ~NCO, who
keeps disappearing to UK to train with the WRAC hootmg Teamgood luck in your forthcoming events.

Lt Mandy Tindall receiving her trophy from Comd (British) RCZ,
Brig P. I. Palmer

3SQUADRON
ALPHA TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Tp OC
Tp Sgt

2Lt Bryan Alderson
Sgt John ' Mojo' Lewis

Alpha Tp has recently reformed from an HF Radio Tp into a Trunk
ode Tp. To help us carry out our new role, we have a few RTg and
three RR Op with us. We also have a ode Command and two power
veh icles. After working flat-out to prepare our RR vehicles, we then
'lost' to I Sqn .
On hearing that a CO's Day was planned for the Squadron, the OC
2Lt Bryan Alderson immediately applied for a basic German course,
conveniently missing the Squadron Militiary Training Week a well.
, 51
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it
the fir t CO' Day ince Lt Col Harper' arrival nobody
n quite \\ hat to exp«t . An encouraging tart was made when he
-an lied the quadro11 Parade. However, the Troop was soon
br ugh t do\\ n to earth when the RTg were ent on a skill test.
\ hil t the re t of the quadron wa running around the a a ult
cour. e, wimming pool and other ' interesting' areas of camp, o~r ver~
own ver ion of Stock, Aitken and Waterman lead by Sgt John Mojo
Lewi wa tasked to ompose a song for the day. Sung to t~e t~ne
(\\ell almo t) of 'What a wonder f•: l world ', it went omethmg h ke
thi :
Thank you for a wonderful day
We've cleaned the block , wept the:- streets

The offices are done, Oh how neat
0 thank vou for a wonderful day
The day started well, cancelled the parade
We all thought we'd got it made
0 thank you for a wonderful day
Alpha had forse send and receive
Delta had Decon with BC
0 thank you for a wonderful day
Fox obliged the RSM, with a kit check in the Qym
Golf had a route card to show us the way
16 to 28 in less than a day
0 thank you for a wonderful day
The fitne teams tests have now taken place
now we know who won the race
The day i well on, Oh what pain, we're really thankful it didn' t
rain
and I said to myself what a wonderful day:
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We would like co welcome the following to the Troop: Cpl Steve
Milburn all the way from Delta Tp, Cpl Brian Nevols ex Golf Tp, Cpl
Miie Wheater from 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Ian Pope from 4 Div and Sig
' Godder 'God frey straight from the factory. Hope you all enjoy your
stay.
Farewell and good luck to Cpl 'Stumpy ' Cullen to spend his last six
months in Berlin, Cpl Dave Purver HQ Sqn, LCpls Tony Hussey
and Olly Oldroyd both 1 Sqn, Sig Nobby Clarke to civvie street, Sig
Ferguson to 2 Div and last but not least Sig Green to 633 Sig Tp.
DELTA TROOP
PER ONALITIES
Tp OC
Tp SSgt
Tech SSgt
RR

Lt M. (Prince Regent) Prodger
D. H . (Giz your Troop Funds)
Lawrence
A. (Giz a course) Geddes
Sgt S. Ludlam

Delta Tp finished 1988 by winning the coveted Leicester Trophy
Competition. This is a competition in which a team from every troop
in the Regiment competes at various sports, football, rugby, tug-ofwar, hockey etc. As this is Delta Tp's first year in the Regiment it
shows the enthusiasm and spirit of every member.
Between exercises and inspections the Troop did have a Summer
Camp in which everyone cycled from Krefeld to Hamburg with
various stop off/fall off points en route. The Troop OC found the
cycling particularly difficult so he pretended to hurt his knee and had
to be casevaced.
FAREWELLS
To: Cpl Steve Milburn, LCpls Tony Hussey, 'Olli' Oldroyd, Sgt
!even Beswick and Sig Peter Durrant.
BIRTHS
To: Cpl and Mrs Johnstone-a baby girl.
FOXTROT TROOP
CO' DAY
The new CO, Lt Col Chris Harper, had definitely got a different
approach to his Day. F Troop depleted by last minute changes in leave
passes managed to parade 17 people for the first of many surprises.
Five minc.tes before a full parade on the square was due, it was
cancelled . The OC Troop Capt Chris Richards was then seen hot
footing it to the CO's Office for orders.
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After man} cups of coffee and several cigarettes the Troops where
set to task. Full SOP 701 che'-k in the Gym with the RSM . No
problem. Ever~· colour cotton but green was found. 'Housewives' will
never be the , amc again.
. .
Our next task was setting a snap VCP. Anyone who has v1s1 ted
Bradbury Barracks will know, it is no ea y task getting into camp the
orthodox way. We captured the leader of the local Hells Angels, SSgt
John Allen and the CO's wife. The VCP was closed down , to allow
enough time for combined a sault course competition and for one or
two unlucky teams to auempt a river cro sing over the swimming
pool. The troops were all mixed together for the e activities. One of
the more memorable statements of the day came from our OC. He
was heard to say as he sank up to his neck in the pool 'This is the best
way, we're not changing it, Glug! Glug!'.
EXERCISE HIGH TIDE
T he Squadron was split into two platoon type T runk Nodes (less
veh icles) and then into three ections each. T he exercise was conducted
in three phases over the period 23-27 January.
P ha e I consisted of a number of Military Training Stands.
Phase 2 was conducted by the JNCOs, who taught anti ambush ,
wood clearance and an IS Exerci e.
In Pha e 3 we put into action all that we had been taught over the
previous two days. We spent two days and two nights dug in around
a simulated T run k Node consisting of two 4 ton trucks . Two attacks
by Gazelle and one by a Puma Helicopter tested our anti aircraft
drills. After several gound attacks mounted against us by the Admin
group we practised Tactical Withdrawal at 0700 hrs Friday morning
to a rest area. The whole exercise fi nished with a 14.5km march back
into camp and a weekend off. Thanks Sergeant Major- Good week!
WELCOME
To: Cpl Rick Greenland, Sig Taff Pengelly and Bary Garsed .
FAREWELL
To: SSgt Chris Parry-Davies.
GOLF TROOP
A REPORT ON CO' s DAY
by Cpl Fegan
For the benefit of all those unfortunate people who have not yet had
the pleasure of participating in one of 16 Sig Regt's CO' s Days let me
explain: Every six months (or so) tRe CO stages an in-depth look at
each of his Squadrons in turn . The honour of being the first to display
their undoubted talents since Lt Col Harper arrived were the
illustrious 3 Sqn. Obviously it was planned to show how it should
be done or not done, as the case may be.
The day consisted of the personnel of the Squadron being tasked
with various objectives. Golf Tp was given two tasks.
First the whole troop had the opportunity of presenting our globe
trotting vehicles to the LAD who smiled as they tore our mobile homes
to shreds. Cpls Gerry Fegan and 'Grommet!' Owen were delighted
to find themselves in the company of two of our Commcen girls, Ptes
Sharon Neilsen and Sarah Crossland . Whilst LAD did their worst Sgts
Pete Cornes and Turfrey laboured over their task of writing a route
card for the phenomenal distance between 16 Sig Regt and 28 Sig
Regt.
ASSAULT COURSE AND COMMAND TASK
Secondly the troop was divided into two groups with the first half
joining half of the rest of the Squadron on the Assault Course. A well
done to Sgt Glynis Blight and Pte Donna Muir, for their efforts on
the walls.
Talking of walls, someone must tell SSM McCaffery you don't go
through them. The Command Task turned out to be a river crossing
over the outdoor swimming pool. Very nice in the middle of January.
This was evidently the place to be, where the solution to the problem
entai)ed stripping off and swimming across. Sgt 'Mal' Turfrey decided
to keep most of his clothes on and soon discovered you can't swim
very far in boots. Glug Glug!
2Lt Ward, on attachment to us for the day, deserves a special
mention for her quick thinking when she reached the other side.
FOOTNOTE
Capt Richards please note, river crossings are not designed to be
done under water on rope bridges.
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THE NIGHT THE EAGLE LANDED
by SSgt C. B. Strefford
Eddy 'The Eagle' Edward paid a fl yi ng visit to the RCZ Ski Hut No
43 at Wertach in southern Germany during the Families Christm as
Snow Queen.
It all came about when the families on the course decided to attend
the International Ski jumping event at Obersdorf on 30 December to
give Eddy a lot of noisy moral support.
The day was arranged by the Hut Commander Capt Duncan
McCallister and the Chief Ski Instructor Cpl Nobby Clark and if you
have ever been to such an event you will know that the atmosphere
was electric all day and there were lots of other attractions ranging
from Marching Bavarian bands to Para gliding and hot air balloon
demonstrations.
The day however was topped off nicely when Mr Taff Aldred and
his wife Annette and a few others bumped into Eddy whilst autograph
hunting and got chatting about ' things snowy' .
He (quite unprompted) was kind enough to donate an autographed
practice helmet to Taff's collection which made his day and then Eddy
promised to pop into the ski hut later on his way to a Hotel in
Garmisch Partenkirchen for the next day's competition on the Ski
jump circuit.
Later that evening whilst the duty sy ndicate was clearing up after
the evening meal and SSgts Carl Strefford and John Ibbotson RE were
dealing with the biggest pile of dishes you have ever seen whilst the
Cook LCpl Cathy Richardson looked on (not really) Eddy surprised
us all by walking into the hut for a cup of tea. He was gently coaxed
into helping with the dishes and fitted out with an apron. He then
posed at the sink washing plates for everyone to get a few
photographs .
Once the spontaneous kitchen photo call had finished he sat down
and wrote an autograph for just about everybody in the Ski Hut (47
students and 20 odd staff) . Finally and with writer's cramp he sat
down to a glass of orange (he was in training) and a piece of Cathy's
quiche to have a well earned rest and a chat. It was a great night, so
great in fact that when Capt Duncan McCallister invited Eddy back for
our New Year's Eve party, he didn't hesitate to accept.
The RCZ Families Snow Queen 1988 was already a great success,
the staff and instructors were first class and if you have ever been to
Haus Magnus in Wertach managed by W02 Tony Hand and his wife
Joan you will already know how beautiful the area is. But the day that
'the Eagle landed' will live long in the mind of everybody and I am
sure that we all wish Eddy well for 1989 and hope that he does break
the British record in the not too distant future.
I SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

Tp SSgt
Tech SSgt

Capt P. A. Hodgkiss
SSgt V. Bragg
SSgt N. Killen

As we move into the 1989 round of exercises, functions and
hangovers, it's time to list a few items of Troop news.
Many of our old sweats are leaving for pastures new and we h~pe
they will enjoy their new postings as much as they (who am I trymg
to kid?) enjoyed this one starting off with LCpl 'Monty' Montague,
who is leaving 21 Sig Regt for 9 Sig Regt in Cyprus (he must have
mates at Manning and Records). Not satisfied with that, ·~onty' '~111
also be marrying Lynn. Next is Cpl 'Ginge' Burrell who 1 heading
towards the slightly less glamorous 22 Sig Regt and sun~y Lippstadt.
LCpl 'Hutch' Hutchinson has been lucky enough to wm (~fter considerable effort by friends) a posting to 4 ADSR (nuff said). LCpl
'Willy' Wilson confirms his promotion to chief REMF. We all feel the
gym staff of 16 Sig Regt will feel proud and privileged to have the
fearless athlete and gymnast amongst them. Seriously, good luck
Willy and family. Last, but by no means slimmest, Sig 'Paddy the
Sleeper' also known as 'do you want to bet on that?.' Hogg, who is
moving on to the UK and a spell at the School of Signals . .
Those of us who remain would like to pass on congratulations to
LCpls 'Dutch' Swain and 'Tweeky' Tweddle as they both recently
heard the patter of tiny combat boots. Musn't forget our boss; Capt
Hodgkiss who has been added to the· Regiment's list of 'Bean
Stealers'.
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The 037 e~cape committee have also been hard at work and at
present number the following amongst their ranks; one young lg
Andy and Sig Tim Knowles not too upset on not joining the RAF
Regiment. Finally Cpl 'Mac the Medic' McLennan has nearly fini shed
all the paperwork and is giving up the joys of line laying and first
aidi ng and is moving into the exciting, thrill-packed world of
Sherlock Holmes and Kojak to join that well 'loved' body of men, the
Royal Military Police. Well that's it for the moment!
2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
OC Sqn
SSM
YofS
FofS
OC E Tp
Tp SSgt
SNCO's
OC FTp
Tp SSgt
SNCO's
SQMS
Sqn Clk

Maj Tim Gigg
W02 Pete Bradbury
S gt Terry McHugh
W02 Mick Poland
Capt Duncan McAllister
SSgt Ken Counsel!
Sgt Tony Axten
Sgt Chris Davison
Capt Mick Stapleton
SSgt Alec Hamilton
Sgt Pete Madeloso
Sgt Russ Parry
SSgl Dave Kerr
Cpl Steve James

The Squadron would like to wish the following members all the best
in their new posting; Sgt John Fradley and his wife Sam who have
gone to AAC Harrogate, Sgt Steve Mcintyre and his wife Elaine who
have gone to 233 Sig Sqn, Sgt Derek Smeaton and his wife Barbara
who have gone to HQ Sqn, Sgt Norrie Allan and his wife Anne who
have gone to 16 Sig Regt, Cpl Scouse Renshaw and LCpl Ian Hearn
and his wife Sandra who have gone to 3 Sqn, LCpl Mick Gudgin and
his wife Pauline who have gone to civvie street, LCpl Chaz Fisher and
his wife Sandra and Sig Paul Canning and his wife Jackie who have
all gone to RHQ and lastly to Sig John Pilcher who has gone to civvie
street and to LCpl Ollie Mills and his wife Sabina who have gone to
3 ADSR.
Having lost so many members of the Squadron we would also like
to welcome the following and hope they enjoy their stay with us, Capt
Mick Stapleton and his wife Maggie, Sgt Russ Parry and his wife
Denise, Sgt Chris Davison and his wife Evangeline, Cpl Steve James,
LCpl McCarter, Sig Dick Barton, Andy McMorran, Sgt Bashford and
Mrs Bashford.
All the members of 2 Sqn would like to congratulate Sig John
Powell and his wife Susanne on the birth of their baby, Benjamin on
23 November and also to the SSM W02 Pete Bradbury on his recent
marriage to Miss Sue Dickinson.
On l 7 November members of 2 Sqn visited 533 Panzer Bn in Duren ,
the Battalion operates the M48 tank. We were met by the Company
Commander, Capt Domke and were shown around the barracks and
accommodation. It was interesting to get our hands on the various
weapons the Germans use, as well as seeing all the uniforms and kit
issued to the soldiers. For dinner we were treated to a first class meal
in the Mess. After dinner we were taken to the nearby training area
and all experienced a ride in their M48 tank. OC 2 Sqn Maj Gigg
enjoyed his ride so much that when Sig Mick Drummand mounted the
tank (as seen in the photo), the OC could be heard in the background
shouting 'Get off my little tank'. A great day was had by all and the
Squadron looks forward to our hosts visiting Wildenrath at the end
of March.

On 15 December E Troop deployed on Ex Happy Hunter. This
consisted of a communication skills and map reading exercise. It
proved to be a very successful day, the only snag was, our Troop Staff
Sergeant, SSgt Ken Counsell insisted that 'those mud balls were
vehicles again by Friday.' The exercise was organised by Cpl~ St~ve
Dixon and Geoff Hodgson. We look forward to the next nav1gaung
exercise when we will stick to the roads, 'hone t staff.•
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Tp. t
Proj t
Maintenan e
Tech p
Tp Clerk

Capt Robin eaword
' gt Mick Denny
gt Rocky Hudson
gt Paul Jenning
gt Andy Elliott
gt Colin Brown
gt Tony Conlan
gt od Kenna
Fn.u Buse

RRl\'ALS AND DEPART RES
We bid farewell to QC Capt Bill White and Rae, who have departed
for 249 ig Sqn-our be t wi he go with you. Goodbye to LCpl
'Bonnie' Tyler and good luck in the land of Keo. Sig Kev Guest and
Joe Hathaway have both left us to start new careers as civilian -may
they and their familie find succes . Finally, good luck to Cpl Bob
Carter on hi move to K Troop after a very hort tay with u . Capt
Robin Seaword takes over a QC Troop and we hope you and your
wife Donna enjoy your tour with the best Airfield Troop. Welcome
to other new members: Sgt Andy 'The Board' Elliott and wife
Pauline Cpl Paddy Quee and wife Alison, Cpl Jed Carthy, Sig Tony
Routledge and wife Donna, Sig couse Bradley and wife Michelle and,
traight from the 'Factory', Sig Taff Davies.

created by our famou s artist W02 (Yof ) Clive Copestake, still in full
splendour along hi back wall un touched(ish). So although Thomas
looked more like the nug ocial centre he was meant to be and not
the clapped out, ru ty old railway carriage he was, there was still a
reminder of hi poor and shoddy begi nnings and he was looking
forward to treating al l ranks and their wives to the pleasant and
comfortable surroundings he now fi nds himself in .
SQUASH
.
The Regiment s Squa h has come on apace m the last three years. In
the 1986/ 87 season we were the runners up in the Rear Combat Zone
League 3 and in the 1987/88 seaso~ we imp~oved and won the leag1;1e.
Finally this season we are favourites to wm the Army RCZ Ma1or
Units competition having already beaten 16 Sig Regt and 13 Sig Regt
and with only 28 Sig Regt to go. We will then meet Rheindahlen
Garrison in the final. The current seeding is as follows: No 1 Seed Cpl
Tom Pollard, No 2 Seed Capt Mike Stapleton, No 3 Seed Cpl Ray
Gradwell, o 4 Seed SSgt Alex Hamilton and No 5 Seed W01 (YofS)
George McA voy.
LCpl Dave Gallagher is posted to the Regiment in May which
should further strengthen the team and with the current BAOR
Champion and Under 25 Runner Up we are expecting great things of
the 1989/ 90 sea on. Any budding Squash players would be more than
welcome.

CO GRA TULATIO NS
To LCpl Paul and Carol Cutts on the birth of their daughter,
Stephanie and to Cpl Steve Kemble on his marriage to Ali on.
4 QUADRON SHQ
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Maj Andy Locke
Capt Andy Hickling
W02 Brian Dalton
W02 Clive Copestake
SSgt Phil Clifford
SSgt Dave Stewart
Sgt Colin Riddell
Sgt Gary Hill
LCpl Coli n Philemon

YofS
SQMS
FofS
MT Sgt
Tech gt
Clk
After our formation a little over two years ago, the time has come
for our first major changes in the hierarchy. Firstly, and top of the
shop, we bid a sad farewell to Maj Gordon Trevis and his wife Lyn ,
after two years with the Squadron. We wish them both bon voyage
and every success to Gordon in his change of employers .
\ e welcome Maj Andy Lock and his wife Sandra from 55 Sqn (V)
and hope they have a rewarding and enjoyable tour with us .
Our last 21C left us in October last year, namely Capt Bob
Lockw·ood and his wife Joan . They are now safely ensconded at 19 lnf
Bde and our new 21C has just arrived from 7 Sig Regt. A quiet
unassuming man, Capt Andy Hickling, Little known in the Corps, no
doubt hopes to make his mark here! We wish him and his wife Jane
an enjoyable time with the Squadron.
THOMAS THE TRAIN BAR GETS A FACE LIFT
A report from Cpl Hodgson 0 Troo p
It was a damp October morning when Thomas the Train Bar awoke
to the sound of heavy trampling feet, hammering and somebody
chiselling away at his footplates, ' Whats going on', he asked the
nearest sweaty soiled workman. 'Well, it's like this Thomas, the new
stationmaster Lt Col P. Whitemore has decided your not fit to sit in,
never mind eat or drink in, o you're getting spruced up, it's about
time don't you think?' Thomas could only think back to his humble
beginnings as an old cattle truck parked in a siding on the RAF base
in Wildenrath. It was August 1984 when the decision was made to
shed his rusty wheeled hell and with a lot of work and a generous
uffield Trust grant, Thomas the Train's heart was moved to Room
2 Building 147 which was and still is 21 Sig Regt T raining Wing. With
a start Thomas came back to the present, someone was ripping his
skirting boards out! 'I hope you know what your doing?' he asked.
'Of course we do' was the answer, 'we're the best qualified in the
Regiment. May I introduce Cpl Cha..lie 'Jack Ha mmer' Hill (he's got
the proper tools and a workbench). W02 Brian Dalton (the only one
who's Lall enough to paint the ceiling), and Cpl Ogga Hodgso n (he can
order wood, paint and wallpaper in German).' Well with such an
array of DIY talent all Thomas could do was put his face in his rustic
(cracked) boards and await the results.
And then, after three months of sweat, toil, mishaps, tears,
laughter, dodging the DAMA team the day finally arrived. Brig P . I.
Palmer OBE Commander (BR) RCZ was unveiling a splendid plaque
with Thomas's new name, 'The Beaufighter Rooms' on it, it didn't
really have any of Thomas's old self there, as he looked around at all
his new trimmings, until with a pleased sigh Thomas saw his ponrait,

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN UPSIDE DOWN SIGGY
From Sgt V. G. Ramsdale
0600 hrs : Reveille. As the sun breaks through the early morning
clouds at Sydney International we hurry along to clear customs to
start what promises to be the best day o f our lives. T hrough customs
and back onto another plane- destmation Darwin , land of intense
heat and palm trees. 2 Sig Regt is there somewhere on exercise, all the
way from Melbourne- they ' re hosting me on this trip.
With just enough time to see the Regiment deployed in the field, we
set off on the drive back to Melbourne-some 4,000kms away. Should
only take 90 minutes or so. Down the smart highway to Adelaide and
then across and through Victoria.
0840 hrs: Arriving back at Simpson Barracks the boys are tired after
a long drive, so we all take time out for the first 'Smoko' of the day.
The first of many I may add! After which we spend an hour and a half
taking a closer look at the men and equipment at work in their home
compound.
1000 hrs: Momo's. There's no NAAFI here, so NAAFI breaks are
out. Momo's is the in word, and traditionally tea and pies are takenseems familiar, drink up and it's out with the sports kit for a drop of
Aussie rules, whoops, my mistake. We're off to see a game. Hawthorn
vs Carlton . Like Manchester United vs Liverpool they tell me. Played
on a cricket pitch with goals, these teams of 18 a side fight regularly,
run around madly and occasionally kick 'goals' or 'behinds'. Well
that's Australia for you. Just for the record, Hawthorn won by 64
points to 45 and went on to win the Grand Final.
1200 hrs: Moving right along to lunch time, we witness another
national institution, the 'barby'. I've never seen so many steaks and
they've thrown them on a fire.
1315 hrs: Fire's out and it's all over. So we're off to have a look
at Canberra-a purpose built city to house the Nation's Parliament
and Civil Service. Centered on a huge lake, the roads and
throughfares stretch out like spokes of a wheel, reaching such places
as the War Memorial, the National Sports College and Floriac flower
gardens. Time moves on and so must we-to Sydney. Home of the
Opera House and Harbour Bridge, we're just in time to see HRH The
Prince Andrew at the Bicentennial Naval celebrations, with warships
present from right around the world. Ark Royal is there and her
Harriers gave a spectacular demonstration to the crowds.
Just a bus ride away is Richmond Airbase, where we witness the
largest air show ever in the Southern hemisphere, and after shopping

briefly to take photos of the JenC>lan Caves in the mountains, we
board another plane heading north.
1600 hrs : Brisbane. Sight fo r World Expo 88-theme, 'Lei ure in
the Age of Technology' . Noting the six monthly attendance figure of
18 million (Oz' s population is 16 million). We nip down the coast to
the purpose built sunshine coast, Surfers Paradise is the town to
visit- the new top resort in Australia. They even imported the sand
on the beach to get the right image for the place.
1800 hrs: Sees us back in Melbourne for the annual running of the
Melbourne Cup Handicap-the world's richest handicap race for
horses. The whole nation comes to a standstill for one day and people
go betting mad. The favourite wins for a change so the punters go off
wildly in parties to awake for a fresh day in the morning. All this on
a Tuesday.
1930 hrs: Perth. City of millionaires. Situated in Western Australia
thousands of kilometers from the other city, Perth offers a haven
of peace. Just down the road is Freemantle, Australia's top sailing
resort, where, of course, Alan Bond and his team attempted to defend
the America's Cup.
2100 hrs: We're in Adelaide, city of churches. Lots of English settle
here because of the climate. Very much like home, but a bit warmer
and not so wet. Home also to the Australian Grand Prix and we have
a few minutes spare just to nip down and see the race around the
world's fastest street circuit. The predictable Alain Prost wins, Senna
is second and Piquet (defending world champion) must settle for third
again after a season of McLaren dominance-they finished one and
two in over half the races.
2200 hrs: Dusk is falling but the heat is still quite intense up in
North Queensland. We're back amongst the palm trees and mangoes
of Cairns, a popular resort with foreign students and travellersparticularly the Swedish. Just up the coast is Port Douglas where
England beat Australia so decisively in the inaugural Gold Test.
2300 hrs: We board the plane to take us home again. With a night
over in Honolulu and two in South Carolina the trip isn't quite over
yet, but we've had four months of fun and sunshine on Ex Long Look
88-all summed up in one day's activities.
Who knows? maybe it will all be possible in one day in the land of
the Upside Down Siggy.

Back Row: Maj Gigg, Capt Stapleton, Capt Kendall , SSgt Watkins,

W01 (YofSl McAvoy, Sgt 'f'ollard , Cpl Grodwell
Absent: SSgt Hamilton
ARMY LUGE
Report by Sig Shaun Fardy I Troop
We are currently in the midst of our second very successful season
with the Army Luge Team, under the very strict coaching and scrutiny
of QMSI (Jim Evans) APTC .
l Sig Shaun Fardy and Sig Craig Fleming started our Luge career
whilst at 16 Sig Regt , but due to the disbandment of the HF Tp at
Krefeld we were posted to Wildenrath with high hopes of Olympic
selection in 1992.
Last season ig Fleming came third in the BAOR championships at
Winterberg, whilst I had come second in the British Novice
championships a month earlier in lgis, Austria.
To date this season Sig Fleming has come second in the Army
thampionships at Winterberg with myself coming fifth . We are due to
compete in the full British championships later this month, once again
in lgis.
For those unfamiliar with the sport, it is a fast and hair raising
journey down an ice canal, also used by Bobsleighs . We lie on our
backs, feet first peering slightly over our chests downwards towards
the bottom of the tracks. We reach speeds of up to 85 mph on the
fastest part of the course and I myself have had two crashes at over
60 mph.
• The sled itself is constructed mainly of fibre glass, with wooden
runners (Kufens), the cutting edge is provided by a strip of hardened
and very smooth steel which is affixed to the bottom of the runners.
Due to the finances and, indeed, enthusiasm of the current full
British National Team, (civilian). it is hoped that the Army team will
capture all the places, as the Bobsleighers have done recently, for the
1992 Winter Olympics in Albertville, France. We are really on a high
at the moment and find ourselves welcome on the European circuit,
and have recently been approached by the Italian National Team, with
a view to sharing their coaching staff next season. They are the best
team in the world at the moment, this a great honour for us and bodes
well for the future of the sport in the Army.
With novices such as our own LCpl Tony McAleese, who competed
in the Army Novice Championships this year, constantly joining the
sport, the final results could be very exciting .

22 Sig Regt
BFPO 107

THE ROAD TO GLORY
The Regiment which is ba ed in Lippstadt made history on several
counts when its Rugby team took to the Mansergh Barracks rugby
pitch on Wednesday 14 December to play in the BAOR final. Fir.stly,
the Rugby team had never progressed beyond the quarter finals
before. Secondly, there were two Royal Signals ides opposing each
other in the final for the first time ever. Finally there was the
coi ncidence of both sides being captained by their respective RSM's,
WOl (RSM) Trevor Johnson for the Regiment and W01 (RSM) Andy
Hickling for 7 Sig Regt.
.
Our road to the final began on a rainy Wednesday afternoo_n in
mid-October. The fixture against 14/20 Hussars was eagerly awaited,
but the cavalry side cancelled a mere 30 minutes befor~ kick-off. SJn
to the 3 Div quarter final against the Queen's . Lancas~1:e Regt which
was played at Lippstadt on 3 November. The icy cond1uons f~voured
neither side but despite that, excellent rugby was played . :rnes were
scored for 22 Sig Regt by lock forward Capt George O d h n~, centre
LCpl Neil Sorley and winger SSgt Steve Stevenson, <l;ll of which wer~
unconverted. These tries and three penalty conversions .by Cpl Dai
Evans proved too much for the valiant infanteers. 22 Sig Regt was
victorious by 21 points to 16.
The next round saw the Regiment travelling to Munster to play the
much fancied Grenadier Guards . The Guards pack, perhaps
unsurprisingly proved to be the largest that our team _had
encountered. The game was a balanced affair with no quarter given
nor expected . It was in the last 20 minutes C?f the game that ou~ more
technical play finally overcame the Grenadier Guards superb fttne s.

The Signals side won 12-4, try scorer being fullback Cpl J ai T ully
with Dai Evans converting the try, a penalty and a drop goal. .
The Regiment faced another infantry ide_, 3 Bn The Roy~! Anghan
Regt in the BAOR quarter final. A home fixture for th.e Signals "'.a
played in horrific conditions of now, slush, mud, wmd and r~m.
Within minute of kick-off LCpl Neil Sorley was taken off the pitch
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for treatment 10 a he d wound cau ed, ironically, by fellow team
m mber hooker Cpl M11rk Anderson . The weather dictated that it
hould be a forward ' game, which for mo t of the time it was.
Ho,,ever, ca ·t-iron play from the back when req~ired ensured two
gt ten• te,·enson and Cpl Dai Evan who also
trie , one by
on,erted a penalty, 11-0.
.
~·i1h the emi-final draw beiniz announced there was certainly an
air of apprehen ion about meeting la t years B OR cup winner , 21
·ngr Regt, a ide with a long hi tory of fine rugby. The game wa
played at . 1an ergh Barra k , quter loh, cou.rtes} of 47 .Field. Regt
RA. 2- ig Regt dominated the fir t half pendmg all but ~1ve minutes
in the Engineer half. Eventually the pre sure forced a m1 take fr o!""
21 Engr' well drilled pack allowing SSgt Steve Steven on to score in
the corner. Other opportunitie in the first-half were not fully
.
exploited and the score at hal~-time remained 4-0,.
The Engineers worked well in the econd-half using the wind well
h\ kicking for di tance. This meant a good deal of hard work from
the Signal forward with rolling maul playing a great part in the
play. After 20 minute flanker Sgt Phil Price broke free and af~er
beating two men pa ed to his backrow colleague W02 (SSM) K~1th
Leighton who after selling a dummy outside drove on to score against
the run of play. The Engineers came back with some hard rugby and
pent a great deal of time on the Signals 5m line before scoring a well
de.erved 1ry. In the closing minutes after being forced ~y excellent
kicking from fullback Cpl Jai Tully and.scrum-half SSgt Nigel .samm,
the Engineer conceded a penalty Syd m on the1r 22. Cpl Dai Evans
tepped up and put the ball between the posts using an.upright to a sist
it. The Signals won 15-7 but knew that they had f1~e oppo~ents .
The final was played eight day later on the ame pitch . 7 Sig Regt
elected to kick off with the wind behind them and within minutes had
tamped their authority on the game by scoring a penalty and a try.
A the game settled down it was apparent that two different styles of
play would emerge, 7 Sig cListributing the ball to their solid backs, 22
Sig Regt on the other hand would keep the ball close in to the
forwards, the pack being heavier than their oppone_nts. The g~me
remained fairly even throughout the first-half with both sides
conceding numerous penalties more through technicalities than
through foul play.
The second-half begain in much the same vein as the first with some
good handling from 7 Sig Regt's three quarters only foi led by sou.nd
aggressive tackling from 22 Sig Regt. After yet another offside
infringement 22 Sig Regt ran the ball to the backs only to be
intercepted by Cpl Williams w!lo scored between the posts. The game
continued at a roaring pace with 7 Sig Regt defending against an
onslaught from 22 Sig Regl's hard running pack, however, 7 Sig
Regt's backs broke out and scored in the right corner, Cpl Jamie
All)·ene the scorer. 7 Sig Regt won, worthily so, 19-0. The game was
a superb demonstration from both ides of skill, fitness, teamwork
and individual flair. As a celebratory note WOl (RSM) Andy Hickling
was promoted in the field a day early to Lieutenant.
Despite coming runners-up to 7 Sig Regt nothing detracts from the
effort made by the 22 Sig Regt squad. Special mention should be made
of tight-head prop Cpl Brian Sherman who was selected for the BAOR
squad. W02 (FofS) Terry Waites and Cpl Dai Evans were also
selected for BAOR and it can only be a matter of time before Lt
Graham Deans, former Scotland Youth player, gets bis first cap .
Sadly SSgt Kerwin Gilder (now W02 (RQMS)), the inside centre
who has represented the Army, and Hong Kong at International level
against a full French side, was posted to Hong Kong straight after the
final. Despite losing such experience, the squad is fortunate in having
young players such as Cpl Andy Ingham, LCpl Frank Hoggins, Cpl
Dennis Johnson and 2Lt Andy Scott as recent additions. With
coaching and moulding from the experienced squad members they can
soon be expected to be taking increasingly more regular team places.
ext season looks et.

On Mondav 12 December 1988, ix members of 22 Sig Regt were
presented with the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal by Brig T.
I. M. Waugh MBE, Comd I Sig B~e. The ceremon~ took place in the
Warrant Officer ' and Sergeants Mess, Churchill Barracks. The
recipient were: W02' ( M) Mackay, (YofS) Wood, SSgts (FofS)
Annetts Johnson, Samm and gt Joughin. T he CO , Lt Col G. J .
Barrett.' and the RSM. WOl T. Johnson, were in attendance as were
the wives and familie of the recipients.

become a regular event. Thanks must go to the organisers for their
help and to the husbands who baby sat and gave sponsorship monies.
TROOP COMING AND GOINGS
A TROOP
Sig Andy Horkins and family to 233 Sig Sqn (NI ). ig Martin Duffy
to The White Helmets, Sig Robert Barnes to 3 ADSR and Cpl Dave
Worswick to Civvy Street .
C TROOP
Sgt Steve Strefford and fami ly to AFCENT, Sig Dean Filer to 2 Inf
Div and Sig Tyrone Woodward and family to 21 Sig Regt.
We would like to welcome to the Squadron, Sgt Pete Duffy and
Sharon from 4 ADSR and Cpl Danny Boland and Clair from 259 Sig
Sqn.
SUPERSTARS COMPETITION
The Squadron uperstar competition organised by W02 ( M)
collie Handibode turned out to be a very closely fought event. Each
individual and team had to complete six out of the eight events. They
included a march and shoot, orienteering, gym skills tests, swimming,
assault course, track events and of course the good old BFT.
In the individual competition Cpl Terry Fleet of 656 Sig Tp led the
way. Unfortunately for him, due to the work load he could only
compete in five events. This gave Sig Jason Meek the final honour. Sig
Jason Meek during the competition had won two events outright,
equal first in the BFT and second in the gym tests and he achieved this
despite an injury sustained on his Pre-Para course. All taking pan
were congratulated on a fine competitive performance.
The trophies were presented by W02 (SSM) Scottie Handibode.
RESULTS
TEAM TROPHY
Winners Cpls Terry Fleet, Neil Cooper and LCpl John Wright .
All 656 Sig Tp.
Runners Up Cpls ' DP' Davidson-Page, Mark Bristow and eil
Gigg.
Winning team score I , 802 points
I, 797 .3 points
Runners Up

HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
SHQ TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Maj Pete Cain
oc
Lt Dave Lumb
2IC
W02 Mike Duffin
SSM
SSgt Ian Dales
SQMS
Cpl Steve Blunsden
Clk
The Squadron Commander has had an alarming experience. He had
a car alarm installed at a local garage and was alarmed when presented
with the bill! Mr (PRI) WOI Alan Bailey has now left us for his last
six months in UK, we wish Alan and Val the very best in the future
and good luck in civvy street.
MT TROOP
The Troop would like to say a farewell to Lt and Mrs Lumb who
are moving onto bigger things, Second in Command of the Squadron
(PRI Shop really). We would also like to say a temporary farewell to
SSgt Bridger, who is off on a four month swan to Sardinia.
Welcome to the Troop to the new MTWO W02 and Mrs Barker,
we hope you enjoy your tour in Lippstadt. We also welcome LCpl
Angus Watt RCT (not another jock). Finally the saga of Sig P. J.
Taylor; is he or isn't he (even he doesn't know whether he is coming
or going) posted that is .. . If anybody finds out could they let him
know . . .
QM'S DEPARTMENT
Maj J. R. Richardson formerly the Quartermaster (A) is now
relaxing in a new post in 4 Div, and we all wish him well in his search
to find 'slippers olive drab' in the clothing catalogue. To fill the cosy
chair left vacant by 'JR', Maj Ian Buckley closed his filofax (a
heavyweight work of technical reference) and now sits surrounded by
the latest in office furniture reading 'compo menus'. To complete the
shuffle in command Maj Bob Mills and his wife Sue, were welcomed
to Germany for the very first time!
So now that we are well into 1989 it's hard work as usual for all at
the QM's Department.
MIKE TROOP
THE MANAGEMENT
TOT
FofS
Tp Sgt
VC Systems
VCRR
l/C Test
WavMan
URS(T)
Cossor Eng
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OPENING OF BATTERY SHOP
Brig T . I. M. Waugh MBE, Comd Comms I (Br) Corps opened the
new Regimenta l Battery Shop in Churchill Barracks, at the end of last
year.
On the sporting scene, the Mike Tp Superstars competition proved
very successful. Run over several mont hs, the sports included
canoeing, swimming, javelin, lOOm, gym tests, BFT, shooting and
cycling. T he old and bold led the way, with perhaps the most
outstandi ng single performance coming from the TOT, Capt John
Gerrard , winning the BFT by minutes. The overall winner was Sgt
Adri an Woodley, who was presented with the trophy by the RSM,
WOl (RSM) Johnson.

Capt (TOT) John Gerrard
WOl (FofS) Steve Rogers
Sgt Chris Pederick
Sgt Adrian Woodley
Sgt Tony Winter
Sgt Mick Webb
Sgt Phil Playford
Sgt Bill Trobe RAOC
Mr Rick Barham
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I SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
OCATp
OCCTp
OC 656 Sig Tp
SSM
FofS
SQMS

INDIVIDUAL TROPHY
!st
Sig Jason Meek
2nd LCpl John Wright
3rd
Cpl Mark Bristow

Maj John Mcintyre
Capt Dave Wright
Lt Graham Deans
SSgt John Smith
Capt Stuart Hodges
W02 (SSM) Scottie Handibode
W02 (FofS) Tony Amplett
SSgt John Gadson

2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

LADIES CHARITY BIT
Report by Mrs Sue Amplett
On Saturday 26 November 1988 a ladies BFT was org~nised by
Padre Stephen Robbins and W02 (QMSI) Jeff Archer to raise money
by sponsorship and donations for various charities. Six brave ladies
of I Sqn puffed and panted their way aro.und the .two mile course, all
coming in within the allotted times. Special mention should be ma.de
of Mrs Isobel Strefford who came in fourth out of the 49 ladies
running. Mrs Linda Smith came in 15th and Mrs Debbi". M~od
came 28th. The day proved a great success but we all hope 1t w11J not

Members of 1 Squadron Ladies BFT

.

Back Row L to R: Johanna Mcintyre, Debbie McLeod, Denise

Martin and Sue Amplett
Front Row L to R: Linda Smith and Isobel Strefford
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617 points
616.8 points
614 points

21C
SSM
SQMS
YofS
FofS
OCDTp
OC ETp
OC FTp

Maj Tony Manders
Capt Tim Wadey
WOii Martin Smith
SSgt Wally Drain
SSgt (YofS) Pete Mclnally
SSgt (FofS) Garry Annetts
Capt Cullum Clark
Lt Tony Urwin
2Lt Mike Stevens

EXERCISE SNOW QUEEN
10 YEARS IN DIETRICHS
Ten years ago the Regiment was lucky enough to find the Freienhof
Rinderle, a Bavarian house in the village of Dietrichs, 4km south of
Sonthofen. The owners, Ricard and Maria Rinderle, agreed to rent the
house for the 1978/79 season of Ex Snow Queen. Since then the
Regiment has used the house every year, and enjoys a cl<;> e and
friendly relationship with the Rinderles . To mark the 10th a~mver ary
this association the CO Lt Col Jerry Barrett, presented Ricard and
Maria with an engraved clock. In return the Rinderles presented the
Regiment with a magnificent, engraved cow bell. We l~ok forward to
the next 10 year in Dietrichs, and the cow to go with the bell as
promised!
2SQUADRON
DANISH EXCHANGE VISIT
2 Sqn, 22 Sig Regt recently played host in. Lip~stadt to a conting7nt
of 40 Danish soldiers from HQ Coy 3 Danish Sig Bn from Frederica
between 27 November and 4 December.
Their advance party consisted of 15 runners and admin personnel
from Frederica. The runner were running from Frederica, via their
German Twin Town, Herford, on to L1ppstadt. In Herford the party
was given a civic reception in the Town Hall.
.
On 27 November the party arrived in Lippstadt. The total distance
covered by the runners was 900km, completed in a time of 71 hours.
After being given time to recover they were hosted by the Officers and
SNCO's of 2 Sqn in the Sergeants' Mes .
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The 2 th saw the foll( Dane complete a CFf with the re t of the
uadr n at 0630 hrs.
e re t of the Dani h party arrived later that
morning.
The \leek \\a fill d with ''ariou acti itie . One of the highlight
w a number of trip to ennelger range . Here they were introduced
to the
0 and urban patrolling techniques. \ ith activitie uch as
the a ault our e, battle PT, unarmed combat , ab eiling and variou
port the 'isiton> found them elve with very little free time.
On the Wednesda) morning they were given an insight into the
Ptarmigan y tern. Here they had the opportunity tO operate and a k
que tion about variou equipment including to operate and ask
quc tion about variou equipment including Tll, RR Vehicle,
Central and . ode Command . \ edne day afternoon provided a
no1elty for our gue t . Rugby i n't played in their Regiment o they
in i ted that they watched our Regimental team in the quarter final of
th B O R Cup. The Rugby team performed true to form and, to the
delight of the Dane , won.
1o L of the evenings were filled with a variety of social events which
inevitabl} la t.ed well into the nigh t. Without a·doubt a good time wa
had by all!
O n at urday night, 3 December, the Danes ho ted the Squadron to
a Da ni h night in the quadron Bar. As befit ti ng on thei r last night
mement o were exchanged and a no ther late night was had by a ll .
2 qn now look forward to a Summer Camp du ring J uly in
Denmark. We look back on a very uccessful exchange where a
number of frien dships have been made an d hope will continue to be
made in the fu ture.
3 Q ADRO
L
DEN CHEID PARADE
The parade took place on 7 October 1988, on the main square of
the Belgia n TTR Regt ba ed in Ludensheid. This year it was a pecial
one to celebrate 25 years of the TTR Regt. It is a multi national parade
made up o f elements of the Belgian Regiment , a German Signal
T roop, two French T roops a nd a British Troop from this Sq uadro n .
The Squ adron ' s T roop , representing the Regiment was com manded
by Lt Jonathan Fra er, with W02 (SSM) John Mackay a nd Sgt
Jimmy Mclachlan on parade. It lasted an ho ur a nd was watched by
numerou spectators and VIP s. Duri ng the parade meda ls were
pre ented to Belgian o ldiers and the Belgia n colours were 'T rooped'
in much the ame way as our own.

4SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
SSM
SQMS
YofS
AFofS
oc J
Tp Sgt
OCK
Tp Sgt
OC L
Tp Sgt

Maj Robert Carter
Capt George Odling
W02 Keith Leighton
SSgt Clive Sear
SSgt Ron Perry
SSgt Mick Uttley
2Lt Robert Munro
Sgt Bill Gillhespy
2Lt Andy Scott
SSgt Mick Brown
Lt Guy Ashton
SSgt George Burrows

4 Sqn's contribution to the Regimental Rugby team at the BAOR
final included the 2IC and SSM and some other members plus most
of the Squadron in support. The Squadron doing thing in style, as
u ual, travelled to the match in a comfortable coach.
CYCLING
Sig Martin Doyle first started cycling seriously when he joined the
Army in 1986 b y entering a T riathlon event. Having discovered that
he enjoyed it he bought his own cycle, a Raleigh Corsa, that he
modified to give him a 12 speed racing capability. It was not until 1988
that he entered cycling events again, with Divisional and BAOR
Triathlon events where his talent was recognised. Encouraged, he
entered the BAOR/RAFG hill climb championships held in the Soest
area on Saturday 24 September 1988. Seventh overall, he was the first
Army competitor and ahead of some cyclists with considerably more
experience. He now looks forward to racing in 1989 determined to
improve his po ition.
CHESSMAN
Sig 'Taff' Herbert played chess before joining the Army in 1984 but
did not play again in competition until 1987 when he entered the BFG
championships . In 1988 with renewed interest he entered Army and
Combined Services tournaments finishing 17th in the Army and 16th
in the Combined Services. November 1988 saw his best achievement
in the BFG championships at Rheindahlen where he came second.

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
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RHQ PERSONALITIES
Comd
Dep Comd
Adjt
AAdj t
Ops Offr
Tech Adjt
RSM
Regt YofS
Regt FofS
ORQMS
ORS

Lt Col Brian Chubb
Maj Hugh Goodman
Capt Andrew Trimble
2Lt Jacky Foster
Capt Jack Cowen
Capt Chri Millard
WOl (RSM) Bob O'Hara
WOl (YofS) Jim Williamson
WOl (FofS) Pete Johnson
W02 (ORQ MS) Chris Martin
Sgt Pete Street

TORMING OF THE GATES
On ~ February the Regiment took part in the local custom of the
Storming of the Gates.
~very .year, the local town of St Ton is elects a Karneval Prinz and
Pnnzessm, together with their ministers and guard . Tradition has it
th.at .the 'Royal Couple' have the right of access to every household
wah_i~ the bounds o~ the ?istrict during Karneval time, and this
trad1t1.on has been built up mto a small ceremony.
ASSlsted by an armed guard, the Comd, Lt Col B. C hubb , refused
a~cess to the Karneval party, who then proceeded to attack the gates
with a mock cannon. After some stiff resistance, the defence party,
under the command of WOI (RSM) O ' Hara, gave grou nd a nd the
Commander surrendered. The gates were opened and the Commander
handed the ceremonial key to the Karneval Prinz. The Karneval party
were then escorted to the gym where they were entertained and where
local girls performed a dancing display to ' Oompah' music.

NEWS FROM REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
We said a sad farewell to the Deputy Commander, Maj Bob Drake,
who h~s b~en posted to Aldershot as OC 251 Sig Sqn. We wish him
and his wife J ackie all the best in their new unit. In his place we
welcome Maj H ugh Good ma n and his wife Monica, who arrived from
RARDE .
ROUTINE MA TIERS
Congratulations to Pete Street who passed his EPC and was
promoted to Sergeant. Also, congratulations to WOI (FofS) Johnson
on his commissioning
The trend of a healthy RHQ has continued with the whole area
being designated a no-smoking zone: a New Year resolution imposed
on all by the Adjt, Capt Andrew T ri mble.
The Regiment returned from Christmas/ New Year leave on 3
January. Having enjoyed the usual hectic round of social functions
most people were happy to get back to work and a regular fitnes~
programme! Indeed, 1988 ended with a fun run on the leave handover
day and 1989 began with the usual Tuesday morning run at 0730 hrs.
Is this to be the trend for 1989?

Lt Col B. Chubb and W01 (RSM) O' Hara with the Karnival Prinz
and Prinzessin

EXERCISES
i:-wo exercises took place in January. The first was Cactus End,
wluch took place from 9- 13 January. This was a Northag Sig Gp
(NSG) exercise and took place in barracks. Suddenly the barracks
were bustling with German, Belgian, Dutch and American
detachments. The other exercise was Ex Canary Caper 1/89, from 30
January to 2 February, on which the whole Regi ment deployed to the
field locat ion.
VISITS
v:te have had a num ber of visitors the last few months, including the
Ch ief of Staff Northag, Maj Gen J. A . G raf von Kielmansegg, a nd
Comd Fin BAOR, Brig P . K. Conibear. O n his visit to the Regi ment ,
Comd NSG, Col C. A . Barten , presented LS & GC Medals to five
members of the unit: W02 (FofS) Paul Wilson, SSgt (YofS) Wally
Bacon, SSgt Chris Smithson, Sgt Phillip McSorley and Cpl Sand y
Bennie .
Sgt Nick Murrell opens the gate to the Karn iva l Party
1 SQUADRON NEWS
ALPHA TROOP WHO? (OOPS SORRY) FOXTROT TROOP
NEWS
Ye at last we've changed : we are now FAB (Foxtrot ex Alpha
Switch Bravo). The two Troops in the Squadron have recentl y
changed to Foxtrot and Golf, mainly due to the fact that various
pa rt ie found Alpha and Bravo too complex for a complex. So now
it's more like Crewe station than a Troop Office. All change!

Lt Col B. Chubb with the Chief of Staff Northag , Maj Gen Von
Kielmansegg
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
We've had a fairly quiet time recently , with only a few people
coming, and even less going. We say farewell to Cpl Dave McKinnel
across to Golf Tp (or is it Bravo?"1; to Pte Debbie Beams leaving us
to get married ; and Pte Raebel Turner on posting to I. Best wishe
to you all. We say hello to Pte Trudi Sloan, who expects to come to
work in a nightie and tippers, Sig Jock Stirton who defected from Sp
Sqn, and a belated hello to Cpl Dave Murphy and Sig Mick Moore.
We hope you enjoy your penance, sorry, posting.
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on r tulat ion. are due to the produ tion team of: LCpl Andy
Jon
nd Li a on the birth of their . on Dean. Cpl Geordie Wightman
nd l 'no on the birth of their daughter Kylie and to ig John Morley
nd Tina on the birth of their daughter Carris. We've also had a few
promotion recently: LCpl Anne ( orr Pockers) Pocklington, C.pls
. tan oot.. and Paul Bridon (who th,.ught the only ub he wa gomg
10 ee wa · nuclear) .
OET
HME. T
\\'e ha'e two people detached to Golf Tp for exercis.c (to son them
out): apt Corky (Aikido) Corcoran and gt John Gt~ on, who ha
al moved out of his house and into the Orderly Officer's Bunk.
Fmally-Congratulation to gt G.coff Head who event~ally made
it to an e er i e (even though it wa m barrack ). Never mmd Geoff.
the tir t . tep i alway the hardest!
OLF TROOP :-.!EW
, o new of any great value ha happened recently. However, for
tho e of you who ometimes write teller to Bravo Tp, please change
the addres. to Golf Tp. o longer will old and tired people get
onfu ed on exerci e when we say 'Switch Alpha, Bravo Tp speaking'.
II thi invol\'ed a lot of rubbing out of ink and, of course, a few
drink .
nother cau e for celebration has been the promot ion to Sergeant
for Da~n Phillips, who ha recently arrived from her Tl course. We
would like to congratulate her on her promotion and welcome her and
her hu band Andrew to the Troop.
Other hellos have been for Cpl Kelly and Jacqueline, who recently
arrived from I, and LCpl Window and Jennifer. All of them have
come for a relaxing and enjoyable tour here at happy 28 Sig Regt.
Other recent arrivals have been WLCpls Goodwin and Lumb plus
hubby, as well as Sgt Wayman who has been moved from a cushy job
with 2 qn to do some real work with I Sqn.
On a sad note we would like to say goodbye to Cpl Colin Larrad
and Claudia, who have moved to sunnier climes to attend the Tl
course in Catterick.

2 SQUADRON NEW
0 CAR TROOP NEW.
In true Olympian tradition , 0 car Tp ha once again trained with
'Spartan' dedication to participate in every Regimental competition.
There have been high point~-the ba ketball, and not so high
poillls-(we don't mention them), but we always end up smiling .
We were plunged into the depths of excitement on the return of that
wandering swashbuckler SSgt 'Les' Robinson, with intrepid stories of
his helicopter handling course. LCpl 'Sluggy' Sloan al o risked life
and limb (not his own though) when he selflessly volunteered himsel f
for the 'dog handlers cour e'. LCpl Steve Bancroft's devotion to his
duty was touching, as he put hi name forward for the same course.
But was the training successful? LCpl Steve Bancroft broke one dog
and had to sign out another one, and LCpl 'Sluggy' Sloan still hasn ' t
managed to get a date with 'Fla h', the mascot of 13 (Be) Cie TTr.
The whole of Oscar Tp congratulates LCpl 'Taff' Burke for tying
the knot, and Sgt Mark Read and SSgt 'Les' Robinson for giving up
the weed .
PAPA TROOP NEWS
The number of farewell said over the last few momhs far
outweighs the number of welcomes (Records please note). Cpl Dave
(Pyro) Potter, Sig Woody Woodfinc and Davey Dougans have all
gone to orthern Ireland, and Sig Danny Monks has been posted to
3 Div. Best wishes to them all.
Cpl Steve Tait and LCpl Daz Mulley, assisted by their wives, tried
to even thing up, but produced two girls (one each)-congratulations!
The Troop slibs finally moved back into their own block (renovated
after the fire) but the block warming party was considered to be in bad
taste .
Papa Tp is now gainfully employed working towards 'Wintex' with
all that it entails, whilst the Troop Staff Sergeant, Joe Harris (Troop
Officer Commanding designate), gets his grey highlights taken out.
The Snow Queen programme is under way, and we can claim our
first casualty in the hape of 'Resident Instructor' Cpl Nick Hawkins,
with a broken thumb.

30 Sig Regt
Blandford Camp
I SQUADRON
With the arrival of Maj David Tiffin and his wife Fiona we say
hello to our fifth OC in 12 months, and Capt Andy All~an say
goodbye to POHR. We also say goodbye to Ma/· Andy Whiddett who
moves to a higher plane as Regimen tal Ops 0 ficer.
The year has started with the Squadron dispersing to all comers of
the globe. Capt Pete Smith, Sgt Charlie George and their crew are
sp~nd!ng three months in Norway, while Sgt Ted Warburton is
enJoymg a ~ifferent clima~e in Saudi Arabia prior to his posting to the
Royal Mannes. The remamder of the Squadron is ready to go, where
to we are not sure but we are ready!

Presentation of LS & GC Medals by Comd NSG, Col C. A. Barten
Cpl Sandy Bennie, SSgt (YofS) Wally Bacon, W02 (FofS) Paul
Wils?n· SSgt Chris Smithson and Sgt Philip McSorley
Mrs Bennie, Mrs Bacon, Col C. A. Barten , Mrs Smithson and Mrs
Mc Sorley
CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME
Krefe!d Amateu_r ~heatrical Society (KATS) staged their first
pantomime, Aladdm, m early January. It was written by Mrs Jacqui
Cox, who also played the part of Aladdin, and directed by Capt
MacDonald-Evans. Leading parts were played by Sgt Gary Hill RE
(Abanazer), Sgt Dave Cox (The Emperor), Capt Mike Law REME
(The Dame), Mrs Linda Singleton (Princess) and Sgt Chris Hartley
(The Genie). The rest of the pantomime cast was made up of wives
and families from the three Regiments in the area: 28 Sig Regt, 16 Sig
Regt and 40 Army Engr Sp Gp. The photograph shows the cast line
up at the end of the performance.

SUPPORT SQUADRON NEWS
NEWS FROM THE LAD
After a very hectic festive season, we said farewell to the OC, Capt
Mike Law, and also to Sgt Jim Lutton and Cpl Dave Hughes. Capt
Jane Wintermeyer took over as the OC-we were prepared for a
female boss as Capt Law had been playing the Dame in the
pantomime. Cpls Done and Tyrrell also joined us.
Cpl Vidler deserves a special mention for helping to raise over
DM3000 for Great Ormond Street Hospital Appeal.
The build up for Wintex and the TUV inspection on the fleet of
vehicles are now foremost in our priorities, so there is an extremely
busy period ahead for the LAD.

Cpl Stu Gilson is demonstrating how to walk up a pole using only
one leg. Looking on in disbelief are the followi ng members of Golf
Tp: Sig Ian Botham , Cpl Colin Larrad, Sig ' General ' Burke, LCp l
Marie Woods and LCpl 'Bubbles ' Dickinson

TRAINING WING
After Battle Camp in November things in the Training Wing settled
down for a week or two until thoughts started to turn to the
forthcoming festivities. Amongst the many parties that happened one
was to say farewell to Sgt Brian Glover, our Clerk on detachment
from RHQ. He has left us to go to HQ l (BR) Corps so he'll need all
the luck and best wishes that were proffered.
At the end of last year a lot of hard training was put in. W02 (YofS)
Harry Brant and Sgt Titch Howilson were seen organising the trade
side of life with Sgt Chalkie Atkins and Cpl Mac McLaughlin being
equally busy on the military training.
Congratulations go to Sgt Chalkie Atkins who successfully attended
a RSSC just before Christmas, and also passed his Mofl at
Beaconsfield in early January. He says that everything will be fine as
long as he doesn't have to teach anything at Warcop!
Cpl 'Ollie' Holman was busy up to the end of the year with his cadet
visits and training. Now that he has even more detachments to visit,
1989 should be a hectic year for him .
W02 (YofS) Harry Brant assisted by Sgt Brian Roxburgh are
sorting out all the post CERC problems seeing who needs what
courses for the new trades and ensuring that all the soldiers are happy
(or is the Adjutant in disguise). On the military side the continuation
courses are being revamped giving more emphasis on First Aid and
Method of Instruction. This will ensure that Sgts Charlie Atkins,
Titch Howitson and Cpl Mac McLaughlin won't get too much spare
time in this training year.
The OC of the Wing, Capt Harry Lund, is still going out on regular
BFrs and CFrs but everyone thinks that it is because he enjoys the
scenic views as he jogs every day.
CROSS COUNTRY 1988/ 89
'We've never done it before!' was the cry! Never qualified for the
Army Cross Country Championships that is. Not such a great
achievement some may think , but when the aim and objective at the
start of the season was to do well at the West Area Championships

MIKE TROOP
It was in a fest ive spirit that members of Mike Tp held the annual
Christmas party for children from the local Helipadagogisches
Zentrum, a school specialising in children with special education
needs. Sgt Glen Shipman helped by Cpls John Daveron, Dawn
Phillips and Debbie Riglar organised the event.
Santa Claus arrived by helicopter with a sackfull of presents and
enticed the children into the Regimental Restaurant, where party
games were played and sticky buns eaten. The photograph shows
Santa Claus meeting the handicapped children after being delivered by
helicopter.

Don't be disappointed:
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
BY THE 12th OF THE
MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION
Pleased with her performance WLCpl Dobinson is about to be
helped off a 6ft wall by SSgt Chris Smithson and Cpl Colin Larrad

Cross Country Squad 1988/89
Back Row L to R: LCpl Mick Hughes, Cpl Mick Stanyer, LCpl Gary
Leggett, Cpl Ian Campbell and Sgt Andy Foster
Front Row L to R: LCpl Lee Douglas, Sig Tim Holland , SSgt (SSI)
Jack Goodwin APTC, Sgt Larry Tulett and Sig Craig Noble (absent
LCpl J . Jones)
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and to qualif:> for the rmy' , and that aim i achieved, then it is a
gre t a.:hievement, on '" pecially pleasing after the hard work that the
Re im nt I quad had put in.
It all tarted in 0 tober 19 8 with the commencement of a regular
daily training chedule, under the guidance of SSgt (SSI) Jack
Good\\ in APTC and gt Larry Tulett , and up to the end of the year
the quad performed well and produced ome good result in the
\\'Di t L ague. Unfortunately in ovember due IO operational
·ommitment the quad wa unable to train together o it wa left to
individual , where elf motivation took over and everyone carried on
and produced good result .
The West Area Champion hips were held in January and were
ho ted by 30 ig Regt at Blandford Camp. Here the Squad proved that
the hard work done in the previou three month had indeed paid off,
nd the became \ e t Area Major Unit Ru nner Up to the School of
ignal team, consequently putting Blandford Camp on the cro s
coumry map. The individual po iti ons were as follows: 8th-LCpl Lee
Douglas, 9th LCpl Mick Hughes, 10th- Sig Craig Noble, 14th-SSgt
( I) Jack Goodwin APTC, 15th- Sig Tim Holland , 18th-Sgt Andy
Fo -ter, 23rd Cpl Mick tanyer and 36th- LCpl Gary Leggett.
The quad i now training regularly as a team once again in
preparation for the Army Champion hips at Tweseldown Racecourse,
Ider hot.
EXERCI EA T MN RELAY
Ex Autumn Relay was a oldier' idea-namely LCpl Tim McLeod
and grew into an event thac was to test the endurance of 12 members
of l qn, 30 ig Reg!. The ituation was as fo llow : 10 of our soldiers
\\ere to run Catterick 10 Blandford Camp in non-stop relays of five
mile . Thi would mean a di tance of 313 mi les which would be
completed in at least 6 x 5 mile legs by each individual. \ e hoped
to cover thi di tance in 48 hour . Money raised from sponsorship and
collection would be donated to the Imperial Ca ncer Re earch Fund.
Proceedings got under way when the lads were handed sponsorship

forms and the next thing to be seen was a cloud of dust as all and
sundry attacked the task of obtaining promises with verve and
enthu iasm . Cpls Tim Hopkins and Phil Anderson took a day off to
make their presence felt in Blandford shops (have you seen the size of
Cpl Hopkins?) and Sig Mick Howard came close to censure for
'collaring anything with pips' in the Steele Block. The biggest
complaint came from LCpl Ian Johnston who said that getting
signature from the social gathering centres of Blandford was costing
him a fortune!
On 7 December the team spent the night with 8 Sig Regt and this
gave the opportunity to collect further funds in Catterick. The SSM
of 2 Sqn kindly allowed the party to canva in Catterick. A special
mention must be made of an ex-member of 30 Sig Regt, LCpl Geordie
McPhee (now with 210 Sig Sqn) who led the foray with panache, and
a subtle approach.
The following morning saw Sig Danny Wilson, the first runner,
begin the epic trek. At various points en route members of the team
leapt from the vehicles and collected money from passers-by as well
as at roadside cafes and, of course, the pubs . At intervals of about 40
miles the running team were met by the patient, smiling faces of Cpl
P hil A nderson and Sig Paul Westcott producing brews and haute
cuisine (French for compo) from the back of a Landrover.
Statistically the run was a success with the total time taken being 43
hrs 27 mins, the average mile lasting 8 mins 30 ecs. The slowest mi le
took 11 mins, the fastest 6 mins. The final figure for funds raised has
yet to be confirmed but it is estimated that £1,500 approximately has
been raised . This amount is indicative of the generosity encountered
throughout the run e pecially from the member of 38 Sig Regt (V)
who donated money as well as offering accommodation for the
night-a pity we couldn't stop!
The organisers would like to thank all those concerned for the hard
work and support given by 30 Sig Regt and the Garrison as a whole,
and look forward to presenting a cheque to the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund in March.

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow
RHQ MANAGEMENT TEAM
CURRENT

co

Lt Col 'Paddy' Hughes

2IC

Maj Ron McNaught

Trg Maj
Adjt
QM
RSM

Maj Brian Campbell
Capt Peter Campbell
Capt J ohn Newman
WO l (RSM) 'Steve' May

FofS
YofS
Chief Clerk
OC H Q Sqn
Fa milies
Officer
PRI
OC Squash
OC Skiing
OIC Civil
Labour

W0 2 Dave Murray
W0 2 P aul Forryan
SSgt Joe Sharma
Capt John Newman
Capt J ohn Newman
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt

John
J ohn
John
John

DESIGNATE/
REPLACEMENT
Lt Col M. J. Anderson
(April 1989)
Maj Alan Lapsley
(February 1989)
'Irreplaceable'
W02 T . A. Mortlock
(August 1989)
(RSMRO please note)

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool
On 1:hursday 13 October 1988 the Regiment had pleasure m
"".e!commg the Mayor of Knowsley, Councillor P. J. Curran when he
v1s1ted th~ Regimental Headquarters at Huyton accompanied by his
dau_ghter-m-law, the .Mayores , Mrs Curran. The event took place
during the weekly dnll night when the majority of TA soldiers were
present.
They were met by the CO'. Lt Col David Gardiner, who briefed
them on the role of the Regiment and its organisation. This was
followed by a visit around the TA centre where they met numerous
members of RHQ and HQ Sqn. A small communication
demonstration was given by Sgt Patter on and members of 59 Sqn
based at E_dge Lane .. The Mayor, a sapper in World War 2, was
extremely mter~sted m the modern equipment and the technical
advan~es made m Army communications in recent years.
Dunng the tour he was invited to fire an SLR with the Hecklerkoch
conve~sion in the miniature range, which he thoroughly enjoyed. The
score is a closely guarded secret (but he has requested a return visit to
enable him to get more practice!)
~e was invited to the Officers' Mess where he was entertained by
qf~1cers and SNCOs of the Regiment. His tour was concl uded by a
v1s1t to the JRC where he met and spoke to all the soldiers.

Newman
Newman
Newman
Newman

Readers will have noticed that Cap t J ohn Newman holds the
greatest nu mber of appointments in this very busy unit. We have to
record the fact that despite his many 'hats' he still finds time to 'stand
in' ~or the Adjutant, RSM, Chief Clerk, Register Clerk and the
Typists. It can be seen we are blessed with a very versitile Officer and
we wish to record our thanks to him for all the hard work he puts in.
PS: PB 11 please note QM's standing appointments for the future.
QUARTERMASTER DEPARTMENT
W02 (RQMS) Bob Rack, assisted by Mr Garry Stein and Mr Stuart
Anderson too, must be given a mention for without their dedication
the department could not function!

The Mayor of Knowsley arrives at Huyton and met by the
Commanding Officer and Regimental Sergeant Major

The Mayor being given some ' handy hints' on SLR by W01
Tommy Watkinso11 . The Regimental Sergeant Major and OC HQ
Sqn Maj Derek Beckett TD looking on

Back Row L to R: Sig Paul Westcott, Cpls Tim Hopkins, George Fi~k , Sig Nick Steen, LCpls Paul Johnson, Billy Bingham , Cpls Les Waite

and Phil Anderson
Front Row L to R: LCpl Tim Mcleod , Sig Danny Wilson, LCpl Ian Johnston and Sig Mick Howard

Pipe Maj Ian Mortimer with The Royal Banner

THE NORTHERN AREA CROSS COUNTRY
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1988
Report by Lt Cathy McGrath- 59 Squadron
A small contingent from 59 Sqn made the journey to Catterick to
run in the Northern Area Championships on Saturday 3 December
1988. We arrived on the Friday night and quickly made for the
NAAFI for refreshments. A disco was in progress, and it wa not long
before Sig Steve Barr was doing ' is own thing ' on the dance floor.
His appreciative 59 audience applauded loudly when he was awarded
an LP record, much to his embarrassment, as the be t male disco
dancer on the floor . At least we were to take one prize home over the
weekend!
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turda} da\\ ed and the ladi - prepared for their race. 'Prepared'
perhap 1he wrong term lO u e a Cpl Eileen Halliday puffed yet
n ther cigareue, Pie Linda Roy tried to stay in bed and Pte Lesley
f hon too · ome refre hment. I decided I was dying from a virus
and promptly put my elf al the bouom of the team finishing order
before \~heeling into a warm up jog.
The ladi race tarted ab ut 200yd away from a mud covered hill ,
e timated 10 be about
ne in three gradient. We set off
apprehen iYely, tackled the hill and ploughed lhrough mud , swollen
tream and et more hill lo the finish . Much to everyone's surprise,
in luding mine, I fini hed in 16th po ition in 19 V1 minutes, with Cpl
Hallida) in 21 t (she must have topped for a moke!), Pte Roy in 24lh
and Pte Machon gamely coming in 33rd. I ju t mis ed qualifying for
the T ' Regular Army Champion hip at Crickhowell, and missed
oblaining a I t e1eran Award only because it. did not occur to anyone
that a per on of my age would be mad enough to enter the race (age
nol declared).
The men' race 'enjoyed' lhe same start and the same hill. However,
"ith about 200 entrie and ome well known coumy standard runners
taking part the race wa very compelitive. Our first man home was Cpl
Tomm) Ryder in a very creditable 47th place with a time of 43
minute . De pile lo ing his hoe in the mud twice he fin ished fresh
and full of running. I wonder what he might achieve with some
training? Cpl Eddie Owings finished aboul midway down the field,
following a good run, whilst our di co star obviously needed to dance
round the cour e with a personal stereo. Never having run six miles
in hi life, Sig Barr jogged home to our cheers and those of the
Liverpool UOTC contingent.
Cpl Tommy Ryder has been elected to run in the TA v Regular
Army Championship at Crickhowel) in March as an individual
runner. We all hope he will gain his TA colours as a result. The 59
Supporter Club will hopefully travel down to support him.
1eanwhile, I am busy trying to persuade the organisers to have a
eteran's category next year! (you never know I might win
omething!)
ROYAL SIGNALS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1988
Report by Lt Andy Payne 80 Squadron Chester
A men's team and a WRAC team from 33 Sig Regt (V) emered the
Royal Signals Orienteering Championships, held in Sherwood Forest
on 22-23 October. The WRAC team, consisting of Capt Jean Payne,
Lt Cathy McGrath and OCdt Vivien Myles, came second in the
WRAC team competition. Capt Jean Payne also won the WRAC
individual competition. The men's team also came second in the TA
team competition with Lt Andy Payne winning the individual TA
prize. Other team members were Sgts Steve Kerry, Ken Myerscough,
Cpls Ralph Harwood, Tony Wylie and Sig Pete Wood. The teams
have shown a steady improvement in their navigational skills and were
delighted with their results.
Lt Andy Payne also competed for the TA in the TA v Regular Army
Representative Match and gained his TA colours.
Alas no photographs are available, the team member with the
camera got lost!
REGIMENTAL DETACHMENT COMMANDERS COURSE
This year's Detachmem Commanders Course took place over four
w~ekends in fou: ?ifferent locations, Altcar, Weeton, Saighton and
Kmmel Park Trammg Camps, which certainly rested the candidates in
their map reading skills.
The course was run under the control of rhe RSM, WOI Neil Brown
who was supponed by PS and TA instructors, namely: Capt Roger
Bracey (TA), SSgt Trevor Deeley (PS), CSgt Phil Daniels (TA) Sgts
Kenny Almond (TA), Eddie Buchanan (TA), Cpls Cokey H~ynes
(TA) and Frank Hale (TA).
The subjects covered were First Aid Map Reading Weapon
Handli~g/Firing, Drill, M of I and PT. The course was weh attended
by oldiers of all four Squadrons and was a mix of male and female
candidates.
The fiel_dcraft this year "'.as taught by CSgt Phil Daniels who wa~
[ormerly m the Staffordshire Regiment; his infantry expertise was
1~valua~le to _the course members and gave the subject a new
d1mens1on. Phtl has now made the right move by transferring to the
Corps, and is serving with 42 Sig Sqn in Manchester.
All I~ :ovho attended regularly, passed the course which became very
competmve. Top award went Lo Pte Carolyn Pritchard WRAC from
80 Sqn Che ter with LCpl (Spider) Smith from 42 Sqn Manchester a
clo e runner up.
42 Q ADRO SERGEANTS' CLUB DINNER NIGHT
On the night of 22 October, the Squadron Warrant Officers' and
Serg_eant ' Club held a dinner to say goodbye to a number of longservmg and respected Squadron personalities.
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Dined out were Capt Heather Williams TD, WRAC, W02 (SSM)
Tony Byrne BEM, SS~t (SSI) Steve T uplin and Sgt Lynne Slamon
WRAC. On the same night, due to his comparatively short stay with
lhe Regiment, WOl (RMTO) Dave Hogben was both dined in and out
and in addition farewell was said to Lt Gillian Heywood-Bamber
WRAC.
Our best wishes go to them all.

34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough
LORD LIEUTENANT'S CERTIFICATE
Certificates are awarded annually by the Lords Lieutenant of
Coun ties to officers and soldiers of the Reserve Forces for Good
Service .. The r~cip ients must have not less than seven years
outstandmg service, be r~commended by the Commanding Officer
and endorsed by the Chairman of the County committee. We were
delighted that four soldiers from this Regiment received the award.
They are Sgt Peter Murphy, LCpls Jimmy Campbell and Angela
Barnard in Cleveland and Cpl David Jackson in County Durham.
Congratulations and well done.

12 SIGNAL BRIGADE (V) PSI CONVENTION
The Regiment administered the PSI Convention held at Cauerick
on 24 and 25 January for the Regular Officers, Warranl Officers and
SNCO. Permanent Staff Instructors of 12 Sig Bde. As in previous
years 1s was a valuable exercise in keeping us in touch with
developments in the Corps and a chance to meet our opposite numbers
in the other Regiments . We were very grateful for the assista nce
provided by Training Group, 11 Sig Regt and 8 Sig Regt.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
W02 (SSM ) Tony Byrne apprehensively receiving his farewell gift
from members of 42 Sig Sqn
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
For those readers of The Wire who had the pleasure (or misfortune)
of serving with ex regular SSgt Tommy Smith might like to know that
he has 'not faded away' as old soldiers are supposed to do, but is
hiding away as a non regular permanent staff SQMS in 42 Sqn based
at orman Road TAC in Manchester.
Tommy, like most ex Corps members, yearned to return to the fold
when an opportunity arose. He did a short spell in civvy street as a
'Kwik Fit Fitter' (you may have seen him dancing on the TV Ad!)
However, his legs got too weak for the job so he joined the
Manchester UOTC as an RQMS .
Determined to join a Royal Signals unit he managed to convince a
selection board that he could do the job of a NRPS SQMS (he
possesses a good chat line) .
On a more serious note, Tommy has a long and notable career with
the Corps having enlisted as a boy soldier on 12 March 1953, in
Omagh he was posted to 6 Trg Regi, in Beverley. On joining man
service he trained as a lineman and issued with a horse (whoops!sorry I got carried away), but later trained and qualified as a Tech
Storeman, which was his trade throughout his career. During his 24 Yz
years regular service he was in Singapore, Kenya, Cyprus, BAOR and
UK. Whilst in BAOR he won the BAMA Rallying Championships
(BAOR) in 1975 and was runner-up the following year. He also
represented BAMA (BAOR) on several Scottish rallies. He was
awarded his colours for motoring in 1975 . Tommy is married with two
children. His son joined the Army and served with 2 Para but
unfortunately was badly wounded at Goose Green during the
Falklands Campaign and is unable to continue with his Army career.
For all Corps members who know him, Tommy is still as active and
talkative as ever and is a cherished member of 42 Sqn and the
Regiment.

Tommy (I'm in charge) Smith, projecting a 'busy' image as SQMS
(NRPS) 42 Sqn
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We begin these notes by looking back to the end of 1988 to record
some notable events. On 2 December we had the pleasure of hosting
the Signal Officer-in-Chief in the Council House in Birmingham. The
dinner was for officers and ladies and we were delighted to have Col
Louden and the deputy Lord Mayor of Birmingham , Cllr Martineau,
as honoured guests.
We congratulate Sgt Geoff Robinson RAPC (58 Sqn) and SSgt
Alan Hoensch, PSI (95 Sqn) who received the TA Efficiency
Medal and LS & GC respectively from our Honorary Colonel Col
Beatty TD, ADC, DL on 2 December. Congratulations also lo Capt
Fathers on gaining his majority and to Cpl Clarke (89 Sqn) on
promotion to Sergeant.
48 (City of Birmingham) Sig Sqn (V) was invited to provide enemy
for A Coy, RRF(V), with an element of BUOTC, at a FIBUA
weekend held at Longmoor Camp near Aldershot. Needless to say the
Squadron jumped in with both feet and weapons swinging, dragged
2Lt Chris Heaton along for support. Twenty enemy valiantly held off
the RRF, culminating in a four hour assault, the linies showed what
they were made of when Cpl Brown held a house for 45 minutes
single-handedly.
A Young Officers' weekend was held at the beginning of January
with the aim of preparing them for promotion. At the dinner which
was held on the Saturday night we were lucky enough to have Maj
Gen Alexander CB, MBE at our table. It was a lively evening.
The Officers would like to thank Capt George Cairns (PSAO 48
Sqn) for his tireless work on our behalf.
The Regiment has a very busy year head with a Royal Signals
Military Tattoo at Drayton Manor Park to organise and other exciting
events including Ex Executive Stretch and Summer Camp at
Scarborough. Now that the Adjutant, Capt Suzy Reed, has returned
from her two months(!), skiing with the Army Ladies Ski Team and
with the RSM, WOl Mick O'Hare 'fighting' fit, we hope that 1989
will prove a good one for the Regiment.
It was with some trepidation that the Regiment received a new
camera and 12 rolls of film from West Midland TAVRA but it was
put to immediate use and the following photographs are the result.

Fibua Exercise
L to R: Sig Bellaby LCpl Turner, Cpls Brown, Henry, Sig Chatfield,
Nevitt, Finnegan and LCpl Mcleod
Sig Mohammed , Willis, LCpls Chapman and Daly
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Cpl Mick Clarke and LCpl Graham Back from 89 (Rugby) Sig Sqn
(V) enjoying their evening meal on Ex Autumn Lad

2Lt Julian Webb receives the Subaltern's Trophy for the best
Subaltern in 11 Sig Bd from the CO, Lt Col David Dobson . His
civilian employer Sir Patrick Lawrence and Adjt Capt Suzy Reed
were also present
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead

It \\a a mild evening in I nuary when the bu (sorry the 'coach')
arri\ed to collec1 u from C 1nbridge and Wan tead . Certainly no sign
of ·no\\, or even cold wea1her here in UK; would there be any in the
French Ip?
Well l'm happy 10 ay 1hat 1here was ome in our re ort of Tigne ,
1hough no! a goOd a la 1 year. By the end of Lhe week we were w~ll
pra ti ed in rock hopping with no major accidents (Lhou~h n~r quire
urc hO\\ one of our in Lructor managed LO break his k1 when
1ea hing beginners on the nur ery lope !).
One of the b t fea1ures of 1he trip was having repre ematives from
all quadron in the Regiment a well a. mem?ers of 56 Sqn.
It hough we exerci e together a a Regiment, ll 1s u ually by
quadron . so old friend hip from la t year were renewed . There
''ere the terrible two from orwich: LCpls Tracy Bacon and Sarah
Luckin, 'Wingnut' Nichol and hi merry band from Warley. LCpl
Jan Ra hid laughed her way down the slopes as usual and encouraged
everal members of HQ Squadron 10 participate .
Pte 'Biscuit' Nesbitt wa one of our beginners who was able lo
tackle Lhe longer slopes by the end of the week in company of Cpl
Alan Bell and others who had skied before.
Part of the apres ki amaction was the local auna to which Pte
Ruth Jame and friend repaired after an exhausting day on the
lopes.
Special thanks must go to our instructors: LCpl Tony Waddington
and gt Vince Murphy who came to us from 19 Bde Sig Sqn and Bryan
Mumford an ex-member of 1he Regiment. As the week progres ed the
group changed depending on how people progressed with their
skiing. It was a fun week and we counted ourselves lucky to have
found ome now this winter.

WRAC
On I l ovember the WRAC had one of their rare get Logethers to
say goodbye to some very old friends. There was Sgt Cracknell who
was going on LO better things in Cambridge with her Methods of
In truction experience (well remembered by many in the Regiment
over the years); Capt Liz Jack who had produced a 'little'. Jack and
will be sadly mi sed as watch-keeper at RCP (as well as bemg one of
our local experts on NBC training); and Maj Sarah Maude who for
many year has been enior WRAC Officer in the Regiment. She will
be missed by her many friends of all ranks and we wish her well in her
appointment in 34 Sig Regt (V).

Capt Armstrong presenting farewell gift to Maj Maude

Members of the Regimental Ski Party
HEADQ ARTERSQ ADRON
The first weekend in February saw HQ Sqn on their first outdoor
exerci e since summer camp. Perhaps not the besl time of the year to
leep under bashas. But how lucky we were for it must have been one
of the mildest February weekends on record. We arrived at our
exercise location in orfolk soon after lunch and practised caroming
up correctly, rather 1han in our own sweet way.
We were urprised to have a visit from a representative of 19 Bde
ig Sqn which was exercising in the same area. We were inviled ti>
have a look round 1heir exercise location. 11 was a great source of
intere l to all members of the Squadron be they pay clerks,
torewomen or technicians. For all of us it was our first sighl of
Ptarmigan. The technicians obviously found it of great value and were
making Euromux comparisons but the other members of the
Squadron who provide logistic support found it imeresting to see what
they were supporting.
Sunday morning began with reveille at 0600 hrs and a three mile run
before breakfast; led by Cpl Pulford and Sgt Trevor Bandey . It gave
u~ an appetite and incentive to learn how to cook on hexamine blocks.
Breakfa 1 wa followed by more caroming instruction and then basic
ignalling kill . For our experienced readers Lhis may nol sound much
but for our recruil WPte Pye in the pay office it opened up a whole
nev. world.
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54 (EA) SIGNAL SQUADRON
The venue of Wretham Camp was most suitable for our activities,
and we spent a productive Saturday on Thetford Ranges, firing
APWT. BFT was also run on the Saturday (before the party: our new
PSI, Sgt Pat Miller was left in no doubl as to what might Olherwise
happen !). Sgt Chris Francis and his helpers produced a magnificent
Christmas feast. Service was provided by the Officers and SNCOs and
no piper . . . Our guests included Trg Maj , Maj Tony Sugdon, RSM,
Norman Cawthra, RQMS, Alan Gibbons. A near disaster caused by
the unwillingness to appear of the discotheque was somehow
overcome by the PSAO, Capt Danny Kay, to whom we all owe thanks
for the organisation involved, nol only in this matter, but in a host of
other things required to make the weekend such a success.
Sunday was spent recovering in a mist of CS gas-(well that's our
excuse!) and Resusianni's deep breathing routines! Lhis rounded off a
most enjoyable and useful weekend .
The Squadron has also held various fund raising events (I am
assured no intimidation prevailed!) for firstly the 'Wishing Well
Appeal' £11 S was achieved, and secondly for 'Children In Need' £355
was raised. Many thanks Lo everyone for your generosity.
And now over to Capt Dave Watson (Sor) with a special
contribution from 706 Tp (who!).
706 Tp has fully recovered from Annual Camp in the depths of
South Wales (Sennybridge) and after a quiet Christmas is now busy
preparing for the coming months of exercises, inspections and trade
training as well as concentrating on recruiting.
Congratulations to Sgt Helen Mcfarlane on her recent promotion
and a fond farewell to Sgt Les Dickinson , on his retirement and to
SSgt Dave Elborne on his Lransfer to SHQ.

One would be excused for thinking that with camp and Christmas
over a Juli would have set in- far from it! The Regiment swung into
action with a post camp Officers' Mess Dinner, a Regimental
Exercise, a team in Maiden Scurry, Regimental trade training at STC
Scarborough, ARU and a Regimental Detachment Comd's course.
OFFICERS MESS DINNER
The Sheffield TAC was transformed once again into a vast
banqueting suite as 120 members, honorary members and their guests
gathered together. The guests of honour were Col Geoffrey Norton,
Chairman of Yorkshire and Humberside TAVRA and Lt Col Roy
Bettney, CO Sheffield UOTC. The Regimental Officers dined out the
Rev Mike Hiles whose jovial 'preaching' will be missed by all. Maj
Terry Lea who has long service with the Regiment, commanding two
Squadrons during his service; Maj David Podevin, the Training Major
who reminds us that his tour at Sheffield is the longest single tour in
his service. It is perhaps significant that he is not only leaving 38 Sig
Regt but also the Army and is settling in Sheffield-so we should
conti nue to see him. We offer our best wishes to them all.
64 SQUADRON-ANNUAL CAMP 1988
Camp started with the arrival of a detachment of 87 Sqn from
Nottingham under the command of SSgt Mick Piechota. They became
an integral part of Lhe Squadron for the Camp, and despite their
'peculiar' accents were soon indistinguishable from the rest of us.
We then moved by road LO Halton Camp near Lancaster, where our
SQMS SSgt Dave Burton and his advance party had done a great job
in erecting a tented camp for us. The camp beside the river Lune and
the surrounding countryside provided us with an excellent opportunity
for both training and relaxation. Our Admin Officer, Capt 'Johnny
Johnson' was never lost. He could be found in off duty moments
casting into the Lune, although the salmon always managed to evade
him .
We had a round of visitors, including the Lord Mayor of Sheffield,
Cllr Phyllis Smith, who, we think, thoroughly enjoyed her stay. The
Lady Mayoress was nearly recruited by SSgts Frank Delez and Harry
Lomas following her first attempt al pistol shooting-she put many
of the Squadron's crack shots to shame.
The Smoker proved to be an enjoyable event, and 2Lt Ruth
Robinson, posted in from Sheffield UOTC only a week earlier proved
her mettle as a member of the Squadron . The Nottingham contingent
also proved their worth, completing their acceptance into the fold .
Following the BFT 'measured' by our PTI, Sgt Mark Gardner most
of the Squadron enjoyed a day off in Blackpool. Unfortunately noone was able to buy Mark a wheel so they could dispute the accuracy
of his measurement, so Sgt Clive Quantick , our PSI Tech, resorted to
checking the course with that well known measuring device-a
Clansman antenna!

The young Officers and Officer Cadets at 64 Sqn Camp
2Lt Ruth Robinson, OCdts Aiden Ancil , Alison Burn , Lt Trevor
Brocklebank, 2Lt David Tomlinson and Capt David Anson
We Lhen moved on to Ex Northern Crusade, and practised our real
role. All went well wiLh good comms, but special mention must be
made of the 87 Sqn 'Mouldies' led by 2Lt Dave Tomlinson who did
their 'net extensions' so well, and to the sterling work done by Sgt
Gardner as 'Mr FiXiT' on the admin side of life.
The exercise ended with a tired but more experienced Squadron
moving on to our own Ex High Nole. Lt Trevor Brocklebank and 2Lt
BUI Carr led their respective forces around Catterick Training Area
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with great gusto, although LCpl Pete Horton 's comments when he
found himself separated from his Landrover are unprintable!
We finally ended 'in a wood not far from Sheffield' and celebrated
the end of a hard but overall fruitful and enjoyable Camp . It was with
sadness that we said goodbye to Sgt Clive Quantick who left us to do
his Staff Sergeants Course before moving on to his Foreman's Course.
Best wishes Clive and we hope we will see you again before too long.
Following Camp we were pleased LO be able to congratulate Cpl
Debbie Ellis on her marriage, and wish her well in Germany.
Congratulations also to Sgt 'Sam' Abdul Hussein on his recent
wedding.
We have at last completed the Regimental Sports Competitions.
SSgt Dave Burton's two Tug-of-War teams were sadly beaten in Lhe
finals, as was the Football team, but our successes in Orienteering
meant we were just able to beat HQ Sqn to the final honours. It must
be said, however, thal had we been second to them there would have
been satisfaction in knowing the Trophy was in Sheffield.
Finally we have had to say farewell to Sgt Charlie Hebden, who
leaves us as PSI and the Army on retirement. We wish him well in
civilian life.
64 SQUADRON-STOP PRESS
A warm welcome is extended to Sgt 'Chippy' Wood who has
recently joined 64 Sqn as PSI.
Double congratulations to SSgt Mark Gardner on his recent
promotion and his award of the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate. This
Certificate, which has also been awarded to Sgt Jim Mees, is an
honour bestowed by the Lord Lieutenant of the County for oulstanding services to Lhe TA.
On 24 January Sheffield TAC opened its doors to a number of
employers from local businesses Lo show the benefits of the TA in
general and Royal Signals in particular. 64 Sqn, HQ Sqn and LAD
gave an excellent display of various skills to an impressed audiencesome have since made enquiries about joining!
Rather younger visitors from Clowne Scout Group were given an
insight into the world of communications and training with a Sunday
morning tour. The visit was a resounding success although a few
Sunday lunches were spoiled when the visit over-ran by one and a half
hours.
The escorting officer, Capt Frank Atkins, has still Lo explain how
his target remained LOtally intact yet the Scout Leader, who had failed
to hil his target all morning, mysteriously pul 10 shots in a 2in group
on the indoor range when they fired the final rounds together!

93SQUADRON-ANNUALCAMP
Week I in support of HQ NWDis1 6 TAOR Dets including
!OM-overseas posting-no duty frees, but, SSgt Doug Scott our
Senior PSI was lucky with the 'Bandits' on board the ferry.
On Monday 12 September history was made in the DWHQ. We had
a commissioning ceremony in the 'Field', so to speak. W02 Alan
Unwin had his warranl badge of rank meticulously cur off with a
Swiss army knife by the GOC NWDist, Maj Geo C. T. Shortis CB
CBE who then presented him with his Lieutenants' Slides . Lt Alan
Unwin who commands 878 Tp and is our NBC expert was mosl taken
aback-he thought he was there to attend a briefing!
Week 2 saw the Squadron at Garelochhead where we practised our
leadership, initiative, endurance, military and communications skills,
shooti ng, sailing, orienteering, abseiling 1ogether with VRC 311, 312
familiarisation training.
Everyone highly recommended the new radio equipment for its
simplicity and clarity. Conrad II has truly been a smash hit with the
Squadron.
HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
As the four operational Squadrons of the Regiment were involved
with their FTX's thi year, HQ Sqn, for the first time, spent Lwo weeks
of Annual Camp entirely on its own at Garelochhead. The OC, Maj
Frank Kirkham, chose this location in order LO provide the Squadron
with an exciting location at which to carry out military and adventure
training. It turned out to be ideal except for the weather! Capt (now
Maj) Danny Lamerton, whose majority LOok effect from the middle
of camp, drew up an exacting training programme for the younger
members of the Squadron, W02 (SSM) David Warburton organised
the WOs and SNCOs to cover the guard duties, cooking, pan-bashing
and other admin duties o that the juniors had an uninterrupted
course of training. Capl Colin Slaughter and SSgt (SQMS) Barry
Pinches organised the Military Swimming Test at the Faslane
Submarine Base and Sig Graham Blyth actually learned to swim
during the time. Maj Bob Barnes taught survival skills in hi uniquely
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mtrigum \\a)' a d apt (no" laj) Dennis Trayers made voic1•
pr ·edure nd radio operating more intere ting than usual. Capt Mike
Philip . fre h from hi ucce · at the Cambrian Patrol competition,
taught patrol procedures on the exerci e. Sgt Bev Connolly put these
le on· to good u e a an be een in the photographs .
fter Camp, HQ qn did the admini tration for the Royal Signal
Orienteering Champion hip based at Proteus.
Maj Frank Kirkham handrd over the Squadron to Capt Colin
laughter on I January 1989 and we wish him well in his new role with
heffield UOTC.

much to the joy of the students unti l t hey fin d out that it is replaced
by QDITS. 'Quick dip in the sea' . But with such enthusiasm noth ing
daunts a TA soldier's 'Get up and go'.
In all a most successful year and credit must be given to the teaching
taff who put in so much hard work.

The CO presenting W02 (SSM) Jeff Dolan , SSM 93 Sqn, with his
Royal Warrant
Why does everyone think it's so hilarious?
The CO presenting Sgt Heather Kenny (93 Sqn) with the S ivell
Trophy, awarded annually to the best young SNCO

TA Efficiency Medal Recipients at Scarborough
L to R: W02 (RQMSl Moss Elliott, W02 (RQMSl Clark-Darby
(LS & CG ). W02 (SSM) Dave Warburton, SSgt Anne Legge, Sgt
Eric Russell, Cpl Mickey Rooney and Sgt Mini Spinks

The CO opens the Royal Signals Association (Derby Branch )
Memorial to those Corps members who fell in th e two World
Wars, the Falklands Campaign and in No rthern Ireland
L to R: Lt Col Steve Coltman (CO), W02 (Retd) Dot Wi lliams, Capt
Ernest Williams and The Rev Spears who conducted the Service

DINING OUT LT COL S. A. COLTMAN
The evening of Friday 20 January was the occasion to say farewell
to the Commanding Officer when he was dined out in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. He was presented with an item of
sturdy garden furniture- does this mean he will be taking gardening
leave prior to assuming his new appointment at the Ministry of
Defence?
Cpl Wright 64 Sqn (The CO's double and usect when it i con idered
to be too dangerous for the CO to appear personally) demanded to
know why there was a function in progres on his badminton court.
At the end of the evening Lt Col Coltman presented the Mess wuh
a pair of wine flagons to mark his departure. The RSM, WOl Don
McLennan ignored WOl (YofS) Bodimeade's whispered question 'are
they full? '.

71 (Yeo) Sig Regt (V)
Bromley

Sig Jackson (64 Sqn) receiving his Cambrian March Certificate
from the CO, Lt Col S. A. Coltman

'What, all this for the beach party SQMS? Cpl Dave Morritt (HQ
Sqn) with Sig Phil Hale of 87 constructing the bonfire
RECRUITI G
A Report by Maj Bob Barnes, OC Tactics
Our RSW (Regiment Selection W /E) and RTW (Regiment Training
W/ E) are still going from strength to strength. The feeling is that we
have now got the pitch right although improvements are always being
made. The most reassuring thing is that the reports coming back from
Catterick are encouraging. The last one, an RTW, was held at
Scarborough at the end of November. Due to the shortage of real
e tale it was necessary to find Training rooms out of Burniston
Barracks. A cry for help was sent out and D Coy 2 Bn Yorks which
again came up trumps for us with their Brand new Drill Hall at
Whitby. We were also very grateful to the Platoon Sergeant, Sgt R.
Cook who went out of his way to help. Usually we start the day's
training with a wake-up run at Scarborough. This is dispensed with,
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Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Regimental Dinner
Sgt Charlie Hebden giving his farewell speech, on completion of
22 years in the Corps, flanked by the RSM, CO and Lt (now Capt)
Derek Sivell
THE WIRE, MARCH 1989

WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SERGEANTS' MESS
DINNER NIGHT
Venue: Crowborough Training Camp; 28 January.
The dining in of our CO Lt Col A. P. Verey TD.
The dining out of our QM Maj Ron Acott and the
dining out vi Sgt Chris Heyward .
To the sound of a lone piper the mess a sembled, sipping sherry.
'Dinner is served' and some already feeling merry,
But hidden away in the RSM's bunk,
Were four old comrades slowly getting drunk,
Grace was said and we all sat down
Less the RSM who stood and stared with his devious frown,
'Gentlemen' before we commence 'A surprise is in store'
For our Quartermaster, so please open the door.
In through the door came the surprise guests,
Our QM's jaw sank low and he bellowed 'you jest',
Lt Col Fred Orr was the first to emerge
Followed by Maj Ken Hatfield who entered with a surge,
Maj Bill Price came in going at full throttle,
And last but not least was Maj Paddy Stringer
Still clutching an empty Glenfiddich bottle.
The surprise was clearly seen on Maj Ron's face and after hi initial
shock we settled down to enjoy a good meal in good company to
excellent music. Our President, WOl (RSM) Bob McKenzie welcomed
our Commanding Officer into the Sergeants' Mess and our
Commander made a sharp and witty reply. We then bade a farewell
to Sgt Chris Heyward after 22 years service in the Corps.
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Rear Row (left to Right): Lt Cols F. Orr (Retdl. A. P. Verey TD,
W01 (RSM) J. R. McKenzie, Majs V. Hayward, (Retd) P. Stringer
and K. Hatfield (Retd)
Front Row (Left to Right): Capt (PSAO) J. Esson, Majs (Retd) R.
Acott and B. Price

A very successfu~ evening for our Regiment. Special thanks to our
Adjt, Capls Jeremy Wilson, (PSAO) Jim Esson and our RSM, WOI
Bob McKenzie, also to the lads and lasses of 265 (KCL Y) ig qn for
their hard work.
It then fell to the Pre ident to bid farewell to Maj Ron Acoll who
has served for 38 years. We were all sad that the moment had come,
but we shall see him again as he has been made an honorary member

,.,,
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of 1he .\1e . big 1hank you to our pecial gue t for attending, and
10 1he band of the R \\hO incidently played our Corp March on the
iolin . o weetl}. The evening wa a great sue es and rumour has it
1h 1 ome ·a y, dawn breaking.

0 GRAT LATION

To W02 (Yof ) . McMahon on being selected for hi WOL To
26
ig qn on a good run in 1he T Football.
B

\'0\A E
To our 21C, Maj Acda who leave u to Command 3

ig Regt (V).

-_' ·., · News'· from Squadrons

their rounds. The Harlow ACF attac hed to the Troop fir ing more
blank round than they had ever een in their li ve . T he Troop
Commander, Lt Paul Wooler decla red the baule a victory bu t Pte
Terry Jone wears he hot hi m at lea t fiv e tim es .
The unday morn ing P atrol Competi tion fini shed off the
Champion Detachment Competition and congratulations lO Cpl Mick
Fidgeon and LCpl Tony Perry for leading their Detachment to
victory.
Ex Ea tern Shield found the Harlow Troops spread all over East
Anglia in a variety o r locations. It was soon found the best way lo
judge the popularity o f the locations was to enquire as to the standard
of the food , and few would argue that Colche ter won.
The workload at each locat ion vari ed and Sgl Jo hn Bell and LCpl
Mark Middleton found that SO game of Backgammon was more
boring than lack of traffic .

1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
(215 Sig Sqn)
....
Tidworth
.._,,_~

X YEOMA RY) IGNAL SQUADRON
TROOP PER ONALITIES
O T OR Tp
Lt Paul Wooler
Troop gt
gt Dee Brooking
gl John Bell
Troop gt
P I
gt Keith Bolton
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AF GLOBAL VIII VOLKSMARCH-RAF LAKENHEA TH
aturdav 1 Oc1ober 1988 dawned bright and sunny and che team
from 8 1,' 2 and TAOR Tp soon found that warm vehicles were a
belier place to spend a cold morning than yomping around a 20km
rou1e.
With a promise of a 'gong' for all tho e who completed the march,
Lt Paul Wooler eventually mo1i vated the 1eam 10 as emble at the start
point and begin the ' fun event'. The team soon split into t_he
'Whippel ' and the 'Wanderers' and began to overtake the ear!Jer
1arting US Airmen who were out for a stroll.
If motivation wa needed the thought of the pub-stop at the halfway
point wa enough and this was soon reached. Cpl Mick Fidgeon and
the Whippers decided a quick pint of amber nectar was enough and
oon ped off, almost leaving Pte Terry J one behind. Many of 1he
Wanderers decided 10 take advantage of the new licencing laws and
looked se1 for the afternoon until SSgts Dee Brooking and Mark Bell
spoiled their fun.
On the way back many began to question why they were there, why
they were carrying CEFO and why the Army doesn't provide boots
with four inch sof1 rubber oles. Many also proved that the weight of
the pack is inversly proportional to the remaining distance and 1he
amount of swear produced is directly proportional to 1he speed of the
march.
The fini h poinl loomed large in the form of the Rod and Gun Club
and soon all were inside making up the lost liquid and proudly
displaying the enormous medal to the bemusement of the Club
Members who bad decided not to march.
The oversized medals commemorated 1he C-S4 Skymaster and the
Berlin Airlift and soon requests were flooding in for permission to
wear 1 on Remembrance Day.
Team Leader, Lt Paul Wooler, was soon trying to drum up support
for nexl year but stopped when LCpl Sharon Burton gave him IO
good reasons why she could find something else co do.
A good day was had by all, but where were 907 Tp! !
The Summer was also a time to say farewell and welcome. Farewell
10 che PSI, gt Chris Heyward who leaves the Army soon with the
Troop' s best wishes for the future. We also say welcome co Sgt Keith
Bolton and hope we don't drive him too mad in the next couple of
years .
Troop gt Bob Lodge was found guilty at the end of camp court
of a variety of charges, including flapping far too often, and was
banished to the stores to become SQMS, and we welcome back to
Harlow gt Dee Brooking as his replacement. Congratulations also
go to Sig Mark Middleton and Richard T urnham on their recent
promotions .
EW FROM THE T ROOPS-HARLOW TROOPS
The Summer proved 10 be a busy time at Harlow for 882 and TAOR
Tps and also a time for change. Much of the training centred on
preparing for Ex Eastern Shield, Eastern District's Home Defence
Exercise, but the Troops also found time to compete in the Champion
Detachment Competition .
The compelition came to a blazing finale on Hankley Common
during the Troop exercise during August.
Many of the Troop remembered the last exercise on Hankley
Common (now renamed Ex Fly Swot) and went prepared with truck
load of insect repellant.
Highlight of the exercises was the Platoon Attack at last light
against Troop HQ, consisting of gts Dee Brooking, Vic Facinni
(from the Harlow ACF), gt John Bell, and Pte Terry Jones. Sgt Bell
decided that an aerial view would be best but nearly fell from his nest
in the tree when Cpl teve Wair and his fire support section let loose
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SQUADRO N P ERSONALITIES
OC
Maj A. W. Rus
2IC
Capt B. P. Avison
Adjt
Maj S. C. Firbank LI
QM
Maj . Hargreave
Tfc Offr
Capt D. I. Gilchrist
OC A T p
Capt M. S. Castle-Smith
OC B Tp
Lt I. Hooper
OC C Tp
Capt R. G. Mather
TCO
Capt K. E. Meakin RCT
RSM
WOI (RSM) F. S. Payet
Fors
WOI (FofS) D. c. A. Ellis
YofS
W02 (YofS) C. Newby
SSgt (ORSQMS) D. C. Flynn
Chief Clerk

EMPLOYERS RECEPTION-BEXLEYHEATH TAC
A reception and presentation on the role of the local Reserve Forces
was held at our TAC on 29 November 1988 .
The hosts were The Lord Lieutenant of Greater London, Field
Marshal Lord Bramall GCB , OBE, MC, JP, together with the
representative Deputy Lieutenant of Bexley, Mr J. R. French DL, and
his Worship The Mayor of Bexley, Councillor J . N. Harrington DL
who recei ved the guests. T hey came from a very wide sphere of
Councillors, Rotary Clubs, Youth Leaders, Education Authorities
and Business firms locally. A fter being greeted by their hosts they saw
the film 'A Profitable Partnership'.
A series of stands were set up and over a snack and wine the guests
toured the displays asking various questions of the soldiers who were
representing: 100 (Yeomanry) Field Regt RA, 71 (Yeomanry) Sig
Regt, IO Bn Para Regt, l / SI (London Scottish) Highland Volunteers,
217 (London) General Hospital RAMC.

Several 'major' changes have taken place in the Squadron line up
fo r 1989. The Squadron says fa rewell to Maj John Ewbank who leaves
after two years in command .
We wish John and Denise all the best for their tour in P Bl 1 (grovel,
grovel). The new OC Maj Tony Russ joins us from the MOD and
hopefull y by the time this goes to print he will have fo und a quarter
in Tidworth . Also new is WOl (RSM) Fred Payet al ready well known
in certain parts of Thetford-just when you thought it was sa fe to go
b? " n the drill square!

LS & GC PRESENTATION
Congratulations to Sgt Andy Hunter, Cpl Neil Porllock and Cpl
' Rocky' Hilton pictured here with their families after receiving LS &
CG Medals from Brig Jack Deverell, Comd UKMF.

.

Maj J . K. Ewbank hands over the Squadron to Maj Tony Russ

Photo by covrtesy of Kentish Times

EXERCISE BLACK CYGNET AND EXERCISE BLACK SW AN
The new year started with two Squadron exercises designed to
practise and prove communications, movement and defence drills in
the field . Ex Black Cygnet was a Troop level exercise which allowed
Troop commands the opportunity of ironing out all those 'technical
hitches' away from the eye of the Squadron hierarchy. The exercise
was both useful and necessary-Bold Grouse eemed a long time ago .
Ex Black Swan was the first real chance for the new Officer
Commanding Squadron and Regimental Sergeant Major to observe
the unit deployed in the field . With visits by the staff and new
Brigadier as well the emphasis wa on 'getting it right'. As the Troop
recce elements deployed several pertinent questions were asked.
Would OC A deploy to the correct location this time? would Officer
Commanding B dissuade the ever reliable LCpl Black from a tou~ of
London? ('It's OK Sir I know the route'). Would Officer
Commanding C resist the temptation to prove the amphibiou.s
qua lities of his FFR and would the Troop Commander regret his
decision to forsake his ~ Ton GS vehicle and deploy on a nifty two
wheel Armstrong? Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on your
view, the answer to all four que lions was yes.
. . ..
By Monday evening all elements had deployed to their 1mt1al
locations on Stanford Training area and a series of change of
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The Lord Lieutenant of Greater London, Field Marshal Lord
Bramall talking to Cpls Watts and Whitehouse of 265 (KCLY) Sig
Sqn (V), Co nrad Stand

commands, moves into hides and subsequent locations followed . With
everything running smoothly WOl (RSM) Fred Pa;tet decided to visit
the Radio Relay locations. The Regimental Sergeant Major' s
comment that he had 'sorted them out' raised several eyebrows
'them'- only one had deployed . If any Radio Relay Operators from
York are reading-now you know! A return visit from WOl (RSM)
Jerry Hegarty caused similar confusion . As he left the location he
took, caught on his bumper, a length of D lO, attached to which was
a roll of DlO, attached to which was LCpl Gary Radcliffe. C Troop
would like him back please . At Brigade Main good use was made of
the opportunity to introduce new faces to 'different' equipment. LCpl
Spud Murphy remained 'psyched out' by the AUTO 40, ig Pi ff
Lyons was ' wound up' about the SPU and Sig Budgie Falconer spent
several hours instructing W02 YofS Chris Newby on the difference
between 'broadcast and intercom' .
Meanwhile Sqn Echelon had their own problems. Evicted from
their first location they set up in another only to fi nd fu rther
movement made impossible by cli matic conditions, in the form of a
large bank of ' dark '. Fortunately the problem was anticipated by a
'senior member of Ech' and avoided by moving early.
T he exercise culminated with the visit of the new Bde Comd , Brig
J. F. Deverell OBE. The Commander visited Brigade Main and Tac and
HQ FMA. Shortly afterwards a different kind of culmination was
exercised by the Combined Troop Hit Squad to celebrate OC B
Troop, Lt Ivan Hooper's last Brigade exercise. A sumptuous 'feast'
co nsisting of egg specials and various sauces was laid on with
' Blueberet Pie'-a UKMF speciality to follow .

Brig J. F. Deverell, Comd UKMF with the medal recipients and
their familie s

ADVENTURE TRAINING
'Escape fro m Tidworth ' remains as popular a pastime as ever, some
of the more recent endeavours include:EXERCISE AUTUMN WA VE
Ex Autumn Wave originally started life as a two week Troop
adventure training exercise within the English Channel, however when
the Joint Services Sailing Centre phoned the Officer Commanding
Squadron two months before the exercise was due to begin, asking
whether we could deliver the boat to Sardinia, we jumped at the
chance, with visions of sun drenched beaches, golden tans and some
gentle sailing. Little did we realise what Neptune was conjuring up for
us . . . !
As the boat, HMSTC Sabre, a Nicholson SS ' yawl, had recently
completed an extended voyage around the world, she had had a minor
refit. T he first leg of Autumn Wa e wa therefore limited to the
Solent, Cherbourg, Weymouth and Poole, whilst the Skipper Simon
Salter, ensured that all was well with the boat. The crew, however, was
having a mixed variety of emotions. When the leader break of the
Starboard watch, Mark Castle-Smith, emerged, with his crew, to be
greeted with 'the sight' of the entire port watch, led by Chris Newby,
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1 ning O\er the leew rd rail, looking and feeling a shade green it was
enerally acknowledged a being rough! Such moments , ho"".ever,
et ea ii forgotten, when vi iting the memorable ·Frog and Fngate'
pub in Southampton, where any one who would Ii ten , wa
bombard d with the heroic feat. of H ISTC Sabre that were hortly
to be undertaken on a record breaking round-the-world trip! When
H. t TC Sabre crew returned to the ame pub a week later, and met
up \\ith the ame company, the boa t and wishful thinking of a week
earlier were much regretted!

Taking advantage of a duty free run to Cherbourg-and that's
only the Skipper's

Drying out after return ing from a F8 in t he Channe l

Phase two o f the exerci e started well, the aim being to 3rri ve at
Puerto Banus in Southern Spain by " ovember . Favou ra ble winds
made the Sklpper decide to cros the Bay of Biscay wi thout the
planned stop to Cherbourg. The decision seemed a good one, with
excellent progre s and steady winds, until we were about 150 miles
SSW of Bre t France. Neptu ne woke, tretched, yawned, saw
HMSTC Sabre ~nd decided to have some fun. Within half an hour the
winds had increa ed from a steady F4-5 (about 20 knots) to a FIO
gusting Fl I (up to 63 knots!)
When the engine fail ed to start, due to a flooded starter motor, all
three bilge pumps failed , the batteries started failing, the storm trysail
started to tear away from the mast, navigation .i nstruments and radios
ceased working the Skipper decided that someone, somewhere did
not like us! A tactical withdraw! to Brest was decided upon, as this
was the only certain place where we could find a spare starter motor
and put the boat to rights . One week later we left Brest, having
worked hard putting the boat to right . Neptune having had his fun
then allowed us a uperb sail to Puerto Banus, stopping off only at
Bayona and Gibraltar. We arrived with two days to spare, allowing
plenty of time to explore the very expensive delights of night-time
Puerto Banus. We all learnt a great deal about heavy weather sailing,
but ecretly wished we could have learnt more about sailing in shorts
under a boiling sun in the Med!
Leg 3, in contrast, spent 22 day visiting 14 Ports, all in the Med
and ending up in Cagliari, Sardinia . Weather conditions varied from
drifting sunbathing, to one memorable F8-9 sail from Port Soller
(Mallor~a) to Port Mahon (Menorca) . An enjoya.ble leg which ended
by hancting over the boat to the RAF to return 1t to England.
A FEW MEMORABLE QUOTES
Day I. 'Very buoyant these boats, aren't they?' Anon.
Calm day. 'I could take to this sailing'. LCpl Sommerville.
Rough day. 'Let me off this boat'. LCpl Sommerville.
Any day. 'I'm only a Signalman, I'm not supposed to know about
boats'. Anon.
Two nights after dragging anchor. 'Why do we need an anchor
watch anyway?' Anon.
F9 gale. 'Why do we keep sailing up and down, why don't we just
stop'. Anon.
In summary, a much enjoyed expedition, which enabled 30
members of the Squadron to experience off shore sailing in all its
facets; at times, truly adventurous!

The next day saw the canoeists set off to explore the river Hamble
and the delights of ' Howards Way' country. They were soon hit by
bad weather and had to retreat to the nearest shelter, which just
happened to be a pub . Soo n the bar was full of intrepid tales (some
short , some tall) . The senior instructor QMS I George Bryson fo rgot
that he had a glass in his hand when he demonstrated ' a slap for
support' with a wet result.
Wednesday saw the first clash of the week between the wi nd urfers
and dinghy sailors . We had all been told the ' old rule of the sea ' power
gives way to sail, but when it' s sail against sail who gives way to who?
T he dinghy sailors had been told to give way to anyone on a starboard
tack. However Cpl Gerry Killeen was unsure which was port and
which was starboard and windsurfer Capt Dave Gilchrist was about
to find out. Cries of 'give way' were heard from both parties.
However, the dinghy sailed by. Cpls Gerry Killeen and 'Sammy'
Samuel-Camps appeared not to know how to tackle it. A few seconds
later a rather wet traffic officer and crew of the dinghy sailed on
shouting 'one down four to go' .
Thursday saw the canoeists set out to cross Southampton water to
explore Ashford Creek.
Try as they might they could not coax QMSI George Bryson from
the safety boat. Once reaching Ashford Creek the canoeists knew that
they were on a loser. The tide was going out and the safety boat was
in danger of being stranded . With the engine dying a death the QMSI
became alarmed at the thought of wading through waist deep mud .
However two intrepid heroes were on hand to try and save the day.
Cpls 'Ginge' McDermott and 'Chippy' Carpenter paddled back to
assist when they heard the engine cough back in to life . 'Crash' the
so called safety boat raced off down the creek with the retreating tide
leaving two up turned canoes and spluttering canoeists in its wake.
After a somewhat disastrous day the canoeists decided that a 'big
finale' was called for. So late afternoon saw the rescue boat with
QMSI 'Pugwash' Bryson at the helm make its approach to etley
Sailing Club. In its wake were the Royal Signals Waterborne
Acrobatics Team (aptly named the 'Purple Helmets' so as not to be
confused with another well known Signal unit). During a number of

runs past an amazed crowd the team perfor med a number of death
defying stunts including the little known Irish two man pyramid .
Ex Solent Sally saw mem bers of the SHQ Tp have an enjoyable and
worthwhile week, and I'm sure that Netley Sailing Club will be visited
agai n in the near future.
EXERCISE WELSH SW AN
Ex Welsh Swan was perhaps a misleading title, for the Annual
Squadron Battlecamp . 'Sennybridge in Winter' is a phrase that ha
been known to strike fear into the hearts of many a brave man, but
the sun gods were kind and the expected rain and snow failed to
materialise.
The Squadron divided in to four Infantry Platoons, deployed
straight from Camp during the night of 7 November to a company
defensive position . Many valuable lessons were learned-Q: What's
the best way to dig a trench? A: Downwards I think! As the harassing
attacks of the Orange forces grew in intensity the company prepared
to attack the enemy patrol base and put paid to 'Cousins Marauders'
once and for all. The infil tration began on the night of 9 ovember
and culminated with a dawn attack in the face of heavy enemy fire and
spectacular 'fireworks'-it was November! Four days of rangework
followed, including IBSR, CQB, MMT and live ambush and section
attack ranges. Also included was familiarisation with the SABO and
LSW prior to the Squadron's issue with the weapons next year. How
the exercise Second in Command's beret came to be a Battle casualty
during this Phase is still under investigation .
The week drew to a close with the Turner Trophy competition, a
eries of Military skills and communications stands. They included
NBC, arms cache, line laying AFV recognition, vehicle recovery and
under the direction of a suspicious looking partisan, a section
ambush. The sting in the tail was provided by the less than dry
Sennybridge assault course, which produced some unscheduled
duckings of Troop Commanders. The winning section wa Charlie
One led by Cpl Niel Starkey, who was presented with the Turner
Trophy by Col Mike Galloway OBE, Dep Comd 2 Sig Bde.

WE, THE
LIMBLESS,
LOOK TOYOU
FOR HELP

EXERCISE SOLENT SALLY
Ex Solem Sally took SHQ Tp on an Adventure Training Exercise
to the briny shores of Southampton water.
We arrived at Netley Sailing Club mid morning of I 7 October.
Local people walking around the country park looked on in
amazement as windsurfers and canoes were unloaded. The locals must
have thought that we all should have been at the local Mental Hospital
rather than the Sailing Club.
The events kicked off after lunch on the Monday with the canoeists
and cti nghy sailors taking to the water whilst the wi ndsurfers preferred
to stay on dry land until the temperature of the water had been
confirmed !
LCpl ' C hippy' Carpenter was the first of the canoeists who,
through chattering teeth and shouts of 'capsize', confirmed the water
was 'warmish'. However, this assurance that the water was not as cold
as it looked still didn't tempt the windsurfers on to the water until.the
following day.

We come from two World Wars, Korea,
Kenya, Malaya, Aden, Cyprus, Ulster,
The Falklands and all those areas of
turmoil where peace must be restored.
Now. disabled and mainly aged, we
must look to you for help. Please help
by helping our Association.
BLESMA looks after the limbless
from all the Services. It helps to
overcome the shock of losing arms,
or legs or an e~. And, for the severely
handicapped. 11 pr0V1des Res1denbal
Homes where they can live in peace
and dignity.
Help the disabled by helping
BLESMA with a donation now or a
legacy in the future. We promise you
that not one penny will bewasted.

THE FIRST STEP
by a recent, young
double amputee

PLEASE GIVE TO THOSE WHO GAVE
Give to those who gave - please
0onac1ons and 111tormat1on The Chavman, NatlOnai Appeal Camnvnee.
BUSMA M1dldnd Bank Pt.C, 60 l'ksl Smtlhlield. t.Dndon ECIA 9DX

' BLESMA

_,

BRITISH LI MBLESS
EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION

Moving well past Portug al w ith t ho ughts of Med not far away
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Canoe Instructor Cpl ' Ginge' McDermott demonstrates the
correct way of do ing it w hilst Cpl 'Bod' Barr conte mplates taking
his ding hy fo r ' walkies' I
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

Maj C. L. G. Wright
Capt P . B. Knobel
Capt R. A. Hamilton
Maj (QM) J. M. Kirkman
Capt . R. Workman
2Lt J. J. Cole
W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
WOI (RSM) A. K. Harper
W02 (YofS) G. M. McCrindle
gt (ORQMS) C. Clark
HQ
The e\\ Year marked the start of a new Squadron Orba t and the
beginning of a fairly inten e workup into the 1989 exercise seaso n.
lpha and Bravo Tps were allowed to e cape the '~at~ h.f~l , and
ever critical eye of the OC and the Ops Team , to exerc1 e 1mt1ally on
tne1r own. ' I he benefits were obvious on the follow ing week 's
deployment on the Squadron Test Exercise. All of this was brought
to the test on the SE District Test Exercise of the Brigade
Headquarters and Signal Squadron on Ex Badree. All performed well
and deserved the immediate long weekend which followed . Our
thanks to the blokes for their hard work-there is however, always,
room for improvement.
With the Squadron hopping from either Op Abogado or Spearhead
tandby, the possibility of us actually having time to carry out
long term planning seems dim. However, we will endeavour to
end away as many of the Squadron as possible. The long term
forecast at the moment looks bright in patches, with trips available to
France, Africa, Belize, USA and Botswana. There are also the odd
cloudy patches with Jocommexs to HMS Ark Royal etc. However, as
usual, there are some storms approaching, with a plethora of RAA T
Tasks and jiff jobs! ot to worry, a long Easter le.ave is comi ng up,
after which we all start training as a Squadron for the Lanyard
Trophy. A hectic period will be had by all!
Lastly, cheers to SSgt (now W02) Grant Humble who leaves our
Training Wing (after computerising evenhing he pos ibly could) for
the SSM job at 244 Sig Sqn (AS). Good luck in your new post, maybe
we will still be seeing you on exercise?
A TROOP
OCTp
Tp SSgt
OOA RLD
OOA RLD

Capt S. R. Workman
SSgt P. D. Leyman
Sgt R. G. Nixon
Sgt G. K. Cripps

After Christmas leave the Troop was straight into activity with yet
another change of hierarchy before deploying on a Troop warm up
exercise prior to the main Squadron Exercise and the Brigade CPX,
Ex Badree.
The fastest move of the Headquarters on the Troop exercise was to
a hamburger stand when OC A, foolishly, gave his permission to stop
for breakfast. The Troop exercise led straight into the Squadron
Exercise, which proved good preparation for Ex Badree. A busy time
but rumour has it that things will quieten down in 1990. Joke of the
month, was asking for sports fees on a Wednesday afternoon!
Welcome back to Sgt Nixon (returned from Belize) and Sgt
McGinley (ex I Para R Signals Sgt), just returned from Northern
Ireland. Welcome also to Sig Dick, Cpl Kennedy, Sig Shuck, Johns
who join us from B Tp, and Sig 'Baldrick' Baldwin on posting from
Catterick.
A fond farewell to SSgt 'Taff' Leyman who leaves us at short notice
for civvy street, all the best in times ahead . Likewise, cheers to Sgt
frank Kurthausen who has swopped with Sgt McGinley and is now
with 1 Para as R Signals Sgt. A hasty farewell to Sig McGlashen to
civvy treet, but for slightly different reasons.
Congratulations to Sgt Dick and Sig Brown on successfully
completing their jumps course, just the beginning, not the end. Last,
but not least, congratulations to LCpl Corcoran on his promotion.

B TROOP
OCTp
Tp
gt
Tp gt
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2Lt J. J. Cole
SSgt F. Hutchinson
gt J. W. O'Driscoll

Alpha Tp dep loyed and established a full HF Circle (hence the name
of the exe rcise) . However, at their bread and butter. but they failed
the VH F ircl e. But to Alpha Tp's credit, they won almost all of the
other sta nd s/tes ts (sounds li ke the Comd's Cup!).
Bravo Tp, on the other ha nd , scored the reverse of Alpha. Jt had
good VHF but poor H ~ comms .. ~ u t, despite losing the majority of
the stands/tests, they gamed sufficie nt overall points to pip Alpha to
the post.
T he pre~entation o_f the Inter-T roop Comms Shield was made by
C~md 2. Sig Bde whilst he_ was on his visit. Well done Bravo Tp,
let s s e~ 1f you can repeat th1 ~ performance next time. T ry to get your
Execu ti on Paragraph following the Orders Aide Memoire!

1989 has seen the formation of a new Bravo Troop wi th the
necessary re-al location of radio detachments within the Squad ron.
The Troop has welcomed the change because it means it will be taking
over more of the communications element of the Leading P arachute
Battalio n Group (LP BG).
.
The begin ning of 1989 has been somet hing of a shock to us with
Squadron communicatio n exercises and bergen. tabs by t~ e dozen
being thrown at us. Whatever happened to the mce slow build up as
in days o f old? Still , it i all good stu ff , especially the bergen tabs, the
lads love it , who said masochism is dead in the Airborne Brigade?
On the sporting front the T roop is doing its bit for the Squadron.
C pls 'Smudge ' Smith, Bernie Bernstein and Sig C hris Brown a~e
representing the Squadron at cross country . T hey helped the team wm
the South East District Cross Country Championships; well done lads.
Cpl 'Chilly' C hillcot and LCpl 'Ez' Ezard are doing so well at footba ll
that they hou ld get their England call up soon, or so 'Chilly' says .
A sad farewell to former Troop stalwarts . C pl Dai Reynolds has
gone to civvy street to make his fortune, LCpl T aff T ho mas has been
posted to 7 Sig Regt , and LCpl Stig Stanmore is on resettlement leave
gett ing himself prepared for civilian life. Good luck to all of you.
A quick hello to 2Lt Guy Bennett who is attached to the Squadron
for a few weeks. He has proved to be the worlds leadi ng authority on
the 'Elevated Satcom Antenna' after lessons fro m Maj Chris Wright,
and, it is not a jo ke, it worked a treat.
Away from the Troop are Cpl Nigel Jones who is in Northern
Ireland a nd LCpl Olly Oliver who is roughi ng it in the Ba hamas; all
right for some.
Congratulations on the promotions of LCpls Brown and Hails .
M TROOP
OCTp
Tp Sgt
IC Radio
IC TE

FAREWELL T O BRIG D. R. CHAUNDLER OBE
Brig ;David C haundler Comd 5 AB Bde was invited to the Squadron
to rec~1.ve a tha nk .YOU and farewell from hi s ' Airborne Signallers.'
The v1 s1t s tar~ed with the Squadron parading on Arnhem Square for
the presentat10ns to W0 2 (YofS) Mac McCrindle and SSgt Grant
Humble of their Long Service and Good Conduct medals-for 15
years of undetected crime. Congratulations to both of you .
EXERC ISE W I NT ER W ARRIOR
Ex Winter Warrior turned out to be a real treat for four lucky
members of the Squadron . Sigs Kev H ook, Jase Ti nn ion, Gaz Shuck
and Pte George P a rker RPC threw away their army greens and
dressed themselves in gaudy ski attire for their ski holiday in Wertach
a beautiful vi ll age in Bavaria, West Germany.
'
The first day of ski ing turned out to be an eye opener fo r our keen
but green novices with a ll the students attempting to become downhill
racers to the peril of th e local Germa n population. The first to come
a cropper was Sig ' Banzi' Tinnion who was forever usi ng his nose as
a snow brake. H e was followe d closely by Sig Shuck who was offput
by the fact that he did not have a hand brake to slow himself down he
'
was soon to learn what his posterior was for.
As the days o f tuitio n passed ou r young novices progressed well a nd
ea rned themselves the Bronze Award. The Course finis hed wi th the
u ua l slalom race in which Sig T innion came a respectable fo urth .

W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
Sgt J. S. Black
Sgt N. Preston
Sgt J. A. Lockert

Life in M Troop is as usual , long ho urs and poor pay. Sgt Nick
Preston is tearing hi s hair out with a ll the pressure and has gone from
a level headed young man to an aged gibbering heap. Cpl Jim Hamill
has almost completed version three o f the Ops Monitor Box , he works
a t a p henomenal rate soldering on at least two wires per hour , keep
up the good work, Jim.
Well done to LSgt George Crozier, Cpl Dave Chapman and Cpl
Matt Wrigley who passed their Tl entrance exams with good grades .
All the hours o f chalk and talk with the Foreman paid o ff, even
though it seemed hell at firs t.
The M Troop glad iators are hard at it representing the Squadron at
sport. W02 (FofS) Paul Gaffney, Sgt John Black, Cpls Matt Wigley,
Kenny Read and Andy Paton playing fo r the Squadron football team.
Sgt John Black is our top goal scorer, I wonder how many he would
score if he was not always on the treatment bench? Sgt Nick Preston
and Cpl 'Porky' Fearn are training hard for the cross country team ,
good luck in the Army Championships lads.
Congratulations to Sig Cuz Currie whose wife has just given birth
to a little boy, looks like lots of sleepless nights and wet nappies. Also
congratulations to Cpls Jerry McGovern and Fred Hargreaves on their
recent promotions, hope you pass P Coy this time Fred, and a sad
farewell to Cpl Matt Wigley .

.

Cpl Smudge S mith presents Brig Chaun dler wit h a farewe ll
present from t he lads
BRIGADE SPORTS WEEK
The Brigade Sports Week in Decem ber 1988 ca n not go down in the
annals of the Squadron H istory as a success, we came second (a 1988
habit!) . H owever when you consider we were on exercise as a
Squadron right up to the first event and only lost to the Brigade
Logistic Battalion (twice our size) you could be excu ed for thinking
it wasn' t a bad effort. O f particular note was the Swimming
Com petition.
T he Brigade Spo rts Week Swimming Competition took place at
Gibraltar Barracks on 7 December. Major and Minor Units took part
i~ the same event with separate races and medals. The Squadron
hterally th rew a team together at the last moment, even the OC Maj
Wright was volunteered a t a moment' s notice to complete the team .
LCpl McGovern, who was a spectator, was given a pair of trunks and
won his event (backstroke) convincingly in ' Corps Standard', well
done Jerry .
The Minor Unit Trophy was won by the Signal Squadron. We won
every event except o ne. We let them have it , as a token gesture! All
team members just turned up at a moments notice and swam to their
best ability, and in doing so were a credit to themselves and the Unit.
Next year the OC wants us to enter the Army competition . A well
done to everybody involved .

II
WQ2 (YofS) G. M. McCrindle receives h is LS & GC Medal from
Comd 5 AB Bde

I

EXERCISE FULL CIRCLE
Ex Full Circle was the OC's opportunity to stand back and let the
Troops plan and deploy on exercise, proving to him that Ops and
heirarchy are of no consequence. Alas poor Yorrick!

Back Row L to R: LCpl Woody Wood , Sgt John Lockert, Cpl

Q.

Rose and LCpl (now Cpl) 'Corps Standard' Gerry McGovern
Front Row L to R: "ig Jonah Jones, Cpls Andy Paton, Smudge
Smith and Maj Chris Wright (QC Sqn)

SSgt G. Humble receives his LS & GC Medal from Comd 5 AB Bde

Maj Chris Wright (QC), 2Lt John Cole (QC B Tp), Brig J. Q. C .
Alexander (Comd 2 Sig Bde)
QC B Tp receives the Inter Troop Comms Shield
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The Squadron then retired to the Squadron Club to have a drink
with the Brigadier and share a few old wartime stories. The Brigadier
was asked to award stripes to some of our new promotion , Cpl Tom
Keville, LCpls 'Ikky' Grattrick and 'Abbo' Welch . The gathering
came to an end with Maj Chris Wright and Cpl 'Smudge' Smith (the
Brigadier's operator) presenting the Brigadier with mementos of hi
Airborne Signal Squadron .
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EXERCISE WHITE OUT
Ex White Out wa a ski mountaineering expedition to the Au trian
Alp with the aim of climbing the Wildspitze using ski mountaineering
technique . Due to the lack of uitably qualified volunteers the aim
had to be modified to allow le experienced skier and novice to
come on the expedition. The expedition finally set out with t110
groups, one of experienced kiers and one of novice kiers, with the
flexible aim to trying to get a many expedition members to the top
o f the Wildspitze as possible. This was to prove a very ambitiou aim.
The team was a follow :Capt Scott Workman, Lt Bobby Thompson, Sgt John Allan, Cpls
Kenny Read, M. Henderson, Dave Kennedy, cott David on, LCpls
imon Clark, Ferg Rennie, Nigel Stanmore, Shaun Ta)lor, Pte Eddy
ewell and Alpine Guide Victor Vivolinie.
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fhe e pedition plan r.ing involved co-ordination between J MTC
• ilb rhutte and the UK Alpine lountaineering Club. an~ thanks must
o to b th the e organi ation for both help and advice m abundance.
with all expedition the fir t priority i to work out how you are
omg to get there and how much it i going to cost. T he latter proved
critical factor a no grant wa available from Corp fun d , d~e. LO
the latene of our bid, a point to note fo r other would-be exped111on
planner . if you want mone} from the orp you mu t apply at least
i month in advance.
It wa decided to travel by minibus and HQ 5 AB Bde acquired a
mini bu by u ing a few favour . We are grateful LO tho e concerned
and plea ed to .ee the old boy network i still in operation.
ki mountaineering is a mixture of ski towing and basic
mountaineering kill , it requires a proficient level of kiing and the
abilit} to navigate and po ibly urvive in a winter .ei:ivironm~n!.
kiing in che mountain is a potentially dangerou ac11vity and it 1s
important that any group planning a ski mo~ntaineering t.rip h.~s a
uitably qualified guide and also plans a penod of downhill skung,
both to a e s the skill of the group and to brush out the cobwebs .
Thi we did but the weather was to prove the deciding factor.
Ha ing a~quired the mini bus we el off on our 18 hour drive to
olden in Au tria. Useful tips here are, the Services Travel Centre
offer 5007o reduction on cross channel ferries for Adventurous
Training Expeditions and the AA provide an excellent Route Plan_ner
ervice and al o equipment hire for items such as snow chams,
"arning triangle etc.
The journey down was long and the mini bus was well loaded. On
arrival we moYed into our self catering accommodation and set about
making contact with the guide and purchasing lift passes to tan
Phase One of the expedition.
The aim of Phase One was to refresh those who could ski and teach
those who could not and also introduce basic ski mountaineering
kills, including ski techniques, rescue procedures, survival principles
etc. The report from the guide was not good, there had been a lot of
fresh snow and the avalanche threat was high. Nevertheless we pressed
on with Phase One with enthusiasm and under Cpl Dave Kennedy's
direction the novices were soon making steady progress downhill,
although not always under control.
Phase One ended with all expedition members having achieved the
neces ary background skills and skiing ability to take on a trip into the
mountain area. However, our efforts were to be thwarted by the
weacher.

The weather clo ed in to 'pea soup' conditions with fresh snow and
strong winds. The guide advised that we did not attempt tog~ into t_he
mountain area because of the avalanche threat. We took his advice
and waited for the weather to clear. We hoped that in the four days
we had remaining a window of opportunity might appear, luck,
howe ·er, was not on our side.
Despite this last minute disappointmen.t the exl?edition was a gre~ t
uccess. Twelve soldiers spent two weeks in Ausma learni ng the basic
skills of ski mountaineering, seven of them had never skied before.
The ideal time to attempt a ski mountai neering trip of this nature is
in March, when the weather is more settled. However, unit
com mitments did not allow us to pick our time. In summary, a
rewarding and enj oyable time was had by all .

227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT)

BFPO 18
These notes are being written during the aftermath of Carnival, a
time when the local population of South Limburg let their hair down
and thoroughly enjoy themselves for four days. We, as full members
of the community, join in . The whole exercise demands IOOOJo effort
as the Dutch really go to town for Carnival. Our Wire notes,
therefore, are likely to be more incoherent than usual this month.
NATIONAL TROOP
It is therefore an opportunity to pu t Na tional Tp in the spotlight for
a change.
PERSONALITIES
OC Sqn (Part time)
21C Sqn/ OC Tp
SSM
SQMS
Trg NCO
Pay
Chief Clerk
MT NCO
UAO
Store Acct
MT
MT
MT
Typist
Civ Storeman

The A Team
L to R: Capt Scott Workman, Cpls Dave Kennedy, Kenny Reid, Sgt

John Alan and LCpl Shaun Taylor

E

TECHEMPUJY

Technician Employment Agency

Maj Brian Robinson
Capt Carol O'Nians WRAC
W02 (SSM) 'Taff' Williams
SSgt (SQMS) Bill Mcintyre
Sgt Mick McDonald
Sgt Andy Pagdin RAPC
Sgt John Bryant
Cpl Dave Tuck
Cpl Keith Townsin
Cpl Angus MacPherson
LCpl Ivan Gibson
LCpl Pete Bird
Sig Chris Hunt
Mrs Nikki Oxenham
Mr Joe Dupont

Maj Brian Robinson spends a lot of his time trying to keep up with
two jobs; he is also Commander AFCENT Alternate War HQ Comms
Sqn. He is, of course, looking forward to the cricket season . Capt
O'Nians continues her pursuit of orienteering . With the aid of her
escape committee, she is planning an adventurous training exercise to
Sardinia in April- early suntan seekers!
The SSM, W02 'Taff' Williams certainly needs no introduction; he
polices the corridors of power when he's not muttering to himself 'I
must do something about improving my golf handicap'; he al o
achieved 13th place in the recent Rhine Army Bowling
Championships. Sgt Andy Pagdin and Cpl Keith Townsin beaver
away in the Unit Admin Office. Their efforts do not go unnoticed as
they attempt to keep control of PAMPAS before it begins to control
them. Andy finds time to represent the RAPC at rugby and
orienteering. Nikki Oxenham (who is married to a Blue Job, but we
don't mind, really) does all our typing including these notes. Sgt Mick
McDonald has now well and truly got his feet under the table in the
Training Office and has found to his cost there is more involved with

the job than he bargained for. He also runs the Squadron PRI , but
he will leave all this behind him shortly for a holid .. y at Catterick to
attend his RSSSC. We wish him well. SSgt (SQMS> Bill Mcintyre,
since the arrival of his new sidekick, Cpl Angust MacPhersoo has
carried out a reorganisation of the SQMS stores and found things we
didn't even know we had. AL the time of writi ng Bill is laid up for
a rest in RAF Hospital Wegberg, being pampered by the nursing staff.
We wish him a speedy recovery. Cpl Dave Tuck, when not
representing the Corps at foo tball , attempt to control his crew of
drivers and veh icles. LCpl Pete Bird and Sig Chris Hunt carry out the
details, including the hazardous job of driving the kindergarten bus.
Sig Chris Hunt has also fo und time LO get married; we wish Erica a
happy married life, and welcome her to the Squadron. Our best wi hes
go to Cpl Dave Tuck and his family on their posting to che UK. LCpl
Ivan Gibson has been a real stalwart during his tour with the Troop,
both as MT Details NCO and lately as the 'Odd Job Man' around
SHQ . Our thanks and best wishes also go to him and his wife,
Caroline as he embarks on a career in civilian life. We must also not
forget the longest serving member of the Squadron , Storeman Joe
Dupont who soldiers on giving us all the benefit of his local
knowledge . We also administer the Postal Staff FPO I 8, and we
welcome the new Postmaster General Maastricht area, W02 Gerry
Howell and his family and hope they enjoy their tour here. He is ably
assisted by Sgt Tony Senior and Cpl Rick Ellis . Tony Senior leaves at
Easter on promotion to Staff Sergeant and posting to Northern
Ireland . We would like to take this opportunity to thank him for all
his support and wish him and his family all the best in the future. We
wish the departed PMG, W02 Geoff Willoughby all the best in Belize,
where he will have arrived by the time this is published.
ARRIVALS/ DEPARTURES
We say farewell to Sgt Grimsley, LCpl Thomas and their families
on posting; and to Cpl Cotton on discharge. We wish them all the very
best for the future. We also welcome Sgts Ley, Strefford, Cpl Bailey,
Sig Brady and Pigott; and hope they and their familie enjoy their
stay.
CONGRA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations go to: WOl (FofS) Graham Atkinson on selection
for commissioning, W02 (FofS) Dave Gorse on selection for
promotion to Warrant Officer 1, SSgt (YofS) Keith Glasby on
selection for promotion to Warrant Officer 2, Sgt and Mrs Bill
McCreath on the birth of their son Kyle, Sgt and Mrs Chris Harvey
on the birth of their daughter Hannah and Cpl and Mrs Nigel Ellery
on the birst of their son Dennis.
HQ AFCENT is preparing for Ex 'Wintex'; the HQ will have to
rough it in a German holiday camp for the next two week !

Licence No SE 10693
Approaching the end of your service?
Looking for a job?

238 (London) Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks

Class 1, Radio Relay, Radio or Terminal Equipment
Technician? Foreman of Signals or TOT?
Then send your CV to TECHEMPLOY so that we can
inform the hundreds of Companies on our Client List
of your availability. The service is completely free what have you got to lose!

EXERCISE SCOTTISH WARRIOR
by Capt Mike Dunn
Ex Scottish Warrior was planned in September to take place at the
end of January when the Cairngorms would be covered in snow, but
like all the best laid plans of mice and men it wa not to be.
Firstly, thanks to LCpl Tony Lynch and Sig 'Gandhi' Garlick who
we committed to detour to Stirling to pick up our four tonners worth
of skis and equipment. Secondly, many thanks to Pte 'Cyclops'
Rowley for her sporting gesture whilst watching that well known
cultural film 9!12 Weeks!
The exercise was held together by Lt Simon Lingard and SSgt Pete
Keeling, who provided the Mountain Walking and Top Rope and
Abseiling elements of our skiing trip. Other well recced activities
included Clay Pigeon shooting where Pte Sarah Howells proved she
could get her target-no inference intended Sig 'Stud' Webster, and
pony trekking led by Sgt Tracy Dodd .

Please include in your covering Jetter, your availability
date and relocation preference. Also include UK
civilian and Service contact addresses and phone
numbers.

Derek Richardson MPhil CEng FIMechE
TECHEMPLOY
PO Box 29, Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 8NY
Tel: 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service)
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The most enjoyable element of our skiing exercise was the mountain
bike riding. Well, to be precise1 I enjoyed watching gts Malthe~s and
Hall falling down the mountain side.
The ice skating revealed the latent talents of Pte Kay Durrant and
Sig 'Primadonna' Runcbman as a ballet dancer and potential GBH
merchant, or should that be the other way round?
No good skiing trip is without its swimming element, a facility u ed
most often by Pies Sharpe and Webb.
Finally, special thanks to Cpl 'Cooky' Shaw from 31 Sig Regt (V)
who e culinary delights rival my originality in nick names!
DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
After 24 years service in the Army we bade a fond farewell to W02
(YofS) Mal Channing. We wish you and your wife Hilary the very besc
for the future. Good luck for the future also goes to Sgt Dougie and
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l. Ii Robertson, pl Kerr) Gill, ' teve James, Pte Sharon and Rick
II marl., Pte GI) ni and Adrian Jordan , Helen Ru ssell , ig John
R n I ) and Brian ampbell , "ho hav,. all recently left for 'civvy
tre t'.
\\'e "el ome our ne\\ Yof W02 George Ralph and hi wife Zdenka
nd . ·gc Ian and Winnie Barnes, Cpl Karla Ra)•ment, Simon Newton,
LCpl Mick Plumb, Pte Heather Kilgour, Sigs John Hood, George
orton and David and Elaine Plunkett. Finally, congratulations to
arah Brown on her recent promotion to Lane Corporal.

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
RAF, Brize Norton

PERSONALIT IES

oc

2IC
OCATp
OCBTp
SSM
RQMS
YofS
FofS

cc

A short rest in the wilderness
Left to Right: Pte Sarah Howells (preparing for the silly hat
contest). Sgt Tracy Dodd, Capt Therese Crook, Cpl Mandy
Brightwell, Mr Don Hall and Sgt Sheila Welland

Meanwhile inside the hut competitors anxiously await the results
of the silly hat contest: L to R: Mr Don Hall, Pte Kay Durrant, Pte
Sandra Rowley and SSgt Pete Keeling

Maj Rob Symo nds
Capt To m Pengelley
Lt Graham Neal
Capt Ian Ducklow
W02 (SSM) Grant Humble
W02 (RQMS) Bob Atkinson
W02 (YofS) Keith Pywell
W02 (FofS) Mick Howells
SSgt (ORSQMS) Terry Morrissey

BRAVO TROOP
A Note from Cpl Steve Whitworth
Bravo Tp is the UKMF Tp of 244 Sig Sqn which deploys primarily
in defence of NATO's north western flank, under the leadership of the
Troop Commander Capt 'Invisible' Buck.low. To help him in this task
he is aided by SSgt Tony Wise, Sgts 'Spanna' Cooper, Terry Frankel,
Sy Owen and Ken 'Arry' Barker.
B Tp or 'Bongo' Tp i an exceptionally busy troop; as well
as its UKMF role, it is also heavily involved in Jocomexs, Osexs and
Facexs. The latter two being live-flying/ firing exercises with the RAF.
As well as painting landrovers, for which we now have a
competition going, in rare moments between exercises we usually find
our elves on a 'fun' run , to the amazement of our RAF colleagues in
TCW (Tactical Communications Wing) who applaud from the
sidelines.
There is a lot of hands-on use of radio equipment within the troop
and this offers good experience for those tradesmen remaining in the
HF role.
The comradeship in the Troop is very high probably due LO the
diverse and demanding lives that we lead. The sense of humour never
fails even at 0300 hrs on a cold January morning when a Squadron
call-out is practised, followed by a CFT at 0600 hrs.
A good exercise usually guarantees a couple of 'cultural' evenings
to round it off. On such occasions the true nature of the troop is
displayed ('What my round again?') especially in Schleswig-Holstein
in Germany or Copenhagen in Denmark not to mention Bardufoss (I
said not to mention Bardufoss). It is at times like these being a
member of the 'Red Hand Gang' has its advantages.
As I am due posting soon I would just like quickly to mention some
of the stalwarts of Bongo Tp but 'Basha' Bishop has eaten my pen.
Nevertheless, I will carry on using blood that I bottled after the shame
of nearly severing my thumb on a Compo Tin during Ex Bold Grouse;
which was just before I broke my ankle at Otmoor Ranges and
everyone was so helpful including Cpl 'Scouse' Pearson and Sig Sy
Sweatman who dismantled my webbing and LCpls Pete Southern and
'Scouse' Winek.le who offered to carry my flask whilst I hobbled LO
the transport.
Congratulations to A1 Robins and his wife on the birth of their baby
son and commiserations LO LCpls 'DC' Lee and Barnet Elliot on the
removal of the dartboard due to overuse. But most of all to all of the
lads of Bongo Tp, long may you prosper.
PS: Early knock-off Staff?
MT/LAD
The year ended with the last major exercise, Tacommex 11 in
November and the OC's Military Training Phase which meant for the
newest member of the MT /LAD, Cfn Garry Paterson , life in 244
would not be a bed of roses as he is now in full training with the
Lanyard Trophy Team.
All hands tb the grindstone was the order for the New Year when,
once again we prepared for the pre-inspection of vehicles. This meant
a lot of hard work for all concerned with cleaning, painting,
inspections by Troop and MT/LAD, so by the time the Pre-Team
arrived we were ready for anything. A few minor faults were found
but the end result was total roadworthiness which meant the hard
work was not in vain.
Now the Squadron is preparing for this year's first exercise,
Tacommex 2 and the initiation of the new MTO, SSM Grant Humble
into life with the MT/LAD on exercise. So lads let's be careful LO keep
up our professionalism .

The Chief Clerk Sgt Keith Hearn relaxing off duty. He tells one of
his jokes to LCpl Liz Dickinson
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FAREWELLS
Farewells to SSM Jim Smiley and Sig 'Geord y' Fleming wishing
them the best for the future.
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Friday 13 January was indeed an unlucky date for 251 Sig Sqn. It
was the occasion of the dining-out of two of its most respected
members, Maj Martin Wilson-Brown our Squadron Comm ander and
his wife Angela, and also , Capt Nick Naylor and his wife Barbara .
Maj Wilson-Brown is going on to greater things as ' Mister' a nd we all
wish him the very best for the future . He commanded the Squadron
when it was part of LO Sig Regt and saw it through the rough passage
to become an independent squadron . Prior to the dinner which was
held in the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess, Maj Wilson-Brown presented a
LS & GC medal to SSgt M. I. Parsons, our Radio Relay Technician .
Capt Nick Naylor is heading for sunnier climes with 262 Sig Sqn but
not before he has completed a tour with JCUFI. The Squadron will
miss him. His personality and sporting prowess have been much
appreciated .
Also on the move in the near future are Sgt P. J. Old to Civvy
Street, LCpl Hindley to Berlin, Pte Gilbert to 233 Sig Sqn , and Sgt A.
M. Rutherford to 16 Sig Regt. Best wishes to them all.
To conclude, we warmly welcome our new Squadron Commander,
Maj R. G. Drake and his wife Jackie and the family and also our new
SOO Maj George Lile. We hope they enjoy their tour here in
Aldershot.

SSgt M. I.

Parsons receives his LS&GS medal from Maj
Wilson-Brown

254 Sig Sqn (UNFICYP)
BFPO 567
FAREWELL TO MAJ R. F. ftUTHERFOKO
We said a sad farewell to Maj Ruairidh Rutherford , his wife Colette
and of course the ever popular Victoria . The ' event of passing' was
well celebrated by everything from parties to special PT sessions and
formal parades. We wish the Rutherfords all the very best in sunny
Catterick and do not doubt Brigade Headquarters is out every
Tuesday and Thursday running up and down Scotton Road (or is it?).
We welcome Maj Jerry Peck and Belinda to our happy
condominium in the Buffer Zone and hope you have a happy tour
with the Squadron .

January produced a first for the Wire lnn when Sgts Stan Holden
and Dave Hartshorne were presented with LS & GC Medals by the
DACOS, CIS, Lt Col R. C. A. Thwaites, Royal Signal who was on
a visit LO the Squadron . The presentation was made in Lhe presence of
all Squadron members and their families.
A recent Games Night against the REME Wksps saw the resurgence
of the unique Wire Inn Boat Race where the club is padded with live
bodies so that 'participants' don't come to too much harm or
demolish the club. Canadian Cpl Bob Dodds heads the Kamikaze list.
The club goes from strength to strength with the committees
working hard improving, entertaining and squeezing money out of
21C Capt Charlie (How much?) Manning.
On the Court side, Capt Herwig Mueller, our attached Austrian
officer, continues to amaze with his excuses for speeding.

Old and New! Maj R. F. Rutherford hands over to Maj J. G. Peck
COURT AND SOCIAL
December saw the Wire Inn hardly ever closing with Troop
functions, Gozomie parties, practice gozomie parties and the
amazingly successful Squadron Christmas Draw.
The Christmas Draw, superbly orchestrated by entrepreneur Sgt
Graeme Rossell, Cpl Alan Robson and their working Committee,
took place during December 1988. No-one can remember exactly
when. Every member of the Squadron and their wives (even MT
Flipcon members) won a prize!
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LS & GC Presentation in the Wire Inn
Back Row (L-RJ: Sgt Holden, Lt Col Thwaites, Maj Peck and Sgt
Hartshorne
Front Row (L-RJ: Mrs Audrey Holden, Andrew Hartshorne and Mrs
Carolina Hartshorne
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Pl R 1 F T T. fF
We a' cheerio thi month to the hief Clerk, gt Howard Ripley
ho ha ne\Cr been to work on a Wednc day. The Sabbath is for re t
nd \ 'edne day are for golf. We wish him and Jenny all the best of
lu kin their tour with 225 ig qn. We welcome to the team gt Ade
Ro and Karan from Germany (unfortunately, he' a golfer too !).

RRI\ ALS A'ID DEPART RE
The Troop would like to welcome the following people to the Troop
and hope that the) have a uc e ful and happy tay with us : Cpl Mick
Ginl), L pl Chalkie White, ig Lee Porter, Dange Davies, Clem
Clement , Wart~ \ ard, Paul Ackland and Chri Jone .
e Troop would al o like to ay farewell to the following people
"ho have lef1 the Troop and hope they have a succe sful 1989: Cpl
Paul William and his wife 'ick)' and son Daniel, LCpl Steve Epp ,
. ig hri Quinn, Mal McLaren and Taff Phillips. A special mention
mu. t go to Mal McLaren, who, by the time thi s issue goes to print,
could actually have left the I land .
COUNTRY
Fl YP CRO
II member of 1he Troop would like to congratulate Sig Rog Jolly
on becoming the U FICYP Cro s Country Champion, well done.
T HILARION TRIP
b) Cpl Tony 'Quick Draw' McGaw
On 29 December a few members of Commcen Tp, headed by WOl
(Yof ) Hammell together with Cpl QD McGaw, Sig Rog Jolly, Chilly
Hanrahan, Taff Phillips, Clem Clements and John Harding were
joined by Cpl Bob Dodds and Warren Kohls of the Canadian
Contingent attached to Radio Tp plus Lhe Yeomans two sons, and one
of their mates on a !rip to St Hilarion Castle, which i not far from

Kyrenia. We left the U PA at 1230 hrs via a quick trip to the NAAFI
to pick up some light refreshments and made our way to the castle
courtesy of ome heroic driving from Clem .
T he track which led up to the castle took us pa ta couple of Tu rki sh
Forces ba es which were intere ting to see. This track though was very
narrow and teep to put it mildly and Clem cho e the ideal bend on
which to tall and practice his hill tarts .
On reaching the castle we then had to contend with both the
weather, which was overcast and windy, plus the hundreds of old
stone stairs we discovered we had to climb because the castle is on
three levels, guards levels, servants levels and the level where the
hierarchy used to live. We managed to drag ourselves up to the top
level, even though we spotted a bar on the middle level, but the
weather spoilt what would have been a great view . We got our breath
back and began the descent, this time paying a short vi it to the bar,
just to ample the local Effe Beer. The descent of the mountain in
Clem's safe hand passed without incident-well, we think it did-the
rest of u had our eyes closed, in fact Clem probably had his closed
as well.
Then it was into Kyrenia it elf and after parking up (almost in
Kyrenia dock) the Yeoman of Signals put us right on a few points
about the local history, so we decided to put him right to a couple of
pints and led the way to one of the local bars.
Back on the road and next stop was an open air Tank/ Artillery
exhibition. As we arrived though, the heavens decided to open . Not
to be deterred we took a look around and took a few photographs but
the main thing was we took a good soaking.
ext, it was back into the mountain tracks to try and find an
English style pub called the 'Crows Nest' which the Yeoman of Signals
had heard about. After a great deal of guess work and good fortune
we eventually came across the 'Crows Nest' , but it just happened to
be closed. We had spotted a pub Restaurant on the way up and so
decided to go there because by now the hunger pangs had overtaken
our fear of Clems driving (and that's hunger).

Finally, it was back to the UNPA where we arrived at the Wire Inn
at around 1930 hrs, everyone had gathered a few souvenirs, received
a good soaking, but all agreed that they had a good day out (even
Clem) .

STOP PRESS
Tech and Line has just hammered Commccn Tp again , in a recent
bowling match.
Tech and Line 6
Commcen
0

n:CH AND LINE TROOP
The Troop celebrated a small victory early in the New Year with the
win ning of the 'Dash Trophy'. The trophy, introduced only this year
is awarded to the winners of the monthly Squadron Mil Skills/Sports
Competition and for the first time took the form of a March and
Shoot.
Although Commcen Tp won the march with the fastest time beating
Tech and Line to a very close second, Tech and Line put in a very
good hoot, beating Commcen at the end of the day by just one point.
The team consisted of Cpl Alfie Norrie, MCpl Bob Corney
(Canadian Signals) Cpl Phil Case, Sig Steve Lewis, Andy Jones and
Pte Rocky Boucher (Canadian Signals).
ARRIVALS
Sgt Peter Hancock and family, Cpls Phil Case, Evo Evans, Kel
Watson, Andy Sutton and Dave Adams (Canadian Signals), LCpl
Taff Skinner, Sig Tosh Pope and Thrapper Rapson .
DEPARTURES
The Troop says Bon Voyage to Cpls 'H' Glean, Hugh 'Pops'
Shotton, Daz 'Master Driver' Bailey, Charlie 'Top of de range'
Hanson and MCpl Bob Corney (Canadian Signals), LCpl 'Bonnie'
Tyler, Siggies Andy Jones and Steve 'Zippy' Lewis.

UNFICYP Safe and Skilled Driving. Tech Tp recently came last in
the UNFICYP Safe and Skilled Driving practice run from
Famagusta to Nicosia. Pictured, we see LCpl Toye's (now
convertible) mini-bus after his trip
Footnote: LCpl Toye is safe and in one piece in the UK. (30 Sig
Regt please send us someone who can drive)

259 Sig Sqn
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PERSONALITIES

oc

21C

QM/ OC HQ Tp
TOT /OC Epi Tp
OC Mtn Tp
OC Afd Tp
SSM
Chief Clerk

Maj Lynn Relph
Capt Mick Fogg
Maj (QM) Colin French
Capt (TOT) Frank Running
Lt lain Standen
Lt Tim Craven
W02 (SSM) Tim Wallis
SSgt (ORSQMS) Clyde Atherley

PRESENTATION OF KNEELERS
On 27 January 1989 the Squadron presented two kneelers to the
Garrison Church Episkopi. The kneelers were hand worked and show
the Corps badge and the Squadron title on a background of the Corps
colours. They were made by Mrs Pantelitsa Anastasiou, the Squadron
typist.

FAREWELL AND HELLO
January was 'all change' for 259 Sig Sqn. We said farewell to Maj
Danny McConnell and his wife Liz, we wish them well in their new
posting. Maj McConnell handed over command of the Squadron to
Maj Lynn Relph . On the same day we said farewell to Lt BiJJ Balding
and Helen. A few days later the Quartermaster Maj Tony Morgan and
Anne left us, and we welcomed our new Quartermaster Maj Colin
French. Later in the month saw the arrival of Lt Tim Craven and
Doreen at Airfield Tp.

Presentation of Kneelers to the Garrison Church
(L-RJ: Maj Lynn Relph , Mrs Pantelitsa Anastasiou and Lt Col the

Rev Robin McDowall

ARMY (CYPRUS) INTER CORPS SQUASH COMPETITION 1989
For the econd consecutive year, the Corps (Cyprus) Squa h Team,
easily won the Army (Cyprus) Inter-Corps Squash Competition.

Tech and Line Tps
Front (L-RJ: Cpls Crosbie, Norrie, Sgt Holden, SSgt (FofS) Whiteford, Sgt Hassell, Cpl Case and MCpl Corney
Back (L -RJ: Sig Jones, Lewis, LCpl Skinner, Pte Boucher, Cpls Watson and Evans
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The compeuuon "a taged on the Epi kopi Garri on Squa h
Court on 26 27 January and included team from 2 Bn Coldm Gds,
R 0 , R and RE 1E.
lthough only five team entered, the standard of Squash wa very
high. a ome teams included Corps player fresh from the recent
Inter- orp matche in UK.
The Corp team of Capt Mick Fogg, W OI (YofS) Nick Hammett,
gt l)de Atherley, gt
eil Mabbott , Marc Findon and C pl Mitch
hie} played extremely well to hold off chal!enge , from the trong
G uard and R OC team and won eventeen " IJt of a pos ible twenty
g me.

extremely hard as 1stmg the Troop with its five year cable
enhancement of RAF Akrotiri and maintenance of our Strowger
Exchange, which somehow still manages to soldier on despite the ever
growing telephone network . It must be said that our vi itors did sort
out a lot of our more baffling faults and gave our own Techs a bit of
an education.
On a lighter note we reveal that one of the party fell for an Airfield
Tp con. He was tasked to go to the Troop Stores and fetch a 'Bucket
of Dial Tone' which he did and was duly presented with a trophy
fitting to the occa ion.
TROOP LARKS
Sig 'Rappo' Rapson mu t be congratulated on passing hi s AIPT
Course, although a return vi it to Aldershot is to be arranged to
refresh his memory on time and distance.
Our Troop Commander Lt 'Bill' Balding i off to 8 Sig Regt to fill
a po t as Chief Instructor Operator Wing or is it just a guise for a
cable recognition course. I quote 'ls that a 50 pr Cable Cpl Wise? ' 'No Sir, its a ho e pipe'. Anyway we wish him well!
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We welcome Sgt 'Ken' John who is now giving the younger
fraternity the benefit of his years. He must remember that we don't
use tin cans and wet string a ny more .
We also welcome LCpl 'Spiny' Campbell and wife Julie, Cpl 'Pete'
Kelly and wife Suzanne, Sig 'Dede' Watts, Cecil, 'Hammy' Hamjiton,
'Taff' lngleson and wife Jackie, Sgt 'Tony' Pinsent and wife
Deborah .
We bid farewell and best wishes to our OC Troop Lt Bill Baldin7
and wife Helen, Sig Neil MacKie and wife Ingrid, LCpl 'Danny
Boland and wife Clair, Sig 'Taff' Duncan, 'Scoots' Cree, LCpl 'Cas'
Cascarino and wife Sylvia, Sig Paul Travis and wife Anne, and last
but not least Cpl Bananaman Senior, on promotion to 262 Sig Sqn.

Cyprus Inter Corps Squash Champ ions
Rear (L-RJ: Sgts Marc Findon , Ne il Mabbott and SSgt Clyde

Atherley
Front (l-R): Capt Mick Fogg , Cpl Mitch Ashle y a n d W0 1 Nick
Hammett
AIRFIELD TROOP
OCTp
Tp Sgt
Line Sgts
Tech

gts

CO NGRATULATIONS
On a baby boy to LCpl 'Gaz' C uss and wife Dawn, a baby girl to
C pl 'Bob' Leyland and wife T rud ie, a baby girl to LCpl 'Dan ny'
Boland a nd wife Clair, a baby girl to Sgt Atkinson and wife Ju lie, a
baby boy to Sig Paul Travi and wife A nne. Cpl Pete Kelly and wife
Suzanne nearly gave us a Christmas baby, however we still rejoiced at
a baby boy on the 23 December.

262 Sig Sqn
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·~~f·~·:~ ~. ~~ News froin Troops -

PERSONALITIES

oc

TOT
AO
SSM
YofS
FofS
QMS

Maj Nigel Cory
Capt Colin Bachelor
Lt Jane Heywood
W02 Dave Thomas
W02 Bill Jackson
W02 Pete White
SSgt Dan Edgecombe

HELLOS, GOODBYES AND CONGRATULATIONS
Hellos to Sgt Keith and Alison Talbot, Pte Karen O'Connor and Sig
Dean Whitworth .
Goodbye to S~t John and Cath Taylor and their family-will
Pergamos ever be the same again? Goodbye to Sgt Bob and Evelyn
Orchard. Goodbye and congratulations to Sig 'Torchy' Wilson off to
Germany on promotion to LCpl, and to LCpl Dave Giles to Berlin on
promotion to Cpl.
W ALKDOWN 1988
To the uninitiated the Walkdown is a gentle Sunday stroll in the
Troodos Mountains. For the lucky people who formed the Wombles,
the 262 Strollers, Cabbage and Veg and the Blister Brigade it was an
18 mile yomp up and down the more unexplored areas of the Troodo
Mountains from Platres to Episkopi . The event started at the crack of
dawn and teams of three grasping map, compass and packed lunches
set off for Episkopi . The winners finished in under four hours, with
the Squadron teams finishing a little later. Good effort and well done
to the OC Maj Nigel Cory, AO Lt Jane Heywood, W02 Pete White,
Sgt C huck Robertson, C pls T rev Cotter, Pete H arvey, George
Stebbing, LCpls Dusty Miller, Fern White, Mick Preston and Pte
Karen Taylor . Many thanks to Sig W ilson and Sweeney who drove the
minibuses.
ROCK-CLIMBING
Despite the APTC's thoughts, the rock-climbing in Cyprus is great.
Cape Greco provides climbing and abseiling for all abilities and under
the watchful eye of Lt Jane Heywood, the Squadron is finding a few
budding Joe Brown's. To date the stars are C pl Nick SmHb , LCpl
Mick P reston and Sig Dea n W hitworth . How about Greece in the
summer?

Lt W. S. Balding
SSgt K. Fitzpatrick
Sgt K. John
Sgt T. Nicholas
Sgt G. Renshaw
Sgt D. Atkinson

608 Sig Tp (SSITI

BFPO 40
WHERE HA VE ALL THE SO L DIERS GONE?
In the halcyon days of 1986 when DAMA was an Italian expression
for mother the 608 Sig Tp was brackets 'Equ ipment', there were 18
good soldiers and true, commanded by a young Quartermaster .
Their job was to maintain WM R and Repair Pool equipments in
RAOC depots. As time passed and th e wor k increased , the depots
doubled and the miles to travel were many more. Everyone was ha ppy
and content. Then came, 'Lean Look' a nd now in 1989 bracket s
'Equipment' has one O fficer and three men . There have been
additions, RSIT, AMIS a nd RSSST (Fwd) and the Troop name has
been changed to 608 Sig Tp (SSIT). But the origi nal charter for the
unit and the work remain a nd the verse below, written by Maj Bob
McCusker RAOC, is ded icated to the lads who where posted o ut of
brackets 'Equipment' and not replaced .

'Troop 608 in Viersen, was small and quite elite
Commanded by a Captain, a nicer chap 10 meet
Entrusted with the safeguard of electronic things
That sent the voices scurrying throughout the air with wings
A noble band of tradesmen, brave and bright and true
Who when tasked by their superiors knew exactly what to do
Who travelled over Europe, 10 secret hordes of kit
To ensure that all was working, which was their true remit
Alas, the minds of Masters, somehow became insane
And they civilianised the soldiers for economic gain
A nd the pennant that flew so proudly, before the unit door
Was at last removed f orever, 10 flut1er never more. '
FARE WELLS
We say goodbye to o ur OC Capt Mike Stevenson who fought the
good fight. We wis h him a nd Carol good luck in 16 Sig Regt. Also to
C pl Stuart Young a nd his wife Anne; Cpl ' Vince' Vincent and his wife
Liz; C pl John Mahon and his wi fe Irene; Sgt Russ Dodd and LCpl
Bob Mundell .
REMAINDERS
To the three survivors SSgt Geoff Douglas-HiJey, Cpl John Hogan
and Cpl (I' m posted soon) Gray . Keep paddling lads, help is on its
way-sometime!

Situated on the southern side o f Cyprus on the Akrotiri peni nsula
lie RAF Akrotiri . This is the home of Airfield Tp , which is mai nly
a Tele Mech T p whose task is to supply grou nd commu nications in
upport of the RAF.

ARRIVAL
A rare occu rrence! We welcome our new OC Maj Tony Morgan
and his wife Anne. Hope you get your soldiers back and enjoy your
tou r .

VI IT OF 81 SQUADRON (V)
For the last two years 81 Sig Sqn (V) has been assisting us with the
various aspects of our work tha t require la rge a mounts of manpower
and expertise, which they make readily available. Most soldiers who
erve with 81 Sig Sqn are British Telecom engineers in their civilian
role and their knowledge is always welco me and greatly va lued by 259
Sig Sqn . We would like to thank all the pa rties that have visited us for
all their hard work in assisting the T roop over the past two years and
we look forw ard to 8 1 Sqn's visits this yea r.
The last vi it was led by Capt Bob Maniford and side kick SSgt Alan
Lockey. They li ved up to their reputation in tha t they worked

RSSST (FWD) BFPO 107
Since our last a ppearance in The Wire we have been renamed the
Royal Signals Syst em Support Team (Forward), due to the fact that
our responsibilities now extend beyond the Ptarmigan and Wavell
systems. A fter long discussions on how we should answer the
telephone, we settled for 'System Support', only to find that the re t
of BAOR has taken to calling us ' RSSST' (pronounced ' rist'!) .
Despi te the heavy exercise commitment in the latter months of 1988
several of the team 'e caped' to attend long courses. SSgt Pete Preen
is now our fully qualified SQMS after five weeks at Blackdown
learning how to retain stores on shelves without ever having to sign
items ou t ! WOl (FofS) Chas Dowie spent all November at the School
of Signals on the Foreman o f Signals Refresher course, bu t came back
looking anything but ' refre hed! ' Meanwhile Sgt Scott Steven is at
Catterick on a Staff Sergeants course, after being convinced by hi
comrades that January/ February time really isn ' t so bad out on the
N Yorks Moors!
The relatively quiet weeks lead ing up to Ex Wintex and Flying
Falcon are being put to good use , the Wavell section i running a
course for operators in BAOR, with Sgt Phil Newman and Mr Frank
Jory heading the list of instructors; Data section beavers away
preparing, amongst other things, yet another version of the Ptarmigan
database; and the Ptarmigan section is currently designing a training
course for processor technicians in conjunction with TACT .
Speculation and rumours about Maj Andrew Symmons' impending
posting are rife, he is keen to do an attachment with the Montserrat
Defence Force but will be prepa red to settle for the School of Signal
if thi is considered to be more beneficial to the Corps!

Havi ng a sit-down on t he w al k-down . From le ft to righ t: W0 2
(FofS ) Pete Wh ite, Lt J a ne Hey wood a nd Sgt Chuc k Robe rt son
Airfiel d Troop
Absent on duty. Sgt Ni cholas ; Cpls Pluskota, Ha nso n and S ig
Dickerson

Clerk on the Rocks, LCpl Mick Preston on the rocks at Cape Greco
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Cpl Wayne Pinhorn, carried out the orders and loosed off 200 rounds
at the incoming helicopter. 'Gunnie' Shortis was quick to react and
phoned the Ops centre to claim his 'Kill.'
'Very good Staff' came the reply 'You have just shot down one of
ours!'
With no enemy breakthroughs life in the Commcen had been
tedio us to say the least and this inactivity had not pleased Cpl Beach
who was jealous of the Pathetic Sharks, Cpl Frank Nevens, Andy
Fallows and John Greenwood, who were with 2 Platoon and were
building up a 'Body count.' Cpl Beach finall y got his chance for on
the morning of the last day the enemy broke through the well
defended perimeter and assaulted the Commcen. Cpl Beach was seen
firing mini flares into the air with one hand and shouting 'Come on
make my day!' Unfortunately the umpires did not see fit to grant him
any 'Kills.'
The FofS, Ron Kirkwood, is certain that it was one of the flares that
landed on the roof of the Blackbird Club Attap and burnt it down.

633 Sig Tp
BFPO 12

EXERCISE MA YAN SWORD
Phase two of the exercise started wich the radio section and the
YofS, Pete Wykes, leaving by road, on a 10 hour journey to Punta
Gorda. One of the FFRs managed to travel nearly a quarter of a mile
before it broke down: Sgt Steve Welding who arrived in the Troop on
18 January 1989 was given until the Saturday to get acclimatised
before he was put aboard HMS Avenger carrying all his kit, a
UK/P RC 320 and its batteries. He then ailed south to Punta Gorda
took part in the exercise beach landings then tabbed 20km through
jungle to reach the point where he was to RV with the OC, Capt Steve
Ardagh-Walter. Sgt Steve Welding was not a happy soldier! The

exercise was uneventful until the road journey home when the quarter
ton trailer that was attached LO Cpl DiJlet 's Rover turned over and the
chassis separated from the contai ner part of the trailer.

Cpl Al Dixon shows off the growth that has the MO baffled!

Association News

Management Team:
Back Row Left to Right: Sgts Chris Rose , John Marden, Stew Ryder, John Kennedy
Front Row Left to Right: W02 (YofS) Pete Wykes, W01 (FofS) Ron Kirkwood, Lt Joe Cooper. Capt Barry Keegan, W02 (YofS) Dave

Bowman, Sgt Bev Beverly
Absent: John Carpanini, SSgt Bob Shortis, Sgt Winter

TROOP PERSONALITIES
Tp OC
Capt Steve Ardagh-Walter
fofS
WOI Ron Kirkwood
Yof
W02 Pete Wykes
SSgt Bob Shortis
Tp gt
TQMS
Sgt John Carpanini
The Yeoman, Pete Wykes, who was co-driving for Sgt Andy
Winter, was quite disturbed when a quarter ton trailer passed the
pa senger ide of his Rover. 'That looks like our trailer' he said LO Sgt
Andy Winter. 'It is ours Yeoman' Andy replied. Sgt Andy Winter
insi ts that the pintle pin was puc in!
ARRIVA
The Troop would like Lo welcome the following:- Capt Steve
Ardagh-Walter, W02 (YofS) Pete Wykes, Sgt Steve Welding, Cpls Al
Dixon, George Best, Chris Mayer, Dutch Holland, Tim Entwhistle,
LCpl Bob Hope, Ken Maidment and Sig Eddy Postlethwaite .
A special welcome goes out Lo Heatber Keegan who has now joined
her husband, Capt Barry Keegan .
FAREWELLS
The Troop would like to wish the following Bon Voyage:- Lt Joe
Cooper, W02 (YofS) Dave Bowman, Cpls Billy Nelson, Andy
fallo"s,
ick Hipwood, Les Duncan, Sandy Sanderson, LCpl
Geordie Embleton, ig 'Warty' Ward and Cloppy Richards.
I. ITJAL CONT ACT LINK (ICL)

Thi i a civilian radio set. ICOM 700, that is typically deployed o
any area in the Caribbean that requests assistance in relief work from
Briu h Forces Belize. An ideal example would have been Jamaica
after Hurricane Gilbert devastated the island but the ICL did not
deploy due co lack of cargo space. The Troop tries to exercise che det
at lea t once per year and last year the FofS, WOI Ron Kirkwood ,
decided that caking it co Mexico City and Acapulco would fully test
ouc che equipment and the crew (The FofS being one of the crew!).
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MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY ASSOCIATION
So he and Sgt Andy Winter started LO plan the exercise. The new FSO,
sorry S03 Comms, Capt Barry Keegan, arrived half way through the
planning and proved very helpful in the pan of the exercise that
required liaising with the Bricish Embassy in Mexico City. There was
no shortage of volunteers to be part of the crew even when Sgt Andy
Winter assured them that it would be hard work! The day before the
dee was due LO leave che exercise was cancelled. Good try, Foreman,
and better luck next time!
The Foreman did get a consolation prize in the form of two weeks
in the UK. This was supposed to be a working fortnighc.
The ICL was eventually deployed to Grand Cayman Islands thanks LO
Capt Barry Keegan and with a little help from the Royal Navy. Cpl
Pete Poulson and Cpl Nick Kimber spent a very enjoyable 10 days
cruising the Caribbean and communicating from a sun kissed beach
on Grand Cayman.
EXERCISE TOUCAN BLADE
This is the first exercise of the year and has two phases, phase one
being Ex Toucan Blade and phase two being Ex Mayan Sword.
Toucan Bl~de is designed to test the defences of Airport Camp (APC)
and Mayan Sword is an FTX involving Battle Group South.
For Toucan Blade each unit provides enough manpower to form
an infantry platoon which then defends a stretch of the Camp
perimeter. This Troop provides 2 Platoon and defends lkm of the
Camp's northern perimeter, the platoon HQ being the transmitter site
building. The whole Troop is involved, with those not in 2 Platoon
working a two way shift in the Commcen and responsible for the
defence of the Commcen. During the exercise a live enemy is on the
ground, this enemy being provided by the resident Infantry Bn, in this
case it was 1st Bn Irish Guards. The exercise was very successful
with the enemy being denied access to APC even though they tried
very hard!
There were a few humourous moments of which the following are
probably the besc. SSgt 'Guonie' Shortls on seeing a Puma helicopter
flying towards his section ordered his GPMG gunner co engage the
aircraft 'and don't forget to lead the target' he shouted. The gunner,
THE WIRE, MARCH 1989

1988 REVIEW
The Spring is always heralded with the Cavalry Memorial Parade
and Service in Hyde Park . A very colourful occasion with the
Household Cavalry Regt in ceremonial dress, and the splendid plumed
uniforms of the cavalry Regimental bands reminiscent of a bygone
age. There was a good turnout this year and afterwards 26 members
and their friends lunched together at The London Park Hotel.
There followed the Royal Signals Reunion at Blandford. It was a
glorious day and the performances by The Royal Signals Band, The
White Helmets, and this year, The Blue Helmets, including che one
who got away, were thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended. A
special word of congratulations must go to the Royal Signals Museum
who have restored so much of our Regimental Collection and had it
.
on display in time for the reunion.
In June the Association was represented at the TA Federation
Annual Parade and Service. Wreaths were laid at the TA Memorial
at the Royal Exchange, and the salute was taken by Col Sir Greville
Spratt CBE, JP, DL, Lord Mayor of London, who afterwards
inspected the veterans and spoke to every member on parade. The
Memorial Service was held in St Stephen's Wallbrook, followed by
luncheon at the Mansion House.
The Regimental Remembrance Service, 'Lafone f?ay' was held ~:m
Sunday 16 October at the Guild Church of St Ma~tm , Ludgate Hill,
and in the Crypt at St Paul's Cathedral. The Service was conducted
by The Rev Gordon Watkins. The Parade Adjutant wa Maj D. H.
Manders TD .
We were heartened to see so many member and their families
present with a large contingent from 47 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Sig
Sqn (V), including many young ladies from the WRAC who are
serving with the Squadron .
Although this Service is always a solemn act of Remembrance f?r
those who did not return from the wars, it is also a proud moment m
our lives and one of thanksgiving for those who have served, and are
serving, with the Middlesex Yeomanry.
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The Middlesex Yeomanry Association Band (by kind permission of
Lt Col S. J. Williams MBE, TD) led the parade to St Paul's Cathedral
and played outside the cathedral whilst the wreaths were laid ac the
Middlesex Yeomanry Memorials in the crypt.
During this ceremony the citation for the award of the Victoria
Cross to Maj A. M. Lafone VC in OcLOber 1917, was read out by Maj
C. Mote, QC 47 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V), and wreaths were
laid by Maj R. L. Miller TD, Chairman of the Association and by
Capt Linda Coe WRAC, 2IC 47 Sqn.
The 61st Annual Dinner was held on Friday 21October1988 at The
Duke of York's Headquarters, where 88 members and guests
assembled for the reunion. The Chairman was Maj R. L. Miller TD.
The Guest of Honour was Lt Col C. P. Stenning TD, who, until
recently, commanded 31 Sig Regt (V), and has the distinction of being
the last Middlesex Yeomanry Officer to serve with the Regiment.
Amongst the guests were Lt Col L. G. French CO, 31 Sig Regc (V),
Capt E. Carter TD, WRAC, and members of the Household Cavalry
Regt, The Princess Loui e's Ken~ington Regimental A sociation, The
Inns of Court and City Yeomanry and, Mr David Greenbrook, Royal
Signals Association.
The guests were welcomed by the Pre ident, Col Sir John Prideaux
OBE, TD, DL, who opened the proceedings by pre enting a Middlesex
Yeomanry brooch and a bouquet to Capt Eileen Carter in
appreciation for all that she has done for the Association over many
years, with our best wishe for her recirement later in the year. Also,
he had a special word of welcome for the large number of member
who had served with 305 (Para Bde) Sig Sqn (Middle ex Yeomanry),
and to Ralph Wiseman who was home from e v Zealand on holiday
after an ab ence of over 40 years.
_
He went on to ay how indebted the A ociation is to the Hou ehold
Cavalry Regt for allowing us to u e their Mess for our regular
meetings, and extended a warm welcome to all the guest .
Jn proposing the toast to the Regiment and Association, Lt Col
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t nning aid that it wa 2S year ince he had joined the Middle ex
'lromanr in 'G' Block at The Duke of York' HQ, when Lt Col .
. William wa, ommanding the Regiment. He went on to ay what
pmilege it h been for him to command 31 ig Regt (V) which still
r tain the bond and tradition of the Regiment in 47 (Middle ex
Y omanr ·) ig qn. He al o touched on the problems of recruiting at
the pre ent time and expre sed the view that the Association might be
able to help create a better understanding by employers who are not
familiar \\ith. the need fo r , an efficient Territorial Army today.
Maj C. Mote gave an intere ting ralk , bout the activitie of t~e
quadron throughout the year and wa p!eased to report that their
equipment i now almo ton a par with the regular army, and that he
y.a enthu iastic about the future when the existing drill h·J I will be
replaced by a brand new TA Centre.
The evening ended with an appeal by the Vice-Chairman, George
Ke) , which rai ed the magnificent sum of £327 for Asso~iarion funds.
An all time record. Our grateful thank for the generosuy of all who
\\ere pre ent. And finally, the Committee would like to th~nk all
m mbers for heir support throughout the year, and for making the
annual dinner uch a memorable occa ion .

GUERNSEY BRANCH

be circulated to units very shortly, indeed by the time you read this
your unit boardsailing representative should be able to advise you.
Good sailing for 1989 and if you're already keen and a competent
sailor how about supporting your local representative? If you haven't
yet caught 'the bug', but are interested, l'm sure your unit
representative will be pleased to hear from you. If by some strange
quirk of fate you have no unit rep then contact Capt Daisey or me,
we wi ll be more than happy to help!

Report by Tom Freeman
The annual Christma dinner was held at L' Ancresse Lodge Hotel
( hade of 'Howard ' s Way!'). Twenty-three members and twentyeight guests attended the function . Social Secretary Alf Laine
organised a raffle, well tocked with items donated by members and
a cake was auctioned for £20 which was donated to Guernsey Sport
for the Disabled. Alvaro Salazar presented a Corps badge, etched in
glass and mounted on a wooden plinth, which was auctioned for £2S,
the sum being donated to Association funds.

RUGBY
FAR EAST PRISONERS OF WAR
'And we that are left grow old with the years . . . '.
Special Service of Remembrance for those who died in captivity
in the Far Ea t 1941-45 and since was held on Friday 24 February at
St Martin-in-the-Field , Trafalgar Square at 1100 hrs. The ervice was
conducted by Major Lawrence Smith (Salvatioi:i ~_rmy) who erved
with J96th Field Ambu lance RAMC 18th D1v1s1on; captured at
Singapore. The Standard Bearer was Mr S. R. Pettitt. Among the very
large congregation was Mr Tom Suiter a member or Hong Kong
Defence Force who erved with Royal Signals. Afterwards wreath
were laid at the Cenotaph in Whitehall.

BOARD SAILING

Lightweight Division
1st Cpl English 16 Sig Regt
2nd Sgt Maher 16 Sig Regt
3rd Sgt Chalmers 646 Sig Tp
Heavyweight Division
1st ig Town end 16 Sig Regt
2nd Cpl Dickson 16 Sig Regt
3rd LCpl Anderson 238 Sig Sqn
Due 10 an unfortunate clash with exercises and other commitments
the event was not that well supported. Hopefully this year the
numbers can be improved subject to your support.
In BAOR the Corps Championships were held at the Dummersee
over the period 21-22 July. The event was well supported with some
4S boardsailors competing in the individual events and 13 unit team s
in the inter-unit event. The detailed results are as follows:I DIVID AL
Lightweight Division
I t Cpl English 16 Sig Regt
2nd gt Chalmers 227 Sig Sqn
3rd Sgt Maher 16 Sig Regt
Heavywei ht Division
!st Cpl Dickson 16 Sig Regt
2nd Cpl Raine 3 ADSR
3rd gt Pickersgill 22 Sig Regt
uperheavyweight Division
I t
gt Smith 22 Sig Regt
2nd=W01 (RSM) Bailes 29 Sig Regt
2nd = ig Townsend 16 Sig Regt
Ladies
1st WLCpl Mallice 16 Sig Regt
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TEAM
Major Unit
!st 16 Sig Regt (A)
2nd 22 Sig Regt (A)
3rd 7 Sig Regt (A)
Minor Unit
I st 227 Sig Sqn
2nd 29 Sig Regt
3rd 202 Sig Sqn
Finally the BAOR Inter-Corps event was sailed at the Dummersee
on 26 October. Regrettably the Corps was narrowly beaten into
second place thereby losi ng the BAOR title won in 1987. The results
with points awarded show just how closely the event was:lst Royal Engineers
131
po!nts
2nd Royal Signals
136 pomts
3rd Royal Corps Transport !SS \4 points
I am sure that the BAOR boardsailors will do their utmost to return
the trophy to its rightful place this year.
Now a look forward to 1989 with confirmed dates and venues as
follows:10 May
UK REME v Royal Signals
Theale Resovoir
22-23 May BAOR Royal Signals Championships Dummersee
8-10 Jun Royal Signals Championships
Lee-in-Solent
12-13 Jun 4 Div Championships
Dummersee
20-22 Jun BAOR Championships
Dummersee
22-25 Jun Army Championships
Lee-on-Solent
17-19 Jul
BFG Championships
Durrunersee
Dummersee
25-26 Sep BAOR Inter-Corps Championships
It i~ hoped that other UK inter-corps events will follow on from the
fixture against the REME on 12 May, and I will be trying to get a team
together to represent the Corps in UK. If you are interested, please
don't hesitate to get in touch with me.
Full details of all the above will be circulated to all units in due
course. If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact:BAOR Secretary
Capt Phil Daisey
Krefeld Mil 329
Corps and UK Secretary Capt Dave Gilchrist Tidworth Mil 2403
Finally I intend to maintain a simple register of all Corps
Boardsailors regardless of their standard. The aim of this listing will
be to help identify interest and hopefully put boardsailors in touch
with each other on posting. Details of how to join the register will also
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ROY AL SIGNALS GOLFING SOCIETY
FIXTURES
MATCHES

- Sport -

Report by Capt Dave Gilchrist (Secretary)
Board ailing in the Corps goes from strength to strength and as the
new Corps Secretary J am naturally keen that this situation continues.
The following report is by way of a brief update on 1988 and a look
forward to the current year.
In 1988 the UK Corps Championships were held in June at Lee-onSolem and was reported in the September issue of The Wire. Suffice
to say however that 16 Sig Regt not only took the unit team event but
al o the majority of the individual prizes. The individual results were:-

GOLF

..

ROYAL SIGNALS V ARMY CATERING CORPS 1 FEBRUARY
ROY AL SIGNALS 67 ACC 6
The weather was unusually warm and calm for Blandford so there
was little advantage to either side in winning the toss. The Corps
kicked off and made numerous minor errors culminating in the award
of a penalty which the 'Chefs' converted to take an early lead . The
ACC continued to apply pressure and it took a while for the Corps
to settle down. However this situation was forcefully corrected when
the Corps won a scrum on the opposition's goal line and in the ensuing
attempt to prevent a pushover try the ACC conceded a penalty try.
Unfortunately the try was not converted, a 'first' for Sgt Dean
Richardson. After this the Corps seemed to gain confidence and soon
took control of the game. Tries in the first half came from Cpl 'H'
Glean (2), Sgt Dean Richardson, Lts Joe Cooper and Tony Burgin.
Sgt Dean Richardson managed to convert one try and kick a penalty
but the rest of the place kicking was off target.
The second half was continued in the same vein as the Corps scored
a further eight tries, only three of which were converted. The scorers
were LCpl Steve Bartliff (three), Lts David Jones, Tony Burgin (two),
Sgt Brian Keevash and another one for 'H'. The final score was 67-6
and this must be said to flatter the Corps.
As a commentary on the game it was certainly given more than a
sporting chance by a very strong front five who had a good runout
against rather weak opposition; they were well supported by a good
performance from the back row and all this was finished off well on
occasions when the ball was passed quickly to the wings. As a criticism
it was still noticeable that the Corps pack was attempting to maul for
far too long rather than putting the ball on the ground and driving
over to get good possession from the rucks whilst maintaining forward
momentum. Perhaps it will come as the team gets together more often
and confidence is built amongst the players as they learn to play
together and talk to each other in the loose play. Finally, is there
a place kicker out there somewhere?
Team: Cpls Cassidy, Glean, Sgt Cable, Cpl Walker, LCpl Bartliff,
Sgt Richardson (Captain), Lt Burgin, Sgt Keevash, LCpl Malvern, Sgt
Wallace, Lt Egan, Cpl Vowles, Lts Cooper, Davis and Capt Jones.

Date
Wed 3 May
Tue 23 May

Opponents
RAPC
RE

Thu I Jun
Fri 16 Jun
Wed 28 Jun
Fri 28 Jul
Thu 3 Aug
Fri 8 Sep
Fri 22 Sep
Thu 12 Oct

HMS Mercury
RCT
RMAS (1400)
RA
REME
RAOC
Ironsides
RAMC/RA DC

Venue
Tyrrells Wood
Hankley
Common
Isle of Purbeck
Black moor
Aldershot
Berkshire
Black moor
Pannal
Westhill
Farnham

MEETINGS
Thu/Fri
20-21 Apr
Mon/Fri
8-12 May
Mon/ Wed
IS-17 May
Thu/Fri
18-19 May
Fri
16 Jun
Wed/ Thu
6-7 Sep

Corps Spring Meeting

Tracy Park

AOGS Meeting

RAF Sportsday

Gullane and
Luffness
Royal Lytham
St Annes
Royal Lytham
St Annes
RAF Luffenham

Corps Autumn Meeting

Catterick

AGA Championships
Inter Corps Championships

Would all Corps Golfers who have not received a copy of the fixture
list please inform the Honorary Secretary of their availability to play
in the matches and meetings. The Captain will select teams and inform
individuals who have been nominated to represent the Corps.
(Honorary Secretary is Maj S. G. Falla, School of Signals, Blandford
Camp, Dorset DTll 8RH . Tel: Blandford Mil Ext 2281 or (02S8)
52S81.

CORPS GOODS
Goods which were sold at RRQ will now be sold from the
Museum. Orders/enquiries should be addressed to:
Corps Enterprises, Royal Signals Museum, Blandford,
Dorset DTl 1 8RH, or by Telephone (0258) 52581 Ext 2413
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Goods Availablefrom the MuseumShop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT118RH
Any telephone enquiries to Blandford Miiitary (0268 6 2 6 8 1 ) Ext 2248.
Overseas

UK

£

£

1.90
5 .65
1.20
1.1 5
0 .45
2.40
1. 75
3.75
3 . 15
7 . 10
4 .90
5.25
0 .30
41 .75
28.45
0 .87
0 .40
1.20
0 .85
0 .39
1.50
3 .25
1.60
4.35
41.75
1 .90
0.80
0.75
0 .70
45 .90
9 .10
22.00
6 .90
12.05
14.65
1.90
3 .05
6.55
11.30
9 .60
1.25

2.20
6 .50
1.40
1. 30
0 .50
2 .75
2 .00
4 .30
3 .60
8 . 15
5.65
6 .00
0 .35
48 .00
32 .70
1.00
0 .50
1.40
1.00
0 .45
1 .75
3 .75
1.80
5.00
48.00
2 .20
0 .90
0.85
0 .80
52.80
10.45
25 .30
7.90
13 .85
16.85
2 .20
3 .50
7.50
13.00
11.00
1.40

Ash Tray, glass, blue with gold Corps badge .. .
Blazer badge
Blazer buttons - large
small
Book mark ...
Brooch, white with gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge . . .
Car badge, 2" x 2*, silver badge on enamelled Corps colours ...
Clip board with Corps Crest ...
Cocktail mats, set of six, blue acrylic with Corps badge
Corps badge, on foil, framed and glazed 11 " x 9 "
Cuff links, shield, gold badge on enamelled Corps colours
Identity card holder, gold badge on blue vinyl .. .
1 1 Y," Jimmy, cold cast bronze, height including plinth
6 Y.i .. Jimmy , solid bronze, height including plinth
Keyring, Bullet
Keyring, Leather
Keyring, Corps (enamelled Corps badge, leather tag) . ..
Keyring, St Christopher/Corps Badge
Lapel badge, (Association members only)
Mug, white china with Corps badge in blue . ..
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge
Postcard Set
Royal Signals Band, Records or Cassettes
Royal Signals Officer Statuette
Silver Plated Teaspoon with Corps Crest
Stickers, Corps badge on Corps colours, good quality - Large ...
Medium
Small . . .
Stick pin, 9 carat gold, Corps badge, can be used as brooch or tie pin
Stick pin, sterling silver, as above . ..
Table mats, set of six, blue acrylic with Corps badge ...
Table mats, large 15" x 11 Y. ", as above .. .
Tankard, 1pt, Polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge . ..
Tankard, 1pt, Polished pewter, with Corps Badge
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge, Gift Boxed
Tie, Corps colours in polyester, 3"
Tie, Corps colours in Pure Silk, 3" .. .
..;
Umbrella, golf size, Corps colours . . .
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals", shield, 6" x 7"
Watch strap, Corps colours, nylon ...

NEW LINE
CRYSTAL DECANTERS AND GLASSES WITH ENGRAVED CORPS BADGE
PRICES AND ORDER FORMS SENT ON REQUEST FROM MUSEUM SHOP
PRINTS OF CORPS PAINTINGS, SIZES AND PRICES VARY, ASK FOR INFORMATION SHEET

A FLEXIBLE
CHOICE
OFCREDl1i

The modern way to buy and pay is with a
credit card and with a Naafi Budget Account
and Chargecard you have a flexible choice
of credit on highly competitive terms.

Compare our rate of interest with
others ... you'll find our terms difficult
to beat.
You can use either of these credit cards in .all
families shops, services shops and H,M s~1ps
worldwide to buy any item from N~afl s wide range
of electrical, sports clothing and gift and durable
goods priced £5 or more. Naval customers can use
a Naafi budget account for the purchase of all
goods from Naafi.

\

Naafi Budget Account
Credit with agreed fixed
monthly payments

OR
Naafi Chargecard
With flexible monthly payments
to suit yourself
Instant credit facilities are available.
Typical APR 23.8% (variable).
Please ask at your local Naafi shop
for written details.

Naali Registered Office. Imperial Court. Kennington Lane London SE11 SOX
+-

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

Remittances with order, payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund please
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matter for publication in
The Wire should be
addressed to The Wire
Royal Signals Association ,
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London SW1 P 4AD .
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STD 01 -873 6356.
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Bulk (five or more copies):
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MAJOR GENERAL P. D. ALEXANDER CB, MBE

Special commissions, repairs and expert
valuations for insurance undertaken
with prompt efficiency.

Carrington & Co Limited
at Mappin & Webb
170 Regent Street
London WlR 6BQ
Telephone: 01~ 734 3727 & 3728

On 25 April 1989, Major General P. D. Alexander handed
over as Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army), an appointment he
held fo r nearly three and a half years. He will retire from the
Army on 18 June 1989 on completion of 36 years service.
Major General Alexander was commissioned into Royal
Signals in 1955. His first tour of duty was in Hong Kong after
which he served as a Troop Commander in 26 Signal Regiment
(now 1'1 Signal Regiment) , on secondment to the King' s
African Rifles Signal Squadron and as Adjutant of l Signal
Regiment in BAOR. After attending the Staff College
Camberley in 1965 he was appointed to a General Staff post
in the Ministry of Defence in 1966/7, which was followed by
the Command of 24 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron in
England and in Northern Ireland at the outset of the
emergency. After further staff appointments in the Ministry
of Defence and attendance at the National Defence College he
commanded l Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment
from 1974 to 1976. He was then promoted Colonel and
undertook a further tour in the Ministry of Defence. In 1979
he was promoted to Brigadier and appointed Commander
Corps Royal Signals 1 British Corps and in 1982 attended the
Royal College of Defence Studies. Thereafter he was
appointed Deputy Military Secretary in the Ministry of
Defence before assuming the appointment of Signal Officerin-Chief (Army) in December 1985.
All of us in Royal Signals owe a great deal to Major General
Alexander for the way in which he sought to bring more
closely together all elements of the Corps; the serving and
retired, Regular and TA, male and female. He believed
strongly that all ranks of the Corps had a life-long
commitment to it and both he and his wife Christine have been
a shining example in this respect.
Major General Paul Alexander took a robust line with those
who, without a proper understanding, sought to meddle in the
affairs of the Corps but listened carefully to those who argued
with logic and sound reasoning.
Major General Alexander was dined-out by the officers at
Blandford on 25 April with some 150 officers in attendance.
.
The Master of Signals was in the chair. Afterwards he was towed from the Camp led by the Corps Band and outnders from the
White
Helmets.
Major
General Alexander has been appointed Colonel Comma~dant and will thus ?e a membe.r of t~e Corps .comm!ttee. On
retirement he is to assume the appointment of Director of Secunty (Army) and so his presence m Whitehall will continue.
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NOTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGIMENTAL COLONEL
PROJECT MARCH
There i about to be a major change in the process of Army recruit
selection. In April 1990, the Army Personnel Selection Centre (APSC)
at Sutton Coldfield will be closed as an economy measure, to be
replaced by a decentralised computer system. Each High Street Army
Careers Information Office (ACIO) will have a computer terminal
with access to a central processer which will provide a UK-wide state
of applicants, vacancies, and other data. The decentralisation of
selection from APSC to ACIOs is codenamed Project March 2.
There has been a trial of March 2 in Western District, in which the
computer Jinks have been simulated by telephone and postal
communication. The trial showed considerable reduction in the time

MAJOR GENERAL R. F. L. COOK
SIGNAL OFFICER·JN.CHIEF (ARMY)
. Ma~ Gen Robert Cook assumed the appointment of igna1 Officerm-Chief (Army), from .Maj Gen Paul Alexander on 25 April 1989.
Educated at Karachi Grammar School Paki urn, St John's College
South ea and Welb~k College, he joined the Royal Military
Academy, ?andh~r t m 1957 and wa commi sioned into the Royal
Corp of Signals m 1959.
Hi.s engineering and prof~s.ional training continued at the School
of S1~na!s a~d the Royal M1htary College of Science, hrivenham
culm~na~mg m the award of the degree of Bachelor of Science i~
Ph ys1~s m 1962. After a further period in research he gained a Master
of Science degree from London Univer ity in 1964.
Between 1964-1970 he served with Royal Signals in UK Germany
and Malaya, and in 1973 took command of 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn. He com~anded 4 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig R•gt from 1978 to 1980
and was appointed ~omman_der Communications I (British) Corps
and .Command~r I S1g!1al Bngade in 1983. He recently handed over
th~ .important 1~ternauonal appointment to Secretary to the NATO
M1htary Committee.
Maj Gen Cook is married to Jilly and they have three children.

ROYAL SIGNALS RECRUITING AND PUBLICITY EVENTS-1989
JUNE
1-5
2
2
3
3
3

Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook

NORTHERN IRELAND AW ARDS
We warmly congratulate those named below, whose awards and mentions were announced during May, for service in Northern Ireland.

OBE
Lt Col M. W. H. Roberts MBE

BEM
SSgt D. Chrystal
SSgt M . A. Finn

THE VITAL LINK
The Story of Royal Signals 1945-1985 by Philip Warner
(340 pages illustrated-pictures and maps)
This i~portant book is a must for all associated with
Royal Signals.
The Vital ~ink examines the variety of tasks carried
out world-wide by the Corps and traces the complex
dev~lopn:iem in techniques, technology and signal
tactics smce the Second World War. It records the
growth of the Corps through the achievements both
personal and professional, of the high quality m~n and

Front· Ma· G
•

J

en

:-vomen of t.he Regular and Territorial Army, who serve
m .Royal Signals. It is presented in an attractive and
enjoyable way as a story rather than a historical record.
.Orde~ now by writing to: RHQ Royal Signals, The
Vital ~mk, 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD;
enclosmg a cheque for £18.50 payable to Royal Signals
Cprps Funds.

p D Al
OUR COVER PICTURES
· . exander talks to Namibia via a s t ir
· ·
·

·

· ·

Bae~: Sgt Evans seated in a mine-plated land rover prior to ~h: ~te f1rcu1t on his final v1s1t to 30 Sig Regt on 10 April 1989.
Assistance Group (UNTAG) in Namibia .

taken from initial application to final employment allocation.
Acknowledged shortcomings are that applicants do not get the
experience of staying overnight in a military environment, and they
undergo neither the fitne s test run nor the centralised chest X-Ray.
These deficiencies may be overcome by pre-enlistment visits to
training depots, and by extended basic training periods.
It could be said that now is not the moment to change the Army's
method of recruit selection, but that is academic. Fortunately,
expectations are that Project March 2 will work well, indeed a number
of Army Careers Officers are pressing for the new system to be
introduced immediately.

Northern Ireland KAPE
llkley County Fair
Holker Hall
Fleetlands RNA Y
Amesbury Carnival
Lymm Carnival,
Warrington
Hull Lord Mayors Gala
3-4
Northallerton MENCAP
4
Gala
Weymouth Sea Front
4-9
Shoeburyness Fayre
4
Pontins Morecambe
5-9
7-11 Cornwall Show
Kent, Scouts Hulla Baloo
8
Puasey Show
8
10-11 Swindon Nostalgia
Weekend
Bury Lions
10
Barnard Castle, Glaxo
IO
Stevenage Day
11
Organisation
Ryedale County Fair
11
Roundhay, Leeds NSPCC
11
Gala
11-17 Bournemouth Bandstand
12-30 Edinburgh and Dundee
KAPE
13-14 Helston Theme Park
Wathgill CCF Central
14
Camp
15-18 Middlesbough North of
England Exhibition
16-18 The Essex Show
16-18 Sennelager, Rhine Army
Summer Show
Exeter, Curry Rival School
17
Haxby Carnival, York
17
18-23 Paignton Sea Front
20-22 Lincoln Agric Show
20-22 Edinburgh KAPE
Brighouse Show
24
Colchester Garrison Open
24
Day
24-25 Exeter Scouts
24-25 Rotherham Tattoo
25
26-29
29
29
30-1
July

Catterick Racecou rse
Dundee KAPE
Malton Show
York Gar rison Open Day
Freedom of Richmond ,
Catterick Reunion

ep oyment of 30 Sig Regt elements to the United Nations Transitional

Band
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
Quicksilver
5 AB Siq Sqn RlT
30 Sig Regt RIT
Quicksilver
Trg Gp RIT
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
30 Sig Regt RlT
19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn RIT
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
30 Sig Regt R!T
White Helmets
White Helmets, Trg Gp RIT
White Helmets
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
Trg Gp RIT
Band
Quicksilver
Band, 30 Sig Regt RlT
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
Trg Gp RIT
19 In f Bde and Sig Sqn RIT
White Helmets, Blue Helmets
30 Sig Regt RIT
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RlT
30 Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt RIT
19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn RIT
30 Sig Regl RIT
White Helmets, Blue Helmets ,
Trg Gp RIT
Blue Helmets
White Helmet
Trg Gp RIT
2 Inf Di v HQ and Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets, Blue Helmets,
Trg Gp RIT

JULY
1-17
I
2
4
5-7

3 Armd Div Sig Regt RIT
SEDist KAPE
Trg Gp RlT
Bramley Carnival
White Helmets
Bromyard Gala
Trg Gp RIT, 49 Sig Sqn (V)
Keighley Straw Race
Bassingbourn Army Exb for Quicksilver, Trg Gp RIT , Blue
Helmets, 19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
Schools
RIT
30 Sig Regt RIT
6-10 Plymouth Joint Services
Day
Quicksilver
Pudsey Show
7-8
Trg Gp RIT , 90 Sig Sqn (V)
Middlesbough Brit Steel
8
Gala
White Helmets
Cheshi re Steam Fair
8-9
Trg Gp RlT
Barnsley
Vintage
Car
9
Rally
Blue Helmets
Staines Show
9
Quicksilver
10-13 Harrogate Great Yorkshire
Show
30 Sig Regt RIT
11-14 Torbay Carnival
White Helmets
13-15 Kent County Show
Trg Gp RIT, White Helmets
Wathgill CCF Central
14
Camp
5 AB Sig Sqn RIT
Littlehampton Forces Day
15
Quicksilver
15-17 Wakefield Save the
Children Gala
Trg Gp RIT
Wetherby High School
15
Gala
30 Sig Regt RIT
Stoke Hill School
15
Blue Helmets
15-16 Widnes, Wakefield Halton
Show
Trg Gp RIT
RAF Church Fenton
16
SSAFA Air Show
White Helmet
Spilsby Show, Lines
16
30 Sig Regt RIT
16-21 Helston Flambards
Quicksilver
Keighley Show
19
White Helmets
Cumberland Agric Show
20
Quicksilver, Blue Helmets
Cleveland Show
22
30 Sig Regt RIT
Bristol, British Aero Space
22
White Helmets
Catterick, Save the
22
Children
White Helmets, Quick ilver,
ACC Harrogate, Spectral
22
Blue Helmets
Vision
Trg Gp RlT
22-23 Nostell Priory Show
White Helmets, Blue Helmets
Wigtown hire Hunt
23
County Fair
Quicksilver
24-26 Rydale Show (N York)
White Helmets, 30 Sig Regt
Devon, Yealmpton Show
26
RIT
Blue Helmets
26-27 Weston Air Display
33 Sig Regt (V)
27-28 St Helens Show
Quicksilver
28-31 Pickering Traction Rally
Blue Helmets
Imphal Bks, York Kohima
29
Day
30 Sig Regt RIT
Weston Super Mare ACF
29
Tauoo
30 ig Regt RlT
Torquay Pedal Car Rally
30
Band
31-6 Jnverne KAPE
White Helmets, Trg Gp RIT ,
31-11 Inverness, Aberdeen
4 Div HQ and Sig Regt
KAPE
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ROYAL SIGNALS DISPLAY TEAMS

The!...

THE
BLUE
HELMETS

~\'1ll

_____
)ignal)

Whiter. Hczlma~)

ROYAL SllJllALS PARACHUTE DISPLAY TEa

INAUGURATION OF THE SKYNET 4B SATELLITE
The UK's newest military communication satellite was. ~ormally
taken into use on Wednesday 22 February 1989 ~y the M101ster for
Defence Procurement, The Lord Trefgarnc, makm~ a call over the
satellite, using equipment manned by the Royal ~1goals personnel
stationed at the Royal Signals and Radar Est.abllshment Satellite
Communication Centre, Defford, .worcestersh1~e. Skynet 48 was
I
ched with the Astra TV Satellite on an Anane 4 rocket from
~~~rou, French Guiana in the early ~ours o_f Sunday 11 December
1988 Once it had achieved its operating orbit .and been. fully tested
a formal maugurat1on to make
f TOI n. Defford • it was decided •to stage
1
.
the satellite's entry to operat1ona erv1ce.
. .
The inaugural call was made in th~ morning b~ th~ M1mst~r from
a modified PSC 505 manpack sat~lllt e commumcation terminal on
Horse Guards Parade in London di.reel through Skynet 48 to ~ VSC
501 Landrover terminal a t RAF W1ldenrath, Germany, where H. w~s
taken by 2Lt Tony Clark of 22 Sig ~egt and Flt Lt R1~h1e
Gardner of the RAF Regiment. Jo the evemng the manp.ack termmal
wa resited inside the Science Museum in South Kensmgton f?r a
celebratory reception held by the satellite' manufacturers,. Bnush
Aerospace and Marconi Space and Defence ~yste~s. Dunng the
reception further calls were made by other mcludmg th~ u1.er
Secretary of State for Defence Procurement T~e. t:ion
r 1m
ainsbury, the MP for Surrey South West Mr Y1rgm1a Bottomley,
and the Deputy SOinC Brig T. H. Wheawell .
.
The terminals were prepared and set up by a i:i1xed team o~
scientist and soldiers from Oefford led by Dr Alan Smith. n~ey were.
W02 (FofS) John Scully, Sgt Chris Ward, Cpls Bob L~ckendge ~nd
Leafy Lane- London; Maj Richard Davis, Cpls Dems Fallowf1eld
and Paul Bernard- Wildenrath .

Photographs by Steve Heritage

'May I have a go please?'

The SOinC meets the Blue Helmets (from the left), Capt Malcolm
Coupar, the General, the DZ controller LCpl Shane Ackers (feet
only), Sgt Steve Whittick, Cpl Steve Hicks, LCpls Dave Chapman
and Tony Thompson

'Certainly Sir'
An officer who, we have calculated, completed the parachute
course before reserve chutes were introduced and who, because in
those days subalterns could not afford cars, did his courting on his
motorbike, recently said goodbye to the Royal Signals Display Teams.
The officer was the SOioC, Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBE.
The General watched the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team
preparing for the 1989 Show Season, including 13 'red helmetted'
learner riders (by coincidence the Royal Artillery Motor Cycle Team
wear identical red helmets) . After the White Helmets had completed
their practice, the SOinC went over to talk to each of the spectators
(members of the Quicksilver Display Team and injured White
Helmets).
Just as the SOinC had donned a helmet prior LO renewing his
acquaintance with a motor cycle, the Royal Signals Blue Helmets
Parachute Display Team dropped in to make its farewell. After
meeting each of the parachutists, the General was handed an
un~ilenced, snarling Tiger Twin 750. He showed he had not forgotten
anything about riding a motor cycle. He then accepted, with
enthusiasm, an invitation to take his place on top of the three bike
pyramid. The pyramid proceeded from the Vimy playing fields, down
the narrow, winding, hilly road, past TIS, between Vimy A and B,
to the RSDT offices. Two seconds after our photograph was taken the
order had been given for 'Out' and the General and the ix wing men
extended their arms horizontally in best display fashion for the ride .
At RSDT offices, as the SOioC handed back the 'borrowed' white
helmet it was pointed out to him that his name was on the left hand
side and his parachute brevet on the right. It was the Royal Signals
Display Teams' way of saying 'Thank you for your enormous interest,
encouragement and support of all three Display Teams throughout
your time as SOioC.

Cpl Denis Fallowfield in Germany ch~cks the VSC 501 's antenna
alignment before the inaugural call

Brig Tom Wheawell, Deputy SOinC, spe~ks from the
Museum to Maj Richard Davis in Germany

(Please see 'Situations Vacanl' on page 204 for an R03
appointment wilh the Royal Signals Display Teams.)
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SUDAN
·Gentleman, welcome to h.hartoum. You have arrived at a very
intere·ting time. There ma} well be a -tilitary Coup \\hils1 you are
here!' With 1he. e word the Defence Anache, Col Robert Carson
OBE (late R Iri h} greeted hi. four visitor from Cauerick a the}
entered th Friendship Palace H tel. They moved to a mall cable in
a diml lit orner of the bar \hJere the new arrivals firm ly gra ped
their \1oslem standard oft drinks and listened intently a further
detail of the political situacion were unfolded.
The udanese Army Commander had delivered a memorandum to
the Prime Mini ·ter demanding tha1 he make immediate plans for
improvements in certain specific areas . If he failed 10 do so the Army
would no longer accept orders from his government. There were
apparently many demand and 1hey included; ending the wa teful
meaningle war in 1he ouch of udan; improving the chaotic political
ituation; tabili ing thee onomy and production of economic plans;
improving the admini tration of the councry and changing Sudan's
relation hip with certain other coumrie .
There had been street demon trations and riots six weeks earlier and
a recurrence was con idered possible. Trade union and professional
bodies were threatening to trike. There was a very real po sibility that
1he airport would be clo ed and all foreigner could be confined to
their hotel . The situation was indeed 'interesting'. The vi itors were
1irred but not shaken.
Plans for the vi it began in May 1988 in response to a teller from
the British Defence Attache Khartoum who said that the Director of
1he Sudanese Signal Corps had requested British Army advice on
various officer and CO cour e at the School of Signal in Khartoum
and on technical store keeping procedures in a large new
tore/ workshop which had been donated by the Americans.
The Royal Signal~ Training Advisory and Control Team (TACT)
was consulted and 11 was agreed that a party of four would visit
Khartoum from 13 to 20 September 1988 but the devastating flood
in _Khartoum during August 1988 caused the po tponement of the

ma) rcmernher him a< he attended an Overseas Communications
Course in 1980 I In pile ol the tense situ ation mentioned earlier the
visitors were gi\en every consideration and treated throughout as
gue ts in an obviously friendly country.
There are many ways in which Royal Signals could help th e
Sudane·e. A full and comprchen ive report on the visit wa made 10
the Minist ry o f Defence and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office .
It will be intere ting to see which of the many recommendations are
finall)'. implem~nted. Wha1ever the outcome, it was a pleasure to rees1abhsh the hnk between 1he Sudanese Signal Corps and Royal
ignals. Despite forebodings the team departed from Khartoum
Airport very early on the morning of 3 March and returned safely to
Cauerick.

\"I It.

In January 1989 the DA met the new Director of 1he Sudanese
Signal Corps. Maj Gen Hassan EI Khalifa, who confirmed that he
would like the visit to go ahead. Plans were reactivated and the TACT
team visit was arranged for 22 February to 3 March 1989.
The !""ember of the team "'.e~e: Lt Col Keith Ryding, Team Leader;
LO advi~e on the overall traming sy tern and officer training. Maj
Terry Lightfoot, Traffic Officer; to advise on operator training. Maj
John Turner, Quartermaster; to advise on Stores Accounting
procedures. WOI (FofS} John McDree; co advise on technical repair
procedures and technician training.
The te~ was met on arrival by Lt Col Hassan Mekki who acted
as escomng officer throughout the visit. Some members of the Corps

THOUGHTS OF THE BEST STUDENT llTH SIGNAL REGIMENT-MARCH 1989
J ig A. P. Marlow-Ulster Troop
'Report to Darlington where you will be met and taken to l l Sig
Regt' we~e the instruction~ I r~ceived from my local Army Careers
lnformauon Office. Knowing httle else I got on the lrain having no
idea what to e~pect except I was now starting my chosen career. I was
mer at the station and brought to the Regiment where I was puc into
Ulster Tp.
. The first si~ weeks we~e the hardest. My memories of 1hat period
included learmn~ how to iron my kit and often I wished that my mum
was there to do 1t, a~d ~o ~e a _member of and work as part of a team
and lear!l personal d1sc1phne, in particular living in a group of about
JO men in one roof!l ·. ~fter chis six week period of basic training we
~a~ !Dore respons1b1hty placed on u both as a Troop and as
mdJV1duals . _The Troop staff started to promote room leaders to
J . ~O~, wh1_ch caused frict~on between the lads, resu lting in self
d1 c1phne gomg our ?f the window. This led to punishment, until we
spar~ed together again . Once we had done so, I realised that the Army
wa~n 1 such a bad place after all and the training seemed to be getting
eas1t'r. The Troop found that if they worked for the staff then the staff
would . work for _L~e!11, rewarding us with an occasional beer or
~rranii;mg fun acuvmes and competitions against the other troops
including foot~all, rugby and boxing. The sense of adventure that j
had been promised a~ 1he r~c_ruiting office, was realised by tw~ weeks
of e~!emal leader hip training, which consisted of skiing, caving
ab e1hng and other advemurous pursuits done both in the Yorkshir~
Dale and also the Cairngorm .
The military training _included all the usual things, NBC, first aid
etc, bur also included usmg the FIBUA Training Area. Here we learnt
ho'' t~ defend and assault houses, throwing grenades in then
fo llowing 1hrough clearing the building room by room. We als~ used
part of th~ as ault course there, going up ropes attached to grappling
hooks which we had to throw, then over the roofs of buildings and
194

crawl along through the drains.
All the military skills we had learnt during the 26 weeks of training
were tested on the Battle Camp at the end of the course. It was hard
but made us realise what being a soldier is all about. I had found NBC
trai,ning boring but it suddenly became ~n asset as the cry of 'gas, gas,
gas went up at 0100 hrs as CS gas dnfted across our position.
1_"he final week was spent preparing for pass off, no longer working
as _JUSt a Troop but as a Squadron. This felt funny as up until this
point. we had been rivals. with the other two troops on the parade .
Looking back now, having completed it all, the shouting and the
pressure were necessary and worthwhile as all those who lasted the
co~r~e had becoi:tte good s~ldiers. I hope I will do as well in my trade
training as a Dn ver Elecmc1an as I have done in Ulster Tp.

JSig A. P. Marlow and his fami ly flanked by the SOinC and
Mrs Alexander, after receiving his prize for 'Best Student'
17 March 1989
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FARE WELL TO PETER HALSEY
Peter Ha lsey recired from the appointment of Chief Superintending
Instructor of the Trade Training School 8 Sig Regt on 24 February .
Peter was a doyen of the Corps having given service for a period of
46 years. While not claiming a record, this was an outstanding
contribution which was terminated solely by the application of the
rules which decree that thou shalt not continue beyond the age laid
down for retirement.
Jn 1940 he worked as a Tester and Inspector of Carrier Equipment
for the Telephone Manufacturing Company at Footscray. He was
1hen 16 and joined the Home Guard at a time when it really was a
Dad' Army. In 1942 he enlisted into the General Service Corps from
where he was transferred to Royal Signals. He was trained as a Line
Mechanic and became a Lance Corporal ' demon strator'. The seed of
his futu re was sown .
Posied to 3 Training Regt he was promoted Corporal and 1hen
Sergeant. He was re-mustered (nothing has changed!} as a Lineman
Mechanic Al on 26 December 1946- obviously block leave was not
then the norm. He was promoted again to Staff Sergeant (SSI) in 1947
and was finally discharged in 1950.
His only recorded misdemeanour was for an incident on 16
November 1944 'when employed as NCO IC the Vegetable Cleaning
quad, he allowed his squad to fall out early'. The charge was laid by
one C M Taylor and he was sentenced to be reprimanded. The TIS
of course never knocks off early!
Peter joined the Civil Service before his discharge date and became
an In tructional Officer on 11 September 1950 in what was later to
become 8 Sig Regt. He moved progressively through the Instructor
grades becoming the Chief Superintending Instructor in 1972.
Highligh1s of his nearly 40 years in 8 Sig Regt (and its forbears} were
the planning and move of the TIS to its present location and seven
months spent in the USA in 1980 co learn the advantages of Fixed
Mastery Variable Time (FMVT} instruction, then a new concept of
teaching and learning which is now commonplace in Royal Signals
and under consideration in other parts of the Army.
In addition to his duties, Peter found time to continue his military
career in the Territorial Army. Initially he joined the Army
Emergency Reserve (AER} in 1954 as a Lieutenant (TOT}. As a TA
Officer he erved in 3 Sig Construction Regt and then 89 Sig Regt. He
was promoted Major (TOT) in May 1966. When the AER was
reorganised he was posted to 34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) a Regiment
with whojll, for the TIS, he forged close links which remain to this
day. In 1976 he was promoted Lieutenant Colonel (TOT}. He retired
from the TA in 1979 having exceeded the permissible age limit! For
service in the AER he was awarded the ERD.
As if all this was not enough Peter is well known in the world of
higher education and has been involved with Darlington Technical
College for many years. He taught Maths there during his early years
in Catterick. He was also actively involved with City and Guilds and
the Business and Technician Education Council where he has assisted
in obtaining recognition for some of our courses. With Maye, his wife
who has also made major contributions to the Regiment, he is
involved in a number of societies in Richmond . Indeed we understand
he is now on a course to become an official guide for Richmond.

Mr Peter Halsey ERO Retired Chief Superintending Instructor for
the Trade Training School, 8 Sig Regt
With Biddy his dog Peter has achieved well deserved immortality.
They are figures in the picture awarded for A grade or Outstanding
Achievement by students; the Ken Howard print of Queen's Avenue.
We calculate that Peter's work has influenced some 50,000 regular
soldiers training for Royal Signals plus a large but indeterminate
number for TA. All will miss his bushy eyebrows, his helpful and
constructive attitude, his vast knowledge, his experience and his
friendship. We wish him a long and happy retirement.
To mark Peter Halsey's long and valued service to Royal Signals,
the Corps world wide, both Regular and Territorial, subscribed to
provide a fitting gift on the occasion of his retirement.
Most readers will be aware of 'The Mouseman', his superb
furniture and the association between his workshop and the Royal
Signals Officers' Mess. From Robert Thompson's Mouseman
workshop was obtained a unique table in solid English oak carved
with the Corps badge and Peter Halsey's dates of service 'from all
rank Royal Corps of Signal '. Such was the subscription that an
additional standard lamp was added for good measure. Presentation
was made by Commander Training Group Royal Signals and
Catterick Garrison, Brig Alan Eastburn at a dinner in the Officer '
Mess on 23 February.

AIDING THE POLICE AT THE Ml AIRCRAFT CRASH
On 8, 9 and IO January Comms and Sy Gp (UK} provided assistance
to Leicestershire Police at the scene of the Ml aircraft crash at
Kegworth. A brief outline of the operation follows:On 8 January at approximately 2056 hrs Loughborough Police
contacted the Guardroom at Garats Hay Barracks and reque ted
assistance at the site of the crash of a Boeing 737 on the MI motorway
at Kegworth. The contact procedure is laid down in the Unit's East
Midlands Disaster Plan, which had in fact been practised in November
1988.
At approximately 2125 hrs on 8 January 1989 Capt Peter Hopkins,
Sgl Robert Reid , SSgt David Hoyland and 60 soldiers, including
WRAC, despatched in Unit transport to Kegworth Police Station, the
designated Emergency Services RV and Control Point.
Simultaneously the Disaster Plan Liaison Officer, Maj Jack Fiske!,
the Unit 2IC, went directly to the crash site. The main body of soldiers
was called forward to the crash ite at 2215 hrs and remained on site
until approximately 0400 hrs on 9 January. We assi red with an area
search for bodies which may have been thrown from the crashed
aircraft; maintenance of a cordon around the crash siie to prevent
unauthorised persons gaining access; assistance in the removal of
wreckage and other tasks as required by the emergency service .
The Uni1 was also involved in follow-up searches on 9 and IO

January, with the aim of finding any aircraft wreckage along the flight
path. As a direct result of these searches approximately 100 minute
pieces of aircraft engine were recovered near the village of Sutton
Bonnington, some four miles from the crash site. Comms and Sy Gp
was assisted in this task by a party of Royal Engineers from
Waterbeach.
The average age of the soldiers deployed on the night of the crash
was between 18 and 19 years. All behaved in the very best traditions
of the service and worked with diligence, compassion and good
humour, often difficult considering ome of the tasks that had to be
undenaken.
The contribution made by these young soldier was recognised by
many, not least the Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher, and the Assistant
Chief of the General Staff. Letters of congratulation were received
from both. The Unit also received signalled congratulations from the
GOC Eastern District and personal :hanks from a host of others
including Government Ministers. the Chairman of British Midland
Airways, the Chief Constable of Leicestershire and last, and by no
means least, the survivors, many of whom we have since been able to
vi ii in hospital. All expressed their thanks for the help given.
Two member of the Group were selected to meet HRH The Prince
of Wales when he visited ottinghiim to thank tho e involved .
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PORT LODGE IN RHEINDAHLEN RAISING MONEY FOR BLESMA

The CinC BAOR accepts the cheque on behalf of BLESMA with (Left to Right) Cpls John Walley RAOC, Colin Bredin, Sgt Frank Roberts,
LBdr Des Williams RA and Cpl Jed Durbridge RCT
The Port Lodge in Rheindahlen was formed two years ago and
modelled on two similar Royal Signals groups at Catterick and
Bulford. Its main aim has been to raise money for BLESMA and this
has been successfully achieved. Although not formed entirely of
Corps personnel, those who have played an important role in recent
activities are: Sgts •PJ' Allen SHAPE, Steve Welding 30 Sig Regt, Cpls
'Mitch' Barr 8 Sig Regt, Colin Bredin 16 Sig Regt, Paul Hanlon 21 Sig
Regt, Gordon Mundie HQ Int and Sy Gp {G), Gordon Stoneley AMIS
HQ BAOR, Sig 'Budd' Budding 16 Sig Regt and 'Chez' Chester 233
Sig Sqn.
Continued support has also been received from Capt M. Neville, 16
Sig Regt who has closely followed progress of all events.
The funds raised will be used by BLESMA in providing continuing
rehabilitation training for young servicemen and for the Residential
Care of War Widows at !.he BLESMA Homes at Blackpool and Crieff
in Perthshire.
During !.he last 12 months, Corps personnel serving wilh JHQ

Rheindahlen and the International Military Staff at SHAPE have
played a major role in raising money for the British Limbless ExServicemen's Association (BLESMA). Apart from its work on behalf
of limbless ex-servicemen and women, BLESMA plays a major role
in the counselling and rehabilitation of young servicemen who
unfortunately Jose limbs either through accidents in the service or
lhrough terrorist activity.
At a recent function held at IMS SHAPE on the occasion of the
dinini out of Brig R. F. L. Cook (Sisnal Officer-in-Chief Desi~nate)
a cheque for £4, l 00 was presented to the Deputy General Secretary of
BLESMA, Lt Col R.R. Holland MBE, BEM . The following evening,
in the presence of Lt Col Holland, the Rheindahlen Port Lodge
proudly announced that the Lodge had raised DM 11,050 for
BLESMA during the last 12 months. On 20 February the CinC BAOR
was presented with a cheque for !.hat amount by the Chairman of the
Port Lodge, Sgt Frank Roberts, currently serving with HQ Int and Sy
Gp {G).

ARMY SKIERS AT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Great Britain was again represented by soldiers at the Biathlon
World Champion hips this year, when the four skiers elected for the
Team were Cpl Dixon 35 Engr Regt, Cpl Carl Davies 22 Sig Regt,
LCpl Ian Woods 26 Engr Regt and Gnr Ben Rex 19 Fd Regt. They
were accompanied by the Team Trainer Sgt George Cowie 35 Engr
Regt and Team Manager Capt Mark Hainge RE. The photograph
shows the Team at the World Championships which were held in
Feistritz, Austria 5-12 February 1989.
Cpl Dixon, the fastest Biathlon skier in Britain until now, has a
erious challenge on his hands. The contender for pole position is
recently-promoted Cpl Carl Davies from 22 Sig Regt in Lippstadt. The
first indication of his growing talent came at the BAOR
Championships this year, where he prevented Cpl Dixon from making
a clean sweep of the Army and National titles by winning the lOkm
Biathlon Sprint race himself. Since then he has beaten Cpl Dixon twice
more, both times at the World Championships in Feistritz, Austria by
1 min 19 secs in the 20km and by 1.2 secs in the lOkm races.

EXCHANGE TOUR WITH 1 CANADIAN SIGNAL REGIMENT
Report by Capt _P. J. Grogan .
.
Having been in the !st Canadian Sig Regt (I CSR) as the Royal
Signals Exchange Officer for nearly three years now, 1 feel morally
obliged to write a note for The Wire.
Two Royal Signals officers are stationed here in Kingston; Maj
John Burnage who is with the Canadian Forces School of Communications and Electronics (CFSCE) and I am with I CSR.
On the military side, 1 CSR is the only regimental sized signal Unit
in the Canadian Armed Forces. Its peacetime strength is
approximately 550 all ranks, and it is twinned with I Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt in Verden. The similarity between the two regiments ends
there as due to their dispersion across Canada there are no brigade
signai squadrons under command of the Regiment, nor is there a full
alternate headquarters as we have with Oscar and Papa Access Nodes
and Headquarters, but rather a step up facility. Unlike our own
Divisional Signal Regiments, 1 CSR has a dedicated EW squadron,
which supports it .
As anyone who has been to BATUS at Suffield will know it is
difficult to accurately portray the size of Canada, but in general terms
Units frequently operate on exercise 500 miles away from base, which
inevitably creates a few more logistic and movement problems than a
move from Herford to Hameln! Every two years, all of the Units and
Brigades within Canada gather for a large divisional concentration,
known as the ' Rendezvous' series of exercises . These are held in
Wainwright, Alberta, which is also the location of another smaller
British Training Unit. These exercises are similar to the Spearpoint
and Lionheart series, but the logistics become even more acute. In the
case of 1 CSR our movement is by rail for the vehicles and by air for
the men. The 'air flight takes four and a half hours, whilst the train
takes five days to cover the 2,300 miles from Kingston! This is about
the same as going on exercise to Moscow from London!
Kingston is a beautiful town with a population of about 65,000
people. Perfectly placed for travel , sports and shopping, it is situated
on Lake Ontario's northern shore and is central to the big three
Eastern cities: Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa, Canada's capital city.
Just across the Saint Lawrence river is the USA, which we can get to
in half an hour and see from our kitchen window during the winter
months! Lake Ontario itself boasts some of the best freshwater sailing
in the world, interesting scuba diving, and every other conceivable
water sport, whilst the winter offers skating, skiing and other frozen
ports, including ice hockey.
There is an unwritten ritual in Canada that every exchange officer
must take part in one full game of ice hockey, especially if he has
never skated before! My baptism of fire came last year in a game
versus the Sergeants' Mess, whilst John Burnages' came this winter in
a 'friendly' between the School and the Regiment! We were both
totally useless!
Winters get bitterly cold here, and whilst this i.s our thir? winter, ~he
coldest it has ever been was - 60 degrees Centigrade, with the wind
chill factor. The compensation for this is the excellent summer
temperatures of mid 30's to low 40's. This is great for bro~zing and
B-B-Qs, but the humidity is often around the 900Jo mark, which makes
life significantly more uncomfortable. Fortunately, nearly all. of the
regiment's exerci es are in the winter, spring and fall, leaving the
summers free for block leave and annual personnel rotation. The bad
side to this is that it can be a little cold sleeping out in minus 60! The
Royal ignals Winter Warfare course in Norway was worth its weight
in gold prior to corni ng out here!
There are many similarities between our own Army and the
Canadian forces. Until 20 years ago, the rank structure was the same,
as was the basic way the army functioned and was organised. 1:he
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals was rightly proud to be the Semor
Signal Corps, being formed after the Boer War in N?vember 190.3 .by
Maj Bruce Carruthers. In the 1960's, the three services were umf1ed
by Pierre Trudeau, and many of the old traditions and ~anks
disappeared, being replaced by a common rank system .and umform
for the Army, Navy and Air Force. The Royal Canadi~n ~orps of
Signals, which served the Army, became the Commumcattons and
Electronics Branch, and encompasses all three services.
SPORTS
On the sporting side, I have experienced many. new and cr~zy
sports: skidooing, broomball, ice hockey, and white water rafting
being but a few. Skidooing need the least amount of effort, but.co ~s
the most as it is done on a single track powered sledge, which is
capable ~f speeds of 80km per hour cross country. This may sound
quite tame, but when you are only !Bin above the snow, .and don't
quite know where all the wire fences are, it can be a h.ttle ner.ve
racking! Broomhall is similar to ice hockey, and is played with pec1al
uction hoe rather than skates, and a 'broom' rather than a hockey

stick. As with ice hockey, you have to get fully padded up, and the
ice feels like concrete the 20th time you fall on it! At least you can
stand up more easily than on skates.
.
In closing, life here is different, and certainly not a 'swan', but 1t
is great fun despite the isolation from UK. Both BDLS and Signals 31
keep us well informed on all military and Corps matters, whilst
visitors to Canada such as the Master of Signals, Maj Gen J. M. W.
8adcock, and the then Commandant of the School of Signals, Brig A.
H. Boyle and his wife Anne, also gave us updates on Corps policy etc.

Capt Grogan assumes command at 1 Sqn . The CO oversees the
passing of the pennant from the outgoing OC, Maj Bostwick, to
Capt Grogan

Due to the severe winters, maintenance bays are spacious and
have built in fume extractors. An LAD paradise
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REPRESENTATIVE FOOTBALL
Tayforth Universities
Officer Training Corps
Offi er I 'ignal Wing: 2Lt J. M. L. Watling
ignals P I: W02 Da~·e Chrystal
De pite all \iew to the contrary, life. civilisation and UOTC
ignal Wings in particular, do exist north of the border. And this
Engli hman, about to end his four year entence con igned to a
Univer ity in the wilderne s of Fife can cof!I rm signalling in Tayforth
ha progres ed beyond u ing emaphore, smoke ignals and bagpipes
to communi ate.
The t\~O major event of the winter sea on were the Royal Signal
\\eekend at Catterick and the winter Signals Cadre at Barry Buddon.
The UOTC visit to Catterick was very interesting for Officer Cadets
who, throughout their UOTC career, had been led to believe that
Briti h Army ommunications involved omething only lighlly larger
than a walkie-talkie. The guided tour around the Ptarmigan Training
chool was excellent as was the chance, on the Saturday afternoon to
see the communications for a brigade actually being set up in the field .
The party on the Saturday evening (an essential part of all UOTC
training) had the desired effect. I quote from the Officer Cadet's
report on the following day: 'The following morning dawned bright
and clear; but we didn't' !
And the stands, on the Sunday, varied as they were, were extremely
enlightening. Despite the five hour journey from Dundee all who
attended felt that the visit had been thoroughly enjoyable and very
\\Cll organised. I would like to thank Maj Tiffin, 8 Sig Regt and all
tho e involved for an excellent weekend.
The Signals Cadre, Winter '89, took place at the bleak 'hol iday
camp' by the orth ea known as Barry Buddon and was run in
conjunction with Tayforth's Recruits Cadre. The aim was to bring 15
MTQ 2 and CMT OCdts up to Class 2 Unit Signal Qualification. A
nigh impossible task in four days, one would have thought. Yet
miracles were achieved.
Thanks to our Signals PSI at that time, W02 Duncan Macallister,
we had managed to ama s from Local TA Units, five FFR landrovers,
telephones, switchboard and lots of other equipment for the OCdts
to use. We were also joined by our new Signals PSI W02 Dave
Chrystal who gave up part of his leave in order to see how the strange
world of UOTC signalling functioned. The illusion that this Cadre
was going to be a 'Cushy umber' was quickly shattered as Officer
Cadets, on 1he first day, made the quantum leap from PRC 351 to
FFR Vehicle installations and Electronic Warfare. By the end of the
second day they had been shown the principles of Antenna Theory
and had even put up their very own half-wave dipole. The exercise that
evening, allowed them to be Jet loose in the FFR Landrovers around
the uncharted wilds of Barry Buddon and Dundee. Despite the fact
that a certain Officer Cadet's driving delayed the second phase of the
exercise (I would like to thank our Armoured Reece Troop for the
l~an of a tow rope) a good time was had by all. And judging by the
!mer extracted from the landrovers at endex most people had achieved
the non-exerci e mission of recceing for a 'Big-Mac and Fries'.
The tests on the Saturday and Sunday achieved mixed results due
to the lack of time which we had for the whole cadre. However ~ork
was halted on .the Saturday evening for the serious part of the cadre,
the farewell dmner and party for W02 Duncan Macalli ter and his
wife ..It i~ a .credit to his stamina that he was vertical 1he following
morning m ume to see that all kit was packed away tidily for the end
of the cadre. Sunday saw the final tests and the results.
Congratulations to OCdt Kevin Struthers who obtained the highest
passmark of the cadre .
. We bid a fond farewell to W02 Du ncan Macallister Tayforth's
S~gnals ~SI fr?m. 1986 to 1989. His sterling work, not only on the
Signals std_e, w1thm Tayforth (his comment about needing a hat stand
!or. the ~1fferem. nun:iber of 'hats' he wore was justly apt) was
md1spen 1ble, while his reassuring words of: 'There's no need for
panic', as the Four Hor emen of the Apocalypse were about to
de. cend <?n various OTC events will be remembered always. I hope he
en1oys his new challenge of an Armoured Signal Squadron. We
wel~ome our new Signals PSI W02 Dave Chrystal. Despite now
ha\'lng to tackle such obscure Signals subjects as Bacco and Voice
Procedure, he ~as been quick to find his feet and, is braving the
hockey field agair ta pack of vicious attacking, stick-wielding Officer
Cadets.and even more fe~ocious Women Officer Cadets, to organise
th.e Unit sports teams. It 1s clear that much is in store for the Signals
wmg.
ext term sees the continuation of our Wednesday afternoon
specialist .Signals. training and we h.ope to send a team 'down south'
(mto foreign termory) to take pan m the UOTC Signals Competition
a1 Blandford. Hope to see you all there!

From: Lt Col G. S. 'Pat' Massey, Army Football Association PRO
Sgt A. 'Sandy' Brown (238 Sig Sqn), Cpl A. 'Alan' Higgins (210 Sig
Sqn) and Cpl S. 'Steve' Welsh (School of Signals) all played in the
Combined Services side which won the Kentish Cup for the first time
since 1984. The Services beat the Belgian Armed Forces by four goals
to one (27 April) before travelling to Holland, on 2 May, where they
beat 1he Dutch Armed Forces, at Vlissingen, by the only goal of the
maich. Sgt Brown and Cpl Higgins were in the Army side which
earlier beat the Royal Navy, by four goals to one, in the South West
counties Championship Final (April 13)-Cpls WelsH and A.
'Robbo' Robinson (both School of Signals) were not available for
selection for this tie which was played at the home of Royal Navy
football in Portsmouth.

Rag Tag and Bobtail
The girls who made the Signal Cadre happen (left to Right) OCdt
Helen Pitt, JUO Jackie Lockhart and JUO Sonya Summersgill

CUP FOOTBALL
On Wednesday 19 April, the School of Signals two year run of
Army Challenge Cup success came to a dramatic end when they were
soundly beaten, by the British Army of the Rhine Champions 10 Regt

RCT, m the Army Challenge Cup Final. For the first 20 mi~u~es, the
School of Signals set the pace and looked capable of retammg the
coveted trophy they so deservedly won in the ~r!11Y Football
Association Centenary Year. They were on the rece1vmg end of a
harsh penalty decision and trailed by a single goal at the interval
break. In the second half, however, their defence was syste~atica_lly
taken part and, in the end, they went down by five. goals .to ml which
was the biggest margin of defeat since the 1949 fi~al Tie.
.
The one trophy to elude the School of Signals, m its all-c~nquenng
year of Army Cup success in 1988, was the NAAFI Jubilee Cup.
Although they won both their games in this competition last Ma_y, it's
goals that count in the 'Jubilee', and, the Royal Navy Cup Winners
HMS Sultan, beaten by the Blandford side by two goa!s to nil, scored
four times against the RAF Cup Winners RAF Lockmg to edge out
the School who had earlier beaten RAF Locking by one goal to nil.
Representing the Army FA for a second time this year, in the
Jubilee Cup, the School lost the opening match, a 'home' ti~, ~o RA~
Wyton by three goals to one (4 May 1989). Any hopes of wmnmg this
trophy must have been seriously dented with ~his resul~. HMS Sultan,
defending the trophy as Royal Navy Cup Wmners, will take .a lot. of
beating on their Gosport Stadium, and, R~F Wyton, who will enJO.Y
the luxury of playing the final game, agll;lnst HMS Su(tqn, on their
own patch, must now be favourites to wm the compeuuon.

Some Other Sporting Events

' I'm certain it goes this way '
Officer Cadets (left to Right): Jackie Eaton, Tessa Ashworth,
Fiona McKinnon and Rachel Graham

Cpl Andy Brown (22SR) in action in the Army Championship
Slalom Race at Les Menuires in France

One of the teams from 31 Sig Regt (V) that took part in. the
Courage Trophy Competition who caught the eye of the Times
photographer. Left to Right : LCpls Diane E:-ians , Carol Green, Pte
Colleen Hickey - 4 7 Sqn . Of the 33 competing tean:is 4 7 Sqn male
team, led by Lt Fraser Skirrow came fifth
Close Supervision
2Lt Watling on the right shows OCdt Campbell the way

Col P. B. Webster presents Sig 'Bonny' Bonif.ace w.it~ hi~ Cor~s
Colours for canoeing. Sig Boniface is undergoing tr~1mnQ in 8 Sig
Regt and has had a good year in his sport. We wish h im every
'
success in the future
-

Photo Co11r1esy of Times Newspapers Ltd
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
WOs and SNCOs

Officer·
PRIL 19. 9
Ll Col G. A Allrn
UC I \I . J . nder n
LI Col .\. J. \1urra)
Lt Col R. J . 'kaif<
Lt Col A . \1 . Walla~
lai J R. . Amt>cnon
1aj R. W. Blum .
\la) G. J. Car)· ..
1aj P. H. Eaton . .
\laj .\. H . G. Elford
\laj . C Fairley ..
\taj T. J. Gigg ..
laj D. A. Hargrc»
\llJ
J. Hun ..
laj '1. Lithgo" .
\l•i P . L. \!alone)
\I•· . D. J. Mc\"eigh
\l a \I
. Robinson
\1aJ R. J G. Rumford
\l aj M. I.. . 1mch
Maj R. D. Symonds
\1aj R G . Thomas
\faj I. F. Tucker . .
Cap1 E. A. Da' is .
Cap1 L L. Dudding
Capt G. A. James .
Cap1 .\ E. Kendall
Cap1 W. M. Rauray
Capt J. E. Richardson •.
Cap1 P. C. Smunbwai1e ..
Lt \I G. Billingham
L1 . R. . Caleb ..

limt to ~·Jt1<·h posttti
HQ 'EDi <1 R L 1aff
32 ig Regt (V)
School of Signal
Bristol Uni\'~rsit y OTC
13 ig Regt
40 ig Reg! (\"I
chool of i&n•IS
I Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Regl
RMC Shrivenham
39 ig Regt ( V)
HQ I BR Corps
RMCS hrivcnham
RMCS hrivcnham
244 ig Sqn
RMC
hri"enham
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcg1
D S (AD)
11 ig Regt
OS (AD)
I Armd Di' HQ & ig Reg1
Joini Force HQ PPG
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
RMCS Shrivcnham
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg1
35 Sig Rcg1 ( )
RMCS Shrivenham
RMC Shrivenham
SANGCOM
249 ig Sqn
OGE 1E(AE)
I Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
WI (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

• IAY 19 9
Rank and ·''ame
Lt Col R. C. Boulter
Lr Col C. J. Bunon
Lr Col S. A. Coltman . .
Lt Col J. H. Robens
Lr Col J. F. S1orr ..
Lt Col D. J. Walden
Maj R. F. Binham
Maj G. • Carmichael •.
\laj . J. Cory ..
\laj I. R. Grant . •
Maj C. '. Lightfoo1
\1aj M. A. Rough ..
\1aj A. H. Symmons
Maj C. R. Treeby ..
Capt J. Aspinall ..
Cap1 W. S. Balding
Capt J. A. Floyd ..
Capt D. C. A. Ellis
Capt T. J. Friend ..
Capt J. F. Hanifan
Cap1 . G. Hooley
Cap1 C. R. King ..
Cap1 C. J. Manning
Cap1 J . H. R. Morley-Kirk
Capt . Patton ..
Capl L. Rtx
Capt K. E. Russell
Capt T. C. Wadey
Capt D. Weir
..
..
Capt S. P. Windsor-Brown
LI J. D. Carr
Lt G. Dean;
LI :-. C. Mapp
.
LI D. C. Marsden .
Lt A. F. McBam . •
Lt R. J. White

Unir to which posted
Comms & Sy Gp (UK}
MGO Sec (PE)(AE)
DGP (Al
ACISA
School of Signals
SHAPE (BAE)
608 Sig Tp
139 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg1
2 Inf Div HQ (Fwd)
8 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
JCUFI
5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
TACT
JCUFI
JCUFI
16 Sig Regt
133 Sig Sqn
Berlin Sig Reg1
21 Sig Rcgl
11 Sig Rcgt
2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Regl
HQ 1
SANGCOM
38 Sig Regl (V)
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
22 Sig Reg1
7 Sig Regt
11 Ord Bn (EO D)
9 Sig Rcgl
13 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg1
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

R1mJ.

'ffd

am,

TECHNICAL AUTHORSHIP
Job ads for technical authors show sa laries of £17,000 in
UK, more overseas, Work in a firm, as a contractor or
freelance.
Demand is growing and to get into this new career you
can study for a Certificate in Technical Authorship before
you leave the service.
~or details of a .c~urse that . will help you to graft this new
skill onto your existing experience, write now to:-

THE COLLEGE OF TECHNICAL AUTHORSHIP /
PO BOX 7, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 3BY.
Remember the Forces Correspondence Course Scheme
will help you to save on the cost-start now for a
qualification in 1990.
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Rank and Aume
A\\'0 1 J . J. 1\ ;h.,ell
AWO I M.A. Graniizn
AWOI W. Ki rk . .
AW O I C. A. IS)COCk ••
i\WO I (Fo ) T . J. Sharp
AWO I G. E. Cook
..
AW02 (Yors) P. I. Curley
A W02 (YofS) I. Lake ..
\\02 (Fors) w. D. Taylor
gt J . K. Len
gl , . March
..
..
gl C. . Parry-Davies .
g1 R. nape
..
gt . W. Terry ..
ASSg1 P . F . Flin1ham
..
ASSgt J , E. Miller
A Sg1 (Fors) 1. C. Milne
ASSgt . R. Rofe . .
ASSg1 M.A. Simcox
..
A Sg1 (Fors) J . Whi1morc
Sg1 P. M . Boon ..
Sg1 J. G. Fisher ..
Sg1 T . C. Frankel ..
g1 P. Hannan
..
Sg1 D. A. Har1shorne
Sg1 . Hill ..
..
..
g1 J . R. Hollings"onh ..
Sgt P . A. Honon . .
..
Sg1 M. W. E. Hu1chin<on
Sgl R. W. Oakley ..
Sgt P. A. Paine ..
Sg1 R. Paterson ..
gt H. J. Ripley . .
Sg1 A . M. Ru1herford . .
g1 L. M. Thor1on-Granville
g1 P. G. Weaver ..
g1 J. M. Webb ..
Sg1 M. Webb
..
ASg1 S. Coburn . .
ASg1 B. C. Fosier . .
ASg1 W. 0. McPhee
ASg1 A. S. Thomp on
ASgl M . D. Walker
MAY 1989
Rank and Name
AWOI (FofS) A . J. Brend
A W02 (Fors) T . J. Prince
SSg1 C. M. A1herley
SSgt D. A . Davidson
SSgt A. Fiddes
..
SSg1 R. Habergham
..
SSg1 (FofS) I. S. Honon . .
SSgt K. P . Jones . .
..
SSg1 (Fors) P. McGiveron
SSg1 S. J. O'Dare ..
SSgt D. W. Smi1h . .
SSgl P. Yeoman . .
..
ASSg1 (FofS) J. L. Andrews
SSg1 A. N. J. Ashwell . .
ASSg1 (FofS) R. J . Baldwin
ASSg1 (Fors) G. Blonde! ..
ASSg1 D. J. Bu1ler
ASSg1 A. R. Denga1e
..
ASSgt (Fors) M. J. Drake
ASSg1 (FofS) G. M. Edwards ..
ASSg1 P. S. Farmer
ASSg1 P. D. Gilben
..
ASSg1 F. A. C. Lindsay ..
ASSg1 (Fors) J. J. Newsome ..
ASSg1 (FofS) I. C. Rowe . .
ASSg1 A. E. Snowdon . .
..
ASSgt (Fors) W. M. R. Whi1ehcad
ASSgt (FofS) J. Whilmore
ASSgt (FofS) S. A. Wilks
ASSgt S. E. Woolard
Sgt J. P . Bennel ..
Sgl I. Beverley
..
Sg1 A. 8 . Cooper ..
Sg1 G. K. Cripps . .
Sg1 P. . Dawson ..
Sg1 B. Donegan ..
.Sg1 M. R. Egan . .
Sg1 C. P. Gill
Sg1 J. Hanlon
Sg1 P. C. Hihon . .
Sg1 J . A. Honeyman
Sgt P. B. Jobling . .
Sg1 J. V. Kennedy .
Sgi S. K. King
..
Sgt M. Newman
Sg1 D. J. Pocock . .
Sg1 J.P. Paine ..
Sgt J. Reid. .
..
Sg1 K. Robinwn . .
Sgt P B. Sz.ereme1a
Sgt E. Warbur1on ..
Sg1 P.A. Wnghl ..
ASgt P. W. Ledger
ASgl R. M. Webb . .

Unit 10 which posuy/
21 Sig Rcg1
5 AB Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
22 Sig Rcg1
16 ig Reg1
l Inf Bdc HQ & Sig qn
31 ig Reg1 (V)
7 Sig Rcgl
HQ Trg Gp R Signals
608 Sig Tp
8 Sig Re81
259 Sig Sqn
QG Sig Rcg1
2 ig Regl
8 Sig Regt
HQ AFNorth (BAE)
30 Si~ Reg1
233 Sig qn
Comm & Sy Gp (UK)
2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Regl
School of Signals
16 Sig Reg1
HQ 2 ig Bdc
Berlin Sig Reg1
14 Sig Regt
l Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcg1
School of Signals
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
244 Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
21 Sig Reg1
64 1 Sig Tp
2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Reg1
255 Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regl
BR Con1ingen1 U Fl YP (Sp Regt)
JSSU Falklands
School of Signal .
FSS Mormond Hill
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg1
8 Sig Reg1
AA Coll Harroga1e
14 Sig Reg1
249 Sig Sqn

Unit to which posted
22 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
14 Sig Reg1
244 Sig Sqn
Dcpol Tp, 11 Sig Regt
ln1 & Sy Gp
7 Sig Reg1
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
Depol Tp, 11 Sig Rcg1
13 Sig Regl
608 Sig Tp
13 Sig Regl
2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Reg1
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg1
14 Sig Regt
13 Sig Rcgl
13 Sig Reg1
9 Sig Rcg1
Com ms & Sy Gp (UK)
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
13 Sig Re81
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcg1
16 Sig Regl
14 Sig Reg1
21 Sig Reg1
School of Signals
21 Sig Regt
14 Silt RtRI
259 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcg1
9 Sig Rcg1
31 Sig Reg1 (V)
I Inf Bde HQ & Sig Rcg1
AA Coll Harroga1e
608 Sig Tp
225 Sig Sqn
5 AB Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
608 Sig Tp
13 Sig Reg1
28 Sig Regt
UK Sp Uni1 Sl!APE
262 Sig Sqn
ACIO ollingham
641 Sig Tp
HQNl
40 Sig Regl (V)
30 Sig Rcg1
233 Sig Sqn
RM Cdo Trg Cen Lymp>1one
30 Sig Reg1
ACIO Sou1hend
71 Sig Rcg1 (V)
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The follow ing donations were gratefully received during March
1989:£ 60.00
RSA Li ncoln . .. ... . . ... . · · . · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
£ 50.00
RSA Harrogate . ... .. . . . . . . . .... · · · . · · . · · · · · · · · ·
£ 50.00
Jn memory of Maj G. M. Allan . . .. . ...... .. . . . . .
£ 25.00
RSA Bedford .. .. ... . .. . . .. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
£ 20.00
RSA Cotswolds .... .. . .. .. .. ... . . · . . · · · · · · · · · · · ·
£ 10.00
Certa Cito Lodge .. . ..... . . . .. .. . ... .... ... .... .
£ 8.75
p . Pettigrew . .. .. .. ... ... . . .. · · . · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
£ 4.11
Misc .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
£227 .86

The following donations were gratefully received during April
1989:£500.00
from the estate of A. E. A. D. Stead ... . ...... . . .
£100.00
In memory of Maj G. M. Allan . ... . ..... . .. . . .. .
£100.00
Bristol RSA . . . . . . ...... . .. . ...... . .... . . . ... . . .
£ 60.00
Brighton RSA ..... . ......... . ..... . ........... .
£ 28.80
Liverpool RSA .... . ......... .. .......... . ..... .
£ 5.50
In memory of Lt Col R. J. K. Fenton ............ .
£ 2.00
D. W. L. Crisp . ......... .. .. .... . ..... . .... .. . .
£ 11.26
Misc ..... . .... ............... . . .. . .. .. ........ .
£807 .56

[I

Welfare

11

The Corps Welfare Department located at RHQ prov~des S';IJ?PO;t
for all serving, TA and ex-members of the Corps and their families m
time of need.
Money f.or this work is provided from The Royal Signals
Association Benevolent Fund to which the majority of the Corps
family generously subscribe, through the One-Day's Pay Scheme for
serving members and donations from the TA, our Branches and
retired members.
Our work is also supported by many other charitable organisations
most of which are household names among service personnel. We
shall publish, from time to time, information which we feel you
should know about-the work done by the Army Benevolent Fund,
SSAFA BLESMA ex Services Mental Welfare Society, The Royal
British Legion and ~thers-caring for service families. We all work as
a team.
.
However, it is not always financial help tha~ is required: Sometn~es
simply feeling lonely, all alone, burdened with worry, JUSt nee~mg
someone around to share your anxiety-a visit from a canng,
understanding person is what is needed.
In dealing with welfare cases we require a written report from
SSAFA and it will speed matters if you approach the ~earest ~SAFA
representative first. They will then contact us m Regimental
Headquarters. Do not however, hesitate to cont~ct .the Welf3;re
Department, in writing, if a local SSAFA representative is not readily
available.
Put your problem, in writing, to the Welfare Section . Ever~ case is
con idered on merit and with sympathy. If the help you require falls
outside our work we shall refer you to an appropriate agency.
Join your Association-Support your local Branch.
EX-SERVICE FELLOWSHIP CENTRES
The Ex-Service Fellowship Centres own two residential c~re ?omes
for ex-servicemen (or women), ex-merchant seamen and thelf w~dows.
New Belvedere House in Stepney, East London, can take 29 residents,
Hollenden House in Bexhill-on-Sea in East Sussex can take 50
residents, who must normally be of pen ionable age, have the.ir own
rooms in comfortable buildings and may bring some of t?e1r own
furniture if they wish. They are not nursing homes and residents on
admission must be capable of looking after themselv~s t~ough _he!p
(for example with bathing) can be given. Fees are mamtamed w1t~m
the limits which DHSS will pay for those without more than the la1ddown level of capital resources. Those interested should apply to: The
Administrator, Ex-Service Fellowship Centres, 8 Lower Grosvenor
Place, London SW I W OEP.

THE EX-SERVICES MENTAL WELFARE SOCIETY
The Ex-Services Mental Welfare Society was founded in 1919 to fill
a vital gap in welfare provision for the many soldiers from the
trenches of the Great War who were suffering shell shock, and those
from the Royal Navy, Royal Flying Corps, Royal Air Force and
Merchant Navy who were also grievously affected in mind as a result
of their war experiences.
1t was an uphill fight to gain recognition that they needed help at
a time when punishment for 'cowardice' was not uncommon.
However, over the last 70 years, the Ex-Services Mental Welf~re
Society has helped many tens of thousands of unfortunate ex-service
men and women and is still the only organisation which specialises in
helping all ranks who suffer from psychiatric di abilities.
In the late 1980's the Society faced increasing demands for help.
Most second world war veterans-the bulk of our patients-are now
retired or widowed, possibly both. They have lost the prop, job or
spouse, that has kept them going, and are in need of more suppor~ at
the very time when they are less able to help themselves. The Society
provides that help, through long and short-sta)'. H?i:nes, thr?ugh
assistance with claims and appeals for War D1sab1hty Pensions,
through home and hospital visiting and through limited financial aid.
Younger clients regularly approach the Society for help as a res.ult <;>f
the 'peace time' campaigns such as the Falklands and serVJce m
Northern Ireland and it seems likely that there will be a need for the
Society well int~ the twenty-first century. It is only through the
generosity of voluntary subscribers who provide th~ major p~rt of the
Society's funds that we can hope to meet our growmg commitment to
serve the increasing number of clients and continue to improve the
standard of our welfare services to them.
Enquiries about the work of the Society and offers of help are
always welcome. Please contact the General Secretary, Ex-Services
Mental Welfare Society, Broadway House, The Broadway, London
SWl9 IRL or telephone 01-543-6333.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
If you are leaving the services you should consider the wide range
of employment possibilities available thro~g~ The Corps of
Commissionaires-Office Management, Buildmg Management,
Technical Trades, Security, Warehouse.
Contact 01-353-1125 for further information and address of your
nearest office.
THE ROYAL CAMBRIDGE HOME FOR SOLDIERS' WIDOWS
The Home, which was founded in 1851, offers 32 pl~ces for elderly
but reasonably active widows whose husbands served m the ranks at
some stage of their Army career, and it cares from the~ for the rest of
their lives. The Home has links with the Royal Hospital, Che.lsea.
There are comfortable bed-sitting rooms for each of the residents,
who are encouraged to take part in local life, go on outings, have
visitors and prepare some simple meals for themselve~. As they grow
older there are Care Assistants to help them, and 1f they become
infir~ they are looked after in a nursing w~d.
.
The Superintendent, Mrs A. M. Webb, Wlll be glad to give more
information if required.
WAR PENSIONERS WELFARE SERVICE
All cases of personnel who are invali~ed from the. Arm_y are
automatically forwarded to DSS (War Pensio ns) for cons1derauon of
eligibility for a disabled award.
.
. .
For those who leave on normal retirement or discharge ~his. 1~ not
automatic and application has to be m3:de direct ~~ the md1:-r1dual
him/herself to DSS (WP) with full details of the mJury or disease,
which is considered to be either attributable to, or aggravated ~y,
his/ her Army service. Such claims should be made by letter._ with
supporting medical evidence, direct to: DSS (War Pensions),
Norcross, Blackpool, Lanes FY5 3TA.
ROYAL BRITISH LEGION AN D GOVERNMENT SPONSORED
PILGRIMAGES TO WAR GRAVES
These conducted pilgrimages are not restricted to Legion members
or relatives of those buried overseas . Any?ne of any age c~n apply.
For further information please wnte to: The Pilgrimage
Department, The Royal British Legion, British Legion Village,
Maidstone, Kent ME20 7NX or telephone (0622) 76729/76 182.
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NOTICES
DEATHS
llan-Maj G. M. Allan-died 0 ovember 1988.
Barlow-Capt F. E. G. Barlow-died 5 December 1988.
Bourne-Capt (Hon Maj) A. J. Bourn1>-died 26 fay 1988.
Bruce-DH . E. Bruce-served 1939-4::5--died 12 January 1989.
her~-Maj D. R. herry-died 18 iarch 1989.
utter-ex Cpl E. J . Culler- erved 1939-46-died 6 ovember 1988.
Danby- ol C. C. Danb~ OBE- erved 1925-1953-died II larch
19 9.
Da'i - ig A. P. Da,ie -1989-died II April 1989.
Elliot-Cpl G. Elliot- med 1983- 1989-died 31 March 1989.
Jerram-Maj F. R. Jerram-died 24 ovember 1988.
Laity- On T. W. Laity- erved 1939-46- died 17 March 1989.
Latter- ex Sig F. C. Latter- erved 1933-46-died 3 May 1989.
Lovegrove-Col S. J . Lovegrove TD- erved 193 1-56-died 28 April
1989.
McLei h-Cpl M. L. McLeish- erved 1979-1989-died 31 March
19 9.
Meredith-Lt (Hon Capl) A. F. Meredith-died 30 October 1988.
Morrill-Capt G. E. Morrill-served 1948-78-died 26 March 1989.
Payne-Maj C. G. Payne- erved 1930-1946-died 3 May 1989.
haw-Maj C. J. Shaw- died 2 September 1988.
tarr-Col G. H. tarr CBE-served 1934- 1966-died April 1989 .
ykes-Brig W. A. Syke - served 1941-1978-died 6 May 1989.
Weightman-e.x Dvr C. Weightman- etved 1942-45-died 18
February 1989.
Young-Capt C. E. Young-died 9 1arch 1989.

OBITUARIES
Bondin-ex Sgt S. Bondin- aviour 'Sam' Bondin died uddenly in
April 1989. He served in the Corps from 1963-1985 and then
worked as a Sto~eman in Central Ordnance Depot Donnington , hi
lauer months wuh COD Sig Tp. Sammy will be missed by all those
who knew him. Our deepest sympathy goes to Pat.

CORPS DATES
CORPS LUNCHEON
The luncheon will be held at the Headquarters Mes , Roya l Signals,
Blandford Camp, on Saturday, 17 June 1989 at 1200 for 1300 hrs.
Dress: Lounge suit.
The ost is £10 which includes pre-luncheon drinks and the cost of
wines at the table.
All Royal Signal officers, Regular or Territorial, serving or retired
their wives and grown up children are eligible to attend. WRAC
officers serving and retired with Royal Signals are also eligible to
attend. The widows of Regular officers are invited as guests of the
Corps. As far as possible invitations are sent directly to widows but
any reader who i aware of a widow not having received an i nvit~tion
is asked to notify the Regimental Secretary of the widow's name and
address. Private guests may also be invited.
Cheques should be made payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund.
ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AN D DINNER
The AGM will be held at 1800 hrs on Friday 20 October at the
Crown Hotel in Blandford. All present and past members of the
Corps are invited to attend. It will be followed by the An nual Dinner.
For any further information contact Lt Col K. Powell at the School
of Signals, Blandford Mil or (0258) 52581 Ex 2269.
FREEDOM OF ENTRY TO TH E LO DON BOROUGH OF
REDBRJDGE
A Parade to mark the Freedom of Entry to the London Borough
of Redbridge to 36 Sig Regt (V) will ta ke place on Saturday 24 June.
The Corps Band will lead the Parade.

HM THE QUEEN'S GARDEN PARTY AT
BUCKINGHAM PALACE
Our Colonel-in-Chief HRH The Princess Royal GCVO may attend
the Garden Party on Tuesday 11 July 1989.
Any mem bers of the Corps who receive invitations to attend on this
d~te are asked to notify the Regimental Secretary at RHQ Royal
Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWlP 4AD in order that they
may be included in the Corps organised party and presented to the
Colonel-in-Chief.

Engering-Mrs Lesley and daughter Kirsty Engering. It is with deep
regret that we record the deaths of Lesley and Kirsty, the wife and
daughter of Sgt P. Engering (ASMT Leconfield) as a result of a
traffic accidem. Very many fr iends in the Corps, some of whom
had travelled from Germany, attended the funeral at Leconfield .
Fill-Mrs Grace Fill. It is with regret that we announce the death of
Mrs Grace Fill wife of the late Maj William FilJ who passed away
on Monday 20 March 1989.
Harriman-ex Sgt J. Harriman MM . lt is with regret that we publish
t~e death of Sgt J. Harriman which occurred on 1 April 1989. A
h~e member of Leeds Branch RSA he will be much missed by his
fnends. We offer our condolences to his wife Joy and the family.
gt Harriman's son, SSgt C. Harrison is Drum Major in the Corps
Band .
eil- gt R. . eil. It is with great sadness that we report the death of
. gt Rab eil. He died in Edinburgh Royal Infirmary after a short
illness.
As a Corporal he was the only Powerman on location at 52 Bde
HQ during ~x Bonnie Dundee and he single-handedly, powered
the w~ole . Bngade area. Units coming into the location looking for
field hghtm~ or power fo~ their kettle would be to ld 'see Cpl Neil'
and Cpl Netl came up with the power. At the end of Ex Bonnie
Dundee Cpl Neil ~· as promote? to Sergeant in recognition of his
excellent work_during the exerCJse. Rab Neil will be greatly missed
by all the Regiment as a competem and hardworking soldier and
a good friend and colleague.

KOHIMA CELEBRATIONS
Veterans of 2 Div may wish to know that the annual Kohima
Celebrations will take place at Imphal Barracks, York <?n ~9-30 July.
A comprehensive programme has been planned and will mclude:
SATURDAY 29 JULY
Informal Salad Lunch-Matters and updating in the Sig Regt by the
Commanding Officer; Garrison Open Day-Including Arena
Displays and Old Comrades' Party- Including Supper.
SUNDAY 30 JULY
o en Air Service at the 2 Div War Memorial in the grounds of York
Minfster; Old Comrades' March Past outside the Minister and Curry
Lunch.
Veterans who have not yet been contacted are invited to contact the
Adjuta nt of 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt at the following <1:d dress for
full details of the programme and arrangements. Please wnte as so<;>n
as possible and certainly no later than 2 June. The address 1s:
Adjutant, 2 In f Div HQ and Sig Regt, Imphal Bks, Ful ford Road,
York YOI 4AU
OLD WELBEXlAN ASSOCIATION
REUN ION DINNER : 15 September 1989.
.
The OWA Reunion dinner will be held at the School of Signals'
Officers' Mess, Blandford , Dorset on Friday 15 September 1989.
Dress wi ll be black tie and timings are 1930 hrs for 2000 hrs. The
cost will be appoximately £20.
Applications, including a contact address and telephone number
should be sent to : The Adjutant, Welbeck College, Worksop, Notts
S80 3LN, or by telephoning: Worksop (0909) 476~26 Extn 30 ..
Applications should arrive at least two weeks pnor to the Dmner.
CALLING ALL WIRELESS OPERATORS
All Wireless Operators who served with GHQ Sig Regt FARELF in
Singapo re from September 1945 , are invi ted to contact Dickie
Ockenden 3 Haffenden Road , Tenterden, Kent TN30 6QD (Tel: 058
06 3045), '..vith a view to arranging a reunion .
HORA BENA AN D EKALA
A reunion has been arranged for 15 September at the Belmont
Hotel , Leicester. It is hoped that as many as possible of those who
served at Hora Hena or Ekala between 1944 and 1949 will be able to
be present. All particulars can be obtained f~om Har_ry Moore, 1 Blue
Granite Par k, The Green, Mountsorrel , Le1cestersh1re LE12 7AG or
by telephone (0533) 375423. Do come!
THE 2STH REGIMENT ROYAL ARTILLERY 1947-1984
The fourth reunion of 25th (two five) Regt RA is to .take pl_ace on
Sunday 16 June 1989 at 'The Waggon 1:-ines', :1-arkhill, S~hsbury,
Wilts by kind permission of the Command mg Officer, 14th Field Regt
Royal Artillery .
. .
ili"
d
All ex-members, irrespective of cap badge, theu wives, fam es.~n
friends are most welcome. Further details for those not on the ma1hng
list can be had from: Le n Haddow, 'Oaktrees', 11 Chapel Lane,
Hempstead , Gillingham, Kent ME7 3TD. Tel : 0634 388156.

PERSONAL
Ex Sgt Terry McHugh who served with 19 Air Formation Sig Regt at
RAF Changi from 1959 to 1962 would be very pleased to hear from
those who served with him . Please get in touch with him care of his
son , SSgt (YofS) T. A. McHugh, 2 Sqn , 21 Sig Regt, BFPO 42 .
A HOLIDAY IN PRESTATYN?
Ex WOl R. V. Marris who served in the Corps from 1939-64 was
RSM at 9 Sig Regt prior to leaving the army . He has recently spent
a holiday in Famugusta, this time, as the guest of the present RSM,
WOl (RSM) Peter Doherty. Mr Marris is now the proprietor of St
Edward"s Guest House at 69 Marine Road, Prestatyn, Clwyd LL19
7HQ (Tel: 07456-3994) . Members of the Corps are assured of a warm
welcome. (See 9 Sig Regt contribution.)
WALL P LAQUES
Capt (Reid) G. Park is trying to complete a collection of wall
plaques of units in which he served to display in the bar of his guest
house. If anyone can supply any of them he would be very pleased to
hear from you.
E~t Comd ~ig Regt, 3 Lo_fC Sig Regt, 11 Armd Div Sig Regt, 2
P_ress Comms Sig Regt, 252 Sig Sqn (Hong Kong), 4 Sig Regt and 5
Sig Regt.
Please contact him at Pottergate Guest House 4 Pottergate North
'
Yorkshire OLIO 4AB . Telephone: (0748) 3826. '

CORPS SWIMMING
From Capt J. R. Wallace-Corps Secretary
The Corps has only one Annual Fixture for Swimming and _Water
Polo, that being the event wh ich takes place as part of the mulu-sport
fixture against the Royal Air Force Signal Support Cornman~.
This year's fixture will take place at RAF Luffenham on Fnday 16
June.
It is hoped to assemble the team at either Catterick or.~ Coll
Harrogate on Monday 12 June in order that some team trammg may
take place.
.
All keen swimmers/water polo players whether based m UK or
BAOR are urged to contact the Corps Secretary: Capt J. R. Wallace,
Bradley Squadron, Army Apprentices College, _Harrogate HG3 2SE.
Tel : Harrogate Mil 8330/833 1 as soon as possible.
It should be noted that cash is available to defray the cost of travel
for UK and BAOR personnel selected to represent the Corps .

War Widows
Association
of Great Britain
Service of Thanksgiving commemorat ing the
men who gave their lives for this country,
especially those who have no known grave
at

St Clement Dane's Church,
London
11.00 am Sunday 25 June 1989
Service to be conducted by
Rev M. J. Stokes QHC RAF
Resident Chaplain
Preacher - Rev Michael Henry,
Chaplain of the Fleet

Tickets from:

Mrs P. Glidewell
5 Linden Court, Linden Road,
Bedford MK40 2DG
(SAE please)

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE
OF AIRBORNE FORCES
The aim of the Golden Jubilee is that all those who served
in Airborne Signals celebrate th is anniversary, that a
permanent memorial should be set up, and that_ funds
should be raised to cover these as well as boosting the
Airborne Charities.
you wiU know that the Airborne Museums at Aldershot
and Normandy are for Airborne Forces as a whole. But
you may not know that The Airborne Forces Secu~ity Fun~
is able to assist any Airborne or ex-Airborne soldier or his
dependants, even though other benevolent funds may be
involve<\.
Our main concern in the Security Fund is that the 1990s will
show a threefold increase in the demands for money. The
Controller of the Security Fund has done a first stage
projection which shows a considerable increase i~ demands
on the Fund in the 1990s a those of the wartime group
reach their 80s .
If you wish to take part in the 50th Annive r ary
celebration either for the very special Airborne Force Day
on 7 July I 990 in Alders hot, or at one of the Regional Open
Days that are being held in other parts of the UK, you
should contact the Administrative Officer at 5 AB Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn, Arnhem Barracks , Montgomery Line ,
ALDERSHOT, Hampshire GU I 1 2AU.
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SITUATIO NS VACANT

FINANCIAL
PLAN ING
ITS PURPOSE i to make the best u e of Income. Capital
and other As et . to prepare the way for the indiv idual to
achieve fin ancial aims. The e may include:
Fl A CIAL PROTECTION
Fl ANCIAL SECURITY
HO SEP RCHASE
EDUCATION EXPE SES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT

TRA SFER OF ASSETS

-against the effec t
of pos es ions lo t
or damaged
- for present or
future depend ants
- immediately or in
the future
-for pre ent or
future children
-based on an
adequate continuing
income backed
up by an adequ a te
capital reserve
-to the ne xt
generation

WE ADVISE on the u e of savi'ngs from income. the
investment of capital. the use of other assets where
applicable. in urance against ill health and the insurance of
possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound
plans. 10 de~· elop existing plans and keep them up to date.
and then to make the best use of resources when the time
comes to meet commitments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the ba is of sound planning.
Tile more clients take us into their confidence the better we
can assist them . Please let us have full details of existing
resources. your ab1hty to save. and any expectations. Please
also tell us all you can about commitments with which you
expect 10 have to cope. We. of cou rse. treat all such
information as confidential.
AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased 10 assisL
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arra ngem ents which may need developing. the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be
able to give you .
OU:R ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
acuon: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 40 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing tfiem and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen but is
given in writing for you to study at your leisure. '
ARE YOU MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR
I COME A D OTHER ASSETS ?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EA REST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA
HELP YOU

I G CAN

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T. F. Williams

PRINCE ALBERT BOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance
and Investment Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.I.B .A.

VACANCY FOR A RETIRED OFFICER GRA DE 3 IN ROYAL
SIGNALS MANNING AND RECORD OFFICE
A vacancy exists now for a R03 .
The post, that of R03 (Manning), deals wi th co-ordination of
career advice, promotion boards and target structures (a detailed Job
Description can be obtained from Maj R. Adamson , Glasgow Mil
2350). It is a most interesting job with a high degree of job satisfaction
and is also, of course, an ideal opportunity to continue your links wi th
the Corps .
. A lot of nonsen e is spoken about li vi ng in Glasgow, but , in fact,
Glasgow has changed dramatically over the last few yea rs. Last year
it was the home of the British Garden Festival, the most successful so
far and is now preparing for the European City of Culture for 1990.
There are many things to do in and around the city. Glasgow a fford s
quick and easy access to the coast and highlands. The city
centre has many more 'green areas' and superb shopping facilities
which are improving daily, and, of course, there are the Highlands
and Islands on the doorstep, Glasgow is booming and is a nice place
to live. Applications should be made to MOD(CM(A)2), Lacon
House, Theobalds Road , London WClX 8RY.
ROYAL SIGNALS DISPLAY TEAMS-R03 APPOINTMENT
There is a vacancy for the R03 appointment of Administrative
Officer (AO) in the Royal Signals Display Team (RSDT) at Catterick .
The RSDT consist of the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team
(th~ W_
hite Helmets commanded by a Captain); the Royal Signals
Qwckstlver Team commanded by a Captain and the Royal Signals
Freefall Parachute Display team (the Blue Helmets).
The AO appointment has recently been held by Lt Col F. C.
Lockwood OBE. It require a retired Royal Signals officer with up to
date knowledge of the Corps' communications and the new trade
structure. He is responsible to OC RSDT for all aspects of the Teams'
administration, including the maintenance of their accounts and
preparation for audit.
He deputises for OC RSDT, in his frequent absences, in all matters
except discipline. He as ists the OC with operational planning and coordinates the programmes for all three teams.
There is a requirement for the AO to liaise with staff at District HQ
and with civilian entertainment agencies.
Additional details can be obtained by telephone from OC RSDT on
Canerick Mil (0748 832521) Ex 2666.

From: Lt Col J . C. Young

From: Sig T hornton

Dear Sir,
The correct drill for entering and leaving vehicles connected to an
AC power source is :
Before entering, brush an exposed metal surface lightly with the
back of the hand . A current which is dangerous will then make itself
felt, but the fingers will not be cramped around the contact.
When leaving, jump out or jump off the lowest step and break all
co ntact before touching the ground.
Assuming therefore that the officer and soldier in the photo have
done the ' back of hand' test, they have complied with the necessary
precautions. The test will have proved that the Electric Shock
Protection Unit is working and they are protected .
Well spotted Sig Thornton . Observation and an enquiring mind are
qualities to be encouraged.

Dear Sir,
1 am writing to express serious concern at the standards set by the
wo Royal Signals personnel featured on the front cover of the March
1
issue of The Wire.
J attended a Basic Signalling Course in December and one of the
points bro ught out on the course was that you should never be in
contact wit h a vehicle and the ground if that vehicle is connected to
a power supply . The two soldiers, one a Major, are clearly in contact
with the vehicle and the ground. Are we to assume from this that they
have not attended a Basic Signalling Course?
Yours faithfull y,
Sig Thornton
Delta Tp

3 Sqn

Trade Trai ning School
8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

8 Sig Regt

The letter above from Sig Thornton seemed to me to raise a query
on a, literally, vital subject and so to obtain the technically correct
answer to Sig Thornton's observation it was referred to the OC Trade
Training School 8 Sig Reg/. His reply is reproduced in the next
column.
/ too commend Sig Thornton for taking the trouble to let us have
his observation on our cover-photo in the March Wire. II is heartening
to know- from an editorial point of view-that our efforts are so
well scrutinised-Editor.

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
Leaving the Forces? If so RFEA are ready to help you with
your resettlement in the UK, and in particular to help you find
~uitable employment. If you have served with good character
m the non-commissioned ranks for a minimum of three years,
or less if you are being discharged on medical grounds, the
Assocation's services are available to you at no cost.
We are part of the Forces Resettlement Service and, with
over 100 years of experience behind us, operate through 40
Hranches throughout the UK where our Employment Officers
are in close contact with employers.
If you need our help, write to us at Head Office, 25
Bloomsbury Square, London WCIA 2LN.

Yours fait hfully,
J.C. Young

If you are serving and have a standing order for THE
WIRE please keep us well informed in advance of any
change of address. It is impossible for us to keep up
with hundreds of posting orders and your 'Wire' will
go to your old address unless we hear to the contrary.

If you served in the Forces for any length of time, you
probably enjoyed being part of a team. If you've retired now, and
miss that feeling, there's one simple way t.o get it back - become
a SSAFAfFHS volunteer.
Service and ex-Service men and women, and their families
can, and do, have all sorts of problems they need help with. Often
ex-service personnel understand those problems bettei; but
SSAFA/FHS volunteers come from all walks of life and it's
certainly not essential t.o have a Forces' background.
We particularly need help in the inner cities so, if you'd
like t.o be part of a worthwhile team and help people at the same
time, write t.o John Gibson now.

LETTERS
From: Lt Col W.R. Clare
Dear Sir
I shall be leaving the Army shortly and I felt that I should like to
send a message to my many friends of all ranks with whom I have
served. It seemed to me that The Wire was the ideal medium to reach
as many as possible.
I should particularly like to thank all those with whom I have
worked for their tolerance, advice and friendship which has made the
last 25 years so memorable and so much fun. It would not be possible
to single out individuals, but I have gained something from each one,
TA and Regular alike.
May I therefore wish you every success and good fortune. I have left
my address with RHQ in case anyone wishes to keep in touch ..
Yours sincerely
Rodney Clare
School of Signals
Blandford Camp DTI I 8RH

SSAFA/ FHS
SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION/FORCES HELP SOCIETY

16-18 Old Queen Street, London SWlH 9HP. Telephone: 01-222 9221.
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The modern way to buy and pay is with a
credit card and with a Naafi Budget Account
and Chargecard you have a flexible choice
of credit on highly competitive terms.

Compare our rate of interest with
others ... you'll find our terms difficult
to beat.
You can use either of these credit cards in all
familie~ shops, serv i c~s shops and HM ships
,
worldwide to buy any item from Naafi's wide range
of electrical , sports clothing and gift and durable
goods priced £5 or more. Naval customers can use
a Naafi budget account for the purchase of all
goods from Naafi.

The SOinC with Comd Comms Lt Col Steve Siddall, OC Sqn Maj Steve Johns and Rover Group prior to departing for Belfas t

.'

Naafi Budget Account
Credit with agreed fixed
monthly payments

OR
Naafi Chargecard
With flexible monthly payments
to suit yourself
Instant credit facilities are available.
Typical APR 23.8% (variable) .
Please ask at your local Naafi shop
for written details.

Naah Registered Office. Imperial Court. Kennington Lane. London SE11 SOX

VISIT OF SIGNAL-OFFICER-IN-CHIEF
MAJ GEN P. D. ALEXANDER CB, MBE
On a murky day in March, the 13th to be precise, the farewell visit
of the SOinC took place . The Squadron had prepared itself under the
eagle eye of the 21C Capt Paul Ford. It was the first operational
tasking for the recently installed Squadron Commander Maj Steve
Johns.
On arrival the General went upstairs to meet the hierarchy of the
Squadron over a cup of coffee. The schedule firmly out of the
window, he proceeded to visit the Systems Control. After an in-depth
brief by the shift supervisor Cpl Rob Hood, he chatted happily with
other members of Communication Tp . From there, it was straight
through to the Brigade Headquarters and out again . The next stop was
a visit to TM Tp work hops at which Sgt Carl Shead threw
a well rehearsed and brilliantly acted speech on manpower and
commitments. The General now with his ears bent discussed the radio
problems with other members of the Troop. SSgt Mick Partridge gave
his usual 'spiel' on heli-tele and the problems with its deployment. The
SOinC then left SHQ and was met by Cpl 'Scouse' Wharton and the
merry men of the Comd's Rover Group who explained how difficult
it was to fit in all the sport these days!
Professionally escorted by APV to RUC Woodbourne, Gen
Alexander wa shown some of the expert technical work in the shape
of the joint Army/ Police Operations Room . It so happened that
a 39 Bde technical maintenance team led by Cpl Les Dawson wa on
hand to give expert guidance . 3 Para rear link-Sgt Dave Keevashwas prepared to give his detailed knowledge of Cougarnet but wa
surprised to find himself talking about Army rugby to the SOinC.
After speaking to other mem bers of the Corps the SOinC was taken
by APV back to Lisburn. On arrival he was pre ented wi th a print of
the River Lagan by Cpl 'Scou e' Wharton . All mem bers of the
Squadron wish the General the very best of luck in the future .

Maj Steve J ohns introd uces W0 1 (RS M) Melville to the SOinC, on
the left Comd Comms Lt Col Steve Siddall
HAN DOVER OF SQUADRON COMMANDER
We are now under new management! The second week in March
saw the handover between Squadron Commander . The new OC Maj
Steve 'let's go for a run' Johns \\'a treated to a whi tie stop tour of
his new domain by the soon to be relieved-in more way than oneMaj -Hugh Hancock. Maj Hancock is off to the great 'tower f
babble' (MO D) to join the 'pin stripe brigade'. Happy commuting.
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The handovc:r con i ted _of the u ·ual erie of thrilli ng events; on the
agenda ¥.a a d1scu s1on with each head of department about whv their
department was the most important, and why they should each have
te~ more men. The 1TV 0, W02 'you owe me a 10 pa k' Philp tRCT)
!h1.nl.., he won th~t roun~ . (But! ?f cour e, we know di fferently! ) Cpl
, !•ff ~rpse dehvered his rend1uon of the Sy con brief and Cpl Andy
I m ~o~ng to Hong Kong' Burdge confused the whole day with hf
de npuon of A '1S comm en circuits.
. Meanwhile, Maj Hancock ¥. a.; being removed from the Squadron
m ome very u pect MT. In good MT tradition-it broke down! LCpl
Ra~ Ila~ wa heard crying, 'l checked it thi m ming, Sir'. Hands
up if you ve ~eard t?at before. Just for your diary, the date was 10
1arch, . Comic Relief Day. Purely coincidental but nonethele s
appropriate.
'
Life wa now ettled down to a quiet, taid e.xi tence of ten period
of P!. eac~ week and several parades for good measure. The
?mm1strauon Officer Capt Ivan Patrick (RE) claims he' s too old for
th1 , and many others wish they were!

225 Sig Sqn
BFPO 801
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
AO
OCD
0 E
OCF

oc G
SSM
RQM

cc

Maj Hugh Bardell
Capt Ron Clay
Capt Andrea Perks
W01 Cliff Davey
W02 Geordie Doughty
Capt Alex Gaw
Capt Paul Towers
W02 Taff Cox
W02 Wynn Gordon
Sgt Colin Ibberson

'

233 Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Mrs Parker, wife of Cpl Parker, on receiving the
GOC's Commendation fo r her action duri ng the Pond Park incident.

The Squ adron has had a turbulent time in the Province since the last

Wire article. The previous OC Maj Jim Heck and Cpl Russ Clarke
TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE TROOP
Capt Ali lair Beard
Once again _it has bee~ a case of much work and no play; even the
Squadron elite rugby side has suffered the los of several vital TM
Tp m~mber~. The Troop has been engaged on matters of 'vital
oper_auonal 1ml?ortance' for most of the time, however the occasional
re plte and social ga~hering has not been neglected.
The no~m!11 o~gomg preventative maintenance has had to take
e ond pnonty with the amount of commitments undertaken by the
Troop. Ops R~oms have been redesig~e~ by the elusive SSgt 'I'll never
get any leave Co~ston and much d1ggmg and wallowing around in
mud has been earned out by Cpls Gordon Donald Les Dawson and
'JJ' Whitty.
!he. new mast has arfr,'.ed ~t ~he back of the Squadron and the only
thmg 1t _appears to be domg 1s interrupting the OC's parade. Riggers
~Cpl Tim Jones and Cpl 'Rusty' Stephenson did not look totally
1mpres _ed as the ll:allant £'.~A contractors pieced together the metal
strips bke some k11:1d of Jigsaw. In anticipation of the mast being
ready, the d_':'lY ve~1cles have been removed more times than the 2IC
has been sknng this year! (no that can't be possible!)

Technician Employment Agency
Licence No SE10693
Approaching the end of your service?
Looking for a job?
Class _1,_ Radio Relay, Radio or Terminal Equipment
Techmc1an? Foreman of Signals or TOT?
!hen send your CV to TECHEMPLOY so that we can
mform the hundreds of Companies on our Client List
of your availability. The service is completely free what have you got to lose!

were both involved in the MI British Midland air crash. We wish them
a speedy recovery and hope to see them both fit again in the not too
distant future.
DEPARTURES
Sadly we say goodbye to Sgts Mark Hardy, Oscar Clarkson, Jock
Dengate, Cpl Dek Painter, LCpls Nobby Clark, Dick Munson, Paul
Sellick, Ian Wade, Pip Giddings and Sig Weasel Campbell .
Riggers at ' play' - Fort Whiterock February 1989

The _BRB _cable tidying programme is initially complete thanks to
1ll.ustnous workers Cpl Vince 'Red Nose' MacNaught c Is
St.lg Richards and 'Mac' McGowan.
' P
Sgt Shead h~s no~v found a new vocation in life (apart from being
a FofS), th~t 1s bemg employed as a Cougar ~ wavelength VHF
antenn~! It 1.s ,also rum<:>ured that his_ unif<;>rm fits better as well.
~pl Snog1e Hughes 1s still mothe~mg his favourite talkthroughBna~-and was actually spotted near its location with a box of Cosifit
nappies!
Cpl 'Dill' D~llon is no~v on}y !Jine ~onths late with the intercomm
at the Maz~ Pnson but with his silky skills the project has now become
less of,a disaster and more of an enigma!
Cpl Lucan' Burgess has actually been spotted at work, but doing
what we are not sure. Apart from the hard work TM Tp i in good
shape!
'

~h~s~

TRAINING
I?~pite the amount of work we have managed to get the obligatory
tr:im~ng done. Careers co_urses have not been neglected either. Sgts BJ
Fmruste.r and Dave Hams are currently being beasted around on the
R_SSS<?. Cpl John R~m~dale has been successful on his RSDCC as was
Sig Mick May on his nggers course.
COURT AND SOCIAL
Re~ Nose Day did not go by unnoticed and a charity function
orgamsed by th~ Troop was held in the Horseshoe Club . Some
e~cellent entertamment was witnessed including the Foreman of
Signals, W~2 Russ Moren, lying in a bath of baked beans'
C:ongratulauons to Cpl Brown on his recent marriage to Jane and t~
Sig 'Young' Dutto~ on his engagement. Cpl Stephenson a~d LCpl
~ash are ?ew _am_vals an_d we wish them a happy tour. Cpl
,ha_n?br_ake Whitty 1s back m charge of the white Bedford and LCpl
Sttg Richards has a car for sale, complete with red nose and all four
hubcaps!

Please include in your covering letter, your availability
d_at_e_ and relocation preference. Also include UK
c1vihan and Service contact addresses and phone
numbers.

Derek Richardson MPhil CEng FIMechE
TECHEMPLOY
PO Box 29, Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 8NY
Tel: 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service)

Keepyour unit notes
SHORT I

ARRIVALS
We welcome the new OC Maj Hugh Bardell, Sgts Andy Hilton,
Steve Thompson, Dave Roberts, Nev Fear, Graham Richmond, Bob
Hodgson, WCpl Liz Johnson, LCpl Mick Church, Sig Bob Hollamby
and 'Wardy' Ward.
CONGRATULA TIO NS
Congratulations go to Cpl and Mrs Riley who produced a baby girl
on the night of the Pond Park Bomb (no jokes please). Sgt and Mrs
John Smith have just produced a baby boy . Well done.
Congratulations also to Mrs Anne Clay who received a CBFC
Commendation for all her sterling work whilst in Cyprus.
Congratulations also to Sgts Clive. Ward, Gav Jones, Paul Humphriss
and Robin Hood on their promotions .
VOLLEYBALL
At the end of last year the Squadron Volleyball team travelled to
Aldergrove to compete in the NI League Play-off, to determine the
champions for 1988. After a shaky start the team knuckled down and
were soon dominating the game and won the league taking the title for
1988. In January the team was back at Aldergrove for the NI
elimination championships, with the winning team going forward to
represent NI at the UKLF finals later in the year. The team won
comfortably despite injury to the team captain, Sgt John Wheater.
Even the last match against 176 Provost Coy RMP was won easily
despite 'threats' from the bench of 'tyre tread checks' and 'hope your
car tax is up to date'. Not only had the team won the entire
competition but they managed not to drop a single set throughout.
Now we are in full training for the UKLF Championships in April in
Aldershot, just in case we meet some stiffer opposition!
BADMINTON
Despite having only seven girls in the Squadron we enter most
sporting competitions. In January Badminton fever hit the ladies. The
first competition was the Women's Services Inter-Unit
Championships. After a hard match against 3 UDR the result was a
tie so it was decided to choose the winning team on points scored. 225
were elected winners and a thrilled Cpl Lorna Proctor proudly held
the trophy aloft. However the win was short lived . The points were recounted and victory went to the UDR . Bad luck girls. The next
competition was the Northern Ireland Championships and although
our teams did their very be t we returned home without a medal in
sight. Still, better luck next time.
SOCIAL
February saw the Garrison Sergeants' Mess Quiz night and six
dedicated members taking part. With searching questions such a 'for
how many months of the year does a dormou e hibernate?' the team
had their work cut out! However, it oon become clear that the
competiton was between the Squadron team (Vacant Lot) and an
RAPC team (The Counters). It was declared a tight finish but 'Vacant
Lot' won by one point. Congratulations to Sgt Nick Armer, W02 and
Mr. Dave. McNulty, Sgts Andy Hilton, Ian Woodcock and Colin
lbberson.

Mrs Parker (left). and Mrs McCusker (Lisburn Garrison RPC
Defence Platoon) with the GOC NI, Lt Gen Sir John Waters
THE MCKELVIE SQUASH COMPETITION
by SSgt Maddison, Tech Tp
'Hello Staff what Sport are your running?' asked the 21C.
'Volleyball', I promptly replied. 'Oh good ... Maj Vannan tells me
that you play quash, is that right?' 'Yes Sir', I replied. Suddenly by
the glint in his eyes I realised I had made a terrible mistake. Not two
seconds later I found out just how bad it was going to be.
'Right then, you can organise the Squadron McKelvie Squash
Competition, can't you?' and promptly marched out without waiting
for a reply. This was on Friday 3 March. Later that day I asked, 'On
what day do you want this competition run?'. '15 March is free
in my diary Staff, that will do nicely, don't you think ... good that's
settled then'.
After pressing three volunteers to mark for us, letters were sent to
all five Troops, Admin, Commcen, India, Romeo and Tech, courts
were booked for the day, score charts made up : I sat back thinking that
all I had to do was wait for the Troops to put in the team list , enter
them on the cards and off we go.
'Oi ... what's all this, one officer/WO and a Senior CO in the
team then eh? We can't possibly do that'.
'All our Senior NCOs are on leave in hospital on that day'. 'You
deliberately picked that day coz you knew our best players would be
away didn't you?'. 'You've rigged this so that you can win haven't
you?'. The phone never stopped all day. 'You've only given us ten days
notice, that's not fair'. So we had a conflab and the rule were
changed to suit ju t about everyone.
At 0900 hrs on 15 March, ix gladiators prepared to do battle
of the yellow spot ball. Pencils were sharpened and the referees called
out those immortal words 'First game, love all, play'. The competition
had begun.
'Where's the No 5 from Admin Tp?'. ' Don't know, maybe he's
held up somewhere, play the o 4 instead.'
As the day went on there were ome spectacular games. There were
some stunned people. There were some happy people. What was
obvious was that everyone was putting in at least 2000fo effort; but
where's the No 4 from Admin Tp? Where's the o 3 from Admin Tp?
The Admin Tp unstoppables had become the Admin Tp invisibles.
By lunch time it was becoming obvious by the results coming in that
Tech Tp was in a fairly strong position. o 5 W02 (FofS) Billy
Hughes won his three matches. So did o 4 Sandy Sanderson. The o
3 Cpl Mal Pryke got the shock of his life when he lost 3-2 to WLCpl
Baughan of the Commcen Team. He was heard to mutter a he came
off the court, 'Boy am I going to get ha sle for this'. He wa right.
Cpl 'Cbalkie' (I must stop doing drop shots) White won his three
games. So did SSgt Ralph (down the sidewalls) Maddison .
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But\\ here \\a drnin Tp? lt tran pire that they were all called out
on detail ju t befor the tart of the Competition which was
unfortunate for them, but lu ky for ome of the re t of the
competitor .
When the point were orted out the re ults checked the placing
\\ere a follow :1t
Tech Tp
61 point
2nd
Romeo Tp
34 point
3rd
India Tp
27 point
4th
Commcen Tp
I 8 points
5th
dmin Tp
0 points
Well done everyone that took part. pecia1 thank go to W02
Ba etl, gt Milligan and W02 Gorden (who nearly lo t their voice )
after refereeing 60 matche .
I 'TER NIT Q IZ NIGHT
On aturday 4 March, the Squadron played ho t to an Inter
quad:on Quiz ight with teams from the Squadron, 40 Sig Regt (V),
22
1g Sqn and Comm Branch, HQ I. The Squadron team
con i ted of the OC Maj Corbet, Sgt Ian McAlroy, Cpl Dave Grant
and WLCpl Thomp on. The Quizmaster gt Arbuckle then started
the competition with 225 Sig Sqn up against 40 Sig Regt (V). 225
emerged a the winner in a good humoured battle. The next heat was
between 233 and Comms Branch: Cpl Dave Grant had warmed up for
the event by running a half marathon earlier that day. Claims that Maj
Corbet's buzzer wa 'fixed' were brushed aside and our neighbours
225 came out on top.
A quick top for 'nouri hment for the brain cells' (Ba s/Tennents)
and then Comm Branch and 40 'slugged it out' for last place. The
'Wooden poon' went to 40 Sig Regt who claimed they were jetlagged? The final was to be between 233 and our neighbours 225.
The fir t couple of round were fairly even until the 'Buzzer
Rounds' , where once again Maj 'Fingers' Corbet demonstrated hi
prowe . In the end 233 were comfortable winners.
A good night's fun was had by all who attended and we hope that
the other Corp Units in the Province will take part in the next one
co be held later in the year.
COMMCEN TROOP
January is normally a busy month but it became even more hectic
with internal changes within the Squadron. Capt Hindle is now firmly
in 'The Chair' and SSgt 'Taff' Carr is now safely behind that door' .
Befo_re giving. pace to all of the contributors from within the Troop,
a q~1ck menuon of the fact that four members of the Troop received
their LS &.Ge Medals from the SOinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB,
MBE on his farewell tour of the Province. The recipients were: WOl
(YofS) R. L. ~ecker, SSgts. A. Ar~u~kle, A. Carr and Sgt L.
Thomton-Grao,·ille, another bttle srausuc, the last three were all in
basic training together, is this some sort of record?
COMIC RELIEF
Commcen Tp decided to raise as much as possible for Comic Relief.
Organised by LCpl Chris Adams with help from Cpl J.P. Partridge,
LCpl Dave Potter, WLCpls Lisa Cook, Sandy Sockett Ptes Julie
Granger, Tracey Perkins and Lisa Ingham. It started wi{h a hint by
our .notorious SSgt Archie Ar~uckle. Cpl J. P. Partridge and LCpl
Chns Adam turned an otherw1 e normal Squadron hockey team into
a fun day out for the family. Sporting red noses and fancy dress
(help~d alo,ng with .suitab.le re~reshments) and a guest appearance
from Croc of the Pink Wmdm1ll (LCpl Dave Potter) the Gang raised
the incredible sum of £210.

Pte Julie Granger collecting for Comic Rel ief
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A few days later, looking li ke Hawaian refugees the 'AdamsFam il)··
refu ed entry to the ru sh ho ur drivers un less they donated to th i~
worthwhile cause and little less than an hour managed to increase th e
amount to £356.89.
A magnificent effort and a big thank you to a ll those who helped .
We would like to thank all of tho e who contributed and to Mr R.
Thompson of Oxfam (Northern Ireland) for accepting the cheque
from the Sq uadron on behalf o f Comic Relief 1989.
DRIVELLINGS FROM THE 'CRYPT'
KRYPTONITES
SSgt 'Taff' Carr
Chief Kryptonite
LCpl Lisa Cook
Chief Kryptodamsel
LCpl Chris Adams
Chief A Shift
LCpl Vinnie Tipple
Chief B Shift
LCpl 'Murg ' Murgatroyd Chief C Shi ft
LCpl Paul Weston
Chief Kryptodrifter
For those of u in the know, becoming 'Krypto Trained' can be a
hock to the ystem, whereby all logical thought processes go by the
board. T~erefore, let's start by saying farewell and good luck to
SSgt Norrie Clanachan who leaves us on promotion to Civ Di v-Let' s
be careful out there.
An item of utmost importance for oldier everywhere LCpl
'Murg' Murgatroyd has re-written the Army Leave Manual ~nd for
the pa t three months has been carrying out 'U er Trials'. Come back
oon, or at least send us a postcard so we know what it's like.
Welcome back to SSgt 'Taff' Carr after a 14 month holiday in Trg
Wing, and welcome to LCpl Lisa Cook. Although she's deny it she
obviously decided that the rigours of the 'Krypt' were too much for
her and took an extended leave in BMH Woolwich get better soonthe 'brew' roster has gone for a ball of chalk.
'
~ife here goes on much the same as ever, the Boss pops in now and
agam for the old cup of sugar, he used to send the Yeoman of Signals
but we soon wised up to that.
A he~rtY. 'well don~ ' to ~Cpl Chris Adams for his money raising
efforts m aid of Comic Rebe f. Mention must also be made of LCpl
'V in~ie' Tripple's efforts in relieving the stresses put on all the
Garnson's Corporals and below by giving up his spare time to ' Stag
on' .
FROM THE CA VE
Our ·~eader' has. taken a sid~ways move to Comms Branch, HQNI.
It dosen t make thmgs any quieter here, it just means we see less of
him . His presence is still felt!
We welcome into our midst Cpl 'Jules' Williams from the
Com1!1cen, to take over th.e job ~f Cougar Manager from Cpl J. p.
Partridge, who leaves us m April for the sunnier climate of Hong
Kong. The best of luck to you both .
EXCHANGE NEWS
Surprise, surprise, hello from the little ' Dungeon ' at the back
Oops, I mean the Telephone Exchange.
'
Boy, have we been busy for the last couple of months! what with
people coming and going here, there and everywhere' it's been
'Clapham Junction'. Sadly we say a fond farewell to ou~ very own
'Top Cat' (Pte Tracey Cooper) who's gone to chase penguins in the
Falk Ian~ Islands .. We also say goodbye to Cpl Alison Davis, on
promouon, to Edinburgh, enjoy the Haggis Ali!
Then there's our very own Cpl Helen Cliffe but soon to be Ms
Cliffe who is going to seek her fortune in faniastic Florida USA.
Don 't forget your friends Helen. Lastly but by no means least,' we say
goodbye to LCpl Thomas, otherwise known as Rhiannon, (probably
spelt. wrong, you try it!). She's going home to her own lovely ' Hitech'
flat m the land of the Haggis.
We would like to say a 'Big Hello' and thank you to the new Troop
Comd, Capt J .. Hindle, who has been a great help to the exchange
already, for which we are very appreciative. Hello to Cpl Caroline
' Crossley who has arrived from Edinburgh and also to Pte Rachel
Turn~r who comes to us from 28 Sig Regt. We also welcome our new
Admm Officer Lt McFall WRAC who met most of the girls at a
dinner we held .
Congratulations to our own Pte 'Dizzy' Tracy Perkins who was
amongst the fund raisers for Comic Relief. In the hockey match which
was ~taged for it a ~ouple of members of the exchange had to
contnbute rather heavily as all fouls had to be paid for. Never mind
Ptes Field and Smith, it was for a good cause.
Lastly, congratulations to Pte Oops LCpl Tracylee Denton on her
recent promotion-well done Tracy.

anyway, and we're stick ing to it) . We lost LCpl Cook to the depths
of the CryptO Office and after a fortnight of sitting round in there she
was carted off to BMH .\\'.oolwich with Crypto Syndrome (bad back)
or in layman's terms, sitting down back.
We' ve said a quick hello and goodbye to Sgt Gibson and we hope
to keep the other two new arrivals to our shift for a bit longer, WLCpl
Baughan, and Cpl/Sgt Barnard (Congrats Sarge).
INDIA TROOP
VICTOR SECTION
A warm welcome to LCpl 'Sid' Siddans from 238 London Sig Sqn
and S gt Dave Matthews who joins the workers from Tp HQ as part
of a manpower re-shuffle. Hello also to LCpl Mick Howard from 3
Armd Div to join his brother Sgt Phil. Get your heels together Mick!
Congratulations to Sig 'Benny' Benson and Karen on their recent
marriage. Welcome aboard Karen, hope you can put up with him!
The Inter-Troop Squash Competition found us putting up a brave
fight to come a creditable third, then we discovered one of the other
teams had a Corps player! Well done everyone.
WHISKY ECTION
'Wire notes to the Officer Commanding in 20 minutes, OK.' No
problem .. . take a deep breath and here we go.
Hello to LCpl Karen Chester and her dog called ' Deefer' (honestly).
Deefer dog, geddit? Congratulations to Pte Sue Stanford on her
promotion to LCpl and to the squash players on the fight well fought
but Victor have probably mentioned that ... we were in it too!
Red Nose day was fun and profitable for the good cause. A good
time was had by all and we had a photo taken wearing our red noses,
beside our trusty red van, there is a 'blue' version as well but we won't
go into that.
Yeoman mith has a new car . The local dealer knows it well! Say
no more . . . Well that's about it from us, 'till next time. Bye!'.
TECH TROOP
This has been a good month for Tech Tp . A month that has seen:
SSgts Sandy Sanderson and Willy Ironside selected for promotion tO
W02. Sandy is taking over as SSM 1 Sqn, 11 Sig Regt and we now
wait with bated breath to see who is going to get our beloved
Willy ...
It has seen Cpl Bill Owen become Sgt Bill Owen and the perennial
Signalman Mac Mcintyre become LCpl Mcintyre. (This has made his
father, Sgt Mcintyre very proud).
It has also been a month that saw Sgts Dave Ball and 'Fez' Newell
con the TOT out of three weeks straight leave. In an attempt to
prevent him changing his mind, they kept on the move ... Greece ...
Singapore ... Australia ... Hawaii ... Disneyland . .. They nearly
found work in Disneyland now that Mickey Mouse and Goofy are
getting on a bit! In between this work and leisure routine that he has
set up Dave Ball appears to have squeezed in a successful attempt at
the Foremans entrance examination. We shall see ... Dave boy ...
we shall see.
0 yes, and we did some work as well.

TELEMECH SECTION
he section has been kept very busy during the last few months with
new installation work taking up almost as much time as rigging.
It did not, however, prevent another good man from biting the
dust! Yes, sad to report but LCpl Jim Kerr got married. Well you
can't be happly all your life can you?
Another sad note is the imminent loss of Cpl John Jolly , our
resident Radio Technician. He is off to Belize and Tl entrance
examinations and that sort of thing. We welcome his replacement Cpl
Fred Threadgold who we know will live up to the standards set by
John.
FRT SECTION
Welcome to two new Sgts .. . Sgt Pete Murray, the new workshop
D. J. Prettier than Anne Nightingale . . . but not much! And Sgt Bill
Owen. Sadly (chuckle, chuckle) we say farewell to Cpl 'Dicky'
Dickinson who has taken his skills to Systems Section.
One last thing we've got a gofer! Mr R&I is LCpl 'Rambo'
Johnston. It's great to have you around kid! Go and make twelve
coffees, five with sugar ...
FAREWELL LUNCH TO SSGT CLANACHAN AND SGT
SHORTER
Friday 3 March was a sad day for 233 Sig Sqn. For it was on that
day that we bade farewell to SSgt Norrie Clanachan and Sgt John
Shorter, both 'retiring' after 22 years service.
This auspicious occasion was marked by a Squadron Lunch, given
by all available SNCOs from 233 Sig Sqn (and a few guests from 225
Sig Sqn) and held in the Lisburn Garrison Sergeants' Mess. After an
excellent lunch of Chicken A' La Something and after hearing their
characters being completely assassinated, we retired to the bar.

W02 (ROM S ) Henderson looks on enviously as SSgt Clanachan
receives his farewell present from W02 (SSM) Watson

RADIO SECTION
Pathfinder here! Now listen. These car fits have got to stop! If you
treat your car properly there is no reason why it should not grow up
normally . . . like Cpl Mal Pryke over there . . . and never have
another fit! I am off shortly to attend selection for the real Army, you
know the one that does all the sport you see in the adverts ...
SYSTEMS SECTION
The return of Dave and 'Fez' (or did we get Mickey and Goofy
... ?) has seen the section return to full strength. This of course allows
the Foreman of Signals to heap losts more work on us. FofS Billy
Hughes is encouraging us all to smoke more because he n~eds t~e fag
packets to draw on and explain what he mean . Very hHech 1s the
Foreman!
Syscon is to move! Well it's been where it is now for neartr two
years so it is time to move. The selected spot is the place where 1t was
two years ago or at least so we are informed by SSgt 'Willy' (the ~vire)
Ironside who was in systems during one of his previous incarnations.
Well at least we know it will fit!

W02 (SSMl Watson and Sgt Shorter concentrating hard being the
last two in the game of 'Pass the Parcel'

C SHIFT
THE YEAR SO FAR
We.seem to get through a lot of DSOs compared with the rest of
the shifts, they all want a go at taking the best shift. (That's our excuse
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RRIV ALS/DEP ART RES
fter being con iderably hort taffed for some time it makes a
plea ant hange to report that new arrivals have exceeded departures!
We wish gt Del East and ue all the best at 7 ig Regl.
trio of Troop ergcants have been posted in, Sgt Jim Harris who
join us from the rear link detachment of I RGJ via the All-Arms Drill
V ing, gt Danny O'Brien from sunny Cyprus and Sgt Pete Wood all
the way from 2 Div HQ and ig Regt in York. We wish you and your
familie an enjoyable tour.

D KE OF EDINBURGH'S AWARD

Two second term apprentices have recently been presented with the
Duke of Edinburgh's Gold Award. AT Mark Morgan and AT Kevin
Eaves are to be congratulated on winning this coveted award .

Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award Winners ATs Mark Morgan and
Kevin Eaves
SPORT
A special mention must go to AT Mark Parr who represented the
Army Rugby Colts in their 4-0 win over the Royal avy and AT
LCpl Chris Youles who captained the College Team in the Army
Basketball Championships and scored 58 points in the final, but, even
so, came second!
RED NOSE DAY 2
On Friday 10 March 1989 the Squadron held a 'Thoroughly
Embarrassing Drill Parade' . To mark the occasion Apprentice and
Permanent Staff alike joined in-all in fancy dress! Definitely a sight
for sore eyes.

The Russ Abbot lookalike, Maj Gus Boag, presents the winning
prize to the 'elephant'
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A number of joke (some good, some terrible!) were t0ld and a cash
prize was awarded to the best dressed apprentices. This was won by
AT LCpls Chris Youles and Nige Eccles dressed up as an elephant!
The primary aim of the day was of course to raise money for charity,
so, a we go to print and with more monies still to come in, in excess
of £400 has been raised so far for Comic Relief.
PENNEY SQ ADRON
Due lO the absence of a Recruit Tp this term, life seemed a little
quiet in the Squadron, but somewhere in the corridors of the
Squadron accommodation something mysteriou was happening. A
member of the PS and everal ATs were seen scurrying about like rats
preparing their lair for the cold dark nights that lay ahead. What was
going on?
THE PENNEY CLUBROOM
Report by AT Sgt Kyle Manns
By 30 January 1989 the question had been answered. The Penney
Room, a it was formerly known, had received a major refit. This
formidable task had been undertaken by the Apprentices under the
supervision of Sgt 'Zac' Wright. The transformation from Penney
Room to the Penney Clubroom, as it is now known is quite
remarkable. The room ha a new carpet and new curtains and has
been redecorated throughout, there is new lighting, and more power
ockets. It has new furniture , pictures, plants, a new TV and video,
table football, pool table, darts board and trivia quiz machine
installed. All this provides for a very pleasant and relaxing
atmosphere, where both ATs and PS can enjoy themselves. Funding
for all the work came from Squadron funds and it seems this was a
wise investment as the Clubroom has been well supported since its
opening. At the present moment there is a table football league
underway with Sgts 'Zac' Wright and Jeff Watts blasting away all
opposition and looking set to take the title. Other competitions are in
the pipel.ine and it looks as though Summer term will be busy . The
Penney Clubroom is a credit to the Squadron and to all who were
involved in creating it. They were 'Zac' Wright, 'Mo' Morris, Rob
Cunnion, Justin Seaborn, 'Stevo' Stephenson, Lee Burke, Jason
Dawson, 'Ginge' Gluba, Paul Coop, Gray Kendall, Allan Elderbrant,
Phil Walton, 'Mac' MacDonald and Neil Slater. Well done all.
QUARTER GUARD
The beginning of February saw the farewell visit to the College by
the SOinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBE. Penney Sqn had been
selected, at random by the computer, to form the Guard and the
honour had fallen on 87C Linguists. AT Sgt Rob Jones, AT Cpl
Ashley Chadwick, AT LCpl Pete Zambuni, ATs Mark Bloom, Steve
Hill, Matthew Twilley, Jason Thomas and 'Gibbo' Gibbons spent
most of their spare time before the visit polishing kit and taking part
in rehearsals and dress rehearsals, under the careful guidance of W02
(CSM) Mal Pearson Gren Gds. The day arrived and so did the SOinC.
The Guard was inspected and congratulated on its turnout and drill.
After the photocall everyone went their separate ways except AT LCpl
Zambuni who liked it in the sentry box so much that he missed his
lunch. 1515 hrs arrived and that was the cue for the Guard to turn out
for the departure of the SOinC.

The SOinC talks to the Guard
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Lt Mark Finneran and Sgt Mick Roe with Rawson Recruit Tp

RAWSON QUAD RON
INTER RECRUIT DRILL COMPETITION
The last event in the Recruit Inter-Troop Competitions is always the
drill. This is fought for with enthusiasm, not only by the Recruits but
by the Drill Sergeants too. This prestigious competition b_rings many
a Troop Sergeant to his knees, with his honour and reputation al stake
in view of the whole College.
Three Troops took part from Bradley, Scott and Rawson Sqn' with
an inspection phase and a drill phase. The inspection, conducted by
W02 (CSM) Mal Pearson Gren Gds from Penney Sqn, was won
outright by the Rawson Sqn Recruits but the actual drill phase was
very close. All three Troops, under the inspecting eye of th~ College
Adjutant and RSM made some errors. However, once the pomts were
added up and after a nervous wait for the results, the Recruit Troop
of Raws~n Sqn was declared the winner. A special mention to the
Troop Sergeant, Sgt Mick Roe for his effor_ts and also to the Squadron
Commander, Maj Brian Harrison, for his Joke before the start of
competition.
CHAMPION RECRUIT TROOP
Every term the Recruit Troops battle it ou_t on the sports fi~l~ to
earn the title 'Champion Recruit Troop'. The mtake of 89A, pht mto
the three Recruit Troops held some surprises that led to fierce
competition and good results.
Six sports were fought for, with Bradley Sqn winnin~ Ru_gby and
Volleyball, Rawson Sqn winning the Football and Sw1mmmg, and
last, but not least, Scott Sqn winning the Cross Count_ry and ~ockey
o the deciding factors were the second and third placmg attamed by
the Troops. Once the points were added up, purely by_ chance, first
position was shared by both Bradl~y and R;aw on ~vlth the Scott
recruits coming a clo e second. Fmally, clisregardmg t~e act~al
sporting events, the competition also served the purpose of mstalhng
a sense of team work and Squadron pride which was apparent from
day one, with spectators such as W02 (SSM) ~ordon Townsley
jumping up and down waving his Raw on sweatshirt m the air when
Rawson won the football.
BRADLEY QUADRON
For the last 15 months the Squadron Sergeant Major ha been W02
Neil Crockett Scots Guards.
.
.
A man of infinitely dry humour born no doubt of nece 1ty bemg
a 'Scouser', he recently left us to hecome RQMS in his B~ttali?n.
As guest of honour he wa dined out in the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Mess at a function attended by all Bradley Sqn Permanent
Staff and their wives.
As usual on such occasions farewell mementoes were exchanged.
Some very good (and true) things were said about ~im and in reply ~e
recited two poems. One of them wa of a !Jaroch1al. nature and this
would not be of interest to the readers of this magazme but the other
is of a more general nature.

The BBC Telegraph ervice operates
and control a Message witching
y tern consisting of a private national
network with international ace .
It provides Elecrronic Mail. Cable
and Data transmi ion facilities.

TELEGRAPH ASSISTANTS
If you are leaving che force in the
next few month . we have opportunitie
for people with a profe ional telecommunication background and a minimum 2 yean; experience operating
and conrrolling a ub tantial Message
witching System Network.
'3
Asoundknowledgeofintemational
~ telex i essential, and experience of ocher
public data networks would be an
R A ·D I 0
advantage.
Salary: (9, 12 - (11,726 p.a.
inclusive. Based in Central London
For an applicarion form please
contact (quote ref. 6137!TW) the
Personnel Department, 414 Brock
We are an equal
House, 19 Langham Street, London
opportunities employer WlA 1AA. Tel. 1-927 402 .

• /JJ·
/JJ
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IMPERIAL SERVICE MEDAL
Mr Charles Edward Allan joined the Army Apprent ice~· College
Harrogate on 18 June 1962. He had previously served 13 year in the
Roya.I Mari ne~. _During his time at the College he was employed as a
Physical. Training ~ nstructor re ponsible fo r the training of
Apprenuces and J unior Leaders in the gymnasium, swimming pool
and sports field. His part icular fo rte was Squash.
On 20 Jun e 1988 Mr Charles Allan retired after 28 years at the
Coll~ge . H.e and his wife continue to li ve in Har rogate . In recognition
of his services to th e Army Apprentices College he has been awarded
the Imperi al Service Medal.

An enlarged version of this now hangs fo r posterity in Bradley qn .
In turn we welcome W02 Da ve Morcom Scots Guards who will be
'\el! know~ to f!iany in the Corps, who may have had the pleasure of
his instruction, in the past at the All-Arms Drill Wing, Pirbright .
EXERCISE SNOWSCAPE
AUSTRIA 1989 (C'MON EVERYBODY)
On 17 February 20 ~ uni?r ':-eaders, Jed by Maj David Pugh DWR
s~t ou t on tl~e tn p of .a h fet1m ~. The destination Au tria , and the
p1~tu resqu e v1llege of H1ppach, situated in the valley between assorted
ski slopes and surrounding mountains.
Travelling started at the crack of dawn and in 26 hours took in the
Ml, D~ver and the Channel , the garlic field of France, sprout field
of Belg!um and the ausage plantations of Germany- can Lunn Pol y
beat this?
The week o~ skiing starte~ on a brig~! and crisp morning mainly due
to JLs Johnn~ ~pall an~ K1v Maciver s choice of luminous clothing .
The party spht into. novices ~nd ul?graders with JL Cpl Davidge and
JL Gacy West proYlng expenence 1s only taken on ability to ki not
stop . The li"'!el.ight fo~ the day, however, was stolen by the gymn'astic
falls of JLs . Fishy' Fisher and Paul Drury.
T he remainder of the week l'.!assed in a flash of now spray with
many a sore hea? and bottom being nursed. The ski team was selected
and congratulation~ to JL West, Davidge, Richard Cocks and Scoti
T~o"! b es . It \~as with much regret that we waved goodbye to Ingrid
(d1dn t I ment1<;>n her?) and Austria. Altogether a very good week with
everyone learning a lot about how to ski or fall over dramatically .

The author with his poem below

ow heed my words 'You've lost your name!
'Explain that Sir, is it a game?'
' " e're talking trouble-252,
Something or nothing, it till means you!'
Tall Scots Guards in day gone by,
Couldn't read and write and that is why
Brass nameplates on their kit they wear
Scruffy? 'Sergeant, take that name-th~re!
A tory from the mists of time so
points to note!-a little rhyme.'
The Scots Guards formed in '42'
Thats '16' type, Och Aye-the oo!
In all that time we did not need
Our name upon our chest to read
We are switched on, our names we know
'Cos if we don't, it is a blow
We're brought up short for errors made
for dirty kit, for things mislaid.
'
We're told 'You've done it-Take the blame'
In other word , 'You've lost your name!'
cots Guards are sent to Harrogate
(C?mpany Sg! Major to be accura~e,)
With Royal Signals I soldiered on
Junior Leaders, Bradley Squad-re~
On arrival at this windy camp
'
behold the weather cold and damp
The trangest people-I'll name a few.
Foremen, Handbags and Lineys too,
o clue had I what these things meant
Signals Phra e Book was cash well spent.
Thei~

names upon their chests they wear
and 1f they enter the devil's lair
I find this helps me in my task '
Because their name 1 need not ask.
Quadrant Troop with dirty kit
Light~ing Troop, they are unfit,
The dirty b.oots of Rapier,
Or long haired louts of Whitespear.
_nd so, my boy , its not a game
O\~ heed my words 'You've lot your name!'.

SUB AQUA HOBBY
RED SEA EXPEDITION
The Colle.ge's most !ldventurous hobby has had a good season .
After a rela~1vely si:iialJ intak~ <?f novic.e div.ers we have spent much of
ou~ ~nergy in pushing the existing novice divers through sports divers
traming and beyond . Several trips to the excellent St Abbs site on
Scotla~d's Ea.st C?ast a~~ more notably our trip to Oban have helped
us achieve this aim. Diving last term reached its pinnacle when AT
LCpl ~e Burke and AT Kevin Wakeford successfully completed one
week in the Red Sea. Here is their account·
'Lee Burk~ and I flew out of Heathrow. on 10 December with a
party of Officer Cadets from RMA Sandhurst and our expedition
leader Lt Ste~e.ns ~RN) .bound for the Royal Diving Centre, Aqaba
Jordan . Quahf1ca11ons m. the group were diver e, but we had been
more than adequately tramed for our role.
The dive site was 10 miles from our excellent accommodation at the
four star Al~azar Hotel with its excellent food. We were to experience
some stunmng under water scenery.
, Visibi.li,ty .on the dives was unequall~d compared to the familiar
~a1_1d pit dives of the UK coasts and 1t was almost possible when
smmg on the bows of a burned out oil tanker in 25m of water to see
the barnac~es o~ her stern! Our hired equipment seemed well used and
our wet suits thm, but t?e temperature was so warm that we no longer
need_ed .our 18mm thick suits normally used in the UK's most
forbidding quarries and coves .
. The .Red Sea is an ~nd:rwater photographer's paradise and it is
1~poss1ble to do ~ull JUS!lce to our expedition here. Amongst the
friendly ha.nd-feedmg Parrot fish and Butterfly fish, it was hard to
capture a P!Cture of the thigh-sized razor-toothed Moray Eel snaking
by as _we finned quickly in a tactical lateral . Our thanks to all the
organisers tor our best dive experience to date.'
THE SERGEANTS' MESS
'The Se_rgeants' Mess ha~ every in~ention of Spring Term being a
qmet penod after the Chnstmas penod , but this was not to be.
We celebrated Bum's Night in the traditional manner. We dined in
the new Co~ma~dant, Col :"-· P . Burke in the traditional way, had a
G~and Charity Dinn~r to ra1s~ money for the Margaret White Appeal
with Ber_nard Mannmg keeping all. 204 present in stitches, a Fancy
Dre~s N1~ht, Wa.rrant Officers' D1.n.ner, Guest Night with Ladies,
La th~ Dinner Night and two Fam1hes Lunches, not forgetting the
Stov1es that were se.rved every Friday evening, in all a very full and
good term's entertainment.
Our thanks to the Entertainment Committee from Rawson Sqn and
the PMC W0 2 (SSM) Gordon Tow nsley and PEC SSgt (YofS)
Graham Easton.
SAILING

Th~oughou~ ~he
the D in~hy Sa1hng

winter odd sounds have been heard coming from
workshop. At last, on 8 March, newly titivated . the
C.ollege s. colourful collection of Enterprises was moved down to
Ripon Sa1hng ~tub ready for the start of the season . Several shivering
g~ese! wondering whether North Yorkshire wasn't so different from
S1bena after all, looked on .

Well to cut a long story short we had our first sail. A toe strap
pulled out, and anyone who knows a bit about dinghy sailing may well
realise the implications of that. Luckily the helmsman concerned
didn't vanish backwards over the side of the boat (much to the relief
of the two beginners with him!) . With the agility born of a healthy
fear of cold water, the said helmsman managed to stay aboard .
AT tephen George managed to get wet, but then that's George for
you . Even Technicians can't walk on water!
The rest I leave to your imagination. The scene is familiar to many
members of the happy band of Apprentices' College sailors, both past
and present. All I ask is, 'ls the Royal Corps of Signals ready for such
Sailing Scaleys?' Probably not but, they are here to stay!
THE MILITARY TRAINING TROOP
' A change is as good as a rest' may hold true in some cases, but with
the new Military Training Programme produced by the OC, Capt
Gordon Halewood R Anglian now in full swing there will be little time
for rest. The time gained will be put to better use in turning out a more
professional soldier than before.
To list the many changes would be tedious but it is worth
mentioning a couple of them. Starting with the YW Defence exercise.
Those who remember the old Defence exercise will know that the
whole time was spent constructing a Battle trench to stage 3; not so
anymore. Additions now include a First Aid and NBC phase,
Fieldcraft, Map Reading, Patrolling, Tactics and Orders.
The end of the exercise should see some very tired but satisfied
soldiers and that includes the Instructors.
The Skills-at-Arms exercise will involve firing a variety of weapons
in realistic settings. The ranges used will include CQB's, IBSR's,
Jungle Lanes and an LMG Defence range. The emphasis being very
much on serious training coupled with excitement and dare it be
said-fun!
Moving on to the personalities in the Troop, it is with regret that
we say farewell to Sgt Pete Kingston who leaves us for civvy treet
after spending eight and a half years at the College. Pete will be be t
remembered for his charity work, PS training and his work with the
Cadets . In fact a member of the Troop, remembers Pete as an
Instructor when he was ju t starting his career as a member of Bradley
Sqn.
Another departure was that of Cpl 'Taff' Roderick to 2 In f Div at
York . Taff was a popular instructor . We wish him well.
In their places we welcome two new face , Sgt Ken Fudge from
3ADSR and Sgt Dave Whitaker who joins us from 249 Sig Sqn and
is the second member of the Troop trained in Artie Warfare. Other
new arrivals closer to home are SSgt 'Dickie' Bird who arrived on
promotion all the way from Scott Sqn, to take up the post of SS! and
Sgt Bob Witherstone who has made the slightly longer trip from
Rawson Sqn . A hearty welcome to them all.
Somehow, work tends to get in the way of sporting activities;
nevertheless, some members have represented the College at sport
notably football, which, perhap by coincidence, is run by none other
than the OC.
Now a thank you to all the Troop Com~nders and Sergeant who
have ably assisted us over the last year in uch an enthu iastic manner,
particularly on the ranges. Long may thi partnership continue.
It should be said that there i no truth in the rumour that is
circulating that two WRAC Education Officers, who have often been
seen on Military Training are transferring to the Troop a instructor .
aving witnessed their performances, on the ra nge, they would more
than hold their own!

Comdt, Col K. P. Burke, presents Mr Allan with his Imperial
Service Medal
VISIT BY SOinC (US ARMY)
The College was honoured when the Maj Gen L. M. Childs, SOinC
(US Army) visited in March. He participated in an Officer ' Mess
Games ight playing for a local US forces team against our local
MOD branch and the Mess team. The next morning he toured the
College and was especially interested in talking to the Apprentices.

Question : What do you technicians think of Ptarmigan?
Answer: . We do not see Ptarmigan until we leave the College in
J une!

If you are serving and have a standing order for THE
WIRE please keep us well informed in advance of any
change of address. It is impossible for us to keep up
with hundreds of posting order s and your 'Wire' will
go to your old address unless w e- hear to the contrary.
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OPERATIONS PLATOON-2 COMPANY
PERSONALITIES
o
Capt P. Westwell
Op SWO
WOl J. D. Carr
Std WO
W02 R. Simpson
PLt Sgt
Sgt J. M. Bell

Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

. the nedy 'appointed' crihe I had of_cou~ e b~~ primed _wit_h
all the old joke relating to the a• ignment, 1e- obtammg material 1
more a a e of "ead-itting" than editing' which wa one of the better
effort and at lea t printable. I feared the worst bur undeterred started
ad\erti ing for uitable material and gain~ . some response.
Encouraged by thi I took an even mor~ po 1uve appr<;>ach and
urpri e after a few frantic, almo t threatening phone call , 1t became
apparent that people were only too happy to contri_bute. Amazing
what a little per uasion and a lot of flattery can.achieve.
Our contribution cover the u ual update on arrivals and departure
to the Group, the sport page covering our achievements so far th i
,ea on together with a more detailed 'Soccer Scene', and a report on
the re ent visit of Comd 54 Inf Bde. Jn addition we have an account of
the Unit' contribution in a sisting the emergency services at the scene
of the recent ch ii airliner era h at Kegworth and on a more humorous
note• day in the life of an unsuspecting Company Sergeant Major .'

U IT DEPART R&'i AND ARRIVALS
\! e have seen the departure of several Unit personalities, notably
the CO Lt Col Robin Eccle . We bid him and his wife Marianne a
fond farewell and offer our best wishes for the future.
The scribe ha gone, long live the scribe-alas we mu t also bid
farewell to Maj 'Alf' Cooper, long time entrepreneur, cornet player,
financial advi er, agony uncle and scribe who leaves the Unit and the
Army on retirement after 35 years service. His long association wi~h
the Unit will not be completely severed however as he has settled m
the area. All his colleagues and friends wish him and his wife Jane a
long, healthy and happy retirement.
'GARA TS HAY REVISITED'
We extend a very warm welcome to our new CO Lt Col J. R. Berry
and his wife Magg and hope their tour in the heart of the
Leicestershire countryside proves to be a happy and satisfying one. 1
hould stress that the Colonel is no stranger to the Unit having first
experienced its delights as a Private soldier in 1962.
ls this unique I wonder, a Private soldier returning to Command the
Unit where he first erved? Irrespective, what better advertisement or
encouragement could one offer to our young tradesmen at the very
start of their career ?
G ROUP SPORTS SCENE
On the sporting scene the Group has a very good reputation,
particularly within Ea tern District . The record of achievement for the
1988/89 season supports this and reflects the efforts of our soldiers
and WRAC who are keenly encouraged to participate at all levels.
Runners-up Eastern District Athletics, Champions Eastern District
Minor Unit Swimming, Champions Easter District Inter Unit Water
Polo, Champions Eastern District Inter Unit Cricket, Champions
Royal Signals Athletics-The Morrison Cup, Champions Zone A
Swimming, Winners RSSAM ARA Match 4 Association Cup
(Rifle)-Minor Unit, Winners RSSAM Rifle Team Match ARA
Match 2 Roupell Cup-Minor Unit, Runners-up RSSAM Minor Unit,
Champions Womens Royal Signals Inter Unit Orienteering
Championships, Champions Junior Royal Signals Inter Unit
Orienteering Championships, Runners-up Mens Royal Signals Inter
Unit Orienteering Championships, Winners Eastern District
Orienteering League, Winners Eastern District Inter Unit Soccer
Championships and Runners-up Eastern District Cross Country
League.
Our congratulations to all team members for their outstanding
efforts and thanks to all our erstwhile supporters.
THE SOCCER CENE
So far this season the Group team under the watchful eye of Maj
Ian Henderson and the firm grip of team manager SSgt 'Jock'
Rllbertson has aquitted itself extremely well. In the Eastern District
Competition the Group won the Minor Units Cup (Yet Again),
beating 8 Fd Wksp 2-1 in the final. This victory put the team through
to the UK quarter finals where it was drawn against last years Army
1inor Unit Champions, PCD Millhill. The final result in this round
was only decided after two very keenly contested matches, both
requiring extra time. Eventually Millhill settled the contest running
out 2-1 winners against an 'Off form' Group side. However a gallant
effort it was and we look forward to next years competition.
In the Lincolnshire (services) Division 2 the team leads the table
having played eight, won six and drawn two. With two games in hand
ove1 our nearest rivals we are confident we can maintain this position .

Back Row (l to RJ : W02 Hutchins, Cpl Simmons, SSgt Robertson ,
Sgt Jezzard, Cpl Robinson , Sgts Sinnet and Webb
Front Row (l to R): Sgt Russell , Sig Barber, SSgt Small, Cpl
Sullivan, SSgt Young , Sgt Corner and W02 Urquhart
Absent: LCpl Martin Goodhand, Sig Wells and Benson

Sadly we say farewell to some staunch team members , they are
namely: SSgt Steve Young (team Captain) who leaves us on posting
as Warrant Officer 2, congratulations and good luck, Sgt 'Jezz ' (Back
Pass) Jezzard, Sgt Steve Webb and LCpl Martin Goodhand (The
Keeper?) all move off to sunny climes and finally farewell to Sig Chris
Wells and Neil Benson. Thanks for your skills? and dedication over
the past few seasons and thanks also to your wives/girlfri ends for
their support.
VISIT BY COMMANDER 54 INFANTRY BRIGADE
Having recently assumed the appointment, the Comd 54 lnf Bde Brig
N. J. Ridley OBE accompanied by his Chief of Staff Maj R. H. T.
Aitken RRW paid his initial visit to the Group on Friday 3 March .
The welcoming party consisting of the Commanding Officer, the
2IC Maj W. J. L . Fiske!, the Adjt Capt R. J . Sheldon and WOI
(RSM) S. R. Kent looked resplendent in anticipation of the Group
photograph that was to follow. In actual fact the few moments it took
to 'pose' was probably the only time the Commander was stationary
during the whole visit.
Following pre entations from Col P. Goldney and the
Commanding Officer the Brigadier was escorted on a tour of the
Group which included 3 Coy (Trg), where the Commander had the
opportunity to speak to trade trainees undergoing a variety o_f courses
and 2 Coy which included the Operations Pl , Special Task
Detachment and Special Projects Agency. Having completed the
'Tour' the Commander presented LS&GC Medals to the following :SSgts K. L. Ben net , D . J . Regan ACC, P. W illiams and Cpl A . P.
Humphrey.
The formal presentation was followed by a brief visit to the
Sergeants' Mess during which time he met the families of the med~!
recipients. Brig Ridley joined the officers of the Group for lunch m
the recently refurbished Officers' Mess. Hopefully the Commander
had an interesting and enjoyable day.

We begin with saying farewell to Capt P. Westwe!I off to earn ~is
fortune in civvy street, W02 P. Lan$ off to yet another tour m
Cyprus, Sgt Billy Corner to Harrogate and last but not least Sgt Paul
Noble to the Leicestershire Constabulary. A warm welcome to W02
Bob Simpson, Sgts Tigger Howarth, 'Tee' Moroney, Cpls Mick
Harman, Larry Newell , LCpls George Cox, Moffet and Sig John
Ake son. There are many more and we wish you all well with your
tour in the Platoon.
The gods have been very kind to the Platoon with promotions in a.ll
departments this }'.ea.r. yYe . congratulate ~01 John Carr on his
selection for comm1ss1orung m the not too distant future, SSgt Steve
Young on pre selection to Warrant Officer 2, Sgt Rose Amy on pre
selection for Staff Sergeant, Sgt John Bell on pre selection for Staff
Sergeant and Sgts Mick Purnell and 'Kav ' Kavanagh on their recent
promotions.
.
.
On the sporting scene the Platoon has shown its teeth m the group
Basketball competition , finishing a very creditable third place in what
turned out to be a very close and fiercely contested competition. The
Platoon fishing team consisting of Sgt John Bell and Cpl Graham
Davies battled the elements in a recent CO's Angling competition; out
of twelve anglers only three managed to catch any fish. The best catch of
the day going to the Group HQ team with over 15 llb of Carp.
Needle s to say our team finished joint last with dry nets.
The Group Golf tournament winkled out a few budding Sandy
Lyles, with the Platoon team almost making a cl.e~n sweep of the days
trophies. Eventual winners of the team competmon were WOl John
Carr, SSgt teve Young and Cpl John Sullivan who also picked up t~e
individual trophy in the pairs competition. Capt Peter Westwell on hts
debut managed two rounds in 200 strokes and picked up the trophy
for the most golf played, the prize being a ball collector, a most useful
item after his two rounds; he was last seen in the bunker at the 18th
moking a Hamlet.
EXERCISE AT LEEK
..
16·18 of November saw the Plawon deploy to Leek trammg
area to do a little map reading and hill walking. The advance party of
W02 Pete Lang, SSgts 'Taff' Williams, S.teve Young a~d Sgt John
Bell arrived to sort out the accommodauon only to fmd that the
previous occupants had set fire to the main rest rool!l causing severe
damage and rendering it uninhabitable. After unloadm~ t~e stores we
managed to fit everyone into another room of the. bmldmg.
.
Once the !l1ain party arrived the kitchen was put m order Sgt K~tth
Roberts who fed us well for the duration of the exercise. The late rught
egg burgers prepared by Capt Westwell wel!-t down a tre~t after. a hard
day's walking. The weather was very unkmd to us mamly thick fog
and driving rain but this did not deter some walkers . W02 Pete Lan~,
SSgt (Pathfinder) Small, SSgt Steve Young, Sgt John. Bell and S~g
John Akesson took to the hills and had a really en1oyab_le day s
walking over the crags. It should b.e n?ted th~t SSgt _Eddie Small
carried the map the whole way, try usmg 1t next lime Eddie, we should
reach our dest ination quicker! Other members of the pa.rty spent the
day visiting the Wedgewood and Royal Doulton Pottenes.
Finally three members of the Platoon have been awarded the
LS&GC Medal. Our congratulations to W02 Pete Lang, SSgt Benny
Bennett and Cpl Alan Humphrey, all medals were suitably dunked.
COMIC RELIEF
With a trainee population of aro_u!ld 150 youn~ students al~ attuned
to current affairs it was not surprismg that the Buzz-word around
the Group during the first few days of March were 'Red Nose Day'·
Of course after all the media coverage one would have had ~o be fr9m
another galaxy not to realise Comic Relief wa approa~hmg agam.
The question wa how can we take full advant~ge of th~ c1rcu~stanc~s
and raise money for this very worthwhile chanty whilst soil
maintaining a degree of military deco~um? ~un a raffle-not ve~y
original on the face of it; but select ~nze with a guaranteed appeal
to any normal, ambitiou young soldier-namely the opportunity to
become either: CO, RSM , CSM or ASI for the day-an~ you are
guara nteed a good response. In the event the response was ht~le short
of overwhelming, obviously fed by an unquenchable th1r t for

;~~·whole Group (mainly young soldier drooling in anticipation)
paraded at 1630 hrs on 9 March to wiu:1ess the .CO make the dr~w.
Amid cheers of encouragement and cries of dismay the follow1~g
lucky five were duly 'preselected for promotion' and pre ented wtth
their new insignia: -

P

Front Row (l to R): Maj R. H. T. Aitken RAW , Brig N. J. Ridley and
Lt Col J . R. Be rry
Back Ro w (l to R): W01 (RSM ) S . R. Ke nt, Maj W . J. L. Fiskel and
Capt R. J . Sheldon

CO (Comic Relief)
Sig Mc.-Coll
RSM (Comic Relief)
Cpl Desborough
CSM 2 Coy (Comic Relief)
C pl Barrow
CS\1 3 Coy (Trg) (Comic Relief)
Sig Probert
AS! R Wing (Comic Relief)
ig Quigley
Immediately following the ceremony the celebrities .were whisked
away to Group HQ to be briefed on their appointments and
responsibilities for the following day.
Although they were chaperoned by the true incumben~s fo~ m?st of
the day (no doubt to protect the innocent from persecution) 1t did not
deter them from exacting maximum benefit and all agreed It. had been
an enjoyable and valuable experience. Sadly all good th.m.g~ must
come to an end and with reluctance the mantle of respons1b1l~ty w~s
returned and our erstwhile five reverted to the rank and file,. 1g
McColl stating he hoped it wouldn't be too long before he rega11!-ed
his appointment as a Lieutenant Colonel or else he'd forget everything
he' d learned.
.
Finally the CO presented each with a Plaque, made and s1;11tably
engraved by our Special Projects Agency, as a memento of their day.
The event raised £480 for charity. Well done one and all.

The gang of five outside Group Headq ua rters afte r thei r ' S pecial
to Role' brief
Back Row (L to R): Sig Probert, CS M 3 Coy (Comic Relief) and Sig
Quigley, ASI R Wing (Comic Rel ief)
.
.
Front Row (l to R): Cpl Desborough RS M (Comi c Rehef). S 1.g
McColl CO (Comic Relief) and Cpl Barro w, CSM 2 Coy (Comic
Relief)
COMIC RELIEF-CSM FOR A DAY
.
.
.
,
by Sig M. A. Probert
What's the easiest way to get promotion m this ma~ s !'-rmy?
Easy-Win a raffle . From Signalman to S~rgeant Ma1or m.one easy
bound and it only cost 50p. That, along with four other prizes were
wor. i~ a raffle held in aid of Comic Relief.
.
Sadly the promotion lasted for only one day. However m that short
time I managed to gaol three people, have lunch in the. Sergeants'
Mess (no expense spared-:--beans on toast) ai:id together ~1th the AS!
(Comic Relief) Radio Wmg managed to ra.1se, a~ly as 1Sted by the
. .
rank and file of Radio Wing, £60 for Comic Relief. .
On a more erious note I attended a lecture on Physical Trammg
Techniques-Rus ian Style, pre ented by LCpl Bell . l also attended an
OC's O Group and took part in the promotion ceremony of a number
of Tele Op (Lingui ts).
.
In addition I had to carry out all the routme tasks our Co~pany
Sergeant Major would be expected to do in an average day. This was
not as ea y as I imagined . All in all it turned ou.t to be a fun day for
everyone involved in the activities and an enjoyable but valuable
experience for myself.
CONG RAT LATIONS
.
Sig James Haig. He was recently presente~ with his Gold Award 1~
the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme. This took place at St James
Palace in London.
_
.
.
To gain his Gold Award he erved in the Territorial Army pnor to
joining the Regular Army. He became a Martial Arts ~nthusia t, an
expert pistol shot and c.omple~ed a str~nuou 5.0. mile, four day
expedition in the Lake District m very ramy cond1uon .
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Ministy of Defence
Whitehall
I. AUG 'R TION OF A EW A RRIVAL
We are pleased to an nounce a 'clerical advance into the 20th
Century. In la t year' article we reported the number or i sue order
that had to be proce ed . Until recently, once they came off the
omputer- ome 1,000 plus I sue Order per week-it was a ca e of
· parating, checking, folding and in erring each into an em·elope, all
by hand. Then came the addre sing and franking or envelope .
Our ne\\ 'Inserter' now take the output from the computer, read ,
ut , fold , in ert , eal and then frank s the envelope. Mr Valerie
Thomp on the Admini trative Officer who has had thi tediou ta k
for the la t few month i delighted with the new technology. She ha
naturally been made Chief Operator and Technician .

HQ SE District
Aldershot
HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals
We are q uite proud to a nnounce that after much effort, pleading
with PBI I for postings to ' unusual places' and other ubt leties too
numerou to mention , the Corps is now in complete con trol of HQ
South East District.
The group o f ·talwart who have achieved th is are: Col (Retd) J. A.
Ma sey MBE-G3 (Mob). He is the expert on mobil i atio n and
grown up staff officers have been known to grovel before his desk to
beg enlightenment on this ubject which , until their posting to
Aldershot, they thought wa something QMs left in a locked store.
Col Jim is truly a remarkable man and he will be sorely m issed when
he retires later this year.
Lt Col (Retd) A. M. P . Howie-Comms. Doing quite nicely than k
you. A ll the telephones work and every offi cer seems to have one at
least-and some more than others! His requests fo r additional
fu nding for whichever projects he is working on are masterpieces
which have been known to br ing tears to the eyes of senior officers
and civil servants.
Maj (Retd) J. Welch- Comms (Tels) . John has just left us on
retfrement and we wish him all the best fo r the future .
Lt Col (Retd) N. A. Vandyck-G2 (Sy) . He is, of course, well
placed to ca rry o ut the duties of any good security advi or- by saying
frequently: 'Have you a need to know? 1 can ' t di cuss thi o penly. Has
this room been swept? My Clerk is sick . Because she's o ff I can't find
the file. Have you got my file? I sent you a brief on this subject. '
These, and many more, have assured him of a place in all our hearts.
Maj W . G. Lidster BEM-PPG-J6. Bill has a full part to play in
our JFHQ Staff, which some wag has nicknamed the ' Permanent Play
Group' . His job description is a joy to behold and has been copied by
other staff officers to how as an example of what can be done
between the hours of ? to ? .
Maj I. R. C. Brown- G3 (O&D/ Ops). The 'Broon' is of course
running the G3 side of life and despite being surrounded by Infantry
types continues to wield influence in the corridors of power. He is
currently under the apprehension that he is off to Hong Kong this
year-well that's what he tells everyone he meets. We hope he gets
what he deserves!
Maj L. A. Jeffery-G l/G4 (Ops/ Coord) . Len is doing his usual
12-14 hrs a day and has to be reminded constantly what day it is as
he has a habit o f forgetting. He' s the only man we know who was told
to go home by the Brigadier who gave him a map and reminded him
of his wife's name! And you should see his diary!-Yucchh.
Well that ' s the gang-all doing our bit!

BFPO 1
HQ SQ N P ERSONALITIES
OC
Maj Ken Davies Stewart
QGO
Capt lndrabahadur Adhikari
Capt Narbahadur Pun
GQM
RQMS
W02 Steve Dunlin
YofS
W02 Phil White
SSM
W02 Phatik Kumar Rai
WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
T here have been quite a few comings and goings of late and we
would li ke to welcome the following to HQ Sqn . W02 (RQMS) Steve
Dunlin and his wife Denise, W02 Phil White and his family, and Sgt
Trev Wright and his family. 'Good-byes' follow and we wish W02
(RQM ) Steve McKechnie and his wife Chris all the best in 16 Sig
Regt. gt Pete Callery and his family have gone to Northern Ireland
and we wish them good luck in their new posting.
GSM ' FAREWELL
HQ qn would also like to say farewell to GSM 'Paddy' Crabtree.
He took hi s future into his own hands and successfully applied for a
commission in the Royal Pioneer Corps. After so many years in the
Corps he will be much missed. We wish him and his family well for
the fu ture . Taking over from him is WOl Mick Pawlak formerly RSM
of the School of Signals Blandford . We wish him and his wife Jenny
a good tour .
TRAILWALKER '88
The biggest event that has happened over the past couple of months
was our involvement in the organisation of Ex Trailwalker. This event
has grown annually from what was originally just a sponsored walk

for military teams to an event which involves military and civilian
organisations. T he object of the exercise is to traverse the I OOkm
Maclehose Trail in 48 hours. T hi s is no easy feat. The terrain is very
hilly and the weather can vary fro m very hot and humid to cold and
wet in a matter of hours because of the monsoons that hit Hong Kong
at this time of year. To illustrate how the event has grown , in 1981 the
very fi rst walk raised HK$80,000; in 1986 the Hong Kong Bank
became major sponsors of this event and , as a result, HK$900,000 was
rai sed last year. This money is donated to various local charities and
also to Oxfam . That is the history, now to the event. This year saw
yet another record broken with some 228 teams of four entering, with
more civilian participation. Overall control and organisation was in
the hands of the 2IC, Maj Ian Noble who for weeks prior to the event
could be seen running around with folders in one hand and
paracetamol in the other. A very famous local film personality Jackie
Chan kindly agreed to start the event and this proved an added
attraction. The weather was deteriorating with 'Typhoon Ruby'
causing incessant rain and high winds. Not a good omen! The teams
got off but unfortunately the weather brought its problems and one
competitor had to be flown out by helicopter suffering from exposure
before he had reached the second checkpoint. Despite this the course
record was broken again by a team from 31 GTR who managed to
complete the course in 13 hrs and 48 mins. Others took somewhat
longer but that didn't matter. The aim was to finish and, by doing so,
raise money for the needy . To all those competitors that did this,
(including a team from HQ Sqn headed by the SQGO) congratulations
are in order for completing the course in such adverse conditions.
Hopefully we have gone through the HK$1,000,000 barrier this year.
HELPFUL SOLDIER?
A true story from Ex Border City which is a local IS Exercise here
in Hong Kong. An IED was found, the area \USS cordoned off by
troops, and rubber cones were placed around . the device for
identification. ATO was called in and he sent in his remote control
robot. As the device approached the cones, there appeared fro m nowhere a young soldier who 'thoughtfully' moved the cones out of the
way to enable the robot to get through !

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
Blandford Camp, Dorset
*Military vehicles and motorcycles.
*Early wireless equipment.
*Uniforms, badges and medals.
*The Queen's Gurkha Signal display.
*A horse dr-awn cable laying wagon.
*Clandestine radio equipment from World War II.
ADMISSION FREE
Opening hours :
Monday to Friday 0830 - 1700 hours
Weekend by appointment

F ~o m (Left .to Righ t): Lt Col (Retd) N. A. Va nd yck, Maj W . G.
Lidster, Ma1 L. A. Jeffery, Lt Col (Retd) A. M. P. Ho w ie, Maj I. R.
C. Brown, Co l (Retd) J . A. Massey and Maj (Retd) J . Welch

Artist's impression of the early 19th Century Admiralty shutter
telegraph relay station built on the site of Blandford Camp 1806-1825

After: Mrs Valerie Thom pson thankfully dem o nst rates t he Inse rte r
to the SOinC(A), Maj Gen P. D. Alexander watche d by Col S igs
36 Col Harnish Mackinlay, Maj David La~son a nd Lt Col Mike
Martin
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School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset

JOIN THE OXFAM REGULARS
Now there's an easy way to give to Oxfam, tax-free
through your pay.
No need for cheques or complicated forms. Just fill in the
simple coupon below and w e'll receive your gift automatically.
Your gift is made before tax. Money that is usually
taken from your pay in tax comes to Oxfam instead.
Since Oxfam first sent help to hungry children in
occupied Greece during World War II, the needs of the
world's poor have been increasing.
Oxfam helps with the basic needs that most of us take
for granted: enough food, dean water and shelter.
And not just when disaster strikes - we support many
vital long-term projects. Oxfam works with the poorest
of people - providing seeds, tools and training so that they
can help themselves.
However, lasting change needs regular support. We must
have a dependable income if we are to continue with our work.
We rely heavily on the generosity of people like you so
please give each payday.
Look what regular gifts mean. In one year:
£1 a week
(a pint of beer)
£2.30a week
(30 cigarettes)
£Sa month
(2 cinema tickets)
£10a month
(a take-away for two)

Cost of an Indian community health
assistant
Clean drinking water for 120 people
in Ethiopia
5 wheelbarrows to help build dams
in Burkina Faso
Seeds and tools for 20 Mozambican families
to grow their own food

Back Row: Cpl Mark Neish , LCpl Fred Taylor, Sgts Mike Milne, ' Herley' Herbert, Sig Steve Towers, SSgt Phil Abbott, Sgts Steve Wardle,

Dave Alexa nder , Capt Jim Wood
Fron t Row: Capt Phil Brown, LCpl Steve Lambert, W01 (RSM) D. A. Hogben, W02 John Smith, Lt Col Stutchbury, Lt Comd Brian Davis,

Capt Nick Bateson

........,
Whether we are old or young. privileged or de~ strong
or weak. rich or poor, we all depend on each other.

Absent from photograph: Sgt Steve Ible (detached Berlin). LCpl Colin Wolfendale (detached Hong Kong ), LCpl Duncan Ledger (Course

Just fill in the coupon below - help us in the fight to
eradicate the causes of poverty.

Catterick). LCpl Andy Thompson (Course Catterick)

SIGN UP HERE FOR THE OXFAM REGULARS

~s. I wa:-: help Oxfam~ough ~y. Plea~~e =unt yo-:::-li:: give: -

I
II

0 £1

Either weekly
0 £2.30 0£4.60 0£9* or f _ __ each week tax free

0£5

0 £10

0£20

-- -- -- -- -- or monthly
0£40* or£

Yr04

each month tax free

*Maximum allowable donat.Jon.

Name
Rank

Name of Pay Office
Pay Office Address _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _

I1~~

Postcode _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postcode

I
L- -

Please sign here

Service Payroll No. (from Payslip):
Date

Send to: Oxfam, FREEPOST, 274 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 7BR.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1

mAM .J~
'

11

Od•rn~w~poor~~-:;n~=·=t=~n::=.,==~:::-ough-:::.==a~-===athome.

CROSS COUNTRY
T his season ha been a successful one for the Regimental Cross
Country Team . Of the 10 races held in the South West District league,
the team has won two and been second in four giving them an overall
fi nal position of second.
The Regimental team won the Western Area Championships held
at Blandford on Wednesday 11 January, thereby en uring their entry
to the Arm y Championships at Aldershot on I February 1989 where,
unfortunately due to courses and injury, we could only finish in 10th
place. Some of the more notable individual performances gained
during the season are :7th in the League and Garrison
Lt Comd Brian Davis RN
Champion
8th in the League and Regimental
LCpl teve Lambert
Sportsman of the Year
15th in the League
Capt Nick Bate on
3rd Veteran in the League
W02 John Smith
CPD'S CHARITY PROJECT
A cheque for £75 was recently presented to the Treasurer of the
League of Friends Blandford Hospital by members of
Communication Projects Division. The money had been rai ed by a
team led by Cpl Roger Philp , with Maj Nick Thompson, SSgt Graham
Alexander REME and Sig Graham Goodall. They took pan in the
Shillingstone to Blandford Raft Race in the summer and raised, by
sponsorship, a total of £766, all given LO various charitie in
Blandford.

Cpl Roger Philp presents cheq ue to Lt Col (Retdl R. 0 . Taylor
Blandford League of Friends
Others present were SSgt (Art Tels) Graham Alexander REME ,
Maj Nick Thompson and Col (Retd) F. K. Pike
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lHE ORP ORIE. TEERl G CHAMPIONSHIPS
The nightmare of la t year'· bid by the School of Signals to become
the major unit Corps Champions till haunted a couple of the old
campaigner . So it was with some trep~dation that WO~. (FofS) Le.w
La"ton led hi new look squad to this year's compeuuon, held m
orth ottinghamshire from 22/23 October 1988, to capture that
coveted prize.
The Champion hips, admini tered this year by 38 Sig Regt (V), last
two da) . The first day sees the individual. race where. the b7st th.ree
tim on an A and B cour e from each umt are used m conjunction
with the relay time of the econd day, to determine the overall
winners. Two, three-man relay team do separate courses where the
on equences of a mi punch by any one runner means disqualification
for the whole team.
Clipstone Wood wa the setting for day one. ~ourse plan'.1er~, fr?m
ottingham Orienteering Club, had been up smce dawn d1slrlbuung
the controls. the weather was behaving it elf and the conditions were
perfect. The cour es were technically easy and the vast number of
fore t tracks made for extremely fast times. Capt Nick Bateson took
full advantage of Clipstone's motorway grid system to record the
fa te·t time on the 8km A course to become the individual Corps
Champion. Capt Phil Brown (former coach of the new Champion)
was third and W02 Lew Lawton chose the right day to have his good
run of the season to become runner up in the M35 class. Had it not
been for the devastating news of Lew Lawton's thermos flask
breaking (probably the largest flask known to man), or the worry of
his mislaying the entire teams' control cards, Lew may well have
become the M35 Champion. On the 6km B course, Capt Jim Wood , a
new recruit, had the quickest time. Excellent runs also by Sgt Dave
Alexander, Capt Simon Green and another new recruit, Capt Ale
Patterson, helped to steer the team into first position, with a 27
minute advantage over their nearest rivals, 30 Sig Regt.
By far the most exacting test taken by all teams, on day two, w~s
finding Bestwood Lodge, the venue for the relays. The courses ID
contrast to day one, were shorter anc;l more intricate. All competitors
were compelled to go through a manned control in full view of the
spectators, thus giving teams the opportunity to encourage their
runners or otherwise. As far as the Regimental team was concerned,
a steady run by each runner was all that was required. In fact, the
team had the quickest combined relay time to increase further their
lead and become the major unit Champions.
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. News from Regiro.~nts§/:' >·:

It was a filling tribute to the team captain, W02 Lew Lawton , a
stalwart orientcerer, that he should bring the trophy back to the
School of Signal~. in this his last season with the team . He is soon to
depart to Shetland. where, no doubt, his enthusiasm for the sport wi ll
affect many islanders.

Berlin Sig Regt

BFPO 45
VISIT OF COMD COMMS BAOR
Maj Gen P.R. Davies visited the Regiment and 3 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt
on 15 and 16 March. His visi t started with an inspection of the Quarter
Guard which met him outside Regimental Headquarters. Commanded
by Sgt Blakley, the Guard deserves congratulation on a high standard
of turnout.
A buffet lunch was served in the Headquarters Sergeants' Mess
prior to which Maj Gen Davies presented LS & GC Medals including
one to Cpl Kimberley from I Sqn.

Capt Nick Bateson with Capt Phil Brown ready to run in Clipstone
Forest

FRIENDS OF THE ROYAL
SIGNALS MUSEUM

Quarter Guard

The Corps Museum is now firmly established on the tourist
map of Southern England and the number of visitors attending
the Museum has greatly increased and is still increasing.
Unfortunately the Museum is not open at weekends which
means that many would-be-visitors are mrned away.
To help overcome this problem a voluntary society, 'Friends
of The Royal Signals Museum', was established in 1987 whose
members agree to man the Museum shop and supervise visitors
during the weekends between May and September.
Interested volunteers can also help in Research, Cataloguing,
Preservation and identifying objects.
This scheme worked very well in 1988 but unfortunately a
number of Friends have been forced to pull out this year and
we need some new recruits to take their place.
Any memb~r. or wife, who is interested in helping the Corps
Museum are asked to contact: Maj (Retd) Leslie Taylor MBE,
Secretary, Friends of The Royal Signals Museum, c/ o The
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTl I 8RH.

I SQUADRON
CADRE COUR E 1/89
In March, the Squadron ran a Cadre Course for Signalmen and
Lance Corporals. The aim was to develop leadership during an
arduous week of military training. The 12 strong course assembled at
0700 hrs on 13 March. After a quick BFT to warm up, the students
were launched into intensive training in NBC, first aid, weapon
handling, map reading and the delivery of orders. This initial phase
of the exercise ended with drill teaching practices on Tue5day
afternoon.
Wednesday morning saw the course deployed on Ruhleben Ranges
firing APWT on SLR and SMG. Comd Comms BAOR was an enthusiastic spectator as they tackled the confidence course.
On Wednesday afternoon, the course deployed on Ex Bailey's Bash,
a tactics exercise run by W02 (SSM) Bailey and OC Brigade Tp, Lt
L. D. McCourt. Split into two sections , the students were given the
task of navigating round four stands under the supervision of
experienced pathfinders SSgt Clarke and SSgt (SQMS) Thomas. The
exercise continued throughout the night and ended with a dawn attack
on the First Aid Post where the SSM was resting his eyes.
On the final morning, the pace continued with an eight mile CFT
to Ruhleben Fighting City where the climax of the week was an Urban
Assault Course. After a long, hard week this was a real test of fitness
and humour. LCpl Morris' expression as he emerges from the final
drain cover just about summed it up.
Prizes were presented by the QC, Maj C. C. McColville to the best
section and the best student who wa Sig Groves of Sector Tp.
SECTOR TROOP
Sector Tp has a number of roles in Berlin and some of them
are highlighted here. The Troop is commanded by W02 (YofS)
Colvin, ably assisted by SSgt Clarke. Sector is a large Troop of about
40 men and women but is widely spread. The farthest flung members
are detached to Commcen Helmstedt and before we go any further,
a word from Sig 'Sprog' Aggar (asides from the Squadro'.1 censo~):
'Cpl 'Bob' Booth and I run this very small Commcen, workmg a ~'-•ft
of 48 hrs on and 48 hrs off (sob, hard done by, sob). We spend c
a little time in the Commcen as we spend the rest of our days help
the RMP (with their enquiries?). The RMP Company here is about
strong with a few attachments. We inglies enjoy the small to~nsh
of Helmstedt with its two discos and handful of pubs. There is als<no shortage of young fraulein~ with whom. to spe~d your time (any
grannies for Bob?) and we en)OY the occas1ona.l Wild mess meetings
and call-outs. This sums up hfe at Helmstedt m a short and sweet
way'.
The Troop also mans Commcen Berlin whi~h is supervise~ by ~gt
'Invisible Man' Squires . The Commcen staff 1s learning to hve with
the Automatic Message Handling Switch which intruded into their
lives last year. The concensus of opinion is that it is good at reducing
certain pans of their workload but, in the middle of a 'teething
problem', mutters have been heard about bringing back carrier
pigeons.
Another recent addition to the Commcen has been WPte Speakman
(should that not be speak-person?); we hope you enjoy your stay.
Sector Tp also has the job of providing ?ritish S~tor Headq~aners
in the field and this was practised during Ex Diamond Tnad ID
February. Such exercises are few and far between but thanks to lots
of hard work by the Troop, Dia:nond Triad was a ~reat ~uccess.
Valued assistance was given by 30 Sig Regt who u ed Brum to simulate
secure telephones. We are still waiting for Satcom so this was
simulated on the exercise by our HF rear link detachments.
SA TCOM STOP PRESS
.
LCpl 'Chalky' White and Sig Dave Wilson are, at this very
moment, delivering the first VRC501 terminal from UK to SHAPE
for trials. Wat h thi space.
.
Finally from Sector Tp, on 31 March, Sig Farrell was marr.1ed to
Miss Julie Wright. Warme t congratulation from everyone m the
Squadron.

LS&GC Presentation

MORE ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
.
. .
Welcome to Sig Marston and Sig Dixon taken mto service in
Brigade Tp from the production line at Cauerick. Welcome also ~o
Cpl Giles from 262 Sig Sqn and to Cpl 'Sleepy' Barber from 8 Sig
Regt.
Farewell and all the best to Sig 'Rob' Price, gone to pastures new
in Civvy Street.
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For once SSgt (YofS) Gu)' Benson' abilitv to hover at altituck
proved very useful as we had to clamber to perilous heights to mount
our antennas . The exercise took us on to new ground in the
Braunschweig area and having LUrned up at the required grid reference
t~e Squadron was met by Capt Allister (Don't worry of cour~e it will
~1 t) Harwell the new recce officer and amazingly most of it did fit-

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 32

JUSt.

HEADQ ARTER QUADRON
RHQ
It ha been a time of change here in Verden. Everyone was ad to
ee the 21 Maj igel Fairley leave and we wish him all the luck in
the fuLUre. On the arrival front we have 2Lt Robert Meinertzhagen,
who i traight from the facto ry and is eu ling into the job of
si tant Adjutant. Congratulations are in order to gt Brookes who
ha. pas ed his taffy's cour e and is hortJy to be posted to ort hern
Ireland on promotion.
In HQ qn we welcome Maj John Walsh R Anglian and his wife
and we hope they will settle in quickly. Amongst all this turmoil we
till have gt Guiney a the Provost Sergeant; he has been here for six
year and is still carrying out his duties with legendary efficiency.
BADMINTON
Once again the Regiment has had a very succes ful Badminton
eason . Having reached the final of the Divisional Inter-Unit
Knockout Competition for the fourth year running we were confident
that the trophy could be regained. The final was played at Caithness
Barracks on Friday 10 March.
The opponents, 40 Fd Regt RA put up a very strong challenge but
on the day the Regimental team produced consistent form re ulting in
a 9-0 win.
The BAOR finals took place at Dusseldorf on Wednesday 22
March. The team unfortunately had been depleted due to course and
leave co~mitment . _Despite this a good match was enjoyed against 3
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. However the final result saw 3 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt deservedly through the semi-finals.
REGIMENTAL RUNNING TEAM
On 25 January the team sailed from Hamburg to compete in the
Army C~oss-Coumry Championships. Morale was high, and the team
was feehng confident. The pre-race training continued at Blandford
Camp. On Wednesday l February we left for Tweseldown and met
all the other teams bargain hunting in Aldershot! Sgt Bill Bailey was
less i.ntereste.d in bargains and more interested in getting Sgt Dave Gill
a pair of spikes!
The race got off to a good start with a packed field of runners. The
~pectators were provided with a running commentary (No pun
intended!) altho.ugh LCpl Mark Vile was announced as being a
member of 21 Sig Regt! The final positions were:LCpl Mark Vile
2nd
Sgt Jeff Martin
6th
Sgt Bill Bailey
14th
Maj Richard Hezlet RH 18th
Sgt Dave Gill
47th
Cpl Andy Kennedy
32nd
LCpl Tim Withers
34th
Cpl Sid Perks
58th
Sig Frank Boyle
102nd
Sig Jock Conlon
106th
The team r~sult was a win for the Regiment with lst PWO second .
. gt Jeff Martin a!ld LCpl Mark Vile were selected to run for the Army
m the Inter Service race.
!mmediately after t~~ race the team said good-bye to LCpl Nick
Withers who 1s off LO JOID 30 Sig Regt, we wish him all the best in his
new. post and thanks for all the races, Nick.
.s11~ce then the team has added another 'scalp' to its collection by
wmmni; th~ 7122 Armd Bde Cro~s Country Major Units
Champ10nsh1p. Sgt Bill Bailey won the Individual Championship and
WOI Ian Murray took second position in the over 35's. The tea~
result took a total of 19 runners tO achieve throughout the season.
Thanks to all of those who made this League Championship ours!

Our new SSM W02 Mick Comber paid us a courtesy call during the
exercise and judging by his initial reaction things could be extremely
interesting during the next few years.
NOTES FROM THE TECH
The last couple of months has seen a few changes in our small band
of technicans. We have had to say farewell to Cpl Al Gane and wife
Kay off to Belize and also to gt Phil Cox, wife Sara and fa mily off to
sunny Cyprus, Phil drove to Cyprus from Verden and judging from
the po tcards that kept arriving it was an interesting journey.
Welcome back also to SSgt (Fof ) Mick Tucker who managed to miss
the exercise to go sailing Canaries Isles to Gibraltar; arduous
adventure training indeed .
Congratulations to LCpl Mark Hitchins who gets married on 8
April, we understand that he is spending his honeymoon in the Flying
Falcon area .

1 Sqn m ake a lone sta nd against invaders from Plant Plessey

award fo r best camouflaged section when Cpl ' Willie' Rushton 's
section deposited branches and grass liberally around the rest room .
SQUADRON COMMAND TROOP
The new year saw Cpl Parkinson promoted to Sergeant and placed
in charge of the civvies in the workshops ; namely, Cpl ' Dayglo'
P.eplow, Cpl ' Ni~e-Mansell' Crabtree, Sig Flood (has anyone seen
him? . .. ) an? fmall)'. LCpl ' Woolly' Woolridge.
Congratulauons are m order for Sgt Paul Shenton on his promotion
to Staff Sergeant, and we hope you enjoy yourself in sunny 7 Sig Regt.

STOP PRESS
Goodbye to LCpl Al Townsend off to 7 Bde, Hello to Cpl Clogg
and fa mily.

Sig Dave Tucker digs in in double t ime

IA and bolt the door immediately afterwards.
During Ex Highland Malt II the two Central crews decided they
wanted more attention. Cpl Willie Scoots proved that a track needs
to be wider than the vehicle if it is not to fall down the hill: the Troop
QC and Cfn Gibson practiced their recovery techniques whilst Cpl
Scoots and LCpl ' Flash' Gordon won the Golden Blanket award.
Meanwhile Sig Dave Tucker, not to be outdone, decided to dig in.
Unfortunately he forgot you have to be able to get the vehicle out
afterwards.
Sig (yet another Scouse) Holdsworth has recently joined the Troop
and LCpl Campbell has been getting his wi fe (recent acquisition) to
sew his tape (even more recent acquisi tion) on tO his uniform. Finally,
whilst the rest of us have been working LCpls Brian Young and Dave
Ramsay have gained the Ex Snow Queen ' windswept and interesting'
look .

EAGLE (ECHO) TROOP
. E~ M.orni~g Glory will remain memorable due tO the efficiency of
Sig Chippy Wood s detachment 's anu-OC defences. This consisted
of a set of pivoting steps which catapulted 2Lt Ian Walton into
oblivion . Ex Hard Fist followed, which was static for most of us.
However , Cpl Ke:v Twigger and Sig Sam Brownlee were required to
move once or twice: there was never any problem finding them as
the~e was alway a trail of personal items left along the route by Cpl
Tw1gger.
Ex H i~hland Mal t II passed with few incidents, though the Troop
OC decided to take the long distance scenic route back home
'
resulting in the purchase of many beers!'

1 QU DRO
The Squa~ron is nearing the end of the hectic start-of-year exercise
seas~n. Dunng the la~L . t~o month~ we have participated in two
Regimental and two D1v1S1onal exercises, as well as fitting in a Site
Guard.

FALCON(FOXTROT)TROOP
~his year started off with a bang with a Site Guard over New Year.
This was followed by another one in March (we did the last one so
we~1!). On Ex Highland Malt II we lost a radio relay truck, plus crew.
Ho:vever, they were found many hours later fast asleep in a Police
stat10n: ' But Staff, everybody legged it without me!'.
We .sa~ farew,ell Lo LCpl Robin White and wife Linda to 7 Sig Regt
an~ Sig Tucks :rocker to 16 Sig Regt, and hellos to LCpl 'Wiggy'
W1gmore and Sig Ben Reynolds. Finally congratulations to Sig
'N~nja' Ainger. on his promotion to Lance 'corporal and to Sgt Bill
Batley on turnmg up to work in uniform.

ITE G ARD
In early March the Squadron deployed on Site Guard under the
watchful eye of our Guard Commander Capt Al McPhee. The week
pass~d un.ev~ntfully, d~spite Lt Simon Hutchinson being 'overflown
by SIX M1gs a~d havmi; three 'contacts' (later auributed to local
farmer and twigs breakmg) . Lt Alan Blackwell's platoon won the

KESTREL (GOLF) TROOP
In t~e firs~ two mo.nths ?f. t.he year the Troop has lived up to its
motto Hold.mg the First D1v1s10n Together'. Ex Morning Glory was
an oppo~tumty for the Troop OC, Lt Alan Blackwell and Troop SSgt,
SSgt Neil Ar~ero, to ~ee the reaction of the Troop under attack. A
thunderflash m the Switch gave Cpl Ric Owen a chance to practise his

HAWK (HOTEL) TROOP
Once again the month has been dominated by exercises leaving very
little time for rest and recuperation, although for some Snow Queen
has been a welcome break. Morning Glory was soon followed by Ex
Hard Fist, renamed ' Hard Luck'; at least we did not have any deer
to contend with this time. ('RSM could you please call a vet, we have
a deer caught up in some guy ropes' : SSgt Bradshaw). OSC thought
it was a feeble excuse, but at least we tried . With Ex Hard Luck out
of the way it was straight into Site Guard training, which hit the Troop
hard, but at least it gave SSgt Sullivan the chance tO get his remaining
14 days leave in.
We are now looking forward to Ex Flying Falcon, well at least it
gives Sig Brown and LCpl Lawlor the chance t0 familiarise themselve
with Ptarmigan . On a serious note our best wi hes to LCpl Robbie
Alward and Cpl Sean Littlefield who have recently left us, and a warm
welcome to LCpl Traynor and Sig Botham; no he does not play
cricket . Also the Troop sends its congratulations to LCpl Barnes on
his recent betrothal tO Angelica .
2SQUADRON
Once again another bu y period in the life of 2 Sqn with men and
equipment being despatched far and wide LO meet our many
commitments.
The main exercise during the period was a Regimental Ex Highland
Malt II this being a full deployment during the period 13-16 March .
The exercise tarted well with both 2 and 3 Sqns reaching the initial
locations South of Hildeshiem without significant mishap, however
there was a different story concerning the rear party .
Capt John Stuart, on his last exercise as QC Papa Tp, found mo t of
the keys for his vehicles but the crews were a different matter, a wail
of some three hours did nothing to improve his sense of humour.
Rumour has it that Cpl Kev McHugh has voluntarily withdrawn from
the All Arm Navigation Course and has now applied for a vacancy
for the LRRPG's next course we wish him luck.

HELLO'S AND GOODBYES
The Squadron would li ke to say goodbye to Maj Paul and Jo Eaton
and family who are off tO Staff College. Capt John and Lou tuart
and family off LO JOSC and fi nally W02 (SSM) Jeff and Chri
Ashwell and fa mily off to 21 Sig Regt we wish them all the best.
That means that we now have a new management team and so we
welcome Maj Geoff a nd Ann Cary and new OC ourW02 (SSM) Mick
and Lisa Comber and family and we hope you have a enjoyable tour
with the Squadron.
EXERCISE MEDCHASE LEG 16
by SSgt Mick Tucker
Some six month after first applying for a place on Ex Medchase the
day had finally arrived when l was to report to Gatwick Airport prior
to flying out to Lanzarote to join HMSTC Sabre a Nicholson 55. I had
been selected as a watchleader on Leg 16 which was from the Canary
Islands to Gibraltar.
The crew assembled at Gatwick and we then flew out co Lanzarote
on a scheduled Air Europe Flight landing at Arricife airport, after a
journey of some four hours, it was then on by taxi to join Sabre
which was moored just outside town.
The first night was spent in a local hostelry introducing ourselves
and finding out a little about each ocher and planning our strategy for
the fortnight that we were to be aboard.
The breakdown of the crew showed how widespread the selection
for Medchase is, ours consisted of five Royal avy and seven Army
personnel with ranks ranging from Captain Royal Navy and
Lieutenant Colonel REME to Private.
It was decided that our itinerary would be a short trip first down
to the island of Fuerteventura to familiarise everybody with the
workings of the boat and then to head orth East for Rabat in
Morocco, Cadiz and Estepona in Spain and finally Gibraltar; it was
not to be, but at this stage we had no idea of what lay ahead.
The first part of the trip down to Fuerteventura passed off without
mishap and everybody settled in well and after a short stay at Puerto
Del Castillio we set sail again for Morocco. The wind unfortunately
was from the orth East which made for an uncomfortable start to
the journey, however with three reefs in the main sail and the o 1
jib up we were making progress. Just after 2000 hrs disaster struck
because with what sounded like a gun shot the bottle screw which
hold the fore tay to the bow of the boat parted freeing the forestay
and foresail, which soon wraped it elf around the hrouds, and in LUrn
endangered the stability of the main mast. Emergency running repair
were quickly effected and we headed for the nearest port which wa
Puerto Del Rosario. Upon reflection we were extremely lucky not to
lose the main ma L.
The following day more permanent repairs were made, fir t of all
the skipper did a mast inspection, from the only place pos ible-the
tOp of the mast, and then the three engineer and one shipwright who
were part of the crew set about working out how the boat could be
repaired so that we could resume our journey. The solution was
relatively imple; mind you with so much experience on board it's not
surprising, it involved removing part of one of the back tay to enable
us to replace the bottlescrew on the forestay and replace the mi ing
backstay with a length' of anchor chain .
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epa1r ~ompleted \1e et , 1i nee again heading "lorth East a day
late and confident that we could kt.-ep to our itinerary but we were
th 1arted on e again. The wind 1 hich had been force four now
increa. d to force seven gu ting to eight with a 12-14ft well and tht'
going became more d1ffi ult and progre painfully slow. In one eight
hour period we covered onl) 15 mile . 1"his was to la t for four days
and with each pa sing hour our hope· of keeping to our schedule
dimini hed. For ome of the crew the journey wa extremely
uncomfortable a. they were severely affected by the con·Jitions . We
had to heave to for dinner on the fir t three day , our only respite
from the era hing conditions. Day five and the wind abated lightly.
by thi time though our chance of vi iting Morocco had gone and we
now concentrated on getting to Cadiz but with each update on the
hart that too looked improbable. In the end we had to ettle for
Gibraltar a our next and la t port of call becau e not only wa time
again. t u but a we had only provi ioned the boat for five days and
we were no11. well into our ixth day at sea we were having to break
int o the emergency ration on board: who aid that compo wa n't
nice.

Hnally after eight Jay, at sea we bt:rthed alongside the cu toms post
in Gibraltar. We now had three day. m 11 hich to unwind before flying
back to 1he UK \ c had sailed a total of t ,0 6 mile in all weather
condition and although 1 ·e didn't visit any of the more exotic
destination the e ·penencc gamed was invaluable. I for one will be
looking for tht: next D I on l\1cdcha e 90.
3SQUADRON
The quadron recently welcomed its new OC Maj Scott Ewing and
his wife Nicky . He has tepped into the hot seat left vacant by the
departure of Maj Brian Scott-Morton on his po ting to Comm
Branch !(BR) Corp .
NEWS FROM LINE TROOP
The Troop has been inundated with new arrivals. LCpls Allister
Morton, Keith Brodie, Tim Cox, Sig ' Richie' Craven and To ny
Caprio. They all eem to be settling in nicely.
We have been involved with providing support for training for units
about to go on roulement tours to Northern Ireland.
OSCAR TROOP
We all knew 1989 was going to be a busy year, but Oscar has done
an excellent job and taken the bit between its teet h.
We welcome Cpl 'them ain't sunglasses' Robertson, LCpl Dobson
and Sig Jarvis. However we have to say farewell to LCpl Brett 'the
most bald ing man in NATO' Cowley and newly promoted LCpl
Jonnie Hart.
The usual banter i swapped between our elves and Papa T p of 2
Sqn. We seem to have come to the am icable arra ngement whereby
they hold Main and we hold the Communications!
A recent Troop outing saw the Troop OC 2Lt Mark Roberts
proving that he could organise the proverbia l in a brewery, but
couldn't organise himself to be part of it!
NOVEMBER TROOP
As always the ever reliable Sys 13 has been well travelled in the last
few months. On top if its usual commitments it has supported the
Brigade and Battle Group Trainer at Sennelager. Cpl 'Spike' Sharp
has been with the vehicle so long now that he has been put on the CES!
Our last three exercises have been very successful. We didn 't
however ta ke out Thomas the Tank Engine! He stayed in his shed
until the SSAFA fai r on 18 March. He was heard on BF BS on the Glen
Mansel show and helped raise money for SSAFA . He was driven most
ably by LCpl Ian Watson and LCpl 'Fagsy' Fallows . Also helping to
raise money was the 2IC Sqn, Capt Nevil Thompson and his wife
Rebecca who , with the help of Cossack and Lord entertai ned ma ny of
the Little people with pony rides.
Lt Andy Addison has taken over as Troop IC and is looking
forward to working wi th the Troop.

Skipper Andy Ritche inspects the mast

Rebecca Thompson and Lord

The crew : (left to Right): CPO Andy Ritche, Skipper; Lt Col Alister
C~mpbell REME, Mate 1; Lt Cmdr John Meakin RN, Mate 2; Lt
Mike Sothcott RN, Watchleader; LMER Alan McKinnon
Electrician; Sgt Martin Earp, Engineer; LCpl Heather Hyrons'.
Purser; Capt Roger Sharp RN, Watchleader; OCdt Belinda Selly,
Uoctor; ::,~gt Mick Tucker, Watchleader; Pte Steve Jones
Electrician ; Pte Pete Brown , Engineer
'
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TM/ SHQ TROOP
Not too much has happened since our last contribution except that
two of the singlies have decided to get married! All members of the
Troop pass on their congratulations to Cpl Rich Cove on his
forthcoming marriage to Caroline in August and to Cpl Ian
":fiddlemiss who has decided to take the plunge with Karen but hasn ' t
fixed a date yet. It has been a unique couple of months as we've have
ni:it had any members of the Troop posted out, but welcome to Cpl
Rich Cove and LCpl Phil Bruce, and wish them an enjoyable tour
here.
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No 'gentle slide' into 1989, as the exercise season took its full grip.
Our recent Ex Highland Malt in March enabled the SSM ' Tommo'
Tomlin on and Sgt Steve Somers to demonstrate their prowess in
rccce.
SSgt Pete Smith of 'Petes Videos' took the opportunity to display
his skills as a cameraman producing a video ot the Squadron on
exerci e. An impressive home made film was the result . Someone
actually claimed to have see.n 'half-man, half-sleeping bag', SSgt
(FofS) Jay Allen up and workmg, but the cameraman had neither the
patience nor the amount of film to record it!
Charity events were popular in this period. The 'Stags' Rugby Club,
under the admirable direction of Sgt Tim Wells RAPC and Cpl St.eve
Hartland managed to push a bed around Hoh ne Garrison and in the
process rai ed DM700 in aid of Hannover BMH Patients Welfare
Fund.
S gt 'Big D' Donovan REME decided the time was right for a
spon ored slim and at present has lost 2 stones and resembles a mere
shadow of his former self.
SPORT
The Squadron has yet again been very busy both in the individual
and .team events. Congratulations go to Sig Mick Turnb ull on
wmmng the 65kg category at the UK Army Judo Championships in
Aldershot. We wish him all the best as he now goes forward to
represent the Army in the Inter Services Championships at the
beginning of May.
Commiserations to Cpl 'Spike' Forbe and Sig 'Chelsea' Bristow as
they fought valiantly in the BAOR Individual Boxing Championships
only to be defeated by the eventual winner in their respective weights.
With the Cross-Country season coming to a close the team has
managed to record some memorable victories, not least as Minor Unit
Winners of the 7122 Brigade League and the 22 Brigade
Championship.
Unfortunately we were unable to fie ld our strongest team in the
Royal Signals (BAOR) Cross-Country Championships but with a
makeshift team we still ma naged to achieve a creditable fourth place.
At a slightly lower level the Inter Troop Orienteering Competition
was held last month with SHQ narrowly beati ng Bravo Tp in the team
event. In the individual event, Sig ' Asterix' Gaul was first, defeating
Cpl Dave Bousfield in a close run contest, by virtue of having vi ited
one more check point.
HELLOS AN D GOODBYES
Over the last couple of mo nths the Squadron has had a maj or
turnover.
Firstly we send our congratulations to W02 (YofS) Mick Boxall on
fi nally taking the plunge and getting married . We wish Sue and Mick
the best of luck in the future and hope thei r tour in Sunny Hohne is
a pleasan t one. Also congratulations to Sig ' Mitch' and Claudia
Mitchell on their new venture into married life.
The Squadron has said goodbye to SSgt (SQMS) 'Q' Riley and
Freda who are posted to Loughborough on promotion, and welcome
his replacement SSgt (SQMS) Dave Cox and his wife Jacqueline . Our
fond fa rewells also go to Sgt Gus (SLJS) Murray and Gale as he moves
to Northern Ireland , Cpl 'Corky' Corkett and LCpls Dave Neary,
' Mac' McGuckien, Steve Tindal, 'DM' Davies Morris, 'Dobbo'
Dobson and finally Sig Steve Simpson and Pete Smith.
Good luck in 'Civvy Street' to LCpls Kitson, Webb and Hooper.
We welcome 2Lt Mike Rogers fresh from his Troop Commanders
Course as he becomes the new OC Bravo Tp-does this mean that hi
Troop 'Staffy' Dave Showell will be spending even more time on the
golf course!
We also extend a warm welcome to Cpl Taylor, LCpls Watkin on,
McKittrick and Dickinson, Sig Booker, Gipson, Benn and Pies
Courtney, Boardman and McNeil.
Lastly congratulations to SSM 'Tommo' Tomlinson's impending
promotion to WO! and also to newly promoted LCpls Jeff Winder
and Allan Henderson.
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GENERAL
The Squadron has just completed a busy post New Year phase and
is building up to the really busy Spring period. Time has whizzed by
with five exercises and visits from both RSIT and the PRE Team. In
between the Squadron ha still managed to find time to gain glory on
the Sports Field. The Hockey team winning the Brigade Indoor
Championships and narrowly losing in the Quarter Final of the
BAOR Minor Units Cup.
The football team has won through to the final of the Comd
Comms Cup.
The Basketball team comfortably won the Regimental Page Trophy
competition.
The Cross Country team, not to be outdone, has won the Brigade
Championship, again.
STOP PRESS
The Cross Country team has just come second in the Royal Signals
BAOR Championships.
EXERCISE SIAMESE DIAMOND
In July of this year eight intrepid mem bers of this Squadron will
attempt to canoe 450 miles down the River Mae am Wa h in the
remote tropical rain forests of T hailand. Obviously for an adventure
of this magnitude much prior planning and preparation is nece sary.

Some of t he team : Sgt Andy Bailey ACE (Andy' s Capsize Eqptl.
Sig (let's go up it) Gibson , Lt (I hate canoeing) Hudson , Sig (Glug,
Glug) Westerman and LCpl (I'm happier underwater) Legg
The t eam has been training every weekend in the substantially
colder water found in North West Germany
SHQ
Welcome to Cpl Clive Dedman and Tina, LCpl 'Dougie' O'Neil and
Tracy, and also W02 (YofS) Willy Riding and Jenny. We hope their
stay in Soltau will be as much fun for them as it was for those who
have just left: W02 (YofS) Mick Drake (to AAC at Harrogate), Cpl
' Deano' Haynes (to 30 Sig Regt) and Cpl Norrie Small (to the MOD) .
We wish them all the best .
Congratulations to Cpl (FT) Faizey and LCpl (BJ) Spencer on their
recent promotions.
The Troop, meanwhile, eagerly awaits the return of Sgt 'Dot
Cotton' Wright to see if the wonders of modern medical science have
cured him, and Capt Hugh Mullan from wherever he' gone this time.
A TROOP
Goodbye and good luck to LCpl Norrie Crook and 'llicola to 2 Div.
Welcome to Sig 'Chalky' White.
Finally we wish speedy recoveries to Cpl 'Dusty' Miller after hi
operation and LCpl Trev Legg after his injury su tained during his
RS DCC.
8 TROOP
Farewell to the H's : LCpl Steve Hope to forge a new life out Wet,
Cpl Chris Hollingsworth to Catterick and LCpl Paul Hogg to 249.
Welcome to Cpl ·ferret' Cox, Cpl 'Corky' Corkett, LCpl 'Guck '
McGuckien, LCpl Tony Fitche from 7 Sig Regt and Sig Paul
Partington the very last lineman to be trained as such .
Congratulations to LCpl eth Mulligan and Cpl Corkett on their
gt Kev Lodge on hi imminem
recent promotion and to
promotion .
Also congratulation to Cpl ·Chippy' Chapman for fir ti}
completing hi R 1S lII recently (he' ju t itching to vaccinate the
Siame e Diamond team) and econdly on hi recent appearance on the
back page of The Wire .
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0. AR TROOP
!though thi ha been a relatively quiet period for the TrC'op, there
are ome noteworthy event lhat have taken place.
.
.
Fir 1ly, we would all like to congratulate Sgt Andy Md.lard on h1
recent promotion and al '? on hi ucce sful compleuon of Lhe
prelimmary Yeoman selecuon round .
In the second weekend of 1arch, 0 . ar Tp threw a Troop party
whi h turned out to be almo t a Squadron party once everyone had
arrived with their gue l . The theme wa. •qangs_iers and Mo!~ ' ~nd
at lea t five people dre ed up for it, which 1s qmte good con 1denng
lhere were only 60 people pre ent! Despite .this ev.eryone had a v~ry
good time which wa evident from the fragile bodies een wandenng
around the next day!
We have recently come off Highland 1al! 2 wher.e we have at last
assumed the role of enior Troop in the Squadron mce we now also
take Main HQ. 212 Sig Sqn communications h~ve benefited greatly
from this change and we all look forward to Flymg Falcon to further
prove our mettle!
P PA TROOP
After joining Papa Tp in Augusl 1988, I ~ave already come acros
a few in peccion . Then just after Ex Mommg Glory, there was talk
of PRE and RSIT. After being briefed by the Troop Commander, Lt
Hill and Troop Staff Sergeant, SSgt Jones, it occurred LO me that a
lot of work was needed over the weeks LO follow.
To other people in the Troop uch as Cpls 'Taff' Walters, 'Jock'
Laird and 'Si' Fell this was nothing new, so we went LO work on our
wagons. Unfortunately we had an exercise near the end of February.
Det Comd LCpl Tony Brook and I finished Ex Wintex Lwo days
before RSJT began, but we were still inspected!
Working hard during the days and at nights we manage~ to get our
vehicle up to a good standard. RSIT came and went wllh .a good
report for the Troop. With relief that RSI'f ov~r, we ~nJo~ed a
celebration. Next came PRE which covered vanous mstallauons m the
vehicle this was LO be done after Ex Highland Malt 2.
The 'exercise passed and cleaning of equipments began . Cleaning
was done outside for a change, unusual for Osnatraz! My Det Comd
was now on leave and had left me in charge!! PRE came round and
was completed with success, well, only a year to wait to do it again!
We say goodbye to Sig John Fairley who is off to the Falkland
Islands. Hello to Sig ' Brummie' Brandrick and George Quar who
arrived recently. Congratulations to Sig 'Locky' Lockwood who got
married earlier in the year, also to Sig 'Skegsy' Carroll and 'Steve'
Girling on posting to 5 AB Bde in May. Finally a quick mention for
the rest of the lads in the Troop. LCpls Chris Birch , 'Taff' Doughty,
'Sammy' Wright, Paul Norris and 'Jase' Barsley. Sig Paul Hornsby,
'Ob' O'Brien, 'Jock' Mc.Kinnie, Kev Blake and 'Spaceman' Byrom all
valued members. Well that's it from me, I'll be off now to load the
wagon for Ex Flying Falcon. Cheers!

SPORTS
BOXING
212 Sig Sqn cnl Cpl · R<;>Ck)' .1'' errer a~ a dar~ horse to the BAOR
Individual Boxing Champ1c1nsh1ps held m Berhn between 7 and 12
farch. Cpl Ferrer met one tJf the hot favourites in th.e c:ompe~iti<?n at
the Light/Middleweight category and enthralled us with an epic fight.
After three rounds of toe 10 toe fighting Cpl Ferrer lost the decision,
the bonus for Cpl Ferrer was that his opponent went on to win a
further two fights and gained a place in the BAOR Finals, so he came
away in real terms a a winner.
FOOTBALL
After a di appointing start to the easo n the Squadron football
team has stepped up a gear and started to play some excellent football
with a tally of 20 goals in 4 matches. The most exciting game was the
semi-final of the Commanders Cup versus 211 Sig Sqn which finished
in a 3-3 draw thanks to two well struck penalties by Cpl Dave Revell
and a superb olo effort by Sig ' Fletch' Fletcher who ran round three
plavers in the box and truck the ball past a diving and beaten keeper,
by all accounts the replay should be a thriller in a home venue (Quebec
Barracks) on a date to be decided. However credit must go to Sgt
Deary a new arrival who ha lifted the football team to unprecedented
heights .
RUGBY
The 0 nabruck sevens were held on 8 March a1 Quebec Barracks.
The Squadron entered two ides, hoping to emulate the success we had
in the Odense sevens in Denmark earlier in the eason.
After a fir t round los to 23 Engr Regt we easily di posed of 1 RGJ
to earn a emi-final place. We drew our old enemy 12 Armd Wk p and
after full-time we were holding our own at 0-0. Sudden death then
prevailed with 12 Armd snatching victory. Never mind , a good day 's
rugby was had by all!
PS. Best not to mention our B sides results.
Oscar Tp - fine bunch of ... er . . . men
SHOOTING
On the night of 22 March the Squadron held a Shooting match
against the local German civilian Shooting Club with which. it has
always had close ties, SSgts Kevin Jones and Ray Bray shoot with the
club on the German circuit.
The Squadron OC Maj H ugh Colborn welcomed the Shooting Club
to Quebec Barracks, before the evenings festivities commenced .
The Squadron and Atter Club provided three teams of five people,
all teams being mixed male and female. The first round was civilian
.22 rifles firing at 30rn. Each team member fired five rounds at their
targets, the Squadron quickly fell behind on this discipline due to the
great experience and practice of the German team. At the end of the
round the scores were Sqn 384-Atter 483. The best scores for the
Squadron coming from Cpl Simon Fell and Mrs Jane Jones .
The second round commenced with all firers using Heckler & Kock
conversion SLR's. The Squadron team quickly caught up the points
they were trailing behind, with good shooting by SSgt Ray Bray and
Mrs Tina Strachen . At the end of'the round the Squadron team had
gone into the lead by 50 points, thereby winning the shoot.
The night's festivities commenced in the Squadron club, Maj Hugh
Colborn thanked the Atter Club for a pleasant night's shooting and
presented the team captain with a pewter 432. On behalf of the
Squadron thanks SSgt Kev Jones for organising a very good
shooting match and social function.

We've been serving the Services
since 1785.
Since Gieves made uniforms
for Admiral Nelson and Hawkes
attended the Duke of Wellington's
sartorial needs, we have maintained a steadfast tradition to
serve the Officer in all aspects
of dress.
Today, our commitment to

the forces is as strong as ever and
we now visit BAOR twice a year
to meet our valued customers.
Times may have changed,
but still we give the present day
Officer exactly what we gave our
earliest illustrious customers
good, old-fashioned service.

GIEVES&HAWKES
No. I Savile Row, London
Your officially appointed tailors and outfitters.

What a Life ... they build us heated garages then make us work
outside
Cpl ' Spike' Forbes takes the first bout in the BAOR Individual's
Boxing Championships

N o.1 Savile Row, London. Tel: 01-434 2001. 1 High Street, Camberley, Surrey. Tel: 0276 63659.
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
York
REGI'1. 1'TAL PORTING ACHIEVEM k.. T
J 'DO
For the fir 1 ume the Regiment entered a team for !he ovk. Judo
Champion hip held at Alder ho! and won a Bronze Medal. The team
c<>n 1 ted of: Cpl Rowe-LAD, Harris-HQ Sqn and Sig Rodgers- I
qn. \\'i1h further guidance from
I Holden medal pro pects were
good for the Individual Champion hip but, unfortunately, due 10
• \erci e commitment , only pl Harri wa free 10 enter. He fought
ell and won a further ilver Medal. Jn the Intermediate
Championship
pl Grigg from the Headquarter fought well in a
very high cla , of competition to win a Bronze Medal.
WIMMll'IG
The Regiment held an Inter-Squadron Competition in preparation
for the Inter Unit Team Championship . 210 Sig Sqn was invited
along and tarted ouc a favourite . To the urprise of a lot of people
the Regiment turned out ome new tar , one of which wa none other
thal the CO' driver, LCpl Craig Davies who wa just beaten by the
superior ficnes of gl Graham Buller. A expected 210 Sig Sqn won
the competition, clo ely followed by HQ Sqn. We are contemplating
changing their role from 24 (Airmob) co 24 (Aqua) Sqn!

Q ASH
A very big congratulations to the squash team for winning the UK
Army Cup again 1 SEE Arborfield. The team has now qualified for
the 'Army's' in BAOR on 15 April. They have also won the NEDist
Champion hip . The team eem to be going from strength to strength
and we hope it will continue into the nexl season.
RUGBY
The Rugby team have done exceedingly well this year getting
through to the \V/ EDist Cup Final. Despite an excellent game we
lost 14-15 to 3 Ll.

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RADIO OFFICERS
If you ore scheduled to leave the Services during the next l2 months and would like
lo put your experience os o Rodia Operator o good efled why not continue mthe
rode you enjoy os o Rodio Officer wilh GCHQ.
Thirty weeks special lroinWJg will prepare you lo
undertake o vonely of specialist duties covenng the
complete communico ions spectrum from DC

light.
You need ol least 2 years rodio operating
experience
Musi hove the ability lo read morse ot 20 wpm
and Prelerob~ be under 45 years of age.
In return we offer you:
Job Secunly; Good Career Prospects,
ComprehensNe Training; Opportunities for
Overseas Service; Generous Leave Anowonce
ond Non-contnbutory Pension Scheme;
AttrodNe Salaries- and much more.
Salary (Reviewed onnuolly): As o Rodia
Officer oher lro1n ng: £11.568 ns1ng
to £17,057 po m5 onnuol increments
(includes shih and weekend
working allowance)
CIVIL SERVICE IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
For more inlormotion and opplicotion form
0

wrile or telephone:
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BASKETBALL
The Regimental Ba~ketball team, \\h1d1 was re urrected for the
198 /89 season, ha JU'! completed a succe sful sea on .. They have
become the champions of EDist losing only 2 games throughout the
season. A notable achic,ement consideri ng all ga me were played
awav from home. Players who have represen ted the Regiment are
Capts Dave Hornsby, Nick Metcalfe, W02 (SSM) Harrison, SSgt
(YofS) Phil Carroll, Cpls 'Dobb' Dobso n, Phil Winter, LCpls Steve
Bartliff, Pte Curtis, Vince Key and Phil Smilh.
AN OC'S LOT IS SUCH A HAPPY ONE
Dedicated to Maj Hargreaves-Ex OC 1 Sqn
'A Policeman' s Lot is ot a Happy One'-(with apologies lo
Gilbert and Sullivan)
He' the Officer Commanding the First Squadron (the Fir t
Squadron)
And Maj David Hargreaves is his name
You will never ever see him with a sad on (wilh a sad on)
But he'd greet you all with Hi-ya just the same
On his Amslrad hour a day he's always playing (always playing)
Off the printer posting in and out they run
As he puts them in our pigeon holes he's saying (he is aying)
Oh an OC's lot is such a happy one.
Chorus
ow on exercise he really is I he master (is the master)
On Ptarmigan he' secondary to none
But his singing it is really a disaster (a disaster)
As he clears the back of OSC in one
Oh our laughter we with difficulty smother (we do smother)
As we rush out through the door into the sun
And take one consideration with another (with another)
Oh an OC's lot is such a happy one.
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Owen was heard to say: 'Gosh Sir, thi~ isn't quite what I
thought it would be' (or words to that effect!). However, yet again,
the Rebros performed magnificently and were kept in food and
newspapers by SSgt 'GGB' Macrorie.
The Troop then turned round and split into sections for Battle
Camp. An interesting time was had by all and a few surprises
occurred . All the Troop performed well and some excelled. The 10
Mile 'i h' March and Shoot in particular showed the grit of many a
man as the conditions closed in. However, even experience does not
~uara ntee a mooth pas age, as Sgt ' I would walk 500 miles' McCue
howed a he relaxed at the end of the march . He sat down abruptly
and started talking gibberish.
The biggest test for the Troop en-masse was Ex Key Panther. This
exerci e was as per SOPs with a few 'funnies' thrown in to keep us on
our toes. It ha to be said that the Troop performed to an excellent
siandard- 'What's new Sir?', and all continued to smile even when
the chips were really down. One Rebro was forced to move three times
in one night. Cpl 'Taff' Rod~rick and L~pl 'Ch?ud ' Nelson coul~ well
have been forgiven for havmg all their Teddies and Rallies m the
corner, but no-they soldiered on.
After the second move and set-up the gruesome twosome were
given, 'Prepare to Move'. LCpl 'Cloud' Nelson called 'O' on the Sigs
Engr and said: 'Can you confirm that this callsign is moving again?,
Over.' ' Yes. Over.' 'Roger. Thank you for your very kind assistance.
Out!'
Experience showed through again, as the Rebro Commander
taught their signalmen the ropes, apparently!
Between four Commanders there is a combined age of 166-every
exerci e makes me glad of the experience. Cpls ' couse' Owen,
'Benny' Whelan, 'Taff' Roderick and 'Doc' Johnson were ably
backed up by a real youngster LCpl 'Jack' Turner.
Getting away from the Rebros to the Troops other main role, the
VIP Rover Group, life was not quite in 'Swan City' as perhaps the
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lads had hoped. The GO<: s Tac HQ. aftei the initial demonstration
to the staff, was dispersed to key positions to act mainly as CRA
Terminals and monitors for the Div VHF and HF Comd nets for key
personnel.
NCO IC Tac Cpl 'Chippy ' Wood who is usually the
Driver/Operator for the General, had LO make do ~ith only a
Lieutenant Colonel this time-the CO! 'Chippy's Taxi' yet again
proved useful , the CO moved around the countryside spoiling
Subalterns days all round. The CO usually debriefed the Subaltern
concerned (and they were concerned!) on the use of White Light, and
then returned their heads.
Tac and other LO vehicles were all heavily used and the soldiers
involved gained a lot more operating experience than on the usual
BAOR SOP deployments. Even LCpl 'Geordie' Robinson, the Troop
pessimist was quite happy. The end of the exercise was celebrated
with a repeat of the drama 'The GOC's Egg', with Tac in a starring
role.
A busy period for the Troop but a lot has been gained and rust
removed, even if the lads have no! spotted it yet. I must, per anally,
thank the Troop for its efforts and for helping prevent me from
dropping myself in it!
ROUND UP
The usual 'hellos' and 'goodbyes' are in order. We say goodbye to
W02 Harburn on his departure to civvy street. He threatens to come
back (probably to beast us around in the gym). W02 Cook has also
gone to greater things as has W02 Maclean .
.
Capt Richardson departs to Bulford and 249 Sqn, after compleung
JDSC.
Having said goodbye, we now ay hello co Capt Holliday (OC P Tp)
and W02 Cory (SSM I Sqn) who have joined us just in time for
'Falcon'.

Chorus

PAPA TROOP IN THE FIELD

Oh he loves his Am-dram and his Choral singing (choral singing)
To the Sergeant Major one pound we must pay
In the pit up front the orchestra is tuning (and re-tuning)
Oh for goodne s ake hut them up for good we pray
ow the heckling from all sides it is coming (it is coming)
Then a prop falls but the show it must go on
There is David in his tights he looks quite stunning (looks quite
stunning)
Oh an OC's lot is such a happy one.
Chorus
But unfortunately he must leave us early (leave us early)
And in Liverpool must stop off on the way
He will have to learn new words like 'skirts and turkey' (skirts and
turkey)
And the multitude of other things they say
Then in April he is going to Staff College (to Staff College)
For two years it's really going to be fun
As they stuff his head with loads of useless knowledge (useles
knowledge)
Oh an OC's lot is such a happy one.
RADIO TROOP-THE TUITY CLUB'S ANSWER TO
JUDGE DREDD
by 2Lt Norris
After a quick trip to Beaconsfield to do my 'righting' course, OC
Radio Tp (hitherto known as Balders) has been tasked to 'right' a few
notes for the Wireless Magazine.
Commanding the 'Crack, Elite' soldiers of the Troop, from the
'Crack, Elite Fighting Force' 2 Inf Di v Sig Regt, is a pressure job. But
less of me and more of the lads, who come first.
It has been, to use a Wire phrase, 'a busy period' for the Troop.
Since August the Troop has rarely exercised in its SOP role, but has
frequently exercised. We started on the NATO Military Committee'
Demonstration providing a few Troop members 10 help with the VHF
and HF communications. Balders and Bunny, the infamous
RADCON Team, were split up (probably a good move)-Balders
went to Gate Guard.
Then as half the Squadron went on Op Cutter the Troop provided
VHF comms for a static Hicon on Ex Northern Crusade. The Rebro's
were the core of the Troop's commitment. They believed at first that
static meant STATIC. However, after moving several times and
having locations stretching from Sheffield to Otterburn, Cpl • couse'
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Maj Robert Baxter
Capt Adam Hearn
Capt Mick Besant
Lt Richard Rands
W02 Trevor Jone
W02 Douggie Mac Taggart
Sgt Russ Lifton
Sgt Graham Butler
Sgt Glen Brook

Firstly congratulations to Capt Mick Besant upon his selection for
a Quarterma ter Commi sion.
The Squadron Wire otes Editor (alias the 2IC) is now offering you
hi last et of note ever, which will be rather different from previous
one . Capt Adam Hearn has been preparing for civilian life and has
been absent from the Squadron for most of this report period . He has
therefore had to believe the content of the articles ubmitted by the
Troops!
EXERCISE ICED GRYPHON
This was a manpack radio exerci e in the wilds of Scotland, based
at the Fort William TA Centre and took place from 13-18 February.
Various mountains were climbed in appalling weather conditions, and
a lot was learnt about the poor performance of service is ue
waterproofs (very good for keeping the water in once it has soaked
you through). Whilst all this was going on Comms Tp established a
hort haul HF link from Fort William to Catterick . Space being at a
premium it was decided to rig a dipole between a tree and a convenient
mast by the TA Centre. The dipole was cut to length for 7 MHz, and
even worked at the actual operating frequency of 5.2 MHz! Comms
Tp then decided to experiment. Cpl Rab Arthur and Dave Ruane used
anything and everything, from DlO and cooking pots to carving forks
tuck in trees; all worked perfectly. Next exercise they are going to try
Satcom with a dustbin lid and tinfoil.

Rice and the Line Section wrapped Shaiba T rai nin g Area in DIO
laid from a Lynx and the new SCRA trailer was successfull y underslung and flown forward.
Day Three
Thi involved more abseiling, this time from 180ft and with two new
de pa tchers, Sgt Terry Gigg and Cpl Dave Ruane. The OC Squadron
even managed to fi nd time for a descent, well done Sir! We now have
ix more qual ified abseilers.
Day Four
This was the start of the exercise phase. An HQ was 10 be ·flown to
Otterburn Training Area . The LS Team were Lt Richie Rands, Sgt
Terry Gigg, Cpls 'Rab' Arthur, Al Pilcher, ' Scouse' Barker and LCpl
•Jabba' Hewitt . We fl ew forward in our own private Lynx, set up and
wai ted for the fi rst load . The Chinook crew decided that it would be
a good game to try and land the under-slung load on top of the
marshalling team. Once everything was into the landing site the
brigade HQ was set up and communications establi hed . After a meal
we packed up and returned by road to Catterick .
Day Five
Today saw the OC, AO , OC Troop, SSM, Sgts Gigg, Bevan and
some other abseilers take a Puma into York, abseil on to the square,
and collect money for red nose day. On their return the squadron
paraded just in time to see Cpl Ruane abseil into Gaza Barracks and
be thrown into the pond for his birthday, Happy Birthday Dave!
EXERCISE GRYPHON' GOBLET
This was a staff exercise in the Catterick training area from 20-22
March designed to show the new members of the Brigade HQ how the
Squadron works in the field and to practise battle procedure.
Monday saw Hawk setting up an HQ in the Squadron conference
room for Startex . Excon was established in the vehicle garages and the
Rebros and the Trunk Node deployed to the training area.
On Tuesday Kestrel flew on to the training area and was joined by
the Staff who all spent a cold night in Yorks hire fighting a battle in
Germany.
On Wednesday Hawk flew in storm force winds to Feldom training
area, the Staff passed command to the newly established HQ a nd
Endex was called. Everyone returned to camp where the vehicles were
turned round ready for our next deployment; a short, but very
valuable, exercise .
EXERCISE DRESS REHEARSAL
This was the Squadron training camp for the Lanyard Trophy
Competition. The first day saw an early road move to Browndown
Camp in Gosport. On arrival we flung ourselves into a brisk seven
mile run to familiarise everyone with the local area.
Day two began at 0600 hrs with yet another run . After breakfast we
set off on our first leg of the South Downs Way . The team had hoped
for a pleasant Sunday stroll of about 15 miles, LI Rands had different

One of the teams during a radio controlled patrol on Ex Iced
Gryphon
EXERCI E GRYPHONS LIFT
This exercise was from 6-10 March.
The Squadron was lifted by Chinook around various landing sites
on CT'· All went well until the Radio Relay vehicle landed on and
kept on sinking. Bogged in it had to be guarded overnight by Cpl
'Budgie' Finch and ig Gordon Strachan whilst awaiting recovery.
Da) Two
ow for the Squadron abseilers, a Puma arrived for the task and
in they all bundled. The despatchers were our very own SSM and the
helicopter load master. ig Radley received a bit of a shock when he
realised that he was not connected to the rope in the normal fashion.
Thi~ was sorted out and things went smoothly after that. Cpl 'Paddy'

Cpl Danny Thornton refusing to buy a round

ideas and set a very fast pace. Everyone was so tired that they only
managed an odd beer before bed.
Day three was much the same as day two, with Sig Bob Armstrong
volunteering for any camp duty to avoid fur ther training. Day four
fou nd u bumping into a group of Wrens walking a similar route. We
reluctantly overtook them and continued on our way, only to meet the
same group several check points later . They accused us of following
them not realising we had done an extra five miles on a different
route'. This was the high point of the day and nearly the high point
of the exercise. It was surpassed by Cpl Dan 'the man' Thornton
offering to buy a round . Most of the team turned out to witness this
event bu t were sadly dissappointed, closing time came and went and
no round was bought.
SQUADRON FOOTBALL
After the best start in four seasons the Squadron now finds itself in
the all too familiar position of supporting the rest of the League.
The season started with some good performances and the Squadron
second in the League with statistics of three won, one lost. That has
now developed into three won, two drawn and six lost. There were
excellent performances from Sgt ' Rover' Gigg, Cpls 'Cossy' Costello
and Rab Arthur .
It must also be said that the goal keeping performance has greatly
improved since Cpl Terry 'the Cat' Cole has changed from wearing

binos to contact lenses, he can now actually see the ball . We would
like to extend a warm welcome to Lt Rlchie Rands, Cpls 'Chippy'
Pomfret and ' Geordie' Howe who have arrived just in time to help us
in our customary battle to avoid relegation to Division 2.
SUPPORT TROOP NEWS
TM TROOP
Farewell to Cpl Nick Stapleton, off to 8 Sig Regt for his Tl
upgrading. Welcome to Sgt Steve Slade and a fond farewell to gt
Tony Heaton.
MT/ POWER
Farewell and congratulations to Sgt Jim Patterson, selected for
promotion to Staff Sergeant. Welcome to Cpls Murray and 'Chippy '
Pomfret. Also congratulations to Cpl George Clark and Audrey on
the birth of their son Lee.
LOOK FORWARD
The Brigade is hosting a visit by Gen Henning von Ondarza, Chief
of the German General Staff this week. The Squadron is, of course,
involved in providing the field HQ; another little task to keep us busy
before the highlight of the year . . . Ex Flying Falcon, a report on
that next time.

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
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PERSONALITIES
OC Sqn
Capt Len Carr
OC C Tp
Lt Lance Mitchell
OC D Tp
SSgt Graham Guy
OC E Tp
2Lt David Kinnaird
OC F Tp
Lt Patrick Evans
SSM
W02 (SSM) Geordie Dobson
FofS
W02 (FofS) Steve Bibby
YofS
W02 (YofS) Joe Murray
SQMS
SSgt Ian Brereton
January saw the departure of the OC, Maj Harry Ross , who left the
shores of the Mohnesee for the banks of the Mersey. All of the
Squadron extend their best wishes to him and his wife Linda as they
settle into a very different life in Liverpool. The reins of command a~e
now firmly in the bands of Capt Len Carr who. has let h~s
Machiavellian tendencies run wild, much to the dismay of his
subalterns, who all had visions of an easy life!
Goodbye and good luck to Sig Lee Sharp, now a White Helmet, to
LCpl Mick Howard who joins his brother in Northern Ireland, to
WPte Rachel Church now married and to Cpl Nutley and Sig
Warmington both posted . 'Iron Division' welcomes LCpl Curtis, Sig
Wright, Hughes, ' Nathan' Ruff and Eades all now happily ensconced
in Echo Tpl
. . .
There was little rest after Ex Iron Hammer, all Troops paruc1paung
in Ex Sharp Ledge immediately afterwards. D Troop, enjoyed a happy
sojourn to the Bielefeld ridge where they encountered some of the
coldest conditions ever experienced by their stoic leader SSgt 'Scotty'
Gillham. Sig 'Gaz' Greaves enjoyed his 21st. Birt_hday party.
On a more serious note our thoughts are with Sig Stephen Andrews
who is still in hospital in the UK. We all offer him our best wishes for
a speedy and complete recovery-D Troop n~eds you for ~SIT!
There is continuous emphasis on preparation of the ".chicles and
equipment of what is a busy exercise year. Work has been interspersed
with a programme of different events, notably the Saturday rugby
fixtures over the Winter period organised by Sgl Al Tye and his trusty
sidekick Cpl Eddie Leek.
.
.
.
2Lt Kinnaird boosted his popularity by setting a dehghtful mght
orienteering course. An event almost universally h~ted by all
participants, but especially so by Sig Greaves wh~se ~ho1ce w.ords of
criticism neatly summed up what he thought o_f betn!?o m the middle of
a wood in the middle of the night in the pouring rat!1· !he event was
won by Cpl O'Brien's team which covered the l 3km m JUS~ und~r two
hours . A special mention to WPte Brown who w<;m a s~ec1al pnze for
getting wet. The SSM, not to be outdone, devised his ow?. day of
torture entitled the Nanda Prasi Rai Military Skills Compeuuon. All
the old favourites were there, NBC, first-aid, .22 shooting and of

course, an 1 lkm run! The eventual winners were Lt Mitchell's C
Troop. Well done , and in front of the Commandi~g Officer. too!
Other sporting achievements ... Sgt Scott fir.st m the Re~1mental
X-Country, SSgt 'Geordie' Wandless represenung the Regiment at
Badminton when nearly at pension point, Sgt Swithenbank, Lt
Kinnaird, Sgts Skelton, Walker and LCpl Whiting all for Hockey.
Sgts Joe Cox, Shirley, SSgl Ian Brereton, Sgt Ron Brent and Cpl
'Jacko' Jackson all for football and lastly Sig Nathan Ruff (lineman)
who jetted back to the UK to represent the Regiment at the Army
Chess Championship-he came third!
All hands are now preparing for, checking for , and dreading the
imminent Ex Flying Falcon, that also happens to coincide with the
arrival of the new OC, Maj R. G. Thomas who comes ~rom UKLF.
He joins an understrength, overstretched but amazmgly happy
Squadron!
.
.
PS: Congratulations to W02 (SSM) Dobson on his promouon to
WO!.
2 SQUADRON HIERARCHY
OC
Maj Goodfellow
2IC
Capt Rodgers
SSM
W02 Wi e
YofS
SSgt S. D. Potterton
FofS
SSgt W. Gray
TANGO TROOP

oc

21C

OSCAR TROOP

oc

21C
ROMEO TROOP

oc

2IC

Capt Rodgers
Sgt McGoff
Capt O. Connor
SSgl T. Jenkins
2Lt Baker
SSgt T. G. Cakebread

PROMOTIONS
.
.
Congratulations to LCpls Garbett and Cooney on thetr selecuons to
full Cpl technicians.
FAREWELLS
.
Sig Thompson and wife Uschi and family who leave for 22 Sig Regt
at the end of Ex Flying Falcon.
WELCOME
Sgt Gerry McGoff and family who join us from Sandhurst.
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pr per mmenced in January with E Fir t Fora). Thi
little number \\ pnmanl) a taff tent, aimed at 'the new bugs' in
D1 i n I HQ, \\ho u. ed our deployment a a chance to see what a
D1\ijonal HQ in the field looks like. Fir t Foray lasted for three days,
not interminable time, but enough for the cobwebs in the machine
to b blown free .
February pro\'ided much needed time to crack the mandatory
tra ining ommitment . The day to day burden of intensive training was
punctuated by another era h out in preparation for 'ORT'. The end
of February aw the quadron taking part in the Regimental 'Skill-atArm meet', where we came fourth equal.
Finally into :-.tar h, another quiet month featur ing of note ' Red
Tricom I', which in read of being a :dd exercise was a highly valued
training \\ eel.., giving us all a chance to improve our knowledge and
ill in commun ication and ' BC'.

3 QUADRON
P R ONALITIES

oc

2IC
OC P Tp
Tp Sgt
OC N Tp
Tp gt
M
QMS
Yo
FofS
Sup Tp S gt
MT gt

POSTING OUT
Sgts Foster, Webb, Reid , Cpl Tierney, Sig Marvel and Palmer.
POSTING IN
gls Norris, Stokes, Farrington , Horne, LCpl Heathcote, Sig
Carrick, Morgan , Boase and Wicks.
It has been a hectic trai ning period for the Squadron covering the
trade skills and the mandatory tests. Combi ned with this have been
the usual sporting fixtures, a short exercise and RSIT making sure that
everyone has been kept busy.

Maj Bob Brannigan
Capt Mike Shaw
2Lt Nell J.'raser
SSgt Ray Spencer
2Lt Howard Hughes
SSgt Les .Allen
W02 Billy Haslam
SSgt John Burgess
SSgt Andy Campbell
SSgt Steve Driver
SSgt Tony Williams
Sgt Sten Driver RCT

DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
The past couple of months have seen a great many comi ngs and
goings. Details are: Cpl Chris Collin to 39 Bde, LCpl 'Wiggy'
Wigmore to I Armd Div, Cpl Alan Keers to 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Geoff
Howe to 28 Sig Regt, LCpl 'Scully' Freeman to 1 Inf Bde, Cpl Craig
Wright to run his own local hostelry, Sig Willie Whitelaw to the White
Helmets. Welcomes to 2Lt Howard Hughe , LCpl Duff, Sig
Chambers, LCpl McCarter, Sig McLaughlin, LCpl Griffin, Sig Brown
and LCpl Burke.
CROSS COUNTRY
The RegJmencal Cross Country team has enjoyed another
successful season, led once again by W02 (QSMI) Jim Wood . Hard
on his heels were quite a few of the Squadron's whippets, namely: Sgts
Lee Kelly, Ray Taylor, Cpl Les Crawford, Sig 'Gaz' Love, LCpl Stu
Gibbs and Sig 'Chaz' Chambers, all of whom sauntered home in the
first 25 runners of the Inter Squadron Cross Coumry Competition
held in early 1arch. Unfortunately their fleetness of fool could not
be matched by the remainder of the pack and we graciously accepted
the single point left available LO us.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Jin Regulation Pattern with Straps
Any Amount Made Up as Required
Export 3in Web with Strengthening ....... . ... £6.33 plus pos1
Export 3in Web without Strengthening ........ £5.23 ~lu pos1
K inc VAT 3in Web with Strengthening . .... £1.28
K inc VAT 3in Web without Strengthening £6.01

T. FROST (Saddlers)
OUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DONCA TER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE
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3 Sqn Training Helicopter Handling Drills
Sig Dave Tivey and SSgt Ray Spencer connecting the aircraft to
the veh icle
REGIMENTAL SAAM
In weather conditions more suited to the South Atlantic , the
Squadron Shooting Team came runners-up to HQ Sqn. Notable
performances worthy of mention were Cpls Alan Keers and Craig
Wright, runners-up in the LMG Match: LCpl Rick Nolan, second in
the SMG Match: LCpl ' Woodie' Wood in the Roupell Cup. The
Falling Plate Competition as ever was very tight; Cpl Kev Jarvis,
LCpls 'Woodie' Wood, Rick Nolan and W02 (SSM) Billy Haslam
showing accurate firepower to the guest team, the Commanding
Officer's team , and 204 Sig Sqn before bowing out gracefully in the
semi final.
BAMA RALLYING EXERCISE SPRING FOIL
This 200 mile navigational Rally took place in the Paderborn area
in late March, run by Herford Motor Sports Club for BAMA BAOR.
The Squadron entered two Rovers crewed by Cpl Alan Keers (Dvr)
and Sig Mike Phipps (Nav), Sig Bobby Moore (Dvr) and W02 (SSM)
Billy Haslam (Nav) . The latter, taking pare in their second rally were
now familiar with the format and jargon of the event: cutting and
running, PC's, MTC's, SC's, OTL etc. A thoroughly rewarding
exercise of good training value, Sig Moore and the SSM finishing
fourth in their class and picking up their first trophy of the season .

VISIT BY COMO COMMS BRIG T . l. M. WAUGH
Brig Waugh visited ~h~ Squadr<?n o~ the day of the Inter Troop
Military Skills Competition orgamsed m the form of a March and
Shoot/Patrol Race. The sections, led by the Squadron JNCOs, passed
through a series of stands where they encountered tasks to be
completed before they moved. Sgt Rob Horne was in char&e of the
first stand which was a combined MT /NBC stand . The sections had
to complete a wheel change in full noddy suits. In this way no one
tarted the race too cool, calm or comfortable. Cpl Jim Knight made
his first command decision by leaving Sig Dick Whitaker on the tr~ck
while the rest changed the wheel. Sig Whitaker, ever eager to .assist,
took it upon hi mself to join his group but was told peremptorily that
he was getting in the way and to go away .
An explosion followed by agonised wails introduced the next stand ;
first aid run by Sgt John Webb. The gatekeeper some 5 yds or so away
from the stand looked bemused at the proceedings as the victi~s of
a booby trap were unceremoniously patched up by the enthusiastic
sections. To give their makeshift stretchers a decent trial Cpl 'Smud~e'
Smithson was asked to lend his weight as the casualty; a task to which
he was eminently suited. As he said afterwards, ironically: ' I ended up
with more injuries than they were meant tc;> J:>e tre~ting me for'.
Since the SHQ sections would be at a d1stmct disadvantage when
they reached stand number three, communications, run by .Sgt John
Prow e it was decided that they should have a c~as.h cours~ m the 351
and BATCO the previous day. It seemed that this mstrucuon was too
good as the stand was actually won by the LAD section run by Cpl
..
.
' Scouse' Hoprey much to the chagrin of the Troops .
Having completed the thinking for this part of the. competition ll
was now time for the graft. From the communcauons stand the
sections moved along a tank track . Knee deep . s.andy ruts full of
rainwater were not the only hazard as exerc1smg Dutch APCs
thundered past. From here it was on to the assault. course w~ere SSgt
Kevin Nelson and LCpl Sean Wilkinson were puttmg all their efforts
into encouraging the teams on their way round. Rat~er than the usual
hop from obstacle to obstacle this course was so devised as to have at
least IOOm between obstacles across the sandy terrain. LCpl Ma~tin
Heathcote landed with a thud in the reverse spreadeagle off the f1;st
structure but got up again undeterred . Cfn 'Paddy' Perry was left w~th
shredded beltloops on his trousers as Cpl 'Mitch' Mitchell hauled him
indelicately through a window.

From here the sections were bussed by 4 tonner to the ranges where
SSgt Nigel Sloane had an improvised defensive position. The Section
Commander was responsible for the construction and C<?ntrol of the
position before and during enemy attack. The last section to come
through was watched by all as they needed only an average core on
the range to win the compeition. Unfortunately Sgt 'Gaz' King had a
stoppage and so Rhi ne 3 failed to beat Rhine 1.
.
.
Brig Waugh had patiently waited for the last secuoi;i to fi nish
(somewhat behind schedule) and then gave out the pnzes to the
Troops.
.
The other remarkable aspect of the day was the fact that Sgt Charl~e
Foster was seen in a uniform other than barrack dress and here is
photographic evidence that he does have a set of combats .
Sgt Charlie Foster in .fact ran the stats .tent a.nd produced the
followi ng results: first Rhme I Cpl Tiereny, Sig Batllson, Dawson and
Wilkinson.

A famil iar face in unfamiliar surroundings
LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL
.
Sgt John Webb was given the chest expansion he has eagerly awaited
when Brig Grant, Paderborn Garrison ~ommander, pinned the Long
Service and Good Conduct medal on 1c. After a parade and march
past the Squadron celebrated in the usual fashion at the B~ll Inn, with
a curry lunch . The Squa~rc;>n .appea~ed at the Medical Centre
afterwards for their annual m1ecnons with some areas already !1um,b
to the pain. It was the new Sergeant Major W~2 Duncan McAlhster s
first chance to really grip the Squadron on his patch.

CHILDREN IN NEED
Over the last four years, Cpl Billy Mill has devoted a lot of his spare
time to helping these children in various aspects, be it sponsored runs
or taking them away on adventure weekends . Salamanca Barracks was
chosen as the venue in March . Ably assisted by LCpl 'Scully' Freeman
(SSVC TV Fame), Cpl Les Crawford and LCpl Stu Gibbs, he set
about providing a varied programme for twelve children. Activities
included .22 shooting under the watchful eye of SSgt Les Allen and
some' of November Tp. Potted sports: Kugelbahn, Abseiling,
Swimming, Pony Treking (Chief Jockey Sgt Ray Taylor), and
Canoeing. The week ended with a successful Games Night.
STOP PRESS
At the time of going to print, Capt Mike Shaw will be busy reading
comics and training manuals at JDSC, fully preparing him for next
year's Panto season . Buried somewhere deep in the Demographic
Trough will be SSgt (YofS) Andy Campbell on Kape Tour seeking out
soldiers of t<?morrow and potemial Yeopersons, as they may be called
by then. EnJOY yourselves while it lasts-Vogelsang awaits!
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Sgt John Webb's chest expansion
Sig 'Brummie' Palmer completes the thinking part
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E ER l E TA RU THU DER
lthough the 48 hours exerci e only ran over the weekend 18-20
. tar·h the preparation tarted on the previous Wedne day when the
vehicle had to be loaded on to the train at Paderborn. On the
aturday we ro.c at 0500 hrs o that we would be at the railhead by
the time they arrived at Bergen arrd from where it wa a hort journey
to the location. The 2IC Capt Mark Eaton had also valiantly risen at
an unearthly hour to meet u but wa quick to leave once the site
ommander had been briefed. Once he bulk of the work had been
done the powerman LCpl Errol Rickct was responsible for en uring
that we had power by which to watch the final match •s in the five
nation rugby. eed.le s to say Sig 'Taff' Jones was delighted by the
re ult of the England-Wales match. His glee was not met with much
warmth by the re t of the audience. Meanwhile Cpl 'Spider' Webb did
battle with his chess computer and Sgt 'Geordie' Gray did battle with
the trip light in his new SQMS role. The staff arrived on Sunday but
by the time they had sorted out where they were sleeping it was
~tonday and time for them all to go again.
There was the opportunity for a band of the more inquisitive
oldier to \i it a gun battery while it wa firing. We suddenly realised
the true meaning of hell-shocked a we felt the blast and recoil. We
then visited the impact area but the 'enemy' were still too far away for
u to see much effect other than plumes of smoke appearing
sporadically in the distance and to hear the corresponding thumps a
couple of second later.

Clements and D11ve Gosney remained and new experience emerged too
in the hape of Sgt Alan Speight with a record of having been to Bisley
(and Cpl Dave Bartlett). The rest of the team including Capt Lyndon
Campbell-Black, Sig 'Roddy' 'lcedham, LCpls Marlin Heathcote and
Dave Pook were not very experienced at all and this was eventually to
tell. The team had a day or so on the competition range itself to
practise and thi proved very valuable. The weather, however, was so
cold and wet that the firers could not even feel the trigger after firin g
their first few shots. The competition days were slightly, but not
much, warmer but thi did not really improve our shooting. The pistol
team did, however, meet with success largely due to the fact that they
had in the semi-final drawn the lane in which the targets fell whether
hit or not. In the final the team unfortunately drew the wrong lane but
the technical problems had been smoothed out by then and with some
sharp shooting from SSgt Nigel Sloane, Cpl Dave Bartlet and Capt
Lyndon Campbell-Black the plates fell in our favour and we at least
had one trophy for our efforts.
MEDICAL ARU- 7 MARCH
There was plenty of blood and guts on the training day for the
Medical ARU, both real and artificial. SSgt Nigel Sloan ran the day
and after some theory and gruesome videos the Squadron moved on
to practical training Sig 'Roddy' Needham particularly enjoyed being
checked for broken bones and Cpl Paul Emmerson, suffering from
acute burns found himself with a bowl of icy water dumped on the
blistered kin. As he gasped for breath he explained that the water was
meant to be applied using the sponge provided. The day was a success
however and the Squadron became patient hungry over the following
few days as everyone became medical predators, waiting for the
slightest accident.
SPORT
The Squadron has been as active on the sports pitch as everywhere
else. In the hockey the team unfortunately lost to 5 Heavy Regt and
with it dashed their hopes of the league title. The Cross Country team
fared better coming third in the Minor Unit Winter League and
winning the Royal Signals Competition with notable performances
from the whole team but particularly by Cpl 'Jock' Castle, the OC
Maj Jo Fletcher and the boy wonder Sig Andy Dawson. The 2IC Capt
Mark Eaton joined the team too. The rugby team arranged a 'soft'
fixture against the LAD of 3RHA but discovered that most of the best
rugby players were housed in the LAD. Capt Lyndon Campbell-Black
was knocked out early in the second half and was heard to say: 'I think
I'm all right to play on', as he collapsed for the second time. Needless
to say he wasn't.

REGIMENTAL SAAM
SSgt igel Sloane had the shooting team for its training sessions but
co!-11~ only get a 25m range as so many other units have higher
pnorny. From last season's team a couple of diehards Cpls Ian
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CADRE COURSE
Jn order to prepare some of our junior NCOs for their forthcoming
RSDCC, this Squadron ran a cadre course from 20-24 Feburary 1989.
Four days of classroom work concentrating on the basic subjects of
First Aid, NBC, Weapon handling and tactics were put into practice
by a one day exercise on the Dorbaum Training Area on the Friday.
Each member of the section was given a command task throughout
the day and they were all tested on skills such as section in defence,
section attacks, battlefield First Aid and NBC drills. The Squadron
Pioneer Defence Section led by Sgt Keith Andrews provided the
enemy throughout the day and valuable training was achieved by all.

202 Sqn Cross Country Team
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PERSONALITIES
OC Sqn
2IC
OC A Troop
OC B Troop
SSM
YofS
FofS
SQMS
ORS

Maj John Thomas MBE
Capt Viv Thatcher
Lt Ian Birlesoo
Capt Jim Morley-Kirk
W02 McAleer
W02 Parry
SSgt Newsome
SSgt Treen
Sgt Glossop

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
Welcome to the following personnel who have recently joined our
ranks: SSgt (FofS) Newsome, Dvr Martyn, Sig Lightfoot, Hughes,
LCpl Wood, Sig Beeching, LCpl Tyrrell, Cfn Henry, Sig Robinson
and LCpl Walton. We wish farewell and good luck to four of our
number who have decided the grass is greener in civvy street , namely
Cpl Gosling, Sig Shand, Yeates and Hilson. All the best in your new
careers. Finally farewell to Sig Chandler who left us for Northern
Ireland, we hope you enjoy your tour with 8 Inf Bde.
FAMILY MATTERS
Congratulations to SSgt Tony Talbott and Sig Wilson on the birth
of their sons. Congratulations to Sig Gore who has got married. We
wish him and his wife Rosy a long and happy marriage.
PROMOTIONS
At long last we are able to congratulate Sgt Roy Boulton on his
promotion to Staff Sergeant; well done.

Section Comd Cpl Seymour briefing his 21C, LCpl ' Jimbo'
Hawkins prior to one of the section attacks. W02 (SSM) Saveall
takes notes

Students, enemy, and DS all get together at the end of an
enjoyable day out

LCpl Errol Ricketts style power

206 (6 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 106

204 Sig Sqn (4 Armd Bde)
BFPO 17

BED PUSH
After a fire had destroyed innumerable welfare items at BMH
Munster just before Christmas, this Squadron decided to organise a
sponsored Bed Push to raise sufficient funds to pay for such items as
TVs, videos, radios, etc.
The idea was first constructed by Mrs Kim Andrews, the wife of Sgt
Keith Andrews, our defence section SNCO . The task of organising the
event , fell into the capable hands of W02 (SSM) Saveall.
Teams from all over Munster Garrison were invited tO attend and
everyone taking part thoroughly enjoyed the whole day.
.
The course consisted of six gruelling circuits of York Barracks ~v~th
four obstacles to be negotiated on each lap. After a very compeut1ve
race between the seven team , the Sqn Comd presented a ~veil
earned crate of beer to the winning team. D Sqn 14/20 Kmgs
Hussars, (204 Sig Sqn was a close second). The Squadr.on's ladies
team were presented with two bottles of champagne for being the best
dressed team .
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CHANGES
The Squadron would like to take this opportunity to welcome Maj
John Thomas as our new Sqn Comd and Lt Ian Birlesoo as OC A
Troop.
GENERAL
The racing skis were put away as prospect of a sports afternoon at
Winterburg faded. This is for all except Cpl Joo Farnell-ski, who was
last seen heading for the blue beyond somewhere in Bavaria.
With Ex Flying Falcon put back, the only exercise planned (apart
from an abundance of cross country runs and BFTs) for the period,
Ex Red Tricorn, was sadly cancelled. Skill-at-Arms, military training
and sports have kept us busy. With May in sight, and Spring already
with us, it's roll on Summer .. .
SKILL-AT-ARMS
On 1 March the Squadron Shooting Team descended on Haltern
Ranges for the Regimental SAAM . The match was spread over two
days with the Roupell SMG and LMG matches on day one and the
section shoot, pistol match and falling plate on day two. SLR firers
from the Squadron took part in the Roupell with our best score (24)
coming from W02 (SSM) McAleer. After some high hopes at the start
of the shoot we slipped to fourth place by the end of the morning. In
the SMG Match the Squadron had a chance to hold on to the best
individual SMG title, won last year by Sig Chris Scales. True to form,
we won again this year, Sgt Gordon Smith REME taking the title with
a score of 11 l.
We entered three LMG pairs for the LMG Match and our B Class team
of Sig Nigel Boucher and Addison won the best B Class pair, with a
score that equalled the A Class winners.
For the Section shoot we had a particularly strong team, which
scored 106 points, the highest of the day. Unfortunately, we managed
to pick up 90 penalty points, taking us from fir t to last place!
The pistol shoot was a fast, all action match. The team Maj
Thomas, Capt Morley-Kirk, W02 McAleer and Sgt Smith didn't
manage to hit many clays, but did get its photo in the Forces Echo.
The Falling Plate was the finale of the two day competition, to be
run on a knockout basis. Our team of four firers W02 McAleer, Cpls
Bishop, Martin and Sig Boucher were all hyped up and raring to go.
In the first round we got a Bye, but in the second round we drew the
hot favourites , HQ Sqn.
The whistle sounded and we were off. We were first to the firing
point and first to open fire, but we knocked down the last of our
plates a split second after HQ Sqn . What made 1t really hard tO bear
was that the SSM had a stoppage and only got off three rounds!
Although at the end of the SAAM the re ults didn't show it, we had
a very good team in the making. We looked forward to the Div
SAAM.
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n of 1 m n went for \\ , rd to the Oi\ SAA l, WOl ( ' SM)
le I r, . I Smith. Cpls Bi ·hop, I.yon and Martin . \\ e had a
thorough!) enjoyable \\eek' s shooting with a very creditable fourth
po ition. otable performance. were in the L 1G !\latch and Fire
Team 1atch, with third and fourth placings respectively.

R. tD DIV HALF MARATHON LEAGUE
On Friday 17 Februar} at alamanca Barrack , ten member of the
quadron entered the first race of the 3 Arnd Div Half Marathon
League. The weather condition were slight!: cold but the rain held
off promi ing ome fast timing . The OC, Maj Thomas and W02
frank fcAleer a\\ u off on our gruelling task . The course wa> fa irly
flat but a few ~mall hills were encountered. It was well marked and
the wat r tations were plentiful. One unsu pecting marker ended up
pro,iding a nack for Sig 'Taff' Boucher who decided he wa a bit
peckish on the way round; po sibly that was a good excu e for the
p ition he fini hed in! A good run wa had by all and a few
c mment like 'when' the next one?' and 'never again', were heard
in the gymna ium afterward . The quadron ended with their A Team
oming an overall 4th in the Minor Units League, B Team 9th and the
C Team 17th. Well done to all runner . Particular credit goes to Sig
Oaz Carr and Jimmy Shand who were our first two home. Al o a
word for Cpl Dann} Nicol who just 'keeps on running'.

3

Fl HI G EWS
On Sunday 19 1arch, member of the Squadron fi hed a match
against the Mohnetal Angling Club, together with members of the
oest Otters Fi hing Club. fter an early start the day turned out to
be a di appointment a only about ten fi h were caught. Many
different method and baits were used but the fish just didn't want to
know. The final results were Soest 011ers in first and third place, with
gt Roy Boulton taking the third place trophy, well done.
Unfortunately, Cpl John McBride and Sig Chris Scales ended the day
with dry net , unlucky lads.
The Squadron anglers are all looking forward to the BAOR
Championships, the fir t match being on 9 April in Holland. It is
hoped that now the fine weather is arriving that the 'Fine Weather
Angler ' will come out of hibernation and join us on the water. Tight
Lines.
R GBY
Since the last Rugby report the Squadron has been keeping itself in
form, trying to get as many games in as possible. We played 11 Armd
Wks~ REME at the beginning of February and, to our urprise,
especially Sgt Steve Osman, we won! This unexpected victory was
good for the team as there were some new members playing, notably
Cpl Ian Burt, who was coached all the way through the match by LCpl
·Taff Davies. On a high for a week, the team was really looking
forward to playing 19 Fd Regt RA, unfortunately they cancelled at the
last minute (literally). The team was downhearted but some members
till got a game by helping two of Lhe 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt's
teams out. Pte Daz Hill and Cfn 'Mitch' Mitchell playing for I Sqn
~ that we could learn from them how to play the ball off the ground
wnhout the referee seeing it! (Dig).
Our next match was at Gutersloh with a scratch team (and do I
mean scratch). Unfortunately we lost, even though we were told 'I
want! I want!' by W02 (YofS) Ian Parry. LCpl Davies says it was
because he wasn't playing that we lost. LCpl Paul Davis at fly half
did score an excellent solo try. Another moment was wh~n the scru~
half, Capt Jim Morley-IGrk, was left with his head in his hands. When
asked if he was all right, he replied 'I thought I had lost my contact
ten es'!
. ':>-week later we played and beat 3 Regt AAC in a nail , ear and hand
bmng game! A week af_ter that, two of the team members, Cpls Butler
and Ian Burt were picked to play for the Garrison side again t
~~~UK. They didn't get a game, just as well, the Garrison side lost
22.March saw us playing 5 Armd Wksp REME, a game we wanted
to wm as that would have been the hat trick against our rivals at
Salamanca Barracks. It wasn't to be. Sgt Tony Gaston got the only
try of the game for 206 Sig Sqn and 5 Armd's tries are too numerous
to mention. That's all from the Rugby desk for now. We'll take this
opportunity t? say fond farewells to Sig Jimmy Shand on his
departu_re ~o CIVV}' street, and hope he won't play Rugby for his local
team-Jokmg apart we will all miss him.
206 IG Q. INTER TROOP FOOTBALL
The Troop Football Competition took place recently thanks to Sgt
Jimm) Hanlo~ who organised and refereed the event. Capt Viv
Thatcher was 111 recent!~ and parted with some of the Squadron's
Funds to purchase trophies and medals for the event. Rumour has it
t~at he ~nee sat on a piece of coal and it instantly turned into a
diamond. As luck would have it the weather was possibly the worst

ever, but undaunted the teams paraded in their best fo otball gear , that
is with the e: ception of the OC Sqn, Maj Thomas, who turned up in
hi 1930 'B o y ~ O\\ n Paper' ki t. The competition was fierce but
Support Tp displayed it :.uperior skills and d;:servedl y won the
trophy . The MO's man of the game was C pl Crown , who regularly
supplies the Medical Centre with patients when he plays footb all.
EXERCIS E WATER WINGS
Ex Water Wing wa a spo n ored canoeing exerci e, from Lippstadt
to We el a distance of JOO miles in aid of Guide Dogs for the Bli nd .
We hoped to raise enough money to buy a Guide Dog and don ated
any ~oney o ver to the Soest Kinderheim . At 0~30 hrs on the day we
met ~n camp and made our way to the start pomt on the River Lippe
at L1ppstadt. There were three teams of three men each covering a
distance of 8km per leg which took (or should have done) around one
hour to complete. The teams consisted of: Team 1: Capt Jim MorleyKirk, LCpl 'Woody' Wood and Sig Jennifer Wade. Team 2: Sig Steve
~ore, 'Beaky' ~eckett and 'Ma' Baker. Team 3: SSgt Roy Boulton,
Sig Andy Cartlidge and Steve Emmett. The Admin Team consisted of
Sig 'Sid' Buck and Gaz Carr with the procurer of stores being LCpl
Paul Davis.
Team I prepared to set off on leg one, we launched the canoes into
a back water of the River Lippe, everything was going fine until the
backwash from a passing leaf had LCp! 'Woody' Wood fighting for
b~lance and over he went! Blind panic ensued as he truggled to eject
himself from the canoe, and accompanied by nervou
almost
hysterical laughter he warn rat-like to the bank. A good ~tart! An
unwilling replacement was found and into the darkness they paddled.
Rather than go through each stage, it may be more entertaining if we
mentioned the 'meaty bits' only. Team 2 manages somehow to
complete all stages without mishap, it would seem they drew the long
traw . Team 3 started on leg nine as it was getting dusk, a they
rounded a corner they were met by what seemed like a fast stretch of
the Snake River! Ui;> went the cry 'to the side' or something similar,
and th~ three. ca!'1oe1~ts star _burst. Sig Andy Cartlidge made it to the
bank first, chngmg limpet hke to the bank he was quickly joined by
SSgt Roy Boulton , feeling quite pleased with the way they had
expertly traversed the boiling water. Sig Steve Emmett had no such
luck, having reached grabbing distance of the bank he was truck by
a passing tree (which w~s gro~ing ?n the bank) and over he went. SSgt
Roy Boulton went to his aid and 1t took only a milli econd before he
was over too. One canoe disappeared into the dusk leaving SSgt Roy
Boulton wet, but safe on the bank and Sig Steve Emmett hanging in
the .branches of the said tree doing water skiing impressions. The
eqmpment was recovered by Sig Andy Cartlidge and after a small
delay the event continued. After stopping for a few hours rest and
warm food we went on to complete the course in fine tyle.
The end of the trip was at the iunction of the Lippe and Rhine
where the fin~! team was met by an ~ncoming ocean liner (so
they say), and 1t was reported that Capt Jim Morley-Kirk headed for
the bank so fast he was 300m onto dry land before he stopped
paddling! The liner apparently missed them by inches. The end saw
a four man-cross-over manoeuvre, a bottle of bubbly and a kamikazi
leap into the Rhine by Sig 'Beaky' Beckett.
The :-ent~re raised sufficient money to purchase the Guide Dog and
a contnbuuon was made to the Soest Kinderheim, a good effort by all
concerned .

River Lippe Charity Canoe
Back Row (L to RJ : LCpl Goodall, Sig Wade, Capt Morley-Kirk, Sig
Steve Gore, SSgt Roy Boulton, Sig Steve Emmett and Paul 'SBS'
Beckett
Front Row (L to RJ: Sig Daz Carr, Mark Baker and Andy Cartlidge
(and Lucky the wolf and Timmy Tug)

4 Armd Div H Q and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

1 'QUA DRO
EXERCISE SNOW QUEEN
Thanks to the Zugsoitl e, Ex Snow Queen has remained popular
throughout the season, allowing all those keen skiers to enjoy their
annual outing on the slopes . Young and ' old' alike managed to secure
places on the Nesselwang course. Sgt Dave Shaw assures us that the
'old' including SSgt Mal Hopper skied as well if not better than the
young sprogs.

A BUSY PERIOD

Wi th the postponement of Ex Flying Falcon to April the Regiment
had expected a reasonably quiet time, but this was not to be. The
Co mmanding Officer started the busy period with a Regimental
exercise in January . February passed relatively easily, but included a
highly successful Inter-Squadron Novice Boxing Competition and Ex
Wint ex/ Cimex. March was a swirling mixture of TEWTS and visits.
The vi its included: the SOinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander and Mrs
Alexander on their farewell visit to the Regiment, plus Comd Comms
BAOR, Maj Gen P.R. Davies and the new Comd Herford Garrison ,
Brig M. A. Willcocks. In the remaining moments we had a practice
ORT and a series of lnter-Troop and Inter-Squadron events .
RED NOSE DAY
In the midst of all this came comic relief day. It was decreed that
red noses would be worn at certain times. Unfortunately for the
unsuspecting the times were not appreciated by the charity collectors ,
who (dressed up as clowns) met everyone at the gate. Cries of 'I've got
a red nose in my office' were not tolerated and so the event got off
to a good start.
A fire alert was called later in the morning, and soon the real reason
behind it became apparent as the RSM divided the assembled into ' the
haves and the have nots'-again the charity coffers rang to the sound
of donations. The CO then pulled another surprise by calling for Sgts
Geoff Hawkins and Kenny Sykes. They had been selected for
promotion to Staff Sergeant and after making a donation to the fund
they received the good news.
The final surprise was the charity clowns running onto the square
and asking the CO for a donation. The CO turned to the RSM, who
turned to the Adjutant, who called for a subaltern to supply cash
quickly . Alas, 2Lt Tony Picknell was unable to oblige, suddenly the
combined wives of the Regiment surrounded the CO, RSM and the
Adjutant and in a few seconds all three victims were covered in crazy
foam. All this was taken in good spirit. The collection for the day was
eventually whisked away by a Lynx helicopter, resplendent with a red
nose.

'Oh, we're a couple of 'Swells'
SSgt Mal Hopper and Sgt Dave Shaw take a well earned rest on
the Zugspitze

CUP WINNERS EXTR.AORDINAIRE
Various Inter-Squadron/ Troop competitions have also kept us busy
with I Sqn faring particularly well at the time of writing. Cpls 'Bas'
Bastow led the Squadron to victory in the Rugby sevens tournament,
defeating 211 Sig Sqn in the final. Praise has to go to our clerk, LCpl
'Willie' Leggatt, whose fine kicking clinched the match during extra
time.
Our second victory returned the Regimental athletics trophy to the
Squadron lines. Between them, Sgts Kenny Sykes and Dave Yates put
together a winning team which performed superbly on the day. ln
particular, 2Lt Bret Appleby proved to be a source of untapped talent,
producing an impressive run in both the IOOm and 200m. Sgt Dave
Purnell ran one of the most courageous races winning the 400m B

1 Sqn Athletics Team
Maj Gordon Rafferty Sgt Ken Sykes Cpls Bob McCormick, Dug Piper, LCpl Al Evans, Cpls 'Gaz' Pope, Mark Shrives, Sgt Dave Yates,
Lt Addley, W02 'Sp~og' Brogden , Sgt Dave Purnell, Lt Appleby, LCpls 'Waggi' _Wagst~ff, ~ige .Back, LCpl Gordon Kynoc~, C~ls 'Taff'
Donovan, Kev Peters, Sgt Kev Jenkins, W02 {SSM) Pete Halstead, LCpl Jo~n Reid, Sgt Taff Childs, LCpl Kev Innes, SSgt Bud Abbott,
Sig ' Skel' Skemtt
-
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tnn b:> a hi er. ut undouht dly the mo.t exciting event (apart
from
ighting f the 0
le~ ), was the 4
IOOm relay. with all our
th! t earning their winning medals. ot to be outdone our field
e\enter pro ·ed their Y.Orth with W02 (FofS) Dave Brogden
demonstrating that Australian can throw javelin and put the shot as
"ell a throwing boomerangs.
If all thi phv~cal activity wasn't enough, omeone 'unknown' saw
fit to organi e the Tug-of-\ ar competition on the same day . Here, the
tru ted and well rehear ed team of; LCpl 'Jock' Reid , W02 (SSM)
Pete Hal lead, LCpl Kev lnne , Sgt 'Taff' Childs, SSgl 'Bud' Abbot,
gt Ke Jenkin , Cpl 'Taff' Donovan and Sig 'Taff' Collis pulled to
an easy Victory, actually it wa a white wa h, ~dcling yet another cup
10 the trophy cabinet.
On a slightly le energetic cale, Panther Tp secured second place
in the Regimental Safe Driving Competition, behind the LAD Cpl
'Dougie' Piper and the remainder of the team are confident that next
time the e po itions will be rever ed! This time they won't let the
Squadron Commander guide Cpl 'Robbo' Robson at night.
Staying with an adventurous theme, Sgt Simon Tatman organised
a canoeing profi iency course in February for members of Kiwi Tp.
Breaking the ice and braving the elements were LCpls 'Jock'
MacCuaig, •Jock' Reid, Alex Hurst and Sig Mark Hobson .
Concurrent activity included an unrehearsed fir t-aid practical
demon tration starring the Troop Commander Lt Andy Smith (his eye
1 better now).
For Ex Wintex/Cimex, the Squadron deployed to Ripon Barrack ,
Bielefeld to provide the Excon element, with SSgt (YofS) Mick Purves
and W02 (FofS) Bob Thomas at the reins (closely watched by the OC,
Maj Gordon Rafferty) . The main highlight of this unusually quiet
exerci e for us was the number of visitors which included the GOC 4
Armd Div, Maj Gen The Hon W. E. Rous OBE, Comd Com ms
(BAOR) Maj Gen P. R. Davies, and Comd Com ms I (BR) Corps Brig
T. I. M. Waugh !'tfBE.

gt Dave Mason moved across to B Troop, 3 Sqn, after doing a
sterling job as Troop Staff Sergeant for eight months. The powermen
sorry Driver Electricians , LCpl Paul Carling, Sig Pete Parker, Tony
l!:vans, Steve Parker and Bob Thirsk have joined the echelons of SHQ
Tp and LCpl Martin Hobbs moved to A3 Tp to take over as CRA's
driver.
To replace the irreplaceable, 2Lt Damian Quinn arrived from
Blandford. SSgt John 'Bomber' Brooks returned to us after a two
year holiday in 3 Sqn and Sig Nigel Howard joined us from Catterick.

1 Sqn Rugby 7s team blocking an attack by 211 Sig Sqn . Cpl
' Bas' Bastow with his eye on the ball !, with Capt Nick Borrill and
LCpl Alex Hurst in close support
Finally, congratulations to SSgt Mal Hopper, Sgt Kenny Sykes and
Dave Till who have all recently been selected for promotion. Also Sgt
Dave Till has been transferred to 3 Sqn until his posting in July, where
we're sure he'll be happy! Likewise the now, Cpl 'Scouse' Williams
and LCpl Boath are congratulated on their well deserved promotions.
Unfortunately, the Squadron must say farewell to a number of old
faithfuls; W02 (FofS) Bob Thomas who has managed to arrange four
months in Latina before a posting to Hong Kong! Cpl 'Scouse'
Williams who moves on promotion to Verden, Cpl Pat Murphy, LCpl
Tom Lappin, Sig 'Shorty' Short who all go to 16 Sig Regt, and Sig
Harry Hull, who is leaving for civilian life. We wish them all the very
best for the future.
Without a doubt the quiet season is over and we are all preparing
for Ex Flying Falcon.
2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
OC Al Tp
OC A3 Tp
SSM
SQMS
YofS
Tech SSgt
MT Sgts

1 Sqn Tug of War Team
SSgt ' Bud' Abbott, Sgt Kev Jenkins, Sig 'Taff' Collis , LCpl Nige
Back (Coach ), LCpl John Reid , Cpl ' Taff' Donovan, LCpl Kev
Innes, W02 (SSM) Peter Halstead, Sgt 'Taff' Childs

Maj M. J. Dent MBE
Lt A.G. Ross
2Lt D. J. Quinn
Lt J. S. Charnock
W02 (SSM) W. J. Kelly
SSgt (SQ.MS) M. S. Baron
SSgt (YofS) P. J. Stoddart
SSgt J. Jamieson
Sgt K. Enfield/Sgt J. McGowan RCT

SHQTROOP
The recent reorganisation of the Squadron has brought about a
number of changes in the Troop. All the technicians and Driver
Lineman have now been added to our establishment bringing our
strength up to 27. OC Al Tp, Lt Alistair Ross moves into the vacant
Second-in-Command's c)lair and SSgt John Jamieson takes over
responsibility for technical matters from SSgt (FofS) 'Minny' Minton
who moves across to the 'enemy', 3 Sqn .
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
Sig 'Eddie' Edwardes, our new Stores Accountant, arrived in
March from the QM(T) Dept to takeover from LCpl Mick
Concepcion who moved to 3 Sqn . LCpl 'Rodders' Rodwell joined our
MT from A3 Tp on assuming the new title of Driver Lineman, we also
said farewell to Sig Andy Marrit who has left the Army for a more
restful life in civvy street. Our congratulations go to Sgt John
McGowan RCT on the award of his LS & GC Medal, to LCpl Pete
Ross on his promotion to Corporal and finally to LCpl Paul Carling
and his wife Lisa on the recent arrival of their baby.
Al TROOP
PERSONALITIES
OC
Tp SSgt
TP Sgts

Sgt Dave

leads the thrust for 1 Sqn in the 4 x 400m relay,
having taken the baton from Cpl 'Gaz' Pope

Pur~ell

2Lt D. Quinn
SSgt J. Brooks
Sgt M. Richmond/Sgt S. Talbot

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
Changes in the Squadron and the Regiment have had their effect in
the Troop. Lt Alistair Ross becomes Squadron Second-in-Command
after a four month paid holiday as OC 'Mercury Lodge' in Bavaria.

EVENTS
The Troop was heavily involved in Ex Wintex , providing the AFV's
and crews for the control HQ at Bielefeld. Leaving only our Radio
Relay Ops under the command of Cpl 'Ozzie' Lindon ably assisted by
Sig Pete Nash languishing in barracks. On returning to Herford there
wa just enough time for us to turn round the vehicles before the CO's
practice ORT, which led into Ex Rural Quadrant; a TEWT for all
Regimental Officers, Warrant Officers and Staff Sergeants, on the
defence of a Divisional Main HQ . The aim was to show the
Regimental hierarchy what Main HQ looked like in the field when
deployed with all its 'at ts', as well as illustrating the problems of
defence, communications and administration.
The practice ORT went very well, despite all the problems involved
in boxing and outloading stores. Cpl 'Jacko' Jackson and LCpl
Hadley came up with one solution, 'hide the lot'!. The move to the
nominal Active Edge location went smoothly with special thanks to
gt Bob Sleeman our new Wavell manager, who has now proved
himself to be 'panzer' trained and a very competent packet leader. The
TEWT was deemed a success, and following a satisfactory solution
given by the DS and a visit by the new Comd Arty 4 Armd Div, Brig
MA Willcocks we returned to barracks.
A3 (RADIO) TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Tp SSgt

Lt J. S. Charnock
SSgt K. Nicholls

BRAVO TROOP
OCTp
Tp Sgt

Lt Vinay Pandya
gt Dave Mason

It has been a relatively quiet time for B Troop during which Sig
Kevin Parkinson has returned from his tour in Cyprus and been
promoted to Lance Corporal. He has been placed on the JNCO cadre
course to stop his promotion going to his head. Sig Bob Whipp was
invited to go to the UK and play basketball for the Army. He must
have done well since he has a shiny medal to show for his troubles.
The Army managed to beat the RAF and Navy.
Has anyone seen the Tp OC Lt Vinay Pandya who is still missing.
Rumour has it that he's probably still skiing somewhere.
Sig 'BIT' Brigdale has unofficially broken the 11 Y2 minute barrier.
Can he repeat this feat under the close scrutiny of the QMSI. Watch
this space to find out.
The Troop welcomes its new Tp Sgt, Sgt Dave Mason and his wife
Ursula. New faces also include Cpl Jim and Ute Wilson, Cpl Paul and
Alexandra Henderson, LCpl Mark and Susan Hurren and straight
from training Sig Penwarden.
Farewells are due to Cpl Chris Rooney, LCpls Micky Bott and
Mark Riley. Last but certainly not least SSgt John and Gina Brooks
who will be sorely missed. We wish them all well for the future.
REGIMENTAL NOVICE BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS
A cold night in February saw the final of the Inter-Squadron ovice
Boxing Championships. Over the previous three days the knockout
(no pun intended) competition had taken place, so everyone eagerly
anticipated the evenings events.
obody was disappointed. Considering that all were novices the
standard of boxing was exceptional. All the boxers displayed a
tremendous degree of determination and courage. The crowd was
cheering as if it was a Tyson versus Bruno fight (and for longer too!).
However, in the end, HQ Sqn proved to be the victors.

ARRIVALS AND FA REW ELLS
The Troop welcomes LCpl Andy Gibb and his wife Svenja from
Celle, LCpl Marty Hobbs from Al Tp and says farewell to Sig Andy
Marritt and LCpl Jim Cameron, our ED's who have recently moved
across to SHQ Tp with LCpl 'Rodders' Rodwell.
GOINGS-O N IN THE TROOP
As we prepare for Ex Flying Falcon and all the forthcoming trials
and tribulations, we can look back over the past four months and say
'thank goodness we are going on exercise'! PRE's, STI's, border
patrols, ORT's, competitions, plug-ups and visits are now a thing of
the past, well almost, only the OC Squadron's to go! A very busy
period in which much has been done, especially during the pre-Flying
Falcon Radex, which went particularly well. SSgt Kev 'Driver of the
Year' Nicholls was specially commended for his skills as was Sig
Challiner for this clean boots. Finally congratulations to Cpl 'Torno'
Thompson on his recent promotion.
3SQUADRON

oc

21C
OCATp
OC B Tp
SSM
SQMS
FofS
YofS
Mt Sgt
OC LTp

Maj Richard Barfoot
Capt Barry Williams
Lt Paul Vingoe
Lt Vinay Pandya
W02 John Dent
SSgt Ian Selkirk
SSgt Robert Minton
SSgt Steve Wood
Sgt Daniel Murphy
Sgt Fredrick Shingler

FAREWELLS AND HELLO
There have been a number of changes in the last couple of months
including the following:FofS Brogden Royal Australian Signals ha moved to 1 Sqn
breaking with the traditional posting of the 'Oz Foz' with 3 Sqn. The
Squadron will miss Dave and Kathy especially at social functions.
SQMS Ian Blacklaw is off to enjoy a short tour in the unny Falkland
Islands.
We also say goodbye to SSgt John and wife Gina Brooks. He has
been moved to 2 Sqn, Al Tp where his talents are requir.ed.
.
Sgt Pete Duffy and wife Sharon have also left to a posung outs1de
the Regiment. Best wishes to you all.
The Squadron welcomes SQMS Ian and Elaine Selkirk and their
two white poodles, FofS Robert and Jacqueline. Mini?"· Al o Sgt
Dave and Ursula Mason and Sgt Fredrick and Pauline Shmgle.r to take
up positions of Troop Sergeants of B and Line Tps respectively.

Winners of the Inter-Squadron Boxing Championships - HQ Sqn
Rear Row: Dvr Brian Wills, LCpl Jimmy Reeves
Middle Row: LCpl Mick McBride, Cfn Sean Jillins, Ptes Mark
Holmes, Ian Shepherd
Front Row: Pte 'Pez' Perry, S ig ' Daz' Proctor, Cpl Gary James,
Dvr 'Jock' Hamilton, Cpl Billy Knox
Absent: Pte Paul Ross
The Commanding Officer presented the medals, and congratulated
all of the competitors, pointing out that not only had they all provided
a marvellous display but had undoubtedly all learned something about
chem elves. The victorious HQ Sqn team were then invited back to the
Sergeants' Mess to help their celebrations.
Thanks are also due to W02 (QMSl) Denis Delaney and all his
gymnasium taff for organi ing such a good event.
The listing of fights is shown below, winners are marked by an
a terisk (•):·
Sig Darren Proctor (*)
Sig 'Willie' Cuthbertson
Bantam
Cpl Gary James
Sig Colin Parry (*)
Feather
LCpl 'JC' Cartmell (*)
Dvr 'Jock' Hamilton
Lt Weight
Sig Lee Cox (*)
LCpl Mike Concepcion
Lt Welter
Cpl 'Willie' Knox (*)
LCpl Mick McBride
Welter
Sig Vince Saunders
Cfn Sean Jillings (*)
Lt Middle
Sig John Milne (*)
Sig Barry Hearne
Middle
Sig Simon Fitzgerald
Sig Bob Hamilton (*)
Lt Heavy
Pte Mark Holmes
Sig Richard Cawthorne (*)
Heavy
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The CO Lt Col Raper presents the Welter weight medal to Cpl
'Willie' Knox , while his worthy opponent LCpl Mike McBride looks
on. In the background W02 (QMSI) Denis Delaney

Rt:GIME. 'TAI. ORDIC KI TEAM
Report h) Lt Vinay Pandya
The Regimental ordit: Ski Team was composed mainly of oldier
of 3 Sqn who contributed four of the six member . Training
commenced at the end of October and involved early morning
\\.imming sessions. long run , weight training and stretching ses ions.
The team left for orway on Ex Mercury Quadrant II at the end of
ovember to train on snow prior to moving down to Austria for the
Divisional champion hip . Accommodation in Norway was a self
catering apartment and on top of hard training the team took it in
turns to do the cooking and washi ng up. The team remained in
Norway over the Christma period which is relatively free of
commerciali m. orwegian Christma Day is spent with the family
and in an effort to inject some ea onal spiri t the team went carol
inging; this brought forth invitations to come in for hot chocolate
and biscuits . The training in Norway went well and three of the team
who had not langlaufed before had improved beyond recognition.
After moving back to Germany on New Years Day the team spent
three days in the Regiment to reorganise before leaving for Galtur in
Au tria for the 4 Div Champion hip . The quality of the now initially
threw us ince it was old and wet and the dreaded klisters had to be
u ed, but once the fear of the e had been overcome they were found
to be excellent. Kitted out in our pink and navy blue racing suits the
team made a good ir.1pression. For a group of novices the team did
rather well and narrowly mis ed being selected to go to the Army
Champion hips but LCpl Steve Shawcross qualified for a place as an
individual. He went on to win the Best Novice Award . Nordic skiing
is hard and demanding sport requiring guts and determination but
full of fun and excitement. It can be said without doubt that a
throughly rewarding time was had by all who were involved.
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Contact the Three Tees Agency
and let your Services skills pay in Civvy Street

1
/ten you teave
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals
•
solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex
~he C'e.rvzroc:r
and TeleprinterOQerators.
• • • You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice
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and guidance on employment prospects in the
commercial world of Telecommunications.
lf you are rusty, we can give you the opportunity
to brush up your operating and also familiarise
you with commercial routines and equipment, and then
guide you to the right job, permanent or temporary.
fn some cases resettlement courses are available
for those seeking permanent employment in
the Greater London area.

111e
111ree Tees Agency Ltd
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The Squadron bade farewell to a number of old sweats: LCpl
'Sco use ' Taylor to 28 Sig Regt and ig Neil Watt to I Armd Div Sig
Regt. We wish them and their families all the best for the future. A
welcome i extended to Pte Clayton RPC and hello again to SSgt Bob
hortis who has returned to the unit after spending seven months in
Belize; welcome back to the German weather!
OC SQN HANDOVER/ TAKEOVER
On Wednesday 25 January 1989 Maj C. J. Burton handed over
command of 200 Sig Sqn to Maj O. M. Mills while in the field and
attempted to leave the location un een. But Top Sergeant Ivan Itch
(W02 ( M) Charlton) and five highly trained members of 200th
Stepoes Spetnaz Section (RPC Defence Section) had other ideas.
With the aid of uniforms and props, a roving Spetnaz Squad
managed to snatch Maj Burton from outside Comms Ops. After
binding his hands, he was taken to an interrogation room on the local
golf course. He was read a list of his achievements with the Squadron
and then left with a message to take with him to the corridors of MOD
'Slow down and take a well earned rest'.
It was at this point that he characteristically broke free and tried to
e cape. However, he was re-bound and unceremoniously dumped
back outside Comms Ops.
Who was the creep who cut him free? (Photo evidence to follow in
the next issue folks'). Meanwhile the new OC continues to patrol
around with his 'new broom' -Oh for a quiet life.
ALPHA TROOP
DIVISIONAL SHOOTING COMPETITION
A scratch team was entered in the Div SAAM Competition. The
team consisted of Lt Meers, LCpls Marsden, Bedford, Pies Smith and
Cockburn who enjoyed the event despite coming third in the minor
units competition. The main source of atisfaction was the fact that
the team won the money prize on the pool bull on the SLR and pistol,
which was perhaps a matter of luck. However in the Falling Plate
competition the team shot well, knocking out t~e team fro~ the
Divisional Signal Regiment (sorry Colonel) and losmg to 2 R Insh m
the final, which was no disgrace as they were equipped with SABO with
the SUIT sight. An excellent day out, which at least gave the teeth
arms something to think about.

OPERATORS
T.17"1.

200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 41
Efforts were made to sort out all the items which had been used on
the guard. It took about a week to clear everything and by then the
Department was out camping again on Ex Winter Gauntlet. The
SQMS actually came out for this Exercise but said that this was his
last for the year. Apart from being bounced around the countryside,
it was a good exercise. While the Department was on the exercise,
LCpl Tony Taylor was doing a painting job fot the ~QMS as the new
store was in need of a new image. The less said about his efforts the
better!
Now on to brighter things. Cpl 'Monty' Moore has finally
managed to get some leave and ig 'Bud ' Mountfield is on his Ca~re
Course at 4 Div Sig Regt. Meanwhile, the Department was performmg
miracles in preparation for the Ordnance inspection, which hopefully
will be as good as the one last year.
As a football match against the Berlin Sig Regt planned for
Saturday was postponed until Sunday, we decided to go down to~n
and do some shopping, followed by what we were fast becommg
accustomed to-the night life (beats Detmold).
It was a late start on Sunday for the Berlin weary 200 Sig Sqn
members whose morale was not improved by having to play the Berlin
Sig Regt, who won the encounter 11-3. Everyone enjoyed themselves
de pite the awful score which showed how grateful we were to our
hosts for their hospitality.
On Monday we visited the Soviet Sector of Berlin. The same
afternoon we had an excellent and humourous brief on the role of the
Berlin Sig Regt by QC 1 Sqn Maj McColville; thank you for sparing
u the time. The last evening was spent at the Stadt Hotel in the Soviet
Sector of Berlin, where we had an excellent meal out together. When
we were told that we would be treated like kings by Lt Forrest and Cpl
'Mr Softee' Riley; I don't think any of us believed it. However, it did
happen; the food and service were a shock to most of us, as well as
something called a champagne cocktail, which, despite the colour,
ta ted quite nice (we have always said, the most Senior Brigade
Signal Sqn in the Corps has some style). After an early night we
, .
,
.
departed for Detmold by BMT.
A short break fro m normal duties, before the big oPe , Ex Flymg
Falcon. It was only made possible by the l'elp of Ber!.n ~ig Re~
Once again many thanks for having us and all your efforts m makmg
the trip so worthwhile.

BRAVO TROOP
CULTURAL TOUR OF BERLIN
by LCpl Steve Sorbie
About two months ago our Troop Commander, Lt Forrest, decided
that he would take fifteen members of the Troop on a cultural tour
of East and West Berlin. Some could not go due to other commitments, so (after a lot of arr!! twisting!) S gt Cleary and Cpl ' Mo '
Howarth of Alpha Tp went mstead .
The main party left for Berlin by the British Military Train (BMT)
on Friday 31 March. Col ' Robocop' Dobbins and Cpl Dav~ Riley took
the minibus with our personal kit through the road corridor:
.
We arrived in the early evening, heading for the cultural mght hfe
after being dropped off at the Olympic Stadium. The evening ended
with Sig Fearnhead and 'Trigger' Smith showing the way. .
Saturday morning tarted with a tour of West and f:a t .Berlm. For
most of us this was our first visit to Berlin and the h1ghhght wa to
have our photos taken next to the East German Gua~ds at the tomb
of the Unknown Soldier in the Soviet Sector of Berhn.
SQM DEPARTMENT
by Cpl ' Monty' Moore
.
.
The SQMS Dept has been having a busy ume since th~ Squadron
returned from their camping expedition on ite Guard m January.

Back Row (L to R): LCpl ' Chewie' Marsden RPC , Sig ' Bud '

Mountfield and Pte Pat Paterson RPC
Front Row (L to R) : Cpl ' Monty' Moore, SSgt (SQMS ) Mick Ara

and LCpl Tony Taylor (now 28 Sig Regt}

Call in, write or telephone
110 Fleet Street, EC4. 01-353 3611 124 Regent Street, Wl . 01 -734 0365
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RESERVIST LOSES PRIZED POSSESSION
T he a ppearance of a tall , broad La nce Corpora l with beard and
pony tail marchi ng around 8 Sig Regt cau~ed some comment , as you
may well imagi ne. With his bulk and long hair he was soon nicknamed
the ' Honey Monster '. T he red tape on his shoulder denoted 3 Sqn
. . . what was this ma n doi ng?
The enlightened a mongst us recognised that the JNCO was in fact
a Reservist on a refresher course. T he civilians on these courses attend
a week' s training Lo keep them current in their skills and able to fu lfil
their Reservist liabili ty , b ut don 'L have to have their hair cut!
'Honey M o nster' was in fac t LC pl Steve }' armer from Nottingham,
who left the Army six years ago, and a long with the ocher men on his
course he seemed to enjoy a few days back 'i n uniform'. But this
wou ld have been just a nother Reservists course except that Comic
Relief came along. Steve volunteered to have his beard shaved for
sponsorship , and a quickly organised ponsorship and whip-round
raised j ust over £ 100. The proceeds were divided equally between
Com ic Relie f and the Regimenta lly sponsored charity, the St John's
Appea l. T he shaving was done by Sgt Hems, who should work for the
Bloo d Donation Service as he obviously knows how to draw blood,
and he was assi sted by two of the girls from the cu rrent TA course,
Ptes Marjorie Riley and Michelle Halliburton; but they had to retire
early as they couldn't stand the sight o f blood. T he event was
witnessed by a large audience, eager to see value for their money.
Our thanks to Steve Farmer for originally coming u p with the idea,
volunteering himself and for losing hi s beard wi th such good humour.
Equally thanks to all those who dug in their pockets to support a good
cau se.

8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
the wind whi tie off the moor a nd around the accommodation,
\\e are all thankful tha1 1his year winter in Cauerick has been mi.I d.
Enough now wa fallen to practice the Regiment' now-clearing
OP' without anyo ne becoming bored .vith it!
There ha been a major change within RHQ , with the departure of
\\01 (R M) M. A. Kerr on commis ioning to 14 Sig Regt where
rumour ha. it he' fully employed clearing a man-made snowstorm o f
PRl vouchers . The new incumbent, WOt (RSM) J.E. Mullender, has
ju t returned from sunny Hong Kong and wonder where he can ~et
a curry a good a those he got on the third floor of Chung King
Man ions.
There are other coming and goings too numerous to mention :
Trainees out 10 units, cadre on po tings and also t ~ose who are
de tined to become Combat Civilian ,-or a described in post-CERC
language; Tele Op (Civvy). Good luck to everyone, wherever they may
be going.
AV ARD A D PRESENTATIONS
Pictured here are some of the recent presentation made as rewards
for outstanding effort and result .

In the NE/NW District League however the first team has been
having a more successful run . With four games remaini ng we are top
of the league three points clear of our nearest rivals, an~ ha ~e. a.l o
successfully qua lified for 1he semi -final stage~ o f the Premier D1v1s1on
Cup, beating our quaner-final opponents 27 Fd Regt RA 8- 1. The
team as a whole has been playing excellent football a nd after a shaky
start, which was due to a draft of footballers being posted in, we now
.
have the luxury of competition for positions in the fi rst team ..
l wish the same could be said about the second team, which 1s
presently residi ng in !he nether regions of the Fir.st Division . T~ be fair
they are playing good attractive fo otball defensively and in midfield,
but lack striking power up front, a situation w~i<:h .v:ould b~ rectified
once the new intake of upgraders gel past thei r m1ual Barner Te ts.
Hopefully this will enable the second team to avoid relegation.
The league tables as at the beginni ng of February are:
1st XI
p

10
2nd XI
9

w

D

L
2

F
29

A

15

Pts
10

4

4

18

25

6

8

TEAM MEMBERS OF FIRST AND SECOND TEAMS
OIC F ootball Maj J. Turner, 2IC SSgt 'Mac' McMillan, second
team ma nager Sgt Andy Waterston, first team manager and captain
Sgt Grant Pocock, SSgt Jimmy Sheils, Sgts Mick Applegarth, Simon
Naylor, Ches Cheslett, Cpls Tye Sanderson, Kev Sturmann, Mick.Y
Mann , Sig Tibbs Corbin, Cpls 'Shaky' Makin, Paul Hubbl~, Ch~
McQuade, Dave Buckingham, Sig Paul Brown, Cpls A.nd_Y D1~k, Jim
McNaught Billy Chambers, 'Biddy' Baxter, Andy G1lpm, Sig Ally
Watkins, Paul Alford, Cpl Dave Coleman and LCpl A~chie Gem~.m.
Players recently departed and just arrived at the lime of wntmg
LCpl Taff Powell posted to School of Signals and LCpl Ben Gunn,
no fixed address. Welcome to Sig Macker McSween on TRA from 2
Div Sig Regt.
ROYAL SIGNALS ENDURO MOTORCYCLING
Capt D. M. Pratt Secretary Royal Signals Enduro Sport
Motorcycling and Cpl Mick Mosley with the awards won when Cpl
Mosley rode for the Army MCA Team at the Natterjack round of the
Na1ional Enduro Championships.

H

Carl's achievement is really two fold-not only does he join the
company of only 14 other students trained within the FMVT system
to receive this award since 1986, he also becomes the very first Tele
Op (Systems) Basic to receive such an award .
Our warmest congratulations to Carl on this outstanding
achievement.

TEAM ROYAL SIGNALS ENDURO

Sgt Hems completes the first stage of the attack: The beard is
thinned and trimmed
SPORTS IN THE REGIMENT
FOOTBALL
As reported in the last issue the Regiment qual!fi~d for the ~~my
6's in Aldershot by winning our district league qualifying compeuuon.
The trip down to Aldershot was not as successful ~s we had h.o ped and
we did not qualify for the final stages but we did make things hard
for the eventual winners 'School of Signals' who fortunately managed
to hold us to a draw, as reported in Soldier magazine.
Cpl Mick Mosley astride the Maico 250 of the R<;>yal Signals
Enduro Team, with the trophies won at the Natteriack Enduro
when he rode there for the Army MCA

Cpl Tomkins T1 Rad1p Technician receiving his Outstanding
Student Award from OC Trade Training School, Lt Col J.C. Young
Cpl Tomkins is the first Technician Upgrader to receive the new
Outstanding Award since the Trade Training School changed from
awarding A Grades
This result was well deserved as he was in every way outstanding
in theory and practical performance throughout his course
BA IC TRAFFIC GRO P-OUT TANDING PERFORMANCE
WARD
Having completed the final stage of his basic training as a Tele Op
(Systems) Basic at Leconfield, Sig Carl Hughes returned to Basic
Traffic Group to receive the Royal Signals Award for Outstanding
Performance in training. Carl, who is now serving with 22 Sig Regt
in BAOR was presented with his award on Wedne day 22 February by
Lt Col Young, OC ITS.

Presentation of the BSAD 'Wilkinson Sword' Poignard on 11
November 1988 to Maj I. Forbes and Sgt S. M. Rogers of 8 Sig
Regt
The Poignard is awarded annually to the team who, at the BSAD
Wheelchair Ma rathon in September, raise the largest amount of
money for BSAD
Maj Forbes and his team raised £491.40 in 1988

The 8 Sig Regt football team. Missing SSgt 'Mac' McMillan

Army MCA-Best Club-H&S Trophy
Army MCA-Best Team Award
Individual-Silver Medal
As well as many other awards, Cpl Mosley ha won the overall
Yorkshire Enduro Clubman Championship, was seventh in the orth
of England Championship and fifteenth in his class in the ational
Championship.
1988 was a good year for Team Royal Signals Enduro, and the team
is now preparing for the 1?~9 seas?n, beginning in M~ch. A very full
diary of weekend compeuuons will keep us busy until November.
If anyone is intere ted in motorcycling, or has ridden in events
previously, why not contact Capt ~ratt , Sec.retary ?f Corp
Motorcycling UK a1 8 Sig Regt, or enquire of 16 Sig Regt in BAOR.
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9 Sig Regt

BFPO 58
Y . IK PRIMARY-EA TER EGG- TAVAGANZA
The children of y10
ikolao Primary School entered into the
.pirit of Ea tee by reviving all tn<! traditional fe tivities-bunny
hunting-egg rolling-egg break:1.g-Easter bonnets and egg
de.:orating. It wa left to Mi Nanc~ Johnson to organi~e the fe tivities
"hich wa extremely hard work but not nearly as ha.d as frying to
lect pri1e winners in the egg decorating and bonnet parade
.-ategories. Thi task wa left to Mrs Loes Morley and Li GiHian
Wright. The imagination and 1mprovi ation of the multitude of
entries in the decorating conte t had to be een to be believed but after
mu h deliberating prize winners were finally established. The bonnet
parade was an equally difficult ta k with hat that would ha e held
their own at A cot w ek. All in all an eggcellent day ' a had by all!

ETTING TRENDS IN A Y NIK!
Jackie Doherty (R M's wife) and Ellen Savage (Padre' wife)feeling anything bul 'down and out' at the Childrens' Tramps' Leni
Lunch on Saturday 18 Mar::h .
Belo' • a Bunch of Swell ! Final amount raised wa £100 sterling
which ha been sent to MHA Methodist Homes for the aged, a
registered charity.

REGIMENT AL WIVES-CLIMBING DAY
Recently some of the wives accepted the challenge put out by the
men , and organised a climbing day. On a fine and sunny Thursday
morning, after weeks of anxious waiting, the girls assembled at Cape
Greco, all raring to start.
The supervisors s~t _them the task of _climbing 'The Crag' a 16m
climb graded very d_1 f~1~ult, and descending a 20m abseil. Recording
the whole days act1v1ues was SSgt Dave Cresswell with his video
camera. They all completed both the climb and the abseil, showing
tremendous courage, some going twice they enjoyed it so much. For
their efforts the supervisors awarded each wife a certificate and of
course, they have the video as living proof that they have be~n there,
climbed it, a nd thrown themselves off it .

Ql,D RSMs
Old RSMs never die they just pop up occasionally to ensure the
standards are being maintained. Dicky 'Tich' Marris, who served as
RSM of 9 Sig Regt between 1961-1964, paid a welcome vi it to Ayio
Nikolaos as a guest of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Me s.
Dicky turned out to be a character and kept us enthralled with his
stories and anecdotes of the good old days. He was plea. ed to ee that
the soldiers were no longer under canvas, other than that not a great
deal had changed-except of eour e the pay.

Supervisors - W01 Jim Leivers, W02 (SSM) Pete Whitehouse
and Cpl Sue Hulands . Assistant - 2Lt Vivian Bracken . Wives Yvonne Dunbar, Loes Morley , Anita Hennessy, Jan Gardner , Trish
Clarke, Karen Crawford , Annette Storey, Sue Tedder , Corrinne
Campbell and Val Penketh

Jake Helm (centre) proved too form idable an opponent for the rest
of the class in the egg rolling

FAREWELL TO SGT RICK DUDLEY
On Friday 17 March the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
held a dinner to mark the occasion of Sgt Rick Dudley breasting the
tape of a 22 year career. Ricky returns to UK for his fi nal six months
before joining the ranks of 'The Public'.

To the victors the spoils

-=~

STILL PLENTY OF GAS-BUT WHERE ARE THE GAITERS?
The Regiment had a surprise visit from one of its old boys last week,
star of screen and stage Derek Nimmo popped in for lunch and a tour
of his old haunts. Derek , who was directing a play in Nicosia, served
with the Regiment between 1949 and 1951 as a National Serviceman .
He delighted us all with his stories from the past. He produced a
programme of a production of' Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves' which
he appeared ·in as a member of the Regiment's Amateur Drama Group
of the day . Included in the cast were quite a few other ex-regimental
personnel who have made good. It is hoped that Derek will return to
Ay Nik in September to join in the Regiment's 30th birthday
celebrations.

Left to Right: RSM, Adjutant with Oh Brother!

•
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B BADMI TO. CH MPION HIP 19119
On
gain the Regiment hosted The ESBA Badminton
hamp1on hip Y.ith all the normal event being played, plu this year
for the fi r t time the young ter were invited along . An event was held
for the under 12 year old and one for 12-16 year olds.
There \\a a tremendou re ponse to the competition which wa held
O\ r the weekend I 1112 March. The majority of the game were
played on the aturday with the fi nal. ~n the Sunday. After some long
hard fought battle on court 1he re 1 :l were:Winner
Runner Up
LCpl Batty
Mr Mike J(, nes
W02 ( M) Whitehouse Capt Morley
L pl Batty
LCpl Middleton
Mr Cockcroft
SSgt Bobryczki
\.!en Plate
Sgt Irving
Ladie Singles Mrs Whitehouse
Mrs Whitehouse
Ladie · Double Sgt Erving
Mrs orton
Cpl Dickens
lad1e" Plate
Mrs Taylor
Mrs Shaw
Mixed Double Mrs Norton
Mrs Whitehouse
LCpl Batty
W02 (SSM) Whitehouse
Child Junior
Hayden Rushton
Kelly Whitehouse
Simon Cowdrey
Toby Van De Pol
Child Senior
The organi ers would like to thank OC 2 Sqn Maj A. Helm who
presented the trophies to the finalists, and to all the competitors for
entering.
EHnt
. 1en ingle
\1en Double

worthwhile cause the lapels of our suit are always the first to go.
Re ent notable · were, a cheque for £1,250 on behalf of the GOSH
appeal and a comic relief disco re.tlised the grand sum of £400. Main
credit goes to those hardworking stalwarts from the Harewood Club
Com mittee and a special memion fo r Mrs Chris Riley who descended
from a great height courtesy of the Dhekelia Parachute Club to
contribute to the GOSH windfa ll.
?SQUADRON
A Y NIK FUN RUN 89
Sunday 2 April saw this year's Ay Nik Fun Run. Again the run was
organised by 2 Squadron with the object of having a fun day ou t for
the family and to raise money for charity.
The ru n had both a 4km and 8km route lo accommodate all
standards of runners, and took the runner out into the bundu
through orange groves, main ly on beaten tracks. The weather started
off very misty, the fi rst runner out was Mrs Evans the CO 's wi fe who
disappeared into the mist at around 0900 hrs, by 1000 hrs the sun was
hining fi ercely, the afternoon ru nners suffered from the extremely
high temperatures. A ll entrants received a certificate for their effo rts.
Money was raised by chargi ng an entrance fee and by the Wi ve
Club, who again rallied around and organised stalls at the start of the
courses. They managed to raise well over £ 100. The charities chosen
to receive the money are 'The Lord Nelson Appeal' and local
community projects around the Ay Nik area .
Total number of runner = 189
Total money raised =c£262.22
EVENTS AND WINNERS
Mens
8km
Ladies
8km
Male Vet
8km
8km
Female Vet
Male Child
8km
Female Child
8km

W02 (SSM) P. Whitehouse
Mrs Terry Lang
Dave Reading
Avril Reading
Hayden Rushton
AJ Kirk

Female
Male Child
Female Child

Carol Preston
Master Bush
Amy Doherty

4km
4km
4km

WIVES CLUB COMMITTEE:
Eileen Clarke, Bev Savage, Sue Abercrombie, Jan Gardner, Ann
Cresswell, Elaine Bowman and Gayle Jarvis.
The organisers would like to thank all those who helped in the
administration of the event, especially the Wives Club Committee and
those involved in collecting for the stalls. A big thank you also to all
those who entered.

The prize winners from the ESBA Badminton Championships 1 989

I

Maj Helm poses with W02 (SSM) Whitehouse and LCpl Batty, the
Mens Doubles winners
'LOADSA MONEY'
From Ay 'ik
As regular Lion readers are well aware Ay Nik Personnel are not
adverse to dipping their hand in their pockets when some deserving
cau e comes along, in fact we subscribe to so many charities and
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EASTERN SBA MINOR UNITS RUGBY
2 SQUADRON WIN KNOCKOUT CUP
The ESBA Minor Units Knockout Cup Competition was hosted by
33 Sig Unit at Ayios Nikolaos on Sunday 26 February.
Amid much confusion 2 Sqn found itself with only 14 players as it
took the field for the first match against Mac's Mincers (HQ Dhekelia
Garrison). Despite a spirited performance it eventually lost after the
30 minutes play. The second pool game saw the team up against 33
Sig Unit. Now with a full complement of players the Squadron was
victorious after a hard fought game.
In the semi final the Squadron came up against 3 Sqn. This was a
fiercely fought game with no quarter given on either side . Continued
pressure from 2 Sqn forwards resulted in a penalty. JT 'Snowy'
Shotton stepped up for the kick and captured the only points of the
game.
The final was against 1 Sqn. Although feeling the fatigue of the
previous matches the team was fired up after a brisk warm up from
Sgt Dave Ruddock and CPO Ian Bellingham. Led from the front by
Sgt Chris Hobbs the pack played a hard spirited first period but could
not break down the I Sqn defences.
Five minutes into the second half 2 Sqn broke the deadlock after a
superb move across the backs resulted in 'Snowy' Shotton 'jinking'
over for the first try. With spirits once more high the 2 Sqn forwards
continued to apply the pressure. From this determined forward play
CPO Ian Bellingham was able to charge over for the second try of the
game. The result was an 8-4 victory in 2 Sqn's favour, achieving a
thoroughly deserved triumph .
The Garrison Commander, Col Champion, presented the trophy to
the Team Captain, Sgt Chris Hobbs.
The team consisted of: Sgt Chris Hobbs (Captain), CPO Ian
Bellingham, JT 'Snowy' Shotton, Cpl Nige Watton , LCpls Loz Hill,
Phil Ward, Sig Shaun Hughes, Cpl 'Jock' Blyth, Sig Harry Harrison,
Sgt Dave Ruddock , Sig Mike Jolley, Jez White, Dean Butler, Steve
Kennedy, W02 Pete Lang and Sig Harry Harrison.
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11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
Kl TEAM
Report by L I J . Vlasto
In recent years 11 Sig Regt has entered a Junior Ski Team in the
UKL F (Scottish) Al pi ne Sk i Championship , achieving considerable
succe s. This year it was decided to enter a Senior Team as well. The
training for the J un iors started with the Sk i Hobby in October 1988.
This to<?k. place on th e ~a u eri.c k dry ski slope and was open to all
those ehg1 ble fo r the Jumor Ski Team . By Christmas twelve had been
selected for the next phase of training.
They went on ELT in Scotland as a team from 22-29 January 1989.
The tota l lack of snow could have been a problem, but the ingenuity
of Cpl Mike North , the Team Trai ner, secured us the use of a local
dry slope so enabling training to continue and the further selection of
eight for the next phase o f training.
EXERCISE HIGH PISTE
This phase of training took place in Mayrhofen, Austria from 3-12
February. T he idea of going to Austria was to guarantee snow and
long run s so building up ski fitness and fa miliari ty- none of the
Jun iors selected had skied on snow before.
But befo re ski ing we had to endure a thirty hour bus journey in a
cramped coach with insufficient luggage space. Ski boots had to be
jammed under seats and legs then contorted in some way into the tiny
space remaining. It was with considerable reli ef that we fi nall y
arrived , after a comprehensive tour of other ski resorts in Austria, at
Mayrhofen .
The next day dawned bright and clear with blue skies, dazzli ng su n
and good snow. That evening, after a hard day' s skii ng, WOl (RSM)
Brillon commented that just one such perfect day made the bus
journey worthwhile. Unbelievably condi tions continued to be perfect
for the remainder of the week. Not even the return bus journey could
dull the elation (or the sun tans) o f the best week's skiing that I have
ever had .
Incidents that stand out in my memory invariably invol ve
somebody's wiping out. Perhaps the highest marks for technical merit
hould go to JSig 'Jock' McNeil! who was attempting a vicious jump
whilst watched by the remainder of the team . He disappeared into the
dip, then reappeared airborne as expected , but minus his skis . His
skis, however, continued independently on their course and appeared
beneath Jock still skimming along the snow. Losing his skis in this
way was an impressive achievement, regaining them proved too much
even for him- the inevitable wipe out was great to watch.
At the end of the week a further selection of six for the final phase
of training had to be made. The aim of building ski fi tness and
famili arity had certainly been achieved as we had skied all day every
day. Consequently it was a very tired ski team that returned to
Catterick to a predictably jealous reception .
EXERCISE SNOW CUB/ SNOW LION
The final phase of training, the pole training, took place in Scotland
from 19-26 February 1989. This was attended by both Junior and
Senior Ski teams .
Our first day in Scotland coincided \vith the first day of kiable (I
use the word in its broadest ense) condi tions of the season . There was
sufficient snow to slide on , but only ju t, and the weather provided
quite a contrast to Austria.
Nonetheless we managed LO ski every day, even though on occa ion
this meant walking up the piste. But four days before the
Championships the Army Winter Sport Association decided that
conditions were too unreliable and cancelled the Champion hip .
After all the training we were anticipating con iderable success and the
cancellation came as a great disappointment . The only consolation for
all those who had worked so hard i that the training was not
wa ted-the Regiment ha produced a number of kiers who will
hopefully go on to ski for the Corp .
Also, of course, there are the memories . Wipe outs in Scotland were
plentiful, but the award for the most entertaining undoubtedly goes
to Cpl Mike North and JSig Oz Longstaff. Mike was leading off pi te
and did not notice a mall hidden gully, the result being that he new
spread eagled across the gully into the far wall. Oz, who w~
following, on seeing Mike suddenly di appear attempted lo stop. Thi
he achieved momentarily on the very brink of the gully, but then his
arms began lO windmill and slowly, gracefully he somersaulted
headfirst into the bottom of the gully. Those of u not involved in chi
pile up were rendered helples , by laughter.
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The Ski Team training went extremely well this year. A very high
tandard was achieved , a strong team spirit built up, and it was
enjoyable . It is a great shame that the Championships was cancelled,
but this does not alter the value of the training in maintaining a supply
of high standard skiers into the Corps.

The Junior Ski Team (Left to Right) : JSig Howard, McNeil!,
Dutton, Cpl North (Team Trainer). JSig Longstaff, Page and Hilton

A rare sight - JSig ' Jock' McNeill airborne - with skis still
attached!
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ti ' te'e \lheatle~
gt 'Scottie' herrard
Cpl Eddie Goff
Cpl Chri · H:. '113S
Cpl 'Jock· L mbe
Cpl Ton~ Sh:ney
The Troop began another nine week training programm e with ome
50 adult recruits. After ine\ itable back trooping through inj urie etc a
30 ·tr ng Troop pa.: ed out on 10 l\·t arch , a morning of brillia nt
>Un hine. 4 Troop ran parallel with 5 Troop and in the Inter-Troop
Compe ition won the ro -Country. s ault Course, Long Race,
Drill and ection Race • emerging a Championship Troop.
The prizes for Be t Shot and Best Endeavour were presented by Gp
Capt R~an , Commandant RAF Catteri ·k to Sig Nizhar and Makings,
and although the overall Be t Recruit was won by a 5 Troop member,
a prize wa awarded to ig Guilfoyle as the Best Recruit of 4 Troop .
After a speech by Gp Capt Ryan, a cheque for £1,200, raised by the
Troop for rnriou children's charitie , was pre ented by
ig
Boothman who had raised £75 from family and friend .
B TfLEAXE TROOP
Since forming on 9 January the Troop has had to oldier on through
a lot of changes. At la t another Corporal po ted in. Welcome to Cpl
Mick O'Brien and wife Theresa. He will be aiding Cpls 'I'm off to
Germany in July' Ca tro and 'football on Wednesday' Edward .
A change of command to educate the staff with Lt John 'he' gone
kiing' Via to leaving the Army being replaced by Lt David Gallagher
RAEC . Welcome to Lt Gallagher and wife Mary and congratulation
on your promotion to Captain on 8. April 1989.
dd to that Cpl ·cas' Castro to 21 Sig Regt in July and the
quadron moving back to Helles Barracks from Vimy 'C' while gt
One HeOD gets hi well planned Fire COs Cour e to miss the
humping and dumping. I hope the boys can fit in some training.

lH HOMECOMI G (OR THE MOVE OF 3 SQ UADRON )
After 1.000 day~ ot being lost the CO in his in finite wisdom
decided to take hi~ people home. The move was left to three wis~
Corporals (Cpls Castro, F.dwards and O' Brien) .
The task et wa~ to lca'c the de olation a nd be ettled in the
promised land in seven days and the fo llowin g commandments were
given. On the fir t day-Thou shalt pack away all unessential kit. O n
the second day-Thou ~halt clean anyth ing that doesn't move. On the
third day-Thou halt clean it a ll agai n . On the fourth day- Thou
halt pack all of the troop stores. On the fifth day- Thou shalt
prepa re e' eryt hing in readi nes for the great trek to the promi ed land .
O n the sixth day.-T hou shalt leave for the promi ed land . Normally
the seventh day 1 a day of rest but, unfortunately, not this time. On
the eventh day-T hou halt unpac k th y kit and get ready for the
Coming of the qn Comd . Maj mith .
All.of the task we.nt well with L~e co-operation of the RQ, W02
Henning, who co-ordinated everything (with much gna hing of teeth)
and slew the false proph ets who went around giving out much
disinformation.
Day ix went exceptionally well except, as there were no rivers we
had to do with a parting of the road between barracks with a goodbye
to 8 ig Regt between RSM' s, 8 Sig Regl WOI Mulhander- 11 Sig
Regt, WOl Britton and a Battleaxe march led by the Troop OC Lt
David Gallagher.
'
AL last paradise-or at least an end to purgatory when everything
orted out.
Well done Battleaxe!

14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 23
HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
PER ONALITIES
Maj E. J. P. Kellett
OC qn
Lt M. A. Kerr
21C Sqn
W02 (S M) A. Lunney
SSM
SSgt N. Yarwood
QMS
A warm w~lcome goes out. to Lt M. Kerr who has just arrived from
the c~oler ~hmate of Cattenck to take over a grandiose selection of
hats includ!ng 21C Sqn, OC PR! and MTO, to name just a few. Also
we would hke to welcome L~pl ff:u~phries Lo TM Tp and Sig Naylor
to MT Tp; they have both JUSt finished their basic training.
Th~s y~ar the Squadron has been very busy, deploying on various
exercises. in support of the other elen:ients of the Regiment. However,
we did find lime to get together durmg Ex Fast Draw II in an effort
to ~ring our military skills up to speed in preparation for the
Reg11'.'ental ~R~. The exer~1se went very well and, although various
funcuons within the Reg11'.'e.nt h!ld to be maintained, a large
proportion of the squadron ioined into the spirit of the exercise.
BOXING

T~r~e members of the .Squadron managed to get through the
preliminary ~outs of the inter squadron boxing competition; Sig
'Rudolph ' Gnmes, 'Slapper' Kindness and LCpl 'The Hulk' Ord. All
were excellent bouts with Sig Grimes and LCpl Ord winning theirs in
superb style.

PON OREO BED PUSH
After destroying one ho pita! bed 4 Troop breast the Hauton Cro
Roads-Sig Making leading whilst Sig McCallum ponder the
meaning of it all.

W01 (RSM) Britton (Left), 11 Sig Regt bids farewell to W01
(RSM ) Mulhander, 8 Sig Regt with Battleaxe Tp, led by Lt
Gallagher RAEC, marching past

FSL
by WOl N. C. Mapp
Field Station Langeleben continues to be as busy as ever. Our
neighbours in the Old People's Home, Langeleben, entertained the
FSL permanent staff and some of X-Ray Tp as a gesture for giving
them Christmas dinner in December 1988. This was in the form of
afternoon tea and a dance and the 'young boys' enjoyed it.
Maj ' Rollo' Rumford wa running around in circles in the econd
week of March (who said 'just then?') when he held a four day
orienteering tutorial involving over 30 members of the Corps. This
was followed by sparring Lt Robert 'Tom' Forrest and his 'ring' of
Regimental boxers.
Five nations were represented at our local international games night
on Friday JO March. Cpl Pete Bromilow (ACC) was up to his usual
very high sta ndard and fed over JOO hungry competitors. SSgt Pete
'Put that light out' Rixon and Cpl 'Taff' Allen were hard pre sed to
keep up with the demand for refreshments. The evening was a great
success. Result: first British, second USA, third German reserve,
fourth Italian reserve and fifth Australia (to be fair W02 Pete Bull
was the only Aussie to make the trip).
This will be my last contribution to The Wire as WOIC FSL and l
would like to publicly thank all past and present members of 14 Sig
Regt (EW), especially my permanent staff, for all the help and
assistance which has made this tour the most satisfying of my career
to date.
QM (GEN) DEPT
by S gt Bill Dyson
Being an addre see required to action and submit a chatty and
interesting article, I give you Sgt John (MIMO-March-ln, MarchOut) alter . On a serious note, the Quartermaster's Department
would like 10 welcome Sgt John Saller to the team. He joined us to
help on the families side of life. This keep him rather busy and he is
of great help to the Regiment and acts as the link between us and the
ASA/ ASU ervices.
The Regiment's gymnasium is almost complete and everyone is
eagerly waiting for the Grand opening day. I'm sure the squadrons
will be trying to outdo each other as to who will be the first to use it.
(More competition).
Our SSgt (SQMS A) Bill Dy on is busy while all this is going on
around him, bargaining and bartering with all the various outside
agencie to help keep things running smoothly in the Regiment on
behalf of all the Squadrons. 'Who aid it wa wheeling and dealing?'.
Heike, our Fam/ MFO clerk ha ju t returned from a few weeks
leave. Our other clerk, Sharon (smallhausen) Powell, when she i
available and not running between QM Gens and RHQ, has had a
rather busy time of it. She found her elf having to move quarter
while her husband was in Northern Ireland as the one she was

ADVERTISING
Notices and advertisements, other than those related to a
business interest, will be published free of charge to serving
members of the Corps, and to those retired member who
subscribe LO The Wire. All matters for publication must reach
the Editor by the 12tn of the month preceding publication. All
other advemsements should be forwarded to our advertisement
managers, Combined Service Publications, PO Box 4,
Farnborough, Hampshire GU!4 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891)
who will advise charges.

occ upying was due for modernisation. Young smallhausen was not
a mu sed.
All in all our not so busy department (as W02 (RQM ) Colin
Thompson 'I ' ve just returned from leave' keeps telling everyone), has
been rather busy of late.
QM(TECH)DEPARTMENT
First of all the h~llos _and goodbyes-here we go: welcome to Maj
And_y Boyle and his wife Rachel, Sgt Raymond Pickering and hi
family, Cpl Tony Simpson and his family. And hello once again to
Cpl Rich Clatworthy and his rugby team.
Goodbye to Sig Ian Bain and his wife Christina, who have departed
to the sunnier climate of York (he passed his Bl upgrading course!).
Funny moments: the RQMS is not very well due to a mishap after
being told to take things easy after his operation in BMH Hannover.
(The ,QM won~ers why it needs an operation for the RQ to relax-he
does it all the ume). Well done to LCpl Colin Rich for sabotaging the
RQ's coffee bell, so it's no more coffee for you today RQ!
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
The department has saved up its sports afternoons and has decided
to go on an adventure training weekend in the Harz mountains. We
are crossing our fingers that Cpl Rich Clatworthy and LCpl Murray
(I've lost my contact lens) Walker learn to map read after their
disastrous attempt during the Squadron night navigation exercise.
It was red nose day on 10 March, o all the department went for it,
with th~ exception of LCpl Davie Alsop who didn't. Mr Robin Gypps,
our resident R&l Storeman, collected over DM600 for having the
nerve to interrupt the CO's parade on Harry the Hyster. The CO took
it in his stride and even gave up his pocket money for the whole week.

STOP PRESS
Congratulations to Cpl Tony Simpson on his forthcoming
promotion and departure to the warm and sunny Falkland Islands. All
the best Tony, was it really worth unpacking all those boxes?
TM TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Wksp
Projects
Trg
1st Line
Tp SSgt
SSgt Radio

Capt P. G. Cross
WOl (FofS) P. Martin
WOI (FofS) D. Wild
W02 (FofS) R. Hamilton
SSgt (FofS) N. Cullen
SSgt M. F. Laybourn
SSgt M. Holland

NEW ARRIVALS
Welcome to Sgt Yates from the hot-bed of orthern Ireland and
LCpl Humphries direct from training (at last a TE Tech).
EXERCISE FAST DRAW I
Ex Fast Draw I aw the Regiment vi it TM Tp en mass for two days
to see how we tick . W02 (FofS) Bob Hamilton produced a
programme where the Regiment was split into yndicates and shown
every aspect of TM Tp from R&l, through URS to repair of the major
'special to role' EW equipments. He then went on leave for the
duration and left it all in th capable hands of SSgt Mike Laybourn
to follow it through (good move!). Fortunately things went fairly
smoothly and we now have a Regiment of 'nearly' techs so TM Tp can
carry on with sports afternoon , days off etc.
CELLE WASA LAUF
Congratulation to WOl (FofS) Dave Wild on being our sole
representative in the Celle Wasa Lauf, a 20km road race through the
attractive local town ( urely there' an ea ier way of getting to know
your way around!).
ALLER SWIM
Early March saw the annual Celle wim in the River Aller. Three
representatives from the troop braved the elements, Capt Paul Cros ,
LCpls (it's not whether I'm in-it' just the depth that varies) Duff)
and pence O rd. Fortunately thi year there wa no ice to crack, but
did anyone get their hair wet?
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plaque to the Regiment for ho ting the event and th anked Lt White
and Sgt Cooper for co ordinating it.

0 Tp
p Tp
R Tp

Maj Lance Byrne
Capt Adrian Campbell-Black
Lt Andy White
gt Teri') ~ erman
Capt Georg~ Prideaux
gt Mick Halford
W02 Rick Logan
W02 Kev Doyle
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2Lt K. Osterburg
SSgt T. Benson
SSgt A. Singleton
Sgt T. Davies

FAREWELLS
We say goodbye to Lt Clewlow, best wishes go to the men of 244
Sig Sqn. Be ready for anything! Sadly, we are al o losing Sgt Simon
Hill who goes to the School of Signals and Cpls Gav Collins and Paul
Gartside who go to sunny Catterick for their Tl.
GREETINGS
Welcome to our new Troop members 2Lt Karen Osterburg, Cpl
Tony and Sally Mee and family who made the long trek from 28 Sig
Regt. We also received fresh blood into the Troop in the shape of
three signalmen complete to CES: Sig Davies, Reid and Halliwell .

21C Maj Rollo Rumford before his plunge!

EXERCISE FA T DRAW
Leading up to the Regiment's ARU there was a week of in camp
military training. Only a few of the Squadron were involved in this as
the rest were out on other exercises. The ARU proved to be very
entertaining: the squadron had to build a POW cage and try to keep
100 prisoners. The prisoners had a 9711/o success rate in escaping and
there were only three left to interrogate, though a lot would have been
shot. SSgt Terry German also escaped even though he was meant to
be running the camp.

23RD ALLER WlM 4 MARCH 1989
Over 200 swimmers braved the chilly waters of the River Aller on
4 March. Divers from clubs all over Germany and the Netherlands
gathered together to take the plunge on a warm spring afternoon.
Dr Severin, Oberburgermeister of Celle, welcomed the
multinational swimmers including Lt Col J. D. Stokoe MBE, our CO,
before officially starting the event.
Many of the swimmers dived like lemmings from the road bridge,
while others slipped more edately into the water from the river bank .
Everyone then laid back as the current took the all-singing swimmers
down tream. A variety of floats adorned the river, matching the
colourful fancy dre s worn by the swimmers and creating a wonderful
carnival atmosphere.
The half way point was marked by a welcome Gluhwein stall, where
e\'eryone swam to the bank for a drink and collected a candle. The
river was now full of singing swimmers, illuminated in the early
evening by candlelight as they drifted through the town. Crowds lined
the banks and bridges cheering and waving the swimmers on.
Among the first to finish was the 21C Maj Rumford , closely
followed by Lt And y White OC Diving, WOl (RSM) Aitken , Capt
Paul Cro s and the Regimental V ater Polo Team.
Once showered and changed, the swimmers and spectators
assembled in the Regiment for the prize giving. Herr Karl troher,
head of the German Life Saving Society, presented a com memorative

21 Sig Regt

BFPO 42

PERSONALITIES
Tp OC
Tp SSgt
Tech SSgt
Tp Sgl

EXERCI E WINTEX
The whole of Papa Tp deployed on Ex Wintex. A barbed wire maze
wa erected to keep people amused when they were off duty and to
catch any would be snoopers. The exercise became a troglodytes
paradise with few people emerging from their vehicles except to go to
bed or to eat.

INTER SQ ADRON BOXI NG
The highlight of the last couple of months was undoubtedly the
inter squadron boxing competition: Individual performances are too
detailed to go into but here are some points of interest: LCpl Marty
Graham's opponent is still doing his Patrick Moore impression,
looking at the stars; LCpl Dean (Scud B) Cox's opponent has applied
to join the A PTC as a punchbag; LCpl Frank Bruno Flaherty's face
looks as if he has done 10 rounds with Mike Tyson but he had an
excellent win; Sig Grant KO Proctor has had a blood transfusion and
indented for a new nose; Sig Kenny Marlowe fought well on the night
but lost after a close bout and picked up the best loser's trophy . Cpl
Andy McNeil, LCpl Chri Yates, Sig Marty Fell and Wayne Chopper
Bramwell all had close fights in the prelims. The team was well
supported and trained by W0 2 (YofS) Don-King Doyle, SSgt George
Greig and LCpl ·Scotty' Scot on.

BFPO 35
2SQUADRON
ROM EO TROOP
by Cpl Andy Dobson

GE. 'ERAL
The quadron ha~ been scattered to the winds to do various
acti\ities: the e included Ex Wintex, the Aller wim, the Celle Wasa
I.auf, Ex Fa t Draw and the inter quadron boxing competition. Z
Troop ~aid goodbye to their QC Capt David Gruncell who handed the
Troop to gt Mick Halford.

THE ALLER WIM
Once again the bi cuit factory came up with the good . Papa Tp
decided that it would be a good idea to enter the Troop in the 15km
race while most other people opted for the !Okm race. Ju t about
everybody completed the race except for the hapless Cpl Lee Cooke
who dropped out because of his tonsils (apparently they are connected
to your feet). The sun shone all day and it made the affair much more
pleasant than la t year when it snowed.

16 Sig Regt

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl Karl and Lisa Perks on the birth of their
first son Matthew . They resisted pressure from the Troop who wanted
the baby to be called Elmo. Best wishes also go to Sgt Tom Davies
who married Sarah in January. It seems that Cpl Steve Barr may be
going the same way, announcing his engagement to Pte Chris Caisley
on St Valentine's Day .

038
PERSONALITIES

T

oc

Tp S gt
Tp Sgt
Tp Cpls

2Ll Tony Clark
SSgt Alf Ramsey
gt Sandy Dos Martyres
Cpl Dave Jubb
Cpl Andy Terry
Cpl Mat Murray
Cpl Steve Foreman
Cpl Jim O'Donnell
Cpl Martin Kelman
Cpl Lee Singer
Cpl Andy Riley

KAPE TOUR
TN 038 would just like to say to all you avid Wire readers how much
we are going to miss Flying Falcon which has been replaced by a
KAPE tour this year. By the time this article is published the KAPE
tour will be well under way. From the beginning of March we shall be
at various venues around the Manchester and Chester area . .
Anybody skiving in that area is more than welcome to pay us a visit.

CADRE COURSE
Five members of the Troop went through hell and back in the shape
of the CO's Cadre Course. The unlucky five who only just survived
were LCpls Gaz Bowman, Phil Maddocks, Sig 'Morbs' Moorby,
Toby Fernbank and Mark Johnson .

RCZ ORIENTEERING CHAMPS
The Regiment won the major unit championship. The Troop was
represented by SSgt Tony Singleton who came third M21, Sig Mark
Johnson who came first MI9 Sig 'Taff' O'Connor, CPL 'Shuggy'
Cowan and SSgt Tom Benson.

Members of the Regiment at the half way 'G luhwein Stall' (Left to
Right}: Cpl Baillie, LCpls Ord, Duffy and Sig Ha rding
INTER SQ ADRON NOVICE BOXING COMPETITION 1989
The final of the Inter Squadron Boxing Competition took place on
22 March 1989 in the Gymnasium of Trenchard Bks, Celle . On
completion of the Prelims/ Semi Finals only three points separated all
four Squadrons.
The final got underway, however, the first contest was stopped
within 30 seconds; would this mean an early exit to the Sergeants'
Mess? On the contrary, from here on in the competition went from
strength to strength with only one of the remaining eight bouts having
to be stopped inside the distance. After an excellent nights boxing the
final .placings were:

RUGBY
Congratulations to Cpl Andy Cooper who was the Regiment's Top
try scorer and the man of the season. Regular members of the team
were Sgt Tom Davies, Cpls George Roper and Nick Goodwin.
SPORT
Romeo Tp was victorious in the Regiment's Inter-Troop Potted
Sports competition. Missing from the photo of the winning team are
Cpl Geo rge Roper and Sig Taff O'Connor who missed the moment of
glory by skiving off to an early lunch.

Kape Team
Top Ro w (L eft to Right): Sigs O' Bri e n, Anderson , Tierney, Willams

and Cpl J ubb
Middle Row (Left to Right): Sigs Jo nes, Bost ock, Leyland and

Book
Standing (Left to Right}: SSgt Ramsey, Lt Cla rk and Cpl Terry

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
TN 038 would like to welcome Cpl Steve Foreman who has made
a big jump from TN 039. Other 'newish' arrivals are LCpl Ivan 'Kid '
Currey, Sig Dave 'Pervey' Pitt, Sig Jason Hughes and Guy Willans.
We would like to say goodbye and good luck to Cpls Gaz Tinsley, Lee
Singer and Sig Brian Gittins.

WINS IN TH E FINAL
Winners-I Sqn-17 point I win
Runners up- 2 Sqn-16 points 3 wins (incl Welte r Weight)
Third-3 Sqn-16 points 3 wins
Fourth-HQ Sqn-14 points 2 wins

PROMOTIONS
We would like to congratul ate all of the Troop hierarchy who have
all been promoted . 2Lt Clark has eve ntually received his long waited
Lieutenant, SSgt Ramsey his Warrant Officer 2 and Sgt Dos Martyres
his Staff Sergea nt.

As can be seen from the results the competition was a gripping and
nail biting affair enjoyed by participants and spectators alike.
Before presenting the prizes, the Gue t of Honour Brig T . I. M.
Waugh MBE, congratulated all boxers on displaying such courage,
commitment and sportsmanship. A special mention must go to Sig
Kenny Marlow 3 Sqn for the Best Runner Up and ig ' Buzz' Burrows
I Sqn for the Most Improved Boxer.
Finally W02 (QMSI) Dick Parker is to be thanked for the gathering
together of the officials and general organisa.tion which made the
evening such a success.

H T ROOP
PERSONALITIES
Troop OC
Troop SSgt
Maint Sgt
Project Sgt
Tech Sgt
MT Cpl
Troop Clerk
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Back L to R: Cpl Nic k Goodw in, Sig Carl Reid , LCpl Pete Lagden ,

Cpl Andy Dobson and Sgt Tom Davies
Fron t L to R: Sig Steve Davie s , 2 Lt Karen Oste rburg, Sig Steve

Clarke a nd Lee Halliwell
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Capt Keith Ru ·sell
SSgt Steve Doh~on
Sgt Steve Brealey
Sgt Pip Piper
Sgt Bill Stadius
Cpl Geordie Brown
Mrs Sue Brough
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H Troop
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Welcome to Bruggen to three brand new Signalmen from
Catterick-Sig Gallivan, Wilkens and McCarthy. Everything will
become obvious in about three years' time. Welcome back also to Sgt
Pip Piper after his holiday down South.
Sad farewells to Cpl Nigel Dix who has left us for Civvy Street and
Cpl Neil McKenzie-good luck on his Tl.

Bay of the Month-'L' Troop
Back Row (Left to Right) : LCpls Mattson, Brennan, Sgt Elliott, Cpls Davis, Forbes-Wilson, LCpl Jackson, Sigs Wildish, Pearson, Bradley,

Cpls Rouse, Kemble, Cunningham, Sig Routledge, LCpl Fearon and Sig Davies
Centre Row (Left to Right): SSgt Smith(RE), Capt Seaword and SSgt Denny
Front Row (Left to Right): Sgt Hudson, LCpl Farr(RE), Spr Johnstone(RE), Sgts Brown , Kenna, Conlan, Jennings and LCpl Cutts

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Sig Makker Macpherson on his marriage to
Shenny. Good luck for Lhe future. Also to Sig Darren Bilton on his
promotion to Lance Corporal.
RETURN OF LCPL STEVE BRICE
In September's publication we sent our 'Get Well' message to LCpl
Steve Brice who was in Woolwich Hospital ac the time. Since then,
after spending some time in RAF Headley Court to rehabilitate, Steve
was finally discharged from the Army. He did, however, return co
Germany to see us all at H Troop and to collect his Jimmy. On his
return to UK, Steve decided to reciprocate and has since sent us a fine
memento for our Tea Bar which was made by his own fair hand.
We hope to see Steve here in H Troop again whenever he visits his
brother Sgt Lou Brice who also serves in the Regiment.
More observant readers may wonder who the elf-like figure is
perched on the Tornado behind H Troop. All is revealed-it is in fact
Capt Roy Coffill, GLO 17 Sqn, who procured the aircraft (and a place
on the photo) for us.
LTROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Tp gt
Projects
Maintenance
Technictan Sgt
MT
Oerk (and Tp 'Mom')

Capt Robin Seaword
S gt Mick Denny
gt ' Rocky' Hudson
gt Andy Elliott
gt Colin Brown
Cpl Pete Rouse
Frau Busse

AND ON THE FINANCIAL FRONT .. .
Our Troop Scaff Sergeant, Mick Denny was presented with the
Royal Air Force Germany Certificate of Merit and cheques from both
the Station and Command in recognition of his 'conscientious and
constructive efforts directed toward the improvement of technical
efficiency within the Royal Air Force'. At a small ceremony attended
by all Troop members and their wives the Station Commander RAF
Laarbruch, Gp Capt G. McRobbie handed over the award and joined
us in a small social function to mark the occasion. Mick's invention
has already proved to be of great val ue.

FAME AT LAST . . .
L Troop rounded off a most successful year by being offered a
starring role as Engineering Wing 'Bay of lhe Month' and we decided
to show our Royal Air Force colleagues some of the many guises in
which our boys can be found; poor old Sig 'Taff' Davies drew the
short straw and donned the PT kit-and it was the coldest day of the
year-whilst LCpl John Brennan and Sgt Andy Elliott chose
themselves. Our Forward Engineers got in on the act as usual and
bolstered the numbers in the absence of several Troop members on
leave and some actually at work.
WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SNCOs' DINNER NIGHT
Thursday 16 February saw a very good turnout of the Contingency
Fund to dine out two member after each completing 22 years with the

Capt Russell presents Steve Brice with Jimmy
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We have continued the changes over the last couple of months,
saying a sad farewell to LCpl Paul Cutts and his wife Carol who have
decided to try their hand at civilian life-we wish them every success.
The postings of LCpl Andy Mattson and wife Linda and Cpl 'BJ'
Forbes-Wilson and his wife Julia to the sun of Cyprus have left room
for more 'characters' in the Troop-they, too will be missed and we
wish them well . Finally, we thought our resident engineer SSgt Steve
Smi\h was leaving us but he managed to join PSA and remains with
his wife Denise, within the fold. One question still remains, however,
has Sig Eddy Postlethwaite really gone? We seem to have had more
farewell ' dos' for him than everyone else put together-he will be a
hard act to follow!
Recent arrivals have included Cpls Pete Gruncell, Billy Nelson,
LCpl Ned Kelly and our replacement engineer SSgl Roy Lowe with
his wife Jaqueline-all are most welcome.

Gp Capt G. McRobbie presenting SSgt Denny with the Certificate
of Merit (and cheques)

W01 (RSM) A. F. McBain presents SSgt Chris Biddlecombe with
a canteen of cutlery - 22 years service
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RUGBY 7~
The annual Regimental Rugby 7s were held in March on the Station
rugby pitch. Eight team representing the Squadrons were split into
two 'pools' to produce the eventual finalist . An extremely
entertaining day, which often showed that knowing the rule cannot
beat fitn e s, kept the spectators highly amused! The final was between
I and 3 Sqns with the 'Airfield Troops' emerging victors in a rath er
one-sided game.

22 Sig Regt
BFPO 107
THE COMMANDING OFFICER'S FAREWELL
The Regiment bade farewell to Lt Col Jerry Barrett, and his wife
Sue on 22 February. At the parade held to mark their departure he was
presented with a framed photograph of the Regiment at Battle Camp .
He inspected the Regiment for the last time and presented Sgt Bob
Anderson with Corps Colours for Nordic skiing.
He will be remembered for his active contribution to all aspects of
Regimental life, not least of all, his strong support for our successful
ski teams. His last year of command also saw the Regiment reach the
BAOR rugby cup final.
We wish Lt Col Barrett every success with his new job in the MOD
and send him and Sue our best wishes for the future .

Sgt John Blackman being presented w ith an Arr:nani porcelain owl
in recognition of 22 years service

Corps. Both Sgt Chris Biddlecombe and Sgt John Blackman had
pent more than a normal tour of duty with the Regiment and both
were leaving the ervice and settling in the local area.
Sgt Chris Biddlecombe had erv_e~ alm~st exclusively '~ith the
airfield troops and had a very close ha1 on with the Royal ~1.r_ Force
in various pans of the world. Chris is now employed as a c1v1han on
RAF Wildenrath and intends to keep in close contact wich the Corps.
Sgt John Blackman completed hi service at our 'Eifel Hideaway' ,
RAF Detachment Roecgen, where he will be best remembered for his
dedication to the barbecue stall at the Dog Trials and Five-a-Side
Football competition, held with great success annually for the benefit
of charity. He will also be remembered for his prowess in removing
manhole covers and leaving his fingers behind. John is now employed
in JHQ in STARRNET/SSVC.
We would like to wish both ex-members of the Corps every success
in the future, not forgetting their families who gave them excellent
suppon.
Finally, that evening also saw a belated farewell on posting and
promotion to W02 (FofS) Bob Pullan. Bob ran the Roetgen
detachment for two years and made it a pleasure to visit, he is now
posted to CPD Blandford but is actually detached to JHQ. We wish
Bob and his family good fonune in the future.

WELCOME
22 Sig Regt welcomes Lt Col Peter Innocent as its new CO. He
comes to us from Shrivenham where he was an instructor.
Cpl Paul (Punchy) Hanlon , 4 Sqn takes the ball cleanly from a ruck

VISIT BY ACF CADETS
For 11 days in April India Tp of 3 Sqn was host to a party of ACF
Cadets from Warwickshire and the West Midlands. After the usual
preliminaries and administration it was straight off to the Regimental
square for a short burst of drill with SSgt Stevenson.
Various activities were covered during the visit. A day on RR dets
and FFR's resulting in a general gain in knowledge, but will it be
remembered mostly for the plaintive cries of 'Help, I can't get down
out of the cam net' as a small face would appear upside down under
a cam net. A shooting competition on the 30m range was often halted
as Cpl 'Tank' Sherman moved the smaller Cadets back onto the firing
point after they had been pushed backwards by the recoil.
The visit to I QLR nearly resulted in a major reduction in the
battalion's AFV's after the Cadets had 'examined' both the vehicles
and their weapons. More than one Section Commander cringed as the
barrel of his Scrimitar flew up and down with total disregard for the
equipment.
The visit was judged a success by those most qualified to judge, the
Cadets themselves!

Lt Col P. Whitemore presents the winning trophy to W02 (SSMl
J . Fairbairn 3 Sqn

designed to be paddled at speed.
The driving from SSgt Skimming and Sgt McLachlan during the
treasure hunt produced times of 48 and 58 minutes. This compared
with an average of well over an hour. SSgt (FofS) Paul Cooper and
W02 (SSM) MacKay have vowed never to act as their co-drivers
again.
Day two started again with bre;ikfast at 0600 hrs. Then began a
series of fun events consisting of Field Admin (food tasting) in
which Sgt Mick Brown showed how years of smoking can ruin your
taste buds. Then came survival where, with our hands tied behind our
backs, we had to eat a paprika covered doughnut. This was followed
with other events such as 'find the enemy' (toy soldiers in a sand box)
and apple bobbing which consisted of retrieving an apple from a bowl
of semolina and then retrievi ng another from a bowl of rice crispies,
running round an earth spike 10 times then sprinting IO yards back to
the start/finish line.
Between events competitors cycled. This was a disadvantage for the
'BMX kids' SSgt Chris Barlow and Sgt 'Taff' Rideout who had
difficulty keeping up with the 'big boys' bikes!
ONE MAN'S VIEW OF WINTEX
Dear Diary,
Spring finds us once more swinging into the exercise season. Ex
Wintex began with a short drive to the first location which was to
become our home for the next two weeks!
A few busy days followed with all of the lads on the relay dets
bringing in the usual assortment of shots.
SSgt Skimming commanded the node in the absence of Lt Smith.
Cpl Purves enjoyed? his last exercise with the troop at the helm of our
faithful Processor 012.
Many of our detachments were lightly manned, with the possible
exception of Sig Roy Heathcole's. I managed to fill some of the
quieter moments by building a 1/ 16 scale model of the Manhattan
Skyline with compo boxes and sticky back plastic.
Having somehow mislaid this I then set about rendering the timeless
beauty of Beckum concrete to paperi I was asked to make a drawing
of our Troop OC, I forgot what he looks like. Come to think of it,
I can't remember who asked me to do the drawing in the first place!
Enough banter, we have just been given endex so I will have to scrap
my 1/32 scale model of the City of Westminster in compo boxes and
washing-up liquid bottles!

THE SMALL BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICE
AND THE SMALL BUSINESS LOAN SCHEME
ACF visit caption competition

The Legion has always been concerned with the employment
needs of ex-Service people and with a trend towards self
employment and small business, the Legion has started a Small
Business Advisory Service which is intended to supplement the
existing Government advisory schemes and wo1k closely with
them.
Together with the Service is the Small Business Loan Scheme
which will consider applications from unemployed ex-Service
people who require financial help to start their own business.

SNCO COMPETITION
At 0600 hrs on Monday 20 March six teams made up of SNCO
from the five Squadrons assembled at the Mess ready to start the day's
activities. This was supposed to be a log race. As it was the RSM's last
competition before leaving the Regiment, we knew this was going to
be totally unlike the last two, which were solely military. We were not
disappointed. To the team's relief this fir t event turned out to be
breakfast in the Mess before the two day ' activities commenced.
After breakfast the teams moved down to the Mohnesee for the
orienteering competition. W02 (SSM) John MacKay and Sgt Jim
McLachlan managed to complete the cour e with only one argument.
This did not stop them producing the best result for the Squadron
team.
The next event at the Mohnesee was the raft race. The raft which
gained most points on design closely resembled an i7eberg, ha:-iing on,e
third above water and two thirds below. Although ll floated 1t wasn t

The Small Business Advisory Officer,
Royal British Legion Village, Maidstone, Kent ME20 7NL.

THE ALPINE REPORT
The Corps Race Training Camp
After months of fitness training the joint Alpine teams of 22 Sig
Regt and 3rd Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt got down to some seriou
skiing in Kaprun in Austria. Our main training areas were on the
Kaprun glacier, the Kitsteinhorn. When the weather became too bad
there we went lower to the slopes of nearby Zoll-am See. The camp
was a success in spite of the blizzard and poor visibi llY and prepared
the teams for ucces at the Divisional Championships.
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THE 3 R tO RED DJ\'I 10 CHAMPIONSHIPS
.
The weather wa good. the now was good, and Fulpm~ 1 ~ ver}
ma ti\·e Au uian \illage. 22 Sig Regt domin~t~ the Alpme. 1dc of
the Dhi ional Champion hips, but the compeut1on was certamly not
a walk-over. 17th 21 t Lancer fought hard all the way.
The Regiment won the Giant Slalom team race. Cpl Andy Brown
,,on the c mbined individual prize, LCpl 'G .ordie' Crawford won the
Individual Giant Slalom prize for the second year and the te~m won
the Combined Team prize. 1 he e.xcellent work by ~.he ~rd1c team
then allowed the Regiment to pick up the overall k11ng pnz for t~e
be t s iing Regiment in the Divi ion. In a~ditio~ to the e ;esults, ix
men qualified to go on to the Arm}' Champ1onsh1p , equalhng the be t
performance ever by the Regiment. Unfortunately we had ~o leave
behind two excellent novices Cpl Tony Manktelow and Sig (now
LCpl) Tomkin on .
THE ARM Y CHAMPIONSHIP
Snow condition were poor in Les Menu ires in France, venue for the
1989 Army Alpine Championships. The French worked very hard to
pro' ide an excellent, if very icy, racing piste. Our team was to_u~lly
unprepared for tho e conditions ..The team sta,rted the ~ompeutJon
badly but quickly adjusted to the different technique requ1r~d and the
extreme care required in ski preparation. The team came third_, ~~ten
by that I 7th/21st Lancers team which came second at the D1v1. 1onal
meeting. We put in a solid performance, one of the be~t m t~~
last wee year . The final team was C pl Andy Brown , LCpl G~ordte
Crawford, Cpl Colin Cunningham and LCpl Dean MacKenzie._ ~Lt
Nick Smith won the Michael Pearce Trophy for the most prom1smg
new Corps kier. Cpl Brown and LCpl Crawford both qualified for
the Army team and in the inter-services competition they helped the
Army regain the Inter-Services Trophy.
They also competed in the British National Championship . Cpl
Brown was 21st in the Slalom and LCpl Crawford was 34th in the
Giant Slalom . At this rate of improvement they should be well worth
watching next season.

The 3 Armd Div Patrol Race Winners
Left to Right: Lt Guy Ashton, Cpl 'Smudger' Smith , LCpl 'Taff'
Jones and LCpl 'Quad' Harland

The Corps Alp ine Race Camp with Brigitte in the middle

22 SIGNAL REGIMENT NORDIC SKI TEAM
Report by Sgt Bob Anderson
The team headed by Lt Guy Ashton (Team Captain) Cpl
•smudger' S'!'ith (Team B.eastmaster), and.Sgt Bob Anderson (Team
Sergeant MaJor), started m-barracks training on I November 1988.
Training included long endurance runs, hill running and roller skiing
LCpl 'Taff' Jon~s.and Sig 'C:ooki~' Cook, our two novices, spending
a lot of roller sk.1 time.on their behinds. Afternoons were spent on the
30m r~~ge domg biathlon and patrol race training under the
superv1S1on of WOl (RSM) ~oh~son (dead eye Dick). Also, full use
of the gym and the local sw1mmmg pool kept us in good shape.
After preparing the skis, equipment and the two landrovers for the
months ahead we were now ready an<l on .25 November 1988 we set
off in se~rch of mountains and sn?w to Nordseter, Norway and Ex
Polar Triangle. We soon settled into our new home ('Ice Station
Zebra' as it was to become known). On the second day we built a 50m
range about 4km from the hut with the help of a local landowner and
his track-cutting machine. We were l!ble to do some good combination
shooting practice a nd this we did every second day. The rest of the
time was spent skiing stel1odY distances and getting our snow fitness
back. Ski training was intensive and even LCpl 'Sy' Bartlett's
technique of waking up every morning to the Rocky theme did not
help on some of the worst/best hills- depending on whether you were
going up or down!
Following several Biathlon a nd Cross-Country races, the final team
was selected for the training in Ruhpolding in Bavaria and Ex Biting
Triangle. Cpl Smith bad several contacts in the Ruhpolding Biathlon
centre and, with the help of Herr Muller of the Bundeswehr, we were
able to get some toµ class biathlon training.
Whilst we were in Ruhpolding, the Royal Armoured Corps was
holding its Nordic Ski Meeting and the Regiment was invited to
compete in the 4 x 7 .5km biathlon relay as an ' hors concours' team.
Good runs by Sgt Anderson and LCpl Harland ensured first place for
the Regiment.
We were now ready for the Divisional Championships at Fulpmes
in Austria. The fi rst race was the Junior and Novices IOkm race, with
LCpl Jones and Sig Cook gaining good results of fourteenth and
sixteenth respectively. We had too light a team without Cpl Carl
Davies (British Biathlon Team) for the 4 x IOkm Relay, the 15km
race and the 4 x 7.4km biathlon relay, but with great efforts by LCpl
' Bopper' Bromiley and Lt 'Gap ' Ashton we achieved sixth place in all
our three team events .
After tlie arrival of the CO, Lt Col Barrett and his wife, Sue, with
the red Regimental ski jumpers, we were all in good spirits for the
30km Patrol Race we had been training for. Following good team
preparation and sk i waxing by Sgt Anderson and LCpl Harland the
team was ready. As we arri ved at the range after skiing 20km, with
the same running time as 19 Field Regiment RA, we knew it was our
race . Clearing down all fifteen targets with the SLRs and then skiing
a very fast final IOkm to the finish, the team was now Divisional
Patrol Race Champions, some nine minutes ahead of the next team .
This was the first time the Regiment bad won since 1982.
Next morning, after the prize-giving, we set off to Zwiesel where the
British Army and BAOR Ski Championship are held . At the Army
Championships we were in search of the Princess Marina Cup. This
prize is given after a combination of three downhill events and four
nordic events.
With the 20km Biathlon race only one day before the 4 x IOkm
relay race we decided that only one member should take part. LCpl
' Bopper' Bromiley, in his first biathlon, came thirty-first out of a high
class fiel d ; a very good result. The night before the 4 x !Okm relay
race, Cpl Carl Davies arrived from Bulgaria to join the team after
competi ng in the World Cup. With his abilities and fitness this would
greatly improve our strength. With good runs by all members of the
team and Cpl Davies gaining eighth fastest time of the day, the team
finished in fifth place.
Two days later, the I 5km race started at temperatures of - 11 ° with
fa t downhills on hard ice tracks it proved to be an exciting event and
this time the team finished in fourth place.
After a days rest and some light combination training we were ready
for the 4 x 7 .5km Biathlon Relay . In this race you shoot every 2.5km,
once prone and once standing, with eight rounds to hit five targets.
It is a very exciting race with the lead changing throughout. A good
first leg and clear shoot down by Cpl Smith put us in a useful position,
and with Cpl Davies kiing the third fastest time of the day we were
able to come fifth team again.
After three races and the good results from the downhillers, we were
now in second place in the Marina Cup, but with only a one point lead
over I Division RCT , we needed to beat them in the Patrol Race to
come second overall .
The Patrol Race at the Army Championships is a gruelling 30km
with a team shoot at 25km carrying an SLR and !Okg pack . After a

The Combined Teams - Alpine and Nordic , winners of 3 Armd Div Ski Championships at Fulpmes
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The Nordic Squad
Back Row fl to R): LCpl Johnson, Sgt Anderson and Sig Cook
Centre Row fl to RJ: Cpl Smith, Lt AsMl'ln, LCpls Bromiley and
Harland
Front Row fl to R): LCpls Bartlett, Barrowman and Jones

good inspection, we skied the first 25km in 1 hr 39 mins. At the range
we won two minutes off our running time for good shooting. It was
then a final sprint/stagger for the last 5km to finish in a time of 2 hrs
and 5 mins.
Now all we had to do was wait for 1 Division RCT to finish. As the
times went up on the scoreboard we had come in fifth place ahead of
them so making us the second Princess Marina team and winners of
the Canadian Land Forces Trophy. Last year we came fourth so all
our training and hard work had paid off.
Congratulations are due to Cpl Carl Davies who also won the !Okm
Biathlon Sprint to become National Champion at this event.
The team would also like to thank the ladies of the Wool Shop who
brightened up the prize-givings with the excellent Regimental ski
jerseys they made.
Finally, we would like to thank Lt Col Barrett and his wife Sue for
all their support which helped to achieve the resuil of runners-up to
the champion ski unit of the British Army-22 Sig Regt. We wish
them both as much luck in the future as they have brought to us.

Sgt Bob Anderson is awarded Corps Colours for Nordic Skiing
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'HE fL UR

W02 Les Wood was another who slipped the net and went off on
Snow Queen for_ about three of. four ~eeks, but he quashed any
resentment we might ha:ve felt by mf~rmmg us he had put in a leave
pass. Strangely when I filled out the pmk slip the reply was ' No chance
Haynes . We are undermanned as it is'.
The Troop would like to congratulate W02 Les Wood on hi s
impending posting to 37 Sig Regt (TA) as their RSM. Also we would
like to congratulate Sgt Glen McLaughlan on coming off the Staff
Sergeant's board, but as yet we don 't know where he is going.
With the departure of LCpl Pettit to the UK with Samantha (to
whom we all wish a speedy recovery), the Troop seems lo shrink every
day; even Sig Brown has volunteered for Iceland or somewhere so any
volunteers out there for a rewarding job in the cellar, send CV's to Cpl
'Spike' Haynes c/ o QM(T), 22 Sig Regt.

STORY

b "02 (\of') \ ·ood

It all .tarted Ia t ovember whi;n the Ops Yeoman, WOl (YofS)
a ually approached by the CO and a ked '\' hat do
\OU knO\\ ab ut kiing eoman?'' othing at all Sir' came the honest
reply \\hereupon the CO immediately came back with-'Good, you 're
ju t the man for the job'.
.
.
The job in que tion wa ro be the newly appointed _h.1ef
Timekeeper running a riming an_d Ca.lcuJ:; io~ Tear:n at the Bnt1 .h
National Armv and BAOR ord1c k1 Ch:unp1onsh1ps to be held m
lare Janu~ry at
iesel in Ba aria . The main qualification for ' he task
was an DP trained individual with previous ski experience preferable
but not e ential. So chosen from a ca t of thou ands, WO I
(Yof ) Ken Graham wa our man.
The next tep was to find two un uspecting vol~nteers from the
Regiment to complete the team. Two facto rs were important; those
.:ho en hould own 'moonboots' and be good with a heavy duty
hovel. LCpl Phil Eaton and yours truly were picked for the job . .
ow happy in the knowledge of who the team member_ were, It
wa a question of us all familiaris ing ourselve with the equ1pn:ier:it to
be u ed and to carry out ome traini ng _ This was somewhat d1ffl:ult
as the only way to practi e and gain experience i t? atte!ld and ume
an actual ski meeting. This opportunity presented Itself m the shape
of the 4 Division Quadrant Ski Club, \~bich wa~ kec;n_ !O hav~
electronic timing for the first time at its Nordic ~1V1s1~n ?k1
Champion hip in Galtur, Austria in early January. So with their kmd
offer to join them, the necessary contacts and arrangements were
made for us to arrive at their meeting in Austria (suckers).
With all our plannng, preparation and groundwork carried out we
were ready to hit the road. Our transport wa to be a ' post-war'
Wavell-one Landrover kindly provided by RSSST who share ~ur
barracks in Lippstadt. The vehicle was an extremely strange shape with
lots of modifications and for those of you who served on 432s and
know about 'Panzer bites' this vehicle gave nasry Landrover bites
e pecially to 6ft 2in Ja on Wood. We started to load the neces ary
computers, timing equipment, personal kit and o~rselves, and thought
that even Hogg Robinson would have refused this task! However, all
the kit had to be taken so, with a tight squeeze, we managed the
loading and set off on the long trek t~ Au~tria. _
.
Upon arriving at Galtur we got orgarused 1mmedia~ely by unloading
our personal kit into the rather plush Post Hotel which was to be our
accommodation for the duration. The hotel is ideally situated in the
centre of Galtur with just a turn of a corner to reach the race office.
This is where we now headed to unload the remainder of our
equipment in preparation for the arrival and booking in of
participating teams.
The first day proved to be a very long day as the creation of a data
base for all competitors and a start list for the first race had to be
produced. It soon became apparent that if 'form filling' is not done
correctly and legibly, then unnecessary work and delays are incurred.
So late in the evening of the first day we returned to our hotel to
crash out for a welcome sleep but woke early the next morning to what
seemed like a comedy of errors. Firstly, there was no hot water (it
doesn't get hot until late in the morning). Secondly, the lights in our
room fused (Army torches saving the day). Thirdly, when reporting
for breakfast we were told to go away and come back when normal
people are awake!
ot disheartened however, we took it all in our stride and got
ourselves organised in the field-so to speak-for the first race of the
meeting.
The first race, along with all the other races, went very well. For this
aspect we used an ALGE TDC 4000 for the electronic timing with
Ja on Wood working the start functions and Phil Eaton on the finish
functions. The TDC results are then downloaded either electronically
or in this case by manual interface onto a Kaypro computer operated
by Ken Graham who then organised the results in the required format .
The daily routine remained the same throughout the meeting with
the running of the race, the production of results and finally the
composition of a start list for the next day's racing.
For us the meeting passed without incident or drama and it was to
prove absolutely vital in gaining experience. Our hosts were very
accommodating in providing every assistance to help us in our work,
in particular thr start/finish judge Capt Sanderson.
The meeting was of course not all work and we were able to relax
in the evenings. A particularly nice occasion to which we were invited
by Maj Dalton, was an evening of food and drink for the
admin/official personnel in the famous Galtur Tyrol Stube which
oon became our own local due to its excellent ervice and
friendliness.
The weather was sunny every day and team members, competitors,
officials and holiday makers all agreed that the meeting had been a
great succes _

Ken Graham wa

·z"

The 22 Sig Regt Timing and Calculation Team - W02 (YofS)
Jason Wood, LCpl Phil Eaton and W01 !YofS) Ken Graham
So with the knowledge and experience of a race meeting under our
belts, (courtesy of 4 Divi ion) we set off from Austria to Zwiesel in
Bavaria for the 'big event'.
EXERCISE RUCKSACK
After our arrival and booking in at the Ratha us (the Rathaus havi ng
been commandeered as the race office) we set off to recce the race
start and finis h points. Again we were imp ressed with the organisation
and the facilities available had all the hall ma rks of a well run affair .
The weather, which was cold but bright and sunny throughout the
two weeks, was conducive to some excellent results from the
competitors on the full international courses set by the Chief o f Race
and his team . In fact, the standard o f skiing in Zwiesel wa
exceptionally high as instanced in the l 5km National Race with only
15 minu tes separating the first and two hundredth runner! It must be
mentioned here however that immediately upon completion of each
race the pressure was always on our team to produce the results in the
required format in time for the daily bulletin. Fortunately every
deadline that was given was met. This being achieved with some
valuable assistance from the CO 22 Sig Regt , Lt Col J. G. Barrett,
who managed a few deft changes of program on his BBC Master in
his role as computer programmer.
A particular highlight at the event this year was that we were
honoured by the presence of His Royal Highness The Duke of Kent,
Patron of the Army Winter Sports Association who went to the
Alpine meeting in Les Menuires and then came to Zwiesel where he
presented the Princess Marina Trophy, the trophy given to the
champion skiing unit o f the British Army by hi s Royal Highness' s
mother, The Princess Marina in 1957 .
For our newly formed timing team from 22 Sig Regt it had all been
a novel experience doing a very difficult job and working alongside
other cap badges and meeting highly motivated competitors. We all
had a sense of achievement in having contributed in an official
capacity to the British National Ski Championships.
HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
It was growing late in the afternoon when Maj Bob Mills sauntered
into the office, looked straight at me and said ' Right, Wire notes'. 'Oh
yes, when sir?' 'Tomorrow.' 'Great .'
So peering over the work in my 'In Tray' l set about thinking what
had happened to our motley crew of tech storemen, clerk techs or
stores accountants-whatever we are this week!
It was only then it dawned on me just exactly what we had been
doing for the last month, apart from a week in the middle, we had
been on exercise for the rest of it. This entailed manning the office for
24 hours, m6ving on to standby guard for 12 hours, then getting a day
off-which really meant going home for an evening. This still didn't
stop the saying 'Soft Option Echelon' which was being bandied
around the field locations.
The boss (Maj Bob Mills) and 1 managed to get round most. of
the exercise locations where a fair number of customer relanon
enquires were made, and quantities of scones were eaten . Hopefully
the little 'bits and bobs' that were missing at the time will now be
provided.
Cpl 'Fergal' Dullaghan managed Lo get away from sunny Lippstadt
for a number of weeks with a swan off to Sardinia, trekking,
climbing, swimming and a lot of bar work . No doubt there will be a
complete report somewhere.

MT TROOP
PERSONALITIES
MTWO
MT SNCO
MT C pl
MT Details

W02 M. Barker
Sgt P. Casson (RCT)
Cpl K. Baxter
LCpl A. Raby (RCT)

The Troop would like to say a fond farewell to Cpl Dale Denton
and his wife Karen and daughters Michelle and Ca rly on posting to 16
Sig Regt. Have a nice time in the (RCZ) .
C pl Mick Every and his wife Sue and sons Duane, Darren and
Daniel and daughter Stephanie on posting to 34 Sig Regt (TA) for his
last six months before departure to civilian life. Farewells go out to
three of the single members of the Troop, Sig Dave 'Geordie' Martin,
Glyn 'Sponge' Scarr and Phil 'PJ ' Taylor all of whom are taking their
chances against the rest of the world as civilians. All the best and good
luck to all of vou .
TM TROOP
1989 has started extremely well for M Troop. The busy exercise
season has been interspersed with many successes. We were delighted
to hear that the Regimental Foreman, WOl Steve Rogers was selected
for commissioning on the 1989 Royal Signals Arms selection board .
He will be com mi ssioned in June and when he assumes the
appointment of TOT 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
The foreman also had another noteworthy success, Ex TOTs
Traverse-an adventurous training exercise for TM Tp in the
Sauerland. It is also time to say goodbye to a number of TM Tp
stalwarts. Sgt Phil Playford and Cpl Roy Malik depart to earn their
fortunes in civilian life. Sgt Mick Webb' s request for his last tour in
the south of England has resulted in a posting to the ACE High
network in Aberdeenshire! Finally we wish bon voyage to Mr Rick
Barham the Cossor engineer who bas been based in Lippstadl for the
past three years. As anyone who has been associated with the
UK/ TGC 401 Cossor electronic teleprinter will confirm, Rick has
been an extremely busy man. He has been a popular ' honorary'
member of the Troop and will be sadly missed.

EXERCISE TOT'S TRAVERSE
What! close down TM Tp and go off for a week into the Sauerland?
Good grief, the Regiment will collapse. Well we did and it didn ' t.
The original aim was to take the Troop skiing for the week, with
wives and families joining for the weekend . A German Air Force
Kaserne was available for the week, the dates were booked, the
eq uipment was available, the operational PR! grant was bid for. The
problem? No snow. Our hosts, 5/ Fla Rak G .21 (a German antiaircraft rocket Squadron), stationed at Oedingen in the Winterberg
area came up with an alternate (ersatz) programme. This included
visits to a silver mine, world bobsleigh chan1pionships, the Attahoehle
Cave in Attendorn and the compulsory brewery trip. Our hosts also
gave us the run of the camp, which included use of the sauna and
kugelbahn (although not at the same time).
The problem was how to occupy the families at the weekend . After
much soul searching an 'Orienteering by Car' competitio1,1 was
organised. This involved a cour e of approximately 70km and 20
questions which had to be answered in a set order. Cpl 'Simmo'
Simcock thought it was a rally and completed it in just over an hour.
The majority competed at a more leisurely pace, and the event~al
winners were Sgt Chris Pedrick and his wife Sylvia . Special mention
must go to Babs Rogers and Roz Mackay who did it their w~y.
Saturday evening was given over to a buf~et p~rty I'? the
Unteroffizierheim with our hosts . A suitably inscribed silver Jtmmy
was presented to Maj Matthias Nickel, OC 5/ Fla Rak G.21, on behalf
of TM Tp and the Regiment by WOl (FofS) Steve Rogers, who
thanked Maj Nickel and the RSM (Spiess) Herr Schnuettgen for all
their help and assistance.

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)

BFPO 35

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
by Cpl Robertson
EXERCISE WINTEX/CIMEX 89
The Regiment deployed on the first major staff exercise in
February/March. Regrettably not many deployed from the
Headquarters. Our resident infantry advisors Capt Andrew T rimble
and Sgt Peter Street were distressed after being informed that their
expertise in paper-pushing would benefit the Headquarters more than
their appearance in the field. Even the Chief Clerk, W02 Chris Martin
had extended his time in the Regiment in a bid to achieve at least one
full exercise! Sig Paul Mason , recently arrived from the factory,
enjoyed his first exercise so much that he refused to return to the
barracks at the halfway point. The Operations crew enjoyed their
usual feasts of drama and excitement whilst I deployed in my new role
with HQ NSG.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are extended to WOl Pete Johnson on his recent
election for commissioning, to SSgt ' Milli' Jeffery on her selection
for promotion to Warrant Officer 2 and a posting to Edinburgh; I
have been selected for promotion to Sergeant and a posting to 13 Sig
Regt, via the Falklands!
1 SQUADRON NEWS
EXERCISE WINTEX 1989
The start of Wintex found the Regiment taking part in a 'round the
camp packet rally', with vehicles having to complete each stage in a
set time; thus people and packets were everywhere and nowhere. But
needless to say, all was well in the end and we all departed at the
correct time _
On arrival in location W02 (SSM) Les Jackson and Sgt 'Sevvy'
Hartley found that most of the floor of our location had mysteriously
disappeared. But with a combination of scouse and down right shifty
personalities, a new floor was soon found and the admin area
promptly erected upon it to stop the owners claiming it back. On the
comms side, down in the complex thi ngs were going well and most of
the people who we wanted to talk to were in fact answering.
Stand-to on day two produced the usual happy smiling faces. One
in particular was Pie Trudy Sloan who found that the new type of
helmet proved to be quite effective as a water catchment area when
left out in even a modest down-pour. Unfortunately she forgot to
empty it before donning the helmet.
One of the most welcome activities was an afternoon out to the local
swimming baths, and quite a few members of the Switch took full
advantage of the facilities to be had there and had a very enjoyable
time. On the other hand, a not so welcome activity was the battle PT,
with even W02 (FofS) Tom Sharp taking part, only to fall over two
very prominent pipes later that day, resulting in his twisting his ankle
so badly that he had to be put in plaster and use crutches. He then
went round threatening people with leaving; needless to say everyone
went out of their way to wait on him 'hand and (excuse the pun) foot'
to make his stay a pleasant one.

Sgt 'I'll take 6' Head talking to Comd (BR) RCZ, Brig P. I. Palmer
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EXERCISE SNO" QUEEN
bv Pte Julie Phillip
Capt Nick Keen
B0SS
Sgt Remo Williams ('Wi peout ')
Admin Sgt
Cpl Paul Dickinson
Chief Instructor
LCpl Paul Bartliff (' Barty' )
Langlauf In tructor
LCpl Craig Crockart ('Jock' )
Downhill Instructors
Sig Dean Harris (' Harry' )
Sig Jerry Jerman
Driver
LCpl Ian Wright (' Lefty' )
Cook
0

Trade Skills - LCpl Ian Sanders passing on his wealt.h of
experience to Sig ' I'm going Airborne' Ford. Today 's lesson 1s the
alphabet
Some of the moments on guard were ' enlightening' , e pe~ially for
LCpl 'Titch' Broughton an.d Sig ·~mokini;' Stirton w.ho, bemg what
can only be described as a little chilly, decided to set fire to the guard
hut. The SSM Les Jackson thought he would go and investigate what
all the smoke was about, thus alleviating what could have turned out
to be quite a heart warming experience for the guard .
Lt Wheatley Price had a number of watch-keepers-come-teapersons this exercise, starting with LCpl Anne Smith . and then
on to SSgt Hazel Smith, to W02 Tom Sharp and fmally 2Lt
Mawdsley, obviou ly upgrading the appointment on the way.
Extra duties were flying willy-nilly hither and thither to such an
extent that it was rumoured that Norris McWirter was on call to leave
home and make his way to Switch Bravo for a possible Guinness Book
of Records record attempl. The league was good and competition
strong, but the winner, purely for receiving the most in one go, was
Sgt Geoff Head.
.
.
.
The Switch has recently been installing a new mtercom system, and
one would expect voice procedure to go out of the window after a
while but the callsign syndrome is still alive and kicking. A little
unorthodox maybe, but still there. Callsigns have indeed chan~ed and
here are a few to ponder on: DCO-Harold the Heltcopter;
Technon-The Fat Controller; TG-Edward; Audio-Gordon.
ew arrivals to the Troop include the following: Sgt Trevor
Sparsbott accompanied by his family and LCpl 'Dozz' Dorrington .
Welcome to the Squadron and we hope you enjoy your stay.
Departures include: Pte Beams, shortly to become Mrs Dixon; Pte
Spilsbury, shortly to become Mrs Swain; Sig Forbes shortly to become
Mr Forbes. We wish them good luck for the future and hope they
don't miss the Army too much.

Over the two weeks that we spent in Wertach at the end of
February, a good time was had by all , although there were th ~ee days
when we could not ski because of the weather. H owever, thmgs for
u to do were planned: we vi ited the ski jump in Obersdor f, went ice
skating and swimming and al o had an orienteering afternoon against
19 Fd Regt.
The days that we spent skiing were very enjoyable. We w~re split
into three groups according to our standards, and stayed m these
groups for the rest of the course, except for Cpl Carol Stevens who,
when she lost her group one morning, decided to join another
Regiment. The fact that the other Regiment had no girls in it did not
really matter to her, and when someone eventually said to her 'You' re
not in our group ' she just said 'No' and carried on skiing.
A we progressed with our skiing we were allowed to go up the TBar to the top of the mountain. This proved quite difficult, especially
for Pie Meg Heart who for some reason could not manage to stay on
long enough to get to the top . Pte Helen Price obviously likes the fast
life, as she was named the Banzi Queen. Both she and Pte Julie
Phillips were renowned for their laughter : if they could not be seen,
they could at least be heard .
The only real problem that we faced were the snow moles: because
of their outstanding camouflage they could not be seen and could pop
up just in front of your skis, grab your ankle and throw you over. It
was thought that a nest of them got hold of Pte Suzy Lesley , who
broke her leg and was casevaced from the slopes to hospital .
The group that had Sij\ 'Harry' Harris as their instructor were
taught how to fall over whilst doing a snow plough which he demonstrated expertly (unintentionally I might add) . Sgt .Remo Williams
joined us on the slopes for a few days and , after this, was renamed
'Wipeout', due to the fact that if you saw him coming you either had
to move out of the way rapidly, or end up in a heap on the floor.
The evenings were quite full as well. 19 Fd Regt invited us to a
games night saying they would put on easy games, because our team
was mostly girls; but nevertheless, we did win.
One evening we had a fancy dress party which brought out some
good costumes, such as Capt Jane Wintermeyer who came as a
ladybird and LCpl 'Lefty' Wright and Sig 'Harry' Harris who went
as Batman and Robin. Other costumes included 2Lt Mawdsley as
Biggies and LCpl Debbie Spicer, Cpls Elaine Wilson and Carol
Stevens as the Witches of Wertach . Overall, a good time was had by
all.
TM TROOP NEWS
by Cpl Shaun Cook

oc

Tp SSgt
Dept Heads

Three weeks into the exercise and the technicians (Cpl Andy
Riglar and W02 (FofS) Tom Sharp) are still clean

Capt John Phillips
SSgt Glen Pennington
Sgt Tony Lucas
Sgt Glen Shipman
Sgt Chris Gouldson
Sgt Rieb Conway

Over the last six months the Troop has been involved in various
activities. Under the intrepid leadership of Capt Phillips we have
conquered many a mountain in the Eiffel; 'They didn't look that big
on the ma_,, honestly!'.
Sgt Rich Conway, Cpls Shaun Cook, Lennie Holloway and. John
Daveron went on an exciting translation exercise into France (1t was
terrible all that free time). The exercise itself went very smoothly,
with nd problems encountered . The translation equipment is available
for most multi language conferences (plug plug) .
Wintex came and went with no serious problems encountered. A
small crisis did arise when the coffee ran out, but a quick replen soon
solved it.
This year the Troop is planning to walk across Sardinia (well a part
of it anyway), so hopefully the next report will be full of our
adventures.
The Troop would like to welcome Cpl Steve Parkinson from NI,
and Cpl Gaz Hewings and his wife Lynne from Cyprus.
Congratulations are extended to Steve and Debbie Bostock on
another addition to their family.
The Troop Corporals would also like to extend their thanks to Cpls
Steve Bostock and Mick Cameron for volunteering to do the Troop's
duties for the next month and a half.
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REGIMENT AL SOCCER
After a disappointing exi\ from the BAOR section of the Army
Cup, the soccer team has gamed some success in the RCZ Knockout
Cup, against 16 Sig Regt. With continued interest in the North Rhine
Inter Services Football League (NRl FL) Division 1 and in the
NRISFL Knockout Cup our season is far from over.
The lon_g trip to Berlin to meet I Kings in the Semi-Final of the
Army Cup gijined us new friendships with our administrative hosts 1
Black Watch who gave us every assistance and indeed an excellent
warm up game against the Battalion side. Unfortunately all the
preparation by W02 (SSM) Brian Parkhill could not take into account
the below form game of the team and despite at one time leading 1- 0
we were fina lly beaten 2- 1.
Two days' later the tea m was back in Krefeld with the bread and
butter NR lSFL Division l match, where we laid to rest the ghost of
Berlin with a good win agai nst Rheindahlen.
With a break for Ex Wintex. 'interrupting' the season, we came back
to face 38 Sqn RCT in the NRISFL Knockout Cup, Again we were
uccessfu l with an em phatic 8- 0 win and so came our first and
hopefully not last, fi nal of the season, the RCZ Knockout Cup. On
a very windy day it was pleasi ng to see two Corps Regiments produce
a very ente rtaining game. Sgt Steve McCourt opened our scoring with
a memorable goal, and with a further two very well taken goals from
Cpl Stegs Storey , our captai n for the day, SSgt Mick McAvoy, lifted
the trophy fo r the Regiment.
The Regi mental 2nd X I is one game away from the NRISFL
Divi ion 2 title. Unfortunately the league rules do not allow two teams
from the same uni t in the same league, therefore promotion is not a
bonus. All this after a disastrous start to the season. Credit must go
to all players but W02 (RQMS) Chas Greig has been the force behind

the revival.
Whilst it is difficult to single out individual efforts, with both teams
producing so much entertaining football, it is perhaps fitting to end
with some personalities. Already mentioned are our two 'attached'
Corps players Sgt Steve McCourt (RAOC) and Sgt Mick McAvoy
(RAPC). Sgt Bob Brebeney has become a revelation at left back,
whilst his counterpart at right back Cpl Jackie McHale departing
shortly for Harrogate leaves a gap to be filled. With plenty of talent
to choose from, we could be seeing other names on the team sheet, ig
George Crawford and Cpl Andy Duncan to name but two.
Congratulations goes to our team captain Sgt John Wayman , who has
been selected to represent the BAOR side. Success is relative but with
these and players like them, perhaps the Regi ment's honour is safe .
BAOR AND BERLIN (WS) I TER-UN IT NETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1989
The competition was held in Berlin over the weekend of 21/22
January. 16/28 Sig Regts were represented by two teams, A and B.
After day one the 'A' team had successfully reached second place in
their league, with the 'B' team fift h in thei rs. By the play-offs, and
with two matches remaining, the ' A's were set for second or third
place, while the 'B's supplied the in-house humour throughout the
competition.
The 'A' team came away with a fi nal position of fourth place after
a very exciting battle with Berlin and the 'B' team finished eleventh.
The competition was superbly organised and controlled, and both
teams had a very enjoyable weekend .
The Regiment' s team members were: Sgt Carol-Anne Storrar, Cpl
Debbie Riglar and LCpl Terry Goodman (A Team), and Cpl Dee
Jenkins and LCpl Jackie Cottage (B Team) .

30 Sig Regt

Blandford Camp
UNTAG SIGNAL SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
Maj A. Harrison
oc
Capt J. Dakin
21C
Capt W. Olive
QM
W02 G. Knight
SSM
SSgt C. Luckham
YofS
W02 Morrison
FofS
Lt P. Owens
OC Comms Tp
Lt J . Cooper
OC Outstations Tp
BACKGROUND
After many years of delicate negotiations, the United Nations is
deploying a force to Namibia to monitor the transition to
independence. 30 Sig Regt has been tasked to provide the
communications for the United Nations Transitional Assistance
Group (UNT AG).
Namibia is almost four times the size of UK. The country has a
varied geography ranging from desert to mountain ranges. to bush
plains. The climate also varies widely. Temperatures in mid summer
can reach 40°C and ground frosts are not uncommon during the
winter.
The UN deployment consists of three battalions, a logistics
company and several military observer teams all co-ordinated by a
Brigade sized HQ based at the capital Windhoek. The communication
task is to link each of the major units with the HQ by teleprinter and
voice . The problem is the distances involved, some links will have to
cover distances of over l ,OOOkm.
The Regiment responded by forming an UNT AG Sig Sqn on 5
December 1988. At that time it was thought that the deployment
would begin on 20 December. However since the Regiment ha been
on standby for Namibia since 1978 we knew that delay may occur!
TRAINING
Once the Squadron had organised itself a training package was
started with the help of 16 Fd Amb. It covered a wide range of aspects
such as; weapon training and zeroing, first aid, health and hygiene,
fitness and trade skills with particular attention being paid ~o trainin.g
with the YRC 322. The deployment dati;: soon started to shp and this
gave the Squadron more time to plan, train and prepare.

Sig Paul Scaife doing some final practice on the kit just before
joining the Advance Party to Namibia
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and

gt Carl Robinson produced a standard of goalkeeping that

~ould

do any ~cottish keeper proud. However, the master plan was
implemented with 20 minutes to go when Cpl Brian lngleby (our only
scorer) was substituted for Lt Paul Graham, this dramatically altered
the gll:me and enabled the gap to be narrowed to a mere seven goals.
~he final score of 8- 1 reflected fairly the quality of play by both
sides.
The journey home presented only one major hiccup when Cpl
Collins a~d LCpl Silas Dewhurst lost a wheel off the generator they
were towing and watched it veer off into an East German checkpoint.
The exercise was a highly enjoyable and worthwhile occasion, with
Berlin Sig Regt and Maj Jim Ross of the ASB both doing their best
to make our stay in Berlin rewarding and fun. Our thanks go to them.
EXERCISE CORNISH CRUSADE
Ex Cornish Crusade was a 3 Sqn adventure training exercise held in,
you've guessed it, Cornwall. It entailed a four day hike along the
Cornish Coastal Path.
The exercise began o n Comic Relief Day, and to look at some of
the bergens, you could be forgiven for assuming that we were on a
charity event.
The OC, Capt Graham Lewis-Taylor who had planned the route,
had been praying all week, prior to the exercise, for the worst weather
the heavens could throw at us, as W02 (SSM) Chris Edler and SSgt
(FofS) Lee Wookey had decided to take a more military approach and
make their own bashas rather than carry the Vango force JO tents.
Thankfully the worst of the weather arrived at the end of the last day
just outside Fort Bovisand, Plymouth when only the OC's party was
still walking. This was almost the last straw for Cpl Gaz Milner on the
last exercise of his Army career, he had had more than one humour
failure during the week, as he and the rest of the OC's party had never
once deviated from the Coastal Path. Unlike the SSMs and Lt Paul
Graham's parties who had taken a few scenic and less undulating
short cut .
Everyone on the hike enjoyed themselves, even though there were
ome sore feet at the end. The next expedition is a caving and
windsurfing camp so put in your preference posting now!

The SOinC visited the UNT AG Sqn on 8 March and spent an
afternoon talking to the officers and soldiers about the
deployment of Namibia
Sgt Linck testing some of the SATCOM equipment prior to
deploying to Namibia
VEHICLE PREPARATION
Running concurrently with the trai ning package was the
preparation of the vehicles. All that was known about amibia was
that it wa a very harsh country with few good roads and a limited
infrastructure, but a serious threat existed from mines in the northern
half of the country . All the vehicles were checked for road worthiness
and to ensure they were technically sound . Half of them were then
mineplated by the local district workshop and they were all then
painted white.
Due to the nature of the task and the sheer size of Namibia VRC
322 radio fits were thought to be most appropriate. Therefore Capt
Bill Olive and Maj Bill Kent began burning the midnight oil to try and
obtain all the necessary items of equipment we needed . Once our
vehicles had been returned to us our technicians installed the radios
and tested all our equipment.
By mid February we till bad no firm date for our deployment and
our lengthy preparations were almost complete. A confirmatory
exercise was quickly organised to test our newly acquired equipment
and our operator skills. Detachments were spread out across Southern
England, mirroring the proposed communication plan for Namibia.
A vi it by Maj Gen J. F. W. Wilsey CBE from UKLF and Brig J. O.
C. Alexander OBE also kept us on our toes.
DEPLOYMENT
Generally the preparations had gone well even if a little chaotically.
Disaster were frequent, changes in the plan were even more
frequent but enthusiasm and morale remained high. Eventually the
deployment details began to firm up and excitement mounted. Within
a week 12 vehicles and approxiatemly 80 men deployed to Namibia by
USAF CS Galaxy aircraft. Two weeks later an American merchant
hip MV Lyra left with our remaining vehicles. The remaining 90 men
were preparing to fly out on 4 April.

EXERCISE COLD WINTER 89
Ex Cold Winter 89 was the climax FTX for the 3 Cdo Bde Winter
Deployment to Norway. The exercise was run in two phases, a sea
move to northern Norway followed by an amphibious landing and
field exercise.
After working for two months near Lillehammer in southern
orway, 30 Sig Regt detachment, led by Capt Peter Smith , drove to
the port of Andalsnes on the west coast of Norway . Unfortunately,
they lost a number of personnel who were recalled to deploy with the
UN Force in Namibia, in particular Sgt Charlie George .
The detachment spent seven days on board a civilian ship the
Norrona, as a part of the UK/ L Landing Force. Sea conditions at
the start of the voyage were particularly choppy resulting in a large
number of extremely green faces. Morale was kept high by the zany
antics of the detachment EDs, namely LCpl 'Arctic Pussycat '
Johnson and Sig 'Muppet' Lennox. Later on, the seas become more
tranquil and the only excitement on board was provided by the card
school with its card sharks, Cpl Les Waite, Sig Vince Newton and
Nick Steen. Cpl Veg Tyler suffered badly from bed sores during the
voyage.
Th~ . detachment went ashore on mexe-floats late on D-Day.
Condit10ns ashore were not too severe, the spring thaw appeared to
have started. The communication site was established in an extremely
bleak, windswept location adjacent to a rocky beach.
Communications were established and the detachment moved into
a steady routine. The wind roared around the masts and sleet lashed
through the white C~J!lnets whil~t LCpl Nige Weir slept soundly in his
magg?t. Snow condiuons were likened unto white sorbet consequently
all skis were left bundled in the admin waggon. Some detachment
personnel asked if Wellington boots could be issued!
Endex brought about the start of the recovery to UK after 11 weeks
in Norway.
A long wait in Tromso with RAF rumour control in full control,
finally ended with a noisy but welcome flight in a Hercules to the
'Green and Pleasant land'. Fortunately the recovery was timed
perfectly for the Regimental mandatory test week.
The whole Winter Deployment 89 was a great uccess-a highly
motivated team of men given the opportunity for hard military
training, technical training and recreational skiing.

The Advance Party flew out of Brize Norton in this USAF C-5
Galaxy-the second largest plane in the world
OinC's VISIT
The SOinC visit~d the l! .T Aq Sig Sqn on 8 March. The CO, just
back from a recce m ~m1b1a, bnefed Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB,
MBE on what the soldiers would be doing in Namibia the training
they had received, and what they could expect when they deployed.
M.aj Ge~ Alexander the!1 went on a 'walkabout' amongst the
soldiers while the~ were doing the final packing of vehicles. He got
!nto one of the mmeplated Landrovers but, being tall, did not think
1t would be the most comfortable drive of his life!
The U TAG soldiers and officers were very pleased that the SOinC
had been able to find time in his busy schedule to come and see them.
Everyone wishes him the best of luck on his retirement.
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'Waiting to cross the beaches'
(Left to Right): Cpls Tyler, Clarke-Brown, Sig Westcott, Cpl Waite

and LCpl Porter
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' High speed line laying'
(Left to Right) : Sig Westcott and Thomas

'Wizard Prang!'
(Left to Right): Sigs Pollitt, Thomas, Cpl Cleavin, Sig Newton, Cpl

Hutchings,

Sig

Westcott, Dennison ,
Anonymous!

LCpl

Weir

and

Sig

EXERCISE DIAM0"1D TRIAD
Ex Diamond Triad was 3 Sqn 's one major foray overseas (apart
from Denmark) that is occurring this year. The aim wa to provide a
secure speech link for the Allied Staff Berlin (AFB) in simulation of
the telephone lines they would otherwi e use.
So on a wet and misty Febrl1ary morning some of the last remnants
of a working Bruin Unit trundled out of camp heading, ever
optimistically, eastwards, whilst those that couldn't be crammed onto
a vehicle gathered under the control of that trusty old war hor e W02
(SSM) Chris Edler . The SSM had gamely volunteered to stand in a
YofS in Berlin, when the original YofS deserted the inking ship for
Namibia.
Once in Berlin the Troops had a gradual built-up to the exercise.
Thi gave Cpl Simon Gifford, LCpls Dave McLeary, Sila Dewhur t
and Sig Kevin Cousins plenty of time to do their rather unusual
linelays aero s the top of Templhof Central Airport and around the
corridors at the US Battle Simulation Centre (BSC). Meanwile SSgt
(FofS) Lee ' worth hi weight in gold' Wookey went into
organisational overdrive and busied himself sticking his finger into
all the pies. Down at BSC Sgt Martin Lockyer and Cpl Morris Fi her
set about organising their end of the operation whilst the SSM did his
upmost to justify his existence by heading the Anglo-American ocial
evenings and Bring and Buy Sale .
The exercise itself pas ed off without a hitch and the Squadron
came away with well deserved laurels and thanks .
The remainder of the time was pent in ardent pursuit of R & Rand
Berlin was fully explored. A tour of the East was kindly organised by
Berlin Sig Regt and a wide variety of dubiously u eful mementos were
purchased .
The Squadron was challenged by Berlin Sig Regt to a game of
football which resulted in a very close match. SSgt (fof ) Lee Wookey
showed that he know as much about football as about nuclear
fission, Sig Dave Dorking di played more activity in 90 minutes than
he had done in the rest of the year, LCpl Simon Meadowcroft proved
he really co uldn't hit a barn door at 2m let alone find an open goa l,
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ORIENTEERING REPORT
by WOl (FofS) Thompson (M35 +, B Course apprentice)
The Regimental team and several runners in particular have had
some very good results this season. In general participation has been
excellent with as many as 25 runners at a local event, and even at the
most remote of venues we have managed to send a team of at least
three runners (Merthyr Mawr on the Welsh coast between Cardiff and
Swansea is not the nicest place on a cold day in January!). The
Regiment has organised two league events, both of them orchestrated
by Sgt Carl Robinson , and at least four training event have been run
on sports afternoon basis, this must augur well for the future of the
sport in the unit.
The highlight of the year was without doubt the Corps
Championships where 11 runners from the Regiment came home with
a total of 12 prizes. We did not manage to retain the major unit title
as in the previous two year , but gave the School of Signals a good
run for their money with Sgt Carl Robinson taking the second place
prize in the individual event. Not only did our first team score but our
other five runners plus one guest cooped the pool in the Guest Teams
category taking first and second places!
Despite the loss to the Regiment of several Army class runners it is
encouraging to see more novices pick up the sport and regularly turn
out, even at weekends and in their own time. One of those who could
never be de cribed as a whippet, is Cpl Jake Cave who when
nominated on orders to run for the Regiment was heard to ay it was
the first time in his career he had repre ented any unit at anything
other than drinking. He i now to be seen galloping through the woods
dre sed for the part at every possible event lacking only a nightlight
in order to be fully equipped. (Hope you are reading this Santa!)
More recently, due to Regimental commitments in unnier parts, a
cratch team which included the Adjutant, Capt Mark Perry, achieved
third place in the Di trict Finals and thus are due to appear at
Sennybridge later this month in the UKLF finals . The mo t optimistic
among u do not expect to win anything, however, Cpl Setch
Setchfield won the econd place Ml9 prize on his first run ever at the
District Final so you never know.
Finally after my first season a team organiser I would like to thank
all those people in the Regiment who have done their best to transport
us, feed u , pay for u to run or relea ed runner from duties . We hope
we can continue to improve and hopefully recapture the Corps major
unit title.
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33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

fO L O!'I 52 Q ADRON
PER O!'IALITIES
52 Q ADRO
apt David Harvey
0
Capt Fiona Farquha1 on
21C
Capt ''\lick' Nichola
PAO
2Lt Roddy Sutherland
T OR RP
2Lt Pauline D'Arcy
Bde and Conrad Pt
2Lt Derek Timothy
Mould Pt
W02 Derek Bowstead
M
Sgt John Lamb
p I
HEADQ ARTER QUADRON
Maj Ann Sweeney
Maj Tim Straton TD RAPC (V)
Payma ter
Maj Jack Mulhearn RAMC (V)
Doctor
Maj John Silcox
Padre
Capt Dave Watt
TOT
Capt Chris McEwan
QM(V)
Capt Willie Cunningham REME (V)
OCLAD
Capt Jim Sims
OC RRTT
WOl Ron Hamilton
~RPS/AO
W02 John McCall
M

oc

CHANGE OF PER ONNEL
A re-organisation of personnel has recently taken place in the
Gia gow location. Maj Allan Lapsley bas become Regimemal 2IC and
Capt David Harvey has taken over command of 52 Sqn with Capt
Fiona Farquharson a his 2IC. Maj Ann Sweeney has taken over
command of HQ Sqn and Capt Brian Gilfeather has become
Regimental Operations Officer. Capt Chris McEwan ha recently
joined us as QM (V).

Admin area on Ex Bonnie Dundee locked into the job
Front: Sgts 'Shugie' Mclean , Raymond Wylie
Back: SQMS 'Tam' Padden, Sgt Jackie Dalian

EXERCISE BONNIE DUNDEE
As part of annual camp, the Squadrons took part in Ex Bonnie
Dundee, 52 Sqn providing the communication and HQ Sqn the
nece ary admin. The Admin Area at 52 Bde wa a ight to behold .
Great praise wa bestowed on the Admin Staff by the Bde Comd
for the professional and imaginative way of providing 'extremely
good food'. Thi was due to the experti e of Capt Nick Nicholas,
SQMS Tam Padden and Sgt Jackie Dollan.
ADVENTURE TRAINING
HQ/ 52 Sqns began the year traditionally by having their annual
kiing weekend at Aviemore. Only one problem hampered the
weekend- there was no now! Undeterred, the Squadrons took to the
hills above Aviemore and walked to the mouth of the Lairig Ghru .
The weekend activitie included abseiling, swimming and ice skating.
In spite of the 'lack of snow', we had a successful and enjoyable
'winter adventure training weekend'.
CONGRATULA TIO NS
Congratulations to Sgt Bill Mcintyre and hi wife Moira on the
birth of their first child, a boy. Congratulations also to LCpl Gale
Cochrane and Gary Steen on their recent marriage. LCpl Cochrane is
an RTg in 52 Sqn and Gary in a civilian Admin Officer in RHQ.
Belated wedding congratulations also to Sgt Chic Doyle ACC and
Pte Yvonne Newlands. Guess who'll be doing the cooking in their
house?
DINING OUT
At long last we found a date that suited everyone and managed to
dine out Maj Liz Campbell-a one time OC HQ Sqn, and Capt Phil
Stuart, the previous OC LAD. A number of 'old and bold' were
present-old time were recalled and many stories were told. A good
evening was had by all.
During the first weekend in April HQ Sqn organised Ex ight
Ramble this was an exercise for combat drivers to gain experience in
reading route cards and maps. The art of camouflage and
concealment was also covered. Starting in Glasgow, the route covered
more than 500 miles, embracing most of the central belt of Scotland.
The particular success of the exercise was the night drive in Minard
Forest which the driver found very good training.
Great excitment was engendered late on Saturday night when the
earth trembled, walls shook, lights flickered, teeth rattled (even in
their cups), knees knocked. What was this noise? Was James Bond
arriving by helicopter? Was it a tank? A Pneumatic Drill? The brave
crept stealthily towards the epicentre of the noise and there snuggled
up like a babe and snoring fit to waken the dead was the culprit-Sig
'Jim' Devine. Devine in name he may be-his snore i certainly not
heavenly!
Those taking part in the weekend were Sgt Jo hn Taylor, LCpls
Richard Christison, Raymond Cos ar, Sig Jim (I don't snore) Devine,
Errol Over and Tam McHendry.

REGIMENT AL RECEPTION
The Regiment held its Annual Reception on Saturday 11 March the
venue this year being 59 Sig Sqn TA Centre in Edge Lane, Liverpool.
A great deal of preparatory work took place which was undertaken
by members of 59 Sqn, led by the PSAO, Capt R. C. Meyer ably
supported by SSgt (SQMS) Alan Proudlove, SSgt Chris Deary, Si;?t
Vince Wilby and civilian storeman Mr Dave Downey.
It was achieved by transforming a rather spartan Drill Hall into a
pleasing setting for the occasion. The centrepiece of the hall was a
Ooodlit di play of Corps Drums, loaned from the Army Apprentices
College, Harrogate supported by a painting depicting the Freedom of
Knowsley Parade, held in August 1988, which had been commissioned
and put on show for the first time.
The guests, received by the CO, Lt Col David Gardiner and his wife
arah, and the Honorary Colonel, Col Jim Greenhill TD and his wife
Elizabeth, included the Lord Lieutenant of Mersey ide, Sir Kenneth
Stoddart and Lady Stoddart, the Chief Constable of Merseyside, Sir
Kenneth Oxford and Lady Oxford, Brig Conrad Garton, Comd 1 l Sig
Bde (V) and Mrs Garton, Col Peter Mather TD, Deputy Comd, 11 Sig
Bde (V) and Mr Graham Stow, Managing Director, ASDA Group.
The occasion proved a great success, assisted by the excellent
canapes produced by Master Chef W02 Ron Cawthorne and his team
of cooks, and special thanks must go to Capt Ron Meyer and his team
for ensuring that everything went so smoothly.

The Bde Comd and Mrs Garton being met by the CO and
introduced to the Hon Col and his wife Elizabeth during the Spring
Reception

TA OFFICER PROMOTION EXAM
This year was the turn of HQ 11 Sig Bde (V) to host the TA Officer
Promotion Exams.
The venue was Kinmel Park Training Area, North Wales between
7-9 April. This area had not previously been used for such an event,
but, with the main camp being used for administration subjects and
a wooded area close by the tactics, it was more than ideal and the
whole weekend was a success.
Manpower cover was split between HQ Sqn (Liverpool),
spearheaded by the QM, Maj Bob Fortune and WOl (RQM )
'Huggy' Huggins, with support from the clerks, cooks and 80 Sig Sqn
(Chester) who supplied additional clerks, guards, stewards and HF
operators under the supervision of SSgt (SQMS) Len Curtis and SSgt
John Watson .
The Regiment was also well represented by officer candidates who
were: Capts Roger Bracey and Mike Jones (80 Sqn), Lts Micah
Cummings and Lynn Greig (42 Sqn) Manchester, Lt Cathy McGrath
(59 Sqn) Liverpool and Lts Steve Watson and Andy Payne (80 Sqn)
Chester.
Hot from the press is the good news that all but one had passed the
exam and Lt Andy Payne gained the Best Student Award. Well done
everyone.

The 'A' Team from HQ and 80 Sqn taking a break during the TA
Officer Promotion Exam
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34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V)
Middle brough
HELLO AND GOODBYE
During the la t few month the Regiment ha een a high turnover
in enior per onnel who due to retirement etc have had to ay goodbye
to the Regiment. We all would like to give our fo '1<le t wi hes for the
futur.: to Lt ol Benny '.'lewell, Maj Phillip Walker, Jim Smile and
the Rev Phillip Ru hton, Capt Geoff Thirlwall and 2Lt Ali on Mc. ab
and wi h them all good lu k in their endeavour .
90 ig Sqn al o bade 'goodbye' LO gt (NRPS) Ray Geo rge on who
no\\ move to ' hvy street' at la t.
The L D hru. said farewell to Maj Jim Storey and SSgt Pete
ht'rburn (congratulation on you r promotion) and welcomed Capt
Iain Grime and gt Dave Jones.
FAREWELL
50 Sig qn bade a fond farewell to Maj David Bodyeombe who ha
now moved to become the new Regimental 21C.
The Squadron welcome Maj Peter Woodhead back after hi tenu re
a Operation Officer.
TRAINI G \ ITH 50 IGNAL SQUADRON DARLINGTON
March found us training in the Lake District. Who picked this time
of year to go map reading? It's cold, dark and wet at 0530 hrs. The
cook , gt Meaney and LCpl Hustwick were hard at it over the frying
pan. Burnt bacon grill is hard to waltow but we managed, then off
we went to the hills.
The first four miles wa ea y going in the four ton Bedford. It was
when we stopped and looked at the map and the route we were to
take that my heart mis ed a beat. An 11 mile round trip and a climb
of 3,000ft traight up was not my idea of a nice stroll. Four hours later
we were half way up and stopped for lunch, but not for long as it was
blowing a gale and the canned drink had frozen to my hand. It was
very cold at 3,000ft, still the pub was only six hours and 6,000 mile
away.
Just after the halfway point Sgt Tinkler and party found out that
LCpl Hemblade was an expert in guerilla warfare and they were
bombarded with snowball . Back in Ambleside everyone was tired,
footsore and conversation in the minibus back to camp was limited to
grunts and snores.
That evening however, people had perked up enough to manage a
pint or two in the local hostelry. After a few hours socialising with the
local Hooray Henries we headed back to the ound of Wild Rover
ringing in our ears.
. A tentative tart fuelled by bacon and eggs, cooked over an open
ftre and we were ready LO tackle the day's events at Cathedral Cave,
led by Capt Lambton. After staggering through the deep black tunnel
the light at the end offered some hope to those behind, but we were
stunned by the sight of the drop of 120ft of sheer slate below us. Cpl

Cooke proceeded to da ngle each of us by a rope down thi 120ft ~hee 1
lab of slate much to the trepidation of Sig Dent po ing half way
down.
We left the local mountain re cue in a daze at our agility and daring
a we did our la t ab eil , packed up and headed into the blizzard on
our way home . Written by Brooklyn, Dodds, Gran t and Stewart.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol

BAND
On 31 March the Band of 34(N) Sig Regt (V) sadly had to say
farewell to five very senior and long serving member , Bandmaster
WOI Derek Farrington, W02 Brian Scarlett , Sgts Colin Moscrop,
Norman Charlton and Cpl David Jackson who, after collective service
of 104 years with the Band , have now retired.
A farewell social wa held at Darlington on 18 March when all five
were presented with a framed music banner and a small gift in
appreciation of their long ervice and dedication to our Band . The
pre entation were made by the CO, Lt Col M . J. Macklin , and the
evening was attended by both the present and past Honorary Colonels
of the Regiment, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE and Col R. M.
Stewart OBE, TD, DL.
The Regiment and all members of the Band would like to wish all
five a very healthy and happy retirement and a very sincere thank you
to them for their dedicated ervice to the Band .
We extend a welcome to our new Bandmaster, WOl John Dodd ,
who took over command on I April. John was formerly the
Bandmaster of 3 RRF before retiring from regular service in 1985.
The Band calendar i heavy with engagements and the members are
particularly looking forward to accompanying the Regiment to BAOR
for two weeks in September where a little ' Ompah' may be the order
of the day.

The Regiment is extrc;mely sad to say farewell to our 2IC-Lt Col
Norman Harvey but delighted on the announcement of his promotion
an~ . appoi.nt.ment as .sot Comms HDTA at HQ 2 Sig Bde. He
ong1.nally JOtned 43 Sig ~ egt. (V) w~ich later became our 43 Sig Sqn
(V) .m th~ 1967 re-o~gamsauon. This means he has had continuous
s~rv1ce with the. Regiment for over 26 years rising from the rank of
Signalman to Lieutenant Colonel-a notable achievement. Not to be
outdone in his other role as a first class PMC of the Officers Mess he
achi~ved the ~nusual. goal of organ.ising his own dining out. At this
Regimental dmner mg~t we also dmed out Maj Ken Goulding and
former PSAO of 43 Sig Sqn (V)-Capt Norman Salmon. We wish
them well and best wishes for the future.
Maj Ian Thomson has taken over as 2IC and has been appointed
CO designate to succeed Lt Col Jonathan Cox as the next CO.
Rumour co~trol. has reported Maj Thomson is undergoing extensive
ecre~ . trammg. m t~e correct use of the walking stick in field
C?~d1ll?ns, onenteenn~ and the stamina needed for long periods
smmg 1.n a staff car. !t 1s n~w. reported .fc;>llowing the appointment of
Capt Richard Busby Hams 1s the pos1uon of Regiment Operattons
Officer he is also allowed to leave RCP on exercise after the hours of
darkness.

Sig 'The basin' Sewell putting on a brave smile whilst looking at
how far he has to run

Lt Col Macklin CO presenting W01 (Bandmaster) Derek
Farrington with a framed music banner as part of a retirement gift
from all Band members
CONGRATULATORY
The Regiment would like to offer its congratulations to Lt John
Alexander and 2Lt Clive Chisholm on their recent commissioning into
the TA. Congratulations also to all our new officer cadets who have
been successful on the recent District Assessment Boards. Keep up the
good work.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
58 !GNAL Q ADRON
EXERCI E NOWCASTLE
One of the Squadron's aims has been to raise the money for a
Doppler Echo Cardiology Machine for the City General Hospital in
ewcastle under Lyme. The machine enables a heart x-ray to be taken
and save valuable diagnostic time. SSgt Tony Whalley organised a
relay race from the top of Mount Snowdon back to Newcastle under
Lyme, a distance ?f 120 miles! The first day (down Mount Snowdon)
saw .58 Sqn establish a narrow lead, however the following day Signal
Radio (the local radio tation) established a five minute lead. This was
soon broken down by a serie of five minute miles from Pte Lisa
Harper, gt Gary Owen, Jock Nibloe and Michael Carr, which saw
58 qn establishing a ten minute lead. The result was a win for 58 Sqn
and £1,000 towards the heart machine.
EXERCI E COLD FRO TIER
T~e start of the new year saw Squadron member burning off the
Chn tmas Pud with an infantry exercise. The aim was for two
opposing force (namely the two Squadron Troops-Romeo and
1erra) to recce and attack each others positions. Controlled from a
U post comprising of gt Tony Whalley, W02 Bill Lambert and
a !~al cadet unit the exercise saw the two forces attacking each other
until eventually the number of captured outweighed those left . At this

stage the two armies regrouped and anacked the UN post. The
verdict-a draw!
SQ ADRON TRAINING
Squadron training has concentrated in the last few months on
military skills. The PSI hid an SLR magazine in a car and
demonstrated how to search vehicles. The only problem was that no
one could find it! Since then cars are often seen queuing LO get into
the Centre whilst they are searched one by one. Western District
Training Team has also been a frequent visitor to the Squadron and
our thanks go to them for the interesting lectures they have given on
AFV recognition,' BC and first aid.
Ex Dry Run/ Paper Chase gave some members of the Squadron the
chance to meet with other members of the Brigade and the new
Brigadier. For many of the DTgs this exercise gave them the chance
to practise the skills they learnt at Harrogate on the DTg training
weekend organised by the YofS, SSgt Chris Aslett .
GOODBYES, WELCOME, CONCRATULA TIONS
Finally goodbyes and good luck to ex PSI
gt Russell Marnoch,
welcome (or is it goodbye) to Sgt Brian Leech and congratulations to
SSgt Karen Baugh and Sgt Bill McQuire on their promotion and OCdt
Paul Roden who received the Staffordshire Police's Certificate of
Commendation following a citizens arrest at a break-in .

Lt Col Norman Harvey TD receiving his farewell presentation from
the Hon Col Maj Gen Alan Yeoman. Comd 2 Sig Bde Brig J . 0 . C.
Alexander and CO 37 Sig Regt (V) Lt Col J. D. Cox look on
67 (QOWWY) SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
A team from the Squadron consisting of SSgt (PSI) Pete Charles,
Cpl 'Freddie' Hughes WRAC, Sig Ian Sewell, Vietor Jooins, Toni
Bevan and Pte Lucy Penington joined 700 others in the annual
nine mile road race around Stratford-Upon-Avon. Other members of
the Squadron provided communications at the check points and
verbal encouragement on the way round picturesque and hilly areas
near Stratford-Upon-Avon. First two home were Sig Ian Sewell, a
keen competitor representing the Squadron and Regiment at cross
country and SSgt Pete Charles. All members had completed the course
and reached home within 88 minutes.
The Squadron also took part in the West Wales District (TA)
Orienteering Championship. Those who competed acquitted
themselves well and some trophies were won. The WRAC team of Cpl
'Freddie' Hughes, LCpl Helen Darby, Ptes Lesley Payton and
Jacqueline Pearsall lifted the team trophy with a total time of 112
minutes. In the process of doing this, Pte Lesley Payton became the
individual WRAC Champion on this her first ever attempt at the
sport. The male teams finished third and fourth which were good
performances on tricky courses over hilly terrain.
The CO, Lt Col Jonathan Cox, entered as an individual guest on
the 'A' course looking for a taxing run. He tried hard to beat Sgt Jo
Krikorian but did not quite make it.
Squadron training has also continued through the winter on
military and trade kill~. Preparation and practices have taken place
over
various
weekends
for
forthcoming exercise
and
Regimental/District competitions. Officer Cadet Robert Cameron
and Sig Kevin Holman are shown practising with the LMG in
preparation for the defence of the Volongdis Trophy won by the
Regiment at Bisley in 1988.

WRAC Champions! Left to Right: LCpl Helen Darby, Ptes Lesley
Payton and Jacqueline Pearsall

Sig Kevin Holman takes aim supported by OCdt Robert
during LMG practice
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
RHQ . EW . . .
. 1any change in the 'management' haYe taken place recently . the
CO Lt Col teve oltman i busy packiuJ: prior to mo ing South to
take up hi new po ·t in the 1ini try of Defence, (but till managing
to pu h out ream of paper in the gui e of 'PAMPAS tati tics'! Our
be. t \\ ishe go wnh him and Mrs Coltman for a happy and mcce ful
tour in hi. ne\\ appointment. We welcome Lt Col Paul Acda TD who
a ume command of the Regiment oo 27 May. Our Training Major,
Maj Da,·id Podevin ha recently left us to take up a new and
challenging areer in civilian life-luckily he has euled in the
heffield area and so we intend to keep in touch. He is replaced by
Maj Bob Etherton, newly arrived from the Army Apprentices College
Harrogate-we feel sure he will enjoy his tour with u . We also bid
farewell to WOl (RSM) Don McLennan BEM who has been selected
for an LSL post. (ls the little 'Jock' with a kilt still hanging from the
Junior ranks club chandelier I wonder?). Thank you for all you did
for the Regiment whilst you were with u . Welcome to WOl Phil
Budden who has just returned to UK from the land of duty free . ..
have you een his tax free car! Welcome also to the Adjt, Capt Ray
Duffy who has been with the Regiment for a year but ha not had a
mention since his arrival. Special congratulations must be extended to
Sgt colt BEM on his well deserved award of the British Empire
Medal. It was a very popular award-well done Staff. Now for news
from the front . . .

NEW FROM 87 SIGNAL SQ ADRON (V)
OTTINGHAM . . .
The past few month have seen an increasingly full MT Park at
Triumph Road, as our QMS-SSgt John Wade has taken on strength
our new 110 landrover and our brand new radio trailers! Al last our
ageing 011 sets have been pensioned off, and with them our role as
Gateway Sqn .
Gone are the old familiar troop names- RX Tp, TX Tp, Power and
Linc Tp. In come a ho t of new acronym and abbreviations and a
new modern look to our unit role.
The big change has re ulted in a very busy period for the Squadron
as we learn to use our new equipment and practice our new role. Our
SPSI, SSgt Paul Skinner with his support team of Sgts Peter Cooper,
Chrissy Bull and Cpl Julie Marvin have been in the front line, facing
the massive ta k of writing new (flexi) training programmes.
Annual Camp gave u our first opportunity to get 'hands on'
experience. Most of the Squadron headed for the South Coast and
Tregantle Fort where the training and the beach parties were all good
preparation for a blustery and wet second week at Prince William of
Gloucester Barracks at Grantham. Meanwhile, 2Lt David Tomlinson
took the remainder of the Squadron to support the Northern half of
the Regiment at Halton Camp and other locations 'somewhere in
Northern England' .
The past few months have seen a big change in Squadron Officers,
besides the loss of Capts Mike Petty and Peter Mitchell we have
gained Capt David Rigley who is now our new 2IC. Welcome also to
Capt Rik Ludlow and Lt Dee Allen who have recently joined us. We
hope you will all enjoy your time with the Squadron. Congratulations
are in order on the marriages of Sgt Steve Marvin to Cpl Julie
Vicker taff, Sig Frank Kemp to Pte Julie Lacey and Cpl Annette
Perry to Mr Bob Carraher. Last but by no means Jeast-2Lt David
Tomlin on to Michelle Gunn. We wish all the e happy couples all the
very best for the future.

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

VISIT BY DIRECTOR WOMEN'S ROYAL ARMY CORPS
The DWRAC, Brig S. P. Nield ADC, paid her first visit to the
Regiment at the TAC in Clonaver Park. It took place during· a normal
drill night to enable the Brigadier to see the wide range of
employments available to the WRAC within the Regiment and to meet
the WRAC Officers and soldiers less formally afterwards.
The Brigadier was met by the Senior WRAC Officer Maj Jenny
Wilson and the RSM WOl Graham Campbell and after discussions
with the CO, she visited the Training Squadron and was met by the
QC Capt Rosa Blake, OC Recuit Training Lt Davy Givens and OC
Trade Training Lt Shelley Hardie.
After chatting to recruits during a lecture, she went on to see
Commcen Echo, an AMC and a RR Det where she was met by OCs
66 and 85 Sqns, Majs David Baxter and Gerry Fleming.
A presentation of the TA Efficiency Medal to Sgt Collette Murray
WRAC, then took place in the JRC followed by informal chats with
all Ranks. The visit ended with supper with the Regimental Officers
in the Mess.

FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES
Warmest welcomes to WOI (RSM) Ian Urquhart and his wife
Janet, and to W01 (MTWO) Dave Sparkes and his wife, Joanne.
Sad farewells to the Trg Maj Maj Ian Grant and his wife Marlies,
and to our long-suffering MO Maj Robbie Kinnear and his wife
Valerie after 13 years in the Regiment.

SSgt Ann Legge 'coaching ' a recruit on the range
DWRAC chats to Lt Davy Givens with Maj Jenny Wi lson and Capt
Rosa Blake in attendance

Brig Garton presenting SSgt Scott with his BEM

46 SIGNAL SQ ADRON (V) DERBY . . .
PERSONALITIES
Maj David Etherton
oc
Capt Mike Petty
2IC
Capt Cliff Webb
0
OC 54 Bde Tp
Capt Peter Mitchell
Lt Vanda Leary
OC 903 Tp
Lt Ann Stenniog
OC Leicester Det
Capt Sally Reading
OC Recruiting

46 Sqn welcomes Capt Mike Petty from 87 Sig Sqn (V) who has just
assumed the post of Squadron 21C and to Capt Peter Mitchell from
87 Sig Sqn (V) and Lt Ann Stenning from 71 Sig Regt (V). The
Squadron has recently said farewell to Capt David Rigley who left to
take up the appointment of 2IC of 87 Sig Sqn , our best wishes go with
him.
During the Regimental Ex Bellows Blast the Squadron's recru its
spent their first weekend carrying out military training. There was
plenty of time left to practise volleyball in the gym however!
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Sgt Phil Mellor checks respirators before recruits enter the
chamber!
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DWRAC chats to WAAC members in the JRC
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CO - Lt Col Chris Shuker, makes a presentation to Maj Robbie
Kinnear
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71 (Yeo) Sig Regt
Bexleyheath

265 (KENT AND CO NTY OF LONDON YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL QUADRON
SQUADRON HIERARCHY
OC
Maj David Hewer
2IC
Capt David Hannam
PSO
Capt Jim Esson MBE
Lt Richard Allen
Trg Offr
W02 Danny Farmer
SSM
PSI
SSgt Bob Wilson
TQMS
SSgt Pete Franks
TSI
W02 Brian Eason
Bexley heath
Southend
Brighton

Looking for victims, W01 (RSM) Ian Urquhart on his first day
CO GRAT LA TIO NS
Cougratulacions to SSgt (YofS) .Keith Ratcliff and SSgt I~n
Emerson, who both received their LS&GC medals from Comd 12 Sig
Bde (V) Brig S. G. M. Gordon on 19 March.
CHARLlE TROOP NEWS
cribe: Lt Hilary Bustard
Members of 'C' Troop have been busy recently attending courses
run by ISTI (Northern Ireland Specialist Training Team) at
Ballymena. Personnel auending have been SSgt Jim Murray and Sgt
Ernie Cahoon on the SABO course; Cpls Diane Brennan and Janet
Coates on the AFV course; Cpls Davey Gillespie, Stevie Browne,
Diane Brennan, Janet Coates and LCpl Karen Walker on the NBC
course· LCpl Roberta Campbell-First Aid and LCpl Karen Walker
on the, BIT course. Well done to all and especially Cpl Brennan who
achieved Best Student on the NBC Assistant Instructors Course.
Congratulations to go LCpl Geoff McClean on hi rec~nt
promotion and to Cpls Diane Brennan and Janet Coates on passmg
their Radio Relay B2.
Welcome to Sig Mark Reilly who has recently joined us from Trg
Sqn. First day in the Troop found him on top of Divis Mountain in
che ice snow and mist assisting with the trial shot to Lame TAC. He
now a~sures me that he knows the difference between vertical and
horizontal polarisation-this, however, will be tested in Scotland next
weekend!
On Saturday, 25 March, Cpl Sandie Doggart married Sgt Davey
Lightfoot-all in 'C' Troop wish you both every happiness together.
Friday, 31 March saw a party of 16 (including representatives from
'A' Troop, 'B' Troop and SHQ) descend on Lame TAC for a Pub
Quiz ight. Two teams of 4 were entered: 'Charlie's Angel '
consisting of Cpls Davey Gillespie, Janet Coates, LCpl Jim Weir and
the specially imported 'Dixie'; and 'Bustard's Babes' consisting of Cpl
Diane Brennan, Cpl Hazel Brown, LCpl Geoff McClean and OC of
'C' Troop Lt Hilary Bustard, LCpl Valerie Hawthorne, LCpl Lyn
Sergeant, Pte Mandy Muir and Pte Lesley Harbinson enter~d the
spirit of the night and 'volunteered' to make up the numbers m two
of the other teams! A total of eight teams took part and much to
everyone's surprise and disbelief 'Bustard's Babes' won and very
willingly accepted their Brae Club Fun Quiz Trophies from the PMC.
Thanks to all at Lame for a great night especially the PMC of the
Junior Ranks Club, Sig George Jack, and to W02 Eddie Blake, for
the invitation. Hopefully we will be allowed back for the return
match!
Finally, good luck to LCpl Karen Walker who heads o(I to
Canerick for her Detachment Commanders' Course in April, and to
gt Ernie Cahoon who is going to Warcop in June for his Staff
Sergeants' Course. Also to all those being tested for their B2 at the end
of April.
As can be seen 'C' Troop has been very busy over the past few
months, lets keep up the good work and keep 'C' Troop in its rightful
place as the best Troop in 40 (U) Sig Regt (V).

SHQ, 890 Sig Tp, 905 Sig Tp, RITT
881 Sig Tp
884 Sig Tp

884 SIGNAL TROOP
The latter half of 1988 was an interesting period for 884 Sig Tp. As
part of 265 Sig Sqn, and thus part of the Kent and County of London
Yeomanry (KCLY). we took part in the commemoration of the battle
of Alam el Haifa, at Hever Castle on 9 and 10 July. The weekend
culminated in Trooping the Colour in front of past and present
members of KCL Y.
On Sunday August 7, we entered a team in the Chiche ter March,
and successfully completed the 40km route, proudly sporting our gold
medals afterwards. Congratulations LCpl West, Sig Cottle, Feather,
McHenry, Ridgwell and Vincent.
. .
.
.
October saw us take part in another commumcat1on exercise, this
time out in the middle of nowhere (next to the channel tunnel to be
precise). Here we tested our abilities in less than ~deal conditions-and
yet again 884 knuckled down and came away with another successful
exercise under its belt.
November the Remembrance Day Parade, where, as always, we
took our pla~e alongside other members of the armed forces in the
Brighton area (our Troop base).
December with the start of the yuletide season, what else but the
Squadron Christmas Dinner. That perennial opportunity to get
together, eat, drink and be merry-and let th~ rest of the Squadron
know what you think of them in the annual review. A host of relevant
and cutting comedy sketches put on by individual troops, Capt Jim
Esson certainly got a pasting from us! Well done, to Sgts Gerry
Cogger, Dave Wren and Cpl Dave ~bbott f~r contributing to the
script. A good two hours of entertainment aided of course by an
abundant supply of liquid refreshment.
Now we're well into 1989-with hopes of another successful year
~~~~·

The Squadron Honorary Colonel Col R. Leigh-Pemberton, Lord
Lieutenant of Kent inspects the Squadron at Haver Castle

.

Early this year four members of the Troop took part . m Ex
Sandmaster with Lt Simon Malik and LCpl Bob France m one
vehicle, and Lt Gail Malik and LCpl Phil West in the other.
Various skills were put to the test, and Lt Malik and LCpl France
succeeded in coming fourth overall, and first as beginners in the
navigation section of the exercise. Congratulations.
There'll be more reports from 884 Tp throughout the year, see you
soon.
905, SIGNAL TROOP
Yes, it's Wire time again! The decree from the 2IC's office with its
threats of Orderly Officer, audit boards or even publication ?f certain
photos taken at Camp arrived last week in the usual plarn brown
wrapper. Here goes. The year started well with three o~ th.e Troop
running in the Squadron's WRAC team for the London District Cros
Country Championships at Pirbright. They came second.
.
February saw the Troop exercises with 884 at Crowborough, 890 ID
Surrey and 905 off to the Cinque Ports. This weekend also saw the
appearance of a new style SHQ Tp as SSgt (SQMS) Mick Mustoe led
his clerks and storemen into the field on the aptly named Ex Cold
Store. Although several cynics still believe that this deployment was
a mirage we do have the photos to prove it.
.
905 Tp's Ex Cold Brass began with a very convoluted map reading
course through North Kent and on arrival the four detachments
deployed to a number of pre-recced hides . The omnipresent Mohica.n
forces then set out to spread gloom and doom although on this
occasion they had little success. One party, having spoued LCpl Chris

Ptes Jackie Smoker, Aisling Reilly, Sgt Lorraine Mundy, 2LT Di
Clare, LCpls Anne Duffy and Mhairi Keir
Runners up in London District Cross Country Championships

Hilless' detachment during the afternoon moved in for the kill. With
much screaming they stormed the wood only to discover that the wily
Lance Jack had seen them too and had since moved down the road.
The exercise continued with a very precise compass orienteering
course designed by 2Lt Adrian Rabot. The following morning the
Troop re-organised to form two detachments which were put through
a battle run including two ambushes and a wood clearance. The teams
also had to cope with two well made up (and realistically acted)
casualties provided by SHQ.
On I February 25 members of the KCL Y Sig Sqn visited our fellow
Sharpshooters from C (KSY) Sqn The Royal Yeomanry. This proved
to be a most enjoyable and informative evening for all and built on
the improving contacts between the Squadrons and followed on last
years triannual Alam el Haifa parade at Hever Castle. The 'return
match' is being planned.

Cpl Dave Whitehouse and LCpl Anne Duffy winners of the Lucy
and Moore Trophies respectively

881 SIGNAL TROOP: SOUTHEND
by Sgt Robinson PSI
APWT WEEKEND-COLCHESTER RANGES
With the Troop still waiting patiently for its issue of the new
Conrad equipment to arrive, we got down !O the more sedate task of
carrying out the APWT at Middlewick ranges. Under the command
of Lt 'Mr Silverman' Mike Evans an early start of 0600 hrs on
Saturday morning was called for, and as the Troop was waiting in its
vehicles Lt Evans appeared out of the TA Centre with what can only
be described as a 'dangerous weapon', a map. Within the Troop Lt
Evans is famed for his map reading skills. The Troop coul~ be heard
to utter 'thank goodness its light'. Eventually the Troop arnve~ at the
ranges with a bit of help from Sgt Terry Fairbrother where during the
weekend they went on to achieve the best male shot and b~st female
shot, they just missed out on the team shoot by three pomts. Well
done Southend.
SQUADRON 'OPEN NIGHT'
For those not on the ranges it was left to the PSI, Sgt 'Seo use'
Robinson, to crack the whip and get everything ready for the Tue ~ay
night. With LCpl ' I never complain' Chris Greenwood and LCpl Nick
Vickery setting out the display in the garages it was left .up to the
Troop housewife LCpl Sarah Bathurst to clean the .mo t important
place within the TA Centre, 'The Bar'. The potential recruits were
impressed with the sweet smell of Pledge.
A LOOK FORWARD
The Regiment is now about to start Conrad trials, o Cpl Val. White
will be the first from the troop to get 'hands on' 1he new equ~pment
with the added software. Once it is issued with the new equipment
the Troop can then get down t.o the ta k of doing operator training
in preparation for the annual camp in September.
The best of luck to Sgts Terry Fairbrother .an~ Kerrr Jones
(WRAC) on their TA Staff Sergeant's Course which is coming up.

The memorial at Bexleyheath TAC
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

The final week before leave saw a few 'varieties'. The Troop ran the
final race for UOTC Cadets at Blandford, (so much for a textbook
demonstration!). Para Tac HQ was demonstrated fo r the Spanish
CGS and HQ BMA for the new Brigadier; it seems to be a muchwatched demonstration these days.
Finally, good luck to Cpl 'Chilly' Chillcott, Sig 'Si' Ferrer and Pete
Lawn out in Belize.

JCUFI
BFPO 655

PERSONALITIES

oc

PERSONALITIES
0 Unit
TOT/O C Troop
0 B Troop
SM
FofS
CO i/c FITS
NCO i/c Power
QMS
SNCO i/c JOC Radio
Chf Clk
S CO i/c ACC
Det Comd Campito
Det Comd MT Adam
Det Comd South Georgia
Mt Alice FITS Tech
Byron Heights FITS Tech
Stanley Det NCO i/c
DSO 'B' Shift JOC Commcen
FITS Stores Accountant
FITS Stores Accountant

Maj files Stockdale
MaJ Ian Forbe.s
Capt Nick Naylor
W02 (USM) Barry Stephens
W02 (FofS) Bob Downie
SSgt Brian Appleyard
Sgt Jim Pattison
Sgt Graham Kendall
Sgt Dave McBride
Cpl Jim Seager
Sgt Andy Elliott
Cpl 'Shuggy' McVicar
Cpl Dave Laverick
Cpl Steve Davies-Williams
Cpl John Patterson
Cpl Rob Parr
Cpl Ian Thompson
WSgt Glynis Blight
LCpl 'Taff' Dilling
LCpl Dave Starkey

HISTORY OF THE UNIT
The Joint Communications Unit Falkland Islands, commonly
called JCUFI, was formed from elements of Na.val party 1242, 266 Sig
Sqn and Ground Radio Flight on April Fools Day 1987 and despite
the obvious humour of the creating powers, it has a vital operational
role to play in the provi ion of the communication systems for the
Falkland Islands. The unit is an integrated tri-service organisation
with a mandate to make the best use of the Services different systems
to meet the communication needs of the Command. One hundred
and sixty Army, avy and Air Force personnel work in the unit. The
unit is formed into a headquarters and three Troops. The Troops
provide the following Facilities:Alpha Tp, commanded by a Flight Lieutenant is responsible for
providing airfield navigation aids, ground to air radio, tactical radio
in theatre, HF strategic nets and maritime rebroadcast circuits.
Bravo Tp, commanded by a Captain Royal Signals is responsible
for the two Commcens, one for the theatre at the Joint Operations
Centre (JOC), and one for the station at the Combat Operations
Centre (COC), the associated message distribution centres, the
telepho~e exchange and the crypto distribucion agency for the islands.
Charlie Tp, commanded at present by a Major Royal Signals look
after all the technical maintenance, the links into the satellite at
Stanley, the bearer network for the islands trunk communications all
our power requirements and airfield cable network.
'
In summary, the unit is responsible for all military communication
systems to, from, and within the islands. This makes the command
unusually diverse in its range of personnel, their skills and equipment.
VISIT
The Chief of the Defence Staff Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir
David Craig GCB, .~BE visited the Falkland Islands during the period
14-18 March and v1s1ted JCUFI on 15 and 16 March. This was a great
~onour for ~he U_nit an~ it gave us the opportunity to show a fully
mtegratd tn-serv1ce Unit at work. Day one saw Maj Miles Stockdale
and W02 (USM) Barry Stephens waiting patiently outside the
entrance to JCUFI HQ for the arrival of the CDS. At approximately
1525 hrs a convoy of staff cars with more stars than Orion's Belt
arrived! The CDS was invited into the Unit Conference Room where
he was given an in depth brief on the organisation and role 0f JCUFI
by Maj Miles Stockdale. Suitably impressed by the M of l
demonstrated by OC JCUFI the CDS then visited C Troop. On arrival
he was met by Maj Ian Forbes, OC C Tp, who introduced him to Mr
John Nicol our resident Marconi expert, SSgt Alec Armstrong and
Cpl 'Taff' Meaden. Here the CDS was shown inside one of the many
Falkland Islands Trunk System, commonly cal led FITS containers. This
system 1 a microwave, line of sight trunk bearer system which
provides military communications for the islands. After listening to

the brief the CDS to continue his very busy programme. Day two saw
the CDS and OC JCUFI leave by helicoper to vi it one of the Units
remoteRebro sites at Campito, here he was introduced to Cpl 'Shuggy'
McVicar the detachment Commander, LCpl Alf Hitchcock the 2IC,
Sig Jason Quilter ROp, and Sig Alan Kehoe Cbt Pmn. The men at
these remote Rebro sites are fully self sufficient but rely on helicopter
resupply for even Lhe bare necessities, like food and water. Although
they are well away from the comforts of Mount Pleasant Airfield and
live in very basic accommodation they have the highest morale of
almost any Unit on the islands. (Could it be. that they are not liable
for food and accommodat ion charge ?) . Having toured the site,
which, incidently, is due for a major rebuild later thi year, the CDS
left with OC JCUFI by helicopter to resume the remainder of his visit
much impressed by what he had seen and heard.
SIGNALMAN ON PATROL
Down in the deep South on those far-nung islands of the Falklands
the Royal Signals are doing their bit to help the Resident Infantry
Company (RIC) out. The RIC has just changed from members of the
1st Battalion the Cheshire Regiment to members of the lst Battalion
the Gordon Highlanders . The Gordons soon discovered the problems
of communicating with the vagaries of the Falklands ionosphere.
Patrols around the islands were having problems communicating with
their base. lt was decided that a Signalman would accompany one of
the many patrols to sort out the problems. Sig Woodland , on detachment from 2 Inf Div, was quick to be volunteered by Sgt McBride, his
section bo s, to spend the five days out on patrol. With some
ingenuity from Sig Woodland and the standard R4 wire
communications were soon established from their distant patrol back
to base. The patrol kept contact with the base throughout the five days
with the Infantry being taught some of the more difficult aspects of
communications in the field. On his return Sig Woodland was asked
how things had gone. His reply was 'Superb , I thoroughly enjoyed
myself'. The obvious follow-on question from the Officer concerned
was: 'Yes, but what about the communications?'. No doubt time will
tell how successful Sig Woodland's efforts have been.
SPONSORED RUN
On Sunday 19 March the Unit witnessed a magnificent effort by Cpl
Al Hallgate of Bravo Tp, (recently gone to pastures new). He ran from
RAF Mount Pleasant to Stanley, a total distance of 34 miles, in aid
of the Lourdes Appeal. ' ot far', I hear you marathon runners say?
In normal weather conditions and good roads probably not, however
conditions here are not what can easily be described as normal. The
terrain most of the way is both very unhospitable and loose underfoot,
these factors coupled with the continuous strong wind do not make
for conditions conducive to marathon running. However undeterred
by these problems, Cpl Al Hallgate lined up at the start point at
approximately 1400 hrs ready and eager to embark. The Station
Commander, Group Capt G. Brindle RAF, wished Cpl Hallgate the
best of luck and sent him on this way. During stages of the run he was
accompanied by other runners from the Unit, who not only gave him
moral support but also kept the pace going. The following personnel
gave their support: Maj Ian Forbes, Capt Nick Naylor, Cpls Dave
Butler, Bob Wymer, WPte Tracy Copper and the RAF and Navy were
also ran! All are to be warmly congratulated for their efforts. Thirty
three miles and four hours later the last member of the support team
broke off to leave Cpl Al Hallgate to run the last mile alone . Within
five minutes he could be seen arriving at the King Edward Memorial
Hospital (KEMH) Stanley and was greeted with rapturous applause
and cheering by the Unit Commander, Maj Miles Stockdale, members
of JCUFl, the nursing staff of the KEMH and the local populace. The
run was completed in a magnificent time of 4 hours and 42 minutes
and this is believed to be a record, (unless you know differently?). The
total amount of sponsorship money raised by the event was a very
impressive £ 1, 130.16. The Unit Commander, Maj Miles Stockdale, at
tn1s point in the proceedings, posed for photographs with Cpl Al
Hallgate and the KEMH Matron, Maj Glynis Pauley , and he also
handed over a cheque for the sum of £60 for the KEMH welfare fund.

21C
Ops Offr
AO

QM

OC ATp
OC B Tp
QC M Tp
RSM
YofS
CClk

Maj M. W. Edwards
Capt P. B. Knobel
Capt S. R. Workman
Capt R. A. Hamilton
Maj J.M. Kirkman
Capt J. Turner
2Lt J. J. Cole
W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
WOI (RSM) A. K. Harper
W02 (YofS) G. M. McCrindle
SSgt (ORQMS) C. Clark

SHQ
Recently, it has been all ups and downs. The ups being some
excellent performances bv the blokes on exercise and in sporting
achievements. The downs? Well once again we change OC Squadron
after only seven months in the chair. Maj Chris Wright (now
Lieutenant Colonel) has handed over to Maj Mark Edwards. As
described in the Red Nose story below, the change of command took
place in a Chinook ; different, but at the time, convenient. Well, at
least you go on promotion. Best of luck in London as SO I 'Space'.
Welcome to Maj Edwards and wife Erica best of luck in the new
post. Soon after his take over, we all went on Easter block leave, so
the next issue will have to detail any inevitable Orbat or office changes
. . . we've got used to it now!
As this is being drafted, we see the face of an old boy returned, the
new RSM. From what we hear, ' watch out lads' .
ALPHA TROOP
OCTp
Tp Sgt
Rid I Sgt
Rid 2 Sgt

Capt J. Turner
Sgt C. G. McGinley
Sgt R. G. Nixon
Sgt G. K. Cripps

The last period has been hectic to say the least with a large majority
of the Troop away in BAOR and UK on Ex Wintex leaving the
unlucky few to cope with PRE, Technical Inspections and the odd
exercise. On top of this, the Troop OC Capt Scott Workman left us
to take over as the Operations Officer. Not to worry, the new OC
Troop Capt John Turner has just walked in. Rumour has it he has
been -educated as well; JDSC that'll make a change! Best of luck to
both of you in your new appointments.
One of the 'high' spots in recent months was a weekend in
Blandford as a CP stand for 27 teams from the UOTC, on Ex
Lightning Strike, Cpl 'Thunderflash' Craig led the team with some
fine performances from Sig 'Video' Brown and Cpl ' Buck' Rogers.
Each team would arrive at the CP and come across a casualty with
their priority being communication back to HQ, although some teams
took longer than expected no one was complaining as the female
members of the team were normally tasked with tending to the
casualty.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Eddie' Murphy who has just passed P
Coy and is now having a well deserved rest at RAF Brize Norton.
The Troop sends it's best wishes to Sgt Chris McGinley and his wife
Caroline on the recent birth of their daughter.
We welcome back Cpl 'Wacko' Jackson after a few months holiday
at Lympstone teaching the Marines a thing or two, well done on
passing the course. Another welcome to Sgt Chris McGinley and Cpl
Dougie Craig after four gruelling months across the water.
We say farewell to Sig Chris Quinn who finally broke loose and
posted himself to Civ Div.
The last few weeks for the Troop have seen the departure of 2Lt
Guy Bennett who is being educated at Blandford, and LCpl 'Stig'
Stanmore out to the big wide world. Good luck to both of you.
Welcome back to LCpl ' Olly' Oliver from the Bahamas, Cpl Tommy
Taylor from Northern Ireland with I Para, and LCpl Chris Brown
from California with the Queen's Regt.
Ex Badree, followed by Ex Red Lanyard .tested the Troop in its new
establi hment . Both were successful and enioyable exercises. Even.Cpl
'Smudge' Smith was rumoured to have smiled! Assistance was given
on Ex Wintex out in BAOR for the first fortnight of March; share the
duty frees lads! Well done to Cpls 'Bernie' Bernstein and 'Jack' Payne
for two successful Jocommex .

2Lt John Cole briefs the new OC Maj Mark Edwards about Para
Tac
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W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
gt J. S. Black
gt N. Preston
gt J. A. Locker!

Yet another eventful month in • ike Tp, we ay farewell to Cpl
' Block· Robert on away to unnie1 Jimates in Cauerick, and wish
him luck on hi RSDCC and Tl Course.
Congratulations to Cpl and Mrs Fearn on the arriv I of their baby
on Daniel. Good luck al o goe to Sgt Nick Preston and Sig 'Woody'
Woodland away on exerci e with I Para to California (unlucky lad ,
but omeone has to go). \ e also welcome back after a long spell of
ab ence LCpl 'Ma' Baker from the Army Boxing Team.
Q TROOP

Qf

RQM
QM
QM (T)
QMS(A)

Maj J. M. Kirkman
W02 A. C. Hedgley
Sgt K. G. McKenzie
Sgt B. E. Reid
Sgt M. Gear

EXERCI E TART RIGHT (FROM THE Q POINT OF VIEW)
Report by
gt 'Mac' McKenzie
The day started well, the weather was mild and the skies were clear ,
the sun wa quite warm for late January. The convoy was lined up
ready to go, the intrepid SQMS, SSgt 'Mac' McKenzie was standing
trying to look impressive, all cammed up and nowhere to go. We were
waiting for the heli-lift of the Brigade Main HQ to be completed. The
vehicles were finally given the signal to go and we departed for the
local training area.
The first location was found without any real difficulty. The next
task was to get the A Echelon set up and running before the 1830
briefing. The SQMS then made his way to the evening briefing,
finding the general area of the Oscar complex was easy, but
identifying the CP in the pitch black wa another matter. After
bumping into almost every tree and various antennae, he found
another group of people in the same position, blind and totally lost.
Out of the darkness a voice said 'keep the noi e down and follow
me!'. The man turned round to lead the way and walked straight into
an antenna!
The briefing over the SQMS went back to A Echelon . Cpl Dave
Tomer had A Echelon under control, they were all gathered round a
hexie stove swapping war stories and adventures from exercises and
units past. After the briefing we settled down for the night.
The RSM visited the location after first light to check the defences
and the general readiness of A Echelon. Passing Cpl Dave Turner's
basha he remarked, 'That's not a basha it's a hotel'.
That night we moved to the next location. This proved to be the
busiest night for the REME Detachment under the leadership of Cpl
teve Buttle, as the Squadron vehicles did their impressions of
lemmings. Sig Dave Pilgrim worked as usual, like a Trojan, up to his
arms in soap suds washing pots and pans after the meals for the
mobile kitchen. Cpl 'Grif' Griffin and LCpl 'Gus' Angus prepared the
meals in the mobile cookhouse Lo their normal high standard of
cuisine. This last location proved to be the worst for setting up the A
Echelon, the area was very marshy and waterlogged making it difficult
to manoeuvre the 4 ton Bedford into the correct area, whilst carrying
the double water carriage pack at the rear. After having bogged
our elves in, we relocated the A Echelon to another area.

'At Last, New Boots'
Left to Right: Cpl Dave Turner, Sig Dave Pilgrim, Pte 'Smithy'
Smithson and LCpl 'Taff' Wright
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The night wa interrupted by a call for help from the OC's driver,
especially a ft er we had briefed all the members of the Squadron in the
art of moving in and out of locations without the use of lights, it
would appear that the OC' driver had run out of road; he had, to say
the least, attempted to bury it in a torm drain-a time consumi ng and
frightening recovery by contractors wa ' the resu It. Surprisingly the
ehicle still worked!
B Echelon didn't deploy, it covered rear details . The rear details
party should not be forgotten, they too carry on with their own
es ential ta ks. Sgt 'Scouse' Reid making sure the 01098 and all the
other account are on the ball. Sgt Martin Gear who maintains the
accommodation accounts and deals with all the civil contracts. The
QM , Maj John Kirkman and the RQMS , W02 Arthur Hedgley, had
their own pre ures to bear, like who was going to make the next brew.
On return lo camp it wou ld appear they had all survived . Although ,
rumour had it that the RQMS actually did make a brew, but there
were no witnesses!

theless they all battled hard , each man having a good race.
Unfortunately the end result was a re-run of last year coming third to
Dulmen and PCD RE. However we came close enough to PCD RE to
give them. a fright a~d a clear warning that next year they will have
a toug.h fig ht on t~e~r ha~ds . For the moment Dulmen are in a class
of their own and it is going to be extremely difficult to beat them
Since th~. Army ~hampionship the team has had to concentrate
more on military duties but the lucky Sgt Nick Preston and LCpl Chris
Brown have managed to fit in a trip to the USA. However Cpls Gary
mith, Pete Fearn, 'Bernie' Bernstein and Dave Chapman entered the
Para 10 and ran very well to finish team home behind a very strong
Depot Para team.
As we go to press we have just learned that the team has finished
third in Division One of the aggregate league and Cpl Gary Smith was
fifth individ ual overall.
We now look forward to some road races during the summer and
th e new sessio n that starts in October .

RED NOSE DAY
Friday 10 March saw the Squadron doing its part for the Red Nose
Charity Appeal. Forty-five members of the Squadron arrived on
Queen Parade complete with Red Noses, all having paid £5 for the
chance to jump out of a Chinook .
T he Chinook arrived complete with Red Nose, but the wind speed
was too high and the jump had to be cancelled . The Air Adjutant,
Capt Scott Workman had to promise to fix up another Chinook jump
at a later date ( ome people will believe anything) . Although there was
no jump, the RAF flew the Squadron around Aldershot to satisfy the
camera crew from TVS, who took, and used, some footage for their
Comic Relief Special trailer.
During the flight Maj Chris Wright (now Lt Col) handed over
Command of the Squadron to Maj Mark Edwards.

CROSS COUNTRY
Report by Maj John Kirkman
Once again cross country has dominated the Squadron Winter
sports. This year the team consisted of:Maj John Kirkman (Manager)
Sgt Nick Preston
Cpl Gary Smith
Cpl Tom Keville
Cpl Pete Fearn
Cpl Dave Chapman
Cpl 'Bernie' Bernstein
LCpl Chris Brown
LCpl ' Q' Rose
The aims this season were to retain the SE Dist Minor Units trophy
and to win the Army Minor Units.
The team was well prepared for the SE Dist Championships at
Blackdown, and after a hard fast race we came away comfortable
winners over the Depot Parachute Regiment, retaining the title for the
third year running . The first part of our aim had been achieved, the
second part was to prove a lot harder .
Having done some research it was confirmed that our old rivals
FOD Dulmen (BAOR) and PCD RE (London Dist) were in excellent
form and easy qualifiers for the Army Championships. Between our
District Championships and the Army's our training was interrupted
by Squadron commitments so when the big day arrived on Wednesday
I February the team was not as sharp as it should have been. NoneTHE WIRE, MAY 1989
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Maj Rob Symond
Capt Tom Pengelley
2Lt Graham Inglis
Capt Ian Bucklow
W02 Grant Humble
W02 Bob Atkinson
W02 Keith Pywell
W02 Mick Howells
S gt Terry Morrissey

ALPHA TROOP
Alpha Tp has had a fair turn round in recent months. In November
it said farewell to Sig (Retd) Colin troud and (Now LCpl) Taggart .
January saw the departure of Lt Graham Neal who went on to
complete his parachute training before finally leaving for 14 Sig Regt .
The coming of March did nOL see a let up and three more notable
veterans left for pastures new; LCpl Ron Clinton, off to Harrogate,
LCpl 'Slick' Simms to I Armd Div Sig Regt, and SSgt Martin-Pitt,
now well renowned in AMF(L) circles also left us to join SHQ prior
to his posting. The two new boys in the Troop office are 2Lt Graham
Inglis complete with Barry his trusty mountain bike and SSgt Phil
Duddell .
Congratulations to Cpl Whiting and his wife Maria on the birth of
their daughter, and to LCpl Longstaff and his wife Giselle on the birth
of their son.
Also more congratulations to Cpl Whiting on the newly arrived
Tash! Well Done!
Cpl Gary Smith going flat out in the Para 10

The Handover-Maj Mark Edwards signs for the Squadron from
Maj Chris Wright . Maj John Kirkman keeps a watchful eye

244 Sig Sqn (AS)

RAF, Brize Norton

EXERCISE TRUMPET DANCE
Report by LCpl Brown
I was sitting on my bed on a Monday afternoon (yes, it was a long
weekend, Sir) and in came the boss, 2Lt John Cole, OC B Troop.
'Afternoon', said he, 'how would you like to go away for six weeks? '.
Oh no, another trip to Salisbury Plain . 'Pack your bags, you leave at
1200 hrs tomorrow for California" . When I had picked myself up
from the floor, there was the last minute rush for kit, jabs, money and
anything else I did not have.
On Tuesday with Lt John Hazel and some of the lads from the
Brigade Pathfinder Platoon we went to Tidworth to introduce
ourselves to our host unit, I Queens . We met W02 (CSM)
John Anglin who assigned us to our respective platoons, then we
waited for our departure.
We left a dull and drizzly UK for the 12 hour flight to San Jose
Airport, stopping at Travis US Air Base, Northern California (where
it was snowing). We arrived at Fort Ord, California to a two degree
centigrade drop in temperature (and I had only packed T shirts!).
The first day in the USA dawned brightly enough, about 65 degrees
in the morning. In the afternoon we had a weapons demo from our
American hosts, the 1st/ 17th Light Infantry (Foot), then the
programme took over, five days range and FIBUA in extremely hot
weather, five days adventure training (rock climbing in the Pinnacles
and hill walking}, five days leisure activitie (fishing in Monterey
Bay). After that, we had a five day escape and evasion exercise; the
terrain had to be seen to be believed. Unlucky Cpl Reuben Paul (Q
Troop!).
There was also a day trip to San Fransisco, which was an excellent
day out. Thanks to Lt Hazell's diligent efforts, we managed to liaise
with our American counterparts and launched ourselves out three
times from a Black Hawk Helicopter. For anyone who has ever
received their 'Blood Wings', you will under tand why I have still got
my marks on my chest, with 30 people assisting in the ceremony. (The
Americans seem t0 take pride in physically pinning their wings on,
once earned).
I returned from America with a lot of infantry experience, a hazy
head from our last night's celebrations and no money! l enjoyed
myself immensely, and gained a great deal from the training.
Finally, many thanks to the Squadron for allowing me to go (that
should get me another trip!).
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A NOTE FROM SIG BARKER
I arrived at RAF Brize Norton on 15 August last year to be
informed that I had been posted to Alpha Tp, AMF(L) of 244 Sig Sqn
(AS). Several hours later I met my new room mate LCpl ,'BiUy'
Taggart, and received my first and probably most important piece of
advice-'Keep your month shut and eyes and ears open for the fir t
six months and you'll be OK'!
Next day I was woken rather abruptly at 0400 hrs-anyone who has
ever lived approximately 100 yards away from an aeroplane runway
will know why. After showering and finishing my block jobtoilets-(some things never change from training) I made my way
down to Hangar 66-my new place of work .
Remembering the advice I had received from LCpl Taggart I began
my first day's work bright eyed and bushy tailed-being really polite
and calling everyone by their rank, I was that worried about upsetting
someone even the civilian electricians got addressed as 'Sir' or
'Sergeant' a couple of times. However this was soon to end when I
went to the Stores and Cpl Esson refused to acknowledge my presence
until I called him 'Kev'.
I enjoyed my first day in the Hangar and survived most of the
practical jokes ie going to MT to get a hand generator serviced or to
get a tin of patch paint.
The next couple of week passed with me working in the Hangar
and gradually trying to figure out the good guys from the bad-(LCpl
'Tug' Wil on), whilst still trying to e tablish myself in the Troop.
Then came my first test-a three week exercise-Ex Ally Express 88
in Turkey. Another big difference from training, not having an
exercise at Bishop Monkton or Catterick Training area.
So on 3 September 1988 I deployed on this very busy exercise along
with my Det Comd, LCpl 'Slick' Simm and fellow crewman Sig Vera
Duckworth. Over the next three weeks I wa to learn a lot about the
role of Alpha Tp in the AMF it was interesting to ee Dets and pieces
of equipment at work that I had never seen in training-but perhaps
most importantly I learned the rules of volleyball, which we seemed
to play a lot in Turkey .
Since Turkey t!Je Troop has been busy having travelled a fair
distance on exercise including Denmark, orway and Italy-not one
to be forgotten with such events as Sig Clint Barker getting run over
and Sig Any Wiseman and Jase Moore getting arrested for a crime
they did not commit-honest!
Alpha Tp AMF(L) i a small Troop with only 24 people therefore
everyone knows everyone el e and it is a fairly close knit working
force, which i kept in line in the ingle block by Cpls Andy Salmon
and Mick Brown .
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> fir t 1 months are u nO\\ but I think I'll carry on ~eeping _my
mouth hut and eye and ear open-it seem~ to be working so far,
and ha pro\ed to be ound advice.
DEL A TROOP (MOBILE AIR OPERATION TEAMS (MAOTs)),
RAF UP \'O.
RR1'
A, ' D DEPART RE!-!
During the la 1 ouplc of month there have been a ~umber of
arrhal and depart ure with in the Troop. Hello o: ~1g. 'Suggs'
Sutherland from ba ic training; LCpl Brian ~reen an? family fr01!1
Int and y; LCpl 'Mac' McKenna from 202 1g Sqn ; Sig Tony Curtis
and Paul Mu on from Bravo Tp. Goodbye to: LCpl (no.w Mr)
• · ou e' Jones to civilian treet ; Cpl Billy M~Cue to 2 Sig Bde
Cor ham; Cpl Andy Drummond and wife Carrme LO ~ Armd ~1v.
Congratulation to : 'Baz' Cadman and Pat Gray on their promotion
10 Lance Corporal, LCpl Bryan Ive on hi marriage to SAC.W Je~n y
Cro ·land on l April and RAF Upavon PSA fo r fi nally mstall mg
toilet , sink and a hower in the MAOT Ha ngar!
FIR T IMPRFS ION OF THE Q ADRON
bv ig ' uggs' utherland
·I arrived at 1630 hr on l ovember 1988 al the front gale of RAF
Brize orton. It was here I encountered the first of many tabs. Af!er
45 minutes trying to find SHQ I tumbled on a mall wooden hut wnh
a red hand on the door. Five minutes later I had a hand full of papers
to gel igned, told where J was s1ayirtg and left for the dark depths of
room 16 block 545 .
In the morning I found the Squadron hard at work in a dri ving
competition and it was then I was told I was going to Delta T p, RAF
Upavon.
I arrived at Delta Tp at 2000 hrs on 2 ovember.
Jn the next couple of day I was to learn about Helicopter Handling
(HH) a qualification I had never ever thought I would have needed.
All the equipment I was to use but had never even heard of eg; Potter
T' , Angle of Approach Indicators, Altimeters etc. All . through
training I had been told that working units were always Exerc1 e Here,
Exercise There, all the time getting bored. But, since arriving at the
Squadron everything has been new to me. It i a lot better than people
had said. The Squadron seems to be full of good blokes ready to have
a laugh but also ready to graft at the same time.
EXERCISE HARDF ALL 89
by LCpl Brynn Ives
January arrives again and it's time once again for MAOTs to deploy
to orway. LCpl 'Baz' Cadman to Branset on an MSI Course. Cpl
Gary Thomson, LCpl Pat Gray and Sig 'Jack' Frost to Ulvik for
Arctic Warfare training. Cpl Andy Drummond, Sig 'Taff' Jones and
myself to Bomoen for MAOT tasking.
The deployment started slowly due to the distinct lack of snow but
there was enough rain to cause Noah some worry!
The MAOTs were used mostly in the training of other units and in
PR exercises. One in particular stands out, using a Chinook to move
a prefabricated hut for a Norwegian Biathlon.
Spare time was spent by all downhill skiing at the hangar in Voss,
under the expen guidance of LCpl Pat Gray, our very own JSDHSI.
We all improved tremendously under his expert tuition.
Once all the courses were completed it was time to turn our
attention to the Brigadier's exercise involving all members of the
AMF(L) British contingent. Unfortunately due to bad weather the
Hercules drop was cancelled and the engineers bridge lift was brought
forward and so the exercise passed quietly for the MAOT teams.
MSI COURSE
by LCpl 'BaL' Cadman
On 3 January, after an expensive Christmas leave, I was happy to
be travelling out to orway on a Ski Instructors Course. The flight
out was up to its high standard of comfort on a Hercules (about 15
inches of leg room and almost sitting on the guy next to you) .
We r ventually arrived at Brandseth Camp, a small Norwegian
Army camp out in the middle of nowhere, but al least it was warm
and comfortable. The next day, we started on the ski training. A lot
of skiing was done on flat ground which was tiring work, but we had
a whole week of downhill skiing during the last third of the cour e
(watch out Klammer).
The course was shared with all the AMF(L) although most were
RRF. I enjoyed it and was glad of the opportunity.
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ARCTIC , URVIV AL TRAINING (AST)
by Sig 'Taff' Jones
Day I: We set off bright and early from Ulvik and arrived at the
1raining area around midday. We then kied up a large hill and had
our fir t experience of the pulk. We spent the night in a man ridge
tent.
Day 2: We had another early start and we kied up yet another hill.
We then saw a tent heet demo, and yes we then made our own tent
heets and had a preuy ro ugh night's sleep.
Day 3: Back down to the botlom of the hill and then we had our
survival night. This involved di gging a snow shelter of some son.
Most people got soaked through to the skin bu t we knew we were
going in the next morni ng so nobody cared . We then had about a week
of ski training and Demos.
EXERCISE TACOMMEX 2/89
by Sig ·Bobby' Porter
It was a cold and early start as Sig ' Bri' Millarvie, 'Suggs'
Sutherland, 'Ian Meadowlark' Green and I, set out from RAF
Upavon to start our journey to RAF Brize Norton . This was the fi rst
phase of Ex Tacommex 2, which was going 10 be an exercise that
nobody will forget.
At Brize Norton we lined up in convoy, then et off at 0800 hrs on
the road to Harwich . The journey was long and tiresome, but
eventually we arrived at Harwich and waited to board the Tor
Scandinavia (one of the more luxurious LSLs) . Once on board th e
ship, the Squadron proceeded Lo find out where their cabins were,
then we changed into slightly more comfortable Army Kil, for the 24
hour journey across the ea to Esjberg. After setting sail, we were all
treated to a hot meal, then we settled down in the bar for a few drinks
before bed . The weather was getting a little rough by now and the ship
was moving about more than it should have been . At just after
midnight, the weather outside was even worse, and most of us were
tucked up in bed. Then the fun started :
The ship decided to start up its own revival of the 1950's 'Rock and
Roll ' era, with most of the emphasis on the Roll! Emergency lights
came on, people were tipped out of bed and everything was in chaos.
Next morning we learned that the ship had actually turned into
wind, dropped its anchor and rode out the storm for four hours. That
wasn't all; pots, pans, tables, glasses and even plants were strewn all
over the restaurant, so there wasn't a single plate or cup for our
breakfast.
A message for our MT Sergeant and OC Sqn came over the tannoy
and we then found out about the damage to our vehicles and trailers.
About 19 were damaged, with about 12 trailers tipped over. That was
that; nothing could be done except return home to the UK (after fir st
docking at E.sjberg).
What a let down, no Duty Frees, Bratty stands, LOA and worst of
all no exercise in the field!
LANYARD TROPHY TRAINING
by Sig Ian Green
One of the next events for the Squadron this year is the annual 40
miles 'Tab' across the undulating terrain of Dartmoor for Royal
Signals units competing for the coveted 'Lanyard Trophy'
Training is already underway here; besides the normal fitness
training, runs etc, the 'volunteers' for this event have already spent a
week down in Dartmoor getting accustomed to the 'Moors and Tors',
also practicing the fine art of moving at speed across country with
heavy bergens and personal weapons.
The week began with a short excursion around the surrounding hills
of Okehampton camp, shortly after arrival, so that we could brush up
on such skills as map reading, following compass bearings and using
the compass in conjunction with the map, correcting any mistakes we
made as we went along.
In the next couple of days the distance was increased to get used to
carrying the weight on our backs for longer periods of time and also
serving to get us more familiar with the surroundings.
AL the end of the week it was decided we would have a race along
a shorter route than the previous days, a sort of small scale situation
of what it was going to be like on the day, with each person being set
off at two minute intervals and the first few people past the finishing
post won the sweepstake prize organised before the race. Some very
good times were achieved by the lads, reflecting that the skills
practised earlier in the week had been put to good use, with everybody
getting in with no problems.
Now we are all looking ahead to improving even more in the coming
weeks and doing well in the actual event (look out 264 and 5 AB Bde).
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))

Bulford Camp

VIP VISIT
We were very proud to host our SOinC Maj Gen P . D. Alexander
CB, MBE, on a fo ur day visit, during which he saw, and indeed
experienced our unique role and involvement in the AMF(L) undtr
Northern Flank Conditions. The photo shows the SOinC presenting
W02 (YofS) Peter Barron with his LS & GC medal.

LCpl Urquhart demonstrates the art of Arctic Anti-Gravitational
training

EXERCISE HARDFALL '89
To be absolutely frank, the Squadron never actually leaves Norway!
The training year starts in March with the physical build up for the
stresses and strains of Langlauf, and progressively increases
throughout the summer. A short hiccup is experienced each
September, albeit Italy, Turkey or Denmark, then it's into the final
push and run-up for the Norway deployment period (January-March).
So the Squadron is either in Norway, just returned from Norway or
gelling ready to go to Norway (or so it seems!) . Once there, however,
minds and bodies focus hard on ski training, BV206 driver training,
military training and of course Arctic Comms training. Although it's
not all hard work and no play, most of the members take their few
R & R days on the downhill ski slopes of the Hangur in Voss.

OPERA '89
This is the annual event of the social calendar where one half of the
Squadron characters send up the other half. The venue was the state
dining room of the Brakanes Hotel Ulvik. Choreography manifested
itself in the form of 2Lt Inglis (244 Sig Sqn) with each of the platoons
and admin factions providing sketches for the benefit and amusement
of their audience, mostly bedecked in fancy dress.
Notable reactions were recorded throughout the evening. The SSM
was enthralled by featuring in every sketch and the Chief Clerk (name
and address withheld) was more than acrimonious at what he thought
was an over portrayal of himself (Sig 'Cbiefy' McGuinness look out
for a quick posting!) The rest of the Squadron, however, thought that
it was spot on. Between sketches the 'Squadron Academy Awards'
were duly presented and the SSM was very keen to see who came up
to receive his 'I locked the SSM in the telephone booth' parchment but
unfortunately for him the miscreant did not wish Lo make himself
known and the SSM had eventually to leave empty handed.
One late presentation has subsequently been made, the 'Fiddler on
the Roof award' goes easily to Sig Denis 'the slate' Whyman although
very nearly posthumously.

Sig 'Happy' Phillips, Cpl 'Nobby' Nevill , Sig Del Whyman and LCpl
'Brummy' Baker, seen pictured with the orphans of Orcha~d
House Childrens Home, with the gifts provided from sponsorship
events in Norway, 'Ex Hardfall 89'

RUGBY-A SOCIAL EVENT
The start of the 1988/89 season saw the departure of several well
established players who had served us well.
Scrumhalf, W02 'H' 'I thought that stood for hooker' Elkan out
to pasture at the School of Signals. Our thanks to you for your effort
in re-establishing the Squadron team during your time with us.
Outside Half, LCpl Greg Harwood to 7 Sig Regt. His rugby talent
will be sorely missed by us but undoubtedly of great benefit to 7 and
the Corps. Our best wishes for inevitable further honours.
Cpl 'Tweakie' Tyler a committed player who played with all the
fervour of a man twice his stature. The opposition can remain
thankful he was not 6ft tall. We'll say goodbye at a later date in the
traditional fashion. (Hope you're thirsty!).
However, this left us with the nucleus of la t year's team on which
to build. Having carefully scoured every new arrival's credentials for
any Celtic or Northern English ancestry we recruited a sizeable squad
of seasoned rugby players. We were further fortunate to be joined by
several of the older Squadron members who were total novices. Two

W02 (YofS) Peter Ballon receiving his LS & GC Medal from the
SOinC
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who mu t have played very badly the week before-neverthele s they
gave us great tackhng practice and we only just lost!
tore evenly matched opposition has enabled us to play our running
brand of rugby providing many tries and much entertainment for
player and spectator alike.
Fun doe n't stop with the final whistle either. We have developed
our third half tactics to a fine art. The social environment has
provided u with a means of establishing many new friendships. Cpl
Kirkham has been so uccessful with his fund raisi ng efforts that we
intend to celebrate our return from Norway by spending it on a trip
LO the Middle ex sevens, and if we were to get lost in London . . .
I gues we can expect a few phone calls from thi rsty ex-players .
Plea e do, you're welcome.

ho have matured quick!\ and now command regular place, in our
1 am e ii: • almon' Smith a fat impro,ing se.:ond row forward
who sho" much promise for future years and LCpl Currie, a <peeJy
threequarter.
•
.
Congratula1ion go 10 LCpl 'Taff Nelson <?n r~presentmg th.e
orp· la t autumn. He i curren1ly our sole conmbuuon but surely 1t
won 't be long before he is joined by-two other ri ing stars, Cpl 'Taff'
ollin~on a lanky and mobile econd ro" forward and Sig 'Den' Yates
a 1rong running and hard tackling 1hr.!equarter. (Are you listening
' Col Bill'?).
On the field, team pirit has been remarkably high eve1 in the face
of great adver ity. One uch moment came when we 1urned out to play
IRRW 3rd XV and were urprised to find we were facing the fir t team

We say welcome to Sgt Ade Rose (our new Chief Clerk) and his wife
Karen. Sgt Rose took . over from Sgt Howard Ripley. We thou ht
~ipley was a golf f~nauc, but gt Rose doesn't know whether to brf
his golf clubs or his pens to work.
ng
.Lastly we sa~ a big farewell to our 21C-Capt Charlie Manning. He
~vii~ truly be m!ssed by one and .all, ~specially his fatherly figure and
JOv1al personah.ty. We know he 1s gomg home to his beloved Geordie
land and we wish \11m and Anne all the best in the future
We wcl~ome C~pt Richard ~ iles as our new 2IC- honestly 'Sir', the
ea for wm~ ~~rfm~ does exist. We wish you a happy tour.
On. the c1v.1han side. of the SHQ, we have said farewell to Ms
Larraa~e Lahmer (typist) and. welcome Mrs Sue H iscock, who is
bcg1!1nmg to wonder whoev,er invented the word precessor. Honestly
ue 1t ge,ts better. Our FS'? .s clerk Mrs Liz Donaghy has just passed
her SFA s course and is dnvmg everyone mad 1rying to work out their
bank balances.
Lastly to all o ur ne":' perso n ne~ in SHQ-Welcome, and to all our
departee - our best wishes go with you.
TECH AND LINE TROOP
PERSONALITIES
SSgt Giles Whiteford
FofS
Sgt Graeme Rossell
SNCO RR
Sgt Pete Hancock
SNCO T E
Sgt Stan Holden
Line SNCO
Cpl Alf Norrie
Faults Boy
DEPARTURES
Cpl Phil Case, Charlie Hanson, MCpl Bob Carney Sig J ones
Lewis and Pie Boucher. Manual Switchboards and SRC 70 RR. '

' Next stop Terra Firma' ! Sgt 'Taff' George is stopped but Cpl
'Slug' Davey is in close support to carry out the movement

'Front Ball' - Sig 'Salmon' Smith leaps high to challenge for a
lineout ball (ably assisted by an acrobatic Cpl 'Alf' Kirkham)

254 (UNFI CYP) Sig Sqn
BFPO 567

VISITS
The Squadron was host to the DSOinC, Brig T. H. Wheawell on 21
March, during his visit to Cyprus. After a tour of Squadron Lines, a
buffet lunch followed in the Squadron's Wire Inn which was enjoyed
by everyone.

SHQ TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
SSM

cc

FSO's Clerk
Typist

Maj J. G. Peck
Capt R. P. Giles
W02 W. Henderson
Sgt A. B. Rose
Mrs Liz Donaghy
Mrs Sue Hiscock

Once again it' s time to put pen to paper. Sine~ Maj '0.rienteer.ing
Mad' Peck arrived SHQ has been kept busy lookmg for him. He 1s a
keen orienteerer and a conference man!
We have said farewell to SSM 'Butch' Maycock and his family ,
watch out Krefeld here he comes. In his place we welcome SSM Bill
Henderson, the daily orders seem never ending. It must be his new
pen. Welcome Bill to you and your wife Lesley .

ARRIVALS
Cpls Andy Sutton, Al Giles, ' Bing' Crosbie, Dave Adams Sig Pope
and Pie Fullerton . Telic EPABXs and UN Radio.
'
The Troop has excelled on the sporting front, winning the March
and Shoot, Orienteering and coming second in the assault course
competition s.
Cpls 'Ev' Evans and Case tried their own brand of orienteeri ng and
found them selves on a Turkish language course.
Cpl ' Bing' Crosbie and Sig 'Thrapper' Rapson have been busy
rewiring the Danes and Cpl 'Kel' Watson and the rest of the Tech
keeping the Austrians in touch with UN HQ .
RADIO TROOP
Once Lt Rousseau had settled into the T roop he suddenly
d~sappeared. Unknown to the rest of us the Sqn Comd had selected
him out of a cast of thousands to lead the Military-Skills Team in the
fo rthcoming competition. Every spare minute was then spent
practising, map reading , running , grenade throwing and various other
activities at all sorts of hours of the day. The team trained hard and
after an exciting competition finished a creditable fourth.
The Troop saw an almost total deployment for the Womens' Walk
Home movement on 19 March, with the Troop supplying communications to the whole of the buffer zone. Sig Zolinski looked after the
Canadian Rebro somewhere in the buffer zone but during the day was
called away to the telephone leaving Sig Fullerton a Canadian to man
the sets . 'What's going on down there? ' came the call , 'Don ' t shout
at me I'm only a lineman' came the reply. Cpls Kenny Colbeck and
John Yates spent a lot of time before the operation collecting
equipment and organising manpower, with LCpl Andy Corder having
the unenviable task of getting all the vehicles on the road . The day was
quite successful and a lot was learnt by all.
. The introduction by the Sqn Comd of the new Dash eries of
mter troop competitions saw the Troop pick up its first trophy of the
year , Dash 2. A CFf followed by the assault course. The team wa

LCpl An.dy Ma~kie and Sig Barnie Barnett getting ready for
another inspection on a cold winter's day, LCpl Plowm an in t he
background
led by Cpl John Yates with LCpls Andy Plowman Jim Swain ig
Paul Davie and Andy Brown as team members. '
'
Afte~ telling .the Troop Sta~f Sergea!1t that he had a head for heights
LCpl J am Swam became an mstant ngger and earned his UN medal
by scaling the JOC mast to change the antennas . He was heard to say
afterwards 'It didn't look that high from down here! '.
Th~ Troop would like to welcome the fo llowing to our funny world
of m1Xed Canadian and British equipments and white landrovers:
Cpls Livery, T urner, LCpl Corder, Sig Zolinski and Davie.
Sadly all good things come to an end so we say farewell to: Cpls
Colbeck, Dodd, LCpl Rose , Sig Morgan, Ellis, Brown and Goodson.
COMMCEN T ROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Day Sgt
Day Cpl
Tp Pickles

WOl (YofS) Hammett
Sgt Dave Hartshorne
Cpl Kenny Everett
QD and 'Taff' Hughes

HELLOS
Sgt Thornton-Granville, Cpls Tim Hopkins George McGuire
LCpl Bingham, Sig 'Scouse' Barton, 'Shaggy' Sbabi, Dave 'Yakky:
Dar' Owen and 'Jas' Garvey.
GOODBYES
Sg! Dav~ Hartshorne, wife Carolina and son Andrew-good
lu.ck m I Di v. Cpl Kenny Everett and Sig Andy Major-good luck in
C1vvy Street. Cpl ' QD' McGaw, LCpl Kev Pamham, Sig Harding and
Kev Wyatt .
HAPPENINGS
The Commcen has been quite busy over the past few months, with
treasure hunts, bowling competitions and a driving competition . LCpl
Kev. Pa~h~m was the lucky winner of the treasure hunt, with Sig
Davis bnngmg up.the rear. There were two bowling competition , in
the first compeut1on, Commcen Tp beat Tech and Line Tp in the
Troop competition, Sig Dave Hartshorne was the winner followed by
Sig Lee Porter and Cpl Bob Ma on.
'
In the Driving Competition the Troop not only came second
overall, but Cpl Kenny Everett won the best driver award-who said
handbags can't drive!
SQUADRON FOOTBALL
Commcen Tp beat Radio Tp 4-1 and Tech and Line 2-1 'Say no
more' .
·

Cpl John Yates discussing his role with the DSOinC. SSgt Benny
Bennett and Lt Rousseau looking on
A happy W02 SSM 'Butch' Maycock (Ll handing over to W02
SSM 'Bill' Henderson, who we are told, is equally happy
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262 Sig Sqn
BFPO 58
H LLOS. GOODBYES A"ID CONGRATuLATIONS

Hellos to gt Des and Tin) Wat on, to Sgt John and Julie Garhard,
• gt Da\id and Ja~ne Oood). gts Mick er-ior, Russ Dodd, Cpl Phil
forph), Phil Leach, LCpl Ian 'Lamb. • Lamb and Pte Karen
o· onner. \\'el ome to Cyprus and all the be t for your tour with the
quadron.
Goodbyes to gt Rick and ue Rickwood, Sgts tan Matthew ,
haun Prior and Pte Jackie McCorry.
Congratulation on their recent promotion to gt Pete Harvey and
L pl ten Appleton. Finally, hello to Garry Fo ter, recent arrival in
the Foster hou ehold. Congratulation to 'Dad' Barrie Foster on hi
-promotion to Sergeant and goobye to Barrie, Janet and Garry who are
off to 8 Sig Regt at Canerick .

SQUASH
Congratulations lO Cpl Mitch Ashley who repre ented the Corps in
the all-island qua h champion hips. The winners are shown with
their prizes, Mitch i the centre of the front row. Well done!

TRO LLI CHOOL
The quadron ha recemly become involved in the renovation of
Troulli S hoot, near Larnaca . Troulli Village lie in the area of 'noman· land' between the Greek Cypriot and Turkish forces,
con equently neither the Greeks or the Turks will take respon ibility
for the School. The quadron, with the support of other Garri on
unit , i hoping lO raise C£3,500 (S£4,200) to refit the School.
dditionally much of the maintenance i being carried out by
quadron members in their own time: At weekends it is now a familiar
ight lO see W02 (YofS) Bill Jackson and hi band of painters an d
decorators depart for Troulli.
The photograph shows Squadron members with the Mayor of
Troulli at a recent presentation. The Squadron wishes to thank
Garrison units for their upport and continued interest in the project.

GOSH!
Yet more good charitable work by 262! Phowgraph shows W02
(Yof ) Bill Jack on pre enting a cheque for £845 to Great Ormond
Street Hospital 10 the British High Commissioner on his visit to
Dhekelia. Supervising events is the Squadron's OC Maj Nigel Cory.

NEFSKI CHAMPIONSHIPS
by Sgt Gary Corrigan
The Squadron supported the NEFSKI Champions!:iips by entering
two team and supplying communications, although, at times, the two
combined.
The band of heroic (or foolish as the SSM was heard lO say) skiers
set off for Troodos early one February morning with thoughts of 'how
on earth are we going to get down the orth face safely and in one
piece? ' flowing through their minds. However on arrival at Troodos
Square after a two hour journey the only thought anyone had was
'where can I get a cup of coffee?'.
After a short admin period we collected skis and eagerly headed for
the slopes for our first attempt of racing each other down the north
face. It was at this point that Sig Dean Whitworth was politely invited
to become the fourth member of the B team.
Thursday morning both teams sat at the breakfast table in silence,
everyone tmsure. Today was the day of the race, the Giant Slalom .
Cpl 'Smudge' Smith had the unenviable task of leading the way for
the Squadron and with great relief managed an admirable time even
though he was in the B team. Next was the turn of the OC Maj Nigel
Cory for the A team lO brave the slopes. With the completition of a
fine race the pressure was on the other three members of the two teams
to get down safely. This was the reason given at the finish line by Sgt
Keith 'Dobber' Talbot after his race. The next excuse was ' that one
of the Squadron Instructors had taught me everything I know'
(naming no names 'Dobber') came from Sgt Gary 'Good Style'
Corrigan.
After good skis by LCpl Mick Preston and Cpl Mick Garbett and
steady snow plough by Lt Jane Heywood the stage was et for Sig ' no
riS;ht turn' Whitworth to entertain the whole championship by not
being able to turn right causing great problems in a slalom race.
Apart from Sig 'now I can turn right' Whitworth confusing the
crowds who turned out to watch the Slalom the second day passed
uneventfully leaving the A team in fifteenth place overall and the B
team in lhircieth place.
The meeting continued with th e Langlauf.

LANGLAUF
by Sgt Keith Talbot
A Team
Maj Nigel Co ry
Sgt Keith Talbot
LCpl Mick Preston
Individual
Lt Jane Heywood

B Team

Cpl Mick Garbett
Cpl 'Smudge' Smith
Sig Dean Whitworth

. After. the Slalom and GS Downhill races had finished all the part11me skiers left the way clear for the dichard langlauf skiers.
_The course was .set by Cpl Dave Pritchard RM and was lOkm tong
with lots of surprises on the way.
'
The first man left the start line at 0900 hrs, just before the sun really

made yo~ feel like an overdone Kebab, with old father time Maj :-.iigel
Cory etting the way for the Squadron at 0905 hrs. There were several
m~ttresscs pla~e~ around t~e course for protection against static
<?bJects when htttmg mach 12 in a racing snowplough but some people
hke Cpl 'Smudge' Smith d~cided to rest up, feet up and have a cup
?f tea _half, way round. All in the two teams made it to the finish line,
1~cludmg I. can run better than I can ski' LCpl Mick Preston who
finally received a present in the form of disqualification certificate.
The women's team also competed in the race, which was equally
hazardous.
The Squadron was fortunate in having a skiing novice, Lt Jane
H~ywood who gave an excellent performance and gained the novice
prize. :rhe ~quadron didn't win but made its mark, ready for the
champ1onsh1p next year.

WHO FIGHTS
FOR THE
SOLDIER
WHEN
THE
SOLDIER CAN'T
FIGHT?

When a man has given his youth
and strength to help us, it's our privilege
and duty to help him and his loved
ones when in need - even if hes still in
the Service.
And when a Serviceman leaves the
Army, avy or Air Force, he and his
family may have to face problems never
encountered before. In fact, he may, in
the defence of his country, have become
disabled or have left behind a widow
and children who desperately need
advice and help.
A legacy in your will ensures that we
can continue doing something in return .
Please remember us. And please help.
SSAFA, 16-18 Old Queen Street,
London SWIH 9HP. Tel: 01-222 9221.

SSAFA®
SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION

GIANT SLALOM A D SLALOM
B Team
A Team
Lt Jane Heywood
Maj '.'ligel Cory
Sgt Gary Corrigan
Sgt Keith Talbot
Cpl 'Smudge' Smith
Cpl Mick Garbett
Sig Dean Whitworth
LCpl Mick Preston
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The Queen's University
Officers Training Corps
BFPO 801

Fortress HQ
Gibraltar

DEPARTURE OF W02 (SSM) GRANITZA
by JUO Susan McCloskey
March saw the last of W02 'Uncle Mick' Granitza the long
uffering Royal Signals PSI of QU(B)OTC. The 'Silver Fox' leaves us
to go to 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn as RSM. What a step down from
PSI! but congratulations anyway on the well earned promotion- it
couldn't go to a better guy!
Despite an initial r~luctance at returning to Belfast (to say the least),
in his 18 months with Queens W02 Granitza has been a shining
example of hard work and enthusiasm and has been the best possible
representative the Corps could have.
His record of service to the officer recruiting organisation has been
considerable with 2Lts J. Gillespie and R. Gillanders at RMAS, 2Lts
M. F. Brenchley and R. Butler with 40 Sig Regt (V) and JUO S.
McCloskey sponsored by Royal Signals to RCB in April-who knows
what trend has been started.
In early February the Royal Signals Troop (young and not so
young) gathered together once again to bid farewell to a man who
taught us things about Batco, VP and Clan man that we never knew
existed. Ex Highland Jimmy in Scotland will never be the same
without our 'Airborne Signals Jock' al the helm .
Good luck in the future Mick we will all miss you (will you miss us
quite as much?).

Signaller in Gibraltar'? Ye , there mo t certainly are! A well a 642
Sig Tp, under the intrepid command of Maj Tony McMull~n, Fortre. s
HQ ha a band of four Tele Ops (Data) one Tele Op (Radio) an~ one
Battalion Rear Link Detachment Sergeant (on loan from the Re idem
Battalion who tend to it every need. The photo hows the four that
could be found posing very natura!IY by t~eir b~dge_ of residenc~. :~ey
are, left to right, gt 'commercial radio wh1zzk1d Hoy, Sig JUSt
married' Tremayne, ' carface' Randall and 'basketball ~~· Hunt.
\ ith occasional help from the S03 Comms/P Jnfo/Trammg Capt
Croft the e men carry out a variety of jobs attached to a mall but
busy HQ, often in corching heat (is it Mar~h already?) and a~duou
conditions (the ice machine is broken agam). After work with the
Signal De patch Service, maintaining the Fortress Command . et and
carrying out Comcen duties the merry band hardly has ume to
improve its untan

633 Sig Tp
BFPO 12
PERSONALITIES
OCTp
FofS
YofS
Tp SSgt
TQMS

Capt Steve Ardagh-Walter
W02 Tim Prince
W02 Bob Marshal
SSgt Don Blacklaw
Sgt Neil Cliarterton

The past few months have been relatively quiet, the only excitement
being a liaison visit from CDCN and the Force SAAM. The CDC
liaison team consisted of Capt Bob McLaren and Flt Lt Graham
Dawson RAF. We hope that their visit proved interesting, that Capt
Bob McLaren did not lose his shells again and that Flt Lt Graham
Dawson managed to get another shirt!
The Troop did very well in the Force SAAM. Coming second in the
Rifle Match and second overall, beaten by three points by the Armd
Reece Troop. Our riflemen did not do very well in the Falling Plate
but, unlike last time, did not get beaten by the Wives Club!
COOMA CAIRN
Most members of the Royal Signals know chat there is a Signal
Troop here in Belize providing comms from Airport Camp (APC) back
to the UK but what is not generally known is that the Troop has a band
of unsung heroes who man a VHF/UHF rebro site in the Mayan
Mountains at a spot height (953m) called Cooma Cairn .
The climate at 953m, as you can imagine, is very different from that
at APC. Although the sun still shines and you can still get a suntan
it is very much cooler, especially in the evenings. lt has been so cool
that the electric fire has been switched on!
The rebro sire consists of various Nissen type huts housing the
sleeping accommodation, kitchen, equipment rooms and living room.
The rebro is a three way rebro providing communication between FHQ,
Battle Group (N) and Battle Group (S). There is also the C70 (yes we
till have C70s here) rebro between APC and the satellite Earth
Station at Belmopan.
The rebro crew consists of a Corporal Tele Op Tg, two Signalmen/
Lance Corporals Tele Op Tg and a Signalman/Lance Corporal ED.
They do between six and eight weeks at the site and then return to the
commcen or the radio section to finish their tour. Although the
facilities are very basic, outside showers (when there is water!) and an
outside toilet, all the personnel who have done a stint al the site have
enjoyed it very much. Asked the reason why they enjoy it so much the
tandard answer is 'We are doing a worthwhile job'. The Troop Staffy
says it is because they are away from him!
The local wild life provide sources of entertainment as various
species of snakes (the skin of a 4-5ft South American Rattlesnake
hangs on the wall of the living room) bugs and creepy crawlies inhabit
the area and there are plenty of scorpions living in the accommodation

huts! LCpl Wayne Hunt was stung by a scorpion on his big toe while
in bed and Cpl Pete Poulson had one fall, from the ceiling, on lo his
chest while he sat watching TV one night. For an 'Old Sweat' he can
certainly move when the mood takes him!
The whole area of the site is very picturesque with Cooma Cairn
surrounded by rolling hills and not far away the spectacular l ,OOOfl
falls.
With a location that is beautiful, cool and away from authority
there is never any lack of volunteers to man the site.

W02 (SSM) Granitza receiving the obligatory 'goodbye' gold
watch from 2Lt J. Gillespie

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
BLANDFORD CAMP, DORSET
The museum contains items dealing wtlh the history or army communications dating ITom the
Crimean War lo the Falkland Islands Campaign of 1982, as well u the his10111ofthe Royal Engineer
(Signal Ser.ice) and the Royal Corps of Signals.
The display contains early telegraphic and radio equipment dating from the Soulh African War,
World War!, the campaigns on the North-West Frontieroflndia, and World War II. There are many
colourful unifonnson display as well as lhe only surviving example of the horse drawn cable IA)ing
wagon, also an 8th Anny Annoured Command Vehicle in a desert setting. There are a number of
examples of military motor cvcles used by the Despatch Ridm of the Corps •nd an airborne

FAREWELLS
The Troop would like to say farewell to: W02 (YofS) Pete Wykes,
SSgt 'Gunny' Shortis, Sgts John Kennedy and ' Bev' Beverley, Cpls
John Greenwood, Frank Nevens, Rich Cartwright, 'Geordie' Robson,
Andy Fallows, Kev Yates, 'Snowy' Thorpe, Terry Swift, LCpls 'Jess
Bromley, 'Fish' Taggart, Sig 'Geordie' McKnight and Jimmy Carlin.
A special farewell goes to WOI (FofS) Ron Kirkwood and his wife
Carole who, after 16 months (short toured!) leaves the sun of the
Caribbean for the sun of Salisbury Plain!

communications jeep

Admission: FREE
Opening hours: Monday to Friday 0900. 1700 hours.
(Telephone: 0258 52581 Extension 2248)

Saturday· by appointment.

ARRIVALS
The Troop would like to welcome W02 (YofS) Bob Marshal, SSgt
Don Blacklaw, Sgts Mark Gibbons, Andy Suttie and Neil Charterton,
Cp!s Phil Ander on, Al Woodward, 'Chas' Charley and Phil J?avis,
LCpl Phil Lane, Sig Aidan Witty and Pete Messanger and fmally
W02 (FofS) Tim Prince and his wife Kay who are with us for the next
18 months.

J(2__
BLANDFORD CAMP

The rebro site at Cooma Cairn as seen from the air
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EAST LONDON BRANCH

-- ·
Association News

The Bra nch has sprung into life! Our meetings which are held on
the fourt h Tu e day of each mont h are well attended a nd we arc
pleased to report .an increase in membership.
The A nnual_ Dmner a nd Dance held at the Royal British Legion
Hall, Seven Kmgs on 11 March was agam a sell out. Ou r President
Maj (Retd) G. Dyer , welcomed the guests and thanked t he Committee
for orga ni sing such a spl endid function . The Chairman , Mr
E.
Thrope-Tracey thanked Maj Barry Greenwood and Mr a nd Mrs
Gilbert a nd Mr and Mrs Bilby for their efforts on the Social
Comm ittee. Our guest of honour , Lt Col C. P. Conlon, CO 36 Sig
Regt ( V), replied on ?e.half. of th~ guests. H e then presented the C up
for the Best Troop m hi s Reg~ment to Lt Chris Forshaw , Troop
ommander 755 Sig Tp, based m Norwich who was present at the
dinner .together with repre sen~ative m~mb e.rs o f the Troop.
Mu sic was provided by Bow Tie Disco'. The occasion was
concluded with the lowering of the Branch Standard by our Standard
Bearer Fred Backhouse which preceded the playing of the National
Anthem .

s.

CHESTER BRANCH
The Branch ha. over the past four years increa ed its membership
mainlY due to Ex T member joining, but we are always on the
lookout for new blood.
In • o ember 1988 one of our members Sandy Pettit laid a wreath
at Chester Cathedral in memory of Far Ea t POWs.
We held our Annual Dinner at the Royal Briti h Legion Club,
Upton-by-Che ter on 27 January 1989, our principal guest \ a Brig
C. l. Garton and hi wife Kathy. AL thi function the Branch was
pre ented with three Silver Candelabra' by Mrs Joan Thomas in
memory of her husband Dave who died whilst on holiday in Malta,
a great hock to u all, he had been a member since 1950. Also a large
Silver Jimmy on a plinth was presented to the Branch by Sandy Pettit,
and along with the Candelabra's took pride of place on the top table.
Another Jimmy on a plinth wa presented by SSgt and Mrs K.
Nichols, for a special raffle which raised £64.50 for the Branch
Benevolent Fund.
FORTY ONE YEARS ON
Tho e who erved in 5 Training RC<giment wiU be interested in the e
photograph sent to us by A. Gray-Montgomery. What are you doing
now? Are you in touch with the Corps via an A ociation Branch and
do you attend the annual reunions at Catterick and Blandford?

WEST LONDON BRANCH
DD Course July 1948 Gaza lines 4 Trair.ing Regiment Royal
Signals
{Monty) Bottom Left

In February we held our Branch Annual General Meeting. A large
gathering arrived at Beaver Camp to find it still red-alerted and we
were locked out. It was a .very cold night. Our President, Maj John
Daw and Margaret ~ad dnven all the way from Southampton . A line
of cars, so1!1e groanmg under .the b~rden of trays laden with goodies,
stood outside the gates. Our mtrep1d Treasurer, Maj Ronald Miller,
came to the rescue. He took off at speed to find an alternative venue.
Now , it must be said our respected 'Dusty' knows his hostelries. (We
understand it is a requisite of those in command, in the interest of
their Troops). So there was a happy ending with a chilly but cheerful
gathering in a hall at 'The Hussar.' We commend the Ladies Section
for producing an excellent buffet. What would the Branch do without
them?

Lt Col Coltman, CO 38 Sig Regt IV) presenting certificate and
badge to the Chairman of Sheffield Branch Mr F. Powell JP at
annual Christmas Party

DERBY BRANCH

5 TR Royal Signals Tolthorpe Airfield February 1 948
Whitehouse-Slater-Morris-Griffiths-Newton-Woodall

Report by Dot Williamson-Chairman and Entertainment Secretary
We held our Annual Dinner at Kingsway TA VR Derby on Saturday
18 March. One hundred and twenty five members and their guests
attended and Lt Col S. Coltman, CO 38 Sig Regt (V), WOl (RSM)
Budden , 38 Sig Regt (V), Capt Bill Speirs and Mrs Speirs (he was the
Padre at 46 (NM) Sigs) together with Maj Aun , retired Royal Artillery
were our guests of honour. Thus in one night we dined out Lt Col
Coltman, dined in RSM Budden, revived old friendships for the Padre
and brought back memories for Maj Ann. Kingsway has been in
existence for 50 years and Maj Ann was one of the first officers to
occupy it!
Lt Col Coltman thanked the Chair, the committee and the staff and
delivered a most interesting speech to ex serving and serving members
present. He also said that he was impressed at our success in gaining
so many young members for the Branch.
After an excellent meal, cooked by an ex Signals chef and his wife ,
LCpl Mike Adams, with his usual flair, soon persuaded the 'old' and
the 'young' to dance to his disco band. In this he was supported by
his wife.
NEW ARRIVALS
Last year I reported the weddings among our serving members, now
it is the babie ! SSgt and Mrs Warden have a daughter who is being
Christened in Cyprus. Sgt Lennon and his ex Cpl wife also have a
daughter. Cpl and Mrs Adams are counting the days for their addition
to the family. One wonders if 'it' will be a disco comedian too!
We thank all members of 46 Sqn for their help and support at all
times and the Branch looks forward to a successful 1989.

GUERNSEY BRANCH
Fifty one members and friends attended a dinner held at Les
Rocquettes Hotel on Tuesday, 21 February, when the guest of honour
was Mrs Gillian Reid-Buckle, Senior Air Traffic Controller at
Guernsey Airport.
Mrs Reid-Buckle previously worked at Gatwick and East Midland
Airports and gave a fascinating account of how Royal, military,
commercial and private planes are controlled in Guernsey's airspace.

SHEFFIELD BRANCH
A very successful Christmas Social was held at the Sergeants' Mess,
38 Sig Regt (V), on 15 December 1988. Sixty seven members and
friends attended. Chief guests were the CO, Lt C-01 S. A. Coltman and
Mrs Coltman, an.d WOl (RSM) D. P. B. McLennan BEM and Mrs
McLennan. This event was, unfortunately, to be their last function
with us, since they are now being posted. We wish them well in their
new units.
The highlight of the evening was the presentation by the CO, of
Honour Membership badges and framed Commendation Certificates
to Mr Fred Powell JP, our Branch Chairman, and the ever popular
Ernest Taylor, for their work on behalf of the Branch and Association
over the past 20 years.
We are especially grateful to Lt Col Coltman who made a special
journey to the TA Centre on our Ladies' Night on 19 January to
present frank Elwood, Branch Treasurer and Welfare Officer, with
his Honour Membership badge and Certificate.
Sadly, we have to report that Ernest Taylor's wife, Winnie, died
uddenly on 13 January. She was a great supporter of the Branch, and
will be sorely missed. Our sincere sympathy and condolences go to
Ernest and son John. The Branch was well represented at the funeral.
Mrs Margaret Stockdale, wife of Frank, our Branch Secretary, is now
at home recovering from a very serious heart operation. Their many
friends in the Corps and the Association wish them well.
Our Annual Dinner will be held on 14 April and arrangements for
our summer outing are still to be finalised.
Our meetings are still well attended, new member are joining us,
and we are hoping for a good turn-out for the AGM on 2 March.
There are only two surviving members of the old Sheffield Branch
still with us-we used to hold our meetings in the Sergeants' Me s at
the Signals TA Centre, Crabtree Lodge. One of those, who later
became CO of the Regiment, was Lt Col John Ronald Long OBE,
TD, a former headmaster of a school in Sheffield. He died on 16
December 1988 at Portmahomack , Scotland, aged 70.
All Branch members are reminded that our Welfare Officer will be
pleased to advi e and help any ex member of the Corps who may be
in need of welfare a sistance.

Lt Col Coltman, presenting certificate and badge to Hon
Treasurer/Welfare Officer Mr F. G. Elwood - January 1989

5 TR Royal Signals Deerbolt Camp Barnard Castle August 1948
Monty 2nd from Left Bottom Row
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Lt Col Coltman, congratulating our long serving member Mr E.
Taylor on receiving certificate and badge at annual Christmas
Party
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SHROP HIRE BRANCH
nother year and another Grand ational Draw ha come and
gone. The Ora'' Commillee would like to expres~ their sincere thank
to all tho e \\.' hot ok the time and effort to sell ucket on our behalf,
a a re ult of whi h we are able to send a ct-eque to RHQ for the sum
of £350.
,
T he Branch now hold it meeting in the Sergeants !vfes HQ
\\ e tern Di trict, Copthorne Barrack • Shrew bury norma~l~ Jn~e per
mont h o n a Wedne day tarting at 7 .30 pm . If you are residing m o~r
area and happen to read this why not come a~ong, you nev7r know 11
might urpri. e you to discover an :nJoyable ev.enm.g. Our
entertainment member Colin McMillan 1s bu y lookmg mt~ the
wherewithal1 on Mystery Tour and think ing about our next dmner
night with the ladies.
The win ner of the Gra nd ationa l Draw 1989 were as fo llows:l st Prize £150 =
Capt P. A. Hodgkiss 21 Sig Regt
' Little Pol vier.'
2nd P rize £ 75 = H. Gold by Chadderton Oldham
' West Tip.'
3rd Pri ze £ 25
Pay Office 22 Sig Regt
'The T hinker. '
4th Pri ze £ 10
Sgt D. Styles 39 Inf Bde H Q & Sig Sq n
' Last of the Brownies.'
If you didn't win this year, there is always i:ie~t year , so keep trying
because the money raised goes to o ur A soc1ation.

3 DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB
by E. E. Bayley, Honorary Secretary

On Saturday 18 March the Victory (Services) Club saw the launch
of the 37th AGM and Annual Reunion as a luncheon get together, and
the experiment proved a resounding success. Although this occasion
was 'Stag' 49 members including the guest speaker Maj Gen P. D.
Alexander CB, MBE the Signal Officer-in-Chief. Lt Col Jonathan
Cook, the new CO of 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and his RSM
WOl G. T. Reeves represented the Regiment. First footers included
Brig Dick Daly ex CO of the Regiment and now .Comm3:ndant of the
School of Signals, Mr Jack Hudson ex 8 Bde S1gs Section, and Les
Wright ex 'E' Section 7 Fd Regt RA an~ Mr ~orman Scott ..T~~ top
table was graced with a large statute of' J1mmy , a mounted D1v1s1onal
Sign and an exhibition of photographs of Ex lronhammer and action
in the Falk.lands. Sincere thanks from all members of the Reunion
Club for bringing these over.
The President Maj Geo P. A. M. Tighe welcomed our guests and
first footers and all members present including Col Peter Hoskins
whom we had not seen for a few years. He stressed that the Club was
in good heart and he was pleased to see so many present. It was the
first time we had decided to hold the Reunion as a lunch and the
attendance seems to have justified the decision. Next year we will have
the pleasure of the ladies on the occasion of the 38th Reunion. He
took the opportunity of thanking the committee and the secretary on
the good work put in to keep this club going and for the very
successful Reunions over the past 37 years. After the loyal toast to her
Majesty The Queen and our Colonel-in-Chief, The Princess Royal,
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, whom I first met in my Hong Kong days
as Chief Clerk CSO's Branch HQ Land Forces, gave an interesting
resume of life in the Corps today and thanked the committee for
inviting him in his last few weeks as Signal Officer-in-Chief. He
promi ed his support for the Reunion Club and wished it success and
many years of life.
The Secretary had prepared a short history of the Signal Regiment
from l September 1939 to 30 June 1940 and this was handed over to
Lt Col Cook by Maj Gen Tighe. At the request of the Commandant
School of Signals a further copy is being prepared for the Royal
Signals Museur Blandford in time for the May Association Reunion.
Lt Col Cook has thanked me for the 'Short History' which he aid
he found fascinating reading and so that the memories and records
should not be lost asks that I fill in some more of the war years with
the Regiment. So, help from ex members of the 3 Div Sigs during these
year will be most welcome! I will try! 3rd Armd Div will be carryi.1g
out the annual ceremonies at Hermanville on 6 June at 0900 and 1800
hrs. HM The Queen Mother has graciously agreed to unveil the
.Memorial Window in Bayeux Cathedral on 6 June which the
Fellowship has provided from voluntary subscription . That evening 3
Div Veterans will unveil the Gunner plaque in the car park. This will
follow the Hermanville Ceremony and a visit to the Commonwealth
War Graves cemetery.
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All Ex members of the 3 Div Sigs, Inf/ Armd, are ea rnestly invited
to join the Reunion Club so that it wi ll continue to be well attended.
The 38th Reunion is booked for the 24 March 1990 and ladies are
invited. This will be at the Carisbrook Room, The Victory (Services)
lub London. The 40th Reunio n in 1992 will be a very pecial
occa;ion and donations toward the cost of this are invited .
T HOSE PRESENT
Maj Gen P . D. Alexander CB, MBE Signal Officer-in-Chief, Guest
of Honou r · Lt Col J . R. B. Cook Co mmandi ng O fficer 3 Armd Div
HO and Sig Regt; WOI (RSM) G . T . Reeves-Representing all ranks
3 Armd Div Sig Regt and Mr A lex T rueman- Secretary lndian Signal s
Association .
MEMBERS
Mr B. J. Anderso n, M r W. J. Anderson , Brig R. F. Baly, Mr E. E.
Bayley, M r J.M. H. Brady, Brig J. D. T. Brett, Mr J. L. Collins, Mr
P. E. S. C oombs , Mr T . H . W. Dean, Mr F. Drake, Mr F. G . Dukes,
Mr W. T. Edwards, Mr G. A. Elwick , Brig A. F. Freeman, Mr P . T.
Gibbons, Mr C . E . Hodder, Mr David Hodder, Mr W. H. Holden ,
Col P. R . Hoskins, Mr S. G. Hounsell, Mr J. Hudson, Capt A.
Hughes, Maj H. Kelly, Mr E .G. Leat, Mr L. F. M~rtin, Brig C. G.
Moore. Mr P. H . C. Munchin, Mr S. G. H. 0 Dell , Mr E. A.
Packham Lt P. C . Packham , Mr T. A. Pakeman, Mr H. W. Palmer,
Mr P.
Pannell, Lt Col M.A. Philp, Col A. F. Pownall, Maj D.
J. Roberts, Mr N . Scott, Maj K. N . Smartt, Mr W. Spittal, Mr A. W.
Spratley, Mr J. Y. Templeton, Mr R. W. Thompson, Maj Gen P.A.
M. Tighe, Mr H.F. Timms and Mr L. Wright.

w:

TOCOL was ambush ed j ust before dusk and the terrific fire power
of the tribesmen caused a ll the horses and mules ca rrying the wireless
sets, heavy weapons and ammu nitio n etc, to stampede. The column was
completely cut off an~ expected the tribesmen to swoop down under
cover of darkness with results that did not bear thinking about.
Fortuna tely, the Brigade Signal Section ma naged to recover a CIP
transmitter a nd aerial .e quipment which was set up to send messages
to RAZCOL se~e ra l .miles away and tot.he RAF Miranshah requesting
air support at fi rst hght the next morning. The 50 Watt valve of the
CIP transmiter lit up li ke a beacon and had to be covered with a
blanket whilst the messages were being sent. Without a receiver, they
had no idea whether the messages for help were being received . Late
that night, Geor~e made hi s way on fo ot from RAZCOL through the
enemy held tern tory to TOCOL with a message to the effect that
RAZCOL would be on its way at fi rst light and confirmed that the
RAF would be there to give their support. George made the perilous
return journey to RA ZCOL the same night-no mean feat even if he
had not had to pass through the enemy.
In the event, the tribesmen sta rted their attack that night but they
must have lost direction a nd clashed with each other. The immediate
reaction by the Wazirs was that they had been betrayed by their old
enemies the Mahsuds and vice versa . This kept them busy throughout
the night and at first light the next morning, RAZCOL a nd the RA F
came to the rescue and the 1936/ 37 punitive campaign bega n in
earnest.
The reason I have outlined thi s incident is that one of the recent TV

W AZIRISTAN 1936/37 AND 1937/39
By coincidence we have received two contributions from readers
who served in the Waziristan Campaigns for publication in this issue .
They are sure to evoke memories for those who served in those
eventful days.
Lt Col (Retd) John A. Waite writes: 'There may still be a number of ex-members of the Corps who served
in the Waziristan campaigns in 1936/ 37-1937/ 39 who will remember
a black bearded fierce looking Khassadar who wa employed as the
personal bodyguard of the Brigadier commanding the Razmak
Brigade (RAZCOL). He was known affectionately as "George" and
I got to knQw him quite well when I was preparing to take the Pushtu
examination. George played an important part at the outbreak of the
1936/ 37 campaign when the Bannu Brigade (TOCOL) was ambushed
in early November 1936 by a lashkar consisting of several thousand
tribesmen from the Mahsud, Wazir and Ahmedzai tribes who had
banded together under the Faqir of !pi to undertake a jehad (holy war)
to drive the British out of the North West Frontier. These various
tribes were usually at war with each other, but the Faqir had managed
to persuade them to band together in a common cause. He had been
trying to do this for some considerable time but the tribesmen were
very reluctant to become engaged in a major campaign as they fea~e.d
the might of the RAF which at that time had nothing more t~an Wap~t1s
which carried a few 50lb bombs and were only armed wllh machme
guns. The Faqir assured the tribesmen that he had the power to change
the bombs into paper and when the RAF dropped leaflets telling ~he
tribesmen to disperse , they were convinced of the Faq1r's
extraordinary powers.
THE WIRE , MAY 1989

THE HEAVIEST CRICKET DEFEAT
The most importa nt team in the history of first class cricket is the
Dera Ismail Khan XI of Pakistan. Between 2 a nd 4 December 1964
they played an Ayu b Trophy fixture at Lahore against a run-crazed
Railway XI who batted until lu nchtime on the third day. It was one
dreary predictable six after a nother for hours on end till they were all
out for 851.
Out came Dera Ismail Kh a n in fine fettle. In no time the game was
alive with excitemen t. Their first innings was a model of economy
(they were all out for 32) a nd in the second innings they were all out
for an even more thrilling 27 to achieve the heaviest defeat ia the
history of the game.
Capt (Retd) J. W. Prees has spotted an item from the book 'The
Return of Heroic Failures' which is reproduced by kind permission of
the author, Stephen P ile: Ex-members of Waziristan District Signals
may be interested in an item from the book.

- Sport -

'WHERE ARE THEY NOW'
Mr Alan Searle has sent us the following names regarding the
photograph published in the January 1988 issue, page 118 ' 1942 Boys
Company Intake' -Rear Row (Standing) : Iveson, Pawson,
Greenwood, Avery and Stevens, March should read Marsh; Second
Row (Standing): the 'missing' name is Rush, Greenwood should read
Hewitt; Third Row (Standi ng): Faulkner, Gooding, Woodward .. .
Glendenning? Maycock should read Gilroy; Caine should read Mane.
Catt, Roland Charles is correct! On Ground: Reid?, Davies JG? ,
Kent, .. . and Yeo?
A fter leaving the army in 1953 at the end of his engagement, Mr
Seale joined the Metropolitan Police and retired in 1982 in the rank
of Chief Inspector. He is in touch with Sid Hewitt and Stuart Dunlop
and ran into John Head at the Royal Tournament in 1960. He sends
greetings to everyone with whom he may have served . He lives at 15
Brandsby Grove, Huntington , York Y03 9HL.

reports on the Afgha nistan campaign briefly featured George po ing
to show his prowess. He had changed little except that hi beard was
greying and he was toothless. When I last saw him at the end of 1939
he appeared to me to be about 38 years of age , but I was very you ng
and he may have been no more than 28 or thereabouts. However, it
is remarkable that he should be alive and look so fit al mo t half a
century later. Perhaps some of the old and bold who served in
Waziristan may have seen the TV report and it may be of interest to
others who never heard of George.'

BOARDSAILING
No sooner had the report in the last issue gone to the printers than
unfortunately a change had to be made to the Corps Championship
dates. BAOR units are regrettably unable to meet the original 8-10
June dates due to a major exercise planned for these dates.
Therefore the Corps-wide Championships will still be sailed at Leeon-Solent but now at the later dates of 31 August-2 September. The
original dates of 8-10 June have been retained at Lee-on-Solent for a
new event-the UK Corps Championships which will include both

individual and team races. This event is ambitious given the previous
UK support and will succeed only if UK Corps Boardsailors unite and
turn out in force!
Please support it no matter what level of sailor you are-novices
and veterans will have their own categories. Full details will be
circulated shortly.
Any queries on Corps Boardsailing will be welcomed by:- BAOR
Secretary: Capt Phil Daisey Krefeld Mil: 329; Corps and UK
Secretary: Capt Dave Gilchrist Tidworth Mil: 2403 .

GOLF
BAOR Royal Signals Spring Meeting
The Annual Spring meeting took place at RAF Bruggen Golf course
on 6 and 7 April. Once again the meeting was well attended by golfers
from many units in the Theatre and a total of 50 started the two day
meeting in cold, wet and windy weather. A number of excellent scores
were returned on the first day and amongst them was a 43 point
·tableford score by ex W02 (FofS) Wally Sugden (now working in 4
Sig Gp.) This attracted the attentions of the handicap Committee
whose prompt action reduced Wally's handicap to prevent him
winning any further prizes on the next day!
The second day brought better weather and worse scores (this, we
are told, is the charm of golf!). At the end of the day and in his usual
fashion, Lt Col (Retd) Sam Wyatt rigged all the score and asked Lt
Col Cliff Walters to present the prizes . Results of the principle
competitions were:HQ BAOR
cratch
Winner:
Maj W. Brewin
3 Armd Div HQ and
Runner Up: SSgt J. Burgess
Sig Regt
Handicap
Winner:
W02 B. Dalton
21 Sig Regt
Runner Up: SSgt J . Burgess
3 Armd Div HQ and
Sig Regt
LCpl A. Harriot 206 Sig Sqn
tableford Winner:
Runner Up: SSgt M. Paterson STC Sennelager
Regtl Greensome Winner:
Comms Branch, HQ BAOR
(Lt Col Walters/ Maj Brewin)
Runner Up:
7 Sig Regt
(Maj Gilyeat/ SSgt Scott)
We are told that this meeting may be the last one to be organised
by Sam Wyatt. On behalf of all the BAOR golfers, past and present,
we wish him all the best for his retirement and thank him for the many
years of excellent service which he has given to the Corp golfers in
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this Theatre. Royal Signals golf in BAOR will not be the same without
him but we suspect he is busy amending MPT 91 to include a post of
R03 VLSL (Very Long Service List) in an additional column of the
4 Group establishment. No guesses as to who might fill the post.
The Royal Signals BAOR Autumn meeting is to take place at
Sennelager on 19/20 October.

Maj Willie Brewin receives the Scratch Trophy from Lt Col Cliff
Walters with Lt Col (Retd) Sam Wyatt keeping his hand on the
silver until the last second
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SAILING

ORIENTEERING
EVENTS
May
8-9
10
10
10
17
22
22-23

f ENT ORIE. TEER DO 1:r AGAIN .
E T
The c mbined orienteering kill of 227 Sig qn and HQ AF
proved more than a match for the oppo ilion at the Briti h Rear
Combat Zone (RCZ) hampionship at Diergart cher W~d near
Bruggen on Thursd v. 30 March. Beating •he Du~ eldorf St~tion tea:n
by a margin of about five minute , Lhe te?.·n retained the Mmor ~ml.
hield which the' won in 1988. Our pho10graph sho\ s Lhe Learn . MllJ
raha~ Thoma ·, (FofS) Igel Johnson and gts Peter Tasker and
Tom Brand. 227 Sqn quiLe often field a dozen entrant at RC'.?
Orienteering Competition Lhe e day -the facl that the Sqn Comd, MaJ
Brian Robin on and the 21C, Capt Carol O'Nians are both keen
oriemeer ould have some bearing on the maner .

24

1989
R Signals Dinghy Regatta
Netley
Netley
Retired Members Regaua
Theale
Inter-Cor ps League v REME
Theale
Windsurfing v REME
Blashford
Inter-Corps League v RA
R Signal North v SouLh Dinghy Maleh Ripon
R Signals (BAOR) Windsurfing
Dummersee
Championships
Netley
Inter-Corps League v RAPC

June
1-2
6
8-10

R Signals Keelboard Regatta
Inter-Corps League v RE
R Signals (UK) Windsurfing
Championships
ASA Dinghy Regatta
10-11
Triangular Regalia
15-16
Inter-Corps League v Infantry
20
BAOR Windsurfing Championships
20-22
Army Windsurfing Championships
22-25
ASA Offshore Regana
23-27
Princess Elizabeth Cup
28
Army Keelboard Championships
29-30
29-2 Jul Services Offshore Regatta
July
6-10
8-9
9
11
15
16
17-19
18-21
22-23

August
25-2 Sep Universal 500
30-3 Sep R Signals Windsurfing Championships
September
2
Start of Whitehead Round the World
Race
Inter-Corps League v RAOC
6
Imer-Service Dinghy Championships
14-15
BAOR Inter-Service Windsurfing
25-26
Championships
Inter-Corps League v Army Medical
26
Services
•

October
14-15

For the first time ever all three Services will Beat Retreat
on Horse Guards Parade 13th, 14th, 15th June 1989 at 6.30pm

Sea view
Poole
Browndown
Netley
Sea view
Poole
Dummersee
Browndown
Gosport
Gosport
Sea view
Gosport
Gosport
Cowes
Seaview
Poole
Sea view
Sea view
Dummersee
Netley
Plymouth

R Signals Offshore Regatta
R Signals Rally
ASA v Seaview Yacht Club
Inter-Corps League v RCT
Gold Cup
.
.
Conningham C:up
BFG Windsurfmg Champ1onsh1ps
Junior Soldiers Regatta
Bosun National Championships

MASSED BANDS
ON PARADE

Tuesday 13th June 1989
No of
Tickets

Price
p

£

Wednesday 14th June 1989
Total
p

£

No of
Ti ckets

Price
p
£

Total
£
p

Services Single Handed Championships Plymouth

Name .... ...... .............. ............ ........................... .
Address .. ..... ........ ..... .................. .... ............... ...

··········································································
··········································································
Telephone Number (in the event of a query)
Daytime ....... ......... .... ..... ....................... ......... .. .
I enclose a cheque/postal order for the sum

Tickets £6, £5 {reserved ), £2 {unreserved)
obtainable f rom :
SSAFA 16-18 Old Queen Street,
London SW1H 9HP
Tel: 01-222 9221 (no booking fee)
Premier Box Office Limited,
1b Bridge Street (opposite Big Ben),
London SW1
Tel: 01-839 6815/6732 (no booking fee}
Open All Hours
(24hr credit card booking)
Tel: 01-379 4444 (no booking fee)
or usual agents, and wherever you see
._. WH Smith Travel, American
Express Travel and Badger Travel
Nationwide (booking fee)

u~ET -

of £ .. .... . and a stamped addressed envelope
for the return of tickets, or debit my credit
card (Access or Visa only)
Acc . No. Access 0

!::!

Visa 0

::E

Signature~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I cannot attend but would like to support
SSA FA and enclose my donation of £ .......... .
Please note:
Cheques should be made payable to
290
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Total
p

£

GROUP RATES A VAILABLE

Portsmouth

Poole

Price
p

£

Thursday 15th June 1989

Hamble
Browndown

Calvert
Netley
Dummersee

No of
Tickets

"Massed Bands on Parade"

I""

Goods Available from the Museum Shop, BlandfordCamp, Dorset DT11 SRH
Any telephone enquiries to Blandford f1 ilitary (0258 4525811 Ex 2248.
Overseas

UK

£

£

Ash Tray, glass, blue w ith gold Corps badge . . .
Blazer badge
Blazer buttons - large
small
Book mark . . .
Brooch, white with gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge ...
Car badge, 2* x 2" , silve.r badge on enamelled Corps colours . . .
Clip board with Corps Crest . . .
Cocktail mats, set of six, blue acrylic with Corps badge
Corps badge, on foil, framed and glazed 11 • x 9 "
Cuff links, shield, gold badge on enamelled Corps colours
Identity card holder, gold badge on blue vinyl . ..
11 Yz • Jimmy, cold cast bronze, height including plinth
6 Yz • Jimmy, solid bronze, height including plinth
Keyring, Bullet
Keyring, Leather
Keyring, Corps (enamelled Corps badge, leather tag) . ..
Keyring, St Christopher/ Corps Badge
Lapel badge, (Association members only)
Mug, white china with Corps badge in blue ...
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge
Postcard Set
Royal Signals Band, Records or Cassettes
Royal Signals Officer Statuette
Silver Plated Teaspoon with Corps Crest
Stickers, Corps badge on Corps colours, good quality - Large . ..
Medium
Small ...
Stick pin, 9 carat gold, Corps badge, can be used as brooch or tie pin
Stick pin, sterling silver, as above . ..
Table mats, set of six, blue acrylic with Corps badge ...
Table mats, large 15" x 11 Y,", as above . ..
Tankard, 1 pt, Polished pewter, lightweight with Corps Badge ...
Tankard, 1 pt, Polished pewter, with Corps Badge
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge, Gift Boxed
Tie, Corps colours in polyester, 3"
Tie, Corps colours in Pure Silk, 3" .. .
Umbrella, golf size, Corps colours .. .
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals", shield, 6" x 7"
Watch strap, Corps colours, nylon ...

1 .90
5 .65
1 .20
1 . 15
0.45
2 .40
1.75
3.75
3 .15
7 . 10
4.90
5 .25
0.30
41.75
28 .45
0.87
0 .40
1.20
0 .85
0 .39
1 .50
3 .25
1 .60
4.35
41.75
1.90
0.80
0.75
0 .70
45.90
9.10
22.00
6.90
12.05
14.65
1.90
3.05
6 .55
11.30
9.60
1.25

2 .20
6.50
1.40
1.30
0 .50
2.75
2 .00
4 .30
3.60
8 . 15
5.65
6.00
0 .35
48.00
32.70
1.00
0.50
1.40
1.00
0.45
1.75
3 .75
1.80
5.00
48 .00
2 .20
0 .90
0 .85
0.80
52 .80
10.45
25.30
7.90
13.85
16.85
2.20
3.50
7 .50
13.00
11.00
1.40

NEW LINE
CRYSTAL DECANTERS AND GLASSES WITH ENGRAVED CORPS BADGE
PRICES AND ORDER FORMS SENT ON REQUEST FROM MUSEUM SHOP
PRINTS OF CORPS PAINTINGS, SIZES AND PRICES VARY, ASK FOR INFORMATION SHEET
THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

Remittances with order, payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund please

Produced b) the Publl\hcrs, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, 56 Regency Street , London SWIP 4AD (Telephone London Disiric1 Mil ext 8246 STD 01 -930-4466)
Punted in Great Britain by Holbrook & Son Ltd , orway Road, Pommouth, Hanis POJ 5HX
for ad•eni mg rate; apply to: Combined Service Publication~ Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891)

0

ffering an innovative and professional alternative to today's
traditional methods of communication, Mercury are a rapidly
expanding and forward thinking organisation.
We are now looking for the following telecomms professionals to be
based in Birmingham:

TRANSMISSION NElWORK CONlROLLERS
Using acomputerised supervisory system to control and monitor
our rapidly expanding Digital Trunk and Leased Customer Networks
from our Network Operations Centre.
Around the clock, you will be responsible for responding to network
faults, co-ordinating the activity of service departments and
engineers as needed. You will be using various computer
applications to achieve this.
You should be qualified to HNC/HND in telecomms or have
significant relevant experience.

SWITCHED NElWORK CONlROLLERS
Switch and traffic engineers are needed to monitor and control our
national switches on a real-time basis ensuring our service is
maintained to the highest standards. You will review the utilisation
of our switched network, liaising with planning and provisioning
colleagues to ensure that the network is adequately and
economically dimensioned to meet changing traffic demands. You
will monitor and control faults on the switched network, coordinating and supporting the activities of our Customer Assistance
Centres, Service Centres and Switch Maintenance Centres.
Applicants for switch engineering posts should be qualified to at
least STEC level in telecomms, although qualifications to HNC/HND
would be preferred. Experience in fault control and clearance in a
modem telephony environment is essential. Applicants for traffic
engineering posts should be qualified in traffic planning and service
work and again with experience of this in amodem telephony
environment.
All of these positions require specialists with a flair for organisation
and the ability to innovate, and in return, we are offering attractive
salaries and benefits packages.
Those who do not have relevant experience but are educated to at
least 'A' level standard in Science or Maths may be suitable for
trainee positions which will enable them to commence a career in
the challenging world of modem telecommunications.

If you are leaving the Servkes in the next few months telephone for
an application fonn on 021-625 2049 or write with full c.v. to:
Sally Stewart. Personnel Manager,
Mercury Communications Limited,
27th Floor, Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street, Queensway,
Binningham B11TI.
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All correspondence and
matter for publication in
The Wire should be
addressed to The Wire
Royal Signals Association ,
56 Regency Street ,
London SW1 P 4AD .
Tel No: London District Ext 8246
STD 01 -873 6356.
Matter for publication must be
received by the 12th of the
month preceding publication.

-

The }Wire
J'"
',\>''t'l":
t'f

~~

Subscription rates
1989 !Bi-monthly)
IJan, Mar, May,
Jul. Sep, and Novi.
Individual: Yearly £4.20,
Bi-monthly 70p;
Bulk lfove or more copies)·
Yearly £3 .60; Bi-monthly 60p
Remittances should be made payable to :
Royal Signals Corps Fund

~h:fj

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE
Assistant Editor Mrs M.A. Riggs
The Wire is a member Qf the Association of Service Newspa p~rs

BIRTHDAY HONOURS
All our readers will wish to join us in congratulating the following who received awards in the Birthday Honour List:MBE
Capt B. P. Gilfether Royal Signals (V)
BEM
Cpl G . J. Blonde!
Cpl M. Holman
Cpl D. Lindley

SSgt D. W. Burton
SSg1 P. R. Smith
SSgt M. F. Starbuck
Cpl A. Wilson

PRINCESS ROYAL DAY, 28 JUNE
The Master of Signals ent the following greetings

to

our Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal ffig hnes T he Princess Royal GCVO:

On the occasion of Princess Royal Day, 28 June 1989, The Master of Signals and all ranks of the Royal Corps of Signals, serving
and retired, send to their Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The Princess Royal GCVO their best wishes and affectionate greetings, and renew
their thanks for her kindness and devotion to her Corps.
The Colonel-in-Chief ent the following reply:

The modern way to buy and pay is with a
credit card and with a Naafi Budget Account
and Chargecard you have a flexible choice
of credit on highly competitive terms.

Compare our rate of interest with
others ... you'H find our terms difficult
to beat.
You can use either of these credit cards in all
families shops. services shops and HM ships
worldwide to buy any item from Naafi' s wide range
of electrical, sports clothing and gift and durable
goods priced £5 or more. Naval customers can use
a Naaf1 budget account for the purchase of all
goods from Naafi.

\

I was delighted to receive the kind message of best wishes and affectionate greetings from the Master of Signals and all ranks of
my Corps on the occasion of Princess Royal Day.
·
I much enjoyed meeting members of the Corps and their families during my visit to Middlesbrough earlier this year and look
forward to future visits when I hope to meet many more of you. I send my warm thanks to you all.

Naafi Budget Account
Credit with agreed fi xed
monthly payments

OR
Naafi Chargecard
With flexible monthly payments
to suit yourself
Instant credit facilities are available.
Typical APR 23.8% (variable).
Please ask at your local Naafi shop
for written details.

The following messages were exchanged between the Colonel Commandant and Director of Communications, Royal Au tralian
Signal and the Master of Signals on the occasion of Princess Royal Day.

The Colonel Commandant Director of Communications and all ranks of The Royal Australian Corps of Signals send greetings
and best wishes on the occasion of your celebration of Princess Royal Day on 28 June. We look forward to the continuation of the
firm friendship and co-operation developed over the years.
.
The Master of Signals sends his thanks to the Colonel Commandant Director of Communications and all ranks of the Royal
Australian Corps of Signals for their kind message on Princess Royal Day. He and all ranks of The Royal Corps of Signals greatly
value the close link between us which we are sure will continue and send best wishes to all ranks of The Royal Australian Corps
of Signals.

BRIGADIER R. F. MAYNARD
Readers will be pleased to know that the Italian Government has posthumously awarded the Medaglia Al Valor Civile lo the late
Brigadier R. F. Maynard MBE who was drowned whilst attempting to save some children in difficulties in the sea in July 1988.

Naah Registered Oft.ce. Imperial Court. Kennington Lane. London SE1t SOX

OUR COVER PHOTOGRAPH
The 259 Sig Sqn shooting team which won the Near-East Skill-at-Arms meeting photographed with the Sqn Comd Maj
Lynn Re lph WR AC/R S ignals. Others in t he photograph are :Rear (left to right): Sgt Steve Fe rg uson , Cpl ' Yogi' Cauldwell , Ma j Colin Fre nch and LCp l 'Dicky' Dickerson
Front (left to right): S ig Fraggle S utton, SSgt Kev Fi tzpatrick, Capt la in Standen and Cpl 'Taff' Bull
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VISIT OF THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF HER ROY AL HIGHNESS
THE PRINCESS ROYAL GCVO TO 34 (N) SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
The Regiment wa.. honoured to receive a vi it from Her Roy~I
Highne T he P rince Ro~al at the Bramble Farm TA Centre m
Middle brough on aturday 29 April.
Her Ro}al Highne s wa received .!t the TA Centre by the Master
of Signal Maj or General J. M. W. Badcock CB, MBE, DL, th~
i1mal Ofncer-in-Chief, Major General R. F.
. Cook an
Commander 12 ignal Brigade (V), Brigadier S. G. 1\1. Gordo!' ·
During the visit H er Royal H igh ne saw members of the Reg~n:i~nt
from all five TA Centres engaged in a wide range of acuv1ues
including recruit and trade training, maintenance wo.rk,. a
mobili ation e.xerc1 e and the field deployment .of a commumcauon
centre and an area me age centre. Her R oyal Highness m~t members
of the Regiment and their wive and husba!!d~ at a recepllon. held m
the ergeant • Me s. Civic and VIP guest 1omed the gathering at a
lunch which wa prepared by the Regimental cook and served by our
tewards and stewarde es co mu ic pro~ided by_ the Band. B~f~re
leaving Her Royal Highness pent some ume ta lkmg to the fam1he .
Her Royal Highness showed a keen intere t i~ th~ work of the
Regiment throughout her visit. Memories of the ~1s1t will be trea u~ed
for years to come and the plea ure can be een m the accompanymg
photograph .

PLAYING Of. RETREAT CEREMONY
A Playing of Retreat Ceremony took place at Carlton Barrack ,
Leeds on Saturday 3 June 1989. It was preceded by 'cocktails' at
which many members and ex-members of the Regiment renewed old
friendships. The gue ts of honour were the Lord and Lady layor of
Bradford and The Deputy Lord and Lady Mayor of Leeds. It was a
very enjoyable occasion at which the Regimental Band under the
direction of WOl J. H. Dodd gave a first class marching and musical
display. The Commanding Officer Lt Col M. J . Macklin took the
salute and the band was warmly applauded by an appreciative
aud ience as it marched off the parade.
CONGRATULATIONS
To Sgt Ena Hall 50 Sqn, on passing a TA Drill Course at the Guards
Depot, Pirbright.
To LCpls Falkinder and Chan 49 qn, LCpl Clare 90 Sqn, for
achieving first, second and third place respectively on a recent TA
Detachment Commanders Course at 11 Sig Regt.
To S gt Guy Richards on selection for promotion 10 Warrant
Officer 2.
HRH tal king to Jennifer Nesbitt daughter of Sgts Laura and Pete
Nesbitt

FAREWELLS
To Sgt 'Griff' Griffin and his wife Dia ne, best of luck for the
future.

VISIT OF HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH THE QUEEN MOTHER
TO 68 UNNS OF COURT AND CITY YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Master of S ignals, Lord Gisborough, HRH, CO and Katherine
Ma cklin

Maj Angus Maude, HRH, LCpl Harry Cutler and Sig Alan Turley

In February this year an invitation was despatched to Clarence
House by our Sponsor Colonel, Colonel G. D. Thompson MC, TD,
DL, inviting the Squadron Royal Honorary Colonel to visit the Inns
of Court and City Yeomanry. Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth T he
Queen Mot her honoured us by accepting our invitation.
Well the day came and luck really was on our side, Tuesday 2 May
was the first fine day of the summer.
A small working party began setting up at 1000 hrs. Several
hundred chair were laid out on the Terrace outside the Great Hall
overlooking the Benchers Walk . Saluting dais borrowed for the day
from 71 (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment was placed in position.
From 1430 hrs onward increa ing numbers of people began to arrive
and Headquarters soon became rather full of people changing into
uniform, seeking a spot to rest, ladies trying on hats, men in a panic
calling for a needle and cotton, or getting into a panic when that
difficu lt spur refused to stay in its box.
Eventually at 1700 hrs the Guard of Honour fell in outside. 68 (IC
and CY) Signal Squadron, Commanded by Major Nick Leviseur, with
Captain J eremy Fern and Lieutenan t Jonathan Manley; 348 (IC and
CY) Squadron Home Service Force, Com manded by Major Richard

Duxbury TD, with Lieutenant Timothy Weale and Second Lieutenant
Edward Marshall; and the Ba nd under Command o f WOl Walthew .
The Guidon Party-Staff Sergeant Peter Thornton, Staff ergeant
Dave Simmons and Staff Sergeant Dave Lavender- took up position
between the two Guards and the Staff Sergeant Major, Warrant
Officer 2 Barrie Corfield , handed the parade over to Major Duxbury
and the Officers fell in.
Under the command of Major Duxbury the par ade moved off and
marched the short distance to the Benchers Wal k where they formed
up and waited the arrival of Her Majesty. The band continued to play
a selection of tradi tional light music, entertai ning the assembled guests
and casual spectators.
We were fortunate to have amongst our guests Her Majesty's Lord
Lieutenant for Greater London, Field Marshal Lord Bramall, Major
General Badcock , Master o f Signals, Major General Cooper,
Brigadier Bowser of London TA VRA and Colonel Andrew Parker
Bowles, Silver Stick. The T reasurer of Lincoln's Inn, Right
Honourable Lord Justice Kerr, Benchers of the Inn and the Ma ters
and Clerks of the affil iated Livery Companies were also present.
T he Royal Car drove into Benchers Wal k past route-liners provided

HM inspe cting members of 68 (IC & CY ) Sig Sqn at Lin coln' s
Inn - Tuesday 2 May 1989 . Escorting HM is Maj Ni c k Le viseur,
t he QC of 68 (IC & CY) Sig Sqn

HM inspecting members of 348 (IC & CY) HSF Sqn at Lincoln ' s
Inn - Tuesday 2 May 1989. Escorti ng HM is Maj Richard Duxbury
OC (IC & CY) HSF Sqn. Behind them is the IC & CY Sponsor
Colonel , Col Digby Thompson

Maj Angus Maud e , Maj Sarah Maud e, HRH and CO

SSgt Kenny Jackson, Mr Bri an Mein, HRH and LCpl Robi n Lawso n

HRH , W02 George Poulter and Sgt Brian Irvine
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Photos by John Green

Capt John Lambton , LCpl Micheal Macdonald , HRH and CO
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b 35 (lC and Y)
uadron CF and halted.
·Trooptr F'ilzgerald (H~F) opened the limou inc car door a~d Her
Maje I) alighted to be gre t ... d by ~olonel Thomfson, who. m turn
introduced the Parade ADC, Captain James D. AC Cartwright, the
quadron 21C. The party walked to the da.is where Her Majesty to.ok
the alute, after which both guards were m peeled, and what a fme
. .
ight they both were.
On returning to the dai Her Majest) was mv1ted to present the new
amp colour and an e cort comp11sing Captains Michael O'~eiroe
and Peter\\ alker, with Warrant Otficer 2 Jim Wolfe (SSM HSI· ) and
Corporal Hulme marched on and formed u~.
.
With the ra1 ing of the new HSF Squadron JUSt two year ago 1t was
thought appropriate to revive a ~radition. in pre e!'ting smal.1 camp
colour , previou e ·amples of which are displayed m the Re_g1men.tal
fo eum at Headquarters. One colour was given by MaJOr Nick
Le~iseur, the econd by Captain Doug !\folly. the PSO of both
Squadrons.
.
After Her Maje I) had presented the colour each was received by
it quadron to the ound of the Regimental March ' ancy Dawson'.
That ended the formal parade. Troops marched off; guests, and old
comrade , entered the Great Hall for the reception. Among tho e
presented were Major and Mrs B. Rowe, Captain and Mrs J. Wilson,
and Warrant Officer 1 (Regimental Sergeant Major) and Mrs
McKenzie.
Her Majesty, on entering the Great Hall paused to unveil a portrait
of our Sponsor Colonel, Colonel Thompson-who in 1989 celebrates
50 years ervice, and a short address was given by Colonel Stephen
Carden CBE, TD, DL, the Honorary Colonel of 71 (Yeomanry)
ignal Regiment. who with Lieutenant Colonel Tony Verey TD,

Commanding Officer of 71 Signal Regiment, watched the unveiling.
Her Majesty then moved among t the assembled guests chatting to
many of those present. On departure a bouquet was presented by Mrs
Corficld.
A buffet supper was then served and the party went on till 2100 hrs .
So ended a most memorable occasion. Her Majesty has been our
Honorary Colonel since 1957 and has made a point of visiting us every
o often. We are honoured by her patronage and hope it may
continue.
We would wish to record an enormous vote of thanks to Capt P.
M. Carver RN (Retd), the Under Treasurer of Lincoln' Inn, for the
help and assistance given so readily to us .
No production can be a success without dedicated support and a
special word of appreciation must be given to Mrs Pam Dumbrell, the
Squadron Administrative Officer.
After the visit the Inns of Court and City Yeomanry Sponsor
Colonel, Colonel Thompson, received the following message from
Her Majesty, through Sir Alastair Aird, Comptroller of the
Household:
'Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother commands me to write to let
you know what great pleasure it gave Her Majesty to visit the Inns of
Court and City Yeomanry and unveil your portrait at Lincoln's Inn .·
The Honorary Colonel was much impressed by the smartness and
turnout of the Guard of Honour. Queen Elizabeth was also delighted
LO have thi opportunity of presenting the Squadron Pennants before
attending the Regimental Reception in the Great Hall.
It was a splendid gathering, and one which Her Majesty much
enjoyed.'

MASTER OF SIGNALS AWARD
The Corps Commiuee has agreed to a Master of Signals Award in
formal recognition by Royal Signals of special contributions or
ervices to the Corp made by individuals or corporate bodie , where
such recognition cannot be accommodated properly within the terms
of award for The Princes Mary's or Institution's Silver Medal.
The very nature of this award precludes any formal direction of
criteria on which it shall be made. onethele s, The Master of Signals
Award shall be considered a prestigious and rare award and so the
sponsor must take due account of this in making a recommendation.
Nominations are to be forward ed in accordance with the directions set
out for The Princess Mary's and Institution's Silver Medals, so as to
arrive at Regimental Headquarcers, Royal Signals, in time for the
October Meeting of the Institution Council.

Nominations are to be accompanied by a full justification and are
to be processed through the normal chain of command for Royal
Signals Regular and Territorial Army Units LO the Signal Officer-inChief (Army), and through the Royal Signals Association channels to
the Chairman of the Royal Signals Association for the retired Corps.
Applications for the award are to be considered at each level -of
command, throughout the selection process and can be rejected at any
stage.
The final decision as to whether or not the award is granted will be
passed to the Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army) or the Chairman of the
Royal Signals Association for action as appropriate.
The form of the award is to be decided after an analysis of the
recommendations received during the year.

NOTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGIMENTAL COLONEL
ROYAL SIGNALS RECRUITING AND PUBLICITY EVENTS-1989
JULY
1
1-17
I
2
4
5-7

94 Sig Sqn (V)
Carnival Parade, Windsor
3 Armd Div Sig Regt RIT
SEDIST KAPE
Trg Gp RIT
Bramley Carnival
White Helmets
Bromyard Gala
Trg Gp RlT, 49 Sig Sqn (V)
Keighley Straw Race
Quicksilver, Trg Gp RIT , Blue
Bassingbourn Army
Helmets, 19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
Exhibition for Schools
RIT
6-10 Pl~ mouth Joint Services Day 30 Sig Regt RlT
Quicksilver
Pudsey Show
7-8
Trg Gp RJT , 90 Sig Sqn (V)
8
Middlesbrough Brit Steel
Gala
71 Sig Reg (V)
Bexley Show
8-9
White Helmets
Cheshire Steam Fair
8-9
Barnsley Vintage Car Rally Trg Gp RIT
9
Blue Helmets
Staines Show
9
10-13 Harrogate, Great Yorks hire Quicksilver
Show
30 Sig Regt RIT
11-14 Torbay Carnival
White Helmets
13-15 Kent County Show
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Trg Gp RIT, White Helmets
Wathgill CCF Central
Camp
Littlehampton Forces Day
5 AB Sig Sqn RIT
15
15-17 Wakefield, Save the Children Quicksilver
Gala
15 'Wetherby High School Gala Trg Gp RlT
Stoke Hill School
30 Sig Regt RIT
15
Blue Helmets
15-16 Widnes, Wakefield Halton
Show
RAF Church Fenton, SSAFA Trg Gp RIT
16
Air Show
White Helmets
Spilsby Show, Lines
16
30 Sig Regt RIT
16-21 Helston, Flambards
Quicksilver
Keighley Show
19
White Helmets
Cumberland Agric Show
20
Quicksilver, Blue Helmets
Cleveland Show
22
30 Sig Regt RIT
Bristol, British Aero Space
22
Catterick, Save the Children White Helmets
22
White Helmets, Quicksilver
AAC Harrogate, Spectral
22
Blue Helmets
Vision
Trg Gp RIT
22-23 Nostell Priory, Wakefield

14
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JULY
23
Wigtownshire Hunt Cou nty
Fair
24-26 Rydale Show (N Yorks)
26
Devon, Yealmpton Show

Weston Ai r Display
St Helens Show
Pickeri ng Traction Rally
Imphal Bks, York.. Kohima
Day
Weston uper Mare, ACF
29
Tattoo
Torquay Pedal Car Rally
30
31-11 Inverness, Aberdeen KAPE
Aug
26-27
27-28
28-31
29

AUGUST
3
Herne, Strode Park Fete
3-6
Blackpool Lions
4-5
Lowther H orse Show
4-6
Southsea Show
6- 11 Paignton Regatta
7- 11 Morecambe Show
12-13 Steam Rally , Know! Hill
12-13 Gatcombe Park Horse Show
12-13 Hastings Fair
12-13 Oldham Show
12-13 Mevagissy Town
14-17 Swynerton Cumbria ACF
Camp
16-17 llfracombe Tattoo
19
Darlington Show
19
Bolton Show
19-20 Hartlepool Show
19-20 Bristol Festival of Transport
20
Wisbech, Metal Box Gala
Day
22-24 Leek, Lanes ACF Camp
23
Stafford Police Space
Carnival
24-27 Poole Show
25-28 Staverton Airport Military
Tattoo
26-28 Stoneleigh Town & Country
Festival
26-28 Harwood Hse Traction Rally
26-28 Seaham, East Durham Show
28
Heme! Hempstead Show
28
Cricklade Show
31
Bridport, Dor et. Melplash
Show

White Helmets, Blue Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets 30 Sig Regt
RIT
'
Blue Helmets
33 Sig Regt (V)
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
30 Sig Regt RIT
30 Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets, Trg Gp RIT
Band, 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt

5 AB Sig Sqn RIT
Quicksilver
Quicksilver
5 AB Sig Sqn RIT
30 Sig Regt RIT
Quicksilver
94 Sig Sqn (V)
White Helmets
5 AB Sig Sqn RIT
Quicksilver
30 Sig, Regt RIT
Quicksilver
30 Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets, Trg Gp RIT
Quicksilver
Blue Helmets
30 Sig Regt R!T
White Helmets
Quicksilver
White Helmets
Blue Helmets
Blue Helmets
White Helmets
Quicksilver
Trg Gp RIT
Blue Helmets
30 Sig Regt RIT
White Helmets

SEPTEMBER
2
Dorchester Show
30 Sig Regt RIT
2
Eastbourne Show
White Helmets
2-4
Quicksilver
Bradford, Yorkshire Water
Fun Day
3
Bradford, RSPCA Fun Day Trg Gp RIT
5-8
Eastney Royal Marines TattooWhite Helmets
6-9
Taunton Agric Show
30 Sig Regt RIT
9
S Norfolk Tattoo
White Helmets
9
Leeds, Normanton Gala
Trg Gp RIT
10
Bradford, Flockton Gala
Trg Gp RIT
10-15 Christchurch Quay
30 Sig Regt RIT
15-18 Worsborough County Fair
Quicksilver
16-17 Peterlee Carnival
Trg Gp RIT
16-17 Caine County .S how
30 Sig Regt RIT
19-22 Leconf1eld, Jomt Services
Quicksilver, Trg Gp RlT,
Display
Blue Helmets
21
White Helmets
Thame, Leyland / OAF at
Thame Show
White Helmets, Trg Gp RIT
23
RAF Finningly
23-24 Blandford, Bryanston School 30 Sig Regt RIT
Blue Helmets
25
Pateley Bridge, Nidderdale
Show
25-8 Norfolk, Cambs, Suffolk,
19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn RIT
Oct
Essex KAPE
30
Trg Gp RIT
Middlesbough Northfield
School
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SOLDIER RECRUITING
The recrui~ing. year has not ~tarted well and the first four Adult and
Young Soldier mt~kes f<?r~mg at Catterick have been 57% short
of ta;get. The major de~1c1e1:1 cy trades. are Tele Ops (Radio Relay),
(Radio), (Data) and (Lmgu1st). Despite better Junior figures the
overall t~end in manning continues to be downward.
The Director of Army Recruiting (DAR) is taking various measures
to hel~ and has agreed to make four Royal Signals trades priority J
trades m commg mon!hs, but the fact remains that we have to increase
the number of commmed Royal Signals potential recruits when they
rrk through the Army Careers Office door. Units can as ist thi
e Ort by greater support for the Satisfied Soldier Scheme
. Two of ou~ si~ KAPE tours for 1989 have now been completed, and
first reports md1cate that both 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt and 21 Sig
R~gt have conducte~ well planned and well run tours. The emphasi
has swung from straight KA.PE to recruiting venues, and more of the
progi:am.me h~ been spent m schools. 3 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt is
next m hne with a KAPE tour in South East District from 1-17 July.

PARA 9~-:-THE SO~h A~NIVERSARY OF AIRBORNE FORCES
T~e ~nt1sh Army s Airborne Forces will celebrate their Golden
Jubilee m 1990. In ~ay, 5 AB ~de will parade for a Royal Review;
on 22 June there will be a Service of Commemoration in St Paul's
Cathedral, and on the next day there wilJ be a march through
R~shmoor by units granted the Freedom of the Borough. On
A1~.l>orne Forces Day, 7 July 1990, there wilJ be a parade of Airborne
units, to be follo~~c by a pageant which will be open to the public
The Corps parttc1i;a.uon 11:1 Para 90 will be based on 5 AB Bde HQ
and Sig ~qn. The unit 1s anxious to make contact with all ex-Airborne
~oral Signals! so those :-vho may not be known to the Squadron are
mv1ted. to get m touch with the Administrative Officer, 5 AB Bde HQ
and Sig. Sqn, Arnhem Barracks, Montgomery Lines, Aldershot
Hampshire GUI I 2AU.
'
Below is ~ list of the events already planned for Para 90; this will
be updated m due course:-

1990 EVENTS
Feb 4
Feb 23
Mar 17
Mar 25
Apr 28129
May 30-Jun 2
Jun 113
Jun 10
Jun 16/17
Jun 21
Jun 22
Jun 22
Jun 23
Jul 7
Jul 11/13
Jul 28
Jul 29
Jul 29-Aug 25
Jul 30-Aug 4
Aug 5
Aug 11112
Aug 19
J\ug 26
Sep 2
Sep 7
Sep 8
Sep 23
Sep 30
Oct 27

Nov 4
ov 10

Leicester Cathedral Band Concert
Birmingham-St Valentine's Ball
Manchester Airport (Ringway) Celebrations
Rhine Crossing Service, Aldershot
Cardiff Events
Royal Bath and West Show
15 Para (SV)-Glasgow and Edinburgh
Church Fenton SSAFA Air Show (N Yorks)
Biggin Hill Air Show
York Band Concert
Memorial Service, London (St Paul' )
Memorial Service, York
Freedom of Rushmoor March
Airborne Forces Day 1990
Harrogate Show
York Area Band Concert
York Minster Service
Edinburgh International Tattoo
Colchester Tauoo
Duxford IW Museum
St Michael's Mount/Flambards
Nostell Priory, Wakefield
Andover Fete
Spitalgate Heath, Grantham
Preston Band Concert
Leyland Spectacular
Bristol Service/Parade/Display
Arnhem Sunday, Aldershot
Warrant Officer and Sergeants Pa t and Pre ent
Dinner, Aldershot
RBL Festival, Birmingham
Royal Albert Hall, London
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THE WHITE HELMETS PAST AND PRESENT
Thi s unique picture was taken at Drayton Manor Park on 13 May
during 35 (South Midland) Sig Regt (V) Military Tattoo. It hows on
the left Sgt Robinson RAPC 35 Sig Regt (V) on his immaculate 1956
Triumph TJOO which was the motorcycle used by the White Helmets
next Capt Kit Lewis the current OC White Helmets, next is Mr la~

McSherry, Rides Manager of Drayton Manor Park and former
MTWO of 35 Sig Regt {V) and a former Team Sergeant Whi te
Helmets_, next is Maj David El on, Trg Maj 35 Sig Regt (V) a former
OC_Whae Helmets and Sgt Gary Elliston the current Team Sergeant
While Helmets on a 1986 Triumph 750 Tiger.

·
· H
(8 k'
Clerk) Pte Colleen Hickey (Stock Control Clerk), LCpl Judith
Le!t. to right: _LCpl Diane Evans) (~~c~~~~JM;~a~r(~~CT
in ~oH~~ Signal~), LCpl Carol Green (Vid eo Tape Editor), 2Lt Lynn Smith
Williams (Assistant Accountan:Roycil New Zealand Signals) and LCpl Cathy Bassey (Training Manageress)
.

o;i:a7Jr

Pharo by Courresy of Times Newspapers Lrd

If you served in the Forces for any length of_time, you
probably enjoyed being part of a team. If you've retired now, and
miss that feeling, there's one simple way to get it back- become
a SSAFA/FHS volunteer.
.
..
Service and ex-Service men and women, and therr families
can, and do, have all sorts of problems they need help with. Often
ex-serviee personnel understand those problems better; but
SSAFAfFHS volunteers come from all walks of life and it's
certainly not essential to have a F~rces' b~ckgro~?·
.
,
We particularly need help m the mner cities so, if you d
like to be part of a worthwhile team and help people at the same
time, write to John Gibson now.

35th (South Midland) Sig Regt (VJ Tattoo at Drayton Manor Park 13 May 198 9
(L eft to right) : Sgt Robinson, (astride 1956 Tiger 100); Capt Kit Lewis, OC White Helmets; Mr Ian McSherry, Tattoo Org aniser; M aj D.
Elson , 35 Sig Regt; -Sgt G. Elliston, White Helmets Team (astride 198 6 Triumph Tiger 750 )

If you are serving and have a standing order for THE
WIRE please keep us well informed in advance of any
change of address. It is impossible for us to keep up

SSAFA/FHS

w ith hundreds of posting orders and your 'Wire' will
go to your old address unless we hear to the contrary.

SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION/ FORCES HELP SOCIETY

16- 18 Old Queen Street, London SWlH 9HP. Telephone: 01-222 9221.
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ARE YOU GOOD ENOUGH TO BECOME A MEMBER OF
ONE OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS DISPLAY TEAMS?
THE ROYAL SIGNALS MOTOR CYCLE DISPLAY TEAM
THE WHITE HELMETS
The Royal ignal lotor Cycle Display Team, 'The White Helmets'
is the original and best known moti-r cycle display team in the world.
II member of the Team are volunteer who have erved at least
one tour in an operational unit and have achieved Ciass Two at their
trade before they are accepted for a three year tour with the White
Helmet . Volunteers undergo a two week election course, held
annually in ovember at Catterick.
TRA\'EL
As well as a very busy programme of performance at County
Show , Gala , Tattoo , and Fetes throughout England, Scotland and
Wale , the Team makes at least cwo trip a year to the Continent, to
take part in the Queen' Birthday Celebrations at SHAPE and to top
the bill at the pre tigiou three day Rhine Army Summer Show. In
May thi year, the Team took part in the International Festival of
Military Music in the City of Mons in Belgium . By the end of the
Sea on, the Team will also have appeared in front of their colleagues
in 2, 8, I I, 16, 21 and 35 Sig Regt , the AA Coll Harrogate (twice)
and HQ 2 Sig Bde. The Team is already booked for the Rhine Army
ummer Show next year but the highlight in 1990 will be the three
weeks of performances at the Royal Tournament in London.
\ HAT WE WANT FROM YOU
We are not looking for 'bikies'. Surprisingly only nine member of
the pre em highly succe sful Team possess a licence LO take a motor
cycle onto the public roads and most of those have passed their test
ince they joined the Team. Even if you have never been on a motor

cycle in your life, you could be the man we are after.
If you are keen, fit, reasonably well co-ordi nated , possess gut~ and
determination, have an even temperament and get on well with your
colleagues, have an abundance of common sense, enjoy travelling and
are prepared to live out of a suitcase for five months of the year we
guarantee that w_e '~ill tea~h you to ride a motor cycle to the high
standard we require in the five months between successfu l completion
of the selection course and the start of the Show Season. We have been
doing it for 62 years.

Tha..

l\it\J!d

_ _ _....);;;;,,;,ignal)
"{Y'hitcz. H•lmC!l)

THE ROYAL SIGNALS PARACHUTE DISPLAY TEAM
THE BLUE HELMETS
HISTORY
The Royal Signals Free Fall Parachute Display Team, 'The Blue
Helmets' was formed at the Army Apprentices College Harrogate in
1973 by the late Maj Mike Forge, who was killed in 1982 in the battle
for the Falklands. The Team was one of the first parachute teams in
the Army and. it was initially established to provide a forum for
parachuting in the Corps, concentrating its efforts on training young
soldier and on participation in competitions.
Until January 1988 the Blue Helmets had operated a part-time
display team based in the South of England. The South was full of
military parachute display teams but there was none in the North of
Englana and there is only one in Scotland . The Team is now based at
Canerick as part of the RSDT which looks after the Team's affairs in
the same way as it does the White Helmets.
MANNING
The Blue Helmets has three full-time posts, these being the Team
Sergeant, the Team's Instructor and the Team's Rigger. The Blue
Helmet's Team Commander, a Captain, is also located at Catterick in
an appointment within Training Group Royal Signals, currently that
of OC QUICKSILVER.
OPERATIO S
The ~Jue Helmet~ provide either an eight man or five man display,
depending on the wishes of each Show Organiser . The fir t four team
members for any display are OC Blue Helmets and the th ree
permanent Team members . The additional Team members (to make
up either a five or eight man display) are drawn from qualified display
parachuusts on the strength of other Royal Signals units in North East
District (2 Inf Div, 8 and 11 Sig Regts, 210 Sig Sqn and the AA Coll
Har~o~ate). That's the theory, in practice there is a shortage of
quahf1ed Corps parachutists in the District and the Blue Helmets
currently rely on spirited members coming from much further afield.
Before the start of the Show Season, up to 10 members and
potential members of the Blue Helmets are sent to Spain to carry out
approximately 60 parachute descents as pre-season training. This is LO
g~t the individuals to perform as a team. Most military parachute
display teams set themselves a similar training task. In its first season
of operati!1g from Catterick, the Blue Helmets gave 34 performances.
Although m theory the Team was to capture audiences primarily in the
orth of England, the 1988 and 1989 programmes have seen it booked
to perform all over England and Scotland and as far afield as SHAPE
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and the Rhine Army Summer Show. This year the Team has also given
displays in Belize and for 13, 16 and 21 Sig Regts in BAOR . Nearer
home they will have also performed for their colleagues in 2, 8, 11 ,
35 and 37 Sig Reges, the AA Coll Harrogate and HQ 2 Sig Gp. They
are scheduled to give 65 displays in 1989.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR DISPLAY PARACHUTISTS
The British Parachute Association (BPA) is ihe governing body that
controls sport parachute activities in the UK. The BPA has stipulated
that any parachutist must have completed a minimum of 200 descent
before he may take part in a display in front of the general public.
Don 't be disheartened by this figure of 200. If you have in excess
of 100 de cents we should like to know about you, particularly if you
are interested in jumping with the Blue Helmets in the future . If you
are able to attend pre-season training your parachute log book would
then read 160 jumps, with a bit of extra effort from you this could
soon reach the magic figure 200.
APP LI CATIO NS
There are, as you have read above, two categories of membership
of the Blue Helmets, full-time members posted to the RSDT and parttime members, on the strength of Royal Signals units in North East
District. Obviously to be a permanent member, you must have
sufficient experience to become an instructor or a rigger. Right now
the Blue Helmets are 'looking for both full - and part-time member .
If you are interested in becoming a pan-time member, fill in the
Royal Signals Manning and Records Postings Preference Proforma
NOW, giving your order of preference for the Royal Signals units in
North East District. Remember the more units you nominate, the
better your chances of getting one of them . Please send a photo copy
of your proforma to OC Royal Signals Dispaly Teams, Vimy
Barracks, Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire DL9 3PS .

(f)

THE

BLUE
HELMETS

ROYAL SISllALS PARACHUTE DISPLAY TEa
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A NEW CORPS MUSEUM
THE CURRENT SITUATION
The Corps Museum was established in the entrance hall of th
Headquaters School o~ Signals b~ilding when the School of Signal~
moved ~o Blandford in I ~67, Smee then the displays have been
pro¥~ess1vely and ene~geucally developed and updated. Some
add1t1onal accommodation. has been provided in recent years but a
to.ta! of on.ly 6,500sq ft of display space is available and there are none
ot the env1ron!llental contro~s !1ecessary for the Jong term protection
and conservation of the exh1b1ts.
At the moment the majority of exhib!ts _are, perforce, in glass cases,
some on cramped shelves and only a hm1ted selection of exhibits up
to the early 1950s. can be ~hown: Coverage since the 1950s is very
sparse. Many_ equipments, including._ for ex~mple, a wide range of
Larkspur radios, ~re currently ~eld in packing cases in the limited
storage space available. There. 1s no space to display Bruin even
though arr~ngements are now in hand for the acquisition of a fully
represe~tative range of Bruin in tallations. There is a need to present
the h1st?ry. of the Army Wireless Chain/Commonwealth
Commumc3:uon ~rmy Network/Defence Commu nication Network
and the Umt~d Kingdom static communication system. Technology
?1splays sh~win.g, for example~ the progress from valves to the latest
integrated circuits are ~ clear aim for a communications museum and
these also cannot be included at present. Looking slightly furt her
ahead, the plans for procuring Bowman, the future combat radio, will
add Clansman to the Museum inventory.
A l ,OOK AHEAD
In 1987 .a study looked at the future requirements of the Corps
Museu~ mto the 21st Century. The study concluded that
apprnx1m.ately 25 ,OOOs~ . ft was now required and considered three
basic options for providing the extra space:
_E~pand the Present Museum-The limitations imposed by the
existing structure made this impractical.
Ada_pt and E~p~nd A~other Building within Blandford GarrisonNo s~1tab le building which could be made available was found.
B~lld a New Purpose-built Museum-The most costly option but
considered to be th~ most cost-effective long term solution.
The Corps Committee accepted that a new Museum should be built
and approved the aim as:
·~o prese r ve~ conserve and to display where appropriate items and
equipments which relate to Army Communications and the heritage of
~he Corps, so as to meet the particular needs of Royal Signals and the
mterests of the public at large.'
In developing this aim, recruiting, training and educational aspects
would be highlighted.
In 1989 the Corps Committee tasked a small volunteer project team
to carry out a feasibility study into:
The availability of Ministry of Defence land in or near Blandford
Camp .
The pla~n!~g constraints for erecting a new building.
'The feas1b1hty study concluded that the best available location was
a Site at the top of Black Lane, near the existing Main Guardroom but
outside !he Camp perimeter, and that planning problems should not
present msuperable difficulties.
At a mee_ting in May 1989 the Corps Committee accepted that, in
co~mon with other Arms and Corps, Royal Signals would have to
raise the money for the capital project. It also agreed to establish a
small Project Development Team and appoint a Project Manager LO
ca~ry out, in conjunction with appropriate consultants, a design ~nd
build study and to launch a fund-raising campaign.
THE PROPOSED OUTLINE PLAN
The ~ew. Museum needs to present the story of Army
commumcauons and the Corps heritage in an exciting manner using
~odern techniques, including audio-visual, with interactive tableaux,
displays and models. It would have to be run as a commercial
enterprise with active marketing and publicity.
T~e !'roject Development Team has launched the planning
appheat1on phase, prepared an estimated outline cost for the whole
project and obtained tenders from museum designers and architects
for the .design and build tudy which will take place throughout 1989.
De~ailed planning of the building will take place during 1990 and a
~u1ldmg_ contra~t could then be let in early 1991. Building and
mstallauon of displays are planned for 1991 and early 1992 with a
proposed date of opening at Easter 1992.

audi~-visual effects and £15,000 for other installation costs including
secunty.
'
Bef?re an appeal can be made to major electronic firms, it will be
essential to demonstrate the Corps' commitment and support for the
new Museum . The whole project will, therefore, stand or fall on the
resp?nse from all members of the Corps to the appeal for funds.
Dun!1g _1 989 therefore, brochures giving an outline of the plan will
~e .d1.stnbuted ~hro!1ghout the serving and retired Corps, inviting
mdtvJdual contn?ut10!1s. An external appeal, targetted at industry and
the ?eneral pubhc! will then be launched in Spring 1990, following
rec~1pts from the mternal appeal. In addition, the Signal Officer in
Ch1e_f (Army) has agreed to designate 1990, the Corps' 70th
An!11v~rsary, as 'Corps _Museum Year'; Regiments and Squadrons will
be mv1ted to hold special events/fetes/shows during the year and to
donate the profits to the New Museum Fund.

NAME THE NEW MUSEUM
In orde_r to attrac! visitors , a name is required which will convey the
mod.em image while encapsulating the history of the Corps in
particular _an~ ~f Army Communications in general. The currently
favour~d title ~s Muse!-lm of Army Communications', but the Project
Team 1s looking for 1d~as . ls 'Museum' as a term too out-dated?
Should we adopt something completely different? It has been decided
ther~fore to_ la_unch a competition to 'Name the New Museum'.
Ent~1es are invited and should be sent as soon as possible to: The
Project Development Team, Royal Signals Museum, Blandford
Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH.
.A cash prize of £50 will b~ awarded to the contributor of the entry
with the selected name. Closing _date for entries is 31 December J989.
The present Muse~m has madequate space and facilities. A
!1ew, _larger_ Muse.um 1s n~eded "':'hich wit~ employ modern display
techniques m telhng the mterestmg and informative story of the
growth ~nd. dev_elopment of both Royal Signals and of army
communications m general.
It is .hoped that everyo~e will feel_ ~ble to assist the Corps in
devel?pmg the plans for this new, exc1tmg and challenging project.
An~ ideas, comments or suggestions concerning any aspect of the
project should also be sent to the Project Development Team at the
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTII 8RH.

TECH NICAL AUTHORSHIP
Job ads for technical authors show salaries of £17,000 in
UK, more overseas, Work in a firm , as a contractor or
freelance.
Demand is growing and to get into this new career you
can study for a Certificate in Technical Authorship before
you leave the service.
For details of a _c~urse that will help you to graft this new
skill onto your existing experience, write now to:-

THE COLLEGE OF TECHNICAL AUTHORSHIP,
PO BOX 7, CH EADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 3BY.
Remember the Forces Correspondence Course Scheme
will help you to save on the cost-start now for a
qualification in 1990.

FUND-RAISING
The estimated total capital cost is £2,300,000, which includes
£1,500,000 for the. building and ~upporting infrastructure, £750,000
for the museum displays, graplucs, tableaux, models, lighting and
THE W IRE, JULY 1989
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REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE GAMES CLUB
FOR THE WINTER SEASON 1988/89
The Winter Season 19 8/ 89 ha seen succe~s at rmy level, some
very g od individual performances and a continuous process of team
bt1ilding throughout the Corps.
.
.
.
The mo t notable team succe e have been m Rugby wuh 7 ?1g
Regt a Army Champion . Thi was tht' ~li max of an ~utstanding
eason in which the Corps had three team~ m the quaner finals of the
BAOR Rugby Competition . In Association FoOLball, th.e School of
Signals won the rmy Cup (UK) for the second con ecut.1ve year a~d
were runners up in the Army Challenge Cup . I Arm~ Div ~Q & Sig
Regt ha retained both .the BAOR .and Army MaJor Unlls Cross
Country title . 2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Regt won the UK qrou~ 5
Orienteering Competition and the UK Army S9uash and 1~ gomg
forward to the Army Orienteering finals later this year. 16 Sig Regt
did very well to become the runners up in .the Army ~asket~all
Championships to the Royal School of Arlll~ery Lar~h1ll, bemg
beaten by only the smallest of margins-one point. 22 Sig Re~t had
some excellent result in skiing this year being runners up m the
Princess Marina Trophy and winning the Canada Cup.
Individual successes were achieved in a number of ports. In
Hockey eight players have played for the Army under 21 , and three
for the Combined Services Junior Team. Three C~rps Hoc~ey play~rs
played for the Army and one was in the Combined Services Semor
Team. Corps Rugby was represented by one player in th~ Army and
Combined Services Teams and one Under 21 who played in the Army
and Combined Services Teams. There were also four A Ts from AA
Coll Harrogate who represented the Army in the Colts Level Inter
Service Match. Corp Football contributed three Arm and Combined
Services players and a further two Army players and ten A Ts from AA
Coll Harrogate representing the Army Youth Team during the season.
Sgt Martin and LCpl Vile finished in the top six in the Army .cross
Country Championships and went on to represent the Army m the
Inter Service Championships. ln Skiing, Cpl Brown and Cpl
Crawford were selected for the Army Team and Cpl Davies our
Olympic Biathlete became the Army Champion and the UK Nation~
Champion. In Canoeing five members of the team were awarded their
Army Colours.
There is a lot of experience and quality in our Corps sportsmen over
a wide range of ports. This all bodes well for the future.
NOT ABLE SUCCESSES
BASKETBALL
In the Inter Corps Competition we fielded a group of good players
who failed to find any real team cohesion while in competition on
court. There were of course a number of notable absentees that could
perhaps together have made a stronger team than the one we had, but
Lhese were aJ1 absent for good career reasons and there is no complaint
about support from Units who all co-operated in releasing personnel.
We slipped to fifth in the Inter Corps out of the nine competing teams.
Our results in the Army Inter Corps Tournament in Aldershot were:
v
v
v
v
v
v

RA
RCT
RAPC
RAOC
APTC
RE
v REME
vACC

Nov 21
ov 21
OV 22
Nov 23
ov 24
Nov 25
ov 25
Nov 26

Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

78-57
77-76
91-48
110-60
81-90
59-82
50-81
66-76

CANOEING
As there is no Corps Canoeing team, Unit and individual results
from UKLF and Inter Service Wild Water Championships only are
included in this report.
UKLF Wild Water Racing Championships-River Washburn
Army Junior Kl
Winner
ATCpl Broders
AA Coll Harrogate
Capt Bunce
Third
UKLF Men Kl
School of Signals
AA Coll Harrogate
Runners Up
Army Junior Unit
Team
Army Wild Water Racing Championships-Llangollen
Army Unit Team
Runners Up
16 Sig Regt
Event
Sanquhar
Championships
Inter-Service Wild
Water
Capt Bunce
Runners Up
Men's Kl Team
School of Signals
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S gt Peter Kitson of the School of Signals who is a Football League
Linesman refereed the match between the Army and the Guernsey FA
on 17 March 1989.
The detailed list of results for the season are:

ARMY COLOURS
The following are due to be awarded Army Colours for representing
the Army at the Inter Service Wild Water Champships: Capts S. N.
Jackson, J. Bunce, Cpls A. Dobson, S. Wright and M. O' Brian.
CROSS COUNTRY
1988/89 has been another successful sea on for the Corps in BAOR .
On the team front I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt has featured in most
major events and began its successful season by winning the Bismark
six-man Cross Country Relays in Herford in September. It then won
the BAOR ten mile Road Running Team Championships (with first
and second individuals Sgt Martin and LCpl Vile), and sent two teams
to the Army Cro s Country Relays in Aldershot, finishing first and
third. I Armd Div HO a~d Sig Regt has since r_etained both.the BAOR
and Army Major Omts Cross Country titles, defeating strong
opposition from I Bn PWO Regt of Yorkshire by the convincing
margin of 97 points to 149 in Lhe latter race.
Two runners from I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt (Sgt Martin and
LCpl Vile) finished in the top six in the Army Championships and
subsequently represented the Army in the Inter Service
Championships. No fewer than five Royal Signals runners were
included in the BAOR team which defeated RAF(G) and the French
Forces this year and both the BAOR Junior and Veterans Individual
Champions are Royal Signals athletes-Sig Boyle of I Armd Div HQ
and Sig Reg1 and W02 Wood of 22 Sig Regt.
The Royal Signals BAOR Championship was inaugurated last
season and helped the Secretary to pick a strong Corps side which
subsequently took the BAOR Inter Corps title.
UK Cross Country was not quite as glamorous. 2 Inf Div HQ and
Sig Regt has suffered from its loss of runners and whilst coming
second in the Group 5 Championships only managed sixth in the
Army Relay and eighth in the Army Team Championships. 5 AB Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn featured well in Minor Unit competitions without any
spectacular success.
FOOTBALL
The season got off to a good start with an excellent result against
the RCT at Aldershot. The Corps winning 3-1. However things did
not go as well during the preparations for the Inter-Corps
Quadrangular Competition. The Corps pla~ed . against _the
professionals of Wimbledon FC and a strong Terntonal Army side,
both games were lost.
This year the Corps was responsible for the organisation of the
Quadrangular competition which was held in Aldershot between 14-18
November 1988. In the competition the Corps got off to a bad start,
losing to the Sappers 2-0. Having collected some injuries to key
players we fared no better in the second game losing to the Gunners
3-2. The final game against the REME was to be for the newly
installed 'Boyne Cup'. This turned out to be one of our better
performances and a turning point in the season, at last, the Corps
played to their potential and ran out winners 3-2, winnin~ the Boyne
Cup on its inauguration. A lot was learnt from that particular week
and we are looking forward to next years competition.
In the last two fixtures of the season against RAOC and RAPC we
took the opportunity to look at other players. Both games were won.
The School of Signals once again carried on where they left off
last season by winning for the second consecutive year, the Army
Cup (UK) and the Army six-a-side. The ?chool of Sign~s played. 10
Regt RCT in the Army Challenge Cup Fmal on 19 Apr~! 1_989 los~ng
5-0 at Aldershot. 28 Sig Regt reached the BAOR Semi Fmal losmg
2-1 to I Kings in Berlin .
.
.
The following Corps players gained representative honours during
the season:
Combined Services and Arms
Sgt Brown
238 (London) Sig Sqn
210 Sig Sqn
Cpl Higgins
Cpl Welsh
School of Signals
Army
Cpl Shergold
LCpl Robinson

School of Signals
School of Signals

The Army Apprentice College Harrogate again did well in youth
football. They lost to the Army Apprentice College Aborfield 2-1
after extra time. The following Army Apprentice College Harrogate
players represented Army Youth during the season: ~ TLCpls Mu~ro,
, Maxwell , Oakes, Stevenson, Whitehead, AT MacKmtosh, Radcliffe,
JLCpl Thomasson JLdrs Smith and Bundley .
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Date
14 Oct 88
5 Nov 88
6 Nov 88
II Nov 88
14 Nov 88
16 Nov 88
18 Nov 88
3 Mar 89
10 Mar 89

Played
9

Opponents
RCT
Wimbledon FC
TA
Exeter University

RE

RA
REME
RAOC
RAPC

Won
5

Drawn

Venue
Aldershot
Wimbledon
Alders hot
Blandford
Quadrangular
Competition
Aldershot
Donnington
Worthy Down

Lost
4

For
17

Result
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won

Score
3-1
1-3
0-2
3-0
0-2
2-3
3-2
1-0
4-0

Goals
Against
13

HOCKEY
The Corps has established a squad of good hockey players who play
well as a team. The mixed results of the Corps' league matches do not
truly reflect the talent of the side which reached the semi-final of the
In ter-Corps Outdoor Hockey Tournament.
The team has become an established indoor hockey side and
although it was defeated in the semi-finals of the Inter-Corps Indoor
Hockey Tournament it did manage to qualify for a place in the
Combined Services Tournament.
The Corps has enjoyed considerable success in the civilian hockey
circuit. The team joined the Dorset Indoor Hockey League for the
first time and finished third in Division 2 and reached the semi-finals
of the Dorset Indoor Cup. The team has also played in three Hockey
Festivals at Salisbury, Bognor Regis and Bournemouth.
There is plenty of young blood in the Corps' Squad. The following
represented Army and the Combined Services at various levels :
Army Under 21
Cpl Collins
LCpl Adamson
Sig Beaney
Sig Roberts
Sig Pollitt
ATCpl Cunnion
ATLCpl Emsen
ATSig Hopkins

30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
AA Coll Harrogate
AA Coll Harrogate

Army (Senior)
Cpl Souter
Cpl Collins
Sig Roberts

30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt

Wimborne II at
RAOC
at
RAPC
at
RMCS
at
ACC
at
RA
at
at
REME
RCT
at
Salisbury II at
RE
at

A special mention should go to W02 (RQMS) Mower who also
devotes much of his time to the Army Under 21 team as its Manager.
The results of games played were:

Inter-Corps Outdoor Hockey
Pool B
RAMC/ RADC
1
R Signals
1
R Signals
2
Inf
O

2
5
0
6
I
I
I

Tournament
R Signa15
RE
ACC
R Signals

1
4
0
4

Semi-Final (as runners up of Pool B)
REME
2
R Signals

0
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Won
6

Lost
4

Points For
214

Points Against
127

The non availability of most of the players from BAOR for the bulk
of the season due to Cup Rugby interests has had a bad effect on the
results. In all 52 players wore a Corps rugby jersey and this did not
help to develop any stability although it can be construed to indicate
strength in depth .
The results of the games played were:

Combined Services (Senior)
Sig Roberts
30 Sig Regt

RMCS
R Signals
R Signals
Nordics
R Signals
R Signals
R Signals

RUGBY
The results of the matches played reflect the standard of Corps
rugby in UK. The games against the weaker sides were won relatively
easily but the games against the stronger Corps and the RA were all
lost, in two cases quite disastrously. The consolidated results are:
Played
10

Combined Services (Junior)
Cpl Collins
30 Sig Regt
Sig Roberts
30 Sig Regt
Sig Beaney
30 Sig Regt

Corps League Matches
R Signals
I
Staff College
I
RAOC
2
2
R Signals
RMAS
4
RA
4
Welbeck College O

ORIENTEERING
Again the Team Captain has had considerable trouble getting
peopl~ out to represent the Corps although the Corps team was placed
well . m the l~ter-Corps Championship. Few young officers and
soldiers are bemg attracted to the sport and the major competitors of
Corps standar~ are above Sergeant/Captain ranks. During the past
two years pamcularly, a good number of Foreman of Signals on
co~rses at Bland~ord have been attracted to the sport and are now
actively encouraging support at unit level. The 'old faithfuls' continue
to compete for the Corps and encourage any one who will listen to the
merits of orienteering as a form of Military Training.
. The ~oyal Signals Orienteeri ng Championships continued to be the
high pomt of the season and support for this two day event remain
very high . Over 200 competitors met at Proteus Training Camp and
were _h o~t~d by 38 Sig Regt(V) to two excellent days of orienteering.
The md1v1dual event was held at Clipstone Forest in flat mixed
woodlands that provided fast winning times on all courses. The 1987
Corps Champion W02 Temmen has retired and was therefore not
present to defend his title. The title was taken by Capt Nick Bateson
fro~ the School . of Signals, with t_he runner-up title going to gt
Robinson of 30 Sig Regt. The M35 title went to SSgt Lumgair of AA
Coll Harrogate and yet again the husband and wife team, Lt Andy
Payne and Capt Jean Payne took the Corps TA Champion and
WRAC Champion prize respectively. The junior title was closely
contested and the top four places were separated by only two minutes,
Sig Crowther finally coming out on top.
T.he relay event was held on Bestwood Lodge, a slightly more hilly
venue though distances were kept short. A spectator control visible
from the change-over area proved very successful and added to the
spirit of the competition. The School of Signals won the Major Unit
title and the Minor title went to AA Coll Harrogate.

Blandford
Colerne
Worthy Down
Shrivenham
Blandford
Blandford
Blandford
Aldershot
Salisbury
Chatham

Won 23-12
Lost 10-35
Won 60-0
Won 20-0
Won 67-6
3-10
Lost
Lost 11-16
6-4
Won
Won
6-0
Lost
8-44

The following represented the Corps at Army and Combined
Services level: Senior Level-Cpl E. Atkins (30 Sig Reg1) has again
represented the Army and Combined Services including touring New
Zealand with the Combined Police and the Combined Services side in
1988. U21 Level-LCpl S. BarUiff (2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt) has
represented both the Army and the Combined Services regularly.
Colts Level-Four ATs from AA Coll Harrogate represented the
Army in an Inter Servir.e match. They were AT Bembridge, Williams,
Parr and Hayes.
SKIJNG
This season has been successful for the AJpine Ski Team and
culminated with the Corps team being placed third in the Army AJpine
Championship. The combination of Alpine and Nordic disciplines
resulted in 22 Sig Regt winning the Canadian Cup and being declared
runners-up to the Champion Ski Team of the British Army. 22 Sig
Regt and 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt were the only major units
representing the Corps in the AJpine Skiing Competition and 22 Sig
Regt alone represented the Corps at Army level.
The 3 Armd Div Alpine Championship took place in Fulpmes from
8 to 18 January 1989 and consisted of individual and team racing in
Slalom, Giant Slalom and Downhill. 22 Sig Regt was placed first
overall. Cpl A. P. Brown was placed first in the Individual Slalom,
second in the Individual Giant Slalom and third in the Downhill. LCpl
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Crawford , as second in the Individ ual Slalom and fi rst in the
.
Individual Giant Jalom .
Th
rmy Alpine Championships took place at Les Menuir~ m
France betwe n 19 and 28 January 1989. 22 ~ig.R.egt was placed third.
Cpl Bro'l\n kied con i tently but won no 1~d1v1 dual honours. LCpl
Crawford wa placed i ·th in the Super Giant Slalom. Both .LCpl
Bro\\n and LCpl Crawford were cho en. to repre~ent the. A: m.y m the
Inter ervices Champion hip • both racing well m all d1sc1phne .
At the Briti h ational Championships Cpl Brown wa placed a
very creditable 21st i n t~· Individual Slalom, and LCpl Crawford 36th
in the Indi\'idual Giant Slalom.
ARMY CHAMPION HIP
Slalom
Individual :
10th
Team :
4th

LCpl D. Crawford
22 Sig Regt

Giant I al om
Team

4th

22 Sig Regt

Super Giant Slalom
Individual:

6th

LCpl D. Crawford

OnraU Result
Combination event :

3rd

22 Sig Regt

5th

22 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
(Canadian Land Forces Trophy)

ordic Ski Team Results
4 x 7 .Skm relay
Military Combination
Marina Cup

5th

2nd

British National Championships
IOkm Biathlon Sprint
1st
Championship:

Cpl C. Davies

SQUASH
The Corps Squash Championships for 1988 w~re h~ld at the ~
Coll Harrogate, with the Inter Corps Champ1onsh1ps following
immediately after at the Waverley Squash Club, Farnham, Surrey .
The excellent turn out for the Royal Signals Individual
Championships for this season was mainly due to the efforts of the
BAOR players. There were 46 entries and a very high standard of
squash played. The results were:
Open
Sgt N. Ranier
Capt J. Newman
Plate
Over 35
W02 W. Hutton
Super Plate
SSgt D. Hall
Veterans
Brig C. T. Garton
The Davies-Stewart Cup 2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Regt

Twent\ teams entered the Inter Corps Squash Championships t h i~
year. The competition wa~ run on a th ree divisional basis, the Corps
being in Div I together wi th APTC, RAOC, RCT, RE and REME.
The Corps came fou1 th in its division.

A FAMOU VICTORY-7 SIGNAL REGIMENT WIN THE
ARMY RUGBY CHALLENGE CUP

OTHER SUCCESSES
JU22 Coll Harrogate conti nues to do well in the National School
Indoor Archery Championships where it was runners up for the
second consecutive year.
ARCHERY
AA Coll Harrogate continue to do well in the National Sc11ool
Indoor Archery Championships when they were runners up for the
second consecuti ve year.
CHESS
AT Shea won the Army Yout h Chess Cham pionships having won
all hi games .
WHITE WATER CANOEING
16 Sig Re~t did very well in the BAO R Whi te w.ater Canoeing
Championship winning the first fo ur places in the Open
Championships, the winner of the Ladies Championship, the winner
of the Intermediate Championship as well as win ning the Open Team
Championship.

COMBINED SERVICES FOOTBALL
Meet the olde t trophy in European Competitions- the tri-angular
Belgian-British-Dutch Forces and the premier prize of S e r vi~e soccer,
The Kentish Cup, is held aloft by Sgt A. ' Sandy' Brown. He 1s flanked
by Cpl S. 'Steve' Welsh and Cpl Alex Higgins on his.right, and Lt.Col
G. S. 'Pat' Massey on his left. All three played m the Combined
Services side which won the cup for the first time si nce 1984.
7 Sig Regt won the Army Rugby Union Challenge Cup again in
what is only their second victory in many years of trying. It is also only
the second time that a Royal Signals unit has held the ti1le. The last
time the Regiment won the cup was in 1984 and the only member of
the 84 team to play in the 1989 final was Capt Andy Hickling who was
skipper on both occasions.
In the final played at Aldershot in April in appalling conditions. T s
superior fitness and team skills overcame the Duke of Wellington 's

Regiment by 20 points to 7. The points scorers for 7 Sig Regt were tries
by Cfn Simon Peart, LCpl Kevin Bowling and Cpl 'Zoo' Williams two
penalties by SSgt Chedney Keates and two further points from the
boot of Bowling with a conversion .
In what was a very young side (the skipper apart) tribute must be
paid to the fitness dedication and determination of a super squad of
players . As Andy Hickling said it is the fittest, most skilful and
happiest rugby team he has had the privilege to be associated with.

VOLUNTEERS ON EXERCISE IN
BAVARIA

FRIENDS OF THE ROYAL
SIGNALS MUSEUM

Fou r Signalmen of 55 Sig Sqn (V) serving as the Rear Link
Detachment for The Parachute Regiment who took part in Ex Casino
Royale from 12-14 May.

The Corps Museum is now firmly established on the tourist
map of Southern England and the number of visitors attending
the Museum has greatly increased and is still increasing.
Unfortunately the Museum is not open at weekends which
means that many would-be-visitors are turned away.
To help overcome this problem a voluntary society, 'Friends
of The Royal Signals Museum', was established in 1987 whose
members agree to man the Museum shop and supervise visitors
during the weekends between May and September.
Interested volunteers can also help in Research, Cataloguing,
Preservation and identifying objects.
This scheme worked very well in 1988 but unfortunately a
number of Friends have been forced to pull out this year and
we need some new recruits to take their place.
,
Any member, or wife, who is interested in helping the Corps
Museum are asked to contact : Maj (Retd) Leslie Taylor MBE,
Secretary, Friends of The Royal Signals Museum , c/ o The
Royal Signals Museum. Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTl I 8RH.

(left to right): Cpl Brian Dean, Sig Dave Mclaughlin and Fred
Bates and Officer Cadet Rob Davies
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- Movements:: ~: ·· ·
WOs and SNCOs

Officers
JU 'E 19
Rank and 'am~
Lt Col J . E. F. Kirby
Lt Col T. F. Moncur
\ taj . J. eo... erina
.
\1aj R. V. J . Brannigan ..
\1aj P. J. Da niel
1aj T J . Hendren
.•
1aj 0 . A. Lamerton
M aj M. R G. Stockdale. .
l a1 R J. Turnbull
h J G. Yu~
Capt M Baines
Capt M. Ban s
Capt R A. Hamilton
..
Capt 0 . E. A. McAIUslcr
Capt P J Mcl oughlin ..
Ca pt C. H. Turner
..
Capt K. Whitcbcad
Capt D. M. Woodhouse . .
LI G . J . Complin . .
LI I. l . Mttrs
..
2l1 K. A. Francis ..
2L1 J. C. Gillespie
2Lt A. I. M. Gordon

Unit to which post<•d
HS II Sig Rcgt
NACISA
SS Sig Sqn (V)
HQ AMF(L) (BAE)
HQ AFCENT
30 Sig Rcg1
Army Pers Selection Gp
HQ 4 Sig Gp
HQ l(BR) Corps
251 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Di v HQ & Sig Rcgt
HQ British Forces Cyprus
30 Cad et Trg Team
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
25 1 Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
9 Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
HQ BR Forces Belize
11 Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals

J ULY 1989
Rank and Nam~
Lt Col R. D. Abbott
Lt Col G. Meakin ..
Lt Col S. S. Pa ul ..
Lt Col P . J. Pritchard ..
Lt Col P. A. R. Rouse .
Lt Col M. R. Stephenson ..
Lt Col D. J . Wills ..
Maj T . J . P . Bryning
Maj A. A. Ewell ..
Maj J. A. Harris . .
Maj D. J . Tunmore
taj A. G. Turner . .
Maj A . J . Ward ..
Maj C. G. Webb ..
M&J A. J. Whydell
Mai F. E. Worrall ..
Capt C. R. Bechelor
Capt M . Baines . .
Capt F. A. Bancroft
Capt P. C. Bawden
Capt J . W. Oark . .
Capt P. W. Glibbcry
Capt . D. Kennedy
Capt P . B. Knobel
Capt G. M. Lcwis-TaylC>r
Capt S. J . May .•
Capt M. T . Nevill
Capt A. Russell ..
Capt P. Stephenson
Capt C. G. Stubbings
Capt M. J . Woodham
Lt J . S. Adams ..
Lt K. Atkinson . .
Lt J. A . Compston
Lt T. C. Cooper ..
LI A- J. Duncan ..
Lt M . J. Fensom ..
Lt S. 0 . France . .
Lt D. G . Halstead .
Lt A. G . Hill (518905) ..
Lt A . G . Hill (524314) . .
Lt N. G. Holden ..
Lt G. P. Horn
Lt A. Metcalfe
Lt G. L. O..en
Lt P. D. Peel
Lt . S. Stevens ..
Lt J . E. S,.fadells ..
Lt S. J . Vickery ..
Lt M . A. Walker ..
Lt D. B. Warne ..
Le F. E. R. Whirhelo
LI I. R. Whitehall . .
Lt S. M. Williamson
2Lt G. E. Benne11 ..
2Lt 0. D. Bryant . .
2Lt J . A Oare ..
2Lt M. J . Hanby ..
2Lt S. J . McConnell
2Lt A. J . E. Parsons
2Lt G. M . Pullen ..
2Lt C M. Wood . .

Unit to which posted
Edinburgh UOTC
ACDS(OR) La nd Systems
IMS Brussels
Brit Appts USA
HQ AFCENT
HS BOS Washingcon
RMCS Shrivcnham
HQ 2 Sig Bde
21 Sig Regt
16 Sig Rcgt
AA Coll HarTogace
641 Sig Tp (2 ATAF)
SANGCOM
AA Coll Harrogat e
21 Sig Regt
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
3 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
36 Sig Rcgt (V)
HQ I (BR) Corps
244 Sig Sqn
HS 11 Sig Regt
DIS(AE)
HQ SWDist/7AFHQ
HQ 49 Inf Bde
7 Sig Regt
MOD ARC
g Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
13 Sig Rcgc
11 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Rcgt
QG Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Rcgt
AA Coll Harroga te
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
11 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Rcgt
249 Sig Sqn
28 Sig Rcgt
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
244 Sig Sqn
22 Sig Rcgt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
14 Sig Reg1
30 Sig Regl
16 Sig Regt
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
LSP Oman
School of Signals
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
3 Arm d Div HQ and Sig Regt
16 Sig Rest
7 Sig Regt
I Armd Di v HQ a nd Sig Regl
22 Sig Rcgt
14 Sig Rcgt
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J U E 1989
Rank and Nome
AWOI (FofS) 0 . E. Mu rray
AWOI N. S. Round
..
AWOI (FofS) C. J. Turner
AWO I (FofS) R. Wilson
W02 (YofS) P . J . M. Jarvis
W02 R. P. Logan
..
W02 (FofS) J . Mugford ..
W02 (FofS) B. J . S. Nelson
W02 T . R. Whately
..
W02 (YofS) P . J . Wykes
AW02 P . R. Abboll
AW0 2 J . G . Chapman
AW02 P . 0 . Clifford
AW02 A. Fidd<s ..
AW02 M. Geer . .
AW02 A. J . Knight
AW02 K. \ . Lodge
..
AW02 T . G . Morrissey . .
A W02 J . Willia ms
SSgt D. Bradley . .
..
SSg1 (FofS) A . Hockley ..
SSgt D. G. Hughes
SSg1 H . Wat kins . .
SSgt w. Wau s
..
..
SSg1 (FofS) G . R. Wilson
ASSg1 S. Barringt on
ASSg1 L. H . Brooks
ASSg1 P . A . Horto n
Sgt S. Carr
..
Sgt W. . Cassells
Sgt R. S. Combe ..
Sgt S. J. Dale
Sgt 0 . Exley
Sgt M . Fairclough
Sgt M . R. Gummow
Sgt . E. Hau on ..
Sgt G. E. Head ..
Sgt A . S. Heaton . .
Sgt G . R. Henderson
Sgt G . C. Hodge ..
Sgt M. J. Lockyer
Sgt M. J . Murphy
Sgt D. A . Mc Bride
Sgt R. S. Neal
Sgt I. Philemon . .
Sgt D. Porteous . .
Sgt B. Postings
Sgt W. Rennie
..
Sgt C. R. Riddell . .
Sgt I. Shiels
Sgt B. Shipman . .
Sgt B. Simpson ..
Sgt D. G . Still
..
Sgt D. M. Till
Sgt K. G. \Vosika ..
Sgt R. Yeomans ..
Sgt A. Zammit
..
ASgt A . M. Ducker
ASg1 J. C. Ginty . .
ASgt S. R. Harrison
ASgt J . B. Lambe
ASg1 G. Shield
ASgt I. S. Swan
JULY 1989
Ronk and Name
WO I (FofS) W. R. Kirkwood
WOI R. J . Underhill
AWOI T . A . Dean
AWOI J . J . Dent
AWOI A. C . H<dgley . .
AWOI J. Kerr
..
AWOI G. P . Manning . .
AWO I I. Thorneycroft . .
AWOI A . E. Tomlinson ..
W02 (FofS) D. S. S. Andrews
W02 (FofS) M. A . Chapman
W02 M. G . G. Corsar ..
W02 (YofS) A. F. Glover
W02 (YofS) B. J. Hayward
W02 (fofS) J . M . P . Lcggate
W02 J. E. 0 . McConnon
W02 M. R. Metcalfe
W02 B. M . Stephens
W02 G. G. Townsley
AW02 S. R. Buxton
AW02 S. A. Clarke
..
AW02 (YofS) T . C. Cro5by
AW02 M. V. Doherty ..
AW0 2 W. Drain . .
..
AW02 (YofS) G . S. Grove
AW0 2 W. Ireland
..
AW0 2 P . J . Ramsey
AW02 W. B. Sanderson . .
AW02 J . W. Somerville
AW02 P . M. Watson . .
AW02 (YofS) S. C. Wa yman
SSgt A . J . Bottomley
SSgt A. R. Carr . .
SSg1 J . J . Clace ..
SSgt K. R. Couns<ll

Unit to which posted
School of Signals
HQ BAOR
28 Sig Regt
9 Sig Reg1
HQ 12 Sig Bde
13 Sig Regt
Depot Tp 11 Sig Regt
HQ AFC ENT Sp Gp (Int)
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
Cambridge UOTC
MOD(PBl l )
14 Sig Regt
HQ 4 Sig Gp
Sheffield UOTC
QG Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
FSS Cape Greco
28 err (Chester)
259 Sig Sqn
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg1
30 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
225 Sfg Sqn
8 Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt (V)
9 Sig Reg1
633 Sig Tp
I Armd Di v HQ and Sig Reg1
56 Sig Sqn (V)
8 Sig Regt
School of Signals
16 Sig Regt
ACIO Portsmouth
21 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
I Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Reg1
8 Sig Regt
Berlin HQ and Sig Reg1
262 Sig Sqn
ACI O Manchester
NATO Comms School
School of Signals
14 Sig Rcgt
I Inf Bde HQ a nd Sig Sqn
28 Sig Reg1
FSS Cape Greco
3 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Regt
FSS Mossy Hill
9 Sig Reg1
RAF Mount Pleasant
I Staffords
RMAS
259 Sig Sqn
50 Msl Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
ACJO York

..
..
..

..

..

Unit 10 which posted
RSA and Larkhill Garr i>o n
HQ Northag Staff (BAE)
7 Sig Reg1
33 Sig Regt (V)
II Sig Regt
NATO Comms School
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Comms and Sy Gp
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
32 Sig Regt (V)
HQ DCN
40 Sig Regt (V)
8 Sig Regt
LS P Oman
LSP Oman
602 Sig Tp
AA Coll Harrogate
13 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
Leeds UOTC
HQ 5 AB Bde and Sig Sqn
3 Armd Di v HQ and Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
SHAP E Sig Gp
13 Sig Regl
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1
37 Sig Regt (V)
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
22 Sig Reg1
8 Sig Regt
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~Sgt (YofS) G. T . Greig
SSgt N. W Leyla nd
SSgt E. G Tu nk s . .
S~t I) Wa rd
..
·sg1 R Woodger ..
ASSgt (YofS) S. Beane
ASSgt L. J . Brlre . .
..
ASSgt (YofS) A. C . M. Craig
AS gc (YofS) P. J . Day
..
ASSgt (Yo fS) K. E. Emmerson ..
ASSg1 M. B. George
..
ASSgc W. C. E. Gra u idge
ASSgc R. Griffit hs
..
ASSg1 (YofS) N. F. Hawley
ASSg1 (YofS) A . K. Herbert
ASSgc (YofS) S. R. Hoh
ASSgt (YofS) S. J . Lock
..
ASSgc (YofS) C. J . Monlgome ry
A Sgt G. Muir ..
..
ASSgc (YofS) C. D. R. Null
ASSg1 (YofS) A . Pauerson
ASSg1 D. R. Randle
..
ASSg1 (YofS) P . M . Sexby
ASSgl A. Turner .
Sgt J . S. Ackerley
'gt T . Ainsworth .
g1 P. M . Barr ..
Sgt P. A. Billingham
Sgt R. I. Booth
Sgt C. R. Bough
Sgt S. Brennan
Sgt A. G . Burns
Sg1 S. Cam eron
Sgt R. Crossley
Sgc A. J. Dixon
Sgt T . Docherty
Sgt J. Dunne
..
Sgt T . D. Fli ppance
Sgt T M . Flood

I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regc
Def ADP Trg Cenc re
g Sig Reg1
HQ AFNORT H (BAE)
4 Armd Di v HQ and Sig Regc
249 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regc
28 Sig Regt
55 Sig Sqn (V)
30 Sig Reat
7 Sig Regt
HQ 5 AB Bde and Sig Sqn
4 Armd Di v HQ and Sig Reg1
7 Sig Regt
608 Sig Tp
4 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Reg1
7 Sig Reg1
14 Sig Regt
9 Sig Reg1
22 Sig Regt
Sennelager Trg Cencre
30 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
7 Sig Reg1
16 Sig Regt
School o f Signals
9 Sig Regt
AC IO Liverpool
School of Signals
262 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
School of Signals
8 Sig Regc
School or Signals
NATO Comms School
30 Sig Reg1
HAC
School of Signals
AC IO Southend

Sgt S. Gallun ore
Sgt P . R. Harvey
Sgt R. F. Hodgkinson
Sgc T. F. Hoeh ne .
Sgt S. R. Holt
..
Sgt I. C. J . Hughes
Sgt E. A. Hutchinson
Sgt M. P. J. Jackson
Sg1 P . Jennings ..
Sgt G. T. Kendall . .
Sgt D. R. Little ..
Sgt R. C. Mullins ..
Sgt M. McC ue
..
Sgt K. A. MaGu ire
Sgt G. MacKenzie
Sgt T . McLaughl in
Sgt A. H. Phillips
Sgt R. P. Pullan . .
Sgt S. J . Reeve ..
Sgc G. A. J . Renshaw
Sgt F. E. Roberts .
Sgt W. S. Robertson
Sgc C. P. W. Robi nson
Sgt J . A. Rose
..
Sgt C. P. Shead ..
Sgt S. J . Somers ..
Sgt A. T. W. Steele
Sgt D. Style<
Sgt M. Tate
..
Sgt I. P . Taylor ..
Sgt P. Watson
..
Sgt F. W. Worgan
ASgt G. M. Garett
ASgt D. A. Gosney
ASgl S. M. Griffiths
ASg1 G . Lee
..
ASgt M. Murray . .
ASg1 P. O' Brien . .

238 Sia Sqn
Cyprus FSS Cap< Greco
School of Signals
35 Sig Regl (V)
4 Armd Dtv HQ and Sig Reat
I Gren Gds
Berlin HQ and Sig Regl
School of Signal•
254 Sog Sqn
21 Sig Rear
35 Sig Reg1 (V)
3 Armd Di v HQ and Sig Reg1
9 Sig Regt
School o f Signals
14 Sig Regt
632 Sig Tp
School of Signals
School of Signals
HQ AF ORTH (BAE)
30 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
3 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Signals
School of Signals
21 Sig Rcgc
School or Signals
ACIO Glasgow
225 Sig Sqn
~ ~!.sBde HQ and Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
g Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
School of Signa ls
4 Annd Div HQ and Sig Rego
16 Ad Regt
17 err (Winchester)
14 Sig Rcgt

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The fo llowing donations were gra tefully received during May 1989:Shropshire RSA . .. . . . ... . . .... ....... . . . .. ..... .
In memory of Col S. J . Lovegrove .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
All Sai nt s C hurch, Blandford . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ... ... .
Maj (Retd) Skillicarn . ..... . .. .. ..... .. . . .. . ... . .
St Alba ns C hurch, AAC Harrogate ...... .... . ... .
Mrs F . Stanley Charitable Trust . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .
WOs' a nd Sgts' Mess, 36 Engr Regt . . .. .• . .. . .. .. .
~o l K. ~ - Newell . .. .. . ...... . .. . . . . .. ... .. . . .. . .
erta Cito Lodge ... . . ... .... . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . .
In memory of Mrs Anne Gregory ... . ..... . . .. . . . .
In memory of F . C . Latter Esq . ... .. .. . ... .. . . . . .
Honora ry Colonels 36 Sig Regt (V) . . . . ........... .
Capt A . C . M . Prince .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .... . . . . . .
A Prasser Esq ..... .. .. . . . .. . .... .. .. . . .... . ... .
Misc

£350.00
£236 .59
£ 125 .00
£ 110.00
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£ 93.36
£ 20.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 5.00
£ 2.00
£ 3.80
£1,185 .75

The fo llowing donations were gratefully received during June
1989:·
D. 0 . Leary . .... . . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . • ... . .. .
£10.00
Brig J . H. Almonds ..... .. .... .. ....• ...... . . .. .
£ 5.00
In memory of Thomas F . Gates . . .... . . . . ...... . .
£ 5.00
RSA Harrogate .. ............ . .. . . . .... . .. ... .. .
£ 4.00
£24.00

The Officers' Association
The Officers' Association provides services which are
available to ex-officers and their widows and
dependants.

Services lnclude:Employment-an efficient Employment Department to
assist ex-officers of all ages and ranks to find suitable
employment, both those just leaving the Services and
those who have lost their civilian jobs. Many hundreds
of ex-officers are found jobs every year over a wide
salary range.
Financial Help-assistance is given in a nu~ber of ways
such as: cash grants to those in financial distress ,
continuing allowances to those with very small incomes,
help towards Homes fees to those who through age or
infirmity can no longer run their own homes and can
find no suitable home within their means.
The Association has offices in London and Dublin and
the Scottish Branch has offices in Glasgow and
Edinburgh.
All enquiries should be made to the General Secretary,
The Officers' Association , 48 Pall Mall, London SW l
SJY. (Tel: 01 930 0125) .
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NOTICES
DEATHS
Bailey-Cpl J. H. Bailey-died 30 June 1989.
Brook -Capt W. H. Brooks-served 1931-68-died 11 February
1989.
Gates-ex ig T. F. Gates- erved 1940-46-died 25 March 1989.
Ingram-ex W02 W. E. Ingram- served 1951-63-died 30 April
19 9.
Knox-Brig G. S. Knox CBE-served 1928-60-died 16 May 1989.
Metcalfe-Maj C. A. Metcalfe- died 6 July 1989.
Potts-Maj J. D. Potts-served 1959-75-died 10 June 1989.
Scott-Cap H.J. Scott-died 6 '"1arch 1989.
Thomas-Maj E.G. Thomas-died 28 June 1989.
Welch-ex Sig R.H. D. Welch-served 1942-47-dled 26 May 1989.

OBITUARIES
Clark-Maj W. H. Clark. 'Nobby' Clark was one of the original
members of .the Corps. Before enlisting in RE Signals he had
served with the RNVR in 1918/ 19. His first posting in the Corps
took him to Palestine where he remained for six years. During that
time he got married and had a son.
After a spell in UK he went to India in 1933 returning to
England just prior to the beginning of the w~r. He .was
commissioned as a Quanermaster in 1940. After vanous postings
which included France, Egypt and the Record Office he retired in
the rank of Honorary Major in 1954.
After his retirement he was employed with the Regular Forces
Employment Association in Wolverhampton for 17 years. He was
also a member of the Royal Engineers Association Branch in
Walsall and became its President.
'Nobby' died on 20 September, aged 88 years. He leaves a
widow and a son.
Geach-ex Sig C. J. Geach . It is with regret that we publish the death
of Charles John Geach which occurred on 14 April. He served in
the Corps as a Lineman from 1940-1947 and saw service in France
and Germany, also with 153 LM Section HQ3 Coy 2 WO Sig Regt.
He transferred from Royal Signals in 1947 and continued in the
Army with the RAEC. Later he worked for British Petroleum as
a Chemist and he lectured in Geology at Kingston College. He
leaves a widow.
Latter-ex Sig F. C. Latter-died on 3 May 1989. Lt Col (Reid) M.
E. E. Truscott writes Charles Latter served from 1933-1946. He
joined Boy Service in 1933 and went to Hong Kong with the Hong
Kong Sig Coy in 1937 where he was taken a Prisoner-of-War on
Christmas Day 1941.
After his release from the Army he joined the Ordnance Survey
as a surveyor. In 1969 he married Ruby.
Charles was an efficient soldier, quiet, unassuming, of the
highest integrity and respected by all who knew him. He attended
the 12 reunions of the Hong Kong Sig Coy and took on the task
of Secretary and served his members well up until his death.
A sad day for his widow and all members of the Hong Kong Sig
Coy 1939-45.
Mcinally-Ex W02 (FofS) J.P. S. Mcinally died peacefully after a
short illness, on 5 April 1989 aged 55. He served for 23 years in
the Corps (1952-73). Known as Jim to everyone he had tours in
Japan, Mauritus, Adan, Korea, Hong Kong, Belgium and UK.
When Jim left the Army in 1973 he worked as a senior technician
in Stirling, Scotland. Jim will be missed by all those who knew
him. We extend our sympathy to his widow and his family. SSgt
(YofS) P. J. Mcinally is currently serving in 2 Sqn, 22 Sig Regt.
Mitchell-Lt Col C. Mitchell. Colin Mitchell joined the Corps in
1941. He served in a variety of appointments until his retirement

SITUATIONS VACANT

in 1976. Since then he has been actively involved in Association
affairs, and has been a regular chairman of the fortnightly Welfare
meetings held in Regimental Headquarters. His kindness and
understanding of people's problems have brought relief to many.
He died peacefully on 29 June after a short illness, and is survived
by his two sons and daughters.
Memorial Service for ex-Cpl Robbie Carroll- On 10 May, at the
North Church of St Andrew in Aberdeen, a Memorial Service was
held for Robbie Carroll, who died so tragically in the Piper Alpha
oil platform disaster, in July 1988. More than 150 members of
Robbie's family, friends, survivors of the disaster, serving and
former members of the Corps attended the Memorial Service,
which was conducted by the Rev Gordon Haggarty, a personal
friend of Robbie. Robbie left a widow, Jeanette, and a daughter
Ashleigh . Former members of 16 Sig Regt will remember Jeanette
as Cpl Jeanette Presley in the Medical Centre. Robbie would have
been 35 years old on the day of the Memorial Service.
THE LONDON LECTURE 1989
This will be held at the London International Press Centre, 76 Shoe
Lane EC4 at 1800 on Thursday 23 November 1989.
Th~ Lecturer is Professor John Erickson FRSE, director of the
Centre for Defence Studies, University of Edinburgh and author of
several books dealing with Soviet military power.
The title of the lecture has yet to be decided but it is likely to be
concerned with the impact of electronics and technological advances
in the Soviet Union on the glasnost and perestroika initiatives.
Further information together with application forms for tickets will
appear in the Summer issue of the Journal.
ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND DINNER
The AGM will be held at 1800 hrs on Friday 20 October at the
Crown Hotel in Blandford. All present and past members of the
Corps are invited to attend. It will be followed by the Annual Dinner.
For any further information contact Lt Col K. Powell at the School
of Signals, Blandford Mil or (0258) 52581 Ex 2269.

PERSONAL
Sgt Malcolm Turfrey and Ann are shortly leaving the Army after
22 years service. They will be delighted if their friends will keep in
touch with them and will be pleased to welcome them in their new
home at 23 Summerfield Road, Chasetown, Nr Walsall ,
Staffordshire.
The original YMCA Staff, Hildelerand Barracks, Penny Pot Lane,
Harrogate, N Yorkshire (1942-1944) would be delighted to hear from
any of our Army friends from those days, so please write to us,
enclosing SAE for replies, and addressing as above: c/o The YMCA,
Lord Street, Huddersfield, W Yorkshire-and adding To Be
Collected .

FOR SALE
SD Caps 7 Ys and Hi (new) £25 Complete.
Blues Caps 7 Ys and 7 ¥s (new) £25 Complete .
SD 5ft lOin 46in Chest (new) £175.
No I Dress 5ft IOin 46in Chest (new) £150.
Brown Shoes SM (as new) £10.
Brown Shoes SL (as new) £10.
Brown Gloves (as new) £10.
Mess Dress Jacket 46in Chest Officer Pattern (Lt Wt) £40.
Uniformed Shirts (as new) £5 each.
No 6 Dress Trs 38in-31in (new) £20 each.
Spurs £10.
WOl J. S. Bailes School of Signals 2424 or Blandford (0258) 480027 .

VACANCY FOR A RETIRED OFFICER GRADE 3 IN ROYAL
IGNALS MANNING AND RECORD OFFICE
A vacancy exists now for an R03 .
The pos t, that of R03 (Manning), deals with co-ordination of
career advice, promotion boards and target structures (a detailed Job
Descri ption can be obtained from Maj R. Adamson, Glasgow Mil
2350). IL is a most interesting job with a high degree of job satisfaction
and is also, of course, an ideal opportunity to continue your links with
the Corps.
A lot of nonsense is spoken about living in Glasgow, but, in fact ,
Glasgow has changed dramatically over the last few years. Last year
it was the home of the British Garden Festival, the most successful so
far and is now preparing for the European City of Culture for 1990.
There are many things to do in and around the city. Glasgow affords
qui ck and easy access to the coast and highlands. The city centre has
many more 'green areas' and superb shopping facilities which are
improving daily, and, of course, there are the Highlands and Islands
on the doorstep, Glasgow is booming and is a nice place to live.
Applications should be made to MOD(CM(A)2), Lacon House,
Theobalds Road, London WCIX 8RY.
ROY AL SIGNALS DISPLAY TEAMS-ROJ APPOINTMENT
There is a vacancy for the R03 appointment of Administrative
Officer (AO) in the Royal Signals Display Team (RSDT) at Catterick .
The RSDT consist of the Roya l Signals Motor Cycle Display Team
(the White Helmets commanded by a Captain); the Royal Signals
Quicksilver Team commanded by a Captain and the Royal Signals
Freefall Parachute Display team (the Blue Helmets).
The AO appointment has recentl y been held by Lt Col F. C.
Lockwood OBE. It requires a retired Royal Signals officer with up to
date knowledge of the Corps' communications and the new trade
structure. He is responsible to OC RSDT for all aspects of the Teams'
administration , including the maintenance of their accounts and
preparation for audit.
He deputises for OC RSDT, in his frequent absences, in all malters
except discipline. He assists the OC with operational planning ~nd coordinates the programmes for all three teams.
There is a requirement for the AO to liaise with staff at District HQ
and with civilian entertainment agencies .
Additional details can be obtained by telephone from OC RSDT on
Catterick Mil (0748 832521) Ex 2666.
RO VACANCIES
S02 R02 Sigs 36a DSS(A) Main Building post vacant, daily
management of all AD Crypto equipments. Suits computer literate
Tfc Officer Major or above.
S03 Trg R03 , Sigs 32a DSS(A) Main Building MOD available
October 1989-to manage Royal Signals training.
S03 Sigs R03, Sigs 32c DSS(A) Main Building MOD post vacant,
Manpower and Establishments.
S03 Recruiting R03 , Sigs 32b DSS(A) Main Building post vacant,
Implementing Recruiting Policy.
There are two vacancies for Grade 2 Retired Officers within th.e
Directorate of Personnel Services in Empress State Building near Earls
Court. One appointment is to act as the personal staff co-ordinating
officer for the Director General of Personal Services (Army) and the
duties of the other include Medal Policy, and the Army Museum
Matters, Royal visits, garden parties etc. Further information may be
obtained from Lt Col S. A. Coltman- Room 1025, Empress State
Building (Tel: 01-385 2501) . Applications should be made to MODCM(A)2(R) Lacon House, Theobalds Road, London WCJX SRY.

Successful new entries selected for R03 and R02 appointments in
London may be entitled to financial assistance to enable them to move

house to take up post. Allowance up to the sum of £5,000 may be
available to reimburse Legal and Estate Agent 's fees, removal
expenses, stamp duty and associated VA T incurred for house
purchase/removal. A dvice should be sought from CM(AJ2(R0)
before commitment by anyone who considers that they may be eligible
for the allo wance.

STAFF OFFICER- NEW MU EUM PROJECT
It has been decided to build a new Royal Signals Mu eum at
Blandford Camp. A vacancy exists now for a Staff Officer to support
the New Museum Project Management Team in all aspect of
planning and fund-raising for the project.
The post, which will be full-time, will deal with the day-to-day
running of the project office; acting as organiser and secretary for all
meetings; preparing, in conjuction with the Curator, Royal ignal
Museum, detailed display briefs for consultant designers and
architects; maintaining the project office budget accounts; and, in
liaison with the Corps Accountant, implementing the policy and plans
for internal and external fund-raising appeals.
The post will be based at Blandford Camp and the Staff Officer will
report directly to the Project Manager.
Requirements: A recently retired, enthusiastic Royal Signals Officer
living in the area is likely to meet all the requirements. Alternatively,
a member of a service family, likely to be in the Blandford area for
at least two years, with suitable qualifications and enthusiasm for the
project, would be considered.
Salary: The salary for the post will be paid from Corp Funds at
R03 rates and condition of service but is not pensionable.
Applications: Applications should be made in writing, giving detail
of back~round and experience to: Project Mana~er, New Museum
Project, Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH .
8RH.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER VACANCY
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIG ALS
A vacancy will occur at the end of September 1989 in the
Association Record Section at RHQ Royal Signals for an
Administrative Officer (AO).
Applications should be sent to The Regimental Secretary, RHQ
Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street, London SWlP 4AD. Typing skills
are helpful but not essential.

ARMY FIXED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
A number of interesting and challenging vacancies ei:cist throughout
the UK. If you are leaving or have left the Services and have relevant
experience why not enquire whether 011e of the vacancies available
would suit you? At present vaca ncies exist in the kills shown in the
following locations.
Telecom Ops
Andover
Ashford, Kent
Bicester
Blackdown
Bordon
Bulford
Central London
Didcot
Glasgow
Leconfield
Wilton
Winchester

Telephonists
Alders hot
Brecon
Central London
Chatham
Colche ter
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Hermitage
Preston
Warminster
Wilton
Worthy Down

For further information contact: Tom Winsborough, Civil
Manager, HQ 2 Signal Brigade and Cotswold Garri on, Park Lane,
Corsham, Wilts SN13 9NR. Tel: 0225-814220 or Cor ham Mil 4220.
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LETTERS

REUNIONS
OLD \\ELBEXIA . A 0 IATION
R . IO. DI
ER: 15 eptember 1989.
.
,
The O\\' Reunion dinner will be held at the chool of 1gnals
Officer • \1e s. Blandford, Dor et on Friday 15 eptember 1989.
Dre. will be black tie and timing are 1930 hr. for 2000 hrs. The
co t will be approximately £20.
pplication , including a contact address and telephone number
hould be ent to: The Adjutant, \ elbeck College, Worksop, Notts
O 3L , or by telephoning: Work op (0909) 476~26 Extn 30 ..
pplication hould arrive at least two week pnor to the Dinner.
THE . ATIONAL EXPOW
OCIATION
Ai
AL GENERAL MEETING AND REU IO N,
\\AR ' ER HOLIDAY VILLAGE, MIDDLETON-ON- EA,
EX COA T, 27 TO 30 OCTOBER 1989
The Coun ii of the
ociation would like to extend a hearty
wel ome to any of your member who were pri oner of war a~d who
would like to attend the A sociation' AGM and. Reunion. !"
thoroughly intere ting and entertaining weekend '~as enjoyed_ by all m
19
and we confidently expect the ame agam. There 1. ample
parking pace at the Holiday . illage and th~ disabled are m g~od
hand . Full detail of the Reum~n can be obtained from the Re.union
ecretary, harle Jago, 74 ortolk Road, West Harnham, Salisbury
P2 HG . Tel: (0722) 333599.
Detail of A ociation member hip can be obtained from the Hon
Gen ecretary, Le lie Allen, 99 Parlaunt Road, Langley, S!ough
L3 BE. A tamped and addressed envelope would be appreciated.

From: George W. Cook

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIA TIO
The A ociation, together with the Ministry of Defence and
the Department of Employment, is part of the Force Re enlement Service. Our ta k i to assist all non-commis ioned men
and women who er ed with good character for a minimum of
three years, or le s if di charged on medical ground , to find
civil employment at the end of their engagements.
Our service are free, and we take a long term intere tin exRegular ; the e services are available to them throughout their
working live .
Our Employment Officers are situated in Branches through out the United Kingdom and they maintain close contact with
local employers and Jobcentres. Their addre ses and telephone
number can be obtained from Unit Resettlement Officers ,
Jobcentres and local telephone directories .
During I April 1988-3 1 March 1989 the Association assisted
9,918 men and women with their settlement and placed 5,117
in employment. Of those placed 2,444 were men and women
from the Army and 223 were from Royal Signals.

l'IDlA ARM (1746-1947) EX-SERVICES RE NION
The next reunion will take place on Saturday 16 September at the
Southall Community Centre. Anyone who served with the !ndian
Army i cordially invited to attend . Admi sion i free. Particulars
from Mr C. J. J.M. Lawrence, 49 Grand Avenue, London 10 3BS .
HORA HENA AND EKALA
A reunion has been arranged for 15 September at the Belmont
Hotel, Leicester. It i hoped that as many as po ible of th o e who
ened at Hora Hena or Ekala between 1944 and 1949 will be able to
be pre ent. All particular can be obtained from Harry Moore, l Blue
Granite Park, The Green, Mountsorrel, Leice tershire LE12 ?AG or
by telephone (0533) 375423. Do come!
HARROGATE 66B-RE NION DINNER
Calling all members of Harrogate 66B. It is propo ed to hold a
Reunion on 7 October at Blandford in the Sergeants' Me s.
Accommodation will be available on a fir t come basis and the
evening will include Dinner with first class entertainment.
For further deail contact: WOI J. S. Bailes, School of Signals, Ext
2424 or Home Blandford (0258) 480027.

IS THAT THE WIRE?
' I have not had my Wire'.
Have you paid your sub cription?
How did you pay?
Have you checked the e particulars with your bank?
Have you changed your address?
erving per onnel may wish to obtain their copies from the PR! of
their unit.
Officer , tho e serving in non Signals units and retired n:embers
hould obtain theirs by completing the subscription form printed m
The Wire each September and ovember. Please order early.
Please notify a change of address by completing the coupon below
and sending it to RHQ .
If you comply with thee requests you will help RHQ to keep its
record up-to-date and, more important, you sho uld receive your copy
of The Wire at the time of issue.
To: RHQ Royal Signal 56 Regency Street,
London SWIP 4AD.

THE SOLDIER AS COLLECTOR
A SPECIAL EXHIBITION AT
THE NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM
21 JUNE 1989 TO 14 JANUARY 1990
ADMISSION FREE
Organi ed to celebrate Museums Year , this free Special
Exhibition look at the remarkable range of item collected by
British soldier in peace and war.
A large number of unusual souvenirs and trophies will be
repre ented, but this Special Exhibition will also introduce
some important academic collections, and the colourful
characters who created them. The Exhibition will chronicle the
adventurous lives of fighting men who were also ethnographers, archaeologists, natural historians and collectors of
antiquities, and enable visitors to find out more about the
important contributions wh ich many of them have made to the
advancement of knowledge.
Items from the collections of Gen Pitt-Rivers, one of the first
sy tematic archaeologists, will be on display and one of a
myriad of colourful characters to be featured in the Exhibition
will be Frederick M. Bailey, a soldier whose many extracurricular activities included entomology, exploration and
espionage. Bailey was sent into Russia to report on the progress
of the Russian Revolution, and his disguise foo led the
Bolsheviks so succe sfully that they actually hired him to track
down and capture himself!
Exhibition organiser Marion Harding said:' 1989 is Mu eums Year, which seeks to draw attention
to the variety of fascinating collection on display in
Britain's museums, and I am sure that the range of
items gathered together for this unusual Special
Exhibition will make it an exciting contributio n to the
Mu eums Year programme'.

Dear Sir,
I would like to jump into the 'FofS fray' (Letters from Fof Cooper
The Wire, November 1988 and FofS McDonald and Inman- The
Wif:e, March 1989), and relate a Foreman of Signals story to top
theirs.
In June 1944 a Foreman of Signals Refresher Course at Catterick
was at tended by 14 Foremen .
In December 1944 all 14 flew to Mons in a single Dakota and it was
jokingly remarked that should our plane go down, the war' would end
a few days thereafter.
As an ex-Foreman of Signals myself I suggest, with tongue in cheek
that a ga thering of two or more Foremen be referred to as a 'Faux Pa'
of Foremen'!
Yours truly,
George W. Cook
CanCom Co nsultants Inc
183 Temelec Circle
onoma
California 954768026
USA
from: W02 (FofS) R. Wilson BA
Dear Sir,
As we are having a run of records, regarding, in particular
Foremen of Signals, it may be of interest to learn that presently ther~
are three brothers in the Corps each of the same rank and
appointment. 1 am the eldest, and I joined the Corps as an adult and
tht:n my younger twin brothers became apprentices. W02 (Fof ) Paul
Wilson BEM is now servi ng in BAOR and W02 (FofS) Pete Wilson
BA is serving in the UK. Are there other serving members who can
equal the family connection?
Yours faithfully,
Roy Wilson
3 Sqn
13 Sig Regt
BFPO 45
From: Maj J. D. Heck

foll<?wing my involvement in the "1I air cra~h in January this year. I
rece1.ved well over IOO get well cards, and many visitor;. I have
contmued to make a steady recovery and at the time of writing (mid
June) I am still in hospital but the progres continues.
Yours,
James D. Heck
Ward 7
Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital
Brackley Hill
Stanmore
Middx

From: Jim Mellett
Dear Sir,
40th Anniversary of Junior Leadership
It may not be generally realised but this year is the 40th Anniversary
of a significant time in the history of Junior Leadership training in the
Royal Signals.
In October 1949 a new Squadron of Boys was formed at the Green
Howards Depot, Richmond, Yorks. It was formed by bringing in a
nucleus of Senior Regimental Boys and Boy NCOs from Harrogate
and by recruiting a new intake for training, I was a member of that
first Squad and we passed out on 6 January 1950.
If I remember rightly the Squadron was called o l Independent
Selection Sqn (Boys Wing), The Sqn HQ being the Regular Training
Squadron at Gallowgate Camp. We remained at Richmond till mid
1950 when we went to Beverley and became 6 Trg Regt and became
known for evermore as 'Beverley Boys' .
l attach a photograph taken on the day of the Passing out Parade
but I regret that I only remember a few of the name , I am first on
the left centre rank, next to me is Wally Wheeler and next to him i
Ernie Metters, the only other name I can recall with absolute certainty
is Maurice Matthews (seventh from left rear rank) who joined up with
me on the same day from Jersey. Perhaps some one else can fill in the
gaps.
Yours faithfu lly,
Jim Mellett
The Bungalow
51 A Earls Court Square
London SW5 9DG

Dear Sir,
I would like, through your pages, to thank all those members of the
Corps who sent me messages of goodwill and encouragement

attention Chief Clerk,

ame, Initial , Rank ................ .. ...................... .
ew Addre s, with effect from .. . .. . ............. .. .......... -

·· ·····-· . ....... ······· .............................. . .... .

. ..... ... ...... .. .. ... . .. ... .. . ... ... .... . .. . .. . .. ..... .. . . .
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IlEPORT FROM ULS'I'ER

orthern Ireland
BFPO 825

THE \I IT Of THE Oin , MAJ GEN R. F. L. COOK
On 4 and 5 fay, Maj en ook paid hi initial. isi.t a · our new
Oin 10 nit in orthen Ireland. IL \a a ' lurlwmd tour, the
character of which can be t be seen from the pictures taken on the
way.
233

3 INF BOE HQ AND IG QN
The last stop on the Oin ' tour was at 3 In f Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
where he lunched before gelling back to work. First a practice shoot
v ith the ASO and HF53-re ulting in an impressive 2in grouping.
Seconds later he was required to don protective clothing and assi t in
defusing a car bomb just out ide the MT. Finally he was invited to
listen to a barrage of war torics in the 'Whynge Inn' before departin g
again for Li burn .

JG QN (NI)
.
.
. .
.
23 ig qn, 1aj en ook wa given t~e five h1lhng tour .. Thi
con ·isted of a 60 minute race from the magic blue boxe of Brrnton
to the remarkable beige boxe of the AM and culminating in a brief
in pection 0f the a toni hing off-white boxe with which India Tp
bu y them e;.he .
The General wa im ited to peer al VDU • Modem , keyboard ,
multiplexers, micro' ave ovens and a wide electio n of other
equipment. He wa al o introdu ced to several members of the
quadron, although the lack of time precluded more than a brief word
in each department.
l

39 I 'f BOE HQ A D IG Q
ext top wa 39 In f Bde HQ and ig Sqn where the SOinC wa met
by the OC faj teve John · and WOI (R M) Andy Mel ille . He wa
then briefed on Cougar by W02 (Yof ) Chris Ailken and on the
'wonder of y con' by gt hakespeare.
ext on the Ii t ''a a brief on H eli-Tele by SSgt Partridge, and then
a car fit, demon trated by gt Carl head. Finall y the en~ire ca t of
the Bde Comd' rover group wa presented by Cpl • couse Wharton .

Londonderry

8 INF BOE HQ A D IG SQi
On to Londonderry, where the highlight of the General's vi it was
a morning pent in green kit, touring the city. First stop was Fort
George, then Ro emount SF Base f?llowed . by a (thankfully
une,e ntfu l) return trip through the Bog 1de. Holiday naps coune Y
of 1aj Jim Stabler ( andwiched between top cover enme ).

SABO demonstrated to the SOinC by Sgt ' Stew ' Johnston

The SOinC meets members of the Bde Comd's rover group

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807

This time our notes have a rather satisfying navour wi th the ARU
report and our success at the Skill-at-Arms Meeting; unfortunately
they are soured by the horrific murder by the Provisional IRA of LCpl
•Jock' Dunca n RCT who was ambushed on his way to pick up
primary school chi ld ren in the school minibu . Our sincere
condolences to his wife Pauline and their children. 'Jock' was a well
respected member of the squadron MT and will be sorely missed by
all.
NORTHERN IRELAND SKILL-AT-AR MS MEET 1989
Report by SSgt Martin Leighfield
NJSAAM thi year was held, as usual, at Ballykinler over the
weekend 7-9 April. The weather, for the start was miserable, but soon
brightened up, as did the scores . The rine ream consisted of
gts
Martin Leighfield , Kev Bailey, LCpls Bill Dodd (RPC) and Kev
Pen ma n (REME) . The LMG match wa fired by SSgt Bailey and LCpl
Bill Dod d . In the section match we acquired the able assistance of Cpl
Jim Alger, who was only there for the medals.
Friday afternoon saw the start of the competition proper with S gt
Martin Leighfield fir l Lo shoot the Henry Whitehead . As well as this
match Sgt Kev Bailey and LCpl Bill Dodd competed in the LMG
match . Their combined scores meant that we had won our first match
of the competition.
The following day we mustered all our skill and resources 10 go on
and win the Roupell Cup and finish second in the Whittaker moving
target. These results meant that we had won the Minor Unit Rine
Team Championships.
We were on a high, although 233 Sig Sqn was running a close
second, the only match left to go was the section match . All we had
Lo do was to compete and not come last. If 233 Sig Sqn were to win
the Minor Units, by one point, iL had to win and we had to lose the
section match.
We were fir t down the range, on a rather blustery but dry day.
There we were on the 610m line and champing at the bit. Targets up,
and away went LCpl Bill Dodd a few seconds later his LMG spat fire
and the target disappeared . For ome reason the butts showed a nag,
we did not protest as the indication of a miss helped when he fired at
the second exposure. The rine ection received 20 penalty point for
not killing at 500m, all in all we finished with a reasonable score .
39 Bde Sig Sqn was next 10 go, followed by 233 Sig Sqn and then
Ord Depot Northern Ireland. At thi stage 233 Sig Sqn was winning
and we were losing with only one Learn left to go, 46 Comd Wk ps
REME. As 46 ran down we were wishing penalties upon them, so they
would come last, and 233 Sig Sqn wa hoping the Wksps would beat
us. After 46 had finished 233 was hopeful, as 46 had incurred no
penalties, and mild panic was setting in in the 8 Bde camp. LCpl Bill
Dodd rushed over to hear the scores along with SSgt 'Taff' Carr from
233. The result was an noun ced 46 Comd Wk p had won the section
match, which mea nt that we had won the Minor Unit Championships
beating 233 Sig Sqn by one point. Many thanks to 46 Comd Wksps
from 8 Bde Sig Sqn .
On the individual front both SSgt Martin Leighfield and LCpl Bill
Dodd qualified for the GOC' XII, the Roberts, a nd finished 18th and
15th, respectively, in the rine match. LCpl Bill Dodd al o finished
36th in the Champion at Arm . A mention for LCpl Kev Penman who
shot well for his fi rst year in competition . Cpl Jim Alger al o went
home happy and clutching the medal he had so long de ired.
The Learn now goes on to the Corp meeting and Bisley along with
our fello w Northern Ireland Signal Squadrons 233 and 39 Bde.

Let me take you back to 26 Apnl . . .
It is a typical late spring day m Derry, ie it was snowing heavily, and
Comd 8 Inf Bde faced the first challenging task of his formal visit; he
stood square on and faced the impassive team of riggers beneath the
Ebrington Barracks mast.
He was invited by Cpl Dai Treeby to don coveralls. After a short
struggle, he was invited to don another set of coveralls, as it was
quickly realised the first set was more uited to a slightly built, very
short member of the ACF .
As he began his climb, beckoned on by the 'Come on, I'm geuing
a bit cold' expression of LCpl 'Mac' McDonald, he must have had
reservations about completing the remainder of his tour, but, under
the guidance of Cpl Ian Church, he made it to the top and back in one
frozen piece.
There was no respite for him, however. He was led around the
corner to meet the 'Hilton Death Squad', otherwise known as the
Brigade Rover Group. By some extraordinary coincidence, as they
drove past the POL point, they just happened to meet a' urly, riotous
crowd' in ugly mood (thank you, HQ Coy I R HAMPS), who
proceeded to attack them with any and all means at their disposal.
Rover Group deployed with their usual efficiency, which involved
LCpl Rick Halliwell, Pte 'Geordie ' Coggins and Sig imon Malin,
Paul Marsden and Harry Monks laking several well-aimed potatoe
to the head as they formed protective cover. LCpl ' Geordie' Finlay
was set upon by a few of the braver rioters, and howed that the
shorter length of the SABO allows the fine an of 'butt jabbing' to be
practised with ease. Meanwhile, the Commander was hastened
(bundled? thrown?) into the nearest building by Cpls Kev Hilton and
Jim So rbie , the house was secured and reinforcements called. The 7th
Cavalry, in the gui e of LCpl 'Woody' Wood 's QRF, arrived in the
nick of time and dispersed the mob with minimum fuss.
Suitably impressed with these scenes of gra1uitou violence, the
Commander was then e coned to look at some boring communication
kit under the watchful eye of the Foreman , W02 'Nobby' Baugh, a
wallet of technicians (well, you think of a more apt group name) had
deployed an emergency talk-through and portable Operation room.
This allowed him to enjoy coffee and biccies with the overstretched
lads of TM Tp: Cpls Dave Griffin and Martin Kendall, LCpls Andy
Cameron and 'Jonah' Jones , a nd Sig 'Gerry' Fill. We will never know
exactly what sort of hallucinogen went into his coffee, but he came
away muttering about TM Tp working too hard.
His final visit of the day was with the Operators of Comms Tp,
forced out of bed and SYSCON fo r this special occasion (apparently
it took three hours for their eyes to grow accustomed to the daylight) ,
displaying rebros and CPs. This had necessitated a certain amount of
refresher training ('Ge ntlemen, this box is a Clansman 353 , it is a ort
of radio'), but they all proved up to their task. The dets were manned
by Cpls 'Chas' Tolton, Shean Dewar, Brian Green, Jim Alger, Tony
Scoins and LCpl Paul Elson. Lt Emma Pascoe's wardrobe was by
'man at Q&M' .
And that was that. The Commander returned 10 Brigade HQ, the
Officer Commanding' huttle ticket still in his pocket, and everyone
was happy. All in all , a great day out for the whole family , and just
goes to show what it ' po sible to achieve with a 'can-do' attitude and
two months' preparation.

ARU
by Lt C. J. Thackray
We are informed that there may still be readers out there who are
of the opinion that our life here in the combat zone is one long round
of 'Ops NI', and we are spared the ritual degradation of audits,
boards of Officers and the like; well, if you're thinking of a posting
out here to avoid all that, then , as the saying goe -cheers, easy. I' m
here to tell you all about the awesome spectacle that wa the 8 Inf Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn ARU ; a glittering experience loved by the critic :-

Home from home demonstrated by Cpl 'Scouse' Wharton
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The 'Wheelbarrow' demonstrated by Capt Mike Dolomore of the
EOD Detachment
THE WIRE . JULY 1989

' Magnificent' - DCOS
'A smash hit'-COS
'This one will run and run ' -Comd 8 Inf Bde
'No, of course we didn't rehearse it' - Maj Jeremy Ellis
THE WIRE, JULY 1989

The (FofS), W02 'Nobby' Baugh, demonstrates an emergency
talkthrough deployment. LCpl Andy Cameron and Cpl Dave Griffin
supervise his work. The OC looks cynical, and the RSM , W01
'Dixie' Dean, wonders what's in the box
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 801
T 39

Thi i the title of the ne'' quadron magazine. It .:over :he gap in
ne\\ and go ip betwe · The Wire and the ews of the 11-'orld.
irculation ha doub led l 12 copie in the pace of one i ue and it
.eem de tined to go fro1n trengt h to trength. Some of the notable
e\ent it ha
overed o far include WOl (R M) Mel vill e's
un ucces ful altempt to nauen an ar moured La ndrover with the boot
of hi car. T wo i ue and no libel ca e to a nswer yet. Eat your heart
out, Eye.
lot of ha;d work wa put in by Cpl Vince McNaught and ig
• tig' Richards to en ure that the Red o e day fu nc tion rai ed a lot
of monev. One eve nt had a number of member itting in a bath of
cold bake d bea n fo r 30 minute tint . A good night was had by a ll
and congratulation to everyone who helped raise the £600.
On a more eriou note , t\ o members of T M Tp had a na rrow
e cape at ort h Howa rd treet Mill. Having pac ked their va n in th e
secure ca r park , to au end to a fa ult in the b uilding, two minute after
they left it it had been devastated by a pa ing bl a t bo mb. On the
bright ide however, it wa n't TM Tp 's va n . . .
The Warrenpoint RUC ra tio n bo mb al o made for a n excit ing day
o ut. Co mm were re tored \\ ithi n a matter o f hour . a wa the O C'
blood-pre ure .

Rugby w:is another port we did well in but not quite well enough
to carry off the cup. LCpl 'Wilf' Williams captained the side from
crum-half and wa out tanding all the way through. He was more
than ably as isted by Capt Beard at outside-half and the re t o~ ~he
side including the O
qn. We managed to b_eat all our oppo 1uon.
except in the final game when a rather .lax pertormance ag~m t 8 Int
Bde re ulted in defeat. o after beating the eventual winner. (on
point ) we fe lt di appointed not ~o ~arry away the cup.
Soccer proved lightly more difficult for our glad iators, a.nd we
managed only a 500Jo uccess rate. Nonethete ·s, thanks to the likes of
Sgt Dave Harris and team captain C pl 'Fossi l' W ha rto n were equal
runner -up over the day.
The day was great fun overall not only for our Unit but for all tho e
who took part and the spectators.
Eventually we carried off the trophy, presented by Commander
Communications o rthern Ireland 10 Sig A nd y Dutton . Also the
hockey team won its respective trophy. HQN I pipped us on point
difference for the rugby cup, fittingly, as the trophies were in memory
Qf C pls Howes and Wood .
. .
. ..
Ma ny thank to R M A ndy Melville for orga m 1ng the acuv1ues
a nd SSgt Mike Hendley who was chief scorer .
P The rugby ide woul d like to point out that the rumour of the
OC Sq n Maj teve John catchi ng a ball at the onh ern Ireland
Sevens is to tally unt rue.

11CKLt: TROPHY
Yet another example of the amazing standard of fitness of this
. quad ron wa the winning of the annual Tickle Trophy. This trophy
1s presented to the Northern Ireland Unit with the highest BI-T /Cl T
pass rate for the year. Along with two other Units the Squadron
achieved a IOOOJo pass rate. No undue innuence was brought to bear
on the PT staff who invigilated the tests. Surely Joggers' Paradise
(aka .Th1epval Barracks) must be the posting for aspiring fitne s
fanatics?

The 'Squadron Gl a d iato rs' - inc lud ing two Brigade Staff Officers!
FOREMAN'S FOLLY
Having kid napped the O C a nd RQMS's designer mugs the Foreman
W02 Russ Moran decided he wou ld hold the mugs to ransom them
to enhance th e T M T p drin ki ng fund. The OC Maj John tried
diplomacy a nd bluster, bu t the Foreman doesn't give in. that easi ly!
The RQMS W02 Derek Coker assured the OC that no ransom shou ld
be paid and that his SAS team (S tores a ll Su nday) would take care of
the problem. So it was, th at while the Forema n of Signal sat mugly
in hi\ office the tea m hit, mugs successfu ll y rescued, the Foreman of
ignal was plast icuffed a nd de livered to the O fficer Commanding for
legal proceedi ngs.

EXERCI E IRO CIRCLE
Thi year' quad ron battle camp rook place on the O tterburn
Training area and the act ivitie split into two epara te week . T he fir t
\\eek went according to an unnamed pre o fficer as follow : T he
exerci e took place at Ouerburn.
One platoon of I Bn The Antrim Fu iliers deployed 10 Manchun ia
in order 10 re 1rain the hostile force of People O rganisat ion for
Liberation of Ozcabia (POLO).
On arrival at Otterburn the boys were given an exercise brief. Much
to the surprise of the stand-in platoon commander Sgt 'Shakey'
hake peare and rineman Cpl Hood, the men were a llowed a night
(well half a night) off to catch up on the sleep already mi sed .
0500 hr the 1ime, and earl y morning PT the occasio n . A fte r a run ,
a au lt course and log race the boys were now ready to take o n the
breakfast so delicately prepared by chefs Cpl Ron Steven on and LCpl
Al Payne. The re t of the daylight hours were spent revi ing such
beauties as patrol harbour , ambushes, and patrolling . Calls of rall y,
rally , rally were heard for many hours and according to Cpl 'Duty
Dieter' Chappell are very useful. Honest!
On reaching full potential the platoon was alerted to the threat and
hence deployed to the field. A long (some may say too long) tab of
!Okm was the first hurdle to be overcome. A fter reaching a platoon
RV we moved across open ground at altitude and into the harbour
area. The order came through that enem y activity was occurring in
the vicinity and observation po t were to be put out. Slight troubles
and skirmi he happened during the night but nobody was lost, and
morning routine was a welcome break , especially to Cpls 'Old Man '
Curti and Colin 'I think I'm dead ' Williams.
The next day the enemy wa sighted and being ultra keen Cpl Steve
Ferri acting as platoon sergeant shook the boys around and moved
into a border area .
The rest of the week was spent trying to find out what the score in
the FA Cup Final wa (as Trev Ellis' Sony Walkman had packed in)
and doing recce patrols, fighting patrols and an ambush .
All in all the week was exhausting and much was learned especia ll y
b> the DS.
MERC RY C P
The porting prowes of the whole Squadron was put 10 the test one
sunny Saturday in April this year. The annual meeting of the '
Province's Signal Squadrons took place in Lisburn, hosted by 39 Inf
Bde .
Participants apart from ourselves were HQ I, 225 Sig Sqn, 233 Sig
qn , 3 Inf Bde and 8 Inf Bde. The scene was set for a day of
competitive sport , with contests in Rugby, Soccer , Hockey and
Basketball.
The day got off 10 a good start with most of our sides winning their
respective games. The hockey, captained by Cpl Steve Ferris and ably
a isted by some staff officers and a few squadron soldiers had the
be t day of all our sides. They eventually won all of thei r games
against tiff opposition and after a narrow win against 233 Sig Sqn
were outright winner .
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Co m d 39 Inf Bde, Brig Bryan Dutton presents the Tickle Trophy
for BFT' s t o the OC , Maj Steve J ohns

233 Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

Lt Co l Steve Siddall sharing a smile with Cpl Steve Ferris

The Officers and SNCOs of 233 Sig Sqn {Northern Ireland) May 1989

EXERCI E WINTER WARRIOR 1989
A report by Pte Field

Comd Comms, Lt Col Steve Siddall presents the Royal Signals
Sports Shield to Sig Andy Dutton
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After 36 hours of travelling, we arri ved in Wertach, Bavaria on a
wet Sunday afternoon. There was no now in sight, not very
promising . After ski kit issue and briefings there was just enough time
for a quick visit 10 the bar before bed in our five tar accommodation.
On Monday morning at 0630 hrs we all awoke 10 the scream of
' fire , fire, fire ' (just a practice) and after break fa t we were ferried up
to the slopes in four tonners . That's when the fun started . For mo t
o f. us the fir I morning' in truction was : 'Thi is a ski, that i your
ski boot. Clip the boot on to the ski . That wa the ea y part : tanding
up for longer than five minutes wa slightly more difficult.
A there was no snow for the next two days we had day trip to the
Deutsches Museum, ice skating and swimming. Thursday wa back to
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Pte Field
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the . lope and to the 'T Bar ' which for mo t of us wa a complete
di ter but \\ e all got the hang of it after about the eighth go .
Friday night "a the highlight of the two weeks for a couple o f us
"ith a night out in Kempton. I wa the only girl who had the courage
to venture out ide Wertach and away from the instructor table. I
tagged along \\ith fiv gentlemen: Cpl ' Pete the feet' Low. Cpl harp ,
L pl Lewi , Parr) and ig ' Geordie bootroom' Harrison , and after
a great evening we \\ere all met by W02 Copperwaite, by the back
door making ure we all got back afely .
For me the weekend consi ted of fire piquet, pan ba hing, and era s
country kiing. 1onday we were ba k on the slope and for the next
couple of da ·s we learnt ho' to nrn and how to do ba ic sw ings.
ome of us however were happy o tick to the nowplough P<?Sition
for the whole t o week . Thur day we took our bronze te t which we
all pa ed in blizzard condition . Friday was a fun day with farewell
drink from our In tructor Pte Chris Wilson, so I spent the re t of the
afternoon going down mountains on my face instead of my kis!
fter packing up early and handing in the kit, we were off to the
bar for prize-giving, sketches, singing and goodbyes, mo l of u in bed
b; midnight , then up again at 0300 hrs for our journey home.
I ' DIA TROOP
Again the time ha come to get out the dictionary and the Thesaurus
and put pen to paper .
We bade farewell to Pie Karen Cooper, who moved from one
building to another within the Squadron, now working in Commcen
Tp. ig ' tan' Cummings has finally hung up his uniform and
departed for the civilian life. LCpl Steve Jones has also left us for
iwy street. Finally goodbye to LCpl 'Mo' Morris who ha also said
cheerio to the military lifestyle and has gone off to get married and
live in cotland. Best of luck to you in your future .
We lo e four and gain one (as we expect nowadays) . Welcome to Sig
' tan 2' McDermid from 1 Div HQ and Sig Regl and also to his wife
Corola . Have a nice tour.
TECH TROOP
The Troop bid farewell to Capt Al Hooley who has left us for a
well earned re t in Berlin .
We welcome the ne' TOT, Capt Jim Hanifin. Hope you don't play
guitar! Capt Al Hooley will be best remembered for his expertise in
designing cable pits. A very clever design, they can doub le up as
S\\imming pools, or footbaths . Anyway, now that we have gone
metric, things might be a bit easier in the future!

Capt Al Hooley (right) handing the Troop over to Capt Jim Hanifin

(left)

COMINGS AND GOI NGS
At times li fe in Romeo T p can appea r to be one continuou~ happy
party and yet as always people mu t move o n to pastures new.
Farewell and good luck to Maj Ewing who will be enjoying the
sunshirc o.f Verden . Goodbye also to C pl 'Cloggy' Clogg who has left
us for I Di v and to <;pl 'Wo,ody' Wood w ~ o is now o~ hi s TI . fi nally
say. goodbye to Cpl Dodge Naylor who 1s now tounng the world as
a c1vvy .
. In ~h e ir place we welcome the new Troop OC, Capt Neal Yeoell a nd
his wife Diana. Other newcomers to the Troop are Cpl Eric Sykes
Dave Buckingham and Cpl Mal Pryke. Mal Pryke was posted fro0-:
Radi o Section after eating a Cougar PR one day when the Nip Inn
canteen was closed .
We also extend our congratulations to Cpl George Hume and his
wife Liz on the birth of their second son Craig.

The new Troop swimming pool due to be opened up soon with
Tech Tp swimming consultants
(l eft to right): FofS Hughes, LCpl Kerr, Cpl Jolly , LCpl Griffiths
and Sgt Bagnall

T he Troop also bids farewell to Cpl 'Rock' Hudson and his wife
Tnicy who have left us for civvy street. Also to Sgt 'Fudge' Webb who
joins 264 Sig Sqn (will Radio Section ever be any different without
him? After all who ever saw him?) .
Welcome to Sgt Pete Szeremeta who has joined us from Catterick .
A poem, Ode to the Sy con Tech, by WCpl Cherry Banfield .

COMMCEN TROOP
COMIC RELIEF
Commcen Tp raised £356 .89 for the Comic Relief Appeal and Mr
Rus ell Thom pso n of Oxfam Northern Ireland came down from
Belfast to receive the cheque.

LO G ERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL
PRESENTATIONS
On hi s farewell visit to the Province the outgoing SOinC, Maj Gen
P. D. Alexander CB MBE, presented LS & GC Medals to seven
members of 233 Sig Sqn (Northern Ireland) and a member of 39 Inf
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.

ODE TO THE SYSCON TECH

Standing (left to right): Ptes Ingham, Granger, Mr Russell

Ar 8 O'clock we're smart and fit
To babysit our Brinton Kit
Lightweights pressed and feeling keen
We sync ourselves on ro routine
At five past eight the thirst is on
But kettle's empty- something's wrong
'Quick' switch it on to local loop
And fill it up by standby route
With flapping over, water boiled
The brews get working parts all oiled
And so we sit and wait and watch
A remsdaq screen that's slightly botch
At half past one it 's down all tools
'Tis Neighbour's time; for Ramsey Rules!
So off we bimble down the back
The shifties, shirkers, FofS and Jack
Come evening time there's ale's to quoff,
So dis the Link and Log right off
With loopback boxes switched to one
It's hand in called the mouth in Run

ROMEO TROOP
PERSONALITIES
OCTp
21C
YofS
Tp SSgt

Thompson, LCpls Adams and Sackett

Kneeling (left to right): Cpl Partridge and LCpl Potter

Capt N. Yeoell
W02 (FofS) W. Stockdale
SSgt C. MacKenzie
SSgt R. Ingham

Despite the usual everyday jobs and fast balls, Romeo Tp managed
to put up quite a good show in the McKelvie Trophy, with quite
decisive victories in both football and squash, and narrowly missing
victory in the shooting competition, due to really, really, really biased
rules on the day .
As many know Romeo has always been involved in charitable
activities, and Saturday 3 June was no exception. The Troop ran a
'goldfish stall' at the Lisburn Garrison Summer Fete where the day
wen~ very well, with over £117.58 (give or take £100) being raised by
the stall's enthusiastic minders, SSgl Bob Ingram, Sgts Pele
Farrington and Ralph Johnson and Sig Chris Ravenhill .
During the morning preparations Sig Chris Ravenhill almost ended
the day before it began-he managed to drop all the goldfish on the
floor of the workshops. Luckily none perished. All the fish, some with
headaches, went to good homes .
~eft

to right): W01 (YofS) Secker with wife Teresita and children Christopher and Mark; W02 (FofS) Stockdale · SSgt Maddison- Sgt
hornton-Granville with wife Lesley and daughters Claire and Nicola; Maj Gen P. D. Alexander; Sgt Jacobs with .;,.ife Eileen; Cpl Curtis
with w ife Marieke and daughter Kirsty; SSgt Carr with wife Chris and SSgt Arbuckle

The FofS bathing his feet (or has he lost his trousers?)
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In a very full exercise timetable we take most of the trade cla•:;es
but Tele Op (Tg) in particular, through all necessary field ~kills, and
practises to make them complete trade man.
It is rare in.deed for every member of the Troop to be together but
we managed IL for the photograph.

- News from Headquarters Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

Cpls ' Dave ' Old , Colin Gardner, Mark Elliott, Sig Spider We bb
Cpls Ch ri s Breen, K. B. Smith , Andy Donaldson , Peter Prater, Sgt
Rob Ibbots on, W02 (YofS) Bill Ruthven , Capt Dave Luckett (QC
Tp) and Sgt J im McMahon

EXERCI E CHAMOIS L"EATHER II
This was the second time that the car parks in Harrogate have been
flooded by Penney Sqn. A charity car wash which took place on FA
Cup Final Day!
£1,600 was raised and cheques of £750 were presented to the
Treasurer of the local Save the Children Fund Branch Mis L.
Davison and the Chairman of Harrogate's National Childr~n Home
Mr Bryn Heapy (Ex Royal Signals).
'

Ex Chamois Leather II practise using PS cars . . .

PENNEY QUADRON
Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award .

Champion Squadron-Rawson Sqn with the Cup, Comd Trg Gp R Signals and the Comdt

CHAMPION Q ADRO
At the end of the Spring term a hard and close fought battle for
Champion Squadron took place once again. Rawson Sqn, having won
the Swimming, was training hard. Scott was keen to retain the trophy,
Bradley was doing what only Junior Leaders do and Penney Sqn was
taking it all in their stride. Commander Training Group R Signals,
Brig A. F. Eastburn came for the day. The drill competition took
place in the morning, Bradley were Junior winners and Rawson Senior
winners. The final competition saw Penney disqualified and placed
last in five of the events. Rawson after several years has at last
regained Champion Squadron
for
the Summer Tenn .
Congrarulations.
EXERCISE SIL VER SWORD
Ex Silver Sword was a week's training organised by OC Sqns, which
was to give the Apprentices' Squadron Commanders a chance to
command their Squadrons. The only proviso was that some form of
home defence training must take place.
BRADLEY SQUADRON
Bradley Sqn went to Leek Training Area. The Sqn 2JC, Capt John
Wallace, said it was a tremendous week spoilt only by the cellnet
telephone that the OC, Maj Mike Fisher, insisted upon taking. That's
technology John . . .
COTT SQ ADRO
Ex Silver Sword consisted of seven sunny days of field training
based on our home defence role with the Squadron being supported
by Mil Trg Wing and the affiliated staff. Training varied from Fibua '
to Cordon and Search with opportunities to fire on the anti-ambush
and section in defence ranges. A further invitation was given by the
EL instructor to explore the hills of Warcop Training Area in closer
detail. The training week ended with a section competition comprising
of speed march, command tasks, assault course and pistol shoot.
RAW 0 A. D PEN EY SQUADRONS
Rawson and Penney Sqns combined their exercise and went to
\ arcop Training Area the week after Scott Sqn.
For Phase I both Squadrons were split into JO-man sections and
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deployed by Puma helicopters around the area . Armed and with
communications, the Apprentices for 28 hours continously clocked in
at DS manned check points, to receive instructions and to move on .
The distances themselves were taxing but with terrain that in pans was
extremely dangerous, and awful weather, both Squadrons did very
well. The only casualties being many blistered feet. Some DS check
points were easier to find than others; the tremendous noise of snoring
from Sgt Tom Dooley, however, did serve as a useful navigational aid
in the fog!
Phase 2 was most ly ranges and military training over a four day
'enjoyable rest period'. The ranges consisted of CQBs, anti-ambush ,
moving targets and an All Arms Air Defence Range. Five planes were
shot down, including one by OC Penney Sqn , Maj Paul Wilkin ,
miracles do happen!
Rawson Sqn had a superbly run home defence ex by Lt David
'Closet lnfanteer' Ollerearnshaw. Here, they defended an abandoned
house which became a key point against rioters and activist . Also the
Squadron sent out recce, ambush and fighting patrols.
Saturday saw an inter section competiton run by Lt Gordon Elliolt .
The competition consisted of NBC, First Aid, Clay Pigeon Shooting,
Uphill Run, Map Reading, Assault Course and Shooting:
The winning section was Rawson Section 9.
Finally Phase 3 was the Penney and Rawson escape and evasion
exercise. Both Squadon 21Cs (Hinge and Brackett) Capts Mick
Radh>rd and Bill House, ran what was by and large a tactical and
more taxing Phase I. Sadly, the Chinook let us down having only
deployed the DS, but once the five man patrols were deployed in
glorious weather most were not seen until the end of the exercise the
next day. If anybody finds an AT LCpl Jason Wing and his section
please let them know that the exercise has finished. As well as having
to find their 'contacts' they had to evade a highly mobile, quick
reaction enemy force of Maj Paul Wilkin, Sgts 'Chamois' Leather,
Tom Dooley and Terry Oakes with infantry adviser CSM Mal
Pearson . Overall everybody did very well and the nine days were hard
work but very enjoyable.

The cheques being presented

The Commandant Col Peter Burke congratulates AT Dean Parry
on his D of E Gold award

COMMEX TROOP
Commex Tp, part of Operator Wing, is responsible for putting into
practice in the field, trade skills learned in the classroom.
THE WIRE, JULY 1989

PUPIL WORK EXPERIENCE CO RSE
PWEC is designed to give 40 boys, 15-16 years old, a flavour of
Army and Royal Signals life in four and a half days. Maj Paul Wilkin
was tasked with producing a programme with Maj Gus Vigors and
then Lt Gordon Elliott, W02 (CSM) George Evans, King Own
Border and Sgt Terry Oakes conducted the boys through it. Hard
work but there are a few who may now join the Army.

The PWEC with their training team
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BRADLEY Q ADRON
Th Inter
uadron Pacestick Champion hips wa held on
Wedne day 17 1ay with the fir t team marching on at 1100 hrs .
The competition was a very clo e thing between four quadrons
with Bradley qn being judged the winner and Rawson Sqn runnersup. The winning team con i ted of: W02 (CSM) Da,•e Morcom Scot
Guard , gt Paul Horton, Ian Taylor and Ken Sheppard .
The Be t Individual Pa.:~ ticker Trophy went to Sgt Paul Horton ,
a happy result as this wa~ his la t parade a1 the College before being
po ted to 30 Sig Regt.
good day was had by all due to the weather and an excellent lunch
for all competitor and judge was held in the Sergeants' Mess after
the competition.
OTT Q ADRON
The port men of the Squadron put on a fine di play at the
Regimental Athletic day and with the support of the whole
Squadron, retained the athletics trophy for a econd year, by only
three point from Penney Sqn.

3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

AA oil Chepstow
J LR RE
JLR RA
J LR RAC
JIB Shorncliffe

61
52
41
40
14

pts
pt
pts
pts
pts

WATER POLO
AA Coll H arrogate was drawn against RAC JLR Bovington in the
first round , the final score being 10- 2 in Harrogate's favour. This
match was on the morning of 18 May immediately before the team
Swimming Championships. Harrogate then had to play AA Coll
Chep tow, the favourites immediately after the Swimming
Competition. After the fir t quarter Harrogate led 1- 0 but after the
strain of the day could not maintain the required effort and lost to
Chepstow who went on to beat Arborfield in the final.
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
These were held on the morning of 19 May with the following
results: 5 mins 14.61 secs
Christie
5 min 23.23 secs
LCpl Brass
SSM Williams I min 16.62 secs
I min 19.01 secs
Robins
2 min 27 .02 secs
LCpl Brass
2 mins 54.35 secs
Robins
2 mins 41.46 secs
Christie

400m Freestyle

SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
The squad has been in intensive training since Jan·uary of this year,
the aim being to win the Army Junior Swimming Competition.
Matches followed against 8 Sig Regt and Coppice Valley, a local
civilian swimming club featuring five swimmers who had previously
represented England. The e matches proved worthwhile and even
more serious training followed. ln truth we were expected to finish
third in the Army Championships having been beaten by AA Coll
Chepstow who had in turn been beaten by Princess Marina College
Arborfield. Then of course, there were the unknown quantities of
four other teams.

FOOTBALL
ARMY YOUTH CHALLENGE CUP 1988-89
AA Coll Harrogate (8) v (0) JLR RAC Bovington - 1st Round
AA Coll Harrogate (3) v (I) AA Coll Chepstow - Quarter Final
AA Coll Harrogate (3) v (I) JLR RE Dover - Semi Final
So we were set for the final at Burtons Court, Chelsea Barracks on
Sunday 14 May, against PMC Aborfield. Both teams were introduced
to Mr G. McCullock of Atlas Hydraulics Ltd.
The team mascot, Liam Wright, led the proceedings by winning the
toss. Straight from the kick off it was obvious Harrogate was going
all out to win. The ground was rock hard and the midfield of 'Mac'
Mackintosh, ' Max ' Maxwell and 'Fez' Slater had to work hard to
keep Aborfield at bay. Our skipper LCpl 'Tommo' Thomasson
commanded the team brilliantly and with our strong midfield and
speedy attackers there was only going to be one winner (Wow!-Ed).
The goals came from 'Mac' Mackintosh, Paul 'Sunderland Rule OK'
Stephenson and 'Smudge' (Babyface) Smith.
Final result-AA Coll Harrogate 3 PMC Aborfield I.

THE TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
These were held at PMC Arborfield on 18 May. During the course
of the day three Army records were broken and several others survived
by the narrowest of margins. The final placings were:1st
2nd

AA Coll Harrogate
PMC Arborfield

86 pts
82 pts

2nd
3rd
IOOm Breaststroke Isl
IOOm Backstroke 2nd
200m Freestyle
1st
2nd
200m Backstroke
200rn Individual
2nd
1edley

AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

TORI KARA TE CLUB
The College Karate Club started just a few months ago. We are
mostly complete beginners, without any knowledge of what might be
in tore for us.
Everyone i working like mad to gain their first grade, ninth Kyn,
(Red Belt) and there is a lot of sweat ending up on the dojo floor.
We are members of Zanshin Karate Kai and our chief in tructor is
Sen ei John Rickhuss 4th Dan. We are Martial Arts Commi sion
recogni ed and are members of the Federation of English Karate
Organisations .
We will be making trip to our main dojo to train with ome of the
leading world masters who regularly visit our association.
We would like to hear from any other military Karate Club and
perhap even train with each other and exchange ideas. If you are in
the area and are a practising marital artist, why not call in? We train
on Thursday at 1800 hrs. You will be made very welcome.

The College Swimming Squad is to be congratulated on a fine effort
in becoming Army Champions against the odds. The success is a direct
reflection of the time and effort spent in months of training. A special
vote of thanks is due to Mr John Williams, who works in the
QM(Gen). He has been at the pool each morning at 0600 hrs Monday
to Friday to coach the boys. Without him they would not have won.
Thanks John.

The Army Youth Cup Challenge Winners
POI TS TO NOTE
ATLCpl Paul Stephenson was the competition's top scorer with
seven goals. AT 'Mac' Mackintosh was voted the Man of the Match.
Away from the final our Player of the Season award went to ATCpl
James 'Trigger' trouts who has had an excellent sea~on. 'Trigger'
also had a great season for the Army and Combined Services Youth
and was voted Army Player of the Scottish Tour. A great
achievement.

SERGEANTS' MESS
In the last Wire we mentioned that a Charity Dinner with Bernard
Manning was held for the Margaret White Appeal. This raised
£1,614.70 and will be used to help pay for the specialised treatment in
the USA that Margaret needs .

COMMENDATION
Sig Paul Meredith received a Commander Training Group
Commendation for saving a man 's life after a car crash near
Harrogate. Quickly taking charge of the situation he rendered first aid
io the unconscious driver while directing passers-by to wave down the
traffic and contact the emergency services.
The driver made a good recovery and so grateful was his family that
they wrote to the Commandant asking that his action received some
form of official recognition.
His commendation finally caught up with him when he was on a
four month tour of rhe Falkland lslands.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Jin Regulation Pattern with Straps
Any Amount Made Up as Required
Export Jin Web with Strengthening ........... £6.J3
Export Jin Web without Strengthening ........ £5.23

plus pos1

UK inc VAT 3in Web with Strengthening ..... £7 .2
UK inc VAT 3in Web without Strengthening
£6.01

plus pos1

plus pos•

plu; po;i

T. FROST (Saddlers)
SOUTH PARADE, BA WTRY
DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE

Sig Paul Meredith receiving his commendation from Air Vice
Marshal David Crwys-Williams, Commander British Forces
Falklands Islands

The Army Junior Swimming Champions
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HQ BAOR
BFPO 140
PRI

RO\ L DA\ 1989
II Royal ignal Unil in Europe gathered Loge1her on HalLern
Range near 1un ter. We : Germany on Tuesday 30 May, LO compele
in .omd Comm BAOR 1ilitar)' Skills Compelition for both Major
and \1inor Unit in celebration of Princes Royal Day, 28 June.
hj Gen P. R. Da,•ie
taged an lnter U nit Miliiar)' kill
ompetition designed 10 test the 1andard of hooting and fitne s
among 1 Royal ignal Unit in Europe. Units were invited to enter a
four man hooting team and Comd Com ms BAOR per anally selected
a march and hoot team from Unit nominal rolls. Major Unit teams
con i ted of 12 men and Minor Unit 6 men. All per onnel laki ng part
in the competition were Royal Signal badged.
Regimental and quadron Commander and Regimental ergeant
Major../ Squadron Sergeant Majors were invited LO cake part in a
pi tol competition and a a finale to the day Comd Comm l (BR)
Corp and his Commanding Officers challenged Comd 4 ig Gp and
hi Commanding Officer 10 a Falling Plate competition.
The weacher wa very warm. This was comforting LO the marksmen
on the firing points bul not o to the march and hoot team s who were
faced wich 5.5km in warm humid condi1jons . The competition was
tight throughout the whole day with no team showing a the obvious
winner o thal che result rested on the march and hool competition .
The Minor Units were set off in a mas start by Comd Comms BAOR
and were soon seen to start preading out over the course. The first
team in with. a very fast time of 29 mins wa Berlin HQ and Sig Regt
who then eemed to throw awa)' their advantage by leaving 4 of their
12 clay pigeon untouched. Luckily no other team benered that core,
allhough 204 ig Sqn equalled it, and Berlin HQ and Sig Regt could
be declared the winners of the Minor Unit competition.
The Major Unit run followed immediately and the mass start with
the larger team wa very conge ted so that it was some time before
the faster teams could fight their way to the front of the herd. 1t was
apparent however that Lhe teams had been well coached on the
experience of the Minor Unil run and the importance of the shoot al
Lhe end since the teams were far more cautious during the run and very
slow and precise during the shoot. Once agajn there was not a single
team which managed to destroy its quota of clay pigeon and 28 Sig
Regt therefore won the march and shoal having left the leasl number
of clays .
After a few anxiou moments for WOI Mackender and hi Lrusly
calculaLOr it emerged Lhal 7 Sig Regt had won the Major Unil
compelition having bealen 28 Sig Regt by one point.
The results of the two competiLions were:Points
Major Unit
Points
Minor Unit
579
7 Sig Regt
699
Berlin Sig Regt
I
540
698
207 Sig Sqn
2 28 Sig Regt
519
672
204 Sig Sqn
3 16 Sig Regt
501
624
227 Sig Sqn
4 22 Sig Regt
500
621
202 Sig Sqn
5 4 Sig Regt
451
603
NORTHAG ASRS
6 3 Sig Regt
362
525
201 Sig Sqn
7 21 Sig Regl
351
512
206 Sig Sqn
8 14 Sig Regt
317
473
200 Sig Sqn
9 I Sig Reg1
253
13 Sig Regt
395
212 Sig Sqn
10
244
211 Sig Sqn
11
The Pistol competilion produced some amazing score , some
amazingly high but a few quile amazingly low. However, the team
from 28 Sig Regt soom emerged as the clear winners. CongratulaLions
Lo Lt Col B. Chubb and WOI (RSM) O'Hara.

Berlin HQ and Sig Regt receiving the Minor Unit trophy from Comd
Comms BAOR
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The day ended with a re ounding success for Brig T. I. M. W
team t11 the Falling Plate maLch for which he collected two br
fine champagne from Comd Comm BAOR.
The day wa filled with exciting competition and much enhanced by
the moo1h adminis1ra1ion provided by Capt Phil Daisey and his
workers from 16 ig Reg!.
Well done to all concerned both competitors and adminis1ra1ors.
We will ee you all at Haltern again next year when 28 Sig Reg1 will
no doubt wi h to avenge their close defeat by 7 Sig Regt.

7 S ig Regt winners of the Major Un its Military Skills Competition
w ith the new trophy

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
14 TROOP COM MANDERS COURSE
14 Tp Comma nder Course arrived a1 the School of Signals on 14
February. Nearing the end of their course, the young officers visited
·
Trg Gp Royal Signals from 1-3 June.
After a welcoming address from the Comd, Brig Eastburn, the course
spenl an informa tive couple of days being shown around Catterick
and Harrogate. At the end of the visit the course was able to enjoy
a weekend' Adventure Training.
The first afternoon was spem near Ingleton as an introduction to
caving. Leading 1he course into the darkne s were 2Lts Stewart
McCon nel and Mark Hanby .
The followi ng 1wo days were spent on an arduous trek over 1he
moor , starting a l Barnard Castle and finishing at Keld. A conven ient
0wrnigh1 s1op was fou nd at the Tan Hill Inn . Maj John Barrett
accompan ied the course during the first day to ensure that they were
heading in the right direction . The weekend was a great success after
which the officers returned to Blandford to prepare for their postings
to Germany al the beginning of Ju ly.

tage, Stephen was heard 10 say, was the hardest. He had to slow
down so thal hi s father and uncle could keep up with him! However,
aft~r a short break and a warm drink at 'Pete's Cafe' (fir t checkpomt) they got imo their stride and oon made up for lost time.
Without the able assistance of W02 (RQMS) Peter Reynold this walk
would not have been possible. His valuable help at the check-point
(what was it that )'Ou put into their drink?) and the back-up provided
to ensure that 1he walk went without any hitches was very much
appreciated. 'Thank you Peter'. tephen collected £41 in sponsor
money for completing the walk. Well done, Step hen ! The money was
handed over to the CO STC to be donated to local charities.
CHARITIES
The STC has been doing its bit for local charities. For example in
January 14 children from Woodlands School for children with s~ecial
needs were to be seen escorting gt Mick Lawrence and ·gt Taff'
Lewis to the Theatre Royal York to watch the pantomime 'Humpty
Dumpty'. A smashi ng time wa~ had by all. On their return LO
Scarborough, now joined by S gt Norman Cro sley, all were invited
back to the school for a light buffel served by the children .
CA RPET BOWLS
When the Police, Fire Service and the Coast Guards all turned up
in the 'J imm y Social Club' ii could only mean one thing . . . he had
been at it again! SSgt Norm1n Crossley-organising leagues. This
time it was Carpet Bowls. Otfier teams that took part were member
of the Royal Signals Association; the Badmimon Club and, of course,
STC. It proved to be a great success a nd many new friends were made .
The League culminated with a Presentation Evening with the winner
and runners-up receiving a cup . The Fire Service was congratulated on
coming second . The win ners were, of course, STC!

Lt Co l B. Chubb (centre} and W01 (RSM) O ' Hara receiv ing the
Pistol Trophy from Maj Gen P. R. Davies Comd Comms BAOR
14 Tp Commanders Course at the Tan Hill Inn on 4 June

HQ Int and Sy Gp (G) BAOR
BFPO 140
Al the end of the last insta lment we were in the midst of see mingl y
endless handover/t akeover's-guess what! The Unit is still in the
shadows of the big hou e and the belgie bar is still open, but as can
be expected some of our members have now moved on.
Sgt Al Scott and hi family left us in 1988 for 39 Sig Regt (V) after
a three year tour. The Garrison Rugby team obviously missed hi s
presence as he has twice been seen since, returning for Rhino tours to
the A lgarve and the like. His departure meant a lo s as his post was
dis-established and so the section was reduced by 250Jo.
Sgt Frank Roberts moved into his desk and took over his position,
although the telephone number had to be changed from Rhino's to
Marlborough Club . Frank had been at the helm of the Marlborough
Club committee as Vice-Chairman and in March 1988 the club
reopened after a major refit.
Cpl Gordon Mundie arrived in February after records had arranged
for him to do a swap posting with Sgt Roberts to 39 Inf Bde. The
handover/ takeover took longer than expected and Frank left for
Northern Ireland in May. Gordon in the meantime has spent more
time in Northern Ireland than in BAOR.
Cpl Ian Walling was posted in in March instead of going to I Armd
Div Verden and Cpl K. C. Connolly was posted there instead, what
a shock after living in a penthouse suite for two years. Since his arrival
Ian's driving capability has been under scrutiny, the QM having
signed a death cenificate for those who must take him out driver
training.
SSgt (FofS) ' Gaz' Wilson is the last of the section to leave and is
now in 1he process of handover/takeover to S gt (FofS) Jan Horton
straight from his course in Blandford .
II is thought that the QM has asked that references to Golf, Sub
Aqua and Skiing be given a low priorit)'! Gaz is posted to 30 Sig Regt
in June.
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Back row: 2lts Mark Hanby , Guy Bennett, Adam Parsons , Chris

Wood and Geoff Pullen
Front row: 2Lts Stewart McConnell , Kevin Atkinson, Tim Clare

and Owen Bryant
SSgt Norman Cross ley seeing off Sgt ' Taff ' lewis, Sgt Mick
Lawrence and the children from Woodlands school to the panto

Signal Training Centre
Scarborough
FAREWELL MR YD TEER
ll i with great adness that we announce the depanure of one of
our mo 1 valued members of ta ff. Mr Sydney Steer who joined the
Corps in 1952 as a Boy Apprentice at Harrogate. After serving 22
)'ears he joined the staff here in Scarborough in November 1978 and
has since 1ha1 time looked after the accommodation stores within 1he
Barracks, with a great deal of pride, dedication and professionali m .
$yd will not onl y be missed work-wise, but also on the social side of
life where he was alway ready and willing to lend a hand helping
behind 1he bar or cooking one of his delicious curries. He will be
missed by all and we wi h him and his wife Elaine all the very bes! for
1he future and in his employment a a Trading Standards Officer.
CHA RITY WALK
The challenge this time, the 'White Rose Walk' . Starling al
Roseberry Topping and finishing at Sutton Bank, Thirsk, a total of
40 miles . S gt Norman Crossley, his brother Malcolm and on
tephen tarted 1he walk at midnight one cold Friday night. The firs!
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GUEST NIGHT
On Saturday 25 Februar)' STC held a Dinner in honour of our
Commander, Brig A. F. Eastburn and hi wife Anthea. Al o attending
were Lt Col (Retd) F. Orr OBE and his wife Pat. The evening was a
great succe s and we were truly spoilt with a superb meal in plendid
surroundings. The Brigadier wa mo 1 impre ed with the sweet (a
little on the intoxicating side). The evening continued in the Jimmy
Club until the early hours with more than a few game of Carpet
Bowl (we' ve go1 10 keep our hand in). Our thank a ever mu 1 go
to Bill and Jean Pemberton and Sgt 'Dick' Turpin and hi team for
all their efforts in making it a truly memorable evening.
PROMOTION
Just b)' coincidence IOI of QM's and RQ 's were all to be seen
vi i1ing Scarborough on the same day . . . could ii be something 10
do with Maj Gordon Wallace MBE being promoted LO Lieutenant
Colonel?
Needle to say, a good time wa had by all. Our sincere congratulation go LO the CO and hi wife Laura on reaching thi pinnacle of
hi career, and we wi h them continued ucces and a long and happy
tour at Scarborough .
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News from Regiments ~

A special tha nk s for th e smooth running of the exercise must go 10
Sgt 'Rondo ' Reynolds wh o has now done more Rondo's than any
sane man should.

.:

MINOR UNIT SQUA H LEAGUE 88/ 89
The Regiment entered two five man teams m this year's Mm or Unit
Squash League. It was obvious from the very first game that th e
standard of play wit hin this league was high and it was maintained
throughout the season. After a long and hard fought season which
lasted for fi ve months. Our Regimental A team emerged as unbeaten
champions.
A and B team manager SSgt (Fof ) Kassim. Team A: Maj later,
Mr Slater, Sgt Murphy and Cpl A hley . Team B: Lt Col Collins, gt
(FofS) Kassim, Cpl Cummins, Mr Guy and W02 Taylor.

Berlin Sig Regt
BFPO 45

The Victorious Team
(Left to Right): Lt Col Collins, Sig Darby, Thomas, Collins , Sgt
Iverson, Lt Mc court, LCpl Wright, Cpls Still ie, Hobday , Sig
Marston and Maj McColville
HM THE Q EEN'S BIRTHDAY PARADE
26 May, the day of the Queen's Birthday Parade, was gloriou
which helped make the day a great succe s, if uncomfort ably hot, for
the Troops on parade. The Queen was represented by HRH The
Dutchess of York . The Regiment 's involvement in the parade wa
small con isling of a single Landrover commanded by gt Howland
and driven by Sig 'Matty' Mathieson .
But it was behind the scenes that most of the Regiment 's work took
place. The reception in the Jahnplatz was run by the Regiment and we
guarded it for a week either side of the parade. Cpl Hickey and h1
crew provided Public Address, we laid line, provided cont.rot
communications, raised flags, ushered guests and upphed promoting
equipment. Low profile jobs but essential LO the smooth running of
the day and the Regiment was proud to be involved .
Visit by GO C
The GOC Berlin British Sector, Maj Gen R. J. S. Corbett signs the
visitors book on his first visit to the Berlin HQ and Sig Regt.
Looking on from Right to Left are the CO , Lt Col Mike Collins, The
Adjt, Lt Lucy Dickson, Bde Tp Comd, Lt Law rence McCourt and
the Paymaster, Capt Rod Holmes

PRJ CES ROYAL DAY COMP ETITION
WI. NERS OF MINOR NITS MILITARY SKILLS
COMPETITION
Sallying forth from the divided city to Kohima Ranges, Haltern on
30 May, a team from the Regiment won the first ever Princes Royal
Day Competition for Minor Units.
The CO Lt Col M. J . P . Collins and the RSM WOl (RSM) R. C.
Young led the way by competing in the pistol contest.
The Military Skills Competition had two pans. A six man team was
selected from the nominal roll by Maj Gen Davies the Commander
Communications BAOR to compete in a march and shoot contest.
Minor Unit teams formed up for a massed stan by Gen Davies but
after only 30m, Berlin was in the lead. And we never lost it. Route
marking of the 4km course was poi ntless as the Minor Units followeq
Berlin home.
On arrival at the range, the team had LO destroy 12 clay discs at
lOOm. Eight were destroyed in short order with some good shooting;
the teams then had time to clean their weapons and have a brew while
waiting for the arrival of the next team .
The march and shoot team consisted of: Lt Lawrence Mcc ourt , gt
Dave Iverso n, Cpl Jim tillie, LCpl Kev Wright, Sig Rich Darby and
'Taff' Thoma .
Meanwhile OC 1 Sqn Maj Craig McColville led a four man team in
the shooting competition . The OC and Cpl Hobday fired SMG and
ig Collin and Marston fired 9mm pistol. The complete team then
fired a defensive shoot with SLR.
Result from both parts of the competition were combined to make
Berlin the winners by a generous margin . A handsome trophy of a
mounted .303 Lee Enfield rifle was presented to Lt McCo urt by Gen
Davie.
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and Sig Sqn and WCpl imp on for civilian life.
Finally, farewell to technicial~ Sgts '· murf' Murphy and ' Fatty'
Steele. The swimming and football teams will miss you .

RONDO XXXVI
In April, the Squadron participated in the tri-national Ex Rondo
sponsored this time by the US Forces. The aim of the exercise is to give
Allied signals personnel experience in working together using others
equipmenc. The 21 members of the Squadron who took pan were
divided among tripartite teams which included two female teams.
After two days of training, the teams began the competition pha e
which saw them completing various stands throughout West Berlin .
The final day was the most popular with a tough assault course
competition as a tiebreaker between the top teams. After this came
abseiling courtesy of the Airborne Rangers. Thi was met with varying
degrees of enthusiasm. WPte McMah on even learned how to abseil
up ide down!
After a shower and clean up, the teams moved to the Silverwings
Club which (believe it or not) is an airmen' club at Templehof
Airfield. Prizes were presented LO the winners of Rondo XXXYI. The
British team member were: LCpls Taylor, mith and Darbys hi re.
After a good steak lunch and with beer, the cu tomary singing was
led by LCpl 'Chalky' W hite and 'Geordie' Legg.

LCpl Johnston, Clansman Instructor, translates 'pineapple ' into
French and American
SPORT
BRIGADE ORIE TEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Berlin Inf Bde Orienteering Championships took place on
Wednesday 19 April. Although most of the Regiment was involved in
Ex Rondo at the time, we not only managed to enter a strong team but
the Tech Adjt, Capt Nigel Gill was the organiser of the competition.
Some 100 runners including the Bde Comd took part on two courses
111 the US Sector of the city.
The team led by SSgt (YofS) Steve Rose was involved in a hard
fo ught competition for the Minor Units Trophy. Individually, both
the Yeoman and SSgt Steve Clark had fine runs on the A course
fini shing second and eighth respectively. They were well supported by
Cpl Roberts (fourth) and Sig Jarvis (ninth) on the B course. The
Regiment eventually finished in second place.
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sweatshirts while Cpl Ashley wishes he could afford one

Technician Employment Agency
Licence No SE 10693
Approaching the end of your service?
Looking for a job ?
Class I, Radio Relay, Radio or T erminal Equipment
Technician? Foreman of Signals or TOT?

Capt Gill briefing the Bde Comd Brig Oliver and his son
A GLO-GERMAN SPORTS DAY
The Regiment hosted an Anglo-German Sports Day on Saturday 22
April in the Stadium Barracks. In torrential rain for much of the day
teams from the Regiment 1 Kings, I LI, RAF Gatow and five German
sports team competed. Events included water polo, squash and
football competitions and finished with an obstacle knock-out race.
Prize were presented by the Bde Co md and Herr Dohm , Mayor of
Wilmer dorf.
HELLO AN D GOODBYE
BRIGADE TROOP
Hello to Sgt Frankel , C pl Husband , LCpls Reene, Cameron and
their families . Welcome also to LCpl Linton straight out of traini ng.
Farewell LO Cpls Brown and Collins off to 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Byrne,
LCpl J ohn ton and his new wife to 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
Farewell also to Sig Hutchinson posted to civvy street via the BAOR
Expedition Base on Sardinia.

Sig Dixon learns why Americans are always smiling as he dons
abse iling harness

Left to Right: Sgt Murphy and FofS Kassim model designer

Then send your CV to TECHEMPLOY o that we can
inform the hund reds of Companies on our Client Li t
of your availability. The service is completely free what have you got to lose!
Plea e include in your covering letter, your availability
d ate and reloca tion preference. Also include UK
civilian and Service contact a ddresses and p hone
num bers .

Derek Richardson MPhil CEng FIMechE
TECHEMPLOY
PO Box 29, Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 8NY
Tel: 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service)

ECTO R TROOP
Farewell and congratulations on promotion to SSgt Clarke who has
winged his way back to Alders hot. Cpl Booth left for 19 Ind Bde HQ
THE WIR E, JULY 1989
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1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 32

H

DQ ART R Q ADRO
x Fl)•ing Falcon tarted quietly and ran very smoothly a far as the
Technical ide went (could it be due to not having our illustriou
leader gt Mick Tucker with us?). Under the expert guidance of gt
John Barran the tech put in their u ual blinding performance .
Two day into the e erci e we found our el es hitching from
location to location after Cpl Connolly arrived on exerci e and
promptly wrote off the Tech ' Rover. Golden Blanket award for the
e erci e goe to Cpl Pitt who spent a traight 48 hour pell in
hi green maggot after being bedded down with 'idleiti ' .

With Falcon over it wa a continued motion into Ex Hurst Park the
Divisional CPX. Once again the OSC coffee percolator was on the
bubble a were the OSC staff; Cpl Al McPhee, FofS 'Willy' Dou and
YofS Martin Fielding. There i also a rumour that S gt Danny Mills
ha volunteered for OSC permanently! After Hurst Park it was over to
H Troop (061) to keep the Squadron flag fly ing as five days later they
were off to Soltau for a 7 Bde exercise. The remainder of the
Squadron was not at re t either wich the in barrack routine to catch
up on after three and a half week away and the training to do for the
Regimental athletic competition.

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON
Ex Flying Falcon started with a Squadron 'first'. The RRBs
deployed prior to the Armoured element and during the hours of
darknes under the watchful eye of S gt (YofS) Guy Benson and gt
Phil Parker, provided communication for the Regimental deployment
phase.
The RRBs did the Squadron proud and provided a chain covering
some 160kms a llowing the Regiment lo be followed down to its
locations.
The next day the Armoured element moved by train to their
lo~ation5. Men tions go to Lt Kevin Bowers who actually signed for the
train and got the Squadron all there in one piece (apart from Comms
Ops) and to SSgt (YofS) Guy Benson who travelled for the first time
on a train move and was voted the fastest 'choc and block' man on
the flat beds. He still managed to gel about eight hour sleep prior to
Stanex. Comms Ops deployed with yet another new team, the old
team leader Capt John Stuart has since left to go to Warminster for
a few months.

FOC
0 TM TROOP
The Troop ha been busy with Ex Flying Falcon. The social
highlight of che pa t couple of month was the Troop bowling evening
which was a great ucces . The main objective of having a good time
and throwing balls at wooden pin was achieved . A pecial thanks to
Cpl 'Kitch' Kitchener and hi wife Sue for organi ing an excellent
evening. The next ocial highlight will be a fishing trip to Kiel. The
Troop ay farewell to Cpl John imons on po ting to 16 Sig Regt and
an easy life and welcome to LCpl Kyle Barker fresh out of the factory.
Q ADRON SPORT
The Page Trophy Inter Squadron Cricket Competition was held on
91 IO May. The six-a- ide format which proved so succes ful last year
was used again.
Finals day aw two evenly contested semi-finals, 2 Sqn v 3 Sqn and
HQ Sqn v 201 Sig Sqn . Each match produced fine individual
performances panicularly from Cpl Bloake of HQ Sqn . His runs saw
the team afely into the final.
The final was an excellent match played against 2 Sqn in the true
spirit of the game. Both teams had the opportunity to win, but 2 Sqn
with LCpl Byard scoring well, managed to keep up with the run-rate
and snatch victory in the final over . A fine effort by the Squadron.
1 QUADRON
ow with the main part of the early exercise sea on behind us it is
time to reflect with pride, on the last two months. Some hard work
has been put in by all members of the Squadron resulting in some very
uccessful exerci e. The Squadron has remained mostly intact, notably
exception being the loss of gt Jack Shenton and his wife Gail to 7
Sig Regt on promotion, LCpl Nick Devlin, Sig Daz Fennell, Sig Angus
Dow and ig Cbaz Dunn . Conversely we now welcome LCpl
'Hammy' Hamill and his wife Karen, Sig 'Jimmy' Seville and John
Botham (no relation so no hope for the cricket team!).
April began as March ended, on exercise, this time of course it was
Flying Falcon 89. Three trunk nodes were deployed, the absentee
being E Troop (041), which minus its witch was unable to participace.
However, the manpower was spread evenly to the other nodes,
making a change from the usual shortage. The remaining post exercise
question is whether .gt eil Ardern is out of his tree yet, or do we
need to send Sig 'Pathfinder' Murphy to try and find him. Neil's tree
was an OP and the pathfinder goes upstairs and across landings, or
i is down dales and over hills?).
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PARACHUTE REINFORCEMENT GROUP-PRG
Report by LCpl Graham Oldfield
The exercise got off to its usual start with an eight hour journey
before we got to the PRG.
The Flying Falcon phase passed without many major mishaps or
dramas, however, it would probably have gone a lot quicker if Cpl
'Marco Polo' McHugh had decided to leave out the 'Tac' visit to the
local beauty spots on most routes to various locations, and on some
occasions Sig 'I'm only the dri ver' Keane couldn't get the seat any
lower!
Sig Martin Burklinshaw and LCpl Graham Oldfield attempted to
improve Anglo-German relations at an un-named crossroads on the
outskirts of Detmold , you had to be there to believe it!
Once the Hurst Park phase began things changed slighily. Tac
deployed to Paderborn to join elements of 5, 10 and 15 Para. We were
expecti ng things to get 'pretty hoc' . . . They did! PRG got their 'rear
ends' kicked by the attacking forces, ' Oh to be ground-borne' was one
of the quoces from a certain Gunner Sergeant attached to che det.
Thanks to SSgt (Yof ) Guy Benson for providing all those extra
frequencies and other bits of SCAN, where does he get them all from!

The Det Comd Cpl Pete Howson and Crewman SSgt (YofS) Guy
Benson 'pose' prior to Startex

The Good , The Bad and The Ugly
Cpls Nige Crabtree , Mac McGoldrick and Pete Peplow
Lt 'Eyes Right ' Walton and a band of individuals carefully selected
by SSgt Tom Patter on, brushed up their drill and departed for
Hannover to be the British Honour Guard at the 1st Fernmelde
Battalion allegiance parade, where they turned out to be the star
attraction . It must have made a pleasant change for Sig Frankie Boyle
to use his legs for somethi ng other than running. As for Sig Mick
Gratton it was a change to do something co-ordinated!
Now at the time of going to press G Troop is on its summer
adventure training. A Squadron first line maintenance day is well
under way and Lt Simon Hutchinson is writing Wire notes. Still as
SSgt 'Taff' Taylor says, 'It's only 212 days to Christmas'. Rumour
has it he does a great bargain on second hand cards .
2SQUADRON
FOCUS ON TECHS
ARRIVALS ANO DEPARTURES
Welcome to the Squadron Cpl Tete 'Dutch' Clogg and his wife
Birgit from Northern Ireland and Cpl ' KC' Connolly joining us from
HQ Sqn.
Congratulations to LCpl Mark Hitchins on his recent wedding and
welcome to his wife Dawn .
The past three months have been very hectic to say the least, this
has not been helped with the large turnover of the management team!
Since our last update a number of major changes have occurred .
Firstly the Sqn OC Maj Paul Eaton has departed to Staff College for
a well deserved break and W02 (SSM) Geoff Ashwell has left on
promotion to RSM at 21 Sig Regt.

Hoope, Hope or No Hope of finding where we are going?

EXERCI ES
The Troop has been very busy in the last few months due to Ex
Flying Falcon/Hurst Park 89. Also not mentioned on the exercise
calendar are the other activities such as Project Oracle and Fiery
Cauldron.
Sig 'Parky' Parkinson still maintains the record for a breakdown on
every exercise so far, and LCpl Bone demonstrated how it was
possible to go through every exercise, still manage to do omething
wrong and get shouted at (I'm sure people are jmt picking on him!).
At pres_ent the h~rd working Troop Sergeant is on a riggers cou rse
as this will come m handy sometime! The new Troop Sergeant at
present is Sgt 'Sub' Bain who will shortly be leaving us to go on the
Yeomans course.
Things are quiet at the moment however the Troop is preparing
itself for a trip to Corsica.

EXERCISE HIGHLAND MALT
Since February the Squadron has been well tested on exercise, in
particular Ex Highland Malt 2/ 89 and Ex Flying Falcon . As with any
HQ the Div Requi res certain types of location and the Div Reece Offr
and Sqn 2IC, Capt Alistair Harwell, has been very busy trying and in
some cases succeed ing, in getting good locations for the Squadron.
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PAPA TROOP
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURES
Welcome to the following new members of the Troop: Sgt Brian
Berrie, LCpl Andy Stewart, Sig Girling, Goddard and Jackman. We
hope your tour in Verden is an enjoyable one.
It i always sad to say goodbye and our best wishes go to: Capt John
tuart off to Warminster, then 14 Sig Regt , LCpl Pete Whiddington
who has left the Army, Sig Barney Barnes off co 212 Sig Sqn and Sig
Marlin Burkinshaw to orthern Ireland .
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl Trev Allan who got his well deserved
promotion and moves from Comms Plans to a working det.
THE PAST MONTH IN THE TROOP
All of the Troop were obviou ly well occupied during April, with
Ex Flying Falcon and Ex Hurst Park, as with any long exerci e, there
are always memorable moments, here are just a few of the printable
one :We tarted the exercise with a big bang, the Troop deployed as far
as the railhead in Verden before Sig Tony Darkes hit the newly
received SAS/ MC, the next major drama during the move was the
idlers came off the new SAS/ MC, and one of the final moves the
SAS/ MC scraped along the side of a juggernaut. All in all the new
SAS/ MC did well on its first exercise. We will not mention which
Signal Squadron the vehicle came from.
The OC Maj Geoff Cary presented the limited edicion of a Flying
Falcon mug to the Tac crew for trying to improve Anglo-German
relations (care of LCpl Graham Oldfield and Sig Martin Burkinshaw) .
On the whole, the exercise was a great success . Everyone can take
sa tisfaction from all the hard work and a good result. The Troop
now look forward to a series of Corps Holidays, and then it back
to the grindstone in preparation for Scree Slope and White Rhino.
ROVER TROOP
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Troop welcomes the following lads and hopes chey enjoy their
tour with 1 Div: LCpl 'Mo' Morris from 249 Sig Sqn and ig 'Del'
Wall from 3 Div.
We wish the following lads all the best in the future and hope they
don't work to hard as chey all deserve a rest after the hard work
they have put in: LCpl 'Reg' Preece off to 30 Sig Regt, Sig Andy
C_art"'.rig_ht off to 30 Sig Regt , Sig 'Jonah' Jones to 249 Sig Sqn and
Sig R1cl11e Collins to 3 Div.
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Cpl McHugh insists he isn 't a 'handbag' whi le Cpl Oldfied keeps
a fair distance!
PAGE TROPHY-CRICKET
On the few occasions when the Squadron can prove its porting
prowes , 10 May will be a day to remember. A scratch team wa put
togecher from those available; we expected to lo e! However, after a
nervous tart, the Squadron settled down to some fine di plays of
batting ability, namely LCpl Ritchie (Biff) Byard and S gt Stu Price.
ot forgetting, Cpl Mark (Tonk ) Tivey who after an horrendou
start of being out for a duck proved hi worth in the Semi' and the
Final.
The final took place between che Squadron and HQ Squadron
which has the lion share of the cricketers, with uch exponents of the
game as Capt Ledwards and W02 (SSM) Dave Bennett. Fortunately
we won the tos (the only one throughout the whole event) and put
HQ in to bat. With tight fielding, they were held to 98 run with the
loss of I wicket, on I 0 overs.
The Squadron then made it' s pre ence felt, after the fir t two over
we were struggling to keep a good average, plu the lo of two
wicket , nail biting stuff, however, we won with four ball to pare.
Congratulation are in order to all the Squadron· Team, both
player and loyal supporter .
3 Q ADRON
OSCAR TROOP
Firstly welcome co the new Troop members Cpl 'Dudley'
Drummond and LCpl ' lick' Simms from 244 Sig Sqn, both new to
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t ra.:k .
o L pl 'Dobbo' Dob on from 22 Armd Bde and ig 'Sta
McLe11n from
Troop. Farewell to LC pl ' BOB' C owley to orthag
and ig 'K-B' Karbhari to Civvy Street , we wi h them both the be t
of luck . Cong ratulation on promotion to LCpls • cou e' Littler ,
tick Madele) and ' Roo ter' taff .
The main event of thi period wa Ex Flying Falcon , an exerci e that
wa ah\ay going to be hard work . We are gla d to ay that after Ex
Flying Falcon we pro\ ided good communication , did mo t of the
mo\ing, ran the Arty and Bde Excons, a nd , took all of the out ide
option whit t 2 qn held the taff.
We extend our th a nks to the Viv 1ain Reece Officer and hi
uneO\ iable ta ks but we believe he now recce fo r 3 q n with d ow ing

rod .

The morale for the exerci e wa alway high and much was learnt.
ot le t by Sig 'Ady' im who i now a quali fi ed drain rat after
unblocking one location. Pack Lift Det pri ze went to ig ' Ginge'
Jani with two , the only two . The unluckiest Det was Wavell as both
pl 'Coops' Cooper and LCpl •JC' Crier were backloaded fo r inju.ry
in the fir t couple of days. Wavell would not go down so the crew did .
\\ell done to Oscar Tp which include the R E Lighting Del,
L D and Cook , we will get together again oon.
LINE TROOP
Line Tp a)' farewell to Cpl 'Walt' Husband and famil y posted to
Berlin ig Regt (tough li fe) and to Cpl Millar a nd fam il y to civvy
Street . . . Good Luck Lad .
April tarted off with Cpl 'Marigold' Stewart taking up a ne1 post
a 'S' Bend in the SQMS Department.
Line Tp et out on Ex Flying Falcon in good pirit , having every
faith in their cable la ting the full three weeks. Lo and behold , Cpl

Mark ala a nd his det attached to 2 Sq n had their dream crushed in
the fir t week. Cpl Kev McHugh and hi s jinxed crew m a naged (so 11
seemed) to ru n over all ables, o ld ladi es a nd just about anythin g in
the~ ay . We expect they a re pre ently repai ntin g the under ide of their
vehicle.
For the third time in a row Sig ·Aitch' A it chison wo n the gold en
blanket a~ ard, with LCpl ' Big Al' Morton a close cco nd . T hey are
attempting the world record in September .
NOVEMBER TROOP
April thi year wa spent either preparing for or o n exercise . The
exercises were however very different fo r the T roop . We trialled the
use of 40ft container lorrie parked alo ngside each ot her with the
headq uarter mounted in ide . The trial was very successful as the set
:.tp/ tear down time for the headqua rters was greatly reduced .
The only ca ualty on the exercise happened a t the very begin ning .
The garage door was struck and then refused to shut. It put up a fight
that thwarted the tro ngest a nd smartest. The b att le had to be
adjourned until after the exercise when victory eve ntu a ll y went to
ovember Tp.
T he Troop says a fo nd farewell to SSgt Kevin Froggett a nd hi s wife
Serena who after three and a ha lf yea rs in Verden have le ft us to go
to wetter clime . Other to leave the Troop include LCpl 'Archie'
Archer who i leaving to start life as a ci vilia n. Good luck a nd best
wi hes.
From the T roop, also LCpl 'Fagsy' Fallows gone to HQ Tp a nd
Sig 'Stew' McClean who ha gone to O scar Tp .
F inall y, congra tul ation to LCpl 'Eddie' Yates on his marri age to
Lisa on 31 March this year .

SPONSORED BED P USH
Duri ng the _S quadron Fete last year the Squadron's Rugby Club
'The Stags', raised O M 700 for cha rity by orga nising a sponsored bed
pu h. The donation was recently presented to Matron of BM H
Ha nn over a s a donation to the Patients f und . Well done the tags .
ACF VIS IT
r he Squadron was tasked with host ing visitors from variou ACF
co ntingents fo r one day in March of this year. Following a
comprehensive brie fin g o n the Corps by Capt Jon Watt , the Squadro n
highlighted its vari ety of employment by organising an inter·
contingent co mpetition.
. A wi~ e variety o f ac t iv i ~ i es were covered i n~l u d ing weapon training,
line laymg, ba ttery chargmg a nd mast elevauo n. A keen interest was
shown by a ll parti cipants fo r the acti vities which were co-ordinated by
2Lt Mi ke Rogers . It was an enjoyable day for both instructors and
A F visitors. C ongratulations go to the win ning contingent from
Gia gow and Argyll District.

FI NANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PU.RPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capit al
a nd other Assets. to prepare the way for the individu al to
achieve fin anc ial ai ms. These may incl ude:
F INANCIAL PROTECTION

F I ANC IA L SECU RITY
HOUSE PU RCHA SE
ED UCAT ION EXPE NS ES
COMFO RTABLE R ET IR E ME NT

TRA SF ER OF ASSETS

- aga inst the effects
of possessions los t
or d am:iged
-for present o r
future dependang
- immedi ately or in
the future
- for present or
future children
-based on an
adequate continuing
income backed
up by an adequate
cap it aI reserve
- to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the
investment of ca pital. the use of other assets "here
appli ca ble. insurance agains t ill health and the insurance of
possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound
plans . to develop e xisting plans and keep them up to date.
and then to make the best use of resources when the time
comes to meet commitments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence the better "e
can ass ist them. Please let us have full details of existing
resourcP.s. your ability to save. and any expectations. Please
al so tell us all you can about commitments with which you
expect to have to cope. We. of course. treat all such
information as confidential.

201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 30

ARRIVAL AND FAREWELLS
Fir t we would like to welcome the following to the Squadron and
we wish them every success in their tour: Lt Nick and Emma Caleb,
S gt Mick and Mirla Ferris, Cpl Nigel and Rhoda Towsend, Cpl Peter
and Beate Smale, LCpl Chris Mulligan, Sig Steve Williamson, Martin
Benn and Cfn Ja on McNeill.
We say farewell to all those who have recently left us and thank
them for all they have done for the Squadron: SSgt (now W02) John
and Freda Riley, SSgl 'Big D' and Catherine Donovan , Cpl (now Sgt)
ten and Nora Harlland , LCpls Sieve Tindal, ' OM ' Davies-Morris,
' Dobo' Dob on, and 'Monty' and Karen Montgomery, Sig Steve
impson and Sean Walsh.
REGIMENTAL KILL-AT-ARMS MEETING
The Regimental Skill-At-Arms Meeting took place on two days in
March at Hohne. The weather conditions were very favourable and
the Squadron retained the Champion Squadron title. It was an
excellent team effort but the following individuals deserve a mention:
ig ean Walsh (Champion at Arms) and Runner-Up LCpl Nick

Sig Sean Walsh is presented with the Champion at Arms Shield by
Maj Roger Batho
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Basford, Cpl Dusty Miller (SMG Winner) and
Officer Trophy) .
201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sq ~so won
competition based on the Parachute Cup and
Team trophy . Congratulations to all the team
effort and very rewarding results .

AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to assis1
you however modest your resources may be no" . If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing. the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be
able to give you.

Lt Mike Rogers (Young
the March a nd Shoot
followed that with SLR
members for their great

ATHLETICS
The athletics eason is now well underway, the Squadron has held
its own sports day which was followed by the Regimental competition
in which surprisingly we came second . In the Brigade competition we
qualified for the Divisional meet by again taking second place to I
Armd Fd Ambulance. We now look forward to competing in the
Morrison Cup and Divisional Championships despite the lack of time
for team training.

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 41 year of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is
given in writing for you to study <" y0ur leisure.
Sgt Steve Harland explaining Battery Charging
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MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YO R
I COME A D OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA
HELP YOU

EXERCISE FLYING .FALCON
Following the Ex Flying Falcon Communications Pha e the
Squadron embarked upon Brigade and Divisional CPXs resulting in
a three week deployment in April. We experienced a number of short
sharp' moves amongst the peaks and troughs of activity . The weather
was generally favourable and smelly farms plentiful. Overall,
although busy and at times hard, the exercise series provided good
training and was satisfying .
JUDO
Sig Mick Turnbull recently entered the Army Senior Individual
Championships where he won the Gold Medal and was awarded a
place in the Army Team . He then went on to fight in the lnterServices A Team Championships, in which he was awarded a Silver
Medal, the Navy being the winners . ig Turnbull then went on to the
Inter-Services Individual Championships and did extremely well by
coming away with a Silver Medal and a place on the Combined
Services Squad. We congratu late him on such a splendid achievement.

ARE YOU

I G CA

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T. F. Williams

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance
and Investment Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Broker
Committee of the B.l.l.B.A.
LCpl Dave Jack timing the Line Laying competition
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207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 37
It i po ting time and everyone a:-pear to be leaving, o all corners

of the Ro. al Signal will soon be iinbued with the spirit of the ' Red
Rat' . The la t two months have been busy for the quadron; April was
Fl}ing Falcon, fontano Rat and Hur t Park, and May ' a Ainlree
Rat and Ep on Rat. Consequently all the new is 'shop' and tales of
ummer Camp, barbe ues, etc must wail until the next enthralling
epi ode of oltau Ender !
HQ TROOP
Hello's: W02 ( SM) Drain and family, and Sgt (FofS) Blondell
and family, have an enjoyable tour in Soltau . Goodbye's: W02 (SSM)
John McAveety and hi wife Carol who are off LO God's own country
and Edinburgh UOTC, and SSgt (FofS) Chris Sheppard and Maria
who are off to 21 Sig Regt.
ALPHA TROOP
One again, hellos and goodbyes dominate the news. Departures:
gt Graham Miles and ue to 3 Sqn, I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt,
Cpl 'Lofty' Lofthouse to SHQ, LCpl John Davies and Petra to 21 Sig
Regt and LCpl Dickie Dyer to 30 Sig Regt. Arri als: a big welcome
to ig 'Ned' Kelly and Ireland, both traight from the factory, and Sig
Murphy from 30 Sig Regt. Last but not least SSgt Geoff Hawkins and
Fiona from 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Sqn.
Flying Falcon slipped past, the most memorable occurrences being
Cpl 'Pathfinder' Loftbouse's navigation. There is not road
untravelled, no detour untaken that has not been previou ly recced
by Lofty. To go where no panzer has been before . . . and, if,
LCpl 'Lumberjack' Steel has anything to do with it, where only the
Claims Commission will follow!
BRAVO TROOP
Despite being as busy as everybody else, members of the Troop
managed to go on a spon ored canoe to raise funds for Capt David
Hud on's Thailand expedition. The 1I3kms from Celle to Verden was
canoed in a lightning 31 hrs 50 mins. Bravo Tp also provided the main
contribution to the Berlin 25km team.
The changes mean waving goodbye to SSgt (shortly to be W02
(SSM)) Kev Lodge and Wendy, who are off to Sheffield UOTC. LCpl
• eth' Mulligan to 22 Armd Bde Sig Sqn, Sig (now LCpl) 'Des'
Coleman to 249 Sig Sqn and Sig 'GB' Greatbatcb (ex DTg) to Verden
to re-trade as a Tele Op (RR). Best of luck to you all. We would also
like to welcome SSgt Coles and family from AA Coll Harrogate, Cpl
Evans from 251 Sig Sqn and Sig Voyce from 21 Sig Regt.
PORT
Above all, congratulations to the Squadron football team, which
under the shrewd guidance of Capt 'El Tel' Hudson snatched the
'Comd Comms' Cup by the narrowest of margins: ten minutes into
the second half saw 33 Armd Bde Sig Sqn 3-0 up, only to end the
90 minutes level at 3-3. An extra half hour failed to produce a result
so the nail biting drama of penalties resulted: Sig 'Mick the Cat' Hay
saved one, so 7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn took the trophy.
ig 'Foo' Harris, Sig 'Baz' Gorden, Sig Paul Partington, Sig 'Mick'
Hay, Cfn Farrelly, accompanied by Cpl Chambers and LCpl Bott
from Bde HQ ran the Berlin 25km race. AU finished in creditable
times, and had an enjoyable weekend in Berlin . OC A was relieved to
see the wall still standing, but doubts whether the Irish Bar will see
their like again!

Cpl Chambers (Bde). Sig 'Foo' Harris, LCpl Bott (Bdel. Sig 'Baz'
Gorden, Cfn Farelly, Sig 'Paul' Partington and 'Mick' Hay before
the 25km!
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212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 36
There always seem LO be so much to do and so Jillie time LO do it
but the Troop all get stuck in and the work is always completed in
time. After the Easter break which wa welcomed by everyone as a
time to recharge the batteries the Squadron braced itself for a busy
month of exercises. Firstly, on 3 April elements of Oscar and Papa
Tp and detachment from the QMs dept and Tech Tp deployed Lo
Sennelager to provide the static comm for the staff on their annual
Brigade Battle Group Trainer. The operators manned the simulators
and links to the mobiles, whilst the SAS/ MC and Wavell had Lo back
up to the building to provide their services. The thankless task of
admini Lration was admirably coped with by SSgt (SQMS) Vaughan
and his men. The task of accommodating so many people went to Sig
' Spaceman' Byrom who has now left us for the delights of 4 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt after four years with the Squadron. I am assured he
wa due Lo leave before being given the accommodation
responsibilities.
When Monday 10 April arrived, and Flying Falcon 89 was about to
start, the panzers were loaded onto low loaders and driven to the drop
off point. The majority of the lads went down ahead in an Army
'luxury bus' and arrived fully two hours before the panzers. Oscar Tp
under Sgt Bray deployed as main, and was consequently the first to
savour the excellent cooking of Sgt Kev Chester ACC on exercise .
Since step up were always on det cooking, taking main suddenly
became an attractive proposition!
otable performances on exercise were led by LCpl 'No longer a
Sig' Giffen who was overwhelmingly voted 'Driver of the Year' . It
seemed that you needed a calculator to count how many times the
Spec Tasks Rover had been bogged in. Not that he was the only one,
as L02 and the Reece Rover will testify! The Squadron owes a big
thank-you to many a German farmer!
During the exercise OC 0 Troop was hosting a French Officer who
was visiting the Squadron for two weeks. After a week on exercise, Lt
Burke took 2Lt P. Ardelet back to Osnabruck to visit the Regiments
in the Garrison. On his departure, plaques were formally exchanged
and it certainly seemed that 2Lt Ardelet had enjoyed his visit. He
made a very good impression on everyone that he talked to and will
be remembered by many of the Squadron for quite a while, not only
because of his rather severe haircut.
After two weeks Flying Falcon and Zodiac Challenge, most of the
Squadron stood down for a weekend. This proved to be the tonic
that people needed and Ex Hurst Park went very well indeed. Brig
Hall thanked the Squadron for its efforts on his and the staffs behalf
and looked forward to the next opportunity to work with us on
exercise. Fortunately, by this stage of the exercise we were only 70kms
from Osnabruck and YofS Pemberton had looked into his crystal ball
(how does he get it to glow like that?) and had cancelled the trains for
the return journey. This meant that we were home before most other
units on the exerci e and were able to enjoy the weekend to the full.
This is the ideal opportunity to congratulate LCpl 'Wonderwheels'
Giffen and LCpl 'Cliff Richard' Hornsby on their promotions in the
field. Could they now tell us what they did with the two Lance
Corporals whose jobs they have now?
The Squadron has, in this period, welcomed Sgt Andy Bellew to the
throng and hope he and his wife enjoy their stay in Osnabruck.
We also bade farewell to Sgt Millard who went to Hohne for a tour.
Oscar Tp was sorry to see him go and there is now a big gap in the
Troop! Cpl 'Rocky' Ferrer left us to go to 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt, 10 add to the technical expertise already there. Sig 'Skeksy'
Carroll leaves Papa Tp to try his luck at P Coy and then to serve with
5 AB Bde. Cpl Jim Sinith left Oscar Tp in this period to sample the
special excitement that we all know as 7 Sig Regt. We all hope that
he e'lljoys his time there and learns how to play rugby soon.
The OC, Maj Colborn, leads the Squadron in congratulating LCpl
'Chick ' Hickling RCT on his recent marriage to Claire and hopes that
they have many happy years together.
The Squadron Rugby Squad fielded two teams for the Garrison
seven-a-side tournament and the A Team was disappointed to lose
narrowly after extra time in the semi-finals to 12 Armd Wksps. The
final was won convincingly by 4 Fd Regt RA, A Team. The rugby
team also provided the bulk of the Squadron tug of war team which
went up to the Regimental Athletics on 12 May. After the first pull
we were clear favourites to win but the toll of one more pull than our
opponents in the final proved exacting and we were beaten by I Sqn.
The following week we were in Hohne for the Divisional competition
and out of six teams in the 680kg bracket we were fifth. This is no
reflection on the team though since we were the only Minor Unit
competing and the Army Champions were in our group too .
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
York
f'OREWORD
by the RSM
Again the Regiment has had an extremely busy period, starting in
April with our move across the Germany and Ex Flying Falcon. After
four to five weeks we returned in early May to prepare for the Kape
Tour during which 2Lt Youn~son and his team visited various
chools. It was then time for Squadron Battle Camps, where 2 Sqn
were in Sc.arborough, l Sqn in Wathgill Camp near Catterick, and HQ
qn were m Scotland. The end of May saw the Regiment preparing for
the Morrison Cup which had taken a great deal of organising and was
a great su sess. Especially as we were the eventual winners! After
exercises, organising events, Kape Tours etc the CO, Lt Col Griffin,
had hi own exercise called 'Race the Sun' which involved Troops
taking part in a massive relay, covering 200-250km around North
Yorkshire.
In the ergeants' Mess we said farewell to the following: on I April
1989 we said farewell to S~t Phil Sales, who was here for his last six
months in the Army. Dunng his short stay Phil was a superb mes
member and was always ready to help the mess. After 22 years service
we saw him off in true Sergeants' Mess tradition.
We then said farewell to our Admin Comdt Lt Col Ted Hodgetts .
The night was one of the most memorable for him, and for me, as our
guests for the evening included Bruce Rioch (Manager of the
Middlesbrough Football Team), and players Colin Bell and David
Nish of past fame and glory. The current team members also there
were Tony Mowbury (Captain) and Colin Cooper, by now you may
have realised that Col Ted Hodgetts is a life long supporter of
Middlesbrough Football Team and, as the photographs show, the
night wa enjoyed by all.
Recently we dined out SSgt Gerry Rose. Again it was a night to
remember, not only for Gerry, but a number of people who renewed
old acquaintances as some of the guests were with Gerry during his
tour with 21 Sig Regt, as 1 was. Again, the guest list was kept secret
until the last moment so Gerry was given a pleasant surprise.
To all who have been dined out over the past few months may I,
on behalf of all mess members, wish them and their families all the
best of health and success for the future.

The Win ning Team
Standing: W02 Harburn, David Nich , Colin Cooper, Tony
Mowbury and W01 Brian Ewing
Sitting: W01 (GSM) Wilson, Colin Bell , Lt Col Hodgetts, Bruce
Rioch and W01 (RSM) Hegarty

·A word in your ear . . . '
Cfn Martin and Sig Aggus discuss the pros and cons of lifting a
trailer without a jack during the competition on Ex Flying Falcon

LCpl Smith negotiates tt.e Assault Course in full NBC kit, carrying
a Jerry can of fuel

EXERCI E FLYING FALCON
Although very hard work, the exercise went well. Papa Tp
developed their own press, The Daily Carrotted, keeping its 'finger on
the pulse' of daily comm head life. The Happening Boy reporters in
the various departments supported some interesting observation :

GROUP OF STAFF OFFICERS CAUGHT 'SWINGING' AT MAIN
ILwas reported yesterday that a group of staff officers have formed
a secret group within 2 Div and have pent the la t three week
'Swinging' from Main to Main.
In a dawn woop the RMPs caught the group in mid 'swing'. IL i
believed that at least six of these 'Swinging' parties have already iaken
place (one every 24 to 48 hrs said one official!) '2 Div Upper Echelons
are riddled with thee "swingers"'-from the GOC and CO down.

THE EW SRG (SILENT RUNNING GENERATOR)
The 21 Maj Peter Richards decided to remodel the SAS MC
Generator and we now have the New SRG. Anyone wanting more
information about this marvel of modern technology plea e contact
the Second-In-Command.

THE DIARY OF A LOCAL RADCON SlJBBI
One day, one particular ubaltern decided to get up. 'The little voice
inside my head kept telling me it wa a bad idea but nevenhele s, I
braved the world and got up!' The time was 1630 Bravo (1430 Lulu)
and half past three in Yorkshire.
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On·e dre ed the subbie trolled around with gt Moriaty. All was
quiet.
'I then ·et about m) bu ine s, that being not doing what I am
told-but that i my bu ine . ' II in all, the night pas ed without
e\ent. Come da,~n. howe er, thing started to 'hot up'. Horrible,
d rl.:, e\'il thing , (the tafl) were tarting to awaken from their
lumber. People were running for cover as radio silence wa lifted .
'Time for me to lca\'e and do ome serious oul searching, but fir l,
I had to wre tie with a duvet"

CCX

PERSO AUTIES

oc

21C
AO
OC Co mms Tp
SM
\'of
For
SQM

Maj Robert Baxter
Cap t James Morley-Kirk
Capt Mick Besant
Lt Richard Rands
W02 Trevor Jones
W02 Douggie Mac Taggart
gt Russ Lifton
SSgt Glen Brook

WELCOMES A D FAREWELL
Welcome to the following perso nnel who have recently joined our
ranks: Cap t James Morley-Kirk, Sgt Pele Willey (RAPC), Cpls Jim
Davidson, Ray Smith, Karl Arnold, LCpl 'Toyah' Wilcox and ig
Darren Oakes. We wish farewell and good luck in civvy street to
LCpl ' couse' Cardwell (REME) and Glen King. Farewell also to
gls Richie Reed (RAPC), Pete Russell (RAOC), Tony Heaton, LCpl
John Clarke and Sig Paul Wildish.
LS & GC Presentations
Left to Right: Lt Col Griffin, Sgt Willis, Maj Gen Davies , SSgt
Woodfine and W01 (RSM) Hegarty. Seated: Mrs Willis and Mrs
Woodfi ne

The RSM (WOl Hegarty) had ome interesting views on the event
seen here discuss(ng them with Yeoman Drake and Foreman Davie.
During the exercise it just happened to be the CO's Birthday.
Pictured here the CO cuts his cake which was held by his driver LCpl .
Da\ies.

210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn
Catterick

O?"**>

MILIT AR\ OLYMPIC AT R THEN
During one of the weekends, ' e were 'holed up' at a factory
·omewhere in Germany, the Regiment held a Military Olympic
competition. The variou tands laid out around the factory were
de igned to te t our knowledge of Corp trades a well as military
kill . The tands included: BC, Fir t Aid, Line Laying, Fault
Finding, Weapon Handling and Tyre Changing to name but a few.
Team of ix to eight men competed most of the day and the re ult
pro"ed intere ting. Papa Tp Radio Section, led by Cpl Hamilton with
LCpl William , Hatton. ig Waters and Tighe, were the overall
winner .

Sig Berry and LCpl Curtis take down a mast and SHF dish at Endex

J

VI IT BY MAJ GE DA VIES
Comd Comms HQ BAOR, Maj Gen Peter Davies, visited us on 9
May (the day before his birthday!) so we arra nged a little surprise. 210
Sig Sqn's help wa enlisted to 'drop in' with a birthday present.
Maj Gen Davies later pre ented L & GC Medals to SSgt_Wood finc
and Sgt Willis.

RACE THE SUN
After much preparation and planning the 'Race' wa started by the
CO's wife at 0500 hrs on Tuesday 6 June 1989. Five teams of three
men 'Raced the Sun' around 130 miles of North Yorkshire in 16 legs
covering a variety of countryside by a variety of means, ranging from
running, cycling, canoeing, marching, assault course to orienteering.
After some 14 hours I Sqn were the victors yet 210, 2 and HQ Sqns
were still battling it out right to the end with barely 45 minutes
separating first and fourth place. Depot the King's Division had a team
of only six members who completed the 16 legs in a time of 15 hr 19
mins. The cup, kindly donated by Rowntree Mackintosh, was
pre ented by Mrs Rosa Naylor (wife of the GOC HQ NEDist and HQ
2 Inf Div), 10 I Sqn.

FAMILY MATTERS
Congra tulations go to the following: Cpl tu and heila Kingdon
(RCT) on the birth of their daughter ; Cpl Terry and Christine Cole,
LCpl ' couse' and Bernadette Harlley on the birth of their son .
Congratulations al o to the following on getting married : gt Glen
and Suzanne Brook, LCpl Al and Heather McPhee.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulations go to Cpl Nev Moore (ACC) on his promotion to
gt and LCpl Mark Furphy on hi promotion to Corporal. Well done.
VISIT OF CHIEF OF GERMA GENERAL STAFF
On 5 April 210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn played host to the German
CGS, Gen Henning von Ondarza . The purpose of the vi it was to see
elements of the Airmob Bde in its role.
EXERCI E FLYING FALCO '89
Report by Sig G . Burke
Flying Falcon is an annual exercise for most signal Unit . This year
it was held in April, later than usual and luckily a good few degrees
higher in temperature.
The main aim for 210 Sig Sqn wa to rehearse procedures.
The Squadron had a number of shorter local exercises in
preparation for Flying Falcon which proved to be an advantage.
Echelon saw operator Cpl Rab Arthur 'breaking in' his new crewman
Cpl John Hynes. They provided a logistic net and an SCRA terminal
for various resupply tasks. They also tended to the basic needs of the
Squadron 's AO, Capt Mick Besant and his side-kick Cpl Bob
Hindbaugh .
Hawk and Kestrel, the communication complexes, rehearsed the
step-up to main procedures. These ran very smoothly with no hiccups.
LCpl Clive Whitehouse as usual kept Hawk toge1her, with his
optimi m and general good humour-honestly!

'Well, Yeoman!' (what else the RSM had to say I will leave to your
imagination!}

The winning team w ith Mike Blackburn from Rowntree
Mackintosh, Ma j Kevin Barrett and Mrs Rosa Naylor (in the centre)
CO'S 'THANK YOU'
The many unsung heres of !he event who helped to organise,
mar~hal, chaperon and provide the transport and tea, all need a
special thank you. But of course congratulations to all the competitors
without whom there could not have been a race.

LCpl Dave lngs guarding the HLS on Ex Flying Falcon

The CO cuts his Birthday Cake held by LCpl Davies
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A new development was the command post Lynx . Troop 0 , Lt
Richard Rands , was in charge of this net. There were many erial
messages to send and he did most of the talking!
In moments of spare time, members of the Squadron had a chance
to abseil from a Lynx helicop ter. This was organised by W02 ( M)
Trevor Jones and the exercise was a great success. The ferry trip , as
usual, provided the real highlights! o name . o packdrill!
WHITE PEAK MARA THON
Report by Lt R. B. Rands
Tears ran down the face of 10 grown men as the news about the
cancellation of the Lanyard Trophy was broken to 210 (24 Airmob
Bde) Sig Sqn's ' winning team'-well we had a chance! Whether it was
from disappointment (I don ' t think so), or relief, I had a replacement
event to keep the boys happy!.
Many phone calls later and we 'scraped' into the White Peak
Marathon in Matlock. We had eight entries confirmed o Cpl Al
Higgins was forced to drop out, needing the rest after a long hard
soccer season-what a bad excuse! The team consisted of myself, 2t
' Bev' Bevan, Cpls Dave Hebden, Rich Wicking, 'Paddy ' Rice , Jim
Burges , LCpl 'Toyah' Wilcox and ig Carl Radley. The weather on
the day was 'scorching' yet 200 runners lined up for the start. As the
gun went, the whippets da hed away and 210 Sig Sqn settled in half
way up the field-running as a squad. All was well up to 14 miles
gt ' Bev' Bevan developed an injury in his left foot and had to retire.
The rest of us plodded along up the steady climb-a total of l ,OOOft
in the first 15 miles . Everyone was replenishing with water at the feed
stations, a necessity with the heat. A fantastic job was done by 210's
admin team led by Sgt Steve Haresign, with Cpl 'Scouse' Barker and
Sig Colin Brown in tow. Their encouragement and sustena nce was
greeted with relief at many of the more desolate areas of the route.
One thing was certain, someo ne wa bound to 'hit the wall'.
Unfortunately the first casualty was Cpl Jim Burges at 19 miles. He
dropped off the pack quite rapidly with text book symptom and
finally was forced to stop at 21 miles. At the 20 mi le marker the squad
well and truly broke up; Cpl ' Paddy' Rice and LCpl 'Toyah' Wilcox
began to suffer but struggled through to the end in just over 4 hrs. Cpl
Dave Hebden, Sig Carl Radley and I coasted (what a lie) to the finish
taking second place in the team competition.
The terrain had been rough, the climb had been steady yet
exhausting and the weather had been unbearable-but everyone had
worked extremely hard . Next year we will win!
FOOTBALL
Due to exerci e commitments the football team was in danger of
being relegated. They had three games left. Two against 21 Ord Coy
and one against the old enemy 8 Sig Regt Res .
The game against 21 Ord Coy was now a double pointer due to a
tactical decision by Cpl Rab Arthur. Even though it played well the
Squadron team lost 5-2 with goa ls from Cpl 'Chippy' Pomfret and
LCpl 'Waz' King . That only left 8 Sig Regt Res. The Squadron fielded
it strongest ide which played well and at half time there was no
score. After the half time pep talk the Squadron took the lead. A
superb b_all from midfield put Lt Richard Rand through. he neatly
put the ball past 1he keeper to make it 1-0. The Squadron held on
until a fatal mistake by Cpl Al Higgins gave them the chance to level
the core. 8 Sig Regt Re took the lead with a penalty and then went
3-1 up. But the Squadron didn't lie down and pulled one back with
a great goal by LCpl Percy 'Poacher' Parkin . The final score was 4-2
to 8 Sig Regt Res but the Squadron went out fighting .
Throughout the season the lads played well and did the Squadron
proud. Especially well done to Cpl Al Higgins who play with Corp ,
Army and Combined ervices.
GOLF NOTE
Report by Sgt Bill Greig REME
With increa ing interest in Golf within the Squadron, we managed
to enter a team in the Garrison Summer League. In the fir t match the
team consisting of Capt Mick Besant, Cpls Rab Arthur, Gaz Lee and
myself finished a creditable sixth.
In the Royal Signal
pring meeting at Catterick Garri on Golf
Club on 12 May, we had a few prize winners. In the morning medal
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pl I Higgin came fir . I \\ith my elf in third place in Div 2,
''ith apt 1ick Be· nt third in Div 3. The fternoon round, a
1ableford four:ome / green ome competition, wa · won by Cpl Al
HiJ?J?in who wa partnered by gt 1eve Boyd of
ig Regt. Our
ne,,e t member. pl Gaz Lee, has recently had his handicap cut
from 2 to 26, o well done to him and all prize winner . Lei' hope
for a good ea on (\\Cather permitting) with maybe a few trophies for
the ·abinet.

R

ETH
In the early hour of Tue day 6 June 0500 hr to be precise. !he
great e,·ent tarted . 'Race the un' wa the Commanding Officer idea
dmin and, primarily fitne . There ' ere 17
to te ·t the quadron'
C\cnts in all, to be run in the form of a relay around ome 120 mile
of 'orth York hire. The fir t event wa a run to the River Ou e and
a canoe race of ome 6km to 1he next check-point. The fir 1 eventers
were apt Jame- Morley-Kirk, Cpl Al Higgins and LCpl 'Toyah'
"Wilcox .
a team 1hey did very well and handed over in second place.
The econd leg wa run by Lt Richard Rand s, C pl Karl Arnold and
i11, Carl Radley . Our runner did not let them elve down and
maintained econd place behind I qn. ext leg wa a cycle race of
35km. Repre. enting the quadron wa. Lt Richard Rands again, gt
te'e lade and ig Colin Brown. Thi intrepid band managed to
overcome all opposition and handed over an eight minute lead to the
ne.\l leg-a 3 112 mile hill climb up the \ hite Horse . Cpl Al Costello ,
L pl ' Brummie' \\ hitehou e and ig Mark Woolley ran hard and
handed over a four minute lead to the nexl leg-a forced march
carrying 35lb of equipment. Cpl 'Paddy' Rice and Jim Burgess
1ogether with LCpl Al McPhee were up again t excellent oppo ition
from I qn and arrived exhau ted in econd place, ome 15 minute
behind the leader . The next leg wa another run and repre enting u
were
gt Pete Wille)' (RAPC), Sgt Terry Gigg and Sig Martin
Barlow . They worked well together and gained some Lime on the
leader . ext leg was a half marathon and running were Cpls Dave

Hebden and John Howe and Sgt Johnson from Bde HQ. They ca me
againsl some fine runners from the Regiment and ran a very hard race.
Next lep: wa a mountain bike race. Here Sgt Colin Dennis, Cpls Rick
Wicking and Rab Arthur raced out of their skins and reduced 1he lead
of I qn by nine minutes. The nexl leg was orienteering. Capt James
Morley-Kirk, Cpl Dave Ruane and Sig Garry Burke were our runners .
Unfortunately thi wa not their day, and the Squadron slipped into
last place.
On to the next leg, a fell run. Here Cpls Al Higgins and 'Chippy'
Pomfret together with LCpl 'Toyah' Wilcox put in a gallant effort
and we were back into 1hird place. A fore t run was next and Sgt 'Bev'
Bevan, LCpl 'Scouse' Hartley and Sig Spark, put in a ga llant effort
but unfortunately were up again t better opposition.
Cycle orienteering \ a next and our FofS, SSgt Russ Lifto n, Cpl
George Clark (RCT) and ig Darren Oakes put in a determined effort
and managed to claw back some of the time we were adrift of the third
placed team. A canoe race over the weirs wa next and C pl ' Jim '
Davidson. Sig Mcintyre and Cfn Dean Burchmore (REME) pulled ou1
all the top 10 put us back in with a chance of getting a higher place.
A 15km march was next and Lt Richard Rands, Cpl Dave Hebden and
Sgt 'Nobber' Hayles really burned up the course. They came in in
second place and handed over for the assault course race to Sgt Terry
Gigg, Cpl 'Doc' Docherty and LCpl 'Brummie' Whitehou e. S1ill
managing to keep in econd place they handed over for the
penultimate leg to Sgt Colin Dennis, C pls 'Ossie' Osborne and Rich
Wicking . Al last to York Barracks for the fina l event whic h was a 10
man cow of a l4 ton trailer around the barracks. The race wa now
o er with the Squadron in second place. We can feel justifiably proud
of this re ult. The whole day wa a success, not only for the achlete
but also for the excellent admin support co-ordinated by the SSM
W02 Trevor Jones . Well done to I Sqn who deserved 10 win. Watch
out next year we want that trophy! Our thanks go to Capts Phil Castle
and Tim Peacock for organising thi testing course.

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 114
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
The laqie t~rnovcr of RHQ personnel is now complete; Maj Pat
Maloney 1s firmly en conced in the Second-In-Command's chair,
Capt Andy Goff is driving the Operations Cell and, more recently,
Capt Elton Davis has taken over as Adjutant. Welcome to all and we
hope they have an enjoyable tour in Soest. We say farewell and good
luck to Maj Mike T ucker who has left us for the Staff course and to
Capt David Meyer who is now enjoying life (?) as S03 (Comms) in
the tower of power in Bielefeld . He hasn't cleared his desk yet,
obviously hoping that PB! l will change its mind and post him back.
Capt Meyer's farewell drink s seemed to last for a month, since his
departure 1he 'Shack's' profits have taken a sceep dive along with the
uperintendent Clerk's weight, must be some connection there!
May has been a b\ISY month for the Regiment and RHQ wa hit
with the UAO Validation Team and an A MAN S team in unison.
WOl Peter Whitbread, an ex member of the Iron Div Sig Regt, was
a member of the A MAN Steam; it was nice to welcome him back and
we hope that he remembers his loyalties when it comes to writing the
report.
INTER QUADRON SWIMMING AND ATHLETICS
The Inter Squadron Competition took place on 18 May, on a warm
day in a cold pool. Despite the conditions all Squadrons battled it out.
However, 3 Sqn proved to be the top Squadron winning 5 out of 10
races thanks to a rigorous training programme of two afternoons run
by SSgt 'Billy the fish' Spencer. A fine performance by Cpl 'Mal'
Pavier (backstroke), S gt Ray Spencer (butterfly),
ig ' lim '
Falvahan (breastroke), Cpl Ivan Oakey (freestyle) and W02 Billy
Ha lam (IC Support) won it for 3 Sqn.
RHQ's team led by the Adjt Capt Elton 'Doggy Paddle' Davis
showed its fighting spirit by coming la t in every event. For anyone
wishing to join the lectures on the butterfly stroke, please contact 2Lt
Philippa Chatwin.
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The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals
solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex
and Teleprinter Operators.
""~" • • • You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice
and guidance on employment prospects in the
commercial world ofTelecommunications.
If you are rusty, we can give you the opportunity
to brush up your operating and also familiarise
you with commercial routines and equipment, and then
guide you to the right job, permanent or temporary.
fn some cases resettlement courses are available
for those seeking permanent employment in
the 6reater Loncfon area.

•
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Contact the Three Tees Agency
and let your Services skills pay in Civvy Street

1

~t,,.,

The 21C Maj Pat Maloney, presents Cpl Mal Pav ier with his prize
watched by the RSM, W01 Jim Reeves

The
Three Tees Agency Ltd
1£.~-iiF~

Call in, write or telephone
110 Fleet Street, EC4. 01-353 3611 124 Regent Street, W1 . 01-734 0365
The Team
Left to Right: SSgt Spencer, W02 Haslam , LCpl Thomas, Cpl
Oakey, Sig Love , Cpls Clarkson , Pavier, Sig Elliot, Styring and
Flavahan
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Cpl Blondell wins the old soldiers race followed by the MTO Capt
Steve Harrison
INTER QUADRON ATHLETlCS
The Inter Squadron Athletics which were won by 202 Sig Sqn took
place on Friday 5 May. Many thanks to Capt Andy 'Whippet' Goff
and W02 (QMSI) Wood for organising the days events.
I QUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
OCC Tp
OC DTp
OC ETp
OC f Tp
SM

Fors

YofS
QMS

Maj Rod Thoma
Capt Len Carr
Lt Lance Mitchell
Lt Jim Prior
2Lt David Kinnaird
Lt Patrick Evans
W02 'Geordie' Dobson
W02 teve Bibby
Sgt Joe Murray
SSgt Ian Brereton

Afcer three months of pure hell Capt Len Carr was happy to see the
arrival of the new OC Maj Rod Thomas, even if it was only to be a
short visit during Ex Flying Falcon in which the OC wa to be seen
drinking coffee in every vehicle barring the OSC. For those unfamiliar
with Ptarmigan, the OSC is the spaciou palace from which the sy tern
is run (usually by the Squadron Commander) and where there is said
to be more ZZZing 1han in the Squadron lines on a Sunday morning.
The Officer Commanding then left the exerci e early in order to return
to the wetter side of Europe to pick up his wife. He has now returned
and we all wish him and his wife Deni e much happiness and success
in their new posting in Korbecke. In addition to the arrival of the new
OC we must also ay hello 10 Lt Jim Prior, Sig Anderson. LCpl
Armstrong and Sig Elliot.
We also say farewell to SSM 'Geordie' Dob on and wife Sue, he
departs from the hectic life of I Sqn to become 1he RSM of 13 Sig
Regt. We shall all miss him. Further farewells go to LCpls Everett,
Mills and Johnston, leaving the Army for the glamour of civilian life.
Ex Flying Falcon seemed to be an exerci e designed solely to
practi e the movement of Trunk ode 063 around the Corps network
a nd by the end of the exercise even tho e in OSC were very wary in
po itioning themselves anywhere near the unfortunate Troop. ig
'Baldrick ' Murray set a new record for guards in the Squadron after
he flattened his SMG with his POL vehicle in an atcempt to design a
new and smaller 9mm weapon . Staff College Demonstration was next
in che pipeline and unfortunately it happened to be Trunk ode 043'
turn to get into the limelight. Lt Lance Mitchell managed to hitch a lift
in a Challenger and afterwards remarked 'wouldn't it be fun if
Ptarmigan was mounted on this machine?'. A it turned out during
the Regimental ORT, ic was ome relief to a German household that
his Troop was ot mounted on Challenger when his line detachment
decided to call complete with vehicle. Although the vehicle wa totally
written off both ig Knight and LCpl Mills walked away haken but
unhurt, as wa the Uerman lam1ly.
RSIT proved to be as .thrilling as always. The Squadron produced
che good de pite an ORT and deployment on one of the in pecting
days! Anyway life continues as normal with 1he quadron deploying
on Ex Scree Slope shortly.
lc's been a busy cime for the Squadron over the la t month with
Flying Falcon, Scaff College Demonstration plus the odd Active Edge
stroke ORT. However it has noc been all work. The Squadron ha
taken part in all the Regimenta activities in particu lar the Regimental
. ailing course, which seemed to be run for the Squadron judging by
the number of Squadron personel on it. We even sent an internation I
foocball team to tour the UK or at lea t Blackburn. Capt 'Ni nja '
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• onnor helped 10 raL mone • for chari ty by organi ing a
pon ored run around the Mohn ee 11 hich wa well upporied. On
1he 'hole it ha. b en
te ting and hard working time for the
qu dron but neverthele an enjoyable one.
R '\1£0 TROOP' fLYI G fAL ON
The Troop deployed in the earl y evening on the unday before lhe
re t of 1he Regiment wa due to move. The Troop ommander
deployed 11 ith lhe fir t of hi . five dr:vers, ig Kev Hibberd 1 ho by lhe
end of week one wa · recalled bad 10 camp by the 10. The reason
till remain a my tery . teanwhile in lhe hill LCpl Johnson found
a new u e for hi frying pan which he mu t ha e learnt in 30 ig Regl.
The Officer Commanding wa again having prob lem of hi own thi
time 11ith hi e ond driver ig Dudley thi did not improve with his
third dri1er ig Church, 1he Officer Commanding wa een to age
1i ibly in two day
gt akebread al o had a light problem, a
broken toe, which he de cribed to the Officer Commanding a ' mildly
uncomfortable .
pl tef ewton had a mall vi it from CRA 1 hich re ulted in an
intere ting conversation between the CO and Troop ommander. 23A
gamed the title ot the 'be l travelled RRB in BAOR', il crew LCpl
Oldcroft and ig Link had a great time. Thi could not be aid of LCpl
He lop and ig Blak e l e~ who had their RRB die on them. While LCpl
He lop toured Germany with his wagon trying to get it repaired. Sig
Blakele) wa gainfully employed by the Officer Commanding a hi
fourth driver, a ta k Blakeley did not relish . However he wa oon
replaced by ig Knight who la ted until Endex ome 48 hour later.
On tonday
1ay, member of 2 and 3 qn built Divisional fain
and Tac Headquarter at ennelager for the taff College Demontration. Trunk ode from I qn together with Rebro joined a Bde
qn and 14 Sig Regt to form the remainder of the tand .
Having built it, moved it and rebuilt it, the tand wa found LO be
in out tanding condition and 'very well done', o the boy enled
down to learning their cript . They were to inform the visi tors a to
their role in 1he complex, career profiles, and skills required for the
job. The taff vi itor had obviou ly been briefed to ask about the
' Quality of Life'!
The manufacturer of our own equipment arrived and were not to
be pared. Totally unprepared for the attack about LO be unlea hed,
they eagerly climbed into the vehicles and innocently, but proudly,
a ked ' \ ell, is it working well?' .
Mr Co sor was found haking in a corner trying LO repair a
teleprinter, panting for breath; Mr Landrover, a hen and swear ing,
left clutching pages of 'points to be looked into'; 1r Plessey seemed
to have taken rhe day off or ju t avoided us altogether-anyway his
per onal camouflage was excellent!
It was a 1ery cheerful bunch of lads who returned to the adm in area
at the end of the day, 'war stories' were freely swapped, and the
obligarory two boules were quaffed.
Endex arrived on the Friday with masses of road restrictions , but
adequate transport soon returned a very satisfied contingent to San
eba tian for a long weekend.
TAFF COLLEGE DEMO
Report by Cpl Jordan
It has been a busy time for Radio Tp this year, and things were not
to let up. With Staff College Demo to prepare for, my bos 2Ll Phil
Baker, ta ked me 10 upply two RRB crews to run the PA system and
1110 RRB' for demonstration purposes. The PA Section commanded
by Cpl teff . ewlon and his motley crew, Sig Glad ys Knights, NoBoddy and ' Dud ' Dudley.
The demonstration RRB's were commanded by Cpl Mark Jordan
and his rock steady crew LCpls 'Johnno' Johnson , ' tumpty' hand
and ig Dolly taff, 'Baldrick' Herbert and the star of the show ig
' Oz Cabs' Nixon .
For rhose who have not had the 'pleasu re ' of preparing for Staff
College it inl'olve a lot of bull, so anything that is green and does not
mo1·e gets painted. ( ig ixon is still trying LO remove the paint from
hi~ person.) After our prepararion was complete we set off for that
notoriou dust bowl known as Sennelager, looking like shiny new
pennie and arriving looking a bit dusty and forlorn. Our first couple
of day consisted of setting up and rehearsals in preparation for the
arrival of the staff.
On the day the staff arrived to look at the various dets, they took
a great intere t in the 14 Sig Regt detachment but avoided the RRB 's
like the plague. In the lwo days about 600 visitors came to 14 Regl Det
whilst the RRB's had 27 visitors, 2 came looking for a brew, 3 came
looking for girlie magazines, the other 22 showed genuine interest. In
all, it turned out to be a quiet event for the RRB 's but a few laughs
were to be had . One of the best was: Staff officer 'You signal chappies
must be quite clever, ever thought of joining Marconi or Plessey when
you lea1e the Army? ig Baldrick 'Grunt, o I want LO become a bus
driver.' Exit one disillusioned staff officer.
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Well after o much excitement RRB Tp await next years Staff
College Demo with bared breath.
2 QUADRON
fC 4 BLACKB RN ROVER 2
Quite an impres ive headline, tho ugh not a dramatic a it may first
appear. We did play football aga inst a Blackburn Rovers XI although
not quite their fir t team .
The fixture wa orga nised by L is hand in Blackb urn , a relative of
LCpl Tony Shand, a key member of the sq uad without whose idea the
match may never ha ve taken place.
May Day arrived and the team travelled from Blackpool , where we
were accommodated for the weekend , an ideal place for some ' li ght'
recreation, Cpl Paul Cooney and LCpl Jimmy McEwan ca n testify Lo
that!
The match kicked off in near perfect condition , the light wind
giving neither team a ny advantage.
After ome cautiou football from both team , in lhe fir st 10
minute 2 Sqn gradua ll y began to find their touch , and some good
work in the midfield from Cpl Stan Deakin, Sig Greg Elliott and LCpl
Shand saw the game lurn in 2 Sqn's favour . Time and again Jimmy
McEwan was released down the right to terrori e the Blackburn
defence.
The pressure on Blackburn oon began to tell, with mistakes being
made frequently, but with 2 Sqn unable to capitalise until ig Terry
Blakeley wa found unmarked and scored easily past the advancing
keeper.
Undaunted by lhis early setback Blackburn came straight back with
some exce llent foo tball, only LO be thwarted by 2 Sqn' back four ig
'Griff' Griffiths, C pl Paul Cooney, Sig 'Dolly' Staff and Cpl Mark
Jordan. Cpl Stef Newton in goal for 2 Sqn had very little to do, except
pick up any loose balls that came through .
2 Sqn went 2 up after 25 mins with a fine olo effort from Sig
Griffith ; collecting the ball on half way, he pushed forward, hot
from 20 yards and found the bottom corner.
Continuing pre ure from 2 Sqn led to a third goal. This was an
opportunist goal, with LCpl Tony Watt latching on to a loose ball in
the box, not giving the keeper a chance .
Blackburn came back again with some fine play down the right.
After a succession of corners, a mistake in 2 Sqn's defence led to a well
taken goal from 1he Blackburn Number 10.
The half time break saw 2 Sqn go in with a 3-1 lead. Almost
straight from the re-start Sig Greg Elliott made it 4-1 after a goalmouth scramble. The game continued wirh mo t of the play coming
from 2 Sqn, however some excellent work by the Blackburn keeper
saved his side from a severe hammering. Blackburn pulled one back
with a penalty late in the game after Sig Staff thought he'd use his
hands instead of his head. The match was played with a great deal of
spi rit and enthusiasm from both sides, and afterwards it was said to
be a very entertaining game by the spectators .
2 Sqn returned to Blackpool later in the evening after watching
Blackburn Rovers beat Bournemouth 2-0.
Many thanks to Blackb urn Rovers FC for finding a team to play us
and also for entertaining a nd looking after us . It is hoped to play a
return match next year.

Back Row (Left to Right) : Sig Staff, Blakeley, Elliot (LL Cpl
Newton, Sig Griffiths , Cpls Cooney and Deaki n
Front Row (Left to Right): Cpl Jordan , LCpl Stand and nephew,
Sig Elliott (CRL LCpls McEwan and Watt
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3SQUA DRO
PERSO ALITIES
OC Sqn
OC P Tp
OC N Tp
SM
YofS
FofS
S gt P Tp
' gt N Tp
Sgt S Tp
MT gt

Maj Bob Brannigan
Maj Mike Rough
2Lt Neil Fraser
2Lt Howard Hughes
SSgt John Burgess
S gt A nd y Campbell
SSgl Steve Campbell
S gt Ray Spencer
SSgt Les All an
S gt To ny Williams
Sgt teve Driver
gt John Murray

HELLO AND GOODBYE
Welcome to Maj Rough, gt M urray, ig mit h, Styring , Bateman,
Hurman and Hobbs.
Cheerio 10 Maj Brannigan to HQ AMF as S02 Plnfo (it exists?),
S gt Tony Will iams to 206 Sig Sqn, gt Steve Driver to I ADTR, Cpl
'Jonah' Jones to Caiterick, Cpl 'Corry' Stoker 10 16 Sig Regt , Cpl
' Mac' McKenna to 633 Sig Tp, Cpl 'Rick' olan to 21 Sig Regt, LCpl
Pete Brooks to the oil rigs, Sig John Ell iot to Ireland, Sig Frederick
'Taff' Treharn e to 633 Sig Tp, Sig Les Bloor to civilian employment
and ig ' Paddy' O'Brian LO 28 Sig Regt.
EXERCISE FLYING FALCO
PAPA GROUP
Papa Gp was deployed after a Regimental plug up on Ex Flying
Falcon. The first week was fairly hectic with a move every day, testing
gt Steve Drivers route cards and 2Lt Neil Fraser's navigational skills
to the limit! This wa fo llowed by an eight hour track to meet the
world press, including International Defence Review!
The exercise was tight for locations so the hard men of Papa had
to make do with the odd barrack and a shower .
Amazingly none of the Papa Panzers broke down in three weeks of
hard tracking. Still, Cpl Billy Mill had an a rgument with a few
autobahn pillars and we managed to write-off November Tp's line
rover and a few cables (no names!). LCpl Phil Duff and Sig ' Hoppy'
Hopkins scagged on in Comms Ops and Sig 'Risk' Water stagged on
the complex wire. Sig 'Spud ' Hewitt enjoyed his brief stay and gave
the 'G unners' someihing to think about!
Tac HQ was deployed at Excon under Sgt Ray Taylor and had a
hectic but comfortable exercise.
NOVEMBER GROUP
Rear HQ deployed under Ca pt teve Marshall and 2Lt Hughes .
Convoys were led by Sig Elliot using his telepatheric powers, ince he
had hi eye shut!
S gt Les 'Ki pper' Allan had his first taste of Ptarmigan and, when
he wasn't too busy did a couple of one hour stags in Comm Ops. We
had a few early departure from the exercise: Sgt fisher (thank LO Cpl
Stoker) and C pl 'Sugar' Caine for headbutting a mast when the hot
failed.
ST AfF COLLEGE DEMONSTRATIO N
Papa deployed Tac HQ under 2Lt Neil Fraser and Cpl Mick
Clarkson . The ' Jack Tac' crew spent a week under Opcon 2 Sqn.
November Tp deployed Rear HQ and C pl Jarvis deployed LO HQ
DAA. Rear was the only stand which had to 'show again . .. not
a leep'. The demo gave them some time to prepare for RSIT but it just
wa n't enough for the Radio Relay.
Maj David New bury in a rare moment of worry remarked to the
SS I W02 Duncan McAllister : ' We 've been encircled.' ' Don 't worry
Sir, I'll put the wagons in a circle and call the cavalry,' replied the
SSM confi rming our earlier suspicions .
The new Deputy Chief of Staff wa heard to say compas ionately:
'Look, I know you're pushed for manpower so don't worry abou t a
driver 1'll do it myself . . . I ju t need omebody to cam and decam
the vehicle.'
Cpl Jim Knight was to have some comeback later when he aid: 'I
think it i fair to warn you that I have only driven the landrover twice
so far .' ' What twice today? ' enqui red DCOS in nocently. ' o, twice
altogether and never left hand drive .'
But none of these compare with LCpl 'Thrapper' Thrasher's
outstanding logic and perspicacity when he asked ig Dave King :
' Where do you want me to put the ma t?' Over there,' replied ig
Dave King indicating the spol.
A co uple of minutes passed and then LCpl 'Thrapper' Thra her
asked: ' . . . an d where do you want me to put the pegs?'
Sgt teve orris demon trated the u e of the crane on the AFV 434
'ER IC' with hi s a si tant Cpl ' couse' Hoprey but it wa
gt Stu
Layton with hi s driving in truction in the AFV 436 really 1ole the
show . The vi itors seemed disappointed by 1he limited number of
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rever e gears but fully te ted the all-weather Micks and the brake\. The
Squadron now looks forward to the return visil.
FOOTBALL-COMO COMM CU P FI. AL
. Having gone up 3-0 in the semi-final only to be forced 11110 a replay
1t was generally felt that the final would be an easier prospect; how
wrong such presumption proved Lo be.
The entire squadron bussed up to Herford on 25 May to give
support for the final agai nst 207 Sig Sqn. Right from th e start it wa~
clear that not only wa it going LO be a keen contest as 1he ball flew
from end to end but also that in the overpowering heat, stamina would
play an important pan in the late stages.
Sgt Jim Gray was the early tar of our team and scored a fine break
away goal to put us l -0 into the lead. 207 battled back and C pl Lan
Clements, our goalkeeper was soon under a lot of pressure. The
backline, including a few veterans like gt Kev el on and ·gt ven
Mar on , proved that experience leads Lo anticipation and can defeat
a good pair of running legs. ig ' Boa ey' Boase was the dark horse of
the team; only just selected. Cpl Ray Lang and LCpl ean Wilkinson
scampered about and harried the opposition. Then gt Jim Gray struck
again and it was 2-0. Ju t before half time ig ' Boasey' Boase scored
a peach of a lob and we were looking comfortable at 3-0.
In the second half, however, the pressure that 207 had exerted in the
first half was beinning to bear fruit as our player began LO falter in
the sweltering heal. Even some timely substitu tions did not prevent
207 from looking constantly dangerous and it was no surpri se when
they eventually scored. It was a surprise when they cored a seco .. J
and with 15 minute left all sorts of thing could happen. About 12
minutes from time the unimaginable repeat of the semi final occurred
when 207 equalised, and without some excellent defence and goal
keeping by Cpl Ian Clements could well have won .
The prospect of extra time wa grim indeed but afrer a lacklu tre
first period the team came alive in the second period and playing ome
very killful football created one or two half chances. More
importantly their pressure prevented 207 from scoring in extra time.
Despite their efforts the game finished 3- 3 and had to be decided on
penalties. We mis ed two and lost the final on penalties for the second
year in succession.
HOCKEY
LCpl T ony Jenner was the sole Squadron representati ve at the Inter
Corps Tournament but rhe Royal Signals, despite a cratch team did
better than rhey have for years by reaching the final defeating such
teams as the Royal Artillery en route.
WINDS RFING-ROYAL SIGNAL CHAMPION HIP 1989
The Squadron team, under the watchful eye of the team captain,
Maj Jo Fletcher, con isted of the novices Sgt Jim Gray and Cpl Bert
Curtin. The team arrived a day early to get in some much needed
training. Day one of the competition which was for individual saw
some very trong winds which caused a lot of problems for the
novice , but the OC found no problem at all and went on to win the
overall competi tion. Cpl Bert Curtin did well to complete all four
races to win the best novice and Sgt Jim Gray swam two lap of the
Dummer See.
The second day wa the team competition and 10 the relief of many
co·mpetitors the winds weren 't quite so strong. The team knew they
were in with a good chance e pecially with the OC sailing o well . gt
Jim Gray under the threat of dealh, swore to the OC he would be able
to complete the course even if he has LO wim round (again). With Cpl
Bert Curtin again doing well the team came out on Lop.
So after two days of hard competition the team result were: R
Signals Minor Units Winners, Individual Overall Competition
Winner-Maj Jo Fletcher, Be t ovice-Cpl Bert Curtin .

Although a little short of equipment the Squadron team won the
Royal Signals Mino r Units Competition
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(0 I, C~DRE-K'ERCl.'E BLLL Hl"IE
Th m die I problem. encountered on E. flying Falcon ha~ a
no.: on effect 10 E Bull hine held on JO • fay and from a tarting
Ii t of I only 11 completed the cour. e. The cour e sraned each day
' -nh PT after ha,ing risen from their rooftop garret above the
.:comm dation block. The first week was in tructional and included
drill. PT, map reading, order . patrolling techni.ques,
B and
''eapon training. The early tart began lO take their 1011 ~nd som~,
·uch a. ig Pere} I rk ( leepy head) managed to perfect hi Olrmpic
head role during the le ture . ig 'Pathfinder' C~rrick proved hnnself
to be more dangerou wit h a map than gt 'Pathfinder' Prowse .
The econd week ho -.~ver wa the te t week and tarted with a
patrol e erci e during ' ·hich each took turns to be the Section
Commander. The S 1 had obtained one large white rabbit a
. uitable ration for hungry oldier but they magically disappeared
from their pen overnight and compo had 10 be u ed instead. No
animal right militia upporters were een in the area but
gt Nigel
loane' wife now ha ome white earmuff .
gt Ke, in elso n wa playing the enemy and had been briefed to
probe 1he defence of a cction a couple of time and then br~ach it
to be reunited with his vehicle. Unfortunately unknown to him the
defence perimeter had no breachable gap , a fact he di covered after
four hours of being repelled and cha ed by the bloodthirsty horde of
the Cadre. gt Prowse managed to bump tart the bumper of his
landrover but unfortunately left the rest behind.
The whole exerci e was completed with a march off parade
accompanied by element of the I QLR band and overviewed by all
the D of the cour e. Afterwards a photo call and then we all retired
en masse to the Squadron Club for a curry lu nch and a sad farewell
lO Lt Jim Prior who left for the dizzy heights of Korbecke.

\ISIT BY THI- ITAUA:'li ARMY
On 4 May the Squadron hosted a visit by a number of Italian Signal
Officer. and soldiers from Palermo. The scorching heat made us feel
as if we were visiting them. The OC, Maj Jo Fletcher introduced the
Squadron and it role b.cfore they vi. ited a fully set Ut;> headquarters.
Via two non-le hnical interpreters It was a minor miracle that they
grasped the rudimcnt5 of Ptarl!ligan. They certainly eemed bemused
by the variety of green boxes m the vehicles.

202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

BFPO 16
202 (33 ARMD BDE) SIG SQN
POSTINGS OUT
Cpl La ng to 21 Sig Regt o n promotion , Sig Shepherd to 22 Sig Regt,
LCpl Hawki ns to 609 TACP on promotion, LCpl Graham to 14 Sig
Regl, ig Needham to 264 Sig Sqn, Sgt Liebe to 3 Armd Di v HQ and
Sig Regt, Cpl Tierney on di scharge, Sig Battison to 22 Sig Regt , LCpl
Pook to 16 Sig Regt, Cpl Scott to 7 Sig Regt, Lt Prior to 3 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt , Sig Marvel to 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn on
promotion and LCpl Ellwood to 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
PO TINGS IN
Cpl Arunasalon to Rhine Tp, ig Kielty to SHQ Tp, LCpl Clifford
to SHQ Tp and Pte Lewis lO SHQ Tp.

Italians going to Pasta Brigade Headquarters. SSM Duncan
McAllister looks on

SENIOR TELECOMMUNICATION
TECHNICIANS
Inspectorate OIS currently require Telecomms and Data Communication
Technicians for installation and maintenance work in the UK and overseas.
We have an ongoing requirement for senior tech nicians with experience in the
maintenance of Troposcatters, Microwave L.O.S. and Multiplex Systems,
HF/UHFNHF radio. Also knowledge and experience of data and telephone
networks, LANs and message switching systems.
Applicants who are about to leave the Corps should hold a recognised technical
qualification and have served in the services at SNCO/NCO level with 3 years'
relevant experience.
If you are leaving the services in the next few months, please apply with
your CV to:
Telecommunications Personnel Manager, Inspectorate OIS, Unit 3,
Wellheads Way, Dyce, Aberdeen AB2 OGD

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON/ PICADORS LANCE/
IRON CHARGE 10-28 APRIL
The Squadron deployed for the longest exercise si nce Iron Hammer
la5t year with limited manpower and fully expecting to be shattered by
the end of the three weeks. It was not disap pointed .
The first 10 days was Flying Falcon and, as usual, even despite the
fact that it was later in the year than usual it snowed on one day. It
wa generall y warm, however, and overcast.
As the 2JC, Capt Mark Eaton was having a hot recce the location
we visited more woods than usual but this gave the troops the chance
to practice their infantry skills. SSgt Nigel loane can be seen here
allowing LCpl Dave Pook to go point man in the clearance patrol.
Behind sta nd the indomitable Cpls ' Smudge' Mithson, 'S pider' Webb
and ' Mitch' Mitchell looking mean and menacing.
We knew that there were to be some live enemy at the exercise but
it was purely by chance that Capt Lyndon Campbell-Black spotted a
' left behind jammer' as he helped unreel the quad . The clearance
patrol then found two more similar devices together with a couple of
live enemy for interrogation. Just as they were beginning to become
useful coffee boys, however, they were recalled by Excon.
The Squadron suddenly started to fall by the wayside with ig
' Boa ey' Boase and 'Paddy' Gorman both giving their panzers a
Glasgow ki ss only to find that 16 tons of vehicle kissed back and they
both had split heads; fortunately not too serious. Meanwhile Sig ' i '
Hubbard decided to swing through the trees with grace and ease but
unfortunately missed a tree and after a short but painful plummet to
terra firma wa hastily removed to BMH Rinteln, where a cracked
vertebra was diagnosed. Sig Chris Heaton meanwhile decided that his
acti vity on the exercise had all been too much and succumbed 10
glandular fever.
These small hitches and in some cases stitches notwithstanding, the
exercise moved on apace.
The SSM W02 Duncan McAllister on his first major outing with
the Squadron proved that the pressure did not remove his sense of
humour!
'W here are you going?'
'Stand to, Sir.'
'Too late you're overrun . There are arrows in the wagons and you
have all been killed .• Some say that perhap he has been watching 100
many Western . So perhaps has Cpl 'Smudge' Smith on , Ea tender
extrodinaire with a message from the LAD .
'They' ve got a new injun for us .'
' With the number of cowbov here one iniun won ' t make anv
difference,' came the lightning reply.
The second week saw the appearance of the Brigade Staff and after
a brief power struggle between Ex Flying Falcon and Ex . Picadors
Lance during which LCpl Dave P ook was the unsuspecting pawn
unwittingly being fed information from two separate exerci es and
Capt Lyndo n Ca mpbell-Black was 'gripped' in the Falcon's talons
things proceeded on their usual merry way only with the Staff a art
additional consideration.
Capt Mark Eaton proved that eva ion is preferable to excursion by
always being at the Headquarters which did not have command with
an almost intuitive ability. We who are about to move into a vertical
bog in a wood, salute you.

· Pmttn & ~of L.,._.., Gum<ncs
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4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
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T he main event over th e last few mon ths has been Ex's Flying
Falcon and Four Brace , stories from these have already become
legends . Details are in the Squadron reports. After the exercises some
of the Squadrons managed to complete di ffe rent act ivites; HQ Sqn
was off to Sunny Vogelsang for an enjoyable Battle Camp whilst I
Sqn went off on site guard . With Ex Scree Slope coming up life is far
from dull in Herford.

Maj John Thomas MBE
Capt y Thalcher
Lt Ian Birle on
LI Allen tringer
W02 Mcaleer
W02 Parry
gl ew ome
gt Treen
gt Glossop

! SQUADRON

oc

2JC

WELCOM
AND FAREWELLS
Welcome to the following personnel who have recently joined our
rank : LI Allan Stringer (new OC B), gl Anderson (new RPC gt),
and ig Garnett ( QMS toreman). \ e wish farewell and good luck
to apt Jim Morely-Kirk who, we know, will enjoy 210 ig Sqn in
unny orth Yorkshire, Cpl teve ' laphead' Martin who is off to 7
ig Regt with the best wi he from all in A Troop to teve, June and
family and finally Cpl Andy Harriott who lea e for 4 Div HQ and
ig Regt, bet wi he again from A Troop to Andy, Karen and family.
Congratulations go to The Rogers family on the birth of their son
Jack .

SSM
Fof
SQMS
Yof
OC P Tp
gt C Tp
OC K Tp
0 J Tp

T his year' s Ex Flying Falcon was scheduled slightly later th an
normal , kindly allowing all those winter sports enthusiasts to enjoy a
holiday during the peak skiing period . The main reason for delaying
the exercise was undoubtedly to try and avoid the snow- but alas that
was not to be.
To test our ability to communicate over difficult terrain and survi ve
the traumas of long road moves, the Regiment was deployed far south
into the Sauerland . Quite surprisingly, 1 Sqn emerged relatively
unscathed from the initial move, unlike many of our comrades in the
access nodes!
Unfortunately locations were scarce in the area, making recce
particularl y frustrating . Sgt Kenny Sykes, (T 044) reluctantly had to
settle for a car park on one occasion, and has not been the same man
since! Likewise Sgt Kev Jenkins was forced to move T 054 into a
mini-swamp, making life fairly uncomfortable for 2Lt Bret Appleby,
and the boys of Cheetah Tp. Despite the problems imposed by the
ground, the Squadron performed extremely well o ver the exercise
period , although all were relieved to arrive back in camp after three
weeks, particularly Cpl Mel Harrideo and LCpl ' kippy' Skipp of
Central 347 fame.

WORLD C P HE, GELO
The annual \ orld Cup Competitfon in Hengelo i a football
ompetition open to all village, pub or forces league side in Europe.
inety- ix team from Turkey, UK, Holland , Switzerland, Belgium
and Germany took part in the competition. In the first game Lt
Ririe on and hi merry band of footballer were drawn against a
German team with a German referee who displayed impartiality when
ruling LCpl Paul Boothman 's brilliant solo goal to be a hand-ball and
when booking Lt lan Birleson for being off ide! The game finally
ended in a draw thanks to LCpl Paul Boothman 's goal from the
penalty pot following the German defender ' 'Maradonna' . There
then followed three defeat at the hands of Turkish, Dutch and Swi s
ide which brings u to the final game which ended in a 0-0 draw.
That wa one of frustration a the German side played a spoiling
ta tic. We di covered that the German are not as robust as the British
soldier on the 50/50 or 'Hospital' ball.
I hasten to add that the referee on this occasion spent most of the
match laughing at the German team complaining about our ' hard'
football-Good man!
!though we failed to reach the finals on the Sunday a good time
was had by all especially Cpl Dave \ elsh who participated in the
drinking, singing and swimming competitions.

ITE G ARD
Our 'rest' period was short lived as the Squadron had been selected
for a Site Guard over the period 18-25 May. Training for the Security
Force began on 11 May wi th a series of lectures, and revision of
weapon drills. The following few days allowed us to complete some
of our mandatory training including an APWT shoot and BC
chamber test. We even held a CFT-on what was probably the hottest
day of the year- and a Bank Holiday!
There were fine performances from members of the TOW team (yes
they were actually there!) particularly LCpl ige Back and Cpl ' Bas'
Bastow who carried extra weight (apparently on orders from the
SSM) . The only thing missing from the run were the senior !
Having recovered from the blister and bruises, and retrieved
several people from the medical centre, the Squadron moved up to
Munster. Lt Tony Picknell, in his role as reserve Force Commander,
immediately ensured his Platoon was settled in the chool, whilst 2Lt
Graham Addley launched straight into the task of guarding the site.
All were soon familiar with the routine, particularly our Alarm
operators, Cpls ' Baldrick' Hendry, 'Limp' Corlett, LCpls 'Ludwig'
Hurst and Boath, who mastered the system with ease (not o the voice
procedure!). Despite the nature of the ta k, the week pas ed relatively
quickly, and with few hiccups. Rumour has it that Sig Wilday has
given up smoking after his confrontation with the mericans and
LCpl Jed Halliday has been selected for the Regimental Athletics team
having recorded a time of 30 secs between towers 2 and 3 (in varying
degrees of undre s!). Finally one mu n't forget LCpl Gordon Kynoch
who never underestimated the enemy.

EXERCI E FLYI1 G FALCON
'What a change to have Flying Falcon in April rather than freezing
February', was the opinion of every Panzer driver and commander in
the Squadron. The BC phases of the exercise brought a few laughs
at the expen e of the 21C Capt Vyv Thatcher in his NBC proof recce
rover. We were amazed how he managed to avoid every location (even
at meal time !) when in BC kit. The picture shows the SQMS (SSgt
Jeff ' Zippy' Treen) at a crash-out location having taken the phrase
'crash-out' too literally, as can be seen by our half buried ERV. Maj
Thomas made the misLake of gambling with the Chief of Staff. He
wagered that he could move from location A to location B before
midnight. Unfortunately for the OC, Maj Stone pulled out his ace
card and didn't allow us to start the move until after midnight.
Another 'funny' occurred when Lt Dave Kinnaird ofTN63 visited our
location. We had problems with Ptarmigan during the exercise and
although it wasn't necessarily their fault the problems always '
happened when we were shooting to T 63 . On his visit Lt Kinnaird
decided to indulge in small talk with the OC and asked him 'How's
things?' It wa a shell-shocked Lt Kinnaird that returned to TN63!
During Ex Flying Falcon we hosted Mr Paul Stein , a project
manager from MEL. Paul eemed to enjoy his time with us and mixed
well with the crews. So much so that he caused the 21C to feel guilty
for avoiding the place. The other photograph depicts LCpl Phil
Harden demonstrating his advanced NBC drills ie, the combat
drinking and moking drills!
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Maj Gordon Rafferly
Capt Nick Borrill
W02 SSM Peter Hal tead
W02 (FofS) Dave Brogden RA Signals
SSgt (SQMS) Cha Ward
SSgt (YofS) Mick Purves
Lt Tony Picknell
SSgt Charlie Dubique
Lt Andy mith
2Lt Graham Addley

INTER-SQUADRON SWIMMING
The Squadron swimming team managed to find a Wedne day
afternoon free to partake in the Inter-Squadron Swimming
Competition. A considerable amount of talent was di covered during
the day, most notably Cpl 'Speedo' Shrives and LCpl 'Exocet' Evans
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who won every event they entered. The opposition also fielded some
impressive swimmers including OC 3 Sqn, Maj Richard Barfoot who
'crawled' his way along the length of the pool, dosely followed by the
RSM.
Unfortunately, HQ Sqn secured victory in the fi nal event, beating
the Squadron into second place.
BIEL MARCHES-SWIT ZRRLA D
Five brave mem bers of the Squad ron unk nowingly en tered
themselves for the Biel Marches in Switzerland over th e weekend 2-3
June. Under the guidance of Lts Smith , ' PH ' Picknell, LCpl 'Granny'
Hurst, Sig ' Bicycle' Briggs and Hobson embarked on a IOOkm march,
sLarting and ending at Biel.
Each man entered indi vi d ually, competing against the clock. Under
no illusio ns as to the enormity o f the task, the ' Squadron ' crossed the
line at 2200 hrs 2 June. Six hours later, having completed half the
course, and suffering from exposure, the immediate future looked
depressing. The situation was further compounded by the knowledge
that the eventual winners were just about to cross the lir.e. However,
gut determi nation and pride (apparently) forced the members of the
team to complete the cour e in just over 13 hours, a commendable
effort by all. Not satisfied with all the physical activity of the previous
evening, certain members of the team managed to summon up
sufficient energy to 'hit' the town and add the finishing touches to a
fairly challenging weekend!
2 QUADRON
HQ

oc

2IC
SM
SQMS
Yof
Tech
gt
MT Sgts

Maj Mike Dent
Capt Alislair Ross
W02 ( M) Bill Kelly
gt ( QM ) Mick Baron
gt (Yo ) Pete toddart
gt John Jamieson
Sgts Kev Enfield/John McGowan

EXERCI E FLYING FALCO
Whilst the heirarchy planned and plotted in preparation for Ex
Flying Falcon/ Four Brace the 'Troops' were busy working; LCpl
'Red Fielding and Edwards in the Q's dept and Cpl 'Geo rdie' tobbs
surrounded by drivers Ken Broadwell and Billy Baker and powerman
LCpls Jim Cameron and Paul Carling, Sig Tony Evan , teve Parker
and 'Absent' Parker were busy taking things apart and putting them
back together again. The technicians working under gt teve
Cherry's watchlul eye actually managed to ensure everything was
ready and working prior to the deployment, a minor miracle given the
circumstances.
The 'new' 2IC, Capt Alistair Ro s, actually managed to find us a
location once and then departed not to be seen again for three weeks
except to smile and throw his hands in the air and say 'nowhere to go' .
After three weeks of searching we finally found somewhere to rest
only to be told we were to move again at first light! Such is life in
Divisional Main Headquarters!
In between communicating we managed to host 48 VIP visitor , run
a defence TEWT for 30 young officer and entertain the SOinC, Maj
Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBE, and Comd Comms BAOR, Maj Gen
P.R. Davies, all on one day and claimed to have enjoyed it, though
the OC did look somewhat relieved when everybody had departed. In
all a most successful exercise, but the weather could have been kinder!
WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
We welcome back the 21C, again, and congratulate him on his
promotion, mind you, he hasn't bought the beer yet! We also
welcome LCpl ' Rodders' Rodwell from A3 Tp, Sig 'Aidie' Prie tley
from Al Tp and Sig Al Watson from Catterick. We bid farewell to
Sig 'Brooksie' Brooks who moves co NORTHAG after tidying up the
Squadron Office, once, good luck ORTHAG, we'll watch 'Sixth
Sense'!
Al (PAPA) TROOP

oc

Tp SSgt
Tp Sgts

2Lt Damian Quinn
SSgt John Brooks
Sgt Steve Talbot
gt Mark Richmond

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON
The month of April was of course dominated by Ex's Flying Falcon
and Four or was it Fore Brace. Sgt Steve Talbot returned from a very
ucces fut Staff Sergeants course just in time to deploy. Many of the
Troop thought he was still uffering from the 'Cour e ide effects' a
he began the exercise with new vigour and plenty of 'command and
control'.
The three week exerci e did not pa
without incident. The
Squadron O , Maj Mike Dent illu trated his great kill by controlling
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large ii sli ·I.: that could have cau ed the greatest di a ter thi
entur . at lea t that' \\'hat the Belgian thought!
i~ • rabb} • rabb entertained not only the Troop but mo t of the
Headquarters ~ ith hi ver ion of a 'double twi 1 and pike followed by
a triple omer a ult' "hen the oil of barbed wire he wa unloading
F caught in hi con:ibat jacket: aturally . he
from the top of hi
ored a maximum 9.9 from all tho e observmg and he 1 now lookmg
forward to being elected for the ne ·1 Ol )mpic .
The Troop had a u ce fut exerci e and a lth ough it wa nice to be
1 a glad to be back on the route home
out of barra k everybo
e pecially ig Tim bear~ . ' prog' _Howard and 'M.edic' Faul~ne.r who
decided they had had enough of panzer and h11 ched a hft m the
GO ' helicopter. pl 'Jacko' Jack on dedded to go one tep further,
he kindly allowed the General to drive hi panzer for him. nice one
Jacko!
The highlight for many wa ig 'Tommo' Tomlin on ' promotion
in the field by the GOC, Maj Ge n T he Hon W. E . Rous OBE. An
o a ion he will urely not forget for a good many yea rs.
HELLO A D GOOD BYES
The Troop welcome ig 'Spaceman' Byro n from 4 Bd~, ig igel
Howard . hau n Es ington and tewart Kelly from Cattenck .and Cpl
Bruce Ibbot on and family from UK. We all hope you will enJOY your
1ay in the 2nd (lo none) qn and take advantage of the delight
offered in Herford .
A3 (RADIO) TROOP

0
Tp

gt

Lt Jo hn C harn ock
gt Kev Nicholls

T ROOP HF EXERC I E
Prior to Ex Flying Falcon the Troop deployed to the auerland to
do ome comm trials and to practi e HF technique working a link
back to Herford. It all went extremely well but there were a few
'downers' not least of which was during the end of exercise barbecue.
The chicken did not seem to be cooking very well o LCpl ' Rodders'
Rodwell decided to speed things up with a liberal prinkling of benz.
During the ensuing funeral pyre the chicken was lost forever .
EXERCl E FLYI G FALCO N
The highlight of the exercise must have been the I 5 min radio check
given by ig 'Walter Mitty' Gray who it has been discovered, pos es e
a gla jaw. For his pecial skills he was declared ' ugget' of the
month. ig . eil Llewellyn did his best to sabotage proceeding
throughout the exercise:
gt Kev icboll
ig Neil Llewellyn
SSgt
Sig
SS gt
Sig

' Get some oil L lewell yn'
'I've got some Staff, it's in the trailer'
'Good Lad' . . .
'but it looks contaminated'
'****!!what do you mean it's
conLaminated'
'well that's all they had left Staff' etc,
etc.

HELLO A D FARE WELLS
The Troop welcomes C pl A nd y Harriott and his family from Soest,
LC pl Ga ry G ibb and family from Celle and Sig Paul For ter from
from Al Tp. \: e say a fond farewell to ig Pat Shatley on his move
aero s to Al Tp and to LC pl ' Rodders' Rod well on hi move to SHQ
Tp.
3 Q ADRON
ALPHA T ROOP
OCTp
T p gt

LI Paul Vingoe
gl

The most notable event was Ex Flying Falcon. Sadly we have sa id
goodbye to the Fat Controller; Sgl Geoff Hawkins who has gone. on
promotion to the First Division . We all wish him and Fiona luck and
much 'Snicker' eating.
There have been several new arrivals mostly from the factory, Sig
Mick Law, Andy Fazackerl y, Mike Harrison and Nick imp on , all
have already ettled in well and started to make a name for themselves
\\ithin th<: Squadron. ig G reg Tyler has also just arrived from 7 Sig
Regt. Congratulations also go to LCpls Derek O' Mall ey and imon
Do nnell} on their recent promotions.
The Troop performed well on Flying Falcon and reacted well to the
\'CT)' regular change in complex layout and rew iring . Only a few of
the senior Teddy Bears were found in the corner at the end of the
exerci e. Even LC pl Donnell y managed to eventually give the Air
Defence Officer a subset by the end of the exercise. The complex
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camounage worked excelleml y in it new fo rm whi ch i more tha n ca n
be aid fo r the belly plu g of the vehicles!
evera l ' want ed' po ter have appeared a ro und the Troop fo1 ~ ig
Lee Cox who ha not been een since embark ing on hi neak y beaky
course. but it ha nothing to do with leave or wan I am urc. Sig
Nick Kaczur who mu 1 be having an affair with the leave clerk, an d
LCpl Gus Hart who although he ha been ighted managed to e cape
each time before we could get him into coverall .
May ha been the month of the land down with the Troop
deploying to Varenholz lake . Noticeably ig Owens who after th i~
month is lucky not be to in a surgical collar. The Troop also fiued in
an adventure training day, rock climbing where C pl Dave Brudenall
and LCpl 'Chappy' C hapman were in true form po ing for the
camera making ea y climb look extremely hard.
Between stand down we have been busy with Ml' . STI' , a nd
CE check . T he enior have been led to believe the guy are wcating
on the tank park when really it has been a liberal coveri ng of sun tan
oil no wonder the tank park ha been so overpopulated this last few
week ).
Fi na ll y we congratulate the Squadron Commander and his wife
Cathryn on the birth of their first born, Hannah and wi h them all
luck for the future. We also give our be t wishes to the Squadron
Yeoman S gl (YofS) teve Wood on hi recent marriage a nd to Sig
Neil Wellings on hi forthcoming marriage.

BRA 0 TROOP
OC Tp
Tp Sgt

Lt Vinay Pandya
Sgl Da,·e Mason

Sunshine eem to encourage romantic decision . LCpl Michael
Weston tied the knot with abine Didden on 19 May, the Troop
congratulate them both and wishe them all the best for the future .
Our best wi hes al o go to Sig Danny Turner on hi s engagement to
WPte Diane Bou lead . However, the hot weather was not welcomed
by LCpls Andy Turner and Mark Hurren who were on their
RSDCC-both successfully completed it-well done. We welcome ig
P aul and Pamela Fla herty from Alpha Tp , for it i rumoured , an
unprecedented transfer fee . We say farewell to two long landing
members of the Troop; Sig Joshua McGarry and Dvr ' ob by' obbs
and wish them well for the future.
During the break from exercise the Troop went out for a days
trekking in the Harz Mountains. Looking forward to a great day out
in the hills the Troop set off kitted out with packed lunches, miles
and sunglasses. Sgt Mason drove the PRI minibus and we all enjoyed
the view en route . Cpl Jim Wilson had obviously done this before and
looked the part for the trek , the only thing missing were corks around
his hat. Those who volunteered for map reading ensured that we had
to follow an interesting route! As the weather got holler we all ached
for some form of release-our prayers were answered by the
appearance of an oasis in the form of a beautiful li11le lake. Cpl Paul
'I can't swim, but I'll try' Henderso n was first in, and he swore blind
that the water wasn't cold-never trust a technician! The Troop
decided that Lt Vinay P andya might wish to lead by example-he did
10 a cry which sounded like 'just let me get my boots off' as he hit the
water. In summary a very good day out. It is rumoured that the next
one may have something to do with ropes and figures of eight.

TM T ROOP
Sunday 28 May saw not only a very hot Bank Holiday, but so me
carefully ' elected' HQ Sqn athletes competing in the Minden half
marathon hosted by 4 Armd Div Transport Regt . The starting gun was
duly fired at 1030 hr wi th the RCT managing to squeeze 600
competitors through a gap the size of a football goal.
Galloping into an early lead, with pacemakers on full tilt, were the
TOT, Capt Mick Woodh ouse and the MTO Ca pt And y Co rnel ,
closely shadowed by FofS Terry Witts, Sgts Pete Fumes and Keit h
Merrie. The 10 mile point saw the TOT stop for a battery change, with
the FofS reportedly thumbing a lift up the route 61.
First over the finishing line was Sgt Furn ess in I hr 32 min ,
followed by Sgt Merrie in I hr 34 mins. With new batteries the TOT
cruised across the line in I hr 37 mins . The FofS, suffering from a
football injury sustained two weeks previously in a match with 7 Sig
Regt TM Tp, limped in in a very respectable t hr 42 mins .
The Troop was running on behalf of the Sir Malcolm Sargent
Cancer Appeal and managed to raise pledges for nearly DM2,000 .
Congratulations in the Troop go to Liz and P ete Furne s on the
birth of their daughter all y. Goodbyes go to the TOT, Capl Mick
Woodhouse and Norma who departed for 7 Sig Regt. C pl Ted Heath
also leaves soon but will be travelling a little bit further, in fact 10
Australia on Ex Long Look and fina ll y farewell to C pl Mark T odd off
on a tour of Beli ze.
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Q ART ERMA TER DEPARTMENT
QM(T)
Maj Brian Young
RQMS(T)
W02 Chris Calow
Sgt Accounta nt
gt Gavin Barclay
gl Accounta nt
Sgt Mark Blakeley
UR '(MT)
Sgt John Mi les RAOC
Veh Accoun t
Mrs Marg Langford
Demand Clerk
Mrs L iz Morton
Clerk / Typi t
Mrs Julie Pearce
We contrib uted three boxers to the Headquarters Squadron team
whi ch subsequently carried off all three titles in the Inter-Squadron
Boxing Competition . Cpl ' Billy' Knox , LCpl 'Mac' McBride and ig
'Daz' Proctor won through 10 the finals and showed fine spirit. (Most
of our customers now say please when asking for stores.)
Ex Flying Falcon passed without much incident, unless you were
travelling as a passenger with Sig 'FMT3' Thomas bouncing from
location to location . It may have been his first exercise in Germany
but he has given 'Crash Moves' a different meaning.
Last month we said a sad farewell to Mrs Val Henman who to the
di may of the QM and RQMS is leaving the department after 11 Vi
year service. We wish Val, Ken a nd Fiona all the very be t for the
future .

A NICE DAY O UT
Not to be outdone by all the events in the Regiment, . ome member
of the wives, namely Susan Purves, Helen Varley, Elaine Wat on and
Yvonne Hopper arranged a ladies hockey competition . Teams arrived
from Nienburg, Gutcrsloh, Hildesheim and Osnabruck , but the main
threat was a young German guest team from Bielefeld.
During the course of the day the Herford ladies ba11led their way
through to the final. Battled is an accurate description as more than
a little blood was spilled. (Who said that they were the weaker sex?)
The final was fought between the ladies of Herford and the German
team . Although the Bielefeld team were well prepared and perhaps a
little younger the full time >Core was equal Despite extra time this
remained. It all came down to penalty nicks, alas on the finlll nick the
Herford ladies lost. All in all a very enjoyable day, plans are already
afoot to win the cup back again next year. Certainly it left a lot of the
watching husbands glad that they play imple sports such as rugby or
hang gliding!

I TER- QUADRON SWIMMING GALA
The ann ual Inter-Squadron Swimming Gala took place in the
Health Spa pools in Bad Salzuflen. The initial heats soon indicated
that the main protaganists were HQ and I Sqns. HQ Sqn had fielded
an incredibly stro ng team-including the RSM. In the end it all came
down 10 the final and HQ just pipped I Sqn to win the cup .
The results were: HQ Sqn 41 point -first, l Sqn 35 pointssecond, 3 Sqn 28 points-third and 2 Sqn 26 points-fourth.

Maj Gordon Rafferty presents Runners Up medals to Mrs Yvonne
Hopper and Helen Varley the eventual wi nne rs; Bielefeld Ladies
team in the background

LOOKING FOR AHOUSE IN THE U.K.?

INVESTMENT HOMES
(EAST ANGLIA) LTD.
Inter Squadron Swimming - Winners HQ Squadron
Back row (left to right) : Dvr Brian Wills, Sgt Steve ' Wolfe ' Piggins,
LCpl Michael McBride, W01 (RSM) Don Pawlow and LCpl Bob
Donaldson
Front row (left to right) : Cpl Ian Flipcroft, Pte Paul Ross, Cpls
Graham Low. Neil Bedford and LCpl Chris Eddison

We specialise in the purchase, refurbishment, equipment, rental and management of residential property in East Anglia, particularly Cambridge.
If you are looking for a property in the
U.K. with a view either to investment or
for your own eventual occupation, we
will be pleased to help you.
For a copy of our brochure, write to
Investment Homes (East Anglia) Ltd.,
Kents, High Street, Great Chesterford,
Saffron Walden, Essex, CB10 1 Pl, or ring
(0799)30461.

The CO, Lt Col A. J . Ra per p re s e nts Pte Ross with the Inter
Squadron s w immin g cu p . W0 2 (QMS I) De nn is Dela ney on right
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200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 41
EXER I E LYI G
LCON
b) pl R. J. Weeks
.
'I know' aid a rather important officer 'let' not have Flying
Falcon in the cold thi year. Let' have it in the pring when it' nice
and warm'-\uong. I knew the weather on this exerci e wa going to
be bad when it tarted to rain a we loaded the 43' on the train on
Friday morning. Eight hour later it stopped raining but _now it wa
ju 1 cold . With the 43' unloaded we et off through S~1.gen to the
amu ement of the eigen folk. They had never seen a Bnush convoy
moving at 20kmh. The weekend aw very liule acti ity a we checked
our vehicles under the watchful eye of Capt 'Bush' Renfrey. A we left
our weekend location, on went the cam cream and tin hats, the
e.\erci e had started. Thi was the only dry move.
fter an hour or so the B vehicles arrived along with the rest of the
quadron. QM Mick Ara, wa unimpressed a hi demand fo r three
weeks sun hine had been returned dues out 1992.
The first week went something like: wait until it rained, move, set
up, talk on the VHF wait for Ptarmigan, 'oh it's stopped raining', .get
Ptarmigan wait until it rained, move. The last location on the fir t
week wa ~ brewery! That weekend aJI the vehicles were serviced and
faulls put right by the excellent REME detachment under SSgl Chris
Price. 'i ith all the vehicle and per onnel recharged we left our
weekend home for Hameln, in the rain . The second week aw more
rain and yet more moves. Cpl 'Baz' Brooks, found he had the only
436 with built in hower. With the Staff Officers arriving the exercise
ettled down , to moving when it stopped raining then setting up in the
rain. Due to manning problems, we had the loan of Sig Christie and
Jones from 5 AB Bde who helped out on the Int and Air det' , but
with the departure of these two fine soldiers, this left LCpl Paul
Ashford on his own again . However, the A VLO's driver knew what
a 353 looked like and the problem was solved. Out at A2 Ech someone
found the Power Sergeant in the sauna that SSgt Bill Smith had
in tailed while Sgt ' Mac' Singh used the microwave to make real
curries.
As the second week ended the order came through to move back to
Seigen. Our movement timings coincided with the worst rain yet. As
the packets moved in to the half way point, we learnt that SAS 647
had been involved in an accident. Thanks to the quick thinking of Cpl
Hamilton and LCpl Avins, a nasty incident was avoided.
\ ith the number of officer 'casuaJties' there was a chance that
LCpl Bedford, would take over the Bde Commanders job, with Sig
Walker as the COS. However, with endex just round the corner, the
exercise brought on what we had all missed. Snow. Several people said
that Falcon wasn't FaJcon without snow. It lasted long enough to
cover the complex, then it rained again. Oh well, never mind, Falcon
next year is in February, back to normal weather.
QM DEPARTMENT
EXERCISE FLYING FALCO /FOREBRACE
Well it was the time of the year when this most famous of exercises
came our way again, the most significant item on this exercise was the
fact the 'Q' came out much to the amazement of the department. The
exercise was also transformed when Cpl 'Monty' Moore decided to
inject humour and start rumours about what actually went on in the
back of ' Q Sleeps' and on the exercise in generaJ, most of it happening
in or around the water bowser.
Here are some extracts from the local exercise paper, The Gauntlet:
Day 2: 0450
Stood to in Water Bowser, had a shower while in there and foun,d
fat cook stuck in other water tank.
Day 12: 0930
All Brigade staff arrived at Q complex, introduced them to water
bowser, not much interest shown on introduction .
Day 15: 0530
QRF stood to in water bowser and found one fat cook, one bush
and one lady officer reading instructions on cam cream tube. She LOld
Q that she had been sent there by G3.
Day 22: 1950

Padre arrived in location, on being briefed by Bush (21C) decided
to take communion in water bowser. All Squadron attended service in
water bowser .
The complete 'Q Diary' can be read in The Gauntlet.
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On to the more in teresti ng notes , the depa rtment is fin ally on the
move to the new SQM
to re a nd everyone is pulling effort into
completing the move by l J uly so all the department is very busy
indeed .
EXERCISE FIGHTING GA UNTLET I
Time:
0830 hr Wednesday 17 May 1989 (already half an hour
late).
Location :
T he A hl burg feature (we don't know where it is either
but we think it was a stray part of the Ardennes).
Weather:
Too hot.
Aim Stated: To practi e low level tactics and basic military skill ~.
Implied :
To climb every hill many times.
After a rela'xing four day tand-down it wa time to put heavy packs
on sunburnt houlder and try to avoid blister . To promote
leadership skills of our JNCO's most tasks were carried out at section
level. The first task was an 8km march with full kit, this being the first
part of the econd competition although most section managed to
eliminate themselve by either taking a hort cut or doing a short
detour. or in some cases not so short cuts/ detours .
The next two day involved several teaching tands, all on top of
hills, with a night exercise thrown in half way through. The stand
were fun or informative, some both. They involved gellin g hot and
sweaty, wet and dangling from bits of rope with heavy boxes but
fortunately not at the ame time.
The exerci e was finished off (and so were we) with a company
auack followed by a speed march with tasks (pick up thy log and run) .
Once again the attacking forces won although they nearly got it wrong
(OC J Pl confu ed them by being in the right place for once). The
speed march wa won by 2 Section which having come second in every
other competition was declared overall winner .

'I

7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

The Squadron shooting team, finalists in the Falling Plate
Competition LCpl Bedford, Pte Smith (RPC). Lt Meers (Standing).
Pte Cockburn (RPC) and LCpl Marsden (RPC)
ATHLETICS
On Friday 31 March we went to the Jahne Stadium at Herford to
participate in the 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt inter-Squadron
athletic competition. Due to the toll of postings and ski accidents, we
were unable to field a strong team thi s year but our fourth position
placing out of six Squadrons was a creditable performance. In tune
with the upsurge of interest in Tug-of War, we fielded a team for the
first time and benefited greatly by the experience. The team is now
looking forward to the Morrison Cup Minor Units Competition .

The Squadron Tug-of-War team at the Regimental athletics
Competition. LCpl Hall , SSgt Smith, Pte Smith, Cpl Trotman, Sgt
Latimer, SSgt (FofS) Griffiths, Sgt Russell (RPC) (Coaching). Cpl
Sharp (REME) and LCpl Betts
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Platoon HQ 0 Group on Exercise Piqhting Gauntlet I

4 DIV SAAM FALLING PLATE COMPETITION
by LCpl Bedford
After giving a mixed performance in the 4 Div SAAM competition
our motley crew of Pioneers and Signalmen (yes against popular
belief, there were members of the Corps in the team, well two of us)
decided to go out with a bang(!) on the last competition. As usual this
was the falling plate . Having got a bye in the first round we all
congratulated ourselves on getting through to the second round 'cos
thats as far as thought we would get'. To our amazement after an
energetic sprint down the range we knocked our plates down before
our opponents (It must have been the wind). With our morale high we
set about storming through the rounds, with a few scrapes where the
winner was decided by the number of rounds left in the magazine. We
particularly enjoyed knocking out the 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
team (unlucky lads) on our whirlwind storm up the tables.
To our disbelief (and everyone elses) we got through to the finals
against the Royal Irish Rangers, who used SABO. After a valiant race
down the range where even old man Pete Marsden managed to keep
up and our best shooting performance we didn't manage to beat the
superior skill of the infantry.
Overall we were pleased with our result as a Minor Unit using SLR
to take second place at the SAAM.
PS When's Sisley?
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FOOTBALL
The football team would like to say farewell to Sgt Jimmy
Stevenson RPC, the team Captain and Coach and thank him for his
hard work and successes whilst with the Squadron . We would also like
to say 'welcome' to Sgt Colin Day RAPC .
Recently the 4 Armd Div league finished with us fighting for fourth
place. We are still waiting a date and venue for our semi-final match
in the Divisional Challenge Cup.
SHQ
The Orderly Room /U AO survives despite rumours to the contrary.
The crew headed by Sgts Dave Ellis and Colin Day, consists of LCpl
Rich Hanley and Sig Alan Stevens who do their best to hide the mass
of correspondence and at the same time cater to the needs of all.
Sadly we ,said farewell to LCpl Ralph Basnett recently, who is on
his way to a 'small group of islands off the South American coast',
on promotion to Corporal. Congratulations, we will miss your great
sense of humour. He also decided to get married before he left so
congratulations again from everyone. We all wish him and Jo all the
best for the future.
LCpl Rich Hanley has only just arrived from the 'Big Regiment' in
Herford. He is a Stalwart of the Regiment's Tug-of-War Team. He
keeps in training by carrying piles of files from one office to the other.
Welcome and we hope you have an enjoyable LOur.
Sig Alan Stevens, a follower of the skiing fraternity, is wondering
if he can get a skiing course free of charge in civilian life.
By the time this is printed Sgts Dave Ellis and Colin Day will have
left for pastures new; Sgt Ellis to the UK for his last six months before
retiring from the hectic life of the Orderly Room. Sgt Day will be
moving 'up the road' to 4 Armd Wksps REME. All the best to them
and their families .
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REGIMENTAL UPDATE
For all Corps Units in 1 BR Corps the first half of the year is
invariably hectic. For 7 Sig Regt it has been an especially ousy time.
On top of normal exercise commitments we held a very successful
Regimental Exercise during which the officers and men were pushed
to the limits of their endurance. We practised Battle Casualty
Replacement procedures and simulated the arrival of replacement~ by
retraining officers and men to perform task to which they were
unused. This training was carried out overnight while everyone was
exhausted from recent manoeuvres and the proceedings were filmed
by SSVC. Sig Tom Kennedy certainly enjoyed his temporary elevation
to the position of OC AS Tp.
What was not filmed was the extraordinary scene which greeted us
when we returned to base after the weekend's exertions. We attended
a Church Service after dark in a field in the middle of desolate
countryside. We looked out over the field to a Flat Platform Truck
some 150 yards away. The truck was bathed in the glow of several
noodlights. It was a cold, windy evening and the whole of the
Regiment wa gathered, looking at the small figure of the Padre
standing on the truck in the distance. Suddenly the air was rent by the
strains of an organ hidden in the darkness. The Padre spoke to us in
a voice made sonorous by the PA system. His exhortations rang out
over the heads of the congregation and filled the air. Many sheep mu t
have been startled to be addressed so passionately by the disembodied
voice and passing poachers must have thought that they were
witnessing a Close Encounter. It was an experience that we will not
quickly forget.
The sporting highlight of the year was of course the winning of the
Army Cup by the rugby team. RSM (now Capt) Andy Hickling and
the team worked extremely hard to secure the Cup and this success will
undoubtedly enhance the reputation or the Corps as a whole.
The CO, Lt Col Bob H ussey, implemented the changes that will
take the Regiment in the direction he has mapped out for it. One of
his main interests is Officer Training and aJl the young officers are
benefiting from his wide experience in that field. Jn particular,
presentations and debates are enhanced by the fact that they are given
in the Officers' Mess prior to a Regimental dinner. This makes the
occasions much more relaxed in spite of the fact that they are usually
attended by VIPs.
Capt Brian Greenwood has been increasing his experience rapidly
by occupying three different offices in the last couple of months .
After moving from Z Troop to Ops he now graces the chair of OC HQ
Sqn, recently vacated by Maj Frank Worrall who now wears only the
hat of QM(T). Frank leaves us shortly and we wish him and Sue all
the best. They will be sorely missed.
Lt Glen Harwood, the quiet, unassuming Families Officer and OC
PRI has been moved from his post, promoted, and shipped off to 3
Sqn to take over as 2IC from Capt Tom Friend. Glen, although
naturally mortified, has decided to soldier on and has now bravely
asked for an exten ion in a touching attempt to hide hi pain from
unsympathetic eyes. Families need not despair however ince their
welfare is now safely entrusted to the tender ministrations of new boy
Lt Dave Marsden to whom we extend a warm welcome.
The PRI has been selling IBM compatible PCs for some time now
and the Paymaster, Capt Mart.in Lodge, has finally abandoned his old
non-compatible and taken the plunge. We are told that this is his
single bigges• financial investment ever but he is recovering well and
will be back at work soon. The fact that WOl Allison in SFA ha al o
bought a PC should not be taken as ind icative of any form of plot but
the managers of the central pay computer may well be advi ed to
increase their vigilance against hacker .
In short the Regiment is in good heart and i looking forward to a
more relaxed summer period-hopefully.
GOALS FOR HILLSBOROUGH
The boys of 4 Sqn, 7 Sig Regt, thought up a unique, albeit a
demanding way of earning a day off work. They decided to mount
a 24 hour five-a-side football compe.tition to raise money in aid of the
Hillsborough Disaster Fund. It was all the idea of Cpl Phil Green nd
LCpl Martin O'Gara who don't come from Liverpool or particularly
support them but just love the game of football. They put in all the
hard work required to organise the event and enlisted the upport and
backing of all the members of 4 Sqn .
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· 1 team , of rou hly the ame abilit}", were picked from the
quad ron
support team wa provided from tho e not actually
playing, to proYide food and drink a nd generally to look a fter the
team and keep them going. Ea h team played oppo ing team on a
rotating ba i ·, irre pecti ve of which team wo n, giving the team
br ak of not more than one hour for meals etc. Each game la ted 15
minute . "ithout a cha nge over a t hal f time, and play only stopped for
a. long a it took to change OYer team a t th e end of each game. Each
t am averaged a total o f eight hour actua l play, a nd a total of 32
game .
The event took piace in Mare fi eld Gymna ium on Wednesday 10
11.la) . The competition wa tarted at 0900 hrs by the CO o f the
Regiment, Lt Col R. M. J. Hu ey who made the fir t 'd rop-ball' . The
game tarted off at a fa irl y fa t pace with heavy coring but oon
ettled down a player rea li ed they had a long way to go. everal
member of :he quadron play in the Regimental Foo tba ll Tea m a nd
the) joined the Regimental Team in the a fternoon to play a full match
before returning to play on through the night. The fi ve-a- ide team
Y.ere relieved by member o f 3 qn while the Regimental Foo tba ller
were away.
Each team member obtained pon or hip to complete the 24 hou r
period, which will , when collected, exceed DM2,000. Thi will be sent
to the Hillsborough Di a ter Fund. The amount will be augmented by
the proceed of a raffle for a football strip dona ted by Boru ia
Munchen Gladbach .
Our grateful thanks go to W02 (CSM) 'G inger' Di on , of HQ Regt
I BR Corp and all the referees he organised from the 4 Div area who
ga,·e up their time. Without them the whole event could not have
taken pla e. Thank al o to the chefs for keeping us fed and watered
throughout the night, and thanks to the Print Shop for the posters and
to everyone el e who helped to make the event the uccess it wa .
Team C won the competition by scoring 124 goals and amassing 4 1
point .

out by the team but a ll competitors must pas th rough a ll the checkpoint in the correct order. Where the event differs from normal
o rienteering i in the natu re of three of the check-points. These are in
fact milit ary skill tand s.
T he compet ition i held as eparate events for the regular sold iers
and for the TA alth ough the ground covered is the ame. T he nature
of the mili tary !..ill- sta nds are not revealed unti l the day o f the
competition so th at the team are not fi ll ed with relevant experts.
Thi year the kill s tested were grenade th rowi ng. T he gre nades were
dumm y but had to be thrown accu rately into a target a rea . Success
elicited a two minute time bonu s. Tent erection ; here a two man
Bundeswehr tent had to be u npacked , erected a nd repacked a t speed .
Five minute bonu . Use of co mpass; beari ngs were ta ken of prominent
objects using a Bu nde wehr prisma tic compass. A correct bea rin g wa
worth a five minute time bonus.
Alt hough the te ts were not difficult in themselves accuracy a nd
speed were needed to ecure a many econds bo nu a possible since
the result from the tands played a significa nt pa rt in the overall
result.
The co mpetitio n was won by a 22 Sig Regt team . We secured
creditable results a nd were placed fi fth (B tea m) and eventh (A team).
Over SO team took part a nd we t herefore felt tha t we ha d d o ne well
at ou r fir t attempt at the competition. Next yea r we will do eve n
better .
A Team: LI 'The Bear Chapman, SSgt ·Wall y' Westrop, Sgts
'Rocket Ron ' Ha ·lam and 'Kev' Smith .
B Team : 2Lt 'Billy' Smart, Cpl ' George' Workman, LCpl 'Roy '
Carter and Sig 'Howesy' Howes .
.
Finally Rupert 'The Bear' Chapman is to be congratulated o n his
recent promotion a nd for the celebratory coke that he bought the
boys.

11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

FLYING FALCON '89
2Lt Jonathan Smart has ma naged to capture a cene from ou r
favourite exercise from his new vantage point a Trunk Node
Commander .
11 Sig Regt on parade to mark 25 years of residence in Hel les Barracks
25TH ANNIVERSARY PARADE
On Friday 12 May 1989 a parade was held lo commemorate the 25th
Anni versary of the Regiment's occupation o f Helles Barrack . The
Review ing Officer, Brig T . G. H. Jackson OBE,was the CO when, on
the 13 May 1964, Helles Ba rracks became the Regiment' s home. It was
therefore both appropriate and grati fying that 1he Brigadier sho uld be
reviewi ng the Regiment in the same Barrac ks 25 years on .
The parade was formed by recruit under training (1 and 2 Troop ,
Battl eaxe a nd Kohima Tp ). junior and enior NCO 's attending mid
career co ur es (Royal Signals Staff Sergeants and Detachment
Commander Course and Leader hip Troop) , members of 347 ( orth
Yor kshire) Sqn Home Service Force a nd mu ic was played by th e
Ba nd of the I Bn the Prince of Wales Own Regiment of Yorkshire.
During the parade the Reviewing Officer presented Corps cap badges
to members of No 2 Troop who had ju t completed their third week
o f recruit training, and the Commanding Officer's award of an ' A'
grading to the top students of the Royal Signals Staff Sergeants'
Cour e - Sgt Billy Freear, 264 Sig Sqn and the Royal Signal
Detachment Commanders' Course- LCpl 'Sco use' Ramsden, S (AB)
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.

The 'Goals for Hillsborough' Teams
ORIENTEERI G
On Saturday 22 April, two teams of four men from I Sqn took part
in the annual Herford Orienteering Marches. This is a military skills
competition organised by the Reservistenkameradenschaft Herford .
Thi i the German equivalent of a TA Regiment.
The competition consi ts of an 11 km orienteering run with a
difference. The exact route followed on the run is naturally worked

ADVERTISING

a

otices and advertisements, other than those related to
business interest, will be published free of charge to servi ng
members of the Corps, and to those retired members who
subscribe to The Wire. All matters for publication must reach
the Editor by the 12th of the month preceding publication. All
other advertisements should be forwarded to our advertisement
managers, Combined Service Publications, PO Box 4,
Farnborough, Hampshire GUl4 ?LR (Telephone 0252 515891)
who will advise charges.
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FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES
We would like to take thi opportunity to say a fond farewell to
Pete and Sandra Plevin who are leaving us for eivvy street, they will
be greatly missed by everyone. We would also like to welcome Andy
and Wendy Townsend into the fold and hope their stay is a happy one.
Congratulations al so to go Les and Ju lie Stimson on the birth of a
baby daughter , who luckily managed to appear before I April.
Finally as always we wish all the very best to the members of Course
8902 in their future careers .

I QUADRON
A fine evening in April saw a gathering of the huntin', hootin ' and
fishin ' set in the amenities centre. The occasion wa a farewell in
honour of 'Top Gun ' Maj Barney Hill and his wife, and sometime
ghillie, Pam .
In recognition of Barney's sterling effort in the field of wildlife
conservation, (deep-freezing), mole kin and fishing hat were derigueur for all Squadron personnel. The pre entation was a porcelain,
depicting a harbour-clad Dalesman and his dog out rough shoot ing,
and bore a passing resemblance to its recipient and his own dog, Didi
(the former suitably glamourised) .
The evening was organised by Lt 'Trapper'
ick Walker and
included an impromptu poem by Cpl Eddie Goff entitled 'Aye Bloody
Aye'.
We wi h Barney and Pam all happine s in their retirement and
welcome Maj Malcolm Robinson as the new OC in I Sqn.

,,
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the Army for a Career in the Fire Brigade. It was fitting, therefore that
he managed to finish on a high by winning the overall Champion
Section Award.
The remainder of the course went extremely well with two good
exercises and once again a sterling effort in the Sponsored Bed Pu h
by all concerned, earning almost £900 for the Friarage Ho pita!
Special Care Uni1.

e~..:ST ~F /er/
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Best Recruit:
Sig Leslie
Be l Shot:
ig Binks
Best Endeavour : Sig Dyer

Col M. J. C. Galloway inspec ts S ig Dyer (Best Endeavou1 ·

Course 8902 has been memorable for a number of reasons, not lea t
of which wa the fact it was Cpl Pete Plevins final one before leaving
THE WIRE, JULY 1989
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Battleaxe lines up prior to start of run

Back Row (left to right): Carter, Osbaldestin, Allan, Horner, Wilson, Harding, Leahy, Hughes and McCutcheon
Third Row (left to right): Collins, Binks, Page , Maher, O' Connor, Usher , Robinson, Dyer, Helm and White
Second Row (left to right) : Beaver, Taylor, Hawkins, Knights , Ward, Lane, Leslie, Barker, Holden, Brotherston and Waters
First Row (left to right): Cpls L. D. Stimson, P. J . Plevin, Sgt N. R. Coatsworth, Lt N. A. Walker (Royal Signals), Capt J . R. Illingworth

{Royal Signals) , Cpls S . M. Conway , D. Savage and Townsend
Photo by Joseph Krieger

4 TROOP PERSONALITIES
OC
Lt Steve Wheatley
Tp gt
Sgt Scotty Sherrard
Tp Cpl
Cpl Eddie Goff
Chris Hymas
Tony Slaney
Jock Lambe
4 Troop Adult Recruit Course 8901 was run in conjunction with 5
Troop Adult Recruit Course and a fierce competition ensued. Four
events took place during the course. Cross-country, As ault course,
Log race and the Drill competition. 4 Troop swept the board, winning
all four of the competitions.
The Troop then went on to raise £1,100 for the Friarage Baby Care
Unit and £100 for the Children's Ward in DKMH with the sponsored
bed-push around Cauerick Training Area. The awards for 4 Troop on
the parents evening and after the Pass Off were as follows:ig Gulfoyle
Best Recruit:
Be t Shot:
ig Nizhar
Best Endeavour:
ig Makings
Best Section:
Cpl Goff 2 Section
After the course had dispersed the troop settled down to a long
break vhich caused a starburst effect amongst the staff.
Cpl Lambe was posted to Menden on promotion, Lt Wheatley
seconded to 5 Troop with Cpl Hymas and Cpl Goff. Sgt Sherrard and
Cpl laney went over to 2 Troop. Thankfully these are only temporary
and the Troop staff should be re-united for the next Adult Recruit
Course at the end of July.
Our best wishes go to Jock Lambe and family in their new posting.

Gp Capt Ryan Station Commander RAF Catterick inspecting 4
Troop - Sig Wilson third from right

I
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BA ITLEAXE TROOP
COAST TO COAST
'That's what we called it and that' s what we did .•
Battleaxe Tp's sponsored charity event was to run from the West
Coast of Gretna to the East Coast in Tynemouth , a total distance of
approximately 74 miles, in aid of the North of England's Children's
Cancer Research fund and also The St John's Centre, Catterick .
It all started on a cold bleak Friday morning, 2 June 1989 at 0300
hours. The Troop was awakened by the dreaded and much feared Cpl
Mick 'Trebor' O'Brien . After a quick wash and shave in the local
swamp, it was down to the local food bar known as " Q' Norris's Late
Night Diner', for some delicious home cooking. With that quickly
digested we were bundled onto the luxury transport a 39 seater Army
special. In no time at all everybody was deep in 'steep, only to be
woken by the sound of screaming wild hungry animals . . . it was the
advance part.y, lead b~ the demented and cruel Sgt Henry , followed
m hot pursuit by the infamous, laughing Sgt Strefford. There were
other well known villains in the party, more of them later.
After being ejected from the transport we were herded into a small
Hotel called the First House in Scotland, Weddings our speciality
Hotel/Motel / Caravan Park, Block Bookings welcome.
As the running fever started to take effect, runners had to be
chained to stop them from escaping too soon. As zero hour
approached a local jailer appeared from the direction of the local
P_olice Station, demanding a souvenir from the Troop, we tried to give
him the SSM but he wasn't there, so, after much debating and soul
earching, JSig Richards, a local native, came up with a 11 Sig Regt
plaque and quickly delivered it, without much argument.
After a quick gathering of the clan and a photo, the torture run
began. They forced us to do three mile relays each comprising of three
juniors and one member of the Cadre, in an unending slog, all uphill.
They tried to hold us back but they couldn't, and it wasn't unusual
for us to do three miles in eighteen minutes, in our efforts to break
the Cadre's back . Still they came at us with more teams to take over,
and it wasn't long before we were two hours ahead of time. To halt.
the advance of the mighty Battleaxe they unleashed us on the town
folk of Tynemouth and in their effort to rid the small population of
' us' they forced £180 into our hands , cups, pillow cases and anythi~g
else that would carry money and begged us to leave. With the Cadre s
bellies full, we reorganised one mile from the finishing point, the
Cadre laughing as we all struggled to get free of their wicked and sick
jibes at our injuries (blisters).
Hurriedly we moved on 800, 600, 300, IOOm, the end was in sight,
what we had trained o hard to escape was nearly over . . . the coast
of Tynemouth. The Cadre had succeeded.
As we gathered to await our fate, a car drew close, a big black car,
it stopped and out stepped the well known and respected Mayores of
Tynemouth, dressed in her smart suit and dripping in gold. She
thanked us for our efforts.
Our final destiny had been decided, we were to be given another
change . . . Battlecamp.
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JSig Richards presents the plaque outside Old Toll House Gretna
Green

OC Tp with Lady Mayoress of Tynemouth, Mrs Bennett
The Cast : Leader of the Reece Party-Capt Dave Gallagher, 2JCSgt Dave Henry, Court Jester- Sgt Strefford, Pain Healer-Brian the
Medic, Suppliers of Anything-W02 (RQMS) Henning, gt Grey,
Chariot Drivers-Cpls 'Cas' Castro, ddie Edwards and 'Script'
Mick O'Brien.
Stop Pre s: The run raised over £1,000 cash with a further £1,000
promised.
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WELCOME
We welcome Capt Manning a our new 21C and are sure he will ably
fill the gap left by Capt Roger Harri on his move.
Maj teve mith
apt harlie Manning
W02 Mick Bohanan
gt Keith andy
Mr Douglns Thorpe
Mrs Rene Cox
TRAl'.'11. G \\I G
gt Jim 1acLean
gt Roi) Thomp on
gt Bob Dunlea' ~
gt John Lennon
Thi ha been a bu y period for the Squadron with three Troop
Pa ~ing Off in !\1arch. We are now e11ling down from the effect of
a three Troop Parade.
M Mick Bohanan then gra ped the
opponunity to fly off to Hong Kong to charge his batlerie . where,
''ithin 24 hour of landing a typhoon wept the I land followed by
riocin2 of student . We were all rather concerned as to hi welfare but
were rea ured by report that he wa only holding a parade rehearsal.
( hinese y tie.)
\ ell back to ome work which starts with Battle Camp and the first
miracle thi year. All of HQ plu Trg Wing wearing uniform and
departing for far away place (Otlerburn) where gt Bob Dunleavy
wa la t een till ticking pin in his Programme Board, asking, 'i it
left off the Al', and gt Jim Mac Lean mirking saying, ' orry chap
can't make thi one-Medex'.

BEST WI ' HES
Our best wishe go to
gt (SQMS) Keith Sandy who is at pre ent
undergoing treatment in BMH Woolwic;,h .
FAREWELL
As the Troop draw to a clo e on 23 June we will be saying our
goodbye to mo t of the Troop Cadre. Fir tly:
Capt Dave Gallagher is returning to his military studies wing dutie .
From all the 'Boys' and Cadre we wish him all the best in hi future
career and thanks for giving l IOOJo in everything he did.
ext Sgt Dave Henry after years in the job is off to 8 Sig Regt to
tart back in his trade . . . cutting grass; again a big thanks LO him
for all he ha done for the Troop.
Lastly Cpl ·cas' Castro is off to RAF Guter loh yet again starting
back in hi trade. Everybody thank you for all your upport.
To all in the Cadre that are leaving and their families we wi h them
every happine for the future.

+
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VI IT OF MAJ GEN ALEXANDER
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB MBE paid a farewell visit to 13 Sig
Regt. A bu y programme was scheduled, making sure that in the short
time he was here, no department was left out, least of all the
Sergeants' Mess, who had only two weeks previously seen Comd (BR)
RCZ presenting eight LS & GC Medals. On this occasion the Mess saw
five more presented. It was a fining way for him to say farewell to a
handful of hi longer serving Senior Rank s.

ARRIVALS
Also a big ' arm welcome to our new Troop QC Lt Ian Meers who
is taking over from Capt Gallagher. May hi tay here be enjoyable
and rewarding.

Visit SOinC
(Left to right) Rear: W01 (RSM) Ne il, Sgt Petty , SSgt O' Dare, Sgt

The Royal Guard of Oman
Signals Technical Officer
If you are leaving the Services in t he next few m onths:
applications are invited for the above post from suitably qual ified persons w ith experience , leadership,
enthu s iasm and drive to provide technical support on telecommunications for the RGO . The post involves
organising and maintaining a works hop for the re p air/ maintenance of radio communication and associated
equipment.
Applicants should be comp uter literate, possess a common sense approach and ability to analyse problems.
Qualifications: HNC or C&G in Telecommunications or Electronic Engineering. Previous experience in an
electronic workshop and with computers is essential.

Ellis, SSgts Clancy, Chapman and Lt Col J. H. Roberts (CO)
(Left to right) Front: Marlon Clancy, Mrs Petty , Mrs O' Dare,

SOinC, Mrs Clancy, Mrs Chapman and Keith Clancy
YO TH CLUB DONATION
The Rothenbach Youth Club pa sed a special Christmas gift Lo the
Tierheim Animal Home of Heinsberg-a cheque for DM 1,000.
The children of the club, whose ages range from 6-16 years, are all
dependants of servicemen stationed at 13 Sig Regt. The method of
raising the money was novel to ay the least-a 'Sponsored Di co'
where the children had to dance non stop for 12 hours.
Twenty members of the club, led by Maj Brian Maltby and W02
John Chudleigh visited the Tierheim to hand over the cheque. They
were met by the animal home chairman Dr Remer, the manager Herr
Vosenkaul and the family Zwirbel who run the home.
The delights of the visit showed in the eyes of the children as they
strolled through the cages. A large brown mongrel called Ingo took
everybody's fancy. Having now adopted the home for future
assista nce, the children left in the knowledge that their money would
be well spent.

EXERCISE OLYMPIC RI GER
Ex Olympic Ringer was an adventurous training expedition to
Greece organised by 13 Sig Regl with the participation of 2 RM P. The
aim was to complete a series of treks through the mountain of Elli~
and Arcadia in the Peloponnese.
Ever mindful of the need for financial stringency, the journey to
Greece was by the cheapest means possible; train, train and train . . .
3,500 miles travelling Goat Class on the infamous 'Hellas Express'all the sights, sounds and smells of a South European market in a
railway carriage!
On arrival, each day' walking was organised by a different J CO
who had total responsibility for planning, briefing, navigating and
guiding the party to their next destination. This was usually a ite of
some archaeological interest, such as the ruins of Ancient Olympia or
Corinth.
A particularly long trek pas ed by the foul-smelling sulphurous
waters at the Cave of the Angride in Kaiafa. Here the Centaur
essus is said to have bathed his wounds following an altercation with
Hercules. Two weary members of the party tested their healing
powers, but neither reported any dramatic improvement!
One day's trek had to be abandoned when the party unwittingly
found itself at the centre of an earthquake zone. The town of
Neokhori was badly damaged by earth tremors and its population was
living in tents pitched in the streets. Greek soldiers who were
organising disaster relief advised us not to stay 100 long. Whilst we
waited for a train, in a station requisitioned for the homeless, loudpeakers broke into a stream of demonic Greek. Not understanding a
single word we stayed put, until friendly locals explained that this wa
a warning of an imminent tremor. The train arrived before the
earthquake-much to the chagrin of mo t of the party.
The trek which produced the most spectacular view was that to the
Acrocorinth-citadel of the ancient city of Corinth. Here, in the
temple of Aphrodite perched some 600m high on a steep mountain ,
1,000 sacred courtesans initiated devotees into the my teries of love.
We arrived 2,000 years too late for any initiation but the view from
the Byzantine and Crusader ruins was breath-taking, though not as
breath-taking as the climb up!
Before making the return journey, the expedition party managed a
quick look around Athens, visiting the Acropolis and numerou other
ruins. Two people who saw more than most, were Cpl Carl Friskney
and Billy Weston who, having completed all the wa lking, ran the
Athens Marathon. The route is a killer; it certainly was for
Pheippedes, the original runner in 490 BC who, having fini hed, cried
' Rejoice, we conquer' and promptly dropped dead! The first 20 miles
are uphill after which the route runs down through the poisonous
fumes of the city. Both men completed the course in good times and
immediately vowed never to do it again!

Candidates should be in good health and not exceed 55 years of age .
The post is based in Muscat, S ultanate of Om an . An attractive remuneration package includes:
Salary:
Accommoaat1on :

Equi v alent to £ 18 ,620 per annum
p aid in lo cal c urrency tax free .
Free apartmen t and utilities for
employee an d famil y.

Lea v e :

60 days per year taken in two

Transport:

intervals with economy class
tickets provid ed for emp lo y ee,
spouse and u p to two chi ld ren.
C a r provided free.
Olym pic Ringer
'Greek Crusaders'

Prospective candidates s hou ld sent full C V together with a photograph , contact address and tele p hone number
to J . Grieve, Recruitment M a n a g er at: Charles Kendall & Partners Ltd , 7 Albert Court, Prince Consort Road ,
London SW7 2BJ. Tel : 01 589 1256 .

INT ER SQ ADRON PISTOL COMPETITION
The Regimental Inter Squadron Pistol Competition wa held on 6
March based upon the Army Pistol Match Champion hip.
A particularly high tandard was achieved by all participant with
eventual team winner being 2 Sqn. Re ult ' ere as follow :
Youth Club Donation
Members of 13 Sig Regt and the Rothenbac h Youth Club
handover a DM 1000 c heque to mem be rs of t he Tierheim Animal
Ho me
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Team Competition:
1st
2 Sqn
2nd
I Sqn
351

3rd
th
1h

3 qn
HQ qn
H Troop

lndi\ idual:
I 1
WOl And) Jone
2nd
gt Derek Graham
3rd
gt Mark Gould
Tile
It
2nd
3rd

ompetition
HQ Sqn
I qn
2 qn

\OLLEYBALL
On the Regimental ide the volleyball team has had a mixed ea on.·
Change in team member have meant a rather unsettled year, an early
e. it in the RCZ Cup aw the Regiment out of the BAOR final ,
howe,er in the league the team i currently top of its ection and i
eagerly awaiting the champion hip play-off in June.
On the Inter Troop league another e cellent sea on has finally
fini hed with the ame four ream playing off fot the medals and in
a mo t memorable final SHQ I Sqn beat X (the old C Troop/ Watch)
Watch 3-1 thanks to ome good defensive p lay by the old hand in
the HQ team and ome good old Aus ie grit.

Jireeman and Sgt Terry kee to the Regiment. Cpls John Naylor, Dale
W right, Kenny waine, LCpls Mark Wells, Pau l Butler and Mark
Cook to civilian life and Sgt Lorrnine Youcl (RAP ) to RPO
Gia gow. Bon voyage.
Welcome to: W02 (SSM) Pete Grai nger, Sgt teve Ridlington from
det, Cpl Paul Dunn, LCpls Shaun Clark, Steve Garner , Darren
Hepburn , Andrew Johnstone, Stuart Moffat, Sig Alan Crockett and
Neil Horsley. Enjoy a succe ful tour in Berlin .
VISIT OF COMO COMMS
On 15 a nd 16 March the Comd omms BAOR Maj Gen P . R.
Davies vi ited Berlin. On 15 March he presented W02 ' Dickie' Pickup
and SSgt Adrian Tindall with their LS & GC Medals in the Garrison
Sergeanr ' Mes . On 16 March Maj Gen Davies visited the Squadron,
accompanied by the CO Lt Col Roberts. During the visit the General
received a brief on Squadron activities and spoke to many member
of the Squadron.

3 Sqn visit of Comd Comms
(Left to right): SSgt Tindall and family, Comd Comms BAOR Maj
Gen P. R. Davies and W02 Dickie and family
Volleyball
Opposing finalists in a more relaxed pose

I

QUADRONINDOOR OCCER
An Inter Troop five-a-side soccer competition was held on 15 April
to enhance esprit de corps and to decide the Inter Troop soccer
champions.
The competition took off at a hair raising pace, wiih no goals being
scored in the first game between Alpha Tp and Bravo Tp. Sig ' Spoon
Feet' Rowland missed the crucial penalty, which allowed Alpha Tp to
continue through . Pace remained hectic; what was lacking in skill was
cenainly made up through endeavour.
SHQ Tp, although old in tooth (and legs) was craftily knocking off
younger opposition with some skilful football, only to see their efforts
wasted in the semi-final when firstly WOl Frize and then their
attached Australian, Capt 'What's a Penalty?' Van Kuyk both mis ed
udden death penalties.
The two finals (plate and main) resuhed in some attraciive soccer,
with all spectators appreciating the high level and good spirit in which
the games were played. Final results saw Bravo Tp (Wanderer )
beating Alpha Tp (Academicals) 2-1 in the main competition a nd
Bravo Tp (United) overcoming Oscar Tp 3-1 in the plate.
I Sqn OC Maj Jim Doherty presented the shield and medals to all
winners whilst also expressing his appreciation and congratulations to
firstly the organi er SSgt Dave my and then to all competitors.
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Maj tephen Andrews
Capt Phil Richardson MBE
W02 Pete Grainger
W02 Roy Wilson
gt Dave Cawkwell
gt Ron Watson

HELLO ANO f AREWELLS
The past few months have resulted in the following farewells: W02
SM) Keith Hibbert,
gts John Webster, Dee Lidstone, Paul
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MILITARY TRAINING
The final shon military training course in the iraining year was
compleied in March thus ensuring most of the Squadron personnel
had completed their mandatory training for the year. On 6 March the
Squadron team, consisting of WOl John Clark, W02 Pete Grainger
and Cpl Guy Wesley, travelled to Birgelen for the Inter Squadron
Pistol Shoo!ing Competition. Although we failed to win any prizes we
were not embarrassed . Well done 2 Sqn-we'll be ready next year.
Finally preparaiions are well advanced for ihe visit of the Regimental
Training Wing ensuring we get the 89/ 90 training year off to a good
start .
SQUADRON SOCIAL-A CARIBBEAN VALENTINE'S NIGHT
Dress in Berlin on a cold February night does not normally include
Bermuda shons, T-shirts or grass skins. However, the Squadron
Valentine's ' hop' had the somewhat unusual addition for this time of
year-a Caribbean theme.
Just about everybody braved the elements, turning up suitably
dressed for a day on the beach. Cpl Kenny Swaine, sported a natty line
in a grass skirt with just a coconut hanging from a piece of string to
keep him warm.
Entertainment was provided by Ron Sainrs disco complete with
coconut flavoured smoke and plenty of 'ethnic sounds'. The coconut
smoke must have been pretty potent stuff, even the OC Maj Andrews
Wllf! seen throwing himself about the dance floor.
A Caribbean style buffet was mos! enjoyable. A veteran of Belize
was heard to mumble ' never 'ad no banana fritters when I was in 1he
Caribbean, where's the rice 'n beans?'.
SACW Dawn Worrell, one of our RAF guests and LCpl Pete
Moreman won the prizes for the most colourfully dressed. Both wore
hideously loud creations that made the sun look dull. The biggest
laughs of the evening were reserved for the limbo dancing contest.
People of all shapes and sizes entered. LCpl 'Too Tall' Webb asked
for a handicap, claiming he'd never get his 6ft 7in frame under the
bar. By this siage of the game the coconut smoke must have been
getting to W02 Kev Mulloy . He made a late bid for glory, trying to
limbo people half his age. Cpl Doc O'Doherty and his wife Chris
eventually scooped the prizes, both getting under the bar at Im, Chris
with the greatest of ease. LCpl Tina Low gave her a good run for her
money, managing to squeeze herself under a very low bar.
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CRO S COUNTRY SEASON
both Be~lin Infantry Brigade Minor Units
Champ1onsh1ps and League in the previous season it was difficult at
the outset to see how ~ Sqn could improve on that achievement .
The easo n got oft to a good start when a strong team was
?cspatchcd to Birgelen for th~ Regimental l~t~r Squadron race early
in September. 3 Sqn was entering !he compcutton for the first time in
many years a nd the long journey turned out to be a fruitful one. C pl
Ian Williams led th~ race from the gun and managed to drag SSgt
Chels Facer with h11n most of the way, securing first and second
places. A number of good performan ces followed in their wake
notably Cpl C arl Fris~ney (sixth) and Cpl Phil Churm (tenth) and
together wtth the remainder of the team fini shing in the first 20 3 Sqn
took the Inter Squadron trophy for the first time.
'
A week later the first Berlin League meeting took place and it was
obvious from that first race that the Squadron faced some stiff
oppo ition in t~e Minor Units Competition, primarily from a strong
Ordnance Services team . All the races were close affairs with Cp l
Mick <?'~oherty in particular acquitting himsel f well. Unf~rtunately,
Ian W1lhams was away on a course throughout the entire season but
the regular improvement of Sgts Mick Keech and Les Vass always
en ured a healthy team position .
In December, on a treacherous cour e covered in fresh snow the
Squadron defended its Berl in Brigade title. The leading places in the
Minor Units race went according to form, but the extra effort from
the likes of Sgt Phil Gordon and last minute stand in Cpl oel Evans
ena?Ied the Squadron to ret~in the trophy by an increased margin.
l he lea?ue races resumed in the new year and in the past this has
been the ~ 1me when the 3 Sqn team has shown its strength. This year
however 1t was not to be, Ordnance Services maintained their strong
challenge and ihe Squadron had to settle for second best for the first
time in three years. However, there was good news on the ladies side.
Last year the Squadron had been unable to field a ladies team but this
year under the banner of Charlottenburg Ladies they virtually swept
the board . Mrs Pat Brown on loan from I KOSB was overall first lady
and Mrs Christine O'Doherty was seco nd . Mrs Sheila Facer was first
senior lady and together with Sgt Lorraine Youel they won both the
League and Berlin Brigade Championship.
The seaso n finished as it had begun for 3 Sqn, on a high note. As
a prologue to the prize giving ceremony, a 4 x 3 mile relay race was
held at RAF Gatow. Strengthened by the temporary return of Ian
Williams the team took revenge over Ordnance Services, winning the
Minor Units race by a large margin . To emphasise the size of this
achievement the team of, Vass, Facer, Williams and O'Doherty was
beaten by only one Major Unit, an RAF Gatow team containing three
RAF(G) runners. At the prize giving that followed, in addition to
those already mentioned, Les Vass was also awarded the prize for the
season's most improved runner.
So all in all another splendid season for running in 3 Sqn. A
measure of the interest in the sport can be gauged by the fact that over
50 members of the Squadron have entered in this year's 25km Berlin
city road race.
Finally a big thank you must go to Capt Jim Dodds who inherited
the job of league secretary half way through what proved a difficult
season administratively, and to SSgt Mick Smart who compiled and
despatched the race results .
Havi~g

16 Sig Regt
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EXERCISE CRO SBOW '89
Ex Crossbow is a miliiary skills competition run by BR RCZ
annually. 16 Sig Regt entered two male teams and one female team.
Each team consisting of eight members.
Our team leader was 2Lt Ward. She was assisted by
gt Warnes
and the rest of the intrepid crew were-Cpl Chinery LCp ls
Holling~orth, Wheat, Pies Potter, Matheson and Thompso'n .
The. first day was the cross country, made more dificult by the
scorching heat and a certain team member who wanted extra time.
1:he team finished in a creditable third place. We then moved into our
first locauon and made bashas. After a brain-straining order session
we had a good night's sleep; and were eager for whatever the OS could
throw at us the next morning (really we were!).
. The second day started with map reading. A little problem over
distances was found, but nevermind . Pte Matheson achieved the feat
of being able to hold her com pas 5m away fro m her watch! Onto two
sta.nds of N~C whic~ was fun, and extremely ho!. We were glowing
quite mcely JU t putung our suits on-but at least it kept the mos ies

off!
After a hard day free from any major crisis we left to dig in on
Arsbeck and stay out of trouble. That was easier said than done .
Using our vivid imaginations, we quickly set up our trip flare and
loads of trip wires. This was done without the knowledge of the DS
who wen; sneaki ng around trying to find us. One of the DS discovered
us by setting off our trip flare- but at least it worked!
The ihird day' a a wet one . . . we started with the assault cour e.
This was fun and we managed to complete the course in 16 minutes
with no casualties-even though Pte Thomp on doesn't like IOfi
wa_lls. Next was the ri ver crossing . Being roughy-toughy WRACs, we
smpped off (much to the crowd of OS's surprise) and bimbled across.
On the command task, we dried off and incurred no penalty points.
Cpl Chinery managed co get everyone's kit across dry by showing
them how to wrap it up. This was followed by fir t aid and 1hen off
to the ranges and weapon handling.
The night held some lovely surprises as we trundled off to RV in a
car park and then walk to our OP locations. A mega night was spent
observing 'enemy' activity and getti ng well and tru ly bitten by any
in ect that could bite. I think we had identified 50 species by the end
of ihe night. We rejoined our landrover and LCpl Wheat described
her night-spent camming the rover. We moved off again, back to
Arsbeck and caught up on a few hours kip-then good old rolled oats
for breakfast.
Last day-Oh, did we think it would never end. This was mainly
field craft stands. A well done to 2Lt Ward for her orders-98%;
done I may add before we had a visit by Col A. A. Kelly (who was
impressed with morale-need I say more?). A lesson was learned by
all in judging distances, but we did well on the Soviet Recognition
stand-dropping very few points. Last but by no means least wa ihe
BC gas chamber-Help! A thank you to Cpl Burns here, say no
more; we all had a lovely blue suntan afterwards .
We left to move into yet another location and celebrate with a meal
(2Lt Ward know what l mean). A few hours rest before preparing for
the dreaded CFT. Pie Thompson was left behind due to an injury
sustained the previous week.
The CFT . . . it was LCpl Wheat who kept us going and kept the
pace up . All that could be heard were a few little phrases that we had
been inging all week. Arsbeck heard u coming and it wa quite a
ight seeing us run it (so we were told-I didn't think we'd make it!).
Thank you to everyone in the team for keeping going.
All we had left was to shoot and wait for the result. We did the
shoot and came second overall, out of five WRAC teams .
Thanks to our upporters for the beer and to BR RCZ for
organising such an intere ting competition. See you next year!

3 Sqn Cross Country
(Left to right) Rear: Sgts Vass, Keech , Cpl O'Doherty, Gp Capt
Eustace (Station Commander), SSgt Facer, Capt Dodds and Cpl
Williams
(Left to right) Front: Sgt Yovel , LC pl Gray. Mrs O'Doherty and Mrs
Facer
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Lt K. 0 terburg
gt T. Ben on
gt A. ingleton
gt T. Davie
gt G. Henderson

GOODBYE , H LLO A D ONGRAT LATIONS
Firtl) \\e mu t ay goodbye to C pl f ;eorge Roper who is off to I
qn and C pl hoogie Cowa n who i entering the wild of the real
world, we're ure you'll be ucce ful.
Hello 10 L pl Wil on and family, gt Glen Henderson and family,
ick Goodwin, Bredin, LCpl Hinton and ig
pl Gaz ,' 1oker,
Lennie .
ongra1ulation 10 ig Moorby on hi promotion to Lance
Corporal. pl Tony and ally Mee on the binh of their econd child
and 10 ig To»n end and pl Roper for 1heir shining performance
in 1he recent wind urfing competition .
EXER I E C RO BOW 89
Ex Cro bo" i a five day military kill compet ition for all RCZ
Unit . Thi year 27 team were involved, with 16 Sig Regt entering two
male and one female 1eam. Being the previous holders of the
competition 1he team had a lot to li ve up to .
E\'ent that led 10 2 Sqn' Victory are:Day I-All the 1eam met at Bracht and basha-ed up for the first
night. As 16 arrived and et about getting its house in order, team
member found 1hemselve in an already heavily populated copse.
H ardly a detached 'De Re '!
The fir t ia k was a traight 3 miles in BFT kit. We were a ured
that the cour e was qui1e friendly being 900Jo fla1. The orginator of
1h1 statement hall not be named, (to protect the guilty) a a plan of
the cour e would look quite at home in Chri Bonnington 's 'My
Favourite Mountain Range ' . De pile the hot weather and andy
condition , both Regimental Teams did well com ing second and third .
Special mention must go to gt Tom ' I don't sno re' Davies for a
pectacular di\'e to the ground. Despite the rest of the team believing
he wa looking for buried treasure, Tom still claims he was tripped
from behind.

FOREIGN AND
COMMONWEALTH OFFICE

Communications

Lea>ing the Senices, but still wanl to use your communications skills?
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office looks arter British interests
O\'erseBS and is currently recruiting

Telecommunications
and Cypher Officers
to join their fnendly, professional team in London and Milton Keynes.
respon,ible for operating communications links between the U K and
D1ploma11c Missions around the world. After a satisfactory period of
service at home . opportunities exi t to work at some overseas Missions
including Washington , Paris and Canberra. etc.
You mu t be between 21 and 55 and have a sou nd background
an telecommunications eCuipment and procedures. Recent operational
experience an a modern omcen, good typing abil ity and knowledge of
crypto is essential. Experience of Message Swi tch, VDU and tape relay
work 1s an advantage.
Current stamng salary is £6.108 rising by annual increments to
£9. 21 pa. Salary is ignificantly enhanced by shift disturba nce
allowance, and weekend and public holiday du tie attract rrcmium
~ments. In addition. staff '''orking in Central London receive 1.750 pa
ndon Weighun~. (Salaries and London Weighting now under review.)
If you are a ritish citizen, wi th at least one ~arent who i or was
Bnush. r a Commonwealth citizen or citizen oft e Irish Republic fo r
at least 30 years. take the first step
now by telephonin$ 01-210 8136 or
8116 for an application form.

Foreign and
Commonwealth
Office
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The Forei~ & Commonwealth
Office is an
ual Opportuniues
emplci>'er. Afiplications from Registere Disab ed welcome.

Day 2-Thi was when 2 qn showed the rest what they were up
against. Fir tty Sig Toby 'Tarzan ' Fernbank took five attempt on the
rope ' ing, doubtle s practising for the cameras. This high standard
wa later matched by ot her member of the team whilst practising for
the competitio n . hoot. pecial mention here to 'Gun team' ig Pip ' I
couldn't hil a barn door' Henderson and Dave 'Honest I was an
infantry gunner' Dowall. Now we know why he transferred.
Day 3-At the recognition stand Cpl 'Jake the Peg' Marshall
earned ever-la ting fame by complaining that the test wa unfai r as
they had scra ped all the red tar off the models.
Day 4-This wa one of the major testing phases of the exercise as
the entire day was pent at stands on Lerth Training Area. H ere a
certain member of the team found that an extra surprise wa in tore:
Sgt Tom 'Man at Q&M' Davies managed to change his large NBC uit
for a mall one. On a more ervice note, one Signalman did have a
valid complaint with 'This nerve agent i murder!' Ni ce one Mouse.
Day 5-This was the day of the march and hoot. The less aid
about this the better.
There were three night exercises during the competition . On the OP
phase 2 qn team managed to avoid detection by the DS despite the
~10rin g competition in the Op admin area which kept the guards on
their toes.
The overall competition wa won by 2 Sqn, 16 ig Regt captained
by SSgt Pete Griffi ths. The girl team achieved econd place in
women' competition .
Ju t for the record the winning team consisted of: SSg t Pete
Griffiths, gt T om Davies, Cpl 'Geo rdie ' Marshall, Sig 'Pip'
Henderson , 'Mou e' Fielding, To by Fernbank, ' Da nger' Penfold and
Dave Dowall .
LEICESTER TROPHY
The Troop excelled itself again on the sporting front by winning the
Leicester Trophy Athletics . Romeo Tp fought off Lhe strong
opposition but with uch team work who el e really tood a chance.
EXERCISE FLYI NG FALCON
With thi exercise now in the dark rece es of our memories, I
would just like to give a mention to the man who, without who e help,
the LAD would have had a quiet exerci e . Yes, ig Toby Fernbank
muse take a ll the glo ry for boggi ng in at each location and then trying
a somersault with a Radio Relay Wagon .
REGIMENTAL SPORT
ATHLETICS
The season has begun well wich the Regiment coming a
commendable fifth in the Morrison Cup, with fine performance all
round.
In the BAOR individuals SSgt 'Chalky' White won the 400m
hurdles. Good performa nces were also obtained by Sig Hobbs in the
long and triple jump and Capt Chris Richards in the 800m.
The Regimem also had success at the Army Indi vid ual A!hletics
with SSgt 'Chalky' White getti ng the bronze in the 400m hurdles.
Silvers were obtained by Sig Hobbs in the junior lo ng and triple jump
and by Lt Karen Osterburg in the women's di scus.
ORIENTEERI G
T he season 1988/ 89 has been a most rewarding period for the
Regimental Orienteering Learn, with major success at RCZ level and
an apprearance at the Army/ BAOR championships for the fir t time
in several years. The squad has seen many faces change over the pa t
year but the following regulars are worthy of note:
gts Tony
Singleton (SNCO ic and Capt), Alan Gedde (now JCUFI), Tom
Benson, gt ' Roy ' Grimsley, Cpls 'Geordie' Marshall, Steve Moore,
Alan Keen , 'Shoogie' Cowan (now Mr Cowan), Pete Chapple, ' Max'
Hurd , LCpl Russ Thorpe, Sig 'Taff' O 'Connor and 'Johnno'
Johnson .

21 Sig Regt
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE AIR UPPORT REGIMENT
On 22_May 21 Sig Regt ~elebrated 30 year's of association with the
R~yal Air Force. 1:'he Reg1m ~ nt h~ld s a unique po ition in the Army
being the _onl.Y ~1r Formauon Signal Regiment in existence, and
because ol thi s t allowed to ny th e Royal Air Force crest on the
Regimental Flag; an honour gra nted in 1984 on the occasion of our
'Silver' Anniversary.
It was decided to hold a Regimental Weekend and ensure that it
involved the family in a wide variety of activities.
Due to our role the Regiment has officers and men stationed at all
Roya l Air Force stations in Germany with its Heaquarter and main
body based at Royal Air Force Wildenrath . So it wa at Wildenrath
that the Regiment gathered on a glorious Friday evening to see the
weekend get off to a m_arvellous start with a display by the Corps' own
Free Fall Parachu te Display Team the Blue Helmets, who on landing
presented .t he CO, Lt Co l P. Whitemore with the Regimental Flag.
Once raised the weekend wa underway and the silence of the flag
raising ceremony was broken by the thunderous roar of the Motor
Cycle Display Team of the Corp , the White Helmets. After a
mag~ificent displ~y enjoyed by the young and not o young, and
de pile a few worried faces about the damage the fire jump may cause
to the rugby pitch , the officers and seniors played ho tat a Cocktail
Party to _the Regiment' f~iends and work colleagues in the Army and
~o~al Air Force. In keep1~g with the theme of a family weekend the
JUnJOr. members of the Regiment danced the night away to a live group
a nd dtsco .
A few tired eyes were to be found on the Saturday morning when
the Troops and Squadrons of the Regiment put their final touches 10
their stalls for the Village Fete. Again bles ed with splendid weather
a~d with all the old favourite attractions including another su per
di splay by the Blue _Helmets and a performance by the Wildenrath
Pohce Dogs and their handler , DM4,000 was raised for charity . The
CO, RSM and other likeable personalities got wet on the ducking tool
and without doubt the fete was enjoyed by all who attended. It wa
the turn on the Saturday evening for the officers and eniors to
celebrate the Birthday and a Ball was held in the Station Sergeant •
Mes , a splendid occasion which went on into the early hours of
Sunday.
Sunday morning came all too oon, the Regiment paraded in what
is affectionacely known as H angar 7 (I and 2 Sqn garages), and to a
bac.kdrop of two Phantom Aircraft and bordered by the Regiment'
vehicle , the weekend wa drawn to a close with a commemorative
church ervice.
. Friday now seemed such a long time ago, the Regiment tarted its
JOurney back to it s respective airfields, tired but having enjoyed what
has been a truly family weekend .
Happy 30th birthday ' 21 '.

The CO of 21 Sig Regt, Col P. Whitemore hands over a plaque in
exchange for the Regimental Flag, delivered from 8 ,000ft by the
OC of the Blue Helmets Free Fall Display Team Capt M . Cooper,
to mark the commencement of the 30th Ann ive rsary
Celebrations. In the background t he White Helmets ready to
commence their part of the show

The Blue Helmets arrive to mark the start of 2 1 S ig Regt (Air
Support) 30th Ann iversa ry Village Fete in the Peterholz
Compound at Wi ldenrath

1988/ 89 SEASO HONOURS
RCZ Orienteering Championship -Winners Major U nit s and RCZ
Orienteering League-Runners up .
INDIVIDUAL HONOURS RCZ CHAMPIO SHIPS
Sgt Singleton
M21 3rd
gt Grimsley
M35 !st
ig Johnson
Ml9 1st
I DIVlDUAL HONO R RCZ LEAG E
M21 2nd
S gt Singleton
M35 1st
Sgt Grimsley
Ml9 1st
Sig Johnson
M21 14th
Cpl Mar hall
The Regimental Fete gets under way . Some younger members of
the Regiment m a ke their contribution to the Joint Station Charity
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The Commemoration Service held in Hangar 7
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The Reg imenta l Shooting Team is shown w ith their troph ies
gained at the RCZ Shooting Con:petiti?n hel_d at Haltern 24-28
April. Trophies include RCZ Maior Units Winners , S_MG Team
Match Winners , B Class Champion at Army (RCZ) S_1g (Kennel
Kenworthy , Falling Plate Winners. LMG Team Winners
CHAMPION OF GERMANY
Once again Sgt Tom Pollard ha found fame and uccess on the
Squa h Court.
After what, in his own word , wa a di appointing start to the
season) mainly due to the lack of fitness, events took a turn for the
better after Christmas . Tom not only represented, but wa Champion
of both the Corps and BAOR. He became the number two player in
the Arm y and represented the team on a tour of Berlin . Following this
he represented the Combined Service on their highly successful tour
of Hong Kong.
Away from the services scene and in his final tournament of the
ea on he was to find an even greater prize awaiting him, on the
German civilian circuit. In Berlin yet again he came out as the winner
of the German ational Club Championships.
Apart from the honour of being a National Champion the victory
brought with it the prize of a flight to Miami combined with a
Caribbean Cruise.
'ot a bad season, what 's that I hear, join the Army and be a
professional?

HEADQUARTERS SQUA DRON
MIKE TROOP
Once again it i Mike Tp's turn to write an article for The Wire.
Probably because everyone is trying to find out if the rumour that
Technicians don' t do any work is true or not? As soon a the T roop
SSgt Sgt Derek ' You haven't paid your Troop fund s yet' Smeaton told
the lads, they were queuing up outside his office door in an attem pt to
become the next Robert Maxwell. Sgt Smeaton takes over from Sgt
Hadge 'Gra ndad ' Watkins to whom Mike Tp bids a fo nd farewell as
he has just been po ted to Cyprus by pulli ng a few strin gs in the right
places. Also on the way out (not literally) is the person who must be
Mike Tp's longest serving technician, clocki ng up around fo ur year
plus, Mark 'where's my posting order' Farmer . In fac t with two or
three o f the lads off to England soon fo r their upgrading courses, this
leaves Mike Tp very thin on the ground. Even Foreman WOI George
Crabb ha been i ued a tool box . So if there are any technicians out
there who fa ncy working with us in Mike Tp, get your applications
into the new Tech Adjt , Capt Challoner who Mike Tp would also like
to welcome into the hardest working Regiment this side o f Mar .
Congratulations go out to Sgt Denny Ball and his wife Jo on t heir
recent marri age and also C pl Mark Tushingham and his wife Lisa ,
who have recently tied th e knot too . The lads would like to
congratulate Sgt Denny Ball on passing his ,HGV course before his
retirement.
Workwise Mike Tp is as busy as ever. Radio section is busy on
leave, and training for athletics. Maintenance section under the
watchful eye of Sgt Andy Marston-Weston , have been bombarded
with broken kit after the last exercise. In modification section Bill and
Ben the MOD men have been busy completing all the out tanding
mods required on the Regiment's installations. Bill and Ben being gt
'Bill ' Spence Robson and Cpl ' Ben' Blenky Blenkhorn , and last but
by no means least 2nd Line Inspection section , has Cpls Mark Farmer
and Ne.ii Stewart who are out there inspecting the Regiment 's wagons
for battle worthiness , come rain or shine.
I SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
Maj Dick Good
Capt Paul Hodgkiss
2IC Des
W02 (SSM) Paul Smyth
SSM
SSgt (FofS) Reg Whitehead
FofS
SSgl (Y ofS) Nick Nicholson
YofS
SSgt John Gillan
SQMS
Sgt Lennie King
MT Sgt
Sig 'Titch ' Petre
SQN Clerk

oc

FAREWELLS
Does someone know something we don ' t? The following have left
for pastures new : Capt Graham McNeil! to take over as OC 2 Sqn, Cpl
McLennan who is going to try his luck as a latter day 'Dixon o f Dock
Green' , LCpl 'Monty' Montague whose posting to Cyprus got
cancelle9 and is now going to Berlin instead (give it a go , you can hack
it!), LCpl Bob Mundell who has gone down the other end of camo to
M Troop, LCpl Dave Hutchinson who has gone to sunny 4 Div (Stag
on) and finally goodbye to LCpl Richie Wilson who has left for I 6 Sig
Regt. Good Luck to everybody.

pomt (i n't it always the case) and Maj Good congratulates the
Squadron and all who took part, particularly SSgt Kilh:n Sig
Renwick, LCpl Francis, Cpls Farrell and Bennett .
'
And, fi nall y a short story. If there anyone out there who hasn't
heard about Capt Paul Hodgkiss's new car? One person who shall
remain nameless (2Lt Ashley Stocker !) saw the wo nderfu l machine
bei ng washed one day and asked in all seriousness-' ls that rea ll y your
car P aul , or are you wa hing it for someone else? '. Welcome to the
Squadron Ashley. (The car by the way is a Bright Yellow Citroen) .
' POTLIGHT 0 3 SQUADRON
HQ TROO P
PER ' ONALITIES
Maj Bob Bates
Sqn Comd
W02 J oe Fairbairn
M
gt Des Faherty
QMS
Sgt Pete Searle
MT Sgt
C pl Bomber Crayford
Sq n Cle rk
Cpl Paul Rogers
ACPO Stores Clerk
DEPARTU RES
Cpl ' Bomber' Crayford. and family move down the road to RHQ ,
the workho use of the Regiment , to become Orderly Room Corporal ,
we wish him and his fam il y all the best.
ARRIVALS
We welcome the new Sq uadron Clerk C pl Steve James, from 2 Sqn ,
and hope he ha a busy and pleasant time in 'The Elite Squadron '.
ACPO
PE RSONALITIES

oc

Fof
Fof Des
pp 1
PPS 2
PPS 2 Des
Draughtsman
Draught woman
Clerk

Capt Brian Billsberry
W02 (FofS) Colin Turner
W02 (FofS) Dave tewart
Sgt Kev East
Sgt Graeme Hillhouse
SSgl Dave Campbell
ig Alistair Jacob
Mrs Lisa Coltman
Mr Michelle Matthew

ACPO (Airfield Communicat ions Plan ning Office) is part of 3 Sqn ,
21 Sig Regt and is co-located with HQ RAF(G) in the dungeon of
JHQ at Rhei ndahlen .
The main fu nction of the office is the planning, control and
supervision of all RAF(G) land ba ed Line and Fibre Optic
communications systems.
We say fa rewell to FofS Colin Turner and wish him luck and
congratulations on his promotio n and posti ng to 28 Sig Regt-Good

luck Colin. Also leaving b S gt Graeme Hillhouse- Best wishes to
you Diane and Leah . We all wish you the very best of luck in civilian
life. Welcome to W02 (FofS) Dave tewart and his wi fe 'ilvia and
family. He arrives from the Regiment on promotion . Another new
arrival is SSgt Dave Campbell and his wife ue, also on promotion
from 259 Sig Sqn . We hope you have an enjoyable and succe sful tour
with ACPO .
COMMANDING OFFICERS ANN AL h
JSQUADRO
N TROOP
Sgt Farrell
Cpl Sartorius
Cpl Parrett
LCpl Sherwood
LCpl Keenan
ig McLeod
Cfn H urst

P ECTIO N OF

The week started well for the Commandi ng Office rs annual
Squadron inspection . Having arrived and assembled at SHQ of 3 Sq n
the Commanding Officer had his formal inspection of the Squadron
which went quite well , apart from the Colonel taking exception to the
way a few berets were shaped . The cl imax o f the day came when the
RSM, instead of sending us on ex pected CFTs or BFTs, chose three
people from each Troo p and sent us all on an initiati ve test. K Troop
must have though t they had the luck of the draw as most people didn 't
have a clue where half the places on Wildenralh are. Such item
included on the RSM's list (and you only had one hour) were: Picture of Ronald Reaga n, Signatu re of a Major Webb who had left
four years ago, a BH pencil (a what?), a AAFI receipt fo r DM12.36
and a live chicken.
And the list seemed endless. o ' ' Troop being • ' Troop decided
that if nothi ng else the chicken would uffi ce. After finding a farm
and someone da ft enough to lend us a chicken the fun began. LCpl
'Padd y' Keenan refu sed point blank to go into the coop, which left
the job to Cpl ' couse' Sartorius and Sig McLeod .
You would have thought we were trying to catch Vultures the way
Sig McLeod ran away after we cornered one of them, and it did the
most terrible thing a chicken can do. It hopped up and squarked at
us. I wish he would run that fa st on a BFT. So we managed to chase
a few into the hen house and Sig McLeod decided that it seemed too
much like home from home for him to enter the chickens domain. So
Cpl Sartorius donned his protective clothing (combat jacket of course)
and managed to get hold of one and stick it in a sack . Much to the
relief of the other two chicken (I mean soldiers) who had come to give
me a hand. That was that , and having collected a few more fitbits we
decided we had done enough. And wasn't the Colonel impressed, he
made us the winner of the competition and even got the beers in.

WELCOMES
The Squadron welcomes the newcomers and hopes they have an
enjoyable tour: 2Lt Ashley Stocker (From Fresh) , Sgl Steve and
Shirley Rosenthal , Sgt Barlow, LCpls Fraser, Robinson, Hudson, Sig
Barlow and last but not least SSgt Samm.

~
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NEWS FROM THE SQUADRON
As normal work has been swings and roundabouts, busy and slack
(but why so much busy!). Flying Falcon was the last big exercise and
saw SSgt Sgt Vinnie Braggs death defying leap from the back of the
admin wagon in a hair raising attempt to join the Royal Signals Free
Fall Bedford Team- result one arm broken in about three or four
places.
At present TN039 with Lt Jan McKee and SSgt Tim Cowan (as in
Trunk Node Tim) are in Sardinia enjoying their summer camp . When
you come back the Officer Commanding's got some work for you .
The OC Sqn, Maj Dick Good, has come up with a great idea which
will combine his favourite sport, Horse Riding, with Mil TrgOrienteering on horseback. Will PR! stand the cost of a string of polo
ponies?
During May about half of the Squadron (or so it seemed) went on
a one day jump course to Bad Lippspringe-Cpl Smith, LCpls Reason,
Eyes, Sig Knowles, Anderson and Barlow.
Sig 'Geordie' Anderson's title of Super Satisfied Soldier has now
been confirmed after his morning of posing in front of the Regimental
photographer's camera.
May also saw the Regimental Athletics Competition and an
excellent day was had by everyone. I Sqn came second by just one
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l. RE\H L
.
pl
ii Inman and '' ife Karen have recently left fo r unmer pa rt · .
_'Pru ha: called again .
.
Cpl Ro} Grad'\\ ell and Deni e ha\e moved JU t. do" n .t~e roa.d to
'ildenrath. Thi. leave the Troop without a phy 1cal trammg ex pert
but life goe on.
.
.
. . ,
L pl harlie Farlel ha decided to try h1 luck m c1v\ Y street.
Good luck to all who have left the Troop and thank for all your
hard work.
H TROOP
PERSO ALITI
Tp ' gt
Maint gt
Project gt
~co Ve Tech
MT pl
Tp lerk

gt • •.'ve Doh on
'gt te ·e Brealey
gt ' Pip' Piper
gt Bill ' tadius
Cpl 'Geordie' Brown
Mrs ue Brough

DEPART R
.
Ye -You've potted it-no Officer Commandmg H Troop at the
moment. Capt Keith Ru sell and Joan have left u for 38 ig Regt (V)
in %effield. Be t of luck 10 both of you.
.
.
LCpl •Jonno' Johnson a lso leave us for sunnier parts of Belize
after ucce fully completing his RSDCC. Good luck from all at H
Troop.
ARRIVAL
\ elcome to Bruggen 10 Cpl Eddie Plu ko~a from C~pru. and to
three more 'brand new' ignalmen from 8 Sig Reg!- 1g Simmon ,
Jeni and haw.
CONGRAT LATIO
Congraiulation on recent promotions go to Cpl John Egan an~
LCpl ·Wilba' Wil on who ha taken a trip down South for h1
trouble .
TROOP COMMANDER' FLYING DAY
The 17 May aw Capt Keith Ru ell's last .S quadron Commanders
Conference which was held in Laarbruch. Bemg a busy. man, the OC
decided to fly in by Tornado. The OC: w~s told lO a:nve ear.ly and,
after being kined out was iaken lO his aircraft, which to h1 gr.eat
urpri e was not a Tornado at all but an H Troop construcuon
courte y of Cpl John Tadman. The OC accepted a lift in our flightless

Capt Keith Russell with H Troop's flightless aircraft
aircraft in preference to the real thing, with a look of fear growing with
every yard (note the brave grimace hiding be~ind the ma k!) After an
hour in the air, the Tornado landed saf~ly 111 Laarbruch. After the
Conference, the Officers and SNCOs ~eured to the Mess where they
, ere bombarded with endless war stones from the now n:iore relaxed
Ca pt Rus ell . A note of caution to members of 38 Sig Regt- be
prepared to re-live every minue of the OC's flight every day for the
next six months!

ARRIVALS
Welcome 10 N Troop from sunny Cypru for S gt ' D'~no • F arre II an d
his wife Sue and fami ly. We hope you have an e~Joyabl~ tour at
Gutersloh as the Project Sergeant. Welcome also to 1g Mona~ty who
has come all the way from Wildenrath , ~ood luck to you. wh ilst you
are with us and your planned move to c1vvy street later m the yea!.
Welcome to three new Tele Mechanics straight from the factory Sig
Pearce, Bradbury and Barber, good luck to you all.
BIRTHS
Congratulations are in order for tw~ members o.f th~ Troop and
their families. Firstly 10 LCp l Joe McGmness a_nd h1 wife Elame on
the birth of their son Jo eph Owen at BMH Rmteln on Saturday 25
March 1989 at 2330 hrs. Congratulations a l o .to LCpl 'Luc~y'
Luckhurst and his wife Michelle on the birth of their daughter Jessika
on 13 May. Well done to both families and all the best for the future.

INTER QUADRON CRICKET COMPETITION
The inter Squadron cricket competition was held on the 23 May. 3
Sqn progressed to the final by beating 2 Sqn ai:d ?Y n~rro_wly
defeating 4 Sqn in a closely contested game. 3 Sqn wmmng with JUSl
3 balls to spare.
The final was against I Sqn who won the toss and elected to put us
into bat. Going by our previous games we kn~w we had a good chance
of winning. Unfortunately due to a battmg collapse, caused by
excellent bowling by I Sqn, we only managed to ~core 55 runs. I Sqn
went into bat and although we managed to contam them for the early
part of their in.nings they ran o~t w!nn.ers by nine wickeLs.
Special menuon must go to Sig D1ckmson who batted and bowled
supeably throughout the competition.
4SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
OCOTp
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt (Wildenrath)
Tp Sgt (Gutersloh)
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Hodgson is still tryi ng to straighten his face out. Still, it did make a
cha nge from the Hedgehog pie a nd nettle soup over on pl Jim
Crabbs RRB 3. How he gets all those horses in the 9 x 9 and still finds
room for hi s ig Simon taddon and Jason C raine is a mystery
Back in camp, the Troop keeps busy chasing the new OC Capt
Andy Hickling on his very popular Troop runs, although ig 'Padd) '
Bickerstaff and John Bannister don't appear to be enjoying them a
much as the rest of us.
Armour-plated shoulder blades are very much the order of the day
as the Det Commanders try to wind each other up on a daily basi ,
led by the chief wooden-spoonist Jim Crabb.
ARRIVALS
The Troop would like to say welcome to the following: Capt Andy
Hickling and his wife Jane from 7 Sig ~egt,. Cpl Jim Hook, all the w~y
from Gutersloh, Sig Sam Parke and his wife Bernadette from 249 Sig
Sqn, and Sig John Ellis from 14 Sig Regt. Have a good tour.
FAREWELLS
All the best to the following: Sgt Jim Paine and his wife andra who
are off to UK, Cpl Dick Tredwell and his wife Carmen , also to Sutton
Coldfield and Cpl Paul Watts and his wife Pauline who have gone
across to I Troop.
REGIMENT AL WEEKE D
The Troop ran the Treasure Island sta ll at the vi llage fete and won
the best presented stall prize from the Commanding Officer. Well
done to Cpl 'Jock' Kenny, 'Ogga' Hodgson and ig John Bannister
and John Dixon .

N TROOP

KARTING
d · A ·1
The 1981 Akrotiri International Kart Road Race w.as hel ~n pn .
Twenty one teams competed in this years event with en~nes from
Cyprus, Greece, UK, Germany and Holland. Congratulations go to
Sgt Phil Hill of N Troop and team-mate Cpl Steve Pau ls from 230 Sqn
RAF Gutersloh on winning the event.
Finally, congratulations to Capt Gary Mason OC N Troop on
becoming a grandfather on 24 May.

The real thing!
Thumbs up but spot the look of fear!

The Gutcrsloh part of th e Troop (or sharp end as they prefer to be
known) . is commanded by a Tg Sgt a nd provides the MAOT
detachments for the RAF.
O Troop Wildcnrath has had a hectic couple of months, with
vari ous exerci es and deployments squeezing even more life from our
anci ent, but lovingly maintained 3/ 4 ton FFRs. (I !Os where are you?} .
The Regiment deployed on exercise in early March. This was
loosely described a a shake up for the Regiment , which had yet to put
up a cam net in anger in 1989. Naturally this did not apply to the
diehards of 4 Sqn who already had a Support Helicopter exercise to
their credit in February. Still, we couldn't let I and 2 Sqns out of the
camp gates unescorted, so we decided to tag along. This exercise was
fairly uneventful for the Troop, although the Rebros did move a lot
more than usual which made it all the more interesting. Thanks to the
MAOT here for sending out four of their guys (under mild pressure)
to bolster the crews. Thanks to Cpls Sid Payne, 'FJ' Ford and ig 'BF'
Edwards and 'Shep ' Shepherd. Sig Sam Parke fresh in from 249 Sig
Sqn tried to reach a location without a map, but the less said about
!hat' the better. (Do they use maps in Norway?). Sg_t Gary Hill, our
Radio Tech Sergeant re-traded for the exercise and commanded
RRBl - and a very good job he made of it too, assisted by ig Paul
Pomeroy .
Onto the big exercise in April , Flyi ng Falcon, which was notable for
two things as far as the Troop was concerned : Cpl 'Jock' Kenny made
it to the exercise, and Cpl Harry Fellows did not!
Cpl Chris Middleton had an exercise he would rather forget. Just
to make it clear Chris, Hermanns Denkmal is not just outside Porta
Westfalica, it's closer to Detmold! In addition, your Lemon Chicken
cooked with loving care is not likel y to feature in any gourmet
publication. Easy on the Lemon next time please, Cpl 'Ogga'

Capt Andy Hickling
SSgt Ray Patrickson
Sgt Gary Hill
Sgt Chris Spencer

O Troop, as informed readers will know, is a split Troop within .4
Sqn, 21 Sig Regt. The Wildenrath end looked after.by a Tg SSgt is
mainly Tele Operator (Radio) personnel, and provides VHF RRB .
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22 Sig Regt
BFPO 107

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON
Ex Flying Falcon produced many reminders which will live on long
after the exercise if forgotten. Here is one: THE CHARS LAMENT
Two little clerks sitting in a tent
making brews quite content.
Cpl Watt and Driver Kent,
two more croutons in the tent.
Cpl Vikse and Cpl Dew,
two more croutons make a brew .
'Cpl Doidge, two more brews,
one for Bob and one for Drew.'
'Cpl Doidge, another tea.
I know you'll make with abundant glee.'
'Coops a couple of brew ,
the Yof S has awoken from his snooze.'
'Coops make that three,
CP22 would like a tea.'
'Coops make that four,
Ops has drunk his and wants more.'
'Coops make that five,
The CO has just arrived.'
Flying Falcon what can I say,
making brews passes the day.
Two, three, four or five,
mak'em different. I'll survive.
Cpl Doidge A Brew . . .
Anon
12TH lNTERNA TIONAL HERFORD MARCH
The 12th International Herford March 1989 is a competition open
10 all NA TO forces serving in Germany and organised by the
Bundeswehr. The event took place in Falkendike (a hamlet on the edge
of Herford) on the morning of Saturday 22 April. .
.
.
Our two teams (listed opposite) arrived at the start hne w11h sleep ~n
their eyes and Zulu time in their heads as Ex Flying Falcon was still
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in full swing. Released from exercise on the promise of a good result,
both teams viewed the opposition with mixed feelings as some of them
looked decidedly girlish and others deceptively grey haired.
The 1ru1h of the matter was soo n explained to us by our
Bundeswehr hosts, the competition has been sieadily growing in
renown and prestige over recent years as teams from all NATO Forces
in Germanv wish to enter. For the second year now women have also
participated, alongside the many Reservist and Regular teams.
All teams wearing boots, combats, and carrying weapons had to
complete a 12km course taking in six checkpoints. orienteering their
best rouie along the way. At three of the checkpomts the clock .wa
slopped and the teams given (military type) tasks to con:iptete 111 a
given time. The tasks this year seemed tame compared with t~e full
bore hooting, river cros ing, stretcher races, and death shde of
previous years, but enthu ia m wasn't lackin~ as we threw grenade
. .
(inert), erected tent , and look compa s beanngs.
At the end of the day ihe ability to read a map and cover difficult
ground proved to be the two soldieri~g skills that mattered mo t.. In
the 'Active Truppe' category the Bnts took first, second an9 t~1rd
prizes with the Americans happy just to complete the course 111 ume
for lunch. The results were as folio\ s:Team
Time
Bonus Time Final Time
22 Sig Regt (A)
59 mins
16 min
43 mins
1615 Royal Lancer
63 mins
10 mins
53 mins
22 Sig Regt (B)
68 min
14 min
54 min
Many thanks to the Reservi tenkamera9schaf1 Herfor~ . for
adminstering and adjudicaiing what wa an enjoyable, good spmted,
(and much sweeter for winning) day out.
Team A
Sgt Anderson
Cpl Smith
Sig Carpenter
Sig Me.,k

Team B
Cpl Dullaghan
Cpl Schott
LCpl Taylor
ig Skilling

tOl CHl GL DBACH '\.1ARATHO .

0 HQ i a mararhon 111011,
• ine under hi bell, so to 10 was his pion.
He entered a team for the RE.\1£/ RAF race.
\foenche111!lodbach or bu 1, and he's et the pace.
We starred 1rith 12, but i1 · hard to compete,
ll'ith o bu Ta ch dule a11d 110 time to meet.
o i•·e ertled 01 fil'e, of 1·ario11 age ,
A vicar, a Traffic, 0 a11d 1wo 'babies'.
By the middle of .\lfay we were up al our peak,
R11n11ing 011 Ol"eroge round 7(• each week.
OC HQ did 1he ad111i11 to boot,
With his good lady wife doi11g drink stop enro111e.
To 'Gladbach we joumied, that Sunday i11 May,
Report 7.30, by 8 we're away.
rl crowd of 400 crossed 01•er the lineA marrellous feeling, but . oon TO decline.
OC and the "bobie 'set up a good pace,

.'\.tore seda1ely, the Traffic and Vicar go1•e chase,
Wi1h remperat11res soaring 10 80 degrees,
42 Klick to go seemed a terrible tease.
The heal and the pace took i1s toll, sod 10 soy,
OC fell to cramp, ome IOks on his way.

Drink stops were a blessing, the crowds were uperb,
Wirh 1heir hose and sponges and encouraging word.
The 'babes' they pushed 011 10 on excellent time,
3.13 and jus1 over, they sprinted !he line.
The Vicar said 'someone hos answered my plea',
and though bloodstoi11ed, he finished at 3.33.
Poor Traffic hod wife thinking 'surely he's gone',
Then he entered the stodium-3.51 .
Much quaffing of liquid, much shaking of hands,
A sense of fuljilmem, one of !he gong.
Would you do it again-most cer/oinly nol
BUI-perhaps, on reflection, if it wasn't so hot.
We might just consider a be/fer time in,
Tell me, whol did you soy were the dotes for Berlin?
OC:
Traffic:
Padre:
Babe:

Maj Peter Cain
Capt Pete Baron
Rev tephcn Robbin
2Lr Bob Munro
Cpl Mike Dullaghan

47
42
36
25
28

MT TROOP REPORT
The Regimental MT ha been very bu y during the la t few month
\\ith a lot of goings and not too many com ings. We ha ve said goodbye
to the following member : Cpl Denton , to 16 Sig Regt, LCpl Carr to
249 Sig qn, Sig Martin, Taylor and carr who now all ca ll themselve
Mr. We wish them a ll a lot of luck in the future . On the comings side
of life, we would like to welcome Sig eddon (can thi ma n really do
the work of three?) and Cpl Gillingham .
For the majority of April th e Troop wa deployed on ex Flying
Falcon, having et up the Regimental Echelon . It soon became
apparent that we hould have set up a a Field Ho pita!, a most of
the member of the RCT attached to the Troop seemed to be set on
either killing th em elves or goi ng down wi th some unknown tropical
di ea e.
Cpl Kev Baxter the RTA CO of the unit is eriously considering
opening a library a · he has o much good reading material, or better
still getting a job with claims commi sion onh We t Europe. I am
ure he'd have no problem settling in, a they all know him on fir t
name term .
2 SQUADRON PER ONALITIES
OC
Maj Tony Manders
21C
Capt Dave Lumb
SM
W02 Martin Smith
SQMS
Sgt Wally Drain
SQMS Det
Sgt Mick Brown
Yof
SSgl Pele Mcinally
fofS
Sgt Gary Annetts
T rg IC
Sgt Phil Price
Clerk
Sig Spaciey Cook
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
The quadron said farewell recently to Capt Tim Wadey on hi
departure to orthern Ireland . We have in his place Capt Dave Lumb
and his wife Brenda from HQ Sqn. SSgl Wally Drain will be leaving
honly on promotion to W02 and our best wi he go with him and
his wife Jackie.
ECHO TROOP REPORT
Tp OC
2Lt J.C. Leader
Tp SSgt
gt D. R. Hall
RR Sgt
gt G . Wilkinson
EXERCI E FLYI G FALCO '89
THE MY TERY Of THE ELF DRIVE LANDROVER
·There I wa on guard minding my own bu ines ' muttered Cpl
A tkinson (REME) in a tate of hock, 'a nd all of a sudden this
landrover came hurtli ng pa t the guard post ; funny thing wa I
couldn ' t ee a driver in it '. Bodies were diving for cover everywhere
as one of T Ol 3's ·self drive' landrover went rolling off down the
hill. 'I told the REME that the handbrake wa dicky' , pleaded ig
Singh who had ju t 'parked up' the aforementioned vehicle. Thi wa
just one of T 013's dramas over thi exercise.
Two day later Cpl Burrell , having been in the Regiment only a
number of hours , managed to break his ankle on a wood clearance
patrol. ' My leg went one way and my body wem the other' he
groaned, writhing in pain in the back of a landrover on the way to the
local Krankenhaus.
Just as morale reached a peak as Endex was called one of the Radio
Relay vehicle managed to ' wedge it elf' between two trees.
Who aid OJ 3 wa an unlucky number for a Trunk ode?

2Lt tevens led hi. team of willing volunteers from 1he Hercules out
into the 'unshine of Decimomanu wher~ it had been raining that
mornmg. Our four star luxury coach did re emble a 4 ton truck
(different co lo ur), but no-one grumbled as we were headed for our
villa by the Med. The villa must have been double-booked but the
staff there had erected tent. for us in the garden .
'
01 vi lla gave us a brief-wa ter undrinkable, locals host ile, bars
out of bou nd , scorp ions dangerous, local police biased It a li an
Milit ~r~ Police ho nest, bright and helpful (we a ll nodded agr~ement),
the air is free but be warned the scenery i breathtaking! Welcome to
Sardinia! Enco uraged by the staff we left the villa.
The 'coach · dropp~d us off at a vi ll age ca ll ed Fonni high in the
Gennarge ntu mounta111 . Sgt Kennedy bought some ga from a Hi-Fi
shop and we trekked off into the hills. After walk ing for only a matter
of minutes all resemblan ce between map and ground was lost. This
eventually l<:d to a couple of wild Sardinian sheep dogs (left to protect
nocks) chasmg the pany acros.s scr ub. fiel.d s. At. ?ur fir t campsite Sig
Gosnold (now LCp l) proved hi s f1re-hght1ng abthty, but despite a late
tea everyo ne slept well. The day after we made our first real ascent
climbing Mon ta Spada ( l ,500m) . At the next ca mpsite a hostile angry
looking local with an axe chopped down a tree fo r us a~d our
nickering fire became a blazing bonfire! Tea was early.
Next day we had an early stare for 'The Peak ' of the expedition . A
long walk climbing BOOm through deep snow lasted all morning.
Finally, though, at 1330 hr · there were eight men with bulk y bergcns
all huddled together on the ummit of Punta La Mamora. Between
breaths eve ryone agreed that l ,83 3m i a fair old height. Sitting
awkwardly on top of Sardinia we looked for a route down ; maybe the
map would help- but it didn ' t. For the fir t IOOm the deep snow made
the falling look like bobsleighing, but we were really falling . The now
gave way to olid, evere, slippery rock . Willing volunteers were
being replaced by worried individuals with unfinished bu ine s in
another country. Clinging to the wet wall of a narrow ravine that
le ser men would ha ve de cribed a a waterfall, 2Lt teven wa
sari fied that this wa adventurous.
That evening, trekking in the direction of civilisation , Cpl ' Odd)'
O'Donnell won the award for be t actor. He reall y looked exhau ted .
We even put his tent up for him and supplied a hot brew-good tunt
Oddy! Two days R & Rat Arbatrax healed the blisters and encouraged
stories. None better than Cpl Brian Ashcroft, no-one could follow hi
story about the wild boar . . . o the owner promptly closed the
restaurant whilst shaking hi s head and muttering about volume
control.
After cleaning the villa we left. The 'coach' delivered us to the
departure terminal. As we left it tarted to rain but no-one grumbled
because the Hercules had been replaced by a VCIO.

EXERCI E DECI TIDE ( ARDI IA '89)
Expedition member : 2Lt tevens (expedition leader), gr Kennedy
(21C), Cpls Phillip , Dullaghan, Ashcroft, Gigg, O'Donnell and ig
Go nold .
Atop Monta Spada Cpl Ashcroft, 2Lt Stevens , Sgt Kennedy, Cpl
Phillips, S ig Gosnold , Cpl Dullaghan and Cpl Gigg

Moenchengladbach Marathon
Maj Peter Cain, Lt Bob Munro, Cpl Mike Du llaghan, Padre Stephen
Robbins and Capt Pete Baron
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Before the journey, foot of Monta Spada
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EXERCISE ROMAN BLEEP l
Ex Roman Bleep is one of a serie of exchange training exercise
involving 22 Sig Regt and Signal Units from Italy. Roman Bleep I
phase one took place between I and 16 May when two officer , five
Warrant Officers and two S CO from 46 Sig Bn 'Mongibello'
Palermo Sicily arrived at Lipp tadt. During thi pha e, I qn was the
gt John mith acted a
ho t Unit and Capt Dave Wright and
hosting officers, they were helped by LCpl Con lanza Calabre e
WRAC from 4 Sqn 16 ig Regt. LCpl Calabrese acted as interpreter
and did an excellent job.
The programme for the vi it included a vi it to 202 (33 Armd Bde)
Sig Sqn hosted by Maj Joe Fletcher. The Italian visited the Army
Staff College Demo at Sennelagcr and the RA F RCDS Demo . They
also visited JHQ to see the BAOR and NORTHAG Commcen . The
THE WIRE, JULY 1989

visit concluded with a tour of H.1S Ark Royal. The second pha\c of
Roman Bleep I involve members of I Sqn \'isiting icily in October
this year.

The Italians still smiling after a crush ing 5 minutes driving in the
back of a 432
VISIT BY THE MAYOR OF Kl G'S LY N
On the 7 April his Worship the Mayor, Maj (Reid) Le lie Dutton
visited a Signal display put on by 3 Sqn. Councillor Dutton is the
Mayor of King's Lynn which has close ties with our sister Regiment
here in Churchill Barracks , 49 Fd Regt RA. We were asked to provide
a demonstration of Ptarmigan because the Mayor is an ex Royal
Signals officer. His career in the Corps started in 1940 giving him 30
years service in all. During the war year he saw ervice firstly with
51 Light Anti-Aircraft Sig Tp in the UK, before becoming part of
the 6 Armd Div Sigs. It was during this time that he joined the 12 RHA
(now HAC) Sig Tp and served with them in the UK and orth Africa.
During peacetime he specialised mainly in Commonwealth
communications but also spent some time on attachment to the Royal
Air Force and toward the end of his service career was with ATO
in Germany. Both he and his wife were shown around various items
of Ptarmigan equipment and showed great agility in getting in and out
of the vehicle . He was very interested in the equipment and enjoyed
talking to the Troops.

Visit by .the Mayor and Mayoress of Kings Lynn Sig ' Dez' Dixon,
LC pl ·Jock' Harris, LCpl 'Mac' Macintyre, Maj !Retd) Dutton
Mayor of Kings Lynn, LCpl Hitchen, Mrs Toni Dutton Mayoress of
Kings Lynn, Cpl Carl Smales and Capt Dobson
FOXTROT TROOP REPORT
PERSON A LITIES
2Lt Mick !evens
OC Tp
gi Andy Trivett
Tp SSgt
gt John Phipp
Tp RR Sgt
Sgt Al Owen
Tp Tech Sgt
Ex Wintex and Flying Falcon came and went with numerou enemy
attacks keeping everyone on their toe . There are even times when the
enemy didn't attack and people were kept on their toe . ig Connell
and the talking bu h had half the
ode running across the
countryside. The la t day of Flying Falcon aw celebration for the
promotion of LCpl Pa sant and the departure of LCpl Line from the
Army. A convenient stagnant pool .erved as an impromptu bath.
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The chool ummer Fete a w the Troop running a ma hing time
tall. After pl Drake and LCpl Gemmell pent two nights scouring
th married quarters for empty ten pack the tand was now ready
with catapult and nut being acquired. 2Lt Stevens,
gt Tri~ett and
ig Walker joined the previou two to make up the tall mannmg. The
day ''a a great ucce and the tall made D 1100 for chool boo~ .
ow the Troop i looking forward to the long , ummer wuh
E. ·er i e , ummer Camp and maybe even a holiday if\ e can fit it in.
The Troop al o end be t wi he to Cpl McKenna, LCpl Pnssant, Cpl
Hodgson and ig Tindale on their forthcoming marriages.
HOHENFELDE BR WERY VI IT
The recreational highlight of the !ast couple of months in 4 Sqn
took place on 11 1ay when gt Mi k Ralph of Lima Troop ?rgani ed
a trip to the Hohenfelde Brewery. !though the brewery is a mall
family oncern, employing only 30 people, the hospitalit y which they
e. tended to us wa quite out landing.
n ex client cold buffet together with a more than ufficient
amount of beer en ured that the Troop were soon in good spirit and
joining enthu ia tically in community inging led by our two auached
ubaltern 2Lt Fiona ay and John Gille pie . The one un olved
mystery remain -did \ 02 ( M) Keith Leighton win the balloon
trip'?
Special thank are extended LO Doktor Kreutziger and Doktor
chultze, our ho ts , and to Sgt Ralph , the organiser, and to all who
attended .

to a day when it meant that pre training and preparation necc5sitated
maximum time off Ex Wintex and Flying Falcon did however lift the
flagging pirit of the squad.
Our opponent in the Divi ional Final were yet again our old
parring partners . 22 Engr Regt, and we played on a wet and windy
day in early March .
Some very close and determined play by the greatly experienced side
of the Engineer led to a thrilling game from start to fi ni sh. Howe ver
the determination and spirit of our team held through LO the very end
and we won by the narrowest of margins 7- 6.
The occasion was valedictory one for our captai n a nd RSM WO!
Trevor Johnson who de pite advancing years had used his seniority
and position to lead and direct the team (and aga in a place in the ide).
His style and ent husiasm will be much missed by all in the quad and
he ha yet much to offer in pa tures new .

The Unit Rugby Team BAOR Finalists 1988/ 89 Season Divisional
Winners March 1989

Sgt Ralph presents Doktor Krentziger with a Regimental plaque
THE E D OF THE R GBY EA 0
The euphoria and excitement generated by achieving the BAOR
final at the end of the year followed by our defea t had left the rugby
quad certainly wi er and undoubtedly somewhat chastened by the
experience. However, the new year came and the league and fixtures
continued apace. The added spice of engineering the Divisional Final

GARRISON REGIMENTAL FOOTBALL TEAM
t' C PALETTE J BILEE TOURNAMENT
A Regimental Football Team with seven members from each
Regiment took part in a tournament comprising 16 tea ms from as far
away as Hamburg and Enschede in Holland.
The competition was designed for four groups playing on a league
basis with the winner and runner-up in each group forming a further
two groups to compete in a econd league knock-out on the Sunday.
The Regimental side won its group on the Saturday and competed
in Group 2 on the Sunday which ended with the side being placed
second and subsequently competing against the winners of Group I in
the semi-final.
The winners of Group 1 (NA TO Belgium Army Side) had
convincingly beaten all opponents in both the Saturday and the
Sunday groups. This left the Regimental side with a very difficult task
to overcome, but overcome they did with a very comfortable 5- 2
win.
So to the final, played against a very strong Dutch team from
·Enschede. The game was played at a tremendous pace with both side
playing really hard. Unfortunately the score of 1-0 against us did not
reflect the effort put in by the side.
Summing up, this was a very creditable performance over the two
days by members of 22 Sig Regt and 49 Fd Regt Royal Artillery in
a competition that contained teams of noted ability. To achieve
runners-up place this year might hopefull y next year lead to fir st
place.

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
BFPO 35

RHQ
by Cpl Robertson
Little has changed, a part from the removal of the foundations from
the walls of RHQ! Farewell is bid to two hisLOrical figures from the
Regiment. Firstly, LCpl ' Billy' Kidd has removed his roots from the
Pampas terminal and has ventured to the wilderness of the Corps Area
(3rd Div). We wish him and hi s family our best wishes in their new
surroundings. Secondly, to LCpl 'Ears' Glendinning, who has crossed
the Irish Sea. Again our best wishes are extended.
Welcomes are extended to Cpl Steve Hayes and his family who have
returned to the Regiment from Hong Kong (does everyone come back
here?) . We hope he soon settles into the hectic, pacey life in the RHQ
Coffee Room.
2Lt Jacky _Foster has departed into the Combat Zone of I Sqn,
where she will assume the appointment of OC Foxtrot Tp. Having
spent many days and much money in the PR!, building her private
collection of specialist survival aids (much of which she will need), she
now loo ks forward to the challenge of unarmed combat against the
mighty TARE Failure Syndrome. Good luck . This sad departure
leaves the Adjutant, Capt Andrew Trimble and his humble partner Lt
Ralf, alone again to battle with the never ending shower of paper that
reache his desk at 1630 hrs dail y.
BOXING
A search was conducted within the RHQ Field Force to find its
boldest a nd bravest warriors to banle for the Squadron in the InterSquadron Boxing competition held on 19 May 1989. Sig 'Shifty'
hipsey, ' Kruncher, Kelly and 'Mauler' Mason came forth and despite
narrow defeats, did themselves proud in the ring. Well done.
1 QUADRON
JIQXTROT TROOP NEWS
FAREWELLS
Since our last report a number of changes have occurred. W02
(FofS) Tom Sharp departed on promotion to I Inf Bde. Next to leave
was Cpl Paul Bridon to 13 Sig Regt, Sig 'Brummie' Ford to 5 AB Bde
and Cpl Roy Jakins to the Yorkshire Constabulary. LCpl Shaun
Meadows to 19 Inf Bde and Sgt Geoff Head, who on the last report ,
received congratulations for finally leaving camp and mak ing it to an
exercise, finds himself posted to 8 Sig Regt, (do they do exercises
there?).
We wish them and their familie all the best for the future .

NEW ADDITIONS
Congratulations to Cpl Paul and Liz Bridon on the birth of Emma
Lee and also to Cpl 'Taff' and Ruth Hughes on the birth of the
'Tafflet'. Welcome to the Troop to LCpl Michael Prince, Pte 'Kirky'
Kirkwood, Pte Emma Elmett, LCpl Doreen Marr and , lastly, Pie
Karen Barker. We hope you can adjust quickly to the pace and the
modern equipment. Now a name change for LCpl 'Pocker '
Pocklington to LCpl Anne Smith; may all your troubles be small ones.
PROMOTIONS
Recent promotions include Cpls Jim Yule, Dave Coleman, Tony
Shutler, LCpl 'Ev' Evemy and Cpl Paul Smith, (watch the ROC
roster). Also, a late addition, LCpl 'Scouse' Corrigan.

new car). We hope you enjoy your po ting to the School of Signals
and get plenty of time for your tennis, volleyball, tenn is, basketball,
tennis, climbing, tennis, running and of course . . . tennis.
GOLF TROOP NEW
The Troop has been quieter since the end of the exerci e eason
(NORTHAG exercise sea on that is!). There have been a number of
changes in the Troop personnel. We would like to welcome the
fo llowing: 2Lt Paul King,
gt Roy Snape, WCpl Ali on Glover,
LCpl Al Alexander-High , LCpl ' fish' Herring, Sig Ian McKilop and
WPtes am Rowley, Vicky Tyson and Tracy Williams .
On the sporting front the Troop has done somewhat belier than
previously. We retained the trophy in the cricket competition, and
also won the In ter Troop Football competition . A fine performance
all round by the athletic team earned the Troop a commendable
second place, with out tanding performances by Sgt Bob Breheney in
the long jump, and the 4 x 400m team of Sgt John Wayman, LCpls
Paul Taylor, Alexander-High and Sgt Bob Breheney . Having no
exercises lately has allowed the Troop to improve its Military Skill
and complete the mandatory tests. Congratulations should go to the
girl of the Troop who participated in the RCZ March and Shoot
competition and retained the trophy for the econd year. The
Regimental range week (or Regimental swimming week, thanks to the
weather) went well with most of the Troop pa sing their weapon te ts.
T he Troop would personally like to thank 2Lt Paul ' Pathfinder'
King for his contrib ution to the Wednesday sports afternoons . He
planned a paper chase which was intended LO take 30 minute . . . one
LO two hours later the dishevelled Troop returned muttering . . . he'll
have to go.
Finally, we sadl y said farewell LO: Lt Dave Chattaway, Sgts John
Badder, Dave Marshall, Cpl Mark Roberts, LCpl Cathy Connoly, Cpl
Angie Hynds, LCpl 'S pider' Webb and ig Mark Stimson. Good luck
LO them all.
2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES
OC
21C
OCOTp
OC P Tp
FofS P Tp
fofS 0 Tp
SSM
YofS Ops
YofS Trg
Sqn Clk

Capt Brian Peel
Capt Carol Lee
Capt Mark Davis
S gt Joe Harri
W02 (FofS) Paul Wilson
S gt (FofS) Ray Wilson
W02 (SSM) Barry Lewis
W02 (YofS) Dai Jones
SSgt (YofS) Trev Gower
Cpl Ian Bayley

SQUADRON HEADQ ARTERS FAREWELLS
It is with fond memories that the Squadron says farewell to Maj
Andrew Bowering and Keridwen. We wish them Bon Voyage and a
happy tour in Liverpool. The cigar smoke and the bed have now
disappeared from the OC's office and we await the arrival of Maj
Peter Costello in Augu t. The Squadron is being commanded by Capt
Brian 'I'll start a I mean LO go on' Peel in the Interim period.

INTER TROOP COMPETITIONS
It has been very hectic to say the least with six-a-side soccer, mall
bore shooti ng, cricket and athletics. I'll keep the result s imple in tha(
we won the hooting and came close to winning ome others.
H STLE AND BUSTLE
With all the competitions, readers may find it hard to understand
how we had time to prepare for the Annual TUY with our ever
growing fleet of vehicles. We also had to submit teams for the RCZ
March and Shoot, Ex Cross Bow, Mandatory Test Week, Regimental
Range Week, Snow Queen and NSG !l's A Knockout. Not forgetting
the aerobics on the drill square: glad to ay it wasn't an RSM' parade
but early morning PT for the Regiment. If that wasn't hectic enough,
the next two months look horrendou . Still, the Troop Staff Sergeant
and Sergeant will cope! As it's the Tennis season and with tennis goes
the Troop OC, Lt (soon to be Capt) Wheatley Price, (a pity about the
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Maj Andrew Bowering signing the bills as he hands over the
Squadron to Capt Brian Peel
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I. TER TROOP ATHLETICS 5 MAY 1989

The imer-troop at hl etics competition took place in warm sunshine

1n 1hc Jahn Sportanlage St Tonis on 5 May. The scoring was very close

Capt Marl.. Davis
' gt Les Robin on
gt Mark Read
gt Rich Cook on
gt John Denni

wilh Support Bravo ultimately repeating their success of the winter

competition and runni ng out worthy winners.
Many excellent performances were turned , notably Cpl Tibbs in the
l ,500m an d SSgt Turnbull in th e 5,000m .
The vetera ns competition was a limited fi eld this year but, as in the
past, was dominated by W02 (YofS) Mick Chapman.

In between the u ual event like Ex Winte , TUV. and Regimental
:>.landatorv Training, 0 car Tp continued to excel in the ln1~r Troop
Competition. winning the 1enni and comin~ sec<?nd !n the cncket and
the BFT Competition. A temporary lap e m tlus !ugh 1andard wa
ob. en·ed in the Troop A1hletics wh,.n we fini hed fifth . Cpl Andy
'Donkey' Duncan contributed to a h ne 400m race leading from the
gun and wa only ju t pipped at the po t.
I TER Q ADRO

BOXING
O car Tp provided four boxer for the Sq_uad~on team : LCpl, ~av~
lderson Kid Curr) 'Biffa' Bancroft (flair fme t) and Cpl Willy
Reill). ii produced ~emorable performance , along \ ith Cpl Vince
Tibb of Papa Tp, to win their fight and bring home the troph~ to
2 qn. L pl 'Biffa' Bancroft produced the only knockout of the mght
and Cpl 'Willy' Reilly 1 a awarded the Best Boxer Trophy.
HELLO
The Troop welcome Cpl Pakinham-Bishop, King, LCpls Booth ,
Bedbrough, ig Hook, Lester and Fraser.
F REWELL
Gone, but not forgotten, are gt Paul Flintham on promotion a~d
Cpl Tony Morland. Congratulations are extended to Cpl Cohn
Brook and Penny on the arrival of baby Sarah, Cpl Paul Garret and
Diane on their recent marriage, and LCpls Deano Flint and Brian
Whitehead on their hard earned promotions.
PAPA TROOP
PER ONALITIE
Tp OC
Tp Sgt

S gt Joe Harris
Sgt Jon Duckworth

The Troop ha had a major management change over: Capt Carol
Lee has moved to a nicot ine free zone in the Sqn 2IC's office, leaving
gt Joe Harri in command of the Troop until the new Troop OC
arrives in July.
ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES
A in previous months the departures outnumbered the arrivals.
Our best wishes go out to Cpl Rab Graham in Belize and then I.
LCpl 'Sick Chit' Braund and family in 3 Bde. LCpl Dave 'Hello
Sailor' Green 30 Sig Regt and, finally, Mr John Grime.
\ elcome to Papa Tp to: LCpl 'Seems like a nice boy' Coates from
V Troop. LCpl 'Pathfinder' Howe, only two days late from 3 Div,
and ig 'Chalkie' Robinson from the factory.
Congratulations to Cpl 'Malkie' McCallum for becoming top
student on his RSDCC and to LCpl 'Daz' Mulley on surviving his. Sgt
Jon Duckworth is convinced he is a bener man for passing hi RSSSC.
IT'S A KNOCKO T
Report by LCpl Craig Auld
On a glorious day in May the might of the Dutch, Belgian, German
and Briti h forces gathered in St Tonis to do battle and generally have
a good time in the SG It's A Knockout competition.
The event was superbly organised by Papa Tp, under the guidance
of gt Joe Harris, and went according to plan including the blowing
up of the PA system to silence Cpl Nick Hawkins, 28 Sig Regt's
answer to Eddy Waring.
After much hard fought competition 28 Sig Support Sqn had
modified the rules sufficiently to win.
PAPA TROOP V ERGEANTS' MESS SELECT FOOTBALL
Report by Cpl Mark G iles
On Thursday 18 May Papa Tp took on the all-conquering
Sergeants' Mess football team. During the keenly but sportingly
conte ted game several moments stood out, the first being RSM Bob
O'Hara horrendously shooting over the bar from the 6 yard box with
Papa keeper, Wayne Coate , flat out on the ground. This miss set the
trend for the experienced me s side with SSM Brian 'Give us a touch'
Parkhill receiving the crowds customary 'E-A W' calls of appreciation
for a imilar effort. But by half time the Sergeants' Mess had managed
to grab a goal although 0-0 would have been a fairer reflection.
After a 10 minute spell of intense pressure at the start of the second
half, when Papa threatened to overrun the mess XI, the older heads
moved up a gear. Papa Tp's own heads dropped after they conceded
the econd goal, then a further five!
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Papa Troop Team
Back Row: Sig Paul Leslie, Cpl Ian Bayley, LCpl Craig Auld , Cpl

Steggs Storey, LCpls Wayne Coates. Steve Turner, Sig Alex
Higgins and Andy Greeland
Front Row: SSgt Joe Harris, Cpl Nick Hawkins, Sig Kev
Robertson, Cpl Jef(Hymas, Sig Rick O' Neil , Cpls Mark Giles, and
Mark May
7-0 seemed a bit rough a Papa wilted in the heat , although they
had two goal disallowed , including one by Paul Leslie which h~d the
player and crowd convinced that ref Kev Reeves had been paid off
by SSgt Joe 'Want to buy a m~tor_' Harris. Still, there were no hard
feelings as Papa got even by wmnmg the third half. Papa now turn
towards playing a local German team whilst the Sergeants' Mess hope
to repeat the result against Oscar Tp-we'll see.
S PPORT SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
SSM

Sgt Wayman soars high in the long jump adjudicated by SSgt
(FofS) Wilson
Maj Peter Robinson
Capt Keith Jones
W02 (SSM) Bill Woodmason

The Squadron continues to be the busiest organi ation in the
Regiment, providing excellent services by keeping everyone well fed
and clothed and looking after their vehicles. Over the last couple of
month we have provided cooks and VMs for Ex Snow Queen, Butt
Parties for the RCZ Skill at Arms Meeting and admin staff for
adventurous training camps in Sardinia .
While all this has been going on, Support 'Bravo' won the Winter
Champion Troop Trophy after allowing Support 'Alpha' to. win, for
the third consecutive time, the Inter Troop BFT Compet1t10n- our
over 40s achieving some incredible scores yet again . Over the next
couple of months we have a NORTHAG exercise, a team of ~e~hs
going walk-about in the Eifel, Regimental Adventurous Tra1mng
Camp at Silberhutte and Regimental Battle Camp a~ Vogelsang. It
promise to be a hectic summer season and we will fmd someone to
write about it in the next Wire notes.

W02 (YofS) Mick Chapman receives his medal from Mrs Pandy
Chubb

RCZ MA RCH A D SHOOT COMPl:.TITIO
Thirty-five men sta rted the traini ng for the March and hoot
competition, and after undergoing various forms of torture subjected
to them by SSgt ( SI) Colin Donnelly, the final team of twenty-six
were selected by W02 (SSM) Bill Woodmason.
The team under Capt Chris Millard went on to win the event by
covering eight miles over difficult terrain in a very creditable time of
under I hr 27 mins-the fastest time of the day.
WRAC MARCH AND SHOOT
Sqn Comd to T p Comd ' What are you doing on Friday 28 April?'
Tp Comd frantically scans diary only to discover an empty page;
fa iling inspiration the repl y comes back 'Nothing pfanned Sir.'
Sqn Comd 'Good , you are to organise the WRAC March and Shoot
Team . . . you have three weeks . . . go.'
Tp Comd ' Yes Sir' and rapidly makes an exit before the next lemon
la nds.
Sqn Comd 'Oh, by the way . . . we won it last year and we must
retain the trophy!'
After quick consultation with the gym staff and training wing a
ruthless programme is planned . Week one sees all the WRAC running
around the woods at a very early hour in the morning, afternoon and
any other time in the day which is in danger of remaining unfilled.
Week two leaves a squad of 12 (8 plus 4 reserves) doing some more
trenuous training under the beasting eye of LCpl Marie Wood , our
resident AIPT and OIC stopwatch . Injuries, convenient and
otherwise, bring the numbers down slowly. Week three starts with
shooting practice, and some expert tuition from W02 (SSM) 'BP'
Parkhill and gt Bob Hope ensures that standards are improved
acros the board .
Competition day arrives and despite a nearly forgotten ID Card,
some definitely forgotten packed lunches (who mentioned the packed
lunches?) and the minibus losing the sump plug and running out of
oil, the team arrived at the start point on time.
The level of fitness in the team was high and the eight miles up hill,
down dale, along the straight and round the bend was covered by the
team in well under the bogey time, thus gaining maximum points for
the march. However, on completion of the march pha e, c-.e other
team had also gained maximum points and so the shoot would decide
the competition.
28 (BR) Sig Regt then achieved the highest score for the shoot and
won the competition overall, retaining the non-existent trophy for the
second year running.
Having collected the medals, the team celebrated with a few bottles
of bubbly and looked forward to making it a hat-trick next year. The
team comprised: Capt Carol Lee, Lt Debbie Wheatley Price (Team
Captain), 2Lt Foster, SSgt Jeffery, LCpls Goodwin, Cottage, Woods
and Pte Williams.
WRAC EXERCISE CROSSBOW 1989
It was with some trepidation that the eight 'vol unteers ' of the
WRAC team wheel-wobbled their way to the Dutch border for Ex
Crossbow 1989. Our fears were confirmed when we had to compete
in a two mile cross country race that afternoon, a race which was more
like running across some desert in the heat and dust.

The successful Support Bravo team was :
Sgt Gouldson, LCpl Whitehead , Sgts Lucas, Mccourt, LCpls
Albiston, Towers, Sig Makin , LCpl Smith, Capt Phillips, Cpl
Cameron, LCpl Taulbut, Cpls Kay , Booth and Garlick
The team after winning the RCZ March and Shoot Competition
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e mpelltion ont111u<d for three day and basically comisted ol
nd both dunn the da' and nighl. The more memorable momcnls
r the a, ault our e, ":ilh I.Cpl Mandy Precious throwing her elf
into the pit belO\\ lhe rope wing and coming ba k for more; LCpl
• nn Smith' gallantry in mopping up a lOmach wound with her
,ombal jacket; and Pte Traq William ' desperale an empl lo preve~t
di a ter on the command ta k, by clinging onto lhe end of a pole m
mid-air.
The night activitie included rou1 ine in defence and OPs, which
invohed being eaten alive by mosquitos and 1 atching the OS r~ h
around in oviet uniform . fla hing lights. Other happening dunng
the ni2hl included Pte \'al Bocker· di covcry of a newly dug,
unmarked, ce pit next to her ba ha a1 d a continued.listening w.a~ch
O\er Pte Lind ay Joyce who at time threatened to give the pos111on
away.
By the end of the three day the Regiment was in the joint lead with
16 ig Regt, so that the march and shoot became t~e de~iding factor.
After a gruelling eight mile mar h the team came m with the fa test
WRAC time of I hr 46 min and after some good hoo1ing ecured
fir t place. An excellent effort by everyone in the learn.
The team was: 2Lt Jacky Foster. gt Gina Cutts, LCpls Mandy
Precious, nae milh , Pie Val Bocker, Lindsay Joyce, Sam Rowley
and Tracy Williams.

NORTHAC IGNAL GROUP TRIATHLON 1989
The ORTHAG Sig Gp Triathlon Competi tion took place in
blazing sunshine in Maa tricht on 23 May, sponsored by NORTHAG
Air Support Radio Sqn.
.
The Regiment entered two teams and Capts Rod Gladwin and Keith
Jones RPC made up the entry as individual veteran .
The runn ing .:ourse was particularly hard as it made it way fro m
the pool along the Belgian border, over the caves at JOC Maastricht
and up St Peter burg lo t he range. It was made doubly diffi cult by
temperatures of 25°C .
.
.
The fi r t learn managed the highest core of the day, Wll h lhe
second team achieving a creditable fifth place. SSgt Glen Pennington
deposed Capt Gladwin as the veteran champion by 63 point and so
lifted the trophy.
The winning team wa : Sgts Gus Alexander, Steve McCourt, LCpls
'Scouse' Corrigan and 'Bartie' Bartliff.
Fifth team place went to: SSgt Glen Pennington, gt Chri
Gouldson, Cpl 'Parky' Parkinson and Sig teve Kelly.
Cpl Andy Garlick turned in a creditable performance a an
individual entry.
All triathle1e are to be congratulated on their fine personal
performances and this result should be encouraging for next year 's
entry.

BR RCZ AAM
After two week of team training in the Regiment, mo L of which
was done on the 25m range, the team went to Halcern Ranges for the
BR RCZ AAM, an event which lasted five days.
It rained for the majority of the time but this was not enough to put
the 'damper ' on the team members.
The teams ucce ses were as follows: Master Champion at ArmsCpl Buckingham , Roberts Rifle Match-Cpl Buckingham , Service
Rifle Match Individual Winner-Cpl Buckingham , Fir t placed in
Comd BR RCZ, Top IO competition-Cpl Buckingham , Winner of
Individual SMG competition-Capt M. Corcoran and Second
Individual Pi tol Competition-Capt M. Corcoran.
The team was placed second in the BR RCZ SAAM overall
competition. The team was in good spirits throughout the whole
competition and received ju t rewards for the training and effort they
had put in.

NORTHAG Signal Group Triathlon 1 g89 Winners
Winning Team : LCpl 'Bartie' Bartliff, Sgts 'Gus' Alexander, Steve
McCourt and LCpl 'Scouse' Corrigan

BR RCZ SAAM
Back Row (left to right): Cpls Hughes, Grinnell, O'Neil, Palmer,

Corrigan and Sgt Payne
Front Row (left to right): Sig Croxton, Cpl Buckingham, Maj
Evans, Pte Hardy and Cpl Compton

ORTHAG SAAM
After recovering from the celebrations of the RCZ SAAM the team
was back in training for three days prior to the ORTHAG SAAM
the following week. The ORTHAG competition turned out to be a
far more relaxed and informal competition, but the team continued on
a lightly more serious note and finished second in the major units
competition. The individual successes were as follows: Master
Champion at Arms-Cpl Hughes, Champion Shot (Williams
Trophy-Cpl Hughe , Third Individual Rifle-Cpl Hughes, First
Individual Pistol- Pte Harding, Third Individual SMG-Pte Harding
and Second Individual Pi tol-Cpl Buckingham.
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Competitors
Capt K. E. Jones RPC, Sig Kelly, Cpl Parkinson, LCpl Garlick, Sgt
Gouldson, Capt R. H. Gladwin, SSgt Pennington, LCpl Bartliff,
Sgts Alexander, Mccourt and LCpl Corrigan
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30 Sig Regt

Blandford Camp
UNT AG DEPLOYMENT
After a hectic start to the United Nations deployment to Namibia
life is now beginning to move at a more sensible pace. The United
Nations Transitional Assi lance Group (UNTAG) Signal Squadron,
draw n almo t entirely from 30 Sig Regt, arrived in Namibia on 9
April.
Within 48 hour approximately half the Squadron deployed to the
Angolan / Namibian border together with a Field Troop of Australian
Engineers to set up and man a number of assembly points. A group
of approxima1ely I, 700 SW APO had infiltrated Namibia and was
threatening the peace plan. The intention was that this group would
surrender themselves to our various checkpoints and then subsequently be granted a safe passage back LO Angola .
Each a sembly point was manned by five military monitors from a
variety of countries, five Royal Signals soldiers and five Australian
Engineers. In addition the South African Defence Force (SADF)
provided a platoon or infantry wi1h the Angolans providing ano1her
platoon near our checkpoint but within their national boundary.
There was no doubt however about the greatest presence- the Pre s!
Wherever you turned, a news team or a photographer seemed to be
there already . At the assembly points we were encouraged lo do the
exacl opposite of whal every soldier is taught in basic training. For
instance, putting on bright lights at dusk to light up our posi1ions,
keeping our lights on and fires burning after dark and generally
looking non-aggressive. After two weeks we were all pulled back to
Windhoek, the capital of Namibia . Only nine SWAPO fighters had
reported LO our assembly points, the bulk of them having made their
own way back to their Angolan bases. It was a fantastic experience for
everyone involved and a great way LO begin the operation.
During the assemb ly point phase the remainder of the Squadron
had not been idle. A merchant ship loaded with the majority of our
equipment had docked at Walvis Bay a South African port, west of
Namibia. In a mine plated landrover lhe pon was about a day's drive
across the Namib desert from Windhoek. This is a most impressive
de ert famous for the height of its sand dunes and its arid climate.
Once lhe Squadron had re-assembled near Windhoek, equipment
was distributed and six detachments were prepared to move out to
various locations in Namibia. Their task was to provide communcation to various United Nations agencies from Dutch civilian police,
to Pakistani Army Officers to civilian electoral representatives .
We now have nine outstations, some are in very civilised
surroundings like Cpl John Murray at the Namibian holiday resort of
Swakopmund. His detachment is remoted into the laundry room of a
civilian house. Their only problem is how to fit a 200ft multi
frequency dipole into the garden which measures 40ft sq. Fortunately
the great expanse of the Skeleton Coast desert is just beyond the back
wall. However, a change in frequency involves tackling a· challenging
obstacled course; two flights of stai rs, jump the flower bed , under the
volleyball net (cunningly arranged al neck height), over the 6ft back
wall, fall into a storm drain and finally a short climb up a and dune
to the first mast-LOO tired to change the antenna. Sig Pete Cherry
holds lhe record of 3 mins 10 secs for a round trip and tune up.
Others are not situated in uch luxury accommodation. The three
detachment in the northern area of Ovamboland for example, are
sharing cramped space with Malaysians and Au tralians. gt can
Wratten and hi merry crew are ited in a large SF base controlled by
the South African Defence Force. Regularly the camp exerci e it
hearts and minds policy by waking up the whole camp and the
adjacent town with fire from its SF machine guns and heavy calibre
weapons in the early hours of the morning.
In contrast Cpl Don Matthews commands a detachment with few
local distractions. His local shopping centre, 5km away, consists of
one shop which sells nothing of any use to anyone and a post office
which no one can find.
Perhaps lhe most isolated of all i LCpl 'Stew' Metcalf and Sig
Chris Flounders. Al shon notice three detachmenl were formed each
with two men and a civilian SA TCOM ground terminal, of which
Opuwo was one. LCpl Metcalf commands the and dune which i
called Opuwo in the heart of Kaokoland. The local tribesmen are very
primitive, they protect themselves from the sun with a mixture of
animal fa1 and ochre smeared over their bodie , giving them a strange
red appearance, and an even stranger aroma!
The bulk of the Squadron i employed at Windhoek in or around
the UNTAG HQ. Providing Maj 'Young Bill ' Kent is not clogging the
system with epic sized signals then two slick, highly profe sional
communication centres are operated. One is situated in the heart of
the HQ, the other IOkm away in the Squadron's tented camp at
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Leopards Valley . Although the level ot comfort cannot be compared
with the Ritz the facilities of the capital help to make our tour quite
pleasant.
In summary, the morale of the British contingent is sky high de~pitc
the poor facili1ies and the considerable difficulties of the deployment.
Everyone enjoys doing an exciting job and we are all looking forward
to the challenge of the months ahead.

Cpl Meadowcroft involved in a hearts and minds project!

Returning from assembly points on Canadian C130: Cpls
Mathews, Lockeridge, Butler and Sutcliffe

SADF Rovers on their way._.North
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31 Greater London) Sig Regt (V)
Hammersmith

TM Tp 1988 - 0ne for the Album
OTES FROM TM TROOP
by Cpl Ray • lumpy' Dunn
TM Tp houses a collection of highly trained, highly motivated and
highly paid Al oldier , all grafting to ensure the ucce of the
Regiment's commitments. After the first Op Pro perou deployment
and undry other roulements we thought a quick Troop update wa
needed so here we go:Troop Commander: WOI (FofS) 'Big Bad Bob' Thompson who tries
·
to ensure we all have enough work to do.
Wksps FofS:
S gt Dave ' Boffin ' Long-SATCO I whiz kid .
RC Radio :
Sgt ·owzat ' Dean Richardson , when he's not
playing cricket.
Assistants: LCpl 'I' m 'Ard' Porter, Cpl 'Taff'
Cadwgan and LCpl 'Baby Tech' Adamson .
IC TE:
Cpl 'Pops' hotlon-Oldest Man in the Troop,
rumoured to be signing on for another Cyprus
tour!
IC 3 Sqn:
Sgt 'Sailor Boy' Thorpe-Willet.
Assistants: Cpls 'When's my course' Ingleby and
'Jake' Cave .
This represents a proportion of the total strength of 70 plus mo t
of whom are currently in amibia, Cyprus, Belize or elsewhere. We
think this is because the tels inspection is next week! One notable
name mis ing here is our illustrious Tp Sgt Sgt 'Cleared for Take Off'
Edge who wa last seen somewhe re over Heathrow en route to
Sweden!

The parade marked a 20 year association between 30 Sig Regt and
the Island. Each year soldiers, mainly from 3 Sqn, enjoy adventurous
training there and undertake various community projects. The parade
also marked the start of exchange visit between the Regiment and
HMS Alderney, a Fishery Protection Ye sel.
The organisation of the exercise (Norman Quest), especially travel
arrangements, had to remain flexible right up to the la t minute . Four
methods of transport were finally used-civilian ferry, hydrofoil,
landing craft and civil airline. Much to the relief of Ca pt Lewis-Taylor
no one got lost or fell overboard or suffered sea sickness . Navigation
on the island wa easy enough-it' only four miles long by two miles
wide!
Whilst the parade format had been well rehearsed at Blandford, the
finishing touches were to be made at the campsite. However anyone
who has attempted weapon drill dressed in track suit and training
shoes will under tand that serious practice is out of the question as
WOI (RSM) Haywood soon found out. The few days prior to the
parade were spent defeating the locals at football and darts, and
relaxing in the sun. Those unlucky enough to miss the Church Service
went clay pigeon shooting and the Corps Band played rhe Retreat to
an enthusiastic crowd.
On the day of the parade itself, the CO Maj Andy Whiddett
presented the President with a porcelain swan, and received a huge
silver cup on behalf of the Regiment. The parade was a great success,
and no one lost balance or fell over executing 180° turns on the
cobbled streets. The islanders were out in force cheering and waving,
confirming the high regard they have for the Regiment.

RHQ
There have been many changes in the Hammersmith team since we
last produced an article for The Wire. We have a new Comma nding
Officer, Lt Col Lionel French , a new RSM , WOI Mick Orrell, a new
Training Major, Allan Duncan, a new MT Warrant Officer WOl
Andy Wi lson, a new Yeoman, SSgt t' rank McCubbin, and a ne~ CO's
driver, Cpl Hank Cowlan , all of whom arrived within the space of
three month . Jn our case, 'new broom ' involved changing the
clea ning co ntractors! Golf has suddenly become a popular activity
and one of the two Regimental teams came fourth at the Corps Spring
meeting. Matches against 36 Sig Regt (V) have resulted in draw and
we are always looking for opportunities to widen our fixture list.
Depart ures from RHQ have included the 21C, Maj Jim Mill, who
leave u on retirement after some 14 years with the Regiment. We
wi h both him and his family every happine s in the future. Lt T im
Smith is now at RMAS where he no doubt continues to offer advice
on the role of women in the Army.

EXERCISE WINTEX
The Regiment once again took part in Ex Wintex and took the
opportunity of carryi ng out recces for next year's overseas exercise. A
lot of ground was covered by the Troop Commanders and PSls who
somehow survived the rigours of the ' Base Camp'. The five course
Dinner attended by Brig Garton at the end of the exercise was a life
saver for those WRAC mem bers who had found 'self-catering' to be
a real struggle.

RECRUITING
Under the new CO, the word ' recruiting' has taken on a whole new
meaning and everything that we do is related either to swelling our
numbers or retaining those who we already have. In London the
National Employers Liaison Committee (NELC) initiative is well
advanced and the Regiment has played an active part in a number of
receptions and briefings. We held our own reception at The
lnnholder Hall where 65 employers were hosted by their TA
employee thus strengthening the links with those Companies. Many
exployer had little knowledge either of the TA or that their employees
were member .

47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
During the last few months the Squadron has taken part in a
number of Regimental exercises and taken steps to raise our recruiting
profile. At the same time a few dedicated men and women trained
extremely hard, to enter two teams in the Courage Trophy military
skills competition. After a gruelling two days, culminating in a
difficult assault course competition, the male team finished fifth out
of over thirty other teams. This was for us a great triumph as they
finished twentieth last year, and they were up against tough
opposition . .The team ably led by Lt Fraser Skirrow included Cpl
Gilfrin, LCpls Giles, Grant, Bawn , Sig Cumino and Huxtable.
Thanks and a big well done must also go to our girls team which was
placed 28th, a valiant effort for our first ever female team. The team
consisted of Lt Lynn Smith (Royal New Zealand Signals), LCpls
Evans, Green, Bassey, Ptes Hickey and Williams.

EXERCISE NIMBLE FINGER Ill
Ex imble Finger Ill was a I Sqn training exercise run between
Blandford and Catterick. Cpl Rich Cressey ran the TRC 521 Short at
Blandford under the watchful eys of FofS Terry Inman. YofS Dave
Marriolt had drawn the short straw and travelled up to Catterick with
the TRC 521 Long together with detachment commander, ig Neil
Pollitt. The crew worked hard to set up after delays during the
journey, so hard in fact that the Yeoman showed great pleasure in
displaying his bli tered hands to anyone who was interested.
Once both crews had settled down th·e 521 's worked well. Sgt Ray
Edge's technical team, consisting of LCpls Adrian Butcher and James
Beach, kept the equipment working. The return journey to Blandford
was straightforward with no major 'happenings'.
Ex imble Finger Ill was a successful exercise, being a useful
learning experience for all concerned. The Squadron now looks
forward to Ex Nimble Finger IV!
FREEDOM OF ALDERNEY
On Monday 29 May, 30 Sig Regt and HMS Alderney were granted
the Freedom of the States of Alderney. In a unique ceremony, Lt Jane
Lawrence WRAC and a aval Representative received scrolls on
behalf of their Units from the President of Alderney. The Regiment
led by Maj Neil Couch then exercised its right to march through the
treets of St Annes with swords drawn and bayonets fixed,
accompanied by a aval contingent and the music of the Corps Band .
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PRIZES
The map reading award goes to Lt Carolyn Oxlee for travelling to
Heathrow to catch a Brussels flight which departed from Gatwick.
She caught it.
The ' Brass Neck' award to the Ops Officer for wearing a pair of
(new) running shoes.
The ' Look the Part' award to Lts Carolyn Oxlee and Felicity
Bowden for being directed to the Gents at a Belgian service station.

Courage Trophy 1989
The 47 Sqn ladies runners up team led by 2Lt Lynn Smith Royal
New Zealand Signals

lnholders Reception 1989
LCpl Cheshire guarding the Regimental Colours
Capt Graham Lewis-Taylor leads the parade
of St Annes

throu~h

A SAD FAREWELL
It is with much regret that we bid farewell to Capt Eileen Carter
MBE TD our PSAO for over 16 years. Her complete hi tory of
dedicated service spanning nearly 40 years in the Corps would be
impos ible to cover here, but we were all very proud when she was
awarded the MBE in the New Year Honour List.
We will all miss her very much and take this opportuni ty to wish her
every succe s in the future .

the streets
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32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

51 (HIGHLA D) ' JGNAL QUADRON
Ql ADRON PER 0 ALITI
O
{aj adiq AhmeJ
21
Capt George Findlay
P AO
Capt Bob Esson
O 511 Tp
Lt Linda Duncan
O 512 Tp
Capt John Gedde
O 513 Tp
2Lt John Mackie
O 514 Tp
2Lt Tom McCappin
,t
V 02 Donald Webster
QM (NRP )
gt George 'Podge· 'F raser
P I
S gt Ian Walker
Tech
gt Chri 'I'm posted ' Braid
REGIMENTAL SKILL-AT-ARMS MEETING
The Squadron ran and organised the Regimental Skill-At-Arm
1eeting which wa held during the period. 11 / 12 March on Barry
Budden Ranges, Monifieth. Despite scrupulou umpiring and
mar hailing 1he Squadron managed to emerge as outright winners of
the overall competition. The Regimental re ults were as follows:First
Second
51 Sqn
61 Sqn
Be t Squadron
51 Sqn 'A'
51 Sqn 'B'
Be t Male Team
51 Sqn
61 Sqn
Be t WRAC Team
69 Sqn 'B'
52 Sqn 'A'
Falling Plate
52 Sqn 'C'
51 Sqn
Pi to! Tile
W02 Payn 61 Sqn
2Lt Timothy 52 Sqn
Best Rifle
Cpl Graham 52 Sqo
SSgt Smart 51 Sqn
Be t SMG (Male)
Lt Wat on 61 Sqn
Best SMG (WRAC) Pte McGurn 52 Sqn
W02 Payn) 61 Sqn
Cpl Calder) 61 Sqn
Be I LMG
LCpl Young)
Sgt McKay)
Lt Watson 61 Sqn
2Lt D'Arcy 52 Sqn
Best Pistol
2Lt D'Arcy 52 Sqn
Lt Watson 61 Sqn
Best WRAC

REGIMENTAL EXERCISE-CULTYBRAGGAN
Over the weekend 13/ 14 August we ran an excellent exerci e at
Cultybraggan. We were surprised to find 666 Sq n AAC (V) occupymg
the Officer · J'v1es and other facilities ear marked for us until we
discovered that the CO Lt Col Mike A nderson is related to th e OC of
the AAC Sqn.
A fair pint of blood wa demanded and all ou r recruits were given
a fi ve minute ride in a helicopter. Shown below arc members of the
Squadron fa mi liarisi ng th emselves with the helicopter and tanda rd
drills for entry.
Also duri ng the course of this exercise we carried out the erection
and dismantling of our Conrad systems with great succe s as hown
below .
PROMOTION
To end on a high note the Officers' and Sergeants' shared Me s
facilities and we are pleased to report that gt Keith Ander on
received his promotion from the CO during the evening 'get together'.

They were not all smiles on their return?

51 Highland Sqn winning teams
NEW OFFICER
The Squadron was pleased to welcome two newly commissioned
Officers.
2Lt Tom McCappin who is a post graduate student tudying
Pharmacology for his PhD at the Universicy of Aberdeen Medical
College. He joined 51 Sqn two years ago as a Signalman. His potential
was soon realised and he was appointed an Officer Cadet. Tom is our
first 'Fast Track' entry Officer.
Lt Morna trachan WRAC-After 15 years service Morna applied
and was successful at the District Commissioning Board and
commi sioned in the rank of Lieutenant.
Introduced to the Officers' Mess at the end of Annual Camp in
Barry Budden Morna was stretchered out of the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Me s in mummified tyle.
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S9t Keith Anderson receiving his SSgt crowns from the CO, Lt
Col Mike Anderson . As can be seen it all got a bit too much for
Capt Willie Barron who obviously had an extremely hazardous day

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

Guess Who?

CO GRAT LATORY
The marriage took place on 17 June between Cpl Karen Nicol
WRAC and Cpl Robert Burr. Bob and Karen have known one another
within the Squadron for several years. All members of the Squadron
wi h the happy couple health, wealth and happiness for the future.

All is revealed - Lt Morna Strachan and Sgt Heather Ingram

What is this then?
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The Regiment has experienced a very busy period over the past two
mo nth s, being involved with both Regimental and District activities.
A major event in the calendar was the North West District Skill at
Arm Meeting which was scheduled for the weekend of 29/ 30 April ,
for which we were the host Unit and main administator.
As the build up to this event takes at least two months hard graft by
1he Quartermaster's Department, it was no surprise to find the QM,
Maj Bob Fortune continually absorbed in 'in-depth' reading of the
previous year's post exercise report. Hi only problem was that the
re port did not say where the manpower was coming from!
To ease the situation the previous weekend was scheduled a the
RSAAM whereby each Squadron was invited to enter three teams of
ten men/ women (with a possible 120 team members to play with, the
QM eemed to take on a new lease of life and recommenced his golfing
activities).
The RSAAM turned out to be a very successful weekend which
produced the usual competitiveness from all Squadrons. The WRAC
team from 80 Sqn Chester took the team trophy and the individual
best shot was OCdt Vivienne Myles. The overall winners of the event
were the 'A' team oL42 Sig Sqn (V) Manchester.
It wa during this event that we were again honoured with the
presence of the Mayor of Knowsley, Cllr P. J. Curran, who had
expre ed a wish to present the Regiment with a trophy, to be known
as the 'Mayor's Cup' . It had been decided that the cup should be
awarded annually to the most 'efficient' Squadron. It was therefore
fitting that the Mayor should present the cup during his period in
office.
During the Skill-at-Arms Meeting on Saturday 22 April the Mayor
was invited to present the cup to the winning Squadron which after a
very tight result (so we are told} turned out to be 59 Sig Sqn from Edge
Lane Liverpool. The OC, Maj Mervyn Deighton TD accepted the
award on behalf of the Squadron. As the CO, LI Col David Gardiner
was 1he sole invigilator of the scores, the final result became the best
kept ecret of the decade.
After the presentation the Mayor stayed to watch some of the
shooting and ialk to members of the Regiment. He was then invited
back to the Officers Dinner Night in the evening where other gue t
included the GOC NWDist, Maj Gen A. B. Crowfoot CBE and Comd
11 Sig Bde (V), Brig C. T. Garton. The Regiment competed
succe sfully in the NW Dist SAAM and became the only non-Infantry
Unit in the District to qualify for Bisley this year.
P ACTIVITIES
The Regimental skiing at Aviemore this year was pushed to the end
of the eason in April because of Ex Wimcx deploymen1. This turned
out to be a bonus because after a poor winter there was plenty of now
at this time.
Three permanent staff, Maj Paul Gorford, W02 (ORQMS) Marie
Watkinson and Sgt Tony Crampton (Ski Instructor) e caped from
their offices for a week. Twelve TA took time off work and made the
most of the excellent skiing conditions on the Cairngorm slopes.
Two of the beginners Sig O'Hara and Byrne took the prizes a mo t
improved sk iiers and were ready for downhill race by Friday!
Interestingly both of these are now at 11 Sig Regt having decided to
take the plunge and become Regulars . They were helped to make this
deci ion by tales of Snow Queens in Germany.
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As in previous years our skiiers were based at the excellent
accommodation provided by the Rothiemurchus Lodge run by HQ
Scotland. This really is a very valuable and well run facility which is
recommended for use by Units both in the Summer and Winter.

OC 59 Sig Sqn receiving the coveted 'Mayor's Cup' from the
Mayor of Knowsley

The CO presents a print depicting the Freedom of Knowsley
Paratle to the Mayor and Mayoress of Knowsley during the
RSAAM
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HILLl OROl'GH "PO .. OREO WALK
• old1ers from all four quadron' of the Regiment took part in. a
pon;;ored walk from Hill borough i.n heffield to Anf1eld m
Li\erpool in aid of the Hill borough D1sa ter Fund.
II four team con i ting of both male and female volunteers
a embled at Lepping Lane, Hill borough on Friday. 12 1ay to
commen e the gruelling 7 mile route b:tween the tw? cme . They left
at 2130 hr with the object of compleung the walk m 18 hours. The
intention was to walk the teams in half hour tint· in relay formation.
However, due to enthusia m, ome team manag ·d to wa lk the whole
route on their own!
The overall event wa organised by C pl 'Robbo' Ro bertson nd
gt 'Boots' Mct' arland of HQ Sqn in Huy1on . The plan wa that
each team would be supported by a vehicle and medical cover
con i ting of ig Le Moorcroft, Mick Marshall and Pte Ka ren
W)cherle) . Arrangements were made with local police for escort
duties through the built up areas (little did they know that member
of 42 Sqn fanche ter wou ld be inviti ng them to donate as. well!)
buc they did and received a good re ponse from the amazed policemen
' digging deep' for loose change at 0230 hr !
The weather wa not overly kind with the teams being greeted by a
downpour of rain in Hillsborough and leet/ snow during their trek
o' er the Snake Pas . Ho wever, pirit were not dampened and the
team all made the deadli ne of 1500 hrs on Saturday 13 May at
An field .
On arrival at An fie ld Football Stadiu m che teams were met by
Liverpool player Phil Thompson and the CO, Lt Col David Gardiner,
after which they were all invited into the Directors Lounge for tea and
bi cuit .
The fr uits of the team effo rts are still rolling in from spon or with
an expectation of a fi nal fou r figure su m. Well done everyone on a
magni fi cent effort.
EXERCISE FLY1NG DOLPHIN
Report by 2Lt J. K. Davies WRAC
On 29 April five intrepid members of 42 Sig Sqn set off on a sailing
adventure and were joined by skipper Cpl Frank 'Pugwash ' Jones.
The sailing party consisted of Lt Lynn ' I' ve igned for this ' Gregg, 2LI
Jackie 'The Demic' Davies, SSI Mick ' I' m too old for this caper'
Wilton, Cpl Maurice ' Raybanns' Aarons and Cpl Sue ' Smidge' Edge.
On arriving at Go port we met up with Frank and Quicksilver and
kitted up ourselves and the boat.

A challenge to trivial pursuit ensued in a fa t and furiou s game
which was won by the two more mature members of the crew ! The
diving museum and 1he gym were visited and I was hoisted up the mast
in the bo un' chair much to the amu ement of pas er by.
On Thursday we tacked over to Yarmouth via Lulworth Gunnery
Ranges! After a couple of hours in Yarmouth we left to sail to Cowc
arriving at 0400 hrs. Only three hours sleep we then sailed to Go pon,
topping al Stoke Bay en route. Here we practised anchor drills and
dinghy manoeuvring! Lynne and Sue were excellent at goi ng round in
circles but they didn't quite get the hang of rowing in a straight line!
On arrival at Gosport \;\'C had a tour around the port and then
prepared the boat for handing back the next day.
The trip in all wa a great ucce s and much wa learned . I would
like to thank Frank on behalf of the crew from 42 Sig Sqn for all hi
hard work and for putting up with u through times of stress. ee you
ne.xt year P ug wash!
NEWS FROM 80 SIGNAL SQUADRON- CHESTER
On 7 April, two talwart member of 80 Sqn, gt Cliri Wood and
LCpl Geo rge O ' Co nno r took on the challenge of walking the
Cotswold Way for charity in aid of the Tru l for Metabolic Di ea e
in Children . The journey was to take them from Chipping Camden to
Bath, JOO mile of beautiful but hilly countryside.
Although being fit they oon realised the physical feat they had
undertaken, e pecially when the 40lb packs they were carrying felt like
4001bs. To make matters worse on the second night it poured with rain
and thrown in for good measure were gale force wind .
From then on the going got tougher and with aching muscles and
blisters galore, they suffered on until Wednesday 12 when the decision
10 'd ump' the 401b packs wa made and the thought of spending a
night in a bed and breakfa t lodging house purred them on.
On Thursday 13 April at 1330 hours, they arrived in Bath
completely exhau ted but delighted at having completed 97 Yi mile of
the walk.
Bo th are now back in Chester recovering from their ordeal and
busily collecting their sponsors hi p donation (with a limp).

A crow's nest view of 42 Sig Sqn's sailing crew . (Left to right):
Mick Wilton, Lynne Gregg, Sue Edge, Maurice Aarons and Frank
Jones (Skipper)
Sunday morning dawned rather early and Frank had us bodybuilding by sail training and consiantly tacking. We lunched o n the
move and eventually arrived in Cowes, Isle of Wight. The follo wing
morning in Club UK Marina a 4ft Basking Shark was being very
inquisitive but for some reason, no one volunteered for man
overboard drill s!
Leaving the Isle of Wight via the Needles proved to be quite exciting
especially when Mick took the helm and tried to roll Quicksilver.
eedle s to say, there was lots of shouting along with hysterics from
Maurice . The weather gradually become more foggy and the wind
dropped but we managed to tack into Poole. However, as we entered
the harbour, che fog cleared to leave a glorious day. Maurice
presented us with a delicious curry and had by now got over his earlier
fears of wanting to abandon ship and swim to a nearby buoy!
The following day Frank decided we would sail to Alderney and
Guernsey so a 0500 hrs start was in order. However, after sail ing 15
miles the visibility was only 50 yards so a wise decision was made to
sail, aided by the engine to Weymouth . We stayed in Weymouth a
furth er day , again due to the sea mist which could be seen beyond the
harbour wall.
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35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
MILJT\RY TATTOO-DRAYTON MA OR PARK
Following month of careful planning, preparation and wme
frustrated efforts, the day of the Tauoo finally dawned. On Saturday
13 May, a day which will be etched on the memory of all members
of the Regiment, di play teams and deJachments from our Squadrons
based in Suuon Coldfield , Birmingham, Newcastle-under-Lyme
Shrewsbury and Rugby descended on Drayton Manor Park in th~
early hours and set up t~e~r static d!splays in and around the Display
Arena. Our .tca!ns were J0111cd by display teams from guest units and
other organisauons. Set up and ready to go live all teams nervously
anticipated the arrival of the general public and prayed to some
ob~cure un God that the weather would improve. Thankfully it did!
This unique and hugely successful event was the largest ever
organi eel and produced by a Territorial Army Regiment in the
Midland and possibly the UK and attracted at least 5,000 visitors and
pectators.
The following article is a detailed account of the event by the Unit
Pre s Officer Capt Dennis Hawksworth:
THE TATTOO-OR A DAY IN THE LIFE OF 35 SIG REGT
rhe big day dawned overcast, blustery and slightly chilly. It
followed several damp and dreary days so everyone expected the
woN; everyone except the Tattoo Co-ordinator Maj Brian F oxon
who obviou ly had contact with some heavenly power and by some
miracle arranged for the sun to appear from time to time, the rain to
move on and the wind to ettle, which allowed the Blue Helmets to put
on a brilliant di play .
The general public, TA families and guests of the Regiment were
entertained and treated to a fea t of magnificent Arena Displays by
The Corps Band, The White Helmets, The Blue Helmet , The Royal
ignals Junior Leaders Squadron Gymnastic Team and equally uperb
di. plays from the West Midland Police Pipes and Drums and the
Stafford hire Police Dog Display Team. In addition to the Regiment's
Static Commu nication and Recruiting Displays, which proved very
popular, Recruiting Stand were al o provided by The Army Air
Corps and The Prince of Wa les Division a well as the Corps
'Quick ilver' di play which attracted an enormou amount of intere t
from both the public and territorial oldier alike .
Guest of the Regiment included the DSO-in-C(A) Brig Tom
Wheawell , Comd 11 Sig Bde (V) Brig Conrad Ga rton, The Lord
Mayor of Birmingham and the Mayors of Shrewsbury and Tamworth
who, judging by their expre sions, all had a most enjoyable time.
Following the departure of the public, The Corps Band gave a
splendid display of their mu ical ability by performing a ' Retreat'
ceremony, which entertained not only the Officers, WOs and SNCOs
and their guests but also a fair ized crowd of caravanner who
appeared to have taken root in Drayton Manor Park . The Bands
explosive rendering of the 18 12 overture (additional pecial effec ts
courtesy of the QM Dept) made an impre sive finale. Finally this
memorable day was rounded off with an Officers Mess Dinner Dance
held in the Tower Ball room at Drayton Manor where rhe odd
committee member could be seen visibly wilti ng after o much work,
but also breathing a huge sigh of relief that it was all over.
A a major recruiting effort the day was a tremendou ucce s as it
attracted a great number of enquiries for the Regu lar and Territorial
Army. A an added bonu for the Regiment, it also gave us the
opportunity to give our familie and friend an insight into what we
do during exerci es and training weekends.

Lt Col David Dobson the CO demonstrating role reversa l by being
entertained by official guests

The Ho n Col , Col Mike Beatty deep in conversation with the Bde
Comd, Brig Conrad Garton

LCpl George O'Co nn or hop ing the go ing gets no tough e r on t he
Cotswold Way
UKLF ORIENTEERING- 80 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Report by Lt And'y Payne OC HF 'Tp
The Squadron entered a team for the UKLF Orienteering
Championship held at Swynnerton on 21 /22 April. Wi th some
measure of success in Corps Champi onships the tea m members were
eager to get started , however, due to a probl em wi th the course, the
TA men 's team relay competition on the Saturday was declared void
so it was all down to the individual event s o n Su nday.
This event too k place at Kingswood nea r Monmo uth and was
entered by Lt Andy Payne, Sig John Mc ulty, Steve Paddock , OCdt
Vivienne Myles and Maj Jean Payne fro m HQ Sqn Huyton .
Congrat ulat ions go to Steve Paddock who won the men's 17- 18 year
old class Regular and T A. Steve is a relative newcomer to th e sport
and took time off from his A level studi es to attend the meeting.
Congratula tions also go to Maj Jean Payne who won the TA Ladie
Individual Trophy .
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Maj Paul Fathers, Maj Brian Foxo n and Capt Georg e Cai rns
(backgro und) with two of t he guest Mayors
THE WIRE, J ULY 1989

Our glorious Recruit ing Team : SSgt Madden (centre) can be seen
propping up Maj Tony Jones (left) and W02 (SSM) Cotton outside
the Regiment 's Recruiting Display Tent
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T h u" e of 1he Ta1100 , '' hio.:h ''a the brainchild of 1he C. 0 l.t
Col n id Doh on . ' a. due m no small part to 1he h:ird i t~ ~ k a n~
effort of ht. pla nning commillee headed b) 1he P roject Ollr MaJ
Brian t' o on nd .:ompo ed of Capt S u r~ Ret>d, Maj Paul Renecle,
taj Din id Hard). Capt Ian Dudding, <i:rnr brand ne\\ and f!'!" shell
hocked Quarterma ter who'' a faced wit~ the lf! k of o rgamsmg and
erecting th Di play . rena hortly a fter lus arm·al) and last bu t not
lea t the R 111 WOl M ick O ' Hare.
Rumour that the Commit1ee ha been invited 10 orga ni. e the
Edinburgh Tauoo are not true! Are they?
f

RCTl TRAI Nl"IG-EXERCI E WHITE CAP
O n 3 pril a elected party from the Regimem le~ by t~e CO heade
north for arduou arctic training in the Caledoman Highland : O n
arri , al the party wa ba ed at the Rothie~urchu L odge an d bn ~~ed
b) our kiing coa h apt U Z) Reed ~vho 1 a m_ember _of 1he ~nll ~ h
rmv Ladie
ki Team. he wa ass1 ted by Mis J osie T urpin a nd
Capi Da\id orrie
. .
.
Training began earne tly and ambmou ly on Monday \~Ith the
G iant lalom. Even firs t time skier · were requ ired 10 negouate the
large granit e bl ock and other obstacle that appeared from beneath
the now . By midweek it was neces ary to move onto the Sl~lom as
an ever increa ing nu mber of ob tacle emerged across. the p1 te .
One newcomer 10 kiing, Cpl Fred Armstrong decided .that the
do wnhill a nd ki jumping were his favourite method . of ge11111g from
A to Bin the faste t po ible time. Hi heared off k1 pole however,
ca used ome a nxiety a mongst bystand~r ; some. comments about
Ed die Eagle di appeared int o the cold. h1g.hland ~ md .
..
Havi ng survived the wee k and to mamtam maximum memal ag1hty
10 co mpen ate fo r the physical agility that expi red on the lopes, a
quiz wa organi ed and we competed agai nst te~m fro m the ~ r m,Y
Apprentices College H arrogate a nd the A rmy Air Corp . We d1dn t
win!
Despite being late in the ki sea o n and having to end ure ad verse
weather condition E x White Cap was a great _succe . T he 12
beginner who attended are now very competent a snow plo ugh turns

and the int ermediate and ad'<in<.:c grou p 'ho wcd gre~I im11ro,cmc n1
and we all mana~cd 10 gra,p the ba rn: elemen1. of unwal undc1
arctic condition,.

WE ' TEK. DISTRICT PA l ROL COMPET ITION
Team from -8, 89 and 95 " qn took part in the tough Western
Di trict Patrol Competi tion during the we;;: kend 22/23 Apnl a1
Tern hill.

58 Squadron
Front row: Sig Ian Platt , SSgt Ka re n Ba ugh , Lt Chris Edw a rd s , Sig
Allan S t ewa rt and Jac k Nibloe
Back ro w: Cpl S ha ron Capel, Sgt Ke vi n Robi nso n, LCpl Clive
Johnso n, S ig Lee S c ally an d LCpl ' Bagge rs ' Bagguley

89 Squadron
Front row: Sgt Mick Clarke, Sig Griffiths . 2Lt David Hooper. LCpl
Dave Fitzpatrick and Sig Col in Marshall
Back row: Sig John Blakemore, Sgt Mick Purdy , Sig Rob Kidney ,
Bryan Gilroy and LCpl Steve Thomas
The beginners group under the instruction of Miss Josie Turpin
enjoying a far from common occurrence - a sunny day in the
Cairngorms

The intermediate group from left to right: Capt Suzy Reed, Cpl Kay
Yeubrey, Pte Dott Watt, Sgt Ron Mosely, Sig Phil Faulkner, LCpl
Jane Heaselgrove, OCdt Alan Jacobs, Cpl Lynn Yeubrey, Sig
David Jones and Cpl Eilleen Monaghan
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95 Squadron
Front row: Sig Gary Latham, David Dewfall, Cpl Kevin Graves and
Sig Craig Kinsey
Back row: 2Lt Davie Threadgold, Sig James Dimmock, Andrew
Freeman, Sgt Pete Mouland and OCdt Richard Morris
THE WIRE, JULY 1989

The•\ com peted aga inst tc.:a m' lrom the In fa ntry, Yco111anry,
\ rtilh:r\ a nd l:.n g inccr ~ in 1c ts o f mi lit a ry skills, weapon training,
map rea din g and first a id be fo re a ni ght shooting competition and a
night o rienteeri ng exercise . Next morning they completed a nine mile
route march in two hours before the fa ll ing plate competition .
All team entered th o ro ughly enjoyed the weeken d a nd produced
very creditab le results. Two teams had members of the WRAC who
showed the Infantry tha t the Territoria l Army recrui ts and produces
excellem ma le and femal e soldiers.
The fo llowin g is a humo ro us a nd tongue in cheek account of the
competit io n by Sgt Mick C larke of 89 Sqn:
PATROL REFLECTIONS OR HOW WE MISSED GLORY BY A N
INCH ON THE MAP
When as ked how well we did in the competitio n by vario us mem bers
of 1he quadron , my repl y ' ! think we came lower than a rallle snakes
.. ... s' was not a true indication of th e fin a l result or tea m effort.
T o set the record straight; after setting off ea rly Frida y evening we
were all in good pirit , fit, healthy and raring to go. On arrival a t
Ternhill we se11 led down for a good nights sleep our thoughts o n the
compet ition . Any hopes of a refreshing sleep was dashed by the
constant crashing of a door which could not be located a nd anyone
who managed to sleep th rough the noise deserves the Rip Van Winkle
award .
Saturday started well enough , a good breakfast and o ff we went.
We performed q uite well on the N BC a nd map reading stand or owe
thought. Over lun e~ we p~ ~ in som.e practise for the next _ sta~d which
consisted of fi rst aid, m1h ta ry skills a nd N BC2. We d1dn l do too
badly here either, except for the family of spiders found in one of our
tea m members weapon (he shall remain anonymous until his new
nickname is adopted) .
Some que lio ns left us a lillle bewildered and we found it difficult
to give a contact report o n a tank moving towards our location and
we now know tha t a mortar does not take a 7.62 or 9mm round. We
did manage to do belier in j udgi ng distances and vehicle maintenance .
Thi s was fo ll owed by a no ther welcome meal break which was to Sig
(12 meal s a d ay) Griffs li king. Replenished we moved into the night
habour area a nd began to dig in a nd prepare our bashas which wou ld
have fetc hed a bo ut £2 5,000 a piece if we moved them abou t 100 miles
South East.
T he team then split up into two sectio ns for the night shoot and
night navigati o n phase. Our spirits were still . high. The night ho<?l
team moved ou t and attempted to do what mght shoot teams do; 1f
someone had info rm ed them tha t knocking over the targets wa part
of the task they might have done better, but it was all good fu n . ! he
night naviga tion secti o n didn ' t fare much better; off _they went 1_nto
the dark to cli mb what appeared to be rather forbod mg moumams.
The first few checkpo int s wem well a nd the team leader 2Ll David
Hooper was pro ud of him elf, un til we were .5? yard~ s~on of the
summ it. ' I' ll d o the l~st 50 ya rd a nd check us m he said , you lot go
around the side and 1' ll meet you at the bottom.' Disaster slruck,
which part of the bouo m did he mean. Eventua lly .a nd by a troke of
luck, we met in someones back gard en a t a pprox1ma1_ely 0330_h rs.
Back to lhe star t poi nt , slightly disorie ntat ed but onl y 11 mmut.es
late we gained an admirable 130 poin ts and . '~ere promp.tl y _disqua lified-even this set-back did no t dent our spmt o~ determ111a11on .
We then waited for transport to take u back to the hide, and wa n ed ,
and wa ited o we lit a fire to keep us wa rm a nd to act as a tra n port
beacon. Eventuall y the tra nsport turned up a nd we got back to the
hide at 0530 hrs only to be greeted by a tand-to 30 minutes la ter. We
bit the bullet , packed up a nd moved out and ta rted the ba ule march .
A pleasant walk with fallin g plate at th e end . No chance! The walk
wa n't pleasa nt and the plates didn ' t fall . Our spirits were consigned
to the du stbin.
Finally some real food follo wed by th e prize giving. N eedl ~s to ay,
we didn' t win anything not even the wooden spoon (which was a
relief) a nd then we commented philosophically on the _we_ekend ; .L.C pl
Thomas sa id it was character building, Sig Kidney said 11 ':"as ur.m~ ,
gt Purdy said this is what the TA is all about and Sig Gnffs 111d 1
there any more food? The final word went to our leade~ Mr Hooper,
he as ked who is coming next year? The humorous rephes hav~ been
censored but we do expect to field a much wi er and more experienced
team next tim e .
HQ QUADRON HOST POTENTIAL RECRUIT
.
HQ Sqn and the Regimental Recruit T~aining Team rece~v~d an
unu sual requesl from Ian Levington aged six wh? wamed to JOtn the
Regiment. Never a Regiment to turn down recrul! Ian wa asked ~o
come along for an interview and as e smenl. WO~ ( MI) 8111
Eccleston arranged for kit 10 be issued to Ian and MaJ Tony Jones
ensured he was well briefed on the Regiment' role. Regrettably he
was unable to pass ou1 but he ha been invited to join us in 10 year
time .
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"PORTS ACTIVIT IES
WESTERN DI T RJCT 5MALL BORE HOOTI"IG
The Western District Small Bore Shooting Compet ition was held a l
Kingsbury Ranges on Sunday 14 May . T he Regim ent entered two
teams and individ ua l com petitors fro m 58 a nd 95 Sqn and they
competed agai nst Mro ng competition from the Infant ry and other
Arms throughout Western District.
O ur learn s acq uitted them selves well a nd Cpl Smith of 58 Sqn won
the Pistol Competition . He was the last competitor to shoot and he
won by one point on hi s very last shot. A remarkable achievement
which brought great credit to hi s Regiment and Squadron .
.
Cpl Smith was pre cnted with his Trophy by Maj Gen Ward GOC
Western District.

Cpl Smith of 58 S qn being p re se nted w ith his Trophy by the GOC
West ern District Maj Gen Ward
ORIE TEERING
On 12 February the Western Di trict Orienteering Championship
took place a t W yre Forest in Worcestershire. The Regiment entered
two teams from 48 a nd 89 Sqns . 89 Sqn won the overall competition
by a considerable margi n and can take great pride in their
achievement.
Indi vidual results also brought great credit on the Regiment with
Sgt Paul Fundak fi nishing runner up <?n a mos~ difficult course, S~t
Mick Purdy ta king first place on the mtermed1ate B course and 1g
Tony 'Feed me' Griffiths achieved a creditable fourth place on the C
course (his fi rst competiti ve run).
89 Sq n's success in this competition is particularly pleasing a the
Squadron had not entered the competition ince 1983 or won it since
the late 70' .
THE LONDON MARA THON
by Sgt Kate William -RHQ
On Sunday 23 April the Chief Clerk SSgt Rod Shelton-Smith and
I plus approximately 22,000 other participants set out to run the
London Marathon . It was my debut and Rod's (being an old hand at
these things) econd. We both managed to complete the distance and
in personal best times-Rod managed 4 hrs 9 m1i:i (a c~ednable 15
minutes faster than last year) and I ran 3 hr 38 mms . This l hope to
improve on next year-yes, I am going to enter again even though ~he
first lhought thal entered my mind when I pa ~d th~ fimshmg hne
was 'Never again '. I' ve had a few week to rethink mce then .
We both ran the marathon in aid of local charitie -mine wa l
Jo ephs Ho pice renovation appeal (Harborne) and Rod's PHAB
(Physically Handicapped and Able Bodied) Codsall Branch. At the
last count sponsor hip for St Josephs is estimated at £200 and PHAB
£500.

Sgt Kate Williams and SSgt Rod Shelton-Smith sporting their
medals and sponsored ADT T Shirts which were presented to
them on completion of the 1989 Marathon
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36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead
OMMI IONING PAR DE
Congratulation to 2Lt Mark ~ith a~d foh~ ~cMa~us wh_o
completed the final pha e of their Officer rammg wah their
Commi ioning Parade at the Royal Military Academy Sandhur t on
aturday 20 tay. Both are er ing with 45 (Essex) ig qn (V).

54 SQUADRON
EXERCISE HIGH LIVING 89
Or let find snow in May. The beautiful coun tryside of North Wales
was the euing for the Squadron's adventure tra!ning. ~ow cloud. f g
and snow didn't prevent those members ot the Squadron who
attended from enjoying themselves (or at lea t thats what Lt We ley
Blewett the Exercise Organiser told them).
Abseiling, alway popular, was run by SSgt (YofS) Alan Oakman ,
Sgt 'Taff' Thomas the PSI at Norwich and Lt Al_nn Murrel ACF .
Wind urfing and canoeing took place on, or m the ca e of the
participants .in, the Menai. We were lucky to h~ve had access to the
excellent facilitie and the expert instructors available from the Welsh
ports Council at 'Plas Menai' .
Where is Mount Snowdon? Sgt Glen Baker that well known sage
from Bedford asks through misted glasses, and so the hillwalking and
mountain leadership phase of the exercise was scratched on the first
day due to inclement weather (yet another understatement) .
Many thank go to tho e per on behind the scenes 'but for whom
nothing would have happened ' as someone famous once said, and 'no
one would have been fed', SQMS Frank Sharp, 1989. The food, as
ever, wa excellent, upplied as usual br Sgt Chris Francis ably
a sisted py Sig Kevin Westley and Alan Wiseman. Last but not least
Capt Gyda Warren WRAC the Squadron's Training Officer who took
on the task of Orderly Officer.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol

OUTH WEST DISTRICT KILL-AT-ARMS MEETING
MAY 1989
It was at abou t 2330 hrs on Friday night that the last of the four
quadron Shooting teams arrived at Tidworth for the briefing by Sgt
'8on70' Head of 53 Sqn. Team Tactics having been sorted out an hour
or so later we go t our heads down.
Morning! Following breakfast, courtesy of the Royal Hussars
(PWO) we headed f?r the R~n ges at ~ulford . Unfortunately 67 Sqn:
determined to conunue their emulauon of the ' Run the Gauntlet
team ' style of driving, (which had begun in earnest at the Regiment
SAAM when they had bogged in their 110 up to its axles), decided to
reverse down a main road and into the path of an oncoming Vauxhall
Cavalier which, thus driven, was well and truly smitten! The LR
suffered the loss of a few fleck s of paint.
The hits on the targets were even more numerous and by the end of
the day, the Regiment had comprehensively swept the board for the
fourth successive time. The detailed results were as follows:
Team Match
Major Unit Championship
Champion Team
Fire Team
Fi re Team
Team Rifle
LMG
Falling Plate

2Lt Mark Smith (left) and 2Lt John McManus with the CO Lt Col
C. P. Conlon after the Commissioning Parade
MO NTVOY TROPHY
The weekend 20/ 21 May was the annual competition between teams
from all the Squadron , the Regiment moved to Shorncliffe f<?r the
weekend and the competition was held at Lydd Range . The nvalry
between the teams was keen and everyone pushed themselves to try
and win. There were ome novel way thought up to get the teams
aero s the lake without getting their uniforms wet, the Padre Capt
etchell was present at thi event and rumour has it that a lot of the
teams were re-baptised. There was a high st.andard of shooting on the
range work that was part of the competition and this is where the LAD
out shot everyon.e else and became the eventual winners. I would like
to thank everyone who was in charge or assisted in running the event
for their hard work and effort and making my job as controller that
much easier.

quadron
53
57
53
53
53
53

Position
1st
1st
Ist
2nd
!st
1st
1st

Is this mine?
CO Lt Col Jonathan Cox presents Sig Mark Heenan of 57 Sig Sqn
with the best B shot trophy

In the individual matches, Capt John Newton of 57 Sqn won the
Pistol match with a score that beat the Regular Army Champion. In
addition Sgt 'Bonzo' Head came overall second in both the Rifle and
LMG Competitions. Last but by no means least, Sig _M ark Heen~!1 of
57 Sqn came second in the Champion Young Soldier Compeuuon .
Bisley Beckons!

Back row: Sgts Robinson , Basey , Sig Marcuzzo , Murley , Mrs

Penny Blewett and Capt Gyda Warren WRAC
Front row: LCpl Kelly and Sig Seaton
We do feed them sometimes during training weekends
Standing (left to right): Sgt Phil Silby ACC, LCpls Chris Irish and

Andrew Chamberlain (REME)
Kneeling: Cpl Fred Dicks ACC making a few adjustments

There is no more silver to be won! 53 Sig Sqn winners of Regt
SAAM
Standing (left to right): Sgt Fred Newton, Sig David Owens, LCpl
Robert Pearce and Sgt 'Bonzo' Head BEM
Kneeling (left to right): Sig Davies, 2Lt David Watson and Cpl Carl
Walker

Actton photograph from the Mountvoy Trophy. Comment being
made 'I told you it would have been easier to bring bottles of beer'
AFE A'IO KILLED DRIVING
Congratulations to
gt O'Brien, Cpl Jamieson and ig Ford on
their achievement of third place in the London District Safe and
Skilled Driving Competition. We look forward to them doing as well,
if not even better in the UKLF Finals at Leconfield on 17/18 June.
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
The Regiment said farewell to the following PS!s and we wish them
and their families all the best in their new postings: Sgt Billy Watts,
gts teve King and Phil Billingham. The Regiment also welcomes:
gt~ Dave Humphries, "teve Beswick and Pat Mil lar WRAC and we
hope that they and their families have a happy tour in the Regiment.
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Knit one pearl two. Cpl Anne Pearse does the knitting while Cpl
Debbie Nash feeds the wool!

Is it necessary? A dubious Cpl Styles abseiling
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38

ig Regt (V)
Sheffield

The pa t re" month ha een a flurry of activity within the
Regimental Headquarter , Sheffield.
What with the bi-annual Regimenta! Audit, Stores board, Health
and afety in pection, officers documrnts in pection and visit of the
Com mander Finance, thing have been hopping!
I am plea ed to report th at we have been issued with a clean bill of
health much to the relief of Lt Col Paul Acda, our new ommanding
Officer.
The new R 1, WO! (R M) Phil Budden is now firmly in rhe chair
bu t in i t that hi HO/TO phowgraph is submitted for po rerity.
' Volu nteer for ervice wi rh the TA-you know it make ense' . . . !
Thi L the ne\\ mouo adopted by both our YofS and RQMS. W0 2
(Yof ) Gu Colville- oon to depan on po ting (and promotion) to
Hong Kong, and \! 02 (RQMS) 'CD' Clark-Darby who has ju l heard
of hi impending posting to SHAPE! SSgt G eor~e Greaves (our
frie ndly 64 qn P I), awaits new of hi forthco ming po ting with
bated breath
Capt Keith Ru ell , our newly arrived Quartermasrer was la t seen
in the clothi ng tore with a du stbi n full of G 1098 ledger muttering
omerhing about 'due out' and ' lmpre t Account ' . . . isn '! life
grand !

71 (Yeo) Sig Regt
Bexleyheath

REGIME TAL TWE TlETH ANNIVERSARY: 1969-1989
To mark our Twentieth Birthday numerous activities were
organised without any disruption to the trade and military training
programmes.
The Regiment was honoured to ho t all but one of our previou
Commanding Officers and guests. There were (dates show when they
commanded the Regiment):
The gro und hasn't cha nged, but the e quipmen t certa inly has!
Me mbe rs of 9 Armd and 148 Inf Bde Assn (TA ) visiting 87 Sqn
during Ex Ri nging Anvil. Fo r s ome, the first return to Proteus
Stagi ng area for 30 years
(Left to right}: Dick S hephe rd, To m Wort hi ng, Bill Clarke, Mike
Coate s , J ohn Boswell and W0 2 (SSM ) Mike Piechota

RE.GSAAM 89 . The ladies w inn ing team (HQ Sqn)
'Well . . . that's the long and short of it' - RS M Mclennan (right)
hands over the appointment to RSM Budden

1969-1971
1971 -1973
1973-1975
1975-1977
1977-1979
1979-1983
1983-1986
1986-1988
1988 to date

Col A. P . Baker
Brig P.A. Daly CBE
Lt Col B. O. Haw
Col J. M. Craig TD, DL
Brig C . A. Brown
Col D. S. Casstles TD, DL
Col R. M. Yolland
Lt Col M. D. Patterso n
Lt Col A. P. Verey TD

Guests included our Honorary Colonel, Cot G. S. P. Carden CBE,
TD, DL and Maj Gen T. A. Richardso n.
In the beginning-at the crack of dawn on Saturday 22 April with
the RSM, WOl Bob McKenzie ensuring that the local population of
Lydd village did not sleep in wh ilst he shouted commands and other
things at the Regiment during their fir t drill rehear al. It did not take
long to put them into shape on the square although some were already
feeling dizzy-this first rehearsal was over by 0800 hrs and off the
troops went to their respective t rade and military lessons, some were
muttering 'W hy did they call thi celebrating?'.
The parade commenced at 1800 hr and was commanded by the
Regimental Second-in-Command, Maj Simon Frost . At 1810 hrs the
Honorary Colonel and Commanding Officer arrived, reviewed the
parade and presented the TA medal to WOl (YofS) Dave Swann and
W02 (FofS) Neil Edwards.
The Honorary Colonel then addressed the Regiment and took the
salute at the March Pa t. A very successful parade enjoyed by
everyone.

(Left to nght}: LCpl Ball, Cpl Cundy, Pte Waller, LCpl Widdo ws

and Sgt Han nell

46 IGNALSQUADRON(V)DERBY
Du_ring the past L:V? months the Squadron has been busy with
exercise and competitive events . The Squadron said farewell to the
Co~mand i ng Offi~er L~ Cot Steve Coltma n who was presented with
a piece of Derbyshire chma from the Squadron and a pair of Leicester
foxes and sweatshirt from the Leicester Detachment.
The Squadron held a sports day in which all troops competed for
~ he sp?ns trophy. After an enjoyable ' hot' day, Leicester Detachment
JU ! pipped Squadron Headquarters to the post and won the troph y
which was presented by the 2IC Capt Mike Petly.
We played 87 Sig Sqn at volleyball one evening and won both
games. 87 are out fo r revenge. The Squadron has bid farewell to the
following members, Pie Erica Rhodes who has left us to join the
ReguJar Army; we wish her well in her career. LCpl Clair Knipe
married recently and is now moving from the area and Cpl G ra ha~
Perkin wh0 is. transferring to 34 Sig Regt (V), due to a change of
carei:r. You will all be missed.
64

IGNAL SQ ADRON (V) SHEFFIELD
Ev.ents in Sheffield have been overshadowed by the tragic loss o f life
at Hillsborough . 64 Sqn has been involved in fund rai ing wh en the
Tug-of- War Teams, and others, were invited to join South Yorkshire
Transport and South Yorkshire Fire Service in a 'Sponsored Bus
Pull' . At present , the total raised tands at over £1,500.
gt Dave Burton led the Squadron representation in the Annual
Raft Race at Thorne to raise money for local charities .
On the military front 2Lt Bill Ca rr had trained the Regimental
(Squadron!) team for the Lanyard Trophy, which has unfortunately
been postponed . They are eagerly awaiting a new date.
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The CO and Sig Chinnock destroying hours of dedicated pastry
skills

Lt Ann Stenning presents the CO with a Leicester Det sweatshirt
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W01 (YofS) David Swann receiving the TEM
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\'EOMA 'R\') IG Q
R I E TRA VELLI
MERCHANT
In the deep dar depth of the mind of Capt Jonathan Crowther
and Lt Paul \\ ooler a plan for Ex Travelling Mcrchanl wa hatched.
It involved both 2 and 907 Tp deploying to 1he unfamiliar training
area of Thetford for a radio/comm en exerci e.
fter
gt Frank 'Courses' E\'Bn (P I 907) and gt Andre\\
'Ginge' Robin on tP I Tech) had u ed up more favour on the OB
in obtaining equipment \\ hich we are not scaled for, the exerci e could
go ahead a planned.
Although only 24 men and women aLtenoed th e weekend a good,
if no1 te ting 1ime wa had by all. Cpl Je-nny 'ACP 127' Ba low
commanded the commcen side and Sgt Ian 'Metal' Melcalfe along
with Cpl Mick: Fidgeon the radio.
The Del Comd were briefed and the two oul talion deployed
under the command of Cpls Paul 'PF' Fowler and John 'organised'
Taylor whil 1 gt John Bell took the rein at control. Communica1ions
eventually worked af1er Capt Crowther in eructed the de1 to earth the
ATR to everything el e thal moved. Drili messages and Trivial Pursuit
que tions provided the traffic.
It wa about 15 hour afler initial deployment that Cpl Taylor
finally got the him that hi four red eyed crew member wamed ome
hut-eye. Rumour ha i1 he was trying 10 beat Sgt Richard
'in omniac' Pieper .
The OC Sqn Maj tephen 'Ski Trip' Foakes vi ited the area on
Saturday afternoon. It was at 1his time that Cpl Taylor decided to
end hi tran mi sion violation .
On the Sunday morning we all departed for our own TAC's to dig
all the kit out of the vehicle , only here did we discover 882 Tp had
907' kit and vice versa. A few phone calls later the problem were
olved and 882 Tp adjourned to the bar.
All in all, ju t another normal weekend's work.
70 (

News from Squadrons

F.

WELCOME AND CONGRATULATION
We welcome Cpl Hamm ond and his family to the Regim ent (PSlV hipp Cro s).
Congratulations Cpls Les Watts and Dave Abbott on 1heir
deserving promotion to Sergeant.

~ We can Supply All Your
Regimental and Sports
Club Tie and Scarf
Requirements

-:1
~

Minimum Orders:Woven Ties 60
Printed 24
Prompt Delivery.
Quotations By Return

John Gould
Neckwear
Marash H ouse, 2/5 Brook Street
~
Trin g, Herts. HP23 SEO
~
Telephone: 0442 890706
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21C
Adjt
QM
OCATp
OC B Tp
OCCTp
Tfc Offr
TCO
RSM
FofS
RQMS
YofS
Chief Clerk
Odds and od
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Hq and Sig Sqn~

(215 Sig Sqn)
Tidworth

Maj Tony Russ
Capt Bruce Avison
Maj Simon Firbank LI
Maj Stan Hargreaves
Capt Mark Castle-Smith
Lt Mark Billingham
Capt Rick Mather
Capt Dave Gilchrist
Capt Keith Meakin RCT
WOI (RSM) Fred Payet
WOI (FofS) Tom harpe
W02 (RQMS) John Clark
SSgt Bill Stack
SSgt (ORSQMS) Dave Flynn
2Lt Rab Mulholland

1989-A QUIET YEA R!
Following quite a hectic year in 1988 we looked forward to lots of
empty spaces in the programme for 1989. However, things being as
they are, HQ UKMF, HQ 2 Sig Bde et al got their heads together and
continued to ensure that we didn't become bored. As ever, men are
detached to various Units around the world: LCpl Billy Barne and
Sig Adie Howarth are with I D and Din I, Sig Paul Davie in Cypru ;
Cpl Bob Dillett , LCpl 'Grif' Griffiths and Sig ' Ted' Heath are recently
returned from a foray to Belize, and we are due to assist both I D and
D and l Queens in NI later in the year.
EXERCISE PENNINE LINK
Over the recent years, HQ I Inf Bde has exercise in BBGT(N) at
Catterick, and separately, the Logistic Support Gp at the Log Trainer
in Grantham. This year, following the emergence of UKMF from the
marriage of HQ l Inf Bde and LSG, the COS decided to link the two
exercises by telephone and use logistic play to influence the battle a1
the front. Th is sounded a reasonable task until the COS' comms plan
appeared on the 21C's deck .
Comms outline Ex Pennine Link drawn up on the train so mew here
between Peterborough and York on the initial recce.
In addition to this, the Bruin link was to stretch from Catterick 10
Gramham! All credit to 3 Sqn, 30 Sig Regt for a carefully recce'd and
successful link. Naturally the biggest problem of 1he week wa no1
communications but administration. Forty members of 1he Squadron
have specifically asked not to be mentioned in case their wives read
this and realise that their husbands can do the washing up, mopping
up, clear tables etc, e1c.
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EXERCISE TEN TORS 89
Ex Ten Tors is a timed navigational march across Dartmoor, for
you ngsters at schools and colleges across Britain . The Squadron , like
last year, provided safety and control comms from Okehampton
Camp to 17 loca1ions over the moors, with pairs of signallers joining
Tor Parties on (some) quite inhospitable high ground. Thi s is an
excellent eJtercise for any Signal Unit, allowing soldiers the chance to
undertake basic signalling away from the distractions of box bodie ,
kett les, microwaves etc, and, at the same time, allowing them to mix
with other Arms and Services in a difficult environment.
Party Political P iece over, they also had a ruddy good time! Mos1
Tors were relatively close to an alehouse, and we enjoyed the company
of WRNS and WRAF at the parties.
Map Reader of the Week-LCpl 'Johnno ' Johnso n-wrong side of
the Motorway Roadworks cones.
Allies of the Week-LCpl 'Skull' Freeman and Sig ' Ru naway '
Walsh-for a stout defence of their Tor. T he United State Marine
Corps also manni ng the Tor, repulsed a number of assaults on the
Marine Corps pennant flown there.
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

PER ' O ALITIES

0
21

Op Offr
AO
QM
0 B Tp
0 M Tp
RM
Yo
c lk

Maj M. W. Edward
Capt P. B. Knobel
Capt J. Turner (Designate)
Capt . R. Workman
apt J. Aspinall
Maj (QM) J . M. Kirkman
2Lt J. J. Cole
W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
WOl (R M) M. A. Granitza
W02 (YofS) G. M. McCrind le
gt (ORQMS) C. Clark

HQ
The la t period has not been particularly exciting. The boy have all
been deploying a individuals, in pairs, and a mall groups to
America, Belize BAOR , France, and o f co ur e the u ual sprinkling
of ' ay no more' location . However the Squadron has spent mo t of
the last period letting the new OC Maj Mark Edward get to know us
and allowing u to get to know him .
But it has not been boring. The Troops had a chance to fi nd their
exercise feet on their own, then the Operat ion Team ha had its
chance to test the Troop , and to demonstrate to the OC how we
deploy. After a slow tan, the improvement was substantial , ending
on a higher note, but \ ith all fully aware of short-comings.
It was al o a time for the new RSM, WOl (RSM) M. A. Gran it za,
to ee how the Squadron has changed . In between wopping lantern
winging tories with the OC, he was heard to comp li ment the
Operations Team on ' the best Headquarters sec-up' he has ever
een . ot a bad start. Welcome back to rum and hi wife Glyn from
the temptation of the UOTC, we hope you have a happy tour.
Simultaneously, we lost the old RSM , now Lt Jess Ha rper, and his
wife Carol. Be t of luck in Cyprus, from what we hear the Diving
School ha gained a full time instructor already! We hope to see you
at ABF Day.
We have also just lost our Admin Officer, Capt Dick Hamilton and
his wife June to the CTTs. Thank you for all your time and effort in
dealing with the Squadron 'problem children' and in the direction o f
the PRI etc. Although it was a thankless job, we did appreciate your
efforts and hope you have a happy tour up in Wrexham ; all the best.
Welcome to his replacement, after being away for only o ne tour, Ca pt
John A pinall and his wife Carole. The Squadron will take time to
readjust to a 'quiet' version of the old Aspi nall , but we are sure you
will do us all proud in your new post; best of luck and we hope you
enjoy this tour as much if not more than your last.
Soon to leave us is 21C, Capt Bruce Kn obel. Right now he is
handing over to Ca pt J o hn T urner, leaving Capt Scott Workman in
Operations to act as the stability and experience whilst all the other
appointments change over. As this is written, both are on the first
Leading Parachute Battalion Group Exercise (LP BG) Ex Blue
Lanyard since April. The OC, who would otherwise be on the
exercise, is missing it for the very best of reasons-he has become a
father! Congratulation to him and his wife Erica on the birth of
Katie.
A TROOP
PER ONALIT IES
OCTp
T p gts
OOA RLD 1
OOA RLD 2

Capt J. T urner
gt C. G. McGin ley
gt G. Lee
gt R. G. Nixon
Sgt G. K. Cripps

After a well de erved Easter leave the Troop returned in high spirits,
under the new command of Ca pt John T urner , newly arrived from the
White Helmets in Catterick. o sooner had he arrived , than he went
to Brize orton to complete his parachute course. ow he's in SHQ
taking over a Second-in-Command . Well, best of lu.:k in that
appointment.
The Belize roulement craped the remaini ng flesh off the bone,
taking away badly needed crewman and det commanders. As a resu lt
another crew reshuffle was required before the new Exercise Season
commenced .
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The postponement of the Lanyard Trophy was a di sappointment
for ome, but the quadron 20 miler which took place on the
scheduled day at least kt Sgt Bo b Nixon vent hi s wrath and finish a
commendable second . Likewise, congratulation to LCpl 'M urph'
Murph y for his second place on hi Det Commanders Cour e; at least
you were o nly beaten by another member of the Squadron!
Welcome bac k to Sig J . D. Hogg a fter a hon tour in Northern
Ireland, only to be whi kcd away to Morocco with ig Tam Dick and
the re t of 2 Para.
Congratulations to Sgt 'Gaz' Lee on his promotion , sooner than we
had expect ed, to Sergeant. Not long before you take over a R Signa l
Sergeant with 16 Lt AD Regt in Li ncoln . Best of luck with the
Gunners and thanks for your efforts in the Troop . Another warm
farewell to Cpl 'Buck' Rogers who leaves u for Civ Div; all the be t
Buck . The ame goe to Sgt ' Compo' Cripps, who had onl y ju t
retu rned from Belize, who leave us for a PS I job in London . Look
o n the bright side, you may not have been allowed to leave as early
a you wi hed . but at lea t you'll be in the ce ntre of all th e job offers
now !
Finally, with most of the Troop currently o n Ex Blue Lanyard , we
all look forward to two weeks Adventu re T rainin g in Jersey; we only
hope the Operations Officer can pu ll this o ne off, not like the
promised Chinook Ju mp!
B TROOP
PERSONALITIES
OCTp
Tp S gt
Tp Sgt

2Lt J . J. Cole
SSgt F. Hutchinson
Sgt J . W. O ' Driscoll

Farewells and welcomes are the maj or occurrences in Bravo Tp in
this period . The T roop and Squadron exercise altho ugh not fl awle s,
were suffici ently good to leave us feeling confident witho ut seeming
complacent.
Welcome back to Cpl ' Nige' Jones and Sig 'Phil' mithurst from
their detachments to onhern Ireland with I RR F. Welcome also to
Sig 'Brum my' Fo rd from BAOR , already P Coy passed; good luck
with the parachute course. The Troop bids fa rewell to Cpl 'Jack '
Payne (now a married man according to his Stag Night invitees!) and
Sigs 'Kev' Hook and 'Woody' Wood .
Congratulations to Sgt ' Chilly' C hillcott on his promotion whilst in
Belize. On hi s return he will be moving almost immediately across to
2 Para to take o ver from Sgt Catchpole who eemed to have left u
years ago . Chilly, best o f luck in 2 Para, don 't let it go to your head!
Recent occurrences include Sig John Dougan 's free fa ll cour e and
LCpl Foz' Forster's Mo roccan exercise; Cpl 'Smudge' Smith '
triathlon training seems to be paying off (it should be, the time he gets
off to train !), good luck in the Army Championship . The three
'speedsters' of the Troo p a ppear to be excellin g in the Cro s Count ry
Team, (despite 'Na nook of the North' Brown 's suppo ed naviga ti o nal
error which put him 57th in the Squadron South Downs Ta b) .
Finally congratulations to LCpl ' Foz' Forster and Sig ' P hil '
Smithurst and 'Jason Bros Boy' T innion on P Coy. You didn ' t want
to go adventure training in Jersey anyway did you?
M T ROOP
PERSONALITIES
OC T p
T p Sgt
IC Tech
IC TE

W0 2 (FofS) P . Gaffn ey
Sgt J . S. Black
gt N. Preston
gt J. A. Lockert

LCpls Grattric k and Cheshire and Sig Shuck pos ing whil st resting
on the South Downs 20 mi le r

LCpl Oliver and Cpl Archer enjoying themselves

The Troop would like to congratulate the FofS W0 2 (FofS) Paul
Gaffney for passing P Coy-not bad for an ' Old Timer'. It is rea ll y
good to see, an example to all those who hesitate and make excu es
for not doing it. Likewise, congratulations to Cpl 'Fred ' Hargreaves
and LCpl ick Jose who have recently passed their para cour e.
We wou ld V.ke to welcome Mrs Julie Day, along with her whippet,
to Alders hot. Welcome back Cpl P ete Fea rn . A temporary farewell to
'Get Your Block Jobs Done' C pl C live Smith who has been nominated
the Squadron Barman . Mind you having seen hi s 'Arthur Daly'
approach in the Bar he wi ll , undoubtedly, be coming out of thi Ji ff
Job smelling of roses; good luck .
The Troop sent gt Nick Preston, Cpl 'Sun god' Read and ig
'Woody' Woodward on Ex Trumpet Dance- a Joint Service exercise
in America comprising American, British, Canadian and Australian
Troops. All of them returned with a load of stories and the obligatory
suntan .

had the transport , foreca st, and time, to stage omething for the
So uad ron to avoid disappointment. It was decided to run a 20 mile
route on 26 April 1989 (Wed pm sport!) along the South Downs
instead , running West to East, fini hing at Devil ' s Dyke Pub .
It turned out to be a beautiful day for it. The comm and admin
support were in place for an early start, and the Squadron arrived at
the start en masse at 0930 hrs . At the tart the usual whippets set off
at a run , others paced themselve , and then you had 'Biff', the AO '
dog going wi ld with anticipation .
A tremendous effort was put in by all , only the AO and 'Bi fr, and
one other, had to pull out at the last but one check-point. ' Biff' had
made the AO run twice the scheduled distance! The morale and spirit
of the blokes was a treat to ee, with only the news that 2Lt John Cole
had won upsetting them slightly; no one appeared to like the idea of
' Rodney' winning! Well done John , good effort , good example .

SQUADRO
0 T H DOW NS TAB
For various reasons, the Lanyard Trophy scheduled for 27 April
1989 cou ld not take place. However, some of the lads had been
training fairly hard fo r it, mainly in their own time. Furthermore, we

PUBLIC DUTIES : ROUTE LI NING IN LONDON
On 2 May 1989, the Pre ident of Nigeria was to fly into Heathrow
and travel by train to Victoria Station . There he wa to be met by HM
the Queen. They would then be driven up Victoria Street to
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Parliament Square, along Whi tehall to T he Mall , and down The Mall
to ~ucki n~ h am Palace. The entire route would be lined by flags,
soldiers, airmen and thei r officers.
It came as a shock to di scover that this announcement involved u~!
It was r~ vea led that 5 AB Bde was to provide approximately 140 men,
44 coming from the Squadron. Drill, ceremonial drill , in the middle
of London , with the public watchinl!.! Visions of disaster flashed
across my mind, quickly followed by a search through the forecast of
eve nts to see if I could get out of this. Unfortunately this did not seem
possible, I wa.s lumbered.
With most of the Squadron away on exercises, courses, detachment , or detailed off for the Lanyard Trophy admin or teams, the
selection of two officers, two SNCOs, two Right Markers and the rest
of the two and a half Companies was surprisi ngly difficult. However
with the usual RSM like persuasion men were found , a mixture of all
o f the Corps serving in the Squadron. Drill with the new SABO
~o.n:imence.d. The officers meant ime watched the soldiers progress,
m1ually with some concern, then with more confi dence. Our three
qualified drill instructors, who had been keeping their talents a secret
until then, were achieving miracles.
2 Para was detailed as the Respo nsible Unit, and briefings and
rehearsals s.tarted. The two and a half Companies slowly took hape,
and the officers joined in. Surprisi ngly little officer drill practice and
rehearsals too k place. Answers to questions like 'how do we fall out? '
were an wered with 'try it and see'. T he results of such faith was the
'entertainment' fo r the boys. Dress rehearsals, ground recces at
ludicrous times of the morning, and all other preparations over, we
steeled ourselves for the day. Then one of the half Company S COs,
who shall also remain nameles , gets pneumonia! In Summer? A Log
Bn S CO was fo und to stand in.
T he morn ing of 2 May arrived with all of us waiting on
Mo ntgomery Square the prescribed two hours! The Police escort to
Ho rse Guards Parade waited for us near the end of the M3 . After
cram ming ourselves onto the bu in civvies, carrying all our uniform ,
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No 12 Ha lf Com pa ny marke r Cpl ' Stu' Archer awaits t he arrival of
his ha lf co m pany . The leadin g e lements of the parade a pproach
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\ apon , \\Ord , etc, we met the e ort a detailed, and then
\\ Or ened the traffic chao , cau. ed by the London Tran port uike, by
forci ng tr ffi to give way to our con oy. I have to adn:it, it wa . a
lovely feeling iu ing there with all of the traffic landing soil, wervmg
a ro u nd cursing and fr u tra1 ed driver , following a daring Mel
1otorcycle Policema n wh o o bviou ly enjoy h is work. We arri ed at
Hor e Guard Parade wi1h pl enty of time to pare.
The whole parade, approximat ely 700 odd, inclu ding Band ,
Gunner and Guard , all formed up at a ppro ima tely 1100 hr , for the
march off. The 1wo quadron hal f Companie led the Brigade
Column , following behind the Para hute Regiment Band . s 1 ~e ha lf
Companies reached their Right Markers who had already po 1u on.ed
them elve adjacent to their respectivP. markers, be they <:ashpomt
di pen er or lamp post , they peeled ot f a nd halted .on the n ght h a ~d
·ide of the road . Being the la t two half Companies t reach t.he1r
location meant all the auention wa on u , well, the loca l attenuon.
The variou in tructions to form two rank from three , to ad vance one
rank a ro s the road , e ·tend, etc etc, then had to be carried ou l. A
we had found in the various rehearsal , the goalpo t , in 1he form o f
1he procedures and format of the parade, changed again: the Band
auempted to knock me over a they returned to the end o f the Brigade
Column! Thi wasn't to be the la t change!
'The President plane will be 40 minutes late, do not Patrol' wa the
next change. This however had to be ignored a those tanding in
1he direc1 sunlight began to wilt despite the repetitive command to
'Shun, Change Arm , Stand at Ea e . The deci ion to make the ' . tand
a1 Ease' position with an SA80 with the butt of the weapon held m the
hand, with the forearm horizontal to 1he ground , need revising !
However, finally, 1he sound of horse ignalled the approach of HM
The Queen and her guest, The President of igeria. Each group of
approaching hor emen, be 1hey Police or Cavalry required a new word
of command; the noi e of the horses almos1 totally drowning out the
words of command. Finally, the firs1 of four 'squares' of Cavalry,
'Royal alute'. We all saluted her and waited, in the alute, for the
parade to pass.
After 1he fourth ' quare' had all pas ed the rever e Commands
co mme nced. Another shif1 of 1he goalposts, we had to wait for all of
the pare car e1c! Anyway, after the entire cavalcade had
di appeared, the Guard WO gave the 'all clear' and we continued
reversing the original instructions employed to form up. The reverse
Route (covered in obstacles left by the horses), marched as a Brigade
Group again, but with us at the rear this time brought u back to 1he
Horse Guards Parade and the buses. The usual 'well dones', slapping
on backs, etc took place prior to 1he change back to civvies, and on
to 1he bus again.
JOCOMMEX 33/89
Report by Sig Jame
The 33/ 89 Jocommex was sponsored by the Squadron, with Bravo
Tp laking on 1he task. 11 was to be a Morse link be1ween SE Dis1ric1
Commcen and HMS Anglesey.
I was on board HMS Anglesey, assisting the RN with their end, as
part of 1he exchange of opera1ors. The exercise was due to take place
on 20 April, however I boarded on 15 April to fi1 in wi1h their sailing
schedule; the Ship was taking part in Fishery Protection in the SW
approaches.
During the five days prior 10 1he exercise, l was lucky enough to be
involved in the boarding of a suspect vessel. We donned Dayglo
Orange Survival Suits, and were cross-decked via a Gemini. However
after examination, with me being nothing more than an observer, the
vessel was found 10 be legal.
The actual exercise proved to be a very wonhwhile experience,
giving me a good insight into Naval equipment and procedures.
Comms were very good, with a 92.50/o success rate being achieved. All
of the operator , at both ends, were slick and efficient, although I
have to admi1 it is a great deal easier on ship. The Leading Radio
Operator from HMS Anglesey was very impressed with our
performance and complimented us on it.
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A> a goodwill gesture, prior to leaving hip, we exchanged plaque!..
This wa my first Jocommex, and as long as I am the excha nge
operator, I am more than willi ng to go again.
T H E BLA NDFORD T OWE R RUN
Some of th e Squad ron C ro s Country T eam too k part in the
Blandford Tower Run o n 14 May. We were hoping to win the
competiti on for the third year running, a nd we did !
The team did us proud , wi nning convincin gly, with C pl 'Smudge'
Smith coming in fi rst R Signa ls indi vidua l, a nd th e rest of the team
achie ing places ranging from 7th to 19th. Th e Tea m and their
positions were a fo ll ow :2nd
Cpl 'Smudge' mith
Cpl 'Bernie' Bernstein
7th
LCpl Chris Brown
9th
12t h
Cpl Rick Buxton
19th
Cpl Dave Chapman
An excellent performa nce by all and a n enjoyable a nd well
urganised event run by the Schoo l o f Signals. Well done lads, how
about making it four year's running?
AIRBORNE SIGNALS: COMMISSIONED PAINTING
The ex-OC, now Lt Col Chris Wright, during hi s short tour in the
Squadron rea li ed that 1here were no current painting in the
Squadron , indeed in the Corps, depicting Airborne Signals as we
know i1 LOday. In an e ffort to correc1 this ' lapse' he decided to
commi sion such a painting.
The painting it elf show a ' typical ' Leading Parachute Bau a lion
(LPBG) deployment from the Parachu1e Tactical (Para Tac)
Headquarters point of view . The Para Tac HQ itself in its Ph aso r
Dome 1ent and the associa1ed communications sy terns-VH F, HF
Data, Tacsat - are hown in the foreground , with parachming, Pax
and Heavy Drop, happening in 1he background. The Squadron is very
plea ed wi1h it, with copies being sold as fast as they are being fram ed.
Any ex-members of the Squadron will insrantly recognise some if not
most, of the scene .
For those of you out there who are interested in buying a copy of
the painting, you can do so in 1he Squadron, or obtain sligh1l y more
expensive copies from the Corps Museum in Blandford .

The Squadro n Officers receive the Airborne S igna ls painting from
the artist
Terry Harrison (the Artist). Capts S cott Workman, Dick Ha milton ,
Maj (QM ) John Kirkman, Capt Bruce Knobel and Maj (now Lt Coll
Chris Wright
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19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester

PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
QM
AO
OC 0 T p
0 N Tp
OC P T p
RM
MTWO
Fof
YofS
RQM S
ASM

cc

Maj Richard Hoole
Capt Dave Raleigh
Capt (QM) Bob Lockwood
Capt Adrienne Winchester WRAC
Capt Mike Griffiths
Capt Richard Quinlan
Sgt Steve Rook
WOI (RSM) Dave Simpson
WOl Mick Hewilt RCT
W02 (FofS) Mal Allerton
W02 (YofS) Dennis Prince
W02 (RQMS) Tom Ferry
'W02 (AQMS) Colin Fenwick
W02 (ORQMS) John Manley

INTRODUCTION
Over the past few months we have seen the change over of
quadro n Commanders. Maj Richard Hoole arrived from the MOD
and Maj John Davies retired from the Army. We wish him well in the
Ci t}.
We too k pa rt on Ex Flyi ng Falcon during April and a re at present
heavil y invol ved in RAAT and other tasks. What should have been a
quiet yea r has exploded with a bang. We look forwa rd to ou r week's
adventure training near Plymouth later in July.
November Tp is looking forward to , as the Squadron Commander
ca lls it, a pro-creative year! Life will continue lo be fun and rewarding
in the Troop, with sailing, board sailing, diving, skydiving, football
a nd rugby. Welcomed into the Troop, in time for these even1s we have
Cpls John Leach and Dale Brunton and their wives Tania, Sylvia and
fam ilie ; also LCpl Brankin and Sig 'Spike' Milliken. Leaving us for
pastures new are Cpl Pete Morgan, Cpl Mark Bendall, Cpl Chris
Holmes, Cpl Simon Newton (congrats to you and Gillian on your
marriage), Cpl Dave Cooke, LCpl Curtis, Cpl 'Ski' Maciejewski on
promotion and intended posting, and Sig 'Geordie' Cousins (congrats
on your marriage) . Congratulations go to LCpl Dave Copley on his
promotion and last bu1 not least hello to Sig Andy Mortlock attached
to BFFI- 'We have not forgotten thee.'
SQUADRO NBC TRAINING CADRE
by Cpl D. Wroe N Troop
Monday 15 May 0745 hrs. Twenty highly motivated peciall y
selected soldiers arrive for the start of their NBC Cadre week. Five
days in which to turn 20 dubious characters into a team of specialist .
Not an enviable task but one taken on by the 'Boss' Ca pt Richard
Quinlan and Sgt Calum Downie . A brief introduction followed by the
' Entry Tes1' . Entry Test! What Entry Test? A crescendo of voices uses
the fi nal five minutes before the test to iron out the finer points of
NBC like, what does the 'B' stand for? We narrow it down to two or
three possibilitie and feel a lillle beuer prepared for the fonhcoming
ordea l. An hour and a half later and it was over. Mos1 people felt they
had achieved enough so as no1 to be thrown head fir t from the
cl assroom . The sceptical, the enlightened and the clueless settled
themselves for the week training.
The 1raining programme showed early starts and late finishe and
an average of ten lessons per day plu homework and lecture . The fear
of weari some hours of NBC and deathly viewfoil' never really
materialised . Qui1e quickly people began to reati·se there was more to
NBC than ' Mask in Nine'! The NBC Threat, Concep1s of Defence,
Individual Protection and of course the CS Chamber ('You can't have
NBC withou1 CS') brought day one LO an end . One day down four to
go , one-fifth a pecialist and already we learn't more about NBC than
I had in my previous five year .
Days two and three became more inten e and the schedule tighter.
Wednesday afternoon sport came and went. Note books were filled,
brain cells expanded, pens emp1ied and the 'pads' got fa1 on
Cookhouse food. Progress tests contradicted our belief that nothing
was being retained; and all the time our lectures were being prepared,
viewfoils and teaching aids collected . Thursday was the day of the
final exam brought forward from Friday because the final day was
to be taken up completely with personal lectures. I just wish omeone
had told me. For some the tests paled into insignificance as the
prospect of taking a lesson loomed large.
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Friday, the final day, the day when everything come together. Yo u
know your subject, you've prepared your lesson and you are ready fo r
any searching questions or constructive criticism that comes your way,
or so the theory goes. This was the bit 1hat had to be got right. After
all we were to be the instructors from now on. Experience of ta king
a class varied enormously, from the seasoned to the complete first
timer. By this time next week lesson taking should be second nature.
So here we are. The 'Team'. T he 'Nucleus of uclear Kno wledge'.
The 'Brains of Biological Barbarity'. The Conno isseurs of C hemical
Cocktails. To be let loose on the Squadron, veterans of the CS
chamber spreading o ur new fo und k nowledge.
By the wa y what does the ' B' sta nd fo r in NBC?
REG IMENTAL IN FORMATION TEAM
Thi s season has seen a cha nge in persona lities with the team now
being led by S gt Brian Mountain assisted by the following members,
C pls Dale Burton and Pel Tubb, LCpls Steve Mayell and teven
Whitfield , Sig ' Sandy' Sandeman, Andy nells, Pete Walls and
' Dusty' Miller using the fo llowing vehicles SAS/ MC, Wavell , Radio
Relay, Saxon a nd a 3-4 ton FFR.
T he arr ival of the Saxon wi thin the Squadron has proved a popular
addition to the team bu t u nfortunately due to mileage restrictions we
are unable to take it to all shows. The team made an early start to the
season , making it 's first visit back in January to Ipswich School and
we are now in 1he bu y period when we are out every weekend . The
highlight to date must be 1he Southend Air Show when we had
brilliant sunshine a nd an estimated 500,000 people visiting over the
two main days.
T he programme fo r this season is as follows:12 Jan
Ipswich School
2 Mar
Kimbolton School
4 Apr
East Anglia Holiday Group
11 May
Harlow Tech College
16 May
Kings Lynn College
27-29 May
Southend Air Show
4 Jun
Shoeburyne s Fair
10 Jun
Colne High School Fete
Essex County Show
15-18 Jun
24 Jun
Colchester Garrison Open Day
Army Exhibition For Schools
4- 7 Jul
25 Sep- 8 Oct Kape Tour

QM'S DEPARTMENT
PERSONALITIES
QM
RQMS
Tp SSgt

Capt (QM) Bob Lockwood
W02 (RQMS) Tom Ferry
S gt Phil Jones

Since our last entry in The Wire it has been a busy few months for
the Troop. In April most of the Troop deployed to Germany. Sgt
Phil Jones and LCpl 'Mac' McDonald remained behind with 1he job
of clearing the workload from the RAOC.
After 1hree weeks of driving all over Germany in 1he lovely winter
1he rest of the lad returned, with much whingeing from Sig Sutton.
One of the many tasks the Troop has had is to supply some of it's
members on Ex Petit Ma h to help 1he Medics ou1 and how their QM
how Signals Storemen do it.
We have just had a lovely time a1 STA TA running around in
noddy suits on the Squadron BC Week, covering all aspects of BC.
It had to be the only week that the weather was sweltering ju t to get
everyone sweating. I am glad to report that everyone pas ed with
flying colours.
We have lost one member of the Troop, Sig ' Robbo ' Robson to the
LAD to heip out with 1he FATSO and FAMTO which is bad becau e
we all have to make 1he QMs tea now.
The Troop would also like LO congratulate LCpl McDonald on
successfully passing his RSDCC and promo1ion to Corporal.
TM TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Tp Sgt
IC Radio
IC TE

W02 (FofS) Allerton
Sgt Bob Drysdale
Sgt Andy Davie
Sgt Calum Downie

The Squadron took a massive step forward recemly with 1he
formation of TM Tp. With W02 (FofS) Mal Allerton at the helm and
Sgt Bob Drysdale as Troop Sergeant we are now boldly going where
no one went before, mainly on Cassims and exerci es.
The Radio Section, ably led by Sgt Andy Davie compri e Cpl Steve
Armstrong who is about to leave for Long Look in u tralia, and that
dynamic duo LCpl Craig Brankin and LCpl Steve Hazelwood .
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In th
ark t corn r of the work hop sit Cpl 'Oggy' Ogden
h ld1 . the R. d10 R lay
uon together whil t gt 'Buntering' Bob
On dal hold the rein. of the Troop admin.
lum Dov.nie lead an overworked TE Section compri ing
t
Cpl
die Eaton. Al Aimer and tartin ii ey v. ho happil) deploy on
numerou ta. k , particular!
ubset rebuilding. R AT ta k and
Ptarmi11.an lod .
The ne\\ Troop look forward to the day in the dim and di tant
future \~hen we will all be together. in work at the ame time.
WIMMI1'G
TER DI TRI
\ IMMING CHA H'ION HIPS
31 1A\ 1989
fter week endea\'ouring 10 train and organise a water polo team,
amongst an arra of Squadron e ·erci e and commitment , the day of
reckoning wa . finally upon u .
Twentv minute were taken out of the referee' already bu y
chedule'to e<plain the rule and regulation to our team . trangely
nough we tarted to feel confident, thi being further boo ted when
v. di CO\ered that the Comm and Sy Gp were in a different league
from us-in more way than one!
Our ne\\ found confidence uddenly drained away however, at the
di co\ery that 45 Fd Regt RA- the only Major Unit to enter the
competition-was the oppo i1ion in our first match.

f

Any doubts about our ability were soon to be dispelled after a
dazzling di play (of fo uling) by gt tu Read , a nd Sig '264' Brook·
in defence, ig 'The Cat' Farra r in goal. only conceded one, whilst up
front Cpl Tony Waddington (Team Captain), fired in 10 goals to win
our league, and book u a place in the final s agai nst the fa\•ouritcs
Comm and Sy.
Thi game proved to be a difficult one for both team, going in to
the final quarter with Comms and Sy leading 5-3. The favourites
emerged the winners with the final score 8- 3, guaran teeing both
teams a place in July 's zone finals .
After a well earned 20 minutes rest the team swimming events
began, Cpl Tony Waddington had a fine victory in the individual
freestyle only to fi nd himself traight back in the water to come a clo e
(tired) second in the back troke. They say bad new comes in threes
and sure enough he was in the water, yet aga in, ·wimming the
butterfly leg of the medley relay. (Thanks lo all the lad who helped
him out at the finish!)
Along with sterling performances f_ro m I:C_pl Ain ley, gt Read ,
Sig Brooks, Farrar, Cpl Ogden , S1 Ph1lhps and Lumsden we
managed second place overall behind Comm and Sy. The position
al o guaranteeing u a place in the zo ne finals which we are greatly
looking forward to. ow maybe, we can get down to some training!
(Hint Sir!).

227 Sig Sqn (AFCENTI
BFPO 18
PRINCE
ROYAL DAY COMPETITION
by gt Mick McDonald
The Princes Royal Day competition took place a1 Halcern training
area on 30 May. A we were able to nominate our own hooting team,
a quick check of shooting records enabled us to nominate the lucky
four, WOl (FofS) Graham Atkinson, Sgt Pete Fox, Sig Neil
Cawthorne and Lee Naylor.
The six man march and shoot team was to be elected by Comd
Comm BAOR.
o time was wasted in training the team, even
travelling as far a Krefeld to find a free range . Consequently, by the
time the march and shoot Learn was selected, the first team already had
a great deal of practice in the shoots they would be required to fire
on the day.
22 May was a time for sighs of relief and groans of anguish as the
march and shoot team was announced: Capt Steve Wallis, Sgt
Graham Perch, Cpl Rob Melotte, LCpl Graham Fletcher, Sig Paul
Dacey (Junior) and Darren Olford.
After a few more days range work, (with sun umbrella throughfu lly
provided by Capt Steve Wallis) we travelled to Haltern on the eveni ng
before the competition. On the big day itself, all team members shot
e~tremely well and special praise goes to Sig Paul Dacey for a fine
p1 to! shoot which earned him an increase in pocket money from his
'dad' ( gt McDonald) and his first mention in The Wire.
The Squadron Commander, Maj Brian Robinson and SSM, W02
'Taff' Williams also took part in the pistol shoot, the result of which
was mercifully not included in the overall total!
The start of the march and shoot saw us in a very strong position
lying in first place with everything depending on the march and shoot'.
After hacking their way around a 5km course, the team arrived fresh
smiling and hardly breathing heavily (surely some mistake) at th~
firing point where, adly, due to some confusion over which target
belonged to which ream, we expended about one third of our
ammunition on the wrong target (not the only team to do so, 1 hasten
to add).
The end of the march and shoot saw us ina final position of fourth
out <;>f ten teams, a very creditable performance indeed. Special
menuon hould be made of the photographic abilities of our Team
Coach, gt Mick McDonald, for snapping away merrily, blissfully
unaware of the lack of anything vaguely resembling film in his
camera.
Although the end result was disappointing in view of our early
success, we now have the nucleus of a Unit shooting team, so next
year, we should be back on the shooting scene after a few years'
absence.
MILITARY TRAI ING
. Once again Ex Long Walk 2 was postponed due to a hopelessly
111accurate weather forecast from the local airport. Since their
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BAOR (Royal Signals) Minor Unit Championship 1989 Runners Up
W01 (RSM) John Mold , LCpl Tony Smith and W01 (FotS) Graham
Atkinson
ORIENTEERING
The Squadron has had a very encouraging orienteering seasonwith ome nine new members introduced to the sport and the old
professionals till running the contours.
The RCZ League found individual success in the following
catego ries: Maj G. Thomas Winner M40; Maj B. Robinson Winner
M45 and Capt C. O 'N ians Winn er Womens Prize .
The Squadro n took the RCZ League Minor Unit title. The Army
and BAOR Championships brought further success with: Maj G.
Thomas winning the M40 Class in both events and Capt C O 'N ians
the Womens Services BAOR event, and in the Army Championships
run ning out of class overall third place.

LCpl Smith being caught and overtaken by LCpl Crosbie and his
section
prediction was for rain, strong winds, and all the plagues of the Old
Testament, we actually had continuous sun and high temperatures.
Many UK Army personnel did however, participate in Ex Board
Warrior, held in the Maastricht area on 19 April 1989. The exercise
consi ted of a 20km navigation phase followed by a river crossing,
using initiative and any available equipment. Please, Sarge, my
initiative isn't long enough . . .
WINDSURFING
The Squadron again travelled the furthest to defend th e Thompson
Cup at the BAOR (Royal Signals) Championships.
Ideal weather conditions and superb organisation by Capt Phil
Daisey and the Dummersee Yacht Club, saw the best of the Minor
Units windsurfing teams in BAOR battling for the Minor Unit
Championships 1989.
Maj Joe Fletcher, 202 Sig Sqn, sai led extremely well, and proved
impossible to catch, sailing the new, Corps bought, lMCO Board/ Ri g
combination, 227 continued to sail the Mistral UDS competition
boards in an attempt to further one class racing in the Corp .
High winds and a viciou.s chop made for tremendously exciting
racing, which tested all sailors to their limits. All credit 10 202, we look
forward to taking up the challenge again at the BFG Championships
in July.
PS: Any sponsors willing to provide new equipment for this Unit
would be welcomed.
THE WIRE, JULY 1989

EXERCISE DECI BEAR
Capt C. S. O'Nians
Sgt D. G. Perch
Sgt S. R. Nobbs
gt J. Holt
Cpl G. T. Burton
LCpl E. N. Openshaw
ig D. J. Olford
Sig L. Naylor

Leader, Ornithology Study
21C
Accountant
Herpetology Study
Ornithology Study
Stores Accountant

On 11 April 1989 eight members of the Squadron set off on Ex Deci
Bear, an Adventurous Training Expedition to ' unny' Sardinia. The
aims of the expedition were to hill walk in the Gennargentu
Mountains, to Toprope and Abseil in the Arbatax area and to carry
out two Scientific Studies-Ornithology and Herpetology (Bird and
Reptile watching).
The party arrived at RAF Decimomannu via RAF Wildenrath lO
warm but cloudy weather, and a look forward to thing to come, rain.
From RAF Decimomannu the party wa transported via the capital
Cagliari to the BAOR Expedition Ba e (Villa Cooper) in the plea ant
residential area of Capitana situated on the South Coa t. The fir t
impres ions of Sardinia were one of the eucalyptu trees and poor
driver . The Villa Cooper is set on the coast and surrounded by the
security of a perimeter wall and grilled windows, as all the villas een
to be, just like home. The aroma of citrus blos om was overpowering.
THE WIRE , JULY 1989

On the journey it was interesting to note that the meadows were a
blaze of colour-on the outskirts of Cagliari children were begging as
vehicles stopped at traffic lights. A mother with a very small, dirty
baby handed the cigareue she was mok ing to a small child; whil t he
came forward with hand held out-the child smoked the cigarette.
The following day Wednesday 12 April the expedition member
departed for the drop off point some two and a half hours drive north
and inland to the village of Seulo at a height of almost 800m in the
lower Gennargentu range. By now it was 1300 hrs and the party was
commencing the climb of 537m to the peak of Mount Perdedu at
1,334m. This was a real eye opener for the days to come, with its false
summits, one after the other. The weather was warm but overcast, our
pac~s were heavy with the next four days supply of clothing,
equipment, food and water. At 1530 hrs we conquered Mount
Perdedu, but the weather was changing and it was decidedly cooler.
Morale was high and the whippets LCpl Openshaw, Sig aylor and
Olford , kept chasing the old timer Cpl Burton at the back . The terrain
was a mixture of grass and large smooth boulders, with cows and
wild horses. Large lily type flowers grew in clump , along with early
purple orchid, wild tyme, gnarled olive trees and squat mature oaks.
The bush-a vast mixture of deciduous shrub-is called the marquis.
We were fascinated by the Dung Beetles which pu hed their 'dung'
backwards and uphill , until a certain person kicked them back down
again. We also had to divert our route slightly as we came upon a cow
which had just given birth .
Up lO this point the map had been correct; however, the terrain on
the north side of Mount Perdedu was more hostile and very steep and
we had no choice but to follow a track into the gorge of the River
Flumendosa, a descent of 775m with the maquis deep enough to hide
an army. Al 1900 hrs we pitched the tents by the river and with a camp
fire burning brightly we settled to our evening meal. The fire was
promptly extinguished by a thunderous downpour and we retired
quickly for the night, four to a tent, wet but warm. The next day
Thursday 13 April we awoke to find the ground covered in white-it
had been a sleepless night for most with the sound of thunder, rain
and hail beating down on the tents. The weather wa cool but clear
for the next few hours and we spent that time locating a suitab le
crossing point of the swollen River Flumendosa-it had risen over 2ft
during the night. Not only did we have to fi nd a calm river crossing
but suitable terrain on the other side. We prepared to cross the river
and the rain started again; it wa to remain with us for the next 48
hours. So much for 'sunny' Sardinia.
Once across the river we prepared to climb Bruncu Capriolu. We
could not take our original route as it was impossible to reach that
area on the northern side of the river. We instead climbed a large reentrant that contained a stream of white water bouncing over
boulders. It was in the early stages of the climb we saw Mufflon, a
sma ll stocky hill deer, the male of which has curly horns. This
particular group had some very small young, one of which treated us
to a viewing twice as it ran about looking for its mother. The going
was tough, and the maquis impenetrable at times; but the hail and
rain kept us cool. It did little for our sense of humour. However, late
in the afternoon we reached the next two peaks Sa Preda iedda
l,149m and Bruncu Capriolu J,173m.
By this time we were behind schedule, the weather was unfriendly
and we were looking for somewhere sheltered to camp; there was not
really any flat area on the hills and of course we were by this time well
above the tree level. We pitched the tents in the lee of a large rocky
outcrop and retired for the night, which brought more rain and hail.
The following morning was very cold with a fierce wind. It was
decided to change the route to a lower level for safety rea on .
Between the eight of u we had only three semi-dry sleeping bags.
Later it wa discovered that this particular weather was quite out of
the norm and unexpected for Sardinia in April, even in the
mountains. We headed east towards Lake Flumendosa. The terrain
wa thick .with hail which at a distance made the mountains look as
though they were covered in snow. Sgt Perch, Sig Naylor and Olford
had on short socks, hoping to entice the sun but it didn't work. In fact
the hail felt like needles on the back of their legs. We gradually made
our way east, with the weather not easing, but at lea t by moving we
could keep warm. Much later that day we came aero s a hepherds
hut-a strongly built tructure with a barn for animals and hepherd
living area with a fire place. It was a god end-after hanging our tent
to dry, collecting fire wood, and eating we sat by a warm fire. The hut
had metal shutter window and door. During the evening several pig
were noticed outside. It wa almo t like a TV set. We all huddled near
the door looking out through the rain at trotting pig with their ear
flapping. Capt O'Nian had a close encounter with the pig whil t
disturbing them the following morning not reali ing that they had
spent the night in a nearby old stone hut. Who wa the more
frightened'?
ext morning Saturday 15 April the sun howed among t the now
white clouds. Everyone's kit was dry, and morale wa high. With the
sun out our snake hunter Sgt Holt was looking forward with high
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hope . We et off again toward Lake Flumendo a wh ich i in fact a
re rvoir; the western end had an enormou dam-b this time the
weather had turned warm with blue ky . T he water level in the lake
wa low by .ome 40m. pparently it had not rained for two years!
\\e entered the village illanona Strisaili, where we purcha ed
bread , ham, chee e and fruit. Our fina nce ma n gt Nobbs started to
get the hang of the lira. V e had intended to pu rchase food fo r our
e\ening meal but other than that mentioned no other choice wa
available. We decided to pool our food reserves and ma ke a oup .
However, that e ening, miles from any' here, at an area called Sa nta
Barbara we found a suitable place to car.1p-and a pizzeria . Very good
map reading! It wa a most unu ual area with large mo oth boul ders
among t mall olive, oak and cork trees. That nigh. so me were
awoken by the monotonous call of the Scops Owl- or it was the
contented noi e of noring?
o Sunday 16 April found us walking down Lo the small town high
in the motintain called Villa Granda Strisaili for a pre arranged
pickup by the BAOR Ba e Support Staff to take the party to our next
pha e-Top Roping and Ab eiling. 1 his day wa our fi rst day of sun
and blue ky but we were kept cool by a light breeze.
The town, like many other in Sardinia, had distingui shing
characteri tics-the apartments and house were unfini hed wi th
living quarters maybe below or above roughly cemented breeze

blocks . Appa rently no rates are paid until a building has been
ompleted a nd therefore it takes a lo ng time to complete!
By 1530 hr we had arrived a t a ca mp iLe near A rbatax, a small port
on the East Co ast. It was a good base for the next five days, near the
beach and about a ki lometre from Arbatax. We had a uccessful Top
Roping and Abseiling phase , with everyo ne a tt empting to cli mb and
abseil. The more we di d Lhe more confident Lhe cli mbers/ ab eilers
became, until fall s a nd sli ps became regular; good con fidence bu ilding
stuff!
During this period the Scientific Studies continued. T he
Herpetology study had proved interesting-ma ny types of lizard but
only o ne type of nake were see n- thi s was one area wh ere the other
expedi tion member showed a pproval.
The Ornithology study had continued throughout the expedition ·
however , the days amongst the hi gh Genna rgentu Ra nge wer~
disappoi nting, a nd it is po ible that given better wea th er conditions
more Raptors would have been sighted. The lower hills and coa tal
area proved very intere ting-with over 60 po iti vely identified
species.
All in all the expedition was very successful -four exped ition
members were introduced to trekking for the first time, and other
gained valu a ble experience . Our thanks go to the Base Support staff
for all their help-it really was a most worthwhile expedition .

238 (London) Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks

BA TILE CAMP 1/ 89
.
It was decided that the first Battle Camp would take place in
April and once again we would visit 'sunny' St Martin' Plain Camp
near Folkestone. So the great day arrived. Saturday I April the DS set
off to set up ' Base Location' and for once Cpl ' Brummie' Seaton
actually managed to get the ambulance to arrive at the same time as
the rest of the vehicles, although SSgt Geoff Baldry did attempt to
ruin this great accomplishment when he decided to join the Motorway
Maintenance. crews on the M20.
The format for the training remained the same in that members of
the Squadron would take part over two weeks, which enabled
maximum participation. On arrival at St Martin's Plain Camp Chief
Red Coats, Capt John Isherwood and W02 (SSM) Gus Hales,
officially welcomed all campers, then the fun started with a BFT
within the camp under the direction of Sgt Sandy Brown and Sig Bob
Garlick our newly trained AIPT. On the Sunday afternoon the
students were given instructions on the following subjects; clearance of
building , setting up of VCPs, searching of vehicles and finally the
defence of a key point. All of this was done in brilliant sunshine. From
then on each day was to start at 0630 hrs with a 'beasti ng' from certain
members of the OS on so called PT.
On the second day of each week the srudents put into practice what
they had been taught the previous day. This was done under the two
Platoon Sergeants-Sgts Howie Richardson and Dai Rennison . They
both now knew that Cpl ' Brummie' Seaton is not an easy person to
push around, as Cpl Seaton disguised as a 'stroppy civvie' demanded
to know why all these soldiers were doing strange things on his land .
A night navigation exercise took place on the Monday evenings, with
the ~ourse s7t by gt Tracy 'TD' Dodd and Cpl 'Taff' Loughlin.
Special menuon must go to LCpls Tony Lynch and Stu Bull as their
sections achieved the two fastest times.
Tuesay mornings proved to be a great success in that everyone got
two .breakfas~, the second one being eating and drinking drills in the
respuator testing chamber! Rumour has it that Cpl Kev Salisbury will
never close his eyes again .
In the afternoon SSgt 'M20' Baldry took the students on advance
to ~ontact on what must be the biggest hill in the Folkestone area, and
as 1f that was not enough, the weather certainly didn't help. Winter
had mad~ a unexpect~~ appearance in the form of a raging blizzard,
but despite the condltlons everyone gave their all, including Pte
'Pebbles' MacPhail who refused to give in until Capt Isherwood
per~uaded her. to follow ~im d~wn the hill. This was followed by an
easier day which began in the mdoor Cine Target trainer on Hythe
Ranges. On the Wednesday afternoons a casualty sim ulation exercise
was organised ~n.d. run by Cpl Seaton. The only problem encountered
was when the c1v1han staff of the camp came to enquire if we required
the emergency services to be called!
The conclusion of the week was the exercise which commenced on
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Thursday. Over the exercise period all the variou s aspect of training
were to be covered, but unknown to the students there was going to
be a great amount of disruption, which was later to be confirmed by
Sig Malcolm. The most disruption , however, was caused when our
two 4 ton vehicles were ' sabotaged' and had to be recovered by REM E
Wksps, Ashford. Relief finally came for OS and student alike at 0830
on the Friday when Endex was called. After ' the big clean up ' it was
back to Chelsea Barracks where we could all settle down to shift work
and sports afternoons; well at least until September Battle Camp.

EX ERCISE CRAVEN FAULT
Report by Capt Mike Dunn
D~ring one of the ~ew idle m o m e~t s of my life (ie one not spent
playmg golf) as ~ typical har d. workmg(?), conscientious Captain in
t~e orps , I dec1~ed to organise a walking trip to one of the most
picturesque are~s m ~ngland. Our walk started in Grassington on 22
May and ended m Sta11:1ford Near Settle, North Yorkshire on 25 May
with a day spent walking around Malham Tarn.
'
. Obviously.with this physically arduou s exercise and the potentially
h ~e thre~te~mg extrem7s of heat and sunshine one had to contend
with, fluid intake was vital. Fortunately, Cpl J ez Hornsby had this in
hand and came along a rm ed wi th the Good Pub Guide.
WSgt Tracy Dodd proved h er~elf to be excellent a our admin
~~pp~rt SN~O: T he .mere 'treat' . of wa lki ng with us sent her into a
uzzy ?f acu v11y which resulted 111 coffee, food, . .. in fact, name
it and 1t was done ! (well almost).
Newly promoted LCpl Jock Plunkett enjoyed his new found
a~t hority entirely.at Sig Ian T!lit's (the token Signalman) expense. Tail
wishes to take this opportumty to point out to Glasgow that he will
shortly be the only Tele Op (Tg) Signalma n left in the Troop! LCpl
Ton.Y Lynch , however, believes that to be one too ma ny!
Fmally, thanks to Cpl Ian Campbell who did so much to o rganise
the exercise but couldn' t make the trip himself!
FOOTBALL SEASON 1988/ 89
Report by Sgt Sandy Brown
·~e!~om~ to t~e Squadron, you' re in charge of the football team .'
My m1ual 1_nterv1ew over, I set ab.out my task of trying to fi nd 11
footballers in Che~se~ Barracks. I didn't know it at the time, but l had
more chance of findmg a Chelsea Pensioner doing an eight minute
BFT.
T he season was almost upon us, a few players confessed to havi ng
kicked a ball, a new strip was paid for by the return of Cpl Brian
' Honest I' m sober' Vaughan ' s empty beer bottles and LCpl 'Stroller '
Young was still worried about where the sixth corner fl ag was go ing
to come from .
Our fi rst event of the season was the district six-a-side in wh ich we
gave the big boys the fright of their lives. Our regular goalkeeper
W02 Gus 'The Cat' Hales was on leave so our chances looked rathe;
slim at the outset. However, Cpl Taff 'There' s no way I' m playing in
goal ' Loughlin came to our rescue and put paid to the myth that he
was a goal scorer by playing out of his skin in goal. We reached the
semi fi nals and lost on a recount 6- 1 to the eventual winners, 17 Trg
Regt RA.
Everything was going to plan, even our early cup exits so we could
concentrate on the league, then came one of our more remarkable
games. Still unbeaten and top of the league we played the team of the
R<;>yal Military School of Music. 'Easy' , 'Clowns', 'Muppets', and
this was only a few of the comments from our up and coming team
about our musically minded opponents . After IO minutes of the first
hal f, as I was taking my fourth kick off, I thought this can't be, we
have 'the cat' back between the sticks, possibly our strongest team we
could field and yet we are 3-0 down.
Before we settled down into our stride we Jost Sig ' Rubber Legs'
Smit h who was felled by a well placed header from 'Taff' Loughlin,
who thought that 'Smudge' was trying to steal his thunder by scoring
a goal. As half time approached and 'Smudge' was being rushed to the
medical centre on a stakeboard we were winning 4-3.
In the second half another tragedy was to rock our team. Cpl Mark
'How' s your tackle' Rothwell was reduced to a whimpering heap by
a swift kick. After the lads stopped laughing and Mark's squeals were
muffled by the linesman's flag, on came 'Speedy' Jim Plunkett to
show us his pace! The game came to an end as Sig Bob 'inject me'
Garlick rounded off a fine game by notching on his birthday. Final
whistle 11-5, what a game.
The season finished for us with three games in five days, and after
only being defeated once in our league programme the league title was
ours.
During the season I had to drag players from anywhere and
everywhere and I would like to thank heads of departments for goi ng
short on your work force and allowing the lads the time off to play .
Spec~al thanks to LCpl Tony Young (now I Inf Bde) for his help in
running the team, Cpls Gary Crouch, Paul Brickell, Capt Mike Dunn,
Sgts Bob Dodds, Howie Richardson, John Bragg, Sig Jason 'Where's
Webby' Malcolm, Ian Tait and skipper Sig 'I'm off for a Corps trial'
Runchman. On a final note I would like to remind those of our team
and supporters who were present, of my 60 yard goal . Laugh! I nearly
bought a round. Well done everyone.

INTER TROOP POTTED PORT
As if.g_etting up at some ungodly hour on a Friday morning for a
State V1S1t re~earsal was no t enough to warrant an afternoon off, a
large propo ruon of the Squadron was to endure a session of physical
tort ure at the hands of our PTI, Cpl Karla Rayment, before bei ng
allo wed a weekend off.
F_ollowi.ng ,in t~e footsteps of her predecessors, Cpl Rayment had
dev1.s~d six fun games/ command tasks for us all to enjoy. In
add1~1on to normal gym items such as beams, mats, ropes and
med~ cme ball ~ , other props to be used incl uded boxi ng gloves,
respirators, bhndfolds, a supermarket shoppi ng trolley flippers a nd
egg.s !. ~o if you didn't receive actual bodily harm as a' result o f the
acuv1ues Y<?U could get salmonella poisoni ng instead . Fortunately for
the comp~uto rs, each game was only two minutes long (t wo minutes
too long 111 most cases), but as can be a ppreciated from the list of
props above, a n exhausting but good time was had by all . At the end
of t~e 'battle' Radio Tp 'odds and ods team' surprised everyone by
comu~g. first. Well done to all participants and to Cpl Rayment for
orgamsmg the event.
T he results were as follows: First-Radio Tp 3: Capt Mike Dunn
S~t '.JB' ~ragg, LCpl ' Gibbo ' Gibson (absconded from 249 Sig Sqn):
Sig Jock Plunkelt and Bob Nairn ; Second- Oscar Tp : Capt John
Isherwood , Cpl Janette Dallimore, LCpls Tony Lynch and Nicki
Humphries; Third- Radio Tp I: Cpls Jez Hornsby 'Brummie'
Seaton , LCpls Chris Bailey, Dave Chambers, Mick Labram and Sig
Roy Brunt ; Fo?r!h- Oscar Tp 2: Sgt Dai Rennison, LCpl Grant
McNee, Ptes G1lhan Wakerley and 'P-J' Price Jones; Fifth-SHQ:
Maj Peter Dick-Peter, Capt Therese Crook, Sgts Keith Heam, andy
Brown, LCpl Julie .Bradshaw and Sig Colin Geraghty; Sixth-Radio
Tp 2: Cpl Kev Salisbury, LCpls Stu Bull, Jane Pudney, Sig Crow
Web ter and Ian Tait.

Posing for the camera, Oscar Tp team 1, (left to right): LCpls
Lynch, Humphries, Capt Isherwood and Cpl Dallimore
DEPARTURES/ ARRIV ALS/CONGRA TULA TORY
Farewell and good luck to the many personalities of the Squadron
who ha.ve moved on to pastures. new: LCpl Sammy Anderson (on
promouon to Corporal) to 233 Sig Sqn, LCpl 'Sid' Siddans also to
233, LCpl Tony Young to I Inf Bde, LCpl Sheldon Woodfine and
newly promoted LCpl 'Runch' Runchamn to NI, LCpl Bob Nairn
(also newly promoted) to 3 ADSR, LCpl Jane Pudney to 240 Sig Sqn
Pte Linda Strachan to 16 Sig Regt, and to Cpls Andy and Monik~
Martin, Joe Whittaker, Ca th Smith (now Mrs Baker) and LCpl Neil
Turton who have all recently departed for Civvy Street.
Welcome to all new Squadron personnel; Sgt Brian Cowling Cpls
'Boogie' and Helen Knights , Norman and Margaret Small la~ and
Sandra Campbell, 'Tel' Taylor, John and Charmaine Lynch 'and Alan
Robson, LCpls Stu Bull and Julie Bradshaw and Pies ' P-J ' PriceJones, Karen Hill and Sarah Taylor.
Congratulations to the above mentioned newly promoted (and
posted) and to 'Jock' Plunkett on promotfon to Corporal. Last and
by no means least, congratulations to Sgt Steve and Linda Matthew
on their recent addition to the fami ly in the form of baby Emily.

The enemy : Sgt 'JB' Bragg and (Local) Sgt 'Taff' Loughlin relax
in between harassing the Troops (spot the poser phone!)
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244 Sig Sqn (AS)
RAF, Brize Norton
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Maj A. J. Hutt
Capt T. J. Pengelley
W02 (S M) Humble
W02 (RQMS) Atkinson
W02 (Yof ) Pywell
W02 (fof ) Howells
Sgt (ORSQMS) Morri ey
Sgt Martin-Pitt
Cpl Smith
LCpl Edwards

ARRIVALS
A few ne'' faces have arrived recently Maj A. J. Hutt took over
command of the Squadron on 14 April and quickly sett led into his
new post. Another new arrival i W02 (SSM) Humble who joined us
from 5 (AB) Bde Sig Sqn .
DEPART RES
gt (ORSQMS) Morri sey departed for pastures new-(Hong
Kong) on 20 June 1989 after almost three years here. We wish him and
his wife, Tamara, all the be t for the future .
RED HAND GANG
by SSgt (ORSQMS) Terry Morri sey
A my time in 244 ig Sqn better known as 'The Red Hand Gang'
comes to an end, I thought I would put pen to paper and commit my
experiences of the last three year here at RAF Brize Norton, and in
what better publication than The Wire.
It all started in April 1986 when I received my posting order to 244
Sig Sqn as Chief Clerk. Admiuedly I knew very little of the Squadron
except the fact that they are based at RAF Brize Norton. Little did I
know that they had Troops stationed at RAF Upavon (70 miles away)
and a TA Troop based in Cardiff (95 miles away)-an administrative
nightmare, soldier scattered everywhere, or so I thought!
On arrival in August 1986 I booked into the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess-second nightmare! The Me s belongs to the RAF
and what a difference from the Army Mess I had just left. Being a
'Brown Job' in a 'Blue' Mess is a new experience. l was beginning to
wonder what I had come to-was this Records way of getting back at
me after l had just completed a tour with the glamorous 4 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt.
Things could only improve-and so they did. After the settling in
period I took over the duties of Chief Clerk and actually found the
job more of a challenge than I could ever have imagined. The
difference in procedures of serving in the UK again, a TA Troop!,
oldiers exercising with the AMF(L), UK.MF, 5 (AB) Bde, UKSH
Force, 15 different Unit Identity Numbers to name but a few-and
with just two clerks.
But for any clerks thinking of volunteering to serve with the
Squadron-don't despair, it's not as complex and complicated as it
seems at first. Once in the stride of things, the weeks passed and the
work flowed and I started enjoying things. What l did realise was that
whilst I was working away in the office with my 'Army' of clerks (one
Corporal and one Lance Corporal) other members of the Squadron
would be disappearing on exercise to Hong Kong, Norway, Denmark,
Germany, Morocco, the Caribbean, the Oman, Italy, Turkey to name
just a few places, the list seemed endless. It was agreed that a member
of the clerical staff would also deploy and now as I leave, clerks have
erved in Turkey, Norway, Denmark and Germany with future
exercises •his year in
orway, Italy and Sardinia looking very
promising.
By the time you read this I shall have left the 'Red Hand Gang' and
be in my new job as Chief Clerk of the Joint Service Signal Staff
serving in Hong Kong. gt Graham Smith takes over from in in Brize
Orton assisted by Cpl Vince Smith who leaves the Army in March
1990 and LCpl Eddie Edwards who is earmarked to go to 264 (SAS)
Sig Sqn in due course, therefore if there are any clerks out there who
wish to serve in a busy independent Signal Squadron, and enjoy
exercising abroad, marching around the countryside and contributing
to our Air Support role, then they should ensure that 244 Sig Sqn (Air
Support) is first choice on the Posting Preference Proforma.
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254 Sig Sqn <UNFICYP)
BFPO 567

I would like to thank all members of the Squadron both pa t and
present who have made my tour here both challenging and pleasurable
and I wi h you all the very best for the future and I hope LO see you
again- maybe at the 'Red Hand Gang' Reunions!
EXERCISE FINAL TAB
by SSgt Barry Martin-Pitt
As those past and present members of the Squadron will know , for
the past two and a half year , Friday afternoons have been reserved
for the Squadron March or 'Tab' as it is better known . Therefore it
seemed only fitting that on the final day of Maj R. D. Symonds'
command that the lads should take him on a final Tab .
After a few miles through various water obstacles the ex-OC came
face to face with a stretcher which, of course, he was to be carried on.
With the SSM (W02 Humble) giving orders 'Pick Up Stretcher',
'Prepare To Change', 'Change'-after a relatively smooth ride and to
the amazement of the RAF on the back gate, who actually saluted the
OC, (no they didn ' t recogni e you Sir, they were well briefed).
The march finished at the 'Bird in Hand' and as you can see the
Chief Clerk is there as ever with some light refreshment for the
outgoing OC.
Maj Symonds was then pre ented with a statuette of a soldier in his
favourite order of dress by Sig Sutherland . I am sure he will not forget
his tour here.
All members of 244 Sig Sqn (AS) would like to wish Maj Symonds
and his wife Myra all the best for the future.

Maj Symonds enjoying his ride, being carried by Sig Davies, LCpl
O'Neil, Cpls Pearson and Rogerson

Sig Sutherland (right) presenting the statuette to Maj R. D.
Symonds
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April and May saw the Squa_dron in the Dancon March, the Britcon
Medal Parade and Ex Aphrod1tes Amble. The Squadron also had the
opportunity tp ent.ertain the new Force Commander, Maj Gen Milner.
On the sporting side, the Squadron won the All Island Orienteering
Championship.
DANCON MARCH
by Cpl Yates
The first day started at 0450 hrs with the team arriving at the start
point with 251bs of webbing (honest) for weighing on. The Race or as
the Danes like to call it the Scenic walk , consisted of several uphill and
more uphill stages, 25 painful kms in total, and that was just day one.
The prospect of another 25kms on Day 2 in under four and a hal f
hours was 'rather daunting' as a certain Capt 'Frenchie' Rousseau
would say. The march started off at quite a brisk pace until the team
came to a section which would provide even rock leaders with
problems. After scaling the summit the team carried on up and up
with the same type of march as the first day.
The team all finished the 50kms in under eight and a half hours.
Looking back, it was quite enjoyable in a masochistic sort of way.
BRITCON MEDAL PARADE-THE VIEW FROM THE FLAGS
by Sgt Lance Thornton-Granville
The Britcon Medal Parade is a bi-annual one where a representative
number of soldiers from the British contingent are presented with
their UN (Cyprus) Medal. It is a time when all elements of the
contingent are on parade together. As I arrived after the initial
manpower requirement list came out, I volunteered, in absentia, to be
SNCO l/C Flag Party.
To assist me in this task I was able to call on the steady hands of
Cpl 'Alf' Norrie and Sig 'Thrappo' Rapson. First rehearsal was 24
April. My total party of eight (one for the flag of each serving
contingent) practised our 90 second stint to the strains of 'Sundown;
all flags lowered at the same rate. Four rehearsals and five minutes
work later saw the big day arrive.
First on were the men of C Sqn Life Guards then the four Batteries
of 3 RHA marched on. Following the inspection by the new Force
Commander Maj Gen Milner, medals were presented . The parade
continued with a march past and then we were on. One and a half
minutes of Sundown and it was all over bar the march / drive past.
Once everyone had thinned out, it was off to the Mess for a little
refreshment. Now. Must start working on a swerve for October.
EXERCISE APHRODITES AMBLE
by Cpl Nick Turner
Ex Aphrodites Amble took place between I and 6 May. It was split
into two three day phases. The first day entailed a shoot, NBC First
Aid, Map Reading, Command Tasks, and a basic signalling skills
exercise.
Once completed the Sections then moved by four Tonners from
Dhekelia to the Evdhimou area where sections were briefed for Day
2. A few hours kip under the stars in a poncho and it was time to set
up again and start 'The March to Freedom' 24kms (as the crow flies)
via eight checkpoints in the glorious Cyprus sun. The march finished
at the Evdhimou beach front where the sections arrived hot , sweaty
with plenty of sore feet and blisters, to see the DS at base camp all
hard at work, improving their suntans!
The third day the tired legs and sore feet were given the chance to
bathe in the Med, but with the swimming test scheduled for 0600 hr ,
obviously somebody somewhere has a sense of humour. Other
activities included sea canoeing, windsurfing, raft-building and just in
case you were game for more, you could run it off by what else but
orienteering!
The times of the marches varied and so did the distances covered,
no names no Packdrill. Cries of 'trust your compass' 'where are we?',
'I'm not lost' could be heard and others too, not for printing.
The winner of the competition was 82 section led by Cpl Nick
Turner, well backed up by his team of Sig Shawn Morgan, and three
Canadians Kerru Smith, Brian Fullarton and Jan Verveille. They were
presented with the winners trophies by the Force Commander who
afterwards had lunch with the Squadron at the 'Wire Inn'.
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VISIT OF MAJ GEN C. MILNER OMM CD FORCE
COMMANDER UNFICYP
On Thursday 11 May the Squadron had the honour of being visited
by the new Force Comma nder Maj Gen Milner. He wa met outside
the SHQ by the OC Maj Jerry Peck and the SSM W02 Bill
Henderson. After the initial greetings were exchanged the General was

Force Commander, Maj Gen Milner presents Cpl Stevie Behan
with his UN Medal
given a briefing on the role of the Squadron within U FlCYP by the
OC, by the YofS WOl Nick Hammett and the FofS SSgt Gi
Whiteford. He also met the 2IC Capt Richard Giles, OC Radio Tp
Capt Don Rousseau and the SO Tels Capt Herwig Geordie Miieller.
The General went on to visit the other departments and personnel
within the Squadron including the Tech Wksps, Line Dept , Commcen
and finally to the airfield where he was met by SSgt Benny Bennett
and all the personnel of Radio Tp. During his visit the General took
a very keen interest in all aspects of the Squadron, especially future
projects. After the formalities were finished he auended an afternoon
lunch with the Squadron in the 'Wire Inn', and pre ented the
Aphrodites Amble trophies and certificates to the winning section and
the runners up.

Capt Don Rousseau, SSgt (fofS) 'Gi' Whiteford, Maj Gen Milner,
Capt Bernie Derible, Maj Jerry Peck and W01 (YofS) Nick
Hammett
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Fl YP
FE A D KILLED DRIVING COMPETITION
gt Pete H ancock
Thi bi-annual event saw five out of the even Support Regt team
members drawn from the quadron. The fact that gt Pete Hancock
wa nominated t am Captain may have had ome bearing on this fact.
pl ick Turner e elled in the 'Heavy' group, coming econd in the
individual and helping the Regiment to first place. In Lhe 'Light' cla s
Cpl Al Gile , tevie Behan and LCpl Andy Ploughman came econd,
resulting in an overall ·econd place for Support Regt.
b)

TECH AND LI E TROOP
by ig Rap on
The T roop would li ke to ay farewell to the fo llowi ng and to wish
them luck in the future Cpls Andy Sutton , Ke! Watson, ' Bing'
Crosbie, ig 'Trappo' Rapson and a special goodbye to LCpl 'Taff'
kinner. ew arrivals in the T roop include Sgt Roy ' back again'
Jarvis, Cpl Al Gile , LCpl Mick Drury and Pte Brian Fullarton
(Canadian Signals) . We hope you have an enjoyable tour and make
the mo t of the Cypriot summer.
Recent competitions within the Squadron have seen Tech and Li ne
T p very well represented . They have been last in the six-a- ide
football, but redeemed themselves with a fine second in the hockey
competition and an outstanding victory in the orienteering. Notable

performance were produced by Cpls Kel Watson, Ev Evans, Alf
Norrie and Sgt Holden. Brian Fullarton is noted for h i~ Canadian
hockey skills.
Ex Aphrodites Amble i a Squadron exerci e aimed at te ting
soldier at the variou military kills and putting them through their
pace on a forced match of 30kms . Day one wa military skill ~ which
consisted of NBC, SA80, map reading, first aid, basic signalling and
leadership. Our Canadian Cpl Dave Adams led from the from on the
leadership bowing u 'Brits' the way it should be done. Cpl 'Bi ng'
Crosbie was overall fifth in the SA80 shooting competition, very good
considering it was the first time he had fired the weapon. LCpl Mick
Drury was a little 'miffed' on the basic signalling skills stand as his
pole cro si ng had points deducted because it was not 'q uite right' . The
fo rced march orted out the men from the boys, the T roop had IOOO/o
pass , no drop outs on the way round. Sig 'Tosh' Pope demonstrated
his youthfulness C pl ' Bing' Crosbie his age, Sig 'Trappo' Rapson
showed how a PTI should do it, Sgt Pete Hancock fo llowed the scenic
route, and Sgt Stan Holden took the mountainous route. H owever, all
completed the course in a creditable time. Mention must be made of
Sgts Roy J arvis, Graeme H ossell and C pl Norrie, who whilst not
competi ng in a section endured the 'hardships' of manning the
checkpoints; never mind maybe next time.

VISITS OF 81 SQUADROll< (V)
The first team of 81 Sqn (V) visited during the period 12-26 :'.1ay.
Their task well cut out for them, they enjoyed their visit
tremendously . A character within the team was Sig Caloe, who ha
served as a Signalman in the T AlArmy for 36 years and is proud of
the fact. We wish him all the success in his new job on retirement from
the TA at the grand age of 53.

CBF Cyprus inspecting t he Qu arter Guard
(left to right): .Cpl Creighton, Sig Le wis, Cpl Wood , S ig Biggins,
Pickles, Lewis-Walker and Cpl Berney
AIRFIELD T ROOP

OC Tp

259 Sig Sqn

Tp gt
Line Sgts

BFPO 53

Tech gts

January saw the ar rival of Lt Tim Craven as OC Tp and Cpl Wise
with his abundance of technical knowledge pointed o ut the difference
between 50 pair cable and a hose pipe, j ust to make certain that he
knew it! However the new OC has changed the fili ng system and
installed a Word Processor . What was his job before? We welcome
him and his wife Doreen and hope they have an enjoyable tour.

SHQ
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C

SSM
Chief Clerk
Training SNCO
Orderly Room Cpl

Maj Lynn Relph
Capt Mick Fogg
W02 Tim Wallis
SSgt Neil March
SSgt Mick Doherty
Cpl Peat

HALF MARATHON
March aw the Cyprus Services Marathon wh ich the Troop actively
took part in on one of the hotte t days this year. Members ru nning
were: Sgt Ken John, Cpls ' Ernie' Wise, Bob Leyland, Sig 'Pambos'
Durrand, ' De De' Watts, Billy Lilburn and 'Ces Pit' Cecil.
All fo llowed by Lt Tim Craven-some good times were made.

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
We welcom.e our new Chief Clerk SSgt Neil March and his wife
Dawn, and say farewell and thank you lo SSgl Clyde Atherley and Jan
and wish them all the best in their new posting.
VISITS
During the past two months we have visits from a number of senior
officers. The first to visit us in March was the Deputy Signal Officerin-Chief (Army) Brig T. H. Wheawell . The Brigadier spent two days
with the Squadron visiting Episkopi and Akrotiri, where he met the
majority of the Squadron at work and wi ves and children at lunch in
the Jimmy Club.
ln April we had our formal ARU inspection by Maj Gen J.P. W.
Friedbureer OBE, Commander British Forces Cyprus. The inspection
started with a Quarter Guard, which was commanded by SSgt (SQMS)
Stu Mullen. A lot of time and effort was spent in preparation for the
day, which turned out to be a success, or as the 2IC, Capt Mick Fogg
put it-adequate.
A couple of days later we were visited by the Chaplain General, The
Rev J. Harkness OBE, QMC. During lunch in the Jimmy Club he
presented ig Steve Lews with his Army (Cyprus) Swimming Colours .

Lt T . R. Craven
SSgt K. Fitzpatrick
Sgt K. John
Sgt T. Nicholas
Sgt D. Atkinson
Sgt A. Pinsent
Sgt D. Bradford

NEW ARRJV ALS
We welcome the following new arrivals: Sgt Tony and Debbie
Pinsent, Sgt Dave and Elfridge Bradford, Cpl 'Yogi' and Jane
Cauldwell, Cpl 'BJ' and Julia Forbes-Wilson, LCpl Martin and
Donna Goodhand, Sig Andy Maylett, 'Riggers' Rigby and LCpl
' Taff' Roberts from afar-Episkopi.
Brig T. H. Wheawell talking to Sgt Dave Bradford, with Lt Tim
Craven and Sgt ' Ako ' Atkinson looking on

DEPARTURES
Sgt Glenn and Marion Renshaw, Sig 'Pambos' Durrand and LCpl
'Gaz' and Dawn Cuss to Episkopi.
BABY ALERT
Apologies to Cpl 'Jock' and Rhona Stenhouse for omitting the
arrival of Stacey on 12 December 1988 in the last issue of The Wire.
EXERCISE
Ex Runway Delight was a field training exercise held for 259 Sig
Sqn, 254 Sig Sqn and 262 Sig Sqn on Evdhimou Training Area during
the period 15-19 May 1989. The aim of the exercise was to practise
basic field skills. The weather was extremely hot but the tudents
enjoyed the fresh air and a helicopter insertion , the walking and
section attacks were not to everyones liking. An enjoyable and
rewarding five days was had by all. Lt Craven, Sgt Atkin on and Cpl
Leyland were DS ably assi ted by SSgt Doherty and 'whose a Marine?'
SSgt Fullwood! Cpl Leyland showed his common sence when tasked
to help the OC carry a stretcher he said: Follow me Sir! (where el e,
we would like to know, could he go) when carrying the back of the
stretcher? but follow him!

Keepyour unit notes
SHORT I
CBF Cyprus talking to W02 (SSM) Tim Wallis with Maj Lynn Relph
hoping the Quarter Guard will be OK
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CBF Cyprus asking Sig Wray how his summer training is going,
with Cpl Steve Wheatley in support
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Airfield Troop Marathon Team
(left to right}: Sgt Ken John, Lt Tim Craven, Cpl 'Ernie' Wise, Sig
'Taff The Chin' Lougher, Sig 'Pambos' Durran~ . Sig (now LCpl)
Billy Lilburn and Sig 'Ces' Cecil
lying! Sig 'Di Di' Watts
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Capt L olin Bachelor
Lt Jaue Heywood
W02 Dave Thomas
W02 Bill Jackson
W02 Peter White
SSgt Dave Edgecombe
Sgt Trevor Glover

CAN YO
IGN FOR A SIGNAL SQ ADRON SIR?
It was all go in Dhekelia on Monday 3 April-a big day for Capt
Coli n Bachelor a he took over the reins of the Squadron when Maj
igel Cory fled Cyprus for BAOR .
Maj Nigel Cory certainly left in style. After ascending the main
radio tower he was 'towed out' modelling a rather outsize pair of
yellow papier mache ki boots-as befitted the Commodore o f
Dhekelia Water Sports Club who spends the winter months
tormenting those !es able skiers as a ski instructor at Troodos . Well
done to the 'Art Department' in Comms Tp for the Officer
Commanding' stylish apparel!
The day finished at the Bitsa (where else?) with the ceremonial
removal of various mou taches Maj Nigel Cory leading the way raised
£100 for various charities. As the party continued four members made
contribution too, Sgts Gary Corrigan, Gary Rhodes, Cpl Lee
Thomp on and Sig Rod Helps.
DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
There have been a number of other departures. Congratulations
and good luck to Cpl Donny Robertson on passing RCB he's now off
to RAEC Beconsfield and then to RMA Sandhurst. Goodbye and
good luck to Sgt Tim and Carol Wynn, Sgt Martin and Michelle
Jackson to Sgt Sharon Ley, Cpl Nick and Jackie Smith, Cpl Trev
Cotter, Sgt Nick Shaw, Cpl 'Taff' Thomas and Pte Karen Hill.
Hello and welcome to Sgt John and Julie Garhard, C pl Andy and
Karen Maynard and Cpl Robert Wymer. Best wishes and good luck
to Pte Karen Murray nee Taylor) on her recent marriage to Sgt Lee
Murray RAMC.
FOCUS ON MAINTENANCE TROOP
262 Sig Sqn is located in the Eastern Sovereign Base area of Cyprus
and consists of two Troops and a small SHQ. This issue we're
focusing on Maim Tp-and it's Comms 'Spot Light' next time!

Finally Sgt Tim Wy nn the world's best Windsurfer (nearl y) departs
for Blandford thi s sum mer and takes t his opportunity to warn the
Squadron in advance so they can save up for his Gozomme in August.
If anyone is interested please don 't present me with Flanny 's cardigan I
RADIO RELAY DEN
The Gang:IC
21C

IC Troop

Sgt Alan 'The Bos ' Dixon
Sgt Mick Scott
Sgt 'Chuck' Robertson
Sgt John Garhard
Sgt Nick Shaw
Sgt Russ Dale
Cpl Mick Garbett
Cpl Lee Thompson
Cpl George Stebbing

The last couple of months have not been over exciting- especially
as it has rained more than five times . I hope you're all feeling sorry
for us !
We say hello to Sgt John Garhard and his wife J ulie with their sons
Dave and Michael.
Work has been fast and furious with bags of shift work, but now
with the summer months approaching, the beach is calling us and
hopefully the Radio will be sympathetic to our cause.
LINE TROOP
All the Line Section would like to congratulate SSgt Nigel Grant
and his wife Jackie on the birth of their baby daughter Samantha, who
weighed in at 71b 8oz. Hope you're looking forward to many sleepless
nights!
We must say goodbye to Cpl 'Taff' T homas, who is leaving us for
8 Inf Bde and LCpl ' Bonnie' Tyler who left us only after a few
months, to go back to 2 1 Sig Regt. Have a nice time Flasher!
We would like to say a big hello to LCpl 'Lambie' 'Falklands
Detachment' Lamb , look forward to a couple of tours with the U
Lambie.
We must also welcome back LCpl 'Taff' ' Jaffa' Skinner who has
returned to our ranks from another tour with the UN, and bye to Sig
Mick Drury who replaced him, you might get more notice next time
Mick!

TE SECTION
The last few months has seen vast changes in TE Section. The new
Commcen has been installed with new modern equipment (to us
anyway) and our antiquated equipment has gone.
There has also been a big changeover in man/women power with
the imminent departure of our glorious leader Sgt Sharon Ley, the
slimli ne Sgt Martin Jackson and su per strider Diego Cpl Martin
Abraham. All replaced by Sgt Dave 'the spot' Doody, Cpl 'Fence
Climber' Phil Leach and Cpl Robert Wymer.
The section would like to thank Raruo Relay fo r their kind donation
after the 'close' bowling challenge.
RADIO WORKSHOPS
by Sgt Tim Wynn
Whilst the remainder of the Squadron basks in su nshi ne and
consumes vast quantities of refreshment, there remains a small body
of dedicated Radio Technicians lead by Sgt Tim Wynn who have the
enviable good luck to be maroo ned in 48 (Cyp) Wksps REME and
quietly and efficiently TCOB (take care of business!).
The Squadron hardly noticed when Cpl 'Flanny' Flaneghan
departed for 8 Sig Regt clutching his presentation Squadron pullover
and smirking to himself. How he managed to get away with 900Jo of
the RE E's tools in his luggage remains a mystery!
Cpl ' Mates' Murphy arrived and had been beaveri ng away for
months before 'Guido' asked him for his arrival proforma! Then
when Cpl 'Donny' Robertson left after more than three and a half
years on the island it was weeks before he was missed by the Foreman!
Good luck Donny at Sandhurst; if you ever get that commission in the
Pay Corps we hope you never become our Paymaster. The workshops
coffee swindle actually lost money whilst you were here!
gt teve ' tig' Elliott was promoted at last for managing to
perform as a soldier for a week with 259 Sig Sqn-but then how would
they know?
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IX-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITION
The annual ~ix-a-side . football competition took place at King
Richard School m Dhekeha. The event was well supported with teams
from all departments including Cpl ally Oldridge's WRAC team with
such stars as LCpl Fern White, Pte Karen O'Connor and gt Val
Holsgrovc. The competi.ti.on was a tremendous su~cess and thoroughly
enjoyed by all the fam 1hes-as was the lunch ttme barbecue. In an
evenly contested fi nal Comms Tp was beaten by SHQ-hard luck
Comms who were also last years ru nners up. Many thanks for an
excellent event to the organiser and referee Sgt Thomson and LCpl
Garry Kirk.
The photo shows the winning SHQ Team; back row (left to right):
SSgt Des Watson, W02 (YofS) Bill Jackson, Cpl 'Mitch' Ashley
front row (left to right) : OC Capt Colin Bachelor, Sig NeiJ Frank and
LCpl ' Dusty' Miller . Still on the sporting front Lt J ane Heywood and
Sgt Martin Jackson completed a Hockey Assocation Coaches
course-beware all you budding Shaun Kerleys! Lt Jane Heywood
was also a member of the Army Cyprus Womens Hockey Team which
defeated the WRAF by 13-0! But life will not be peaceful for long
with the recent return of LCpl Dave Mcinnes fresh from his AI PT
course and an excellent grade at Aldershot.

LCpl Lam b gets his hands dirty, as he always does when Line Tp
is tas ked wit h put ting a new cable in to the Commcen , when it
moved locations to the DOC last month
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LONG SERVICE AN D GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL
PRESENTATION
Tuesday 25 April was a day to remember for two Squadron
members and their families . The Squadron assembled at the Bitsa
Club as W02 (YofS) Bill Jackson and Cpl Nick Smith, both of
Comms Tp, received their LS & GC Medals. The medals were
presented by DACOS CIS I, Lt Col Dick Thwaites and the citations
were read by Lt J ane Heywood .
But surprises were still in store! Mrs P hyllis Jackson was about to
have her dubious past as a WRAC driver revealed to the Squadron.
After the formalities of the LS & GC citation it was announced that
an award of the General Service Medal (Northern Ireland) was to be
made to the Yeoman's wife, Phyllis. Phyllis Jackson had served as a
WRAC Lance Corporal driver in Northern Ireland in 1974 but had
never received her medal-so at what better time than at her
husband's LS & GC presentation? There were of course rumours that
it wasn't so much for 'Campaign Service' but for being married to the
Yeoman for 14 years! Congratulations to all concerned , a memorable
day for Cpl Nick Smith and Jackie and their children, Carl and
Li ndsey; and young Gary Jackson still bemused as both his parents
received their respective medals-and of cou rse Phyllis who certainly
had a day to remember.

Back row (left to right): Lt Col Dick Thwaites, W02 (YofS ) Bill

J ackson, Cpl Nick S mit h and OC Capt Colin Bachelor
Front row (left to right): Mrs Phyllis Ja ckso n and Mrs J ackie Smith

Your Badge or Crest
on Earthenware or
Fine Bone China.

For full
details
c-==:=======-:i
contact

Promotional Ceramics Lim ited · Lord Nelson Industrial Units
Commercial Road · Hanley · Stoke-on-Trent · Staffordshire ST1 3QE
Telephone: 0782 279957 • Telex: 367257 Promoceram · Fax: 0782 264080
Lt Col Thwa ites prese nts Mrs Phyllis Ja ckson w ith her Gene ral
Servi ce Medal , W02 Bill J ackson the proud husband loo ks on
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JERSEY BRANCH

MONTE CASSINO VETERANS

fro m sunn y Jersey and the most southerly Branch of the
Association in the Briti h Isles.
On 25 May Her Majesty The Queen visited the Island and opened
the new Elizabeth Harbour terminal.
On this bea utiful sunny morning the Roya l British Legion and other
Service Associations paraded with their Standards to greet Her
Majesty.
Jn the photograph are the Roya l Signals Association representatives, left to right Ronnie Eouzan (Standard Bearer) Ken Le Mont ais
Ray Help, Eddie Warren (Chairman), Ken Tasker and Harry Deli
(Secretary). Seated in his electric wheelchair Ted Blampied (one of our
oldest long serving members) . In the background the Royal Yacht

Report by Jane Knight
Veterans of the Ital ian campaign, British and Commonwealth,
Poles an d Germans, attended a five day programme of even t
organised by the Mon te Cassino Veterans Association and the City of
Cassino to commemorate the 45th Anniversary of the battles which
resulted in the total destruction of the Abbey, founded by Saint
Benedict in the 6th Century. Enemy positions around the monastery
had domi nated the entire valley preventi ng our advance across the
Rapido river.
Ceremonies at the three cemeteries were conducted by the Dean s of
Oxford and Bristol and the Benedictine Officiates of t_he Abbey . A
Mass celebrated in the great Abbey, perfectly restored , was attended by
all denominations and fo llowed by the dedication o f two new stained
glass windows to the Brit ish and Com monwealth and the Polish force
respectively.
There were festivi ties too. Dancing to music provided by the Band
of the Queen' s Own H ighlanders which gave concerts and , with their
Pipes and Drums, Jed the Veterans' Parade of Commonwealth , Polish
and German ex-services and the Partisans.
Every hotel was full, from Cassino to the coast. The end of the
programme saw most move o ff to a coastal resort for the following
week , but many strange tales had been told and many footsteps
retraced before we left Cassino . There was the Engineer who found
his toolbox after 45 years!

.
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Association News

~

Greeting~

DERBY BRANCH

GUERNSEY BRANCH

Report by Mrs Dorothy Williamson- i1airman and Entertainments
crelar ·
Our erving commiuce was re-elected at the AGM wh ich too k place
in March . I expres my thanks and appreciation to the committee,
member and P I of 46 Sqn for their help and support in 1988.
The younger members of the Branch are increasing in number ,
mo t of them erving with the TA-they are also making new . Our
di co pair, Cpl Mark and Karen Adams are the proud parent o f a
daughter, Cpl R. Corbell , beuer known as 'Gonzer' and Cpl P . Ward
have announced their engagement . On 27 May Cpl Roy ton Webb
married LCpl ue Tunnicliff, thi makes father, son and daughter-inlaw erving member . On JO June LCpl D. Snow married Miss Tracy
Fern and we wish Sgt P. Turner and Mrs Sue Twigg every happiness
for their wedding on 19 Augu t. So what with engagement , weddings
and births we are all kept very busy .
Our member Lt Vanda Leary is around again after a nast y
operation and we hope she will regain good health soon .
The commiuee look forward to their visit to Annual Camp in
September when they will be guests of 46 Sqn .
Our life member Erica Rhodes has now joined the regulars and
from the tone of her letters she is thoroughly enjoying it all.

On 23 M~y Her M~j~st y T he Queen and His Royal Highness, The
Duke of Edmburgh v1s1ted the Island and we were able to participate
in the celebration . Chair man John Rudkin represented u as the
Bailiff, presented the Loyal Address and the Standard was borne by
Vic Jinks. E cons were Alvaro Salazar and Len Barbe. It was most
pleasing that wives Margaret Jinks, Betty Salazar and Dot Barbe were
al o present at the ceremony. Many Branch members were involved in
the a_c tivities that day-among them Alec Forty, who played a
promment part throughout, both in the planning and execution of
events .
Members of the Branch visisted Sig Wayne Dunbar o f 30 Sig Regt
in Guernsey's Princess Eli zabeth Hospital. Way ne, who was on the
I land of Alderney as a member of the Regiment being awarded the
Freedom of Alderney, was the victim of a road accident and the
severity of his injuries necessitated his transfer to hospital in
Guernsey. The Branch wishes Wayne a rapid and complete recovery
a_nd hopes that one day he will re-visit the Island in happier
circumstances.
_On Wednesday 7 June, 44 members and guests held a Branch
Dmner at Cobo Bay Hotel. After the meal they enjoyed a talk gi ven
by the States of Guernsey Harbourmaster, Capt T . A. Spencer. His
address was both informative and witty recalling the advances in
shipping, and its associated industries, since he entered the Service in
1953.

Britannia.

KENYA-1945
Mr Jame Cumming (ex Cpl 1944-48) has sent the menu of the
Celebration Dinner held in the BORs Mess at anyuki, Kenya on 22
August 1945 . He recall that the late David Arnoll was Sergeant in
charge of the occasion , the RSM was WOl Lea and LC Col Bob
Tanner attended the dinner . On posting from Kenya several personnel
ser ved in Egypt and Palestine with 3 Inf Div Sigs and I Armd Div Sigs
before demob . Mr Cumming is a life member of the RSA and lives in
Ayr, Scotland .

--- - - · - , , --

SHEFFIELD BRANCH

LCpl D. Snow marries Miss Tracy Fern
Len Barbe, Vic J inks and Alvaro Salaza r

THE WAR WIDOWS ASSOCIATION
OF GREAT BRITAIN
THE SMALL BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICE
AND THE SMALL BUSINESS LOAN SCHEME
The Legion has always been concerned with the employment
needs of ex-Service people and with a trend towards self
employment and small business, the Legion has started a Small
Business Advisory Service which is intended to supplement the
existing Government advisory schemes and work closely with
them .
Together with the Service is the Small Business Loan Scheme
which will consider applications from unemployed ex-Service
people who require financial help to start their own business.

A Service of Thanksgiving in Commemoration of the Men who
gave their lives for their Country, especially those with no known
grave was held at St Clement Danes Church on Sunday 25 Ju ne 1989.
The Service was Conducted by the Rev M. J. Stokes QHC RAF and
the Sermon was preached by The Venerable M . H . G. Henley QHC
LTh Chaplain of the Fleet. The War Widow's Prayer was read by Mrs
Kay Todd , Vice-President of the Association, a wreath was laid on the
Altar by Olive Lancaster and the Lessons were read by Grace Cook
a~dJHelen Rosbottom. Any war widow, or close family member who
wishes to know more about the Association should write to the
Honorary Secretary Mrs P . Rigby, 81 Gargrave Road , Skipton-inCraven BD23 IQN .

The Small Business Advisory Officer,
Royal British Legion Village, Maidstone, Kent ME20 7NL.

A well anended Annual General Meeting re-elected, unapposed, all
the Branch Officers: Secretary F. Stockdale Esq BEM, Chairman F.
Powell Esq JP, Treasurer F. G. Elwood Esq .
The Annual Dinner was held on Friday 14 April , at 38 Sig Regt (V),
a very enjoyable evening. An excellent dinner followed by superb
enterta inment was provided by (SSM) J . Hodgson JP and friends .
Our special guests were Lt Col Leslie Wright TD DL and Dave
Greenbrook from RHQ, and the newly arrived WOl Phil Budden , to
whom we offer a warm welcome to Sheffield . Unfortunately our
worthy Secretary Franch Stockdale and hi wife could not attend as
they were away on a convale cent holiday at Southport British Legion
Home .
We are members of a local Ex-Service Associations Game League
(EAGLE), we usually manage to win one trophy . This year, however,
it was the ' Wooden Spoon' for bottom of the league. It i a real one,
massive and too big to put on the Mess wall!
Arrangements are now under way for ou r annual outing, Chester is
the venue with a buffet laid on at ome hostelry on the way home.
The Branch is affiliated to the Sheffield and District Joint Council
of Ex-Service Associations, and for the second year running, our
Branch Chairman, Mr F. Powell JP ha been elected the Chairman .
ice work Fred and congratulations.
As this i written we look forward to the Catterick Reunion . A party
of 20 will be attending and we hope the weather will be kind, especially
for the Retreat Ceremony.
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course, the RCT prevailed by one hole in an exciting final. After two
match es were complete the teams were level. Then Cpl Simon Boyd
came in three down to conclude an unhappy week for him in which
he had not played to his potential. The last match saw Maj Len Yates
three up in the middle of the 18th fa irway and his opponent ankle deep
in t~e ~oug h on the left. 1:'he s t~ge was set for a dramatic Signals wi n
until his RCT opponent hit a miraculous shot from 175 yards into the
middle o f the green to win the hol e by a shot and the match by a hole.
Although we didn' t collect any trophies at this year's meeting the
futu~c looks bright for Corps Golf. The performances by the B T~a m,
particularly Hare, ~fcGr~ne an? Cullen , showed great promise and we
look fo rward to usmg this previously untapped talent to build for next
year.

·

BOARD AILING
Ha' ing just returned from the Corp Ul( Wind urfing
Champion hip here i a very brief re ume.
ome 27 ailor came together at Browndown for thi fi rst Corps
K Champion hip . The weather wa very good with various windtrength from 1-6 providing a hallenge for all levels of ability. Very
brief details of the result are:Overall UK Corps Champion
WOJ Steve Bailes
School of Signals
Lightweight Champion
Maj Brian Pellifer
Electronics Branch REME
Heavyweight Champion
Cpl Sammy Anderson
233 Sig Sqn
Unit Champion
249 Sig Sqn
Coincidentally in the po t today came the re ult s of the Corps
BAOR event from Capt Phil Daisey. Twenty Corps sailors took part
at the Dummersee Yacht Club \ ith the following results: Overall BAOR Corp Champion
Maj Jo Flelcber
202 Sig Sqn
and Heavyweight Champion
Superheavyweight Champion
Sig Richard Townsend
16 Sig Regt
lightweight Champion
Sgt Carey
13 Sig Regt
Major Unit Champions
16 ig Regt 'A'
Minor Unit Champions
202 Sig Sqn
~ q~ick look forward now and a 'plug' for the Corps-wide event
which 1s scheduled to take place at Browndown over the period 30
August-2 September. Both individual and Unit team events will be
catered for and going by the previously mentioned re ults the signs
augur wel_I for an excellent curn-out. Please support the event and help
to make 1t the best Corps Windsurfing Championships yet. Details
from your Unit Windsurfing Rep or from:BAOR
Capt Phil Daisey
Krefeld 329
UK
- Capt Dave Gilchrist Tidworth Mil 2403

RUGBY

.

Windsurfers under pressure

(Left to nght): 2Lt 'Rab' Mulholland, Cpl ' Crispy' Bacon Ovr Elsie

Lea-Glms, LCpl 'Jonna ' Johnson , W01 (RSM) Fred Payet and
LCpl ' Nobby' Hall
Seated: Sig 'Smudge ' Smith, Sgt Rob Warren and Capt Dave
Gilchrist

GOLF
CAPTAIN 'S REPORT INTER-CORPS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
ROYAL LYTHAM 1989
_The team Championships took place in excellent weather on the
~m_k~ of Royal Lytham and St Annes Golf Course following the
md1_v1dua_J Am~y ~~ampion s hips . Notable performances had been
achieved m the mdiv1dual Championships by W02 Chris Carveth (HQ
Trg Bde)_ and Maj Willy Brewin (HQ BAOR) who both reached the
9uarter _fmals an~ were selected to represent the Army in this year's
mternauon_al agamst the French and Belgian Armies in June . Sig Rob
Hare (14 S~g Regt) and Sig Jez McGrane (8 Sig Regt) reached the last
16 an_d their performance showed great promise for the future .
This year, for the first time, the Corps entered two teams in the
Inter-Corps competition. The teams were:A Team
Maj Willy Brewin (HQ BAOR)
Maj Len Yates (HQ Scotland)
W01 Chris Carvelh (HQ Trg Bde)
Cpl Simon Boyd (8 Sig Regt)

Amazing what you can do with a pacestick . W01 (RSM) Fred
Payet does it his way
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B Team
W02 Andy Marshall (14 Sig Regt)
Sgt Brian Cullen (22 Sig Regt)
Sgt Eddie Doubtfire (2 Sig Bde)
Sig Rob Hare (14 Sig Regt)
Sig Jez McGrane (8 Sig Regt)
Both .t~ams played well despite an early move into the Plate
Competition and, as luck would have it the two Signals teams met in
the semi final. Notwithstanding some 'excellent golf from Sig Rob
Hare, who _held on. to Maj Willy Brewin to lose by only one hole, and
a much relished wm by Sgt Brian Cullen over Cpl Simon Boyd the
A Team progressed to the final against the RCT.
'
In very calm conditions, which tamed the notorious Royal Lytham
THE WIRE, JULY 1989

CORPS RUGBY REPORT 1988/ 89
Reports on the games played in the fir st half of the season and
~gainst t h ~ ACC at the begi.nning of. F_ebruary have already appeared
m The Wire. Reports on five remammg games are given below. Jn
ummary the results for the season are:Result
Score
Dale
Opponents
Venue
22 Oct
Wimborne II
Blandford
Won
23-12
26 Oct
RAOC
Colerne
Lost
10-35
2 Nov
RAPC
Worthy Down Won
60- 0
9 Nov
RMCS
Shrivenham
Won
20- 0
I Feb
ACC
Blandford
Won
67-6
20 Feb
RA
Blandford
Lost
3- 10
22 Feb
REME
Blandford
Lost
11 - 16
24 Feb
RCT
Aldershot
Won
6- 4
2 Mar
Salisbury II
Salisbury
Won
6- 0
8 Mar
RE
Chatham
Lost
8- 44
Played 10, Won 6, Lost 4; Points For 214, Points Against 127.
The season has been mixed and the hard games have been lost. The
games against the weaker sides have helped keep the overall point
count respectable but this merely serves to conceal the fact that the
Corps is weak in UK. That said however there have been some good
individua.l performances and some individuals and units have given
good support to Corps rugby throughout the season . The fact that 52
players have worn a Corps shirt this season shows the lack of
continuity but perhaps is an indication of the reserves that are
available to be exploited .
The problems noted last season about coaching have not been
satisfactoril y resolved . Maj Chris Wright and W02 Gus Hales have
both given some time to the task but have not been available to
provide the much needed continuity. We are therefore still looking for
a will ing volunteer who can spend the time coaching the Corps team .
The need for this was shown up most starkly against the RAOC and
the RE when we were soundly beaten by sides that were both well
drilled and powerfully agressive. The surprising thing is that all those
who both played and watched the games knew what was required and
yet we were unable to produce the necessary style of play. Coaching
is the answer allied to a greater preponderance of players who are
playing regular club rugby and doing their best to improve their
individual skills .
The side was captained for most of the season by Sgt Dean
Richardson and he like many others can look back on some good
moments. However the commitment at times has been hard to find
and all those who wish to play should be making greater efforts to
support the cause of Corps rugby.
Finally many thanks to all the units that have managed to spare
players during the season. That said however the response to Signal
messages has at times been so poor as to encourage the belief that the
best way to keep a secret is to send a message to certain unit rugby
officers asking for responses about the availability of players.
So if the cap fits wear it!
ROYAL SIGNALS V ROYAL ARTILLERY 20 FEBRUARY
Result: Royal Signals 3 Royal Artillery 10
The game was played in a stroni wind but with sunshinins. The
wind made the game very one sided and gave the side playing into it
little opportunity to sustain territorial advantage.
The game got off to a slow start as both teams sized each other up
and the Corps side got into the rhythm of playing against better
opposition . Neither side was ab.le to gain much advantage in the
opening stages, the Gunners put in some good attacking runs and the
Corps counter-attacked energetically especially when the Gunners
kicks were carried too far by the wind. Half way through the half Sgt
Tiny Phillips came close with a penalty attempt but apart from that
both sides made too many errors and the defences were secure. The
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Gunners eventually went ahead through the quick thinking of their
fly-half who dummied a free kick to touch and quickly opened out
play fo r the winger to go over in the corner. The try was unconverted
but the Gunners were able to maintain the pressure, assisted to some
extent by poor clearance kicking from several of the Corps side. The
Gunners got a penalty for a ruck offence just on half time so that the
half time score was 7-0 to the Gunners.
In the second half the Corps exerted lots of pressure but could not
score . Possession from the set pieces was wasted or only given slowly;
the forwards allowed themselves to be robbed of the ball in the mauls
and the handling errors continued to be too frequent for the game to
develop into anythi ng of a spectacle. Unfortunately Cpl Stanley
Matthews had to leave the field with a damaged shoulder and was
replaced by Cpl Vinny Fallon who had a useful return to the Corps
side. Counter attacks were the order of the day and the Corps very
nearly scored from an excellent run by LCpl Steve Bartliff which
unfortunately ended with a dropped pass. However the pressure was
soon a fterwards turned into points as Cpl Micky Walker converted an
easy penalty after a Gunner offence at a ruck .
The Corps continued to win lots of possession from both lineouts
and scrums but much of it was slowly delivered and the Gunners
managed to win most of the good second phase possession. However
the Corps possession and all the pressure were not translated into
points mainly due to handling errors and continued solid Gunner
defence. The last act of the game was for the Gunners to score another
penalty so making the fi nal score 10-3 in their favour.
As.a display of skill the game was disappointing although there were
moments of excellent running. The hard driving into the rucks was
again missing and so possession was always slow although there could
not be said to be any lack of courage in defence. The referee had a
good game and kept the game flowing as far as it was possible, at the
same time he ensured that the fringes of the scrums, rucks and mauls
were policed and numerous penalties for offside by the threequarters
were awarded against both sides. All in all a disappointment for the
Corps as it was a game of missed opportunities that could so easily
have won the match.
Team : Sgt McNelly, Cpl Glean, Sgt Atkins, Cpl Walker, LCpl
Bartliff, Sgt Richardson (Capt), Cpl Cassidy, Sgt Wallace, Cpl
Norris, Cpl Matthews, Cpl Vowles, Capt Stephenson, Lt Cooper,
Capt Jones,and Sgt Phillips.
Substitute: Cpl Fallon.
ROYAL SIGNALS V REME 22 FEBRUARY
Result: Royal Signals 11 REME 16
The weather was again windy, this made progress against the wind
difficult and the penalty for allowing the opposition to kick down
wind potentially severe. Unfortunately, as against the RA the Corps
did not take advantage of the conditions and did not exert continuous
pressure when playing with the elements. Some heroic but totally
unsuccessful attempts to run the ball out of defence, rather than
putting in long safe clearance kicks, lost much ground and made the
game much more of a slog for the forwards than was necessary. Add
to this some very poor tackling and it was not surprising that after
eight minutes REME went ahead with an excellent try from good
forward play, which took them to the edge of the 22 area and allowed
their strong running backs to score near the posts.
This score seemed to arouse the Corps spirit however and sustained
forward pressure led to a penalty that was converted by Cpl Mick
Walker. Shortly after this, LCpl Neil Sorley scored a scorching try
following a miss move from a tap penalty. This try was very nearly
converted by Sgt Tiny Phillips from close to the touchline. Having
gone into the lead the bad habits returned and REME came back
strongly with some good forward play. This was mainly based on
good scrummaging which constantly put the Corps under pressure and
meant that it was always difficult to cross the gain line with the ball
in the hand. However poor clearances allowed REME to maintain
pressure and they scored another good try through their backs to
make the score 10-7 at half time.
After the break it was surprising that the Corps did not have more
problems because REME was really dominating the scrums and
spoiling the plentiful possession that the Corps jumpers were getting
in the lineouts. However each side scored one try and REME
converted theirs to make the final score 16-11. The undoubted
highlight for the Corps was to see Cpl Vinny Fallon, who had again
substituted at prop during the second half, take a good pass from Sgt
Dean Richardson following a typical jinking run, to run 30m at
scorching pace to score a spectacular try near the posts.
Sadly again this was a game that one felt could have been won with
a bit more care, application, fire and perha2s the odd bit of luck.
Certainly the poor clearance from defence allowed the oppo ition to
maintain pressure, whilst the poor scrummaging made crossing the
goal line akin to Hannibal's task. All that aside a rather more
physically aggressive and hard driving approach to the game wou ld
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crt inl)' impro e lhe p rformance. Perhaps as happ ned las! 'ea on
lhc be. t performance are being aved uniil last!
T m: . 1 Mc. lly. Cpl Glean. Cpl Walker, LCpl Soreh, Cpl
II). gl Ri hardson (Capt). Cpl Cas idy, Sgt \"aJlace, LCpl
tal ern, . ig \\ood~. Capt Stephenson, LCpl Campbell, Lt Copper,
LI Pa) ne and gt Phillip .
· ub ·titute: pl Fallon.

RO\ L IGN L V RCT 24 FEBRUARY
R~ult: Royal ignals 6 RCT 4
The match wa played at Aldershot in appalling condition with
heav) rain for much of the match . The condition dominated the
pattern of play although the RCT probably coped with them better
than 1he Corp . The RCT won the to~s and elected to play with the
wind .
The game got off LO a fa t start and both side trie<i LO play ome
enterpri ing rugby. The RCT at first made the be t of the weather and
kept the Corp well pinned back on the defence which was ound and
solid in the forward . However the RCT backs showed the weakness
of the Corps tackling in the backs and ran in a good try after eight
minute play; the try was not converted . The first half continued in
a imilar manner with olid defence keeping the score unchanged.
Unfortunately Sgt Bobby Snow had to leave the field after a nasty
l;.ick on the head. He was replaced by Lt Grabam Fletcher who had
an excellent game, particularly in the loose. The score at half time wa
unchanged and the teams changed end with the Corps fully expecting
the RCT lead to be short lived.
The econd half was typical of those games where the clements are
expected to make the difference and allow a simple victory . The RCT
confounded the e expectations by some excellent tackling, running
and kicking out of defence, all of which were a lesson to the Corps.
However some good forward work mid-way through the half allowed
Cpl 'Ca ' Ca idy to go over in the corner. The conversion was made
to look simple by Cpl 'Zoo' Williams who had a most impressi ve game
at flanker. The Corps hung on LO this lead and the final score was
6-4. The Corps won any amount of crum and lineout pos es ion but
could not penetrate the stout defence of the RCT. The Corps backs
seemed to be having a hard time summoning up any enthusiasm for
playing in the very difficult conditions which the forwards eemed to
revel in, apart from difficulties with catching the ball in the lineouts.
The result was fair enough but the score nowhere near reflected the
domination of the Corp forwards. However it was enough on such
an awful day LO be the winners.
Team: Cpl Walker, Cpl Glean, Sgt Atkins, LCpl Sorely, Cpl
Stanley.Jone , gt Richardson (Capt), Cpl Cassidy, Sgt Wallace, Sgt
Snow, Cpl Fallon, Lt Egan, Capt Stephenson, Cpl WilUams, Cpl
Burton and Lt Whitehall.
Substitute: Lt Fletcher.
ROYAL SIGNALS V SALISBURY II 2 MARCH
Result: Royal Signal 6 Salisbury ll 0
As in the past the game was played under lights at Salisbury. The
weather at the start was fine although there had been heavy rain earlier
during the day and the pitch was rather tacky. Unfortunately the
weather broke after 10 minutes of the match and it rained for the rest
of the evening. This destroyed the match as anything of a spectacle
thereafter.
The game started at a cracking pace and within four mincues the
Corps went into the lead with an excellent try that came from a
counter attack following a poor clearance kick by the Salisbury
defence. Sgt Ian Mc elly caught the ball on the !Orn line and set off
at speed to link up with the rest of the backs. A slick passing
movement and some determined running involving most of the backs
en~e? with LCpl Stev~ Bartliff scoring behind the posts. Sgt 'Tiny'
Phillips convened easily. Shortly afterwards the rain came down in
torrents and the game ceased to be anything other than a struggle for
survival. Both sides tried hard to play some attractive rugby but the
conditions were far coo difficult to control the ball easily which
resulted in lots of unforced errors. However the Corps team was never
seriously worried by the opposition and as there were no further
points cored the match ended with victory for the Corps.
Team: gt McNelly, LCpl Bartliff, Cpl Glean, gt Atkins, Cpl
Kelly , Sgt Richard on (Capt), Lt Burgin, Sgt Wallace, Lt Fletcher,
Cpl Matthews, Lt Egan, Lt Davies, Capt Jones, Lt Cooper and Sgt
Phillip .
Substitute: ig Ford.
ROYAL IG ALS V ROYAL ENGINEERS 8 MARCH
Result: Royal ignals 8 Royal Engineers 44
The match was preceded by considerable anxiety resulting from the
lack of response f~om units about the availability of players. Finally
however a useful side was assembled at Chatham in beautiful weather
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giving perfect conditions for a fast open game. This wa~ mainly the
way the game turned out and the Sappers took advantage of the
conditions and gave a very pol~shed performance of powerful rugby.
The orp kicked off and 1t was clear from the outset that the
Sappers were well organised and strong . Some strong defence from
the Corps in the centre kept the Sappers in check initially but 1he
Corps wa unable to win a clean lineout ball and was pressurised in
the scrum so that all possession was obtained going backwards. In
ontrast the apper were aggressive in the loose and able to generate
momentum which together with excellent close passing and support
eventually overwhelmed the Corps defence. The Sappers were
particularly strong a t half back and some rather weak tackling a llow'X!
the RE half back pair too much freedom to cross the gain line and link
up with the back row. From this point the repeated drives taking out
the Corps defence created overlaps which led to scores.
The first half therefore saw the Sappers score four tries and take a
22-0 lead. The second half continued in much the same way but the
Corps defence improved somewhat. In addition the Corps scored two
excellent tries. The first came from a counter attack started by gt
'Gi nge' Cable who caught a poor Sapper clearance and set up a back
move that ended with a very strong run by Cpl 'Cass' Cassidy to score
near the corner . This rather motivated the Sappers to come back
strongly again but they were not having things all their own way as Cpl
'Tank ' Sherman was determined to show them. He led some very
spirited drives in the loo e and gave glimpses of what might have been.
One uch strong drive led to LCpl Pete C urtis breaking away down the
blind side to be brought down close to the line, Lt John Egan
following up close behind was able to fall on the ball as it was knocked
back by the Sapper defence to score a well deserved try. Unfortunately
neither of the tries was converted. The Sappers kept up the pressure
to the end and the final score was 44-8.
The final result showed the dominance of the Sappers which
resulted from excellent close passing and backing up, aggressive driving
into the tackle and some powerful rucking. The Corps was not
disgraced at all and stuck LO the task to the end as the two tries
showed. Some good points emerged uch as t~e encouraging
performance from LCpl Carl Richardson at fly half corning in at
shore notice to take over from his Sergeant namesake who preferred
the delights of the skislope; then there was some excellent tackling
from Sgt 'Ginge' Cable and of all people 'H' who was clearly trying
to make up for his non-participation during the RCT match.
Therefore one should not be too despondent about the score which
was a credit LO the Sappers rather than a black day for the Corps.
Team: Cpl Cassidy, C pl Glean, Sgt Cable, LCpl Sorley, C pl Fisher,
LCpl Richardson, Lt Burgin (Capt), Sgt Keevash, Lt Fletcher, Cpl
Sherman, Lt Egan, Capt Stephenson, Cpl Vowles, LCpl Curtis and
Sgt Phillips.

SHOOTING
259 SIGNAL SQUA DRON WIN NESAM
The quest to win the 1989 Near East Skill-at-Arms Meeting
(NESAM) had its seed sown some 14 years ago when a young
signalman shot as a reserve on the 259 team that won NESAM 75 and
then went on to be runners up in the Minor Unit Championship a1
RASAM 75. That signalman is now SSgt Kev Fitzpatrick and he is
once more a member of 259. Having taken a Squadron shooting team
to NESAM in both 1987 and 1988 with some success, but without
winning the Unit Championship, SSgt Fitzpatrick was determined that
1989 would be the year for 259 to be Champions again.
Having assessed the shooting ability of the Squadron it soon
became obvious that there were a number of people who had
competitive shooting exP,erience and they would act as the nucleus of
the team . Added to these were a number of younger members of the
Squadron a nd a training sq uad of about a dozen was estab li shed.
Training began in January and the va lue of the recently acquired
SABO/Light Support weapon system was soon appreciated. Despite
bad reports about the inadequacies of the Iron sight, as issued to the
Corps the SA80 appeared to be very effective out to 300m, while the
LSW with the Optical sight performed well at twice that range.
As well as having to adapt to the new weapons many of the
competitions had been updated which meant retraining for the
experienced shots as well as learning from scratch for the new team
members. However as the season progressed scores began to improve
and the team shaped up. Many days were spent getti ng up in the early
hours of the morning in order to spend long practice sessions on
Dhek elia or Akrotiri ranges.
Time soon marched on and NESAM was upon us. On 14 May the
team travelled to Dhekelia for the events of the next three days.
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Early on the morni ng of Monday 15 May the team asscmi>led on the
ranges for 1he first events. For the riflemen in the team this meant the
Green Howards Cup, a Gallery Range match shot at ranges from
J00-300m. A ll four of the rifle team had good shoots, in particular
Capl lain ta nden , who put up a 147/200 which put him third in the
individua l events. At the end of the day with all the scores calculated
the team found itself lying first in the rifle championship, one point
ahead of 3 Coy 2 Coldstream Guards who were shooting with Optical
sight~!

When not shooting the rifle all of the team had to shoot the Pistol
match . Aga in some good sco res were achieved and at the end of the
day the team was also lying in first placed in the Pistol match but with
our most feared rivals 17 Ord Bn still to shoot that match . However
everyone retired to dinner and bed feel ing justifiably confident.
T he first event on the second day was the LSW match with Capt
' tanden and Sgt Fitzpatrick representing the team. Both shot well
scoring 109 and 113 respectively giving a good team score of 222/340.
Subsequent details failed to produce scores to match these until the
final run when 3 Coy 2 Coldstream Guards shot a 135 and an 87 LO
tie on 222. Unfortunately due to tight timings and the lack of range
space it was not possible to have a tie shoot and 3 Coy won the event
on a countback!
The next match was the Whitehead, a convened gallery match, and
it was in thi event that the team had hoped to post some very good
shoots. However this was not to be and everyone shot well below
average with the result that we dropped to second in the rifle
champion ship at that stage. Spurred on to better things by thi s little
setback it was over to the gallery range for the final rifle match the
FIBUA. This is a short range shoot designed to simulate fighting in
built up areas and is specifically devised for the SA80. Here things
began to go right again with some good scores, particularly an
excellent 145/200 by LCp l Dickerson.
De pite having finished the events that made up the Unit
Championship there was still more shooting to be done. So as the stats
team added up all the scores it was over LO the Pistol range again for
the Pistol Tiles. The 'A' team reached the quarter-finals but were
knocked out by P&SS RAF Akrotiri (the eventual winners). By this
time the buzz of the overall team results was beginning to filter
through and a trip to the scats tent put smiles on everyones faces. The
poor result in the Whitehead had not done too much to affect the
overall positions but meant that we were runners up to 3 Coy 2
Coldstream Guards in the Rifle Championship by a mere 13 points .
In the Pistrol match 17 Ord Bn failed to produce the required scores
and we won the match by 30 points. These two results coupled with
the second place in the LSW match, meant that we had won the
overall Unit Championship. In addition Capt Standen, SSgt
Fitzpatrick and LCpl Dickerson were all placed in the top 20 Rifle
shots, while Maj French , Capt Standen and LCpl Dickerson w~re all
placed in the top 18 Pistol shots, and all would have to shoot m the
finals on the following day. Once again the team left the range very
happy and in good ..heart.
The final morning saw the arrival of support in the form of the Sqn
Comd Maj Lynn Relph and W02 (SSM) Wallis. The first event of the
morning was the final for the top 18 pistol shots. All the team shot
well but Capt Standen was beaten into second place by Sgt Thompson
of 17 Ord Bn after tieing for first place (the countback strikes again).
Immediately after the Pistol final it was across to the gallery range for
the top 20 rifle shots to compete. Again 259 interest was high with
LCpl Dickerson at fourth position, Capt Standen seventh and SSgt
Fitzpatrick at 18th. The shoot was the Green Howards again and as
the result began to come through all the team were having good
shoots. LCpl Dickerson finished in fifth place, SSgt Fitzpatrick
moved up one place LO 17th, while Capt Standen shot 168/200
(20 points better than anyone else in the final) to move up to second
place.
The final event as always was the Falling Plates match and it was
here that the Infantry armed with Optic sight had a real advantage
and the re ult was a win for 3 Coy 2 Cold tream Guards.
Prize giving saw the Squadron collect an impressive collection of
silver including the coveted Unit Championship Shield and a place to
compete at RASAM.
The team would like to than k the OC and all members of the
Squadron who have put up with the team's absence from duty on
numerous occasions and without whose support this victory would not
have been possible .

259 Signal Squadron NESAM Unit Champions
Rear (left to right) : Sgt Steve Ferguson, Cpl ' Yogi' Cauldwell, Maj
Colin French, LCpl 'Dicky' Dickerson and Sig Fraggle Sutton
Front (left to right): Cpl 'Ernie' Wise, SSgt Kev Fitzpatrick. Capt
lain Standen and Cpl 'Taff' Bull

Maj Gen J. P. W. Fried be rge r CBE CBF Cyprus ~resen~ing the
NESAM Champion Unit Shield to SSgt Kev Fitzpatrick
Re ults
2nd
Rifle Matches
LSW Match
2nd
Pistol Match
I t
Unit Championship 1st
Individual Results
Pi tol Match Winner
Champion at Arms Runner-Up

Capt Standen
Capt Standen

Commander Land Forces Cyprus Rifle 20
Capt Standen
2nd
LCpl Dicker on
5th
SSgt Fitzpatrick
17th

Team
Maj Colin French, Capt lain Standen, SSgt Kev Fitzpatrick, Cpl
'Yogi' Cauldwell and LCpl ' Dicky' Dickerson.

Commander Land Forces Cyprus Pisto 18
Capt Standen
2nd
Maj French
9th
LCpl Dickerson
18th

Reserves and Falling Plates/ Pistol Tiles Teams
Sgt Steve Ferguso n , Cpl 'Taff' Bull, Sig 'Fraggle' Sutton and Cpl
'Ernie' Wise.

Winner Rifle Champion hip
Capt Standen
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BRANCHES OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
ABERD
P. J. kerr E q
2 tocket Parade
Ma trick
ABERDEE
AB2 5Q

CARDIFF
W. C. Davie E q
2 Hafod Street
Grangetown
CARDIFF
CFl 7RA

DUNDEE
Capt W. J. A. Naismith (V)
Newman House TAC
Mid Craicie Road
DUNDEE
DD47RH

ALDERSHOT
Capt Jane Knight
4 Gras ey Lane
1AIDE HEAD
Berk
SL6 6AU

CATTERICK
A. MacDonald Esq
15 St John Road
Hipswell
CATTERICK GARRISON
orth York hire

EAST ANGLIA
Refer to
A sociation HQ

BATH
E. F. mith E q
6 Hillview Road
Charlecombe Lane
BATH

CHESTER
A. Gray-Montgomery E q
2 Ashness Drive
BRAMHALL
Cheshire
SK7 2JH

BEDFORD
T. E. Holyoake Esq
54 Knights Ave
CLAPHAM
Beds
MK41 6DG
BIRMINGHAM
Mrs S. Fisher
23 Highwood Ave
SOLIHULL
W Midlands
B92 SQY
BOURNEMOUTH
A. A. Hawke Esq
30 Coombe Gardens
Ensbury Park
BOUR EMOUTH
BHIO 5AG
BRADFORD
Mrs . Houldsworth
40 Kingsdale Crescent
BRADFORD
West Yorkshire
BD24DA
BRIGHTON
G. I. Cogger Esq
'Cobblers'
26 Clifton Road
WORTHING
B II 4DP

CHESTERFIELD
G. Waddoup Esq
20 Green Farm Close
ewbold
CHESTERFIELD
S40 4UQ
CINQUE PORTS
P. Poulter Esq
2 Thorolds Road
CHATHAM
Kent
COTSWOLD
Mrs M. E. Cropp
l S Church Road
Swindon Village
CHELTENHAM
Glos
GL51 9QP
COVENTRY
D. French E q
20 Whoberley Avenue
COVENTRY
West Mid lands
CV5 SEP
DARLINGTON
C. Cooke Esq
95 Stooperdale Avenue
DARLI GTON
Co Durham
DL3 OUF

BRI TOL
B. E. Clarke Esq
24 Pendennis Road
Staple Hill
BRISTOL
Avon
BSl6 5JB

DERBY
Mrs J. Elliott
144 Dale Road
Spondon
Nr DERBY
DE27DH

CAMBRIDGE
D. 1' atson Esq
Tri-1ity Cottage
Trinity Close
BIGGLESW ADE
Bed SGIS OFH

DORSET
H. E. Wells Esq
3 Frampton Road
Pimpeme
DORSET
DTll SUU
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EASTBOURNE
P. Pettigrew Esq
2A Southfield Road
EASTBOUR E
BN21 JBU
GUERNSEY
L. W. Barbe Esq
I Paradis Cottage
VALE
Guernsey CI
HARROGATE
P. C. Wood Esq
45 K.napping Hill
HARROGATE
North Yorksllire

LIVERPOOL
J . J . Carruthers -Esq
3S Beech Avenue
UPTON
Wirral L49 4NJ
LONDON (EAST)
Capt C. W. Dyball
5 Laburnham Walk
Elm Park
HORNCHURCH RMl2 5RR
LONDON (NORTH)
R. G. Wilkinson Esq
4 Gant Court
Shernbroke Road
WALTHAM ABBEY
Essex
LONDON (WEST)
Sgt R. Galpin
71 Beavers Crescent
HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW4 6EU
LOUGHBOROUGH
B. G. Banyard Esq
61 Priory Road
LOUGHBOROUGH
Leics LEI I 3PW

HARTLEPOOL
J. J. Mitchell Esq
l S Hayston Road
Deer Park
HARTLEPOOL
Cleveland
TS26 OPL

MANCHESTER
D. Clarke Esq
126 The Bentleys
Kings Court
STOCKPORT SK5 7SB

HUDDERSFIELD
T. Mellor Esq
Lea House Shepley
HUDDERSFIELD
West Yorkshire

MIDDLESBROUGH
Mrs M. Dadson
S9 Canterbury Road
REDCAR
Cleveland

HULL
J. McGuinness Esq
IS Highfield Road
Preston
HULL
HUl2 SRA

NEWARK
J. J. Dixon Esq
34 Fair Fax Avenue
NEWARK
Notts NG24 4PQ

JERSEY
H . Bell Esq
Nanyuki
La Rue des Champs
Mont es Croix
St BRELADE
Jersey CI

NEWCASTLE upon TYNE
G. R. Drybrough Esq
I Rye Close
Throckley
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Tyne and Wear NEIS 9AU

NORTHAMPTON
L W. Knowles Esq
6 Watery Lane
NETHER HAYFORD
Northan ts
NN73LN
ORT HERN IRELAND
S~t T. Maguire

4 Sig Regt (V)
13FPO 806
OLDHAM
F. Dyson Esq
' Red Roofs'
13 Kiln Hill Close
CHADDERTON
Lanes
OLI 2RF
PETERBOROUGH
Maj A. V. K. Ward
30 Cedar Drive
BOURNE
Lines
PEIO 9SQ
PLYMOUTH
S. R. Newcombe Esq
'Colne'
16 Priory Close
Whitchurch
TAVISTOCK
PLl9 9DH

POOI,E
J. J. F. Logan Esq
Parkstone Grammar School
Sopcrs Lane
POOLE
Dorset
BH17 7EP
PRESTON
Maj A . A . Hudson
52 Garstone Croft
Fulwood
PRESTON
Lanes
PR2 3WY
READING
Mrs P. Tennant
27 Tamarisk Avenue
READING
RG2 8JB
SALISBURY
A . J. Creed Esq
'Marston'
Stoford
SALISBURY
Wilts

SCARBORO UGH
D. Fowler Esq
I Wheelhouse Square
Dean Road
SCARBOROUGH
YOl2 7SP

OUTHPORT
T. A. Thompson faq
51B Oxford Drive
Waterloo
LIVERPOOL
L22 7RH

SHEFFIELD
F . Stockdale Esq BEM
I Stonedale Close
Mosbrough
SHEFFIELD
South Yorkshire
Sl9 SEW

TORBAY
H. G. Vennall Esq
4 Hill Park Road
Upton
TORQUAY
Devon

SHROPSHIRE
Maj R. G. Aitken
76 Boscobel Drive
Heath Farm
SHREWSBURY
SYI 3DU
SO THAMPTON
W. F. Green Esq
2 Pirrie Close
Shirley
SOUTHAMPTON
Hampshire
SOI 2QA

WINCHESTER
Maj E. C. W. West-Watson TD
2 The Close
WINCHESTER
Hampshire
S023 9LS
YORK
E. A. Leavesley Esq
90 Bootham
YORK
Y03SDG

Affiliated Branches of the Royal Signals Association
GLO OP & DISTRICT SIGNALS OCA
F. Price Esq
43 Kershaw Street
GLOSSOP
Derbyshire
HONG KONG SIGNAL COMPANY
1939-45
W. T. E. Bevan Esq
10 Hilltop Crescent
HARROGATE
HG! 3BZ
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY OCA
E. T. Hawkins Esq
27 Grosvenor Gardens
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
Surrey
KT25BE

LEEDS
T. Smith Esq
22 Parkswood Crescent
, LEEDS
W Yorks LSI! 5RB

ROYAL SIGNALS EX-BOYS
ASSOCIATION
Mr G. Pickard MSM
'Jangor'
12 Jarvis Way
STALBRIDGE
Dorset
DTIO 2NP
JRD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS REUNION
CLUB
E. E. Bayley E q
28 Albert Square
South Lambeth
LONDO
SWS IDA

INDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
A. Trueman Esq
29 Cotswold Road
Belmont
SUTTON
Surrey
SHAPE UNIT BRANCH
WO! (RSM) D. Holmes
UK Delegation
Live Oak
BFPO 26

56 DIV & CITY OF LONDON SIGNALS
OCA
T. A. A . Elliott Esq
24 Dymchurch Close
POLEGATE
East Su sex
BN26 6ND

If you are not already a member of a Branch why not contact the Secretary of tbe nearest Branch where you will be made very welcome.

LINCOLN
F. R. J. Robin son Esq
346 ewark Road
LINCOLN LN6 SRU
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Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT118RH
Any telephone e quiries to Blandford Military h)258 452 58 1 I Ex 22 48.
Overseas

UK

£

£

1 .90
5 .65
1 .20
1.1 5
0 .4 5
2.40
1.75
3.75
3. 15
7.1 0
4.90
5.25
0.30
41 .7 5
28 .4 5
0 .87
0.40
1.20
0 .85
0 .39
1.50
3.25
1.60
4 .35
41 .75
1. 90
0 .80
0 .75
0 .70
45 .90
9 . 10
22 .00
6 .90
12.05
14.65
1. 90
3.05
6 .55
1 1.30
9 .60
1.25

2 .20
6 .50
1.40
1.30
0.50
2.75
2 .0 0
4.30
3.60
8.15
5.65
6.00
0.3 5
48 .00
3 2. 70
1.00
0.50
1.40
1 .00
0.45
1. 75
3. 75
1.80
5 .00
48 .00
2 .20
0 .90
0.85
0 .80
52 .80
10.45
25 .30
7 .90
13 .85
16 .85
2 .20
3 .50
7 .50
13 .00
11 .0 0
1.40

As h Tray, glass, blue w ith gold Corps badge .. .
Blazer badge
Blazer buttons - large
small
Book mark ...
Brooch, white with gold Corps Badge
Cap Badge ...
Car badge. 2 " x 2 ", silver badge on enamelled Corps colours . ..
Clip board with Corps Crest . . .
Cocktail mats, set of six , blue acrylic with Corps badg e
Corps badge, on fo il, framed and glazed 11 • x 9 "
Cuff links, shield, gold badge on enamelled Corps colours
Identity card holder, gold badg e on blue vinyl ...
11 Yi• Jimmy , cold cast bronze, height including plinth
6 Y, • J immy, solid bronze, height including plinth
Keyring, Bullet
Keyring, Leather
Keyring, Corps (enamelled Corps badge, leat her tag) . . .
Keyri ng, St Christopher/ Corps Badge
Lapel badge, (Associ ation members only)
M ug, white china with Corps badg e in blue . ..
Pendants, white with gold Corps Badge
Postcard Set
Royal Signals Band, Records or Cassettes
Royal Signals Offi cer St atuette
Silver Plated Teaspoon with Corps Crest
Stickers , Corps badge on Corps co lours, good quality - Large ...
Medium
Sma ll ...
Stick pin, 9 carat gold, Corps bad ge, can be used as brooch or tie pin
Stick pin, ste rl ing silver, as above . . .
Table mat s, set of six, blue acrylic w ith Corp s badge ...
Table mat s, large 15" x 11 Y, ", as above .. .
Tankard, 1 pt , Polished pewter, lightweight w ith Corps Badge . ..
Tankard , 1 pt, Polished pewte r, with Corps Badge
Thimble, Bone China with Corps Badge, Gift Boxed
Tie, Corps co lours in polye ster, 3 "
Tie, Corps colours in Pure Silk, 3 " . . .
Umbrell a, golf size, Corps colours .. .
Wall plaque, ' Royal Corps of Signals". shield, 6 " x 7"
•
Watch strap , Corps colours, ny lon ...

NEW LINE
CRYSTAL DECANTERS AND GLASSES WITH ENGRAVED CORPS BADGE
PRICES AND ORDER FORMS SENT ON REQUEST FROM MUSEUM SHOP
PRINTS OF CORPS .PAINTINGS, SIZES AND PRICES VARY, ASK FOR INFORMATION SHEET
TH E ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING
Remittances with order, payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund please

With P&O European Ferries' new discount fa res for Forces, most period
returns are actually cheaper than last year. What's more. children under
14 now travel FREE. You can get a 60 hou r return for the price of a
sin gle. And there are now discounts for passengers and veh icles on
...-----.....-------r--c--...,. every sailing throughout the yea r.
You 'll find ~he full discount story
in ou r special Forces Brochu re
from your Travel Agent or from
P&O European Ferries. Graf Adolf

WI 4' LIAD-FBll

L---~=..::.;:.:=.s2..:..:..:.---;___--' Strasse 41, 4000 Di..isseldorf 1.

WHY SAil ACROSS THE CHANNEL
WHEN YOU CAN CRUISE ACROSS?

P&O
..
European Ferries
~

A MEMBER OF THE P&O GROUP
Produced by 1he Pubh<hen. T HE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION , 56 Rege ncy S1rcc1, London SWI P 4AO (Telephone London DiS1 ric1 Mil ex1 8246 STD 01 -930-44661
Pn nl ed in Grea1 Brilain by Hol brook & Son Lid, Norway Road , Ponsmou1h Hams P03 5HX
For advertising rates apply to: Combined Service Publica1ions Lid, PO Box 4, Farn borough, Hamps'hire GU 14 ? LR (Telephone 0252 51589 1)

Enjoy a visit to
this t:ascinating
exhibition

*
*
*

*
*

*

Mil itary vehicles and motorcycles.
Early wireless equipment.
Uniforms. badges and medals.
The Queen's Gurkha Signal d isplay.
A horse drawn cable laying wagon.
Clandestine rad io eq ui pment from Wo rl d War II.

The museum contains items dealing with the
history of army communications dat ing from the
Cri mean War to the Falkland Islands Campaign
of 1982. as well as the history of the Royal
Engineer (Signal Servi ce) and the Royal Corps
of Signals.
The display contains early telegraphic and radio
equipment dating from the South African War.
World War I, the campaigns on the North-West
Frontier of India, and Worl d War II. There are
many colourful uniforms on display as well as
the only surviving example of the horse drawn
cable laying wagon. An 8th Army Armoured
Command Vehicle is on display, and there are a
number of examples of military motor cycles
used by the Despatch Riders of the Corps. An
airborne communications jeep is also on show.
Admission : FREE
Opening hours : Monday to Friday 0830 - 1700 hours.
Weekends - by appointment.

CAR PARK
ENTRANCES LEADING
TO MUSEUM
BLANDFORD CAMP

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
BLANDFORD CAMP, DORSET

NOi 10 Scale

Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RH
Any telephone enquiries to Blandford Military (0258 452581) Ext 2248.

Overseas

UK

£

£

New Belt, Italian leather, reversible Brown fBlack adjustable up to 44 "
engraved with Corps badge
···
Blazer badge
Blazer buttons - large
small
Bookmark, leather ...
Brooch, white w ith gold Corps badge
...
..·
···
···
Cap Badge, Pre 1947 only . . .
Car badge, 2# x r, silver badge on enamelled Corps colours - ..
Clip board with Corps Crest * Reduced *
Cocktail mats set, six, blue acryli c with Corps badge ...
Corps badge, on foil, framed and glazed , 11" x 9 "
Cufflinks, shield, gold badge on enamelled Corps co lours
New gilt oval Cufflinks, engraved with Corps badge . · ·
11 Y," Jimmy, cast bronze, height including plinth
Keyring, Bullet
Keyring, Leather
Keyring, Corps (enamelled Corps badge, leather tag) .. .
Keyring, St Christopher(Corps Badge
...
···
···
···
New Lapel badge-New Association style (Association members only) .. ·
Mug, white china with Corps badge in blue .. .
Pendants, white with gold Corps badge
New Presentation pennant, embroidered Corps badge with gold trimming
Postcard Set
Statuette , Royal Signals Officer in full dress .. .
New Statuette , Royal Signals Soldier with SA 80 Rifle
Silver Plated Teaspoons with Corps Crest
Stickers , Corps badge on Corps colours, good quality -

* Reduced* Large
* Reduced * Medium . . .
* Reduced * Small

Stick pin, 9 carat gold, Corps badge, can be used as brooch or tie pin
Stick pin, sterling silver Corps badge, as above
Table mat set, six, blue acrylic with Corps badge
Table mat, large 15" x 11 Y,", blue acrylic with Corps badge .. .
Tankard, 1 pt, Polished pewter, lightweight with Corps badge .. .
Tankard , 1 pt, Polished pewter, with Corps badge
Thimble, Bone China with Corps badge, Gift Boxed
Tie, Corps colours in polyester, 3 " width
Tie, Corps colours in Pure Silk, 3" width
Umbrella, golf size, Corps colours ...
Wall plaque, 'Royal Corps of Signals', shield, 6 " x 7"
Watch strap, Corps colours, nylon ...
Corps Records and Cassettes - Information Sheet Available

9 .55
5 .65
1.20
1.15
0 .45
2.40
1.75
3.75
2 .70
7.95
4.90
5.25
10.20
41.75
0 .87
0.40
1.20
0 .85
2.00
1.50
3 .25
21 .75
1.60
41.75
41 .75
1.90
0.45
0.40
0.40
45 .90
10.00
22 .00
6 .90
12.05
14.65
1.90
3 .05
7 .40
11 .30
9.60
1.25
5.00
5 .50

10 .99
6.50
1.40
1.30
0 .50
2 .75
2.00
4.30
2.70
9.15
5.65
6.00
11.75
48.00
1.00
0 .50
1.40
1.00
2.00
1.75
3 .75
25.00
1.80
48 .00
48.00
2.20
0 .45
0.40
0.40
52 .80
11 .50
25.30
7 .90
13.85
16.85
2 .20
3 .50
8.50
13 .00
11.00
1.40
5.00
5 .50
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All correspondence and
matter for publication in
The Wire should be
addressed to The Wire
Royal Signals Association,
56 Regency Street,
London SW1 P 4AD.
Tel No: London District Ext 8246
STD 01 -873 6356.
Matter for publication must be
received by the 12th of the
month preceding publication.
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Subscription rates
1989 (Bl-monthly)
(Jan, Mar, May,
Jul, Sep, and Novi.
Individual: Yearly £4.20;
Bi-monthly 70p;
Bulk (five or more copies)·
Yearly £3 .60; Bi-monthly 60p
Remittances should be made payable to:
Royal Signals Corps Fund

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE
Assistant Editor Mrs M.A. Riggs ll~~\
The Wire is a member of the Association of Service Newspapers
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OUR COVER PICTURE
The start of the UK Inter-Unit Windsurfing Championship 1989 at Browndown Camp in the Solent. Photo by Lt Col J. S. Doody

FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE ASSOCIATION
From I January 1990 the price of The Wire will be £1. We have
maintained it at 70p for a long time-perhaps too long. If any of our
older long serving members of the Association find that they cannot

afford £1 then the Chairman is quite prepared to consider exceptions
as long as they are put through Association Branches, or, in
exceptional circumstances, direct to RHQ.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION RATE
The Wire wi!J be £1 per copy from January 1990. Many of you renew your subscription by making a payment each year by cheque
or postal order. If you are in this category, will you please return the counterfoil below, with your payment by 1 December 1989.
We have to define our printing commitment for the January issue by this date and your co-operation in meeting this request
will be most helpful. If you pay by Bankers Order, please advise your Bank accordingly.
The Accountant
Royal Signals Association
RHQ Royal Signals
56 Regency Street
LONDON SWJP 4AD
I wish to receive 'The Wire' in 1990 and enclose my subscription of £6.
I am an existing subscriber•
I am a new subscriber*
I wish to pay my subscription by ' Bankers Order'. Please forward a 'Standing Order' form to me*
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Signature .... .. . ......................................... .
Name in block letters . ....... ... ...................... .. .. ... .................................................. . . .

CRYSTAL DECANTERS AND GLASSES.WITH ENGRAVED CORPS BADGE
PRICES AND ORDER FORMS SENT ON REQUEST FROM MUSEUM SHOP

Address in block letters ........................ . ........ .. .................................................. ..... .

PRINTS OF CORPS PAINTINGS, SIZES AND PRICES VARY, ASK FOR INFORMATION SHEET

.. ... . ........ . . .. ... .. .. .. . ... ........................ ... .................. . ......... .. .................. ..... .

NEW LINE
SPORTS AND LEISURE WEAR WITH EMBROIDED CORPS BADGE
EXCELLENT QUALITY, VARIOUS SIZESfCOLOURS
Sweat shirts
Sport shirts
V/Neck sweater

.... .............................. ... . .. ... ............. ..... . ........................... . ......................
10.90
10.45
12.20

12.50
11.99
13.99

Remittances with order, payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund please
All prices include Postage and Packing

• Delete as appropriate.
Cheques/Postal Orders payable to 'Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund'
Please notify any change of address immediately.
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. ,.-~~.::. From our "In"

OTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGI1\1ENTAL COLONEL
STAFF SERGEANT KEVIN FROGGETT
It i "ith the utmost regret that we report the death or SSgt Kevin
Arthur Froggelt which occurred on 16 September 1989 whilst on duty
in orthern Ireland. On behalf or 1he Corps and the Association we

extend our deepest sympathy to his widow Serena and their children
Emma, Lian, Jonathan and Michael.

BIRTWISTLE PENNANT OF MERIT FOR RECRUITING 1988/89
For the fir t time, comparison of the Birtwistle reports was not
ea y. The increa e in unit commitment to recruiting over 1988/89 wa
con iderablc, and thi wa reflected in Pennant reports.
OinC(A) has awarded the Pennant to 30 Sig Regt. The Unit is
congratulated for maintaining a con i tenrly high level of effort in
upport of recruiting despite the demands of operations in Namibia
and elsewhere. 14 Sig Regt (EW) and 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn are

commended on being close runners-up.
While there has been much improvement in recruiting performance
and in the writing of Birtwistle reports, the SOinC(A) is aware that
certain units continue to pay insufficient attention to the area in which
the medium and long term future of the Corps is at stake. Everyone
is encouraged to play his or her part in support of recruiting, for both
soldiers and officers .

rf;~ ,~~--·

.....

.

BISLEY SUCCESS

CORPS BAND IN SCOTLAND

The 1989 Queen's Medal for Champion Shot in the Arm was
almost -:von by a Corps soldier firing an SA80 rifle with iron ; ights.
SSgt Krishna Gurung of 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn took second place in
Match 1 at ~ASA~. O~ly one shot separated him from the winner
who was. usm~ a nfle .with an optical sight. SSgt Krishna is shown
below. w.1th hts collection of trophies, these include: Match 4 The
Assoc1au~n Cup; Match 9 The Victoria Cup; Match JO The Old
Contempubles Cup; Match 21 The Dunlop Trophy and The Brooke Bond Cup and Match ~5 14/20th King's Hussars Cup.
We of'fer SSg~ Krishna our warmest congratulation on an
outst~ndm~ shooting season. Further details of Corps shooting are
contamed m the Sport's section.

While the Band was bas~d ~n Inverness taking part in the 38th
Inve'.ness Tattoo, they were mv1ted to play in the Inverness Shopping
Precmc!, Red Cross House, and several KAPE venues in The Black
Isle, Dmgwall and Nairn . Many congratulatory comments were
overheard from t~e gen~ral public on their smart appearance and the
excelle~ce of their music. One Scottish lady was heard to say how
lovely 1t was to hear instruments other than the pipes!

OLD RMA REUNION
Before the Second World War, officers in the Royal Artillery,
Royal Engineer and Royal Signals were trained at the Royal Military
Academy at Woolwich. The Academy, founded by Royal Warrant in
1741 and known as The Shop, closed on Saturday 2 September 1939
never to reopen. Since the establishment produced more officers
concerned with the founding of the Corps, its importance to Royal
Signals should not be forgotten.
Lt Col L. V. McNaught-Davis was commissioned into the Corps
from The Shop in 1939. About three years ago he suggested
celebrating the closure with a Reunion of all the surviving officers
trained at the Academy. The proposal was accepted by the Gunners
and Sappers and planned for Saturday 2 September 1989, a most
appropriate date.
·seventy Royal Signals officrs were among the more than 400 exGentleman Cadets, as The Shop officer cadets were known, who
attended the Reunion, many accompanied by their wives. The Corps
..was represented by the Master of Signals, Maj Gen J. M. W. Badcock
and the Signal Officer in Chief (Army) Ma.i Gen R. F. L. Cook . The

vi itors were assisted by Lt Stephen Wheatley from 11 Sig Regt and
Lt Graham Ingles from 244 Sig Sqn, and entertained at lunch by the
Corps Band playing a programme which included items of music
regularly heard on Shop parades.
The reward for all who worked on the Reunion was in the
expressions of pleasure at the opportunity to meet again at the
Academy. Not only were the Gentleman Cadets able to view much of
The Shop as they experienced it, but Lt Col McNaught-Davis had
provided an exhibition of photographs and memorabilia to help recall
life at Woolwich more than 50 years ago. The list of the Royal Signals
officers present contained many distinguished names, including the
doyen of the occasion Maj Gen D. A. L. Wade. He was commissioned
into the Royal Artillery in 1916 and joined the Corps on formation in
1920. As must be expected, he had many fascinating tales to tell.
The many letters of appreciation received after the Reunion showed
how much store is set by membership of the Corps. It was an honour
and pleasure to be in the company of so many distinguished soldiers.

At the 38th Inverness Tattoo - August 1989-Led by Drum Major
Colin Harriman

PARA 90
The Golden Jubilee of British Airborne Forces, to be celebrated in
1990, will have three aims:To commemorate the achievement of Airborne Forces.
To establish a permanent memorial.
To raise funds for Airborne Forces Charities.
Royal Signals, having been much involved with Airborne Forces,
will play a part in PARA 90.

One of the early tasks is to get in touch with as many members of
Airborne Forces as possible to ensure that all who wish to be included
in the celebrations are given the opportunity to do so . The back cover
of this issue of The Wire has been dedicated to that end. If you were
an Airborne Signaller but are not known to 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn, please get in touch with Capt John Aspinall, the Admin Officer.
The Golden Jubilee will have a programme running almost throughout 1990. The events detailed below are as currently known:-

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS
Date
4 Feb
23 Feb
17 Mar
25 Mar
29 Apr
30 May- 2 Jun
1-3 Jun
IO Jun
16/17 Jun
22 June
23 Jun
7- 8 Jul
11-13 Jul
14-15 Jul
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Event
Band Concen
St Valentine's Ball
Ringway Celebrations
Rhine Crossing Service
Church Parade
Royal Bath and
West Show
Glasgow and Edinburgh 15 Para (SU) Events
Air Show
Church Fenton
(North Yorkshire)
Air Show
Biggio Hill
Memorial Service
London, St Paul's
Cathedral
Freedom of Rushmoor
Aldershot
March
Airborne Forces Day
Alders hot
Show
Harrogate
Town Show
Dagenham (Essex)

Location
Leicester CaLhedral
Birmingha
Manchester Airport
Aldershot
Cardiff
Shepton Mallett

21 Jul
22 Jul
29 Jul-25 Aug
30 Jul- 4 Aug
5 Aug
11 -12 Aug
19 Aug
26 Aug

York
York Minster
Edinburgh
Colchester
Duxford
St Michael's Mount
Wakefield
Andover

2
,7
8
23

Grantham
Preston
Leyland
Bristol

Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep

30 Sep
4 Nov

Aldershot
Birmingham

10 Nov

London

Band Concert
Memorial Service
International Tattoo
Military Tattoo
Imperial War Museum
Flam bards-Show
Nostell Priory-Show
Southern Region
Spectacular
Spitalgate Heath Events
Band Concert
Spectacular
Church Parade and
Display
Arnhem Sunday
Royal British Legion
Festival
Albert Hall Reunion
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SSgt Krishna Gurung, Queen's Gurkha Signals w ith his Trophies

ARMY INTER-UNIT TEAM ATHLETIC
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1989
Report by Capt M. D. Bailes-21 Sig Regt
The Army Inter-Unit Team Athletic Championships were held at
the Military S~a.dium, Aldershot on Wednesday 19 July. In excellent
weather condlt~ons t~e day produced a nail biting competition
between the MaJOr U.ruts. As BAOR Champions having beaten 50 Ms!
Regt two weeks previously at Sennelager we were quietly confident of
s1;1ccess notwithstanding the strong threat posed by 2 Inf Div HQ and
Stg Regt a!ld 1. PWO . In the event we were held back by both these
teams gettmg m between ourselves and 50 Msl Regt despite all our
efforts. At the end of the day notwithstanding our winning both the
4 x IOOm relay race and the the 4 x 400m relay race when the points
wer~ totalled it .Placed us five points behind 50 Msl Regt. The final
placmgs were: first-50 Ms! Regt RA, second-21 Sig Regt, third- I
PWO, fourth-2 Inf Div HQ ~nd Sig Regt, sixth-I IG , seventh-1/3
Trg Regts RE. Our congratulations to 50 Msl Regt RA on their fine win .
The athletes who gave their all on the day were: SSgts Neil Killen,
Sandey Dos Martyres, Sgts Alan Poulson APTC Tom Pollard Cpls
Wayne Willson, George Farrell, 'Punchy' Hanl~n 0 Kev Jarvis' Paul
George, Jamie Alleyne, Rob Carter, Robert H arvey, 'Paddy'
Gorman, Steve James, Rob.Chivers, LCpls Vince Key, Danny Cain,
Stuart Leadbeater, Charlie Mathews, Brian . Gallagher Hugh
Marshall, Pete Curtis, Sig Garth Dale, Tom Powell Wayne B:.Sysford
and ~aul Renwick. Along with my thanks to the:n for an excellent
athletics season and for their support to me as team manager I feel I
must pay special tribute to the unstinting effon of SSgt Neil Killen
and S~t Alan Poulson APTC for their contribution as coach and team
captam respectively.
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Corps Drum Major ~olin Ha.rriman and Sgt O'Reilly of 'TGRIT'
prepare to communicate with the Public at Dingwall August
1989
'
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TUG-OF-WAR
I TER CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS 1989
ecretllr) • Report by W02 ( SM) P. Halstead
The inaugural Inter Corp Tug-of-War Championships were held
on londay 17 July, ho ted by the RAMC/ RADC at Keogh Barrack ,
Ah ale.
The Royal Signals was repre ented by a squad ba ed on the
su ces ful 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig egt team with reinforcements
from 7 Sig Regt and 22 Sig Regt.
The competition commenced with the 680kg event which the Royal
ignal totally dominated, not losing a ingle end, confirming the
potential hown when winning a civilian ational League Division 3
ompetition two weeks earlier. The next event was 560kg, which on
paper wa going to be the toughest of the three weights, with 17 Port
Regt (UKLF Champions, Army Runners-Up 560kg) representing the
RCT, and PMC Arborfield (Army Semi-Finalists) representirig the
REME among the favourite . The Royal Signals team was an
unknown quantity at this weight but the squad was confident that our
team, containing pullers from all three Signal Regiments, was very
trong-and so it proved to be. Our first pull was against the RCT,
where uperb fitness and strength combined with excellent team work
and tactics, saw us winning 2-1. After this victory the team was
un toppable winning all pulls in two straight ends.
The final event was the Tug-of-War Blue Riband weight of 640kg.
With two of the squad, LCpls Jock Reid and Rich Hanley having
pulled in all three weights, we knew tbat this was going to be extremely
hard but were confident of doing well, having previously beaten the
RCT team (17 Pon Regt), our main rivals in the National League and
Army Championships. As it turned out the draw put the Royal Signals
and RCT against each other in the last pull of the day, a fitting finale
as neither team had been defeated. After two very long and close ends,
the RCT proved to be slightly stronger, drawing on the experience
gained from pulling weekly in the UK civilian competitions.
Thu the first Inter Corps Championships ended with the Royal
Signals Champions at 560kg and 680kg and runners-up at 640kg, an
extremely successful result, which bodes well for the future of Royal
Signals tug-of-war.

The Championship for i990 is scheduled to be hosted by the RAOC
at Blackdown and will probably be held at about the same time of
year. If any Unit OIC tug-of-war feels they have individuals of a good
standard they should contact the Secretary as soon as possible, in
order that a regi ter of pullers can be created. Where there is no unit
team, individuals should contact the Secretary through their CO .
The squad representing the Corps for 1989 were as follows: 4 Armd
Div HQ and Sig Regt: W02 (SSM) Halstead (Coach), SSgt Abbott,
Cpls Bastow, Robson, LCpls Reid, Hanley, Innes, Back, Clare,
Hudson, Cairns, Sig Jones, Gay, Collis, Hamilton and Read; 7 Sig
Regt: Cpl German, LCpls Fox, Simpson and Harwood; 22 Sig Regt :
Cpl Fraser.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL COACHING
QUALIFICATIONS
The results of the Association Football Coaching Course held
recently at Aldershot, under the sponsorship of the Combined
Services Football Association, have been announced . They show
awards of 'Full Badge' qualifications to 11 Servicemen, 8 from the
Army, the majority of whom have played football at Combined
Service and/ or single Service level. Capt Peter Smurthwaite, the Team
Manager for the past three years of the highly successful .school of
Signals side, is included amongst those who qualified alongside Army
Team Captain, Sgt A. (Sandy) Brown and Cpl A. (Alan) Higgins to
complete a Royal Signals trio. Other successful students included
W02 Sammy Ward RA, a staunch stalwart of 'Gunner' football and
Sgt Gavin Wood , formerly of the RHF and now serving with REME.
Sappers W02 Joe Nelson, who is serving in Hong Kong, and Sgt Steve
Tusz together with W02 Alan Douglas, APTC, rounded off those
who qualified from those nominated by the Army FA.
POPTs Vincent Jones and Ian Farley of the Senior Service, and Cpl
Steve Thompson, the popular and talented Combined Services and
RAF Striker, completed the list of those who now hold coaching
qualifications at the highest level of football.
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Rank and Name
Lt Col A. E. Abbott
Lt Col I. C. Shuker
Lt Col A. G. Whiddett ..
Lt Col C . L . G. Wright ..
Maj W. J . Cheesman
..
Maj W. G. S. Cochrane ..
MaJ P. J. Costello
..
Maj P . Williams ..
Capt A. P. C . Beard
Capt N. J . Dorrill. .
..
Capt D. J. Brown
Capt A. H . Campbcll· Black
Capt L. L. Carr ..
Capt P. H. Coleman
Capt M. A . Eaton
Capt B. J. Gallagher
Capt J . S. Lugg ..
Capt W. V. Miles ..
Capt C. R. Owen ..
Capt K. W. G. Purkiss
Capt S. J. Turnbull
Lt A. Clark
..
Lt M. S. Coleman
Lt H. A. Jenkins ..
Lt D. F. H . Kenyon

Unit to which posted
HQ BAOR/HQ BRSC
HQ NORTHAG Staff
OP Prosperous (UNTAG)
MOD (CIS(A))
School of SignalJ
Rocchan Balado Bridge
28 Sig Regt
3 Sqn 13 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
BDLS Canada
30 Sig Regt
2 Inf Div
21 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
School of Signals
Comms a nd Sy Gp (UK)
13 Sig Regt
37 Sig Regt (V)
71 Sig Regt (V)
7 Sig Regt
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
2S9 Sig Sqa
QG Sig Regt
202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
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Rank and Name
Lt Col G. D. Birch
Maj S. I. Andrews .
..
Maj R. Bates
Maj P. J . Bowles ..
Ma1 T. J . P . Bryning
Maj P. K. Gorford
Maj A. J . Johnstone
Maj R. F. Strawbridge
Maj J . P. Wit on ..
Capt I. K. Bucklow
Capt G. M. Smith
Capt I. G. Standen
Lt K. W. Bowers
Lt R. J . Healey ..
2Lt C. D. Barr

Unit to which posted

..

OC BGTC Katmandu
Royal Brunei Armed Forces
16 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
STANOC Centre
HQ 11 Sig Bde (VJ
MOD AT 2e
AA Col Harrogate
9 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
HS School of Signals
School of SignalJ
AA Coll Harrogate
S AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
RMAS

WOs and SNCOs

WHO FIGHTS
FOR THE
SOLDIER
WHEN
THE
SOLDIER CAN'T
FIGHT?

AUGUST 1989

Ronk and Nome

When a man has given his youth
and strength to help us, it's our privilege
and duty to help him and his loved
ones when in need - even if he's still in
the Service.
And when a Serviceman leaves the
Army, Navy or Air Force, he and his
family may have to face problems never
encountered before. In fact, he may, in
the defence of his country, have become
disabled or have left behind a widow
and children who desperately n ed
advice and help.
A legacy in your will ensures that we
can continue doing something in return .
Please remember us. And please h Ip.
SSAFA, 16-18 Old Queen Street,
London SWlH 9HP. Tel: 01-222 9221.

SSAFA@
SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION
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\VOi (FofS) P. A. Manin
\VOi J . Neil
..
AWOI E. C. Dale ..
AWOI B. J. Dalton
..
AWO I (FofS) C. J. Fielding
AWOI C. Greig . .
..
AWOI J . McAvecty
..
AWOI T . A. Monlock ..
AWOI (FofS) D. E. Murray
AWOI (YofS) I. L. Parry
AWOI L. Wood ..
W02 P . Halstead . .
..
W02 (YofS) J. M. Hattersley
W02 J . T. Hyde . .
..
W02 (FofS) M. Poland . .
W02 ~ . A. P. Pylec
..
W02 (FofS) D. I. Smith ..
W02 (FofS) R. M. Thomas
W02 (YofS) J. R. Tyreman
W02 N. A . Whittingham
AW02 (YofS) K. J. Glasby
AW02 P. F. Hayward ..
A W02 (FofS) S. \V . Jennings
AW02 (FofS) D. G. Long
AW02 A. Malcolm
AW02 J . T. Selkirk
AW02 B. J. Speirs
..
AW02 D. T. H . Wilson ..
AW02 (YofS) S. P . Wood
SSgt (YofS) P . M. Dignam
SSgt J . R. Gadson
SSgt D. H. Gilbcn
SSgt C. H. Hunter
SSgt P. C. J. Lave rs
SSgt B. Manin-Pitt
SSgc M. J. Partridge
SSgt M. J . Pound . .
..
SSgt (Fors) C. Sheppard ..
SSgt (YofS) R . Tate
..
SSgt G. Waters . .
..
SSgt (FofS) G . R. Wilson
SSgt R. H . Wrighc
ASS gt N. J. Barnett
ASSgc C. L. J . Gopslll
ASSgt K. J. Lewis . .
ASSgt M. J. Stringer
ASSgt M . W. Tanscr
ASSgt A. K. Waldron
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Unit to which posted
262 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Rcgt
9 Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Signals
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
Edinburgh and Heriot Watt Univ OTC
32 Sig Regt (V)
School of Signals
7 Sig Regt
37 Sig Rcgt {V)
AA Coll Harrogate
38 Sig Rcgt (V)
School of Signals
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
238 (London) Sig Sqn
SHAPE Sig Gp
QG Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
21 Sig Rcgt
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BOS Washington
225 Sig Sqn
28 Sig Rcgt
School of Infantry
16 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Pontrillas Army Training Area
11 Ord Bn (EOD)
633 Sig Tp
I I Ord Bn {EOD)
16 Sig Regt
32 Sig Regt (V)
RMAS
38 Sig Regt (V)
21 Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
8 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
8 s~ Reg1
11 Sig Rcgt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

S111 K. Baron
..
Sgt A. Blackmore ..
Sgt C. N. Braid ..
Sgt J . R. Cambridge
Sgt D. J . Catchpole
Sgt I. R. Clarke ..
Sgt R. Christie
..
Sgt F. J. Clarkson ..
Sgt A. W. Dawson
Sgt A. Fulton
..
Sgt S. J. Gerrish .
Sgt S. A. Harcsign
Sgt M. A . Hayter ..
Sgt J. Hodgson ..
Sgt S. Hodgson ..
Sgt G. Hosscll
..
Sgt P. S. P. Keating
Sgt R. J. Leake ..
Sat B. Leech
..
Sgt G. P. E. Legge
Sgt B. L. McAndrcw
Sgt A. F. McLeod ..
Sgt J . Moody
Sgt S. L. Moore
Sgt A. J. Pear~ ..
Sgt D. G. Perch ..
Sgt M. Purnell
Sgt G. Skinner
Sgt G. R. Smith . .
Sgt S. R. W. Strapp
Sgt M. C. Wray ..
Sgt T. M. Wynn ..
ASgt V. D. Bates ..
ASgt D. L. V. Bridge
ASgt M. B. Bristow
ASgt A . P. Drummond
ASgt M. D. Elliot ..
ASgt G. S. C. Farrar
ASgt G. E. F. Gee ..
ASgt C. G. Milne ..
ASgt J. R. Moore ..
ASgt K. T. Phillips
ASgt R. Rutherford
ASgt C . Tolton . .

244 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
14 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
II Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
S AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
210 Sig Sqn
633 Sig Tp
I RGJ
Int and Sy Gp ( I)
I RGJ
School of Signals
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
37 Sig Rcgt (V)
8 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
School of Signals
2SI Sig Sqn
Berlin Sig Regt
259 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
9 Sig Rcgt
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
11 Ord Bn {EOD)
14 Sig Regt
School of Signals
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
16 Sig Rcgt
8 Sig Rcgt
2 R Anglian
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
Int and Sy Gp (NI)
HQ 20 Maritime Reg! RCT
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
94 Loe Rcgt RA
259 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Rcgt
39 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn
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Rank and Name
WOI I. E. Murray
..
WO! (YofS) A. C. Reynolds
WO! (YofS) A . D. P. Shaw
AWOI (FofS) G. E. Blythe
AWOI M. J. Campbell ..
AWOI (YofS) N. H. Colville
AWOI F. McAlecr
..
A\VOI (YofS) L. S. PiUing
W02 (YofS) T. P. Langford
W02 (YofS) C. Newby ..
W02 W. P. Stockdale ..
W02 B. White
..
AW02M.C. Ball ..
AW02 A. J . Davey
AW02 G. L . Richards ..
sSgt (Yoi'S) J. T. Barnett ..
SSgt K. Bickerstaffe
SSgt P. Boon
..
..
SSgt T . F. A. Christian ..
SSgt C. G. Deary ..
SSgt N. C Duncan
SSgt S. J. Gillham
SSgt D. Griffiths ..
SSgt J. L. Kennedy
SSgt W. M. Kerr . .
SSgt J . G. O'Donnell
SSg1 T . w. Potter ..
SSgt N. A. Scott ..
SSgt M. A. Smithum
SSgt C . C. Soutar ..
ASSgt D. J. Carr ..
ASSgt S. J. Holden
ASSgt M. J . McKenna
ASSgt S. M. Parry
Sgt V. G. Bannister
Sgt B. Berrie
..
Sgt R. I. Booth ..
Sgt J. M. M. Brebner
Sgt A. T . Broadbank
Sgt . Chauenon ..
Sgt N. Dixon
Sgt K. Dodd
..
Sgt D. J. Feakco ..
Sgt K. Grant
..
Sgt G. M. Hunter ..
Sgt C. J. McQuade
Sgt G. Moore
Sgt V. Murphy ..
Sgt A. P. Owen ..
Sgt M. R. Potterton
Sgt D. J . Ross
..
Sgt D. Smca1on ..
Sgt J . S. Thompson
Sgt K. Thurling ..
Sgt K. L. R. Wilkinson
ASgt I. M. Grubb ..
ASgt G. P . Hughes
ASgt P. Morgan ..

Unit
..

..
..

10

which posted

HQ 12 Sig Bde
Int and Sy Gp (NI)
264 Sig Sqa
School of Signals
Binningham University OTC
QG Sig Regt
London Un.iversity OTC
RMAS
Berlin Sig Rcgt
LSP Oman
244 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
28 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
SHAPE Sig Gp
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
11 Sig Rcgt
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
7 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Rcgt
13 Sig Rcgt
259 Sig Sqn
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
71 Sig Regt (V)
13 Sig Regt
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
School or Signals
HQ AFCENT (ASG/CRSG)
34 Sig Rcgt (V)
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
HQ AFCENT (ASG/CRSG)
RAEC Centre
School of Signals
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BR Contingent UNFICYP
Berlin Sig Rcgt
233 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
633 Sig Tp
262 Sig Sqn
16 Sig Rcgt
HQ AFCENT
633 Sig Tp
Berlin Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
HQ AFNO RTH (BAE)
HQAFNORTH
SHAPE Sig Gp
JC.:Ufl
13 Sig Rcgt
School of Signal!
r~ tf~ENT Sp Gp (Int)

S Hy Rcgt RA
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donation were gratefully received during July 1989:3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn ...................... .
2 Regt RMP Berlin ..... . .................. . .... .
83 ig Sqn (V) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....... . .. . .
Capt P . A . 0 ment .... ....... , .... .. . . .... . ... .
RMA ............................ . .......• . ...

£500.00
£111.08
£1 10.00
£50.00
£10.00
£781.08

The following donation were gratefully received during August
1989:16 Sig Regt .... . . . ....... . ..................... .
Col L. J. D. Davies and Maj G. M. Malcolm .. . .. .
R A Cambridge ............................... .
21 Sig Regt ...... . ......... . .......... . ...... . . .
642 Sig Tp ... . ......... . ............. ... ... ... .
P . and J . Walker ............... . .....•.........
Bristol Branch REME As ociation ............... .
In memory of Lt Col C. Mitchell ................ .
Gillespie . . .. . ............................. . .. . .
Mic ......................... ......... .. ..... . .

£906.15
£100.00
£ 100.00
£ 50.00
£ 50.00
£ 25.00
£ 15.00
£ 10.00
£ 5.00
£ 7.80
£1,268 .95

NOTICES
DEATHS

OBITUARIES

Bate-Mrs Pat Bate, widow of the late Maj Gen A. C. Bate OBEdied 18 September 1989.
Best-ex ig R. J. Best-served 1924-45-died JO February 1989.
Brooks-Capt R. J. Brooks-died 3 April 1989.
Bryant-Capt C. E. Bryant-died 17 February 1989.
Bulloch-Capt R.R. Bulloch-served 1943-78-died 9 August 1989.
Chapman-Maj C. J. A. Chapman-served 1946-1956- died 15 May
1989.
Clark- ig H. A. Clark-died 12 August 1989.
Farley-ex WOI J. M. F. Farley-served 1935-60-died 7 January
1989.
Jackson-Capt S. A. C. Jackson-died 31 December 1988.
Mulholland-Lt Col F. W. Mulholland MBE-died 8 June 1989.
ation-Capt W. A. Nation-died 3 May 1989.
Oates-Capt E. B. G. Oates-died 12 April 1989.
O'Connell-Sir Morgan Donal Conail O'Connell-served 1939-45died 1989.
O'Leary-ex Cpl A. K. O'Leary-served 1955-77-died 21 October
1988.
Pearson-e.x Sgt A. Pearson-served 1945-70-died 15 February
1989.
Pharoah-Capt H. Pharoah-clied 19 April 1989.
Powell-ex W02 J. S. Powell-served 1941-63-died 13 November
1988.
Price-ex Sgt L. H. Price-served 1948-58-died 14 November 1988.
Reeves-Lt Col R. W. C. Reeves-died 5 March 1989.
Sawers-Mrs G. E. Sawers, widow of Maj Gen J. M. Sawers CB,
MBE-died 15 August 1989.
mith-ex
gt A. P. G. Smith-served 1924-45-died 26 October
1988.
nell-ex W02J. E. Snell-served 1942-67-died 13 November 1989.
Stanley-ex SSgt J. G. Stanley-served 1951-65-died I 8 November
1988.
Iott-Dr D. A. Stott-died 27 August 1989.
Thoma -Maj E.G. Thomas-served 1949-'?-died 28 June 1989.
Wesley-ex Sgt J. A. Wesley-served 1947-73-died 31 October
1988.
Wolfe-Sig G. Wolfe-served 1920-26-died 22 June 1989.

Bishop-Maj G. R. Bishop-It is with regret that we announce the
death of Guy Rodwell Bishop which occurred on 19 August 1989.
Known in the Corps as Ron, he joined the army in 191 5 at the age
of 16. He retired in 1953 but remained in the army in the capacity
of an RO in the MI Directorate. His colourful career both as a
soldier and as a sportsman was recorded in The Wire in 1965
(November/ December issue). We offer our condolences to his
family.

IN MEMORIAM
A Service of Recollection and Dedication of Memorial for Cpl
David Howes was held at St Mary Magdalene Church, Westoning,
Bedfordshire on 6 August. The Address was given by The Bishop of
St Albans, The Rt Revd John Taylo~.
The moving service chosen by David 's mother, included Readings
by David's parents, Cpl Ian Patterson of the Corps, a teacher from
David' s school and a school friend .
The packed congregation of David's family, friends and colleagues,
incl uded many from Westoning where David grew up. Members of
Royal Signals, including WOl (YofS) R. Waller were present. Cpl
Derek Wood , whose family was at the Service was also remembered
and honoured . The Signal Officer in Chief (Army) was represented by
the Regimental Colonel, Col M. L. Jennings.
After the Service there was an opportunity to meet with those who
mourn him.
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Carver-Lt C . Carver. Jt is with regret that we announce the death of
(TMO) Lt C. Carver following a short illness in the Duchess of
Kent's Military Hospital , Catterick Garrison . He joined the Corps
in 1928 and served in many locations, including five and a half
years in Egypt, before qualifying as a Foreman of Signals. On
transfer to the Reserve in 1939 he joined the Police but was quickly
recalled to the Colours on the outbreak of the second world war.
Following evacuation from Dunkirk he was commissioned as a
technical maintenance officer and was attached to the Guards
Armoured Division. He was with them in Normandy soon after
D-Day and remained with them throughout their progress through
Europe, including the battle for Arnhem. On demobilisation he
rejoined the Police and retired in 1963 . He then commenced a
second career with the Corps, as a Civil Servant, initially in the
maintenance workshops of the School of Signals and then as an
Instructor in the Training Brigade. He retired finally, from the
Trade Training School, in 1973 . Much of his retirement was spent
on Catterick Golf Course where he was a well-known and popular
figure. Together with his Jack Russell 'Judy' he achieved a round
nearly every day until age began to tell in 1987. 'Ned' Carver was
a highly respected soldier and instructor . He will be greatly missed
by his family and many friends in Catterick and Colburn.
Glanville-Mrs Myrtle Glanvill. It is with very much regret that we
publish the death of Myrtle, the wife of Lt Col A. R. Glanvill
(Reg) which occurred on 11 June at her home in Queensland ,
Australia, after a short illness. Readers will be pleased to know
that until her untimely death Myrtle led an active and happy life.
We send our sincere condolences to Reg and their children, Robin
and Rowena.
Hallett-Col Peter Garth Hallett OBE, TD was born in Bristol on 23
August 1918. He was commissioned into the Corps on 16
' December 1939. After six months with 9 Div Sigs he joined the
BEF until July 1940 when a period of service in the UK followed.
Service in India followed from January 1943 until May 1945 when
he again returned to UK to relinquish his commission in June
1946.
In May 1947 Peter joined the TA with 12 (Anti Aircraft) Sig
Regt TA until its redesignation as Southern Command Sig Regt
TA in 1955 . He continued to serve with the Regiment through to
redesignation as 12 (Command) Sig Regt TA until it became 57 Sig
Regt TA in 1959. He became Commanding Officer and relinquished that appointment in March 1961. He then became CSO
TA an appointment he held until his retirement in July 1964. He
was made QBE in 1960.
Peter was a GPO Telecommunication Engineer in his native city
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o f Bristol and did much to foster and maintain the links between
the GPO and Royal Signals in the area. Jn retirement he remained
an active supporter of the Corps and was the President of the
Bristol Branch of the Royal Signals Association for many years.
He died at home on 22 July 1989. He is survived by his wife
S)•bil, daughter Susan and son Richard.
Hughson-ex W02 J. T. C. Hughson . It is with deep regret that
Chester Branch report the death of Mr Hughson which occurred
on 22 August. A former Chairman and Social Secretary of the
Branch Cess served in the Corps from 1949-74. Amongst the many
friends and colleagues who attended his funeral were Branch
members, representatives of TA VRA, members of the Che hire
Medallists Association and Chester County Hall. Our Standard
Bearer, Frank Rowlands led the P arade of Branch members. He
will be sadly missed . We send our condolences to his family.
Jackson-ex Capt L. A. Jackson. It is with much regret that Chester
Branch report the death of Capt L. A. Jackson which occurred on
8 July. He served in the Corps from 1926-52. Well known in
Chester Branch he was also National Chairman of the Dunkirk
Veterans Association. Some 200 people attended his funeral in
Blacon where 20 Standards were paraded . He will be very much
missed. We send our condolences to his family.
Kilpatrick- ex Sig E. (Ted) Kilpatrick. It is with much regret that we
report the death of Ted Kilpatrick a staunch and respected member
of Hull Branch. He joined the Corps as a boy in 1924 and served
until 1946. He died on 18 August, aged 80 years. He will be sadly
missed by his many friends and by members of Hull Branch .
Knowles-Harold Knowles enlisted in the Royal Corps of Signals in
October 1933 and after completing recruit and trade training he
went to India in 1936 and remained there until 1942.
In 1942 Sgt Knowles left Bombay for Singapore where he was
a Prisoner of War for three years in Singapore, Malaya and
Thailand where he worked on the Burma-Siam Railway-and later
in Billibid Prison, Manilla, from where he was released weighing
5st 1 llb .
Back in England on long convalescent leave he met and married
his wife Margaret. When he returned to duty his postings included
Kenya, West Germany, Taiping as well as 'home' postings
Catterick and Chester. His final tour of duty was as CQMS of the
Army element at RAF Brampton in Cambridgeshire. He retired
after 33 years of Army service on 12 October 1966, and was
awa rded the Meritorious Service Medal. He undertook a second
career as a Clerical officer with the DHSS from which he retired
in 1975.
Harold died peacefully in hospital in Chester on 11 May 1989,
aged 77 years. He leaves a widow, Margaret, two sons and five
grandchildren.
Livemore-ex Sgt H.P. Livemore. It is with very much regret that we
learn of the death of Harold Livemore which occurred on 27 July,
aged 82 years. He served in the Corps from 1931 until 1945. Some
aspects of his interesting career were published in his letter which
appeared on page 340 July 1988 issue of The Wire. Our sincere
condolences go to his widow Kathleen and to his family.
Metcalfe-Maj Charles Anthony Metcalfe. lt is with deep regret that
we report his death on 6 July 1989 aged 69.
Charles left school at the age of 16 in 1936. He erved a
cadetship with the Merchant Navy and from 1940 to 1942 was
Deck and Navigation Officer serving on the Atlantic convoys and
also with the Royal Fleet Auxiliary. In 1942 he enlisted in the
Royal Armoured Corps and was commissioned into the Household Cavalry. After completing his commissioning course at
Sandhurst he joined the Royal Horse Guards and served with them
in North West Europe gaining a mention in despatches. He was
released from service in June 1947 and after a short but happy time
as a teacher in the Choir School Chester, the call of the services
drew him back. In February 1951 he re-engaged as a TA officer
with HQ 62 (L of C) Sig Regt (V) until 1952 when he was posted
to 23 (Jndep) Armd Bde Sig Sqn TA as a Non Regular Permanent
Staff Officer. In 1961 he joined 42 (Lancashire and Cheshire) Sig
Regt TA which re-organised in 1967 and became part of 33 Sig
Regt (V). He retired from 33 Sig Regt (V) in February 1984 after
a total of 32 years as PSAO with Royal Signals TA.
During his 17 years with 33 Sig Regt (V) he carried out the duties
of Adjutant for a short while but for practically 16 years he was
PSAO of two independantly located Signal Squadrons-42 Sig
Sqn (V) in Manchester and 80 Sig Sqn (V) in Chester.
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He was always a kind, gentle person with a great sense of
humour, who set high personal standards and inspired a deep
respect from all ranks.
There is no doubt that Charles Metcalfe contributed enormously
to the Regiment and its success. We extend our deepest sympathy
to his wife Margaret and son Ant hony.

FOR SALE
No 4 dress, hardly worn, fit officer 6ft 2in. £100. Tel: 058474 296
Lt Col (Retd) T. Rigby.
Two Service Dress uniforms including all badges and button ,
ranked Lieutenant, one by Uniformal £180, one by Alkit £100. Mess
Kit, jacket, waistcoat, including all badges and buttons, ranked
Lieutenant, £200. Hats, including badges and buttons, o I Dress hat
(Herbert Johnson) £25. SD hat (Herbert Johnson) £20, SD hat (Alkit)
£15, Side hat (Gieves and Hawkes) £10. Size: height 5ft Sin, chest
38-40in, waist 30in, inside leg 29in. Hat size 58. Prices indicative-any
reasonable offer accepted. Contact: Lt M. S. Edwards, 207 (7 Armd
Bde) Sig Sqn, BFPO 37. Tel: Soltau Mil 258 or 229.

PERSONAL
Mr~· D. Whitaker who served in the Rifle Brigade du ri ng the war
would hke to get in touch with William Charle Barratt of Tamworth,
Staffordshire. They served together in Trowbridge and the Isle of
Man, 1942-43 . Please write to him at 12 Ridger Lane, Frenthorpe
'
Wakefield WF2 OJW.

At the AGM of the Association during the Catterick Reunion the
Chairman agreed to write to Brig and Mrs E. D. Good (Derek and
Phyllida) to wish them both well in their fight against illness and to
say that they were not forgotten . Neither Derek nor Phyllida can write
but in a typed response Phyllida says 'We were touched and grateful
for your letter . . . Derek's address is Pittendreich Nursing Home,
Melville Dykes, Lasswade, Midlothian EH18. I think he would
appreciate a PC from any of his old chums. -1 see him most days .
I am slowly getting better . . .
A GENERAL REMEMBERS
Those who fought in the Great War are inevitably a dwindling
band, so that the reminiscences of 91-year old Maj Gen Ashton Wade
CB, OBE, MC gains pride of place in the summer edition of Stand To!
the magazine of the Western Front Association 1914-1918.
Under the title ' Youthful Memories of War', Gen Wade recalls
being in camp with several hundred other schoolboys of the Officers'
Training Corps (OTC) when war was declared in August 1914. A year
later, still only 17, he became a gentleman cadet at the Royal Military
Academy (RMA) at Woolwich, training for the artillery.
By then the need for gunner officers was acute, and the usual
peacetime two-year course was crammed into six months. ot long
after his eighteenth birthday, Ashton Wade was a Second Lieutenant
and posted to 168 Siege Battery of the Royal Garrison Artillery. Less
than a year after joining-up he was with his unit in the Ypres salient.
The article describes how he became an artillery bngade signal
officer, a specialisation he would follow for the rest of his long career
as a soldier, joing the Corps of Signals in 1921. Wounded by a
German shell while escorting one of his Battery Commanders to the
front-line, he was taken to an Officers' hospital in London's Belgrave
Square. Here his ward was in the ballroom of a luxurious house,
where the catering was still in the hands of the pre-war butler and
cook. But that, a Gen Wade concludes his article, is 'another story'.
Stand To! is published three times a year by the Western Front
Association 1914-1918 whose aims are to perpetuate the memory.
courage and comradeship of all those who fought in France and
Flanders in the Great War.
Enquiries LO: Western Front Association, Salisbury Lodge, 86
Findon Road, Worthing BNl4 OAQ.

ADVERTISING
otice and adverti ements. other than tho e related to a
bu ine s int ere t, 1 ill be published free of charge to erving
members of the Corps, and to tho e retired member 1vho
subscri be to The Wire . All matter for publication mu t reach
the Editor by the 12th of the month preceding publication. It
other advertisements should be forwarded to our adverti ing
manager , Service New paper Ltd , PO Box 4, Farnborough,
Hamp hire GU14 7LR (Telephone 0252 5tj891) who will advi e
charges.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
2 'I
L BRIGADE HA VE ACANCIES FOR
THE FOLLOWI 'G:
Telecom Ops al Ando er, Bice ter, Bordon , Bulford. Central
London
Grantham
Will
and Winchester. Government
Telepho~ists at Alde~shol, entral L?n_don , Chih ell , P reston and
'\ orthy Down. Maintenance Electrman Telephone (MET) at
Aldershot, Bulford, arnoustie, Ca tlemartin an~ Central Lo nd~n :
For further information contact: Tom Wmsborough, C1vJI
Manager, HQ 2 Sig Bde & otswold Garrison , Park Lane, orsham,
Will S 13 9 R . Tel: 0225-814220.
AD!'ttl I TRATI E OFFICER VACANCY
REGIMENTAL HEADQ ARTERS ROYAL SIGNALS
.
vacancy will occur at the end of Septembe_r 1989 m the
A ociation Record Section al RHQ Royal Signals for an
Administrati\'e Officer (AO).
Application should be sent to The Regimental Secretar_y, Rl-!-Q
Royal Signals, 56 Regency Street , London SWIP 4AD . Typmg skill
are helpful but not es ential .

CORPS DATES
THE LONDON LECT RE 1989
Thi will be held at the London International Press Centre, 76 Shoe
Lane EC4 at 1800 on Thur day 23 November 1989.
Th~ Lecturer is Professor John Erickson FRSE, director of the
Centre for Defence Studies, University of Edinburgh and author of
everal books dealing with Soviet military J?Ower. . . .
The title of the lecture has yet to be decided but 1t 1s Likely to be
concerned with the impact of electronics and tec~nol?8_i<:'ll . advances
in the Soviet Union on the glasno t and perestroika 101llat1ves.
Further information together w:ith application forms for tickets will
appear in the Summer i sue of the Journal.
ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANN AL GENERAL MEETING AND DINNER
The AGM will be held at 1800 hrs on Friday 20 October at the
Crown Hotel in Blandford. All present and past members <?f the
Corps are invited to attend . It will be followed by the Annual Dmner.
For any further information contact Lt Col K. Powell at the School
of Signals, Blandford Mil or (0258) 52581 Ex 2269.

to study it before the final rehearsal. Aspiring singers, incl_uding boy' s
voices hould contact Maj John C hambers, ATlb , First Avenue
Hous~ London WClV 6HB. Telephone: Lacon (0 1-430) 7495 .
Singer~ fro m last year need not re-apply as music will be sent to them
automatically.
A CAROL SERVICE AT ST STEPHEN WITH ST JOH N,
ROCHESTER ROW, WESTMINSTER
.
.
An evening Service of Lessons a nd Carols, 1s to take place m the
Parish C hurch at St Stephen with St John , Westmin ster, on T uesday
19 December 1989 at 1800 hrs.
It is ho ped that members o f the C~rps and their f~O:ilies especially
those serving in London TA Regiments, . Assoc1at10~ Bran_che_s,
Chelsea P ensioners a nd Yeoman Warders , will attend this Service m
the Corps a ffiliated London Church . Light r~freshment will be
available in the nearby Church Hall after the Service for all those who
are able to stay.
Tho e wishing to attend the Service are asked to inform Regimental
Headquarters so that seats may ~e reserved and the !efreshments
ordered . Since the overall capacity of the Church 1s only 350,
allocations will be made on a first come, fir st served, basis.

CHINDIT OPERATIONS1944 'DAH' FORCE
The following Corps personi;iel who served in 'Dah' Force i~ Burma
in 1944 or anyone knowing their whereabouts are ~sk_ed to get m touch
with K. Battey Esq, Honorary Treasurer, The Chmd1ts Old Comrades
Association , at 310A Llys Arfon , Abergele Road , Old Colwyn,
Clwyd, North Wales LL29 9LN:Capt M. Trecyroan
6205133 Sgm Prosser
7385439 LSgt Deane
2382082 Sgm Pyran
14351406 Cpl Ross
11422819 Sgro Roberts
2582643 Cpl Reeves
11185760 Sgm Simpson
953909 Cpl Griffin
14353907 Sgm Taylor
14345154 LCpl Jackson
10578762 Sgm Warden
1153263 LCpl Winder
14216429 Sgm Whiteley
4128185 Sgro Cameron
7357031 Sgm Wonham
5835170 Sgm Drane
14371435 Sgm Woolmore
5192166 Sgm Hayward
1156097 Sgm Marshall

CORP CAROL SERVICE
We shall be raising a choir to lead the singing at the Corps Carol
Service, as we did last year. Sight-reading ability is highly desirable as
there will be only one full reheasal on the afternoon preceding the
Carol Service. Music will shortly be available, and choristers are asked

IS THAT THE WIRE?
'I have not had my Wire'.
Have you paid your subscription?
How did you pay?
Have you checked these particulars with your bank?
Have you changed your address?
Serving personnel may wish to obtain their copies from the PRI of
their unit.
Officers those serving in non Signals units and retired members
should obtain theirs by completing the subscription form printed in
The Wire each September and November. Please order early.
Please notify a change of address by completing the coupon below
and sending it to RHQ.
f you comply with these requests you will help RHQ to keep its
records up-to-date and, more important, you shou ld receive your copy
of The Wire at the time of issue.
To: RHQ Royal Signals 56 Regency Street,
London SWlP 4AD.

attention Chief Clerk,

CHINDIT MEMORIAL APPEAL
The Chindits Old Comrades Association has been granted
permission by the Westminster City Council to raise a
memorial to the Chindit Forces who participated in the Burma
campaigns during the 1939-1945 World War.

Donations towards the cost will be gratefully received by The
Chindits Old Comrades Association at TA & VR Centre,
Wolseley

House,

Failings Park,

Wolverhampton,

West

Midlands WVIO 9QR.

ame, Initial , Rank . . .... . .. . ....... .. ........ .. ........... .
ew Address, with effect from ........ . .. . .. . ....... . ... . ... . .

····· ··· ............ .. . ··········· ........ · ····· .......... . .
· ··· · .... .... .. ... . ·· ·· ··-· .......................... ·-· ... .
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REUNIONS
WEST LONDON BRANCH DI NNER
. The Annu~l ~inn ~r o f the West London Branch of the Royal
Signals Assoc1at1on will be held on Friday, 27 October at the Osterley
Hot~!, lsleworth (near Osterley tube station). Tickets at £13.50 are
obtainable from the Honorary Secretary, Sgt R. Galpin , 71 Beavers
Crescent, Hounslow, Middlesex T W4 6EU .
ROYAL SIGNALS WEEK IN GUERNSEY
In recognition of the 70th Anniversary of the formation of the
~orps n7xt year the Guernsey B_ranch of the Royal Signals Association
1s pla nmng to hold a ~oyal Signals Week in Guernsey begi nning 7
May 1990 and would hke as many members, wives a nd families as
possible from UJS Branches to join us. All travel and accommodatio n
arrangements will be made through a local travel company at
advan tageous terms and sent to Branch secretaries. We ask them to
send the names and addresses of those who will be coming to
~u erns e~ . As an adde~ attraction Wednesday 9 May next year the
island will be celebratmg the 45th Anni versary of their Liberation
from German Occupion. Any queries-telephone: (0481) 45595.
A TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS LUNCH
The Association's Aldershot Branch issues a cordial invitation to all
past and present Members of the Corps and their wives to join them
at a truly seasonal function on Friday 15 December 1989- 1200 hrs
for 1230 hrs.
If you would like to attend this event at the Royal Aldershot
Officers Club contact: Lt Col D. Crookes OBE, ! JO Field Way,
Alders hot, Hants GU 11 4UL. The cost for each person attending will
be £12.50.
RSA MEMORIAL TOUR OF NORMANDY-3 to 9 JUNE 1990
~c~ive C?nsideration is ~eing given to arranging a Coach Tour, to
comc1de with the 46th Anmversary of D-Day. The Tour would include
visits to all the Landing Beaches and the Airborne DZs at St Mere
Eglise and Ranville (Pegasus Bridge), visits to some of the British
Canadian, American and German War Cemeteries and to the mor~
impor~ant of the Invasion M_useums and the pres~rved coastal gun
batt~r~~s at Longues and Merv1lle . There would also be an opportunity
of v1s11mg Bayeux Cathedral and other places of interest.
The Tour would include participating in an Act of Remembrance at
the Bayeux Ce'!letery on D-Day, either our own Parade, or possibly
as a Squadron 10 the Normandy Veterans Association Parade. There
is also a possibility of joining in a Parade at Arromanches. Medals will
be worn on both these occasions, and it would be appropriate for
Branch Standards to be paraded.
Before proceeding_ further, it is necessary to assess what support
such a Tour may stimulate. Interested persons, who would like to
receive further details in due course, are asked to write to David
Greenbrook, c/ o RHQ Royal Signals, indicating possible numbers.
THE NATIONAL EXPOW ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND REUNION
WARNER HOLIDAY VILLAGE, MIDDLETON-ON-SEA
SUSSEX COAST, 27 TO 30 OCTOBER 1989
'
The Council of the Association would like to extend a hearty
welcom~ to any of your members who were prisoners of war and ·w ho
would hke to attend the Association's AGM and Reunion. A
thoroughly interesting and entertaining weekend was enjoyed by all in
1988. and we confidently expect the same again. There is ample
parkmg space a~ the Holiday _Yillage and the disabled are in good
hands. Full details of the Reunion can be obtained from the Reunion
Secretary, Charles Jago, 74 Norfolk Road, West Harnham, Salisbury
SP2 8HG. Tel: (0722) 333599.
Details of Association membership can be obtained from the Hon
Gen Secretary, Leslie Allen, 99 Parlaunt Road, Langley, Slough
SL3 8BE. A stamped and addressed envelope would be appreciated.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON CONTINGENT OTC
. The UL<:~TC has recently formed a Regimental Association which
aims to bnng together past members of the contingent. This is
accomplished by holding social functions and by the publication of
newsletters.
A d!nner and barn dance are planned for later this year and a
c~ckta1l party and autumn ball are being sponsored in conjunction
with the current contingent.
. The_ Newsletter Editor is compiling items of general interest
mcludmg an address book and a photograph album and scrap book.
Any news of past members is always welcome.
New members are welcome and should write in the first instance to
The Membership Secretary. The Regimental Association, University
of London Contingent, The Officers' Training Corps, Yeomanry
House, Handel Street, London WClN lNP.
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LETTERS
From : Maj (Retd) R. S. Bresloff MSM
Dear Sir,
What happy memories were revived as I sat and read my Jul y Wire
The photograph sent in by 'J im Mellett' brought the past suddenly
~ack, I was ~~e ' Boy Sgt' sent from Harrogate and the Boy SSM was
Flash M~ms (wh~re are you now) . The name of the Officer? wasn't
he later ~1lled leadmg the ' White Helmets' down the Al. I'm sure it
bega_n with 'H' . Jim Mellett is correct in all he says, l went to Man
Service 4 January 1950 and was_commissioned 4 January 1975, Happy
Days. Thank God for ex-boys; they still keep the Corps alive!
Yours faithfully ,
R. S. Bresloff
HQ Rheindahlen Garrison
BFPO 40

THOUSANDS OF VOLUNTEERS
ARE NEEDED
If you are over_~6 years. of age and would like to help as a Collector
for the Royal British Legion Poppy Appeal please get in touch with:
Th~ Secretary, The Poppy Appeal, Royal British Legion Village
'
Maidstone ME20 7NX.

Remembrance Day is on
Sunday 12 November

THE VITAL LINK
The Story of Royal Signals 1945-1985
by Philip Warner
(340 pages illustrated-pictures and maps)

This .important boolc is a must for all associated with Royal
Signals. Commissioned by the Corps, The Vital Link examines
the variety of tasks carried out world-wide by the Corps and
traces the complex developments in techniques, technology and
signal tactics since the Second World War. It records the
growth of the Corps through the achievements, both personal
and professional, of the high quality men and women of the
Regular and Territorial Army, who serve in Royal Signals. lt
is presented in an attractive and enjoyable way as a story rather
than a historical record.
Copies are available from the Royal ignals Museum Shop,
Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH, price
£18.50 per copy. Remittances with order, payable to Royal
Signals Corps Fund.
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REPORT FROM ULS'l-,ER

·~

Pte Field on the Lisburn Exchange

Cpl Smith 'You hum it; I'll play it'

TROOP FUNCTIONS
The troop has had a few farewell functions in the Last couple of
months, with bizarre themes. Come as you were when the ship went
down, and this month's theme is the Cotton Club. These evenings
have answered an age old mystery for soldiers who have had to do
MFO detail in the past, mainly 'what's in these boxes?' Answer,
costumes for Commcen Tp functions. Speaking of functions CDA/
Crypto decided to have the seventh and (thankfully last) farewell for
gt Taff Carr at the NAAFI's bijou restaurant at RAF Aldergrove.
As a farewell gift MT decided to give Taff and Chris a mystery tour
of the Province. Short of seats in the mini-bus Cpl Lisa Cook decided
414
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- News from Headquarters - -"'
Army Apprentices' College

233 Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

COMMCEN TROOP
WIMBLEDON REVISITED
The ene was set,' a cloudless sky, blazing sunshine, cookhouse
qua h, two GS tables and lots of green canvas fold-up chairs, yes
McKelvie Cup Tennis was upon us. Starting out as pre-match
favourite , the Commcen Tp team had a lot to Live up to. However,
underhand tactic , such as Admin Tp 'hogging' all the Squadron
racquet for the previous formight did little to help those without
racquets to prepare. Our A team of Cpl Heather McNair and SSgt
Ivan Arbuckle managed to remain unbeaten throughout the day and
win all eight of their games and our B team of LCpls Boris Tipple and
arah Ledamun did well winning a few of theirs. The final of the day
(at 1900!) saw Admin B team beat Romeo A team . As we were pushed
into second po ition. A good day's tennis and tanning was enjoyed by
all.

•

Harrogate

to give us all more SJ?ace and sat on the case of wine which promptly
burst open. The ensumg comments are best left to the imagi.nation. On
arrival at Aldergrove, one and a half hours later (mini-bus
lagged), we were informed that the restaurant would close in an hour's
time. Another speech from Taff (who writes his speeches?) we downed
a hurried ale.

TENNIS
Cpl Heather McNair and LCpl Sarah Ledamun teamed up with
Cpls Prostor and Johnson of 225 Sig Sqn and successfully won the NI
WRAC Inter Unit Tennis Competition. Cpl McNair has had other
major successes on the mainland, winning the Royal Signals Ladies
Doubles, the Mixed Doubles, the Open Singles and was runner-up in
the Ladies Singles, quite a feat. Well done Heather.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
The troop wishes a fond farewell and a thank you to the following:
SSgt Taff Carr and Chris, Cpl Dawn Painter and Dec, Sgt Sharon
Shersby (congratulations on the promotion) a double congrats to
LCpl Dave Imrie on his wedding and promotion, also farewell to LCpl
Tracey-Lee Denton and Pte Polly Perkins. Finally good luck to Cpl
Paul Morgan promoted and posted across to the reservation (India
Tp) and good luck to Sgt Karen Wooding re-allocating to DTg at
Catterick.
We extend a warm welcome to SSgt Tony Bottomley, his wife
Dianne and family, Cpl 'Radar' Noott from India Tp, Cpl Dallymore,
LCpl Connolly, Ptes Baker, Share, Reeve and Partridge all destined
for The Exchange. To the Commcen we welcome LCpl 'John-Boy'
Blyth and the love of Sig Paul Sweeney's life Pte Tara Henderson and
finally straight 'from the Egg' Pte 'Arthur' Scargill. Belated
congratulations to the following on their recent promotions: Cpls
Paul Morgan, Heather McNair, LCpls Chez Chester and Julia
Siddons (also on her recent marriage).
INDIA TROOP
Since the last instalment from India Tp no less than three
engagements have taken place. Our warmest congratulations go out to
LCpls Bob Heaps, Sue Stanford, Mark Armstrong and Caroline
Jeffrey and finally Cpl Neil Perham and Pte Mym Shirreff, (all
Whisky Section). It is rumoured that the new job spec for the section
Yeoman will include marriage guidance training!
We would like to welcome Sig Dave Wood to the Troop and bid
farewell to Sig Mark Nixon who leaves us for civvy street.
TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE TROOP
Since last going to print we have had a change of OC. Capt Jim
Henifin is now in the hot-seat (Vice Capt Alan Hooley). Capt Henifin
doesn't sing or play a guitar, much to the relief of the rest of the
Troop.
The Troop has been kept busy with the never ending installation
and maintenance work. Despite this we managed to field teams in the
Squadron Inter-Troop sporting events. In the basketball we managed
a respectable second place, much credit being due to our star player
Cpl Stu Phillips. The Inter-Troop tennis was not such a success, only
managing to scrape sixth place (out of six!). We were consistent
throughout though, never managing to win a single game!
We have recently said farewell to SSgt (now W02) 'Ken Boon',
Sanderson who has moved to 11 Sig Regt, and to Sgt Pete Szeremeta
who has been posted to 8 Bde. Our best wishes go with them both.
Welcome to LCpl Kirtley we hope you enjoy your stay. We have had
cause for a few celebrations lately, congratulations being in order for:
Sgt Dave Ball on passing the FofS selection. Cpls 'Chalkie' White and
John Sutton on passing the Tl entrance examination. Cpl Sherre
Banfield (now McCormack) on her recent marriage to Sgt Pete
McCormack. Cpl and Mrs Pete Ruff on the birth of their baby
daughter Natalie. LCpl and Mrs Angie Kerr on the birth of their baby
daughter Vanessa.

BRADLEY SQUADRON
Report by Sgt Jim Torrie
The Squadron says a sad farewell to Sgt (Q Bloke) Horton ·who has
been posted to Blandford and to Sgt Ian Taylor who is now in Ireland
at 8 Inf Bde. We congratulate them both on their well deserved
promotion and wish them every success for the future. We would like
to welcome Sgt Willie McPhee and hope he enjoys his tour with us.
GOINGS ON IN THE SQUADRON
The Squadron arrived back after leave ready to start the Summer
Term. The first sight they saw that morning was the massive figure
of W02 (CSM) Dave Morcom welcoming them home so to speak and
reassuring them it was not a bad dream-it was for real! Whitespear
Tp departed on EL4 (EL Canoe), under the watchful eyes of Lt Tony
Urwin and Sgt Jim .Torrie. The Lake District is beautiful at that time
of year, but you could hardly see through the rain. The Troop duly
arrived in location and proceeded to build their homes (tents) for the
next five days. They were then split into two groups, one group on
hill-walking for two days, and the other on canoeing. That evening all
of the Troop went for a little swim, just to prove that the water was
cold and to give them encouragement not to capsize if at all possible!
JL 'Bunny' Williams and JL Cpl Mack proved to be very adept at
canoeing proving that an Eskimo Roll was the easiest thing in the
world to do. This group did have some success as JL Rosser after two
days canoeing, was able to paddle in a straight line, for the first day
he just paddled round in circles getting dizzy.
The next two days that group were up on the hills musing at the
fantastic scenery. At one stage during the walk the group had various
weather conditions ranging from sun to hail to rain to snow. However
the lads were in good spirits and it was a highly successful week. The
following week Rapier Tp went on EL 4 and also enjoyed their'time
there.
The next main event of the term was Warrior Quest. This being the
final military exercise in the Junior Leaders training where they were
graded in all their military skills. JL Sgt Stacey surpassed himself in
this area proving he woula much rather be a soldier than be on
External Leadership. Both Rapier and Whitespear Tps gave a good
performance on this exercise considering the lack of sleep and how
strenuously they worked. Well done.
Lightning Tp have been down in London at the Royal Tournament
acting as Arena Party for the past few weeks and they thought they
were going to have an easy time of it! For the final couple of weeks
both Rapier and Whitespear have been in Scotland on Ex Vanguard,
this being an Adventure Training exercise. Top rope and abseiling,
windsurfing, off shore sailing and sea canoeing were all done up at
Loch Gilphead, Argyll. Both Troops thoroughly enjoyed their time
there and found it a most rewarding exercise.
We're now in the final week of Summer Term and 88C Rapier and
Whitespear graduate on 4 August. After leave they report to 8 Sig
Regt for trade training, we wish them all the best for the future in their
chosen trade.

RAWSON SQUADRON
by A. T. Combe
Rawson Sqn has been busy with Ex Quiz NighL and Ex Charity
Runs. Here is a brief run down on what exactly has been going on in
the Champion Squadron of the College.
Shock of the term was the surprise win by Rawson of the Champion
Squadron Competition. The Swimming Squad got us off to an
ex~elle~t start by coming up With resounding victory in both the
swimming and water polo. The Junior Drill Squad continued this
trend by winning the Junior Drill Competition. Congratulations must
go to our immaculate drill commander AT LCpl 'Mick' Brown who
walked off with the Best Drill Commander Trophy and AT Brass who
was awarded Best Turned Out AT. The Squadron then went on to win
most of the other events, such as the BFT, initiative tests, fieldcraft
and NBC.
The next big night on the Rawson calendar was the Rawson Sqn
Inter Troop quiz night. Few people guessed what a night of drama and
suspense this would turn out to be. Strong teams were fielded by all
Troops especially the mysteriously named 'Oblivion Boys! Who were
they? Where did they come from these demons of the buzzer? Rumour
has it that they were from a race called 87C and hailed from the darker
regions of Alpha Tp. The stage was set for one of the greatest trivial
battles of all times. And after the bloodshed had ended who emerged
victorious? It was the Troop in the cloud-Alpha Tp. Glamour was
provided by Cpl Lorna Woodland and Linda (our Squadron Clerk).
Many thanks to all the PS involved in making it a thoroughly
enjoyable night.
Rawson's good deed for the term was to hold the Scarborough/
Blackpool charity run once again and we managed to raise several
thousands for charity. Our efforts were rewarded with a day out in
Blackpool. After taking the town by storm we had an excellent meal
at the Savoy Hotel. Guest of honour was the Mayor of Blackpool. So
after a bit of cabaret (dedicated to the legend of John Holmes) it was
off back to the College.
After such a busy term it was only right that we should relax and
let our hair down (those of us who still have some) and have a bit of
a laugh at the Squadron Party. The entertainment was first class and
included a magician, some stunning dancing girls and an excellent
band. It was also a chance for the PS to take their heads out of the
clouds and come down to the level of ATs.
This term has seen its fair share of departures. Just before the half
term 87B left for fresh fields, best of luck to Benny and the lads. Also
gone is W02 (SSM) Gordon Townsley who goes to 14 Sig Regt, the
Squadron wishes him all the best. Taking his place is W02 (SSM)
Metcalfe and already he has made his presence felt around the
Squadron. 87C have now come to the end of their days at the College
and it is hoped that all receive the postings they want.
SCOTI SQUADRON REPORT
The rare phenomenon of a hot Yorkshire summer has been the
backdrop of several sporting achievements by the Squadron.
First individual prize at the Junior Army Sailing Championships
held at Ripon Sailing Club went to AT Lyndon Box. AT Cpl James
Hope meanwhile was winning the Junior Army Lawn Tennis
Championships at Aldershot.
DRILL COMPETITION
The Junior and Senior Drill Squads made a clean sweep of the
board, returning with both trophies. The Senior Drill Squad was
supervi ed by Sgt Paul Collins and commanded by AT SSgt King. The
Junior Squad was supervised by Sgt Jim Harris and commanded by
AT Cpl Michael McGoldrick. AT Cpl McGoldrick and AT Martin
Turbitt earned praise for their turn out. A very fine effort by both
Squads.
PENNEY SQUADRON
IL is with regret that the Squadron bids farewell to Maj Paul Wilkin,
Carolyn and their children Mathew and Samantha and wi h them all
the best for their tour in Northern Ireland. To Sgt Mark Elliott, Carol
and family who are posted to 3 Div good luck. We welcome Maj
Dick Strawbridge, Brigit and family who join us from 13 Sig Regt in
September.

Off shore sailing at Locli Gilphead
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• 'EW IN BRIEF
A very bu y summer term for the Sq';!adron t?at h!ls seen us
invoh"ed in the Triangular Game , Champion Sqn m \ hie~ Penney
managed econd place and the College Open Day to menuon but a
few. The Squadron ho ted two stands for the open day, the foo t~ ~ll
tand which wa run by Sgt Terry Oakes and AT Cpl Philip
Whitehead, AT Mathew England and Neil Slater and there was the
'Hammer and ail' stand which was run by Sgt John Fradley and AT
pl Darren McDonald . It has also been a busy time for 87C who have
u cessfully completed their trade board and Ex Warrior Quest to see
them on their way to po tings near and far when they graduate on 4
August, good luck to all in their future careers in the Corps .

CONGRATULATION
Congratulation are in order to the new additions to the families of
two of our permanent staff, Sgt Steve Leather and his wife Ka_ren ~m
the birth of their son, Jonathan, and Sgt Jeff Watts and his wife
Claire on the birth of their daughter, Sarah.
JUNIOR ARMY SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Report by AT LCpl Arron Marsh
.
.
..
The College hosted this years championships at Ripon Sa1lmg ~lub.
The individual competition was a hard and well contested event, It was
won by our number one team AT Lyndon B.ox and his cr7w AT
Stephen Cumming. They won five out of l;h,e six races collectmg the
cup at lea t 13 points ahead of any oppos1uon.
The team racing proved a greater challenge as most te~s were
more experienced in tactical racing, the College team won Its way
through to the final which was against the AA. ~ollege Chepstow, the
final was decided over two races, the compet1t1on was clo e and tpe
scores were added together and the College team won by half a pomt
breaking Chepscow's outstanding nine year record. ~ am sure that al~
those who took part in the three day event would like to thank MaJ
D. Pugh for organising the event, Sgt Sam Shaw who acted as the
Bosun and kept all the boats on the water and Sgt John Fradley who
provided us with plenty of refreshments.
RESULTS
INDIVIDUAL
1st
AT Box Helm
AT Cumming Crew
5th
AT Stewart Helm
AT Nice Crew
AT LCpl Marsh Helm
9th
AT Howe Crew
16th AT Langan Helm
AT Nicholls Crew
TEAM
I st
AA Coll Harrogate
2nd AA Coll Chepstow A Team
3rd
AA Coll Chepstow B Team

The team and individual Junior Army Sailing Champions
TEN IS-A FORMIDABLE PARTNERSHIP
The pairing of AT Cpl 'Bob' Hope (Scott Sqn) and AT Steve
Whitford (Rawson Sqn) has proved a formidable doubles partnership.
Their first big success came in the Army Junior Championships which
were held at Aldershot at the beginning of July. After saving four
match points in the semi-final stage they went on to win the Doubles
Championship final 6-4, 4-6, 6-1.
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The Formidable Partnership
The NEDist Open Championships were played at Harrogate during
the second week of July. In the Singles Championship both Hope and
Whitford reached the semi-finals, but unfortunately neither managed
to win through to the final. However, once again their doubles
partnership was successful. They comfortably overcame their more
mature and experienced championship final opponents; one of whom
(with a different partner) had won the Championship for the previous
five years. Using the recognised basic strategy of putting pressure on
the weaker of their two opponents Hope and Whitford won 6-2,
6-3.
Hope is the current Royal Signals Junior Champion, having gained
the title in May 1988. At the time of going to press the 1989 title is
about to be contested. It is anticipated that the final will be between
Hope and Whitford, but AT 'Jacko' Jackson (Rawson Sqn) might
surprise them both. Jackson was the 1988 winner of the Army Junior
Individual Plate Competition.
Unfortunately our current Corp of talented players will have left the
College by next season, but doubtless others will replace them.
ATHLETICS SUMMER TERM
The Inter Squadron Athletics Competition held in the College on 13
May, won by Scott Sqn, really saw the formation of the formidable
College athletic squad.
The first major competition was the Royal Signals (UK) Morrison
Cup at Middlesbrough where the College team competed against three
other major Units. The standard of the team compared with some of
the last-minute volunteers of the Squardon teams showed that there
was potential to do well. Efforts worthy of note at the Morrison Cup
AT (RSM) Rob Jones 400m and 200m, AT SSgt King 800m and AT
Sloans l,300m.
The next athletics event that the College entered was the infamous
Triangular Games held at AA Coll Arborfield. This is always a highly
prestigious and well fought competition so considering the
performances at Middlesborough the team was quite confident.
Everybody did extremely well especially the 4 x lOOm squad but two
worthy of mention at AT LCpl Tim Harrison Penney Sqn at llOm
Hurdles and AT SSgt King l,500m race. The College came third .
Finally the last major athletics event the College took part in was
the Junior Army Athletics Competition. This was the main event of the
season at which all the Apprentices' Colleges and Junior Leader
Regiments/ Battalions meeting together for the first time. Some of the
performances put in by the boys were exemplary with five individuals
being selected for a Junior Combined Services team. AT RSM Rob
Jones, AT SSgt King and AT Tim Harrison have been selected along
with AT SSM Williams and AT Cpl Rob Cunnion. Well done.

W01 (RSM) Rab Ritchie receives his plaque
PUPIL WORK EXPERIENCE COURSE (PWEC)
On 10-14 July the College ran its second Pupil Work Experience
Course. The course is designed to give the pupils a flavour of the
Army. To do this the course included an introduction to military
training and the SLR, orienteering, football, .22 shooting, visits to the
RAC Training Regiment, 1st Bn Prince of Wales Own, and 15 Fd
Wksp. Also included were potted sports, a room inspection competition, a swimming competition, an introduction to gym training, an
introduction to radios and a command task exercise.
All in all a very busy four days for both pupils and the Permanent
Staff, which included Sgt Terry Oakes, AT Cpl Nick Searle, AT
LCpl's Robert Downes, Roy Constable, SSgt Dickie Bird and Lt
Gordon Elliott. Their effort and that of the departments that assisted
the course ensured it was a success. The pupils all expressed their
thanks for a most enjoyable, if brief, visit to the Army. Eighty-five
per cent of the course said they were now hoping to join the Army .
COLLEGE TUG OF WAR
The Summer Term has seen the College team concentrate on
outdoor Tug of War. Our first major competition saw the team at
Kirton-in-Lindsey at the beginning of May in the NE/ NW
Championships. We moved down to Windsor at the end of May to
compete in the Princess Royal Inter Service Championships. Our first
trophy was won here for the best sporting team and was presented by
our Colonel-in-Chief HRH The Princess Royal GCVO to Sgt Danny
O'Brien.
July, the busiest month, we competed in the Army Junior
Championships at Aldershot coming runner up in the 600 and 640kgs
class.

EIGHTH ARMY VISIT
On Wednesday 21 June the College hosted a small party of
members of the Eighth Army Veterans' Association Bradford and
District Branch. The party had a tour of the College and were guided
by W02 (CSM) Dave Morcom Scots Guards, the CSM of Bradley
Sqn. They met and saw Apprentice Tradesmen and Junior Leaders
undergoing their training and then dined with the lads in the Junior
Ranks Restaurant. Prior to their departure the Branch Chairman, Mr
Arthur Thorpe, presented Association Plaques to the Comd, Col K.
P . Burke and the RSM WOl R. Ritchie Scots Guards.
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The highlight of the term was definitely the Royal Tournament
where the 640kgs class came top of its league. On Friday evening the
team pulled in front of a capacity crowd and beat the old enemy,
Princess Marina College Arborfield, placing us third overall. The
team certainly finish,ed the term on a high note and is looking forward
.to the Autumn season.

Back Row: Sgt D O'Brien, ATs Lewis, Hickman, O'Hara , Harding,

Brown, Jones, Campbell and Capt M. Radford (QC)

PWEC - Potential Soldiers?
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Front Row: ATs Gill, Downer, Morgan, Heasman, McRost1e,

Cleet, Parker and Trotter
Absent: AT Forsyth

MILITARY TRAI ING T ROOP
b gt Bob Withtrstone
.
The 1989 Summer Term is now drawing to a clo c and as u ual 1t
has been a long, hardworking, but rewarding one.
Over the pa t three months we have had our varying batch of
e. er i es including SLR kill at arms and defence and t hese have taken
place at holiday resorts such as Catterick, ~arcop, Proteus an,d
Whitburn! (Due to the recent heatwave tropical 1s the word , so don t
volunteer for postings in Cypru lads, come to Harrogate instead!)
Into thi busy schedule we had to fit in two final exercises for
graduating AT/ JLs. o th~n the Wa~riors Quest scene was.set and ?n
a tranquil Sunday evening m July Mil Trg Tp deployed to its exercise
location with ome apprehensive and subdued apprentices! The
patrol e ercise area was staffed by SSgt Dickie Bird, Sgts Tony Mann
and Bob Witberstone . Whilst in the harbour area activities such as
BC incidents, Reece/ Ambush, fighting patrols, snap VCPs and the
giving and receiving of orders were undertaken with, on the whole, a
great deal of enthusiasm and keenness.
Other activities which threatened to give Staff Bird more grey hairs ,
wa restraining Sgt Mann from upsetting local anglers by fishing for
prize carp with a pointed stick and persuading Sgt Witherstone that
the local farmer , anglers, and indeed residents of Ripon possibly
wouldn't appreciate atomic bomb simulators going off every few
hours!
Over to the Comms Site Guard where W02 (WTWO) George Evans
and his staff were holed up. Here the apprentices had to deal with,
suspicious persons, riots, demonstrations, VCPs ~nd the yari~us
problems that ari e. One of the problems was preventing exercise nots
e calating 'into the real thing' (he lost).
On a more sombre note, we will have said farewell to our OC, Capt
Gordon Halewood, who leaves us to rejoin his Battalion . So from all
of us Sir, 'all the very best of luck in your new post' and in the same
vein we say welcome to our new OC, Capt Bob McDonald R Anglian.
WARRANT OFFICERS' AND SER GEANTS' MESS
We have had the honour to host a number of notable visitors: Maj
Gen D . M. Naylor MBE GOC NEDist on his farewell visit to the
College on 26 July 1989. Brig C. T . Garton Comd 11 Sig Bde (V), who
was our former Commandant, joined the Warrant Officers at
breakfast on 19 July 1989. Col Mike Louden, OiC RSM and RO
addressed the WOs and SNCOs, bringing us up to date with the
current Corps policies.
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'Perhaps the bravest

manrever knew•.•'
and now, he cannot
bear to tum a comer

Maj Roy Lund OC Tech Wing, has been the Supervisi ng Officer to
the Sergeants' Mess throughout his tour wh ich is to end when he
retires at the end of term. Mai Lund j_oined us as a guest at this term ' s
Drill Competition Dinner on 14 July when we took the opportunity
to say farewell and express our thanks for all his efforts on behalf of
the Mess.
As always the Mess programme has been a very full one thi s term
including horse racing, restaurant night, ladies dinner , drill competition dinner and a Caribbean night. In addition to this Squadrons and
Departments are encouraged to have their own functions in the Mess.
These are always popular a nd are normally followed by entertainment
which is open to all Mess members.
The major event in the Mess this term was , of course, our Summer
Ball which took place on Saturday 17 June. The President of the
Summer Ball Committee, W02 Ian Catterall BEM provided us with
a mixture of good food , efficient service and fine music which ensured
that a thoroughly enjoyable night (and morning) was had by all.
The term will end on Graduation Day when we will host the
Apprentice Tradesman RSM, AT RSM Rob Jones of Penney Sqn,
and his family to lunch . After that we are off on a break before the
winter term.
COLLEGE FETE
The College Fete (or Spectral Vision II as some like to call it) took
place on Saturday 22 July. We were honoured with a display from the
Blue Helmets; Capt Malcolm Cooper and his team all landed safely
in the arena display area and he then requested Miss Knaresborough
(sorry no photo) to open the fete. A great sunny afternoon ensured all
the family had fun . The White Helmets finished the arena displays
and Mrs Brindle from Stanington won the car, a 'G' reg Fiat Panda
(well I didn't want the car anyway! College Ed) .

MAJ R. LUND
Maj Roy Lund is retiring from the Army having travelled full cir~le,
now finishing his distinguished career at the place where it all started
39 years ago; the Royal Signals Army Apprentices' College at
Harrogate.
Roy was born on 2 September 1934 at Mexborough, Yorkshire and
enlisted in Sbeffield as an Apprentice.Technician straight from school
(Mexboroush Grammar School). He joined the Army Apprentices'
School (as it was then known) at Harrogate on 14 February 1950. He
passed out from a three yea_r _appre~tice~hip and has served in BAOR,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Holland and UK. In September 1985 Roy was
posted to the Army Apprentices' College to command the Technician
Wing. He is responsible for all the technician training that the
apprentices undertake at the College., For nine months he also
commanded one of the Apprentice Squadrons. As Roy retires on 1
September 1989, the Commandant invited him to be the inspecting
officer at the final full dress rehearsal of the Graduation Parade. Roy
married J oan in 1954 and they now live in Mexborough, they have two
children who are both married. His main hobbies are 10 pin bowling,
and engraving. On retirement Roy intends to set up a domestic
knitting machine maintenance and repair service.

RSRE

Malvern
FROM THE 0

TBACK (OR TH E MALVERNS !)

MASTER Of SIGNALS VISIT
A chance rema rk ar the Corps dinner led to the Master of Signals
making his fi rst visit to RSRE . In the middl e of June each year
Malvern hosts the Three Coun ties Show which is o!1e of ?ig
agricultura l events in the c~untr y. On a superb s ~n ny day w~th the hi lls
looking their best, and while Mrs Badcock was mvol ved with the dog
show part of the overall event the Master o f Signals visited the RS ~E
ta nd where he met Sgt Russ Batley a nd Cpl Paul Bernard ma nning
a manpack sa tellite terminal. Via thi s link he spoke to Cpl Leafy Lane .
After an early lunch with the Roya l Signals Officers based at the
establish ment Gen Badcock was briefed by Col R. M. Yolland . He
saw some o f the research work at close hand including work on ~cw
jamming techniques where Maj Bernie Hewitt demonstrated devices
1rialled in BAOR las t autumn.
At Defford during the la t four months the 30 Sig Regt detachment
has contin ued with various trials on tactical satellite commun ica tions
termi nals including the VSC 501, PSC 505, pro totype Com bat Net
Rad io Satcom adaptor, and Pta rmigan (Tri ffid) satcom adaptor.
Between tri als we have been kept busy demonstrating the equipments
to a wi de ·pectrum of people, military and civilian, at loca tions such
as MOD (P E) , School of Infantry , Flower Down Fair (RAF Lock ing
Open Day) a nd the Three Counties Show at Malvern.
Follo wing th e precedent of mi grating south for the ~inter (ser by
1he Foreman of Signals last year) the detachment has said farewell to
gt Chris Ward, Cpls Bob Lockeridge and ~ev B~oth to Namibia , a nd
wi th the depa rture of Cpl Leafy Lane on his TI m July, replacements
gt Rus Bately a nd Cpl Chris Mayer will have plent y to do.
.
Despit e what some may regard as the sedentary nature of a tour m
a research establishment, fitness at Malvern is essential, as Lt Col
James Sweetman organises our own variant of the Combat fitne s
test. This takes the form of a long and ardous walk through the
surrou ndi ng countrys ide , usually findin g the steepest way up and the
most bumpy way down an y hill. The route on 26 July was no
exception , and together with our other Arm y and RAF C?lleagues, we
confirmed that issuing senior Army Officers with maps is dangerous,
sin ce everyone took different routes to the first check point, and all
claimed to be right. The senior RAF Officer, Gp Capt BancroftPitman, is insisting on having his own map next time! At the end o f
the walk there was the usual team activity involving the porterage and
di sposal of Amber coloured liquid in cylindrical ~haped vessel . It was
also very nice to be accompanied by so many flt teenage children of
those er ving in the establishment.

booby-trapped and ambushed 111 Northern Ireland,

Sergeant 'Tiny' cannot bear IO tum acomer. For fear
of y,tiat is on the other Side.
It 1s the bravest men and women from the Services
that suffer most from mental breakdown. For they
have tned. each one of them. to QrYe more. much
more than they could in the seMce of our Country.
We look after these brave men and women. We help them at home. and In hospital. We run our
OYoTl Cooialescent Homes and, for the old, there 1s our Veterans' Home Where they can see out their
.

.

them. we must have funds. Do please help us with a donation. and with a legacy
too. perhaps The debt is owed 1)\1 all of us

"They've given more than they couldplease give as much as you can."
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COMllA'I'

S'fRESS

(Left to right): Maj Max Little, The Master of S ig nals, Maj B ~rnie

Hewitt, Col Mike Volla nd , Lt Col J ames Sweetman_, Mai Ian
Bingham, Maj Richard Dav ies a nd Lt Col Hugh Gre nv ille-Jones

Top-..a "OSe l:(ll")Cenied 1r.s JS inamalgJm of several MJC.'\ case t.51ones o1Pitleru 1rt ow care.

II EX-SERVICES MENTAL WELFARE SOCIETYI I
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I
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LAddress .._ . _. :..:=··=····=···=···=···=····= ···=··c~
BROADWAY HOUSE, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON SW191RL. TEL: 01·543 6333

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RADI O OFFICERS

e
to put your expenence aso Radio Operator to good effect why nol conhnue in the
!rode you enjoy os o Radio Officer with GCHQ.
Thirty weeks special training will prepare you lo
undertake o voriely of specialist duties covering the
complete commurncohons spectrum from DC
lo light.
You need ol leost 2 yeors radio operohng
experience
Musi hove lhe obilily lo read morse ot 20 wpm
ond Preferably be under 45 yeors of oge
In return we offer you:
Job Secunly; Good Coreer Prospects;
Comprehensive Troining; Opportunihes for
Overseas Seivice; Generous leave Allowonce
and Non-conlribulO/y Pension Scheme;
Attroctive Solories - and much more
Solory !Reviewed annually}: As o Radio
Officer oher !raining. £11,568 rising
to £17,057 po in 5 onnuol increments
(includes shih ond weekend
working ollowonce}
CIVILSERVICE ISAN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

~~SS5§~~F~or more informohon and opplicohon loon

Please fllld enclosed rrtf donation for £5CYl:20/t10/£51£ ..................... ................ ... ... .

~

Plea!.e send me deta s of Payroll G1v111g
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Master of Signals talking to Sgt Batley

tt you orescheduled lo leave the Servicesduring the next T2 months and would 11

Six-foot-four Sergeant Ttny" G-rr·e, DCM, was
pertiaps the bra~ man his Colonel ever knew.
But OON. after seemg serw:e in Aden. alter being

-~~
These men and women have !JWn their rmnds to their Country. If we are to help

The Master of Signals ta lks to Cpl Bernard . Sgt Batley (right) looks
on w hil e Maj Davis ensures that the link still works

~

vrife or lelephone:

The Comma ndant says farewe ll t o Maj Roy Lund
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H Q 4 Sig Gp
BFPO 140

chool of Signals

Blandford Camp

Maj Gen P . R. Davies, Comd Comms BAOR, presented LS & GC
medals to fou r members of the Corps at a ceremony held in t he
Rheinda hlen Garriso n Sergeants' Mess on 19 June. The reci pients
were: W02 (YofS) Christopher Pugh o f G3 GS HQ BAOR, W02
(FofS) Robert Pullan , attached to 4 Sig Gp as CPDLO , fro m
Blandford, SSgts (FofS) Martin Case a nd (Yof ) Brian Pritchard ,
both of HQ 4 Sig Gp .
During the ceremony, their wives were presented wi th bouquets on
behalf of the members of Rheindahlen Garrison Sergeancs' Mess.
Hosting the occasion was WOI (GSM) Alan Parker RA, and on
behalf of 4 Sig Gp, W02 (FofS) Robert Nicholson .

Dorset
TROOP COMMA DER
Young Offi er leaq~ the Royotl Military cademy Sandhur t fo r a
hon auachmem to a Regim nt / Squadron before oming to the
chool of Signals for their Troop Commander. Course. The late t
cour e to arrive i
o 15.

Back row (left to right) : Sig J . Anderson, Sgt A. Coleman, Cpls S .

Welsh , J . Smith, J . Cawte, S . Wood , LCpls A. Robinson, T.
Powell and Cpl G. Mitchinson
Front row (left to right) : Sgt R. Vincen , SSgt P. Malley, Capt P.
Smurthwaite, Sgt B. Wilkins, Lt Col A. C. Stutchbury, LCpl N.
Dunleavy and Cpl M. Shergold
Absent: W02 D. Taylor, SSgt J . Dyer, Sgts G. Giffin, D. Beggs,
Cpl T. Redmond , LCpl N. Weir, Sig F. McCarthy and Cfn R.
Herrington
Winners
Winner plus Aston
Lagonda Trophy
UK Kings Cup
Winner
Army Challenge Cup
Runner -up
SWDist League
Winners
SWDist Play-offs Challenge Cup
Winners
SWDist Cup
Runners-up
Winners
Dorset Div I
Dorset Senior Trophy
Winners
Dorset League Cup
Winners
Finally, thanks to LCpl Robbo Robinson for organising the end of
season thrash where the following trophies were awarded:Players Player
Sgt Alan Coleman
Manager's Player
SSgt John Dyer
Most Improved Player
LCpl Simon Wood
Clubman
Sig Jockie Anderson
I am shortly due posting to JIB Shorncliffe and wish all players and
families a successful season for 1989/ 90. Good Luck.
SWDist Six-A-Side
Army Six-A-Side
No 15 Royal Signals Troop Commanders Course
Back row (left to right): 2Lts E.W. Baker (Eric). C. D. Cook (Cl ive ).
I. G. Ellis (Ian), K. A. Francis (Kevin). J . C . Gillespie (Jonathan). J .
A. Giscombe (James), A. I. M. Gordon (Alistar), I. C. Gray (Ian)

and S. Gregory (Simon)
Front row (left to right): 2Lt D. J . Hampton-Chubb (Damiani. Capt

K. A. Jones (Ken), 2Lts R. A. Mullholland (Rab). P. Prince (Paul) ,
K. J. Russell (Kester), F. J . Say (Fiona). R. J . B. Spencer (Richard).
D. G. Wadworth (Deb) and K. P. H. Wheeler (Phil)
SCHOOL OF SIGNALS/BLANDFORD GARRISON
FOOTBALL REPORT 1988/ 89 SEASON
by Sgt (SSI) Paul Molloy APTC
The 1988/ 89 season saw quite a few changes to the side with
farewells to Sgts Sandy Brown, Andy Edwards, SSgt Ali MacKenzie
to civvy street and Cpl Mick Cheetham transferred to Ipswich (not at
liberty to cell the fee), how could we possibly carry on afcer losing
these gladiators.
Pre-season training saw che visic of Harry 'Dave' Bassett with
Sheffield United, a hard and vigorous week of training ended with a
games night organised by Sgt Joe Pearson. The School side finished
victoriou , winning the main evenc the boat race, to win 4-3.
The season about to get underway, one or two new players were
drafted in, namely Sgt Brian Wilkins, Sig McCarthy and Sig ' Barney'
Barnett who unfortunately had to go to Cyprus.
The first evenc was the SW District Six-A-Side which we retained
and qualified for the Army Six's which we, also retained winning the
Aston Lagonda Trophy for most goals 'scored in the qualifying
rounds.
The Army Cup wa well underway and we again retained the UK
Kings Cup beating SEME Bordon 2-0 at Aldershot. We came
unstuck in the SW District Cup final losing to the 13/ 18 H 4-1 at the
Tidworth Oval. Another horrendous game saw us lose the Army Cup
to 10 Regt RCT (I don't want to repeat the score, I'm sure you all
know it).
The season was far from over. Our next hurdle was the SW District
League play-offs where we won 5-0 against the AAC Middle Wallop.
The final of the Dorset Senior Trophy saw us beat Broadmayne 3-1
and the following week, at the final of the League Cup at Dorchester
we beat Weymouth 1-0. After an up and down season in Dorset Div
I, a good run of results meant that the final game of the season at
Bridport would dictate who won the league. Needless to say a good
•olid team performance ensured a 3-1 win against a Bridport side
who had ix first team members playing.
The Jubilee Cup unfortunately did not go as well, and a poor result
against RAF Wyton 3-1 meant we had to score lots of goals against
HMS Sultan where we lost 5-3.
On writing this report a number of players have now departed, Capt
Peter murthwaite who has had to endure a lot of earache from me,
gt (now W02) Dave Taylor, S gt John Dyer (on promotion) and
Cpl mith not forgetting Cpl Tony Redmond.
A quick resume ol' the season:420

THE LINE TECHNICAL AUTHORITY
The Line Technical Authority met at Blandford for the fourth time
on the 4 and 5 May 1989. It was attended by 22 delegates from 14
Headquarter Branches and Units.

Norman Callender with members of the Line Technical Authority,
5 May 1989
On Thursday 4 May, presentations were made by Messrs Raychem
(new heat shrink materials), NEl/DAC (regulations for wiring in
hazardous areas), British Telecom (computerised cable management
system), BICC (Low Smoke and Fume sheathing materials) and 21 Sig
Regt (ACPO) also with a computerised cable management system.
Other manufacturers exhibited such diverse products as Fusion
Splicers, Fibre Optic Telephone Instruments, a new Ml020 tester, a
visual method of detecting breaks in Fibre Optic cables, 110 V
portable generator, floodlighting kit and cable pulling winch.
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Lt Col Pat Soward presents a framed print of the 'Imphal Road ' to
Mr Norman Callender on behalf of LT A members to mark his
retirement in June 1989
At the conclusion of the meeting, the Chairman, Lt Col Pat Soward
pre ented a framed print of the 'Imphal Road' to Mr Norman
Callender on behalf of the Line Technical Authority. Norman
advocated the formation of the Authority and attended every meeting
both at the MOD and, more recently , at Blandford. He has
consistently pressed for improved training , equipment and status for
Telemechs and has been their 'Father Figure' since the formation of
the trade in 1971.
Norman, we will all miss you . Thank you for a life's work devoted
to training Telemechs and their predecessor trades . We wish you a
long and happy retirement and trust that you will be able to keep the
offi cer wives away from your vegetable garden!

Front row (left to right}: Mrs Laura Pritchard, Mrs Lita Pullan, Mrs

Margaret Case and Mrs Iris Pugh
Ba_ck rov: (left to right) : W02 (FofSJ Bob Nicholson, SSgt (YofS)

Brian Pritchard , W02 (FofS) Bob Pullan, Maj Gen P. R. Davies,
SSgt (FofSJ Martin Case, W02 (YofS) Chris Pugh and WOl (G SM )
Alan Parker

Belize Defence Force
BFPO 12
PERSONALITIES
Comma ndant BDF

Lt Col R. E. H. David OBE
Welsh Guards
W02 (FofS) M. G. Cooper

Royal Signals
Detachment
NOMINAL ROLL
As you can see the Corps is not exactly thick on the ground in the
BDF, although there is another connection with the Royal Signals in
the Technical Maintenance Department. Two of the technicians
working with me, W02 Isaac Williams and SSgt Albert Guy have
completed Class 1 Radio Technician Courses at 8 Sig Regt.
For tho e of you have not served in Belize, the BDF was formed in
January 1978 from the Belize Volunteer Gu<1rd and the Police Special
Force. By 1982 the force realised that its communication equipment
would not survive so it requested a Foreman of Signals to set up and
administer a Technical Workshop.
The first Foreman, John Shepherd, not only set up the workshop
but also taught an entire basic technician course, passing out six
technicians after one year. His experience of teaching at 8 Sig Regt
(He taught me on my Tl) did the force proud and the standard of
maintenance went from virtually nil to a level compatible with a small
Signal Unit-the BDF is the size of an Infantry Battalion .
His successors Dave Wild and Steve Randle came along and honed
the workshop into shape and following Royal Signals line . Each
contributed towards the standards it sets today. I was fortunate to
have turned up by the time the majority of the hard work had been
done and all I have had to do is maintain the standard set. There are
still jobs to do and maintenance and store requisitions to be chased
up, all of which has to be achieved within a tight budget. One of the
other things I have to achieve is to work myself out of a job! The idea
of holding the position is al o to find the right person among l the
Belizean Technicians working for me eventually to take over the
runni ng of the workshop .
There are a few pitfalls in doing this job, ie living within a budget
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and dealing with an unfamiliar financial system. That coupled with
the frustration of waiting for spares to turn up and other such niggle
can be irritating. To compensate for this there are many rewarding
experiences, one of which is being able to visit the second largest
barrier reef in the world. I have a boat which means I can get out and
about whenever the weather is agreeable and for Sub Aqua,
Windsurfing, Water Skiing or even sun bathing you can't beat a trip
to the Cayes. The Cayes are the Islands strung out along the length
of the reef and they are a real touch of the 'Robinson Crusoes'.
In addition to the above pursuits I have also helped in getting the
Corp Parachute Display Team, the Blue Helmets our for ome
training during the (UK) winter months. The team came out in
February and despite being turned off their first flight managed to fit
in 10 days training and still had a few days off to see the Cayes. They
also man;iged to drag me through my progression stages to a category
I 0 parachutist.
The present plan is that I will have a successor, buc he will be the
last Loan Service Foreman. If there is anyone reading thi who fancies
a different (and lucrative) job then apply for the post, due to become
vacant around mid August 1990. I would recommend it to anyone
who likes a challenge and wants to get out and about and travel. This
is an ideal place to u e as a springboard for exploring both orth and
South America, as wr I as the opportunity to drive around Belize and
the more stable area of Central America.
The BDF works alongside the British Forces (literally as well a cooperatively) so contact with home i well maintained and papers and
mail arrive regularly and speedily. l keep in touch with the Corp via
633 Sig Tp and attending the many 'Gozomes' provides plenty of
entertainment.
Having a car the size of a minibus tends to reciprocate the Honorary
membership of the Troop!
So there you have it, all in all .i t's a good life and an excellent job-if
you are interested contact RSM & RO now, to avoid di appointment!
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News~rom Regiments.

The Sultan's Armed Forces
Signals
PO Box No 1720
ROlAL JG 'AL LOA
omd AF ignal
0 1 TE
Tk Offr Trg lTOT)
\"of Trg Team
ig Regt
2

ig Regt

ERVJCE PERSONALITIES
Aqeed (Col) Bob Wright
Muqaddam (Lt Col) Ian Turner
Naqeeb (Capt) Alan Doane
Wakeel 1 (WOI) YofS Steve Wat on
Wakeel 2 (\l 02) Yof Sid Coleman
Wakeel 1 (WOl) Fof Chris Fielding
Wakeel 2 (W02) YofS Mick Hawley
Wakeel l (W02) YofS John Chilcott

For tho e v ho are ardent followers of your contemporarie~
movements, it will not have gone unnoticed that YofS Coleman is now
on hi third Loan Ser ice tour in Oman. No complaints please- only
volunteer .

Corp member , will be intere ted to know that Lt ~ I (Retd) J~ck
imp on is out here in the Oman. as the Force Equipment Officer
(FEO) together with hi wife Ada.
in e the last appearance of SAF Signals in The Wire, there have
been several change of personnel. The Comd SAF Sign~. Aqeed
Gordon Barnett and hi wife Carole have departed for c1v1han hfe.
The new Comd ignal
qeed Bob Wright, hi wife Trisha and
paniel arrived in February. We extend our warme t welcome and
wi h them all a plea am and ucce sful tour.

Officers HO SAF Signals
Back row (left to right) : Mr Les Brown, Nqb Saif. Raa 'id Peter Day ,
Nqb Tariq Majid , Raa ' id Jack Simpson , Nqb Alan Doane , Nqb Lalin
Fernando and Mr Ed Carter
Front row (left to right): Mr Mohammad Al Riyamy, Raa 'id Kamal
Ferna ndo , Raa 'i d Mohammad Al Zidgali, Mqm Ian Turner,
Commander Aqeed Bob Wright , Raa'id Tim McCoy , Raa'id Omar
Al Siyabi , Raa 'i d Dave Finigan, Mr Abdullah Al Mughairy

Commanders Handover-Takeove r
, qb Alan Doane arrived at the end of last year to write the Training
Objectives, Syllabu and Programme for · the first ' in coun try'
Yeoman of Signals course. Wkl 1 (YofS) Steve Watson and Wkl 2
(Yof ) Sid Coleman arrived in March, to assist in the preparation of
the course and prepare themselves as the principal instructors. The
course commenced on 13 May.

No 1 Yeoman of Signals Course
Sultanate of Oman Armed Forces (Signals)
Back row (left to right): Rqb Salim Bin Rashid, Wkl 2 Suleman Bin
Mohammed, Rqb Said Bin Musa li m, Wkl 2 Salim Bin Saif, Rqb
Abdullah Bin Ghabish, Wkl 2 Saif Bin Ali and Rqb Ali Bin Shanain
Front row (left to right): Wkl 2 Suleman Bin Salim, Wkl 2 (YofS)
D. Coleman, Aqeed R. A. Wright Comd SAF Signals , Nqb A. C.
Doane, Wkl 1 (YofS) S . G . Watson and Wkl 2 Said Bin Suleyam
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Berlin Sig Regt

BFPO 45
1 QUADRON
BATTLE CAMP
During 5-9 June, l Sqn held its' Annual Battle Camp. The Monday
morning started early with a CFT, which was greeted with enthusiasm
by all. Halfway round the course LCpl 'Slimcea' Davis managed one
of his acrobatic falls which left him limping. After the CFT the first
of many briefings was held by Capt Ramshaw who spilt the beans
about the rest of the week's activities. The Squadron moved to the
Spandau Police College where they underwent training on house
clearance, given by instructors from 1 Kings and ILi. In between all
the various command tasks were undertaken, one of which included
the local partisan SSgt ' Rene' Reynolds who spoke no English and was
therefore, not understood by anyone!
.
The next day saw infantry tactics taught in preparation for the final
exercise. This consisted of two sections, led by Cpl Gordon and Sig
Collins respectively, one section on night patrol and one protecting
~ome building .
The sandbagging began at 1800 hrs and carried on well into that
night. Cpl Gordon decided LO assist the enemy by allowing them to
take hi sections webbing and ammunition!
The following morning the houses were attacked by the other two
ections who had spent all night finding somewhere to sleep. The
buildings were quickly over-run by the attacking forces, not surprising
with LCpls. Reene and Baker in charge. After a debrief the
quadron continued with more mundane things, like mandatory
training.

COMMANDANT SAF SIGNALS FAREWELL
Among many formal and informal farewells, Fuddles (Omani
feasts) and parties, Aqeed Barnett was dined out of the HQ Officers'
Mess ~n 23 February . He was presented with a Silver Kunja (Omani
knife attached to a waist belt and worn centrally across the stomach).
Unfortunately the normal Omani waistline is somewhat different
from Col Barnett's . It was not that his waist was large but that the
average Omani waist is small . That is his story anyhow, but yes we
agree, Kunjas are not fashionable in London this year and it will look
much better adorning a place of prominence in the Barnett's Bayt
(House).

Sig 'Jono' Johnson trying to get rid of the ants outside his
fortified house while Sig Farrell counts the dead

Battle Camp Partisans
(left to right) : Sig Collins , Cpl Gordon. LCp l Cameron, Sig Walsh,
Matthews, LCpl Davis, Cpl Pinkney and Sig Bartlett

At The Farewell Dinner
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LCpl 'Tiny' Baker and LCpl 'Lee' Linton during the Battle Camp
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EXERCISE HUNGRY BEAR 13
At 0530 hrs on a cold morning in July the Squadron gathered ir.
preparation for deployment to Schleswig Holstein in support of 1
Kings.
After an exhausting drive it arrived in location and was welcomed
with a hot meal and drink, supplied by SSgt Thomas before retiring
for the night.
The next day and a half took the form of an OC's warm up e ercise,
mastermined by SSgt (YofS) Rose . Once this familiarisation period
was over the Squadron moved into the initial exercise locations.
The exercise went fairly smoothly, except for the 0400 hrs stand-to
and the 2145 hrs stand-to (the enemy of course attacked us at
midday!) A good exercise for us Berliners who never seem to have a
long enough exercise to practise normal routines in the field. Endex
arrived on 20 July and the Squadron made its weary way back LO
Berlin.
EXERCISE HUNGRY BEAR 13
A TECHS EYE VIEW
Report by LCpl Lee Linton
The annual week long exercise began with the Wedne day cabby of
the ERV down to the exercise area of Schle wig-Holstein . The ERV
made it to the same place as it did last year and proceeded to break
down (an annual event, you may ay!) but after the pre-exerci e
gremlins the exercise got under way on the Friday morning. Cpl Andy
Roberts and LCpl Lee Linton both went their separate way in their
respective power wagons, but the others tuck together like glue with
SSgt (FofS) Syd Kassim in the ERV and Sgts George Murray and Clive
Quantick in the tech support wagon.
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_Thee er·i e "a enjoyed b)· me and \\ent do\\n \\ell ''ith the re t
ot the tech \\' mu. t . a) 'Thank you· to gt hris Arnold, Cpl igcl
ullen and L pl Marl. Ta, tor for holding the fort bad, in Berlin and
to the guy." ho kitted the ER\ with everything apart from the kitchen
ml.: (talk of all mod .:on !)
BOE TROOP
432 TRAl''<l''IG
On ~~ Jul) Cpl Barber and LLpl mith ran a training day on our
Al-\ -B2. Thi on · i ted of terrori ing ix of our . ignalmen who were
put for\\ard. I mean. bra,ely, \'Olunteered.
FiN up \\a~ ig Walsh. ext in the hot eat wa ig Johnson who
lefl teeth mark in the cab and had to be pri ed out of the drivrr eat.
Then .:ame ' ig Jukes" ho at fir t refu ed to attempt to negotiate a
mall hill. ho"e'er once batlened down and dri,ing backward he
managed the our e quite ea ily. The other , LCpls Hatton. Riley and
,'ig Oi,on ho"ed ·ome kill" ith the 'ehi'le. Watch out guys! · taff's
looking for .omeone el e to take over the 'ehicle.

·Monty' Montague and Pte Kerry Speakman; we wish them all a
uc.:e sful 10ur in Berlin. More change for the Troop shortl y. W02
(YofS) Tim Langford will be taking over the reins from W02 (Yof )
Brian Colvin in September.
COMMS SUPPORT TROOP
TOT
Capt Al Hooley
l'of
SSgt (fofS) Sid Kassim
In mid July omm Sp Tp gave a warm welcome to the Lmn and
Tele Mech who were joining u to reform what we all thought was
to be TM Tp. However the powers that be deemed that we should keep
our illu triou title, much to our annoyance!
DEPARTURES
\ e say goodbye to Cpl Dave Gordon and hi wife Debbie who have
left us for the thrill and pill of 4 ADSR, we wi h them both the best
of luck. Al o we say a fond farewell to Cpl Guy Broom who ha left
u for a better and richer life in civvy treet.

l Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

BFPO 32
<.:O, GRATULAT IO S
On 24 Jul y, omd Comins BAOR Maj Gen Peter Davies visited the
Reg1111cnt to present the L & G · Medals to W02 (RQMS) Om
Chhetri, W02 (QMSI) Steve Seth and SSgt Lou Brice.
·
The pres~ntation was particularl y appropriate for W02 (RQMS>
Om C_h hetn as he l~acl se rv.ecl at Verden when Maj Gen Peter Davies
was his Commandrng Officer. The presentation was followed by a
buffet lunch in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.

ALLIED ST Aff BERLIN
PER ONALITIE
Maj J. M. Ross
S02 Comms
Sgt I. Rutherford
Tech nicians
Sgt S. Metherell
Cpl D. Barker
Com mcen
LCpl R. Eden
Sig J. Cotton
In many location around the world there are mall elements of the
tucked a~~y, this i also the case in Berlin. Although
and adm1111stered by, Berlin Headquarters and Sig Regt
we, m Alhed Staff Berlin, work in a truly Allied environment. The
cotal strength of some 54 officers and other ranks is evenly plit
between the Americans, French and British .
Although the personalities mentioned above are all Royal Signals
personnel lhe. Allied Signals Staff includes five Americans, (a Major,
a Sergeant First class, a PFC and two Private ) and two French (a
Third Lieutenant and a Private) .
Our charter covers Static and Mobile communication between our
HQ and the three National HQS. To achieve this we u ea multitude
of system . On a daily basi we are the continuity staff for the
Chairman Commandant in Berlin, a post which rotates on a monthl y
basis. As an Allied Divisional HQ with, in certain circumstance three
national brigades under command life can never be described a~ dull.
Our technicians repair, investigate, manipulate but are never beaten
by the many different tasks given to them. Our commcen staff initiate
new. ~Hied staff officers !nto the method of me age writing whil t
reta1mng and understandmg the American and French method s of
operation. Ou_r officers seem only to attend meetings; in particular the
monthly meeting of the Allied Signal Officer , which end with a big
lunch!
.Berlin is sai~ to be a good posting. If you have the patience of a
sain t and a smile on your face volunteer for Allied Staff Berlin!

(~eft t<? right} : LCpl Phil Bruce, Sig Bob Spalding, Sgt Alan Deary,
S!g Mick .Turnbull, Tim Parkins, Tommy Giblin, LCpls 'Slick'
Simms, Richard Webb, Sig Chris Collins, Jock Malone, Errol
'Bomber' Graham, LCpls Nick Basford, 'Jonah' Jones, Cpl Samuel
Forbes, Sgt Dave King, Sig Tony Darks, LCpl 'Robbo' Robinson
Sig 'Brad' Bradley and Jason Raybould
'

<:;~rps quietly
hvm~ close co,

Berlin 25km Road Race
ANGLO GERMA , F N R N
During the morning Sunday _9 July, the Third Annual AngloGerman Fun Run cook place, wnh some 600 German Engli h and
Allied runner competing.
'
Bde Tp, m~ terminded by Sgt Tony Reynolds , not only competed
but also provided the mar hats, markers and operawr for the Radio
afety et.
HELLO AND GOODBYE
Welcome ~Cpl Yafai, ig Cunningham, Whyman and their families
and LCpl Riley.
Farewells to LCpl Moody, Sig Jarvis and Nicho ll s.
SECTOR TROOP
The Troop .has been .busy crying t0 get all our Tele Op (Tg) Satcom
course , and 1molved 111 all the trials with the VSC50i. The Tele Op
(Data) and (Sys) have been involved in running the three commcens
that are the responsibility of the Troop.
COMMCEN BERLIN
Supc:ni ed by gt Bob Squires and his merry band of operators
consisting of:_ Cpls Bunce, Simpson, Thompson and O'Connell,
\\Cpls Debbie Burwell, Andrea Hindley, Cpl Gardner, WCpl
Jeannette Blyth,. LCpls Montague, Wodke, Sig Aggar, Ptes Terry
McMahon and 1mone Rouse.
ALLIED TAIT BERLIN COMMCEN
. Supervised by Cpl Derek Barker, the team are LCpl Rob Eden and
1g Cotton.
PROMOTIO
Congratulations t? the following on their promotion LCpl Pinkney
to Cpl and Cpl Raine and Hughes on their selection for.Sgt.
FAREWELL
With the recent re-organisation of the Squadron (well they could
change the name to the Unit again!) Secwr Tp lost all the old TE techs
and Cbt Lmn to Comms Sp Tp . In addition the following have left
the Troop and Army: WCpls Liz Bunce, Shirley Simpson, Sig Dave
E)re and Cpl Bob Booth posted lO 19 Inf Bde.
ARRI AL
gt lain Philemon has arrived to takeover the chair from Sgt
te~e (now RQMS 5 AB Sig Sqn) Clarke, Pte Si mone Rouse, LCpl
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FOOTBALL
The Regimental team had a very successful 1988/ 89 sea on which
did not finish until June:BAOR Minor Units Cup
Berlin Minor Uni ts League
Berlin Minor Units Cup
Berlin Stone Trophy

-

Semi Finalists
Winners
Winners
Runners-up

.The results show the strength of the team. We have to contend
with 38 Fd ~qn RE which has won the league and cup for the last four
yea~s and rn the Stone Trophy A Coy l King which had nine
•Regimental players in its team.
Spec!al_ thanks to the 3 PC Tp players who constantly turn out for
us i:nd 1t 1s fortunate that two of them are BAOR players Cpl Trevor
Keen an? Ian Booth with LCpl Mark Taylor, Sgt Ian Rutherford, Cpl
Mark Pmkney and a much improved Sgt Bob Squires in the team .
Sadly we lost our top scorer towards the end of the season a nd before
the finals. Sgt Tommy Steele left for his Foreman's course. Good luck
Tommy.
The team is not moulded around star players but it is strong on
teamwork and well disciplined in its approach to the game. We wish
them all a successful season next year and hope they continue to
progress.
T~e annual 2.5k took place on 7 May with five members of the
Regiment runmng ror the NSPCC. The total raised was over
DM2,000. Left to right Sgt Bob Squires LCpl Kev Wright CSgt
Bruce McCudden, .SSgt (YofS) Steve Ros;, SSgt (FofS) Syd Kassim
and OC l Sqn MaJ McColville (non runner).
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(Left to right}: W02 (SQMS) Steve Seth APTC, Kirsty (7),
Beverley: SSgt Lou Brice . Julie, Mcij Gen Peter Davies , Kathy,
Nagina ( 11), W02 (RQMS) Om Chhetri and Salena (11)

PAGE TROPHY-INTER SQUADRON BOXING
The Int er Sqm1clron boxing competition i the mo t talked about
C\em in the Regiment and will probably continue to be o, for quite
a"hdc.
The Regiment i fortuna te to have Cpl 'Smokey' Graham RPC
amongst its r_a nks, the elder brother of Errol 'Bomber' Graham, the
Briti h Middleweight Champion.
Errol. whil t being the Briti h Middleweight Champion ha
ucces fully defended his title on three occasions, which means he ha
won the Lonsdale Belt outright. A fourth defence of hi title i5
expected sometime in September po ibly against Nigel Benn.
Throughout hi career he has had 43 profe ior:al fieht and ha an
impressive record of 41 win and 2 defeats. He i - at present the
number 3 contender for the WBA World Champion hip.
Having now painted the picture, the Regiment wa to ay the lea t ,
delighted, when Errol accepted an invitation to watch the Inter
quadron boxing.
ow WOl (RSM) Derick Boyd took it upon
himself to organise Errol, a two day, nonstop programme. In fact, he
managed to drive a tank, over a few cars (RSM'f, not included) and
also beat hi~ brother at a pistol shoot out, on the •a nge . He al o wok
time out tO vi it the local childrens chool.
On the night of the competition, there wa a full card of 18
competit0r . All the bout were hard fought and those who boxed,
both in the finals and the prelims, demonstrated tremendou courage
and determination. The competition wa tarted with a ferociou
battle between the Bantamweights, Sig Tony Darks (2 Sqn) and the
victor ig Tommy Giblin (3 Sqn), this bout set the scene for the rest
of the evening.
Sgt Alan Dea ry (12 Armd Bde Sig Sqn), a Featherweigh t , proved to
be coo powerful for LCpl Richard Webb (22 Armd Bde Sig Sqn), a
did Cpl Samuel Forbes (22 Armd Bde Sig Sqn), Lightwelterweight,
again t Sig Bob Spalding (12 Armd Bde Sig Sqn) both were stopped
early on in the contest. Welterweight proved to be an excellent di play
of courage, with Sig Jason Raybould winning and LCpl ' Jonah ' Jones
the runner up. LCpl 'Jonah' Jones ' efforts were rewarded by winning
the Fergusson trophy for the most couragous boxer in the opinion of
the Judges and referees. The last two bouts of the evening. the
Lighlheavy and Heavyweight contests proved to be quite skilful. gt
Oave King (3 Sqn) one of the more popular boxers gave a spirited
p~rformance but wa outpointed by ig Tim Parkins (12 Armd Bde
Sig Sqn) whose skill wa too much for King. Sig Chris Collins (2 qn)
ended the competition with a good exhibition of boxing again t LCpl
' lick' Simms (3 Sqn) who was unable to overcome the uperior reach
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more at_hletic Collin . 3 Sqn and 22 Armd Bde Sig Sqn ended
with 17 pom~s eac_h but becau e 22 Armd Bde Sig Sqn had more
wmmng competitors 111 the final they won the competition overall.
At the end of the competition, Errol ' Bomber' Graham entered
the ring not to box but to addre s the Regiment and present the pri7es.
In turn t_he Commanding Officer, Lt Col Richard Farrimond pre ented
Erro l ""!th a stat~e o~ a Jimmy, thanking him for taking time to visit
the Regiment. His v1sn was a great success and was enjoyed by all . To
finish off a busy couple of day , he was hosted by the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants Mess. He later toured the Squadrons to talk to
the lads. T.he Regiment wishes him well with his future fights, and
hopes he will become WBA World Champion. Good luck and ee vou
next year!

UI?

HEADQUARTER SQ ADRO ,
QM(TECH)DEPARTMENT
ARRIVALS, FAREWELL AND CONGRATULATIONS
Welcome to Cpl Lucas, Sig Ray McGrath, Botwright and 'Mac'
McGuiness, We hope your tour in Verden is enjoyable. Sadly we must
say farewell to LCpl 'Maz' Warrington who leaves the Regiment on
di charge. Finally we congratulate Cpl ' Brad' and Jayne Bradle) and
LCpl Kev and Martina Rain RPC, on their recent additions t0 their
families.
EXERCISE CORTINA DIAM01 D 89
Reporl by Sig Alex Dack
A party from the Regimental 1T recently went ad\enture training
in the mountains of Cortina, Italy.

Sig Paul Green and Ray Macleod pose naturally for the camera.
Sig John Lennon is not so confident
To reach the base camp, in Cortina 'D' Ampezz, we travelled for
31 hours through Wet Germany, Austria and then Italy. This camp
site wa to be our home for the next two week . After a couple of day~
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y,e \\ ere oon ready tc climb.
0'' I am certainly not Chris
Bonnington. but o n.:e fitted out in the co rrect eq uipmt:nt , I a Imo t felt
th part.
We tarted on the mole hill , a Capt Harry O'Hara called them .
Col Ro.e being the fir t, a mere I. 720m. A the days went on. the hill
got bigger and big~er until \\ e were climbing the as Songer (2,665m)
and the Tofanna (2. 700m). Finally. fini shed off the Kleiner Lagazoui,
, 3.000m limb. Th roughout the week , Sgt 'Cookie' John RCT
turned out to be a fi nd in a million. We not onl) t1rted the day but
al o finished the da) \\ith an e·cellent meal. Alth ough this wa, my
fir t adventure training e\ercise, I enjoyed it o much that I kno" it
"ill not be the la 1.
TE. "I
The Regiment ha had another . ucces fut year on the tenni cou rt .
\\02 (RQM ) Om Chhetri, the team' - ecret ary. found again that
-ompet11ion are alway hard to organi e. Thi year proved e pecially
difficult . The tenni team found it elf playing the emi-final and
final of the Divi ional Inter Unit ·ompet ition on the ame day and
on the ,-ery ne\t day the team was again in action, in the BAOR emifinal .
The re ult of all thi tenni was that , in the Divisional competition ,
2 RTR wa beaten 6-3 in the emi-final and 40 Fd Regt RA wa
beaten in the final. The BAOR emi-final wa a different matter. A n
extremely tired team wa beaten by 28 Sig Regt . Good luck to them
in the final . The team played exceptionally well and thank go to Capt
Mick Ledward • Lt imon Hutchinson. Sgt Dave Rodger , Cpl
George Best and LCpl 'flash' Gordon .
I Q ADR0:-.1
EAGLE TROOP
Be ide the normal exerci e in June, we had been ta ked with 2nd
line and PRE' a well. Ex Scree Slope wa notable for a couple of
reasons. ig ·\ hoo h' eville ucceeded in hi burning ambition to
turn an Army combat jacket into a blazer. Secondly, the ode al o
tayed in the field for an extra week and was vi ited by Brig Tim
Waugh MBE Comd I Sig Bde.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Hello and welcome to LCpl 'Hammy' and Karen Hamill,
Atherton, 'GB' Greatbatch, ··walrus' Perkins and 'Orange'
Congratulation go to Cpl Kev and Gabrielle on the birth
on.
Good luck and goodbye to ig Angus Dow and Chas Dunn
both off to ciwy street.

ig Paul
Seville.
of their
who are

GOLF TROOP
In May, the Troop shook off Ex Flying Falcon and Ex Hur c Park
with an adventure training exerci e in the Algau area, based in the
Regimental Adventure Training Hut in Moosbach. Activitie included
top rope and abseiling, high altitude climbing/ walking and canoeing.
The Hinderlanger Kletterstieg was the first climb to be attempted.
Most of the panicipants who thought they had a head for heights soon
changed their minds, when faced with a 5,000ft drop. Different styles
of climbing were ob erved, the stylish posing of Sig Ray Macleod and
Paul Green , the terrified clinging of LCpl 'Flash' Gordon and Sig
John Lennon and the resigned to doom style of SSgt Geoff Dawson.
Whilst the climbers tackled the peaks, the canoeists were observed
floating upside down in the Neidersonthofen See. Once again
different styles were seen, it is rumoured Cpl Rick Owen thought that
upside down, was the correct way to canoe. Several climbs and rivers
later, the participants were looking more at home with their spons,
ig Steve Buckingham progressed well in the canoeing, Cpl Rick Owen
was still up ide down but had considerably more style. On the rock
face, LCpl 'Flash' Gordon was actually volunteering to abseil the
most difficult pitches and LCpl Brian Young climbed the food
mountain each night. After an excellent week with fantastic weather,
we headed home, tired, sun tanned and broke!
FALCON TROOP
Falcon Tp deployed on Ex Scree Slope, along with the rest of the
Squadron in June. However, the Troop Officer Commanding was
missing, he claimed he was on loan to the OSC. Help was at hand
though,
gt Clive Doughty actually volunteered to come on the
exercise. He was heard to say that he wanted to see a real trunk node
in action, before he is posted. We tried to make things as easy as
possible to start with and in fact deployed with only one link, as the
BAOR re erve node. This really meant, that as soon as we were set up,
we were moved again to come under the command of a different OSC.
It never did become clear who was more pleased about this; Node 051
or OSC 131.
The best communication produced on the exercise, was that by SSgt
'Taff' Taylor. His wife, Maureen, heard shouts of joy when SSgt
'Taff' Taylor received the news he was posted to Tongerin and she was
60km away in Verden.
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The Troop went o n adventu r~ trainin g in the fir t week of July.
After a great ti me, they ret urn ed to fi nd they were being disbanded .
omething about wa nting to distri bu te knowled~c and experience
evenly around the quadron . This means the next 1 sue of Th e Wire
will be the last o ne featuring Falcon Tp.
H AWK TROOP
Hawk Tp recentl y participated in Ex Hawk Diamo nd, an adventure
train ing exercise in loo bach, Bava ria. For o ne week th e Troop
participated in rock climbi ng, abseiling and ca noeing. One day wa
also set aside for vi iting. T he T roop led by Lt Simon Hutchinson
visited Dachau amo ng o ther place and fi ni shed off the week with a
barbecue and game even in ~.
Returning from Bavaria , we had weekend off and immedia tely got
st uck into Ex Scree Slope. Although being static for the exercise, we
had a busy time with the OSC (Clingons), being attached to u . During
the fi rst four days we were also privileged to be vi ited by Maj Gen
l'aul Alexander CB, MBE and Maj Gen Peter Davies.
Everybody is now getting their fai r share of ummer leave and will
return raring to go fo r the remainder of the exerci e year.
2SQ ADRON
ARRIVALS AND FA REW ELLS
The Squadron welcomes Cpl Martin Best and Sig Chris Collins and
hopes that they have an enjoyable tour with us . Sgts Norman Bain and
Graham Pardew leave us to go to Blandford on the Yeoman 's Cour e,
good luck to you both . Farewell al o to Sig Trev Keane, Mark Byrne
and Steve Powell on departure to civilian life.
CONG RAT LA TIONS
Congratulations to Cpls Dick Rutherford and 'Mez' Merril on
being selected for promotion . (Cpl 'Mez' Merril has been in the
Regiment for some three years and he has only just received an arrival
proforma-maybe someone, somewhere knows something he
doesn't.)
On the social scene the Squadron organised a barbecue after a busy
exercise schedule. This proved to be very succe sful on all front .
SSgt Guy Benson and Sgt John Barron managed to burn the food
satisfactorily and LCpl 'Ollie' Oliver put in over time as barman to
ensure nobody suffered from dehydration. A volleyball court and a
paddling pool provided excellent entertainment for adults and
children alike.
On the work side, the families once again were involved . The
Squadron was tasked to do a Staff College Demonstration . On
the pre-inspection phase, the Regiments wives were invited to inspect.
They were given an introduction to Ptarmigan by the OC, Maj Geoff
Cary and they also discovered where their husbands hide whilst on
exercise.
Rover Tp, conspicuous by its absence, has been off to sunny
Corsica. The expedition leader Sgt Phil Parker is leading the
adventurers over the rugged mountains, from the North West to the
South East of the country.
Papa Tp on the other hand was off to Munsterlager ranges for
exercise First Tee. The experience was quite novel, having three
Regiments of Anillery firing directly overhead. It is a pity that the
noise soon wore out the novelty.

OVEM BER T ROOP
Welcome to ig Scott Smurthwaite , straight from training. Good
lm:k wit h 613 Alpha , Scott .
farewe ll to Sgt Sid and Karen Perks wh o are off to Blandfordgood lu ck on your Yeoman' s course. Secondly goodbye to LCpl Mark
Buffrey wh o, afte~ three yei:irs with the Regiment, has wa ngled his way
to 238 (London) Stg Sq n. Finally farewell to Sig 'Pinky' Perkins who
after 10 weeks in the Squadron has been posted to I Sqn . Good luck
to all of you in your futu re careers.
On Ex Scree Slope, Sig Chris Woods was ab le to demonstrate hi~
man y \alents. After sta rting t h ~ exercise a Rear Reece driver. he
ended 1t as an SAS Opera tor. 1g Lee Oavis has also completed the
exerci e with Wavell System B, which he found intellectuall y
dema.nding. At the end of it, he was heard to say 'great, but I feel like
I've JUSt come off a Tefal advert' . He is due to attend his Wavell
Operator course in September.
THE 31st BIEL lOOKM RUN
Four runners fro m the Regi ment completed the Biel IOOkm run in
witzerla nd . T heir aim was to complete the ru n in the be t pos ible
time and s~ raise money for a Mul ti ple Sclerosis charity.
On the mght o f 2 June , the team tackled the elements and rolling
cou ntryside . Throughout the run the admin su pport ca me from the
Team manager, W02 (SSM) Ian Kirkpatrick .
With all of the team competing in the event for the fir t time the
S~M's past experience proved extremel y valuable. T he first m;n in
was Cpl And y Drummond , who co mpleted the course in an excellent
JO hrs 45 mins. 2Lt Mark Roberts ca me second (11 hrs 52 mins) and
was fo llowed by Cpl Kev McHugh (13 hrs 3 mins). Sgt Sid Perk wa
unfortunately forced to drop out with bad cramp in bot h legs. In the
end 2,000DM was raised for chari ty.
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ADVENTURE T RAINJ (,
Since our last contribution, the Squadron has had a very busy time
on all front s. With l:.x Flying Falcon firmly behind us, 20 members of
the Squadron departed for Bavaria to do some mountai neering and
canoeing. Du~ing the mountaineering trai ning ig teve Medlyn ,
desc1ded that It was not for him and was la~ t een tumbling down a
hill_coming to rest with his feet hanging over a 25ft plus drop . Prompt
action by Sgt ' Hoppy' H o pkins and Cpl Mark Rouse averted what
could have been a very nasty accident.
HOOTI NG
On the sporting front the Squadron has had some excellent result s.
We won the Regimental Skill-at-Arms and the Minor Units Di visional
Skill-at-Arms. Thi qualified the team to ta ke part in the Corps Meet,
where they won the team Snap Competition . Bisley wa ~ next, but the
competitio n was strong and the team was out-shot.
Congratulations go to Cpls 'Dusty' Miller, 'Nobby' • evill, LCpls
Dave Knapman , Chris Mulligan, Sig Mark Bowker and Mickey Abel
for a good performance . Princess Royal Day saw a team led by Lt
Nick Caleb, go off to Haltern ranges for the Royal Signals BAOR
Military Skills Competition, where they managed sevent h place. In the
OC/ SSM pistol shoot , Maj Roger Batho and W02 'Tommo'
Tomlinson had an off day , coming fourth.
ATHLETICS
The Squadron's Gladiators took to the field for the Regimental
meeting. They had a close fought contest with HQ Sqn, only to be
pipped at the post for first place, in the relay race. The early part of
!une saw the Gladiators cake part in the Morrison Cup (Minor Unit ),
m Herford. Due to a controversial disqualification in the 400m
hurdles the Squadron fell behind to fifth place overall.
Notable achievements, were in the shot-second SSgt Dave Showell
with I0.19m and in the 200m-second Sig John Mc.Kindland with a
time of 24.87 secs-well done to them both.

The Biel running team:
(left to right): Cpl Kev McHugh, 2Lt Mark Roberts, Sgt Sid Perks,

Cpl Andy Drummond

3SQUADRON
LINE TROOP
Welcome back to LCpl Thomas. The Troop would also like to
welcome Cpl 'Den' Smith from Tidworth, LCpl 'Yorkie' Lawton and
Sig Gary Sinclair.
Recently the Troop, with families, was invited to a barbecue
organised by the local German Army reservists . Amongst the many
games played was one involving a boat on the lake. Three men teams
were entered, ·one in particular The Jock Mafia, consisted of Sig Bri
Whyre, LCpls John Sloan and Keith Brodie won a trophy for the boat
race.
Once again we would like to thank our hosts for a very enjoyable
time, especially the German called Tony, who coped very well , serving
a steady flow of beer.
OSCAR TROOP
The Troop says farewell to Sig Paul Gallagher who is off to civvy
street. Welcome to Sig 'Taff' Thomas and Joe Jollands.
Congratulations to SSgt Pete Griffin on coming fifth in the pole
vault, at the BAOR Athletics. Pretty good ror an old timer. As the
Troop OC, 2Lt Mark Roberts , nears his posting date, there is an
historic moment for Oscar Tp, as the shack is back. To all you old
troopers out there the Track Shack is now on the road.
Three members of the Troop, 2Lt Mark Roberts, Cpls Kev McHugh
and Andy Drummond managed to complete the Beil IOOkm run .
·
Congratulations!

201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig qn
BFPO 30

Morri"son Cup. Dvr Stan Boardman in the 400m relay race
CONGRATULATIONS
The Squadron wishes to congratulate Cpls 'Dusty' Miller, 'Nobby'
Nevill and 'Nasher' Dennis on being selected for promotion to
Sergeant.

2Lt Mark Roberts taking a break on the Biel 1 OOkm run
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HELLOS AND GOODBYE.S
A quick hello to Lt John Botterill , on attachment from RMCS
Shrivenham for a month-we hope he enjoys his time with us.
SSgt Mick and Mirla Ferris, Sgts Dave and Valerie McBride, Andy
and Mandy Millard, LCpl Andrew Rose, Cfn Steven Williams and ig
Stewart Williams, welcome to Hohne, we hope you enjoy your tour
with us.
Finally, goodbye and good luck co: W02 (now WO!) 'Tommo' and
Kim Tomlinson, Sgt Steve and Norma Hartland, Cpl Chri Price,
LCpls 'Greg' Gregory, Lance Croasdaile and ' Ally' Alli on, Sig 'Taff'
and Tiffany Wynne, Sig 'Monkey' Croasdaile and Cfn Martin and
Beverly Allison.
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207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 37
'HF~rewell and be t wi he go to 02 l SM) ~oh~ McAv~ety and hi
wife Carol. gt lfofS) Chris h ppard and his wife Mana ~nd SSgt
Bob 'Dot Cotton' Wright and his wife Bev. Congratulations and
farewell to ig Ian Kirkland on hi succe sful transfer from the Royal
Pioneer Corp to the Royal Corps of Signal , and hi ub equent
departure.
·
d h.
·f
We now a' \\elcome to W02 ( SM) Wally Dram an
is w1 e
Jaqueline. gt (fo ) Graham Blonde! and his wife Anne, gt Mar.k
Gummo'\\, Bill urman and his wife Angela , and Pte Geordie
Hindmnr h.
ALPHA TROOP
The Troop ha been bu y on Ex Scree Slope and al o a
demon tration for CinC B OR and Comd l (BR) Corps.
On a lighter note, the Troop thank Cpl 'Du.sty' Miller a~d LCpl
·Gaz' teele for organi ing a great day out at Sid.see Camp Stte. T.he
re. t of the Troop i t0 be congratulated for proving you can get five
bodie in a Bedford inner tube.
.
,
Finally, S gt Geoff Hawkin is rena.ming the Troop· 30 S1~ Tp , due
to the current deployment. Three are m the Falkland~. ~:me m BATUS
and two in Thailand. Hurry back lads, we are missing you-onl
joking!
BRAVO TROOP
EXERCI E PERF MED RAT
Twenty-four wive from Soltau ration paraded. at 0900 hrs harl?.
They threw them elves wholeheartedly into. findmg out what their
husband do on exerci e. Anyway, we would hke to congratulate Lynn
Coles for winning the hooting competition, run by SSgt John Coles,
ay no more.
.
.
After thee capades of the wives, Bravo Tp cam~ m once ag~m f~r
a banering. However, most children survived a nde, even wnh Sig
McGuckien and Mark Frayling!
ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES
.
.
The Troop would like to welcome SSgt John Coles an~ his wife
Lynn and hope they enjoy their tour in sunny Soltau. A big hello to
ig Pettenuzzo and Ireland . Departures: fond farewells to W02
(SSM) Kev Lodge to Sheffield UOTC, and Sig Ian Duncan to 8 Inf
Bde.

212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 36

2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
York
The Troops held their summer camps and, not to be out done, the
Officers had a sailing regatta which proved a very wet event even for
the CO . The afternoon races were interrupted by very strong winds
causing several boats to overturn. Despite this everyone enjoyed
themselves.
July brought Battle Camp and the Kohima Celebrations. AL the end
of August we deploy on Ex Key Flight.

SQM DEPT
· · k'
The Squadron SQMS, now run by SSgt Frank Vau.ghnn, is tic mg
over nicely after the QM' dept in pection team audtted the books!
Congratulation to LCpl 'Taff' Waters on his promotion.
Farewell to Cpl John and Paula Willi~m~. Welcome LO Cp~ 'Brad'
and Jill Bradley, we also hear from .c~rt.am insurance companies, that
their car insurance will double on JOmmg this department.

ROUND-UP
There have been a few changes amongst the Officers over the last
two month . Lt Col Phil Noble has retired. His QM (Gen) duties have
been takenover by Maj Frank Worrall . Other Officers leaving are
Capts tuart Hodges, Pete Stephenson, Lt Mhairi Nisbet WRAC and
2Lt John Norris. New arrivals are Capt Adrian Campbell-Black, Lis
Andy Walker and Juliet Smith WRAC. Congratulations are offered
to the CO, Lt Col Griffin, on his forthcoming promotion. Other
promotion congratulations go to Capt Mark Finch and Lt John
Norris.

TM TROOP
f.
·
All is quietening down now after a busy few months o mspecuons
and moving workshops.
.
Farewell to LCpl ammy Caughey who is leaving us on posting to
civvy street, we wi h him and his wife Jill all the be~· .Also farewells
go to Cpl 'Revs' Revell, Sig 'Kiwi' Tanner, who has miected humour
into the Troop.
THE NIGHT OF 19 JULY
This night among t all others '~ill be rem~mbered by 45 young
soldiers, as probably the luckiest m~ht of their hves.
.
At approximately 0100 hrs a night watchman, wor.kmg ~n a
building site within the barracks, spotted people carrying obiects
along the ide of the Brigade Sergeants_' Mess. He challenged. them
only to have a hot fired back at him. Undeterred _br th1 : he
tackled them only to be clubbed to the ground, ustammg mmor
injuries.
. .
.
During all thi , the personnel wuhm che Mess Accommodation were
alerted and two people also challenged the assailant , who then ned
leaving five device along the wall. The area was evacu~ted and a v~ry
short time later an explosion rocked the barracks cau mg devastauon
lO the Mess accommodation.
Luckily four devices had not been detona_ted, only a small charge
of 2kg had caused the extensive damage. It 1s almost certain that .the
remaining devices were destined for the Squadron accommodauon
blocks and if it were not for the bravery and vigilance of one 62 year
old nightwatchman, the scene would have been changed from one of
devastation to one of carnage.

R DJO TROOP
EXERCI E LONG RAISE
by 2Lt Norri
The Troop escapade was my idea of raising money for charity. The
boys were not exactly impressed, at first, but nevertheless it went
ahead. 2 qn has adopted a local charity, the Fulford Cross Special
School. Part of our adoption was an undertaking, by us, to raise
money for them once a year-so the idea hatched. Last year it was a
cro channel windsurf and this year a 100 miles walk from Hull to
Whitby.
Everyone performed exceedingly well and showed a great
determination to finish. Battered, bruised and blistered feet were
ynonymous with the walk and foot inspections became a spectator
sport. Every evening blisters were syringed dry and filled with 'that
brown stuff' that makes everyone scream.
The walk started on Sunday, which unfortunately meant no
collecting. This however, did not stop some members of the public
stopping and giving money, £2.39 in total. We also managed to be
walking the same route as a cycle race. About every 30 minutes around
100 cyclists passed us . By the second time around the lead car was
giving us more encouragement than the cyclists. A couple of them
even donated money as they went past.
Day 2 started with many a pair of bruised feet being broke1J-in and
plenty of remarks as to the painfulness of individual feet! As we wove
our wonderful way to Hornsea, that metropolis of the world, that hive
of activity, the donations started to pour in. As the cars stopped to
give money a certain Troop member decided to tell them they were

PORT
.
.
June was the month of the Morrison Cup, and de p1te bemg the
Minor Units Champions we did not expect to retain the title, due to
the number of racing snakes that had been posted out. How~ ver, .we
came a creditable fourth, with excellent performances by Sig Mick
Brown (triple jumper winner), Sgt John Killoran (200m winner) a~d
Sig
ean Fennelly (l ,500m winner). A~ .the ~ Armd Div
Championships the team did even better, fimshmg third ..
Howe,•er no mention of sport would be complete without Cpl
'Lofty' Lofthou e's excellent 48 against 22 Bde Sig Sqn. Hang on, is
that Ted Dexter on the phone? . . .

'Angels of Mercy' which appeared to make their day for many
donators.
As Day 3 dawned we had already collected £150 and about the same
number of blisters. We set off for Bridlington, determined to beat
yesterday's collection. I suppose it had to happen, and on Day 3 it
really happened . .. , it rained! The weather was making up for the
last week and it persisted down. Not to be deterred we bravely got in
the Rovers and waited. Despite all that we still managed to collect over
£250.
Morale was on a slight incline as Day 4 started, well over half way
and a Pub Buffet-with the Press in attendance-to finish that day's
walk. The practice of giving stickers to dor,ators (and in fact anything
that stood still for long enough) was in full swing. LCpls 'Kane'
Gunter and 'Morp h' Evans were involved somewhere, but both deny
even being in the Troop that day, in fact on any day.
The Landlofd laid on a splendid spread and without charge. The
boys were all so pleased they said they had to go and thank him again
that evening-how polite!
The last day was here, off to Whitby and then a spot of relaxation
back in Scarborough. Day 5 was the day with the real hills and it
showed. Lunch provided yet more competition as I took on the re t
at, yes-Connect 4! After having dispatched the Seniors, including
our excellent Medic Sgt 'Arthur' Negus and a few of the boys, Cpl
'Dusty' Miller was my undoing, with a fine display of good luck. We
finally arrived in Whitby with many sighs of relief and returned to
Scarborough.
The walk was nearly rechristened the 'Dick Turpin Walk', because
the boys seemed to have an unnerving knack for getting car driver to
stop and 'donate ge ....erously'! In particular the Scottish Member of
the Troop knew how to charm money out of pockets. Cpl 'Dusty'
Miller, Sig ' Bernie' Bolt, 'Nephilim' McEwan and Dick Turpin
himself, Sig 'Sardinia' Burgoyne. All the other walkers contributed
well with LCpl Clayton and Cpl 'Scouse' Owen taking turns on the
bucket. The latter even had supporters following him around the
countryside. A mention also for Sig 'Geordie' Harri on fo1 his
advertising and to the entertainment team, the 'Acid Boys' LCpl
'Geordie' Robinson, Sig 'Geordie' Noble (this sounds more like I
RRF!) and Sig 'Marti' Lawrenson.
The walk however, could not have been a success without the admin
party. Stomachs were kept full and accommodation made homely by
the team led by SSgt Crosby. One of the Rover drivers in
particular starred. Cpl 'Doc' Johnson spent about 10 minutes in total
on the road walking and still managed to injure his knee. All in all an
excellent effort by the lads, despite their initial doubt a to my sanity,
which I am sure still remains. In total we raised £900 which is a good
indicator of the efforts made during the week.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Damage caused to the Sergeants' Mess

New 3in Regulation Pattern with Straps
Any Amount Made Up as Required
Export 3in Web with trengtbening ........... £6.33
£: port 3in Web without Strengthening .... .... £5.23

plus post

l.JK inc VAT 3in Web with Strengthening ..... £7 .28
GK inc VAT 3in Web without Strengthening £6.01

plus pos\

T. FROST (Saddlers)
OUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DO CASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE
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plus po 1

ptu

po.~

MARCH AND SHOOT
This year, RSAAM was held at the Hohne r.anges a?d was ~uended
by a team led by Lt Mike Burke. After the first day s shooung, two
members ~f the SLR team managed to qualify for the second rounds,
Sig 'Kiwi O'Brien and Cpl 'Skippy' Williams, although the second
round did not bring any prizes:
.
During the second day, the Pistol :re~m. led by the OC, M!lJ Hug~
Colborn won the pistol match convmcmgly. The team consisted of.
Maj Hugh Colborn, Sig 'OB' O'Brien and Sig 'Kiwi' Tanner.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
.
Our football team is going to the UK in August, to play agamst TA
Units and a semi-pro team in the Liverpool area, good luck lads.
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The team 'rari ng' to go with Resident Sickie, LCpl 'Taff' Lewis , who with a touch of faith healing, was miraculously cured enabling him
to take part
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P.\P TROOP
t pl Ted Hodg on
On I :\la\ Papa Tp wa set loose on the world . Rother Valley
\\ ater Pa rk ~,· a. the lo ation ( gt Pete Jack on' other hor:ne!) . .
It \\a . a normal da y f r Pa pa T p. a pa rt from the coac h d nv~r ttll
ha' ing hi watch an hour behind from the la t clod. hange in the
pnng time.
fter thi minor ·et back thing. weni smoothl y (the bu, had good
u pen ion) until C pl Mick faan and LC pl T ed Hodg on unpacked
the barbecue to find that they both mi ed la t night ' 10 O'clock
e\\ . informing them that ther~ wa a . hortage of ti n fo il a nd
potatoe. in the York area .
gt Jim Hogan (\\ho i in line for thi yea r' \\' ell Dre ed M a ~
a" ard) "a ta ked to ee if he could di over a ny po tatoes or ttn fo tl
and much to the Troop ' plea ure, was ucce ful.
During the cour e of the day the fo llowing activi ties were a vaila ble:
jet iing, wind urfing, ailing, canoei ng. volley ball and la t b_ut not
lea t, the long awaited football fr om Sig Paul T ighe who, to .1h1 ~~Y·
ay he did not go to Torquay United to get the ball . The jet kung
wa -o ucce ful that gt Lenny Martin and Cpl ' kell y' Stor~y a re
till being nagged by their wives, Karen and E'.laine •. to trade their car
in for one. Jet kii ng by the way, i a sport in which you hang _onto
a teerable ledge fiued " ith a rid iculously powerful engine. All in all
an exciting experience .
O n e the football arrived there was a match arranged between the
member of the Troop again t their " ive , but due to pnnttng
deadline we are una ble to give you the fi nal core but we are plea ed
to ay that Karen Martin and Elaine Storey have been offered
ontract with Yor k Citv next ea on .
Du ring the football match L~pl 'T? mo: Thom~son · daughter
decided to pract i e her synchrom ed w1mming routt ne but her D~d
mi edit. Cpl Mick Evan managed to produce a fi ne header, despite
the di adv antage of weari ng a chers hat.
T he only sad part of the day wa that the weather got a bit colder .
However, the T roop had a good time and are lo oking forward to the
nexc one being a sue e ful a this one.
Finall y, The Troo p would li ke to say good lu ck to Cpl 'Tel' Taylor
''ho lea' e o n po cing a nd will be mi ssed withi n the T roop. Welcome
to Lt Bill Ad ell who has ju t tak en o er the T roop .

Technician Employment Agency
Licence No SE 10693
Approaching the end of you r service?
Looking for a job?
Clas I , Radio Relay, Radio or Terminal Equipment
Technician? Foreman of Signals or TOT?
Then send your CV to TECHEMPLOY so that we can
inform the hundreds of Companies on our Client List
of your availability. The service is completely free what have you got to lose!
Please include in your covering letter, your availability
date and relocation preference. Also include UK
civilian and Service contact addresses and phone
numbers.

Derek Richardson MPhil CEng FIMechE
TECHEMPLOY
PO Box 29, Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 8NY
Tel: 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service)
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1 , iday was no exception with regard to the weather, it rained all
day! So it was back to the swimming pool, where thi s time 1t was Pte
• luff' Huff who was blown o ut. (Poo r lad never recovered.)
Th at even ing we ·ai d farewell to Sgt Eddy Mooney. He is on his way
to better things down sout h.
Saturday was 1:.ndex, as the two groups o r tra nsport passed o ne
another o n the M62 th ere were so many happy faces in the windows
of the ve hicles it will be ha rd to forge t. Upon getting home eve(yone
told lots o f live ly lies- so rry love someone nicked me wallet- etc, to
their wives an d bank managers.
PS : It was such a nice camp we can' t wait to go back next year!

TH E LACK O F A LI NK

Sometime we use
The cog wheel sy te111.
Although ll'e all kno w
The mushroom s 1•ste111 ll'ell.
Then there 's the "ta t resort,
The bicvcle wheel vstemSomeone who rhinks
He is a spokesman ,
But in fact is only a small cog.
Sometime I sir and wonder why.
ow and then
We know why .
Ofte11 as not
We're told not why
But always when.
So if you do11 't k11ow
Delegate it!
OSCAR T ROOP
by LCpl Hunt
19 June aw the T roop's outing lO Rother Va lley La ke near
heffield .
·h·
There was a good attendance b y wives, g irlf~iend s a~d pets w11 jet
kii ng, canoeing and sailing on the agenda . Usrn g pub li c transport we
got off to a late start needle s lO say !
.
On reaching o ur destination the barbecur was set up . W1th the sun
beating down mo t people found t,/lei r fam ille and a pot o f ca noe ing
entertaini ng enough.
Expertise in ailing hown by C pl ' Bob' Hildreth a nd willingnes to
master the art of jet skiing by the OC , Lt Bridget Pul verman helped
heighten the day' s delights.
Everyone returned extremel y sun burnt and ex hau ted a fter a great
day out and a welcome break . Special chanks to our Slop Jockeys gt
Denni Adie being o ne, for non-stop 'grub' .
THE LYKE WAKE WALK
by Cpl John Davies
Aft er ma ny mo nths of coax in g and pushi ng 2 Sqn managed to form
a tea m o f six to pa rticipate in the above mentioned eve nt. The Lyke
Wake Wa lk (LWW) i a 40 mile route acros the Nort h Yorkshire
Moors in und ulati ng moorland . So the date set was 16 Ju ne, the
partici pa nts were: W02 (SSM) Fossil Harrison, SSgt 'Palh£inder'
Dodd, C pls Davies, Rutter, LCpls Robinson a nd Whincup s~t off in
high spirits a nd lower valleys, from Osmotherley . Everythrn g was
going fine until the 22 (ish) mile mark where , afcer a small break, we
too k a new route for the L W W . However, a fter a five mile ci rcle over
heather ( he did not compla in !) we fi nally came back on rout e. The
su n and che pace began co tell . At the 30 (ish) mile mark we lost LC pl
Dave W hincup by the Old Ro man Roa_d. Then 6 r:ni.l es . furt h ~r on Cpl
To ny Rutter and myself finally fell vicn m to knee lllJUnes, blister and
cramps. The other three racing sna kes made it to the fi ni sh at
Ravenscar , through their own various routes via Robin Hood B a~ .
There is a lot more to this story buc due to space . . . ! The panoramic
scenes were ' brill ' and the blisters tender , but I have a plan to fi nish
next time.
OSCAR T ROO P 'S SUMMER CAMP
by C pl Bob Hild reth
.
Sunday 25 June saw the start of Oscar Tp 's summ er cam p , which
this year was held at Holcombe Moor Trai ning Camp (home of che
Krypton Factor assault course) near Bury.
The acti vities to be undertaken were rock cl imbing, canoeing and
board sailing on the Monday co Wednesday. The Three Towers Walk
on Thursday and the Krypton Factor assault course on the Friday.
As usual the weather took its toll on the acti vities. Th e rock
climbing never got off the ground. It was rained out and spirits were
diluted for the remaining water acti vities. Now the real challenge was
on , to find something to fill in for the climbing. The obvious was tri ed
and tested, much to the delight of the local licensees, but found to be
too expensive for a week . So an alternative was sought. Someone
found the new swimming pool in Bolton (only six months old) so a
new game was developed ' Eye Up the Life Guards ', they we~e 'very
nice'! LCpl 'Si' Hunt managed to get a blow out on everything bar
the Raging River (a ride down a shute on an inner tube) . A few of the
Life Guards enjoyed the ' Log Display' we arranged for them .
The Three Tower Walk was cancelled due to the prospect o f furth er
inclement weather and a lot of ' wind' for the lads. Instead we were
able to arrange a trip to Blackpool for the day (almost as good as
going to Bangor) . What happened there shall rema in there, but fo ur
of the lads ended up making their own way back to camp!
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15 IN t 'ANTRY BRIGA DE SIGNAL TROOP
EXERCISE MARTIAL MERLIN
On a wet misty evening IO 'volunteers ' left Impha l Bar racks York
for a weekend they would never fo rget-in more ways tha n o ne!
It involved travel to and occupation of a hide location which,
unfortunately, was only occupied fo r as long as it took Cpl 'Jock '
Donnell} to erect his hammock.
Eleven mi litary skills stands were dolled a bout the training a rea a nd
had to be vi ited by each team in a set order. One of the most
•enjoyable' stands was che Command Task, which involved getti ng
four of the team across a stretch of water withou t gelling wet (well
that wa s the pla n) . After many high level decisions and much thought ,
a ' raft' (if it co uld be called that) was thrown together using four oil
drum s, pla n ks a nd copious a mounts of stri ng. The Platoon
Commander, SSgt (YofS) Sirr proceeded to board the raft with his
' hand-picked ' crew- LCpl ' Sleeps' Harrer , Sig 'Stevie' G oodall and
Sig ' Willie ' Wilson . It was obvious fr<;>m the sta~t that the ~a ft was not
quite put together as per the DS solut ion, especially when It started to
do a n e ki mo roll halfway across the water. This resulted in Sig
'Stevie' Goodall di sappearing under che water , complete with SLR!
Once ig ' tevie' Goodall was found-and the SLR (this took
longe r)-the 'swimming' team headed for che other bank amid st
cheer a nd loud applause from onlookers . Although it goes without
aying that th e team did not achieve maximum marks on this stand it
did score top mark s on the NBC, Wpn T OETs, patrolling and
comms/ signals stands .
Phase 3 was the team's most successful phase-the night navigacion
exercise. Twent y-two check 17oints had to be visited by at least one
tea m member in o rder before 0400 h rs. T he pat rol was split into three
groups and dispatched to the four corners of the trai ni ng area. All
check po ints were visited well within the bogey time a nd maxi mum
marks achieved .
The final phase was a 5kms tab across open count ry, commencing
at 0730 hrs with a mass sta rt. As with all mass start races, it takes a
couple of kilometres to get into your stride but once found it was all
but over. The fi nish was in sight and the team , yet again, got in well
with in the bogey time.
The team performed very well in all P hase a nd was rewarded with
che troph y for the best non-infantry team . In fact it fi nished only ix
point s behind the win ning infa ntry team . A very creditable
performance by everyone. Our thanks to the rest of the Troop who
had the hardest job of a ll , providing ad min support and comms fo r
the exercise- well done!

The Winning Team
Rear (left to right) : Sig Grayson , LCpl Southern, S ig Wil s on , Sgt
Collins and Cpl Donnelly
Front (left to right) : LCpl Harrer, S ig Gatens , SSgt (YofS ) Si rr, Sig
Goodall an d Murdoc h
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210 (24 Airmob Bde) Sig Sqn
Catterick

CCX

CX> t••
P ERSO NALITIES

oc

21C
AO/ OC Sp Tp
OC Comms Tp
M
Yof
Fof
QMS
ORSQMS

Maj Robert Baxter
Capt James Morley-Kirk
Capt M ick Besant
Lt Richa rd Rands
W0 2 T rev Jones
W0 2 Do ugie MacTaggart
S gt Rus Lifton
SSgt G ra ham Bulter
SSgt Glen Brook

WELCOMES AND FARE WELLS
Welcome to the foll owing personnel who have recently a rrived co
swell our ranks: LI Stephen Williamson , Cpl Pete Wathey, LCp ls Lee
Hodges, Eza rd , Sean Carroll (RCT), Mullen (REME), Sig ' O B'
O' Brien and Peake. We a lso welcome SSgt Steve Carr, ig Mci ntyre
and Spark who have joined us o n a ttachment fro m Yo rk. Farewells
to Cpls Costello , ' Smudge' Smith, LCpl Ings and that intrepid sa ilor
Capt Adam Hearns.
CONG RATU LATIONS
We offer che heartiest of congratulations to Maj Robert Baxter on
his selection for promotio n to Le Col; Cpls 'Tel' Cole, 'Padd y' Rice
and ' Rich' Wicking o n being selected for promotion to Sgt ; and
fi nally our best wishes go to LCpl 'Jabba' and Andrea Hewitt on their
recent marriage.
EXERCISE SOGGY GRYPHON / DROWNING EAGLE
by Sgt Ray Cowburn
It was decided thac as the weather was being so kind the Squadron
would tak e to the water for a day by holding a sailing day at Ripon
Sailing Club. After much running around and duscing off of excuses
(I ' m aHergic ro water, Sir) approximately half o f the Squadron
auended-some willingly and some press ganged!-but all out to have
a good time. The day was planned to include canoeing (instructor
LCpl Hyde), bo-1rd sailing (instruccor FofS Lifton), DIY Rafting
(inscructo r Sgt Lovett) and dinghy sailing skippered by Maj Baxter,
Capt Morley-Kirk, Capt 'Nearly a Mister' Heam and C pl Dick (with
a linle help from Cpl Cla rk). Unfortunately upon arrival at the club
we were met by a member of the club committee who seated that there
wou ld be no board sailing, no canoeing and no rafting. Manv thanks
to the relevant instructors for their time and effort, but civilian red
tape is inflexi ble. That cut down che activities to dinghy sailing and
volleyball. T he volleyball was very popular and once people realised
that sailing was not abouc getting wet the boats were in constant use ,
that is u ntil t he sun went in and che wind dropped in which ca e it
became a case of Hawa.ii-5-0 (paddling) . The volleyball continued to
be popular and che bar was open so the dry land activities continued
relentlessly. Our cooks led by Sgt Nev Moore (ACC) a rrived with food
to cook on the barbecue and very soon a queue of hungry people
formed. After lunch 'yours truly', Capt M orley-Kirk and Sig Mark
Knowles took to the water and found that the wind had once more
picked up . After 20 minutes it wa decided thac Sig Knowles would
like to cake the helm, which he did for about four minutes before _he
decided to praccise capsize drills by dumping all of us in the wacer with
the boat. upside down next to us . The air was 'blue' round the new
21C but other than that we were all fine. Once the boat was righted
and we had sheepishly returned to shore it was time to pack up and
go home. The day , after a stuttering start, was enjoyable for all. Our
thank to the Admin Team even though it was not all ' plain ailing' .
EXERCISE P EGASUS MANE
by Sig Gary Burke
Again the Squadron was ready to journey into the unknown as we
headed for Otterburn Training Area. The advance party left a day
earlier to prepare for the arrival of che main party. Bewildered as they
were , they still managed to prepare the camp with some speed . The
good side of life was very organised by Sgt Nev Moore, meals were
provided at short notice both early and late. For chose individuals that
were not able to attend meals they could take away a glorious 'death
pack'. Communications went smoothly. Exercise Control wa set up
and monitored communications for 24 hours a day. ig O' Brien
bravely volunteered to do the night stag along with LCpl Steve Watton
who is reputed to be in hibernation . C pl 'Scouse' Barker took
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· mmand of · ·omm. of the \\Orld' during the da) . Under hi s " ing
'·re :O.ig ·Spark)· park and my el f. Sig 'Padd) · Bro"n a nd I.Cpl
'G z' Duff) ta)ed \\ell behind their con11:1unica tion~. they were u ing
and 1e,1ing \Ian at 505 . Radio were not the only items on the
agenda. the dreaded unit training wa rife. During a Fir 1 id lec!Ure
b} Cpl Al Higgin a ne11 le, er method of puuing a ca uality imo the
three quaner prone po. nion 11a · de ·cribed. For the first time LCp l
He\\ill 'a rolled o'er 11i1hou1 an) unne e ary train . ome motorbi e training 11a' organi-.ed b\ pl Clark. everything went moothly
until Sig Kno"le~ got behind the ba~·. During hi darin~ 30 bu fly O\ er he frll off 11 hi ·h nece itated :' che in hi chin. LCpl 1cPhee
forgot the ba i ' prin ·iple-, of ab eiling and injured hi ankle but ti ll
managed 10 get back 10 peacetime lo..:ation before la t order . Sig
'Ab' Mdnt)re then 100 O\'er the exiting job of DCO chauffeur.
:\'hat 11a. the e erci e for? gt 'Be'· Be,•an had word for it: 'An
e er·i e to pro,ide man) .::omrol net. for the Baualion !'.
EXERCI 'E GRYPHON TREK 89-COA T TO COA T WALK
After an official weigh-in at Gaza Line on 13 June the brave few
ianed after lunchtime. Thi leg wa from Robin Hood' Bay 10
Gro mom, a di tanee of about 16 mi le . The ' Mr Photogenic'
Competition wa aLo under way with the main contenders being: Cpl
·Doc' 0 borne and LCpl Whitehou e. The walk went smoothly with
only one complaint-the weather! It wa 100 hot. However our camp
ite pro' ided ample compen ation-it wa the pub yard!
·ex1-Gro mom 10 0 motherly, a di tance of about 26 mile ,
though after ome uperb path finding by the
1 it ended up being
a hot, weary and bli tering 30 mile . The heat slowly brought about
lo of humour and temper . Bli ter were now becoming abundant
and Cpl 'Doc' 0 borne found a new career a a budding foot urgeon.
\lorale wa once again re 1ored a our pre-walk recce had found us
another good camp ite .
On Thursday-0 motherl) to Richmond, 25 miles of blistering un.
But, we all kne" that thi night we would all leep in our own bed .
The fir 1 pan of thi day' walk wa well sign posted but by mid
afternoon the sign had disappeared. But the way ahead was !lat o
it proved to be quite an ea y day' ' alk. On arriva l in Catterick it was
off to the Du he of Kent Military Ho pi ta! for our fir 1 check
o'er-all were pa ed fit.
Complaint of exhau tion from Sig Armstrong were ignored and he
remained on the Friday walk. It wa from Richmond to Keld a
distance of ome 22 miles, but to allow us a half day's rest the next
day we decided LO co,·er ome 25 mile . Thi wa a very cenic route
in "'.ale Dale . Another day of high temperatures and glorious
sun hine brought on some agonising sunburn. First 10 suffer wa ig
Paul mall-our photographer-but a good helping of Flamazine
oon cured him. Passing the old mines between Reeth and Keld it wa
pointed out that the half way point for the day had been reached. This
improved morale-until everyone saw the next hill! However , we got
to Keld and 1he barbecue, a well as the swim and the wash was much
appre_ciate~. ~he evening wa5 spent in the Tan Hill In n, ~he highest
pub_ in Brn~in. Cpl John Hyne returned LO his tent that night
LO find a white woolly beas1 sharing his bed. However, the rumour
that the abominable snowman has a new male is totally unfounded!
_Saturda~ 17 June was a walk from Keld to Kirkby Stephen, 12
miles. A mce easy day and for the first time since starling out it was
cool. \\'e managed 10 finish the walk before 1300 hrs. The rest of the
day was spent sunbathing, sight seeing and swimming in the river.
That evemng we sampled the delights of the town and most found
their way 10 cheir beds early.
_On Sunday-Kirkby Stephen to Shap was an easy stroll of some 20
mil~~ - Jt was another hot day, but it was fairly easy walking a it wa
mainly on the roads. Cpl 'Paddy' Rice suffered in silence as he found
he was susceptible LO sunburn, he had to remain covered up for the
"'a_lk. <?nee the camp site was reached time was spent sunbathing and
sw1mmmg.
Shap to Glenridding, 20 miles was undertaken the next day.

\\"i1hou1 a do ubt we were in the La ke Di trict, the scenery wa\
out ta ndi ng along wit h the weather. O ur morale wa s evercl y tested a,
we conquered the mo untain . We all ended up smilin g a t 1he top
ma. be the . ·enery was worth 1he effort of the climb , but o ur fcei
wouldn ' t believ..: u~. A wa lk alo ng the highe t Roman road in Briti an
proved fr ustrat ing wit h irs many fal e s ummit~ . ome of the
reservoirs proved their worth by providing opportunitie~ LO ta ke a
quick dip to cool do wn. G lenridding wa. finally reached a fter an
exhilarating but exhausting day .
On Tue day 20 June-Glenridding to Buttermere, 25 mil e~ of
enormou mounta ins! Once again it was a beautiful day and grea1
enery. But , tho e mountain were beginning to tell. Cpl ' Doc'
Docherl)' was uffering wi th knee problem and bli tering due to over
exposure 10 the un and LCpl Clive Whitehouse uffered a brui ed
ankle when he fell down a hill. Well it had to happen - as we
approached Buuermere down came the rain. It turned out LO be just
a ho\ er, but it wa very refre hing. Once we reached Buuermere the
camp hower were the order of the day, Sig Paul mall decided he
wasn't waiting and u ed the ladies! In went one young lady and out
came one red faced ignalman!
On Wedne day 21 June-Buuermere to St Bee' was the last leg of
16 mile . It was left to ig Gordon Strachan and 'Gaz' Burke LO lead
the way. The di 1ance to the top of the last ridge of hills was about
three and a half miles, when we arrived we had covered ome 6 miles.
ig 'Gaz' Burke wa acked and Sig Gordon Strachan wa lef1 in the
hot eat to guide u into St Bee's. From our vamage poim we could
~e our goal on the_ horizon. Although it was till very hot, morale wa
high and the walking easy. A we approached St Bee' grins tarted
appearmg and the clo er we got the bigger tne grin got. We had
finally arrived at long last, no more walking, no more hills 10 be
encountered except in the back of a minibu . A great goal had been
achieved-a long walk wi th the minimum of equipment and lot of
training. It could now be looked back upon with a en e of
achievement, especially a the SSM was ceremoniously dunked in the
ea!
The 'Mr Photgenic' Competition ended in a dead heat between Cpl
'Doc' Osborne and LCpl 'Flex' Whitehouse. The underlying rea on
for the walk wa 10 rai e money for the NSPCC and the Arm y
Benevolent Fund-the fina l total hould be around £ 1,000.
GARRISON HOCKEY KNOCK-OUT TROPHY
by LCpl 'Percy' Parkin
The Squadron Hockey Team turned out eager to win their fir 1
match in three seasons. Alas it was not to be, we could only manage
one draw and three losses. The team put up a good performance
against very stiff opposition. You know what they say, 'It's not the
winning, but the taking pan.', well it would be nice to win one every
couple of years!
SWIMMING-WRIITEN UNDER DURESS
After quali fying in the Zone B eliminating rounds the Squadron
despatched the Swimming team to the Army Championships at
RMAS . After t\~O weeks on exercise, eight good men and true, went
LO do battle against overwhelming odds (and suffered the Squadron
minibus breaking down every few miles). Due to the lack of training
time, the best position achieved was last, apart from the Medley Relay
where we managed to get disqualified. The team would also lik e to
congratulate <;pl Terr_y Cole on his future promotion (even though it
was he who d1squahf1ed us and stopped us sweeping the board).
GOLF
by Sgt Bill Greig (REME)
Due to exerci e commitments our gladiaLOrs of the golf course have
only been able to fit in one competion. This was the Garrison Summer
Meeting where Cpl 'Gaz' Lee managed to clinch a third place prize in
his division with a net 75.

IN YOUR MESS NOW
HE UOUfUR YOU PREFER TO BE OFFERED
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 114
I QUADRO
A period encompassing two exercises, Regimental Banle
invol vement in the KAP tour to SEDist.

amp an d

EXERCISE RED TRICORN
Red T ri corn took place over the period 2- 7 July; it started with three
days trade training endeavouring to train as many as possible to post
CERC tandards.
The plan from the Wednesday evening was that the Squadro n
Commander
hould run their own exercises. This however was
preceded by the CO's surprise exerci e for all Seniors and Officers.
This wa completed almost within the rules by the 'strollers' from I
Sqn . Though the details cann ot be put into print, the gist of the
evening was a circumnavigation of the Mohnesee by various methods
and with variou degrees of success. This was 2Lt Jim 'Chocolate E'
Clare' s first night in Germany! Welcome to Germany!
The following evening Maj Rod Thomas (OC I Sqn) tested hi s
quadron on the training done in previous weeks on a survival theme.
Once again, the resourcefulness and initiative of the men came LO
th e fore, in particular, LCpl Gar) Greave' ingenuity in hiding hi s
money will long be remembered. Nothing o complicated for ig
'Baldrick' Murray who simply kept all his money in his hand while the
DS frantically searched his kit. Well done Baldrick , or did you just
forget to hide it!
After the kit check and survival demonstration the men were taken
to the exerci e area drop off points. These points were designed to be
approximately 4km from the RV's. This resulted in a fast, hard march
to start with and plenty of ditch crawling and bush hiding closer to the
target.
On arrival at their designated RV's each brick of four men had 10
set up a patrol ba e and make iheir surroundings as habitable and
comfortable as possible. It was only by coincidence that the local stadt
authoritie had arranged for bulk rubbish to be collected the following
morning!
Having rested for an hour or two, it was on to the first of the
command task RV ' s where the OS looked at each team LO see who
were the natural leaders.
This was a very u eful phase and many surprises and super tar
were thrown up.
Sgt Al Tye who was doing OS on the water ob tacle had to prove
that it could be done and promptly decided that he would complete
the task dressed only in his shreddies. Not a good idea Al, well not
when the ob tacle is in the middle of a cow field , 'barefoot in a
cowpat' sounds lik e a good lyric for a song.
On completion of all four command tasks and treks between stand
the bricks relllrned to their patrol bases for their first sleep in 48
hour . Morning dawned bright and early and the groups were
transported to different areas to complete selected command tasks
before endex was called. All group werf. then transported back to the
bar where the I Squadron Great Egg ({ace Competition took place.
This involved transporting a pint glass full of water over a set course
of Sm without spilling any, using letter tray , chad tape rolls, iron
rods, tape, ca rdboard boxes, plasticine, ellotape and a gla .
Congratulations to all bricks for their very interesting design but the
eventual winners of the Egg Race Competition were LCpl Pete
Preece, Bob Young, 'Chalkie ' White and Sig Dave Whitfield.
The overall winners of the Champion Brick Trophy were Cpl Paddy
Clyde, LCpl Rick Scarff, Sig Sy Hance and Baldrick Murray . The
determination of thi group to do well was in evidence to the end.
Well done LO all who took part in a different, and interesting
exercise which was also fun.
VOGEL ANG
July, the height of summer and once again it's time for the Battle
Camp. This year on Ex 'Firm Base' a week of battle drills, range ,
barbecues and fun was to be had by all those infantry minded
individuals (a dying breed?) amongst us.
The days started with spons, I Sqn doing well. Rugby at 0600 hr
definitely wakes you up.
The first day was spent doing water cro sings, minefield clearing
with practice on GPMG, NBC, 66mm and pyrotechnics. The next day
saw us on the ambu h range where the shooting was exceptionally
good. The grenade assau lt course was won by Cpl Kielty's Section
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whos~ throwing accuracy was high. The tank overrun was 'hairy',
espectally when the tank d river did not seem to be quite there. The
Inter-Squadron assault course went particularly well for I Sqn . Blood
and sweat was spent by all and we may even have the fasie t team
from the Regiment (Results not avai.lable at ti.me _of going to press!).
Wednesday wa_s our chance to pracuse our skills m defending a built
~P. area. The rifle ~ssault course proved to be what we knew it was,
tmng. Some good film was taken showing contorted faces. Intere ting
ranges mcluded the Pistol Competition, the close quarter banle and
the platoon attack ranges.
The exercise fini shed with a ession in the pool where LCpl fuller
proved to be a real gymnast at the diving board. The final drinks party
took place after our barbecue . Grateful thanks to Sgt mailman and
Sgt cott.

KAPE TOUR
In July this yea_r 1_he Re?iment sent 14 men back LO 'Blighty' for the
KAPE tour. Their m1rep1d leader was 2Lt David Kinnaird who had
spent much time planning and arranging the tour.
. The team's remit was to cour England for potential Iron Di vision
S1gn~ll~~s. In ~rder to do this they assembled at Korbecke on 20 June.
The 1mual brief spoke of halcyon days ahead. Bright eyed the team
emerged and began to prepare the vehicles and equipment that were
to form the display. A relay truck, landrover a 12 x 24 tent a
gener.a tor, a video and a dressmaker's dummy c~lled ' Hermann'. Five
fre~z1ed d~ys la~er and all was ready, including the adorning of all
vehicles with qune the largest signs ever seen, proudly showing our
Regiment's name.
At 0600 hrs 28 June the vehicles were lined up outside the
guardroom. At la t we were on our way to Antwerp 10 board the Sir
Gerai111 for the Channel crossing. The tour had made a good tart.
The first night was spent at Bulford with 249 Sig Sqn and it wa here
that we met (YofS) Andy Campbell who had driven over earlier to tie
up loose ends. Characters had started to emerge; LCpl Haworth and
Sig D~dley pe~t the night under canvas at the Andover showground
guardmg the display. The next day wa the first show of the tour· at
last _the opponun_ity to do what we came for and the general public
obviously loved 11. Hat , stickers etc were handed out and things
started to get busy. That night we went on to Kent and stayed at
Maidst~n.e. The next day, Edenvalley School and Kent Army Cadet
Force v1s1ted us. The following day Wildernesse School and the day
after. that John Hunt School. The high point was the Basingstoke
Carmval for three days. This proved to be one of the most enjoyable
parts o~ the tour, with fabulous weather, a large crowd and several
good mghts out. We then drove to Chichester to spend a day at
Linlehampton Community College.
It was back LO Kent again to visit Sandown Coun School in
T~nbridge Wells where once again we were swamped by enthusiastic
chil~ren. Then, at last, a day off spent at St Martin's Plain Camp ju t
behmd the Channel tunnel. The next d;iy was also spent there but this
time entertaining the various cadet camp that were based there with
us. One more brief visit to another chool and then to our public
engagement at Paddock Wood Carnival.
AJI that remained was the trip back and the memorie . Cpl Chalkie
White's incredible driving, thousands of happy children, some
unh~ppy one and Lt Kinnaird 's ability to wake up in the mornings.
A highly succes ful tour, enjoyed by all and hopefully, of benefit to
the Corps .
2SQUADRON
The Squadron has een many members come and go recently and
a number selected for promotion . SSM O'Callaghan arrived from HQ
Sqn to replace SSM Wise who has moved 10 the QM (f) Department .
Sgt Egan was posted on promotion (Well Done) and
gt 'Para'
Cakebread departed soon after. ig Anthony left and ig A pery wa
promoted and posted to orthern Ireland .
The arrivals are LCpls White and Johnson together with ig Curley
Knights, Burkey and Buxton, all still suffering from hock. Cpl 'old
man' Cryer moved across from I Sqn (a promotion there really) and
ha already made a name for himself.
'
Congratulations LO Cpl Bi hop and especially wife Janet on the
arrival of their new on Matthew . Congratulations also to Cpl AveyHebditch, Jordan and Weaver for being select d for promotion . They
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l\ln h <d to aff,rd te, kn. nd the k
hilb! A e\He ditch n n ' l e cner
' ( 0 IC . a1hng to rcli~ve that long
ull rmg tic r fr< m
qn • ig \tcCausland. I e lie, Simcoek .1nd
irii.:nano ha\e .1 hie,ed their llrst tape . and LCpb Duggan, Coone)
nd Gsrhell ha\e their c.:ond,, Congratulation· to them all
bu period \\Ith <;1t(' Guard, Vogel ang, cree 'lope, and ' ariou.
mailer detj..:hmem and Regimental e erdse ·. The late t Rt·d Tricorn
Re•?1mentjl '\er~i. e "a .1 \\ekome ..:hange from the past ·trike,·
Th r 1 three da\. were trade training and skill te ting, follo"ed by
a patrolling ambu'h exer · 1. e in the local area . fhe Troop devclope.d
1hei1 infantry kill. O\ er the fir t of th. day .. and then vented their
tru trauon on J :qn. The quadron hi :archy. dre. ed a Spetrnaz.
atta.: ed thdr evening briefing, a a mated their ·gloriou leader'.
and kidnapped them all on a 4 tonner- ki. Once all the 'i roop~ were
deplo,·ed. the~ re.:ce'd and patrolled again t ea h other, finally
ambu hin!!., re·uirec ting and re-ambushing unti l endex. Crie of
·,ou re on'i, 1ryin11 to get u back for thac CO' . exerci e' went unheard
I), the Offi ·er 'and
CO' -referring to an Officers
CO's
n~' i11at1on e er ·Le earlier in the month-a the da} got progre ·ively
holler and stickier. They ha'e been a~sured thac they enjoyed the
e'\erci e and 'aluable le. ons have been learned
Vogelsang wa the most enjoyable. as ice Guard w.a . . w~ll, a
ite Guard! and Ex cree lope wa not the most enjoyable thing.
Having accompli hed all o ur landato1y Training prio r to d1 t'
Battle Camp, ""enjoyed fun shoot , hard hoots, '\1oloto\'tng', and
battling again t 206 qn . ome fairly shifty bartering with the RAF
ieft u with piles of pyro and mounds of Anti-tank \•eapons. although
in fairne s. the acquisition \\ere hared with other Squadron .
lCpl Gntve' ection produced the best re ult on the ection-indefence range, clo ely followed by lCpl Glanvilll' and his bunch of
targets (you''e never seen o much walking vegetation in idea builtup area).
gt Jenkins and his QRF in a tripped-down 436 patroll~d the
nieht-exerci e at \tlach • to soundly defeat both enemy and friendly
fo~ce (the friendlies forgot to wear the correct kit). Wh il t the re t of
the quadron mu t ha"e thought it was 5 ovember from the pyro
and flare di play. creams of 'Stooooop! ' from the DS went unheard
a the lads tried to demolish the entire village. One LMG gunner wa
seen trying t0 remove a particular house whi h held his own forward
ection!
The Squadron fired some AK47 one evening. They were produced
by Capt O'Connor-actually we used almo t all the Division's AK
ammunition for that period. Our thanks to 7 Int Coy and S03 G2 at
DI\ for both weapons and ammunition.
The quadron Summer Party, held at a local Schutzenhalle, went
off v..ithout a hitch thanks to gt McGoff and his able crew. The disco
was excellent, the food superb and the beer was chere-and then it
wasn't! The ladies from the Squadron office, Lisa and Kath ,
thoroughly enjoyed themselves (0200 hrs- 'irs ending early isn't it?')
and the lad · certainly had a good time .
3 ' QUADRO.
PER ONALITIE

oc

2IC
OC P Tp
Tp Sgt
OC N Tp
Tp
gt
M
QM
\'ofS
fof
MT gt

Maj Mike Rough
Capt Mike Shaw (at JD C)
2Lt "lleil Fntser
Sgt Ray Spencer
2Lt Howard Hughes
Sgt Les Allen
W02 Billy Haslam
Sgt John Burgess
Sgt Andy Campbell
gt teve Driver
gt Jock Murray RCT

SQ ADRO'I HEADQ ARTERS
The Sqn Comd is busy working out what he is going to do with all the
men \\hen 2 and 3 Sqns combine later chis year. Whilst the Yeoman
has been enjoying himself in England on a Kape Tour gt Lee Keilly
has been in tht: hot seat, -suon he'll take a rest and become Troop
ergeant in Papa .
PAPA rROOP
Hello to all those ex-members of Support Tp now in the Papa
fold . . . e hope you enjoy you r stay. Sgt Ray Spencer now comes
to work with a smile at the prospect of having more than himself and
the Troop Comd on parade!
Goodbyes to Sig ' Hoppy' Hopkins to the metalworking industry,
LCpl ' Griff' Griffin to employment in German y. Sig Ian . toll to
orthern Ireland and ig 'Notso' Smart to 210 Sig Sqn on promotion .
Soon to depart are gt Ray Taylor to the Prison Service and 2Lt
eil Fraser off to the 'subbies pldyground' at RMCS fo r a well earned
rest and his hard earned promotion to Lt.
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( ,,ngratul.uions to l.Cpb 'Ben on' Wh}te and 'Chi' Chambers on
their promotions .

SAIUNC,
Report II) Lt

. D. Fraser

3 DIVISJO INTER UNIT REGATTA
This competition was held at the Mohne See in windy condit ions on
30-31 May. This was to the benefit of the team who enjoy a strong
wind . The Regiment won convinci ngly comi ng first, second and third
in every race bar one (due to gear failure on Cpl Hayter's dinghy)
where the team came first , second and fourth! At the end of the two
days the re ults were : first-3 Armd Di v Sig Regt , seco nd-8 Regl
RCT and third- 39 Hy Rcgt RA .

BfG OPEN TEAM LEAGUE
This is a new co mpetition for anyone in BFG to enter a team of six
people. This competition was saiied in two leagues on 12- 14 June.
League A at the Mohne See had the Regi men ta l Team (The Buoys) and
a female team (The Tiller Girls) drawn from the Regimen t. After two
days of sailing the Regimental team went on to face a composite team
of extremely good sailors at the Dummer See Yacht Club . After two
races there was a quarter of a point between the two teams and the
final race saw some excellent team racing from both sides.
Unfortu natel y the Dummer See team eased ahead to win and the
Regimen t had to be content with seco nd place.

Sig Dave Tinly of Papa Tp
The Troop (or rather Diamond 2) deployed on Ex Scree Slope in
June. Cpl 'Mick' Clarkson had a mild heart attack when the LAD
returned from the fie ld to wrench the pack out of the GOC 's Tac
vehicle for the ick Wavell! This wa followed by a highly exciting Site
Guard involving thirty of the Squadron .
SQ ADRON MlLITARY TRAINI G
After the three days o f trade training on Red Tricorn the Squadron
was ubjected tO two days of military training. In a lecture room they
were taught about laying ambushe , verbal o rder and patrolling
before being let loose on the area! After laying an ambush on an
unsuspecting Foreman and gt Keilly under the critical eye of the
Squadron Subaltern it was time for the ' mystery ' exercise, 3 Platoon
receiving an introduction to the Night Infiltration by ' Col HedleySmythe' (2Lt Hughes) were surprised by the attack of the We tphalian
Liberation Army killing the Colonel and capturing the remainder.
Later under their Sect Comds C pl Clarkson, LCpl Thomas and Cpl
Jarvis they were rescued and given their briefing by ' Maj Fi nbar
McSaunders' (2Lt l'' raser) . The Sqn Comd found himself a DS of
Pathfinder Section whilst the SSM and SQMS whizzed around in
Rover auempting to bump patrols armed to the teech with thunder
flashes and a few mini flare . The sections infiltrated (slowly) the 2 Sqn
OP line before an RV in the morning and a Platoon attack against 2
Sqn. Overall good fun and preparation for Battle Camp al the end of
July . . . the Squadron is li ving in the field all week ro avoid the
queue at the cookhouse in Vogelsang Camp !

RSYC(G) REGA TT A
Changeable weather co nsi sting of torrential rain, blistering sun but
definitely little wind dogged the ·regatta held on 21-23 June . The
Major Unit Competition as in the past four years, resulted in a
co nvi ncing win for the Regiment. The Minor Unit Competition aw
quite a battle between HQ l Sig Bde and 206 Sig Sqn for first place.
The be t sailing was in the individual competition with four boats
within striking distance of the Maunsell Trophy for the final race.
Finally Cpl Pounsetl went on to win for the second year running. Brig
Waugh competed in both the team and individual event and
presented prizes at the end of the Regatta. Cpl Avey-Hebditch
received his Corps Colour for his contribution to sailing. Final result
were:Individual
!st
Cpl Pounsell 3 Armd Div Sig Regt
2nd Cpl Avey-Hebditch 3 Armd Di v Sig Regt
3rd
Capt Dexter 4 Armd Div Sig Regt
Major
lst
2nd
3rd

Unit
3 Armd Di v Sig Regt
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt

Minor Units
1t
HQ l Sig Bde
2nd 206 Sig Sqn

The Team
(Left to Right): Cpls Avey-Hebditch (with lucky duck). Newton,

Sig McAusland , 2Lt Fraser, Cpl Pounsett and LCpl Harper
The following have represented the Regiment on a regular basis this
year. Helm-Cpls C raig Avey-Hebditch, Mark Pounsett, Martin
Hayter, Newton, Jarvi and
Sgt Tait; Crew- ig 'Paddy'
McAusland, LCpl Steve Harper and Lt Neil Fraser.
The season so far has been very successful for the team .. _ ~ailing
course was run to introduce oldiers to helming. The next hurdle i the
BAOR competition in Berlin this September. Cpl (now Sgt) Hayter i
orthern Ireland and
ig McAus land to civilian
posted to
employment. Welcome to 2Lt Jim Clare who is taking over as Sailing
Officer.
VETERANS VlSIT
The Regiment was extremely pleased to welcome back a party of
veterans who visited us for a long weekend in June. Among the party
were no less than nineteen men who had landed on the D-Day beache
with 3 Div in 1944 and though not as young as they u ed to be, it wa
clear that these sprightly and sharp-witted enior citizens thorouglily
enjoyed the opportunity to get together and visit 3 Armd Div HQ and
Sig Regt.
Arriving by coach, car and plane the veterans (some accompanied
by friends or relatives) were treated to five hectic days and night of
sightseeing rours, parties, military activities and more parties.
Many of them drove armoured fighting vehicles (AFV 436)
fired the new SABO and all enjoyed a visit to the Mohne See ~~~ .~ ~g
Club where boats and instruct0rs were provided to give them a good
day out on 1he lake. Luckily the weather was very kind to us and a
good time was had by all watching 1he Officers' v Sergeant ' Me s
cricket match. At the end of five days, they retreated to the UK-tired
but not beaten! Hopefully to return another year.

·n"r1

OVEMBER TROOP
With half the Troop posted and exercises looming. S gt Les Allen
deployed on Ex Scree Slope as Comms Ops , Operator and Lineman
. . . he had a hectic week with only one move in support of echelon.
The period saw the split of the Squadron with November losing half
the LAPD (Line and Power det) to Papa Tp . The question is will Cpl
Arthu~ Smart and LCpl Andy Thomas get their Hip Flasks?
ovember Section gained the 'Two Mac ' for Tech and Power and the
driving force of LCpl Wood .
Congratulat ions on family addition to C pl Russ Darlington and
LCpl Yorkie Lawton.
SWIMMING
Four members of the Squadron managed to miss all the fun on Red
Tricorn as they had other commitments in Berlin. Sgt Ray Spencer,
Cpl Ivan Oakey, Sig 'Flavs' Flavahan and 'Gaz' Love all of Papa Tp
represented the Regiment in the BAOR Water Polo Championships
from 3-7 July. The Regiment reached the semi-finals and a good week
was had by all.
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Some of the veterans with RSM Graham Reeve (left) Lt Col Jonathan Cook (CO 3 ADSR ) and organiser WO 1 (FofS) Leon Brown fright)
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So on to the final fi xture which would hopefully restore a more
gentlemanly a nd restrained approach to the enthusiastic teams. The
Troops felt cri cket was where SHQs dom ination of the week would
end. Unfortun ately, nobody mentioned the newly arri ved YofS, W02
tcve Wayman, who has a better th an average battin g ability and
promptly trounced every bowler in sight. His contrib uti on together
wi th sound team play gave SHQ another deserved win .
The week' s events along with attempting to keep on top of normal
wo rk proved to be both hard and enjoyable . Congratulations mu st be
pas ed on to all organi ers. SHQ Tp beware ! The Troops will be back!

202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 16
Maj J. L. Fie le her
Capt M. Baine
W02 ( Ml McAlli ter
W02 ( ofS) Wayman
gt (FofS) Martin
gt ( QMS) Mullin
Lt D. F. Kenyon
gt Nelson
'gt Sloane
RHl"'E ARM\' UMMER HOW 89 (RA )
Farh in June amid t the everyday calm and finely honed running
of io2 ·Sig qn there wa to be found the lightest hint of wor~y . The
normally gentle and affable oul Techs, Powerman and Lmeman
,,ere found huddled in Sennelager muneri ng 'We'll never be finished
011 time' . To the uninitiated ob erver he would of course think there
wa no problem providing a liule power here, th_e <;>dd telephone there
and of our e the odd bit of PA equipment, this 1s of cour e exactly
as it turned out-no problem and all fini hed on time-ju L The
manv mile of cable the whole of BAOR' PA re ource and an old
Bruin Auto 40 all w~rked without a hitch thanks to the planning done
by
gl (Fof ) John fartin and Sgt Da e Tennick .
As if the worry of all the above was not enough the whole
quadron, along ,\ith twenty men from 22 Sig Regt (many thanks) ,
provided the ticke1 eller for the three hot ?ays of RASS: \he sale~
technique- demonstrated by LCpl Sean Wiikison and Sig Sco u e
Jone were a plea ure to behold and put a lot of car elling sharks
on the main gate to hame! Everyone was encouraged to ' Have a nice
day! '. The miracle was that no one got run over by_ the thou and of
car , bikes and pedestrians in their eagerne co ra1 e money.
EXERCI E PRAIRIE B LL
Following hard on the heels of RASS with not enough time to
collect in all the equipment it was off co sunny Soltau for a dusty week
of fun. The mooth well oiled machinery went into action as we
prepared to deploy from camp. Sgt 'Stu ' Layton was the first to panic.
0730
0800
0815
0830

hrs
hr
hrs
hr

Lowloader due co load track .
Now sign of Lowloader .
Witch hunt begin -who booked chem?
Phew l knew it would be the heavy
traffic.

After a slightly low start it was now important co get there in the
quickest possible time. This everyone did but the Lowloaders went to
one RV and the coach went to another. Was this an omen for the rest
of the week? Luckily not. The exercise was soon in full swing and it
was not long before Foreman John Martin was on the usual 30 hour
stint of rewiring the panzer to find that elusive fault. He got it in the
end. At this point a well done is in order as it was discovered that LCpl
Andy Lockie now knows the difference between his Avo and tile
soldering iron. Quote of the week went to SSgt Kev Nelson
who was heard to say ' I refuse to believe we have three eparate
antenna systems and they are all duff!' They were!
ATHLETIC
Hope were high in all quarters that our successes in previous
easons would be repeated this year. It eventually didn't turn out that
way as the Squadron donned the mantle of the Leeds United of the
athletic world finishing as Minor UnitS runners up in both the
Morrison Cup and the-Division Athletics Meet.
The 1orri on Cup proved to be a hard fought and even battle
throughout the competition with 204 Sig Sqn. The final event arrived,
the 4 x 400m relay with the Squadron requiring a second place to win
the trophy. It was not to be, although the performances of Capt
' L}ndon' Campbell-Black, Cpl 'Jock' Castle, LCpl 'Sean' Wilkinson,
ig ' Andy' Daw on and 'Lee' Stephenson left the team with a great
deal of honour.
·
The 3 Armd Di v athletics meet followed very much the same pattern
this time, we were runners up to 3 Armd Div Fd Amb. Notable
performances were given by the OC, Maj Jo Fletcher, Cpl 'Jock'
Ca tie and ig 'Andy' Dawson . Special mention thanks to W02
(Yof ) 'Jeff' Hattersley, who, as team manager, supplied motivation
and enthusiasm to the athletes. It seems only fair to warn you all, we
do not like second places, we shall return.
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Maj 'Jon' Fletcher shows fine form on the t rack

WINDSURFING
With the arrival of Maj Jo Fletcher wind urfing goe from strength
to strength. In a recent BAOR Indi vidual Competition the _h ~mour s
went to Cpl Bert Curtin who not only won the novices compe_t1t1on but.
also walked away as the BAOR Lightweight Champion. MaJ
Jo Fletcher was second in the heavyweight class. Sadly there wasn ' t
enough wind on the third day of the comp~tition to hold the team
event so the team had to lea ve without the M111or Unit team pnze. In
the recent BFG Competition the Squadron wa hindered by the lo~s
of the Sqn Comd (on exercise) and Cpl Curtin (RSDCC), but we Sllll
managed to enter a team consisting of Sgt Jim Gray, Cpl Paul
Emerson and Sig Scouse Jones (who had first set foot on a board only
10 days before the event).
.
.
Due to the loss of Maj Fletcher's vast range of sa il ~ a nd h_1s (co~fee
making) mobile home the team had to battle on with thelf hmned
equipment and very limited knowledge. The outcome was a very
creditable fourth position .
.
.
Due to a look of disbelief on the faces of the Judges at the we1ghi
of Sig Jones , the team want it known that he is well over 85kg and that
half of it was due to his famous legs.
INTER TROOP SPORTS
. .
The unexpected cancellation of an exercise 111 early July left a week
where it was felt that hard , competitive, physical pursuits should be
followed instead and so the opportunity was siezed .
The week started with the introduction of the 'Half Eaton' Trophy,
this to be awarded for orienteering . Many a worried face looked
blankly at the black and white photostat maps and pondered ruef~lly
how many kilometres cou ld be achieved prior to a se~rch party be111g
sent out. The majority negotiated the course with only m111or
difficulties which resulted in a win for Cpl Jack Payne. SHQ Tp were
the team trophy winners.
The following day the Troops assembled for the Inter Troop Cross
Country Competition organised by that well known man, Cpl 'Jock'
Ca~tle The worried faces of the day before were now deeply furrowed
with ~oncern as the course organiser walked around looking very
pleased with himself. The competition over 7km of hard running
ground was won eventually by Sig 'Andy' Dawson who managed to
overtake both Maj Jo Fletcher and Cpl 'Jock ' ~~stle . SHQ Tp were
triumphant in the Inter Troop Trophy Co~peuuon.
.
Limbs and muscles of the older generation were now starling to
ache and basketball was next on the agenda. The 202 version of rugby,
American football and murderball all rolled into one-was certainly
entertaining to watch, if a little hazardous for the players. The genuine
basketball talents of players like Sgts Jim Gray, Alan Speight and
Mark Farrington shone through and the eventual winners wereyes-you've guessed it, SHQ!
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EXERCISE PRAIRIE B LL 2189
Jul y ended with a second visit thi s year to the_dry and dusty Soltau
training area for the second Pre-BATUS exercise.
The exercise not surprisingly after the practice of only a month
before went incredibly smoothly, especially considering the second
team o f Rhine Tp was deployed to assist them in remembering how
to set up .
.
.
.
.
A number of new faces were seen 111 acuon for the first time, the
most impressive of these being W02 (YofS) Steve Wayma~s incredible
feat of managing to do less 111 Comms Ops even less than with the RRB
crews , (There certainly ha ve never been better supplied RRBs). Sig ' i'
Boase is organising a pop up cardboard effigy to cover the empty seat
during these excursions.
S gt 'Nige' Sloane certainly was busy treating casualties with a
stomach bug the worst sufferer being the SSM, W02 ' Duncan'
McA llister h~wever diagnosis a nd deduction resulted in ascertaining
his movem'ents coincided with the Bde Comd' s early morning walks
around the perimeter defences, 'A cure has yet to be found!' .
The exercise for Cpl 'Jack' Payne and Sig 'Geordie' Knowles was
not without event. Deployed as one of the umpire vehicles, they both
now understand the difficulties of working from a 436 with a hull that
requires draining. This didn't deter Cpl 'Jack' Payne , however, and
he manages not only the driver/ operator role but also manages to
keep his umpire straight on the finer points of the Batlle Gro_ups
tactics. The final Prairie Bull of the year in August should certa111ly
prove interesti ng , considering what's gone before.
The Squadron is now setting itself up for the annual assault ~own
to Garmisch for adventure training. The wives have been convmced
by their husbands that they need leave, the 'singles' have been saving
hard and therefore it could well be a good two weeks.
SQ ADRON BARBECUE
The decision was made, it doesn't matter how busy we are the
barbecue will go ahead. Under the guidance of SSgt Nigel Sloane it
certainly did.
It was a superb occasion and thanks go to the chefs for the excellent
catering and the committee for an evening's entertainment which was
second to none. The annual loudshirt competition winner was Sgt
'Stu' Layton.

Squadron Summer Barbecue
Left to Right: Pte 'Slops' Kennedy , Sig Morgan , 'Paddy ' Gorman
(seated} and Sgt John Prowse (supplying the ears}
Sig ' Frankie' Clark and LCpl 'Banzai' Clifford
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204 (4 Armd Bde) Sig
BFPO 17

qn

A TROOP
PERSONALITIES

oc

Tp SSgt

2Lt M. . McGinty
Sgt Egan

HELLO / GOODBYE
A sad farewell to S gt 'Gunny' Hancock, off to UK for his last ~x
months of service. Good luck in civvy street. Goodbye al o to 1g
'Wilksy' Wilkes. A warm welcome to SSgt 'Baz' Egan and hi wife
Caroline, we hope you have an enjoyable tour.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to the following five, yes five Corporals in the
Troop on their promotion to Sergeant : Cpls Rab Marshall, ' ~halky'
Meek, 'Paddy' Potter, Keith Balsdon and 'Taff' Baughan. Thi mu t
be some sort of a record!
NEW ARRIVAL
Congratulation to 'Cozzy' Cosgrove and his wife Jane on the birth
of their beautiful daughter Faith . Well done!
B TROOP
PERSONA LITLE

oc

Tp gt

Lt C. Mcintosh
Sgt Stoddart

HELLOS/ GOODBYE
Qu ite a change over of personalities since our la ·t entry and it is
regrettable that we have to say goodbye and gooJ lu~k to the
following people: Cpl 'Nige' Donohue, although only go~ng to the
other side (A Troop). His organising talents will be sorely missed, also
Nicky's culinary talents . LCpl 'Yafs' Yafai and his wife Wendy posted
to Berlin. LCpl Jim Hawkins, soon to be posted to 30 Regt.
Sig Stevie Welland off to 7 Sig Regt, Sig Bill Pirrie relaxing with 16
Sig Regt in tht' RCZ, and last but not least a sad farewell _to t.he
Squadron artist (felt pens and pencils) Sig ' H' ~odgkins and ~1s wife
Sharon, leaving us to go to civvy street. On a bnghter note a big hello
to the following arrivals: LCpls 'Scott' Cain, 'JT' Thomas, from the
other side, also Sig 'Huey' Green and 'Fads' Fadzilah. Hope their tour
here is a good one.
BATUS ATTACHMENT
For the month of May Lt Mcintosh was attached to ~7 /~l Lancers
for Ex Medicine Man I. Here is his report on the exerc1~e m Canada:
Ex Medicine Man is a live firing Battle Group Exercise that takes
place nine times a year near Calgary in C~nada.
.
During the build up phases of the exercise I worked m the Battle
Group Operations room controlling ~he move~en~ and safety of all
BG vehicles on the enormou range. Smee I was Itchmg to get out onto
the prairie my job was soon changed to_ escorting _ the A TO
observers . This was enjoyable and very educauonal smc~ 1t meant th,a!
I had an excellent view of the battles and could also hsten to all I
Groups and radio nets. I was then attached to o _3 Coy I_ Gren Gds
for a short while. During this period I took part 111 ~xerc1 es on the
Battle Jnnoculatioo Range, live firing, trench bustmg and sectton
defensive shoots . Thi was followed by a few days with D Coy 2 Para
which was eye opening (to say the leasq, alt~ough new. to the
mechanised infantry role the Paras were still domg the bu mess a
expected!
from the Infantry I moved on to four day with t~e Gunner oi:t
in the field. This answered my question as to why artillery support 1s
not always as instant as mo>t of us would expect it to be. Loading 96lb
shells is no easy task and the Ml09's and Abbot are not .t~e most
aut0mated pieces of kit. Still staying with the Gunner~ I v1s1ted the
Fire Direction Centre (FDC} which controls and co-ordmate the two
Gun Batterie on the exercise . After a good sleep at the FDC I
returned back to Camp Crowfoot and then on to visit all the other
major callsigns that make up the BG, including the In:imediate
Replenishment Group (IRG) of the RCT, the Forward Repair Group
(FRG) of the REME, the Equipment Collection Point (ECP), and the
Mortar Platoon Milan Platoon and Reece Tp.
BATUS prov~ to be an excellent attachment and it has opened my
eyes to the large and complex ma~e up of a BC? . My t~ank to _1712 1L
for looking after me o well durmg such an 1ntere tmg exerc1 e.
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TTA H tE. T TOD 0\ 2 PARA
'\\ h \\ant. a ·wan in Canada?'
•\\'e do'; the \\C being Cpl Taff Baughan, LCpls Mac M~Gib~o.n,
( hris Tearle. ig immo Simp-on, cott ou lsby and fn :'.lle1I Ba1lhe .
\\' hat \\C were not told \\a, that we aLo had to do three week 432
drh ing on unm oltau with D Coy 2 Para before departing for
Canada. On oitau we learnt about tactical driving that would be
required at B T
.
.
.
On _
pril we tra"elled to BATU wnh pl Baughan _and. 1g
' oul b) in the ad"ance party . Or.~e there we were thrown tra1ght into
,chicle handoYer iakeo' er wtiich took us two whole day to
complete. The exer ise took the ~orm of e~ti n/ Platoon attack
culminating on the la t day of the fwt pha e with a Compan. attack.
The -.econd pha e wa a mixture of Company/ quadron attack ' ith
A qn 17 21 L again ending with a Company/ quadr?n gro1:1P attack.
The final pha. c wa a omplete Battle Gro~p exem e which e~ded
with an atta k on a village u ing two mechamsed Infantry Battalion ,
one quadron of tank , artillery and engineer . 1:l~i wa ~ery
impre i\e. During the whole exercise all the ammumoon was hve,
\\hi h gaYe a \\hole new dimension to ' imulated ' ca ualues.
Once the exerci e wa over it wa time to look back and laugh at
ome of the ·good' time we had had; time like LCpl McGibbon 's
three pack lift in 36 hour and Sig Simp on ' pack fire in a ~k l
(petrol) 432 carrying 3,000 live rou nd s!
.
.
fter the bu y time of handing over the vehicle to the next BG It
wa time for a well earned four day R & R when the whole BG
cattererl aero Canada with on ly one thing on our minds- ' Sight
eeing' ti lied).
With the R & R over, it was back to Muenster, fo r RS IT and a re t!
Ex Medicine Man I wa certainly an experience, a great laugh and an
eye opener and \\e are now the mo t experienced cro country 432
driver in the quadron.

Attachment to D Coy 2 Para
EXERCISE TROODO TRlA GLE
A canoe expedition or a cheap way to visit Cyprus?-Both . In May
the unit mounted a canoeing expedition to Cyprus. All costi ngs were
made on the basis that C FP flights would not be authorised. Over

DM4,000 was given in grants from all source to pay for C1\'1lian
flight • but providence played its part (helped by Padre Shaun canlon
who accompanied the team) and
FP flight were granted.
Con equently the expen es were moderate.
On arri,al in
yprus the expedition team wa_ met by a
repre. entative from the ponsor unit B qn_17/21L which orted out
the admini trative requirements. The quahf1cd canoe instructor were
provided by 9 ig Regt in the form of _LCpls Manson . and
Netherwood . The first fe\\ days were spent learning paddle techniques
and practi · ing cap ize drill against the lu cious backdrop of H appy
Valley.
The next tage wa the canoe expedition phase which lasted se~en
days with the team tarting at Papho on the West coast and canoemg
around the tip of kama to finish at Kato Yialia. The condition at
ea varied from calm to very rough. LCpl Hedley developed a ta te for
alt due t0 his frequent involuntary capsizes. Meanwhile, ig
Gillhespey wa nicknamed 'd izzy' becau e he found it easier to canoe
in circles rather than go traight ahead. Other uch a Cpl Balsdon
simply made sure they did not miss the opportunity to soak UJ) as
much sun hine as po ible-it's good for the bone of cour e! At night
the team lived alfre co, pitchi ng tent on the beach and dining on
barbecues, all courtesy of C pl Keany , camp NCO .
Ala , a ll good thi ng come to an end and so too did Ex Troodos
Triangle. There were a couple of days R & R prio r to the fli~hts ~ack
to BAOR . H owever, Ptc Davies of the RPC Defence Secuon hked
Cypru so much he stayed a n extra three week , a he suffered a
broken leg during a sightseeing trip around the island.

4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Re gt
BFPO 15

. ince the end of the exercise season almost every piece of
equipment, vehicle, rad io or weapon has been poked, prodded and
inspected! With that behind us the fun activities such as Regimental
Open Days, Sit e Guard and adventurous training began .
lSQUADRO
PERSON A LITIE
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21C
OC P Tp
OC C Tp
OC J Tp
SM
fofS
S9M
YofS
MT gt

Maj Gordon Rafferty
Capt Nick Dorrill
Lt Tony Picknell
2Lt Owen Bryant
Lt Gra ham Add ley
W02 (SSM) Alf Ramsey
W02 (FofS) Dave Brogden RA Signals
SSgt (SQMS) C has Ward
SSgt (YofS) Mick Purves
Sgt Tony Perryman

GENE RAL
Ex Scree Slope demanded a full Squadron deployment during the
fiist two weeks of June, although surprisingly the commitment was
r duced to one trunk node after only a week in the field (naturally T
044 'volunteered' to remain out!) The early return to barracks proved
very popular, as it provided an extra few days preparation for the
annual RS IT visit , in July.
All Troops put in a commendable amount of work towards the
inspection, which was evident from the good RSIT report.
Fortun ately the weather during the preparation period remained on
our side, making the task that much more bearable.
Additional Squadron commitments have included Ex Mini Mash,
with Sgt Dave Purnell taking 15 'volunteers' to play casualties for 204
General Hospital RAMC (V)-a border patrol led by 2Lt Owen
Bryant and gt Kev Jenkins-and two storage Site Guard ; one under
the command of Cpl Dave Watson and the other under Cpl Ray
Perks.

Sgt Tatman demonstrates a few techn iques whilst LCpl Alex
Hurst fights ott the opposition

Team Photo
Back row (left to right): LCpl Gardiner , Pte Davies, Padre Scanlon
and Sig Gillhespey
Front row (left to right) : Cpl Balsdo n, Gdsm Coyne, LC pl Hedley .
CSgt Kitchen and SSgt Tanner

INTER TROOP COMPETITIONS
The Squadron remains well placed in the on-going Troop
competition , with a win from Panther Tp in the volley ball.
The Captain, Cpl Jim Dyer maintained a tight control over his
squad; W02 (SSM) Peter Halstead. Cpl Dougie Piper, Sgt Pele
Hodson, Cpl Bill Medland and Cpl Steve Townsend , ensuring victory
in the final against the LAD .
T here were also fine performances from the Troops in the CO's
monthly Shooting Competition Ex Quick Kill . Jaguar Tp put up a
fi ne fight, with Sig Hayward and Sig Williams achieving high cores
on the pistol shoot. Let's hope subsequent shoots are as successful.

206 (6 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 106

BATTLE CAMP
In an imaginative departure from trad ition the Regiment held a
Summer Battle Camp at Vogelsang. The Squadron consen ted to go
al ng if only to how the others how it should be done. Surprisingly
everybody enjoyed the week, the highlight of which was a visit by
Comd 6 Armd Bde, Brig McAfee. Other diversions included getting
up an hour before everybody else for PT with Sgt John Anderson and
poetic ramblings on the sunrise by SSgt (SQMS) Jeff Treen.
The competitive spirit filled u all to such an extent that even the
OC and Capt Vyv Thatcher, 2IC, were seen on the assault course.
A hard fought Inter-Troop Competition was won finally by Bravo
Tp, proving once and for all that they are harder than anybody else.
Special mention must go to all the young signalmen who kept their
ense of humour throughout and excelled at everything they tried.
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• EXERCISE SCREE SLOPE
6 BRIGADE FORWARD HEADQUARTERS (B TROOP)
Ex Scree Slope was an HQ BAOR comms exerci e involving a small
element of the Troop. The Squadron deployed on Monday 5 June,
splitting up to form two Headquarters. Arriving in location the Troop
was surprised to see LCpl Steve ' I couldn't keep my eyes off it'
Emmett actually putting up a mast. It was good thing endex was called
early or he might have worn himself out.
B TROOP CONG RAT LA TIONS
Well done to Cpls John Farnell, Tony Mellet and 'Buck' Rogers for
coming off the board . Further down the line congratulations to
'Titch ' Sheard on his elevation to LCpl.
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The main aim was to conquer the white waters of the Ardeche from
Vogue to St Martin-ct' Ardeche.
The first canoeing took place on Sunday 18 June, en route to
France, with a run down the EisKanal Olympic slalom cour~e.
Following Sgt Tatman into the water with a side seal entry, the
intrepid seven moved off to negotiate their first cha llenge.
Surprisingly all completed the course in one piece, which promoted
confidence. And so to Garmisch, the next stretch of water to be
tackled was the Loisack, leading to the Cathedral rapid. Being fa l
flowing, narrow and a technical grade 3, it proved quite a problem for
the more inexperienced paddlers, re ulting in many cap ize and a
general blow to morale. However after a long, strenuous day all was
put right with a visit to a local restaurant. And so to the Ardeche.
The next few days were spent fu lfill ing the initial aims, with
canoeing from Roums to Vallon Pont-d' Arch and variations. The
Ardeche Gorge itself (a 30km paddle) provided some magnificent
scenery and a number of interesting rapids .
The final canoeing too k place on the Durance river which lies in the
Dauphine region, close to the Italian border. This water provided
some of the most exciting canoeing of the expedi tion with a st rong
current and continuous rapids over the lower half. Unfortunately, it
all had to come to an end on 30 June with the return trip to Herfordbut it was a totally satisfying and successful two weeks.

HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
The Squadron welcomes the new SSM, W02 ( SM) Alf Ram ey
and hi wife Rose, Cpl Wayne Sturley, LCpls John Lagden, Ian
Ballinger, Cliff Marker, Sig Nick Greenwood and Andy Ca Hie . We
say farewell to W02 Peter Halstead who i posted to Harrogate, and
to Lt Andy Smith and Sgt Dave Shaw who will soon be in civvy street.
Be t wishes to them all for the future .
2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

LCpl Steve Ridley prepares for the onslaught of RSIT
EXERCI E GALLIC QUADRANT
Despite all the pressures of work, seven members of the Squadron,
under the direction of Lt Andy Smith, managed to fit in a canoeing
adventure training exercise ba ed around the Ardeche, in the Provence
region of France. The group included Sgt Tatman (ACU Instructor),
Cpl Donovan, LCpls Alex Hur t, Gordon Kynoch and Sig Mark
Hobson.
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21C/ Ops Offr
OC Al (Papa) Tp
OC A3 (Radio) Tp
SSM
SQMS
YofS
Tech SSgt
MT Sgts

Maj Mike Dent MBE
Capt Alistair Ros
2Lt Damian Quinn
Lt John Charnock
W02 (SSM) Bill Kelly
SSgt (SQMS) Mick Baron
SSgt (YofS) Pete Stoddart
SSgt John Jamie.son
Sgt Kev Enfield
Sgt JolurMcGowan
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lPD n:
I he ·quadron ha be.:n imolved in numerous ac1i,i1ie , the more
n table being fa. ·'ta ff Ride· "hen each Troop prO\ ided the
manpO\\er and admini 1ra1ive e:-.perti e 10 run two !ands for the
omd I (BR) Corp annual 'TEWT'. Four deployments of the
Defen·i, e EW team 10 monitor Brigade and Unit level exercises, the
orga ni ation, supen i ion and manpower in upport of Cl CE T' ,
briefing by the GO -I Armd Di' Ex • cree lope', and la 1 but by
no mean· lea. t preparation fo r the annual R IT in pection and RE 1E
Tel PR held concurrent ly during the period 3-17 J ul.. The results
of bot h in ped io n ho wed th at 'ti me pent in p reparat ion i eldom
"asted ' and the quadron wa 'ongratulated by both team on the
'er} high 1andard achieved . T he ta keover o f the ne\ garage by Al
(Papa) Tp ha meant that for the firs t time their ' panzer ' are now
under · over and working condition are a per other Troop in the
Regiment. Coming up are Site Guard , adventure training, Ex ' Potent
Gauntlet' and Ex' econd ummit '.
HQ TROOP
ince the la t i ue the Troop ha been busy upporting quad ron ,
Troop and Deta hment ized deployment . During Ex ' Scree Slo pe'
the OinC. Maj Gen R. f. L. Cook, paid a vi it 10 the Squadron en
route to 11 Bde. The te hnician ,
gt John Jamie on, Sgt Sie~·e
herQ, pl
teve Witty, Pete Ro , LCpls 'JC' Cartmell , D1n·e
Hick on and ·Al' Murrell ha e been working overtime repairing,
in -peering and preparing for R IT and REME Tel PRE and the fi na l
ex ellent report refle ted the hard-work and long hou r put in by
them all.
HELLO AND f AREWELL
Recent arrival have included ig •Adie Priestley from A I (Papa)
Tp, our apprentice clerk, and ig Martin Porter and wife Susan from
Regimental MT together with their newl y arrived twins, Gemma and
tacey . We ay farewell to ig' pike' Brook off to HQ ORTHAG
and ig Ken Broadwell off to ' unny' orthern Ireland. The best of
luck 10 them both .
A1 (PAPA) TROOP
The main event ha been Ex 'Scree Slope' and Ex 'Whirlygig' .
lthough only the Comm complex with SHQ admin support
deployed it was very u eful for new member of the Troop to get into
the swing of thing , e pecially Lhose who have never seen an AFV
before! Ex 'Whirlygig' became more of a static exercise and
alternative entertainment had to be organised. Thank 10 our Chef
Cpl Al Long who organised an impromptu barbecue for the 'no move '
weekend.
Our return to barracks was the signal for the start of the vehicle and
equipment maintenance period culminating with RSIT, REME Tels,
Vehicle and Weapons PREs. This was greatly assisted by our move
into the new garages on 4 July. Sgt Steve Talbot is now fully
ensconced in hi cage' and is fed regularly. We can now dispense with
the AFV Ice Climbing Course for new arrivals and look forward t0
a warm, dry winter in our new home.
Finally our congratulations go to LCpl Dave and Anita Rooney on
the arrival of their baby daughter Charlotte.

A3 (RADIO) TROOP
A u ual life here a1 the epicentre of 4 Div has been very busy. We
haYe recently welcomed Cp ls Andy Ha rriott from 6 Armd Bde and Ian
Spruce from 20 Armd Bde and Sig Neil Ll ewell yn who returned from
hi 'holida ' in outh Georgia. Fa rewells to Sig Pat Shalley to Al Tp,
Sig T im C lemens 10 South Georgia, LCpl Jim Lyons to 14 Sig Reg1,
ig Paddy Porter and family to 21 ig Reg1 and Sig C has C hall iner
who is off to BATUS for six mo nths.
Our rent-a-det men, LCpl Steve Schneider, Ma rtin ' P orky' H obbs
and 'A ndy' Gibb have been away on variou 1ask which have led to
an overall improvement in Steve Schneider's barbecue sk ills. LC pl Jim
Parson and Sig 'Crabby' C rabbe of 'Com ec Tours Ltd' have
deployed to enjoy the wi ldlife and cenery of Soltau . In June the
T roop was sp lit to prov ide rebros for Ex ' Scree Slo pe' and tent
coffee/ cenery tec hnicia n for the u e of tho e o n Ex 'S1aff Rid e'.
Five wee k later we were again producing a La nd this time for
C l CE T, Gen Von Sandrat. Cpl 'Toms' Thompson ma naged to get
hi mat hs wro ng resu lti ng in the a rrival of three tent instead of five,
taff Nicholls apoplectic outbu r t ucceeded in not iceably wa rm ing
1'1e cool night air, but it was all right on the day - tha nk goodnes !
O ur T roop ea-dog Lt Charnock and Sig Scourfield have bee n off
plici ng the mainbrace in the Baltic. LCpl Imrie is currently helpi ng
to ' pressgang' CCF into the Regular A rmy in C ultybragga n , whilst Sig
Jock Fawcett wa a' ay quaJ ifying as an RMA 3, no mea n feat or
ho uld it be feet? The Troop ay a fo nd fa rewell to LCpl Jim
Parson whose excellent, pro fessi ona l and soldierl y a sets will be sorely
mi ed by the Troo p (he is, of co ur e, the a uth or o f thi pi ece !)

ol 1his he was po ted back to the United Kingdom for treatmem
earlier chi\ year. T he aim of the exercise was 10 carry a ml!-.sage, an
air ticker kindly donated by SAFA!R, to Robert's home in Liverpool
over land, sea and air using as many forms of transport as possible .
The evenl was started by 1he Mayor of llerford, Herr Klippstein
in 1hc Jahn stad ium in the city. Having presented a contribution o~
behalf of the Herford Stadt, H err Klippstein handed the mes~age to
the members of the Squadron who started with a sponwred run
around Herford.
The exercise then unfolded as follows: the overland phase saw
another sponsored run from Herford LO Sennelager, wme IOOkm. The
message was la1er carried by a sclec1ion of the Squadron's vehicles
including an armoured taff vehicle . The White Helmets al o played
a part by collecting the message from the Blue Helmets who dropped
in during one of their di pl ays at the Rhine Army Summer Show. At
ano1hcr cage the message wa carr ied by a Gazelle. On the water it
was carried across the Dummersee by windsurfer and dinghy and
acros 1he channe l by P & 0 Ferries who kindly donated a free
passage. Finally ii arri ved o n Robert C onteh ' doorstep delivered by
Lt Col David Gardiner, C O of 33 Sig Regt (V).
Ro bert C onteh th en fl ew 10 Her ford where he took a full part in
1he Regimental Open Day. T his included join ing the Squadron's 'It'
A Knockout' tea m a nd draw ing th e win ning raffle ticket for a new
Austin Rover Mini C i1 y. At the en d of the day over DM 6,000 wa
raised for British a nd G erma ny Ca ncer Research and a cheque was
handed to Robert Conteh by Lt Col Tony Raper MBE, CO of the
Regiment.
Robert continue to undergo treatme nt and after another few
mon1h of 1hera py he will hopefull y be back o n the road LO a full
recovery.

·p
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Line Tp parades for the last time

I
LEAVING THE SERVICES SHORTLY?
Grassick hanging about

The commencement of Ex Conteh Courier . Herr Klippstein , Mayor
of Herford hands a message to LCpl Riley
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Maj Rick Barfoot
Capt Barry Williams
Lt Paul Vingoe
Lt Vinay Pandya
W02 (SSM) John Sommervill e
Sgt (Yof ) teve Holt
SSg t (Fof ) 'Mi nnie ' Minton
SSgt (SQM ) Ron Woodger
gt Sout h

HELLO A 1 D FAREWELL
The Squadron says farewell to W02 (S M) John and Marie Dent,
S gt ( QMS) Ian and Elaine Selkirk, Sgt (YofS) 'Chippy' and
Gudren Wood and Sgt 'Spud' and Sue Murphy. Those who remain
' extend a warm welcome to W02 (S M) John and Shirley
Sommerville, SSgt (SQMS) Ron and Ulricke Woodger,
gt (Yof )
Steve and Gail Holt and Sgt outh. We say farewell to Line and Bravo
Tps which have been amalgamated into November Tp.

2Lt Damian Quinn, Sgt Mark Richmond and Ken Enfield trying to
breathe life into the barbecue
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Ll"llE ("110\ EMBl-;R) TROOP
Monday 3 July saw an event that \\e bchevc may be unique in the
history of Royal Signals. Since 4 Armel Div wa~ raised in 1907 there
has always been a Line Tp within it; today it disbanded and joined
with Bravo Tp to form November Tp.
The Troop marked the occasion with a formal parade which the CO
and RSM attended as guests. After a very very short speech by Cpl
Jim my G ray, the Last Post was played by LCpl Rick Guild (16/5
Lancers) whilst the Troop sign was lowered from its position above
the Line bay doors by ig ' I aac ' ewton (who incidentally had only
arrived that day) and ig T ony Hughe .
After the presentation by Lt C ol Raper MBE of Regimenta l pl aques
bearing the inscription 'The Last Li ne Troop' all T roop members a nd
guests retired to the Line bay for refreshments organised by Lt
C harnock of 2 Sqn.

EXERCISE CO TEH CO RIER
Recently the Regiment held an Open Day which, beside being a fun
event, was the culmination of Ex Conteh Courier . Thi was a fund
raising event organised by 3 Sqn in aid of British and German Cancer
Research.
The tragedy of cancer had been graphica ll y illustrated to the
Squadron when one of our youngest members, Sig Robert Conteh was
brought home diagnosed as having lung and bone cancer. As a resuh
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The OC Blue Helmets presents the message to OC White Helmets
after parachuting from 12,000ft at the Rhine Army Summer Show

GCHQ REQUIRE
EXPERIENCED AERIAL RIGGERS
Govemmen Commumcorions Heodquorters is located in Chel enhom at he
heort of the Cotswolds and is involved in the reseorch and development for
produdion ol wide ranging communications equ1pmen and aerial systems. Aenol
R1gger.; ore offered cholleng1ng and vaned woric involving anything from smott HF
arrays to large sotellite antenna. Candidates would be bosed in
Chellenhom. where in1hol troining will be given. ofter which staff will
be expected to carry out oeool erectJOn and mo1ntenonce duties
elsewhere in the UK and oversees on a detoched duty boSIS
Applicants should hove o minimum o 5 yeors ngg1ng expenence
w1 hon up to dote working knowledge of r1gg1ng techniques. Age
preferably between 2Sond 50. A medical e.<omino»on wi be
a cond1hon of oppointmenr and regular check-ups
required thereofte<
Solones range from £8929 to ~699 depend ng on
experience and ore reviewed annually in Octobe<
Following versoli 1ty tro;ning l~rther ncrements con
bring salary too moximumol £().644 p.o Detoched
duty visits ore a regular lecture o' the 1ob and ottroc•
overtime and other ollawonces.
ALL APPUCANTS MUST BE OF B ITISH
NATIONALITY
CLOSE DATE for receipt o comple ed opphcotions

27 October 1989
Write or telephone lor opplicotJOn aims to
Recruitmenl Office, Room A/1108, GCHQ, Pno~ Rood, Chel enhom,
Glos GLS2 SAJ. TELEPHONE: Cheltenham (0242) T.J29Tl/3

----·.-
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200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

BFPO 41
200 . I

AL ' Ql' ADRO B \TTLE CAMP
t::'\ER I ' E FIGHT!. G f l "I
b' Lt J. O. Forrest
·A preny ountn cene: a wooded hill with a11ractive nature walk
.ind the odd deer or t\\O wandering about minding their own bu ine s.
Thi pi..:ture of quie ·cenc~. outh of Einbeck wa rudely aw:akened one
,unn\ morning in :'-lay when the ' creaming 200' arrived ma convoy
of 4 ionner . ready to do battle withou t caring the local 100 much.

DAY I
We all arri\ d there in one piece and in the right place. 01 a bad
ach1e\!~ment a Lt Brett Appleby led the packet. plit into nine
ecuon-. 1\e tarted the km battle march over to the other ide of the
hill. Ju ; a we all thought that ubaltern ' map reading reall. had
1mpro1ed, Lt Jim Forrest and hi pupil Cpl Woody Woodhou e gave
u. back our faith in our judgement b. taking an extra 3km detour.
\\'ell, it wa a nice day for a troll .. . Lt Forrest. we 're till waiting
for the beer .
\\'hen all the team finally arrived, for the re t of the day we
ompleted a erie of tand including map reading, Aikido, fir t aid
and battle craft. Our thank go to SSgt Campbell from l Sqn in
Herford , who helped u out with BC and Cpl Smudge mith 417 DG
for hi Aikido.
A fter mo~ing into a company harbour area the previous evening,
the ection et off to complete more tand , one of rhe mo t popular
being ''atermanship . A refre hing dip into the river, to take out the
weat of the previou day acti\ itie . 1obody drowned and our thanks
go to the in tructor from 1 QLR for their help.
ig Bill~ Duggan, Cpl Baz Brooks and Mo Howarth gained joint
fir t place in Blister of the Year. A pecial award goes to Sig Taff
Thoma for hi acting performance with the tine benz solution
application. gt Phil 'The Exterminator' Langley RAMC notched up
ome 20 bli ters on his office door-a good kill rate for three days.
Platoon patrol bases and patrols kept rhe Troops entertained for the
night.
The third day and our luxury two hours of kip was well appreciated .
Sgt ·Big Bad Bob' Shortis announce we have been
At 0500 hr
attacked by a crack section of I Pl , led by Cpl Ian Spruce.
We heard no bangs and a sumed that someone was having us on.
, o, Staff i always right and we bug out from the 'campsite'. More
training in the form of stands rook place this time culminating in a
ection competition at night. This involved first aid and a snatch
patrol again t the Sqn Comd 1aj Dennis Mill who wa the 'willi ng'
guinea pig. 2 Section noted for their kidnapping efforts are rumoured
to be marketing their efforts for the gang~ in Southern Ital y through
the
gt ( QMS) 'Mick the Spick' Ara advertising agency.
final Inter-Section peed march finished the exercise and was won by
the team led by gt Colin Day RAPC. After a great deal of hard work
and grit, that would have made John Wayne proud of the men of 6
Section led by Cpl Taff Francis who, despite the walking wounded
remini. cent of a scene of the Somme, completed the cour e together
as a team.
The only question out landing is: Would anyone have qualified for
an 0 car?

S ig Jamie Hart t akes a breather during the advance to contact

200 IG NAL SQ ADRON WIVES BATTLE CA MP
EXERCISE FIGHTING FIST JI
Report by Mrs Anne Mills
It started off as a rather vague idea. 1 wondered if the girls would
enjoy a short Battle Camp to see if these wild stories their hu band
tell them about their exerci es might be true? I wa amazed when 1
received so many 'yes' repli es and even more amazed when l learnt
what they really wanted to do . Cries of wanting LO dig trenche , do
patro l , guard , assault cour es, drive everything they co uld get their
hands on and many more crazy things.
The great day arrived. At 1400 hrs the Squadron new 'recruit '
for med up. What a sight. Little time was wa ted calling the roll,
forming into three rank , slapping on cam cream and eventually
departing to a local trai ni ng area.
On arrival in the exercise area, the transport 'broke down' requiring
an unexpected 2km walk to the location where the next 24 hours
would be spent. Various demon trations followed from how to dig
trenches, cook army rations and generally ur vive in the field. There
were numerou cries of 'you can not be serious' when shovels were
handed out and hout of 'get digging' were heard from the long
suffering Section NCOs, Cpl Francis, LCpls orbie and Simcox.
However having completed some excellent trenches the ladies put up
some weird and wonderful bashas in their emergency crash out
locations. Thi was followed by a very tactical bonfire and barbecue
where an air of expectancy prevailed. Intelligence sources reported
that the enemy was lu rking nearby. Sure enough at 0030 hrs an enemy
attack disturbed the barbecue. After a brave fight the sensible thing
to do was bug our.
Earlier on in the evening the following sorts of statements were
heard: 'Think I'll stay up all night .' 'I am not sleeping on the floor.'
' I really could not sleep tonight if I wanted to.' At 0200 hrs ha ving
finally arrived at their bashas there was a dash for sleeping bags . By
0210 hrs there was little sound or movement around the 'campsi te '.
0600 hrs yet another attack! This time an AFV 432 joined the battle.
Actually it was all a ploy for Sgt Russell , our ever romantic RPC
SNCO, to deliver a bunch of flowers to his wife on their anniversary.
Her comments on receiving the flowers while she was lying in a very
uncomfortable stand-to position are unprintable; you can never please
some women!
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So fa1 the ladies thought this was all a bit too easy. However, the
events of the next four hours proved extremely busy . The assault
cour~e invo lved (for most) a swim in a mud pond eight yards wide,
there were trips in APCs and landrovers. And the fun did not stop
there. Other events involved stretcher patients being turned upside
down and stood on their heads. All to prove you can tie somebody
(yes, the Section NCOs) to a stretcher. Pushing trailer over a rough
course completed the competition won by Section 3 with the others
clo e on their heel .
The husbands were left behind to babysit and they were all slightly
amazed to see their wives return in such a muddy state. For once the
post exercise washing was their problem. An award ceremony
completed the exercise with certificates presented Lo all those listed
below . It is to their credit that never a complaint was heard, plenty of
laughter was, and al l the tasks set for the ladies were completed. Well
done to them all.
Section 2
Section 3
ection 1
Mrs Weeks
Mrs Purnell
Mrs Duggan
Mrs MCAipine
Mrs Howarth
Mrs Wills
Mrs Inglesant
Mrs Cockbu rn
Mrs Avin
Mrs Bedford
Mrs Lewis
Mrs Russell
Mrs Warren
Mrs Clayton
Mrs Brooks
Mrs Morrin
Mrs Griffiths
Mrs Cleary
COMO COMM VISIT
by Cpl Weeks
The quadron' military training day coincided with the vi it of
Comd omms 1 (BR) Co rp Brig Waugh . Various tands were et up
10 test all aspect of military training. The e included a command
ta k, NBC, SA 80 (dry training and li ve firing), a very painful Aikido
tand, bayonet practice and an assault cour e followed by a three mile
run with various 'Fun' activities on route.
The command task went OK with nobody being electrocuted or
eaten by giant man eating shark .
The NBC stand was somewhat unusual. A casualty was placed on
a trctcher then taken 10 a decontamination tent. Becau e of the lack
of Fuller earth a bucket of flour was used instead . This lead to ig
'Billy' Duggan and Sig 'anyone seen some keys' Mitchell looking like
an advert for Homepride.
With the loan of the SA 80 from 2 R Irish, each Section went
through the dry training before going to the 30m range. The verdict?
'Excellent'. LCpl Purnell was heard to mutter 'I want one' after each
round fired.
Then Comd Comms arrived in time 10 watch 3 Section go into the
bayonet practice stand. As each man charged at the target with a
blood curdling yell, you could see the dummies shivering in their
stands. Although Sig 'Al' Stevens (combat clerk) could only manage
a whimper, Brig Waugh was suitabilty impressed with the lads.
In the Aikido sta nd we were all shown how to hurt other people
properly. After several minutes of bending and twisting thumbs and
hands in all directions, everybody agreed that hurting people was
belier than being hu rt. Cpl 'Ray' Pritchard was the only one who
wanted to stay and 'hurt more people'.
The big event was the assault course :.nd run, run by SSgt 'Me old
china' Cleary. As each man bounded rnund the as ault course it was
clear that two of them didn't like heights. With the time slipping
away, it took a lot of team work to get LCpl ' Bunny' Warren and Sig
'Porky' Morton off the 20ft cramble net. After the assault cour e
came the 3 mile run. The first of the 'Fun' activities wa running
around with full jerry cans of water, pulling a trailer up and down a
small circuit. Of course life isn't all that imple. The trailer needed a
wheel change and the water was over IOOm away. With that task
suitably completed, on to the next. Reversing a trailer with a 3/4 tonne
Land Rover which has a turning circle of 7 miles i not as ea y a it
looks. However Sig 'Taff' Thomas did a grand job . The problem wa
the Land Rover had to be towed to the start, by yes you guessed it the
Section. Anyway, on to the next. This one looked the simplest. Stand
a telegraph pole in a small hole in the ground and one person climbs
up while the others hold it steady. Easy? No! It took LCpl 'Taff'
Lewis and his rubber knees finally to make it to the top. The last 'Fun'
activity was the track bash , ea y compared with the telegraph pole.
The winning Section? Section 3 led by Cpl 'G unter' Weeks with a
time of 49 minutes. Closely followed by I Section led by Cpl Ian
Spruce with 55 minutes and Section 2 in third place .
With all the events over everybody settled down to a barbecue lunch
while Brig Waugh had a chance to speak to mo t of the lads before
leaving.

211 (11 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
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PERSONALITIES
Maj Ken Hadfield
Capt Mark Alexander
Lt Ian Lawrence
Lt Bert Appleton
W02 (S M) Roger f'airfield
'Sgt (FofS) Mal Thoma~
S gt (SQMS) Mick Herbison
gt Graham Pollard BEM

Having survived the winter months the Squadron was looking
forward with anticipation to spring and a new exerci e season. Mo t
of April was taken up with Ex Flying Falcon and after a quick turn
around the Squadron was straight into two week's Battle Camp at
Vogelsang. Also during this period we saw the change over of Brigade
Commanders.
NEW BRIGADE COMMA 1 DER
Brig J. J. Phipps paid his farewell vi it 10 the Unit on 29 March and
the new Commander Brig I. C. MacKay-Dick visited the Unit on 6
April and toured the Squadron . During the tour, the Reece Officer
Capt Mark Alexander was heard LO say 'if only we had such a flat and
easily accessible location every time'. o doubt he was thinking about
some future Flying Falcon.
EXERCISE FLYI G FALCON
The exercise proved to be a fast moving one with long moves,
testi ng both the tamina of the crew and the vehicle . doth proved
able ro cope.

W02 (SSMl Fairfield briefs the Squadron on Ex Flying Falcon
BATTLE CAMP
With four days to turn around the Troops went into two week
Battle Camp at Vogelsang. It provided military training and removed
some of the cobweb from the oldiers military skill ability.

211 (11 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn assembled at Vogelsang
Cpl 'Johnny Death ' Dobbins remains cool despite the pressure
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Squadron Wives Club before Ex Fighting Fist II
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ORJI: '\ TEERI G
The quadron en: ·red teams in both 1h~ 4 Di" Champion hip and
the B.-\OR hampion hip. and did \Cry well in both . The team
l'n i ·ung of \\02 (\'of ') \\ h ~ toe!. , ' gt Barnard, Sgt (Fol'S)
Thoma and ' ig Rawling won the 4 Di' Minor Units e\'ent and came
runner> up in 1he B O R e'ent. \\'ell done.

4 Armd Div Minor Un its Orienteering Champions 1989
Left to Right: Sig Rawli ngs , W02 (YofS ) Whytock , SSgt Ba rnard
and SSg t (FofS ) Thom as
F R E~CH

COMMA 'DO CO R E
Du ri ng the period of 29 May-23 June 1989 two o f 1he younge t
mem ber of the Squad ron, ig Hewitt and Petrie jumped at the
opponu ni1y! to do the French Commando Cour e with 43 O rd Coy.

The course was both physically and mentally demanding . T he first
week being a bear-up held at 43 Ord oy including everal bergen runs
with weapons and tretcht:rs and practi ing for 1he entrance test. This
wa an Bkm bergen run in 0 min followed by a Sm rope climb
' ithout using legs and then 25 itups and 15 pres ups.
The course itself was held in Brie ach (France). T he first week
con i ted of individual kill includi ng rock cl imb ing, abseiling, aerial
assault cour es, explosives, escape and evasio n, tun nel warfare and
hand to hand combat. E"erything had to be do ne at night and
wearing bergens.
The econd week was similar except th a t it involved team work;
including river cro sings using Zodiacs, bui ld ing bridges and also
jungle warfare whch wa ma inly climbing th rough swamps. The
culmination of the course was a n exercise involving a tab through the
Black Forest over l IOkm involving French war techniques, blowing
of bridges and tan ks and ba ic survival. T hree days were given to
complete the course. Those su rviving were presented with the French
Commando Badge. We now have three qualified Co mmandos and
doubtle unre olved arguments will ensure as to who is the better
trained - the 2IC q n- Briti h trained, o r Sig Hewitl a nd PetrieFrench trai ned .
ARRJVALS
We extend a warm welcome to SSgt T rulove, !(IS Cob urn~ Baxter.
Rhodes Cpls Dillet 1 ulli van , LCpls Bowers, Byrn, talconer!
Goodall , Pte Collins, Cfns Jones , Nutter, Sig Dell ano, Hewitt a nd
Keelly who have all a rri ved recentl y.
DEP ARTURES
Farewell to L t Brad shaw , gts Cook, Wa tso n. Cpl Sutcliffe, LCpl
Morten, Sig Consta ble, Digweed , Lee and Rushto n . All are tha n ked
fo r the hard wo rk put in during the respective tours within the Unit.

OPERATORS
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The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals
solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex
and Teleprinter OQerators.
"""~~ • • • You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice
and guidance on employment prospects in the
commercial world of Telecommunications.
If you are rusty, we can give you the opportunity
to brush up your operatmg and also familiarise
you witb commercial routines and equipment, and then
guide you to the right job, permanent or temporary.
In some cases resettlement courses are available
for those seeking permanent employment in
the Greater London area.

•
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Contact the Three Tees Agency
and let your Services skills pay in Civvy Street

1

Call in, write or telephone
110 Fleet Stre et. EC4. 01-353 3611 124 Regent Street, W1 . 01 -734 0365
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7 Sig Regt
BFPO 15

FOCUS 0 4 SQ UADRO N
SUMMER C AMP ADVE T RE T RAI ING
ES ELWA NG BAVARIA
Our journey ta rted o n 17 May at 2300 hrs when we set off on the
Midnight Ex press with our three Bedfords . Traini ng was in four
group ; roc k cl i.mbing_, can o e in ~._windsurfing and trekking. Everyone
had chosen their particula r acu vn y beforehand so there was no time
wasted in sort ing th a t o ut.

!..

CLI MBING
Ca pt Ivan Hooper a nd LCpl Steve Hinton were paragon of
patience du ring th e daunting task of teaching us the rudiments of
climbing.
The first day sta rted fairly easily wi th a basic introduction to the
various ty pes of gear we would use. We we re also introduced to Top
Roping and Belay ing with climbs ranging in grade from very difficult
to severe. By the end o f the day we were con versant wit h some of the
climber vocabu la ry-es peciall y th e word ' below'.

high wire traverse. gt Kev Smith received a kiss from a local beaut}
for the best traverse of the day!
The main effort consisted of an obstacle course including ab eil\,
barbed wire and water cro sings with C pl George Workman taki ng his
bath early. Interspersed throughout the course were various shoots on
different weapons and ranges. These included a 75m crossbow shot a t
a dummy sentry by the team 'sniper' 2Lt mart.
It was a unique opportunity to compete against European Special
Forces and specialist Police teams. It was also fun fi ring different
weapons , particularly the Israeli Galti a nd Uzi, Belgia n F C cal a nd
Ger ma n Mauser sniper rifles. ig Paterson took a particula r shine to
the new Micro Uzi .
The event was intere ting as well as cha llengi ng. Socially it was a
total success with the Ba r and the Cafe much vi ited .
In spite of achieving one of the best times a round the course we
were let dow n by our shooting a nd ach ieved a n overall placing o f
twenty- eventh ou t of sixty-two teams.
With the expe rience gai ned thi s year we intend to return a nd do well
at the next Chata runga .

Capt Hooper revealed the brillia nt tec hniq ue of absei ling. Over the
two days we ma naged severa l mo re cl imb a lot more descents u ing
different met hods a nd also upgraded o ur elve to Hard-Severe.
several mo re climbs a lot more descen ts using di fferent methods a nd
al o upgraded ourselves to Hard-Severe.
Our experience and confidence increased over the week until on
day eight a nd nine we were assessed . Everyone did well with no 'real
pro blems a nd the pressure was now off. The next day was t he best o f
the course as we all got to set up our own climbs. All o f us felt that
we had conquered our own little Everest.
WIND URFI G
T he wi ndsurfer 's time was mainl y spent on Lake ' Gruntasee'.
Unfo rtu na tel y it was filthy and there was a real fear o f drowning in
sewage.
A fter learning the rudiments, LCpls Stothers, Cohen, Sig Collins
and Sgt Hayfi eld struck out. After getting used to the boards which
took sometime and a few duckings all of us managed to stay on our
boards for at least 30 secs.
Over the next few days we got plenty of practice apart from,
perhaps, Sig Collins who spent most of his time pulling himself and
his board around the lake .
Fortunately we managed to surf on the (very clean) Lake Alpsee or
'. Topless Lake' . This ~v~s more like it, win<l , women and a dry
1 ~ s tructor ; perfect co nd1t10ns for perfect result $. In the end Sig Collins
did eventually learn to stay on board a nd become quite a good
windsur fer.
CANO E ING
f he fir st day or canoeing meant the dreaded wimming test and
the loss ot ones self respect in the freezing water! When we had
recovered , the basics were taught by Ca pt Ross and W02 (SSM)
Hilton . Most fo und it difficult to keep in a straight line while others
simply capsized but by the end of the day everyone was getti ng the
hang of it.
Highlights of th e co urse included shooting the wei r. It was an
experience for all o f us but Sig Oldfield has not been the same since.
After ferry gliding across the top of the weir he seemed to get bored
and ended up bo unci ng down the weir with no canoe , no padd le and
definitely no smile.
TRE KKI NG
The select few who ha d eschewed the lure of water sports and
climbi ng were a ble to indulge themselves in walki ng through the alpine
co untryside for 10 whole days.
CHATARUNGA
O n receiving a n in vitation to the Belgian International P araMilitary Competition held in Tournai, a fo ur ma n team set off o n the
25 June from Maresfi eld Barracks.
We arrived to find , surprisingly, tha t we were the on ly British team
competing in this cha llenge event. As a result we a tt racted attention
and received much hospitality.
The course comprised an in itial extrance exam, a death slide and a
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Cpl Workman takes his bath
SHOOTING NOTES
Considerable range lime and effon, not to ment ion ammunition
wa spent in preparation for the 4 Div Sk ill at Arms meeting at
Sennelager in March as this was to be our qualifying shoot for Bisley.
In spite of this , the year began inauspiciously with a low po ition in
the final placing.
Redeeming ourselves with the help of a P ampas-picked march and
shoot team, 7 Sig Regt team took fi rst place in the Pri nces Royal
Skill-at-Arms meet, Royal Signals BAOR , at the Kohi ma Ranges in
Haltern . The prize was won on the fina l day by Sgt Smith with the
team's last round in the fi nal event , the March a nd Shoo1.
Then it was on to the Corps SAAM at Bui ford . The week' build up
included many valuable lessons a nd pointers from the coaching team
provided by the Queen ' G urk ha Signa ls.
The weather remai ned fanta tic and the splend id sunshine wa
appreciated by all. Emotions ranged aero the pectrum a each
discipline was completed and good a nd bad scores emerged from the
stat tent but Queen's Gurkha Signals pred ictably took first place
by an impre ive margin.
7 Sig Regt shooti ng team achieved a convinci ng second place overall
tha nks to co nsiderab le cajoling a nd bu llyi ng fro m gt Hellewell and
hearty cheering fro m our lone supporter , Mr Rachael Whittaker.
The team were: 2Lt Smart, Sgt Mick Hellewell , Cpls tan Hayne ,
Wood , Del Warren (RAPC), Sapper McCann (RE), Sig Fi hwick,
Whittaker, Sgt Geoff Chadwick a nd Sig Pollard .
FOCUS ON S QUADRON
~
SQUADRON P ERSONALITIES
OC
Maj T im Bryning
Capt Robin Clapp
21C
SSM
W02 Dave Hollis
W02 Gig Plumb
FofS
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\\ 02 Chris Heele

\of

Q. IS
0
p Tp
OC \Ian Tp
0
orp Lighting Tp

' 'gt Geoff Woodcocl..
Capt "1eil Carey
Lt imon Pa)nC
Capt Matthe'~ Tressider RE

F \REWELL TO THE ' Q'.'I COMD
Juh a'' th departure of the qn Comd Maj Tim Bryning fo1 t he
TA ··oc Centre. Larkhill. We wi ~!. him and hb "ife Leslie all the
very be t. Capt Robin Clapp nO\\ h<>. the dua l role of Sqn om d a nd
21 .
.\-.a paning gift Maj Br~ning pre ented the q uadron \\ ith a new
pennant to replace the exi ting moth eaten one.

We: had a vcr) g od ,tart to the competition and managed to qua_lify
for all of the final\. otable performance came from LCpl l.1a m
Jones and ig P11 ul Dougl11s who won their re~p~ctive. fina ls. However
the team' overall u..:ce sin'' in ning the champ1o nsh1p wa due to the
.
.
combined effort of all the membe~s. .
A een in the photograph 2Lt m1th 1s alrea dy dream mg of the umc
in Berlin where the BAOR Championships arc to be held .

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets. to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve fin a ncial a ims. These may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

Fl ANCIAL SECURITY
HOUSE PURCHAS E
EDUCATION EXPENSES
COMFORTABLE RETIRE ME T

TRANSFER OF ASSETS

Maj Bryning hands over the new pennant to Capt Clapp
OT HER NEW
Congratulation to Sgt Paul Hayward on his promotion to W0,2
and his move to 206 Sig Sqn as SSM. He and Pauh ne (Lhe Squadron
agony aunt) will be sorely mi sed. They will be joined shortly by Capt
"lei! Ca re\ who is going there a 21C.
· From Support Tp we say a fond farewell to the fount of all technical
knowledge, Sgt Geordie Water . Sgt Ron Leake also leaves for a
cushy number in Bristol University OTC.
.\DYE . T RE TRAI 'ING
· After the trauma of Ex Scree Slope and commitments to Civ Pop,
the Squadron took a welcome break at Mercury Lodge in esselwang
for cwo weeks of adventure training. We spent some enormously
enjoyable days white water rafting in Austria, mountain biking in
Garmish and 'bird watching' at the indoor water complex at Bad Tolz.
Congratulations to LC pl 'DM' Davis-Morris and .Cpl T~ff Webb
for reaching a high enough tandard to be selected 1mmed1ately for
their canoe instructors course.

LE CHALLENGE CHARLIER
Past member of 7 Sig Regt will know of the annual chain of
Command Cros Country Challenge race between our elve a nd the
Corp Signal Regiments of our Allies. We hosted it thi year on the
morning of 20 June in glorious weather.
.
The Belgian, German and American teams LUrne~ up the previo us
afternoon after journeying from their bases here m Germany. The
French Corps Signal Regiment team was unfortunately unable to
attend.
After an all rank s welcoming party the previous night to get to
know the ' opposition' , the race day tarted with a ational Fl~g
raising ceremony and a short introductory speech to everyone m
Engli h , French and German delivered by Lt Col Hussey, our CO .
wriuen translation was handed to the local German reporter!
The course covered 5km of varied ground, starting at the Bismarck
Turm and finishing back on the square in South Camp .
Despite the debilitating effects of the previous night' party the
Belgian team still proved very strong with their first five members
arriving under 17 mins 22 secs . Our first man home was SSgt Toner
with a time of 17 mins 28.69 secs.
The Chartier Trophy was ceremoniously handed over to Lt Col 8.
E . M. Loots, Commanding the Belgian Battalion, before all teams
retired to a splendid barbecue to celebrate or commisernte. ~s
runners-up, 7 Sig Regt look forward to next years event but will ~1ss
the tremendous support given by Capt Bill Miles who will be leavmg
us on his reLUrn to UK in August.

- against the effects
of possessions lost
or damaged
-for present or
future dependants
-immediatelv or in
the future ·
-for present or
future children
-based on an
adequate continuing
income backed
up by an adequate
capital reserve
-to the next

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the
investment of capital. the use of other aso;ets "here
applicable. insurance agamst ill health and the insurance of
possessions . We help clients to lay the foundations of sound
plans . to develop existing plans and keep them up to date.
and then to make the best use of resources when the time
comes to meet commitments.
W01 Brian Howe moves up behind one of the leading GE Corps
rvnners at the finish tunnel

GOOD INFO RMATION is the basis of sound planning .
The more clie;,ts take us into their confidence the belier "e
can assist them. Please let us have full details of existing
resources. your ability to save. and any expectations . Pleao;e
also tell us all vou can about commitments with "hich vou
expect to have to cope. We. of cour e. treat all such
information as confidential.
AN EARLY STA RT helps. and we will be pleased lo assisL
you however modest your resource may be no"'. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing. the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help ue are likely to be
able to give you.
OUR ADV ICE is free and does not comm it you to any
action: we only ask that any arra ngements you deci de to
make be made through us . It is based on over 41 years of
examining clients' problems, a nalysing them and advisi ng
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is
given in writing for you to study ;u Y"Ur leisu re.
ARE YOU

The leading runner of the Belgian team who shortly after this
point was unfortunately misdirected and consequently finished
well down the field

MAK I G THE BEST
SE OF YOU R
I COME A D OTHE R ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS T HE EA REST POST
BOX OR TELEPHO E
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PL
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T . F. Williams

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl IDE
Telep hone Brighto n 2818 1 {5 li nes)
Member o f the British Insurance
and Investment Brokers Association

Shooting the rapids on the River Inn
RMO RE D DI l IO N WIMMING CHAM PIONSH IPS
The Regiment was far from confident of winning the Div
Championships until we learned of the problems that other teams had
with exercise commitments and so on.

Membe r of the Armed Forces lnsu ra-;j"ce Broker<;
Comm ittee of the B.1.1.B.A.
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W 0 2 (SS) Chuck Walker fighting to estab li sh a place among the
lead ing pack
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The Captain of the winning team lifts the Charlier Trophy
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The FMT 3 will be through soon . ..
Pte Brodie was pleased as punch 10 get a new hack le for his TOS,
we were pleased as punch that he got the LMG shoot right !
Sig ' Blondie' Peers and J ohn Chambers tried but were unsuccessful
in beating Sig John Ross for the 'Best Young Soldier' prize of the
competition .' Also congratu lations to Cpl Steve Maycock for hi s
winners meda l in the Roupell (Match 2) with a score of 144 .
Overall the team ca me fou rt h, much better than last year and also
reached the semi-fin al of the fa ll ing plate which provided an exciting
finish to a good wee k of shooti ng.

8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

Cpl Middleton is shown receiving his award for 'outstanding
student' from Lt Col Stoddard . Cpl Midd leton achieved this
distinction on his Upgrading T2-T 1 course and is a Radio
Techn ic ian

- HOOT!. G TEAM
, ED AM
Jn late 1\1ay the Regiment sent two team 10 the NEDist SA I , a
male team to compete in all events and a female team LO fire in the
s:-.1G and Pi to! competitions. The two day event was held on Bellerby
and Wathgill ranges, but the timetable of events immediately went
askew a fog delayed the first shots going down the range for four
hours!
After a major effort by the organisers, and with the flexible, good
humoured nature of the competitors, the hoot was finished o n
Sunday as planned. 8 Sig Regt hot well, others shot better and we
fmi bed in the middle of the lists. The direct competition of SLR, and
ABO with optic ights in the Falling Plates proved once more the
,·alue of the sight. The girls shot well, and Pte Watson was only just
pushed into econd place for the WRAC young soldier SMG prize.
The weekend wasn't without incident for the team: Sgt Rogers fell
during the Roupell with a cracked femur-we aren't convinced he
wasn't ju L trying to get out of the Section Match! Also Pte Brodie
(on transfer from the Black Watch) forgot where to stop during the
LMG match .

RS AM
Just a few weeks after EDSAM 89 saw the shooting team
travelling to Bulford to compete-in the Corps SAM. We were blessed
with good weather throughout the week, and it was a great
opportunity to meet up with old friends again .
Following good preparation and practice, the team shot well, and
\\Orked hard in the heat to do the best possible in the various fire-andmanoe .. vre matches. Anyone who believes that Army shooting is a
relaxing, easy affair for old men should try competing in the Para Cup
or the L:'\.1G match!
The 'fines' book was much in evidence: sights left up or other
misdemeanours all went in the book, kept with much gusto by Cpl
Kevin 'That's a fine' Allen. Strangest misdemeanour of the lot was for
getting the Boss's name wrong: It doesn't sound too bad except he
confused everyone by changing it to Storey.
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Our picture shows Pte Jenny Wright being congratulated by Maj
Terry Lightfoot on the presentation of her award for distinction in
training

' HOOTING T EAM- TH E FINA L C HAPTER
by Capt D. M. Storey
The 1989 hootin g season ended fo r 8 Sig Regt Shooting Team on
a high: The final competition of the year was che Triangular
Competition, so named because teams fro m th ree services take part.
Organised and run by the RAF Regiment Training Depot at RA F
Catterick, the RAF Regiment UK team shoot against a UK team from
the US Air Force Security Police. An y o f you thi nking along the lines
of MOD-plods . . . bani h the thought. The third service in
competition i th e Army, and an invitation is ex tended each year to
Catterick based l:Jnits and this year both 8 Sig and 11 Sig Regts
• answered the chall enge .
Friday 23 June 1989 found the four team s at 500m , ready to fi re all
the practices o f the Association Cup . The longer ranges found the
USAF wanting-they practise almost exclusi vely at under 300m.
Under the watchful eyes of senio r officers from all services, headed
by Comdt Gen of the RAF Regiment , Air Vice-Marshal J. H. Harris
CBE, RAF and Brig Gen F. K. Martin USAF, Chief of Security
Police .
As expected , the RAF Regiment team ; trained and ready for Bisley;
won convi ncingly: However , 8 Sig Regt came in as ru nners up,
trounci ng the USAF and l l Sig Regt. The day was fi nished with an
im prom ptu falling plates knockout competition, with team captains
being invit ed to put in a fiver for the winners beer money . We were
confide nt , following our good showing at the Corps SAM .
Unfo rtunately the excitement of the shoot got the better of two of ou r
tea m, who unwittingly swapped weapons and found out that the
'zero' is not transferable.
' I ay, Cpl Maycock, why ha ve the two of us shot down all the
plates?'
' I do n' t know , Bos ; Perhaps the other two have a problem !'
'Shame about my fiver . . . '
Still , a good time was had by all and I finally gained a medal before
my retirement. We al so showed the USAF how to receive prizes in a
proper manner!
PS: Who was told by the Air-Vice Marshal that he looked far too
old fo r energetic shooting competitions? Entries on the reverse of £5
not es please.

Runners-Up in the North East District Road Safety Competition
The drivers from 8 Sig Regt, Catterick . Left to Right: SSgt Derek
Witchell (Team Captain). Cpl Chris Davies (heavy goods vehicle
driver} and Cpl I< en Shaw (also best land rover driver in the event}

GOOD DRIVING
In May, SSgl Derek Witchell, Cpls Ken Shaw and Chris Davies
represented the Regiment as drivers, finally beating 13 other teams
from Regular and TA Units in the NE to come second to 2 Inf Div
Tpt Regt in the area round of the Army Road Safety Competition .
This result meant that 8 Sig Regt got into the UK finals. The
valiant team had to compete in driving and manoeuvreing tests
with both Landrovers and four tonners, as well as tests on map
reading, loading and mechanical fault-finding. The RCT opposition
did very well and left 8 Sig Regt team well down the list. But very well
done for getting there and flying the flag.
I SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

The Regimental Shooting Team at ASSAM
Back Row (Left to Right): Sgt Eric Calvert, Sig Dave Peers, Pte
'Spats' Brodie, Cpls Kevin Allen and Steve Maycock
Front Row (left to Right): Sig John Ross, John Chambers, Capt
Dave Storey and Cpl Stephen Ireland
THE REST OF THE TEAM
Sgt Eric Calvert provided the maturity and wisdom of someone who
has done it all before: Cpl Steve Maycock provided his experience
from the Mil Trg Wing; LCpl Steve Barker provided all the contacts
for 'borrows and gizzits'; and the Cookhouse provided the tea.
Fortunately the standards set by the others was far greater than the
latter.
Cpl Stephen Ireland was a late and welcome addition to the team,
and even with little training shot very well. Being on his T2-TI
upgrading course means that he won't be here next year, so some
lucky Unit will benefit . . . transfer fees are negotiable!
Sig Christie practised his reversing, and learnt how to fill in forms.
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Cpl A. Dick, 1 Sqn won the 1989 North East District Tennis
Championship in July
Maj J. H. May
Capt MacLeod WRAC/ R Signals
W02 Clive Young
WOJ Pete Dring

The Squadron of uper techs has continued to haul in the
Regimental silver ware, much to the delight of W02 (SSM) Clive
Young. The latest acquisitions or hould l say retentions are, the
Regimental swimming, athletics, tug-of-war, softball and tennis cups.
Of our many conquests the athletics was total domination, with Cpl
Paul Morton and Sig Trev McSween playing major roles. In the tugof-war the 'Regimental team' was pulled easily by the Squadron
Learn, led by Cpl Russ Dalton , who e practice and training paid
dividends. Finally the Squadron tennis teams provided a double
supplying both teams in the Inter-Squadron final, much to the delight
of the SSM as the A team (of which he was a member) won.
1 Sqn Athletics Team with Inter Squadron Cup
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9 Sig Regt
BFPO 58
\\ EEPl'G THE BO RD
9 ig Reg1 a1hle11cs 1eam ha no1 only had a succe- ful ea :on in
1he lea10tue bu1 abo produced numerou superb performance m 1he,
.\rm\ indi,idual Champion _hip on Friday 16 June. They ma.naged
1o iake a"ay a grand 101al of 20 medal between them, includ111g 13
eold.
~ To 1op 1hi off the ladie~ 1ea111"on1he t\~inor Unit Champion hip
at Dhekelia the folio" ing \l\'edne day "lul t 1h men team from I
qn fini hed econd in the Men Championship .

1 Sqn Athletics Team
Back Row {Left ro Right): Cpl Patterson, Capt Dunbar, SSgt

Abbott, LCpls Macnamara and Lund
Front Row {Left to Right): Sgt Mabbott, Sig McConnell, W02

Whittingham, LCpl Netherwood and Pte Chambers

9 Sig Regt Ladies Athletics Team
Back Row {Left to Right): LCpl Newhou se, Cpls Lattaway, Blythe,

LCpl Thornton and Cpl Jensen
Front Row (Left to Right): Cpl Best, LCpl McGarry, Sgt Irving, LCpl
Bright and Cpl Mc Bride
EXERCI E MERC RY BREAK
Mention Evdhimu and most people immediately conjure up sultry
Mediterranean days and balmy evenings-acres of wine with
harvesters indolently going about their toil, towering angry cliffs
gently tamed by the rich blueness of the Med, empty silem b~aches
who e peace is broken only by the rush of the sea and the chnk of
glasse from rattaned inns of happiness. Mention Evdh imu in the
company of Regiment personnel and it conjures up not such an idyllic
>cenario-Battle Camp!
Yes, it's that time again when Training Wing makes its way to
Evdhimu; where for six week>, an average of fifty students per week
v1s11 to hone to perfection those skills which for the rest of the year
lie, to a degree, dormant.
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the Regime111 i manned by men and women finding a suitable
yllabus i no1 easy bu1, improvi ation and ing~nuity on th e p~rt of the
Training Officer, Lt Je -s Harper , coupled w.llh 1he enthusiasm and
determination of the fema le element re ulled 111 a formula that 1csted
and trained everyone to a tandard we were all proud o f. The
fo llowing are extracts from the diary of a certain 'T. Atkins' .
Sunda - Dear diary we arrived at Evdhimu hot and coach lagged .
1 saw the Med throu gh the 1ented camp, it looked o inviting, but
before I could raise my hand to seek permi sion to wim we were
bombarded with so many ins1ruction and orders from the genial
camp Sergeant Major, W02 Whitehous~ . we nev~r kn~w our rear end
from our 1e111 end . We were ized off, 111to ecuon , 11110 tent s back
inlO ection , into briefing , back illl? tent , into t~e co?k hou. e, ba.ck
imo ection , in to weapon training, 1mo map read111g, 111to First Aid,
back inlO the cookhouse, more briefings and into bed . What a day!
T ho e of u who shared the tem then decided that if this was the theme
of the week then drastic measures had to be 1aken. We began to hatch
an e cape plan . l volunteered co have a clo e r.ecce of the vehicle park
and talked quickl y._ and, I th?ught, un<?btru 1vely across t~e ~11001.1ht
terrain . 'Thu r day 1 Patrolling Tech mque - You weren t hstemng
were you? Off to bed now-long day tomorrow'. Ye , spoued by a
Cook-bu t our turn will come!
Monday-Dear diary , it' their ense of humour that jars me off
mo t. When the e people attend tho e PT cour e at Alder hot they
mu t pend the majority of their time perfecting one liner - ' o
pa.in-No gain', ' Good morning camper -lovely day for a gun run ',
'Hands up whose break~ast thi i ?', 'I that a pre s-up or a~e you
trying IO tell me someth111g?', ' Have you got a double, laddie? ,'Not that I' m aware of S1aff', 'Well you have now, you've got to
double around 1he tented area, you 're idle Iaddie' -30 minutes of pure
purgatory . Iron out the wrinkle they said . Mind you breakfa. t went
down well and the re t of the day, although hot , was not partrcularly
physical. More SA80 training, more map reading, m.o re first aid a~d
instruction on radio . They also !Old us that the ect1on would be 111
competition with each other. l think we can w_in it-:that 's .unles we
escape by the end of the duration. We also did a rn ght onenteenng
course, that wa good fun. We were mar hailed .by the DS, o no
chance of escape or losing our way IO that 111v1ung taverna. Good
laugh-the section marshalled by Lt Rob on got disorientat~d! Beers
all round on Friday-still nobody's perfect. Into bed ured out.
Decided to put off e cape attempt until tomorrow night.
Tuesday-Dear diary, the sun came up like thunder from away
across the bay, not the first to plagiarise Kipling and n?t the la t, b~~
an apt description. Mad dogs and servicer:nen go out !n the Akrotm
sun, there's another, again most appr<?pnate. "".ell d1ar)'.. spem the
day on Akrotiri ranges and I must admn, heat aside, I en1oyed ll. At
long last achieved my life long ambition and fired the pistol, al o got
to shoot the SA80 as well and most impressive it is compared with the
SLR· also a touch more radio work. Tomorrow we shoot again, this
time'competitively against the other Sections, and I must say we fanc y
our chances. We have decided to cancel our escape plans, people may
get the wrong idea and assume we are afraid of compet.ition. .
.
Wednesday- Dear diary, our friendly PT!s w.ere at ll agam this
morning. We were going so well but lost it on the weapon
assembling-shame but we battled well. A hearty breakfast and on to
Akrotiri ranges. Strewth, hot again to say the least but the secuon
acquitted itself well on all shoots especially the lig~t upport weapon.
We were visited today by the CO and the RSM, 111ce to see them and
they both joined in the shooting. The CO produced some good scores
as did the RSM. Shame about Capt Hockenhull , his weapon was
playing up. Well, early to bed tonight, Ion? day tomorrow a~d also
tomorrow night out on an exercise patrollmg and map read111g; all
.
towards the final competition-looking forward to it.
Thursday-Dear diary, disaster, diary , disaster. We had the ftrst
aid test today. The Section came across a number of casualties ~nd
things were going well but we forgot one of the fundamentals. Havmg
dressed the wounds admirably we forgot to treat for shock . Lost
points there but a lesson was learnt. We also ~id fieldcraft and
patrolling techniques. Spem the afternoon prepanng for our mght
exercise. We were dropped off just after last light and navigated spoton to our objective. We were taken down a night patrol lane- exciting
stuff-and even though we set off a trip flare the DS co.m plimen.ted
us on our techniques and anti-ambush drills. We then navigated fairly
successfully to our final RV and we slept out for the night under the
stars; this is what it's all about, go"d stuff.
Friday-Dear diary, well if I hadn't seen it myself I would never had
believed it. We went down to Akrotiri Mole and did water
crossings-all good fun. They then brought out this piece of
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tarpaulin, got about 30 of us around it in tht! water and wait for
it-drove a Landrover onto it, wrapped it up, and floated it across.
They also floated the rest of us across, in full kit I might add. We also
did restraim and arrest techniques as well as vehicle search
procedures. A good day to end what has been a fulfilling week. So
glad we never managed to e cape. Tonight it's a barbecue and each
Section is go ing to do a skit. We have decided to do one 10 amplify
Capt Hockenhull's shootin g prowess, or more to the point the lack of
it. He fi nished last in the Cadre's fun shoot. 1 bet he wishes he had
never entered or eve n better, elected to write the Battle Camp report.
Well, diary it's water sports tomorrow and then the steamy road east
back to routine. I dare say your pages will not hera ld so much activity
for some time to come-incidentally , we were runner up in the
eclion co mpetition- still you can't win them all.

maximum semence of an undetermined term in the Officers' Mes ),
SSM McCreath was dispatched in the same direction \\hilst the rest of
the Mess got down to the serious business of celebrating in ;tyle. n
excellent night enjoyed by everyone.
AN EX-POW VISIT
Ex Sgt Frank Baker late I I Indian Divisional ignals got a bll of a
shock when he visited the Sergeams' Mess at 9 Sig Regt (Radio) on 3
May 1989. Frank popped over from UK to see his son gt id Baker
receive a GOCs Commendation. Little did he know the Mess wa; to
presem him with his 'gozome plaque' from way back in 1942. •rank 's
last Mess disbanded a bit sharpish in 1942 when Singapore fell to the
Japanese, no time for presentations then, and little Mess life to follow
for the next four years spent as a Japanese POW on the Burmese
railway.
WOI (RWM) P. J. Doherty is seen here presenti ng the plaq ue to
Frank who rang the bell in the old tradition of the Mess thereafter.

Battle Camp
9 Sig Regt keen, green fighting machines

How to float a Landrover in two easy lessons

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER
The Sergeants' Me s at Ayios ikolaos doe not usually need an
excuse for a 'knees up', but the night of 16 June 1989 was rather
special. Two stalwart members of the Mess, WOI (FofS) Ga~d~er ~nd
W02 (SSM) McCreath , were being dined out on comm1s 10111ng.
Added to this was the good news that two other mem~ers had been
awarded the BEM in the Queen' Birthday Honours ~1 t.
.
Having 'court martialled' FofS Gard ner for his negligent handling
of the Regimenta l soccer team (found guilty and awarded the
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EXERCISE FLOATING LION 3
THEY SAID THAT POLITICALLY IT CO LDN'T BE DONE,
WE PROVED THEM WRONG
Jn the last week of July, a crew of seven set sail anti-clock wise
around the island of Cyprus. The Royal Signals Yacht Club boat
hadn't done that for 15 years, from the time of the Turkish invasion .
The plan was to take seven day to complete the voyage, using a
mainly novice crew topping at Fig Tree Bay overnight before
cominuing.
The plan was good, however the weather wasn't, we experienced the
unusual northerly winds up to force 6. Becau e of the sea state created
by these winds, an anchorage at Fig Tree Bay was out of the question,
we ended up sailing continuously for three day , all good experience
for the novice.
Evemually we got to Paphos after lots of good sailing. Paphos was
good fun, the crew hired a moped each and went off to visit the places
of interest. Green Turtle Bay, all the ancient ruins around Paphos and
finally a trip up to the Dhrou ha Heights Hotel for a swim, well worth
a vi it. Finally a fantastic sail around Akrotiri back imo Larnaca using
the spinnaker for most of the journey. A good week enjoyed by
everyone.

The Crew
Left to Right: Cpl (CVV), 2Lt Bracken, Lt Deans, JTWs Addison,

Pass and W02 Whitehouse
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The Ay Nik Chapter, visiting the s ights of Paphos
A YIO
OIC
2IC

. IKOLAO

WIND RFING CL B (ANWSC)
W02 (SSM) Pete Whitehou e
W02 Yan Marshall

Over the winter months the Regiment added more beginner board
and rig to the (A WSC), making a total of ix. These boards are used
to introduce members of the Regiment to the sport by running three
day cour es.
Eight cour es are to be run throughou t the year at the Regimental
ki beach at Ayio Tria , on the east coa t of Cypru . After
completing the cour e, uccessful students can then hire the equipment
on a daily basi to practise their new-found kill . The courses are very
popular becau e they are great fun, the photos below were taken on
the econd cour e thi year.

REGIMENTAL WIMMING GALA
3 Q ADRON' 'RUN ' OF VICTORIE BROKEN
Report by gt Co"
Whit t looking for way to avoid the work hops, I came across the
vacancy of Squadron swimming rep. Having already failed miserably
to ecure water hour (ie sailing, canoeing and sub-aqua) this seemed
coo good an opportunity to miss. After a quick check to ensure I wa
on speaking terms with the Regimental swimming officer , the job was
mine.
The initial poll for int erest in Squadron orders fai led completely.
o amount of itting by the telephone eli cited a response (sorry,
Bo s!).
Fortunately Lt Robson came to the rescue by organising a
'Swimmi ng Standards' sy tern to encourage people to attend PT
ses ions, and swim .
The re ult of thi was a very high number of passes in the Military
Swimming Test and more importantly, a list of all swimmers in the
Regiment with their times for each stroke.
So the I Sqn swimming and water polo squad was formed. The hard
work having been done , all that was required wa to reduce everyone's
time by a few econds and to teach them to play water polo .
A mammoth task indeed, but not beyond the Cox-Middleton
training duo . After just three weeks, the team had taken shape and
was looking dangerous . On Friday 28 July, the Inter Squadron
swimming competition took place .
The I Sqn team was as follows: W02 Bowman, SSgt Emmott , Sgt
Anderson, Andrews, Cox, Mabbott, Savage, Young, Cpl Middleton,
WCpl Cable, LCpls Elgenia, Middleton and Pte Meredith .
The pressure was on for a victory this year, as 3 Sqn had won for
the past three years . We were aided in our task by our nominee for
' Sports Commentator of the Year', WOI (RSM) Doherty . It should
be noted that RHQ i part of I Sqn!
After some tremendous swi mming in the individual events , the
relays made absolutely sure that a new space would have to be found
in the I Sqn trophy cabinet. The final score of I Sqn-60 pts, 3
Sqn-47 pts and 2 Sqn-23 pt pays tribute to the effort put in by the
swimmers and the commitment by all concerned.
The prizes were presented by the CO, who thanked the PT staff for
organising the event. All that remains now is to see how the Squadron
performs in the ESBA Minor Units Championships and, hopefully, in
the Army Minor Units Finals.

11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
WIMBLEDON 1989
Kohima 'A' Troop had the honour of promoting the Corps at the
Wimbledon Lawn -r:ennis Championships. A very enjoyable fortnight
was had by all, doing the arduous task of pulling the foul weather
cover on and off No I Court. The team of 12 Junior Signalmen were
led, fed and organised by Lt Dave Chattaway, Sgt Geordie Edminson
and Cpl Jock Weir who all put a lot of effort in trying to make our
lives comfortable and enjoyable during the fortnight.
A relaxing time away from training was had by all, although JSig
'TC' pacey did have to perform leopard crawl in front of millions of
people when he fe ll underneath the 'covers' as they were being pulled
on which was also seen on television. The crowd was obviously
impressed with his fieldcraft and gave him a huge round of applause
when he eventually emerged.
ULSTER TROOP
TROOP PERSONALITIES
0
US.O . Fran~
Tp gt
Sgt E. T. Strefford
Tp Cpls
Cpl A. Evan
Cpl L. Martin
Cpl M. Pegg
Ulster Tp formed up on 10 July and is in its fourth week of training .
Below are a few impressions of the Junior Soldiers' first few weeks in
training:
J ig Saunders- On the Open Day my mum said , ' He' s great',
meamng gt Strefford . When I met him I thought 'oh great', five
econds later, 'oh goodness me' .
J ig Rothwell-Sgt St refford and the Corporals must have been
on a dust-fi nding course because no matter how often we clean our
room they can always find things that we have forgotten .

JSig Peak-I was really surprised at the size of the place. I wa~ very
nervous but ·also excited, the Corporals seemed nice but this changed!
I got in to a lot of trouble in the firs: week for little things I didn't
even realise I was doing. We have a lot of lessons, ju t like schoolthey treat you better here though. Drill is good but I hate inspection
because I always mess it up. Room inspections are getting better
because they are running out of little details for us to do. (Oh, is that
so? Interesting- Troop Sergeant.)
JSig Benbow-The delay at the station didn't help, I don't think
that impressed Cpl Martin-then again, what does. When we arrived
we were sized up for kit, boots etc and we had our hair cut. In our
first week I found out that the Army insisted on everyone looking the
same.
J~ig Sweeney-When 1 fir~t arrived at Darlington station I could
see the new recruits a mile away, all sitting nervously in the station
waiting-room not saying a word. They were all like me, very
apprehensive and nervous. When I got to camp I nearly died, very
much different to the comforts of home. When we started drill we
were in tatters. I didn't think the drill square looked too bad. until we
got on to it.
J ig Kirk-I am now in my fourth week of training and I can feel
I am fitter than l was when I left home, due to PT, drill and the good
food we get. I am over the home-sickness now and it is ju t great.
2 TROOP
Adult Recruit Course 8904 23 Apri l-23 June 1989.
The final day for Adult Recruit Course 8904 was perfect, the parade
went exceptionally well, with the Reviewing Officer, Brig Eastburn
commenting on the very high standard of drill and turnout.
The course produced some humorous moments that one or two
recruits will never forget. Sig Yorke, canoei ng upside down for 50m,
no-one believed he got his foot stuck and Sig Ness who got half eaten
by mosquitoes on exercise and looked as though he had gone five
rounds with Mike Tyson .
.
The recruits also rai ed a very creditable £462 for charny. The
cheques being presented to the grateful recipients during the pize
giving; Mrs Janice Knights from the Friarage Hospital and Mrs
Charmian Robin on on behalf of the Candlelighters.
The permanent staff of o 2 Troop wish the young soldiers a long
and enjoyab.e career in Royal Signals .

Adult Recruit Course 8904

1 Sq n Water Polo Team

Left to Right: LCpl Breivogle, WLCpls Webber, Jones, JTW Pass
and LCpl Cox

Sqn Swimming Team with OC Maj Mick Nicol

Back Row (left to Right): Ness , Greenstreet, Nottingham, Martin, Southern, . Gaffn~y , Lewis, Shipping and Yorke
Middle Row (Left to Right): Wood, Dandy , Daniel, Davies , Ha~ding , D1am~nd and Steer
.
Front Row (left to Right): Cpl A. V. Slaney, Sgt A. S . Sherrard , Lt N. A. Walker, Mai M. N. Robinson, Cpls D. Savage, L. D. Stimson
Photo by Joseph Kfleger
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14 Sig Regt (EW)

'

HEADQ ART R Q ADRO!\
QM (G N) DEPT
PER O~ALITI
Maj Ted Banham
QM
W02 {RQM ) Colin Thompson
RQM
gt B:11 Dy on
QM (A)
gt John alter
Fam !'- 0
haron Powell
GFA MFO lerk
Mr John Gale
Ch·il Labour Clk
had Chadwick
Clothing tore
Our civilian taff are all over the place at the moment-wi1h Mr
John Gale returning 10 work after his operation. Hope you are
recovering now John and getting back into the swing of thii:igs aga_in.
adly we say farewell to Hieke our GFA/ MFO C lerk who 1s moving
into pa tu re new .
haron ou r part-1ime clerk i now walking around-in charge of a
large mile-it mu 1 have omething to do wi1h her hu band 's return
from I after four months.
QM (TECH) DEPT
PER ONALITIE
QM
RQM
Tp gt
Clerk

Maj (QM) Andy Boyle
W02 (RQMS) Peter Woodward
Sgt Mac McKenize
Cpl Tony Simpson

The QM (Tech) Dept said farewell to LCpl Steve Prior and family
and wished them all the best for their future in Civ Div and welcome
IQ Cpl Aidey Line and Sig Finney to the Regiment and hope they
enjoy their tours at a farewell meal.
Before the meal crazy golf was played. The eventual winner was
LCpl 'Muzz' Walker \\ho won a bottle of wine by getting round the
18 holes in 45 strokes. While some of us took about 75 over par!
We congratulate LCpl Rich on auaining a B pass on his Det
Commanders Course, and Sgt Ray Pickering recently awarded a
Mention in Despatches for service in orthern Ireland.
LAD REME
PERSONALITIES
Capt Steve Davis
WOI (ASM) Jim Mcfarlane
Sgt (Tiffy) Wharmby
After brow ing through various issues of The Wire it soon became
apparent that little is heard of the Regimental LADs .
The LAD is an integral working component of HQ Sqn and consists
of some 42 REME tradesmen of varying skills, ages and certainly
size . We support the Regiment in the normal way, giving a service
that survives on a 'you want it when' basis and a 'you could have had it
yesterday, but unfortunately we closed last night', answering system.
Other than equipment support we make our many and varied
contributions to social, sporti ng and welfare activities, with normally
at least two or three participants or competitors flying the flag.
The overall commitment of the Regiment is mammoth and certainly
heavier than I have encountered anywhere. Troop and Squadron
exercises abound, with Forward Repair Teams (FRT's) having to
climb to the most obscure and almost impenetrable locations (goats
wouldn't climb there) to repair and recover equipment, where on
completion of the task they talk to the gods . . . physically!
The LAD thrives with a sense of pride and purpose in the eternal
quest to achieve the impossible, in the knowledge and belief that
miracles could occur.
l Q ADRON
WHISKY TROOP
Tp Comd
21C
Tp S gts

Tp gts
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2Lt Nick Mutter
W02 Jock Douglas
S gt Dave Davidson
Sgt Tam Malley
gt Colin Cape
Sgt Gary Foster
gt Gary Melding

BFPO 23

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Hello 10 LCpl Hall and to LCpl Well . Goodbye to LCpl eil
Frances to 21 Sig Regl, LCpl Easterbrook to RMA Sandhurst, ig
Rob Hare to Loughbrough and SSgt Nick Cable to Romeo Tp. Also,
welcome back 10 Cpls Pete Beale and Rich Angove fre h from their
Al cour e al Loughbrough.
THE TROOP
The Troop has done its share of guard duties and variou other
tasks, expertly detailed by SSgt Dave Davidson .
On our recent Ex Active Edge W02 Jock Douglas, not noted for
his map reading managed to navigate his packet wi1hout getting lost,
but Sig Andy Egan did not do so well!
SSgt Tam Malley has been away doing the rest of the Troop'
course , apart from LCpl Mick Proud who ha passed his AIPT
Course with a B grade.
EXERCISE CYCLE DIAMOND
This wa a Troop Adventure Train ing expedition to Norway,
involving cycling on mountain bikes around various hill and fjords.
The expedition was led by 2Lt Nick Mutter and Sgt Colin Cape . The
expedition consi ted of:Team A
2Lt Nick Mutter, Cpls Ackland-Snow, Pete Phillips, Sig Steve
Tucker and Cfn Andy Millar.
Team B
Sgt Colin Cape, LCpl Ade Lawrence, Kev Jones, Sig Buzz
Burrows, Andy Egan and Ben Redstone.
otable events on the expedition were Cpl Ackland-Snow whose
wallet was superglued to a bench. Sig Burrow for hi s defence of the
campsite when threatened by intrusion. Despite all the lovely views
and sights, the best sight of all wa Cpl Bob Ackland-Snow seen
running JOOm clad in nothing but a shower curtain after his clothes
had been removed, which gave us all a good laugh. And to Cfn Andy
Millar for sterling work in repairing the landrovers .
FOOTBALL MATCH W TROOP Vs Z WATCH 13 SIGNAL
REGIMENT
W02 'Neb' Young's Troop arrived at around half past eight on
Saturday night. By 2100 hrs they had been whisked off for some prematch training in Celle! Despite this 'quiet' night the '13' lads turned
up on time next day. After an aggressive, end to end match, Whisky
Troop emerged the victors 4-2 . However, the result could easily have
been reversed if their star winger Farn and centre forward SSgt Smy
had taken their chances. After the match it was off to a barbecue.
Having lost the football the '13' lads felt compelled to win the boat
race, which they did .
On Monday we set up a Demo for them and after inspecting the
equipment one of them asked 'Who sets it up for you then?'. No
doubt they'll find out on their next posting!
X TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
21C
Tp SSgt
Admin

Lt Paul Peel
W02 Pete Bull RA Signals
SSgt Stitch Woollard
SSgt Mick Foster

Despite a relatively quiet period the high standard of
professionalism has been maintained and we have been involved in
other meaningful pursuits . Part of the Troop, led by W02 Pete Bull
managed to complete a charity bike ride through seven countries in
twelve days. SSgt Woollard managed to persuade a team to wander
around the various hills in Iceland. Sgt Rich Plummer went sailing.
The Troop also enjoyed invading Cpl Chas Gilmartin's cellar for an
impromptu barbecue. The Troop Stall, masterminded by Cpl Andy
O'Hara, managed to break even on the Regimental Open Day. Cpl
Mick Bamber became cross-eyed, due to the ducks costume he was
wearing whilst selling programmes to the local population of Celle.
The Troop would like to ~elcome into our midst Lt Paul Peel, SSgt
Stitch Woollard, Sgt Steve Ward, Cpl Cliff Corby (yet again) and
LCpl Taff Thomas. With arrivals we always get departures and so we
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say goodbye _to Capt S_imon Purser, Sgt Henrick Kiertzene_r who goe~
to Basic Training again, Sgt Harry Butland to a course 1n UK, gt
Rich Plummer to AA Coll Harrogate, gt Gary Melding who could no
longer stand the rigours of such a high standard and joins W Troop
and Cpls Je rry Cowin , Andy O'Hara, LCpls Smudge Smith and teve
West.
The following personnel are to be congratulated on their
promotions. SSgt Dave Stapleton, Cpls Heward, Jerry Cowin,
Colwell, Mandy Babmer and LCpl Steve West.
PS: A sad farewell to SSgt Mick Foster's old banger which has given
way to a sleek and slender new image.
JAMMER TROOP
PERSONALITIE
Tp Comd
Tp gt
MT gt

2Lt Rob Forrest
Sgt teve Barnes
gt Steve Penn

The Troop took part in Ex Rail ex- P robex 89. This was a successful
exercise though not everyone would agree and the target stations did
not think the asse sment was so.
After Endex a barbecue was held for all who took part.
After much eating and drinking an Arm Wrestling Competition was
organi ed between the American and British. Cpl Alex Rankin , being
the largest member was volunteered to represent J Troop, he won 2
• and lost I . After a lot of cheering and si nging the whole contest wa
declared a draw.
Since we have been back in barracks the Troop has been getting
away for days out Adventure Training. Sgt Steve Penn took the Troop
canoeing on the river Aller. LCpl Ian Cawson seemed to like the
capsize drill because he spent most of the day upside down. LCpl Rab
McLaughlin said he had a duff canoe as it would not go in a straight
line.
·
Cpl hris Belfield took the Troop rock climbing for the day, on the
'Ith' Featu re . We loaded up the PRI minibus early Wednesday
morning and off we went. On arrival at the crag all eye turned
upwards an d a few gulps were heard coming from the back of the
group.
. .
fter the a bseil se sion , top ropes were set up for climbing. When
the first vo lunteer was asked to clip on to the rope there was much
humming, hawing and shuffling of feet. Cpl Ginge Dyson was pushc;d
forward. He climbed the rock face to the top, looked down and said
'That wa easy'. The whole Troop wanted to climb all at once after
that. They were all successful on that route.
The ropes were then moved to another part of the rock face where
the routes were harder. When LCpl Rich Bonsor was half way up the
route he com plained ' my arms are killing me'. Sig Bev Bevan after
much leg shaking, puffing and panting also completed the rou_te.
After a good day's climbing the Troop slept all the way back m the
minibus.
T he Troop would like to welcome: Cpl Steve Ferris and his family,
Cpl Ginge Dyson and his fami ly, Sig Richie Bracegirdle and Sig Bruce
Johnson. We hope they all have a happy stay with us.
The Troop says farewell to LCpl Andy Jones and his family and
LCpl Geordie Green and wishes them all the best in the fu1ure.
2SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

21C
SSM
SQMS
OC V Tp
OC K Tp
OC Y Tp
21C Y Tp

Maj John Steed
Capt Stewart Sharman
W02 Phil Rumsey BEM
SSgt Barry Speirs
Capt Nigel Dakin
WOl Tom Hardingham
Rusty
Lt Richard Lapslie

SPORT
The Squadron has done very well at port so far this yea r with a few
notable feats:Winners
Inter Sqn Rugby
Winners (more on that later)
Inter Sqn Swimming
League Winners
22 Armd Bde Minor Units Soccer
Runners-up
Inter Sqn Boxing
INDIVIDUAL SUCCESSES
W02 Andy Marshall
gt Geoff Backhouse
Cpl Shaggy Shaw
Sig John Rowe
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Corps Golf Colour .
Corps Orienteering Colours
and Selected BAOR
Orienteering.
Winner Regt Golf
Competition .
Selected Corps Basketball.

SWIMMiNG GALA
Strength in depth was the masterplan behind a convincing victory by
2 Sqn in the Annual Inter-Squadron Swimming Gala, held in the
Ha lien bad at Wietze on 18 May. Although the Squadron achieved just
the single victory in the individual events: ( lg Fox-IOOm
breastroke), the team managed to sweep the board in the vital relay
events, winning the 4 x 50m breastroke, the 4 x 50rn medley relay
and the 4 x 50m freestyle. A plethora of second places ID the other
individual events ensured a well deserved victory.
otable
performances on the day were provided by Cpl teve Clowe (three
winner's medals), LCpl teve Pickering (one winner's medal for three
events), and Sig Foxy Fox (two winner's medals from two events). The
other members of the team were: Capt Sharman, W02 Bamforth,
Cpl Gorton, LCpls Mitchell, Rarity, Render, Sig Hardin~ and Peter..
The Chain of Command race proved to be an amus1Dg event, ID
which the Sqn Comd Maj John Steed , the SSM W02 Phil Rumsey
and SSgt Tony Wall joined other members of the team in a frantic 6
x 25m 'doggy-paddle' relay. All in all, a very good result, who hope
to enter several team members for the Brigade Championships in the
near future .
2 SQUADRON SOCCER
The Squadron had a very uccessful seaso n this year after a
somewhat shaky start. The re were 1wo vital games in the season: The
Semi-Final of the Colonel's Cup. Against the eventual competition
winners HQ I RTR and the Final league game against B Sqn QOH.
Unfortunately Sgt Morris was absent for this second important
game (having missed the emi-final) so to was LCpl Bob Wright,
which made team selection difficult, forcing Cpl Shaw between the
posts. After a tight 14 minutes, 2 Sqn started to put the pressure on,
with Cpl Suddell scoring a fine individual goal, over the full length of
the pitch.
EXERCISE 'ADMINDO DIAMOND'
When reaching our destination of Berch1esgarten-Bavaria, in our
flotilla of cars, the lads proceeded to try out the local amber nectar
and night spots.
Activities started the next morning. Rock climbing, supervised by
Cpl ' Spiderman' George, was definitely an experience a~d a h~lf.
Hanging on to ,he cliff face Sig ' Solly' Madie gave a good 1mpress1on
of John Travolta disco dancing.
Hill walking, led by Capts Sharman and Lapslie (them elve being
led by 'Rusty' the dog) , was a challenge. Capt Sharman's definition
of the term hill walking, leaves a lot to be desired. His idea of fun is
to scale snow covered peaks and traverse ice covered wall . This
particular mountain is famous for the 'Eagles est'.
CANOEING AND WHITE WATER RAFTING
Led by a team of very capable Americans, both activitie were held
on a 'very' fast flowing river. Orders for the white wa1er rafting were
'if there is a rock, no matter how big, hit it'. The result of this rock
bashing (especially after hitting the same rock two or three times) were
that the rafts capsized . LCpl 'Skids' Scarall gave an impressive display
of white water drowning. Another tar of the white water was SSgt
Pete Pearson, he and his canoe obviously didn't like each 01her for
they kept trying IQ part company. Unfortunately we coul~n't find. a
small enoug)1 canoe otherwise Rusty the dog could have tned. All in
all the whole week wa very enjoyable, the weather was a treat. One
las't thing-Capt Sharman wants a new American football after
'Rusty' savaged his .
Finally we have had very many comings and going in the past few
months. So to all 1hose who have left, Bon Voyage and to all the new
arrivals including their families welcome and we hope you have a very
enjoyable tour with the Squadron and the Regiment.
3SQUADRON
ZULU TROOP PERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
Capt Andy White
SQMS
SSgt B. Meehan
Tp SSgt
Sgt A. Thompson
Tp Sgt
Sgt A. Thompson
Admin
Sgt A. Thompson
MT Sgt
Sgt A. Thompson
Commcen
SSgt M. Griffiths-Williams
Sgt G. Hughes
ARRIVALS-DEPARTURES
Welcome to Sgt Alan Thomp on and his wife Jacqui who joined us
from 7 Sig Regt, (out of the frying pan into the fire).
Farewell to SSgt Mick Halford and his wife Rosemary who leave the
Troop but not the Squadron, Mick has gone up to the top lloor IO take
over a Trg SNCO .
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IHl. TR OP
Zulu r p ·on ·i t of appro'\imately 30 members half of " hich work
m the Comm.:en under the guidance of ' Silt Mich Griffith -Willia ms
nd ' gt t'rr~ Hughe' . o 1he re'< t of 1he Troop never see them . \\'hat's
,Je •p-da;?
The re t of the hard w rk i left to the boys that graft in the cellar .
Con.1 11ng of line, led b}" Cpl Mac McGregor wit h his bu nch of line
·uning linie (remember E'\ Flying Falcon?)
The Troop al o upplie the CO' Driver in the form of LCpl
1attheY> (who?) only een in the Troop \ hen he ha a leave pa s in
hand . Cpls Bob Durr and Roger Moore take care of the Generator
and other . 1T ~1atter . i Ian Spt>ighC i one or the two combat
dri,er. in the Troop. Ian peight ha now got a greater respect for
\\am after being cha ed ou1 o f hi ·rand-top it io n by one during Ex
Flying Falcon .
The Q. t , gt Berni Meehan who practi e tune driving across
bridge with hi Bedford and trailer (nice one) and Cpl Oscar Martin
hi comba1 lineman · 1oreman (thought the new trade tructure wa
dri,er/ lineman) who has now recovered from the SQ 1S'
tum
drh ing .
P PA TROOP
PER O'.'llAUTIE
Tp Comd
Tp
gt
Tp gt

2Lt Chris Wood
S gt Danny DeVito German
Sgt Keith tewart

The main thing that ha happened to the Troop and worth y of note,
i The Soldier magazine billing the Squadron a HQ Sqn, which
confu ed a few people!
PO TED OUT
Congratulations to ig 1ick Toe and Mat Lammas on their
promotion on po ting to 244 Sig Sqn. LCpl Si Jenner is also posted
to 244. LCpl Rich Morgan ha finally been allowed out of the store ,
on po ting to 6-lO Sig Tp.
LCpl Viv Prior is po ted to 7 Sig Regt, chat is if hi car makes it
from Celle to Herford.
LCpl Steve Lord is po ted LO 9 Sig Regt where it is al mo c as sunny
as Vince Lund 's posting LO 3 Armd Div.
GOOD LUCK
To ig Andy Whittal who left the Army LO become a draughtsman.
To ig Col Taylor, who is leaving LO run a building ite. To ig 'Lefty'
Wright, who i leaving for the Met (being the police force and not the
weather people).

3 qn was 10 meet H Q Sqn in the fi nal after it had bca1en I Sqn
W0 2 Taff Bone gave 3 qn the fi rst vic tory agai n t Capt Da"e
G runcell . Thi match was a very close th ing and th e balcony enjoyed
the cat and mouse game, the old masters setti ng a fine example of skill
and po rt manship . LCpl Brown put up a hard fi ght but was unable
to capi tali e o n the Squadron 's earl y lead.
W02 Geoff Carter again had a superb 3- 0 win to put the
quadro n 2- 1 up . LCpl Birse who came from behind in the previous
round was in command during the first game but thi s time his
opponent came t hrough and clinched the match. It was th en 2- 2
with the competitio n resting on the final game between Sgt Jerry
Hughes and Sgt Warren Ginn (HQ). Sgt Jerry Hughes lo t the fir t
ga me which cau ed a few worried looks from the spectator . However
he pulled back and won the next three games convincingly.
Well done to everyone who took part, a high standard of squash
wa demon trated throughout the competition , e peciall y well done to
3 Sqn . a fine team effort .
REGIMENT AL SHOOTING TEAM
A the bronzing un speared through the May cloud the hooting
team could be heard jogging through the early morning mist to the
local range . Always keen LO crack-on, preparations were well under
way for the Divisional Shooting Competition .
SSgt Mitchell flew in from Denmark and hopped aboard Cpl
'Po tie' Gib on's last mail run LO the butts. C pl John Moore fl ew
around in his convertible, with air cover provided by Sig Dernie
replacing all the targets that had been 'blown away' . LCpl Bunker Hill
enjoyed an unscheduled pit top but was oon under way at lightly
les than the peed of light with LCpl Adams hot on hi s heels.
On arrival W02 Mitchell broke open the lunche whi le Lt Andy
White broke open the ammo. Pity then that all the other teams had
forgotten LO bring any . Sgt Gunner Gunn, straight from the RAPC
SAAM took the opportunity LO warm up for another round of
Roupell while teams came crounging for ammo, LCpl 'Will y'
Wilson slipped away to get the latest int from the competition.
A the hooting began, Cpl 'Gaz' Hukin brought in the be t ever
LMG score, closely matched by Capt Andy White .
LCpl Andy Brown figured he didn't need a fore ight and brought
home an admirable score. Sig Dernie more than held his own and the
gunner beat the RT R. Sig Duncan fired early, before fly ing off to the
Regi mental Athletic .
Mid-way, the Regiment were runners-up . After a nail biting final
match the Regiment came home a close second. The CO congratulated
the team on a well fought match.
Each member of the team had given a good account of himself and
coming second in the Division was no mean feat! ow for the Corps
SAAM and the real work!

CO. GRAT LA TIO
To the new LCpls; Dave Mahoney, Marti Fell , Wayne Harvey,
Mark Jarvi and Keith Martin, also LO the the Cpls who came otf the
Sgts promotion board, Chris Naylor, Col Milne and Den Morri .
Finally, well done to Bill and Debbie Johnson on the birth of thei r
daughter Louise.
0 CAR TROOP
PER 0 . ALITIES
Tp Comd
Tp gt/ gt

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Hello to Cpl John Freegard and family, LCpl Roy Dowintoo and
gt couse Wharton (Still in the post from Northern Ireland) .
,
Goodbye LO Sgt Neil Leyland and family, to Blandford. Sgt 'Don't
get familiar' Mick McKenna to 34 Sig Regt (V) and LCpl (now Cpl)
Hinman LO 249 Sig Sqn accompanied by LCpl Balloch.
l~TER-

Q ADRO
Q ASH COMPETITION
The Annual Squash Competition was held on a knockout basis over
a day with the final being contested in the afternoon. 3 Sqn were
drawn against 2 Sqn and HQ Sqn against l Sqn .
Win by gt J erry Hughes, LCpl Graham Birse and W02 Geoff
Carter gave us victory and a place in the final. W02 Taff Bone put
up a superb fighting performance. Both his and LCpl Brown' s efforts
were ot a high standard and should not pass without mention .

THE RO UTE
The start point for Ex Souihern C hallenge was the town of Koblenz,
which is situated at the junction of the Mosel and Rhine rivers in
Germany. From here we followed the Mosel river LO its source
travelling through Germany and into France LO the town of St Maurice
where we spent a rest day. From St Maurice up through Busang and
on to the city of Mulhouse to join up with the river Rhine. Then
continuing along the Rhine past the city of Basie and briefly back into
Germany before crossing into Switzerland heading for the city of
Kon tanz on the Bondensee, remaining in Switzerland, and pa sing
the town of Alstatten we arrived in Lichtenstein for a quick ight
eeing tour, by bicycle of course, of Lichtensteins capital city, Vaduz.
From Lichtenstein we headed south back into Switzerland to the town of
Bad Ragaz for another rest day prior to attempting the two passes in
the Swiss/ Italian alps. From Bad Ragaz up through Klosters and
Davos, then up over the Fluela (2,383m) and Offen (2, 149m) pas es.
Continuing along thi s road we headed for the city of Merano-Meran
in Italy. From the town of Lana, just south of Meran, we travelled by
vehicle back to the Bodensee to the city of Bregenz in Austria and once
again, by bicycle skirted the lake . This time however; we re mained in
Germany and headed for the town of Ludwigshafen. From
Ludwigshafen we travelled, again by vehicle, LO the city of Freiburg,
where, once again on the bikes followf.d the Rhine staying as close to
the river as possible and arrived eventually at the start/ finish point in
the city of Koblenz.
DISTANCES
Day 1 146km
2 169km
3 144km
4 135km
5 I l 6km
6 120km
7
79km

Lt Graham Neal
Sgt Mick McKenna

Greetings to all from RRB Section, which as usual pulses away deep
within 3 Sqn. Very linle to report in the way of exercise activity as we
find ourselves in a quiet period following a hectic six months of
Regimental and Squadron deployments.
A tale doe however spring LO mind involving LCpl Spindle Cox and
ig anaodel deployed on a Regimental call out with RRB l . The
above mentioned suffered a lapse of concentration to such a degree
that they either forgot that they were in a wheeled vehicle or thought
that they were auditioning for the Red Arrows!

a short downhill section into Davos, then up again halfway LO the
Fluela pas . The Fluela pass, situated in the Swiss/ Ital ian alps and at
a height of 2,383m , normally has a good covering of snow all year
round; th is year being no exception . A look at the computer
con fir med that I was fighting a losing battle tryi ng to keep my speed
in double figures . Having come from a mountainous area in Austral ia
on posting to Germany I had thought that the mountains wouldn ' t
hold any real surprises for me; it just shows how wrong a guy can be.
Finally after what seemed forever I reached the pass, it had taken over
two hour and one puncture LO cover the 14km stretch o f road from
Davos to the pass itself, incredible. The view, as can be imagined was
absolutely breathtaking. Snow capped peaks, aqua blue skies and' cool
criso mountain air evervwherf:' .
After a cup of coffee and rugging up for the trip down the other
side of the mountain we set off again. If I had problems keeping my
speed up into double figures coming up the mountain it definitely
wasn' t a problem comi ng down. A quick glance, again at the
computer, indicated that I was doing 66kph and accelerating. I noted
with wry amusement, later that I never looked at the computer again
until 1 was almost at the bottom of the mountain for fear of taking
my eyes off the road. The trip down was exhilarating LO say the least
and , as a fe llow rider remarked ' had to be the best amusement park
ride in the world'. The ride 'down' from the pass LO the town of Such
15 minutes! After a lunch break we conti nued to the town of Zernez
and rhus the end of day seven of Ex Southern Challenge. Tomorrow
held another pass and another country , Italy.

The Team
EXERCISE SOUTHERN CHALLENGE
by W02 P . J. Bull (RA Signals)
Ex Southern Challenge was conducted over the period 5-19 June
1989 and entailed five British Soldiers, SSgt Dave Stapleton, Cpls
Mick Davies, Ian Heward, LCpl Ted Wichello and Sig Ian Bailey and
one ~ustralian Soldier (me) riding through seven countries in 12 days
to raise money for cancer research both within the UK and West
Germany . The total distance covered, including the two mountain
passes in the Swiss/Italian Alps, exceeded l ,500kms.
'Oh no, this can't be right, it looks as though someone has been
playing snakes and ladders-not building a road ', I thought to myself
as I looked up (always up) into the clouds ahead . We had been
climbing (I should elaborate at this point that we were on racing bikes)
for the last 48km having started the morning's little jaunc in the town
of Landquartz (Switzerland) . From here up into Klosters, followed by

(Germany)
(Germany, Luxembourg and France)
(France)
(France, Germany and Switzerland)
(Switzerland)
(Switzerland and Lichtenstein)
(Switzerland. This includes the Fluela pass
(2,383m)).
8 II ?km (Switzerland and Italy, includes the Offen pass
(2,149m)) .
9
73km (Austria and Germany)
10 l 20km (Germany and France)
11 173km (Germany)
12 l24km (Germany)
It is important to note that this was not a relay type ride and thus
each and every rider completed the entire distance.
As can be seen, from the distances shown, this was by no means an
easy journey. Each of the riders, especially four of the six who had
not come from a cycling background were pushed to their limits. It
was pleasing to see that each of them responded positively and thus
were able to overcome them. The obvious dangers of riding down a
narrow 10-12% gradient mountain road, with 'hairpin' bends and
now and ice on the road sides was also met matter-of-factly, and with
a sense of humour.
The lessons learnt, both personally and professionally from thi trip
further convince me that bicycle expeditions of this nature should
qualify as Adventurous Training.
I am firm ly convinced that Ex Southern Challenge ha
demonstrated that a bicycle expedition can produce all the
prerequisites to merit this .

We have not yet collected money promised to us but we are hopeful
of being able to donate a worthy amount for Cancer Re earch .
Obviously, fo r somet hing of this nature to be a success , there need~
to be a dedicated support crew working behi nd the scenes. Therefore
it would be rem iss of me not to thank Sgt Mick E·oster, LCpl teve
West, Sig Steve Buckley and Mrs Karan Heward for their help.
Finally, I would like to congratulate my felloY> riders, a rhey ha\e
achieved someth ing that many would not even contemplate.

LCpl Wichello approximately 2km from the top of the Fliiela Pass

The ' group' with three American riders we met at the top of the
Fluela Pass
Pictured from left to right are: W02 Bull (RA Sigs) , Sig Bailey, Cpls
Heward , Davies, James Heward (our mascot). and kneeling SSgt
Stapleton and LCpl Wichello
OPEN DAY
Despite the stormy, unpredictable weather of 8 July, the Regiment
held its Annual Open Day and it proved to be a succe ful and
enjoyable family day out resulting in approximately £2,200
(DM6,600) being raised for British and German charities.
umerous stalls and side shows ranging from 'Splat the Rat' to
Homemade Grapefruit and Whisky Marmalade were pitched around
the Regimental square. A freefall parachute display was given and
everyone enjoyed listening to the Beating Retreat performed by the I
Staffords Band .

(Left to Right): Mrs Jenny Stokoe, Oberstadtdirektor Dr Von

Witten & Frau Von Witten and Lt Col J . D. Stokoe
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~UPPERS!

The R~ 1melll i~ about w surfo~e from an a ·iion pad:ed s1.
1110111h
'e" arri,al. keep looking at their unu. ed ~tippers and
\\ondering \\hen 1he\ \\Ould get 10 \\ear them. We have e'en had
\Olumeer 10 rernrn to the FCZ for a bit of peace and quiet.
dmill dh \la\' ,,a_ .ome\\hat unu ual; Bank holiday and IBCP
for the fir t ~'ck: Regimental Ba11le Camp for the econd. Whi1 . un
reak "a pent ho ting TA recce partie for fa Plain ailing. The
third \\ee a" three team ta ing part in Ex Cros. bow. the RCZ kill
at Arms Competition (!or the record , we \\On! The girls ame ·econd
m the \\RAC Competition . b,.:.uen by one point only). To fini h off
the month \\C held our anm al Bradbury Fair which raised ome
D\I 10.000 for charit) followed two day later hy the Prince Royal
Da) . The admini trati' e organisation under the able guidance of Capt
Phil Dai e) wa a tremendou ·ucce . The hooting 1eam surpri ed
e'en 1hem.ehe b} coming third in the '.\lajor Units Competition.
\\'hilt all 1h1. wa going on we have managed to run and ' in the
Corp
(B OR) Board ailing Competition, enter the BAOR
Orienteering Champion hip, run a Corp football tr ial , take part in
the BAOR Indi,idual athletics, provide men and women for Corps.
rm) and Inter- en ice le\'el competition , take part in the \1orri on
Cup, prepare for a Yi it of the White and Blue Helmets etc et • Oh,
and prepare for exerci e and continue 10 run the BAOR and I (BR)
Corp comm ·en and e\change !
I ' QL'ADRO:'li
H RLIE TROOP
PER O~ALITIE
0 Tp
Tp gt
fa.change

upn

Capt Mand~ Tindall
gt . orrie Allan
gt Bernie McNamara
f / Sgt Len Weetch

ince the formation of Charlie Tp at the beginning of the year, two
major exerci e , Wintex and Flying Falcon have taken place. The last
week of Februar} a\\ the tan of Ex \\'intex . \ ith the OC, Capt
Mand~ Tindall , departing to HQ (BR) Commz for rhe duration, Sgt
'\orrie Alan was left to run the how back at JHQ. For once the
weather was on our side and it turned out to be a very ' plea ant'
C\erci e. With a con tam now of food supplements being sent from
the Sqn Admin Gp, the Field Det were well looked after. LCpl Neil
Clarke and hi rewman Sig Carl Tucker, located in Emblem Camp,
\\ere potted with a fre h pineapple on top of their vehicle, under the
cam net of cour e!
Directly after Ex Wintex the Regimental Cadre Course took place.
Three member of the Troop, ig Junior Crawford, 'Babes' Garsed
and Carl Tucker eagerly put their names forward to anend. We
congratulate them all on successfully completing what can only be
described as a gruelling, but enjoyable two week .
The next event after Ex Flying Falcon, was the Regimental InterTroop Athletic Competition. This was the fir t event towards the
Leice ter Trophy. On probably one of the wettest days so far this year,
if not this century, the Royal Signals Tp members turned out in
force-all I 0 of then! However, not a Troop to let a little rain dampen
our pirits we entered every event, achieving some excellent results.
The \\' RAC members of the Troop also took pan, competing in the
\\RAC Inter-Squadron Competition. Well done to everyone for
keeping up morale on uch a ghastly day-let's hope the weather's
better for the next Leicester Trophy event.

Preparing for UWls - LCpls Olly Oldroyd and Tony Hussey

LCpl Sandy Borrowdale taking a well ea rned rest
ome of our more chauvani tic member th e girls did extremely well,
equalli ng the men at almo t everythi ng . One notable achievement wa
when one of the WRAC Section pulled a 3/.i ton trai ler out of a quarry
faster than any male Section.
Sig Steve Pengelly has decided to rejoin u after pending most of
this year on the badminton cou rt. Sig Carl Tucker has left for hi s Bl
at Ca11erick and LCpl Neil Clarke i currently away on hi s ' ummer
hols' in Canada with BATUS .
Late t arrivals to the Troop are Cpl Pat Murphy and hi wife who
join us from 4 Di v, LCpl Olly Oldroyd and hi wife Sabina and Sig
' Junior' Crawford, John Murray and Ian tuart. Welcome to you all.
Sadly we also have to say farewell to Cpl Paddy Hodge and hi s wife
who return to 3 Sqn, and to Pte Liz Swan who leave the Army to join
her husband in York ; Good Luck in Civvy Street.
And finally a couple of photographs of three Troop members hard
at work.

ISQ ADRO
0 CAR TROOP
PER ONALITIES
OC Tp
Vof
f'of
Tp S gts
tals

Capt Geoff Downey
W02 Ron Allan
W02 Ian Atherton
S gl . Paul tevenson
SSgt Angie Warnes
Cpl Bernie mith

We have welcomed 10 the Troop : Sgt Pete Boon and hi s wife, Sgt
Rutherford and family, Cpls Andy Tanner, Geordie English LCpl
Julie Williams, Ptes Elaine Gilliland, Helen Davis Lisa ykes Jo
' teele and we bade farewell to: Cpl Karen Tur~er and hu band
Muff, Cpl Karen Cable, LCpl Heather tevenson and her husband
LCpl Mandy Brazier, LCpl Kay Lucas, Ptes Diane Walters and
Debbie Lloyd. Congratulations to gt Brenda Cox and Pte jayne
Headon both leaving on promotion.
On the ocial front a day trip to Bobbyjanland Fun Park in Belgium
and a trip down the Rhine to see the 'Rhine in Flame ' are in the
pipeline.
EXERCI E DECI BIRD
otification of the expedition to Sardinia was in the time honoured
fashion of a 1 Sqn 'Fastball'. With only 14 day to get everything
together and form a team, SSgt Paul Steven on and Sgt Max Inman
surpassed themselves and in the resulting organised chaos the team of
SSgt Paul Stevenson (Expedition Leader). Sgt Max Inman, Cpls Rab
O'Hara (21C), Anne Carthy, Elaine Mus~ra~e, Joanne Borland, LCpl
Maggie Milford and Pte L isa James found themselves unceremoniously plonked on the ground al RAF Decimomannu.
Aft~r initial briefings and a day spent in the capital Cagliari
hoppmg and watching Cpl An ne Carthy bartering with the African
street traders, we set off on a five day trekking expedition. This wa
to prove demanding but thoroughly enjoyable and made easier at
times by Cpl Anne Carlhy and Pte Lisa James's ability to hitch lift
from local farmers. A shock wa in store for everybody when we

disco\'ered we had (in our ignorance) bought several !ins of tripe. ot
surprisingly only S gl Paul Stevenson, Sgt Max Inman and (pl Rab
O'Hara ate their supper that evening.
After days of hard trekking and 36 hours of ram all member of 1he
team were ready for our two days R & R spent on the coast at
Vil!asii:nu~. We had the camp site to oursehes \O pa\sed the time
lazmg m the sun, swimming in the Med and causing chao\ in the local
shops at Villasimus.
~ext stop, Arbatax, for three days rock climbing and abseiling.
This was by far the most enjoyable part of our two weeks ad\'entu re
tra ining. With the boldering and ground training over, all members of
t~e .team ~howed gre~t courage and ability by completing everal
difficult climbs and displayed rather amusing ab eiling techniques.
Maybe the most impressive of all was Sgt Max Inman \\hO al\\ay~ did
an e~cellent impression of 'S hakin Stevens' before descending the 60ft
ab e1l: There was_ a te nse moment when LCpl Maggie Milford got her
foot firmly stuck 111 a crack on the rock face, but after being convinced
by Sgt Paul tevenson that, 'nothi ng whatsoever could go wrong
dangling only SOft above the ground', showed nerve of steel b'
freeing herself and completing the climb. On our last day of climbing
SSgt Paul Stevenson and Cpls Rab O'Hara and Anne Carth) exceeded
themselves by complet ing a climb graded evere. After two ve ry
rewarding week we packed up and headed back to the villa at
Capitana before departing for BAOR . To our urprise the aircraft was
delayed for two and a half days and we were forced to spend many
more hours lazing on the Med. We finally arrived home at 0100 hrs
on 3 February. All agreed, chat although very demanding at times, it
had been a very rewarding and enjoyable expedition.
ON THE SPORTING FRONT
For a number of year 16 and 28 Sig Regts have been amalgamated
Units on the WRAC side of sport. This is mainly due to the fact that
the PTI from 16 Sig Regt covered both Unit .
June saw the arrival of LCpl Louise Elliott into Victor Tp, 28 Sig
Regt, based at Rheindahlen Garri on, to take over from Cpl Carol
Matten who i I Sqn , 16 Sig Regt PT!.
Thi season ha proved a very good one on all aspects of sport . The
more noteworthy results started with the athletics where the
Regiments were placed second behind 68 Sqn RCT.
ext came
swi mming. After romping home to victory in rhe BAOR Inter-Unit
Championships, the ladies swimming team went on to repre em
BAOR in the Army Championship at Sandhurst. ll member are
congratulated in their fine effort in a convincing win by a clear 19
points over the other Di crict winner .
Berlin aw the setting for the 1989 lnter-Umt Rounder
Tournament. Eleven teams ba11led it out on the magnificent ground
at the Olympic Stadium. The winners of the tournament were the
drivers from 68 Sqn RCT. Second were 16128 Sig Regt who will join
68 Sqn in the Army Champion hip in September 1989.

EXERCISE MIXED BLESSINGS
T~e beginning of May saw several Troop members depart on
Regimental Battle Camp. Ex Mixed Blessings, as it was known, took
place on the Arsbeck and Leuth Training Areas. To the surprise of

Painting made easy-LCpl Bruce Findlay
24 hour ration packs expand in water
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Sgt Max Inman posing with his special mode of transport
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Runners up in the 1989 BAOR and Berlin Inter Unit Rounders
Back (left to right): LCpl Goodman. Cpl Smith, Lt Col Harper (CO).
Cpl Carthy and Pte Gooding
Front (left to right) : Cpl Matten (PTI). Pte Davidson, Sgt Storrar,
Sgt Cross, Pte Yule and LCpl Elliott (PTI)
With the winter season approaching this w ill signify the end of the
amalgamation between the two Regiments. Both PTls look
forward to a season of success
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C HA GF Al PAIR R PORT
b~ Lt
Ii o n Gordon
\ I\ 'Au Pair' anachmenl \\a:. 10 28eme Re11.iment de Tran mi ions
(ror.:e d'. ction Rap1de) from 11 -25 :--.tarch-19 9. 1 left Krefeld on
10 \l ar·h 19'9 for Orlean • France and after ·everal trip around 1he
'P<'ipherique' of Pari arriYed a1 the Guardroom 10 be directed to Lt
uestn '> home. He "a 10 be my guide throughout my a ttachmt:nt. He
told me 1ha1 the Regiment " ould be on Ex Boomerang 89 for the
majori1y of my ' i it.
The weekend wa kft free for hopping and ight eeing apart from
a 'i ii to the Regi nwnt 10 ·ollect my exerci e tores-I wo blanke1 and
an air bed ! The e-.er ·i e aim wa 10 pra ti e q uick move o ver long
di-tan ·e whi l·t till pro' iding communicatio n over the Rita y 1em .
The folio" ing i a diary of e' em o; duri ng 1he exerci e and my la 1 1wo
da\ .
D. \ 0 . E
1 met Col audou , the CO o f the Regiment, who •vi hed me a n
enjoyable' i it. I then prepared 10 deploy with the ' duxieme cie' who
el up the Po te de Commandemen1 , 1ha1 i communica1ion for the
headquarters, on e>.er·i e. The fir t loca tion wa a ten ho ur journey
a"ay, 10 the ouih of Limoge . All the u ual happening occurred :
lo mg pan of 1he con"oy; the material
ection (REME Support)
breaking do" n and pan of the route uddenly clo ed for roadwork .
II "a nice 10 find thee thing happened in other Armies a part from
our.eh·e !

D. \'TWO

For the exerci e, al o with the 'duxieme cie' wa an meri an
Captain from the 3 ig Bn . He was the only person 10 whom I wa
allowed 10 pea k Engli h.
1 thi location , the Company was cuing up a di play of Rita
ommunication for Gen Child , who was vi it ing the next morning.
Thi wa the ideal opportunity, while they were etting up in low
time, for me to learn about Rita and the vehicles deployed on the
exerci e. I learned about FH , CA , CRR , PRA, CCTR and CRC! 1l
eems all rmie are the ame when it comes to abbreviating technical
terminology . And being typically Briti h I discu sed the weather o er
a atellite link with a radio operator in Chad (Africa) via Syracu e.
DAY THREE
I acted a Gen Childs whilst the Coy Comd Capt Delorme practised
hi s speech for the vi it. Gen Child was accompanied by Gens Guillon
and Audven, as they visited the location.
At the lunch, I was placed beside the Commander's translator who
wi hed to practi e his English. A bonus for me. A number of
pre entations and toasts were made between the American and French
Generals , and I too wa honoured with a toast to the Briti h .
The party wa then taken to a display of the Regiment ' ai r
tran portable role and al o of its armoured capabilities.
Once the Generals had departed I was able to mee1 the Lieutenant
in Command of odal Centre 031, omething of a coincidence a I am
pre ently the Commander of Ptarmigan Trunk ode 031 !
DAY FOUR
Communication were established at 0100 hours, nine hours later
the Company moved into a location to the south of Cahors which was
approximately I 30km from Brive.
It was on day four that I felt the mood was such that it would be
acceptable for me to produce my comic relief red nose. This proved
to be a popular attachment to all those in the premiere Section. So
much so I donated it lO one of the Corporal Chefs.
DAY fl E
Day five wa an abrupt awakening at 0315 hrs lO move out at 0415
hrs. Thi time it was lO Pamiers, which brought us on the doorstep of
the Pyrenees.
Here wa the luxury of a shower at the 9 Para Regl barracks .
DAY IX
Our next move was this morning to Carcassone. It was here we were
able lO make th~ _mo t of the good weather and a small escape
committee (cons1sung of two French Lieutenants, an American
Captain and a ~riti~h Lieutenant) were able to get away from the
rigours of exercise hfe and sight-see in Carcassone. Causing a few
head to turn at the same time, at the 1ght ot uniforms of three
different Armies.
Day six turned out to be a sad day, as I returned to the location to
hear the news . Scotland had lost to France in the Rugby. As with all

bad new . there wa> a brigh t side, I would no lo nger have to walk back
to Orleans!
DAY EVEN
At I ~ hr , the Po te de Com ma nde ment moved 10 Lezigna nCorb1ere, nea r a rbo nne. By now the Company was in the heart of
the vi ne ard , needless 10 ay the red win e wa improving. [( al so
mea nt ' e were getting clo er to t he Cote d ' Azur .
By no w my French had improved 10 the extent th al I felt confiden t
to tra el !n the 1ruck as pas enger 10 one of the cnior N Os, and
conver e 111 French.
DAY EIGHT
0200 hrs a\ the tan of day eight a nd a nother move. This time I
travelled with the FH to iza near Berize a nd set up communications
once mo re.
Today I wa 10 vi it odal Centre 036 which wa s to be one of the
highl ight o f the e ercise for me. Here I could relate to the equipment
and ta ks, a nd compare thoughts with the Node Commander.
That evening, the PC moved thro ugh the Regimental Echelon for
it fuel resupply, a three hou r re t a nd then a move at 0400 hr s.
DAY NINE
Thi move took the Compan y alon g the Rhone Valley lO a farm
location near to St Valiere. This was the final move . Once
communicatio n were in a nd working there was a little tim e for o me
thro\ ing practice with an America n football.

'

DAY TEN
Early morning Endex was called a nd the long haul lo Orlea ns
commenced . A with all return journeys everything went smoothly
and 10 hour la ter the Compan y wa unloading the vehicles in
Orlean .
That night Lt Cuesta ' wife provided an excellent meal o f paghetti
bolognai e for the American Captain and me .
The next morning the Lieutenants' Section carried out a complete
turnaround of the vehicles . In the afternoon the Officer and Senio r
CO ' of the 2 Coy had farewell drinks for the American Captain and
me: We were presented with numerous present . I was especially
delighted with the fleece lined exercise jacket given lO me .
That evening a Lieutenants' dinner wa held in our honour.
On our final morning we attended the Regimental Colours Parade.
This is held every Friday morning. Each of the Regiments' six
Companies marched past the Colonel singing their particular
Company song. A fterwards the Colonel said farewell lO mysel f and
the American contingent . Before lunch the Company wound down in
front of a video of the exercise which provided much amu ement to
all in 1he Company .
LESSONS LEARNED
Firstly, 1 learned an excellent lesson in French over the two week
period . The attachment was all the more interesting because I had a
background in the French language and also I worked with a similar
communications system.
In this respect l was able lO understand what was going on around
me.
Secondly, having never previously come across a conscripted Army
the whole concept was totally new to me. The French have to serve 12
months in the Army sometime between the ages 18-24 years . Which
leaves a very short time for those soldiers to train in a particular trade.
I was impressed to find an Army party formed from conscripts that
was so professional.
'
Finally, I learned never to mention that I am Scottish when there
is a Scotland v France Rugby match about to take place!

SCHOOL C HILDR EN HELP TO CELEBRATE 21 IG AL
REG IM ENT 30th ANN IV ERSARY
Las~ May, ~ I Sig Regt held a Regimental Weekend to celebrate 30
years m 11s Air Su ppo rt Ro le as reported in July . As friends of the
Rcgif!lent, the chi ~dre n of the Erich Kastner School for the mentally
hand icapped ~t Smgho fe n near Koblenz, were invited along to the
fcte . They a rri ved at abo ut mi dday and were taken for some lunch in
the Dutch Rooms of the Bristol Mess. The children and staff of the
school \~e~e met by the CO , Lt Col Philip Whitemore , his wife Jenn y
and a will ing band of helpers a nd their fam ilies.
A~ter a few words of welco me, th e CO handed over 10 Mrs Co nnie
Patr1ckson , who don ated a cheque for more than DM700 to the
Headmaster Mr Ki~ean chmitz. S.he ea rned th is money the hard way,
through sponsorship fo r her run ning the Bruggen 10 road race earlier
in this year! She will also be ha nding a cheque for a similar amount
to St Francis's Special School in Rh eindah len . A most creditable
effort. Well done Connie!
~no 1h e r event held durin g this weekend , was a n Anniversary Ball
wh 1 ~ h was a tt ended by a ll O ffice rs, Wa rra nt Officer and SNCOs of the
Regiment. It was a. ~ pl e ndid a ffair with excellent mu ic, jovial
comp.any. a nd a magni ficent ar.ray of delicio us food. The ce nt re piece
o~ th is ~ 1 sp la y, :-vas a very large bi rt hday cake whi ch was decorated
wnh h1elds dep 1 c un ~ t~e ca p _badges of all the Regi ments a nd Corps
tha t are employed wnhm 2 1 Sig Regt. T hese were a ll bea utifully hand
made by th e catering ta ff and were a pleasure to behold . The cake
was so beauti ful that no one had the hea rt to cut into it so it la ted
'
the whole function unscathed !

The CO, Lt Col P hilip W hitemore, hearing about this a few day~
later, pondered on the most fitting way of disposing of this work of
art. Although it wa5 big, it was not big enough to give to a hospital
or the local school. The recipients would barely get a crumb each !
Then someone suggested the Children of the Erich Kastner chool
with its 60 or so chi~dren •. there '~ould be plenty 10 go around. A quick
phone call to our friends m 12 Flight Army ir Corp and the delivery
was all arra~ged,_ thanks for the fast ball Colonel! So o n Monday 29
May, clut~hmg ~1s well rehear ed speech (in German), the Regiment al
2IC, MaJ Chn topher Donagh y, accompanied by Capt Brian
Bill berry and W02 (Fof ) Dave tewart fl ew (coune y of 2IC 12
Army Air ~orps, Capt John Davis), down 10 Singhofen to make this
special_dehvery. It was a beautiful day, the , un shining brightl y and
the ~h1ldr~n and st~ff of the chool all rea ll y pleased to ee their
Engh h friends again (and even more pleased to see the Birthday
cake!) . eedless to say, it did nol survive this functio n intact!
1 QUADRO N
PER 0 . ALITI E

oc

M
Yof
Fof
oc 37
oc 38
oc 39
oc 40

Maj Dick Good
W02 Paul myth
gt Nick . icholson
gt Reg Whitehead
Capt Paul Hodgki s
Lt Tony Clark
Lt Jan McKee
2Lt A hie} tocker

Having completed more exercises than any o ther quadron in the
Regiment it eemed only right that we hould do more adventure
trai ning too. It could be bad for morale if the families reali ed that
the husba nds can stay at home fo r more than five nights and not turn
into a pumpkin!
So we have sent expeditions to Sardinia, The Baltic, orway and
Bavaria . So far all have returned without major diplomatic incident.
T ru nk ode Tim (S gt Cowan) not to be outdone by young Officer
o rgani ed 'adventure training' to Phantasialand . Woolly hat and
praydeck on the merry-go-round , mind boggling.
TN038

PERSO~ALITIES

oc

OC (DES)
Tp SSgt
Tp gt
Tp Cpls

Mrs Connie Patrickson presents a cheque for DM700 to the
Headmaster of the Erich Kastner Schule , Mr Kilean Schmitz , with
the CO Lt Col Phil Whitemore

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EXCHANGES
To obtain the most out of an Echange au pair, one must have some
background in the language. Although I hadn't studied the language
for some years, I was able lO pick it up again fairly well. Whereas the
American Captain missed so much by having lO wait for people lO
speak English to him.
Having a technical background, doing the similar sort of job in the
British Army certainly aided in my understanding of the exercise and
the Regiment as a whole .
Fii:ially, if all those taking part in these exchanges are treated with
hosp1tal~y as excellent as that provided by Col Sandou and the 28eme
Regim~nt de Tran~missions then I believe an Echange au pair is a great
educauonal experience for young officers in any Corps.
21C, Maj Christopher Donaghy, with 'the' cake, flanked by Cpl
Geordie Fagan and LCpl Mark Hughes and some of the children
from the Erich Kastner Schute at their school in Singhofen
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21 Sig Regt
BFPO 42

Lt Tony Clark
2Lt Guy Bennett
SSgt Ai Burnett
Sgt Calvin Lambert
Cpl Dave Jubb
Cpl Andy Terry
Cpl Mat Mu rray
Cpl Jim O'Donnell
Cpl Steve Foreman
Cpl Andy Riley

Upon returning from a gruelling Kape Tour to the orth We t
District, TN03 found them elve on Ex Signal Star for two week
and again one week later on Ex Hill Foil for a further two week . . '.
who aid 21 Sig Regt wa a cu hy posting!
Af!er Hill Foil Sig 'Bozzy' Bostock decided that the Troop had been
working too hard for the pa t two month and that we hould indulge
in less strenuous activities, hence the Troop barbecue.
It was with great e citement that the Troop prepared for its Summer
Ball/ Barbecue organi ed by Sgt Al Burnett (who ha never had a
mention in The Wire) and held on the prawling la'' n out ide hangar
7 one glorious sunny day. early all the Troop turned up for the
event.
Lt Tony Clark did everybody proud by organi ing for the wive an
'Anneka Ric7' 1ype treasure hunt aro~nd camp-all very high tech, all
very professional thanks to 4 Sqn tor the loan of their Ian man
Radios.
. While the mums _were zipping around camp looking for clues, the
kid wer~ busy 1urmng an ~bandoned R F 'Box Body' into omething
more uited to a 'The Wizard of Oz' ·et, all with the help of some
remarkably bright coloured paint upplied by Josie Burnett.
Cpl Mat Murray and Andy Terry organi ed a ta ·ting competition
with such delight as dry coffee, hot pice , wa hing powder etc . The
461
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winners also taking most of the individual prizes which were awarded
as follows: Best Handicapped Player W02 (SSM) Joe Fairbairn Best
Unhandkapped Player SSgl Dave Campbell , Longest Dnve 'capt
Brian Billsberry a.nd Nearest the Pin SSgt (SQMS) Oes Fahert)'.
The mystery pnze was awarded to Sgt Mick Wood from G Tp for
his sheer doggedness at carrying on for only his second ever game of
golf LO .s core. two points (one par or rwo bogeys). Next year's
compeut1on will be sponsored by the SHQ and will be again open 10
all members of 3 Sqn.

nh ne \I enough 10 ta) ·tear wa' Cpl Mat Murrays dog heeba .
\ th• un tJrted 10 drop .•rnd e\eryone thought rhey had drunk
th •1r 111,, b at r. ce ''a held with tCpl (.;eorl(e Flett~ (our R ·, IE
f111er \\If Debbit do" mm? a pint in the fa,te t time
. whar a girl!
r file \\a h Id ll'\\ilrd' th< end ''llh Siit ·BoL7) ·Bo. tock and Jim
Hrnder n tn 11111. to 'ell th• tid,et. . It~ a «hame the Troop is full of
J
. The ni in- pnze \\a. \\On by gl Cahin Lambert. with all rhe
Tr p h 1rar-:hy ''inning pn7e_. much 10 the di>appoin1me111 of 1he
d
beryone had a great time and it put the whole Troop. ju t in the
n_ ht m od for the . quadron barbecue next week . . . '' h1ch we ''ere
· cd w organi. e!

<.O GRATl' LATIO
To l\\O people thi!. month . Firstly to Cpl Andy Terry who wa ·
elec:ted for promotion .. lso to Lt Tony Clark "ho ha won 1he
\\'hi.tier Trophy a\\arded to the 11baltern in the Corp deemed 10
ha1e done mo t for hi Regiment nd hi oldier· in the pa 1 year.
\\EL OM A'ID FAREWELL
\\'e would lit..e to welcome to the Troop 2Lt Gu) 'The Fish'
Bennett, · gt Al Burnett, gt Calvin Lambert , and newLh arrivals are
L pl~ Dine Gallagher and Aidie Haslam . Farewell to Lt Tony Clark
\\ho i> making a big mo\'e from \\'ildenrath 10 Birgelen .
I ' Qt:

ORO"-T'.'li 039
On a "indy rain wept day eighr intrepid explorer boarded a plane
at RAF \\'ildenrarh and di embarked in a blaze of un hine in RAF
Dec1momannu. ardinia. Li1 ing on an R F · iation, the name wa
familiar, but a friendly face "a there to meer them and whi k them
off 10 1he ea ide 'ilia which i home to the BAOR Expedirion Ba e.
fa. Deci Brake wa a 1wo week trekking and climbing expedition in
the wild of the ardinian countryside. After being abandoned on the
ide of a mountain knowing that the only way back , a usual, wa over
1he top, e1·eryone gradually came 10 reali e thar perhaps they weren't
going unbathing after all. So armed only with some lira and a couple
of li1re of warer, off they er in earch of food and omewhere to set
up camp for the night.
·01 much need be aid abour 1he next fi e days as they passed in
a haze of bli 1ers, pain, mountain and perhap the odd bus (no of
cour e they wouldn't). After the hundredth 'only another 5kms'1hank Tim-they finally emerged on the coast to grab a couple of
day unbarhing before setting off for the climbing ite in Arbatax.
Thi proved to be much more popular than the trekking as it wa
a companied by blue seas and skies, and the occasional drop of the
local 'Deci red'.
good time was had by all and when ' Brit Rock ' was finally
handed back to the camp site there were more rhan a few sad face .
Anyone got anything planned for next year?
Q AORO. -AIRBOR E
It's amazing how a simple question can cause such a panic. You'd
rhink ·anyone for a one jump cour e? ' would have rhe 'macho' men
flocking in drove and not rhe sick piling up by the second!
Being a parachute freak her elf, Lt Jan Mckee was more than
willing to introduce the sport to her Troop who have spent the last
year Ii tening anenti ely and wistfully to her freefall exploits. So with
the 1 vacancies finally filled by the Squadron's pluckiest soldiers, off
they set for Bad Lipp pringe under the watchful eye of Cpl Chris
Williams .
The J7 oldiers were amazed 10 spot the Sqn Comd's wife,
I

A healthy expedition at the start: Front row (left to right): SSgt
Tim Cowan, Sig 'Dicko' Dickenson, Lt' Jan' McKee and Cpl Steve
'Choppers' Chopping
·
Back row (left to right) : LCpl Niel Morrison, Sig Gerry McGachy,
Cpl Andy Joint and Sig John Wooding
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1 Sqn - 'Airborne' boys, all safely on the ground
Mrs Monika Good , in rheir mid t, o the competition really got going
to see who had the be t ·PLF' and wou ld anyone wimp out? One and
a half day later, after throwing them elves around the ground
training room to the cries of 'forward right' determination wa high
although thing got ery quiet for a while a some were led out to the
plane to complete their fir t de cent! To houts of 'Remember lads,
we were rhere' the fir 1 batch disappeared into the plane. Well I am
delighted to report that not one hesitated and everyone wa miling
when they got down . Well, almost everyone!
The prize for rhe worst exit mu t go to Cpl Andy Joint (never mind ,
you'll get ir right next rime) while two prizes go to the worst landings.
Sig Reader spanked in firs! to 1wi this ankle, but, not to be outdone,
ig 'Dicko' Dickinson decided to go one better. We all hope that rhe
metalwork i removed oon! At least you got four weeks in the UK!
At rhe end of the day, everyone said that it was the experience of a
lifetime and all are keen to do another de cent. Well done lad ! You
were there!

2 Q ADRON
The Squadron ha been involved in rhe exerci e season which came
in the form of Hill Foil 89. The introduction of the Ha rrier II ha
meant that the exercise wa mainly for the benefit of IV (Army Cooperation) Squadron, so much so that, the E Troop SA in the field
managed to get away without the help of Revlon.
The larest thing to do on exercise is parachuting. Picture this, a
large camp site full of Germans intent on leaving perfectly serviceable
aircraft. Fir t in to the fray was Cpl Andy Scott who for 600m was
offered an incomplete tour of the locality. There wa nothing
unnatu ral in rhis as he has lately lost his head after volunteering to do
a Sporl Para cour eat Sennelager. However, in the same conversation
Cpl Jeff Hodgson is offered rhe chance LO do a tandem jump from
3,000ft which he accepted. This from a man who only days before
would have had a nose bleed al the though! of climbing into the back
of a Rover. I am glad ro report that both made jumps successfully and
Cpl Jeff Hodgson hanging under his instructor for a 30 second free
fall. The question is will he be bitten by the bug?
LCpl Mark Cuddy tried hard to return to his primary school day
by taking a complete box of sherbert dips on exercise.
Sgt Andy Young has promised to teach anybody his merhods of
living off the la nd, however, ir may cosr you an arm and a leg.
The mole at FWOC informs me that the (FofS) Mick Polland wa
no1 best pleased with the SSgt (YofS) Terry McHugh when the latter
left the decamming to the former at endex. The phrase 'my jobs more
important' failed to impress. (FofS) Mick Polland will be sorely
mi sed when he departs. Congratulations on the CinC RAF(G)
commendation. A well de erved award for all rhe 'Eiffeling' over the
last few years.
3SQUADRON
I TER-TROOP GOLF
On Tuesday 6 July Golf Tp (appropriately) hosted the annual 3 Sqn
Inter-Troop Golf Competition. II was held at Wildenrath and wirh the
kind permission of the Chairman and Committee of RAF Wildenrath
Golf Club we used their new club room as a base for the day. The
weather was excellent and it turned out 10 be rhe hottest day of the
year so far.
3 Sqn consists of four Airfield Troops based at each of the clutch
airfields' and Golf Tp which is respons ible for fixed Comms
throughour BAOR. In support of these is HQ Sqn who teamed up
with ACPO from Rheindahlen to form the sixth team.
Prizes were awarded for highest total (Stableford) of rhe day,
nearest the pin, longest drive, best unhandicapped player, a special
mystery prize and of course the trophy for the winning Troop.
After some mixed fortunes SHQ and ACPO ended up as runaway
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VISIT OF TA TOK TROOP
On Thu rsday 8 June members of H Troop (RAF Bruggen) and their
Territorial Army .s~ pport 856 Sig Tp paid a visit to K Troop. The
purpose of the v1s11 was to show the TA soldiers how an airfield
operated. The day sta rred with 856 Sig Tp carrying out a strenuous
route march and completing variou military tasks at Arsbeck
Training area. The after~oon was taken up by a vi it to Battle Flight
19 qn followed by a display at the RAF Police dog Section. The
Troops were visited during the day by Brig . G. McK Gordon Comd
12 Bde .. <V). The. day ended with an Inter-Troop Volleyball
Compeuuon on which H Troop emerged overall winners of the ' How
can anyone stoop o low trophy'.

Brig Gordon visiting Battle Flight with members of 856 Sig Tp
and H Troop
K TROOP FAREWELLS AND BABIES
The Troop would like to congratulate LCpl Jenkin and Sally on !he
birth of their daughter Kayleigh , and also say farewell to Steve and
Mandi Moore, JC and Dora Copley, Pete and Lee Turner, Martin
and Irene Fletcher and last but not least Matt Helm who is now in
sunny Australia on Ex Long Look.
MORE FOR MOORE
On 13 July Gp Capt A. McKay Starion Cdr RAF Wildenrath
presented gt Steve Moore of K Troop 21 Sig Regt with a Certificare
Of Merit to mark Steve's outstanding contribution in the field of
land-line communications to RAF Wildenrath. Over the la t rhree
years Steve has worked as the Cable Ma1111enance Sergeant at RAF
Wildenrath giving up a great amount of his own rime to plan and
implement many innovations. Steve and his wife Mandy have now
been posted to sunny Cyprus, all rhe best from all at K Troop,
Wildenrath.

4SQUADRON
EXCERCISE HELi-BACKSTOP
Ex Heli-Backstop 1989 was held over the period 23 June-~ July and
took rhe form of a challenge pursuit ca mp . The main base for the
camp was established at Lankern, approximately 6km north of
Cochem, and all the activities took place in 1he surrounding area of
the Mosel valley.
The advance party deployed on Friday 23 June complete wirh all the
items essential for a succe sful camp-tent s, adventure training kit ,
cookhouse stores, food and least important of all-beer .
Upon arrival at Landkern the party of nine DS set about unloading
and setting up the camp in preparation for the arrival of the tudents .
Fortunately, the weather was favourable and by nightfall everything
wa looking somew here near complere. The following day a" final
recces of pursuir locations and rhen everything was ready for the
arrival of the students.
The peace and tranquility 1ha1 had surrounded the camp since our
arrival was broken ar 1640 hrs on rhe Sunday when the fir t 'white
elephant' arrived. Obviously the Naafi bar had been quiet before rhe
lad departure!, as !hey arrived in ' ombre' mood. They oon came
down to earth with a bang when they were presented with four nearly
packed 160lb tents and told 'Gentlemen, there i
your
accommodation'. For the next 45 minmes variou methods were
employed in trying to construct the rents until success was achieved by
the Section containing Sig Burns, Huskisson and Warren who
co mpleted !heir task 10 hearty cheer .
The camp began in earnesr the next morning with a 'short' jog
which was to be a feature each morning. The run took in the
picturesque hills surrounding Landkern , however the enthusiasm
hown for this route on the fir 1 morning soon waned and the word
'picturesque' wa never again uttered. As the week progressed the
activitie began to rake their toll wirh abseiling and rock climbing
under LCpl 'Woody' Wood from 2 Sqn, canoeing along the Mo el
with Cpl Roger Bauer from 7 Sig Regt and flower picking (sorry hillwalking) with Cpl Chris Middleton. By Thur day tea-time rhe strain
was showing with most of rhe camp in bed by 1700 hrs, bm rhey oon
recovered for the barbecue held char evening.
The highlighrs of the first week though were ye1 to come! Firstly,
on the run, Sig Brian Ruddin, climbing manfully off his sick-h~d to
complete the course, although he wishe to thank Capt Hickling for
his assistance over the early stages. Moral-Cochem boar-trips and
running-nor recommended. Then the whole group was taken to a
family wine business in Messenich, outside Cochem, where the wine
obviously had some special ingredients a all che lads rerurned to che
camp feeling very brave and singing specially made up songs about the
DS, namely Capt Andy Hickling and Sgt Garry Hill. Eventually, to
rhe relief of all the OS and bus arrived to rerurn the lads to
Wildenrath.
Then saw the start of the families weekend which was very well
attended and which mosr people seemed to enjoy. Again rhe centrepiece was a barbecue on the Saturday night, where a cooking rival was
found for Floyd on TV (I wonder who?), although whether this wa
due to cooking ability or wine consumption nobody knows.
The second week was much rhe same as the first with another batch
of happy smiling faces. On the OS side W02 Dave Warburton took
over as canoe insrructor assisted by Sgt Dave Bunt. As the weather
improved during the week so did the morale of rhe lads with all the
pursuits being attacked with enthusiasm. Cpl Baz Hardman took over
the hill-walking for a few days, bur his rendition of rhe Sound of
Mu ic·was not really in rhe same cla s. The week ended with another
hearty barbecue and a few quier drink before camp was broken on
the Friday morning.
Many !hanks must go to Capt Hickling, S gt Patrickson, Sgt Hill,
Cpls Hodgson, Crabb and our chef Pie Campbell for administering the
camp and to W02 Warburton, Sgt Bunt, Cpl Middleton, Hardman,
Bauer and LCpl Wood for the excellent instruction 1hroughou1.
The camp was enjoyed by everyone and we look forward now 10 an
even greater challenge next year when the ame pur uit are
undertaken in Bavaria. (And where possibly Cpl Ogga Hodgson will
go abseiling!)

Sgt Steve Moore receives his Certificate of Merit from Gp
Capt McKay
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removed all 1our wheels . He replied to the MTWO, who was a li ttle
worried to say the least, that this was how 1he professional> did it.
LCpl Mat 'The Fingers' Storor RCT decided that he did1')'t wam to
continue with Ex flyi ng Falcon. He spent l\~elve days m hospnal
making sure he Mill had all his fingers.
Finally, the Troop would like to congrat ulate Cpl Clive Evhon and
Mary on tying the knot. All the Troop hope that you enjoy your tour
in Lippstadt.

22 Sig Regt
BFPO 107

M TROOP

Sl M tER I. 1AGE '
OJ- THE Rl:.GIME. T

2Lt Julian Leader waiting for a mermaid

The CO and RSM praying for the team whilst magazine filling goes
on
EXCHANGE TRAINING IN DENMARK
HQ Q ADRON
PER ONALITIES

oc

SSM
SQMS
Sqn Clk
2Lt Nick Smith ahead of the field {for once)

Maj Peter Cain
W02 George Burrows
SSgt Ian Dales
Cpl Mark (Woody) Allen

Over half way through 1989 now, and a feeling of relief as Ex Flying
Falcon, Ex Scree Slope and Ex Sweet Martini have passed by
smoothly . Almo t as smoothly as the handover/ takeover of new and
old SSMs . We welcome our new SSM W02 George Burrows an_d say
farewell to our old (and bold) W02 Mike Duffin ~h? will be
remaining in the Regiment as the new RQMS (T) (for his sms) when
he returns from swanning around Australia.
Our congratulations go out to Susanne Crapper, wife of Sgt D~reck
Crapper, who courageously carried ?ut a sponsored parachute jump
in aid of charity and managed to raise not only a few laughs for her
landing, but DM7 l l from which the 1 and 2 Brownie Packs and the
Lippstadt Kindergarten all benefited . Well done Susanne.

LCpl Tomkinson, Cpl Brown and LCpl Finn in the Regimental Knee
Jerk Event!
PRINCESS ROY AL DAY

2Lt Peter Turner leading in the March and Shoot Team
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LCpl Sparrow bridge abseiling
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FAREWELLS
We would like to ay a fond farewell to our Padre, Capt Stephen
Robbins and his wife Susan who are posted to Berlin (he has the luck
of the devil!) after two years sterling work in Lippstadt (and the
Regimental Rugby Club). Good luck .
HELLO
A warm welcome to Sgt Leroy Clarke and wife Linda, al o LCpls
Errol Rickets and Steven Fenn.
MT TROOP
PERSONALITIES
MTWO
MT NCO

W02 Mal Barker
Sgt Pete Casson RCT

The Troop would like to say a fond farewell to Cpl Ginge Dyson
and Mrs Dyson on posting to 14 Sig Regt. SSgt Keith Bridger who,
after a short appearance back from Sardinia, is off to the UK for his
last six months in the Army. Also to Cpl Kev Baxter, Annette, Nina
and Daniel on posting to 4 Armd Div Sig Regt. Good luck to all of
you and many thanks.
Welcome to the Troop to Cpl Don Gillingham, who for all his sins
has had the Regimental generator bay placed upon his shoulders.
Congratulations on your recent promotion and your marriage and we
hope that you and your family enjoy Lippstadt. We also welcome
LCpl Errol Ricketts from 202 Sig Sqn and Sigs Carl Seddon and
Winker Watson from 8 Sig Regt.
After the busy start to the year, the Regiment has got a few weeks
in camp before we start again, so the MT is slow!~ ca~chin~ up ~>n ~II
the work that needs doing. LCpl Andy Raby RCT 1s still domg his bit.
He has earned the nickname 'CC' (Charlie Cotton) since his accident,
because it is a question of 'Lend us a fiver' till I get my compensation'.
Sgt Casson RCT is firing on all cylinders as well. His ~ickname 'PS'
(Percy Sugden) is appropriate because of all the stones he tells of
when he was a lad and what the Army was like then. Although young
Carl Seddon has only been with us a few weeks, he is performing
really well. For him 'NBC' (No Brain Cell) is pretty apt for one who
couldn't tell one end of a Rover from the other. LCpl Angus
'Supergrass' Watt RCT got his name by doing as he was told for once.
The Troop was treated to a laugh a few days before t~ese notes were
written. Dvr Taff Sully RCT decided to do a tyre rotation on _a Rover
90. He raised the Rover using two Rover jacks and a Bedford jack and

MT Troop
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The past fo ur months have seen several change within the Troop,
most notable was the loss of our TOT, Capt John Gerrard, to RHQ
to become the Tech Adjt, and with the departure of WOl (Fof ) Cnow
Lt) Steve Rogers , the Troop is co mmanded by WOI (fof ) -.:on~
Brend , recently arrived fro m Scotland ; he wants to know wha~ 1s so
special about 'this Ptarmigan ' as there are plenty o f them m the
H ~~ n ~!
.
At present the workshop is more than usuall y deple~ed with three
of its members in Australia, Cpl ' Robbo ' Roberts who 1s on Ex Long
Look, and Sgt Steve Payne and Cpl Steve Munday on adventure
..
train ing on Ex Cantrek QuaJrant.
We are happy to say, however, that we have an ex~hange ,v1s1to~
from ' down under ' in the form of Cpl Paul Murphy-is that Spud
or ' Blue'? Cpl Murphy is already in the swin~ of Troop life having
joined four other Troop members in the Regimental athleucs tea~.
Sgts Ade Woodley, Tony Winter, Dom . McGrath and Cpl Cohn
Cunningham through to the Army finals m Aldershot. .
Despite this, work continues and we are _now preparing for our
annual tels inspection , and the coming exercise season .
QUARTERMA TER'
PERSONALITIES
QM
RQMS
SQMS
MQAS
Clothing
Clerk
Stkpr

DEPARTMENT
Maj lan Buckley
W02 Derek Brown
Sgt John Larley
Sgt John Hopkinson
Cpl Tony Moses
Sig Brian Osborne
Sig Ros Harmer
Mr Joyce H ughes
Mr John Sharpe

·Pen is being pui to paper as the un is risi~g; it ~eems to be the only
time available to write some Wire Notes m this, the smallest but
without doubt the bu iest department in the Regiment.
Currently, Churchill Barracks is undergoing mo9ernisation, with
the whole department involved, constantly changmg the plam l~
ensure that the best result is achieved. For the past weeks the QM, MaJ
Ian Buckley and SSgt John Larley have been wa_ding through a ma s
of blueprints, altering the inner structure, prepann¥ key l?la~s and the
like· SSgt Larley says it's his resettlement course m des1gmng.
Cpl Tony Moses has had a busy year: Leave, Site yuard and. t~ cap
it all, an Ordnance ancillary inspection. He can sm1_le n~w_. he d1dn t
get caught! Sig Brian Osborne is trying to pass his dnvmg test _to
become a Dvr/ Lmn, but constantly fails to find the time, what wnh
leave summer camp and athletics. Sig Ross Ha rmer has recently
joined us from the Officers' Mess, and was. tot.all¥ surprised-he
thought that they worked hard in the Mess! He 1s p1ckmg up t~e rope
from Sig Dereck Finney, who is about to be posted to 14 Sig Regt.
Lucky 14! Mrs Joyce H ughes, our clerk looks after us all and mothers
.
us. Where would we be without her?
Well, it is time to sign off for now. Where 1s the QM?
EXERCISE DANISH TRIANGLE-SUMMER CAMP2 SQUAD RON
by SSgt Jo hnson
At first light Monday 3 July the advance pany, twelve stalwa~t men,
left Churchill Barracks, Lippstadt, to travel the 350 miles to
Fredericia, Denmark, to et up camp in Ryes Kaserne, home of our
hosts 3 Sig Bn. The sun was beating down as the convoy travelled
north through Hannover and Hamburg and escorted over the border
by two SNCOs from 500 MMT RCT. Eleven ~ours lat~r they were
there· tents erected beds laid out, barbecue ht, noodht volleyball
court' pegged out, 'bar open, (not nec~ssarily in tha_t order). _The
remaining members of the Squadron arrived the followmg 1.unchume,
bleary eyed, having travelled in Bedfords throu?~ the mght !O be
greeted by the news that the volleyball compeuuon tar~ed 1~ 30
minutes. A total of 43 members of the Squadron took pan 1~ vanou
activities which included abseiling, sub-aqua, canoeing and
windsurfing organised by 2Lt Leader.
The canvas accommodation was a number of 18 x 24' and a green
bivi, home of Sig Dave T urton and for some unknow~ r_ca on the
most popular tent was the 18 x 24 which had the bar m 1t.
Each day started at 0730 hours to the dulcet tones of W02 ( SM)
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1artin ·he hb !tr" ..,rnith follO\\Cd by PT (Phy teal Torture) 11hen
• -ordan:mon and enduram:t: \I a te,ted 10 the full b · doing aerobic>
w the 1 ibe of \Ii ·hael Jack on on the boogy bo-. a a warmer . After
the ·ommemal break fa 1. prepared . but n 1 ookcd by ' gl Alan
Gtrrard and lCpl icolls
it wa do\1 n to the beach only a
tone· thrO\\ a\1a1 and into the canoe · .
gt And ) Trheu 11 a, our local expert in the kayak, he
d llll'n. trated the 1 ariou way; of falling out of a canoe yet making
ii appear planned. A! the ame time on another part of the beach Sig
Pete..,, 11a trying to get Sgt Phil Price to . tay on the windsurf board
for more than three e ·ond 1h11; al')\\ ing the tide to come in.
On Thur day night 11e had a party for our ho ·t (yet another
barbe.:ue) 11 hi.:h pro1ed to be a real ice-breaker regard ing Briti ·h male
and Dam'h female relauon-,hip . PT the next morning wa .lower
than u.ual.
Friday and aturday 11ere our ab eiling day . gt G raeme
\\ ilkin,on et off to find mountain . he didn't, o he ettled for the
ra1h1 ay bridge 11 hi ·h connects the Dani h mainland to the i land of
Fyn (Foon). The local police kept the populace clear a the boy 11ere
1ti1t·n a demon-.tration of ho11 it i done b1 t110 women olider from
rhe Ka,erne. 01 11i hing to look hicken e1eryone ompleted a
\1alked ab. eil and a free ab,eil from the 6Sm high bridge with only gt
gt
Alan Gerrard ha1ing to be re cued when he got tuck half way.
Jim Ackla" ran the ub aqua cour e on a heltered part of the beach
01er the la · t two day of the camp . With their air tank , fi lled at
regular 1nter1al by the local fire erl'ice, Jim took twenty of the lad
deemed medically fit through their paces. For all of them once their
initial fear of jelly fi h had been overcome it \l'a difficult to keep
them out of the 11ater. Cpl ou e 'the fi h' Philips no11 peak with
a Fren·h ·Jacque Cou teau ' accent.
The ten da\' ended a the weather clo ed in 11 ith torrential rain and
a thundertorm ringing in our ear as we drove outh back to
Lipp tadt.
3 Ql:ADRO.
EXERCI E OUTHER. \ ' E .T 'RE-FIR T AID
The quadron Battle amp Fir 1 Aid tand ·aw ome budding paramedic on the pracucal a se sment . The casualtie th at had tO be
dealt with included burn victim and horrendous abdominal wound
courte y of the Regimental cookhouse. The aim of the rand was to
introduce ome of the younge r oldiers to life-like battlefield
ca uahies.
The tudent enjoyed the challenge, and admini tered good fir t
aid. There were ome, however, who had their own ideas, among them
our own resident brain urgeon Sig Roy Heathcote, who wanted to

know if ' ig . ultall' s 'open' abdomen
reply 11 a a 1er) polite 'ye '.

wa~

causing him any pain. I he

EXERCI E SO THERN VENTURE
On 22 :'>1ay 1989, eventy- even OR from 3 qn deployed to the
auerland region to take part in what wa to be a week of fun and sun.
Thi exercise wa the brai nchild of W02 ( M) Mackay , and was
de igned , no! only to complete mandatory military training, but al o
to improve Anglo-German relations with our ho I 5/ FLaRak G2 1
which roughly tran lated i the 5th Bt y of the anti aircraft battalion:
THE NB EXERCI ' E-EXERCISE CASBAG CAPER
The aim of the exerci e wa to enable oldier to complete their
mandator training and to introduce them to the difficulties of coping
in an
BC environment. The exercise staned with a lecture on
·haracteri tics and effect of chemical and nuclear weapons . We then
ompleted te I in the ga chamber and an introduction to BC
gymnastics-a big favourite of ig Jim McNee, and finally an NBC
exerci e deigned tote t the JNCO's ab ilit y to command and control
in an BC environment.
The BC exerci e proved to be very difficult both physically and
mentally a a re ult oft he weather welding respirator to the student~
faces. However. all the students worked extremely hard and nearly
enjoyed themselve . Moral of the story: Be an NB Instructor.

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
BFPO 35
SERGEANTS' MESS
The Sergeants' Mess held a Ladies dinner night on 7 July to say
farewell to the following members. WO l (FofS) Peter Johnson on
comn.1issioning, W02 . (YofS) Mick C~apman and SSgt Glen
Pennington on compleuon of 22 years service. After the dinner WOI
(t"of ) Pete Johnson was duly tried by court martial in the traditional
way . The President and all Mess members wish them and their
families good fortune for the future.

DEPARTURES
The Troop said farewell to C pl Dean Ewing and Donna , who have
moved to 11 Sig Regl. Also to LCpl Ian Sanders posted to 7 Sig Regt
and Cpl Kim Castledine . We wish all the best to them all.

W02 (YofS) Mick Chapman receiving his farewell gift from W01
(RSM ) Bob O'Hara

Hello Zero this is One
Zero send over
One we have just arrived with todays fresh rations

SSgt Glen Penn ington receiving his farewell gift from W01 (RSM )
Bob O' Hara

Our photograph shows the Squadron posing under one of 5 Bty rockets. Note the clear sky and the happy smiling faces. Those not smiling
have yet to complete their NBC training
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1SQUADRON
FOXTROT TROOP EWS
ARRIVALS
There have been a number of new arrivals in Foxtrot Tp recently ~gt
Geordie Simpson and Babs flew over from Hong Kong to join the
Troop, Cpl Dave Toulson arrived from 21 Sig Rcgt and Cpl Willie
Davies from 22 Sig Regt and ig Paddy O'Brien and Brent Tate have
joined us in sunny Krefeld. We hope you all enjoy your sta} here .

The Mess reject having of course been found guilty arrives at the
Officers' Mess surrounded by his trusted friends W01 (Bob)
O' Hara , W02 (SSM) (Bill) Woodmason , W02 (SSM ) (Barry)
Lewis , W02 (RQMS) (Martin) Roberts and not forgetting W02
(Geoff) Decarteret
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1989

REGIMENT AL BATILE CAMP
1 Sqn deployed on its week of the Regimental Battle Ca mp in the
evening of Friday 14 July.
Phase one was to recce, occupy and successfully defend a hide
location. This would norma ll y have been fairly straight forward but
on this occasion we had all the switch vehicles with us.
These notes relate to Foxtrot Tp switch and personnel. The move
from barracks to the initial habour went smoothl y and here we waited
for the recce teams guide to escort each packet to the hide location.
The first packet moved successfull y under cover of darkne s and
convoy lights to the hide location , the second packet moved off under
the guidance of Cpl ' Pathfinder' Cook.
Later when they had not arrived Sgt Phil Jobling took a patrol out
to find them and found them 600m away, the other side of a stream
completely lost. Eventually all vehicles were accounted for and moved
in and camouflaged .
Then began the task of defending the location for 48 hours. Several
recce probes by the enemy were thwarted by fighting patrols that were
dispatched at short notice . One group of four enemy were chased and
auacked for a distance o~ 2kms by the QRF. They eventually gave up
exhausted and sat down waiting to be captured. The Enemy Section
Commander Cpl Paddy Reilly RPC asked where the res! of the
platoon was that chased them, not believing that an eight man section
could lay down so much fire power and appear in so many different
locations.
On the second night the location was ubject to an enemy attack .
Thinking there were only four enemy, an eight man QRF was
despatche'd to mount a flanking attack . On arrival it was discovered
there was a whole section of enemy and a gun group. In the confusion
that followed, enemy joined the QRF section and vice versa. The only
way to distinguish between the two was that the enemy had ;io covers
on their helmets. In the light of the flares and thunder flashes people
could be seen running around feeling each others helmet . The most
noteable achievement that night was Sig Al Brown managing to ' kill '
both the QRF and the enemy by firing the LMG 1raight into them all.
That evening the Squadron Commander was shot and killed (twice)!
The following day we were hit by per istent nerve agent as the
enemy gave up trying to infiltrate our location and started playing
ctiny. We then carried on our routine in defence in BC kit and the
move back 10 Vogelsang camp was also carried out in respirator .
Phase two which con isted of range work on the Vogel ang training
area. The Troop was split into four section Fl, 2, 3 and 4
comma_nded by Sgls Phil Jobling, Geordie Simpson, Trev parshott
and WCpl Maggie Tomkins re pectively. F4 being all WRAC.
The Troop then carried out all the normal range work on
Vogelsang. One of the highlight was the night hoot aero the lake
where the following day as a re ult of F4 WRAC firing, dead fi h
could be een floating on the lak e. The girl made up for this by
beating all the men sections in the house defence hoot.
Unfortunately, the girls were not allowed to throw grenade , but the
entertainment wa provided by Cpl Dave Coleman . If the aforementioned per on ever throws a plit pin at you, ru n ! becau e he till
has the grenade in his other hand!
A selection of the event carried out on the ranges were cored and
put towards an inter-section competition within 1 Sqn . There were
eight sections in all, four being from Foxtrot Tp and four from our
rival GolfTp. The contest was clo ely fought but the eventual outright
winners were F3 .
A good time was had by all and Foxtrot Tp returned to camp and
reality a day early to take over guard duties to allow 2 qn to deploy
in their part of the Battle Camp .

(, Ol • I ROOP
RH.I IE r L IHITI l. C . lP
\ I ft Krddd for a \\CCI\ of tun in the un at \ ogcba n~ for thi
ear Bauk Camp . The first 4 hour' \\Crc a 1acti al pha'e of
efrndinl! a ,ommcen in the field. fl er mo' ing tO a harbour area . we
, , 11ed for dar knes and then proceeded in the general direction of our
hide lo.:anon. \\'e e' entua lh arr i'ed after SS~t Ro) nnpe' diver ion
.111d I.Cpl Paul la)lor' mid night rcque. t t r reco ,·cry. After euling
111!0 our >hell\1.·rnpc for the night (one hou ). fir l lig ht brought u all
to the 'ame con -lu ion of ho\\ di d \\ C manage to get the vt-hicle D \!- -in there? Th hiehlie.ht o f the "eckend \\8 . the a sault on
· aw rda,· nie.ht b\ the 0 - But " e were toutly defended, among ·t
other by - pl •Geordie' 1aughan and hi . Q RF (ta ke fhe) . We C\"en
em )U t a nat ch q uad when the enemv, Sig 'Taff' Rapier , got too

for unlim11t:d fond and drink. they decided to pend ' a qui et night
in ' -but ' till managed the nc t dav~ trekk ing.
The trekking 1a,1~d :wo and a ha if days and covered approximately
40-50km. Each section. using it> initi ative- and occasionall y the
map-made each RV without any problem . De pite a few blisters, it
was genera ll y an experience enjoyed by all.
HQ TROOP
This has been a turbulent few mont hs for the Squad ro n, with
several 'temporary' loan and detac hments amo ngst th e hierarchy
adding to the air of expectation a nd uncert ainty. But all sho uld be
back to normal when the new OC arri ves- unless he too becomes a
profes ional portsman / challenge pursui t instructor .
Meanwhile, at th e other end of the corr idor, the troop woul d like
to welcome LC pl ' Sco use' Corrigan fro m I Sqn , LCpl Tim Barnell
from orthern Ireland, ig Ginge Ander on and Terry Waite from
upport qn and hope you have a successful tour. Good lu ck and
farewell to LCpl Paul on hi posti ng to 264 Sig Sqn a nd Sig ' Oxo'
Oxborough to ci vy treet .
Congratulation to Sig Tomo Tomkin on pas ing the first ever
Dri ver/ Lineman conver ion course.

9, th~ main competition range. O nce everyth ing was set up and
work tng, th~re was ample o pl?ortuni ty to watch the tank shooting,
bet wcc~ d u~1es , each run la ltng about an hour- tf there were no
ran ge fires tn the meanume . The overall winner of the competiti on
was NO RTH AG .

PAPA T ROOP
Papa Tp wou ld like to welcome their new OC Capt Andy H'll
1
from 212 ( 12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn , LCpl Graham Barrie from 22 sig
Regt,. LCpl Mappa ~apstone fr om 7 Sig Regt, LC pl Nigel Weir from
30 S1~ Reg~, LCpl Edd y Palmer from 7 Sig Regt and Sig Pip Martin ,
Ausltn m1th and Mark Corsar fr om 8 Sig Regt. Goodbye and good
luck.to Cp! Male McCal.lum on hi s '.I, Cpl Geoff Hymas and Sig Paul
~ she. to c 1~vy _street, Sig R~ss Craig on promotion to 8 In f Bde and
Sig Rick 0 Neil on promotion to 3 Armd Di v HQ and Sig Regt.
RHEI DAHLEN ALLIED MARCHES
On a hot, humid mornin g Papa Tp assembl ed for the start of a
30km march . At 0900 hrs t~ e t ea~ of 13 set off at a stor ming pace
closely followed by Cpl Grmnell tn the PRI minibu s, who tried to
supply the team wnh water throughout the march
Ea rly into the march, a plinter group of five ra~ed away from th e
r~ st o~ the ~earn .. Despite the fact that someone had moved one of th e
~irec tton signs in order ~o mislead, this group led by Cpl
torey
fm1 shed the. march tn a time of 3 hrs 40 mins and awaited the rest
of the team 111 the refreshment tent. Twenty-five mins later the second
gro ul? arrive.ct and finally, 45 min s later, the remainder came home .
Despi te the c a~ ual pace set by the sweepers, the team wa the first
to fmt sh that distance. The day finished with a celebratory drink a
group photo and a discussion on how to tackle the 40km march n~x t
year .
·

Blind leading the blind
Just smile : I don ' t think he ' s noticed

When they said 66' I thought we were going to catch a bus
dose to our position, but we had to give him back-unharmed! On
unday, we moved to the barrack where the ection comds and 21C
took up their new location -bunks! Monday and most morn ing at
0630 \\a PT provided by the RSM , which consi ted of running either
up or down hill. To be fair though, we were allowed the pleasure of
the as ault course one day. Cpl Doyle obviously wasn't Ii tening when
the RSM aid to run around the wire obsracle and not through it! The
range and ection competitions throughout the week were very well
organi ed by the OS and keenly fought for by the sections; e pecially
by the girls of G4-ably led by Sgt Dawn P hillip . They beat the lad
of G3 in the hooting competition on the first day and mo t other days
too due to the excellent hooting of Pre William and LCpl Woods.
The evening con isted of organised sport, or injury in the case of
shinty speciali 1· gt Gus Alexander and C pl Swain-that' interection rivalry for you though. The last day will be remembered by Sig
Burke, who uied to set fire to himself twice and LCpl Josh McGarvey
\\hO didn't think he would get down the manhole quick enough on the
tank overrun. Thanks must go to Sgt Colin Wa rn es for his non- tick
me s tin and nice cups of hot chocolate and Sgt Jo hn Pay ne for his
constant name checks. All in all, an excellent week wa had by all.
PS: There i no truth in the rumour that, on the tank overrun, Cpl
Ea ter was paid not to tap the Sqn Comd on the head or that the
Belgian tank driver wa paid to speed up!
2
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UMM ER CA fP
Summer Camp this year was held in Heimbach, near Duren (and
Vogelsang). The three activities available to u were trekking,
canoeing and rock climbing. One of the sections consisted of Cpl Pete
King, LCpl Danny Bird, Wayne Coates, Sig Megsy Morgan and
te\-e Higgins. The competition was on straight away for the 'Top
Trekker Trophy'. But ense of humour failure appeared when the
section started getting blisters and couldn't find the taxi ranks.
Whil L the battle for 'Top Trekker' continued, two other ections
were battling it out to reach their destination first. 2Lt Emma
Mawd le} thoi. 6 ht her section had a good lead until Cpl teve
·Chalky' White' section passed them with the usual compliments!
The Top Trekker Trophy wa finally awarded by the ection to LCpl
\\a}ne Coates, de pite the competition from ig Morgan, who was
heard during the canoeing pha e to shout 'Eject, Eject, Eject' before
cr<l!>hing and capsizing on the river.
·
As that battle continued, Cpl J eff Howe, who thought his section
was doing well, was leading them 6km in the wrong direction. But
finally, all . ections finished close to each other, met by Capt ick
Keen and W02 { M) Brian Parkhill and a beer each.
While Cpl tegsy . to rc)''S and 2Lt Mawsley's sections were setting
up, a party arrived in their location . On discovering that it cost OMS
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According to the instructions, the cake should last at least five
bites
Cpl Trev Harrison being shown the correct way to fold a cam net
by two members of 13 TTR (our colocated Belgian Army Unit)
0 CAR TROOP
T p OC
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgts

Capt Mark Davis
SSgt Les Robinson
Sgt Rich Cookson
Sgt Martin Littlewood
Sgt John Dennis

ARRIVALS
The Troop would like t0 welcome Sgt Rich Cookso n f(om
Blandford, Sgt Marlin Littlewood from Victor Tp and Sig Pete Trant
from Tidworth , all bought for nominal fees!
DEPARTURES
The following leave the Troop on free transfers . Cpl 'Dolly' J owitt
to Victory Tp, LCpl Harland to York, Cpl Mark Rea d to Herford, Sig
'Megsy' Morgan to Cyprus, Sgt John Den nis to civvy street and WCpl
Deb bie Riglar to Catterick. C pl Martin Bunkie goes to the School of
Signals for an undisclosed amount and Cpl A nd y Fife to 30 Sig Regt
for a fee tO be decided by tribunal after 30 refused to meet 28's asking
price.
f

CANADIAN ARMY TROPHY (CAT) 89
Participants: Capt Davis, W02 (YofS) J ones, Sgts Bagshaw,
Arnold , P hilli p , C pls Duncan (acting FofS), Sharp, Buckingham ,
Truan, O'Neill , Bunkie, Cook , Gilson, LCpls C urry, McKay,
Corriga n, Cox, Prince, Bancroft, WLCpl. Goodwin , L umb , Sig
Croxton , Morley, Reeve, Counter, Greenwood, Robinson, Harris,
H ughes, Healey and Pie Harding.
This competition determines rhe best tank shooting team, between
NORTHAG and CENTAG. This year NORTHAG was the host
Formation and the competition took place at the Bergen Hohne range.
Our role on CAT 89 was to provide manpower for the camp
exchange, field exchange, OR's canteen, VIP bar, three other bars,
Telex circuit in the press centre and Commcen Hohne.
The fir t few days were spent putting up tents for the bars and VIP
areas and setting up the field exchange and comms complex on range
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Back row (left to right): Sgt Duckworth, Capt Lee , SSgt Harris,

Cpl Storey, Sig Devlin, LCpl Mapstone, Sig Greenland and Cpl
King
Front row (left to right): Sig Forsyth, LCpl Coulson, Cpls White,
Giles and Sig Anderson
FRAN FETE
~n Saturday 8 July, 28 Sig Regt held its annual Fran Fete. The
Object of the Fete is to encourge both the British and German
communities to come into camp and have an afternoon' fun all in
aid of charities of both countries and to promote the good relati~nship
between ourselves and the people of St Toeni . After frantic effort
on Thursday and Friday to get everything ready by Saturday
afternoon, the stalls and volunteers were in place for the opening, by
Herr Beckers, the Burgermeister of St Toenis, who in 1976 granted the
Regiment the Freedom of St Toenis and Vorst.
.The first display was by the Freefall Parachute Team of the Army
Atr Corps. The team 'dropped-in' from a Lynx helicopter high above
the Regimental Square. This was fo ll owed by di plays of Taekwondo
and a marching band di play by the band of 5th Royal lnni ki ll ing
Dragoon Guard .
Many ingenious method of raising money were thought up by
members of the Regiment including crazy golf, human fruit machines,
Kugel-Bahn, super striker and computer games to name but a few. The
most popular by far was the ducking stool. Many of the Regimental
celebrities fell victim, but the most popular was Lt Paul King who
vo_lumarily donated money from hi own purse to be allowed the
pnvtlege of being a victim. A grand draw was also held with almo t
40 prizes including a caravan which was the star prize.
After a very successful days activities over DM 14,000 wa rai ed.
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DEVELOP NEW
SKILLS
Do you enjoy a challenge and feel your
t alents aren 't being fu lly exploited? If
you' ve some spare ti me in t he evening join
t he Women ' s Transport Service/ F.A .N.Y .
and t rain to help in loca l and national
emergencies for bot h Cit y of London Po li ce
and the Army in communication centres .
Learn radio communication , shooting ,
orienteering , First Aid and other skills,
based at Chelsea HO .

Age limit 18-40
Ring 01-730 2058
Monday-Thursday
9.30 am-5.30 pm
Fluent linguists especially welcome .

31 Sig Regt (V)
Hammersmith
l \ l C .\\t P
Onl\ ~'n · bef 1re ha, thi5 Reg11nent organi;ed ii- . nnual C. amp
out 1Je the friendly rortal. of carborough. Thi' year . rhc camp wok
pl.1c 111 the Catrerkk Traimng Cenrre "' athgill, wirh perfect weather
and the u'e of the "ide 'ariety of traitu ng facilitie offered by 8 ig
Reet. 11 • ie Reet and of cour e the Dale>.
The .:amp \\ a.-organ i-.ed into a \"ariety of our'e inclu .ng Recruit s
(m.1le and female). R D ~c. Trade Training . Dri,er Training and
\lanagement Traming .. II were designed to be both challenging and
fun , "uh the empha'i' on a ·hie' ement. In toral almost 00 oldier
atrended . a good number for camp in the U K. The wind of change at
fir t took the Reg1mem by surpri. e, but ar the end rhe great majority
\\ere po,1ti\ely looking forward ro \\'arhgill 1991.
"

RSDCL"
ROYAL SIG AL~ Dt.1 AC HM ENT COMMA DER CO URSE
A Nl1AI. CAMP Jl "iE
Under the watchful eye of Ca pt John Ruske , and the gentle and
considerate auitude of SSgts Gallacher a nd Harry Worth, twent y-nine
J CO p:med their RSDCC during camp. The cour c was highly
compe1iti\'C, not lea5t bccau e of the mi xed male a nd female section ..
That ,aid, all of the >ta ff involved commen ted on the team pirit and
high tandard achieved. After len gthy di cu sion the top st udent s
were LC pl Brent Cop ey (47 Sqn) and Cpl Kay Maxwell (HQ Sqn).
Both recei , ed their prize from Commander 11 ig Bde, Brig Garton
at the end of a ery demanding final exerci e and peed march
competition. Cpl Kay Maxwell wa al o promoted to Sergeant, and
the look of incere bewilderment on her face wa a pleasure to behold .

RECRl IT TRAI 1:-0. G
\\RAC RECRLIT Ol R E
.\ :-0.t:AL C "1P Jl' E
The t\\O recruit course. \\ith thirty-one male oldier being trained
in 11 ig Regl and thirteen girl on a Unit de igned our eat Wathgill,
" ere a great 'ucce s. The girl cour e, planned and upen i ed by Ca pt
Linda Coe, \\02 (SSM ) Jan While, Sgt Kim Burt , C pl E mm a
Robinson, LCpl Dought~ and C pl Diane Evan s, worked extreme!}'
hard to mat h the high tandard et by the Depot Regt. Their prize
"a a joint Pa -Off Parade on the final day of camp, a fir t ever
\\"RA C (TA) parade in Canerick. The top student wa WPte
hepherd of -I
qn, "ho recei\"ed her prize (a well known book on
the Royal igna l !) from the Commanding Offi ·er. A pec ia l word of
than · mu t go to the Commanding Officer and taff of 11 ig Regt
for th eir enthu ia ti help and upport .

R AND R
J~ wa\.,of course, not all work! Throughout the rwo wcch a wide
variety ot socia l event~ took place, carefu lly programmed 10 ensure
that _the 06 15 hrs. Rcg1mcn.tal Run /PT Parade was as 'painless' as
po s1ble. The sto nes of Regimental , Squadron and Course Parties arc
wo nun:ierous to recount here, but t~e following photo-report are
otfered instead. We were however parucularly pleased to welcome our
Hon orary Co lonel, Maj Gen Ochlers, not only to visit the Regiment,
bul t~ at ~ e nd one supper and two Squadrnn parties in one night. Hi s
stamma 1s on ly outweighed by the obvious affection shown by the
soldiers he met.

MA NAGEM ENT TRA I NI G
T RAIN ING MAJOR AND 'TH E TEA M '
INGLE BORO G H J NE
While the Troops were worki ng hard the Training Major A llan
Duncan decided that the young officers al o required training. After
a very ucce ful visit to Leader hip Troop 11 Sig Regt the pattern of
the course wa et for the remainder of the week-transport to the
event and run back.
War was declared between the 'Team' and the Training Major!
After complet ing a Combat Team Attack TEWT the team spem three
day walking the Pennine Way. Day I , the o called 'Cream Tea '
walk, introduced everyone to the Dales, and gave the TM the
opportunity to show his disgust at the wide variety of nuore cent
shorts and non-matching T-Shins. G uy Lester was the ubject of
particular auention as it was suggested that per hap hi civi l ervant 's
candy striped sh irt wa not suitable . The fi nal two days, covering
approx imately 25 miles and three peak s, included a night out in
H o rt on-in- Ribblesda le in a not too up market camp site. The seethrough windows in the ladies shower b lock were the cause of ome
hila rity, a nd much cheering . The final summit, Ingleboro ugh 723m,
led to the fastest downhill section to the pub in Ingleton . The young
officer learned a great deal, in particular the 'Officer versu Map
T heory' is in fact un true.
·
T he final cour e party, based upon Theakstones Old Pecul iar and
the odd P im ms, was a great succe. s. Apart from th e inevitable
O fficers Dri ll the week was a great success a nd much enj oyed by all
concerned.

oc

Capt Willie Barron has been selected to repre ent the TA in the
a nn ual CIOR Mil itary Pentathalon . He has been undergoing the
squad·traini ng fo r several weekends this year a nd will shortly be going
off to W un zburg in Germany for this year's competition . We wish
WiJlje and the rest of the British team the best o f luck.
OCdt Ann Tonner has survived t he rigo urs of the Scottish Direct
E ntry Scheme Course (DES). On th i course the aspiring Officer are
' put through hell ' by various in tructors from Sconish Infantry Unit .
ow Ann can talk for hours about target indication, section attack s
and the principles of camounage. O f course, an all night patrol no\\
holds no fears for her. T his gruelling course is co prepare the Officer
Cadets for the Sandhurst Course. When An n returns from RMAS she
will have well ea rned her ' pip' .
Pie J. Cameron was awarded top student on her WRAC Recruits
Cour eat Guildford . This i a fine achievement for her and our congratulations are extended .

HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON TEAM A
WINNERS OF THE INTER-SQUADRON SPORTS
CONGRATULATIONS
Capt Penny Rose has left the TA to rai e a family but her husba nd
Capt Tony Rose continues with the Regiment. Congratula tion
Penny, we will miss you .
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61 (CITY O F EDI NB RGH ) IG AL Q ADRO, (Vl
Maj Alasdoir MacGillivra)
Capl Willie Barron
21C
Maj Da vid Henry
PAO
Capt Brian Murray
Tfc Offr
Capt Janet McClean
OC AFHQ T p
LI Ruth Wat on
OC MC Tp
2Lt Martin avage
OC Mobile Comms Tp
W02 'Carny' Payn
SSM
SSgt Frank Patterson
QMS (, RPS)
SSgl 'Chippy' Chambers
p I
COU RSES
E very year a few peopl e 'escape our clutches ' by going on variou
cou rses. Th is year is no exception . H ere are a few notable example :

' Don't Shoot! '
Sgt Burt regimental smoker
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Glasgow

COMl GS AND GOI GS
Having ettled down firmly '>ince his arrival at the end of pril , the
CO Lt Col Michael Ander'>O n ha no\1 '>Ub'>ti tu tcd wardrob<! tor
'>Uitcases. We take thi opportunity to extend a 11arm \\elcome 10
La)'le and the family who have recently arrived in Glasgow-we wish
them a happy tour with the Regiment.
WOI (RSM) teve May leaves the Regiment on commissioning. We
wi h teve, Ann and the family the very best for the future and a
succes ful tour with I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. \ e also welcome
WOl (RSM) T rev Mortl ock who joins us from Catterick .
W02 (FofS) Dave Murray leaves the Regiment on promotion . B}
the lime this goes to print he will have fi rmly established himself as
the 'Camp Kissogram ' at his new Unit! The regimental smoker will
never be the same-our sad loss will be Bland ford's gain. Ou r best
wishes go to Dave, Nao mi and the family an d we wish his succe sor ,
W02 (Fof ) Dave Andrews and family a happy tour with the
Regi ment.

Sgt Ron W alker (PS I 83 Sqn) receiving the Individual Golf Trophy
from the CO

Lt Col L. G. French CO 31 S ig Regt (V) inspecting officer for the
first joint male and female recru its pass-off parade in 11 Sig Regt
June 1989

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
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EXERCISES
Occa ionally, the Squadron gets out on its own exerci e , but we try
to do o when the weather i at least warm , if not dry. Thi year we
have had two visits to the region of Dumfries and Galloway. We fir t
vi ited ·the area to take part in a day organi ed by Barnardo , the
children's charity. ot only did we have the Squadron di play on
show, we also provided much needed muscle for putting up tent etc.
We also entered some teams for the variou competitions.
This event provided an opportunity for us to te t our new equipment over a longer distance, we left one Detachment in Edinburgh and
one went to Dumfrie . The experiment proved succes ful and we look
forward to our next opportunity to try this .
Our second visit to that part of the coumry wa our annual visit to
Muirkirk for the Boys' Brigade West Lowland Hike. This is a tough,
l\ o day hiking competition in which teams of three have to hike about
20km. The Squadron provided safety and admin communication and
chi year the weather wa gloriou . Our number were omewhat
depleted a many of our CO were at a Method of In truction
course. However, even though we did not have many of our more
experienced operator , the me sage till got through . lo t people
agreed that the Saturday evening, when we ~ ere invited to the local
Bowling Club , was a highlight of the weekend .
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'ight O"I \\a a quadron lnfantr) E\.er·i,e hdd 111 the
Pent!. nd Hill w the outh of dinburgh. For many o f our recrui t-.
11 "a. their tir t e\perien ·e of . u.:h things a nd the) had a great time
learnmg to .:ook compo ' ith he\i -burner . ome o f the ' old hands'
\\ere at>le to sho" them a fe\\ trick of the trade . We had night pat rob
and. da" n attac . but the most C\.citing part of the weekend wa the
·Barbe ·ue·. In order to sa'e embarra ment I won't go any further,
but for further information a> k Capt Brian turra~· or
gt John
Lumb about the flare!
SOCI .\l.
la ·h of the quadron '.\l es-t~ ha , .in a ·the ocial life. :--10 t of the
11me there i. th informal ,e, ion in the bar after training , but "e ato
ha' e mor formal e' ent . . The J RC had an pril Fool e'ening . with
the debut of the ' .\pril Foclette · '' hi..:11 included Pte Tracey
allachan .
The Officers' \l e>. main function i> the annual Champagne upper.
ThL year ''a a great ucce (could that be becau e Capt Brian
\1urra~ \la a"ay in
merka again?). It i an occasion when past
member f the '.\le can come back and see how we are doing.
The , ergeant ' '.\1ess probabl) ha the mo t active ocial calendar
and occa ionall) allow the Officer to join in . The late t combined

e'ent \l as a din ner 111 thc TA Centre . T he main part of th e eveni ng wa~
to dine o ut ' gt l'll orrnan Heincmeier a nd SSgt 'Chippy' Cham bers.
"lorman Heincrn cier ha> been our lon g uffering Pa y 'ergeam for
more yea r than an ·one ca n remem ber. He will certainl y be missed a>
we ha' e alway' hccn certain of receiving our pay accurately and on
time .
The ne" octal e'ent we a re looking forward to is the forth coming
marri age of Sgt 'Chippy' C ha mbers and gt Sharon Dowell . It i5 n't
compul ory for members of the ergeants' Me s to marry one
another, but thi s is the econd one in a year! However, we wish
Chippy and Sharon the be. t of luck a they start their li fe together.
e>pecially as Chippy is oon to go back into civi li an life.

In add ition to l>Ur Honorary Colonel we had u number of \1mor
dunng our training p~riod most notable of whi h wa the GOC Orth
West District Maj Gen A. B. Crowfoot CBE. 1 he GO toured our
field sites during the exerc ise phase and visited our echelons 111
Burn iston Ba r~acks where he saw the STC train ing facilitie as well.
He made a pomt of ta lk mg to as many as possible from the regiment
and was quick tO share a joke and a smile .
Our Scarbo r~ug h training and subsequent exercbe were a great
success; the Regiment worked together and came together in the STC
for a full week .
EXERCISE CONTEH COURIER
On 21 June the Regiment took part in Ex Conteh Courier which" a
a 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt sponsored effort in raising mone} for
cancer research . The aim was to physically deliver a flight ticket to :ig
Robert Conteh, an ex member of 3 Sqn who is seriously ill, so that
he could fly back to Germany on 28 June and open their Regimental
Open Day.
The Regiment's role was to collect the flight ticket from the ferry
at Hull and using military mot0rcycles and 'stand in' despatch riders
gt
namely gt To ny Crampton and Cpl Roy harp escorted by
George Whitfield in a '.\1etro, deliver the ticket to the CO, Lt Col
David Gardiner, who then visited ig Conteh to hand over the ticket.
On 22 June Sig Co nteh accompanied by the CO was invited t0 meet
the Mayor of Sefton at Bootle Town Hall. The following day Maj Bob
Fortu ne escorted Sig Conteh to Gatwick Airport to catch his flight to
Germany.
All in all a successful exercise which hopefully will assist in rai ing
funds for Cancer Research.

FINALLY
Our be t wishe go to Cpl Mary McLaughlin who was involved in
a car accident earlier in the year. She wa hospitali ed for ome time
and wa away from work for even longer. Happily, she is now almost
fully recovered and ha appeared back in the TA Cent re.
More happily , the quadron wishes to end their congratulation to
Capt Brian Gilfether and hi wife Janet. Brian wa an officer in the
quadron and i nO\ the Regimental Operations Officer. He wa
awarded an MB E in the Birthday Honours List.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool
With a uc e sful annual camp period now well behind u the
permanent taff i looking forward tO block leave to get away tO
unfamiliar holiday area that do not require recces or land clearance .
A u ual the Regiment ha had a very full diary of events with a
variety of activities, coupled with thi has been changeover of RSMs,
which generate a ocial programme all of its own with farewell
drinks, dining out and dining in .
We have now said farewell tO WOI (RSM) eil Brown who i
preparing his CVs for civvy street. We thank him for all his effons
during hi tour of duty and wish him and his family every success for
the future.
" e welcome in his place, WOI (RSM) J. J. Dent and hi family and
hope they have an enjoyable time with the regiment.
CAMP 1989
In June the Regiment deployed, perhaps for the last time, to the
Signal Training Centre (STC) Scarborough. At the centre we were
made very welcome by the Commandant Lt Col Gordon Wallace and
his staff. They are to be particularly thanked for switching the heating
back on during a freak cold spell of three days. Scarborough is the
traditional alternative camp to a continental deployment and it makes
both a pleasant and very useful training period possible. The Unit
training team co nsisting of SSgt (YofS) Paul Spilling and W02
(ORQM ) Marie Watkinson co-ordinated, directed and led seven
trade courses and three demanding military courses. The military
courses consisted of an officers course under the 2IC Maj Mervin
Deighton, a detachment commanders cadre run by Sgt Tony
Crampton (PSI HQ Sqn) and a recruit course under Maj Derek
B«kett.
. All _the courses _ran for s~ven days and in addition all participated
111 a Tickle BFT with the drivers attending Hazmat training organised
by the MTO WOI Steve Davis. The facilities at Scarborough were
reinforced by using a new range complex at Rowlston near Homsea
and the day training area at Str-ensall .
Thi~ phase of the training was rounded off with a formal parade
orgam ed by WOI (RSM) Neil Brown, for him the last Regimental
parade as he leaves the army on completion of service in September.
The squadron supported him well on the day, achieving a high
standard of drill. The parade was reviewed by Col Jim Greenhill our
Honorary Colonel who also presented a number of efficiency medals,
T decoration and an LS & GC Medal.
EXERCI E YORK HIRE RELISH
After an enjoyable, demanding and hardworking week in sunny
Scarborough the Regiment deployed on Ex Yorkshire Relish. Planned
and co-ordinated b~ the Ops Officer Maj Jean Payne, this took
element of the Umt to every corner of Yorkshire practising our
ATO area communication role as part of l I Sig Bde.
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LCpl McCoy takes the strain during the Detachment Commanders
assault course at STC Scarborough

Sgt Tony Crampton _and Cpl Roy Sharp don their despatch riders
u111form on Ex Conteh Courier
HILLSBOROUGH DISASTER F ND
Members from all squadrons of the Regiment took part in a
sponsored march from Sheffield FC ground to Liverpool FC Stadium
on 12/ 13 May to raise money for the Di aster Fund .
On 28 July the results of their efforts were highlighted when repreentatives of the regiment accompanied by the CO pre ented a cheque
for £1,746.91 to the captain of Liverpool FC Allan Han on and
selected members of the Liverpool team. All team member and
donors were congratulated on achieving such a high re ult.

The Honorary Colonel presents the LS & GC Medal to Sgt Derek
Noon (PSI 80 Sqn Chester)

Maj Gen A. 8. Crowfoot, GOC North West District v1s1ts ' A'
Echelon with the CO and meets Maj Stan Quayle and a member
of HO Sqn
The CO and representative members of all four Squadrons hand
over the cheque to players of the Liverpool Football Club

W02 (SSM) Tommy Watkinson receives the cup for the
Champion Sports Squadron on behalf of HQ Sqn (Huyton) from
the Honorary Colonel
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1 \ • A ..t 89
.
t ·
Ha' in, qualified in the . orth \\ e t Di tri~t. k1ll-~t-Arm · 1 ee11ng
a team of eight led b) 1aj ran Qua~· le par11c1pated 111 the annual T
,\.-\.tat Bi le) o'er the \veekend 9 July. The team ''a dra'rn from
all four .qu dron' ba ed in Lherpool, l\tanche ter and . Ch.e. ter.
Lnfortunateh \\e failed to ''in any prize bur learnt to . w1m/n t~e
riH'r' between the tenL during the do'' npour of ram. \\ e will
hopefull) be back with a ,·engeance ne:-.t year.
TEA 1
'laj ' tan Qua)le-OC HQ qn, Sg1 K~rry-;- 0 qn, LCp!
\\illiams- HQ qn. L plBo"ness- HQ qn, ig\\ray- 42 qn Sig
Cole--e qn, pl Parkinson-59 qn and ig C11rle1on-HQ Sqn .
D\ E'.'ITUR TRAINl!\G ON MO_N T BL N
.
. .
team from the Regiment earned out one of Lh_e fir_ t JOlnt
T · Regular e'Pedition allowed under the new reg.ula 11 ~n 111 Jul\
The expediuon wa to the hamoni l\l ont Blanc region ~I !he Fre~c
lp . It aim wa to carr) ou! uffi,al and movement lra111111g at high
altitude and to complete alpme a cent .
Maj Paul Gorford led lhe team which deployed fro1~ U K . t 0
Chamonix bv train . Once in the mount am area the part) obo~r1e
,,alked up the Tre Le Tete Glacier to one of the peaks about I •
t,
on the wa\ negotiating crevice and steep now slope where lhe u e
of crampon and ice a~e wa ma tered.
.
econd mini expedition was mounted to the Le Tour Glacier
ta,·ing at lhe Albert Premie r hul and lhe Tete Blanch~ .and Peute
Fo~rche peak were conquered in perfect weather cond111on . Each
da\ tarted at 0400 hr to complete the ice and now movement before
the mid-da\ un melted the urface snow to cau e avalanches . .
Our expedition to Chamoni:-. was a great succes . All enioyed
them eh~s, all were fully tretched at time and all want to return to
the Alp again.

0

retreated. II in all the ta k went well, the en.emy did manag< to get
a foot on the bridge but they were beaten back 111 a succes ful arnbu h.
On Sunday the aim wa to return to ~fety but ~1rst meet a friendly
agent and \\alk two a_nd a ha!~ mile w11h full kit after suc~essfull)
meeting a friendly guide (the first one wa shot by LCpl Ht~ds for
u ing the correct pas word !); The platoon moved, out aft~r bemg ~ut
under fire twice, the bandits tayed fa l. g~ Robbo Robertso n
decided to take them all on with just 0~1e o ld1er (who ~tall remain
nameles ·), but at the end of a very exact111g we7ke~d the. final req.u~sL
from all oldier , both male and fema le, wa let do 11 all again .

EXERCISE WET FEET
Reporl by C pl LoreUe Fredericks
. .
.
Another ucces ful annual adventure training weekend wa JUSt
tarting when 80 Sig Sqn (V) Che ter left home ba c o n 28 July ~nd
headed for Capel Curig Training Camp in N.ort h y.'ale . The cookmg
wa under the guidance of Cpl Dawn Smith with help from Cpls
Buckley and Jenkin .
.
. . . . .
Although the weather tended toward 'i nter~i tt ent prec1p1tauon. (ll
rai ned a lot}, spirits were high as teams pht to tackle the vanous
cha llengi ng event scheduled.
My team all WRAC members, we did not want the boys to slo11
us down, s~t out on th e fir t morning br ight a nd ea rly to the stable
to wake up the hor e a t T y Coch Farm.
Obviou ly delighted at being saddled up for the day they tam~ed
their feet and bit each other (and u given ha lf the chance). The nde
took us through the mo t beautiful scenery that .~orth Wales has. to
offer. LCpl Pritchard had organised the stab le v1s1.ts a nd was to nde
with all the other tea ms throughout the day, while the rest of the
team proceeded to the next event.
.
.
.
11 The
Onward and upward . . . we arrive at the rock chmb!ng 1te ..
tuition wa provided by Maj Gorford and he was as 1 ted b.y Sgt
Stonier from 8 Sig Regt Catterick. Cpl ~·rederi~ks selfles I~ d:c1ded to
mot ivate the rest of the team (translallon : obhged by seni<;>r!tY to go
first) and bravely disappeared over the edge. ?f the pr:c1p1.ce . Pte
Louise Gibb and Kerry Jones were soon abse1hng and c11mbmg back
up the rock face . Pte . ~heryllynne \Yilliam. who had not attempted
rock climbing or abse1hng before, did particularly well.
On Sunday it' s to the swimming pool for us and we are to be
accompanied by another team under the 'con.trol' of. Sgt Teri:Y Owen .
Whilst we WRAC practised our synchronised w1mmmg m a very
refined manner the male members of our squadrons splashed about
and made a lot of noise.
80 SQN OPEN DAY
.
On Saturday 15 July a Squadron Opei:i Day was organised for the
benefit of the families of volunteer soldiers.
.
The event was masterminded by SSgt Fred Hawkms, Sgt John
Doyle and JNCO members of the Squadron assisted.by SSgt_(SQMS)
Len Curti and the PSAO Capt Keith Derrick-Ch1_ef Cash.1e~.
Elements of the Squadron's equipment ~as .on di.splay g1vmg the
youngsters an opportunity o~ looking and f1ddlmg wnh all the knobs
and passing messages to their pals.
.
.
In addition, small stalls were set out with games of skill which
awarded the winner with bags of sweets . The most popular of the
games being a mini assault course.
LCpl Carolyn Pritchard and Sgt Karen Reddy were kept busy,
painting clown faces on all the children and most of th~ grown ups
which did nothing to enhance the appearance of the ladies who had
had a recent hair do.
The whole day was a huge success and was rounded off with a
barbecue and drinks at the bar.

34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

90 ig Sq n
July gave us the opportunity to carry out military training at
Sq uadron and Troop level.
For his final fling as PSI SSgt Guy Richards arranged for the
Squadron to go to Warcop to take advantage of the excellent facilities
it offers.
Under the watchful eyes of Capts Brian Smith, E ric Harrison, SS~t s
Guy Ri chards, J. C. Riley and Gus Honey we had the chance to fire
at reali stic targets on the C lose Quarter Battle Range. Making sure we
did only that, kept the ra nge supervisors on their toes and sharpened
up their reflexes. On the 30m range SSgt Eddie Drake had clothed the
targets and put balloons in place of heads. He assured us that a 9mm
bullet wou ld burst them but some remained unconvinced. Meanwhile
on the Unarmed Combat stand Cpl Gregory (our friendly instructor
from 11 Sig Regt) was busy rearranging limbs. This proved a popular
spectator sport and the sounds could be heard far and wide. The
participa nts were ex tremel y keen that everyone else had a go.
On the Recognition stand Lt John Alexander set up a range of
military targets to identify, includin g a few 'jokers' in the form of
pictures of well known personalities, with an amplifier to give
authentic sound effects while W\! did it. There were various views on
which were friendly and which were 'hostile'. The Climbing wall was
supervised by Capt Nick Metcalfe (2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt) and
Lt Karen Metcalfe who convinced even the most timid that climbing
and ab eiling was safe and simple. To help(?) the CO and OC to the
top of the wall they set up an extending ladder. Fortunately the OC
who is a su rveyor noticed it was upside down and likely to collapse.
The C lay pigeon shooting proved how difficult it is to hit a moving
rarget even when you know where it's going and the Range Staff
thanked us for returning most of their clays intact.
All in all a great weekend . Our pecial thanks LO Capt
ick
Metcalfe, Cpl Gregory and the Range Staff at Warcop for their help
in laying it on. Best wishes to SSgt Guy Richards in his next posting
as W02 (SSM) with 16 Sig Regt.
TROOP TRAINING
For Troop Training J and L Troop took to the hills in Hamsterly
Forest near Barnard Castle to improve fitness and map reading.
On Friday night we were split into three parties and dropped off at
different locations on the edge of the forest from where we made our
way by compass and route card to the campsite.
After breakfast on Saturday, under the early morning sun, we
tackled an 8km (nominal depending on the route!) orienteering course
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SPORT
Fitness seemed to be the order of the day here amongst the
Permanent Staff with the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Mike
Macklin, leading the way on what he calls a 'fun run' every
Wednesday afternoon.
The Adjutant, Capt Brian mith, WOl (R M) Colin Ager and
W02 (RQMS) Dave Courtenay completed the 29 mile Shunner
Shuffle over the Pennines and raised £140 in sponsorship .
A host of both Regu lar and TA soldiers took part in the Great
North Run with OCdt Anne Marie . ichol and Pte Angela Gill cha ing
the Chief Clerk, SSgt Mark Bonham all the way to the end.
On Sunday 6 Augu t, Lt Col Benn) Newell, W02 (RQM ) DaH
Courtenay, SSgts Gus Honey and Mark Bonham took part in the
James Herri.ot Hal f Marathon at Hawes. Lt Col , ewell, the RQMS
and SSgt Honey all did a creditable time, meanwhile the Chief Clerk
having an off day went for a long walk . . . nice views though .
The MTWO, WOI Dave McGurk still insi t that the only form of
' Dri ver Training' is around the golf course and i as demanding a a
10 mile run.
CONG RA TULA TIO
To the following for their fi ne results:
On the Royal Signal s TA WRAC Det Comds Cour e held in
Catterick :·
1st
3rd
4th.

LCpl Jacqueline Flaherty
LCpl Dawn Par on
LCpl Linda Grace

(50 Sig Sqn)
(49 Sig Sqn)
(HQ Sqn)

and on the Royal Signals TA Det Comds Cour e:lst
LCpl tephen Falkinder
(49 Sig Sqn)
2nd
LCpl Michael Chan
(49 Sig Sqn)
LCpl Michael Clare
(90 Sig Sqn)
3rd
and to Sgt Ena Hall for completing the All Arms Drill In ·tructors
Course (TA) in addition to her Royal Signals Staff Sergeant Cour e.
Watch out 50 Sqn!

FRIENDS OF THE ROYAL
SIGNALS MUSEUM
The Corp Mu eum is now firmly established on the touri t
map of Southern England and the number of visitor attending
the Museum has greatly increa ed and i till increa ing.
Unfortunately the Museum i not open at weekends which
means that many would-be-visitors are turned away.
To help overcome this problem a voluntary ociety, 'Friend
of The Royal Signal Museum', was e tablished in 1~87 ~v~ose
members agree to man the Museum hop and uperv1se v1s1tor
during the weekends between May and September.
lntere ted volunteer can al o help in Research, Cataloguing,
Preservation and identifying object .
This scheme worked very well in 1988 but unfortunately a
number of Friend have been forced to pull out this year and
we need some new recruit to take their place.
Any member, or wife, who i interested in helping the Corp
Museum are a ked to contact: Maj (Retd) Leslie Taylor MBE,
Secretary, Friend of The Royal Signals Mu eum, c/ o The
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp, Dor et DTI I SRH.

OCdt Steve Paddock (80 Sqn) on top of the world in the Mont
B!anc mountain region
PSI RE ENGE
Ex PSI Revenge took place on the weekend 15/ 16 .Jul.Y on
Swynnerton Training area. IL was t? be a b!lt.tle type exercise introducing the squadron to platoon tactics and hvmg out of doors under
adverse conditions.
The intrepid 20 members of the squadron left the TA Centre on
Friday night by coach arriving at Swynnerton. about 2300 hrs: The
coach stopped a good half mile from their Jocat1on! ~L 0330 hrs 1t was
time for stand-to. The only casualty of the night w!ls Sgt _F.
McCormack who was shot by his own side. The day conunued with
the platoon moving out to carry out dry training an~ range work on
the indoor CQBR, consi ting of a sin~le_ ~oldier walk!ng down a street
and shooting gunmen (and not the _c1v1han population) between the
clattering of dustbin lids and explod1~g cars. We spent the a!ternoon
trying to find DS who ke~t on shooung at us and _t.hen movmg (how
inconsiderate). o 3 Section had to occupy a bndge and deny the
enemy (LAD) the chance to recce the bridge while Nos I and 2
Sections had to set up an ambush to zap the LAD when they

and on Sunday morning we were taken to three drop off points to
practice navigating on a final IOkm trek through the fore t.
In between the hard work we were able to emulate 'Eddie the Eagle'
on the dry ski slope or John Wayne at the local stables. For ome this
felt more like ' Blazing Saddles' and en ured soreness was not confined
to the feet. Another great weekend.

Sig Gareth Jones teaching teleprinting skills to the children during
the 80 Sqn Open Day
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35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
J tPRE ' IO'\ ' OF A:\:\ l" L CAMP
'ERYI "

.

.\m thou2h1> of rela-.ing after the Regimental Ta1100 were q_u1ckly

b\ inten j\ e preparations for our Annual Camp. Thi year
\\e \\ere off to carborough again and th~ !)Ian \\~S to atch up on
trade. militan and leader hip training; tra1mng wh~c~ woul~ oc up~
much of tht' :amp programme. To thi · end the Tra.m111g t>.laJOr, MaJ
Da• id El on, and hi intrepid team worked ovemn:ie t.o produce a
omprehen_i,·e and re~li tic progran:ime of e\'ent. '~hich mcluded two
c mm e'er i e , ba 1c and upgradmg trad~ trammg, a D~tachm~nt
Commander and Officer Leader · hip C.o·_r e an9 .o.ther mtere tmg
and , aried '.\lilitary and d' enture Trammg .act1v1t1e to k~ep the
mind and body occupied and our militar~ kills on a yar ''Ith our
Regular counterpart . eedles to ay, with the exception of one or
t\\O minor hiccup e'erything went accordi~g to plan and .n.ian~
member. of the Regiment were re\\arded with trade and m1htary
qualification .

O\ ert:iken

1ML'~ IT Y RELA TIO:'<
.
During annual amp member of the reg_1me~1 al o fou!1d
them eh'.(: engaged in pro,·iding aid to the local larmmg community
in a re cue operarion i1l\'olving prime pedigree cattle .that wandered
into a mar h. The regiment mobili ed a rescue team' h1 h. fortunately
included an expert from wirhin our rank Sig 'Farmer' Bill Dawes of
HQ qn. \\ ith guidance from Farmer Bill the wayward ca~tle "'.ere
herded to safery mu h to the relief and gratitude of Mr C hn w1ers
rhe owner of Broxa Farm.
.
..
The LAD and Regimental Training Team provided. recrun~ng
di play ar a Jo al chool fete, on reque t at hon . no11ce, ' h1ch
attra led a great deal of intere t from the l?cal popula~1?n and o~e. or
t\\O potential recruit for local TA Unn . Our m1h1ary trammg
a tivirie al o featured prominently in the local pre and. we were
treated to an excellent front page article. Unfortunately ~op1es of t~e
photograph taken and published did not reach u m 11me for this
i ue of The Wire.
.
.
· ·1·
As a re ult of our a sistance 10 and mvolvement w1th !he c1.v1 1an
community and authoritie in Scarborough our close relauonsh1p has
gone from trength LO strength.

0

CAM P ACTIVITI E - OT ABL E E ENTS
YI IT OR
. Bd B . C T
We were fort unate to be vi ited by Comd 1 I Sig
e, rig · :
Ga rt on, and by the Honorary Colonel REME (V) West Col P.hil
Fitzgerald OBE TD as well as our Honorary Colonel, Col Mike
Bea ll ~ . Co l Fitzgerald 's visit was perhap the most memo~ab l e,
particularly the spectacle of L t Guy Arrher , ~C LA D attemptmg to
explain 10 him the sudden disappearance of his detachment, captured
on photograph. Suitable captions should be ad dressed to OC LA D
who has agreed to offer a prize (TB ) for the most humouro us
caption.

SNIPS AND SN APS Jo'ROM THE QUADRO"IS AND MESSES

48 SQN

them elve trekking aero the country ide t.o variou checkpoints:
one was even manned by a forestry comm1s ion rang~r much to t.he
urpri e of the D and. the CO _who ~ave s.mce mckn.amed him
Checkpoint (Yogi) Charlie. All Officers, mcludmg Lt Chn Edwards
who was ent to the wrong checkpoint by a~ unnamed PSAO
eventually arrived at the designated overnight stop _where,
na igational kills te ted and feet rested, they ba~becued !heir own
compo. Thi wa followed by a fowl demon trauon .bY SSgt J~hn
Kelly of HQ Sqn on how to ca tch, pluck and cook a. chicken. Judg111g
by the various expre sions a large number of officers have turned
vegetarian.
.
Hard work over and bli ter healed, except. for Capt Chris
Cumming who insi t he i still suffering, _Preparation be~an for the
highlight of the Camp, the Dinner
1ght. The evemng was a
rremendou success thank to the efforts o_f Ca pts Ro~er Breese and
George Cairns. During the evening the Reg1m~ntal Officers also bade
farewell to the Adjt Capt Suzy Reed who dunng her farewell sp~ech
announced that her services would be retained on a part~llme ba 1s a
he had applied for a TA commission. Following the dmner the CO
Lt Col David Dobson arranged a ingalong. in the bar and the QM
Capt Inn Dudding di played his unique mus~cal talents. Party game
in the form of e cape and eva ion (catch me 1f ~ou can) exerc1 es also
took place . The final result: CO I~, .other officer 0. .
.
Other events included the trad1uonal and splendid f1 h lunch
superbly organised by Maj David Hardy and ~aul Rene~ l e and the
Annual Game Night v the Sergeants' Mess which ended m a rather
dubious draw.
MEDAL PR ES ENTATIO NS
.
During the Regimental Parade the Honorary Colonel, Col ~1ke
Beatty p re ented Efficiency Medals and Clasps to the followmg:
W02 J. Ricketts-HQ Sqn, WSgt Blackford-HQ Sqn , C pl E. H.
Stubb -LAD, Sgts R. P . F inniga n-LAD, P .A. P ederso n-48 Sqn,
D. H. Robinson-95 Sqn, SSgts R . S. Moseley-48 Sqn , R. G.
Evans-48 Sqn and D. Sharman-89 Sqn.
.
All are congratulated on receiving their awards and for their long
and valued service in the Regiment.

A return to Scarborough after a four year absence was welcomed
by a number of old ha nd s in the Squadron who have happy memories
of the last visit and couldn ' t wait to renew acquaintances with the
traming ce ntre and local area. The drive up to Scarborough did not
go without one or two happy incidents; at the ~I Service Station
Cpls 'Bomber' Brown and Bill Henry aided and abeued by LCpl
Addie Henry were well on their way to a two week's attachment
elsewhere when a coach, carrying 25 attractive young ladies, pulled
up . They were rescued just in time, the ladies that is! and our errant
N Os frogmarched back to the convoy.
Trade Training wa interrupted from time to time with concurrent
Squadron activities. The e included a relaxing walk along the coastal
section of the Cleveland Way organised by Lt Jules Webb. ' o
problem' said he 'just a few miles to stretch the leg '. Twelve miles,
two prained ankle , four hours and numerous blisters later we
hobbled back into camp threatening to get even. Recovery was swift
however as the Inter Sqn Spons Day showed with 48 Sqn once again
overall victors beating our closest rival 95 Sqn (better luck next time
fellas). Our Tug of War team deserves a special mention as they
proved unbeatable.

as they had to deal with a large nu mber of hay fever a e
compliments of the tall, dr~ grass during section attac ~.
A couple of birthdays were celebrated, LCpl Ke' Harri~ bemg
doubled to the Guard Room to collect his birthday cake. Maj Ton}
Jones a former Sqn 21C was invited to inspect the troops and some
of those joined Kev Harris in the Guard Room.
Finally we would like to congratulate Cpl Carol Howes and Gar)'
Bushell on their wedding on IS July-we all wbh them well in their
new life together.
58

Q

Annual Camp was our major event. Acuvities during camp ere
divided between military and trade training and day one started with
a Regimental BFT. Our training programme took on a new interest
however with the help of 656 Sqn AAC. Capt Dick Hemmings the 21C
who has maintained his regular army contacts, arranged for 656 Sqn
to conduct helicopter familiarisation training and many members of
the Squadron were treated to a night in a Lynx which wa put through
its hair raising paces. Our next training day involved a visit LO the
QRIH and we were allowed 10 scramble over their impre~si,·c
armoured vehicles including the Chieftain and Scorpion. In the
meantime certain members of the Squadron, LCpl Tracy H ughes and
Pte Wanda Machnicka in particular were mis ing out on all the fun.
They were both working hard on their Detachment Commanders
Course and are to be congra tulated on pas ing with nying colours.
Spirits remained high throughout camp and increased on the eve of
the Squadron Party. This included a charity fundrai ing e\'ent
involving LCpl Wink Watson who shaved off his treasured mou cache
to raise a magnificent sum of £120 for the CO's Charity Fund.

i.

DET ACHM E1 T COMMAN DE RS CO URSE
One of our large t Detachment Commander.s Cour e took
place during Annual Camp . The Course was a mixed one and the
WRAC students competed with a nd kept up with the best of the male
students no matter how arduous the training, all students however
acquitted themselves well and put in the required effort to make ther:n
future detachment commanders and eventua~ l y SNCOs. .T.h1s
successful course, run by Maj Tony Jo nes and h1~ ~ecru1t Trammg
Tea m, ended with LC pl Lee Vincent of 48 S~n rec~1vmg t ~e award of
Best Student which was presented by the mspec11ng officer Lt Col
Gordon Wallace the STC Comdt an d LCpl Jim Maxwell of 95 Sqn
awarded the Best Shoe.

The triumphant Tug-of-War Team
The local pre s also took an interest in our activities. They were on
hand on a scorching day LO view the Squadron being put through their
pace . Section attack an assault course, BC and First Aid stand
were cackled. At this stage a large group of touri ts joined the local
press just to see us suffer. Fortunately they were distracted by the
arrival of a Lynx Helicopter on the Sports Field and they left us to
impress the press. The First Aid stand got more than it bargained for

LCp l Lee Vincent of 48 Sqn receiving the award of Best Student
on the- De t Comds Course from Lt Col Gordon Walla ce
Members of the LA D before the ir sudden d isappearance
O FFICER ' ME
.
Whilst trade and military training occupi ed much of the dayhght
hours with Regimental O fficers acti ng as instructors .or DS the CO
kindly decided to give them a break. Under t he gui se of a beach
barbecue (and many other deceptive co vers) the officers found
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REGIMENT AL SPORTS DAY
.
The Regiment enj0yed a terri.fi c sports d ~)'. on the middle Sunday
o f Camp which consisted o f variou s compeuu ons and games. 48 Sq n
is to be congratula ted on being the overall winners and taking J he
T rophy co urt esy of the CO . But it was a close run race 95 qn
almost 'had them which sets the competitive scene for the next
meeting.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1989

LCpl David Watson minus his pride a nd ~lory.' hands over the
money he ra ised to the CO watched by Mai Chris Fidler and W02
(SSM) Lamb e rt

Th e Happy Couple - Cpl Ca ro l Howes and Gary Bushell on t heir
w e dd ing da y
TH E WIRE , SEPTEMBER 1989

Ca mp ended a it had started with a Comm Exerci c. T hi proved
to be intere ting fo r Acee,
ode Cl a they were 'volunteered ' to act
an impromotu enemy fo r the RAF based at C hu rc h Fent o n, note the
pott eries connecti on. In the meantime cce
ode C2 were made
most welcome in Sheffield by their host 38 Sig Regt (V) who provided
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or dec ided 10 stroll elsewhere . eedles to say it wa a n enjoyable day
and improved ou1 map reading kills-although it cou ld ha\e had
omething to do with a case o f old beer wa iti ng at the final
checkpoint . Canoeing was something else and the sight of S !(ts
Charlie Walker a nd Derek Sharman resembl ing tw o beached whale
will be etched on th e mind forever .
T hought of trade a nd military training uspended for a while we
tr ied ha rd LO prepare for the Regim ent a l ports Day. Un fortunately
our number were depleted by a strong quadron prese nce on the
Detachm ent C omm a nders C ourse and we had some problems fielding
a trong team . eve rth ele s we made a valiant effort doin g well in the
volleyball and other ga me and our Tug-of-War team is till
recovering fro m rope burns. what clown said wear trainer ? . Ou r fina l
po ition was a credita ble one and we were only a coupl e of poi nts
a' a y from getting econd fr om bottom po ition. Things won 't be o
ea y for the other Squadron next time thoup;h!
nnual Camp did no t fin ish without some indi vidual ucce se~ and
achievement . Jn particular we congratulate: Cpls Stephen Davies and
Rita Riseley on their promotion to Sergeant. gt Harry Mossop on
promotion to taff Sergeant. S gt Derek Sharman on his award of the
Territoria l Efficiency Medal and fi nally Cpls (who tole my mag)
Vowles, Alan Hawes, LCpls Paula Mason, David Pollock, teve
Phillips a nd Sig Tony Griffiths on pas ing their Detachment
Commanders Cour e . Certain officers of 89 Sqn who were instrumental in producing an officers news sheet (The Limp Line) du ring
camp. Lt Steve Pell (Ed) assisted by Capt Colin Meikle and 2Lt Ian
(who me) Barnes produced a humorous news sheet of distorted facts
relating to individual or group mess members . To whet your appetite
here are one or two of the most amu ing entrie :

Sig Cra ig Jenkins on an RR Exercise
"a hing and Jeeping facilitie . Thank you 38 Sig Regt for making our
tay a plea ant one, even our comms were excellent. In conclu ion
Annual Camp wa another uccess for 58 Sqn with ome notable
per onal achie\'ement . 2Lt Paul Roden succe sfull y completed his
andhur t Commi ioning Cour e. The new 21C Capt Richard
Hemming , ex Regular RE'.\1E completed the Potteries Marathon and
within hours of ro sing the finishing line joined the Squadron at
carborough. The carborough Spring Water, or more likely the
Yorkshire Bitter, worked \\Onders for twelve members o f the
Squadron \\ho pas ed their promotion boards during Camp.
Statistically this wa one in four members who attended camp either
qualifying or gaining promotion and finall y Sig tephen Cook \\ho
rendered fir t aid to a motor cycli t who was in volved in a traffic
accident out ide the STC.
89

Q

With families waving farewell at the TA Centre gates the Squadron
et off, on a gloriously unny and warm day , to Scarborough ready
and prepared to carry out whatever training commitments were
waiting. A number of Squadron activities were organised to run in
parallel with Regimental activities and we took time out to engage in
orienteering and canoeing. The orienteering, organised by gt Paul
fundak, took place in Dalby Forest on a route which took us through
some of the most cenic views in North Yorkshire. This obviously
di tracted one or two participants who missed some of the checkpoints

Our intrepid canoeists
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WARRANT OfflCER 'A I> SERGEANTS' MESS
T.he n:onth of June p~oved to be a very busy period for the Warrant
Officers and Sergea nts .Mess. On 3 June , W02 Dave Cottom and Sgt
Alan Balder tone rece 1 v~d awards from Lo rd Aylesfo rd. W02
Cott.om. was pre.sented with the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate for
Menton~us Service a nd Sgt Baldersto ne with his LS & GC Medal. The
prcsentallo~ ceremony wa~ fo llowed by a very enjoyable lunch in the
Mes to which all the Regiment al O fficers were invited.
These were not the o nly meda l presentation ceremonie to be held
in J~ne. At annual ca mp in Scarborough no fewer than eight
Eff1c1ency Medals were presented to Mess members. Specia l me ntion
must be made here of WSgt Andrea Blackford who actually had a
parade all to he~ self. N ~edl ess to say a ll those medal presentations
were celebrated Ill the time honoured fash ion although it di d take
so mc 'gen1le e_nc o uragem.e~t ' from t~ e ~SM, WOI (RSM) Mick
0 1 Hare to remmd th e rec1p1ents of th is military tradition.
~ewco m e rs to ~h e Sergeants' Mess du ri ng J une were gts Davies,
Mair an ~ W gt R1_seley who were a ll promoted just in ti me to attend
our Regimental Dmner.

BROUGH IN THE RO GH
Our e teemed (acting) Adjutant bit the dust thi morning as he went
for his morning run on the beach . It appears that someone had been
digging slit Lrenche . Capt David Brough wa seen to exit down one
of the trenche only to reappear looking rather heepi h hoping no one
had seen him. Much to his horror the QM and Chief Clerk had!
Capt Dennis Hawkesworth to Lt Dave Threadgold 'What is that
Triffid Mast doing there? Threadgold rather puzzled, 'That's not a
Triffid Ma t Dennis it ' the lamp post they use to illuminate the petrol
point'.
If 2Lt Alan Jacobs continue to collect extra duties at his pre em
rate, he will not only surpass Lt Julian Webb's exi ting score but he
will also need mo t of the camp days in 1991. eedless to say, all the
subalterns are behind Mr Jacobs in hi current campaign!
Our Camp extra mural activities finally came to a close with the
Squadron Party held at the Scalby Manor Hotel which appeared to be
the favourite venue for every Squadron . We had a feast and disco and
let our hair down and began to ponder about BAOR Camp next year
and started to look forward to going home. All good things mu t
come to an end!

REGIME , ·1 AL SPORT .
GOLF
On Thursday I June all the kno\\n Golfers m Jhe Regiment and a
few unk~own one~ headed fo_r Al~agar Golf and Country Club to
c<;>mpetc m the Regimental Sprmg '.'v1eeting. Guests included Comd 11
S1.g ~de (V), Brig Conrad Garto n, WOI (RSM ) Bob Keen ,
B1rmmgham UOTC and W0 2 Mo Harkin also from 11 Sig Bde (\' )
At the conclusio n of the m.orning round 'Sgt T rev Loughton , HQ Sqn
led t ~ e way, alth_ough his good score earned him a reductio n in
hand icap along with the RSM, an honest 26, and gt Jock Gib\on .
The after ~ oon .saw the weather change for the worse but ome good
golf .was sull bemg played, with Capt Roger Breese a nd
gt tu
Warmg, ~ h e old double act fro m 58 Sq n sho"'ing the way. The pri ze~
were quite well spread, even RQM
George Fitzgerald won
somethmg, but there was only going to be one \\ inner and our CO
Lt C ol David Dobson presented the Marshall Cup to ·sgt fre~
Loughton .

35 Sig Regt's Sergeants' Mess Scarborough
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The Royal Signals Association AND

'V'OU

RUGBY CARNIVAL
The weekend following camp (a closed weekend) we found
ourselves involved in the Rugby Carnival which hopefully would
attract new recruits to swell our members. The theme of our float was
prehistoric and we sec about building a dinosaur. This mammoth cask
was given 10 Pte Ronnie Derrick ably assisted by Linda Vowle the
wife of Cpl Vowles and Rex Stapleton our vehicle fitter. Volunteers
to act as cavemen were also enlisted and our float with papier-mache
rocks, bales of straw, dinosaur and reluctant cavemen (drinking
coke!!) joined the carnival procession where recruiting leaflets were
distributed and the public encouraged to join our club. Seriously
though one or two genuine enquiries have been made and they are new
being followed up by our Recruit Training Team.

THINK SERIOUSLY ABOUT THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION-IT MAY MEAN MUCH MORE TO YOU NOW
THAN DURING YOUR SERVICE
The principal aims of the Association are:-

95 SQ
En route to Camp a Squadron packet under command of SQMS
Bill Taylor came across a serious road traffic accident. Squadron
personnel treated the injured and it is now known that without their
prompt attention at least one of the civilians involved may have died .
Well done all concerned.
Me!Jlbers of the Squadron did extremely well on the Detachment
Commanders Course with LCpl Jim Maxwell awarded the best shot.
Other reportable successes during camp are Sgt Bob Watkins on being
promoted Staff Sergeant, and Sgt Derek Robinson who at long last
received the first clasp to his Efficiency Medal, only six years late. The
paper work has now been submitted for his second clasp which is
expected to appear three years after his discharge .
Unfortunately Sgt Clive Winstanley broke his ankle on the last day
of his RSSSC at Catterick but both he and Sgt Nigel Alderson were
pleased to report that they had both passed. Both are congratulated
on their achievement.

•
•
•
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T~ try and keep those who have served the Corps in touch with each other with a view to keeping alive a spirit of comradeship-a feature of Corps life you will
m1SS when you leave the Service.
• To help serving and retired members of the Corps (and their clo e dependants) who find themselves in difficult circumstance with ad1ice and practical aid,
financial or in kind.
• To assist, where possible, re ettlement in civilian life by trying to find employment and generally advising.

•

The Association endeavours to achieve these aims by:•
•

Spons?r.ing branches in .the main towns and population centre of the UK. These branches often meet for ocial occasion , and there is generally an annual dinner.
Orgamsmg annual reunions at Blandford and Catterick. These provide the opportunity to meei old friends, for the retired to ee something of the serving Corps
and, but not necessarily on every occasion, to remember the dead.
Running a welfare and general advice section at A sociation HQ, which is at the ervice of all members.
Publishing the <;orps magazine. The Wire. Taking out a subscription will help to keep you in touch with Corp and A sociation affairs.
Sellmg items of Corps goods such as Corp ties, car badges and diaries. The e are listed in The Wire.

MEMBERSHIP

early all. members of the Corps have, ~vhilst serving, been contributing under the Day's Pay Scheme which has greatly benefited our Benevolent Fund. As you conclude
your Service, may we thank you most sincerely and remind you that, by virtue of your contributions, you are a Life Member of our Association. Please write NOW for
registration a such. If you have not contributed at all you can become a Life Member for £2.SO.

THE FUTURE

If, in the future, Y?U are confr?n~ed by circumstances or problem where you consider the Association may be able to offer advice or help, plea e contact The General
Secretary, Royal Signals Assoc1auon, 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD (Tel: (01) 630 0801). Plea e gilie your ervice particular when writing.
Your Corps A ociation has flourished for many years, bul only the support of those lt:ivlng lbt service will enable ii 10 continue doing o. If a branch i nm you join ii and so make \Our per>ontl
conlribulion toward !his end.
•
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a~d

throw ing t.he 'grenade '. Unfortunately we were wiped out by a
hidden trench JU t after the attack started.
The diversion attack had worked but to no avail the trenches
intact, one half of the patrol lost and the battle lost. '

36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead
t-RU..00\1 OJ TH E LO...,DON BOROl'GH Of REDBRIDGE
On amrda) 2-i June the Regiment e'erci ed it right to the
fre'dom of the London Borough of Red bridge. a prh ilege granted in
1963.
In gloriou: uri-hine. led by two mount
police officers and the
orp. band the Regiment paraded through the entre of !lford and
pa t the TO\\ n Hall ''here the alutc wa taken b) the 7,1ayor of
Redbridge and our Honorary Colonel. Col Seys-Ph illi ps.
Folio" ing the parade a Regimental lunch wa held at our II ford
Centre.

Maj Jepson leads HQ Sqn past the saluting dais

44 IG QI'\/
EXERCISE BEAGLES CHASE
On a hot aturday morning member of the quadron gathered for
I t Parade at 0 00 hrs. Attendance was high-recruits, junior ranb
and a fc\\ se nior and officer - owe knew it wa going to be fun.
The weekend wa to test leader hip kill amongst the Juni or OCdt Caroline Fielder-Greenhow was to lead us (the Scuds) and Sgt
Phil Meddemen wa in charge of the 'Tartans' . Move out from
Gillingham wa at 0900 hr to the Cinque Port training area.
fter the u ual afety demo of pyro (trouble is nobody warned the
heep what wa going on), ammo wa is ued, we cammed up and
prepared to mo e out by foot to our RV . We waited until the Tartan\
were out of ight, then our patrol snaked out along the quiet country
lane of Folkestone. We were under order not to attack the localsbut thi did not top a local dog from attacking Ca pt Boxell !
Once we had arrived at our location . the order was given to 'dig-in',
I Section on the rever e side of the lope and 2 Section on the down
side. Facing the Tartan camp below, shell scrape with overhead cover
and each gun group fire trenche were also prepared .
During the afternoon, we were probed many times so 2 Section wa
kept busy whil t I Section had a quiet afternoon sunbathing.
At 1900 hr the four man recce patrol departed under C pl Ki ngston
to recce the enemy camp, but true to form got ambushed on the way
in-one 'dead' Cpl Dave Kingstone and one dead PSI! The
information gained, however, did enable an eight man fighting patrol
to be organi ed-the aim, to catch one fema le and de troy enem y
positions.
Charlie was to lead the natch while Delta created the diversion.
Charl ie crept in to po ition and when shot rang out, thought that our
base was under attack-we later found out, it wa us being fired at!
The attack went ahead as planned, the diver ion involved LMG firing
at o I trench while the fir t pair went in for the kill moving and firing

Later we were to find out that the Tartans Y.cre carrying out their
own ambush on our own po~1uon oincidentally. They also failed to
complete their mission so an amicable draw was agreed in the bar
afterwards.

Sig Brian Da vidson di gging in

Pte Sally Howson a Tartan Warri ore s s

The Scud.s 0 Gp OCdt Caroline Fielder-Greenhow, Cpl Dave
Kingstone and Capt Ken Fickling eavesdropping
The Tartans - LCpl Nige l Shanno n and Sig Peter Chittoc k

The Corps of Drums performs during lunch

The WRAC contingent led by Capt Allen
Camming up - LCpl Nigel Hodgson assisting Sig 'Flash' Carter
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37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol
HOOTI" •

apt John e"ton i the ne" We tern \\ e sex Territorial Ar~y
P1 to! hoot102 Champion. He \\Oil the recent contc. t fo r T
Umt
throuchout the outh \\'e t region wi1h a co.-.: which. if he had been
eligibk to take pan. would have won him 1h~ equiva lent _Reg~lar
rm' onte 1 a \\ell. John ha. a complete!~ different role 11 1 ..:1vvy
-ireei. he i 1raining 10 be a Bapti t :-.lini 1er.

The winning squadron (for 1he 1hird year running) was 43 Sqn . Led
bv gt Barry Pearce, one o f the 1wo LAD section won 'Best Secti on' .
· For the firs1 tim e 1hc Avon ACF auached 10 57 Sqn in Bristo l was
invi1ed 10 take part. A ec1ion of seven cade1s, made up 10 full
1reng1h by LCpl Liz Fitzsimmons and Pte Gail Jackson and ~ec t ion
leader gt Nigel Caldicott . almost stole the how and the wmner's
prize by producing con istently high mark s. ACF 'B' Company 2IC
Capt Marlin colt was delighted with his cadets' performance. We
hope 10 ee ome of the e excellent young oldier in the maki ng
joining the TA .

It was o n a warm Saturday in May that th e efforts of the Squad ror1
over a n un dulating co urse recced a nd o rganised by Capt Rosemary
ruhey ca me to fru itio n.
On the comm a nd ' By the Front Qu ic k Ma rch', from Col Keith
Brown OB E th e mass sta rt from th e TA C was underway.
fhe fastes t tea m form ed by the PSI , SSgt Dave Beattie a nd gt
Vin cent Mann completed the 20 mil e course in four hours. Th e day
was success ful for a ll concern ed a nd the Squadron raised £ 1,000 which
was pre ented by Capt Rosemary Tuhey to Mr John Nickolls at a
social held in th e T AC.

ARRIVALS AND DEPA RTlJRE ·
Welcome to 2Lt Peter Gurr from 36 Sig Regt. With our Squadron
he only has four appointments.
Fond farewells from all of us 10 Lt Gabriella ummer. wh o has
moved on to a full-time career in banking.
Also Lo Capt Andrew Cornish who moves to 31 Sig Regt. Thank
you fo r you r hard work throughout yo ur 12 years in the Squadron .
T he compu ter now resides quietly in the corner .
FINALLY
Are you shortly to retire after a satisfying career? Why not contmue
your associa~ion with the Corps? Give a little thought to us when you
have settled 111 Somerset or Devon . Even if you haven ' t the time for
a full commitment we can accommodate you .
53 (W) SIGNAL QUADRON
The Squadron has said goodbye to Maj John Insley who has been
OC for the last three years . We have welcomed Maj Edward Widger)
back to 53 as the new OC .
The Squadron has had a busy couple of months including everal
exercises and the Regimental SAAM where the Squadron had a
convincing victory after a couple of fallow years.
We ha_d a good shoot at W ALSAAM and won the falling plate and
a s~ormmg day at SWSAM where as the culling edge of the
Regimental team we had a convincing overall win, for the fourth time
Sgt 'Bonzo ' Head was runner up in the overall rifle and LMG Match.

Col K. Brown gives the signal to start the RA Charity March in
B~idgwater

53 Sqn pictured after Western Wessex Skill-At-Arms Meeting

SSgt Dick Lee gives an NBC demonstration during Military Skills
training
Capt John Newton, of Westbury-on-Trym pictured after Western
Wessex Skill-At-Arms Meeting
The long hot summer has seen the Regiment as busy as ever.
In June we participated in the CO's annual regimental military skills
compe1i1ion which was held in the Sennybridge Training area. The
familiar military skills activities were upplemented by a new event-a
CO' Special-a night orienteering exercise.

Sgt Lou Carr and LCpl Sandie Blocksidge point the way during
training
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The Talented T earn
(Left to right): LCpl Ian Galliford , Cpl Maxine Taylor, Sig Kevin
Brooks (hidden), LCpl Fiona Abernethy, Pte Catherine Reece , LCpl
'Compo ' Hemens , Capt Andrew Cornish , LCpl Sue Palfrey , Cpl Lin
Reeve and Sig Tiny Woodfood
'

NB
A fishy re ult for SSgt (ORSQMS) F. W. Dawson , our Regular
Chief Clerk, on winning the Individual West District (Group 4)
Angling Competition held on the River Avon at Bradford-Upon-Avon
on Wednesday 12 July-congratulations.
Representatives of RHQ and all five Squadrons attended the 2
Brigade Officers Study Period at Blandford at the beginning of June .
The Study P eriod provided the opportuni1y to get up to date on
developments within 1he Brigade and discuss issues of the moment
with colleagues from other Regiments.
The summer months have brough t two departures and one return
10 the fold. The Officers Mess dined out Maj Fred Ward who has
joined 1he staff at HQ 2 Sig Bde . One of his final duties with the
Regiment was to take a parade held in his honour during the Skills
Training Course held by the Regiment at Burnist on Barracks in
Scarborough.
The Sergeants' and Warrant Officers' Mess dined out WOl (RSM)
Bernie ThoOJaS who is finishing his Regular Army service with the
Regiment. We wish him and his family all the best in their new life .
We welcomed back after a sojourn with 39 Sig Regt Maj Chris
Laurence who joined us in June as Regimental 21C.

SSgt Dave Beattie receiving a trophy for the fastest team from Mr
John Nickolls of Help the Aged. Capt Rosemary in the background

43 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
CHARITY PROJECT
The Charity ' Help the Aged' approached the Squadron for
assistance to raise a little money for their Somerset headquarters.
Initially the OC, Maj Chris Eskell, was a little suspicious because the
PSAO, Capt Peter Clarke and the SQMS, SSgt Bill Charman , are in
the 'age bracket' of those targeted by the Charity.

CONGRATULATIONS
The most important aspect of any unit in the TA i its ' new blood '.
Co ngratula1ions go 10 Pies Julie Rowe and Ursula Martin for
completing and passing their recruit cour e at Guildford and a l o to
ig David Merriott and Garth Draisey for urviving Ca1terick.
Also to our new SSM, W02 Ray Cardwell- those oldies in the
Corps might remember the name.
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Brig Le Blanc-Smith has a few words with (le.ft to right): Cpl
Walker, SSgt Giles (PSI), Sgt ' Bonzo ' Head and Sig Pierce
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WELCOME TO THE CO-LT COL I. G. HI:. Dl::RSO "
The new CO is well known to the Regiment havmg served m it for
18 years, the last two and a half years as 21C. We wish Col Ian and
his wife Katie a very successful term in Command.

The quadi-on "a' ble"ed wi1h marvellou, wea1her in mid 1ay
when the Toop 6 . '69, 900 and C\IHQ Tp, went to Cwyrt-yGollen for a ''eekend "hkh mduded a walk aero , the beacon , a vi it
to lo ·al ca' e.. 900 Tp offi ·e? and a day pigeon hoot and a bar be ue.
l'inalh congratulation 10 Capt Jane Buckels and hu·band Paul on
the birth of a bab~ girl.
57 HQ ' Q'I; 'I \\ '
team from 57 and HQ qn wi1h repre entali\e fro m 3 qn,
.\' n . CF and Bristol OT attended 1he lnterna1ional Air Tat100
at R .\F Fairford during Jul) to a i t "ith communications during the
bienmal air ho" . S'' qn took the opportunity to mount a recruiting
di pla~ during the two day. of the how.
.\ team from \ lould Tp, led by Troop OC, Capt J o hn Crac kett ,
a. i:ted the Royal We ex Yeomanry durinll the Badminton Hor e
Trial. b\ providing a \1ould rebro .
A fir ·t for -~ qn wa a weekend ' lethod of In 1ruction' Cour e
tor J CO preparing to in truct for the fir t time. For many of the
,tudent thi wa the fir t time thev had een 1hem el es on CCTV.
tudent and trainer agreed the. weekend had been intere ting,
\Orthwhile and greal fun for all concerned.

('
' Yes I will tell the General when I see him'
Sig Ma rk Heenan enjoys the peace when Mould T p provided a rebro
during the Badminton Horse Tria ls

\
Three gen~rations - Pte Joanne . Jam ison is sworn in by the
PSAO - MaJ Ray Kinkead whilst grandfather. Maj Jimmy
Chambe rs (centre left) and uncle, LCpl Ian Chambers look on

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
\ ' I IT OF COMMA. DER 12 IG, AL BRIGA DE (V)
Over the \\eekend of 13/ 14 May the Brigade Commander. Brig .
C. McK Co rdo n paid a vi it 10 the Regiment during one of the weekend
training e ion at :\lagilligan \\'ETC in the 'onh of 1he Province .
He wa met at Bel fa t Imernational Airpon by the Honorary Colonel,
Col Elliott \Vil on on Sa1urday 15 May and arrived a1 Magilligan just
after lunch.
After changing into uniform and a discu ion with the CO , he
vi ited the variou training stands and attended an Officer ' Mes
barbecue in the evening.
On Sunday he travelled to the Depot, Royal Irish at Ballymena, Co
Antrim to inspect the Pa ing Out Parade of o 5/ 89 TA Recruits
Course of which the Regiment had seven recruits attending from our
Lame TAC.
After lunch he depaned for the Airport accompanied by the
Adjutant, Capt Mick We ton .

' Now it's my turn ' - Lt Col Ian Hende rson signs the handover/
takeover certificate
Maj Harry Squance receives a clasp to his TD from Comd 107 Bde

CO NG RATULATIO NS
Congratulations to the Ops Officer, Maj Harry quance, on
reeeiving a Cla p to hi TD during a recent visit of the Comd, 107 Bde;
Brig Cli ve Wilkinson . And to Maj Jenn y Wilson on her appointment
as 21C.

THE EDITOR'S ANGLE
THE PU BLISHING CYCLE
• Six issues of The Wire are pu blished annually and th e e are
dist rib uted in January, March, May, July, eptember and November.
• Contributio ns are requ ired to reach t he Editor by the 12t h of the
month preceding publication ie:12 Februa ry for the March issue
12 April fo r the May is ue
12 J une for the J uly issue
12 August fo r the September i ue
12 October fo r the November issue
• Please despatc h all matter bea ring o n The Wire by fi rst class mail.
A POSS IBLE ST ANDI NG PROCEDU RE, INCLU DI NG GU IDE
LINES FOR UNIT CO NTRIB UT IO NS
Note: W Day is despatch date-three days prior to that defin ed in
'The P ublishing Cycle' above.

The Co mma nder c hats to the recru its
FAREWELL TO THE CO- LT COL I. C. H KER
Sunday 2 J uly aw the last day of service in the Regi ment of Lt Col
Chris huker after two and a hal f years. His day bega n wi th signing
the Handover/Takeover docu ments with the new CO after which he
vi ited the J RC and Sergeants' Mess fo r a last d rop. After lunching
Y.ith the officers he consu med enough Dutch Courage to prepare him
for the Rolling Out Ceremony.
Hi staff car had tempora rily lost its wheels so he had to succum b
to being towed arou nd the camp in an appropriately decked o ut
landrover trailer . As a special treat we allowed hi m to drive a Humber
Pig round the camp in Starsky and Hutch fashi on during which he was
bombarded by members of the Regiment with bits and pieces of
everything, he wa then washed down at the gate during a routi ne
testing of the fire hose.
We wish ol hri and Audrey all the very best on his new posti ng
to HQ ORTHAG .
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Wash dow n - Lt Col Chris Shuker driving

FAMILY CO NECTION
Anoth er unique fi rst in the history of the 40th occurred when Pte
Joanne Jamison was attested by the PSAO , Maj Ray Kinkead. Pie
Jamison is the third generati o n of o ne fa mil y to serve in the Regiment
all at the same time. Her grand fa ther, Maj Jimmy Chambers is the
Regimental Paymaster and her uncle, LCpl Ian Chamber is currently
servi ng in the LAD si nce 1988 after 12 years regular service.
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(b) process the film in a sensible time frame to permit you to select
the best photographs and ensure they are properly captioned.
W DAY - 60 TOW DA Y - 10
• Encourage o thers to write up events for you. Our Corps magazine
provides the opportunity for all ranks to reflect the enjoyment and
satisfa ction of participation and achievement. Edit and correct
expression rather than attempting to do it all yourself.
• Target on events rather than input from quadrons/Troop which
can be repetitive by covering the same regimental acti vities.
• Do not overlook wives. T heir contribution to some unit activitie
can be considerable and they in common with all components of a
unit , like to ee their efforts recognised in print , supported by
photographs.
W DAY - 10 to W DAY - 4
• Assemble all your material including photographs. Read with a
critical eye for accuracy.
• Pass for typing.

W DAY - 60
• Seek a steer fr om your command ing officer/ second-in-co mm and/
adj utant. What significant occasions are to arise during the period you
are to cover? T hese could fo r exampl e be:Operations/ Exercises
Unu ual commitment s
Change of command or rotation of important posts (eg RSM)
Important visitors
Significant sporting events
Presentation of medals/ colours

W DA Y - 2
• Check the typing-or better still seek the assistance of another
person who you know will have a critical eye for accuracy, good
English and spelling.
• It is helpful to annotate contributions to show where photographs
connect with the written word s. Check caption carefully; spelling
names incorrectly is a bad error.

• Make a plan on content a nd ensure that a reliable photographer:(a) takes photographs of every event you plan to cover; and

WDAY
• De patch notes 'first eta s post ' to The Editor , The Wire.
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News from Squadrons
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19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester
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NORTHAG Air Support Radio Sqn
BFPO 18
>)<
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ITIE~

21(

\1
\ of..,
Q\ L
0 Com m Tp
Chief Clerk

\faj PNer Hr) horuk
Kapt Gerri t Palm R LA
\\ 02 Ra) Bruce
\\ 02 And) Ful ton
Hf\\ Josef Schoenmackers GEA
S gt To n) Do herty
gt Rick Warne
' gt Brian Roger.

\I T
The war o tar ha .een our mall, four nation quadron
pani 'ipati ng in many more ac1ivitie than of late. A with all units,
people ·ome and go, but here in 'A R \\e muse hold the record for
the quickest turno\er of per onnel. Th is i due mainl. 10 our
.:ontmental colleague . who quite often, a con. cripts, leave training
and remain in thi s, their one and only 'working unit· for only 9-J 4
month .
01 the Briii -h element, the Squadron wel ome a ne\' SM. W02
Ra) Bruce and hi wife Mar2e and family. C pl (soon 10 be Sgt) Pa ul
Hu bble along with Tina, hi wife and apprentice 1\1ancunian
.\.fa tthew. \\ill Paul ever get the hang of A TOi ms. A TO circuit
ew face al o include Sig Andy
number and gelling leave?
·De\' hur 1' Andrew and Gi 'DOH' Kno' les from 7 Sig Regt and
LC pl Breu ow l e~ .
EXERCI E \\' l ~TEX 89
The quadron deployed for this exercise imo the muddy a enue of
Zutendaal airfield, here in Belgium. Arrival in the fir 1 location
pro,·ed amu ing, a some local 'lumber-jacque ' had contributed to
the greenhou e effect by ·hopping trees down all over the place.
The exerci e pa ed very quickly, with the Squadron changing
location e\ery other day. Thi apparently was the first time the
quadron had 'stepped up' in this manner. We al o extended our
Dutch vocabularie to include such phrase as 'God Verdomme'. The
final lo ation wa the Squadron Club where some members of the·
quadron found themselve wet on the inside, as well a on the out!
, ORTHAG IGNA L GROUP T RIATHLO N
With the arrival of W02 ( SM) Ray Bruce came the formation of
the Tongeren Sado-masochistic running fraternity or triathlon squad_
With a ollection of eager hand-picked volunteer , the Squadron
embarked on an arduou training programme. Other team members
were oon 10 witnes LC pl Bear Convery and Sig Gi (allspon)
Knowles, (both of whom are 1033'd from 7 Sig Regt), disappearing
into the distance. The remainder plodded on over the following few
weeks, ampling the Pays Liegois.
Toward the end of the training a few of the Squad visited the UK
Lo take part in the BTR 89. The team did exceptionally well on the run,
''ith all the lads completing in around two hours (journalistic
licence?). They were the on ly overseas entrants . Special thanks must
be pas ed on to the organisers of the event who looked after the team
o well, this also include a certain Chelsea Pensioner named George!

The actual traithlon competition which incidently wa hosted by
SR , was hard fought and produced some excellem results for the
quadron team. Sgll Ronnie Boeser RNLA won the overall indi vidual
prize and LCpl Bear Convery won the individual best hot award . A
final 'well-done' must be pa sed 10 LCpl John 'A irfix' Batts for a
brave effort- well done John .
PRINCE S ROYAL DAY
For the fir c time, the Squadron entered a 'gue t' multinational
team in the Prince s Royal Day competition.
At a little after 0300 hrs the team sleep-walked into the Squadron
minibu to be huuled to the range near Mun ter. Arri vi ng at 0500
hrs the team were hortly awakened by the OC, Maj Peter Hryhoruk
and W02 Ray Bruce not for breakfast but for a preliminary team talk .
The team con i ted of the OC, SSM, Sgtl Ronnie Boeser (RNLA),
gt Keith Barker, gtl Jo hn Dupont, Cpls Dave Oliver, Paul Hubble,
LCpl Jo hn Batts, Cpl Hans Lacroix (RNLA), OG Ton teinacher
(GEA) LCpl Convery and Sig Gi Knowles . All managed to complete
the event and enjoyed the day and look forward to next year's my cery
venue .
NA R SKI CAMP
Each year members of the quadron part1c1pa1e on a voluntary
ba i in the unit s ki camp. Thi year the location was in Reil Im
Winkle in the outh-eastern most tip of Germany.
now conditions, urpri ingly, proved fantastic and everyone from
novice 10 expert had a thoroughly enjoyable fortnight.

The photograph shows a few members of the g roup relaxing after
a hard evening in the bar with Cpl Ron Williams! (Lefr ro righr) : the
skiers a re: Cpl Ron Williams, Annette and Cpl Dave Olive r, OG
Thomas Fugmann, LCpl ' Schnapps' Batts, OG Stephan Gl as and
friend, W Cpl Chris Williams, Sidi S chueller and Sidi Van Der Kam

contmued from page 485
• 'iever delay for photographs. It is acceptable that these foll ow
within even days . Always ensure they are properly protected.
\\ DAY + 7 TOW DAY + 14
• C heck ' printer proofs' received from The Editor for accuracy.
lip-date if necessary. Return these proofs within the minimum of
dela} b> first clas po t.
IMPORTA , T POINTER
• There ha never been-or will be- any obligation for every
component of the Corps to make a contribution to each issue of The
Wire. If there really is very little worth reporting, carry forward the
input to the next i ue. No restriction is placed on the size of the
contribution. se common ense- and aim Jor quality rather than
quantit)' of content.
•
ituations will arise when it is necessary for The Editor to shorten
a contribution or defer it to a later issue. The Wire is printed in a
multiple of four pages eg 100, 112 or 116 page . This imposes
restraints.
n) photograph of any size-eolour or black and white~can be
•
processed into our Corps magazine. Contrast is an important factor
and the very high quality ' PR tyle' black and while gloss
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photographs should be sought for any important uniqu e occasion eg
a visit by our Colonel-in-Chief. With this qualification , any
competent photographer with a good camera should be able lo ta ke
photographs of sufficientl y good qualit y fo r incorporation into The
Wire.
TYPI NG THE CONTRIBUTIONS
• Type with ' double pacing'.
• Do not type places and names in capital letters.
• Ranks and employments should be abbreviated . (See Joint ervice
Staff Manual , JSP tOl and SOinC's Policy Directive No 1).
• We like to use christian name . If you use them, decorations
should be o mitted .
ie Maj John Smith -~orrect
Maj J . T. Smith MBE-correct
Maj John Smith MBE-incorrect
• Number all sheets, and photographs.
• Number all photographs lightly with a soft pencil or ball point
pen- but not felt tip. Photographs are easily demaged and degraded.
• Captions should be typed on a separate sheet(s) and related to the
numbered photographs.
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PER ONALITIES

oc

21C
QM
AO
OC 0 Tp)
)

OC N Tp )
QC P Tp
RSM
MTWO
FofS
\'of
RQM
AM

cc

Maj Richard Hoole
Capt Dave Raleigh
Capt (QM) Bob Lockwood
Capt Adrienne Winchester WRAC
Capt Mike Griffiths
Capt Richard Quinlan
Lt Neil Holden
gt Steve Rook
WOl (RSM) Anthony Tomlinson
WOl Mick Hewitt RCT
W02 (Fof ) Mal Allerton
W02 (Yof ) Dennis Prince
W02 (RQMS) Tom Ferry
W02 (AQMS) Colin Fenwick
W02 (ORQM ) John Manley

INTRODUCTIO
Over the last couple of months the Squadron has helped to run the
CCF Central Camp at Proteus on both the Admin and Training ide.
All participants goc a tick in the box from Proteus. We have also had
per onnel on Ex Pegasus Mane with 24 Bde and others on Ex
Coldstone (another RAAT ta k) and UOTC, CCF and ACF tasks.
However the major event was the arrival of WOI (R M) Tom lin on
10 take over from WOI (R M) Simpson. We welcome WOt (R M)
To mlinso n to the Squadron and wish WOt (RMS) Si mpson and his
wife Brenda a happy retirement.
NOVEMBER T ROOP
June began with Ex Panthers Tail, a Brigade Logistic Unit exercise
on Dartmoor Training Area. The Troop deployed early 10 be inserted
by foot (helicopters could not make it!). The cwo man patrols walked
fully killed with a manpack 351, four spare batteries, ground spike
antenna kit, rations for 72 hours , water etc. Carrying all this
equipment over Dartmoor, the Troop wondered if this was some kind
of selection test. Needless to say everyone did exceptionally well, the
UHF report line comms worked with manpack rebroadcast stations
giving the desired coverage. The DCOS was suitably impressed with
'his' signal troop! The remainder of Ex Panthers Tail involved the
Troop in ranges, assault courses and the like. A good exercise was had
by all.
June cont inued with Capt Quinla n off on a two week KAPE tour
recce. The end of June was celebrated with a week on the Porton
Battle Run on Ex Panthers Gas. Thi was the climax of last month's
NBC train ing and everyone got suitably hot and sweaty but all agreed
that far more N BC training should '.Je included in the training
programme (amazing!).
July saw the conti n uation of RAAT training. Thi means that all
members of the Squadron are involved in upport to ocher Regular,
TA a nd Cadet Forces. What with Cassims and Proteus trai ning camp,
London UOTC training camp, Ranges, CCF National Radio et to
mention but a few, the Troop has been kept busy.
J uly finis hed with summer cam p at Ren ney Lentney Camp,
Plymouth. This is a great little holiday camp overlooking P lymouth
Sound-worth a visi t fo lks! T he Troop engaged in a whole variety of
water-sports, a nd adventuro us pursuits.
We now look forward to Block Leave and then it will all tart again
with exercises, KA P E tour , adventurous training. P lus ca change,
plus c'est la meme chose.
Fina lly, welcome to some new mem bers of the T roop , Sig
J enkinson , LC pl Hitchen and Lt Holden as new Tp Comd . We a lso
say goodbye to some. T hese incl ude Sig Hall, Haley, Mortlock, LCpl
Watt s a nd Capt Quinlan who goe to Oscar Tp! Good luck-you'll
need it.
PAPA TROOP-TH E SHARP END
Wi th yet a nother Fl ying Falco n co mpleted , Papa Tp lived up to its
reputa tion and provided key detachments to the two Rebros, HQ
BAA and not fo rgetting The Brigade Com mander's Tactical Headquarters crewed by Sgt Steve Rook a nd Cpl P erriwinkle Tubb , who
go where others may fea r co tread . H aving said that, the Tac Crew
thank 2IC Capt Raleigh for fi nd ing us some of the we1tes1, boggy
locations in BAOR!
With F lyi ng Falcon gone, the Squadron geared itself for adventure
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training at Renney Lentney Camp Plymouth, wnh the troop show111g
its prowess this time in the art of saihng, water kiing, climbing,
sunbathing and canoeing. A good time was had by all, and now
suddenly we find ourselves preparing for leave
INS AND 0 T
We shortly say farewell (hopefully) 10 ig Brooks who for \Orne
reason wants to join 264 Sig Sqn. ig ~teve Rook also leaves soon on
promotion to 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L). Best wishes 10 him and his \\oife
Sue. Finally, congratulations to LCpl . tcve and Mrs Alison Beene} on
the birth of their son Daniel.
QM TROOP DETACHMENT PROTE
CAMP
Well it has been a busy time for at least two members of the Troop.
C pl ' Mac ' McDonald and ig ' utty ' Sutton set off for Proteus Camp
in ottinghamshire for the Annual CCF Camp. We were sent to deal
with the important tasks of Ammo and Arms. We arrived on the fir 1
day in the pouring rain in
ous and after driving around we
eventually found the ca mp hidden in Sherwood Forest. We were
so rted out with accommodation in hut 1ha1 looked quite comfortable
from the outside. But once inside you went back in time 30 years. We
settled in and thought that it was going to be a swan; then the cadet
turned up and the work started. Each day started early with the rush
hour in the morning with hundreds of cadet and irate teachers trying
to gel equal amounts of weapons through the small hatch . Once that
rush was over we participated in seriou UV training until lunch time
when the schools would wait until you were seated and about to take
a bite of food before they came to get us for the midday rush.
The days were quite long but also quite enjoyable with the chance
to meet other helper from other Units. We also found the Patron Saint
of RAA T while we were there 'Brown Bottle' who saw us afely
through the camp with no Gremlins.
MT TROOP
During the past few months there have been a numb-::r of change
in the Troop. A few old faces have gone, and newer, shinier one have
arrived.
The current personalities are:MTWO
WOl Mick Hewitt RCT
MT SSgt
SSgt Andy Ross RCT
MT Sgt
Sgt Chris A llen
LCpl ' Ronnie' Biggins RCT
Details Clk
The workload on the Troop has been as heavy as ever, but somehow
it has managed to survive with smiles o n faces. (May be not too many
though)_ The 'normal' routine was upset by a terrific shortage of
manpower within the Squadron due to exercises, detachments. courses
etc which has mean t the Troop has had to do more than its normal
share, though the morale continues to be high. T his might be due 10
the fact chat the members hardly ever see each other, bu t the hiera rchy
would believe its because they are happy in their work!!
The vehicle fleet management staff has a lso fou nd it very d ifficult
to keep up with the continuing influx of new vehic les that appear on
the horizo n at all too frequent interval . (Rumou r control ha it that
Pie Joe Carlin is soon to get his own self d rive metro !)
The Central servici ng station has been as busy as ever. l 1 i however,
more time co n urning remi nding T roops tha t their vehicle are due,
than actually servici ng them_ Lately th is task ha fallen 10 the ever
tactful LCpl ' Geordie' (H ow many times can my car be broken int o)
Smee. His basic approach a nd enormo us vocabulary eem to be
producing the right re ult! (Why change omethi ng that' working
well)?
History was made during the fir l two weeks of Ju ly, when the
Troop managed to get away to do its own ad venture traini ng. T hi wa
the first time the MT Tp had ever been ab le 10 do uc h a thing.
ormally you would find u drivi ng or admini 1ering for o ther
Troops, not having the time to join in. It was a first, and , hopefu lly,
not a last.
CONG RAT LA TIONS
Congratula tions to LCpl a nd Mrs Steve Jenkin on the birt h of thei r
first child. a son. Also LCpl Ronnie Biggio and Dvr colt
Armstrong , bo th being selected fo r pro motion .
PO TING O UT
LCpl Andy Kellet , into civvy tree1, good luck, ig 'Dolly' Parton
to Nort hern Irel and . . . 8 Bde' gain, Dvr ' imon' Sharpe to ci n •y
creel, Dvr 'Jock· Munro to pastu res new and SSgt Bob Berry to 254
Fd Amb .
PO TINGS IN
SSgt Andy Ross , the new Troop ' taffie! ! ', Dvr ( oon co LCpl)
colt Armstrong , LCpl Peel , Ovr Nicholson a nd Dvr ibley. Welcome
all to 19 Inf Bde HQ a nd Sig Sqn MT T p.
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I t lROOP
Tro<'P member. are returning from\ arious c:1.en:1 e · ju,1 in time to
o l)fl urnm r I.ea' e \\ e ,a, wckome to Cpl Cameron Lockhart. R
1'nal and hi '' ife Kern '~ho have joined u on E:1. Long Look and
200db\~ to pl . I imer \\ho lea\'e. u for . unn~ Cat1erick and hi.
Tl cotir e. Go d lu · k Al. The Troop i led from the front (pariicularly
on the run.) b\ \\ 0 2 (Fof ) tal Allerton and ably as isted by the
Tro'P • gt Bo b (Tough of the Tra k ) Dr)sda le, "ho mu t be
Col ·he. 1er' mm.t elu i\'e man.
The Radio e-tion led by gt Andy Da ie comprise L pl Craig
Branl..in . '' ho ha bent yet another landrover. LCpl te,•e Hazelwo od
(~1ill trying 10 ge1 hi T _ project wor ki ng) anci C pl teve Armstrong
"ho L unning him elf in Au 1ralia on E Lo g Look.
The Radio R ela~ e tion are till di playing tha l age o ld skill of
making a fir t li ne in pe<:tion la t all week but Cpl ' Oggy' Ogden
a ure the Foreman of ignal 1hat to ac hie'e perfection it 1ake time.
The T
ection headed by itt Cal Downie (who likes 10 think he'
in .:harge) profe e> 10 be the bu ie 1 and i held together by C pl Adie
aton (R ·I and 10re ), pl Martin ilvey (R&R) and Cpl Al Aimer.
The Foreman of igna l want 10 knO\ who will d o all the work now
that pl Al imer i lea vi ng .
O n the ocial fro nt the troop held it fir t barbecue in June, a
re oundi ng ucce , even gt Bob Dry dale had enough 10 ea1! Had
1he refre_ hment not ru n out at mid night gts Cal Downie a nd And y
Da,ie " ou ld till be in 1here!
In ep1ember, it will be exerci e 1i me agai n for another round of
mtere ting 1a k , exerci e and Cpl Lockhart hou ewarming.

EXERCI E CELTIC TROT I
'."- 0 I
gt Allen
T he aim of the exerci e wa 10 practi e navigatio n and ma p reading,
and to im pro'e the tandard .
fte r Ex Cehic T rot I and a ft er endless del iberatio n it 1Va decided
that 5- 1 - J uly wa 1he time. (Little did we know then !) Fony per cent
of 1ho e attending were relative newcomer and unknown quantitie ,
o i1 wa with trepidation that we fa ced Day One. \! hat follows i a
brief outline of event da y by day.

S July
The uneventful long trip to
caravan site.

6

orth Wales and ettling in to 1he

Jul~

0700 hr : Troop PT . A gentle jog to warm-up !
0900 hrs: A 30km cross-country yomp following nature trai ls/
footpath , collecting rashe and blisters on the way. ever before have
o many been so glad to see a white mini bus !
7 July
0700 hrs: Blister PT.
0900 hrs: Map reading exercise of 2Skm.
Problem were set and all were solved. Although the phone box/
Tardis proved a talking point as did the electrical storms that hit the
camp site with fantastic ferociousness that night!

8 Jul)
0700 hrs: PT. What Blisters?
0900 hrs: Visit to the summit of Snowdon by foot.
A long way up to find fog and mist , but the tea at the top was
refreshing. The walk down proved harder than going up; anyway who
wants to ride on a mountain railway?

227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT)

BFPO 18
THE MANAGEMENT

oc

Admin Officer
M

Maj B. Robinson
Capt C. . O'Nians WRAC
W02 A . W. Williams

ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES
We welcome 1he following and their familie to 1hc quadron and
wi h 1hem a pleasant 1ay: S gt (Yof ) utherl a nd, C pls Matthew\,
Wilson. LCp l Hallett , Sig Joyce and Shirley.
We bid farewell 10 the following, and take 1he opponuni1y 10 whh
them and their families all 1he best for 1he fu1ure:
gt (Yof ) Glasb),
gt Purnell , Cpls Ellis, No dwell , Tweed lie and LCpl Cro ·bie.
R GBY
Congra tulat ion go to the 1hree member of 1hc quadron currenil}
upporting the local Dutch Club, Maastricht, for a fine eason which
re ulted in promotion to the second divi ion of the ational League.
Wi th th e 'A' Team coached by 'Fat Man' Derek P ocock (Don't 1ell
1he MO) and the 'B' Team by Dave To lema n, 1he team had a
ucce ful tour at Kings orton, Birmingham, where it was lucky 10
1umble upo n ome very expensive Burgundy He sian Blazer ! To ave
long face a congratulatory me age 'well done And y' i pa cd to Sgt
Andy Pagdin who ha been flying around the pitch all eason. The
three are curre ntly awai 1ing clearance 10 vi it Czechoslovakia 1n
October on ano1her 10ur. A ucces ful 1989/ 1990 sea on is on 1hc
book again under 1he direction of Corp -wide well known Derek
Pocock . Lastly bu1 not lea t, af1er being while washed in prac1ice, due
10 old age creeping up on him, great thank mu 1 go to FofS G ra ham
Atkinson (now 'Subalterning' i1 in Colche ter), for hi experti e.
WIMMING
As a novice team the Squadron achieved an excellent joint fourth
place in the RCZ C hampionship u nder the expert eye of C pl
Lawrence-Crockford a nd Cpl ' Actio n' Jackson . We hope for further
improvement next year.
GOLF
Interest in gol f this season ha been inspired by new blood being
posted in, member of 1he AFCE NT a nd JO C A sociation and also
club members at RAF Gol f Club Bruggen. Main achievements so far
are the SSM 'Taff' Williams' reductio n in handicap from 18 10 16 and
Cpl Angus MacPherson ' first o uting in the JOC meeting who a lso
reduced his handicap from 18 to 16 and returned at 42 poin ts in 1he
afternoon round Sta bleford .
ATHLETIC SQUAD
The Squadron Athletic Team worked ha rd aga in a nd had a successful season. Special mention must be made of Sgts Billy McCreath and
Steve Strefford . Their efforts in coa ching the trac k and field ath letes,
and their willingness to give up so much time, mostl y in the early
mornings, was appreciated by all team members.
Another notable success goes to the RS M fo r prising money ou t of
the PRI for new track suits, to Sig Pigott for winning the discus and
the 4 x 400m squad (Sgts McCreath, Shields, Sig Berry a nd Cpl Elli )
for o utstanding effort in their event.
Well done to the whole squad and good luck for the next season,
with another set of new tracksuits please !

238 (London) Sig Sqn

Chelsea Barracks

UMMER CAMP
After terrori ing the North of England for two week s la t su mmer
this year the Squadron decided to give Fremington Camp in orth
Devon a visit. For those who were fortunate enough to auend Summer
Camp in_June, the del ights of top roping and abseiling, canoeing,
onenteermg and a number of other enjoyable activities in the
Devonshire countryside were awaiting them.
As OC Su mm er Camp, Capt Mike Dunn decided that in addition
to wear ing everyo ne out during the day, a competition consisting of
hockey, softba ll , volleyball a nd basket-ball would take place in the
even ings, ending wi th a 'fun ' assa ult course on the last day. The
overa ll competit ion for bo th weeks was won by W02 (SSM) G us
Hales, after a ll , it was the SSM who orga nised the teams!
Al the end of the fi rst week a celebratory barbecue was held in the
warm Devon sunshine. C pl ' Brummie' Seaton and 'Norrie' Small
displayed new talents as Cordon Bleu chefs as they very ably grilled
1he juicy steaks (or was it bangers a nd beelburgers?). Even the OC,
Maj Peter Dick-P eter , managed to get his escape chilly signed in order
to spend a few days in Devo n, and after the barbecue pre ented
(liquid) prizes to the wi nn ing ~ p o r ts tea m , and best male, best female
prize to Sgt Bob Dodds a nd LCpl Kay Durrant for the orienteering
competition. Unfortu nately, due to the inclement weather, the
barbec ue for the second week was postponed till next year. However,
the prize givi ng ceremo ny went a head as planned, this time prizes were
pre ented by the 21C, Capt Therese C rook , to the SSM and his team
and C pl ' Boogie' Knight s and Pte ' PJ ' Price-Jones as best male and
female in the orienteering competition .
In addition to the fun activities such as falling off horse or trying
to do 'w heelies' on mo un tai n bi ke , we were fortunate to have C pl
' Dock ' Docherty, a bsconded fro m the London District P rovost
Compa ny, to instruct members of the Squadron in the an of 1op
roping a nd a bseiling. All pa rti cipa nts enjoyed this activity especially
LCpl Nicki Humphrie , who started her descent from the abseiling
tower o n a ll fo urs. Capt Crook , o n the other hand, thought she had
entered a rod eo competitio n as she was seen with one hand o n the rope
a nd the other in the air (yes, it's a ll o n the video!). LCpl 'Tweaky'
Stevenson o f the Irish Guards was ou r instructor for the canoei ng
element of summer camp . At the end o f the second week , he was o
con fi dent in the canoeing skills o f the participa nt s th at he persuaded
them 10 be pushed o ff a bridge some 2ort up ! Sig Terry McDermott
deci ded to go one better , a nd was giver. top mark s fo r his back ward
somersault off the bridge (tha nkfu lly wi thou t a ca noe).
Unfortunately the two week seemed to pass far 100 quickly, and
soon it was time to pack up and return to Chel ea with everyone
looking forward to next yea r's summer camp .

9 Jul)
0700 hr : PT cancelled .
0 00 hrs: avigation Test. All personnel were dropped off at
different unknown locations, and had 10 make their way back 10
camp. At each drop off point they were given a map and nothing else!
Special mention here for Dvr Scott Armstrong, who discovered where
he had been dropped, got a grid reference, and made his way back to
camp (21km) in the second fastest time. All this from a map of
Scunthorpe!
It was agreed by everyone that it was a very worthwhile exercise and
a lot had been learned . (Did you know that swimming pool attendants
are part of ALGO? Or that Bangor has two Safeways stores?)
Special thanks must go to W02 Pete Dea n ACC and Sgt Mick Cronin
RAPC for their help and guidance.
The exercise achieved its aim, and proved that the standard of map
reading and navigation in the Troop is high.
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OC Maj B. Robinson (centre) with ' was it a borrowed blazer? '

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Cpls Wilson and Jackson on being selected
for promotion to Sergeant .
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l>EPARTt.;RE / ARRIVALS/CO'.'iGRAlULA10R\
Over the pa~t two months the now of old faces lea\111g and new
ones arriving ha> continued. Farewell and good Jud to Capt \fi ke
Dunn who leaves us (possibly to supervise the making of chocolate in
the orth of England), Cpl Janette Dallimore and LC pl 'Crow'
Webster to Northern l reland, Ptes ·ue Webb to 13 Sig Rcgt and
Simone Rouse to Berlin, and SSgt Paula Dean, Cpl 'Mitch' almo n
and LCpl Ken and Sonja Scoi n to civvy street.
A warm welcome to all new Squadron members: Ca pt Max Kno bel
the new. OC Radio Tp and husband Bruce, Sitt John Morgan , our
New Chief Clerk, gt teve Gallimore, Cpls Avril Laver, Bev Hill and
Pete Davies, LCpl Mark Buffery, Pies Jane Aldred and Jacquelin e
Malco lm and Sig Terry McDermott and C hri topher Leeds.
Finally, congratulations to C pl Bill y Sco tt and wife Lorraine on the
birth of their son.
RADIO/MT TROOP
PER ONALITIE

oc

T p Sgt
T Det gt
Mt Sgt

Capt Max Knobel
gt 'JB ' Bragg
gt teve Matthews
gt T racy Dodd

The Troop has just come 10 the end of its ceremonial silly eason,
a1 least until November. So the lads will get a break fro m polishing
their boots and ellotaping their hats!
In the last couple of months the Troop has been involved wi th the
Queen' Birthday Parade (Troopi ng the Colour for the unini tiated ),
a State Visit ( ee article below) a nd nu merou Garden Parties at
Buckingham Palace. Poor LCpl Jock Plunkett will have to wait
another three months before comi ng face 10 face with h1 , heroi ne, the
Prime Minister. For the fir t 1ime ever he was le ft peechless when Mrs
T hatcher spoke to him.
A successful PR E (well done everybody!) was celebrated wi th a
Troop barbecue. The entenain ment was co urtesy of gt teve
Matthews, Cpls ' Brummie' Seaton and Kev Salisbury . They now ha ve
firm bookings hr a ll fu ture parties, Barmitzvahs and wedding .
'Trapper' McDermott was again on fo rm much to the di gust of the
rest of the Troop e pecially LCpl 'Buff' Buffery.
Fi na ll y the Troop wo uld li ke to send their best wishes to ig Mark
Benson a nd Maxine on their wedding on 26 August.
STATE VISIT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES
·At approximately 0930 hrs Thursday 13 July the Squadron
deployed from Chelsea Barracks to locat ions within London to test
comms fo r the visit taking place the following week . The test went well
ini tially with even the ' handbags' getting to grips with the complicated
tuning required to operate the Pye PFX . However as the morning
progre sed the lack o f a NAAFI break began to take its 10ll and
comms degenerated a cal l signs re-grouped in the locaJ MacDonald
for a ' Mac attack' and to admire the migratory wild life which i
plentiful at this time of year.
A fter a successful comms check the next event in the lead up to the
visit was an early-early morning rehearsal tarting at 0415 hrs in full
No 2 dress for the operators to meet and liaise with their respective
users for the visit. This again went well but aJas the effects that the
' Knapp Factor' would have on comms on that fateful day were not
taken into account.
The Knapp Factor, for those of you not familiar with it, is an
anomaly which affects communication deployments, particularly in
inner city areas reliant on rail and tube transport systems. The way
this normally happen is that a middle aged balding Scot man appears
on television and tell all train drivers to take a certain day off that
week. Now normally the Knapp Factor can be predicted with a certain
degree of accuracy but all attempts to reach such a prediction thi
week were to no avail and the Knapp Factor occurred on the Tuesday
o f the vi it.
Thi had a cata trophic effect on the preparation for 1he vi it, the
President would not be arriving by Royal Train at Victoria , nor would
he be travelling the route from Victoria to Buckingham Palace by state
coach but in tead would come straig t from Heathrow by fast car
with Police escort. So no Guard of Honour at 1he station, no street
liners on the route, no mounted escort , no comm . In short a full
squadron deployment cut to only four operators, three S CO 's, two
officers and one WRAC nag waver in the 'shape' of Sgt Tracy Dodd .
Even King's Tp RHA resorted to using Landrovers to pull the gun
instead of hor es.
So the moral of thi story for all you potential Yeoman of Signal
and Traffics is be warned, don't forget to allow for the Knapp Factor!

' I' m sure I should be the other way up ' thinks LCpl Grant McNee.
Sig Terry McDermott, on the other hand, thinks it might be worth
losing some penalty points by 'spilling ' some water
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241 Sig Sqn
Donnington
Our r<'P rt thi. 1ime i. mainly pic1orial. The quadron. w~ vi i1e_d
1aj Gen P. R. F. Bonnet fBE, 1he GO We 1ern 1?1 met. he 1s
ho\\n 111 the Tram.mil ~lode. \\e spent a weekt!nd walk111g along the
hrop. hire L nion Canal on the \\'elsh bu:·der. The \\an, wa omenme 1hrough long 1Unnels and O\er high · iueduct , the weather wa
111d and mo. 1 . eemed to manage an addi ional wall.. ou1 ro the local
pub 111 1he e\ening,. The pho10 how 1he member 9f th~ ' quadron
"ho 10
pan, 1ogether \\ ith l\\O pou e (Mrs Dem e \\ebster and
Cpl ·1 aff' \1orris l \\ho ame along for the walk and to en ure their
pou e' didn't enjo) 1hemsehe roo much!
The other pho10 depic1 our hu11le rew whi 'h paddled for 90
mmu1e' dO\\n 1he Rl\·er e'ern in the Dennington Ra ft Race. Our
1han and congratula1ion 10 Mr Ro Kennedy, our \\' PTO.
b~

244 Sig Sqn (AS)

who e hard \\Ork e.ot them into orbit. We confes piece · of the Shuttle
nO\\ lie at the bottom of the River evern, but at lea~t Lhe crew all
arrived a1 the fini hing line in a creditable time with mall bli~ter and
large thirst .
The Squadron wishe good luck to Cpl Paul Harding on hi'
r tiremenr, to LCpl Liz Lee on her engagemen t and her posting to the
Fall.. land I land , to LCpl Gail Traver on her po ting back to 68 Sqn
RCT and to gt Richard Booth, off to scratch a'' ay hi la t few hair,
on the Foreman of Signals cour e. We welcome Pies Jane Hinchliff
and Elizabeth Hannaford to their new life of living out of a suitca~e
and ge11ing paid to vi it ardiff, Sutton oldfield or even unny
Sennybridge!

RAF, Brize Norton

PERSONA LITIES

oc

21C
Ops Offr
SSM
RQMS
Yof
fofS
Chief Clerk

Maj A. J . Hutt
Capt T. J. Pengelley
Capt P. W . Glibbery
W02 (SSM) Humble
W02 (RQMS) Charlton
W02 (Yof ) Pywell
W02 (FofS) Howells
Sgt (ORSQMS) Smith

ARRIVAL
We would like to say hello to a few new boys to che Squadron;
firstly Capt P. W. Glibbery and LI G. P. Horn, on joini ng us after
their holiday at Shrivenham and W02 (RQM ) Chris Charlton having
come from 4 Div and SSgl (ORSQMS) Graham Smith the new Chief
Clerk from MOD .
DEPARTURES
A farewell LO W02 (RQMS) Bob Atkin on after completion of 22
yea r , however carrying on, on the long service Ii 1 and now po ted to
33 lndep Fd Sqn (RE) NI. We all wish Bob, Florence and family all
the very best wi hes for the future.

Back row: Cpl 'Taff' Morris, Cpl Ann Morri·s , Ptes Jane Hinchliff ,

Maj Gen P. R. F. Bonnet, Sgt Graham Cross, LCpl Coli n Raynor ,
FofS Pete r Br uce and Mr Ross Kennedy

Mr Ross Kennedy, Maj Eric Webster, Mr Martin Finney, Sgt
Richard Booth, SSM John Mountcastle and Cpl Alan Murphy . .

Martine Flynn, Ma j David Stubbs , Mr Martin Finney, LCpl Colin
Rayno r, Cpl Alan Murphy and Sgt Graham Cross
Front row: Maj Eric Webster, Mrs Denise Webster, Ptes Joanne
Turner, Debbie Vince, LCpl Gail Travers and SSM John
Mountcastle

EXERCISE OCEA WAVE
On 31 July 1989 the Squadron departed on Ex Ocean Wave 89, the
annual Squadron Adventure Training Camp to be held in Weymouth .
However life is never that si mple, Lhe deployment of the Squadron
was to be via military type stands as Sections u ing their respective
Radio Detachment . There were a total of eight stand to pass
through. The e were located al Bulford , Blandford and Bevington
and the Section were in competition with each other.
The tands consisted of-at Bulford, range work firing foreign
weapons courtesy of W02 ( SM) Humble to include MPSK , M16,
M203 , HK43 , HKP9S . Air-Prep by SSgt Wise and initiative tests by
LI Clewlow and Sgt Anderson. Blandford camp consisted of comms
and an appreciation by W02 (YofS) Pywell and First Aid by Sgt
Duddell . Bevington with defence position digging by W02 (fofS)
Howells, NBC by Sgt Geelan and Driving by gt Barker and Cpl
Chatfield .
On an initial brief given to Section Comds by the 21C we were given
fir t grid and an arrival time. Some were shocked to find that having
driven to Bevington for fourteen hours Lhe next grid wa at Bulfordye that's 1he right grid Cpl Ward.
Eventually over a 1wo day period all Sections completed the course
and a winning Section was found. Well done Cpl Mackfall and hi
Section for winning the competition.
Finally the Squadron arrived at Weymouth and it wa sports kit for
the next few days. With perfect weather conditions for canoeing,
windsurfing, climbing, sailing and of course visiting Weymouth in 1he
eveni ng.
A special mention for Sgt (Skippy) Geelan for hanging onto the
outboard engines for the safety boats during this pha e only.

. . The same crew, in disguise!

LCpl Longstaff, Sig Smart, Cpl Whiting , LCpl Wilson , Sig Dryden
and LCpl O'Neill 'relaxed and posing'
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Finally after much sun and sea, a tanned Squad ron left Wexmouth
for a tactical convoy drive home. A total distance of 464 miles \\as
covered, with POL and feeding half way provided by the Echelon.
The only event on the drive of note was Cpl Pearson driving the 21C
(yes Sir, I did check the wheel nuts, they must have sheared) there
should be one in each corner. All in all the Squadron enjoyed summer
camp, the mixture of military and adventure training worked very
well.
ECHO TROOP (V)
PERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt
p I
Tp Clerk
Typist

Lt K. Snaith WRAC
SSgt King
Sgt Crosby
LCpl Prew
Mrs Parker

Echo Tp i the TA arm of 244 Sig Sqn located at Maindy Barrack ,
Cardiff. The Troop operates six FAC dets and three MAOT dets. All
the dets work independently with an FAC or MAOT Officer in
charge. The crews travel all over the country and to Germany,
Denmark , Belize and orway .
The previous 12 months have seen a good deal of movement of personalitie ; we said goodbye to Mrs White our typist for r.ir.e years and
wish her and her husband happiness in their retirement. Cpl Richards
moves to Cardiff UOTC to continue hi TA service, make sure you
keep your Royal Signals Cap Badge! We have also said goodbye to
SSgt Duddell, back to his own Troop at Brize Norton, and LCpl
Carpenter. To fill their places we welcome, Mrs Gaynor Parker, gt
Crosby (PS I) and new establishments of Cpl Casel), Sig Milan and
Curti .
On the Officer front we welcome: Capt Partridge (QC 620), Maj
Evans (QC 622), Capt Bendix (QC 625) and soon Flt Lt Carter a OC
624.
In what is now our very busy time, we still find time to keep up the
'social' functions with various family day !rips, annual din.,ers and
informal days. These are welcome opportunitie to see the ladies of
the Troop who, it seem , are only 100 glad to get rid of their men at
weekends!
Echo Tp held a Wive Day on Sa1Urday 8 July on a blazing hot day.
They had a go at sho01ing on the mall bore range, all came out with
a smile having convinced themselves that they were, in fact, Annie
Oakleys! Besides that they tried putting up nine by nine tents (fai r),
cooking a compo meal for 30 (not bad). The be t of the day was the
Sm ma t. Wi1h the guy ropes looking like o much spaghetti wi1h o
many bends in the mast, but it omehow managed to stay up. A good
day was had by all.
Our other activities include support to the TA SAS, The Man versus
Hor e Marathon, Pro Celebrity Golf tournament and a istance to
other Units .
To the nine people about to go to Belize for six weeks to cover the
Regular FAC slot, we ay, have a good time, and wi1h 1he little free
time you get make the most of it. life is tough in the TA!
MIKE TROOP
Mike Tp i the Technical Maintenance Section of 244 Sig Sqn .
In rece1:1t month thing have been happening in Mike Tp. Our
new foyer, that we all worked so hard to build was torn down in a
matter of minutes by the PSA. but l 'm glad to ay we're in the proce
of having a new brick one built, but I fear it will lack the quali1y of
workmanship which the other one had .
Congratulations are in order for LCpl Andy Amies. 'Rocky'
Bentley and 'Veteran' Luffman, who all gained the qualification of T2
la t month. LCpl Luffman has iaken over a Chief Printer, but
needle to ay nor for long, 'Cor blimey, he's skived again! .
Good luck to LCpl Bentley who will be taking his driving te t next
week, third time lucky and reading les ons are in order for LCpl
Amies. Cpl Irwin is at present on his det commander cour e, we all
wish him luck, becau e he ' ll need it! The Troop said farev ell to Cpl
Williams who left a few month back, but to continue the saga, we
now have a case. We say farewell to W02 (Fof ) Howells on hi ·
po ting 10 Benbecula , and on hi promotion to Warrant Officer I and
buying a brand new 'F' Reg Rover 216 .
We say hello to W02 (fofS) tockdale who will be joining Mike Tp
next month .
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PRI C l !'!

RO\ l . DA\'
\\ edne da\ ;>. June "a Prin ·e Royal Day which ,,. s celebrated
,n the quadron.
..
fter man' hour', nd mu ·h hard \\Ork. the new!) decorated· \\ ire
Ir 1 • 1.quadron Club! ho~ted the L . Force Commander, Maj Gen
\t ilnt>r and mall\ officer . \\' arrant Offi er and
CO" from the
L
to a ocktail Part) and Buffet amid a euing of quadron
'ehi ·le and flae. of the .
ontlllgent .
n 'IL> a Kn ·-i..out' Competition wa taged on the airfield . Fancy
Dre'' \\a. the order of the day. Included in the fe tivi tie \l a a di play
b\ the L "'< \er ion of the Royal ignal W hi te Helmets-The U Blue
Helmet led b' C pl :"lick Turner and LCpl Ji m wa in .
The ·lima\ io the dav came in the e,·ening with a disco and barbecue
in the \\'ire Inn. Coloured light adorned the vehicle/ nag di play
pro' 1ding a pan~ at mo phere. A mo t enjoyable day ' a had b allhere' to ne't year.

f:Rc.:l~t, MELE. DA f"'oiTERPRbl.
The S~l!adron held a \\Cekend sea canoeing exercise at \1elenda
Beac.h, Ep1skop1. Lt eil Makepeace led the exercise, while Sgt Ro)
Jarvi~ was the lllstru ctor. fhe re\t of the nine man group conshted of
:gt Al! ' ~rrie, Sig 'Tosh' Pope , 'Barne)' Barnett, • cou<,e' Barton,
Poser Wmckle and Paul Davie .
fhe canoeing went well, although Sig Pope did complalll that his
canoe must be bent, s~nce it wouldn't go in a straight line
Ev~ntuall~ all canoeists, save Sgt ' I'll sit this one out' orrie, \\ere
paddling quite competently-which is more than can be said for Lt
Makepeace's landrover driving. :<\Jter he took the boys for a hower,
they felt the. need to reure to L1massol for a bit of Dutch courage.
A good time was had by all in the end-despite the efforts of
Monsieur 'Le Chef' orrie .

F:

Hammell took it upon himself to be the cook and after bcinJ? fed'" h
burnt . teaks, we started up a game of baseball and followed I! up w11h
a game of , olleyball. urpri c, surprise the Yeoman of Signal team
won.
fe\\ of u decided tO do a bi t of diving and threw Our~elvc~
off the highe 1 rock we could find, LCpl ' Taff' Hughes cau in g the
largest pla h of all.\ e all then headed back to camp thoroughl y u red
but having had a good day.
COMMCEN TROOP 12 BORE SHOOTING COMPETITION
The event took place on the J 2 bore range (obviously) on the NPA
area on a mega hot day. Dre s wa the u ual bea.chwear , but
unfortunately no beer or hick . The hoot tarted off w1t.h a pracuce
hoot , ig ·Shaggy' Shah i gelling the fir t four clay pigeon . 1:he
competition it elf tarted' ith difficu lty, well with people not hav111g
done the port before what more would you expect, but there were a
few porky by ome people. Our Tp Sgt, ~t 'TG'. Th o rnt ? n-~ran~ille
d id ome hot hot hooting, when he claimed 1t w~s hrs hr t lime
(cough, cough) . Towards the end of the shoot 1h111g were reall y
hotting up a everyone had got !.he hang <?f the hotgun, t~e re .were
joint first a nd second place. But llllally Ill first place was Sgt .TC: , Y.e~
again another (cough) and two of our many amateur
1g Taff
Richard who just hot anywhere for the fun of It came second, and
thi rd place was ig ' haggy' Shahi. Las~ but by no me~n least our
own LC pl Rick Wood , better luck nex t ume ma!ey. All Ill all a good
dav ou t wa had by everyone. Well here's looklllg forward co more
fun pac ked Commcen Comp .
HELLOS A ND GOODBY E
Comm en Tp ha aid farewell to LCpl ' T aff' Hu ghes , Sig' Ackers'
Ackland, ig ' Chilly' Hanrahan and ' Wart y' Ward . We wi h them the
be t of luck.
We say a warm welcome to unny Cyprus to LCpl Parkes, Sig ·J o n'
Den i on , , eil Pollitt and ' T aff' Jones.
DA H 5
Friday 30 June brought a bo ut the Inter-Troop Marc h and hoot
Com petiti on. T he trai ni ng fo r the Da h 5, provided by Sgt ' Stan·
Hold en , proved to be of great value to. all team concern~d, with
Commcen Tp prov id ing two teams, Radi o Tp a nd Tech/ Lille both
provid ing one tea m each . T he fina l re ult turned o ut to be a urpn e
to u a ll. The d raw for the ru n was made at 05 15 hr with the firs~ team
Co mm cen A led by Cpl M ick Ginty read y to go at 0530 hrs. W ith the
four team s sett ing off at I 0 minute int erva ls, we were in for ome very
good times fo r the 7~ m dash: T he re ul.t of. the. ru n provided no
su rprise to an yone with Rad lO T p leadlllg Ill first place, clo ely
followed by C om mcen A, Com mcen Band Tech/ Line trai ling in last.
There was no doubt that the wi nners wou ld co me from Radio T p or
Commcen A but how wrong we were. O ff we went to the ra nge with
Commcen
shooti ng fi rst followed by Radio T p, Tech/ Line and
finally Co mmcen B. W ith a lot of point to be m.ade fro m the
shooting , a nyo ne of the fo ur team s cou ld wal k away wnh th e trophy .
There was some good shoo ting especia ll y fro m Sgt Alf Norrie
(Tech/ Line), o final positions were starti ng to materialise , Radio Tp
was still adamant that the trophy wo uld go to them , unul they ta rt ed
their shoo t. U nfortunately it just wasn ' t their da y.
A surprise to u all , Tech / Line having produc.ed a v.e ry good shoot
stormed away with the troph y. Commcen A ull believe the troph y
shou ld go to them having taken two second places. Positions fo r the
shoot were: I t-Tech/ Line, 2nd- Commcen A , 3rd- Radio Tp and
4th - Commcen B.
It proved to u all that there is no poin t in being able to get from
one place to another rather quickly, when having got there , you ca n't
hit your targets, Tech / Line proved just that.
.
Final positions for 1989 Dash 5 were: 1st-Tech/ Lille, 2ndCommcen A, 3rd- Radio Tp and 4th - Commcen B.

Cpl

E van~

and b ride Cherie

SW IMM ING COMPETITION
The U FICYP Support Regiment Swimming Competiuon wa held
recently at the nited Nations Support Regiment pool in icosia. Si\
Squadrons swam numerous individual, relays and chain of command
races.
Prior to the big day, training/coaching sessions were held under the
watchful eye and whip of WO I (Y ofS) H a mm ett . The team "orked
hard and were all set for the competition .
On rhe day, all the swimmers performed above their training time
a.nd though no individual golds were won, the Squadron won severai
srlve:s, Sgt Jarvis being narrowly beaten in the over 35's race (a
cred11able perf?rma~ce): The team was well placed going into the
r~lay races. With w1~s Ill the free tyle ( ig Dickin on , Cp ls Gin t).
L1 ve~l y, T urner~, challl.of command race (Maj Peck , Ca pt Gil e , gt
J a r 1s, C pls Gilli) , Liver! ~· ) and a seco nd in the Med le) (LC pls
Plowma n, tewart , Ca pt Giles, C pl Turner) the team cruised into the
number one lot. The win ning trophy (for the second year) wa
col.lected an.ct the Yeoman wa thrown in, yet again. A g<'od re ult for
a fllle squaa effort (remembering Cpl Hop kin s, Fof and LCp l wai n
who ne.ver swam), hard traini ng by all, to produce the right result.
Champion.

A

LCp l J im Swain and Cp l Nick Tu rner le ad ing the ' UN Blue Helmets'
display team
COMMCE:... TROOP
"'1Y TERY T O R
The Mystery Tour ta rted with a call at our AAFI fo r essential
rations. It didn ' t take lo ng to reach the Turk ish border on our way to
Kyrenia. the main tou rist attraction on the Turki sh side. Our fi rst stop
"' as an old Briti sh Fortress built by Richard the Lionheart on one of
his many crusades . Fortresses are of course bu ilt on hills , a nd th is one
was no exception , nobody wanted to climb the steps until somebody
po inted out that there was a bar half way up . So once aga in o ur
illustrious T roop was o ff maybe not to the top but everyone made it
to the half way point. After about an ho ur of sightseeing we got back
in the mini bus and left for an old outdoor tank m useum to pose for
pictures after which we went to the beach for a ba rbecue . YofS Nick
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Tech and Line Tp J uly 1989
TA VISIT
8 1 Sig Sqn (V~, wh ilst o n a two . w e~ ~ visit 10 the Squad ron li ved u p
to their mott o: If 11 moves- rew ire 11 , a the 200m range a nd RA F
Fii soon f.o un~ o ut. Wh en they weren' t worki ng, they fo und their wa y
to th e w1mmlllg pool and local bars, appa rentl y chlo rine tas te li ke
Keo. A good two weeks was had by al l. Thanks fo r you r help lad ,
hope 10 ee you next yea r.

S~an.ding

(left to ri[JhtJ : S.S gt (FofS ) Wh.iteford , LCp l Swa in , S ig
D1ck1nson , Cp ls Ginty , L1verly, Capt Giles , S gt Jarvis and Cpl
Turner
Kn eeling (left to righ t); WO 1 (YofS ) Hammett , LCpl Stewart, S ig
Barnett, LCpl Plowman and Maj Peck

T ECH A D LI E T ROOP
PE RSONALIT I ES
SSgt (FofS) Whiteford
Sgt P. Hancock
Tp Sgt
Sgt R. Jarvis
Tech Sgt
Sgt P . J ennings
Line Sgt
Sgt A . Norrie
Tp C omedian

oc

Thanks and ' A u Revoir' to Sgt Stan Holden a nd wife, A udrey, Sgt
Graeme Hossell and Cpl 'Evs' Evan . Good luck to you all in your
new Units. A warm welcome is extended to Sgt Paul Jennings and
wife, Janine, Sgt Ro y (I' m not coming back) Jarvis, who ' s back , C pl
Paul Collins, LCpl Jim Beech and Sig Terry Hall . W e wish you all a
successfu l and enjoyable tour.
Co ngra ts go to Cpl 'Evs' Evans a nd C herie o n their ma rriage, here
in N icosia . Congrats also to LC pl Jim Beech a nd t he Troop March
and Shoot team, who yet again wiped the floo r with the rest of the
Squadron in the coveted M arch a nd Shoo t. Say no more Commcen.
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262 Sig Sqn
BFPO 58
PERSONALITIES

259 Sig Sqn

oc

BFPO 53

AO
SSM
YofS
SQMS
Chief Clerk

Fullwood who fo und out the hard way, that the step at the exi t is 2in
LITIE

TRIATHLO~

hi~; the end of J uly the Signals Bar had a P ig Roast fo r it summer
function Everybody enjoyed it a nd our tha nk go to the me~b~rs of

taj Ly nn Relph
Capt Mick Fogg
W02 ( M) Tim \Valli
gt Neil March

a team in the fi r

1

the Troo.p who o rga ni sed the function , and 10 ~he C hefs for giving us
h excellent food . Although the Troop con 1sts of only 11 people,
t~~re has been quite an extensive turnaround over the past couple of

Cypru

ational

Tr;a~~\o~:u~~;o~o~~~~~~i~n con i ted of a !km · wim in open water,
)'\km hilly bike ride and an km run.
.
.
a Over 1·o compet itor took part . The . qu~dr?~ acqu!lle~ u self very'.

well coming fifth O\'erall . The team , wtth ~nd1v1d~~l tac~g~, ~G=~
, gt Mick Doherty- 25th , C plb.ktan Sta)mford- - t an
P
DaH)-70th (puncture during 1 e race ·
MO. :-.IT Al. TROOP
ention o f the tremendous performances put
Fir t and foremo t, am
d
d C 1 'Taff' Bull who were our
up by our Troop OC Capt tan en an
P
' B" 1 y
Troop repre entati,es in the Squ_adron Shootinsg T~am ~t th~s ~~ -ue ou
can read of their achievement m the ports ewon o
l
·

months
h · · ORLO
We have a id goodbye 10 the OC Capt lain tanden ;' . o J?ins
in Blandford , and say welcome to the new OC _Lt Tmy Coleman ,
who ha joined us from 7 Sig Regt. We also said goodbye t~ WO~
(FofS) Dave Gunn who ta ys in the Squadron but moves to Ep1skop1 ,
s t 'Woz' Wosika who leaves sunny Cyprus to ~o. ~o t~e ~unn_y
stetlands , Sgt Mark Keller who has departed for c1v1han hfe I~ his
native Bi hop Stortford , Cpl Carl Bremner_ who moves to Bnzlee
Wood , and last but by no means least LCpl Nick Campbell who takes
up a new post in RMA Sandhurst.
.
.
Our be t wi he go to them all and we hope they enJOY their new

Capt Nick Naylor
Lt Jane Heywood
W02 Dave T homas
W02 Bill Jackson
SSgt Dave Edgecombe
Sgt Trevor Glover

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Once again the Squadron has seen considerable changes in
manpower and our third Sqn Comd thi s year. So hello and welcome
to OC Capt Nick and Barbara Naylor, SSgt Andy and Eveline
Hockley, Sgt Chris and Sarah Bough , Sgt Andy and Jaqueline King,
gt Dave Porteous, Sgt Danny and Angelina Still, Cpl Neil and Karen
Inman, LCpl Rick and Chrissy Hogan , Sig 'Simmo' Simpson a nd Pie
Katy Rogan. To all our new faces - welcome and enjoy your tou r in
Cyprus .

I
1
t
posting .
A well a welcoming a new OC, t~e TrC?OP a ~o we c01;nes
g
Andy Fullwood who joined u from Ep1skop1, Sgt K.nocker Bennett
who everyone agrees, is the handsomest and hunkiest man on th_e
mou'ntain (can you guess who' s writing thes_e notes!), and Sgt Chn
Ballin who takes over the Radio Relay Secuon.
.
ext week , Mountain Tp has volunt~ered to help the RAF Pohce
Dog Section put their dogs through their paces . You can read ab?u t
Sgt 'Knocker' Bennett, C pl 'Taff' Bull. and Sig 'Fraggle' Sutton being
chased by 85\bs of narling Alsanan m due course.

SHOOTING
. ·
f h N
E t Sk "ll
Following the Squadron's successful winning o t e ear as
1
at Arms Meeting (NESAM) the Shooting Team tr~velled to the UK t~
com ete in the Royal Signals Skill at Arms Meetin~ at B~lford, an
Reg~lar Army Skill at Arms Meeting at Bisley_. Des~1te having l?st two
key members of the team, and having to fill their places with ~~fi
talented but inexperienced newcomers, the team performed
achieving the results listed below:Royal Signals Skill at Arms Meeting
Minor Units runners-up
1st
Minor Units Roupell
Minor Units Association
1st
Minor Units Gun Match
2nd
Fire Team Match
2nd
P istol Match: Capt Standen - 1st
- 3rd
Maj French
Capt Standen: Champion at Arms
Best Class B
Best Officer
.
Best British Shot (Queen's Gurkha Signals Trophy)
Best Class B in Whitehead
Regular Army Skill ~t Arms Meeting
Minor Units Champ1onsh1ps
!Oth/22
Fire Team Match
5th
Pistol Tiles
1st
'Sniper Aggregate Match: Maj French
Capt Standen
Cpl Bull
Cpl Kelly

(Left to right} : Capt Colin Bachelor, SSM Dave Thomas and Capt
Nick Naylor. On leaving the painting was presented to the
Squadro n by Capt Colin Bachelor

A number of departures heading off to pastures new-Capt Colin
and Margaret Bachelor, W02 (FofS) Peter and Jennie White, W02
(FofS) Brian White, Sgts Val Holsgrove, Tim and Carol Wynn, Shaun
Prior, Pete Harvey, Jerry a nd Gail Johnson , Russ and Jackie Dale
and Sig (soon to be LCpl?) 'Milesy' Sweeney. Goodbye and good luck
in your future postings .
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Sgt Bob Wymer on his recent promotion and to
Sgt Chuck Robertson-off to RAF Cranwell as an Engi neer Officer
in the Royal Air Force.
CHANGE OF COMMAND (AGAIN)!
In the last issue of The Wire we reported on the handover of
command by Maj Nigel Cory to Capt Colin Bachelor. Well this one
reports on a further handover with Capt Nick Naylor taking over the
reins of the Squadron. Capt Colin Bachelor completed a brief three
months stint at the helm while waiting for the arrival of Capt Nick
Naylor from 251 Sig Sqn via JCUFI. What made the handover that

bit more unusual is Capt Bachelor is a TOT and Capt aylor is a
Traffic Officer! A very warm welcome from all Squadron members is
extended to Capt Nick and Barba ra Naylor while best wishes fo r the
future go to Capt Colin and Margaret Bachelor now at 8 Sig Regt.
RAFT RACE
by LC pl Dave Mcinnes
O nce agai n the a nnual Raft Race o n Cessa c Beach Dhekelia came
on the ho ri zon. Plans were made, kit was drawn and work started at
a frantic rate (well, we o nl y had a week to get ready!) After much
deli beration it was decided that the raft should tak e the form o f a
racing car. T he day arrived a nd a place was ' found ' on the beach on
which to site the raft for the start. The first wave started and it was
chaos . We were in the second wave and ours was no different. We did
however have q uite a good start and after numerous collisions with the
other rafts, we got underway. The mile course seemed to take 10 by
the time we fi nished , but fi ni sh we did! The prize-giving then took
place, the presentations being made by the Garrison Cdr, Col C. G.
Champion. It was judged that ours was the 'Best Designed Raft' and
we were presented with a magnificent trophy. Thanks must go to all
who helped in the preparations and especially to Sgt Graham Philpott
of 62 (Cyp) Sp Sqn RE, for organising the event. The team for the
MT/ Comms Tp was: Cpl Al Dummer, LCpl Rick 'Fat Boy' Hogan,
Sig Rod 'The Pin' Helps, and Sig Dean ' Babyface' Whitworth.
COMMCEN DHEKELIA
by Cpl Sally Oldridge
At 1200 hrs on 17 March 1989 the Garrison Comd, Col C. G.
Champion, opened the Commcen in ics new location.
Whilst the opening ceremony was taki ng place, with a sandwich
buffet (for those not on shift!) Sgt Val Holsgrove, Cpl ally Oldridge
and Pte Karen O'Connor, anxiously awaited the arrival of the first
signal which to everybody's surprise did arrive without problems and
was promptly delivered!
After a good start, the girls settled down to a routine until the first
of the exercises, namely, ' Bugle Call'.
All went well until Cpl Lynn Goodall decided to redecorate. She
promptly removed che only pane of glass we had much to the SQMS'
despair, but to the amusement of LCpl Fern (Where's the party?)
White, who having missed the worst of che exercise thought it was 'All
jolly good fun' .
On a brighter note we'd like to congratulate LCpl Karen
(diplomatic) Murray (nee Taylor) on her marriage to Sgt Lee Murray
RAMC earlier this year a nd her promotion on posting to Aldershot.
All the best Karen.
We'd also like to say hello and welcome co two new arrivals Cpl
Andy Maynard and his wife Karen (nee Turnbull) who is ex-WRAC
and to Pte Katy Rogan , who have recently joined us . Welcome .
SPORTS FIELD
Hockey sticks and sk is have been put away for the summer as 262
now heads for the athletics track, the swimming pool and tennis courts
(or as a last resort the beach!) Congraculations to Cpls Sally Oldridge
and Mick Garbett on their recent inclividuaJ success in che interservices athletics championships . More medals for the case! Good
luck to Sgt Dave Porteous and Cpl Mick Garbett leading 262's
challenge in the swimming events. Meanwhile the AO, Lt Jane
Heywood, is working on some ingenious plan to ta~e a WRAC tennis
team back to the UK for the Army championships. Although she
assures us that she's 'sometimes in her office'-ring first to check!

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Pistol 30: Capt Standen - 7th
In addition Capt Standen shot as a member of the Royal Signals
Methuen Cup Team that won the Woolwich Bowl. He_also shot as a
member of Regular Army Pistol Team in the Inter-Services Match and
shot the highest score in the Army Team.
T
The Team: Maj C. K. R. French, Capt l. G. Standen, Cpl J . ·
Cauldwell, Cpl P. Kelly and Cpl D. Bull .
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conti~ued whilst the remainder joined a safety party that was already
esta~ h s h ed. At the end of the exercise the party can lay claim to being
the. first ev~ r to descend the 40km stretch of the Eastern Branch River
w~ 1ch was 1
.n flood at the time. Cpl Tony Pope can also lay claim to

~

- News from Troops -

bemli! the first Troop member to experience a Regimental board of
enq uiry .

Si2 ~hrls Quinn, .having been
~he rap1~s to save h1~ brand new

rescured, was ~een to leap back into
bergan. LCpl Lee Penketh promptly
Jumped m to save him followed by Sig Danny Wilson much to the
amusement of the other expedition members, who had' JUSt spent an
hour ~~mgmg them all to safety. Needless to say this was an eventful
exped1t1on.

633 Sig Tp
BFPO 12

The Troop
The past cwo months have been a busy time for 633 Sig Tp. As well
as the usual problem of a high rate of personnel turnover (330Jo in just
two months) June produced the twice yearly defence exercise; Toucan
Blade . As usual the Radio Section disappeared into its GDOC air
conditioned hole while the rest of us sweated it out in our defensi ve
positions. The excitement for the first night was provided by Tower
1. It seems that the platform could not stand the combined weight of
60 sand bags and Cpl 'Woody' Woodward. The Troop is
diplomatically refusing to comment on this! At dawn the main enemy
assault, consisting of around 40 guardsmen from the 1 Bn Welsh Gds,
were spotted by Sgt Vince Murphy cutting their way through the chain
link perimeter fence. The enemy duly arrived at their target, the
commcen, unscathed (there is never an umpire around when you need
one!) but then made a bad tactical error by leaving Airport Camp by
the same route. This time we did have an umpire! The days then
drifted into a routine of patrols with the occasional skirmish which
culminated in the final heliborne assault by the enemy on the airfield .
By this time W02 (YofS) Bob Marshall had joined the resolute
defenders and positioned himself on the roof of the transmit site
where he continued to fire his GPMG from the hip despite being
declared 'killed' by the umpire. This just goes to prove that Yeoman
are immortal.
We say farewell to Capt Steve Ardagh-Walter, who after eight
montks in Belize deserves a couple of days leave, and welcome the new
Troop OC, Lt Neil Stevens. Farewells are also extended to Sgts Ian
Jenkins, Vince Murphy, Neil Chatterton and Frank Grant, Cpls Tony
Pope, Phil Holland, Phil Davis and Cpl Bryan Smith, Sig Chris
Green, Danny Wilson and Ian Kennedy.

The Management Team
(left to right): W02 (YofS) Bob Marshall , Capt Steve Ardagh-

The team members enjoying a brief respite from the raging
torrents

Cpl Tony Pope negotiates a stretch of the Eastern Branch River

EXERCISE MAKAL WARRIOR
This took the form of a white water canoeing expedition and was
organised and led by Cpl Tony Pope with Cpls Aidy Boom RAF and
Jim Mills RAPC as team members. Support was provided by a
Canadian canoe crewed by LCpl Lee Penketh and Sig Danny Wilson
and Chris Quinn .
The exercise suffered a major blow after 9km when the Canadian
canoe was wrecked in a grade 3 rapid with the occupants experiencing
the delights of a white water swim. After this setback the kayaks

Walter, SSgt Don Blacklaw and W02 (FofS) Tim Prince
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NATO Satellite Ground Terminal, F17
Balado Bridge

3 Cdo Bde HQ and Sig Sqn RM
Plymouth
b' pl Du"e Matthew on
.
·1
. The Ro val ignal detachment here i a mail o nT1pacht ' (vers)aatn1 de
.
·
.
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r
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unit con 1 uni! of t 0 men at pie en
•
.
.
.d
four Tel Op (tg data) . Our role within the Bngade 1 to prov1 ed a
ecure "ork hop and cypher cell in support of the Cornman o
Am hibiou Ta k For e both on hip and_ on land.
.
T~e year begin with the Brigade deploying to o~way fo~_mho t
the" inter {January-mid March). All TroC!P are_ trained 10 1g l anh
,uni'e in the e'ere condition of the Ame.
fin~ mellow approa~
i adopted in the daily routine which often inc)udes downhill
kiing gym work and the occa io!1al _run ashore. The final three wee~s
are taken up by the major exercise in the north u uall~ lose to l e
'anik area. Being a large amphibious ATO opera110!1 th~r~ ~~e
mixture of nationali1ie , colour and creed . Once Endex is ca e ll s
full peed ahead for home shore , back 10 G~zz for two week _lea ef
The ummer ea on i our mo 1 relaxed penod, aft.er_ compleuon o
PRE in pection and ecurity checks. Adventure 1ra1mng takes place
in June la t year it took place in Rhyl in . orth. W~les where. the
Troop ~ngaged in such acti itie a '~in? _urfing, climbing, c~noeing,
clay pigeon hooting, fi hing and soc1ahsing. We are all hop1~g for a
imilar experience at Brown Do' n near Portsmouth this . year
(commi eration to gts Da e Rook and Dean Briers, wh~ will ,be
pushin11. them out on their All Arms Commando Cou~se while we re
pulling-in the ray) . Weapon training al~o take place in June-July, a
variet) of weapon are u ed such as J?l~tol through to ub-cahbre
4mm depending on time and ava1lab1hty.
our' main exerci e of the year is held afte~ ummer leave. Over the
past two year the exercise has taken place in nonhern. orway_. The
laborious task of sailing eem pleasurable c?mp~red _with the cltmate
similar to that of a wet Scouish mountam in m1d_-winter, :v1th snow
already falling clo e 10 sea level. Lack of funds Lhts year will lea e us
digging in on Salisbury Plain, a litcle closer to home and perhaps a
lit1le bit drier.
.
A few weeks of post exercise admin and were o_ff ~gain to one of
the UK's mountainous areas, either Wales, Lake D1stnct or ScC!tland.
Mountain training u ed to entail a complete week of mindless

OJ

yomping, a fa miliar term with the lo ng toothed M L' (mountam
leaders) but the new yo unger b reed_ have .a more. adventu_rous
approach uch as gully climb ing, exten 1ve abseil a nd nver ~r?S mgs .
T he wee k alway tu rn out 10 be dema nd ing, very ent erta mmg and
wo rthwhile.
P reparation for orway ta kes up mo t. of !'love_mber to December.
Checking a nd packing equi pment , breaking in k1-march boo_t (v~ry
com fortable honest !) . Bu t Christm a i ~ round the corner ana festi ve
pirits a re alway high before th e first Hercules takes o ff for
Gardermoen .
EXERCISE DRAGON HAMMER 1989
by Sig Ian Pollock
After the cold climate of northern Norway , the Troop Commander
decided that it would be nice IO vi it sunnier and warmer hores, o ,
30 rank of Comms Troop were detail~d to le~v.e their dets, tak e up
arms and act as enemy against 40 Cdo in Sardm1a dunng Ex Dragon
Hammer.
Early on the morning of 15 May, we set off on the trek_ from
Plymouth to Lyneham via the AMC at Sou.th Cerney for the n1gh1 LO
Decimomannu Airba e in southern Sardm1a .
.
Prior 10 the exercise we had time 10 ample the sunshme and local
run ashore under the guise of acclimatisation .
.
All IO soon came the morning of 19th and the ta k of changmg fr om
Touri 1 to Gravs. We deployed to the hills and prepar~d to con front
the invading force of 40 Cdo and element of the ~mencan 4th 1'."'EB.
Due to the fact that we were outnumbered approximately I ~-1, It was
decided 1ha1 in order 10 keep them busy and LO give us a fair chance,
we would have to adopt bit and run tactic .
After Endex, we had the chance to meet memt;>ers from oth er
nations, try out different equipments, weapons, swmg a few lamp
and of course enjoy a few wets.
.
On the morning of 28th, we returned IO Guzz, I was pleased as this
was the first exercise where I had actually used the skills I had been
taught on my Commando Course, and as a Tele Op (tg) there are ~ot
many of us who get the chance to be a nneman in a Royal Manne
Section.

THE BURMA STAR ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL 'APPEAL FUND' FOR THE ERECTION
OF A 'MEMORIAL STATUE' TO THE LATE
FIELD MARSHAL THE VISCOUNT SLIM KG, GCB, GCMG, GCVO, GBE, DSO, MC
Early in 1990, a magnificent 'Memorial Statue' now being sculpt~d by~ Holder of The Burma Star,
Ivor Robert-Jones CBE, RA, will be erected _o!1 Rayle~gh Green m Wh1te~all, London, very near to
The Cenotaph. This belated tribute to the Bnt1sh Soldier who became a Field _Marshal and who _was
to prove himself to be the greatest fighting Arm)'. C?mmand_er the Nat10n has known .smce
Wellington will set the seal of recognition on The F1ghtmg Soldiers General. He was a soldier of
the highest 'ability and his most remarkable qualitl)' was the influence he had over the troopsSur: der
1
his command both British and Indian alike. He had the Love, Honour and Respect of everd ~1 ~~'
Soldier and Afrman, men and women who had the Honour to serve under the comman o t is
charismatic and famous son of Britain.
WILL YOU PLEASE GIVE THIS APPEAL YOUR KIND ATTENTION?
DONATIONS MAY BE SENT TO:

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
During the previous 12 months there has been a large turnover of
personnel at Balado Bridge, we would therefore like to say good luck
and farewell to the following: Sgt John Thompson and family , Sgt
Elton Prince and family, Sgts Ged Donelan and Jack Smart and Cpl
and Mrs Leigh Wade who have all decided to try their luck in civvy
street.
'FofS' Tony Brend and family took the easy option and got posted
to 22 Sig Regt. We congratulate him on his promotion to WOl.
In August we will be losing our Station Commander Maj Trevor
Kay and family who also fancy their chances in civvy street. At the end
of a Jong and distinguished career we wish him all the best in his future
endeavours .
We welcome W02 (FofS) Ian HugiU and family, Sgt Shaun
Desmond and family, Sgts and Mrs Steve Preston, Ian England, Cpls
Chris Smith and family, Nigel Morley, Jim Myers and LCpl Andy
Ellis.

to ensure ou r qualification for Sunday's knockout stages, due mainly
to the efforts of Sgt Bob ' Sniffer' Lond and SSgt John Middleton.
Sunday saw us gaining 10th place out of some 40 teams this
being our highest placing so far in the annual tournament. It even
managed to bring a smile to W02 (FofS) Ian Hugill's face for the first
time.
Not content with punishment and injury (physical and mental)
sustained during the football tournament, on Monday morning we
headed south toward Landau for the F20 cross country competition
which although only 6km long has a reputation for separating the men
from the boys. This did in fact prove to be the case. But to avoid
embarrassment to all concerned I will avoid listing which category we
fell into.
On Tuesday drained but happy our valiant group set off on the 24
hour journey back to Scotland happy in the knowledge that we had
cemented international relations with our allies in NATO.

CONGRATULATIONS
To Sgt P. R. 'Nobby' Clarke who received his LS & GC Medal and
Maj Trevor Kay who received a certificate of appreciation of his
service with the Allied Command Channel.
The presentations were made by Wing Cdr R. W. Cripps RAF,
Deputy Controller Rocchan on the occasion of his visit to the Station
on Wednesday 26 July.
BALADO BRIDGE CUP
The first event of this year's competition was the orienteering,
which took place on 15 and 16 March.
Th!; event was well attended by the Troop, even the lame and lazy
were mvolved in the arduous tasks like time keeping, starting etc.
The credit for a successful two days goes to (then) W02 Tony Brend.
The runners competed in a search for 15 check points which were
well hidden around the Loch Ore. On this occasion the Scottish
weather let everyone down, by allowing the sun to shine for two whole
days!
Everyone completed the course but in Sgt Bob Thomas's case we
aren't quite sure where he came as he lost his check sheet (honest!).
Sgt Shaun Desmond came back having found the deepest mud hole in
the area, he was saved by his figure, which meant he was dry from the
waist upwards .
SSgt Tim Scragg came back looking very relaxed, not all the check
points but a nice stroll around the pond.
All in all a high standard of map reading, mountain climbing and
swimming?
Since the orienteering the armchair gladiators have had their
chances in the darts, golf and badminton with the fitness event to
follow.
4th INTERNATIONAL SATCOM FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
Viewed through the eyes of Sgt 'you can't swing any lower than me'
Desmond. Although shunned by all the national selectors the eight
athletes in action from Balado Bridge set off for the 4th International
Satcom Football Tournament at Euskirchen in West Germany on
Thursday 18 May.
Expectations of success were high due to the rigorous physical
training sessions which preceded the event. But we reckoned without
the subversive hospitality which greeted us when we reached Satcom
Ground Terminal F2, who were our hosts for the tournament.
Consequently when the tournament commenced on Saturday morning
we were somewhat at a physical disadvantage compared with our
NATO brethren due to the necessary social integration on the Friday
evening. This did not completely daunt our eight brave warriors and
we managed to complete Saturday's fixtures, with enough victories

The 1989 Balado Bridge Football Team Prior to departure to
Euskirchen
SUMMER CAMP
242 Sig Sqn held its annual summer camp at Balmecara House by
the Kyle of Lochalsh between 20 May and 4 June. Members of Balado
Bridge were invited to attend but unfortunately due to other
commitments only Maj Trevor Kay, LCpls 'Baldrick' Booth and
'Archie' Ellis were able to take part.
The weather was surprisingly good for Scotland. This gave LCpl
Booth perfect conditions for his speedboat, which he had kindly
brought to the camp to teach water skiing. The water skiing was a
challenge that only a few people managed to crack and the 'Dreaded
Biscuit' was a challenge that everybody tried and all failed to crack.
The 'Biscuit' is a big rubber ring in which you sit whilst being !Owed
at about 30 miles per hour by the speedboat although when you turn
a corner you go about twice the speed of the boat. The highlight of
the biscuit for everyone watching was the number of somersaults,
cartwheels and backward flips performed by people 'leaving' the
Biscuit (it happened to everybody).
Back on dry land Maj Trevor Kay took charge of hillwalking for the
duration of the camp and incorporated in the two week period was a
'crash' course in vehicle re-de.signing as demonstrated by himself.
The camp was a great success and fun was had by all. The
instructors did a great job introducing challenges that most people
hadn't tried before. Everybody on the camp tackled everything with
interest and all achieved their own personal goals or at least had a
good go! Thanks to all members of the camp from Balado Bridge .

'FIELD MARSHAL THE VISCOUNT SLIM' MEMORIAL STATUE APPEAL FUND

The Burma Star Association, 51 St George's Drive, London SWJV 4DE
For further information please contact: Statue Project and Appeal Fund Controller,
W. H. P. Clarke, 9 Park Parade, Cambridge CBS SAL (0223-62196).
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Association News

The ~i':'erpool Branch representative wished to place on record their
apprec1at1on to Mrs Pat Haw for her unfailing kindness and
understandmg of members' welfare problems.
The Newcastle Branch representative wished to record the view that
we should consider a ' National Association Standard' or 'Guidon' for
use by t~e Assoc~ation in addition to individual Branch Standards.
The Chairman said that this was a matter for the serving Corps.

·

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
MINUTES OF THE FORTY FOURTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT
CATIERICK GARRISON ON 2 JULY 1989
OFFICIATING
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwi tie CB, CBE
Col A. N. de Bretton-Gordon
Maj G. chofield MBE
D. Greenbrook Esq

Chairman
General Secretary
As istant General
Secretary
AdminiSLrative Officer

Present:
Maj Gen J . M. W. Badcock CB, MBE, DL Mater of Signals and
President
Signal Offi cer-in-Chief
Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook
Colonel Commandant
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBE
President Indian
Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE
Signals A sociation
Past Colonel
Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane CB
Commandant
Commander Training
Brig A. F. Eastburn
Group Royal Signals
and Vice Chairman
Vice Chairman
Lt Col R. L. Murray OBE
and some 175 members of the Association.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The Chairman opened the . Meeting by thanking Branches for
responding so magnificently to his request for maximum numbers of
both Standards and members to parade at the 25th Anniversary of the
Granring of the Freedom of Richmond. The people of Richmond had
been delighted with the turnout and the Chairman said that such a
loyal response to his request was most warming and he was most
grateful .
The Chairman welcomed members to the meeting and, in
particular, Maj Gen J.M. W. Badcock and Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook.
The Chairman read out the exchange of telegrams between the
Master of Signals and all ranks, and the Colonel-in-Chief Her Royal
Highness The Princess Royal GCVO, on the occasion of Princess
Royal Day.
MINUTES OF THE 43RD MEETING
The Minutes of the 43rd Meeting were approved.
ADDRESS BY THE CHAIRMAN
The Chairman reported that although accumulated funds had
increased by 4.71170 in 1988 this had not matched inflation; moreover
in the same period the market value of the Association Portfolio had
only increased by 1.2% . However the increase in value of the portfolio
in 1989 was more encouraging during the first half of the year. The
increase in grants from the Benevolent Fund showed a rise of 8.9%
and we needed to ensure that income matched expenditure. In th is
connection the price of 'The Wire' would have to increase to reduce
the current subsidy which has risen to £42K annually. Most people
could afford to pay more for The Wire and the Chairman was
prepared to subsidise individuals if this proved necessary rather than
have older members stop taking the magazine.
Reunions in 1988 cost less than in 1987 . The Chairman said we were
grateful to everyone in the serving Corps in Catterick, in Blandford
and in 31 Sig Regt (V) for their support in these functions. The
Chairman also wished to thank the SOinC and the serving Corps for
their continuing support for the Association and the Corps through
the covenanting of the I Days Pay Scheme.
Welfare was once again ably managed by Mrs Pat Haw and she was
helped by the following Officers who chaired the regular welfare
meeting in RHQ: Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane CB; Maj Gen P . A. M.
Tighe CB, MBE; BrigJ. D. T . Brett OBE; BrigJ. C. Clinch CBE; Col
G. J . C. Moss MBE; Lt Col B. A. Beattie; Lt Col G. Mellor; the late
Lt Col C. Mitchell and Lt Col R. L. Murray OBE. The Chairman said
he was most grateful to these Officers and to those members of the
Corps who help form the Committee on each occasion.
(Afternote: The Chairman did not appreciate that Lt Col C.
Mjtchell had died a few days prior to the AGM after a short illness.
He has since written to his daughter and son to express our
appreciation of his work for the Association over several years and,
of course, to offer our condolences).
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During 1988 some 904 individual grants were made from the
Benevolent Fund amounting to £116, 774 a 2.25% increase <;m the 1987
figu re. One item causing constant concer~ to the Cha~rman and
Committees is nursing home fees. The figures for this type of
Benevolent support are:1985
I case £ 2,033-20 from Corps Funds
1986 8 cases £ 8,949-20 from Corps Funds
1987 12 cases £ 8,257-99 from Corps Funds
1988 17 case £14,556-00 from Corps Funds
If we say that the total provision over these fo ur years is less than
the support given to 'The Wire' in each single _year per~~ps the
situation is put into perspective . Nevertheless the figure is nsmg and
we have to keep a careful eye on the situation. In answer to a question
the Chairman confirmed that every single case was carefully examined
on its merits .
APPOINTMENT OF ADDITIONAL V1CE CHA IRMAN
The Chairman then outlined the recommendations that he and Maj
Gen P. D. Alexander had made in a paper accepted by the Corps
Committee which would affect the structure of the Association to a
small degree. The paper had highlighted a weakness in the current
system of fai lure to use, to best effect, our retired Brig!'ld~ers and
Colonels who remai ned largely untasked at present, this 1s to be
corrected by using them as Vice Chai rmen of the Association . The
Association Zones will be replaced by five areas which will match
exactly the Areas under the Area Recruiting Scheme. Additionally,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland will have a Vice Chairman of
their own . In effect the two existing Vice Chairmen, one Ex-Officio ,
will be replaced by eight but only two will be members of the Central
Committee at any one time. The changes do not affect the Area
(previously Zone) representation except that there will be five area
representatives whose responsibilities remain the same, nor will they
affect the Branch structure. The eight Vice Chairmen will be asked to
co-ordinate the Branches of the Association in their area and to liaise
with Area Brigadiers over recruiting and Corps publicity matters. The
size of the Central Committee will remain essentially the same. It
remains for the Chairman of the Association to put the scheme into
effect by approaching potential Vice Chai rmen in each of the eight
areas. If Branch Chairmen, or Zone Representatives, have recommendations in this regard, the Chairman would welcome their advice.
ACCOUNTS
The Audited Accounts of the Royal Signals Association Benevolent
Fund for 1988 were approved.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE CENTRAL COMMITIEE
In accordance with Association Rules the following elections/ reelections were approved:Chairman and Treasurer - Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE
(Re-election)
- Lt Col R. L. Murray OBE (Re-election)
Vice Chairman (!)
- Brig A. F. Eastburn (Ex-Officio as
(2)
Comd Trg Gp Royal Signals
Zone 'A ' Representative - T. Smith Esq (Leeds Branch) vice C.
Cooke Esq (Darlington Branch)
retiring in rotation
ADDRESS BY THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF
Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook, the SOinC, addressed the Meeting on
matters concerning the serving Corps. His address which is published
below was greeted with warm applause.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Maj E. P. Hughes (Middlesex Yeomanry OCA) reported the failing
health of Brig E. D. Good CBE, and invited the Chairman to convey
our thoughts and good wishes to him . The Chairman readily agreed
to do so.
(Afternote: The Chairman wrote to Brig Good that evening
and has had a reply from Mrs Good thanking everyone for their
concern .)
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PRESENT ATIO NS
The Chairman invited the Master of Signals to make presentations
to:In-Pensioner D. H. Young BEM (Royal Hospital Chelsea) on
behalf of the Preston and Blackburn Branch , and to Mr D.

Greenbrook , Administrati ve Officer to the Association, on his
impending retirement.
FUTURE EVENTS
Reunions in 1990 are:Blandford - Sunday 20 May
Catterick - Saturday-Sunday 23-24 June
DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The 45th Annual General Meeting will be held, in Catterick
Garrison , on Sunday 24 June 1990.
There being no further business the Chairman declared the meeting
closed .

ADDRESS BY MAJ GEN R. F. L. COOK, SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF
TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION-2 JULY 1989
Thank you for the opportun ity at this the 44th AGM to tell you
something of the Corps' activities over the last year or so. It has been
a busy period: there is a great deal going on in the equipment area,
as well as plenty to keep us occupied on the operational side.
OPERATIONS
NORTHERN IRELA ND
Shortly after I took office, I visited all five Squadrons in Nort hern
Ireland and can tell you their morale is high and that they are a credit
to the ~or ps. Appreciation of their work was expressed by the GOC
and Bn~ade Commanders . Although much of what we do is unsung,
we contmue to play a critical role in the Province. Our activities there
extend to all aspects of the use of the electro-magnetic spectrum and
much is technically very demanding.
Re~ent changes have brought the Royal Signals presence in the
Provmce to well over 600 but that number is far greater when you
consider the families .
NAMIBIA
The United Nations operation in Namibia- officially started on I
April this year. The Multi-national force has been deployed to
supervise the holding of elections, the withdrawal of SW APO
Guerillas and South African forces, and the transfer of power from
South Africa to an independent government.
We were asked to provide brigade level communications for the
~ore~ and some 180 signallers from 30 Sig Regt are currently deployed
m this challenging and high profile operation . The late deployment of
the three Bns of the Force was well publicised-and many of you will
have seen on TV how well our soldiers rose to the challenge of taking
over some of their tasks until deployment was completed .
By September the Squadron will reduce to 113. They are currently
helping with the repatriation of refugees from Angola.
EQUIPMENT
On the equipment front it has been an interesting period. There has
~een a successful launch of the Skynet 4B satellite-a long overdue
mcrease in our strategic capability. A further two satellites are due to
be launched this year and next.
Two new projects, Martlet, the mid life enhancement for
Ptarmigan; and Bowman, the successor to Clansman are currently
being staffed through MOD. For the TA we have Conrad 2 (Jong
range HF) in 2 Sig Bde, Euromux (secure muliplexers) in 12 Sig Bde
and Triffid (Radio Relay) for 11 Sig Bde.
MANNING
So far I have been able to give you a pretty positive report on the
~orps . One area that gives cause for great concern is that of manning
m the Corps.
Despite our commitment to manning, and efforts in both external
and internal recruitin~, our problems are worsening and the prognosis
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1989

is not good. We are now 1,100 men short that is 120Jo a:nd outflow
is exceeding our capacity to recruit and train replacements . I seek your
he~p , and ask you all to look around and try to identi fy and encourage
suitable young men into a career in Royal Signals.
Officer recruiting is another area where I seek your help . We need
50 o.fficers each . year for the Regular Corps. The quality of those
commg forward 1s good, but the quantity is insufficient. Again please
loo ~ around you an? help us to try to identify suitable young men .
Fmally on mannmg 1s the Government's commitment to the
maintenance of Gurkhas. We hope to see a Gurkha Brigade with two
Queen's Gurkha Sig Sqns in UK, one of them for the BAOR
reinforcement Brigade. We are also actively considering the use of
Queen's Gurkha Signals to alleviate some of our existing manning
pressures . I hope to see more of these excellent members of the Corps
in the UK very soon.
FRATERNAL CONTACTS
We continue to maintain close and friendly contacts with our
affiliated Signal Corps of other nations . Maj Gen Alexa nder visited
~e Pakistan Signal Corps in January and was received with great
kin~n.ess. \hey cl~ar l y regard us with affection and retain many of our
tradiuons mcluding the use of our Corps colours. His visit was
preceded by a party of Veterans from the Indian Signals Association
who toured Pakistan under the leadership of Maj Gen D. R.
Horsfield . Maj Gen Butt, the Pakistan SOinC accepted our invitation
and visited UK in April . My United States opposite number, Maj Gen
Childs, US Chief of Signals, visited us in March and we continue to
maintain a very close relationship with his Corps. I hope myself to go
to USA next year.
You _may know that the Master of Signals has recently visited
Australia and New Zealand to renew his long acquaintance with their
respective Signal Corps .
SPORT
To close o_n a lighter note I must mention some of our outstanding
success~s. this year.
'e featured strongly in all the major Army
compeutlons. The most notable team success was in Rugby with 7 Sig
Regt winning the Army Rugby Final .
As a climax to an outstanding Soccer season the School of Signals
won the Army Soccer Cup (UK) and for the second year were runnersup in the Army Challenge Cup .
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt won the UK Group 5 Orienteering
~ompetition and the UK Army S_quas~ : 16 Sig Regt were runners-up
m the Army Basket Ball Championships and 22 Sig Regt had some
excellent results in Skiing.
In summary t_he ~orps is in. excellent shape and has emerged from
the last year with its reputauon enhanced. There are te ting time
ahead as we face the usual pressures on the Defence budget our
earch for economies leading to organisational studies, and ou; ever
present manni ng problems.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT FUND

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31 December 1988
1987

1988
INCOME
Receipts from Corps Fund
Subscriplions and Donalions
Investment Income (gross)
Interest on dcposils
Other Income

203,676
8,882
67,852
9,768
1,813

BALANCE SHEET AT 31DECEMBER1988
1988

1987

I VESTMENTS AT COST
Listed
Unlisted

739,963

5

291 ,991

739,968
12,5 15

LOA S
CU RRENT ASSETS
Stocks
Sundry debtors
Income tax recoverable
Cash

9,032
6,432
13 ,000
97.579
126,043

5

774 ,022
5, 180

10,457
13 ,08 1
105,017
128,555

(22,438)
103,605

CU RRENT LI ABILIT IES
Sund ry Creditors
NET CU RRENT ASS ETS

Reunions

Benevolence

348,999
33,193
2,650
124,796
12,619
167,331

308,963

TOTAL EXPEND ITU RE

(16,972)
153,099

Profit on sale of investments

8,410
29,698

136, 127

EXCESS INCOME OVE R
EXPEN DITURE

38,108

719,961

ACCUMULATED FUND
Brought forward I January

856.088

856.088

Carried forward 31 December

894, 196

114,994

340,589

894.1 96

856,088

£856,088

(13 ,561)

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Running Expenses
Audit
Corps Activities

43,S64
3,003
94,941
13,834
153,621

774.017

247,120
22,977
70,673
8,229

Represented by:
ACCUMU LATED FU ND

£894,196

Notes to the Accounts-31 December 1988

AUDUORS' REPORT TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF T HE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
CONCERNI NG THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT FUND
I

We have audited the accounts in accordance with approved Auditing Standards .

ACCOUNTI NG POLICIES
(a) Basis of preparation

The accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention .
(b) Change of presentation
The layout of t he •.ccounts has been. changed to provide a clearer presentation for
the users. The previous year compa rison figures have been rc..statcd.

In our opinion, the accounts give a true and fai r view of the state of affairs of the Fund at 31 December 1988 and of the excess of income over
expenditure fo r the year then ended.
7 April 1989
Price Waterhouse
Chartered Accountants

(c) Income from inveStments
Dividend and other in.vestme nt i n~mc is included only to the extent 10 which it
has actuall y been ~cce1 vcd _and no _income other than interest on deposits is
accrued. Franked interest mcome includes imputed tax credits.

(d) Pensio ns
The Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund provides pensions for ccnain or
•ts employees and former employ~ . The pensions arc provided by premium
payments to a Life Assurance Society to purchase annuities for the pensioners and
by supplementary pa ymen ~ from the Fund . These premiums and supplementary
payments are charged a,gamst income m the year in which the payments arc made.
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THE 1989 REUNIONS
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The Blandford and Catterick Reunions were both well attended this
year. 1'he Blandford Reunion was held on Sunday 14 May and well
over 500 members and guests attended. Once again our sincere
gratitude is passed on to the Camp Commandant and all those
responsible for the organisation of a very successful 'Day Out' for the
invasion force. Special thanks to the Catering Staff who laid on their
usual very high standard and there was nothing but praise coming
from those who had the pleasure of partaking in the meals provided.
Unfortunately there was not a qualified photographer on hand to take
pictures. Maybe we can sort this out for the future.
The Catterick Reunion, held on Saturday-Sunday 1-2 July was
preceded by the 25th Anniversary of the Granting of the Freedom of
Richmond which took place on Friday 30 June by a parade through
Richmond , which com prised Squadrons of the serving Corps and a
Squadron of the Retired Corps (incl uding Association Branch
Standards) . The parade was followed by The Playing of Retreat,
performed by the Corps Band, in the Richmond Castle grounds. We
thought that the even t may have been rained off but the rain,
appropriately, held off throughout the whole ceremony. The Association Squ adron comprised 23 Standards and over 300 'Old Comrades'
and the Squadron was commanded by Col L. W. Wright TD, DL and
the Standard Marshal was Mr David Greenbrook . The salute was
taken by the Mayor of Richmond, Councillor Mrs H. K. L . Ibbotson
accompanied by the Master of Signals, Maj Gen J. M. W. Badcock
CB, MBE, DL.
The normal Reunion that followed over the next two days was,
again, attended by over 500 members and guests. The majority left
Catterick on Sunday afternoon counting the days until the next
reunion which is to be held on Saturday-Sunday 23-24 June 1990
which, if you need reminding, is the 70th Anniversary Year of the
format ion of the Corps.
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The Association Branch Standards March Past the Chairman of
the Association, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle on the Chu rch Parade
after the Reun ion Service

,....

The midd le of t he 'Old Com rades' Squadron marches past the
Mayor of Ric hmond at t he Freedom of Richmond _Parade . Also
s een on the saluting dias is the Master of Signals

EX-BOYS 2547-2548-2549 (1942 to 1946)
The photograph below shows ex-boys of the war years at this year's
Catterick Reunion. They are, from left to right: Dai Rees, Jim Crow,
Cliff Wood, George Severs and Peter McNaughton . Attending at the
reunion, but not in the photograph, were Dave Greenbrook, Jim
'Boots' Potter, Jess Weir and Gordon Schofield. The nine of us,
during our 'Get together' recalled many more of our contemporaries
and wondered if, in the 70th Anniversary year of the Corps, it would
be possible to get as many of the 2547/ 8/ 9 numbered 'boys' together
during the already arranged Catterick Reunion in 1990 the dates of
which are Saturday-Sunday 23-24 June 1990; after all it is 44 to 48
years ago that we were all in Catterick as boys.
Would all those who think that they may be able to make this event
please write to Dave Greenbrook, c/ o RHQ Royal Signals, 56
Regency Street, London SWlP 4AD, as soon as possible, certainly
before the end of the year, to enable him to make the necessary
arrangements with HQ Trg Gp Royal Signals if the response is big
enough . An idea in our minds was the possibility of gathering on the
Friday evening before the actual reunion as there will not be a
Freedom of Richmond Parade next year.
A few names that were mentioned during a chat were: Ageros,
Trickett, Pearsall, Drugan, Taberrer, Gilroy, Snowy Davies,
Lombard, Lamsden, Holtum, both Marsh's, Phillimore, K. and V. C.
Brown, Kennedy, Jeffries, Head, Tremelling, Carpenter, Stanl_ey,
Onions, Crampton, Crease, Coppick, Sharp, Day and Love. Mention
must also be made of Alan Searle who put names to faces on the
pict ure that appeared on Page 288 of the May 1989 Wire. Perhaps
Alan will be able to join us next year. We are sure that those already
mentioned, plus many more, are out there somewhere! Come on let's
hear from you.
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'We did not have to crane our necks so far to read the heliograph' .
Three members (two readers and one writer) looking/awaiting the
arrival of the Blue Helmets into the Arena Display
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3 DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB-REGIMENTAL
WEEKEND, SOEST 23-27 JUNE

CALLING ALL BRANCHES
Your as ociation bas 57 Branches and eight affiliated Branches
throughout the United Kingdom. We like to hear your news. Please
keep in touch via your magazine. 1f activities are limited, an annual
news letter would be appreciated.

OLD FRIENDSHIPS RENEWED
J.'rom: Fred Weatherill
It all tarted in October 1939 when I wa called up into the 15
Di~i ional ignal . After training we were formed into 2 L&M Section
where I met Mick Nacey and we went right through the war together
being demobbed in 1946. \ e then lo t LOuch. I started attending the
Catterick reunions in I 986 and al mo t 'gave up' a I never met anyone
I kne'' there! But thi year whilst checking in at Reception I felt a
touch on my boulder an heard a voice 'IL' not Fred Weatherill is
it'? Imagine my delight when I ruscovered it was Mick Nacey on his
fir t reunion! I hope you all enjoyed the weekend a much as we did
and "ill continue LO come to Catterick each year either to renew old
get togethers or meet up with friends from years ago a. I ~ave d~ne.
See you there in 1990! The photograph show me and Mick m Belgmm
in 1944. I am holding the telephone and Micki behind me- note the
Corporal' tripes!

Mr W . R. Frase r (a young 70 year old) who cycles from
lnnerleithen, Nr Edinburgh, each year to attend the Catterick
Reunion. He is someone who does not have transport problems,
except for other road users, in getting to and from the Reunion

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

WEST LONDON BRANCH

The Branch accomparued by members of the Reading Branch took
to the water on a lovely summer evening. The party included their
Pre idem, Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane CB and Mrs Macfarlane, but
in fairness it should be mentioned that the General is a very active
member of our own Branch and the reporter is not sure which hat he
was wearing that evening.
The occasion was a cruise on the Basingstoke Canal in a painted
barge which had a little bar serving drinks and sandwiches. Some of
us took picnic baskets. After about an hour we reached our
destination, a little ruined castle by the river bank, built by King John .
Here he stayed en route to Runnymede to sign the Magna Carta, and
we di embarked while the barge was turned for our return journey.
Half a dozen geese had provided a guard of honour when we left the
landing stage, and they were there drawn up in a single rank for our
return. It was a tranquil and pleasant social evening.

Members of the Branch recently spent a very pleasant evening at
HM Tower of London. The visit was arranged by Yeoman Warder
John Kenny, who served in our Corps, retiring as a Warrant Officer
to take up his present appointment.
We didn't see any ghosts but John did introduce us to 'Ronald', the
only Raven to have been bred in the Tower, or so we understand. We
are not sure if this makes them one over establishment. We
congratulate John on his great repertoire, which contributed to the
interest of the evening, during which we enjoyed the hospitality of the
Yeomen's Club and a very good buffet supper.
• Our next social occasion will be our Dinner in October, and we look
forward as usual to having the pleasure of the company of our friends
in other Branches, and of any Ex-Corps personnel able to attend.
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by E. E. Bayley, Honorary Secretary
. On a bal~y evening, 22 June, six veterans of the 3 Divisional
S1gn_als Reum~n Club got aboard Coach No 60 at Victoria Coach
Stauon ~o b_egm a very memorable Regimental Weekend with the 3
Armd Div Sig Regt from 23 to 27 June. Among the six which included
the Secretary were three of ~ur ol~est members, Pedlar Palmer (85),
Porkey Edwards (83) and Bill Sp1ttal (80) . At Farthings Corner Mr
and Mrs Holden, Mr and Mrs Browning and Mr and Mrs Wright
joined us and Mr Spratley and Mr Hounsell at Dover. Mr Addison
and Lt Col Mike Philp and Mr Fred Timms completed our party of
17.
We arrived at SOEST at 0915 hrs where Capt Rodgers and WOl
(FofS) F. F. Brown greeted us. Over coffee, a programme of events
was set out by WOI (FofS) Brown . These included a visit to the PRI's
shop, a tour of the surrounding area including Tor House and the
Mohne Dam. On return we found that Charver Elwick, Mrs Elwick,
and daughter Mrs Peters and her husband had arrived by air to join
us.
Maj Ken Smartt, Maj Derek Roberts and their wives arrived by car
to be ~~use.guests of the C<? Lt Col Jonathan Cook. Maj Tim Kelly,
now hvmg m Sennelager with his son-in-law was staying with Capt
Steve Marshall , and he was joined by Capt Arthur Hughes and Mr
Flash Dukes .
At 1830 h~s the Commanding Officer accompanied by Brig T. I. M.
Waugh ~nved at the _Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
accomparued by the Adjutant, Second in Command and Officer
Commanding HQ Sqn and after a short speech of welcome, the
weekend program~e was launched, and everyone wished an enjoyable
and memorable time. The Commanding Officer hoped that the
programme planned was not too strenurous and said he felt honoured
to see so many present who were veterans of the D Day landings.
Sa~urday da_wned, a clou_dless sky and early morrung mist proved
that 1t was gomg to be a sizzler of a day. After breakfast and with
three miO:buses at our disposal WOl lFofS) Brown and Lt Fraser
accompanied us on a shopping and photograph expedition.
Reboarding the minibuses we were taken to the Mohne School Fest for
lune~. The sch?ol fest ~as a resounding success with the helicopter
provmg the mam attraction for the children. The Regiment had some
equipment on display which ' was of interest to the veterans. We
~eturned to the barracks at 1600 hrs to prepare for the formal dinner
m the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess to which all the veterans
were invited. It was a splendid meal with a choice of German or
French Menu. A rusco provided music for dancing which continued
in.to the small hours. The Officers attended the annual Summer Ball
with. three bands held in the Officers' Mess. Everyone enjoyed their
everung and we thank the President, PMC and members of the
Warr~nt Officers' and Sergeants' Mess for such a magnificent
occasion.
Sunday 25th-A glorious Summer's day and very hot ii was too
85 °F. A 39 seater coach was laid on to take all the veterans to St Luke~
Church in Salamanca Barracks for a re-dedication service. After the
service and the clicking of cameras the coach set us down at the
Cricket pavilion in San Sebastian Barracks for a barbecue lunch and
drinks before an exciting cricket match between the Officers and
Senior NCOs, which, rightly, ended in a draw. Returning to quarter ,
burnt by the sun, a short rest before going on to the Corporals' Mess
to be received by W02 (SSM) M. O'CalJahan and Cpl Garbett. I took
along a photo alb~m, and was astounded at the interest shown by the
young men especially those ex Harrogate boys, as they studied the
photog~aphs and asked many questions. Everyone took part in the
compet1t1ons arranged. Mrs Roberts excelled in darts. One of the
WRAC. g}rls got. on to ~ table ai:id sang a song 'Climbing up a
mountam . The first up this mountam was Pedlar Palmer (85) with his
m_outh _organ, followed by Porkey Edwards (83), Tom Dean and even
Bill Sp1ttal. I was getting a bit nervous in case of an accident but all
w~s well. Everyone enjoyed themselves, Veterans and non-Veterans
ahke.
Monday 26th- How lucky we were with the weather another hot
day. This was th_e ~ay of reckoni~g for us as we were driven to 3 Sqn
garages and split mto two parties. Group I for AFV driving and
Group 2 for Sharp shooting and the subsequent change over of
Groups.
Never having driven a car in my life, with a little instruction I was
to handle an AFV weaving my way through an obstacle course and
ending up surmounting two cars at the end of the course! It's easy
when you know how! Everyone had a go, including the ladies. Pedlar
Palmer, also a non driver, did very well indeed . The shooting range
ThiE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1989

prov~d

a little more difficult with coloured target and spotting
heavily camouflaged figures, which changed constantly. I gue s we did
well ~u.t once down it was. a little difficult trying to get up again. Anno
D?m1m I guess. The Regiment now has a reserve of snipers and AFV
dnvers to call on at anytime! Leaving the 3 Sqn garages we were
tran~ported to _the Mohnesee Sailing Club where a barbecue lunch
awaited us. Unhke the wet, windy and squally conditions last year, the
Mohnesee was becalmed and not too good for a thrilling sail. It was
wonderful down at the dam and most people went sailing while some
wan?ered into the woods. Returning to quarters at 1600 hrs, the
evei:img had been set. aside for a bowling evening as guests of the
Officers of the Regiment at the Bowling centre in Salamanca
Barrac~s. The other ranks at Sal~manca Barracks were hoping to
entertam the yet~rans too, _but this could not be arranged and it is
hope? that this will be possible when possibly we return next July. l
surprised myself by knocking over nine pins with my first ball but the
second shot nearly ~ook me with it. I decided to retire with honour.
It was a most enjoyable evening ending all square between the
Veterans and their ladies and the Officers and their ladies.
_Tuesday 27th-A good start to the day, rather muggy and humid
with some thundery clouds about. A Burg Tour was arranged starting
off at 1015 hrs under the guidance of WOl (FofS) Brown and Lt
Fraser. We arrived at a very interesting castle built between 1603 and
1~09 and known as Wewelsburg, as a supplementary of the Prince
B1s_hop_s of Paderborne and located above the Alme river on lime rock.
This tnangular shaped fortress was used by the SS during the war. We
return7d to San Sebastian barracks for lunch, and left for home
departmg at 1915 hrs. WOl (FofS) Brown must have been relieved to
see us off! Before we left Lt Col Mick Philp thanked Lt Col Cook,
the Officers, WOl (RSM) Reeves, WOl (FofS) Brown and all
~embers of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess for their
kmdness and warm hospitality. Mr Len Addison from Wirral
presented a plaque to the RSM from the Liverpool Branch of the
R'.>A. The ~ecretary presented WOl (FofS) Brown with a tea cloth.
wuh the epitaph 'Knackered' which he said he would be hanging up
in _his office. Just before we left the weather broke and brought heavy
r~n and a thunderstorm as we made our way to Calai to board our
ship.

Thr?ugh the medium of The Wire, .1 wish to take the opportunity
of saymg how very much everyone enjoyed the Regimental Weekend
and ~ppreciated the hard work which must have gone into the
planrung of the programme. Our grateful thanks to all. I would like
to sires~ again that the 3 Divisional Signals Reunion Club is open LO
all servmg and ex members of the Iron Division. Our next Reunion
luncheon will be on 24 March 1990 at the Victory (Service ) Club
Marble Arch, London our 38th Reunion and to which the ladies ar~
invited. See you there!
CLUB PARTY
Mr W. J. Addison, Mr E. E. Bayley, Mr and Mrs R. G. Browning
Mr T. H. Dean, Mr F. G. Dukes, Mr W. T. Edwards, Mr and Mr~
A. G. Elwick, Mrs E. Rae, Mr and Mrs W. JI. Holden, Mr S. G.
Hounsell, Capt A. Hughes, Maj H. Kelly, Mr P. Munchin, Mr and
Mrs M. Peters, Lt Col M.A. Philp, Mr H. W. Palmer, Maj and Mrs
D. J. Roberts, Maj and Mrs K. N. Smartt, Mr W. pittal, Mr W. A.
Spartley, Mr and Mrs H. F. Timms and Mr and Mrs L. Wright.
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- Sport SAILING
R YC Dl GHY AND DAYBOAT SAILING REPORT
R YC (UK) DINGHY REGAITA NETLEY 8-10 MAY 1989
The regatta wa attended by only eight crews which was one more
than the previou year. The weather was mixed and so only a total of
i race were held in the ASA's Kestrels. The results were: lst
Capt Lewi -Taylor 30 Sig Regt
W02 Mower
2nd
gt Hassell
School of Signals
SSgt Smith
3rd Cpl Richard on
243 Sig Sqn
Cpl White
The racing showed the benefit of regular competition. Those who
at the time of the regatta were sailing regu larly won easily at the start
of the competition but were subjected to more pressure as the
competition went on, from tho e who were beginning to get back in
touch with competitive sailing.
NORTH V 0 TH REGATTA RIPON SC 22 MAY 1989
This event was held in response to the regular complaint that the
sailors in the north of the country rarely managed to show off their
skills again t those in the south who consequently dominated team
selection . In many ways the north was proved to have a point by
comprehensively winning the day's event.
The team from the north was well led by Sgt Chas Cowell in his last
event before departing to Cyprus, ably assisted by ATs Stuart and
Box, names to look out for in the future. The team from the south
included Capt Scott Workma n, Maj Stephen Galpin, LCpl John
Driver and Cpl Si mo n Richardson all taking their chance as helms. A
worthwhile event and it is hoped to repeat it in the future.
RSYC DAYBOAT REGATTA SEAVIEW 1-2 JUNE 1989
Entries for the competition were down on last year because of the
late withdrawal of the entries from 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
Nevertheless a total of 14 crews were entered, not all of which were
single unit teams. It was especially good to see three crews from AA
Coll Harrogate and one from 8 Sig Regt making the long journey
south. Entries from 71 Sig Regt (V), Wavell Project Office and 2 Sig
Bde broadened the competition whilst there was the usual strong
contingent from Blandford units.
Racing was very much affected by the weather as is normal at
Sea view and of the planned seven races only six were actually held and
of these only three were sailed in reasonable wind conditions. The last

SHOOTING 1989 SEASON

.~

19~9
d~s p1te

race was actually abandoned because a number of boa ts were unable
to reach the start line due to a strong tide and no wind .
The results of the competition were:l st LCpl Downie
School of Signals
2nd Sgt Hassell
School of Signals
3rd Col Roper
Wavell Team
4th AT Stuart
AA Coll
Harrogate
It was encouraging to see the AT crews doing well at times and AT
Stuart was a consistently good performer. Newcomers to Seaview and
those with little tidal experience learned a great deal about the effect
of tide especially in light wind conditions .
TRIANGULAR REGATTA SEAVIEW 15-16 JUNE 1989
The regatta was again a second place for the Corps being well
beaten by the Sappers but staying well ahead of the Gunners. That
said it was the usual good competition with one notable helm
sacrificing a commanding lead by losing his sense of direction.
Perhaps orienteering during the winter would help! The four helms in
the Corps boats were Capt Graham Lewis-Taylor, Lt Col Keith
Powell, LCpl Paul Downie and Sgt Doug Hassell.
INTER-CORPS LEAGUE EVENTS
At the time of writing the Corps has sailed six Inter-Corps League
events against the RA, Infantry, REME, RAPC, RCT and RE
winning all matches except that against the Sappers. In addition the
Corps sailed against the RAF Signals Command as part of the annual
competition and won an exciting match.
Stalwarts of the UK Corps sailing fraternity this season have been
LCpl Paul Downie (good luck with the baby), Sgt Doug Hassell (good
luck in retirement and thanks for all your participation in Corps
sailing), Capt Graham Lewis-Taylor (well done winning the Halcyon
cup again-at last success!), Lt Col Keith Powell, Cpl Simon
Richardson, LCpl John Driver with keen assistance from Capt Scott
Workman, Maj Stephen Galpin, SSgt Stu Bromidge, LCpl Rocky
Ramharak, W02 Colin Peck, Sgt Thorpe-Willett (good luck on the
Round the World Race) and Sgt Keith Pammenter.
Finally, thanks to Capt David Ellis for setting up the Season's
events and to Capt Mark Castle-Smith for taking on the jobs of Bosun
and Racing Secretary during the absence of David Ellis on holiday
down south. We hope that on his return we will be able to report on
the successful campaigning of the ASA J24 Chieftain in local,
national and international competitions .

If you are serving and have a standi n g o rder for T HE
WIRE please k eep us well informed i n advance o f any

·has been a good year in terms of results for Corps shooting,
the fact that we have lost the services of Stalwarts in T arget
Rifle such as W02 (YofS) Brian Hayward to Oman . Likewise known
shots such as Lt Col R. J. Evans were unavailable due to overseas
to_urs . The ,Corps' SA~ saw a re~ord number of competi tors (143)
wit~ Queen s. Gur~ha Signals holdmg off 7 Sig Regt to win the Major
Umt Champ1o~sh1p and _Communications and Security Group (UK)
narrowly w1.n nmg the Mmor Units from 259 Sig Sqn.
The meetmg was held at Bulford / Perham Down Range complex
over the week 11 -16 June. The weather was again kind to us with
warm ~ry s~nny days throughout. The Major and Minor Unit
Champ1onsh1ps were more closely fought than in previous years with
the . f-:1inor lJnit silver being well spread across the Corps. The
Ind~v1dual Rifle Match W3;S also closely contested with Sgt Navindra
rak1~g th~ RSRA Champion Shot Cup and Capt Iain Standen the
President s Cup as the Best Class ~ - Lt Scott of 22 Sig Regt won the
14 Regt Cup as the Be.st Young Office~ and Sig Ross of 8 Sig Regt won
the Be.st Young Soldier. The Champion at Arms and winner of the
9ouldmg Bowl, awarded to the individual with the highest aggregate
m matches 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and I l, was Capt lain Standen of 259 Sig
Sqn.
~he Regul_
a r ~my me~ting saw a good number of Corps' teams, six
~aJ~r and six Mmor l!nllS enter~d and again QG Sig performed well
wmnmg ~very match m the Senes B Championship. SSgt Krishna
Gurung is to be congratulated on his outstanding individual
performa~ce where he was Champion at Arms, winning The Old
Contemp~1bles Cup, se~ond in the Army 100 losing the Queen's Medal
by one hit and first. m Ma~ch 4, the Association Cup. Capt lain
~tanden ~as sev_enth m the Pistol XXX, Maj Colin French was second
m the Smper Rifle Match and 259 Sig Sqn won the Pistol Tiles
The National Meeting saw some success in the Service We~pon
events w~ich were regrettably abandoned due to splash back in the
butt~ whic.h led _to several of the butt party being injured. Sgt
Navm.dr~b1~ram 1s .to be warmlr congra~ulated on winning 'The
Stand1.ng , The R~p1ds_Aggregate and taking fourth place overall in
the Rifle Champ10nsh1p. Sgt Navindra won some £40 and eight
Medals and Bars during the meeting. The Corps team won the SMG
Team Match and four NRA Silver Medals. Capt Jim Body from the
School won the 'McQueen' Cup in the Sniper Match.
A_ weaker team _than in _the past represented the Corps in the
Nauonal Target Rifle Meetmg but produced some very creditable
results. Sgt Morrell from the-School and Cpl Taff AJden of 16 Regt
won places in the Regular Army Short Range Team while Capt Jim
Body made ~he Long Range Team. ~pl Taff Alden won the Tate Cup
and NRA Silver Medal by one pomt from Capt Jim Body with an
agg~egat~ score ~f 54? in the Royal Signals Championship.
. F1r~rs m ?erv1ce Rifle Events were of course using weapons with
iron sights e1th_e~ ~LR or S~ ~O with !ron sights with a consequent lack
of target acqm~1t1on capability and maccuracy at longer ranges. This
makes the achievements of SSgt Krishna and Sgt Navindra all the
more commendable.
. 1:h!s year's results add weight to the impression that overall
~ndiv1dual scor~s are improving! This is mainly due to increased
mterest by Senior Officers, individual application and dedication
from T~ Mana_gers who at last have realised that success in top level
coml?et1t1on requires thorough preparation, physical fitness and a will

Sgt Navindra with The Standing and Rapids Aggregate NRA Cups

tO Will.

change o f address. It is impossible for us to k eep u p
with hundreds of posting orders and your ' W i re' will

CORPS MEETING
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
RIFLE MATCHES 2, 3, 4, 6 AND 7
Best Any Class
- RSRA Champion Shot CupSgt Navindra-QG Sig
- President's Cup-Capt Standen-259 Sig
Best B Class
Sqn
Best R Signals Officer - Exell Trophy-Capt Standen-259 Sig
Sqn
Best Young Officer
- Lt Scott-22 Sig Regt
Best Young Soldier
- Sig Ross-8 Sig Regt
- LCpl Dodd RPC-4 ADSR
Best Non R Signals

go to your old address unless we hear to the contrary.

BEST ROYAL SIGNALS IN MATCH 2 3, 4 AND 6
Queen's Gurkha Signals Trophy - Capt' Standen - 259 Sig Sqn
The Gouldmg Bowl
- Capt Standen - 259 Sig Sqn
CHAMPION AT A RMS
Aggregate score in matches 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and l I.

The NRA Trophy haul (le_ft to right) Capt Jim Body, SSgt Krishna,
Sgt Navindra and Maj lain Brown

BISLEY MEETING
MATCH WINNERS
Match 2-Roupell
A Class
B Class
Match 2-Whitehead
A Class
B Class
Match 4-Association
A Clas
B Class
Match 6-Whittaker
A Class
B Class
Match 7-Roberts
A Class
B Class
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MAJOR
QG Sigs
Sgt Navindra QG Sigs
Sig Tekbahadur QG Sigs
QG Sigs
Sgt Navindra QG Sigs
Capt Standen 259 Sqn
QG Sigs
S"Sgt Krishna QG Sig
Sig Tekbahadur QG Sigs
QG Sig
SSgi Krish na QG Sigs ,
LCpl Mayell 19 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn

MINOR
259 Sig Sqn

19 Inf Bde HQ
& Sig Sqn
259 Sig Sqn

19 Inf Bde HQ
& Sig Sqn

Sig Yamkumar QG Sigs
Sig Tekbahadur QG Sig
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Match 9- Ind SMG
Match
A Class
B Class
Match 25126-SMG
Team

Capt Lilbahadur QG Sigs
Sig Sibachan QG Sigs
QG Sigs

19 Inf Bde HQ
& Sig Sqn

Match IOI-Target Rifle
Winner
Maj R. T. Hoole 19 Inf Bde
Runner-up
Sgt Morrell-School of Signals
Match 11-Pistol
Winner
Capt Standen 259 Sqn
Runner-up
Lt Col McLean Sch of Inf
MINOR UNIT
MAJOR UNIT
Comms & Sy
Match 31/21-Section QG Sigs
Gp (UK)
Match 33/ 34-Team
201 Sqn/l Inf
Snap
QG Sigs
Bde HQ & Sig
Sqn
Comms & Sy
Match 29/30-LMG QG Sigs
Gp (UK)
Match 27/28- Para
8 Inf Bde HQ &
QG Sigs
Cup
Sig Sqn
Match 37-Falling
QG Sigs
Plates
Major Unit
QG Sigs
Championship
7 Sig Regt
Runner-up
Minor Unit
Comms & Sy
Championship
Gp (UK)
259 Sig Sqn
Runner-up
RASAM RESVLTS
MAJOR UNITS
Match
OM Unit
QG Signals
1
14 Sig Regt
11
2 Inf Div Sig Regt
12
School of Signals
13
21 Sig Regt
14
22 Sig Regt
16

The SOinC presents QG Sigs with the Major Unit Team Trophies

23
1
15
JO
16
12
14

25
I
12
14
13
16
15

30
I
8=
15
5
16
13

31
I
13
11
12
10
16

27
I
7
14=
12
II

8

33
I
11
12
14
16
15

Champ
Pts
240
72
54
52
47

MINOR UNITS
Match
OM Unit
LO
259 Sig Sqn
14
Comms & Sy Gp
201 Sig Sqn
19
8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
20
39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
21
249 Sig Sqn
22

24
12
16
19
21
20
22

26
9
14
21
18
22
20

30A
19
8
15
12
18
22

32
5
17
22
18
13
21

OTHER TEAM MATCHES
Match
21
The Dunlop Trophy
21
The Brooke Bond Cup
25
The 14/20th King's Hussars Cup
39 The Southern Command Cup
40 The Woolwich Bowl
101
Silver Bars
101
Bronze Bars
104 Bronze Bars
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
Match
OM
1 The ARA Silver Jewel
2 Bronze Bar
3 Bronze Bar
4 Gold Bar
4 Bronze Bar
5 Money Prize-£4. 50
6 Bronze Bar
7 Bronze Bar
9 The Victory Cup and Date Bar
9 The Prem Stage Cup and DB
9 Date Bar
9 Medal and Date Bar
9 Medal and Date Bar
10
Old Contemptibles Cup and GB
10 Bronze Bar
11
Date Bar
11
Medal and Date Bar
11
Medal and Date Bar
13
Silver Bar
13 Bronze Bar
I3
Bronze Bar
13
Bronze Bar
100 ARA Small Bronze Medal

28
8
13
14
18=
0
0

34 Champ
Pts
14
168
133
8
49
22
20
45
21
38
17
16

QG Signals
QG Signals
QG Signals
259 Sig Sqn
R Signal Team
22 Sig Regt
School of Signals A
School of Signals A

2
SSgt Krishna
18 SSgt Krishna
14 = Sig Anjan
1 SSgt Krishna
22 Sig Saunder
2
SSgt Krishna
28 = SSgt Kri hna
SSgt Krishna
4
1
SSgt Kri hna
4
Capt LiJbahadu r
7
Sgt Navindra
12 Sig Tekbahadur
26 Sig Marhang Rai
I
SSgt Krishna
22 Capt Lilbahadur
7
Capt Standen
20 Capt Lilbahadur
22 SSgt Krishna
2
Maj French
3
Capt Standen
4
Cpl Bull
5
Cpl Kelly
3
W02 Rogan
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DON'T FORGET TO ORDER YOUR WIRE FOR 1990

(see page 405 for Order Form)

ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS DIARV-1990

Capt lain Standen receives the Goulding Bowl
510

The SOinC presents Comms & Sy Gp with the Minor Unit
Championship Trophy
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1989

The Museum Shop is supplying the 1990 Corps Diary to all units.
The diary will be a slim pocket diary with a blue stiff leatherette cover, gilt corner mounts, ribbon
marker and the Corps badge on the front.
The retail price per diary will be £2.50 in the UK.
Bulk orders from PRls and Royal Signals Associations of 50 or more will attract a discount of 20 %.
Overseas units' orders will be less VAT.
Order early to avoid disappointment.
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WINDSURFING
RO\ AL IG A
K WIND RFING CHAMPIONSHIPS
-RFSULT
The Royal ignals UK Windsurfing Championships were held at
Browndown Camp, Lee-on-Solent on 8-10 June 1989. Some 27
individual entrie were received which included three guest
competitors and four unit teams competed for the Inter-Unit event.
Conditions were variable with th·e first day providing good force 5
gu ting to 6 trength winds, and second and third days having light
winds (Force 1-2) in the mornings the light to moderate (Force 2-3) in
the afternoon . o rain marred the event and apart from the stronger
wind of Thursday, which combined with heavy seas caused one race
to be abandoned, the weather was very good.
The entry was well supported with more sailors competing this year,
in what i the first dedicated UK event, than sailed last year in the
Corps-wide event whirt. included BAOR sailors. Thi is very
encouraging and augur well for this year's Corps-wide event
cheduled for 30 August-2 September.
The support given by all Unit Commanders in helping to make this
event the undoubted success that it was, is greatly appreciated.
Capt Gilchrist, Hon Sec, Windsurfing writes:
UK INTER-CORPS
As reported in the March issue it is hoped that an Inter-Corps
Windsurfing League can be started within UK, probably commencing
officially next year. As a forerunner all Corps are being encouraged
to run trial events this year. To date we have had two events, with one
more definitely planned.
The fust took place at Theale Reservoir on 10 May against the
REME in next-to-no wind. It was only possible to conduct one race
and the team result in this very dubious contest were: 2nd-Cpl
Sammy Anderson, 5th-Capt Bill. White, 6th-W01 Steve Bailes,
7th-Capt Dave Gilchri I and 10th-Maj Brian Pettifer.
Suffice to say the REME won 24~ points to 30. A return match is
being organised when hopefully some decent wind will help the
occasion!
The second event against the ACC at Netley held on 26 July was
altogether different with winds varying between force 3 to 5 making
it possible to run four races. Our results were much improved
although to be fair the opposition was not so strong but we also
fielded a weaker team having many of our stars either unfit or
required for duty.
The total points and overall places achieved for the four races by
Corps sailors were: 2nd-Capt Dave Gilchrist 6~ points, =3rdCapt Bill White 14 points, =3rd-Sgt Doug Maher 14 points and
5th-LCpl 'Nobby' Hall 20 points. These results enabled the Corps to
win convincingly by 54~ points to 101 ~.
ARMY INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Anny Championships were held on 24/25 June at Browndown
with reasonable winds of force 3. Regrettably no BAOR Corps sailors
could support this event but happily 10 UK members were able to keep
the Corps flag flying. The individual results were: Lightweight: 9thMaj Brian Pellifer, 15th-Cpl Paul Wooding, 17th-Sig 'Smudge'

Smith and 18th- LCpl 'Jonno' Johnson . Heavyweight: 5th- Cpl
Sammy Anderson, 8th- Capt Dave Gilchrist (Army Veteran), 9thSgt Phil Pett and = 12th- LCpl 'Nobby' Hall . Open Class: lstOCdt Colin Petlifer, = 2nd- Maj Mark Edwards. These placi ngs
were based upon the results of the three races held on Saturday 24
June only. Regrettably severe pollution in Stokes Bay from a
fractured sewage pipe prevented further racing on the second day!
JOINT SERVICES INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
It was the Royal Navy's turn this year to organise the event and it
was held at Eastney over the weekend 29/30 July in winds varying on
the Saturday from force 3/ 4 to force 5/6 on the Sunday. Five races
were conducted with the following results for the three Corps sailors
who managed to turn out for what was an excellent contest:
Heavyweight: = 9th- Cpl Sammy Anderson and = 9th-Capt Dave
Gilchrist. Open Class: 3rd- 0Cdt Colin Peltifer.
A brief look forward now with two major events still to come in this
years calendar. Firstly the Corps-wide Championships incorporating
both individual and team events will be held at Browndown on 30
August to 2 September. Secondly the Corps will be trying to regain its
hold on the BAOR Inter-Corps trophy when this event is held at the
Durnmersee on 25126 September.
Individual A wards
Overall Champion
Heavyweight Champion
Heavyweight Runner-Up
Heavyweight Best Novice
Lightweight Champion
Lightweight Runner-Up
Lightweight Novice
Veteran
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WOl Bailes
Cpl Anderson
Maj Edwards
SSgt Skinner
Maj Pettifer
Sgt Maher
LCpl Rees
Capt Gilchrist

Unit Team Results (run over four races)
Team

Total Points
by member
15
3
41

Sailors

249 Sig Sqn
(AMFL)

Capt White
Sgt Maher
LCpl Rees

School of
Signals

WOI Bailes
Capt James
SSgt Arundel

l Inf Bde HQ Capt Gilchrist
Capt Avison
and Sig Sqn
LCpl Hall
8 Sig Regt

Sgt Pett
Sgt Winterbottom
Sig Baxter

ROYAL SIGNALS UK WINDSURFING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1989-RESULTS
Overall Individual Results (run over six races)
Weight Class
Overall
Unit
Name
Rank
Pis
Pts
Posa
Posa
Hvy l
5
1
5
School of Signals
Bailes
WO!
Hvy 2
7%
10~
2
233 Sig Sqn
Cpl
Anderson
8~
18~
Lt l
3
School of Signals
Pickard
• Mr
Hvy 3
19~
16~
5 AB Bde Sig Sqn
3
Maj
Edwards
9~
4
24
Lt 2
I Inf Bde Sig Sqn
Capt
Gilchrist
Lt 3
lOY2
5
26
249 Sig Sqn
Sgt
Maher
9\12
27
Lt I
Elec Branch REME
Maj
Petti fer
6
20
Hvy 4
7
29
White
249 Sig Sqn
Capt
25
School of Signals
8
32
Hvy 5=
Capt
James
Hvy 7
School of Signals
9
52
36
SSgt
Arundel
Hvy 8
1 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
LC pl
Hall
56
38
JO
25
8 Sig Regt
11
60
Hvy 5=
Pett
•• Sgt
•• Maj
Filby
12
Lt 6
35~
HQ NI
64
87 Sig Sqn (V)
52
SS gt
Skinner
13
74
Hvy IO
Sig
Smith
I Inf Bde Sig Sqn
14
77
Lt 9
44
•• Capt
Mather
1 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
46
15
81
' Hvy 9
LC pl
249 Sig Sqn
Rees
16
83
Lt 4
33
Capt
Avison
1 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
17
84
35
Lt 5
SS gt
Chorlton
School of Signals
87
18
Lt 7
36
LC pl
Johnson
I Inf Bde Sig Sqn
19
92
Lt 8
41
Sig
Hvy II
Calderwood
249 Sig Sqn
94
58
20
Cpl
McDermott
30 Sig Regt
21
Hvy 12
99
59
Cpl
22
46
Fernandes
249 Sig Sqn
102
Lt 10=
Sig
8 Sig Regt
Baxter
23
46
113
Lt 10=

••

-

by Team ·

Team
Posn

59

16
32
34

82

2

13
35
39

87

3

23
14
52

89
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The modern way to buy and pay is with a
credit card and·with a Naafi Budget
Account and Chargecard you have a
flexible choice of credit on highly
competitive terms.
You can use either of these credit cards in
all families shops, services shops and HM
ships worldwide to buy any item from
Naafi's wide range of electrical, sports
clothing and gift and durable goods priced
£5 or more. Naval customers can use a
Naafi budget account for the purchase of
all goods from Naafi.

Naafi Budget_Account
Credit with agreed fixed
monthly payments
OR

Naafi Chargecard
With flexible monthly payments
to suit yourself
Instant credit facilities are available.
Typical APR 26.8% (variable) .
Please ask at your local Naafi shop
for written details.

•-Guest sailor. Notional result only.
Naafl Registered Office. Imperial Court. Kennington Lane. London SE11 SOX
••-Late arrival. Only sailed
on second day.
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IT IS YOUR GOLDEN JUBILEE IN 1990

ARE YOU OR HAVE YOU BE E N

AIRBORNE ~•
The Airborne Divisions were formed from volunteers drawn from all units of the British Army. We
are in the process of establishing the names and addresses of all members of Royal Signals who
served with Airborne Forces. If you were a member of the brotherhood but are not now in contact
with the Corps' parachute unit, would you please write, giving details to:-

The Administrative Officer, 5 Airborne Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron,
Amhem Barracks, Aklershot, Hampshire GU11 2AU.

The Royal Signals Magazine
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All correspondence and
matter for pu blication in
The Wire should be
addressed Jo The Wire
Royal Signals Association.
56 Regency Street,
London SW1 P 4AD .
Tel No: London District Ext 8246
STD 01 -873 6356.
Metter for publications must be
received by the 15th of February.
April. June, August, October and December
for publication six weeks later.
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Subscription rates
1989 (Bl-monthlyl
(Jan. Mar, May.
Jul, Sep, and Novi.
Individual: Yearly £4.20;
Bi-monthly 70p;
(These ra tes change in
1990 see page 514)
Remittances should be made payable to:
Royal Signals Association

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE
Assistant Editor Mrs M.A. Riggs ll~~\
The Wire is a member of the Association of Service Newspapers
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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 1989 FROM
THE MASTER OF SIGNALS

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
s you're well awa re, serving in the Forces isn't just a

A

1ob I 's a way of hie So, it's no surprise. that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
like a fish out of water
But there's no need for you to eel th is way It's
perfectly possi ble fo r you to keep up with old friends,
make use o the unique sl11lls you've acqu ired , and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.
How? Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represent a s1gmf; cant pa rt of our commitment
to NATO.
There are three options open to you
Fi rstly, you can JOtn one of the Terntonal Army
Indepen den t Units based in th e TAVRA region in which
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infa ntry or Caval ry regiments
Secondly, 1f you are leaving a Corps'-you could
retain you r capbadge and become a membe r of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unil In either,
you can maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned
•
Thi rdly, you could 1oin the HSF, which fulfils a vital

role in our home defence, and in particular is suitable
for people with limited spa re time.
You can contribute as much ti me as you want
in any one year The minimum that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you comp lete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som~
weekday evenings. As a
Specialist we ask only
...__/
~
15 days training and
,~
~
two weekends
-,.\_,".~
-And, as a
~<>
member of the
~;-! "'') l t
.
HSF, 6 to 10 ~
• >
_,.,.,
days tra ining and
one evening per
month In return you will receive payment equivalent to
the rates pa id to Regula r Army soldiers plus an annual
tax-free bonus
If you would like mo re information about how you
can stay in the swim of things, write to the address
be low, g1v1ng deta ils of which option you are interested
in, you r cu rrent age and add ress, you r inte nded county
of residence, and of the regiment you have left or
are leaving.

Those members of th e Corps of my generation wilJ remember the days when we served in Internal Security
areas wit~ their attendant restrictions upon personal liberty for both soldiers and their families; my Squadron
was rest~1~ted.to a tent~d.ca~p for two years, only going out on operations or in groups of four, all armed.
~or families, ti meant bvmg m shuttered houses and the husband having his personal weapon at hand at all
times.
So our sympathy goes out to all ranks of the Corps who now find their lives restricted by the current
need for security awareness not only in Northern Ireland. But as in the past, there are compensations-a
tighter, unified unit and famil y spirit and a dogged determination to see it through despite the hardships.
The Corps will not be found lacking in this respect and Christmas will nevertheless be enjoyed as much if
not more. Let us hope that the coming year will see a return to normality.
To all serving and retired members of the Corps, my wife and I send you our warmest good wishes for
Christmas and the New Year.

CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF
Since taking up m y appointment in April this year I have seen a great deal of the Corps in our Squadrons
and Regiments in the United Kingdom , BAOR, Cyprus, Hong Kong and elsewhere. I have also visited our Units on
operations in Northern Ireland and with the United Nations in Namibia. Everywhere I have been tremendously
impressed by the enthusiastic, dedicated and highly professional approach of our officers and soldiers, both
regular and volunteer, and by the high regard in which they are justifiably held by those with whom they work.
Just as impressive is the lively good humour and determination to enjoy life and all aspects of their soldiering
that prevails at all levels in our Units. It is this positive attitude which will help us to surmount our current
problem of undermanning and to meet the additional commitments we constantly acquire as the technology we
are responsible for in the army continues to expand.
Perhaps just as important, however, is the strong sense of family and identity which exists among serving and
retired members of the Corps as we approach our 70th Birthday. I have personally found great friendship,
pleasure and job satisfaction from my time in Royal Signals. In wishing all ranks and their families a very happy
Christmas and successful New Year my wife and I hope that you too will continue to find inspiration, enjoyment
and reward from your service in the Corps.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS
- EXCHANGE OF TELEGRAMS

' >.

The Territorial Army, Freepost, 4335 (Ref: 9000), Bristol BSl 3YX.

On the occasion of the Royal Australian Signals Corps' Day, T he
Master of Signals sent the following signal to the Representative
Colonel Commandant, Royal Australian Signals.

The Master of Signals, Signal Officer-in-Chief (A rmy) and all
ranks of the Royal Corps of Signals send their warm greetings to the
Representative Colonel Commandant, Director and all ranks
The Royal Australian Corps of Signals for their Corps Day on JO
November. The warmth and hospitality extended to me during my
visit earlier this year served to remind me of the bonds of friendship

that exist between us which I am sure will last forever. With every
good wish for Corps Day 1989.
The following reply has been received from the Representative
Colonel Commandant, Royal Australian Signals.

Thank you for your message of greetings on our Corps' Day 1989.
Your kind words have been promulgated to all members of the Corps.
Be assured that the bonds of friendship that exist between us will
continue to strengthen in future years.

COVER PICTURE
The cover picture shows the Corps' recently acquired adventurous and external leadership training facility. The Whernside Centre.
The photograph shows the main entrance to the 18th Century Manor House. The Centre and its facilities are now available for use
by the Corps at large and an introductory article by Lt Col Collyer is at page 517 . On the back cover are some of the deployments
and activities of 602 (SC) Sig Tp during 1988-89.
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AN IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO ALL WIRE READERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
Readers will be aware that from the beginning of 1990
the cost of The Wire, for single and bulk orders, is £1.00
per copy. We are making another change in the New
Year in order to meet the requirements of our
Advertising Agents and to obtain some commercial
advantage.
In 1990 the fir, issue of The Wire will be published
and distributed, as formerly, at the end of January
reaching some of our readers late January and other in
early February depending upon the post. This issue will
be called the February issue. Subsequently during the
year other issues will be titled April, June, August,

VISIT OF HRH THE PRINCESS ROYAL TO 633 SIGNAL TROOP

October and December, reaching readers in the first
fewdays of the month of publication.
Matter for publication must reach the editor six weeks
before the publication date, ie by 15 December for the
February issue and subsequently by 15 February, April,
June, August and October for the April, June, August,
October and December issues respectively.
It is always helpful to have material for the February
issue BEFORE 7 December because of the Christmas
break. For other issues it would help if contributors
were to ensure that the material is with the editor by the
due date.

VISIT OF HRH THE PRINCESS ROYAL
The hjghl~ght of a busy period was the visit to Belize, and in particular to 633 Sig Tp,, of <;>ur C<;>lonel-in-Chief HRH The Princess Royal
GCVO. HRH amval m Belize was welcomed by a combined services
qua~ter ~uard .of soldiers and airmen from all arms and Regiments
serving m Belize. The right marker was our very own SSgt 'Sfff'
Blacklaw who happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong ti~e
and far too close to the GSM., ~he parade was an unusual affair
because the Welsh Guards participants were in possession of SABO

~~~~dwoh/j~i:~~u~e~=~~derdsp1frted

everything ran .

SLRs. De~pit.e this the parade
an a were pleased with JUSt how smoothly

HR H . visi ted 633 Sig Tp on S'.lturday 2 September and visited all
Roya1 5 1gna1s personnel servmg m Belize.
HRJ:I appeared relaxed and at ease at lunch with the Troop The
followmg.~hotographs highlight some of the aspect of The Pri~cess
Royal's VISI l.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION RATE
The Wire will be £1 per copy from January 1990. Many of you renew your subscription by making a payment each year by cheque
or postal order. If you are in this category, will you please return the counterfoil below, with your payment by 1 December 1989.
We require to define our printing commitment for the January issue by this date and your co-operation in meeting this request
will be most helpful. If you pay by Bankers Order, please advise your Bank accordingly. {This does not apply to those who pay
a Retired Officers Subscription).

The Accountant
Royal Signals Association
RHQ Royal Signals
56 Regency Street
LONDON SWJP 4AD

HRH The Prin~ess Royal, Capt Keegan al']d Lt Stevens look for
W02 (Fo_fS) Mick Cooper who parachuted in to present HRH with
the scissors for the official opening of the telephone boxes

(YofS) Marshall talking to HRH in the Commcen. LCpl
Woods and Cpl Graham also in the picture

HRH The Princess Royal, Brig J . 0. C. Alexander, Comd 2 Sig Bde
and Sgt Gerrish. 'It's for. you ma' am'

Lt Stevens, HRH an~ . Brig Ale.xander all enjoying Sig Moylett's
rend1t1on of ' Smgin' in the Rain'

I wish to receive 'The Wire' in 1990 and enclose my subscription of £6.
I am an existing subscriber*
I am a new subscriber*
I wish to pay my subscription by ' Bankers O rder'. Please forward a 'Standing Order' form to me*
Date ............................... . ... . .... .. . .... .. Signature .. . .. . . ............ ........ ..... . ............... .
Name in block letters ....... ... ...... .... ..................... . .. .... .. .... ... . ...................... . ........... .
Address in block letters .................. ... ......... . ................................................... .. ..... . .

.... . .............................. ...... ....... .. ......... ........... . .......... . ....... .. ................... . .
........................ ..... ...................... Post Code ............ ..... ........ . ...... . ................. .
• Delete as appropriate.

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to 'Royal Signals Association'
Please notify any change of address immediately.

Brig Alexander, Capt Keegan, HRH, Sgt Gerrish, Lt Stevens and
Mr Campbell , head of BT Americas look on as HRH makes a call
to the Master of Signals
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Our Colonel-in-Chief presents the LS & GC Medal to W02 (YofS)
Marshall in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess in Airport
Camp
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VISIT OF THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF TO 602 SIGNAL TROOP

THE CORPS ADVENTUROUS TRAINING CENTRE,
(THE WHERNSIDE CENTRE)
In August of this year the Corps became the proud owners of a
Grade 2 Listed 18th Centu ry Manor House, and its five acre estate,
in the hea rt of the very beauti ful North Yorkshire Natio nal Park, near
Dent in Cumbria. The Royal Signals Association purchased the
property for the benefit of members of the Corps as an adventurous
and external leadership training facility which, by virtue of its
location, offers some of the best outdoor pursuit training in the
country. The Whernside Centre is staffed and run by the Training
Group Royal Signals and is open to any Unit, Group, or individual
wishing to engage in a comprehensive range of adventurous traini ng
activities at very modest cost, for anything from a weekend to a
fortnight. The adventurous acti vities which may be undertaken at the
Centre incl ude:-

On Monday 24 July the Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal High!1ess, T he
p ·
Roval GCVO visited the H Q~C UK base ~tauon. The
it:~~Y included a vi it to the Military Wmg, of th~ sta~1on, manned
b members of the Troop. The OC, Capt Kevm Fisher gave a
i e entation on the role of the Troop deployments, followed by an
~uipment demonstration . Her Royal Highness later presented. W02
(Yof ) Keith Bell with hi LS & GC medal, the Yeo~an havmg t?
undergo a quick change routine, from his normal working dress (suit
and tie) to hi number two dress .

.

_{

HRH The Princess Royal presents W02 (YofS) Keith Bell wit h his
LS & GC on 24 July 1989

FELL WALKING/ EXPEDITIONS
T he Centre is situated on the slopes of the Whernside fe ature wit h
access available directly from the rear of the property. This and the
challenging Howgill and Barbon Fell areas are ideal expedition areas
with the more demanding regions of the central Lake District only a
short dri ve away. Land clearance is ta ken care of by the Centre's staff
who have established a good relationship with local landowners and
the community at large.
CLIMBING AND ABSEILING
Single-pitch rock climbing for all levels of competence is close to the
Centre and a disused viaduct is equally convenient for teaching a
range of abseiling techniques . A little further afield are the established
areas of Malham Cove and Central Lakeland which offer high quali ty
multi-pitch climbing for the more experienced.

NOTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGIMENTAL COLONEL
SOLDIER RECRUITING RESULTS
The table below shows the Royal Signals sol~ier rec~u.iting targets
and achievements for the first six months of this recru1ung year· .As
can be seen the shonfall is substantial, in Adults and Young Soldiers
(A&YS). Although the Apprentice and Ju~ior fig1:1res a~e good, there
are signs that they too are ~egi_nning to d!P· While unit supp<?rt for
recruiting is assisting in gemng in substantial numbers of recruits, .we
have to try even harder if we are to rectify the Corps mannmg
situation . Retention has improved in recent months, but the losses of
1988/ 89 have not been made good.
Ach ieved
Achieved
Target
Apr-Sep 89
Apr-Sep 89
232
198
400
A& YS
126
138
138
JLdrs
199
163
191
JSig
310
298
353
Apprentices
867
797 = 74"lo
1,082
Total

Soldiers joining the Corps will not be _job briefe.d an~ .allocat~d
specific trades, until after arrival at Cat.tenck f<?r basic trarning, or in
the case of Junior Leaders and Appre~tlces, arn ~al at Harrog~te. ~he
Royal Signals PSO at 11. Sig Regt 1s responsible for detailed JOb
briefing and trade allocat1on of all entrants.

SOLDIER RECRUITING AND MANNING MEASURES
EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN
Units will be aware of the move towards the great.er e~ployi:nent of
women in the Armed Forces. Suitable posts are being 1denuf1e~ and
we as a Corps, already one of the largest ~mplc;iyers of women m the
Army, will be among the l.eading pla>:ers m this strategy. Curr.ently,
the recruitment of women 1s much easier than men, and the filhng of
posts will ease the manning situation.

KAPE
This years KAPE tours have now been completed. All succ~ss fully ,
and some excellently. Several District Recruiting Staffs have given our
teams the highest praise with such comments as, ' the b~s~ I h.ave ~ver
seen' . Well done and keep it up. Running ~nd pa.rt1c1p.ating in a
successful KAPE tour gives a great deal of JOb sattsfactton for all
concerned .

NEW EMPLOYMENT GROUPS
. .
.
To ease the task of all arms recruiters, the Corps has d1v1ded its
trades into four employment groups:Tele Tech, Tele Mech
Techician Royal Signals
Tel Op (Spec), Tele Op
Specialist Operator Royal Signals
(Ling)
(Tele Op (R), Tele Op (RR)
Telecommunications Operator
(Tele Op (TG), Tele Op
Royal Signals
(Data), Tele Op (Sy~)
Dvr Elec, Dvr Lmn, Stores
Soldier Royal Signals
Acct, Tele Op (P&A)
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SATISFIED SOLDIER
.
. .
..
The Satisfied Soldier Scheme 1s now a Pnonty One recruiting
support effort and although overall figures are much improved, some
Units have not addressed the mat~er i.n earnest.. The presence .of
young articulate Royal Signals soldiers m ACIOs 1s a most effectt~e
recruiting measure. They are able to attract t.he attention of their
peers, and explain how they have foun~ Ar.my hfe: We kn.ow they do
this well and with enthusiasm, resulting in soldier~ opt~n.g f?r the
Corps rather than for other cap badges. The timely 1dent1f1cat1on of
soldiers returning to the UK and BAOR on leave or courses for
participation in the Scheme is most important.

HANDOVER TAKEOVER OF REGIMENTAL COLONEL
This month sees the departure of Col M. L. Jenni1_1gs afte_r four
years as Regt Col. Luckily his expertise and influenc.e in the field of
recruiting will not be entirely lost to the Corps as. he is to take up the
ROI Inspector of Recruiting post with the Directorate of Army
Recruiting. His successor, Col R. D. K. Tho.mpson, takes over on 1
December on relinquishing command of 4 Sig Gp.
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CANOEING AND WINDSURFING
Killington reservoir is just 15 minutes dr ive away and provides ideal
conditions for the novice canoeist and for windsurfers of all
tandards.
CAVING
Whernside is at the heart of wh at is the country's premier caving
region with caves for the novice and for the most adventurous of
'moles' within easy reach of the Centre. Caving is an adventurous
pursuit experienced by few in the Service principally because of the
relatively few caving areas readily to hand . It follows that experience
and qualifications in this field are also scarce, the overall effect being
that a highly popular sport is denied to the majority. For the past 10
years or so the Corps adventurous training team based at 11 Sig Regt
has been amassing a fund of experience, qualifications, and
equipment which, until now, has been confined to some of those who
have passed through the Training Group. Those who have experienced
the investigation of an underground cave system will testify to the
unparalleled thrill of the sport and now, thanks to the Whernside
initiative, the Corps' considerable expertise in this specialist discipline
is at the disposal of all those who use the Whernside Centre.
The Whernside Centre is open from early February to mid
December. There is accommodation for up to 80 students, male and
female, and the services include full board, equipment and instruction
for novice and expert alike. The bulk of the training time available at
the Centre is given to members of the Corps under Phase 1 military
training, for whom adventurous and external leadership training is a
mandatory part of their course. A minimum of 300Jo of the year is
available to the remainder of the Corps and on offer is an adventurous
training package which is difficult to match; just turn up on the day
and the Centre's resident expert staff take care of the rest.
The Whernside estate includes a self-catering facility for up to
twelve people. The Oliver Statham Memorial Bunkhouse, as it is
known, was built in memory of a local, pioneering cave diver. It is
completely self contained and is ideal for groups having their own
equipment and means of instruction or supervision who are looking
for a base in outstanding adventurous training country from which to
operate. A further similar facility in the grounds with the potential for
accommodating up to six people is earmarked for development in
1990. When completed it will make a wonderful 'holiday let' for
families seeking a break amidst the unique and tranquil beauty of the
Dales.
The Whernside Centre is being run on the basis of no cost to the
Corps. The charges which have been set for Service men and women
are based soley on running costs plus a small element for investment
in improved equipment and facilities in general. The result is a
package of accommodation and training which is available at a
fraction of the cost normally associated with similar facilities
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elsewhere. For example, from 1 January 1990 the daily cost to a
member of t~e Corps taking full board and instruction in any, or all,
of the pursuits available at the Whernside Centre will be £7.30. With
food and accommodation refund added to Unit and other
adventurous training grants to provide a subsidy, the single soldier can
enjoy training which is second to none for as little a personal
contribution as £2.00 per day.
Since the Centre became operational there has been a floo d of
applications to take advantage of the facil ities on offer. Many have
been from outside the Corps bu t have onl y been accepted where there
was no conflicting demand from a Royal Signals source. P riority for
booking the Whernside Centre is wi th Royal Signals Regular, TA, and
sponsored Units but early applications are required if disappointment
is to be avoided. Applications are accepted from any Service or
Service-sponsored Uni t or Department, subject to priority and
availability. Such organisations as the UOTC, CCF, ACF and
Welbeck College are encouraged to take advantage of the facilities at
Whernside and to see for themselves the quality of life enjoyed by
members of the Corps.
For the first time in its history Royal Signals has a permanent,
dedicated facility offering training which is uni versally recognised as
one of the best aids to the development of team spirit, individual
character and leadershi p ski lls. At the very least, every young entrant
to the Corps passing through the Training Group will now experience
the thrill and enjoyment which only adventurous training can give
and, hopefully, will be suffici ently stimulated to want to make the
most of this aspect of Service life throughout his, or her, career with
the Corps.
For reasons which include difficulties with planning, the provision
of qualified instruction and supervision, and cost, this type and
quality of training has not hitherto been as widely available as one
might have wished. The Whernside Centre means that such obstacles
need no longer stand between dream and reality-a simple telephone
call will secure a place in this outstanding facility and the extremely
professional and popular programme of training it provides. Contact
the Training Adjutant; 11 Sig Regt for further details-telephone
Catterick Military 3706. Don't delay, be sure of securing your share
of this new and exciting Corps asset.
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- From our "In" Tray THE UNIVERSAL 500
Report by Capt G. M. Lewis-Taylor
.
'A hard race in the soft south' was whal the organisers dubbed the
new arduous sailing and running event, the Univer al 500. Similar in
concept to the Three Peaks Yacht Race, this event included over 500
mile sailing nd 80 miles running in just over f~ur days. An Army
team built around Corps sail rs and runners ailed the ASA yacht
Redcoat to econd place in the Monohull Division, and 4th overall,
from 15 starters. The runners surpassed themselves by winning the
Royal Marines Endurance Course Section, and third fa~test total
running time for the race, behind two groups of professional feUrunners.
The fleet enjoyed a blu tery northerly force 6-7 as it left the
Hamble, through the Needles and out towards Salcombe. For Cpl
Nick Withers that leg was the longest 15 hours he can ever remember;
his evening meal, lasagne, managed to find its way into most parts of
the yacht! Worse for wear, he and Capt Nick Bateson were quickly
despatched by rubber dinghy to begin the 20 mile run to Dartmouth.
Having overtaken two other pairs of runners en route, the 'two Nicks'
appeared to be in remarkably good shape on arrival at Dartmouth.
The speed of the yacht and runners had been so much faster than
expected that the Shore Party had not made contact at this stage! A
short passage to Lympstone afforded all concerned a short respite
before the endurance course section in daylight the next morning.
Three runners from each yacht were required to complete the
endurance course which consisted of water-filled underground tunnels
and gullies oozing black mud, preceded and followed by four miles of
road running. With Royal Marines runners from the Queen Anne's
Battery Catamaran and experienced Three Peaks fell runners from the
Karrimor sponsored by Barracuda 45 there was no lack of
competition. However the Redcoat team consisting SSgt Jack
Goodwin APTC, Capt Nick Bateson and Cpl Nick Withers came to
within 40 secs of the Karrimor team (which started 3 minutes earlier),
and won the race in 66 mins.
As the runners returned to the Exe estuary, the tide was at full ebb
and Redcoat was in danger of going aground even in the main
channel. After a sprint across the mud flats and frantic rowing of the
rubber dinghy, a successful escape was made and Redcoat led the fleet
out of the estuary. Light and flukey conditions initially were replaced
by a moderate westerly breeze which produced a glorious sun-bathed
spinaker reach to Alderney. Here it was the combined efforts of the
helmsmen, Capt Graham Lewis-Taylor and Maj Bob Hill that kept
Redcoat in the race. A close struggle with the Sigma 38, Universal,
right up to the entrance to Braye Harbour, kept both crews on
tenderhooks. With the yachts making 10 knots at night under
spinakers which were only dropped once inside the harbour-there
was no place for the faint-hearted! Redcoat squeezed in just ahead of
her rival, and SSgt Jack Goodwin and Capt Nick Bateson went
ashore. either of them had been to the island before, so JO miles
night orienteering on Alderney was quite a challenge. Two hours of
'wandering' found them back at the yacht for the next Channel
crossing.
The leg to Fowey was a strategic success for the crew of Redcoat.
Whilst most of the fleet sailed north, we tacked westwards towards the
windshift expected following the passing of a front. After a couple of
hours the wind became more southerly on cue and lifted us to Fowey
on one Jong port tack. Amazingly we gained six hours over a yacht
that had left Alderney at the same time and made the fastest passage
time. The runners then embarked on the longest run-30 miles of
coastal path, at night! Five hours and 40 minutes later the two Nicks
were very nearly 'nicked'. On approaching Cawsand, they were hastily
pursued by the local Police. It transpired they ran past a house which
had just been burgled and immediately became prime suspects. After
intensive questioning the Police finally realised the runners were in no
fit state to commit a crime and released them to continue tht race.
Unfortunately the arrival of the runners coincided with a calm
descending over Plymouth Sound. However we were well prepared for
this eventuality. Two 12ft rowing eight oars, from the Christchurch
Rowing Club, were strapped to guardrail stanchions either side of the
cockpit, and the rowing began. One hour and two aching bodies later
the breeze filled in from the south-west and the crew enjoyed a
'relaxing' 17 hour broad reach to Yarmouth.
gt Jack Goodwin and Capt Nick Bateson were noticeably
unimpressed with yet another night run-this time 10 miles over
Tennison Down to the Needles and back. They were even Jess
impressed on their return to find that the rest of the crew had spent
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their time in 'The George' sinking a swift half or two.
Capt Bateson slept through the final leg to Hamble and only woke
to sign th<! race declaration form after the finish. No ~ne blamed
him-he had just run the equivalent of three marathons m as many
days. Mention should also be made of Capt Nigel Montague RE who
navigated the whole way, using the latest Decca 5 equipment.
The race had been an outstanding success for John Harding, whose
company Universal Shipyards organised the event. It also engendered
mutual respect between sailors and runners who became so dependent
on each other to do well. Certainly the crew of Redcoat are 'fired up'
to enter the Three Peaks Race next year if a suitable yacht can be
found. The Royal Signals Yacht Club and 30 Sig Regt generously
sponsored the team.

travelling in style on horseback-much to the chagrin of the rest of the
group!
After five days rest, my ankle was well enough to enable the group
to attempt T~e Thorong La moun~i!l P.ass at 17, '.80fL The crossing
went well_ u nt~I Dave started to exhibit signs of altitude sickness (loss
of co-ordmat1on._ breathlessness, headache etc.)
We were 1ust m ~he ~wkward situation of deciding who should
des~end the mountam with Dave, (and how we should split up the
available funds), when out of the blue, two Tibetan horsemen
appeared. After much gesticulation, we managed to indicate the
~ature of the problem, and, a short while later, Dave could be seen
ued securely to the back of a horse, riding into the sunset.
'
A mere two .hours later, ~he rest of the group (and Dave's kit)
man~ged t.o gam the summit; three hours later we were joyously
reumted with our leader.
A.ft.er a steep ~escent, we saw the bedraggled figure of Dave
a~a1tmg us ~t_the f1rs.t guest house we came to; also there were the two
Tibetan~ "".aitmg patiently for recompense for their labours!
.The difficul~ part. of the trek now over and Dave having recovered
with the drop m altitude, we made good time via Manang to Dumre;
from Dumre, we too~ a 72km, seven hour bus journey back to
Pokhara, most of the journey was spent sharing the roof rack with
baskets of bananas, holding on for dear life, as the bus negotiated the
treacherous Nepalese roads! - the trek finished, it was now time to
party!
'.Nith hindsight, I can say unequivocally, that the expedition was
enjoyable, and I would recommend everyone to participate in similar
adventurous training expeditions.

On completion of a arduous 25km in very hot and dusty conditions
up a~d down the beautiful Sussex Downs, the team changed to take
part m the two a~d a half m!le long full dress parade through the street
of t~e _lovely city of Chichester. After all this we enjoyed the
hospitality of Lt Col_ Phil and Mrs Sue Spooner who not only kindly
fed us but let us drmk them out of house and home as well. It is
worthy of note that Lt Col Spooner completed the 45km cour e in 4
hrs 51 mms.

OPERATION RALEIGH

1989 RMP AND CITY OF
CHICHESTER MARCHES

EXERCISE ANNAPURNA EXPLORER
A Brief Expose
by 2Lt P. S. Wilkinson, University of London Officers Cadet
Training Corps
The aim of our six week foray into Nepal, during July and August ,
was 'to circumnavigate The Annapurna Himal of Western Nepal. '
The expedition was a joint ULOTC/Imperial College (London)
one, consisting of: 2Lt Dave Southall RE, JUO Spencer Mannings,
W / OCdt Liz Greenstreet, Ms Joanne Chamberlain and me.
Financial sponsorship was provided by The Royal Signals , UKLF
and The Imperial College Exploration Board . Medical aid, in the form
of first aid training and various medicaments, was provided by The
Royal Geographical Society and numerous major pharmaceutical
companies.
As the sole member of the advance party (arriving in Nepal via
Hong Kong), I met the rest of the group at Kathmandu International
Airport on 17 July; whilst waiting in the arrivals lounge, it soon
became apparent that there was a problem, as the rest of the
passengers from the flight had all passed through immigration , and
still there was no sign of the group. When, eventually, the group did
appear, they were minus two rucksacs.
This unexpected turn of events caused a delay to our schedule.
When three days later, a rucksac arrived in Kathmandu- with
compensation, we felt confident that it wouldn't be long before the
other rucksac would be in our possession.
A further two days wait proved fruitless and we eventually decided
to start the trek; we were by this time only five days behind schedule.
The first leg of the trek was from Pokhara to Jomsom; the ground
was ascending and consisted of open, arid plains, tortuous mountain
tracks and lush, green leech-infested undergrowth.
As we were in Nepal during the monsoon season, tourists were
scarce; the majority of people passed on the trail were Nepaleseusually porters carrying Coca Cola to guest houses difficult to reach
other than by fool.
En route to Tatopani, a village with hot springs, we had the unusual
experience of using a Nepalese-built bridge. This remarkable feat of
engineering consisted of a metal cage, connected to a metal rope via
a pulley. The cage, complete with passengers, was pulled over the river
by two crews of locals pulling on ropes attached to the cage. After a
rather interesting ride, we arrived in Tatopani to discover that the
springs were too hot to bathe in!
After leaving Tatopani, I managed to sprain my ankle whilst
crossing a river. The remainder of the journey to Jomsom was spent
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The 'British Army Team Award' was won by 8 Sig Regt team . The
dr_i.ving force behind this success was Sgt Terry Carter, a veteran of the
Ni1megen Marches. It was he, who persuaded and cajoled some other
permanent staff members to enter for this international event. Teams
~me from as far afield as Canada, Denmark, France, Germany,
Gi~raltar, Holland, Italy and the USA, soldiers sailors airmen
policemen, policewomen and civilians of all ages, ~hapes a'nd sizes.'
Capt Shelagh MacLeod was coerced into leading the team on the
day s~e arrived in the Regiment. Other cadre members were Sgt
Geordie Maughan, Cpls Frey Romain, Jonno Blood and Sig 'Arthur'
Daly. The rest of the team was made up of extremely enthusiastic
young trainees, WRAC Tele Ops (Data) and R Signals Dvr Elecs.
Even a gruelling eight hour bus journey could not subdue their
infectious high spirits, they sang all the way down. Their marching
songs were to be a major contribution to their success in winning an
award.

.'
'
Operation Raleigh Expedition to Queensland -August-November

.

1989

With Col John Blashford Snell, looking out over the Great Barrier
Reef on Operation Raleigh, is solicitor Capt Vicki Hutchinson (28)
of Hamm~rsmith ._ Vicki, who finds her TA training with 31 Sig
Regt (V) 1s proving valuable in the outback, says 'This is an
experience ?f a lif~ ti~e·. She is leading the Operation Raleigh
conservation proiect m the Far North Queensland rain forest

LS & GS PRESENTATION

SSgt Angie Warnes was presented with her LS & GC medal at a ceremony held at the WRAC Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess,
Krefeld on 1 7 October 1989
The former Commander 4 Sig Gp, Col R. D. K. Thompson made the presentation
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1989
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CORPS COLOURS 1988/89 SEASON

BYE BYE BILLY
At the end of August 7 Sig Regt said goodbye to their QM(A) Capt
Billy Miles and hi wife Kay. Billy is known throughou.t 1he Corps for
hi sporting prowe s we felt that we couldn't let lum go without
acknowledging hi achievements while serving with the Regiment.
BAOR 10 Mile Road Race
Winter (Veteran)
Royal Signal Cros Country
Winner (Veteran)
Royal Signals BAOR Tennis Singles
Champion
Royal Signals UK Tennis Singles
Champion
4th Division Tennis Singles
Champion
Champion
4th Divi ion Tennis Double
Winner (Over 35)
Royal Signals Squash
In addition he captained the Inter Division Tennis Championships
and was a member of the Champion Inter Corps Squash team. For
these outstanding achievements and for his consistent and enthusiastic
upport he was awarded the following in the 1988/89 season:Squash
Corps Colours
BAOR Colours
Tennis
Div Colours
Tennis
Div Colours
Cross Country
Cross Country, Tennis
Regimental Colours
and Squash
With a sports complex almost at the entrance to his new home at
the Bristol TA we can only guess at his activities next year. We wish
Billy and Kay all the best in their new post.
(We add our congratulations to Capt Miles on his outstanding
record of achievement.)

M. S. Jeffery, Honorary Colonel Merseyside ACF.
Col Graeme Davidson, the Merseyside ACF Commandant stated
'We were at this same Camp two years ago, and very lucky to get it
allocated so soon once more, as it has excellent facilities for our very
ambitious 12 day programme, that also gave the cadets the
opportunity to see some of the beauty of Scotland. They also had
some free time when the Senior Cadets visited the Edinburgh Tattoo
and the remainder visited Stirling on their day off. When we were here
last time, we had a very good relationship with some of the local
people, and this time it was arranged by them that each day small
parties of cadets could try their hand at trout fishing, which proved
very popular and a surprise to one cadet who caught a large pike. In
return, as part of their good citizenship training, a party of cadet
volunteers cleaned the local War Memorial at Lochearnhead . As I
went around the cadet activities over the days at Camp, it was obvious
that the cadets were enjoying the programme of events, although
heavy rain almost spoilt it on some of the days, and the cadets can be
very proud of the high standard that they set themselves, and the
excellent results that were achieved by all of them.'

David Greenbrook retired on 31 October 1989 on the completion of
21 years as the Administrative Officer of the Royal Signals
Association at Regimental Headquarters. Add to this his 26 years as
a Regular and you have a complete and dedicated member of the
Corps family. There will be few in the Corps who will not have known
David and he has contributed unselfishly towards the well being of the
Corps at large for a very long period. It was a sad day when he left
Regimental Headquarters, an end of an era, and he will be sorely
missed. We will of cou rse always look forward to seeing him at the
Association Reunions which would not be the same without him. The
Corps family will I am sure wish David and his family the best of good
fortune fo r the future with thanks for all th at he has done for so
many.
Capt Miles checking his trophies against the inventory

MERSEYSIDE ARMY CADETS
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Royal School of Artillery
AA Cott Harrogate

Sailing
Cpl D. Avey-Hebditch
Lt S. J. P. Spiers
LCpl S. Richardson
LCpl P. Downie
gt D. Hassell

3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
243 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
School of Signals

Rugby
LCpl S. Bartliff
Capt P. Stephenson
Sgt M. Walker

2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Inf Div HQ & Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn

The Garrison Commander stops to talk to two of the girl cadets
who have been canoeing, Debbie Page and Ann Smith, (with
Commandant, their Company Commander on right, Maj Roland
Parry, and Garrison Adjutant in background)

DAVID GREENBROOK

For their Annual 12 day Camp this year Merseyside Army Cadet
Force went to Culltybraggen Army Training Camp, set in the
breathtaking heart of Perthshire, Scotland.
The Camp has changed very little since the last war when it was a
prisoner-of-war camp.
early 400 Army Cadets, 30 of them girls, from all over Merseyside, St Helens and the Wirral , attended the 12 day Camp, and
during the period there was a full programme of activities for them
ranging from sports to assault course, abseiling, fi rst aid, drill and
turnout, an expedition, a signal course, map and compass, skill-atarms, building and sailing rafts, assault boats, an exercise and
canoeing on beautiful Loch Earn.
A total of 12 VIP's made special visits to the Camp to watch the
Army Cadets involved in the various activities, and three of these were
Brig C. T. Garton, Merseyside Garrison Commander, Brig I. R. D.
hapter, Secretary North West TA and VR Association and Col W.

Hockey
SSgt (YofS) K. Roach
Maj P. G. F. Wilkin

David Greenbrook receiving a bronze statuette of 'Jimmy' from
the Master of Signals on behalf of the members of the Association
during the Catterick Reunion
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Football
Sgt C. Moye
LCpl A. Robinson

13 Sig Regt
School of Signals

H(_)~ORARY CORPS COLOURS A WARDED
Sailing
Cpl C. Murby
School of Signals
Sgt. A. J. Morgan
School of Signals
MaJ J. Barrett MBE
School of Signals

Rugby
Lt Col M. J . Bowen

School of Signals

Football
Brig T. H. Wheawell

Signals Directorate

- Movements WOs and SNCOs
OCTOBER 1989
Rank and Name
WOI (FofS) M. McDonald
AWO I G. Armstrong
AWOI T . Ferry . .
..
AWOI (FofS) R. P . Grist
AWOI W. Heelan
..
..
AWOI (FofS) M. G. E. Howells
AWOI J . W. Mackay . .
..
AWOI (YofS) S. J . McMahon •.
W02 R. P . Alcum
..
..
W02 (YofS) B. D. Colvin
W02 J. J. Cullen
W02 G. L. Jackson
W02 J . P. McCaffeny . .
W02 (FofS) J. Naylor
W02 R. A. Rack
AW02 R. Brags ..
AW02 A. Hayes ..
AW02 M. Hopper
AW02 N. D. Jameson . .
..
AW02 (YofS) S. A. McElreavey
AW02 (FofS) D. L. B. Pickard ..
AW02 (FofS) F. S. Roberts
AW02 R. F. Stonier
SSgt !. D. Blacklaw
SSgt S. P. Bush ..
SSgt G. Butler
SSgt C. Clark
..
SS gt R. A. Cooper
SSgt R. Farmer ..
SSgt M. W. Halford
SSgt M. A. Herbison
SSgt M. J. Leighfield
SSgt D. J. Mullen . .
..
SSgt (YofS) P. D. Murton
SSgt N. R. Phillips
SSgt W. E. Smith . .
SSgt P . Taylor
..
ASSgt S. A. Read ..
ASSgt S. Rook . .
ASSgt J.C. Wooley
Sgt N. Allan
..
Sgt R. M. Auton . .
Sgt S. R. Bungay . .
Sgt P . E. Childs ..
Sgt D. M. A. Doody
Sgt D. Downie ..
Sgt P. A. Ellis
Sgt I. Flooks
..
Sgt R. D. Goode ..
Sgt J . Jenk.ins
Sgt S. Johnson ..
Sgt S. C. Morri n ..
Sgt J . C. Payne ..
Sgt D.R . Preston . .
Sgt J. W. Prowse ..
Sgt A. F. Rennie ..
Sgt B. V. Roberts . .
Sgt A. Suttie
Sgt H. Swift
..
Sgt P. A. Szczesiak
Sgt T. P . Taylor . .
Sgt K. Thurling . .
Sgt I. Unsworth . .
Sgt A. D. Ward ..
Sgt L. M. B. Watkins ..
Sgt G. H. Young . .
ASgt G. J . Chapman
ASgt M. E. Evans . .
ASgt P. J . Green ..
ASgt P. C. Headlands ..
ASgt !. C. Heward
ASgt J. N. Nevill . .
ASgt J. H. Peat ..
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Unit to which Posted
7 Sig Regt
36 CIT (Perth)
31 Sig Regt (VJ
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
632 Sig 'rp
8 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
32 Sig Regt (V)
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn
BDLS Australia
~~LJ'Ji Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
Glasgow and Strathclyde UOTC
71 Sig Rcgt (V)
JCUFI
HQAFCENT
22 Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
COD Dennington
SHAPE Sig Gp
School of Signals
13 Sig Rcgt
254 Sig Sqn
22 Sig Regt
HQ 4 Sig Gp
21 Sig Regt
RSA and Larkhill Garrison
259 Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
Nonhag Air Suppon Radio Sqn
34 Sig Regt (V)
249 Sig Sqn
HQ Nonhag Sig Sp Gp
2 lnf Div HQ and Sig Regt
9 Sig Rcgt
RAF Mount Pleasant
36 Sig Regt (V)
233 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
244 Sig Sqn
AA Coll Harrogate
249 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
Roechan Balado Bridge
28 Sig Regt
32 Sig Regt (V)
ACIO Canterbury
233 Sig Sqn
SHAPE ACE Commsec
SHAPE Sig Sqn
22 Sig Rcgt
Comms and Sy Gp (UKJ
ACIO Edinburgh
608 Sig Tp
16 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
AC IO Shrewsbury
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
2 1 Sig Regt
I R Anglian
S AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
19 In f Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
31 Sig Regt (V)
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt

ASgt R. A. Robemon
ASgt A. Simpson ..
ASgt S. R. Webb ..

..

NOVEMBER 1989
Rank and Name
AWOI (FofS} J. D. Gorse
AWOI (YofS) S. J . Whytock
AWOI (YofS) M. J . E. Wood
W02 (YofS) J . H. Chilcott
W02 (YofS) P . A. Forryan
W02 (YofS) R. W. Marshall
W02 G. S. Shelley
..
W02 (FofS) K. Thompson
A W02 (YofS) . S. Molyneux
AW02 (YofS} K. E. Roach
SSgt J. P. Beecham
SSgt R. C. Bray . .
SSgt !. W. Brereton
SSgt N. R. Cburcher
SSgt W. H. Dyson
SSgt D. J. Faherty
SSgt K. M. Fitzpatrick
SSgt N. J. Aintbam
SSgt T. Hague
..
SSgt C. W. Skelton
ASSgt W. T . Laurie
ASSgt J . Richards
Sgt K. Allen
..
Sgt P. A. Anderson
Sgt W. M. Barnett
Sgt S. H. Beattie ..
Sgt R. Brown
..
..
Sgt A. T . \V. Carmichael • .
Sgt M. Cole
..
Sgt M. S. Gibbons
Sgt P. Griffiths . .
Sgt P. Isles . .
..
Sgt A. A. M. Kemp
Sgt S. D. l..tt
..
Sgt J. Lynch
Sgt J. Marsh
..
Sgt J. Mc Lachlan ..
Sgt K. E. Orme . .
Sgt . R. Parkinson
Sgt D. J. Ruddock
Sgt N. C. Shaw ..
Sgt R. A. Snow . .
Sgt C. A. Swann ..
Sgt I. G. Tepielow
Sgt A. Zammit
Sgt D. Anwyll
..
ASgt I. R. Drucc ..
ASgt J. H. Eddowes
ASgt M. C. Fisher
ASgt A. Hami lton
ASgt K. E. Lanton
ASgt P. Marshall . .
ASgt P . D. Matt hews
ASgt P . Merrill ..
ASgt C. W. aylor
ASgt R. J. Rice ..
ASgt W. Weston ..

JCUFI
JSSU
2 Fd Regt RA

..
..
..

•.
..
..

Unit to which posted
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
HQ AFCENT
32 Sig Regt M
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
onhag Air Sp Radio Sqn
36 Sig Regt (V)
AA Coll Harrogate
22 Sig Rcgt
22 Sig Regt
II Sig Rcgt
S AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt (V)
I lnf Bde HQ and ig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
34 Sig Regt (VJ
5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
151 Sig Sqn
I QLR
14 Sig Rcgt
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
QG Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
Comms and Sy Gp (UK)
School of Signals
243 Sig Sqn
16 Sig Rcgt
2 1 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
3 Queens
AA Coll Harrogate
School of Signals
71 Sig Regt M
233 Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
Rocrhan Balado Bridge
31 Sig Rcgt (V)
22 Sig Regt
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
8 Sig Regt
Ammo l nspec RAOC
244 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
11Rs~} Regt
7 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate

7 RHA
School of Signals
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
640 Sig Tp

MOVING?
Have you told RHQ? Your Wire will be sent to
your old address unless you tell -us of a change.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT FUND
"The following donation were gratefully received during September
l9c9:HQ Training Group Royal Signals ............... .
. J. Dixon ................. . ........... · · · · · · ·
Maj R.H. Bliuard .. ... .. .... . ............ · · · · ·
In memory of Sig Kilpatrick ................. . · · · ·
:lisc .................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

£316.00
£200.00
£ 35.00
£ 10.00
£ 13.00
£574.00

Our hearts go out to Serena, Emma, Liam, Jonathan, Michael
Kevin's parents and family in their sad loss. We have all lost a tru~
friend who gave us all an example of how to Jive life.

The following donations were gatefully received during October
1989:PR! 21 Sig Regt ..... . ... . .... . ............. .
7 Sig Regt .......... .. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Lt R. N. Cary ...... ........ . ..... . .... . .... .
4 Coy: 2nd Air Formation Signals Reunion .... .
J .C. Green ..... . .......................... .
Glossop and District Royal Signals
Old Comrades Association ...... . .......... .
In memory of S. A. C. Jackson .............. .
J. Gatehouse ..... .......... .......... . ..... ·
J . M. Cairnes ... .. .. ........................ .
30 Sig Regt .............. . ................ . . .
In memory of Cpl S. Allen .... . ....... . .. .... .
J. Neville ..... .. .. . .................. . ... · · ·
H. A. Simons ...................... ...... . · .

£1,611.23
£1,314.46
£ 75.00
£ 30.00
£ 25.00
£ 25.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£
5.00
£
4.00
£3, 139.69

NOTICES
DEATHS
Boyle-Maj J. Boyle-died 21 September 1989.
.
Collins-Col J. J. Collins MC TD-served 1936-59-died 21 October
1989.
Crowe-Brig J. G. Crowe-served 1949-57-died 4 November 1989.
Cullum-Maj D. H. Cullum-died 21 June 1989.
Dodd-Maj M. Dodd TD-served 1936-1953-died 25 Octobe~ 1989.
Duke-Mrs R. Duke, wife of Lt Col P. A. Duke OBE-d1ed 23
September 1989.
Getbin-Capt P. L. Getbin Royal Signals (V)- died 8 August 1989.
Hay-Lt Col N. M. Hay MBE-served 1929-56-died 22 September
1989.
Hoy-Mrs P. M. Hoy, widow of Capt C. L. Hoy-died 22 September
1989.
Melmore-Capt L. M. Melmore-died 13 March 1989.
Panton-Col J. H. E. Panton OBE-served 1929-58-died 27
September 1989.
Robins-ex W02 J. L. N. Robins-served 1931-54-died 8 october
1989.
Robinson-ex RQMS R. S. Robinson-served 1920-38-died 19
September 1989.
Seys-Philips-Col
M.
H.
Seys-Philips
TD
DL-served
TAl946-67-died 5 November 1989.
Warren-Brig D. E. Warren-served 1939-75-died 13 November
1989.
Yule-Lt Col R. C. Yule OBE-served 1929-52- died 29 September
1989.

OBITUARIES
Aldred-Pie J.M. Aldred. It is with very much regret that 238 Sig Sqn
announce the tragic death of Jane Aldred during a motorcycle race
at Snettenon Park, Norfolk on 21 October.
Jane joined the WRAC as a driver on an 'S' type one year
engagement from the TA and was posted to 238 Sig Sqn in the
beginning of July 1989. During her time with the Squadron, she
became the first female Signals despatch rider, often on duty at
Buckingham Palace. Jane had a great personality and character
and had made many friends quickly. She will be sadly missed by
all members of the Squadron.
Brose-Frau
rsula Brose BEM- 25 April 1919-7November
1989-It is with great regret that 7 Sig Regt announces the death of
Frau rsula Brose on 7 November 1989.
Frau Brose will be well known to members of the Corps. She
gave many years service to 7 Sig Regt first in the Regimental MT,
and then as the Regimental Civil Labour Clerk. That simple
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statement cannot adequately reflect what Frau Brose did for the
Regiment throughout her many years service.
Since her retirement Frau Brose had become housebound and
had suffered the trauma of two hip replacement operations.
Despite all this she remained very che~rful, and though in
considerable pain, she never once complamed. or allu~ed to her
problems to her many visitors . S?e al~ays retamed ~er mterest m
the Regiment-'her Beloved Regimen~ as she called 1t'. and to the
end avidly scanned local papers and Journals for details of what
was happening in the Regiment.
.
.
In recognition of her many years devoted service to 7 Sig Regt
Frau Brose was awarded the British Empire Medal in October
1980.
Frau Brose's funeral was held in Herford on 13 November 1989.
The family wished that no flowers were sent, but requested that
donations be sent in her memory to the German Childrens' Cancer
Charity. Donations may be sent in sterling or Deutsch Marks to
the PRI 7 Sig Regt, and will be acknowledged and sent on to the
charity from there.
'Leg' afles still in Gottes Hiinde,
das Gliick, den Schmer', die Slunde und das Ende.'
Clark-Sig H. A. Clark. It is with much sadness that we r~port the
death of Howie Clark who was killed in a traffic accident on
Saturday, 12 August 1989. Howie joined 11 S.ig R~g~ as .a Junior
Signalman in September 1986 and completed his trammg m March
1988. He was posted to 7 Sig Regt where he was employed as a
Systems Technican in a l (BR) Corps HQ node. Howie was .a
cheerful and enthusiastic soldier and a popular member of his
Squadron as well as being a very competent tradesman. He will be
greatly missed by all who knew him and we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to his family in Carlisle.
Froggett-SSgt K. A. Froggett. Kevin's untimely death on 16
September 1989 has deprived those who served with him of a very
good and well respected friend. Very many members of the Corps
attended his funeral in Somercotes.
WOl (YofS) Tony Reynolds paid the following tribute to Kevin
at the service: 'I first met Kevin in 1970 when he entered the Army
Apprentice College Harrogate as part of intak.e 70C, which at the
time was the largest intake in the College's history. Even among
so many young men Kevin stood out, s~owing m~turit.Y and
commonsense beyond his years. Those of us m the Service~ hve the
life of a gypsy never staying long in one place. A lot of his c~r~er
was spent in Germany. One tour was spen~ at the Trade Tram!ng
Regiment Catterick and Kevin used his strong personality,
character and knowledge of trade to ensure .his students lef~ the
course with high standards. He was very much the professional
soldier. Kevin loved Army life along with Nottingham Forest
Football Team. He was proud of his Corps and he was always
willing to help others.
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Henley-ex SSgt D. E. C. Henley-It is with regret that we report the
death of ' Don Henley' which occurred on 30 August. Don served ·
in the Corps from 1963-1986. He saw service in BAOR, Singapore
and was in 30 Sig Regt from 1982 until he left the army. We extend
our sympathy to his widow and family .
Klmber-ex Sgt R. G. Kimber. It is with deep regret that Guernsey
Branch record the death of Bob Kimber, who served in the Corps
from 1945-1948 and was an active and valued member of the
Branch and the community. The Branch were represented at the
funeral. Our thoughts and sym pathy go out to Bob's widow,
Freda .
Leech-Maj A. C. Leech TD- It is with very much regret that 33 Sig
Regt (V) records the death of Maj Adrian Leech on 2 August 1989
aged 51 years, after a long illness.
At the age of 16 he became a boy bandsman in the TA Band of 7
Cheshire Regt TA. From 1955 to 1957 he did his National Service
in the Cheshire Regt serving a tour with the band in Berlin . In 1965
he enlisted as a potential officer in 42 Sig Regt TA which became
33 Sig Regt (V) on the reorganisation in 1967. He was
commissioned in 1969 and held the post of OC Comcen Tp 42 Sig
Sqn (V) as both a Lieutenant and Captain . In 1975 he became
Squadron 21C until 1977 when he was promoted Major and took
command of 42 Sig Sqn (V). In 1981 he was appointed Regimental
2IC a post he held until 1987 when he had to resign due to illness.
In a 32 year career with British Telecom he was involved in a
number of significant changes.
Adrian was a man who possessed a good sense of humour, and
was completely unflappable irrespective of the situation . His
technical expertise and drive and initiative contributed in no small
measure to the success of the Regiment. He was an officer who
earned the greatest respect from all those with whom he came into
contact. Anyone who served with him can look back at the times
together with both pride and affection . We extend our deepest
sympathy to his wife, June and his two sons Andrew and Robin.
McGrory-Sig N. I. McGrory-it is with deep regret that we report
the sudden and tragic death of Nixon during Ex Flying Key on 29
September 1989, whilst serving with 211 (11 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn.
' Mac' as he was known in the Squadron, enlisted at Glasgow on
28 August 1985. He qualified as a Telecommunications Operator
(Radio Relay) at 8 Sig Regt in August 1986. He was posted to 211
(1 1 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn in October 1986 and remained with the
Squadron, with the exception of a short attachment to BATUS,
until his death. Mac was a popular and hard working young man
who was always cheerful. He was very fit and had undertaken
courses in rock climbing and skiing. He was due to undertake a
French Commando Course in the near future and had boxed for
the Squadron in the BAOR Minor Unit Novices Boxing Finals
where he put up a spirited performance. Mac was about to be
promoted and he would have made a strong and talented young
JNCO who will be greatly missed. All ranks of 211 (11 Armd Bde)
Sig Sqn extend their deepest sympathy to his family .
Tighe-Maj Gen P. A. M. Tighe CB MBE. It is with deep regret that
we have to report the death of Maj Gen P.A. M. Tighe CB MBE
on 23 October 1989.
Gen Tony had the unusual distinction of serving as the head of
two different Corps being successively Inspector of the Intelligence
Corps and Signal Officer-in-Chief.
His first wife died in 1972. He is survived by his second wife
Princine, and by two sons of his first marriage.
A Memorial and Thanksgiving Service for Maj Gen P. A. M.
Tighe CB MBE will be held in the Chapel, Christs' Hospital,
Horsham, West Sussex on Sunday 14 January 1990 at 1500 hrs.

FOR SALE
MESS DRESS
Three piece Roya, .,ignals Sergeants' Mess Dress. To fit 40in chest
5ft 6in-5ft 7in in height. In very good condition. Price £55 ono'.
Contact WOl (FofS) Kirkwood on Larkhill Mil Extn 5548 or (0980)
52239 after duty hours.
LANCER Kl MARATHON RACING CANOE
A well used fibre glass version of the above is available free to any
unit wishing to collect from Bulford. Although not in pristine
condition it may be a useful addition to a unit's fleet. Contact QM 249
Sig Sqn (AMF(L)), Bulford Mil 2284.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Two Way Radio communications business
in South West. Expanding and profitable,
Offers around £150,000. Apply in writing
to Box No 1, CSP Ltd, P 0 Box 4,
Farnborough, Hants GU14 7LR. Service
personnel with suitable qualifications only,
please state.

PERSONAL
Capt (Retd) T. Guest tells us that ex W02 'Dusty' Millar who
served in the Corps from 1961-83 is now serving as a Captain with the
Jamaican Defence force. They have recently visited the UK on an
exchange visit with 1 Bn Cheshire Regt. Dusty and Grace will be
pleased to hear from any of their friends in the Corps. Their address
is: Capt and Mrs O. S. Millar, PO Box 150, Red Hills Post Office,
Golden Acres, St Andrew, Jamaica, West Indies.
'Ex Royal Signals Cpl PhilJips, driver of General Stockwell's
Command Saracen during the 1956 Suez operation. The Royal Signals
Museum project planning staff wish to contact the above. Any
information to help locate Cpl Phmips would be gratefully received.
Tel: Museum Curator, Blandford (0258) 452581 Ext: 2248'.
GLIDING/ HANG GLIDING
Grants are available to R Signals Glider Pilots to offset the full cost
of gliding for 1989.
Pilots wishing to claim are to contact, as soon as possible, Maj A.
O. Harkins, Corps Gliding Secretary, 243 Sig Sqn, Ward Barracks,
Bulford Camp, Salisbury, Wilts SP4 9NA.
The following is required in support of pilots claims: umber,
Rank, Name, Unit and Unit Address. Hours flown for 1989. Total
hours flown to date. Number of launches for 1989. Total launches to
date. Full flying costs for 1989. Badge flights gained and attempted.
Any noteworthy flight. Details of competitions and expeditions. A
resume of year's flying activity.

Toole-ex WOl F. T. (Frederick Thomas) Toole. It is with regret that
we record the death of WO l Toole on 27 October after a short
illness. He served in the Corps from 1956-78 and his last posting
was as RSM at 32 Sig Regt(V). A life member of the Association
and a member of North London Branch . We offer incere
sympathy to his widow, Elizabeth, and to his children, Michael,
Christine and Peter and to their families.
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CORPS DATES
A CAROL SERVICE AT ST STEPHEN WITH ST JOHN.
ROCH TER ROW, WESTMlNSTER
An evening Service of Lessons and Carols, is to take place in the
Pari h Church at St Stephen with St John, Westminster, on Tuesday
19 December 1988 at 1800 hrs .
It is hoped that members of the C~rps and their f~m.ilies especially
tho e serving in London TA Regiments, .As oc1auo~ Bran.chC;S,
Chelsea Pen ioners and Yeoman Warders, will attend this Service m
the Corps affiliated London Church. Light refreshment will be
available in the nearby Church Hall after the Service for all those who
are able to stay.
Those wishing to attend the Service are asked to inform Regimental
Headquarters in writing so that seats may be reserved and the refreshment ordered. Since the overall capacity of the Church is only 350,
allocations will be made on a first come, first served, basis.
CORPS CAROL SERVICE
We shall be raising a choir to lead the singing at the Corps Carol
Service as we did last year. Sight-reading ability is highly desirable as
there ~ill be only one full reheasal on the afternoon preceding the
Carol Service. Music will shortly be available, and choristers are asked

COMBINED SERVICES RUGBY
TEAM v USSR NATIONAL XV
The above match will be played at Aldershot Military
Stadium on Wednesday 13 December at 1800 hrs. This is a
unique match, Tickets available from: Cdr Merrick RN ,
Ministry of Defence, Main Building, Ext: 7224; Lt Cdr
Brick wood RN, Brick wood, Portsmouth Dockyard, Ext:
24193; Maj Murray, Aldershot Military, Ext: 3573 and Wg Cdr
Mulvenney RAF Abingdon, Ext: 641.
Maximum support is sought for chis event.

OPERATION RALEIGH
Serving or retired, Regular or TA Officers,
Warrant Officers or NCO's are needed as Staff on
expeditions in Australia, Botswana, Chilean
Patagonia and Zimbabwe during 1990. In 1991
expeditions are likely to be in Chile, Malaysia,
Pakistan and Guyana.
Those who feel they are reasonably fit
(including ROs who can run to catch a bus), have
boundless patience, like roughing it in the wild,
enjoy directing enthusiastic young people in
simple community tasks or adventorous
projects-and are themselves young at heart,
should find it an interesting and rewarding three
months.

REUNIONS
ROY AL SIGNALS WEEK IN GUERNSEY
In recognition of the 70th Anniversary of the formation of the
Corps next year the Guernsey B:anch of the ~oyal Signals Ass.oci~tion
is planning LO hold a Royal Signals Week m G~ernsey begm.n.mg 7
May 1990 and would like as I!l~ny members, wives and fam11Je. as
possible from UK Branches to iom us. All travel and accommodation
arrangements will be made through a local travel company at
advantageous terms and sent to Branch secretaries . We ask them to
send the names and addresses of those who will be coming to
Guernsey. As an added attraction Wed~esday 9 May i:iexl .year ~he
island will be celebrating the 45th Anmversary of their L1berauon
from German Occupion. Any queries-telephone: (048 1) 45595 .
A TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS LUNCH
The Association's Aldershot Branch issues a cordial invitation to all
past and present Members of the Corps and their wives to join them
at a truly seasonal function on Friday 15 December 1989- 1200 hrs
for 1230 hrs.
If you would like to attend this event at the Royal .Aldershot
Officers Club contact: Lt Col D. Crookes OBE, 110 Field Way,
Aldershol, Hants GU 11 4UL. The cost for each person attending will
be £12.50.
3RD DIVISION SIGNALS REUNION CLUB
The 38th AGM and Luncheon will take place at the Victory
(Services) Club, 63-79, Seymour Street, London W2 on Saturday 24
March 1990, from 1030 hrs to 1700 hrs . Lunch is at 1300 hrs. Ladies
are invited. Past members of the 3rd Div Sig Regt are invited to join
the club. We Need You! Details of the Reunion from: Maj K. N.
Smartt, ' Imber', Millway Road, Andover, Hams SPlO 3EU. Tel :
(0264) 52297 . Membership details from: Maj D. J. Roberts,
'Westmead', Park Avenue, Chorleywood, Herts WD3 DY . Tel:
(0278) 3144.

REPORT FROM

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 807

A busy time for the Squadron (so, tell us something new, they
groan), but as usual, the Squadron with an extra sense of humour in
its back pocket soldiers on manfully (womanfully?), coming up with
the goods time and time again for the hard-pressed warriors of 8 Inf
Bde whilst keeping eyes in the back of its head for the latest 'and for
our next trick' from Comms Branch.
THE MANAGEMENT

oc

2IC
AO
RSM
YofS
FofS
RQMS
MTWO
Ch Clk
OC Comms Tp
Comms Tp SSgt

Maj Jeremy Ellis
Capt Jake Thackray
Capt Brian Williams REME
W01 (RSM) 'Dixie' Dean
W02 (YofS) Ron Coburn
W02 (FofS) 'Noddy' Baugh
W02 (RQMS) Bob Taylor
W02 (MTWO) Pete Mulvihill
SSgt John O'Donnell
Lt Emma Pascoe
SSgt Gordon Hitchen

HONG KONG STUDY DAY
A two day Study Day on 'The Fall and Occupation of Hong Kong
1941-1945' is being held in Hong Kong 18/ 19 September 1990. The
Commander British Forces Hong Kong very much hopes that those
who fought in the battle will be able to attend, touring the battlefields
and contributing, if they wish, to presentations on what happened .
Col Oliver Lindsay can provide more details . He can be contacted
at The Cadet Training Centre, Frimley Park, Camberley, Surrey
GU16 5HD .
GLIDING/HANG GLIDING
Grants are available to R Signals Glider Pilots to offset the full cost
of gliding for 1989.
Pilots wishing to claim are to contact, as soon as possible, Maj A.
0. Harkins, Corps Gliding Secretary, 243 Sig Sqn, Ward Barracks,
Bulford Camp, Salisbury, Wilts SP4 9NA.
The following is required in support of pilots claims: Number,
Rank, Name, Unit and Unit Address. Hours flown for 1989. Total
hours flown to date. Number of launches for 1989. Total launches to
date. Full flying costs for 1989. Badge flights gained and attempted.
Any noteworthy flight. Details of competitions and expeditions. A
resume of year's flying activity.

Staff are asked to pay their air fare plus cost of
food and insurance cover at approximately £6 .00
per day. Regular Servicemen have to be approved
as on duty in accordance with DCI J 164/83 . Food
costs may be recovered by claiming CILOR. TA
personnel may be awarded up to 90 man training
days.
Those interested should write to: Maj Peter
Ormerod, Operation Raleigh, Alpha Place, Flood
Street, London SW3 5SZ or ring 01-351 7541 and
ask for the Staff Selection Office who can advise
them on what is available.
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HELLO AND GOODBYE
Hello to the approximately 650Jo of the Squadron strength who seem
to have arrived since we last did this; we wish you the very best for
your time in the Maiden City. Goodbye lo the slightly larger number
who left during the same period; enjoy yourselves in Civvy Street and
don 't forget to write. (Was it something we said?)
OPERATIONAL SUMMARY
Bags of stuff, actually, but unfortunately we can't tell you any of
it because it's a secret. The only way to find out is to demand a
preference posting to this Unit (but when you do get here don't ask
the FofS).
Suffice it to say that as personalities change, so do concepts of
operations, and we've all been kept on our toes providing an even
greater level of flexibility than we thought possible a few short months
ago. Our efforts have been strenuous, but the results satisfying . On
a more humble scale, Rover Gp has been paroled from the confines
of the Married Quarter sangars and the wrecking crew is back
patrolling the mean streets-good news both for them and RPC
Manning and Records (who can now look forward to having some
soldiers left to post to BAOR at the end of their tours). Still, all work
and no play makes Jack a pretty strong case for having a resident
psychiatrist in the Province, so we have managed the odd jolly. Here
they are in no particular order of precedence or enjoyment . . .
VIVE LA REVOLUTION!
(8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn do their bit for the Bicentennial thrash)
April in Paris.
The bright spring sunshine reflects a kaleidoscope of colour from
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the surface of the River Seine. Rooks circle and swoop over the
soaring towers of Notre Dame, squawking merrily as they settle LO the
cool greenery of the lie de la Cite. In Montmartre, philosophers and
artists huddle, as they always have, to discuss emotion and its relation
to life. From beyond the muted horns of the rush hour traffic, the
traditional sounds of the Parisian morning may still be heard: "Ere
we go, 'ere we go, 'ere we go'-Yes, the representatives from Derry
have arrived-they're going LO get some culture or they're going to die
trying.
Capt Jake Thackray, Cpls George Farrah and Wayne Freeman ,
LCpls Jim Gray and Andy Buckle and Sig 'Taff' James and Paul
Marsden decided that the 200th anniversary of the storming of the
Bastille etc etc could only truly be celebrated in style if they were there
to add their own brand of revolutionary ardour.
The trip had begun on the rainswept (as always) main square at
Ebrington Barracks, with the Second-in-Command waving goodbye
to the intrepid explorers as they drove out of camp in a much
overloaded PRI minibus (no-one told them there are no duty frees
between the Province and the Mainland). 'Thank God I'm flying as
far as Heathrow,' he was heard to mutter as they careered in the
general direction of Belfast. It takes more than just insanely bad
driving to keep good men down, however, and next morning found
the team barrelling down toward the south coast. A brief stopover to
collect our interpreter (arranged by the Second-in-Command-whose
in trouble if her boyfriend reads The Wire), and another to collect the
Second-in-Command himself, and the last freedom bus out of
nowhere city was Continent bound. As part of the orientation process,
a number of fine wines were sampled (in extreme moderation) on the
midnight ferry to Dunkerque. With only one small sip, Wayne
Freeman gave a dazzling display of epicurean ability: 'I can say
without a shadow of a doubt that this is definitely a red wine' stunning. (Never mind Wayne, most people find £1.99 Liebfraumilch
a real tester.) Down the autoroute with Paul Marsden at the
wheel, time for a quick stopover just before the peripherique, and into
the city itself; French driving methods proving no problem to veterans
of the A29 to Dungannon .
A varied programme was planned (and to a certain degree
followed). We saw all the sights you are supposed to see; The Eifel
Tower ('No, I would go up it, honest, but it was built to last 10 years,
right? Stands to reason it's going to fall down sometime-why take
the risk?'), The Arc de Triomphe ('More work needed on chose
uppers, Mr Gendarme'), Versailles ('My dad's goc a place just like this
in Newcastle'), and even the treasures of The Louvre ('Who's that
bird with the enigmatic smile then, Mister?'). More pleasures of the
vine were sampled, and after much persuasion, snails were eaten-not
to be repeated in the cookhouse please Master Chef. We finished our
tour with a brief picnic in the grounds of the magnificent chateau at
Chantilly, where hundreds of French schoolchildren were introduced
to our enormous lack of footballing talent. We had a splendid time
(to be repeated as soon as we get some more pocket money), and the
French tourist board said they hadn't had such well-behaved English
visitors since Agincourt. (Hmm, perhaps Rome's a better idea . . )

Paris One: The team next to obvious French landmark
(Left to right): Sig 'Taff' James, Cpls Wayne Freeman and George

Farrah, LCpl Andy Buckle, Sig Paul Marsden, Capt Jake Thackrey
and our interpreter who wishes to remain nameless
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EXERCI E IRON Fl T (SQUADRON BATILE CAMP) 89WAR OP
The big trouble with engaging in any military training within the
Province i that suddenly everyone becomes operationally vital; after
half an hour or o al the range its extremely urgent that all there
deploy back to Ebrington immediately. Not this time, said WOl
(RSM) 'Dixie' Dean, this time we're going to go to the last place on
earth. And so Iron Fist was born.
The main aim was to prepare the Squadron for the witch to the
SASO, which is, we are wld, imminent (about as imminent as the tum
of the century, say the cynics, t>ut we live in hope). The fi rst day was
therefore spent familiari ing with the weapon. At just about the time
that the optimistic members of the Squadron were hoping to sample
the wacky, zany nightlife of Cumbria, they were deployed into the
' boot unfriendly' environment of Merton Pike, and dispatched in the
general direction of numerous orienteering markers , placed in the
most inaccessible areas of the mountain by the DS; W02 (RQMS) Bob
Taylor, SSgt Kev Bailey and Sgts 'Geordie' Tough, Rick Shepherd
and Gerry Garnett . The deployment was not without its pitfalls; SSgt
Kev Bailey, in an attempt to move from A to B in a straight line,
parked his Land Rover in a small puddle-a small puddle that reached
up to the tailgate. He tried to pin the whole thing onto the vehicle
commander, but as he happened to be the RSM this was not to be.
(fhe whole area was immediately christened 'The Bailey Bog', which
will mean something to Northern Ireland readers familiar with our
Tech Staff Sergeants many inventions.)
The night passed without serious incident, bugouts came and went,
and the morning found the sections combing the hillsides for the
elusive markers (congratulations to Section 2 ' Recon! ', under the
guidance of Sgt Trevor Tilley and Cpl Shean Dewar, for realising that
marker four was in fact buried 60ft under the mountain-full marks
for effort) . The Second-in-Command impressed Section 4 mightily
with his morale-boosting leadership, even more mightily with his
announcement at 0430: 'Sack this lads, it's too dangerous, rest in this
gully and get the brews on', and mightier still with his unerring ability
lo avoid dry ground at all times. Section I decided that the best way
across the exercise area was in one straight line, which unfortunately
left them 200m short of the NBC stand (in the vertical plane), and
Section 3 were notable for having the only section commander (Cpl
'Tommo' Thomas) who not only volunteered to be the casualty in the
stretcher race, but actually managed to fall asleep whilst being carried.
Still, all finished in cheery good humour (am I fooling anyone?) and
managed to remove the bogged-in Land Rover by hand.
The next three days were spent primarily on range work; the large
variety of facilities at Warcop being used to full effect. Each range
and concurrent activity was a competition in itself, scores adding to
the exercise running total lO decide the winning Section. Extreme
aggression was displayed at the IBSR, equal amounts of hopefulness
at the moving target range. The march and shoot showed that falling
plate shooting is an activity best left to the pro's at Sisley, and the
inordinately long obstacle course tested even the menle of the DS
(standing on the sidelines, shouting: ' Remember lads, train hard, fight
easy!' can be so tiring). The range most enjoyed was the section in
defence; Cpl 'Max' Maxwell a demon on the gun (those sheep won't
be messing with anyone for a long, long time), and Cpl Dave Kidd's
succinct fire control order at close proximity targets: 'Section, er . . .
kill 'em!'.
A tired group of hardened veterans boarded the ferry, happy in the
knowledge that they had been tested and not found wanting, and
secure in the fact that, wherever they go in the service of Her Majesty,
they'll never ever have to do the Warcop BFT again (try it and see
what I mean).
Section 4 were worthy winners of the overall competition.

u

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

LCpl 'Scouse' Elliott awarded best exercise participant
SQUADRON ORIENTEERING-A BELATED ENTRY
The orienteering team has tried hard all summer and autumn to
maintain the excellent standard set last year; unfortunately the evergrowing list of security rc::strictions concerning sport within the
province has limited their activities severely (the FofS, W02 'Noddy'
Baugh says it's also due to his huge personal workload, but he's
fooling no-one). Despite this, the Squadron manipulated its stretched
resources and duly despatched a team to the UKLF championships at
Brecon . Despite a scratch team (some of whom had not run since
before this sort of thing was called fun) we managed to complete the
hilly Day One course with no disqualifications-fate then lent a hand
and all results for that day were declared void. The evening was spent
in team discussions in several pubs and restaurants throughout
Cardiff, and the next day's run in Monmouth proved another good
test. Once again, however, things did not go our way; in the running
for eighth position (and so qualifying for the Army championships),
one of our runners was disqualified . We returned to Londonderry
disappointed but unbowed, having rekindled interest in the sport in
the Squadron. Our next event was the RCT competition at Hankley
Common , and here fortune favoured us at last (indeed, had our team
consisted of more members of the RCT, we would have carried away
the minor units' runners-up award) .
We have said goodbye to two stalwarts of the team; SSgt Martin
Leighfield on posting to 16 Sig Regt and Sgt Sam Harris to civvy
street-we wish them both well. Interest has picked up once again in
this sport within the Squadron, and the new blood will send us to the
competition at Blandford with two determined teams .

PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
AO
RSM
RQMS
YofS
MTWO
Chief Clerk

Maj Steve Johns
Capt Paul Ford
Capt Peter Anthony The Queen's
Regiment
WOl (RSM) Andy Melville
W02 Derek Coker
W02 Chris Aitken
W02 Ron Philp RCT
SSgt Clyde Atherley

Now that th~s h.as been completed we have moved on to other tasks
such as the nggrng of two Royal Navy Patrol Boats but that's
another story.
'

SHQ
WELCOMES
We w~lco"?e our new AO Capt Peter Anthony and his wife Sandra
who arnved m July a?d a belated welcome to the Chief Clerk SSgt
Clyde Atherley and his wife Jan who arrived in May.
FAREWELLS
. In this issue we say farewell to W02 (YofS) Chris Aitken who left
1~ October for. sunny Belize, W02 (RQMS) Derek Coker posted to 38
Sig Regt (V) rn October, LCpl Trev Ellis posted to Benbecula in
September ~nd to Sig 'Jonno' Johnson, the 'orderly Room Clerk who
leav~ for c1vvy street. We wish them all the best for the future.
With .the expected reorganisation of the Orderly Room by the AO
and Chief Clerk, Cpl Rab Rennie, 'Joono' and typists Annette and
Car~l had a busy time. However, they are now back to normal
routme. So normal that all SHQ staff have found time to go on leave
although in 'Jonno's' case it was a case of fitting in work between
leave.
Fin.ally, cong'.atulations to Capt Paul Ford and his wife Anoe on
the birth of their son, Benjamin .
TMTP

oc

FofS
Tp SSgt
Tels SSgt
The Squadron Orienteering Team - Summer ' 89
Back (left to right): Sgts Pete McCormick, Sam Harris, SSgt
Martin Leighfield
Front (left to right) : W02 (MTWO) Pete Mulvihill, W02 (FofS)
'Noddy' Baugh (Captain) and Cpl Andy Dawson

LCpl Russ Craig and Section 3 begin The Obstacle 'Course - a lot
less smiling 1 8 obstacles later
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A selection of the Lis 3 riggers

(Left to. nght): LCpl Phil Gash, Sig 'Stig' Richards modelling the

Lt Matt Feosom
W02 Russ Moren
SSgt Bob Wright
SSgt Mick Couston

RIGGING SECTION
W~ in the Rigging Section have finally been given the chance to
explam wh.at \~e really get up to - and how much of it there is to do.
.The section 1s made up of two Combat Linemen (oops sorry Driver
Lmemen_), ~pl Vince McNaught and LCpl Andy Dutton as well as
LC~I M_1ck The :Woman Puller' May, the friendly Telemech. The
~ectio~ 1s responsible for all the rigging within the Brigade TAOR,
mcludmg Cougar ~alk-throughs, base stations and heli-tele stations.
Recently the section has concentrated its efforts on the new Lisburn
3 Mast. In this round-the-clock exercise we were assisted by TM Tp
(thanks lads!) and managed to complete everything ahead of schedule.
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latest

har~ hats, LCpls Andy Dutton getting hands on
experience for when he's a pad and Mick May

in

MORE NEWS
ONCE IN A LIFETIME EVENT!
Halleys Comet passing over Lisburn? No, TM Tp had a sports
afternoon! .To celebrate this mome!1l0us occasion the Troop entered
two teams m the Squadron five-a-side football competition
and
"".on! Th~ 'A' Team. under the name of 'Total Madness'-bla~t~d to
victory with a hat-tnck by Cpl Frank Nevens. Also in the team were
LCpls Mick May, Andy Dutton, Cpls 'Shuggy' Hughes and Colin
Burgess.
It is .with great sadness tha~ we have had to say 'Tarazan' to our
favounte Talkthrough., 35 B~1an. I!1 a very moving ceremony in the
early hours of.the mornmg this chansmatic transportable wa replaced
by a grey cabmel. There wasn't a dry eye in the Cougar hut.
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EXERCISE BROTHERS PARTING
PERSONALITIES
Capt Paul Ford
OIC
Instructors
SSgt Mick Couston
Sgt John Rutland
Cpl Ian Curtis
Students
Cpl Paul Ellwood
LCpl Gary Clapham
LCpl Geordie Aspery
LCpl Steve Trenholme
LCpl Woody Woodray
Sig Phil Oldfield
Sig Dave Gough

The Troop love-hate relationship with the MT continues. They
hate to give us cars-we love endi ng back the broken remains.
Current potential Emerson Fittipaldi's include Cpl 'Dill' Dillon-(this
road ain' t big enough for the two of us)-and Sgt 'BJ' Finister- 'my
altimeter wa n' t working.
forale hit rock bottom recently when Sgt Frank 'Capt Admin'
Robert found 793 bag of wa te to be burnt. Suddenly the Troop
deployed and every outstanding task since 1657 was completed .
Unfortunately the bag were still there on return . After much ducking
and diving by the Troop, Cpl Vince McNaught and LCpl Mick May
were caught and sent to the incinerator.
The depression of the burni1>g was alleviated by a Troop brief in the
rigging shack. Topics of discus ion included the wearing of swarfega,
the angle of deflection of a can at terminal velocity off the Foreman's
head and the relation hip between riggers and flying cat traps.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
OC TM, THE OLD AND THE NEW
After two years at it Capt Alistair Beard couldn't hack TM Tp any
more and has packed his bags for the cricket pitches of Namibia. His
successor is Lt Matt Fensom. His experience with juniors will stand
him in good stead when coping with the Troop ' sense of humour!
AND THERE'S MORE
Welcome, bienvenu, wilkommen to SSgt Bob Wright from sunny 7
Armd Bde, Sgts Frank Roberts, Mick Murphy from an extensive
sporting holiday in Berlin and Cpl 'Rab' Rabbetts from RMAS-the
finest military academy in the world. So the OC says! Hello, and the
bags for burning are in the garage.
Farewells and good luck go to Cpl Stevenson, LCpl Tim Jones (now
erving in civ Div) and SSgt Mick Partridge who after 3 Millenia is off
to RMAS-'the finest military . . . ' yes we know Sir!
CONG RAT LA TIO NS
Our heartiest congratulations go to SSgt Mick Partridge who prior
to his departure was presented with the GOC Northern Ireland's
Commendation by the OC, Maj Steve Johns.
The Troop would also like LO congratulate LCpl Andy Dutton and
his wife Shirley on the occasion of their marriage, most Troop
members attended the reception. We all wish them both the very best
for their future together.

Technician Employment Agency
Approaching the end of your service?
Looking for a job?
Class 1, Radio Relay, Radio or Terminal Equipment
Technician? Foreman of Signals or TOT?
Then send your CV to TECHEMPLOY so that we can
inform the hundreds of Companies on our Client List
of your availability. The service is completely free what have you got to lose!
Please include in your covering letter, your availability
date and relocation preference. Also include UK
civilian and Service contact addresses and phone
numbers.

Derek Richardson MPhil CEng FIMechE
TECHEMPLOY
PO Box 29, Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 8NY
Tel: 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service)
Licence No SE10693
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SSgt Mick Partridge being presented with his GOC Northern
Ireland ' s Commendation by Maj Steve Johns
COMMUNICATIONS TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Capt Steve Felton
oc
SSgt Mike Hendley
Tp SSgt
Sgt Chas Tolton
Tp Radio Sgt
Sgt John Rutland
Rover Gp Sgt
Sgt 'Scouse' Shield
Crypto Sgt
BRIGADE COMMANDERS ROVER GROUP
Sgt John Rutland took up the reins in March but we have been
unable LO locate him since. Any 'Rutland sightings' should be
reported .
The month of June saw the departure of our long serving Group
Cpl, Cpl 'Scouse' Wharton on promotion . Congratulations and many
thanks. Dvr Lorimer bas left us for Belize. The Dep Comd should now
feel safe in his car. LCpl 'Archie' Gemmell left us for Berlin, not bad
considering two years ago be joined us from there.
Well done to Sgt John Rutland on passing his RSSSC, LCpl Paul
Storey on passing his RSDCC and Sig Oldfield on completing his
Bl-with flying colours.

CLIMBING
This proved to be the most challenging of all the acti vities. There
~as no?', to be a new rock athlete in the climbing fraternity, LCpl
Geo~d1e Aspery .who not only overcame his fear of heights, but
happily led very difficult standard rock climbing.
The fin al day was spent with the fo ur mountain goats . ig Dave
Gough , Cpl Paul Ellwood, LCpls Gary Clapham and 'Geordie'
Aspery. Their reward-a 230ft rock climb- which everyone
C-Ompleted. To summarise we all enjoyed the camp and have vivid
memories of it .

At Lame Harbour seven soldiers stood waiting for the next ferry
across the water to Stranraer, their faces torn with the anx iety of what
was LO happen to them in the next 10 days.
This was the Squadron's Adventurous Training Camp being held
in the Lake District and designed to give the younger soldiers a chance
to try their hand at various activities in a different environment. The
p~ogr~ mme ~~d two subjects; five days' progressive rock
chmbmg/ abse1hng followed by five days' progressive hill walking
including a two-day expedition .
ABSEILING
~he Ca~hedr.al. Caves didn ' t ~rove to be everyone' s forte , but, Sig
Ph.ii Oldfield. finished off an enjoyable day by demonstrating a 130ft
flying angel m front of a group of school children.

WALKING
This took in the major peaks of the Lake District Scafell ,
Helvellyn and the High Street.
'
Ascents were varied and interesting. Tlre most spectacular descent
for the group was coming down Striding Edge off Helvellyn which
can only be summed up by LCpl Steve Trenholme's entry in his diary.
'Hard to believe what we did, it will be even harder to forget '.

The group before the scramble of Angle Tarn Ghyl

RADIO SECTION
Once again the Garrison Fete was upon us with Radio Section
providing a 'smash the plate' stall. Cpl Phil Horne and LCpl Steve
Royston were at their wheeling and dealing best producing large
quantities of porcelain pigs and Irish crystal for prizes.
We congratulate Cpl Alan Payne on his recent promotion, and bid
a fond farewell to Cpl Steve Ferris and his family who are off on
posting. Welcome to LCpl Simon Marvel and his wife Sharon from
202 Sig Sqn, and to LCpl George Johnston and bis wife Alex from the
Berlin Sig Regt. We hope you have an enjoyable tour.
SYSCON/COMMCEN/CRYPTO
Welcome again to the nerve centre of the Squadron. Everything has
quietened down upstairs and Battlecamp 'war stories' are no longer
heard in the Horseshoe Club. Things are running smoothly at present,
with Sgt 'Chas' Tolton at the helm.
Manning and Records has been kind to us recently. Cpl Andy
Burdge and wife Alda are off to Hong Kong, Cpl Rob Hood and Gill
are bound for Gibraltar and LCpl 'ET' Tait is on his way to Cyprus,
with a promotion as well. Best wishes to you all.
As I write, the Sqn 2IC Capt Paul 'Skis' Ford bas become a proud
father. Congratulations to him and Ann. Welcome to Sgt 'Chas'
Tolton and Jackie all the way from Londonderry and also to Cpl
'Biddy' Baxter and Jayne from 8 Sig Regt. Hello to LCpl 'Geordie'
Bartlett and Sam from I Inf Bde Sig Sqn and to Sig (not another
Rangers fan!) Stott from 3 ADSR.
Congratulations to the Troop OC, Capt Steve Felton on his recent
, marriage. We wish him and Joanna all the best for the future.

If you served in the Forces for any length of time, you
probably enjoyed being part of a team. If you've retired now, and
miss that feeling, there's one simple way to get it back- become
a SSAFA/FHS volunteer.
Service and ex-Service men and women, and their families
can, and do, have all sorts of problems they need help with. Often
ex-service personnel understand those problems bettei; but
SSAFA/FHS volunteers come from all walks of life and it's
certainly not essential to have a Forces' background.
We particularly need help in the inner cities so, if you'd
like to be part of a worthwhile team and help people at the same
time, write to John Gibson now.

CRYPTO OFFICE
The Crypto office is under the management of Sgt 'Scouse' Shield .
Sgt Shield did not enjoy a long handover, he missed his predecessor
altogether! Best wishes to Sgt Derek Styles.
However the father of 39 Bde Crypto is still with us, Cpl 'Dad'
Curtis. In between his leave and adventure training he manages to
show his face once in a while and provide the answers to everyone
else's crossword puzzles.
We bid a fond farewell to Cpl Graham 'almost a Sgt' Gee who is
flying off with promotion and a private pilot's licence to 20 Maritime
Regt in sunny Marchwood.
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SSAFA/FHS
SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION/ FORCES HELP SOCIETY

16- 18 Old Queen Street, London SWlH 9HP. Telephone: 01-222 9221.
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Sadly the NI girls team was beaten into third !?lace but it recei~ed
NI Sports Colour . Congratulations to LCpl Ahson Cable on be1.ng
selected to train with the Army squad for the Inter-Serv1~e
competition . Congratulations also to Sgt Dave R!>berts on his
selection to the Royal Signals water polo team agamst the RAF.
Cpls Liz Johnson and Lorna Proctor were selected to represen~ NI at
tennis in the Army Tennis Championship.s and after a fiercely
contested competition were beaten by one pom.t to come second. T.he
Squadron Inter-Troop Summer Sports Trophy 1s nearly over and with
just the golf to be played, G Troop is currently leading the rest of the
Troops by two points.

225 Sig Sqn
BFPO 801
PER ONALITIFS

oc

Maj Hugh Bardell
Capt Ron Oay
Capt Andrea Perks
Capt Paul Tower
Capt Alex Gaw
WOl Cliff Davey
WOl Bob Hodges
W02 Taff Cox
~02 Wyn Gordon
gt Howie Ripley

21C
AO
Tech Adjt
OCF
OCD
OCE
SSM
RQM

cc

CITATION BY GOC
On 6 July the Squadron's Officers' wives gathered together to have
coffee with ihe GOC. Unbeknown. to Mrs Anne Cl~y, the GOC had
come specifically to present her with a Co~mendat1on and r~~d t~e
Citation that she received for all her Sterlin~ work. fu~d raising m
Cyprus. For over two years Ann.e work.ed tirelessly to.1.mprove ~he
community and enhance the quality of hfe for th~ fam1hes at A~1os
Nikolaos. After the initial shock and threatene~ divorce proc~edmgs
to Ron for keeping it a secret, Anne was delighted to receive the
framed Commendation from the GOC.

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
. .
Welcome to Lhe following personnel who have recentl,Y Joined the
Squadron-SSgt John McEwan, Sgt Mick Tate and family, Sgt Taff
Cassells, Cpls Max Roberts, Nigel Frith, WCpl Lyn Ke.nyon, L<;pt
Steve Willis and family, and LCpl Noddy Holder and family. We wish
farewell and good luck LO W02 Dave Andrews, Taff Edwards, Sgts
John Wheater, Jim Moody and family,_Cpls Hammy Hamilton, J?hn
utton, WCpl Billie Redman and family, and WLCpl Faye Davies.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to the Shrubb family on the birth of Stuart and to
.
.
the Sutherland family on the birth of Kim.
Congratulations are also passed to the following on their recent
promotions-WCpl Lyn Kenyon and LCpl Bob Hollamby.
SPORT
.
The Squadron continues to do well at sport. Congratulauons to Sgt
John Wheater on his selection for the Army volleybal l team . It has
mainly been a 'wet' season as the men's swimming team won ~he NI
Minor Units Swimming Championships and was runner up m the
water polo. In the ladies swimming team that competed at Sandhurst
in the Army Championships were three members of the Squadron,
namely Capt Andrea Perks, Cpl Liz Johnson and LCpl Alison Cable.

Mrs Anne Clay receiving her Citation

- News from Headquarters Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
BRADLEY SQUADRON
This month there have been a few changes in the Squadron and
unfortunately we must now say farewell to the OC, Maj Mike Fisher,
who leaves us for College Headquarters, best wishes for the new job.
We would also like to take this opportunity to welcome Fran, the new
clerk, to our fold .
THE TROOPS
Rapier and Whitespear Tps form the 89B intake for the Squadron
and are presently undergoing basic recruit training. OC Rapier is Lt
Kevin Bowers and the Troop Sgt is Sgt Harris. The Troop Sgt of
Whitespear Tp is Sgt McPhee (when he is not playing football), and
the Officer in the Troop is Lt John Frazer.
OC Quadrant Tp will be Lt Tony Urwin, when the new recruits
arrive in October. Presently he is preparing for the onslaught, when
he is not doing JSMEL, Adventure Training or playing hockey. His
Troop Sgt will be Sgt Ken Shepherd , late of the SQMS department.
ROY AL TOURNAMENT
Report by Lt Guy Bewsher
The main event for Lightning Tp this year, and some elements of
the old Rapier Tp, was the Royal Tournament at Earls Court in
London in July. It was a special honour as it was the second
consecutive year that the Troop has provided the Arena Party for the
Tournament. This year we teamed up with 238 Sig Sqn, suppliers of
the communication support, and the RAF riggers who made up the
roof party.
During the Tournament 2,500 performers were involved in 30 shows
over 16 days, an estimated 300,000 people saw the show live with a
further 10 million or so seeing it on television. Also nine members of
the Royal Family attended, including Her Majesty the Queen and Her
Royal Highness The Princess Royal, and the Commanders in Chief of
the Services.
With this amount of coverage the Corps has again been in the
limelight represented by its Junior Leaders and the Permanent Staff
and we hope we may have assisted in the current recruiting drive.

OPERATORS
Contact the Three Tees Agency
and let your Services skills pay in Civvy Street

1
Wt ienJ11ou
ieave
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals
'
solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex
jwh
C'or't 7
and Teleprinter Operators.
"~ e 4.,}t,,, ., ""~"
You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice
~i.

THE CORPORAL WOOD MEMORIAL RUGBY CUP
COMPETITION
The Memorial Rugby Competition was held at Harrogate on
Wednesday 27 September 1989. The three Royal Signals major units
in the North East participated and provided some hard fought and
most entertaining rugby in near perfect conditions. The Permanent
Staff game between the Apprentices College and 8 Sig Regt was of a
particularly high standard , with 8 Sig Regt as worthy winners after
being 10-0 down at half time.
The competition took the form of a series of 'Sevens' games at both
Over 19 and Under 19 level with a try and point scoring system in the
event of an overall tie. The matches (15 minutes each wayexhausting), and were well refereed by Sgt Smith RAC and our own
SSgt (YofS) Easton .
RESULTS
Apprentices College v 11 Sig Regt
Over 19:
College 36, 11 Sig Regt 0
Under 19:
College 56, 11 Sig Regt 0
8 Sig Regt v 11 Sig Regt
Over 19:
8 Sig Regt 44, 11 Sig Regt 4
Under 19:
8 Sig Regt 52, 11 Sig Regt 0
Apprentices College v 8 Sig Regt
Over 19:
College 10, 8 Sig Regt 16
Under 19:
College 42, 8 Sig Regt 0
The College thereby won the Memorial Competition by virtue of the
number of tries scored and were presented with the Memorial Cup by
the Commander Training Gp, Brig A. F. Eastburn.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Report by SSgl J. Guy
The College once again holds the Army Apprentices Challenge Cup.
This was achieved over the weekend of 23/24 September, the first time
the competition was held over a full weekend. The competition was
hosted by AA Coll Chepstow and was also used by the Army FA
(Youth) to assess the potential players for Army honours.
The semi-finals were to be played on the Saturday with the final and
third/fourth play off held on the Sunday.
The competing teams were: AA Coll Harrogate, AA Coll
Chepstow, AA Coll Arborfield and AA Coll Aldershot.
The College drew Arborfield in the semi-final. All the Colleges are
of a similar standard, or so we thought! However, Chepstow and
ourselves were fortunate enough to be able to 'poach' one or two
players from our respective Basic Recruit Troops.
. .
Our semi-final kicked off at 1430 hrs and after a slow settling m half
in which we failed to put one or two chances away we went in at half
time 0-0. In the second half we capitalised on our pressure with two
goals coming from Tharby and Smith. Our keeper, Horner, incurred
an old hand injury but still managed to pull off a penalty save. The
game ended 2-0. It was a hard match but all respect to Arborfield
who had some good chances to score.
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and guidance on employment pro~pe~ts in the
commercial world ofTelecommumcat1ons.
If you are rusty. we can give you the opp~~tu;11ity
to brush up your operating and also fa~1hanse
you with commercial routines and eqmpment, and then
guide you to the right job, permanent or temporary.
fn some cases resettlement courses are available
for those seekin& permanent employment in
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Army Apprentices Challenge Cup - Winners
Back row: Lt Col Melhuish, Cpl Woodford !Assistant Coach). AT

Call in, write or telephone
110 Fleet Street, EC4. 01-353 3611 124 Regent Street, W1 . 01-734 0365
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Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal talking to JL LCpl (Jacko)
Jackson at the Royal Tournament. (Photograph courtesy of the
Royal Tournament)
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Wyllie, JL O' Neill, JL Walsh, AT Burton, AT Cpl Horner, AT
Collins, AT LCpl Hayhurst, AT LCpl O'Neil, AT Sgt Strouts and
SSgt Guy APTC (Coach)
Front row: AT Cpl Walton, AT Elliott, AT Martin, JL Brown, Sig
Smith, AT Cpl Scott, AT Boston, AT LCpl Tharby and AT Allmark
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THE Fl~AL
A Coll Harrogate v AA Col Chepstow
unday wa a lovely summer' day. We kicked off at 1130 hrs and
failed to ettJe into a routine allowing Chep tow to find many holes
in our midfield but with our back three that' as far as they got. We
had practi ed many set piec sin training and it paid off for our first
goal. mith cro sed the ball from a corner and there was Tharby to
head in.
The team euled after this and it wasn't long before Tharby got his
econd . Chep tow recovered a little but still could not penetrate our
back three gladiator - Strouts, Collin a nd Scott. From a breakaway
mith cored our third with hal f time approaching. Tharby scored two
more in the second half (fi\'e in the whole competition) and
Chep tow's only reply came from a penalty. Final core 5-1 to us.
The Squad all worked hard during the weekend and howed great
commitment and attitude. The 'back room' training taff thank them
for thi and well done.
ATORI KARATE CL B
Report by Mr Steve Barnett
The College Karate Club is going from strength to strength. Ther~
is a hard core of very dedicated young karateka (this includes Maj
Dave Hopwood who, we are sure, is pretending to be over 25).
Although a Karate Club they practise other martia.1 art such as
Aikido and Jui Jitsu and have a very open mind towards their
training.
There are regular visits to the A sociation HQ, Wolverhampton,
where they train with the highest of grades from all other styles. T he
Club is a Wado Ryu Club but has members from Shotokan, Tae
Kwon Do and even Chinese Kick Boxing. The Club is fortunate
enough to have no less than three black belts (all apprentice tradesmen
and all from different styles of martial art).
Sensei Steve Barnett , the Club senior coach, runs a traditional Club
with traditional values. Sport Karate is offered for those who wish it,
but i secondary to the true way of Karate (St eve is an instructional
officer in Ops Wing in his spare time).
The Club would like to hear from other Clubs with a view to an
exchange of ideas and possible training together.

Some of the Club members at the start of the Club
Is Dave Hopwood meditating? (far right)
DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD SILVER EXPEDITION
LAKE DISTRICT
Report by W02 (RQMS) George Firth
During the summer a group of Permanent Staff and Apprentice
Tradesmen spent four days in the Lake District on a Duke of
Edinburgh Expedition.
Taking part were: The Expeditioners: ATs Iain McHenry, Neil
MacGillivray, Scott Jones and Lionel Jones. All of Rawson Sqn . The
Assessors: W02 (RQMS) George Firth (The Boss) and OCdt 'Dusty'
Miller (21C). The Assistants: Mrs Pat Firth (The Referee), Sig Ian
Firth 8 Sig Regt and Penny the dog (Navigator and finder of water
supplies for lain).
The group left Harrogate in the Assessors' cars and had an
entertaining trip to the Lake District with Dusty and I comparing the
performance of a 2 litre Capri with a 1600 Capri. After a stop en route
at Kirkby Lonsdale for a cuppa, in most cases, and for lain to attempt
to eat the whole stock of the snack bar's Burgers, we arrived at the
start point in Langdale.
The expedition party headed for the hills for their first night on the
Fells and the Assessors went off to Borrowdale to spend the night in
comfort.
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The As es ors and Assi tams set off into the hills and after a bit of
wandering around in the mist the group eventually appeared and the
day work commenced. The walk from Pavey Ark to Angle Tarn went
without any mishap and a good rest was had there, lain attempted to
drink all the water in the stream and Lionel was looking even shorter
than he did at the start. The 'grind' up to Ore Gap came next, the
Assessors shot off like hares up the slope leaving the poor pack mules
to follow on behind. Then followed the ascent of Esk Pike, by now
Lionel had shrunk so much that we could have done with a roller skate
to put on the bottom of his Bergen; lain was again asking where the
next water was; Scott was saying very little; and Neil was certainly
slowing down. A lovely downhill walk then led into the over-night
stopping place above Sprinkling Tarn, tents were set up, food cooked
and Day 1 was over.
Day 2. At 0850 hrs I arrived, complete with wife and dog, for the
start of the day's work, a quick five minute chat about the aquatic
sport which had taken place in Sprinkling Tarn the previous evening,
then we were off again. The first target for the day was Scafell Pike
(at 3,210ft the highest mountain in England). The way lay over vast
areas of stones and boulders with fantastic views of the surrounding
mountains, a number of photo stops (rests really) were taken on the
way and we eventually arrived at the top. A passing 'stumbly' (tourist)
was coerced into taking a photograph of the whole group on top of
the summit cairn and we then set off, downhill towards Lingmel Col
and Styhead Tarn. After a lunch break at Styhead Tarn we
commenced the ascent of the infamous Aarron Slack (an ascent of
l ,OOOft in 1 mile), the ascent was completed in 50 minutes, Neil took
only 45 minutes but he went ahead to get photos. We then ascended
another couple of hundred feet to take in the summit of Green Gable
and headed off downhill towards Haystacks and the next campsite at
Blackbeck Tarn. The clouds were starting to darken and rain was
looking like a definite bet. I mentioned, in passing, a mountain hut
that I knew of which was left unlocked for people to use. We
separated. I with my wife and the dog setting off for another 4
miles back to the car and the expeditioners heading for the mountain
hut. Day 2 ended with a very comfortable night in the hut.
Day 3 (Final Day). I drove up to Honister Youth Hostel where I was
to meet up with the group. The weather looked as though it was going
to make up for the previous sunny days so they had managed to get
into the Youth Hostel to await my arrival. As we were about to start
walking the rain arrived, and it was decided to leave the heavy Bergens
in my car and to do the last day with just one rucksack for the group,
this was not a sign of weakness on my behalf but an injection of sanity
from Pat. Off we went feeling much lighter up Dale Head and then
on to Robinson, the pace was definitely quicker and even Neil could
not stay in front all the time. From the summit of Robinson we had
a long, grassy ridge to follow (downhill) to Newlands Church. Just
short of the church was a steep, smooth grass slope of about 500ft.
Dusty demonstrated the alternative method of descent by shooting
downhill on his backside copied by the more lunatic members of the
group. A short walk took us to Little Town where once again we
started uphill to cross the flank of Maiden Moor and arrive at Low
Manesty Caravan Site where it all finished. Tea was drunk, kit was
sorted and the trip home was started, this time with Dusty standing
a chance as my wife took my passengers from the outward trip in our
Metro, she beat him back to camp. The weather and the hills got the
better of me and I decided to stay on for the rest of the week to do
some serious walking.
The group had covered 30 miles and ascended 10,465ft in the four
days, whilst I, in the interests of comfort went on to do 40 miles and
13,000ft.

HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals
BFPO 1
248 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUADRON
One of the.many reasons for reading The Wire is to see if you know
anyo~e who .1s posted to the more exotic places. So having said that,
here 1s a qmck rundown of most of the British personalities in the
Squadron: Maj M. J. M. Emslie is our sharpshooting Squadron
Commander. Runner up to that position is Capt N. Pope. Our
recently ar~ived R9J\:1S is W02 Kirwin ~ilder who spends many an
early !11ornmg P.umshmg ~II who take part m his PT sessions. Our long
stand mg YofS is SSgt Bill Thompson who spends most of his time
trying to persuade the FofS (W02 Paul Wood) that a new radio
workshop is not required at Fanling golf course! Sgts Dave Fraser
(posted to 8 Sig Regt soon) and Martin Webb are our resident TE
Techs . In our commcen there lurks Sgt Brian Carlin, recently arrived
from. 247 Gurkha . Si~ Sqn, and Cpls Phil (I'm trying to get my
handicap down) Vmmcombe, Andy Lewis and Ian 'Ginge' Parker
who still hasn't had time to acclimatise yet. Last but by no means least
is our only RAOC member in the form of SSgt Mick Williams, who
after finishi ng his two year stint with Signals is departing to sunny
Bicester. Bad luck Mick.
The Squadron has been involved in such diverse activities as
adventur~ tr~ining to jungle warfare courses, and, lest we forget, even
commumcatmg!
Our new OC Maj M. Emslie arrived in January to pick up the reins
from Maj Law, who left to go all the way to JSSS Hong Kong, a
distance of about 1 mile as the long tailed Drongo flies. Maj Emslie
has already shown us what a good rifle and pistol shot he is but we're
hoping that we don't lose him to the shooting team for any great
length of time.
WORK AND PLAY
The lion's share of the year's work has been providing and
maintaining the colony's military commercial radio network . This
network embraces the whole of the colony and therefore enables
members of the Squadron to travel all over the colony, if you are able
to defeat .the traffic.
248 Sig Sqn has 10 Hong Kong Military Service Corps Telemechs
serving alongside them. They do a splendid job in maintaining the
high standards expected of their work. Although mainly concerned
with the installation of telephones and cables and their maintenance;
the telemech side of life is now moving into the future with the up and
coming use of fibre optics.

Sig Ho Wai Yin and Sig Ho Kwong Yip at the start of an Egyptian
Khud Race

~ well as fibre opt~c courses our telemechs also go to Catterick for
their T2 to Tl upgrading courses. Most recently it was the turn of lg
Ho Wai Yin and Ho Kwong Yip. They enjoyed the course very much
(so they say) but were obviously very enthused with the darker less
sparkling forms of beverage, than those found locally.
'
On the way back from their course these hardworking lads decided
to stop in the Valley of the Kings for a few days. On meeting two
Egyptian Telephone Company workers they were soon to discover that
they suffered the same type of problems in Egypt as we do. As can
be seen in the photograph below, even the Egyptians have transport
problems getting to work.
Sgt Shivakumar Rai and W02 Dorje Tamang eventually returned
from their Jungle Warfare Instructors Course in Brunei. After the
course both participants said that they enjoyed it, albeit with 20/20
hindsight. Congratulations to both of you for your excellent grades on
the course, and it serves Sgt Shiva right since he's soon to be posted
to Brunei as an instructor. At the moment 248 has Sgt Dave Fraser
on the same course. Nothing has so far been heard of him but we are
treating this as 'no news is good news'. No doubt Sgt Fraser will be
glad to return to civilised life, as he knows it here.

ADVENTURE TRAINING
W02 (RQMS) Gilder was tasked with organising the first of the
Squadron's adventure training camps in June. The location for this
was the island of Ping Chau, which lies off the North East of Hong
Kong in the South China Sea. Luckily for us the island lies far enough
off-shore to escape most of the pollution problems that beset the
water of Hong Kong.
1:he main activities were rock climbing and abseiling, canoeing,
baste scuba diving and swimming; all mixed in with a fair helping of
PT and barbecues. All who went to Ping Chau returned with
enhanced sun tans and large bar bills, proof of a good week.
Sgt Kishor, our intrepid chief clerk, is living proof that the camera
can lie. Thanks to fast shutter speeds this magic 'moment' was
captured .
With all these varying activities taking place it is easy to forget our
main task, which is of course communicating. With the ever changing
needs of military communications in HK prior to 1997, the Squadron
is guaranteed a very busy time for the next few years.

Sgt Kishoor-A professional beach start?

Front row: AT MacGillivray, ATS. Jones, W02 George Firth, Dog
Penny and Mrs Pat Firth
Back row: Officer Cadet Dusty Miller, AT McHenry, and AT L.
Jones
On the summit of Scafell Pike, height 3,21 Oft
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News from Regiments
1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

BFPO 32
HQ Q ADRON
RHQ
· I change m
· the
The Regiment has recently undergon a substanua
command element. Lt Col Richard Farrimond and Annette ha"'.e left
for the United Kingdom. The Regiment wishes them all the best m the
future and hopes you do not forget your ride 'ii:t and on' t?e ~32 . ~he
Regiment welcomes the new CO Lt Col John Kirby 8:nd his wife Kim.
To complete the change, we now have a new Regimental Serge~nt
Major, WOl Brian Dalton who took over from WOI. (now Lt) Dt;rick
Boyd. The only major change we have een o far 1s that of height.

all the postings the Radio and Systems sections of the troop have been
quite depleted . The arrival of Sgt 'Barney' Patel and Cpl Steven
Gadsdon completely revamped the Rad io Section . T he Systems
Section welcomes Cpls 'Dinger' Bell and Stu Ridgeway who have
.
. .
helped to boost our num bers.
There have been many exercises, the most notable White Rhmo m
September. When Cpl Steve Gadsdon decided t.o modify the cab ~f the
Radio ERV by driving it into another ERV . This was th.e only accident
involving our vehicles in the whole year. Congratulations Steve!
I SQUADRON

SCT TROOP
.
Things have been fairly quiet during the past months, with man y of
the Squadron enjoying a well earned summer leave.
At the end of July we were kept extremely busy (wot no summer
hours?) putting TN 051 to rest. It invol_ved three weeks hard gra_ft, but
riow the task has been completed , thmgs should be better with the
injection of much needed manpower into the remaining troops .
August saw Sig Tony Flood become the proud owner of a new
mountain bike and LCpl 'Verge!' Ramsey the proud owner of a GI
haircut- we thjnk he is trying to give the SSM a heart attack . Sgt Al
Martin was not seen at work (what is new) and Sgt Steve 'Disco'
Parkinson and his inter-troop 'Combat' team were robbed of the
combat trophy by Echo Tp .
EAGLE TROOP
A busy holiday season saw almost everyone away b1:1t the~ ca~ e
back again after their holidays. A few members have left mcludmg Sig
Angus Dow-civvy street, Sig ' GB' Greatbatch- Trade rea~locallon
to Tele Op (RR) and Cpl Kev Gardiner- 233 Sig Sqn, we wish them
all well in the future.
Arrivals include LCpl Hamill and family , LCpls Andy Stafford, Jeff
Foster, Sig Alberton, Johno Johnson and fa~ily. We have even
accepted a few 051 refugees, LCpl Young and Sig Cooper.

Lt Col Richard Farrimond hands over the Regiment to Lt Col John
Kirby
TM TROOP
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
There has been a large turnover of personnel in the tr?OP this year
and although we have said goodbye to a lot of good fnends, we are
still an efficient troop.

GOLF TROOP
After Ex Scree Slope the main leave period started in earnest
(amazing how everyone tries to get the same dates) . Eventually leave
was sorted to nearly everyone's satisfaction a.nd troop members
started disappearing to various parts of the globe m se<l!ch <?f the sun .
The troop also said goodbye to Lt Alan Blac~well w.ho 1s bemg forced
to go to Belize via New Zealand. The tro<?P wishes him well on his two
forthcoming appointments and would hke to say we are not really
jealous.

' Yorkie' Whatley and his wife Wendy, LCpl Ward and his wife Sue,
LCpl Wiggy Wigmore, Sig Sid Coles, Westworth, Grants Gratton and
Renny Reynolds. In addition we would like to extend a warm welcome
to LCpl Stein, his wife Joe and baby daughter Amy.
Our congratulations are also extended to Julie Cullen on the birth
of a boy, Daniel . We must also say farewell to Sig Wedge Brown, Cpls
Mac McGoldrick, Filthy Kempton and Paddy Murphy.
With the manpower problem now solved, for th e time being, it will
be good to get back to what Hawk Tp does best, communicating and
of course holding the Division together! Our poor showing in the
Squadron Military Skills competition was hardly attributable to lack
of effort on behal f of the team ably led by Lt Simon Hutchinson.
?SQUADRON
ROVER TROOP
The troop welcomes Sig ' Hobby' Wright to its ranks after poachi ng
him from 3 Sqn.
GOODBYE
Rover Tp has broken with tradition in dini ng out its departing
members . After a pleasant meal and a few ales, the customary farewell
speeches took place, these were given by Cpl Stu Allister, Sig ' Mitch '
Mitchell, ' Parky' Parkinson, Neil Watt and LCpl ' Boney' Bone . The
troop will miss them but wish them all good luck on their postings and
their future careers. Farewell also to Cpl 'Herr' Al Westoff who is
leaving for civvy street and to live in Germany.
EXERCISE PARKER DIAMOND-CORSICA
0800 hrs Monday morning 3 July two landrovers and 12 intrepid
explorers left Verden to travel 2,500km to Corsica .
Corsica, the birth place of Napoleon , has many attractions. Skiing
in winter, beaches in summer, but the reason for the expedition was
to walk the GR 20. A 200km walk over the mountains north to south
of the island .
The first three days proved to be very demanding on all members,
mainly due to the heat, but after acclimatisation things became more
tolerable. A chance meeting with 249 AMFL Sig Sqn at Refuge De
Prati at l ,800m gave Sgts Phil Parker and Steve Hughs the chance to
talk over old times. After 14 days the route had been completed, most
of which had been at a height of 2,000m . It proved to be a very
successful expedition, covering a wide area of skills from map and
compass work to learning to speak French the Corsician way. Now a
word from the admin crew who had it easy.
AD MIN
Whilst the boys were walking over the hills, base camp proceeded
to arrange the resup, laundry and route to the RV . This lasted all of
an hour so the rest of the day was spent conversing with the locals.
Not being very good French speakers, Admin had to get by with
German and English, of course this meant going to the beach to find
some English and Germans to talk to.
Gradually Admin (Al Westhoff, Spanner and Bob Roberts) worked
its way down the island meeting every two days with the lads for
resup . Naturally all the routes to the RV went via beaches .
At the end of the 'Great Trek' four days were spent on R & R.
Admin came into its own having found a good campsite at Solenzara
on the beach, and with wine at five francs a litre. At the ca~psite the
group were camped next to two Germans who were very fnendly and
enjoyed our invitation to the Endex barbecue. Many friends were
made but eventually, sad faced, we had to leave.

JSQUADRON
ARRIVALS
We welcome: Sig Pete McNay from 3 ADSR; LCpl tuart Jack on
from 11 Sig Regt, SSgt Graham Miles with his wife usan and family
from Soltau, LCpl Dave Friend from 2 Inf Div, lg ' murth'
Smurthwalle straight from training, SSgt (YofS) George Greig with
his wife Sue and son Mark from 14 Sig Regt and Lt Guy Owen from
Oxford University OTC.
DEP ARTURES
We say goodbye to: Lt Mark Roberts on posting to RMCS
Shrivenham to further his education, Sgt 'Tolly' Tollington to 7 Bde,
Cpl (now Sgt) Andy Drummond and wife Carrie who are off to Celle
for a tour with the Roya l Anglians , LCpl 'JC' Crier on po5ting to 7
Sig Regt, Sgt Sid Perks, his wife Karen and family who are off to
Blandford, LCpl Eddie Yates, off to the School of Signals and family
life, Sig ' Ollie' Oliver and hi wife, off to 22 Sig Regt, ig Chri Wood
and Denise who go to 244 Sig Sqn , Cpl Simons to his Tl course at
Catterick, LCpl Barker to Osnabruck, SSgt (Yof ) Bob Tate to the
School of Signals and lastly LCpls Atkins and Mickey Hogg, who
both decided the pace was too much for them and have 'escaped' lo
civvy street,
SHQ
At the Garriso n Horse Show we ran the bar and to all those
customers who thought the bar prices excessive, we will rectify that
next year by wearing masks so that you will not know who is robbing
you !
The last month has been quite a sad period for the Troop with the
disbandment of the tech element, posting them to other Troops in the
Squadron. Some of the boys have already made an impression in their
new Troop. Cpl 'Gunnie' Booker has been thrust into a position of
command in Oscar Tp, LCpl Bruce is not having such a good time as
all the filth and grime from the panzers is spoiling his good looks. The
disbandment of the techs was celebrated in the usual manner. The
money left over from Troop funds went to buy the Squadron barman
a drink !
LIMA TROOP
November Tp and Line Tp have amalgamated to form Lima Tp.
The occasion was celebrated with a party, and the history of the two
Troops is now well and truly consigned to the annals of I Armd Div
Sig Regt.
Prior to this occasion ovember Tp held a fitness day. Eight
members went on a six mile run interspersed with press ups, push-ups
and groans. The final effort was made in the Stadium Gasthaus for
three hours when numbers attending mysteriously increased.

LCpl 'Rooster' Staff posing in Comms Ops shortly before avoiding
·
Ex White Rhino by dislocating his shoulder

Back row: LCpl Darren Kemp, Cpl 'Gaz' Williams, Cpls Dave

Bowes, Rocky Ferrer, LCpl Mark Vile , Cpls Tim Hayter, Steve
Gadsdon, LCpl ' Coops' Cooper, Cpls Dinger Bell, Stu Ridgeway,
'BJ' Fenton and John Harvey
Front row: Sgts Barney Patel, Dave Thorpe, SSgt Nick Churcher,
Capt Russ Davey, WO 1 Chris Platts, Sgts Paul Fletcher and AJ
Wells
In August we said goodbye to SSgt Nick Churcher and his wife off
to sunny 16 Sig Regt. We have also lost Sgt Derek Sexton, Cpls G11z
Brooks and John Gould to Civvy Street. Cpls Steve Flynn and Tim
Hayter have moved to 212 Sig Sqn and Cpl Dave Bowes now on his
Satcom course, is soon to be posted to Scotland. Last but not least Cpl
' Rocky' Ferrer is off to Northern Ireland, good luck to him. Due to
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Cpl 'Freddie' Gardiner looks for help to control the octopus
captured during an Eagle Tp adventure camp
HAWK TROOP
Life has been somewhat quiet in Hawk Tp office, partly due to the
su mmer leave period. However thanks to the disbandment of TN 051
we are pleased to welcome some new members to the troop: Cpl
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Corsica 89
Parker Diamond . 'You will be happy'
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OSCAR TROOP
Greeting from Oscar Tp. As these notes were written, the Troop
was deployed on Ex White Rhino, the first exercise of a busy season.
Here was our chance to dust off the cobwebs, forget the lazy days of
summer and knuckle down to some real work!
Oscar Tp was the last to deploy on the exerci e and provide Hicon
for 22 Bde. The exercise was fairly static, so as we sertled into a
routine and it became obvious several members of the Troop were
competing for the 'Golden Blanket' award. In the event our new Tp
OC Lt Guy Owen, was narrowly pipped at the post by Sig 'Taff'
Th~mas, but only because people kept dismantling the Tp Comd's
tent whilst he was trying to sleep inside. The 3 Sqn 'tea-drinkers' had
plenty of time for training on the exercise. Many an hour was spent
'drinking tea', so much so that we actually ran-out of tea bags at one
stage!
Finally, we must take this opportunity to congratulate LCpl
'Scouse' Littler on his marriage to Babs, and Sig Jack Jarvis on
promotion to Lance Corporal.
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VERDE IOKM ROAD-RACE
On Saturday 2 September the annual Verden !Okm road race took
place around the treet of Verden. Most members of 3 Sqn took part
in the race, including two teams of ten attempting to achieve a good
re ult in the team competition. During the two weeks leading up to
the event the Squadron was bu y with Ex Plug-Up 4/ 89 and
preparation for Ex White Rhino, so training was left to individuals.
Obviously a few miles had been put in behind the scenes because the
Squadron 'A' team was rewarded with first place with a points total
of 277, ignificantly ahead of 2 Sqn 'A' with 314 points. The 3 Sqn
'B' team fini hed a very creditable ninth, ahead of I Sqn 'A' .
lndi idual performances are a~ follows :Sth
Lt Andy Addison
35 min 3 sec
14th
gt Pete Griffin
36 min 16 sec
18th
W02 (S M) Ian Kirkpatrick
36 min ·4 sec
19th
Lt Guy Owen
37 min 2 sec
37th
LCpl Matt Thomas
39 min 9 sec
55th
Lt Mark Roberts
41 min 1 sec
59th
S gt (YofS) George Grieg
41 min 10 sec
68th
ig Al Nuttal
41 min 45 sec
The total field was some 243 runners. A good turnout from the rest
of 3 Sqn helped push members of other teams further down the
placings.

207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 37
SHQ
~or th~

last few weeks SHQ has been preparing for Ex White
w11h most departments working later hours than usual.
. Its not all work and no play, however. A farewell party was held
~n the Jer?oa, Club f? r SSgt Ian and Viv Hill, who are off to Bordon
m UK; Sig Sco~se Gatre~I, who moves up to Verden on a well
deserved promotion; and Sig 'P~ddy' Somerville, who has left the
Army and returned to NI. We w1s~ all of them 'all of the best'.
Warm welcomes are extended to Sig 'Taff' Davies and his wife Kate
and to Cfn Geoff and Dee Smith; we hope you enjoy your stay i~
Soltau.
Rht~o,

3 Sqn Verden 1 Okm running team : I to r: SSgt Pete Griffin, Lts
Andy Addison , Mark Roberts, SSgt (YofS) George Greig, LCpl
Matt Thomas , Sig Tommy Giblin, Taff Elson , W02 (SSM) Ian
Kirkpatrick and Lt Guy Owen

201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 30

The Squadron held its Summer Ball in mid July, organised by a
'volunteer' select committee led by Sgt Paul Chalk and followed by
the socially aware inducting Cpl Mark Rouse, LCpl Chippy Wood, Sig
Mick Turnbull and 'Mitchy' Mitchell. The saying goes, 'if it's a cert
to fail, some how it will work', and work it did. A Caribbean Night
full of colour, laughter and fun, so thanks boys.
EXERCISE RED ST AG
Reality was quick to creep up on us as the war returned, with the
Battle Group test exercise. We, for once got our own back on the
other end, by forming an elite, but small enemy force. Sgt Kev Ludkin
and his men, including Cpl Robbo Robinson (Radio Op?), Sig
Geordie Reid (Driver?), Dvr Stanley Boardman (The torch) became
the QRF in a landrover and four tonner, not ideal modes of transport
for SLTA, when everyone else was armoured, however with
passengers such as Pte Ronnie Corbett, the vehicles were thick skinned
enough.
Against all odds the merry band was successful more times than
not, if only the battle group had evaluated their threat correctly.
Ex Red Stag also enabled the Squadron to host their wives and
girlfriends in the field. Shooting, getting made up, (cam cream) and
trips in armoured vehicles all occurred, and a great time, for all, was
had.

running out of water, however they survived to continue Phase II .
Phase II consisted of climbing led by Sgt Tim Wells in Arbatax
Harbour (NB: On the rock around the side). LCpl 'Disco Body' Dunn
showed us why he is the world break dance champion with great
displays at 20, 30 and 40ft. Cpl Steve Ruxton showed all his advanced
10 points of contact skills, but managed to release a few before
climbing down.
From the Harbour the party departed to new climbs and new camp
sites. The neighbours were a bit dubious at first, (well they were wild
boars), and if it had not of been for LCpl Sammy Faulds they would
have complained.
Finally, the remaining ex personnel Sig Deano Booker and Asterix
Gaul, (the water babies), Lt Mike 'Marathon Man' Rogers and Sig
'Maniac Driver' Perrin must be mentioned, as their faux pas are
unprintable in full.
After their return, the adventurers had a day's grace, and then off
to Ex White Rhino .

SPORTS NEWS
Boxing was the dominating sport over this period, with an iron fist
team of Cpls Spike Forbes, Porky Raybould and Jock Malone.
Without support by the Squadron who were on Ex Red Stag they
produced some excellent boxing. All worked hard with Cpl Spike
Forbes, LCpl Nick Basford, Sig Mick Turnbull and Jason Raybould
being winning finalists. It is with much pride that the Squadron won
the Regimental Inter Squadron Championships.
Thank~ i:nust also go to SSgt Pete Smith for his time and energy
spent trammg the team.
EXERCI E DECI DELL
From war to peace in the space of only seven days no sooner than
Ex Red Stag ends, and its off to Sardinia adventure training for a
lucky few.
The party departed on 22 August for their sun baked destination
RAF Decimomannou and from there they trekked across the Setti
Fratelli Mountain Range to Arbatax. The only minus point was water
as consumption was up to 5 litres a day per man and the island was
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The Sqn Comd pondering the manpower shortfall. Family to the
rescue? (Taken at the fami ly day during Ex Red Stag.) Maj Roger
Batho and Leslie
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ALPHA TROOP
f?espite vali~nt ~ttempts. by the German weather, summer finally
arn~ed and with 1t, that immortal phrase: 'we will not work late
~unng_summer hours'. However, in between 807's, PRE and Tech
inspections, we managed to fit in a summer camp. Lt Matthew
Edwards took about _30 Squadron personnel up to Eckernforde for a
wee~. where a g<;>od time was had by all windsurfing, deep sea fishing,
cycl_mg and he~p~ng ~1:1glo-German relations in the K7 Disco. The OC,
M!lJ ~obn ~11l1s v1s1ted, and had an enjoyable couple of days.
H1~hltghts mcluded Cpl Miller's cycling and Sgt Phil Mackenzie
trying not to get caught.
Fin~lly ~ few 'hellos and_ goodbyes': Hellp to Sgt Barry Tollington
~~d his wife who have arrived from I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt:
tt s better here, honestly; and hello to Sig 'Shene McGowan' Pestell
who has already established himself as a favourite of the SSM!
'
Goodbye to LCpl McGrail-~l the be~t ip Detmold-and a huge
good~ye to the Wavells; could 1t be a coincidence that Cpl ' Barney'
Cunnmgham has been praying and uttering the words ' Box Body'?

The canoe5 arrived. Familiarisation training was a case of filting
p_eo_Ple to t~k dugouts and sinking. Gradually they were mastered. To
sit m the middle meant the least chance of submerging and al o the
least chance _of controlling the brute. To sit at the back afforded
superb h_andhng but also placed the stern almost underwater-an inch
from gomg under.
The first.three days were hell . Sitting in the wet, scribi ng lazy circles
along the n~er; the_temperature hovering at 38°C in the shade during
the day, 3_0 C: at m~ht; every now and then a short stretch of white
water to smk m. Twice, sh~n wat~rfalls were encountered; nightmare
portages-~ach. d~gout we11'lhed m excess of 20 stone. Nights were
spe~t sweatmg ms1de Mosqmto nets. The river bank was devoid of all
habttation or signs of ~i~ilisation until Chae Hom. Cpl Elkin ' smiling
face and the yellow m1mbus were welcome sights. It was in Chae Hom
that the _first canoe was left behind and with it Pte Allan who joined
the admm party.
Having h~ved the canoes around a couple of waterfalls the 4km
portage requued at the Dam was to be avoided. A truck was hired to
take the team to Lampang, just below the Dam.
~

"'""

BRAVO TROOP
August saw the Squad_ron. depl~y on a weeks ramble in that glorious
meadow, the SLTA . Htghltghts included Sgt Andy Bailey going er
nowhere, and Main HQ nearly being taken out by a Squadron of
Challengers! The rest of the month was committed to preparation for
Ex White Rhino.
Goodbye to Sig Mark Frayling to 8 Inf Bde. We're sure the
Dungeons and Dragons crowd will miss him.
THE COMING AND GOING-HANDOVER OF SSM
~O~ (SSM) John McA veety handed over to W02 (SSM) Wally
Dram m July.
EXERCISE SIAMESE DIAMOND
Thailand, land of the orchid, the lotus and a thousand smiles. In
July, most of these smiles broadened the faces of innumerable Thais
a_s ~he:,: watched the steady progress of six farangs (white people)
s1ttmg m dug out canoes, paddling down the River Wang.
. The six _were all from 7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn, participating in Ex
Siamese Diamond, an adventurous training exercise.
Planning for th~ exercise started in Moosbach , Bavaria in August
1988. Team selection and training took place, in Master Piranhas,
every weekend from February. The bitter cold of the River Aller
around Celle and the White Water Slalom Course at Hildesheim
proved truly testing; several original applicants fell at this hurdle.
The team left a miserable Heathrow on 27 June. Capt D. B.
'I?ustbin' Hudson, th7 leader (Dustbin because of his appetite), Cpl
Vic Hayes (the canoe instructor), LCpl Trev Legg, Sig Brian 'Wesly'
Westerman, Sig 'Johnboy Sam' (after the famous Thai teenage idol)
Slade and Pte Rene Allan WRAC comprised the paddlers. The Admin
party consisted of Cpl Bob Elkins from 30 Sig Regt. Cpl Elkins was
selected for the exercise, after a Corps wide search due to his
extensive experience of the Far East and his intimate knowledge of
Thailand .
. On arrival in Bangkok the team wasted no time; a minibus was
h_1red and we travelled the 700km to Chiang Mai, Thailand's second
city._ 'T~e Lon~ly Planet Travellers' survival kit for Thailand' says of
dnvmg m Thailand: 'don't'. Cpl Elkins learnt to drive in Singapore
and certainly gave better than he got.
The next six days were spent organising. The canoes had to be
brought from Burma, for the hill tribes of Chiang Mai have long since
learned to depend on tourists for their income. Meanwhile the leader
took the team for ever popular daily acclimatisation training, paddles
were constructed, rations purchased and the route to the river recce'd.
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Lampang, Ko Kha, Sob Prap were all reached. The Admin Party
married up with the paddler mo t nights, a ba e camp already set _up
and an iO\ite to dinner. Cpl Elkins rapidly became adept at persuadmg
local families to entertain the 'Babababour Farangs' (mad white men).
!though cooker were carried they were u ed only to produce brews.
Every evening meal wa spent with a Thai family-the team provided
the food, they the hospitality.
The train of heaving teak canoes through the mu rky water under
a relentles un 100° E of Greenwich began to show. Tempers frayed
and conver ation on the water died.
The increase in habitation a we crawled on to the cen tral plain
meant fi h trap : a Line of bam\no stakes aero the river that.ha~ to
be skilfully fought through. An unsuccessful auempt meant a smk mg.
Habitation al o meant miles. The goodwill shown towards the team
was remarkable.
And then there were four. ig Slade's canoe sprang a leak. Dental
fiUing pa te repaired the hole for a couple of hours,_ but the wood
around the hole was too rotten to make a good repair.
The average rate of travel was 20-30km a day according to th~ map.
However, with about 10 hours spent on the water at an e umated
peed of 4-5km an hour the actual distance travelled uggest an
inaccurate map.
A day of light relief; Bhudda's birthday, the official start of the
rainy ea on, wa spent in Mae Phirk. Processions of uniformed
school children, gorgeous Thai dancers and saffron robed monks
passed by.
.
And then there were three! Sig Westerman was taken to a doctor m
Tak. The doctor suggested complete rest for a well worn shoulder.
The Wang was canoed and the River Ping entered a the sun set over
the Burmese border. The Ping was over 500m wide bur with not much
water. The rainy season had yet to take hold and the canoeing channel
was restricted to a meandering stream between sandbanks. The team
rested in Tak for three days, partly to wait for the river to rise and
partly to recover from the diarrhoea which had affected most of the
party.
The river rose and only two of us were fit to canoe. Capt Hudson
and Cpl Hayes struck out. Canoeing was easier, but still there were
hidden sandbanks. To be caught in the open in the torrential rain
meant a sinking and awkward recovery. Finally at Khlong Khlun the
team leader decided enough was enough-a minor flash flood had
nearly swept the two canoeists away .
The team returned to Bangkok and then went on to the River Kwai.
Cpl Elkins photographed every memorial dedicated to a Royal Signals
soldier or officer at both the Kanchanaburi and Chungkai War
cemeteries and will present them in an album to the Corps Museum;
in memory of all those of the Corps who are buried there. The final
phase was spent recovering from illness and over-exertion . A total
distance of 260 miles (by the map) had been canoed in 19 days using
the most primitive equipment partly through uninhabited,
inhospitable terrain and partly along a meandering, well populated
river full of man-made obstacles.
The exercise owes much to its sponsors, Zippo, the Corps, the
Womens' Royal Army Corps, I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt , and Cpl
Hayes's sister, without whom the expedition would have been put out
of reach of the junior members of the expedition. Thanks LO the Sqn
Comd for allowing us to go and also to the rest of the Squadron for
its support and willingness co cover duties whilst the team was away.
The exercise was a success, due to the determination of the team,
the smooth administration provided by Cpl Elkins and the hospitality
and friendship of the Thai people.

The team in the water - but which way is downstream?
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212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 36
VISIT OF GOC 1 ARMOURE D DIVISION
On Tuesday 8 Augus~ the new GOC of l Armd Div, Maj Gen R.
N. Wheeler CBE and Brig J.M. F. C. Hall OBE visited the Squadron.
The_ ~quadron set up a complete Brigade Headquarters to give the new
D1v1s1onal Commander an idea of how it operated on exercise and in
war. He spent some time talking to members of the Squadron.

Cpl ' Thailand Tim ' Hayes smoothes in on the local talent . . . an
Englis h teacher in Mae Phrik Junior School

River Il~er to the Sonthofen bridge taking in some very good white
water with Cfn Ken Mount growing gills as he preferred to be upside
down in the water.
On the last day, we did a 38km paddle from Oberstdorf to
Mortinzell Wier and white water on the River Iller again. During the
course of the trip, people were tested for their ACU Inland
Proficiency, and over both weeks, nine people took their proficiency
and I am happy to say that eight people were successful: Cpl Erroll
Flynn, LCpls Chris Birch, Paul Hornsby, Cfn Ken Mount ig Mo
Morris, Gibbo Gibson, Tim Parkins and Fletch Fletcher. '
Our new arrival Cpl 'Johnny Dawes' Allen was fortunately a
qualified climbing instructor and as a result took charge of the
climbing. He possibly regretted this after the attempt on his life by
LCpl 'G upta ' Beveridge. Both required stitches after LCpl Keith
Beveridge fell taking Cpl Dave Allen with him . All dramatic stuff or
it would have been had they not actually been walking back to the
minibus when the 'fall' happened .
A ,vari~ty of climbs were conquered by the climbers, the 'Tiefen
back a hmestone very severe climb, as well as climbs on the ' aber-

L to R: Maj Hugh Colborn, Sig Jason Gibson, Maj Gen R. N.

Wheeler CBE, Maj R. E. Harrold, Capt E. B. Freely and Brig J . M.
F. C. Hall

Capt David Hudson helps offload the beasts at Wang Nua

Pte Rene Alla n and fr iends
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ADVENTURE TRAINING EXERCISE A WE DIAMOND 6
This year's Summer Camp wok place at the I Div hut in Moosbach
in the Allgau region . There were three activities available, hili
walking, climbing and canoeing. All those who attended were
'volunteered' for one activity for a week.
The hill walking was taken by Lt Rob Meinertzhagen and started
with some relatively easy walks up the Grunten, though some
members of the group (Cpl Shaun Seraphin) became unwell on the
way up. This was the start of a strange mountain sick ness which
seemed to afnict the hill walkers . Later in the week some longer and
more arduous. treks were undertaken, in particular the Speiser/
Wertacher !torn where Cpl 'Erroll' Flynn and YofS Bob Pemberton
invented the sport of down hill woodland tobogganing. The last day
was spent on the Nebel Horn where the SQMS Frank Baughan made
an early break for the summit. He was next seen at the highest
mountain cafe, beer in hand . How did he get there?
All this was not enough for the Foreman/ Yeoman combination,
consisting of Dave O'Brien and Bob Pemberton who cycled up the
Nebel Horn on their mountain bikes on their day off. Each to their
own!
Sgt Ray Bray taught us canoei ng and now takes up the story.
The canoeing took the form of a five day course culminating (for
those up to the standard) in the Army Canoe Union Inland
Proficiency Test .
The first day's training was carried out at the Niedersontofen See,
a large man made lake.
Capsize drills and swimming tests were followed by basic canoe
strokes, with a world record capsize drill of 1.5 seconds by Sig 'Gibbo'
Gibson. The second day was the introduction to moving water with
a 8.5km paddle from Mortinzell Wein to Kempten. On the River Iller,
we nearly had everybody swi mming at the first stretch of rapids. The
third day was a very good stretch of water at Pfronten near the
Austrian border on the River Vills. This is a 2.5km stretch of very
cold, very fast moving water. It was attempted three times by
everybody and finished with a competition between the groups of the
fastest time down the river. The winning team was LCpls Paul
Hornsby, Chris Birch and Sig Mo Morris.
The fourth day was spent in a 13km paddle from Oberstdorf on the
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LCpl 'Mo' Morris 'You can live on it'
horn' and at Wertach. Each week there was a gradual build up of
severity of the climbs, rnlminating in real 'disco leg specials'. I am
sure that in the second week the fact that Cpl Dave Allen was full of
stitches had nothing to do with only three volunteer for this activity.
Now that this unit has a climbing in tructor and after the intere t
generated by the Summer Camp, there is hope of starting up a
climbing club as well as organising an expedition next year.
Finally our thanks to SSgt Ray Bray who t0ok on the unenviable
job of organising the whole event. He did an excellent job and we
would also like to thank LCpl ' Big Frank' McArdle for making
everyone feel at home in the 1 Div hut.
PAPA TROOP
The turn over in per onnel has been quite high for Papa Tp this
month. Lt (now Capt) Andy Hill and his wife Jane have gone to 28 Sig
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Regl to be replaced by Lt Rob Meinertzhagen who has come from
erden. lg 'Paul' Lockwood has gone to 7 Sig Regl on promotion
and i looking forward to the exercise work load . Also leaving us is
ig lephen McKinnie to be a combat civilian in the UK. Also a
welcome to ig WeUs who joins us straight from training.
Finally a 'get well oon' to Cpl Dave Allen after his recent spell in
hospital (totally unconnected with his climbing) and we hope to see
him back in the Troop oon .

0 CAR TROOP

A quiet period enabled SSgt Ray Bray to take advantage of winning
a £1,000 holiday voucher in the Sergeants' Mess Christmas Draw. He
went to Egypt with his wife, ue. This gave Cpls Craig Morgan, Steve
Coomb and imon Fell the vpportunity lO show their mettle and
value in running the Troop. With people away on leave, courses and
variou other worthwhile activities, we were s mewhat thin on the
ground.
otwith tanding thi we recorded a glorious victory in an InterTroop Shooting Competition with pistols and SLR.22 Heckler Koch
conver ion kits. Congratulations to Cpl Dave Allen on gaining the
highe l score with the pistol and also to LCpl Scouse Connolly and Sig
Wolfie Downing who had the top two scores with the SLR . All the
team are now the envy of the Squadron with their prizes o f trendy,
fashion-creating, multi-coloured rugby shirts .
We have aid farewell to Sig Fletch Fletcher who has gone to 244
Sig Sqn where no doubt he will make a good impression. Also leaving
soon is Sig Wolfie Downing who will be missed not only by the Troop
but also by the X-<:ountry team .
Congratulations to LCpl 'Scouse' Connolly on passing his RSDCC
so well and we are waiting with bated breath for the EPC results for
Cpl Bill Walker, Craig Morgan and LCpl Blue Nicholson. Also
congratulations to SSgl Ray Bray on passing his very demanding
Army Golf Skills course. The NATO forces can rest easy with such a
deterrent on our side. The Troop join with me to wish Alison
Thompson a speedy recovery from her illness and wish her all that is
well for the future.
We are now bracing ourselves for Ex White Rhino which promises
to be a real thriller! After our recent Troop outing down town in
Osnabruck, we could do with a breather! With the arrival of our new
ultra-fashionable Troop sweatshirt, Oscar Tp cut a fine dash on
Squadron PT. Being the envy of the Squadron is a heavy burden to
bear but the broad shoulders of our lads is equal to the challenge.

BORNEM lOOKM MARCH
Six members from 212 Sig Sqn left Osnabruck one dreary Thursday
morning to embark on the Bornem IOOkm March, held in Belgium .
Five of the gallant party did not quite realise what Cpl Steve Coombs
had led them into . The members of the team consisted of C pls Steve
Coombs, Bill Walker, Tam Bennie, LCpl Wright, Sig Mo Morris and
Phil Stroudly. The team undertook the march on behalf of the RNLI
and special thanks must go to the people of Bornem fo r their support
and hospitality whilst we were there. The majority of the course was
run on tracks and cobblestoned roads to keep the course clear of
traffic. Despite the distance which has to be covered in under 24
hours, all the members enjoyed themselves, especially the staging
posts held in the breweries .

2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt
York

THE OSNABRUCK TRlA THLON
This event took place on 2 September . T he morning dawned with
a dark sky and fairly solid rain. Not ideal weather for swimming in
lakes . The course consisted of a 600m swim in the Alfsee followed by
a 22.6 mile cycle section to the Hohnenburg sports pitches. The last
event being a 5.2 mile run fi nishing back at the sports pitches .
From the start it was clear that someone had forgotten to turn on
the lake heating system and it was clear that some of the other teams
knew about thi s and had brought wet suits . FofS Dave O'Brien was
the first team member out of the water , however he lost time in his
subsequent wrestle wit h his wet suit. The cycling section was along a
virtually straight road and into a head wind which made for some
depressing cycling. Finally the run , in which most of the team spent
the first few hundred metres learning how to walk again. Meanwhile
LCpl Tony Brook decided to practice his orienteering.
Despite strong opposition from other teams 212 Sig Sqn won the
team event with FofS Dave O' Brien placed an excellent third. The
results were as follows:
3rd
SSgt Dave O'Brien
I hr 54 mins 8 secs
I 0th
Lt Rob Meinertzhagen
2 hrs 4 mins 4 secs
I !th
Pte Tim Butt
2 hrs 5 mins 47 secs
Sgt Dave Woolley
2 hrs 25 mins 23 secs
22nd
2 hrs 43 mins 16 secs
25th
LCpl Tony Brook ·
Everyone enjoyed competing in the event and our thanks to 25 Engr
Regt for organising it. The Squadron has a strong team and this
should lead to further success next season.

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RA DIO OFFICERS
If you orescheduled lo leave the Services during the next 12 monthsand would like
lo put your experience oso RodlO Operotor to good effect why not continueinthe
trode you enJOY os o Rodio Officer wi1h GCHQ.
Thirty weeks special training will prepore you lo
undenoke o variety of specialist dvties covering the
complete communications spectrum from DC
to light.
You need ot leos 2 years rodio operating
experience
Must hove the obt1ity lo reod morse ot 20 wpm
ond Prelerobly be under 45 years of age.
In return we offer you:
Job Security; Good Career Prospects;
Comprehensive Training; Opportunities for
Overseas Service; Generous Leave Allowance
and Non-contribvtOI'( Pension Scheme;
Attractive Salaries - ond much more.
Solory !Reviewed onnuollyl: As o Radio
Officer ofter training: £11.568 rising
lo £17,057 po in 5onnuol 1ncremenls
(includes shih ond weekend
working ollowonce)
CIVIL SERVICEISAN EQUAL

Excon '89

The Winning Team
Pte Tim Butt, Sgt Dave Woo ley, SSgt Dave O'Brien, LCpl Tony
Brook and Lt Rob Meinertzhagen

OFFICERS v SERGEANTS MESS CRICKET MATCH
The annual 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regl Officers' Mess versus
Sergeants' Mess cricket match was played in August. Up for grabs was
the new trophy, the CO's Cup. As has been the case in the previous
years the officers were worried about the outcome of this match, as
they had been told that the Sergeants had a couple of secret weapons
in Sgt Garth Horsfall, an Australian who is with the Unit on Ex Long
Look 89, who was supposedly able to bat like Steve Waugh; and SSgt
Dave Patel who has played for Gloucestershire. Both these secret
weapons were not as they seemed and a very close match resulted the
Sergeants' Mess finally being victorious by the narrowest of margins.

OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
inlormolion ond opplicolion form
Iiii~~~~iiii For morewrite
or telephone:
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The Regiment has been busy building and manning the Exercise
Control for 24 Airmobile Bde's validation exercise, called Ex Key
Flight, in BAOR. Generally the weather was good and the
communications better but unfortunately some days were dogged by
large amounts of rain.
The exercise· was visited by numerous VIPs from NATO member
countries and a reporter interviewed a number of people from the
Regiment for 'local boy stories' . The exercise was very successful with
no major communication faults, which is a tribute to all the hard work
and planning beforehand.
Post exercise sees farewells in November to the Adjutant, Capt
Johnny Perks and his wife, Lt Bridget Perks who are posted to
Sandhurst and Bulford respectively. Capt Mark Finch leaves us to join
8 Sig Regt. Congratulations go to Capt Sue Buncombe on her
marriage on 21 October and Capt Charlie Miller on his marriage on
II November. Capt Graham Complin takes over from Capt Peter
Holliday as OC 49 Bde Sig Tp. Capt Peter Holliday will then become
Adjutant. Lt Gavin Grant takes over 0 Troop in November and Lt
Emma Pascoe takes over B Troop.
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The highlights of the day were many, the spectators having a very
amusing afternoon. Our Australian visitor was out for a duck from
the first ball of the match, pity he did not open the batting for the
Australians i_n l~e recent Ashes tour! The RSM, WOl Hegarty, also
showed us his rumbleness, or lack of it, on the field. OC 15 Bde Sig
Tp, Capt Miller, getting out for a duck was also another highlight. He
said he did it deliberately so that he could disappear and organise the
setting-up of the Barbecue and Games Night that was to follow in the
Officers' Mess! SSgt (YofS) Ken Sirr also provided plenty of
amusement for the crowd with his excellent bowling exploits . He
bowled 14 balls in one over, conceding 34 runs for the over.
The day ~a.s a complete s~ccess, all involved having a very amusing
and enterta1rung day. The fmal score was 188 for 9 for the Officers
with the Sergeants scoring 196 for 6.
2SQUADRON
EXERCISE KEY FLIGHT 89
After three weeks summer leave, 2 Sqn returned to work for a final
24 hour rush preparation before departing on Ex Key Flight. Then the
mass migration east to Stadtoldendorf started. A leisurely cruise
followed by a 13 hour drive across Europe brought us to what was to
be our home for the next five weeks.
Our arrival was made smooth by the hard work put in by SSgt lki n
and his advance party, who had constructed a tented village, oon to
be known as 'Gotham City'!
Once encamped, the building of Excon began. Using only a Gym,
the '_Corps Pack' and 2 Div's :ntire annual allocation of masking tape,
hess1an and staples, a workmg control centre was established. At
times, the task resembled a cross between a Krypton Factor
intelligence test and a Blue Peter Christma gift. We were half
expecting the 2IC, Maj Richards to jump out and say: 'Here's one I
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,,...,-.m.r.' Fiiaalty, we thouaht we had finished it, but ha<I we?

=. .

. . . Jllo, we ~ w alter it a few more times-c'est la vie! •
it
time for the Techs, under the command of SSCC (Fel'S)
I II ts, fie ... O.ir and his 'White Lanyard Bde' of Linie
alOlll
Clark and his powermen, to 10 to work. They
wv.I, ·
and instaUed until finall y it was ready for the Staff.
Oral ..,W. •1&5l 10 to Cpl Pllil Witder for his construction of an
""*' f , _ ..... dcxjon rackin1 and 'Torpedos' for all incoming
lines. 'f'\il wu known as the Frame Access Routing Trunk:, but was
uweitJ --..n-iated. This was so good that Cpl Pllil wi.aer had to
di IUllfit il and rebu· d it neatly so that it could be photographed.
O.C. Ole buildin1 was finished, two shifts were organised under
c~ of Lt 9ill Adsett and Lt Jhitlaet Perks with the two
·~· iiel ...o Jackso• and SSct Gery Do411. These shifts
.. ortid J,6 ~ on-24 hours off; their main task was the running
of &k lwco 8oilu aftd dealing with all problems, lar1e, small or
inupflCMl, that the staff encountered.
D11riq in. 24 how-s off shift it was decided that we miaht get bored,
so ~of skcrling, various activit ies were devised . These included
5'idt ~tom i5 Stt Mac MeCafferty's NAAFI TOILr, U Perks'
r.c., aeMil\i Class and Cpl Joba Harris' Down-Hill Canoein1 Trip!
We Ibo ,.....W to fit in rangework, waterskiing and picking up bar

n..

a.

mimes.

Tiw uerci.&e drew to a close and the strain began to show on many
f11n..,.. -.rows. The sad remains of many Teddy Bears littered the
c--. lhowillc clearly that for some it had been a long exercise.
,'9 ~e lootil\i forward to the journey home and the reunion with
owr k>....S OMS; bopina in our heart of hearts either to be posted,
or totally incapadtated the next time this exercise came

ditGMrrct
ar~ .

~-t:XDtCISE

KEY FLIGHT
Tllil l.edcoe vehicle was run and organised by SSat (YofS) Terry
lal?:W. He reports that his sleeping bag has been thoroughly tested
__. il~y operational. The occasional Radplot was generated by

C,.. ...._,., 1:.... and LCpl Whinc11 p.
Tiv YofS was under severe pressure (his sleeping bag was more than
3ft away from him), becoming totally confused and trying to plot a

7 figure Ptarmigan number on the map.
Lt Aa4y Walker, who is new lo the Regiment, was kept busy with
everything from firebuck et fi lling to Radcon Nighlshift and OC Tac
HQ .
The Radio Dets were held together by LCpls Hatton and G11atu.
Two men for ten nets was quite a task! The Radio Tp Taxis, alias the
LOs, were also in great demand throughout the exercise with Sia
McEwea and Scott being kept particularly busy. Old sweats, LC,i
Whitty and Sic McJuly, who jomed the Regiment one day before the
exercise and nine days after Startex respectively, formed an
'experienced' nucleus al Tac HQ.
Finally, the Radcon crew said a sad farewell to Cpl Hanchard,
Si& McEwaa, Bok and Lawrenson who are off to Civvy Street. Also
to Cpl Evans and LCpl Parry who are posted.
1 SQUADRON

a TROOP

The end of the Summer block leave came only too quickly. Once
again we arrived back in camp to find ourselves shipped off to
Germany, for Ex Key Flight.
The QC Troop Capt Finch was in top form. His map reading and
RR siting, usually of the highest order, went far beyond his
expectations as he tried communicating with extra terrestral
intelligence. Unfortunately pointing SHF dishes towards the heavens
did not work this time. After reconfiguration he did manage to talk
to the node home det.
LCpl Matltewsoa not only excelled in comms but also showed the
Troops his green fingers and won 'the most homely' award for his
garden display. Due to their ' Ryder Cup' commitments SSgts Watts
and Wootlfine missed most of the exercise and on returning to York
put in an exercise loss of 22 golf balls and two teddy bears. Gut
Schwobbe will never be the same.
Cpl Fallows, whilst on a visit to the 'Tardis', thought his whole
world had collapsed and experienced a temporary drop in
communications when the node home SHF mast fell on to this most
hallowed of sanctuaries.
As per normal, morale in the Troop remained high due to the fact
that OSC 132 always seemed to be leaving our location .

4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

EXERCISE VELVET GLOVE/POTENT GAUNTLET
Ex _Yelvet Glove, the first phase of the 20 Armd Bde month long
exercise was spent at Soltau which proved to be a valuable physical
experience (quote from SSM Bolt), with sports facilities being scarce.
This resulted in p~ysical training that had the 264 candidates diving
for cover. The mam resu lt of the week was the untimely dismissal of
acting PTI Pte Ollie Oliver RPC with a broken ankle due to a 'fair'
tack le from Cpl Ken Robson-much to the delight of the Squadron
wrecks.
The Comms side of things was 'very successful'- thi was probably
due to the straightest masts in BAOR. (Comms Ops Note.)
As Ex Velvet Glove ended, Ex P otent Gauntlet started. Admittedly
this was a slow moving exercise with the Squadron running both a
control and planning headquarters although Cpl Baz Brooks and
LCpl Tiny Purnell were tasked nearly every day by the Commander.
Fi nally we moved on to Ex Key Flight, after a quick couple of days
in a non-tac concentration area where we could put on Orange force
markings. Alternate headquarters led the Brigade assault on Blue
positions, suffering only one casualty after an attack by a Squadron
of Lynx helicopters. The skills of SSgt Chris Price and LCpl Tony
Maw had the damaged Radio Relay back on its tracks in no time in
fact so quickly that LCpl Geordie Brown ACC was forced to sprint to
catch up .
Now at last the silJy season has ended, our month on exercise has
ended so we can now gear ourselves for RSIT.
POWER SECTION
by Sgt Jim Latimer
PERSONALITIES
SNCO IC

WHO FIGHTS
FOR THE
SOLDIER
WHEN
THE

SOLDIER CAN1
FIGHT?

When a man has given his youth
and strength to help us, it's our privilege
and duty to help him and his loved
ones when in need - even if he's still in
the Service.
And when a Serviceman leaves the
Army, Navy or Air Force, he and his
family may have to face problems never
encountered before. Jn fact, he may, in
the defence of his country, have become
disabled or have left behind a widow
and children who desperately need
advice and help.
A legacy in your will ensures that we
can continue doing something in return .
Please remember us. And please help.

Sgt Zip Latimer
LCpl 'Nobby' Hall
LCpl Betts
Sig Thomas
Sig Cowley

It has been a good year for Power Section, with Sgt Zip Latimer
going on a winter holiday in January and not spotted again in the unit
until mid March.
Sig Cowley got a cut price holiday to the South Atlantic. Will the
penguins ever be the same again?
Eventually in August the Power Section was able to get together and
go on a well earned rest. With a few invited guests from other sections,
we set off for Friesland in Holland, to explore the canals by boat.
LCpl Betts decided to give the canals a closer inspection than most of
us (sometimes by accident but mostly on purpose). LCpl Nobby Hall
was quite successful with the rod and line, but had some keen
competition from LCpls Betts and Paul Ashford with the keep net and
beer bottle method.

200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn
BFPO 41
FROM THE FIELD
We are now on Ex Potent Gauntlet. Sgt Zip Latimer, of leepy
hollow fame, has lost his golden blanket to LCpl Taff Hllil ( orry
Nobby), who has succeeded in getting at least 10 hours sleep a day.
All Powermen look in : Operator-We need a powerman as the genny
won't start; Powerman- Try petrol instead of diesel; and Operator-I
have a fuel blockage; Powerman-Use the jerican of fuel or remove
fuel pipe from under genny frame .
You see, some things never change wherever you go. The excuses
are still the same. Well, we must go. A move is imminent. Anyone
seen the Power Sergeant?
COMINGS AND GOINGS
A fresh bunch of arrivals, all looking very keen, has arrived in the
last few months: W02 (SSM) Bob Bolt and his wife Ursula, from 656
Sig Tp; Sgt Al Churchward (the young and bold) and his fiancee LC,,i
Ellie Stokoe; LCpls Cindy Gawthorpe and Laura BrennH to the
Commcen; Sgt Mick Brooks joins us from 7 Sig Regt; Sig Woody and
Mrs Calderwood from 249 Sig Sqn; Cpl Dave and Mrs Gill ACC from
Lippstadt; LCpl and Mrs Lee RCT from Herford.
New 'greenies' from the factory include Sig Vince Mitchell, Mick
Fe~hea~, Cas Casser, Doug Lacey, Forster and also LCpl Grocott.
L1kew1se we've lost all the bold: Cpl Riley and Caroline off to
Northern Ireland; Sgt (now SSgt) Mick Tanser, whose dreams have
come true and is off to I Armd Div Sig Regt (sic); LCpl Ian Ewe11 and
Dorothy. Hopefully we'll see LCpl Ewen back in Detmold with a red
cap on!
LCpl Mark Lynch and WPte And rea Lynch are off too. Good luck
with 28 Sig Regt. 28 Sig Regt seems to be a popular place; Sgt St•
Morrin and his wife are off there too .
A SNOWBALL OF WEDDINGS
Somebody must have put something in the water in 'sunny' BFPO
41. Either that, or there's been a power cut as everyone seems to be
rushing to get married. The fated include: Sig Ivan Walker and LCpl
Shirley Docherty. Shirley is now off to Civ Div . All the best, Shirley.
Sig Billy Duggan and Sharon, who married at the beginning of the
year. LCpl Eric Waldron and WPte Jo Kielaus. Jo is off to Civ Div
too. Once again all the best. Sgt Al Churchward to LCpl Ellie Stokoe
in October. Sig Dave Cairns whose wedding is in December. ea.,
'Bush' Renfrey and Siobahn, who married in May. All the best to
them all. Who will get caught next?
CONGRATULATIONS
W02 (YofS) Wayne Brown was presented with his LS & GC Medal
by Maj Gen P . D. Alexander CB MBE during his visit earlier in the
year.

IN YOUR MESS NOW

SSAFA, 16-18 Old Queen Street,
London SWIH 9HP. Tel: 01-222 9221.
THE LIQUEUR YOU PREFER TO BE OFFERED

SSAt:a@>
SOLDIERS; SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S FAMILIES ASSOCIATION
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8 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison
7 Sig Regt

PUSHING FOR MONEY
_On 3 September. the annual British Sports Association for the
~1sabl<:d Wheelchair Marathon was held at RAF Catterick The aim
is. to raise money .for the BSAD and to develop contacts between the
disabled and service personnel. Over 70 teams were entered includin
l 5 teams from 8 Sig Regt. They consisted of three a bled bodie~
runners. who _covered the 26.4 miles in a relay, pushing a disabled
p~rson m the1_r _wheelchair all the way round. To ensure that all the
disabled paruc1pated some teams had several 'sitters' and th
swopped over at the en~ of each lap, (one circuit of the airfield 1'.Y
about two and a half miles).
is
The teams were_ all enthusiastic, several turning up in fancy dress
and others dete~mmed to ra~e to win. LCpls Robins, Lee and Smith
of 2 S_qn were JUSt beaten mto second place by a team from RAF
Cattenck . SSgt Lewington, Sig Brockett and Edgar from 3 Sq
awarded_t~e BSAp 'Spirit of the Day Trophy' for their contri~u~i~~
t<? the spint and aims of the marathon. The other 8 Sig Regt teams all
did very :-V~ll and the determination of the two WRAC teams from 2
Sqn to finish, deserves a mention. They were 'pushing' after most
people had gone home but they completed the marathon.

BFPO 15

THE VISIT OF MAJ GEN A. C. BffiTWISTLE CB, CBE
On 21 September we welcomed 'General Archie'. He once
commanded the Regiment and has many fond memories of his time
here. Here are a few more for his scrapbook . .
4 QUADRON NOTES PERSONALITIES
OC
Maj Derek Robertson
Capt Patrick Windsor-Brown
21C
SSM
W02 (SSM) Steve Hilton
OC A Tp
SSgt Mark Toner
OC B Tp
Capt Nick Romans
OC C Tp
2Lt Kevin Atkinson
W02 (YofS) Dixie Dean
YofS
FofS
W02 (FofS) Steve Whitwood
SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) Ken Jones
Sqn Clerk
Sig Lee Bailey
ROUND UP
The summer leave period was marred by the tragic death of Sig
Howie Clark. Howie will be missed by us all and the Squadron shares
the grief of his family in Carlisle.
Capt John Perrett took several members of the Regiment (plus
some from 16 and 22 Sig Regts) to Australia for Ex Cantrek
Quadrant. He would have written an article for The Wire but insisted
that the PR was being handled by 16 Sig Regt. This hasn't prevented
him from showing us endless photos of him and Gloria diving on the
Great Barrier Reef. John is leaving us for Verden where he will no
doubt plan his next venture. We wish them the best of luck .
Other moves include SSgt Pete Lavers and Margaret to 16 Sig Regt,
Sgt Norman Ruddiman and Birgit who have defected to 5 Sqn and Sgt
Geordie Scott who was despatched kicking and screaming to the
Puzzle Palace (Ops). He is lucky to have Hazel to pull him off the
ceiling at the end of the each day.
Cpl Phil Green and Sue left for a fun filled tour with 5 AB Bde
in Aldershot while LCpl Dex David and Birgit have moved to the
quieter waters of 21 Sig Regt. Sig Eddie Palmer, has moved to 28 Sig
Regt.
Capt Patrick Windsor-Brown and Diana became the proud parents
of a boy in early September. He was duly named Timothy with
approval from the Adjutant. Not only that but also . . . Patrick
achieved a magnificent B grade on his Service Funds course and is
now convinced that he understands both the reproductive process and
the Squadron account.
The allegedly overworked 2Lt Kevin Atkinson is taking leave in
order to 'get things done'. He will undoubtedly find time to wash the
furry dice in his car, re-style his hair and actually write something in
his filo-fax.
Sig Smudge Smith is to top his bar stool with a piece of carved oak
and LCpl Pete Marnell will, in future, check whether a service station
accepts Agency Coupons before filling his awfully large Bedford fuel
tank with diesel.
4 Sqn, naturally, were the overall winners at the Regimental Battle
Camp (see Ex Spearhouse !). Here is our top section.
And finally . . . To top an extremely physical couple of months we
sent a Squadron team to Nijmegen '89. Despite the pain the team
made it round the 100 mile course with only one 'drop-out:. The fact
that blood was oozing out of the lace holes of his boots may have been
seen as an excuse by some of the more liberal minded of the spectators
but we consider it weak and unmilitary and have therefore volunteered
him for next year's event.
EXERCISE SPEARHEAD I-REGIMENTAL BATILE CAMP 89
As an alternative to our favourite training area of Vogelsang the
R~iment was obliged to deploy to ATA Haltern-Leversum Ra~ges.
This area proved, in the event, to be just as popular and a Squadron
per week over a three week period was put through its paces.
~~ intense training pac~age was put together by the Regimental
Trammg Officer, WOl Brian Howe ably assisted by W02 Graham
Twi se an~ th~ newly 'qualified to stage 5', SSgt Roy Holcombe .
The basic aim of the package was to practice individual skills and
progress up to secti<?nlJ?latoon level. Included were CQB, pairs fire
and manoeuvre, section m defence (day and night), section attack and
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Nijmegen ' 89. Capt Nick Romans, SSgt Mark Toner, Cpl Pattie
Patterson, LCpls U. J. Upjohn, Chris Nelson, Sig Taff Watkins, J.
C. Wright, Dan Benson, Gibbo Gibbons, Wall Walsch, Robert
'Jack' Dawe and Troy Burrows

ST JOHN'S CENTRE MINIBUS APPEAL
Members of the Regiment have spent the past six months raising
m?ney for th~ St John'~ Centre Minibus appeal. The money was
r~1sed by a variety of chanty events ranging from clothes auctions and
discos, to sponsored runners in the Great North Run. The CO Col
Pet~r Webster, pre.sented a cheque totalling £4,000 to Councillor
Cohn Grant, Chairman ~f ~he Steering Committee. About 30
members of the centre were mv1ted to the presentation and afterwards
to a buffet lunch.
.C:ounci~lor Gra~~ would like to thank everyone who helped towards
ra1SJng this magnificent total. Well done.

ranges. The NBC phase was introduced in midweek during which
four man trenches were dug and the new split hair pin shelters (SHS)
were constructed. Needless to say the Corps Lighting Troop was in its
element. The tactical phase of the NBC exercise was run by the
Squadron's own DS and this provided W02 (FofS) Gig Plumb and
SSgt (SQMS) Geoff Woodcock with the opportunity to shed their 'Mr
Nice Guy' images and wage war (with liberal doses of CS gas and
smoke) on the guys in the trenches.
Background activities included setting problems for section
commanders. For example, 'How would you deal with a civilian
jogger who appears in the area of the Transmitter site that you are
guarding during the Transition to War phase?' Responses varied from
'I'm afraid you will have to leave this area' to 'jump him, punch his
lights out and confiscate his Ausweise'.
A more circumspect individual was responsible for the longest and
most sportsmanlike challenge to a fleeing enemy recce soldier; 'Stop
or I'll fire a warning shot over your head just close enough to make
you think that l might shoot you.' Chivalry is alive and well and living
in 7 Sig Regt.
The climax of each week was the stretcher race over a gentle
undulating 2.5 mile course with some 'breath taking' hills. Sgt Bobby
S~ow's tean:i entered with a home made stretcher which unsportingly
dismantled itself en route. The team was undaunted and carried the
sandbags on their shoulders for the rest of the race.
The award for best Squadron went to 4 Sqn led by 2Lt Kevin
Atkinson and Sgt Mick Allcock. The winning section came from 5 Sqn
and was led by Cpl Irving of the Corps Lighting Tp. The best JNCO
was LCpl Rogers of 1 Sqn and the best Signalman was Troy Burrows
of 4 Sqn .

Stretcher Race Agony
2 Section from 4 Sqn feel the heat while LCpl U. J. Upjohn (right)
wishes he'd worn his boxer shorts
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3SQUADRON
D TROOP
SSgt Bell and members of D Troop, as part of the soldiers' training
program~e, went to . Bridlington Parachute Centre for an
1~troduct1on to p~rach~tmg. For some it was their first flight in an
aircraft, let alone JUmpmg out of one. Hopefully they will not feel the
sfame urge to leap out of a commercial flight they may take in the
uture.
Poor weath~r conditions, meant that only two jumps could be
completed dunng the _three day course, apart from lg Gilroy who
earned a set of metal wmgs in the form of crutches after his first jump
He ad?pted an unorthodox style in landing after pedalling his legs lik~
a cyclist on ~pproac~. The course was enjoyed by all, and we hope
that further Jumps will be made soon.
COMMANDING OFFICER'S FAREWELL
On Friday_22 ~eptember Col P. B. Webster was tiined out by the
\\'.arrant Officer~ _and_Serge~nts' Mess 8 Sig Regt. The evening started
wuh the CO amvmg m a Richmondshire Fire Brigade tender much
to the amusement of the mess and to the bewilderment of the' CO as
to what to expect next.
!h~ RSM, W_O~ John Mullender presented Col Webster with an oil
pamtmg com1'.11ss1oned locally, as a farewell gift from the mess.
. As ~he e~enmg_progressed the CO must have been pondering what
his exu vehicle might be, bu~ much to. his delight the Rolls Royce that
appe~red. clearly brought a sigh of relief and delight. We wish the CO
well m his new post.

LCpl Hawor!h dashes off to the check point, whilst LCpl Baldwin
and LC pl Slinger handover. This team raised a total of £ 168 in
sponsorship I

I

Col P. B. Webster handing the cheque to Councillor Colin Grant
whilst soldiers and members from St John's centre look on
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Sig King receiving his Army (Juniors) Athletics colours
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OFFICERS V SERGEANTS MESS CRICKET MATCH
10 August saw the annual cricket match between the Officers' and
Sergeants' Messes. The Officers opened their innings briskly with the
CO, Lt ~ol Evans and Capt Morley scoring runs freely. The
partnership was eventually b~oken when the CO was bowled by SSgt
AM>otl. Capt Morley was retired shortly after that and tight bowling
and good fielding made runs hard to come by. However, useful
kn~ks by Capts O'Rouke, Dunbar and Maj Goodall lifted the
Officers' Mess score to 121.
The Sergeants' Mess started badly, losing early wickets before W02
Pa~sh an~ Sgt Edwards stemmed the tide. These two were eventually
retired havmg put t~e Sergeants' Mess in a good position . The game
then swung the Officers' Mess way with four quick wickets before
some youthful running by W02 (ORQMS) Armitage and Sgt Mabbott
saw the score pass the hundred. Fittingly, it was left to the RSM, WOI
Doherty to crown the glory by scoring the winning runs with two
consecutive boundaries . So, victory to the Sergeants' Mess and the
'losers trophy ' once again has pride of place in the Officers' Mess.

9 Sig Regt
BFPO 58
GRA ND CHARITY FETE
The Regiment's Grand Charity Fete was held on Saturday 16
September 19 9 and this occasion provided two extra reasons for
celebration. Thi year is the 30th Anniversary of the formation of 9
Sig Regt (Radio) and the 50th Anniversary of the founding of the
Royal Pioneer Corps, o it was not only a Fete but a rather large
birthday party too .
The Fete was opened at 1300 hrs by an ex-member of 9 Sig Regt,
Mr Derek Nimmo, who had served at Ayios ikolaos d ring his
National Service. Then the festivities began. As with all good fetes
there were dozen of stalls selling everything from commemorative
mugs to candy floss. There were tombola and raffle prize galore, with
prizes such a videos, groceries, a handmade quilt, a Hi-Fi, a return
flight to UK and the star prize, a Nissan Miera soft top car.
Undoubtedly one of the best stalls on display was the Teddy Bear
Tombola, which managed to please many of the hundreds of children
who visited the Fete and left clutching cuddly toys.

Brig D. R. Higginbotham (centre) w ith all the competitors in the
Royal Pioneer Dog Handling Competition . Pte Chadwick and
Kano, the winners, far left

VISIT OF THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF
Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook paid a visit to 9 Sig Regt on Monday 18
Sep~ember 1989 following an eventful weekend spent at the
Regm~ental Fet~. As well as visiting and meeting the personnel who
work m the vanous departments Maj Gen Cook also had a chance to
see the SA 80 being fired on the range.
On the s o ~ial, side of life the SOinC completed his visit by opening
the newly bml~ Elephant and Castle' Sports and Social Club. He also
presented Regimental, Corps and Army sports colours to numerous
members of the Regiment who had all achieved high standards in the
sports in which they participated. Maj Gen Cook presented the
Regiment with a Corps picture.

D. R. Higginbotham . Finally, as the tension built up, the Star raffle
prize winners was announced. Mr P. Goodwin probably enjoyed the
fete more than most as he won the Star raffle prize-a Nissan Miera
presented by Mr Derek Nimmo.

Mr Derek Nimmo with Mr and Mrs Goodwin and fami ly and the
star prize from the raffle
By mid-afternoon business was booming with hundreds of people,
including the Signal Officer-in-Chief Maj Gen R. F. L Cook, busily
spending money and testing their skills on the stalls. They tried their
hand at the 'beat the goalie' stall, golf putting or hitting the target on
the ducking stool whilst such well known members of the Regiment
as the Adjt, Capt K. Whitehead and RSM , WOl Dale were perched
high above a tank of wa~er. After people had worn themselves out
with such strenuous activities there was the cream tea stall and the beer
tent where they could relax and· recuperate.
Apart from the entertainment on offer from the stalls there was also
an action-packed programme of arena events, which took place
throughout the afternoon. The children's fancy dress competition
amused many mums and dads and was won by a birthday cake and
birthday present. All eyes turned upwards when 84 Sqn RAF did their
helicopter demonstration which included a winching exercise and
abseiling from the helicopter whilst it hovered high above the heads
of the gazing crowds.
Excitement built up as the Cyprus R Signals Inter Unit Cable Drum
Race took place with 262 Sig Sqn from Dhekelia being pipped at the
post by 1 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt. In fact I Sqn had an extremely successful
day and also won the Supertearns competition with the A and B teams
coming first and second respectively, under the supervision of Sgts
Daniels and Offord . The Regimental Tug-of-War was the next prize
captured by I Sqn who out-heaved even the might of 2 Sqn. However
4RTR pulled out all the stops by winning the ESBA Inter Unit Grand
Land Rover Crush Challenge, which involved piling every bulky item
you could think of on to a Land Rover and then attempting to drive
it. 4 RTR also put on a memorable display with their Pipes and
Drums.
Judging by the size of the crowd that attended, the overwhelming
amount of money taken-which will go to various charities-and the
smiling faces, much enjoyment was had by all and the fete was an
obvious great success.
To end the day Guard Dog Kano was promoted to Lance Corporal
as a reward for winning the Royal Pioneer Corps Dog Handling event,
which was judged by the Director of Army Pioneers and Labour, Brig
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PU.RPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital
and other Assets . to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financial aims. These may include :
FINA CIAL PROTECTION
FINA NC IAL SECURITY
HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCAT IO N EXPENS ES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT

TRANSFER OF ASSETS

-against the elfect
of pos~ ~iOll s lost
or dam:iged
- for p~nt <Jf
future dependants
- immediately or it!
the future
- for prnent or
future ctiilme•
- based on an
adequate rof!Cittwifll
income bacled
up by an adequa~
capital re<;erve
- to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of savi ngs from income. the
in vestmen t of capital. the use of other assets where
appl icable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of
possessions . We help clients to lay the foundations of :sou11d
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date .
and then to make the best use of resources when the time
comes to meet commitments.

HOCKEY COMPETITION
The regimental hockey competition got underway in August with
squadrons fielding their strongest teams.
2 Sqn began the defence of their trophy with a difficult game
against 1 Sqn . 2 Sqn played some excellent attacking hockey, and with
about 20 minutes remaining, they had a two goal lead, courtesy of
W02 Parrish and Cpl Poulton . The match looked as though it was out
of 1 Sqn's reach, but 1 Sqn fought back and levelled the match in the
dying minutes .
The following match was against 3 Sqn and W02 Parrish once more
delivered the goods, scoring all three goals in the 3-1 victory.
However he was disappointed at having a fourth goal disallowed . This
meant that the outcome of the competition rested on the final match ,
between 1 and 3 Sqn.
1 Sqn would have won the competition if they had managed to
defeat 3 Sqn by at least three goals . They were confident of achieving
the necessary scoreline, but 3 Sqn had other ideas .
After a hard fought game the match ended in a scoreless draw,
which made 2 Sqn the regimental champions once again.
The Squadron team was strengthened by the timely arrival of SSgts
Exley and Muir. A very confident 2 Sqn team eagerly awaits the start
of the hockey season in early October. Jolly hockey sticks!

GOOD IN~ORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confide nce the belier •·e
can assist them . Please let us have full details of t1~tin1
resources. you r ability to save. and any expectations . Ple:1sc
also tell us all you can about commitments "'ith which you
expect to have to cope. We. of course. treat all such
information as confident ial.
AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to a51i5*
you however modest your resources may be no•·. If vou ..... f
existing arrangements which may need dev~t . tllt
sooAer yo u refer them to us. the more help we are likely t• be
able to give you.

Ol!ll ADVICE is free and does not commit Y°" t• .ey

•t

acuon: we only ask that any arrangements yo• dec;i* to
make be made through us. It is based on over
y•s of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advmne
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesA'le!I ht i1
given in writing for you to study 111 ynur leisure. '
ARE YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YO "
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EA REST POST
BOX OR TELEPHO E
LET us SHOW YOU How GOOD PLA
HELP YOU

ING CAN

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T. F. Williams

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STurt',
BRIGHTON, BNI IDE

2 Sqn Hockey Team
Back row (left to right): Maj J. P. Wilson (QC); Cpl White; Sig

Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook presents the picture to the CO,
Lt Col R. J . Evans

Wark; Pollock; Sgts Fisher and Fanning
Front row (left to right): W01 Leivers; SSgts Exley; Muir; Cpl

Devine; W02s Parrish and Doherty
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Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 line )
Member of the British Insurance
and Investment Brokers Association

~

Member of the Armed Forces lnsuranct> Brokers
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11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

EXERCI E LONG HA L
On 10 June at 0700 hrs a group of keen, well motivated potential
Coa t to Coa t Walkers from 11 Sig Regt met at the Guardroom at
Helles Barrack eager for the off. Ex Long Haul the brainchild of Cpl
John Wardley of CT Tp and Capt Peter Whitehead, OC NCO Trg
Wing , was about to commence. The aim of the exercise was to walk
from the West Coast of England, scarting at St Bees, to the East
Coast, finishing at Robin Hood 's Bay. A distance of 192 miles over
arduous territory which was completed in 10 days . This sponsored
walk rai ed money for St John's Handicapped Centre.
It all started with a group photograph being taken and off we all
went to St Bees, where the walk began .
On arrival at St Bees we et about preparing for the start by dividing
into two groups. The weather was overcast but with a good forecast
ahead . Cpl Gregory set off first with Cpl Wardley just behind him. A
walk along the beach, to pick up o ur stores, led us to the cliffs and
the coastal walk before we headed due east.
Over the next few hours the view to the Lake District would open
itself up to us and we reached Ennerdale Water in good time and had
an easy walk up through the valley to the Youth Hostel at
Gitlerthwaite .
After a healthy breakfast the first group set off to follow the valleys
and the second group to go Peak Bagging over the tops via Great
Gable (899m) and the Langdale Pi kes. Both walks proved strenuous
and after a hard day both groups arrived safely at Grasmere.
The following day the sun shone again although there was low cloud
on the tops of Helveltyn (949m) and St Sunday Crag (84lm). The King
of the Mountain competition now started and would prove to be very
entenaining. A fine walk down the ridges took both parties into
Patterdale for a welcome rest.
Everyone had a very good night's sleep and with spirits high we split
again into our two groups with Cpl Alan Gregory's first up to High
Street (828rn) with the Trailblazer Team a short d istance behind.
Once in the valley we followed the lake and looked for signs of the
eagles but to no avail. By late a fternoon we were walking in the only
rain we experienced on the walk-a torrential downpour-before we
reached the bunk house at Shap. Our night's accommodation proved
to be comfortable but basic but Wednesday's breakfast was a feast fit
for a king. With very full stomachs we set off leaving the takes behind
us and heading for more gentle terrain.
A gentle climb up to the Nine Standards set everybody up for the
journey ahead. With the temperature still very high we passed over the
lead mining area and down into Reeth for our night's stay at Grinton.
The end of the first week found us following the course of the River
Swale to Richmond and through the gentle pastures of the sheep
grazing and the golden field s. We stopped awhile to watch the sheepdogs at work and shearers clipping the sheep. Our penultimate day
was to be an easy day with time to relax . The sun was high in the sky
and the temperature on the way up to the high SO's. With spirits very
high we left Wheeldale for the coast. Through the meadows and the
sheep tracks we followed the odd cobbles down to the bay for a dip
in the sea. Along the way we rescued a sheep which was trapped in a
deep hole. A peaceful night and the following morning was spent in
Scarborough before our journey back home.

Everyone was tired and well suntanned and a lot more
knowledgeable of the hilb and dales. Our awareness and knowledge
of the country had led us to the conclusion that it had been a
tremendous walk and experience. From the rugged tops to the clear
blue sea and in searing temperatures we had achieved our task with all
but two participants completing the full course. But everyone enjoyed
the experience and were delighted to be able to contribute £400 to a
worthy charity-the St John's Centre, Catterick- a centre for the
young physically handicapped children. Well done to all those who
took part.
DEPOT TROOP
PERSONALITIES
OCTp
Tp SSgt
Admin Offr

WOl Terry Hughes
SSgt Barry Webber
Mr Frank Donaldson

Over the last nine months there have been changes within the
permanent staff of Depot Tp, notably the handover of OCs. WOI
Robbie Burnett handed over the Troop to WOl Terry Hughes on 13
January. WOI Robbie Burnett who was dined out has now left the
service taking with him the best wishes of the Regiment and the Corps.
Whilst the work in the Depot has been as busy and varied as always,
there has been time for the permanent staff to get in some
Adventurous Training, despite our busy and varied work schedule.
SSgt Barry Webber has Jed sailing trips involving ~epot and
Regimental personnel and WOI Terry Hughes took part m Ex Long
Haul 89, the Coast to Coast charity walk run by the Regiment. WOt
Terry H ughes was coerced into joini~g Capt ~eoff Nelson, O~ J:!Q
Sqn, and Sig Bill Bunning, Depot Tp, m the Bnush Sports Assoc1auon
for the Disabled Wheelchair Marathon on Sunday 3 September.

ROY AL SIGNALS MANNING AND RECORD OFFICE
VISIT TO CATTERICK
On I September 30 members of Royal Signals Manning and Record
Office visited Catterick. After spending the previous day at 8 Sig Regt
they came to JI Sig Regt where they were met by WOI Terry Hughes,
OC Depot Tp, and proceeded on a tour of the Historical Rooms
guided by Lt Col (Reid) Fred Orr. After this interesting insight into
the history. of the Corps the party moved to the parade square to
watch Koh1ma Tp, Iron Tp and 2 Tp pass off, then on to the Prize
Giving and lunch in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. A
welcome visit much enjoyed by all.

The 'A' team and standard team were both well placed individually,
the standard team coming fourth overall but the 'B' team being
unplaced owning to Lt Meers misfortunes with hi bicycle!
The results were given out at 1630 hr , the sponsor hip fee going
to local charities, and all teams retired from debriefing at the Town
Hall Inn and to celebrate a well earned victory.
Everybody said that they had enjoyed themselves! even the
participants, although probably rather closer to heat stroke than
spectactors, Lts Wheatley, France and Meers. The day had been a
useful insight into a rapidly growing and challenging sport, which we
hope will gain greater support within the Regiment next year.

THE RICHMONDSHIRE TRIATHLON
For the nine men chosen (or persuaded} to represent the Regiment
in Richmond's Triathlon, the morning of 22 July dawned a little too
bright and fine. Six men had undertaken to swim a kilometre, cycle
20 miles and finish with a 71h mile run, whilst a further three were to
compete in the standard event (500m swim, 10 miles cycling, 5 mile
run).
Experience ranged from Sgt Dave Carr (a veteran of several
competitions) to Mr Tony Dobson, a compete novice. Most of the
team were good runners, but indifferent swimmers and cyclists. A
combination of injury, unavailability and leave meant that the teams
had to be formed on an ad hoc basis.
The standard team comprising Cpts Andy Townsend and Ian
Goodson were inspired by the superb efforts of token oldie Tony
Dobson, our very game Burnham Lecturer, whilst on the sidelines
Nettie Williams offered encouragement to her husband John, who
was probably wondering why he hadn't got a stress-fracture of his
lower leg like Lt Steve Wheatley (organiser and tea-boy).
Seen from the vantage point that non-combatant status confers, the
determination and stamina of all competitors was impressive, and it
came as no surprise to those watching when the 'A' team emerged as
overall winners; Sgt Dave Ca rr placed fourth overall, Sgt John
Williams twelfth, Cpls Chris Martin twentieth and W02 John Sharley
nineteenth, despite his unusual swimming style and almost nonexistent bike-control; a result which reflected the superb fitness of
these four.

Standing I to r: Lt Steve France, Mr Tony Dobson, Sgt John
Williams, Cpls Mel Hough and Ian Goodson
Front I tor: W02 John Sharkey, Lt Steve Wheatley and Sgt Dave
Carr
Absent: Lt Ian Meers, Cpls Andy Townsend and Chris Martin

Ministry of Defence (Army)
8 Signal Regiment, Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire

Vacancies-Instructional Officers 1
Applications from suitably qua lified/ex perienced persons are invited for instructional vacancies in the following discip lines:-

1. Electronics
Applicants are to be able to teach Electrical , Electronic and Telecommunication Principles and equipment to Royal Signals
Telecommunication Technicians.
SSgt Barry Webber, W01 Terry Hughes and Mr Frank Donaldson

2. Electronics (Telemech)
Appli cants are to be able to teach all aspects of the laying, jointing and termination of telecommunication cables and the
correct use of hand tools to Royal Signals Techn ic ians and Telecommunication Mechanics .

3. Telegraphist
Applicants are to be able to teach Communication Operating Skills and Procedures to Royal Signals Telecommunication
Operators .

Qualifications/Experience
ONCIC&GIBTEC or equivalent qualifications in appropriate subjects coupled with relevant experience are desirable. However
candidates without formal qual ifications who have undergone appropriate training and possess considerable relevant
experience will also be considered .

Salary/Selection
£10,000-£11, 103 per annum (pay award pending).
NB For successful candidates in the Electronics disciplines starting pay will be according to qualifications.
Candidates invited for interview will be required to sit short written/ practical tests and give a short demonstration lecture.
If you are leaving the services in the next few months application forms and further details are available from: Area Civilian
Staff Manager, Catterick, Horne Road, Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire DL9 4JH. Telephone: Richmond {0748) 832521 ext
315313154.

Half way through and still looking fit
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Photograph shows Mr Terry Senior and his pushers Sig Bill
Bunning, W01 Terry Hughes and Capt Geoff Nelson after the
gruelling event
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Applications are invited at any time. All applications received will be retained until the next formal selection board is
convened.
We are an equal opportunities employer and are fully committed to equal opportunities policies. The MOD positively
welcomes applicants from suitably qualified individuals irrespective of racial origin, sex or disability.
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14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFPO 23
PERSONALITI

co

21C
Adjt
AAdjt
OC 1 qn
OC 2 qn
OC 3 qn
0 HQ qn
RSM

Lt Col J.M. Shaw MBE
Maj Malcolm McKinlay
Capt Alan Mad en
Lt Frances Forster
\faj Tony Morphet
'1aj John Steed
Maj Lance Byrne
Capt Mick Kerr
WOl Pete Aitken

Fresh from leave, after all our activitie over the summer months
with a few new faces, including our CO Lt Col J.M. Shaw MBE.
Here's the news!
I SQUADRON
Little bas appeared in these columns from us recently and so we
have all ummer's news to bring you . As usual there have been many
changes of faces, so firstly the Squadron team:qn Comd
Maj Tony Morphet
2IC
Capt Simon Purser
OC J Tp
2Lt Rob Forrest
OC W Tp
2Lt Nick Mutter
OC X Tp
Lt Paul Peel
SSM
W02 PhiJ Abbott
SQMS
SSgt Dave Taylor
YofS
SSgt Stu Little
Trg SNCO
SSgt Nige Barnett

The summer was the time to take leave, go away on courses and
prepare for the exercise season and mc;is! members o~ the ~quadron
were able to take pan in adventure trainmg. Cpl Chns Belfield took
J Troop for a day rock climbing and 2Lt Rob Forrest got away to
Colorado for a month on Ex Rocky Diamond. W02 Pete Bull led a
team from X Troop on a 12 day cycle expedition through 7 countries
in 12 days, including crossing the Alps. The ride was sponsored and
succeeded in raising a four figure sum for cance~ researc~ .. Capt
Simon Purser organised Ex Torfa Diamond, a trekking expedition to
Iceland for members of X Troop, but had to drop out at the last
minute. Capt Stuart Sharman took over and brought everyone back
again safely, but SSgt 'Stitch' Wollard and the rest of the team
wondered if the advertising for this expedition was entirely true as
they waded through yet another raging torren~ .in the Icelandic
interior. Ex Cycle Diamond was a W Troop expedition to Norway LO
cycle the high land routes on Mountain Bikes. The expedition was led
by 2Lt Nick Mutter and Sgt Colin Cape. Those taking pan in two
teams were: Team A, 2Lt Nick Mutter, Cpls Bob Ackland-Snow, Pete
Phillips, Sig Steve Tucker and C!n Andy Milla!. Team B, Sgt Colin
Cape, LCpls Adrian Lawrence, Simon Jones, Sig Buzz Burrows, Ben
Redstone and Andy Egan.
.
The adventure training season is by no means over and at the time
of writing Lt Paul Peel and an X Troop crew are bobbing round the
Baltic in a Corps Yacht. There is no lack of opportunity to participate
in adventure training in this Regiment.

(left to right): Mr Alex McMinn, SSgt Alan Jarwood, Maj Andy

Boyle, W02 Pete Woodward and Cpl Tony Simpson
QM to RQMS - ' RQ, this is a Map . . .'
ROMS to QM - 'Sir, er . . . why is it upside down . . . 7'
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INTER-SQUADRON RUGBY
The sporting achievements of the Squadron should not go
unrecorded. I Sqn took the honours i1:1 the Regi mental lnt~r-Sqn
Rugby competition with a very strong side under te~m .captam Cpl
Richie Angove. The first twc;i games were wo!l convincing!~. 38-6
again t 2 Sqn and 18-0 agamst 3 Sqn. The final game agamst HQ
Sqn was more evenly balanced with a blank score sheet at half time.
A try by LCpl Rob Tubbs and a try and penalty by Cpl Shaun Yost
ensured victory with a final score of 13-0.
FOOTBALL
.
A friendly match between W Troop and a visiting team from 13 Sig
Regt finished with a 4-2 win for W Troop after a close game. The
visitors won the boat race at the barbecue afterwards however, and a
ociable weekend was enjoyed by everyone.
EXERCISE WHITE RHINO/EXERCISE KEY FLIGHT
The Squadron has been on several exercises of late and is now fully
into this year's exercise season. First was Ex White Rhino , the I .Ani:id
Div CPX. The slow time move gave the Squadron a chance to fmd. its
feet the seniors time to find a bivvy area, and the lads a chance to fmd
the ~hovels to dig all the trenches. Lt Paul Peel, X Troop's new Troop
Comd led the troop to the next location and found that which ever
way you turned the map there is just no ~vay through a cul:de-sac. He
need not have worried as he had been given the wrong gnd anyway!
Meanwhile Sig Paul Bevan discovered that a low bridge can be as
much of an obstacle as a cul-de-sac if your vehicle won't fit under it.
Sig Richard Bracegirdle learned that it helps to have the ladder in
place before stepping out of.a 4 t?n box bo~y and we all lea.rned the
importance of being on the nght side of the nver when the bndges are
blown. The Squadron suffered only few exercise casualties, some of
the echelon vehicles were lost to QDG Reece, but on a later encounter
Yeoman Stu Little and Cpl Ian Cawson defended the Command Post
gallantly with their 84mm!
.
.
As we go to press, the Squadron is on Ex Key Fhght, th.e 24 Air
Mobile Bde validation FfX . . . Cpl 'Ned' Kelly and Sig Bruce
Johnstone became early exercise casualties, captured in an ambush.
But in preparation for our annuaJ escape and evasion exercise, Cpl
'Ned' Kelly, made a dash for freedom, leaving Johnstone to his
captors' mercy.
FAREWELLS, CONGRATULATIONS AND WELCOMES
J Troop and say farewell to SSgt Steve Penn who goes to HQ Sqn,
LCpls Andy Jones, 'Geordie' Green and Ron Wohler. Welcome t.o
Cpl David Sloane and his wife Nicola, and Cpl Stev~ ~erris and his
family. SHQ welcomes SSgt Nidge Barnett to the trammg desk; who
will keep the 'Para' presence in the office as we say farewell to 2IC
Capt John Lugg and his wife Karen. Capt Simon Purser mo~es across
from X Troop to the 2JC chair and Lt PauJ Peel, recently arrived from
Shrivenham, takes his slot. X Troop says hello to Sgt Ward and
congratulations to him and Mrs Ward on the birth of ~ son . ;A-lso
congratulations to Cpl Mick Bamber and Andrea on their marriag~.
Farewells to Sgt Richie Plumber off to Harrogate, Sgt Hennk
Kiertzner to Catterick. Cpl 'Mugger' Heward who leaves on
promotion, and LCpl 'Ali' McGraw off to 30 Sig Regt. W .Troop ha~
lost SSgt Nick Cable to R Troop and LCpls Neil Francis, 'Plank
Easterbrook and Sig Rob Hare all posted. Best wishes to all of them,
and hello to LCpls Martin Hall, Chris Wells and Jimmy HuxJey who
take their places.
HQ SQUADRON CHALLENGE PURSUIT CAMP
EXERCISE LEGS DIAMOND
It was a blazing day in August when the advance party left Celle for
Sonthofen. Blazing for two reasons, one, it was a fine day, two, the
Bedford carrying all the adventure training stores an? rati~ns cau~ht
fire en route. The Fire Brigade was summoned but arrived without fire
fighting equipment! So after a few attempts to blow the fire out it was
left to burn on the hardshoulder of the autobahn. Because of the
danger of being hit by exploding cans of 'trucheon meat', the
autobahn was closed, which resulted in an 18km tailback.
But fire, flood and pestilence could not deter the hardy men of HQ
Sqn, who two days later set off to Sonthofen to enjoy a week of
challenge pursuit training.
After an uneventful 10 hour trip the party arrived at Sonthofen. It
was closed.
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The camp was based at the 5/32 Heavy Regt RA ski hut where,
under supervision of WOI (YofS) Merv Finch the camp leader and
organiser, we all quickly settled in and prepared for training the
following morning.
The training consisted of three pursuits, rock climbing with SSgt
Mike Halford, who kindly used part of his leave to teach us budding
Joe Browns, (the climber not the singer) W02 Steve Lidstone led the
trekking and SSgt Steve Penn took canoeing, which became known to
some as submariner training.
Monday morning came quickly, and Monday teatime even quicker
as the canoeists and climbers sat down to tea with everybody smiling,
then in came the trekker looking pretty tired to say the least. You've
all hear of Ten Tors, well the stories that were heard that night opened
up visions of a new event, Ten Alpine peaks. After tea those who
weren't too tired after the first day's training ventured into Sonthofen
to sample the local delights, it was still closed. So most were forced
to use the cellar bar in the hut where LCpl Ian Farmer, the barperson,
introduced us to a fate worse than trekking, 'Engelbrau' a cheeky little
brew that gave you a headache just to look at the label.
Tuesday morning dawned to the groans of 'who brought the
gorilla?' and as everyone sat down to breakfast prepared by one of the
syndicates a swop shop opened as that day's trekking party tried
unsuccessfully to swop with the other syndicates.
The week continued in the same theme. On Thursday and Friday
the students were able to specialise in the pursuit of their choice. The
canoeists did a two day river trip and proficiency tests, which resulted
in LCpls Pete Casson, Andy Davies and Steve Mos REME being
awarded their Army Canoe Union proficiency certificates. The
trekkers attempted to walk the Brunnenweg, a dodgy ridge walk with
sheer rock faces on either side but unfortunately due to bad weather
and a slight injury were unable to complete the walk. But by all
accounts the overnight stay in a mountain hostel made up for their
disappointment. The rock climbers spent the two days revelling in
watching a 'natch', who shall remain nameless, on the rockface his
antics resembled those of a pendulum rather than a rockclimber, even
one or two German walkers paid close attention .
Saturday arrived, the last day. The morning was taken up with an
orienteering competition that nobody won because there wasn't a
scoring system. Saturday afternoon and a chance to get into
Sonthofen and buy those last minute presents and souvenirs. Yes you
guessed it, it was closed.
Sunday it was time to pack up and head back to Celle. The pads
with canoes in their pockets and the singlies with empty wallets and
dreams of what might have been headed north after a week of fun and
for most some challenging pursuits.
EXERCISE TARNISHED SILVER
Ex Tarnished Silver was an Adventure Training Weekend for the
QM Departments, with a few additional Squadron members taking
part. The base was at Torfhaus, in the Harz Mountains. .
Having set up on the Friday evening the group had a relaxmg IOkm
stroll just to break them in for 'Tomorrows' Trek known as Boyle's
Bunion. On completion, there were a few games of volleyball,
coached by LCpl 'Geord.ie' (I'm the expert) Alsop, a skill he picked
up whilst on exercise with the Danish Forces. The evening finished
with a super barbecue, provided by LCpl Scotty Scott and beverages
to help them on their way on the next day's walk.
Saturday started off well, a good breakfast, a death pack for lu~ch
and the prospect of a 25km stroll up and down the Harz Mountains
(more ups than downs!). The CO Lt Col John Stokoe MBE visite? .for
the day and took part in the trek. It was supposed to be a competition
therefore the adrenaline was pumping; well for some it was.
To ensure we did not all go wrong (we are the QM's Dept after all)
there was a manned checkpoint half way round. Here we entrenched
the REME stores Supervisor, Sgt Stu Cameron and the RAOC Stores
Specialist, Sgt Tony Blyth. Neither unfortunately ~ould take part due
to blisters from an earlier 16km tactical March which had taken place
a few days earlier. Refreshments were availa?le, fresh running wa.ter
for the competitors. A couple of the compeutors fell by the wayside
at this point. We are not sure if it w~s caused by fatigue.
.
The event was finally won by Cpl Rich Clatworthy and LCpl Cohn
(we are going to run all the way) Rich after the qM, MaJ Andy ~oyle
decided who had cheated the least. The evening continued with a
marathon Trivial Pursuit which only provded that the QM Dept is not
right all the time. A most enjoyable weekend was had by all and,
hopefully, it was the first of many Adventurous weekends.
QM (TECH) WIVES' TRIP TO BERLIN
The Quartermaster took his life in his. hands and a.rr~nged a
shopping trip to Berlin for the wives. They hired the PRI m1.mbus and
set off from Celle at 0600 hrs on a sunny Thursday mornmg. After
the mandatory stop at Helmstedt and a mu~h needed cuppa, ~hey
drove through the corridor towards Checkpoint Bravo and Berlm.
Needless to say, after an hour there was a revolt, led by Ailsa
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Simpson who wanted a smoke break .
The 'gang' finally arrived in Berlin and escorted by Maj Bill
Griffiths, from Berlin Sig Regt, who provided an escort, the girl
crossed through Checkpoint Charlie to East Berlin .
The minibus was absolutely packed with goods on their return to
the West, from standard lamps to dolls prams, crystal to soap dishes.
You would think that the girls were going to man a stall in Celle
market with the quantities involved. Before returning to Celle the girls
went on a sightseeing tour of West Berlin. An exhausting but
enjoyable day for everyone as they did not get home until 0200.
Nevertheless, they all want to go again.

Darn . . . they let them come back!
(left to right): Tracy Clatworthy, Ailsa Simpson, Rachel Boyle,

Marion Thompson, Emma Rich, Caron Beardsworth, Christine
Alsop, Lynn Dyson and Heather McOueen .(my Hubby is PSA)
3SQUADRON
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
OC RCP
OC Romeo
OC Zulu
OC Def EW
SSM
Yofs

Maj Lance Byrne
Capt Andy White
2Lt Chris Wood
Capt George Prideaux
Lt Graham Neal
Capt Carl Storey
W02 Mal Geer
W02 Kev Doyle

BORDER PATROL
In August the Squadron was tasked to provide 15 men to carry out
a Border Patrol. They were drawn from RCP Tp, and led by 2Lt Chri
Wood . After staying at Soltau the patrol moved to a small hut where
it would be based for the next two nights. Within minutes of arriving
the lads had unpacked their vehicles and disappeared off to the nearby
swimming pool.
Cpl 'Baggy Bill' Johnson's stomach had told him it wa time for
some food, and so he went through to the makeshift kitchen to start
preparing the food.
However, there was work to do. The next morning the Guard was
met by the British Frontier Service Officer, and then set off to the
border. The next two days involved travelling long distances along the
border, carefully noting everything that they came across during the
patrol.
· During the evening they were invited to a local Youth Club to
compete in a volley ball competition-not only did they win the
competition, but the hearts of some of the girls, with LCpl ' Gerbil'
Riley as the Star of the show.
ZULU TROOP
One may think that due to a lull in major deployments we have been
enjoying the benefits of such 'slack' periods during the long, hot
summer months.
The rever e has proved to be the case as we now approach the end
of a hectic but successful Squadron reshuffle and audit board. o
more Papa. No more 0 car. Was there ever a need for another P&O.
The Rebros have now moved across to Zulu Tp and have already
passed on their 'high standards' to old troop member which helped
them to a well deserved win in the Squadron shooting competition.
Guess what I do for a living?
We would like to congratulate LCpls Mark Jarvis and Ian peight
on their promotion and say farewell to Cpl Bob Duff posted to UK
on promotion to Sergeant. Also to Cpl Taff Phillips (now Mr). w_e
welcome Cpl Steven Hetherington and LCpl teven Rowe and their
families into the fold and welcome also to lg Eddie harp fre h from
the factory.
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Capt A. Hickling, before meeting the Force Commander, Wg Cdr
H unt.
T he next stop was at B Flt of 18 Sqn RA F Gutersloh where 12 Fit's
Gazelle was dwarfed by the mighty Chinook . Whilst at this location ,
he was invited into the farmhou se of Herr and Frau Paschecag for
'caffee und kuchen' with members of the Regiment and the RAF site
personnel. Maj Gen Davies presented a Regimental commemo rati ve
plate to Frau Paschetag in recognition of their generosity and fri endli ness throughout the exercise .

21 Sig Regt
BFPO 42

VISITS
. .
Duri ng che last few weeks the Regiment has been v1s1ced by the
SOinC and Comd Comm, BAOR. The fo llowing are brief accounts
of these visits.
COMD COMMS BAOR
On 24 August the Comd Comms BAOR! Maj Ge!1 _P. R. Davies,
spent half a day with the Regiment. Dunng the v1s1t he saw our
military and trade training, equipment husbandry and pre ented three
LS & GC Medals.

Ex Ramrod was the Inter-Squadron Military Skills Competition.
Teams consisted of fi ve men who performed such casks as First Aid ,
Weapon Handling/Firing, NBC, Command Tasks and Enemy
Recognition . The competition was once more won by 4 Sqn .
After touring the Regiment and seeing the activities in progress
everyone involved gathered in the Beau fighter Rooms where Maj Gen
Davies presented prizes to the exercise winners. He also presented LS
& GC Medals to W02 Millard RE, SSgt Shepherd and Sgt Gillings .
On his departure Maj Gen Davies was presented with a cheque for
the Royal Signals Association, by the CO, L t Col Whitemore and a
photographic memento of his visit by WOI (RSM) Ashwell.

SOINC VISIT
On Thursday 28 September, the SOinC Maj Gen R. F. L. Cook
visited briefly at RAF Wildenrath. The majority of the Regiment was
deployed on various exercises but despite this the SOinC was met with
a guard of honour provided by 2 Sqn. Although the Regiment is still
equipped with SLR, the eight members of the guard commanded by
Sgt Oakley trained with and carried SA80 for the occasion .
The inspection took place at the Petersholz Gate of RAF
Wildenrath next to RHQ and, after completing his inspection, the
SOinC joined the CO and the Ops Offr, Capt Bill Ritchie, for a brief
on the current exercise situation. The SOinC then went to Ops Wing
for a visit to 3 Sqn and the Airfield Tp at RAF Wildenrath. During
this part of the visit Gen Cook was given a series of demonstrations
on aspects of Airfield Signal Troop work following shore briefs by OC
3 Sqn Maj Tony Whydell and OC Kilo Tp Capt Mick Bailes. The
demonstrations covered current project installation work on the
Fibre Optic network, conventional cable jointing techniques peace
and war, an overview of the RAF Wildenrath Fibre Optic installation ,
a blown fibre demonstration, and an opportunity to per onally
complete a fibre optic fusion splice. The SOinC also toured the Wing
Operations Centre and talked co members of both Kilo and 855 Sig Tp
(V) who were both testing and installing communications prior to the
Station's Tactical Eval uation by NATO on 2 October.

To rou nd off the visit, Gen Cook joined the Officers in the RAF
O fficers' Mess for a light lunch. There were a few surprises in store
for both the SOinC and his ADC. First of all, due to a certain amount
of sleight of hand, the CO was able to present the SOinC with a
mounted version of the fibre optic joint which he had earlier made
himself. This was followed by a presentation to the SOinC made by
Capt Mick Bailes, OC K Troop (the RAF Wildenrath Airfield Tp).
This depicted two Tele Mechs at work on a cable joint and was made
entirely from nuts and bolts by a craftsman in Holland. Finally, the
SOinC was able to present his ADC for the visit, Lt Tony Clark, with
an engraved tankard to mark his award of the Whistler Trophy this
year.

Lt Tony Clark receives a memento from the SOinC to mark his
achievement in winning the Whistler Trophy

The LS & GC recipients with their families and Comd Comms .
Recipients are Sgt Gillings, SSgt (FofS} Shepherd and W02
Millard
Ex Quick Thought saw three man teams from each of the
Squadrons perform a series of initiative tests aimed at encouraging
initiative and lateral thought in solving problems. They included such
things as capturing a live frog, capturing being the operative word as
I Sqn proved to be butcerfingers, and obtaining a copy of the Koran.
4 Sqn helped their cause by taking both copies from the library and
went on to win handsomely.
Ex Vital Link was a competition amongst Troop seniors to see how
many faults they could pick up on a radio relay detachment on a
second line inspection. Joint winners turned out to be SSgt Samm of
TN 039 and SSgt Hamilton of F Troop.

SSgts Hamilton and Samm receiving t rophies for w inning Ex Vita l
Link
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NEWS FROM H TROOP
PERSONALITIES
Troop OC
Troop SSgt
Project Sgt
SNCO i/ c Techs
i/ c Maint
MT Cpl
Troop Clerk

4 Sqn, the Ex Ramrod winners, Cpl Ogga Hodgson, Sig To_ny
McAleese , Brian Rudd in , LCpls Pete Gait and Sam Parke with
Comd Comms

On Tuesday 26 September, Maj Gen P. R. Davies, visited 21 Sig
Regt during its deployment on Ex Plain Sailing and Key Flight.
Accompanied by the CO, Lt Col P. Whitemore, he made a .b~ief
visit to a Trunk Node deployed in the area of Dortmund prov1dmg
vital Ptarmigan communications for Ex Plain Sailing. He met the
Node Comd, Capt Janice McKee, who was on her last exercise before
being posted to UK as the first woman commander of the Blue
Helmets, the Royal Signals freefall parachute display team.
The Comd was then taken in a Gazelle of 12 Flt AAC, to the
Herford area to visit 4 Sqn which was providing tactical communications for the Support Helicopter Force deployed in support of 24
Bde on Ex Key Flight. The first stop was at Force Headquarters where
the Commander was given a tactical briefing by the Squadron Comd,

SSgt Ray Patrickson greeting Comd Comms on his arrival at 'B'
Flight, 18 Sqn
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Capt Len Carr
SSgt Steve Dobson
Sgt Pip Piper
Sgt Bill Stadius
Cpl Bob Hindle
Cpl Geordie Brown
Mrs Sue Brough

ARRIVALS
Only one addition to H Troop since the last publication-Sig
McVeigh- who joins us from the 'Faccory'-have a good tour.

SOinC completing a heat shrink closure to a jointed 100 pr UG
armoured cable . Sig Beswetherick of 855 Sig Tp (V} in full IPE
carrying out a Battlefield repair to a 100 pr cable in the
background

SOinC checking the correct alignment of the prepared fibres, prior
to completing a fusion fibre optic splice. Cpl Maxted, Kilo Tp
assisting
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DEPARTURES
We say farewell to Sig 'Delbert' Wilkens who leaves for 8 Bde, after
a short stay of nine months with H Troop . All the best for the future .
TRIATHLON-30 AUGUST
The H Troop Triathlon run on Wednesday 30 August was open to
members of 37 Sqn RAF Regt and 52 Fd Sqn RE. The teams entered
consisted of ten members of H Troop, one member of 52 Fd Sqn and
five member of 37 Sqn .
. The competition started at the Station swimming pool, on what
began as an unusually dreary August day. The first stage was five
lengths of the pool, followed by a quick change and a 12km cycle
ending at H Troop's Shed 57. The next stage was a 7km run aro.und
the hill 60 area during which a pistol shoot was staged. The pistol
shoot was the undoing of some of the fitter competitors, before the
bonu es and penalties from the Range were counted, the top five
placings were as follows :! st Wilkens H Troop
1.03.07 hrs
2nd Morton 52 Fd Sqn
1.04. 19 hrs
3rd Johnson 37 Sqn
1.07.27 hrs
1.07.48 hrs
4th Waters 37 Sqn
5th Bedward 37 Sqn
l.08.01 hrs
When this is compared with the final placings, there i quite a
significant difference which only goes to how how physical exertion
affects an athlete's accuracy and concentration . The shoot wa
marked by: a complete miss cost the competitor a one minute penalty,
a bull's eye gained a 30 second bonus and the two outer rings gave
bonuses of 10 and 20 econds respectively.
The final positions were: 1.00.49 hrs
lst Morton 52 Fd Sqn
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1.07.37 hrs
2nd John on 37 qn
1.07.52 hrs
3rd tadius H Troop
1.07.58 hrs
4th Waters 37 Sqn
1.07 .27 hrs
5th Tadman H Troop
The competition wa enj oyed by most of the competitors and , with
the general enthusiasm shown, the organiser, Cpl Tadman of H Troop
i looking forw ard to organi ing another competition along simi la r
lines in the pring of 1990 and to include team from ot her Squadrons
within the Regiment as well.
OFFICERS' MF.SS V SERGEANTS' MESS ANNUAL CRICKET
FIXTURE
The annual friendly ..1atch between the Offi cers and WOs and
S CO took place in glorious weather on Saturday 19 August at RAF
Wildenrath .
The RSM, WO! Jeff Ashwell issued instructions that the T rophy,
held ince 1980 by the Seniors, was to be retained at all costs, but
being a fair-minded man he restricted his own team to a mere six
Regimental players, so as to give the Officers' Mess team a chance.
The Cricket Officer and Adjutant, Capt Steve Richardson was not
so fortunate in his choice of team, and found himself press ganging
the TOT, Capt Geoff Chaloner into the side, just as he was settling
down LO watch the game with his family!
The all-important to was won by the RSM, with the CO Lt Col
Whitemore coming a close second. Acting on the advice of his skipper
for the day, SSgt Ray Patrickson, the RSM elected to bat first, and
duly opened the innings (on merit of course) with SSgt Dave Ryder.
Despite some furious bowling, some of which actually landed near
the wicket, the Seniors managed to rattle up a very respectable score
of 229 for 6 wickets, declaring with one ball of the 30 overs remaining.
This was meant to be a tactical move to undermine the Officers
confidence even further, but the declaration was met with disgust by
W02 (SSM) Brian Dalton who was 47 not out at the time and ready
to hit his sixth six of the day. However, a peace offering of a little
refreshment soon calmed him down.
Good contributions during the Seniors innings came from W02
Brian Dalton, SSgt Nige Samm, Ray Patrickson and Sgts Calvin
Lambert and John Wilkes. The RSM graciously retired for six runs
after being clean bowled by a very surprised Capt Bill Ritchie the Ops
Officer.
Following an excellent barbecue and a little liquid refreshment, it was
the officers' turn to bat. The CO opened the innings, along with a
'ringer', 2Ll Guy Bennet! who was probably posted in for the
occasion!
After some friendly bowling from the RSM and W02 Dalton, the
opening partnership reached 51 before 2Lt Guy Bennett had to retire
having reached the magical 30. The Seniors were not too worried at
this stage, for waiting in the wings were Regimental bowlers Sgts •AJ'
Matless, Calvin Lambert and Chris Davison . It was an unknown
quantity as to who would do the damage, however, W02 (FofS) Dave
Stewart clean bowled four Officers in quick succession . This left the
Adjutant, Capt Steve Richardson and 2Lt Guy Bennett the impossible
task of scoring almost 80 runs from the last six overs to win the match.
Victory for the Seniors (again) was confirmed when Sgt 'AJ' Matless
caught and bowled the Adjutant, leaving the Officers 73 runs short on
156 all out.
evertheless, it was a good effort by the young Officers' Mess team
and good innings from the CO, Majs Tony Hewitt, Jim Kennard,
Capts Mkk Bailes, Steve Richardson and 2Lt Guy Bennett.
Congratulations also to those who did not trouble the scorers, and
featured in that incredible mid-order collapse: Maj Andy Locke,
Capts Bill Ritchie, Cliff Webb, Geoff Chaloner and Lt Duncan Warne
who was probably the only man on the field who was seeing three balls
at the same time!
The CO presented the trophy LO the RSM at the end of a marvellous
match, which was played in the true sprit of the game. After some
discussion it was decided to award the 'Man of the Match' to-2Lt Guy
Bennett for his excellent knock of 45 not out.
All in all, it was an excellent day, and thanks ro the following: Cpl
Ogga Hodgson and LCpl Spike Poole for their professional umpiring
and ability to withstand bribes from one team. SSgt Carl Strefford for
organising the bouncing castle which kept the children (and adults)
amused. Cpl Charlie Hill for running a generous bar and keeping Sgt
'Scouse' Rosenthal supplied with refreshment on the boundary.
BATTLE OF BRITAIN RUGBY 7'S
Sunday 3 September saw the annual Battle of Britain Rugby 7's
tournament. The Regiment managed to field five teams, one from I,
4 and HQ Sqns whilst 2 Sqn managed to field two teams. Last year's
champions, Mech Eng Sqn failed to provide a team to defend their
title. These five teams came together to face the cream of the RAF
Departments in a Knockout competition. The competition proved to
be both enjoyable and highly competitive. If skill was lacking in
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certain areas commitment certainly wasn't as teams slugged it out for
an eventual final between 16 Sqn RAF Regt and I Sqn 21 Sig Regt.
This neatly divided the spectators into Army and RAF supporters.
The final turned out to be quite an even game with 16 Sqn scoring
first. It wasn't until the econd half that 1 Sqn replied to even the score
at 6-6. Then with a couple o f minutes left I Sqn scored again for a
final core of 10-6 and secured the trophy. The winning team was
captained by SSgt Nige Samm and the team comprised of 2Lt Guy
Bennett, Cpls Taff Donald , Alexei Sale, LCpl Eric Francies, Sig Joo
Streamer and Billy Burton .
Finally many thanks for the magni ficent support from all
spectators, especially the I Sqn lads.
INTER SQUADRON BASKETBALL
The Regimental Inter Sqn Basketball competi tion took place at
RAF Wildenrath Gymnasium on 11 Ju ly . The competition got off to
an early start with the favourites, 3 Sqn, taki ng on 2 Sqn. The game
proved to be closer than most expected with Cpl Kev Jarvis scoring
most points for 2 Sqn and preventing 3 Sqn from getting into their
stride. However, after SSgt Duncan Forteath opened up the scoring
for 3 Sqn, with the first basket of his playing career, 3 Sqn took
control and won by 20 pts to 10 pts.
By the half way stage of the competition it became clear that the
competition was going to be decided on the final game between the
surprise team of the competition, 4 Sqn , captained by Cpl Baz
Hurdman and 3 Sqn .
3 Sqn got off to a good start with a couple of quick baskets and
managed to maintain the lead throughout the game winning by 33 pts
to 15 pts . The results of the competition were as follows:lst 3 Sqn
12 Pts
2nd 4 Sqn
9 Pts
3rd 2 Sqn
6 Pts
4th HQ Sqn 3 Pts
5th 1 Sqn
0 Pts
RAF WILDEN RA TH CHARITY PRAM RACE
Sunday 3 September saw the sun rise to a brilliant day-an ideal
setting for the annual RAF Wildenrath Charity Pram Race. The race
is organised each year by one of the fighter squadrons at RAF
Wildenrath and is open to all departments on the Station . As usual the
Army was well represented by the Regiment with a large number of
prams in relation to the size of the Regiment. The race took place in
the Petersholz compound-much to the chagrin of the RSM who
realised how much mess it would generate. The course consisted of
three or four laps of the compound-a tight course with many tight
bends and a reputation amongst pram racers similar to that which
Monaco has amongst Formula 1 drivers .
The main difference between pram racing and Formula 1 racing is
not as most would expect-speed, but the battling between teams on
the route. Whilst deliberate ramming tactics were not allowed missiles
such as eggs, flour, water and swarfega bombs were actively
encouraged. Each heat soon resembled scenes from Ben Hur with many
of the prams struggling to remain roadworthy . Prior to the beats all
prams were inspected to select a winner in the best design and build
category. 4 Sqn with its batmobile was tipped as the likely winner but
unfortunately in what must have been a very close decision the Harrier
Simulator team won with their Formula 1 race car. The rumour that
the LAD did not produce a team as their pram was awaiting spares
was discovered to be true.

Designed in Britain for all racket
sports and fitness/leisure activities

The Batmobile somewhat worse for wear
2 Sqn produced a lively little Thomas the Tank Engine drive by
LCpl Spook Pook. Unfortunately the loss of a wheel in the fi rst heat
slowed it somewhat. However it chugged on valiantly to third place.
I Sqn represented by TN 038 looked fast from the start with their
'Thunder Box' proving to be light and manoeuverable. They won their
heat easily with Sig Billy Burton in the driving seat- literally. With the
4 Sqn Batmobile winning its heat the Regiment looked well placed for
victory with two out of four prams in the final. Unfortunately the
final turned out to be a real test of endurance for the prams with both
Regimei:ital pr~ms suffering from severe chassis fatigue. 4 Sqn
batmobile lost its body completely with SSgt Geordie Bincliffe being
exposed in his full batman suit (rumour has it that he already had a
batman suit before the race) . In the end 4 Sqn came second with I Sqn
fourth, the winners again being the Harrier Simulator team.
Special praise must go to all who spent many hours behind the
scenes building the prams only to see them smashed to pieces in the
melee. Also thanks LO the pram pushers who, many of them having
just come from a rugby 7's competition, flogged themselves around
the course whilst being pelted with all sorts of missiles. All in all an
enjoyable day, made even more worthwhile by the knowledge that it
was all in aid of charity.
FAREWELL FOREMAN POLAND
by Capt Mike Holman
The Foremen in the Corps are mad; this is so, or so I've heard,
A view from which the cognoscenti seldom have demurred
For months they slave at Blandford burning midnight oil and
peering,
At circuit boards in Ptarmigan's outdated engineering
After which to various posts and ulcers they are steered
And, just to clinch the argument, each one's a volunteer
Psychiatrists will tell you (for a far more modest fee)
That there are many types of what we call insanity
Such niceties aside it pleases me to introduce
A lunatic extraordinaire to whom we're saying Tchuss
Who scorned the list of hells his Records Branch held up for
grabs,
I give you Mr Poland, who chose service with the Crabs
Not only have his ways with Wing Commanders been Quixotic
He's solaced Squadron Leaders sobs, however idiotic
But his appetite for grief he proves (of sense he is bereft)
By running to the rescue of the fiendish ORF
Who, every time they feel the urge to plumb the depths sadistic
Shout 'Eifel', 'Twin', (or similar}, and watch him go ballistic
And should you need yet further proof of this man's
masochism
Then on the line of fluency in German go and quiz him
What better way to prove that all his marbles have been lost
He took it on himself to woo the Deutsches Bundespost
Foreman, in the electronic jungle you 're a leopard,
'Wir danken Ihnen wirklich'; Now God help Foreman
Sheppard!
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4 Sqn 's Batmobile with Lt Duncan Warne, Sgt Dave Bunt, LCpl
Pete Gait, Sig Des Holroyd, Tel Terrett and Cpl Bob Harvey
admiring their handiwork and SSgt Geordie Bincliffes Bat Suit
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22 Sig Regt
BFPO 107

I Q ADRON
EXERCI E ALLGAU TRIANGLE
Ex Allgau Triangle was a two week arduous 1.raining exercise.
Organi ed by SSM Scotty Handibode, ably. supported b.Y Sgt Pete
Duffy, it consi ted of t•ekking up some lugh. peaks, windsurfing,
trekking up some even higher peaks and canoeing .
The scenery on the mountains was sp~tacula~ , but n?t as
spectacular as the scenery on the bank of the wmdsurfmg lake! ~ust
be the Bavarian air' commented LCpl 'Zippo' Wilson as he pracused
his windsurfing from the safety of the shore in the prone unsupported
positfon .
. .
LCpl Russ Martin excelled at canoeing, and al sub-aqua d1vmg!
'Better have an air tank with you next time you stay under for that
length of time Russ ' suggest the ashe~ faced instructor. 'An~ if you
could let us know where you are likely to surface, we will send
transport for you!'
One or two other unusual and amusing incidents occurred during
the exercise but they are better told than written. But most of the lads
will agree i't was a good break from the life of luxury we lead in
Lippstadt and blisters or not, we will probably be back for more next
year.
JOSZI-.KAPLA-GEDACHTNIMARSCH
This march is an annual event hosted by the Bundeswehr reserves
from Brake!. Regular soldiers from all the NATO armies in Germany
are invited to enter teams of four men and/ or individuals. A variety
of categories attracts many competitors, incl uding policewomen from
Dortmund, reservists from Berlin , local firemen and a selection of
soldiers from nearby units. By far the most demanding category is that
for the 'Active Truppe'; 20km over the hilly terrain to the south of
Bad Drieburg, wearing combat boots, combat fatigues and carrying
a pack.
From the start it was obvious that the Belgians were to be the main
opponents; their mass turnout showed a will to retain the trophies that
they had amassed last year when they won the individual event and
their teams were placed, first, second and third. Our team was
confident, with sleep in their eyes, compo in their stomachs, Ex
Second Summit was recent history and a more physical exercise was
just about to start. Marching didn't come into it much, running
featured heavily over the first lOkm then the hills dictated a march
pace. 22 Sig Regt led from the start and steadily increased the lead all
the way home, completing the course in a time of 1 hr 56 mins.
The Belgians collected the prize for second place with a time of 2
hrs 24 mins, but one suspects that, despite their good humoured
banter after the march; that next year's team event will be a lot more
closely contested. The day ended with a presentation of trophies and
certificates in which everyone seemed to be a winner, indeed everyone
who took pan that day left with a sense of achievement.
22 Sig Regt's marching team consisted of Cpl Dullaghan, Sgt
Anderson, Sig Carpenter and Meek.
NATIONAL ROLLER SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Regiment sent a team to UK this year to compete in the
National Roller Ski Championships. They consisted of members of
the Regiment Cross-Country Ski Team and the Championships were

Cpl Carl Davies the British Biathlon champion out in front during
roller ski training
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part of the all important summer training programme. The team had
a variety of success being the first non-national Army Team in the
three mile relay race and obtaining some impressive individual results .
Cpl Davis was fourth in the JO mile race closely followed by C pl Smith
in seventh place. Well done Cpl S mit~ for b~in g the first non-na_tion~I
squad skier, an excellent result especially since there are 20 skiers m
the national squad.
2SQUADRON
EXERCISE FOXTROT TRIANGLE
Ex Foxtrot Triangle was a challenge pursuit camp held at the Armed
Forces Recreation Center in Berchtesgaden , Bavaria .
It started with a hike to the Watzmann house at a height of 2,000m,
everyone was happily surprised to find out that our guides f?r the two
day hike were two German women. The start of the hike found
everyone in good spirits, by the time we reached the h~t most people
were on their last legs . Volunteers were asked for to climb to the top
of the Watzmann which is at a height of 2,651m . While the rest of the
Troop retired to the bar to sample Bavarian hospitality, Cpl Martin
Smith, LCpl Archie Gemmel, Sig 'M' Emmerson and Paul Conn.ell
decided to venture to the top. Four hours later they returned with
stories about marvellous views and how they were the only ones to
reach the summit, alas it all fell on deaf ears .
Wednesday 22 August saw all the Troop achieve something that
none of them had done before. White water rafting was everything it
promised to be, with everyone thoroughly enjoying themselves. The
day consisted of a journey into Austria and a four hour raft ct.own the
River Saalach back into Germany. The water was fast and funous due
to heavy rains the night before. Cpl Stu Phillips and Sig Walker spent
most of the time swimming in the water trying to reach their rafts.
Most of the Troop were surprised to find out that the object of rafting
was not to avoid large objects but to steer the raft into and over the
top of them . This resulted . in most people . leaving th~ rafts
involuntarily. The American mstructors were impressed with the
Brits.
Thursday 23 August saw us conquer the River Salzach which also
started in Austria and ended in Germany. This river was shorter but
a lot faster and some stages saw whole rafts disappearing into the

US Sig Bn, based at Hindenberg Kaserne, Wurzburg. I have
completed a recce and here is al l the info you will require, dates,
umings, etc, any questions?
No? Good , I'm off on leave .
After a conversation with a passing signalman, I fo und out that
Capt Anderson was OIC exerci se. J made a bee line for his office . Yes,
I am OIC exercise, no, I do not have any info , I' m o ff on leave. At
this point I made a ment al note to find out more about this leave
business .
My next point of contact was Ops. The conversation was riddled
with who, what exercise, when and why. I left Ops nearly enJighted
and returned to reading the SSM 's notes and to my delight, discovered
a contact number for our American cousins, who as it happens were
not off on leave.
I was now armed with sufficient information to do the exercise
instruction. On completion of this, one small problem remained ,
where to find 40 men from the Regiment who were not off on leave.
Three days later, this problem was overcome, due to the assistance of
the Regiment kindly 'donating' soldiers. The big day duly arrived and
we left camp on 26 July for Wurzburg. We had a trouble free move
to Hindenburg Kaserne and quickly got established in the gym, our
home for the next six days .
The first two days were designated as the Ptarmigan demonstration
days . The Americans were very keen to see Ptarmigan , as they are in
the process of receiving MSE (Mobile Subscriber Eqpt). The two days
were taken up by a series of tours and lectures on the equipment,
conducted by the Detachment Commanders on their own vehicles ,
culminating in the visit by Gen Shoffner, Comd of 3 US Div, who was
impressed with the professionalism of the Brits and awarded a medal
of achievement to OIC exercise, who was by this time back from
leave. I hastily procured the medal, and checked to see if it entitled me
to American pension rights.
The next five days were taken up by cultural visits to the many areas
of interest around Wurzburg, introduction to the American assault
rifle the Ml6 Al, ranges and sports .
In summary allow me to quote the certificate of achievement
awarded to every soldier who participated in the exercise: 'Your
professional competence, hard work , and dedication were
instrumental in making this NATO exchange a successful and
educational experience. It is of utmost importance that our nations
work side by side in the pursuit of freedom. Your professional
execution of this critical communication exercise is in keeping with the
finest traditions of the military service and reflects great credit on you
and the British Army.'
Now about this leave business . . .

Rafting in Austria 'Over the Obstacle'
water. The raft consisting of Sgt John Phipps, Cpl Martin Smith,
LCpl Ronnie Passant, Sig 'M' Emmerson and an adopted American
officer call 'LT' then started to perform tricks causing the raft to
become vertical before crashing to the river, the instructor was
impressed by our attempts to make the raft do things which were
thought impossible. We left for the Austrian city of Salzberg on 24
August. That was an eye opener for most of the Troop who went on
a guided tour.
That night we had our end of course meal at the American Hotel
' Berchlesgadener Hof'. Each person received a certificate and badge
from the AFRC instructor for completion of the programme. The
wine was free, so by the time we were asked to leave the stories were
flying thick and fast. Everyone enjoyed themselves and are looking
forward to next year. Participants were Sgt Phipps, Cpls Smith,
Drake, Phillips, LCpls Gemmell, McRae, Passant, Sparrow, Sig
Breckenridge, Connell, Emmerson, Lambert, Steele, Walker, Cpl
Longworth (D Troop), LCpl Yelland (E Troop) and LCpl Steve
Phillips (TA).
EXERCISE MERCURY EAGLE
W02 (SSM) Mackay: Sgt Mac, I have got a stunt for you. I want
you to organise an Ptarmigan Trunk Node exchange exercise with 123
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go without mention. The four sections we supplied for the exercise,
finished first, seco nd, third and fifth in the competition; well done to
Sgt Nick Bell' section on winning. We then could not lose the be t
gt Ron Perry , ig
platoon prize ab ly led by 2Lt Jeff Pullen and
Freddy Walker being awarded the best soldier in the Platoon. ig
'Gadge' Garett won the best soldier in a Company, whilst LCpl Tony
Rowell ga ined the highest score on the infamous Pl ri fl e assault
course with 95 per cent.
Led fro m the front by Maj Bob Carter, we co ndu cted several types
of ra nges, enjoyed by all , even if only in retrospect. So, once again
congratulations to all Squadron participants in Ex Forward Strike,
let's hope the competition is tougher next year.
EXERCI E JAQUES AW A Y 1/ 89
The Squadron Summer Camp for 1989 was based in the scenic
Sauerland , the fac ilities and help gi ven by our German ho ts were first
rate and for med a very good base for an enjoyable camp. Things
started badly though, Sig ' Soapy' Saville, not too keen on the idea of
all those watersports decided to roll his Bedford on the way down.
Suggestion to all vehicle producers: make your truck s out of the same
plastic as Army canoes !
The dawn of day two saw the participants being split into five
sectio ns each pursuing a set activity and rotating through each one,
day by day.
The orienteering phase produced a scramble of activity each
morning as there was a rush for the best bikes. The cunning ones plied
W02 (SSM) Keith Leighton and Sgt Clive Sear with beer before
asking to borrow bikes. Cpl Epps regrets his morning sluggishness as
he was left with one of the 'town' bikes, whilst Cpl 'Trav' Travi did
have one fast enough to do a half mile detour around a loose bull.
Cpl Steve Marlow enjoyed the windsurfing so much he's talking
about buying a board . Can his pension afford this?
Cpl Ron Haslam's section of Cpl 'Pepy' St Pier, LCpl 'Psycho'
Wall, Sig Rodney Hood and Hanny Hannon were certainly the most
colourful. They also won the best sketch award, but not much else.
Whilst mentioning the sketches, Cpl Carl Croft's section worked
hard, but rehearsals are the key to success. Take note ig Willans and
Freddy Walker.
All in all a good JO days away, with working hard and playing hard,
producing a mellow exercise.
EXERCISE JACQUES AW A Y TO THE SEA
Within days of his arrival in the Squadron, tbe new 21C, Capt
Dennis Weir was tasked by the OC with organising a 'different' day
out for Troops. So it was then that 24 of us left Lippstadl early one
August morning and headed for the North German coast.
On arrival at the resort of Cuxbaven (14 Sig Regt eat your heart out!)
we changed into shorts, removed shoes and socks, and set out for the
island of Neu Werk.
The island lies some 14km off the coast and can be reached
comfortably at low tide by negotiating a mixture of sand, sea and
extremely sticky mud. We covered a distance at a brisk pace, partly
because we wanted to set a good example to German 'fellow travellers'
and partly because the 2IC knew that there was only one decent pub
on the island.
A pleasant afternoon was spent exploring, eating and quenching
our thirst before we re-grouped to board the ferry which would return
us to the mainland.
During the journey back to Cuxhaven Cpl Mark Anderson
entertained the Troops and the other passenger with ome 'tasteful'
community singing and it was a tired but happy group which
disembarked from the ship to board the coach for the journey home.

Capt Anderson receiving the Medal of Achievement from Gen
Shoffner
4 (JACQUES) SQUADRON
OC
Maj Bob Carter
2IC
Capt Denis Weir
SSM
W02 Keith Leighton
SQMS
SSgt Clive Sear
FofS
SSgt Mick Uttley
YofS
SSgt Ron Perry
Well, the year continues to fly past. The expected summer lull
turned into filling as many commitments as normal with 30 per cent
on leave, whilst running a successful summer camp, winning the
Regimental Orienteering, Baskelball, and Cross Country
Competitions, which l promise not to mention again.
The Squadron's performance on Battle Camp however should not
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Sig Paul Duff, LCpls Tony Rowell , Ivan Mayland and Cpl Mac
McWilliams soak up the sun on Neu Werk
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ADVE NT RE TRAI ING IN AU TRALIA
In J une thi year five members of the Regiment embarked on Ex
Cantrek Quadrant, a th ree-phase adventurou training exercise in
Au tralia. It has been organised over two years by Capt John Pettett
of 7 ig Regt and also involved five members from each of 7 and 16
Sig Regts, including three members of the WRAC.
The first phase was to trek a 200km ection of the Alpine trail in
the Snowy Mountains, from the Omeo Highway, Victoria , to Dead
House Gap, New South Wales . The econd phase was to involve white
water rafting a section of the Murray River in New South Wales,
known a the turt Trail. Finally, to get away from the cold of the
outh and into the sunnier weather in onh Queensland, it was
planned to pend the last phase sub-aqua diving on the Great Barrier
Reef, one of the world's most spectacular diving areas.
The team from 22 Sig Regt consisted of W02 (SSM) Mike Duffin,
gt Steve Payne, Cpl Steve Munday, LCpls Paul McClelland and
teve Ridout.
After final equipment and admin preparation was complete, the
team left the relative comfort of the RAEME Training Centre in
Bandiana, ew outh Wales, and set off to cover the trail, with JO
days rations and about 20kg of equipment on their backs. The first
day saw 30km of the trail covered, and after a re-appraisal of
everybody physical tate, due to blisters, groin strains and knee
injurie , it wa decided that only six members of the team should carry
on with the trek from Limestone Creek, to cover a further IOOkm to
Dead Horse Gap .
This part of the trail gave us many variations in weather and
temperatures, from being warm and sunny to packed snow and
howling wind . Trekking through snow-covered bush in mid-July,
seeing herds of wild kangaroos was something no-one could forget,
the realisation of just how isolated we were and the distance to be
covered being the thing that kept us going.

Trekkers in the snowy Australian Bush
After three days Head Horse Gap was reached, and even though
there were a few aches and pains everybody felt they had achieved
something at having beaten the bad weather and finding out a little
more about how far they could push themselves.
After a return Lo camp and just one day to collect the inflatable
rafts and sort our other equipment, the team set off once again,
courtesy of the Australian Army Transport section, on the second
phase of the exercise, the white water rafting.
From Khancoban, Victoria, on the Murray River, each four-man

Paddles-up
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raft covered approximately 30km on the first day. Unfortunately the
water was not as exciting as had been hoped, but after some local
advice, we et off and found the kind of water we had been looking
for.
Rapids of up to grade five were encountered, each member of the
team ending up in the water more than once! Having to make splitsecond decisions on which route to take through the massive rocks and
drops made the raft ing a very rewarding experience. It was hard work,
non-stop paddling, but very good fun .
The final phase took us north from Richmond, Sydney, to
Townsville in Queensland, courtesy of the Royal Australian Air
Force. This was probably what the majority of the team were looking
forward to mo t, and they weren't to be disappointed. After nearly a
fu rther week's traini ng in the pool and collection of kit, including air
cylinder , a generator, compressor and enough food and water to keep
15 people happy for a week , we set sail for the tiny deserted island of
Pelorus, our home for the next seven days.
Diving off the island was fantastic, with so many different species
of fish and coral life, even though in parts it was evident that the
lasgue-like, coral-eating starfish, the Crown of Thorns, had passed
by. The water, giving up to 30m visibility, was shared with sharks,
rays, barracudas, octopus, moray eels, and other marine life . Night
dives were also enjoyed, some of the team even hitching rides on
turtles.
After a week on the island the team was picked up by a 60ft
chartered diving boat, MV Hero . Diving was then carried out by
sailing between various small reefs with such names as Slasher's,
Kelso, Grub, Yankee and Davis . Here again the visibility was
exceptional, many of the team actually seeing the Crown of
Thorns at work, it's stomach turned inside out, eating the coral. The
rock formations underwater also gave us some very interesting cave
and tunnel dives.
After five days on the boat it was time to return to Townsville,
everyone with their various stories and memories of what they had
seen on the reef.
Equipment hired and borrowed handed back, the team now had
time to relax for a few days in Cairns, North Queensland, at the
Australian Army owned 'Cocos' Holiday apartments. Some of the
team did even more diving at Cairns, but it was a good time to relax
and try to catch up on a tan not many of us had, but everybody back
home would expect us to have.
All too soon a Hercules C-130 flight back down south to Melbourne
reminded us all that this once in a lifetime experience was nearly at an
end.
A stop in Singapore for four days R & R was very interesting, not
to mention sweaty, but soon we were back at Heathrow where it had
all started a short two months previously.
Many things were learnt on Ex Cantrek Quadrant, we all had
unique experiences and saw things we may never see again. A thank
you must be said to Capt John Perrett for getting us all out there, even
though it didn't all go exactly to plan, but then maybe that's partly
what this type of exercise is about.
One thing is certain, a chance to return to Oz, a country with so
much to offer, would not be missed by any member of the team.
OFFICERS' V SERGEANTS' MESS CRICKET
Once again it was that time of year when the bravest of brave were
asked to step forward voluntarily and take part in the annual cricket
match between the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes. A Sunday in early
August was decided upon, when, acccording to Capt Bob Dobson, the
weather would be perfect. True, the weather turned out just right for
the game. Those expecting a thrilling match were not to be
disappointed. Lunch over and the toss made, the Sergeants' Mess
went in to bat. Thirty overs later, after a fine team effort, and some
individual ones too, the Sergeants' Mess team had knocked up a total
of 200 for 8. The team put on a good display of attacking and
aggressive batting, in particular WOl 'Superclerk' Colin Beston who
achieved the maximum 50 runs allowable before declaring. The
Officers' Mess fielding, although reasonably tight, did not reckon on
having the unforeseen problem of 'The Brothers Dangerous' in their
team. These being Capts Gordon Anderson and Drew Robertson
whose indescribable style of bowling was something akin to a Praying
Mantis tryi ng to shot put.
So with the Sergeants' Mess innings over it was time for an interval
and 'high tea' consisting of the most delicious sandwiches, scones,
jam and cream. Having washed that down it was the turn of the
c1fficers to take the crease and chase a score of 200 runs.
It must be said that from the word go the officers gave a splendid
display of open cricket with Maj Ian Buckley and Lt Julian Leader
both retiring not out after scoring the maximum permissable 50 runs.
The other team players were also giving of their all when suddenly
mid-way through their innings, it looked as though the game was to
be a close run thing. Ah, but then our two secret weapons in the form
of the 'dynamic duo' were brought into use. Number one being that
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W02 Georg~ Bu~rows actually decided to start holding all the easy
ca~ches commg his way as he was beginning to owe a few rounds of
dnnk by ~ow . Nu.m ber t.wo was SSgt Ian Wylie who took most
val uable wickets wit h an mcredible sleep-inducing style of bowling
that would undoubtedly interest the England team selectors!
In the end the score for the officers was 166 for 8 which meant that
o!1ce more .they were the vanquished and the Sergeants' Mess were the
v1cto;s! It is, of.co~rse, an extra thrill to be in the winning tea m when
the fmal _result. 1s given. Howev~r , <?n occasions such as this, a great
pleasure is d~nved by ~II at havmg JUSt taken part in a good spirited
fu.n day. A fmal mention to Capt Dobson who organised everything
this ye~r on behalf of the Officers' Mess, the excellent layout of food
and drmk, tentage tables and chai rs which all made for the comfort
and success of the days event.
2SQUADRON
VISIT TO NORWEGIAN SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
On 14 August a party of 10 from 2 Sqn took part in an exchange
visit to the Norwegian School of Signals at Jorstadmden Camp near
Lillehammer about 180km north of Oslo .
'
We left Lippstadt at 1430 hrs on 13 August, travelling by Green
Landrover Cab.riolet, and drove through North Germany and
Denmark, catchmg the ferry to Oslo at Frederikshaven. We arrived in
Jorstadmden after 28 hours of travelling, eagerly looking for ward to
the week ahead.
For the 10 days in Norway we were looked after by LI Freddie
Kruger, who made our time there great fun. The programme covered
a wide range of activities, including hiking in the Norwegian
mountains. All credit must go to Sig 'Alf' Doyle who managed to fall
asleep whilst walking! One of the most memorable activities was the
driving of the BV206-the snowcat. This. was organised at the last
minute after we had seen them driving around the camp.
The Norwegian's were amazed at the British ability to give each
other nicknames (and our hosts'). We obliged by producing a list of
the seven dwarfs, each with an appropriate name. The reasons why
each nickname is apt is kept 'in confidence' to protect the guilty, but
here they are for posterity: LCpl 'Greg' Gregory-Doc , Sig 'Taff'
Wynne-Happy, Sig Alf Doyle-Sleepy, Sig Phil ChamberlainGrumpy, Sig 'Stav' Harral- Bashful (this one is very apt), Sig 'Taff'
Ames-Dopey and Cfn 'Gaz' Garrett-Sneezy. All that remains is to
mention the three left out, Lt Adrian Metc.alfe, Sgt Phil Price and Cpl
'Noddy' Nodwell . We leave it to you to work out who is Snow White!
EXERCISE FOREW ARD STRIKE
This year the Regimental Battle Camp at Vogelsang lasted for only
eight days. We still managed to pack in a lot of experience in the time.
The ' players' were divided into two companies and each company
went through two main phases. There was a ranges phase which
included FIBUA, an explosives range and live firing ambush drills.
Then there was a field phase which ended with a full company attack
and a simulated atomic explosion.
Each member of the competing companies and every member of the

Brig T. I. M. Waugh congratulates Maj J . Mcintyre on the award
of the Commendation of GOC NI
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administration staff also competed 'Enduro' , the gruelling 2 mile
endurance ru n from the lakeside range up, around the trim ditch
circu it, onto the. ten!JiS courts and up the 400 steps to the very top.
One of the h1ghhghts of the camp was the visit by the Comd
Comms Brig T. I. M. Waugh MBE. H is visit included a lakeside lunch
(well done the QM(A)'s department) . Fortunately the sun shone with
a gentle breeze so the tent stood its ground . After a furious round of
activities he had a special lesson on ' Junior Blowpipe' conducted by
Sgt Maj Cullen . The Brigadier presented Maj Mcintyre with a framed
copy of the GOC Northern Ireland's Commendation. He also aid a
few words to the Regimental Shooting team, fresh from their success
at Sisley. Next morning the Brigadier was up at 0500 hrs to witness
the company attack and the atomic explosion.
Another highlight of the camp was the presentation of a Farewell
to Vogelsang cake by the Administration team to the Regiment 2IC,
Maj Charles Kemp . This was his third and final Vogelsang
Battle Camp. He is shortly to move to Larkhill, where the gunners will
experience his own special approach to the art of soldiering.
EXERCISE FORWARD STRIKE
VIEW FROM ECHO TROOP
Ex Forward Strike, as this year's Regimental Battle Camp was
known, was a complete success . All of those who took part learned
a great deal and actually seemed to enjoy it too . Echo Tp provided two
sections worth of manpower, lean mean fighting machines or so they
would have you believe. These two sections were assigned to two
different platoons, each in a different company.
The exercise was split into two distinct periods. One was a two and
a half day Range period, the other was a two and a half day exercise
known as Ex Bruised Knee. Unusually for a Regimental Battle Camp
the entire period was not spent in NBC Black digging in. This exercise
was again split into three periods, Defence of a Trunk Node, Defence
of Radio Relay sites and a Patrolling phase which included an
ambush.
An unofficial competition was held between the platoon commanders to see who would produce the worst ambush. Despite some
very tough competition 1 Platoon B Coy managed an equal third place
after sleeping through the entire ambush, only to be pipped at the post
for first place by 2Lt Shipley's (attached) Platoon, who not only slept
through the ambush but did so in the wrong place. Congratulations
2Lt Shipley, the DPM Night Cap and Compass are in the post!
WIVES CLUB MJLITARY TRAINING DAY
On Saturday 9 September 2 Sqn hosted a military training day for
the wives . The idea was to give the girls an insight into the sort of
things their husbands get up to in the course of the training year. The
content of the day was devised (or should we say 'plotted') by OC 2
Sqn Maj Tony Manders, SSM W02 Martin Smith and SQMS SSgt
Mick Brown. Much chortling could be heard from the OC's office as
the meaner side of their characters came to the fore in the planning
of the various events .
At 0930 hrs the 35 daring and wary wives were suddenly bombarded
by the dulcet tones of SSgt (SQMS) Clive Sear in his role of 'the
meanest, nastiest drill master ever'. In less time than it takes to say '[
think I'll miss this bit out', a smart soldier-like body of women stood
where before there had been just a group of delicate looking wives.
The drill competition that followed was keenly contested and was
judged by WOI (RSM) Kirk. (Enter the 1st Battalion Rouge and Files,
Guards' Depot beware, these girls mean busines !)
The ladies were then divided into five groups and underwent a
'round-robin' of stands. During these activities it became obvious
early on that when there was a need to show some aggression the proof
_of this was the fact that in the following few days a number of
husbands came to work seemingly meeker and milder men!
On top of these activities the girls, dressed in far-from designer
overalls, had to crawl under cam nets, daub themselves in cam cream
and even cook their own meals from 24 hour packs. (We were going
to give them live rabbits but the QC said that was going too far!) To
be fair the girls put up wit.hall of this with good humour and certainly
put all their efforts and enthusiasm into the day and felt a sense of
achievement and satisfaction at the end of it. Now weary, aching,
dirty and 'glowing' they each received a certificate of accomplishment. Those with particular prowess at drill or shooting were
rewarded with a further certificate.
The whole event was finished off with a barbecue. Those who
contributed to the success of the day were: SSgt Chris Hardwidge,
Cpl Dave Fitton, W02 (QMSI) Sieve Simcox APTC, Sig 'Olly'
Oliver, Sgts Graham Wilkinson, Kev Collins, Cpl ' Paddy' Black
RMP, Cpls 'Noddy' Nodwell, Dick Malt and Sgt PhiJ Price.
After witnessing the expertise hown by some of the wives during
the day there have been lots of requests by the men for permission to
job-share with their wives at work. If that means the men having to
job-share with the wife at home as well, here's one that's dead again t
it!
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NEWS ON NAMIBIA
The United Nations deployment to Namibia continues. During
August and September the 'Wavers Club' have welcomed troops back
with one hand and waved goodbye with the other. Approximately 110
men have flown out to South West Africa to maintain the communication commitment for the United Nations Transitional Assistance
Group (UNTAG).
The future is as unpredictable as it ever was, with the Namibian
elections looming on 15 November. Lt Col Nei.1 Donaldson has now
returned to RHQ in Blandford and reassumed command of 30 Sig
Regt, and has in turn been replaced as Commander BRITCON by Lt
Col Andy Whiddelt. The team heading Op Prosperous now includes
Maj Neil Couch, Capt Alistair Beard, Lt John Adams and the latest
arrival, Capt Andy Allman. The former Assistant Adjutant, Lt Jane
Lawrence, managed to fit in a brief visit to Namibia under the guise
of Unit Fire Officer, along with W02 (RSM) Pete Haywood-though
for the shortest time spent in the country on operations, Capt Bob
Wright, Ops Offr has to have the honours-24 Hours! A long way to
·
go for a party!
Also returned from the Angolan front line are Maj Bill Kent, Capts
John Dakin, James Bertram, Bill Olive, Joe Cooper and Lt Philippa
Owens. W02 (SSM) Gerry Knight has returned to I Sqn and settled
back into training our recruits from Harrogate.
The majority of our tanned troops, medals in hand are glad to be
back in England, welcomed home by the good old wet and windy
weather. Quite a change from the 40°C they have been used to for the
past six months.
The novelty is likely to wear off although rhe stories of tarantulas,
scorpions and black mambas are here to stay.

HANGE OF COMMAND PARADE
.
. .
Thi Regiment is unique in the British Army m t~at 1t is the only
Briti h Army major unit assig_e~ to NA TC? con:imand m peace. ~ part
of the orthag Signal Group 111 responsible, m cooperation with, the
German, Dutch and Belgian members of the group_. for . the
communication of Headquarters orthag. It does so usmg unique
ATO funded communication equipment.
On 22 September the Regiment exercised another unique asp~ct of
its identity by marking the Change-of-Command of the Regiment
between the outgoing Cornman er, Lt Col B. Chubb and the
incoming Commander. Lt Col A. W. Merrick ~BE in the prese~ce of
many national and international guests. The senior. guest was MaJ Gen
p. A. M. Kloeg, Deputy Chief of Staff Operauons, Headquarters
orthag.
h
··
Following speeches from Lt Col Chubb and t e reurmg
Burgermeister of Toeni vorst Herr Richard Beckers, there was a
ATO Change of Command Ceremony. Passage of com_mand of the
Regiment was symbolised by the transfer of the Regimental flag
between the outgoing and incoming Commander.
.
.
The Regiment marched off parade to the accompaniment of 34 S1_g
Regt (V) Band. We were delighted that th~y were here _for this
occasion as this Regiment is the only Royal Signals TA Regiment to
have a band.
.
At a dinner night held in the Officers' Mess the. Regim_ental Officers
said farewell to Lt Col Chubb. During the evening a silver statue of
Mercury (Jimmy) was pre ented to the retiring Burgermeist~r , Herr
Richard Beckers. The gift was funded by members of the Regiment to
mark the contribution made by Herr Beckers to foster the good
relations we enjoy with the local community.

Lt Col Chubb relinquishes Command of the Regiment b'>:' passing
his Regimental Flag to Col Barten, Comd Northag Sig Gp

lunar landscape. They had been warned of the dangers of the dreaded
puff adders and man sized baboons that lurked in the undergrowth
ready to pounce on the unsuspecting victim. All of a sudden the RSM
shouts 'snake' on the left. The next thing that happened can only be
classed as a complete act of cowardice by all three a~ they competed
for the fastest 800m dash known to mankind. The snake in the end
turned out to be a feather from a local bird!
EXERCISE CYGNET DREAM
by Sgt Dave Beggs, 1 qn
SATCOM Team
PERSONALITIES
Ex Comd
Sgt Dave Beggs
Det Comd
Cpl Paul Williams
2IC
Cpl Kev Clarke-Brown
SATCOM Tech
Cpl Jimmy Dahlstrom
SATCOM Tech
Cpl Kel Watson
Op
ig Jason Shuttleworth
Op
Sig Chris Ball
ED
Sig Ronnie Barker
Deployment to Kingston, Ontario from RAF Brize Norton was
during rhe period 12-14 August. If only it were that simple!
The initial stage of the journey on the RAF Cl30 Hercules was a
nine hour flight to the USAF base in Thule, Greenland. As we
approached Greenland late afternoon, the myriad ice blocks and small
icebergs became quite apparent. A cold 15 hours sray was our
immediate thought. As we stepped off the aircraft, to our surprise, we
found the temperature a mild 3° above freezing point.
How does one begin to describe Greenland? Bleak, wee, grey and
different. After an overnight stop in the 'North Star Inn' and
refreshments in the 'Top of the World Hotel' , a period of continuous
daylighc, an extra passport stamp, and finally the reported sighting of
an Arctic Dog by Sig Ronnie Barker; our interesting journey
continued with a further eight hour flight to Otlawa. We finally
arrived in Kingsron where we were to be hosted by rhe Canadian
Forces School of Communications and Electronics (CFSCE), the
Canadian equivalent of our own School of Signals.

Sgt Taff Evans, LCpl Craig Bruce, Sig Mark Brooksbank, Cpl
Robert Allen, LCpl Robbo Robson and Sig 'Nobbie' Noble
obstructing the view of the UN Land Rover on their return from
Namibia
NAMIBIAN WILDLIFE
by WOl (RSM) Pete Haywood
Date, 29 August. Venue, the ranges in Namibia. The RSM, WOI
Pete Haywood, the FSM W02 Steve Toms and the Admin O~fr, Capt
Dave Brown, doing a range recce on what can only be descnbed as a

Pmay Hoo.w. s.-n.i.e Sueet. Swnlon
SNI JU.~ Telep/totle (0791)695766
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Lt Col Merrick accepts Command of the Regiment symbolised by
passage of the Regimental flag via Comd Northag Sig Gp, Col
Barten
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Capt Dave Brown and RSM Pete Haywood wrestle with the snake
THE WIR E, NOV EMBER 1989

'Now you've got mel' A pensive Cpl Paul Williams seaching for an
answer for a Troop Commanders course
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The·aim of the exerci e wa to gain acce s to the re ently launched
British Mi litary atellite, the Skynet 4B, and work to the Satellite
G round Terminal (SGT) at RAF Oakhanger.
n alternate satellite, the Atlantic Ocean DSCS III was to be used
if a ce to kynet 4B proved unsucces fu l.
T he ignifka nce of gai ning acce s to the Skynet 4B wa the fact that
Canada was geographically o n the extreme western edge of the
' footprint '. A phone call from Blandford instigated plan B, o initial
contact wa via the AO DSCS. Access to the Skynet 4B beacon would
only be trialled periodically.
Commu nications were finally established and the exercise got
underway moothly except for the problems of Sig Jason Shuttleworth
who found difficult y in Jeeping with the noise the 'Canadian
Lobster ' were making! (I think he meant locusts.) By this time the
' Chunder Book' wa begi nning to fill up rapidly.
The detachment, which was positin ed on the side of the CFSCE
ports field / track , slowly but surely became the centre of attraction
for each of the courses which attended their daily sports programmes .
Control of the classes became more and more difficu lt for each of the
PT is as the students concentration strayed towards the strange
looki ng wok next to their running track .
The nigh t shift of the second day received the firs t of the unofficial
visits. T he tudent decided it was tim e to ' break the ice' and loaded
with enough ' Dutch Cou rage' presented Cpl Kev Clarke-Brown with a
combination Pizza the size of a dustbin lid . Many more unofficial
visits were to fo llow-saving on the night rations!
The official visits, which were co-ordi nated by Maj Burnage, R
Signals Exchange Officer and OC B Sqn CFSCE, commenced on the
fourth day. One such visit was a tour given to the Canadian equivalent
of the T roop Commanders course. T he aim of the exercise was
explained and in particular the fact that Canada was on the western
extreme of the foot print ! A hopeful young officer asked if our next

plan was to attempt the ea tern extreme but was quickly advised that
no such clearance had been received from the British Embassy in
Mo cow yet!
T he fir t weekend on Ca nadian oil coincided with a public holiday
therefo re permission for a close down was gra nted by CDCN . T his
gave us the opportunity to visit various areas of interest. One such
visit was to Niagara Falls. The journey fr om Kingsto n to Niagara was
approximately three and a half hours which gave us a whole afternoon
to take in the amazing scenes of the Horseshoe and Am erican Falls.
Cpls Kev Clarke-Brown and Paul Williams and Sig Chris Ball had
quite an adventure on board the Maid of the Mist ferry wh ich took
them to the base of the falls.
Sadly all good trips come to an end as this one did on 30 August.
Our return wa no t so adventuro us: a mere eight hour flight from
Trenton , Ontario LO RAF Lyneham. Ou r th anks to Maj Burnage of
CFSCE, Kingston fo r the superb hosting during our time in Canada.
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FOVANT BADGES
by SSgt (YofS) E mmerson
Volunteer from the depleted rank s of 3 Sqn spent three days in
August maintaining the Corps insignia which is cut into the hillside
near Salisbury, Wiltshire .
SSgt (SQMS) ' Dusty' Millar organised the working party and
provided the admin . The promise of a barbecue and a beer managed
LO tempt the FofS ' Gaz' Wilson ou t into the fi eld. , LCpl Leach proved
an asset the beating the local darts team .
The Fovant Badges Society was appreciative of the work done on
our badge and for a liquid incentive we were persuaded to weed and
repair the badge next to ou rs; that of The Wiltshire Regiment.
HISTORY
The village of Fovant is situated on the A30 between Shaf tesbury
and Salisbury. On the outbreak of the First World War a staging camp
was set up and soon developed into a military township . This boasted
hospitals, recreation facilitjes and ranges . Indeed there was even a
cinema and a small railway.
T housand s of troops from all over Britain and overseas, passed
through t he area on their way to the trenches. The first badge to be
cut into the hillside was that of the London Rifle Brigade, in 1916.
T his was rapidly followed by others . It is claimed that one of the
largest badges took over three months to complete.
T he ' Jimmy' was cut in 1970 to mark the 50th anni versary of the
formation of the Corps. T here are 12 badges cut into the hillsides of
Wiltshire near Fovant and the Society relies on assistance to maintain
the badges so our small contribution was appreciated.

For those readers interested in these Badges, a fuller account of
their history was given by Sgt D. Edlin published on page 576,
November 1985 issue.

The overnight stop in Greenland (0330 hrs !)
(left to right): Sig Jason Shuttleworth, Sgt Dave Beggs, Cpls Paul
W illiams, Kel Watson , Kev Clarke-Brown, Sig Ronnie Barker, Cpl
Jimmy Dahlstrom and Sig Chris Ball

MEDAL PRESENTATION
Col M. C. Spence, Deputy Commander of Blandford Garrison ,
presented LS & GC Medal s to: W02 Geoff Ellis, SSgts Jeff Smith,
' Geordie' Deeming, Sgts Dave Preston and Tony Allen-(640 Sig Tp)
and the GSM to Cpl Kevin White ACC in the presence of their
fa mi lies at a recent ceremony in Bland ford.

New Jin Regulation Pattern with Straps
Any Amount Made Up as Required
plus post

UK inc VAT 3in Web with Strengthening .. . .. £7.28
UK inc VAT 3in Web without Strengthening £6.01

plus post

T he Regiment has been busy duri ng the last two mont hs with

Annu~l Unit Equip~ent Inspection, Unit Military Skills Competition,

a ~eg1m en tal Exercise, Ranges and Bounty Test Weekend and a major
B n~a~e FTX. <?n the fu n side, we have enjoyed a one week Adventure
Trammg Exercise and a wide variety of sporting activities. Who said
life in the TA would be du ll?
T HE COBHAM CUP
Our annual Inter-Squadron Mili tary Skills Competition, The
Cobham Cup, took place in B Troop's T AC du ri ng the hottest
weekend o f the year. As planned , the weekend proved to be both
!Ilentally and physically demanding, as well as a lot of fun! The tests
included Communication Skills, NBC, Vehicle Maintenance and o f
course the inevitable Speed March and Assault Course Competition .
The determined but friendly rivalry, allied to a sense of fun, ensured
that the weekend was both enjoyable and closely fought right up to
the last even.t. Congratulations must however go to 41 Sqn, who under
the leadership of Lt Richard Wyatt and 2Lt Carolyn Oxiee, won both
t~ e male and female trophies. Special condolences go to the 83 Sqn
gJrls who, apart from taking the longest short cut during the three mile
m_arc)l, comp~ted hard right up to the end . Before presenting the
wmmng trophies to the Coulsdon team the CO, much to everyone' s
amusement, presented 2Lt Julie AspinalJ and her team with the ' Order
of the Broken Bucket', which was meant to be carried over the assault
course full of water .

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

Export 3in Web with Strengthening .... .. . . . . . £6.33
Export 3in Web without Strengthening .. . ..... £5.23

The Regimental Officers

plu s post

ptu• post

T. FROST (Saddlers)
SOUTH PARADE, BAWTRY
DO CASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE
(left to right) : Col M. C. Spence {Dep Comd Blandford Grnl. Sgt
Tony Allen (640 Sig Tp). SSgt Jeff Smith, W02 Geoff Ellis , Sgt
'Geordie' Deeming, Cpl Kevin White ACC, Sgt Dave Preston and
families
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' You're telling me it's the hottest day for 13 years '
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1989
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ANNUAL CAMP -ALTCAR
Well, who orga n is~d.t he Ca~p? It j~st had to be the ops room cosycorner under the Tra mmg MaJor , MaJ Brian Campbell; and of him at
Carnp?-no sign . Sadly he slipped a disc in his back and had to endure
at least two weeks bed rest a t home whilst the rest of us struck south
with passports and dictionaries at the ready.
The fi rst week saw us fl yi ng in al l directions. The Padre J ohn
Silcox blessed us a nd the Adjutant Capt Peter Campbell togeth~r with
the RSM WOl Trevor Mortlock paraded us. Some officers even had
extra drill. Morale surely hiccupped as we gat hered for what the CO
Lt Col l\;licbael Anderson ca lled a 'Needle Parade'. Under the eyes of
our medical team, SSgt Marlene Niblock and LCpl Ja nice McPherson
the local doctor injected some 180 of us. Have you ever seen a box of
180 needles? Clearly Sig Paul Brown o f our RP Staff had not and he
had to be given a third one in the local hospital to calm him down.
ARU
Our ARU w~s conducted by Brig J. 0. C. Alexander OBE,
Comma nder 2 Sig Bde. He ended a whirlwind vis it having danced an
eightsome with Fiona Farquarson , to the tune of our pipers under
P ipe Major Iain Mortimer, a nd the next day captained a visito rs' team
winning the Pistol Tile competition with a bottle of whisky as booty.
Who wrote this script? The main tile competition was clearly won by
51 Sig Sqn under its OC Maj Saddiq Ahmed .

'Still Smiling' 2Lt Aspinall and her team receives
The Order of the Bucket

Any cl ues as to who this might be?

EXERCISE WELSH WANDERER
Once again the time for our August Adventure Training Exercise
was upon us. After borrowing a Canoe Instructor, Cpl Fred Perry,
from the ever helpful Irish Guards, a;id what seemed like months of
preparation by Sgt Ian Jackson, the advance party at last left
Southfields for the delights of Capel Curig Training Camp in the heart
of the Snowdonia National Park. After the normal frenzy of
administrative preparation, including the SPR (Standard Pub Reece)
Sgt Neil H olcombe announced (with some delight) that we were ready
to receive the five nurses from QEMH Woolwich and of course our
twenty intrepid volunteers. Monday dawned clear and warm, but as
ever not warm enough to prevent the high pitched squeals and
chattering teeth when everyone completed the statutory and well loved
Swimming Test. Life was soon restored however, by a liberal dose of
Cpl Sa ndy Shaw's infamous tea. The intrepid 'Wanderers' , having
split up into manageable groups, were then introduced to a variety of
pursuits including canoeing, rock climbing, pony trekking a nd the
ever popular hill walking. After a tiring but successful week, chasing
the odd sheep over the hills and competing for the 'Upside Down
Breath Holding Competition', the wanderers returned to sunny
London once again to overcome their exhaust fumes withdrawal
symptoms. One question still remains unanswered. How did Capts
Kendal Wit hers and Jan Westbury manage to lay on a visit by a
Strange cyclist?

Vicki Hutchinson in the tropical rain forests of Cape York,
Queensland, Australia .
UK/ SNCO Exchange Programme. Sgt Andy Raynsford and Sgt
Gra ham Drew have recently returned from an attachment to the US
National Guard in the deserts of South Colorado , where they were
privileged to take part in an exercise involving 17 ,500 T roops.

OVERSEAS A TIACHMENTS
The following members of the Regiment are presently serving
overseas: Kenya. C pl Sandy Shaw and Pte P at Gould , two HQ
Squadron Cooks, attached to the l Bn Coldstream Gds. Operation
Raleigh . Sig Brian Charlton in Southern Chile for 10 weeks, and Capt

SPORTS
HALF MARATHON
SSgt (SQMS) Taff Thomas, was asked to run in the Great North
Run at short notice, as Capt George Devine was once again
representing the Corps as part of the Blue Helmets Parachute Display
Team . Along with 30,000 other competitors, running in extreme heat,
he completed the course in a very creditable l hour 48 minutes and
raised £160 for Guide Dogs for the Blind .

(Left to righ t): Sgt Billy Li nton, SSgt Andy Deans, Sgt John Reilly,

LCp l Alan Love and SSgt Barry Martin- Pitt - who are obviously not
keen o n having thei r photograph taken

SPORT
Prior to our field deployment phase we all took part in an InterSquadron Football Competition. The Glasgow and Edinburgh teams
were clearly in a friendly mood. After a close match 69 Sig Sqn from
Northern Ireland beat HQ Sqn 2-1. The highlight was watching the
CO 's scratch team , which included all Sqn Comds a nd the Padre (to
have Right on one's side) playing a WRAC Team . T he CO in trying
to save a goal was seen under a pile of the girls. What price his vetting
now? All in vain anyway as the WRAC ably led by Sgt Feeney
Chambers won 2- 0.
EXERCISE BRIGHT FffiE 1
The Regiment deployed to well dispersed locations to take par t in
what was the largest UK-wide HF radio exercise there has ever been.
The Yeoman W02 Paul Forryan and Foreman W02 David Andrews
under the eagle eye of our Ops Officer Capt Brian Gilfether
masterminded our daily schedules. The Mobile Com ms Tp under Capt
Janet Maclean sped from location to location acting as an invaluable
back up network to our HF radio stations . Stewart Duguid, a
Potential Officer from EHWUOTC decided to put L plates on Pte
Tracy Callachan's Mould set. We can report he would give Linford
Christie a good match in the IOOm. All who took part agreed that this
was a worthwhile and invaluable exercise and what a difference from
the old Dll ' s.

The WAAC after the Ranges
(Left to right) : WPte Angie Carter, WLCpl Carol McGurn and WPte

Janice Ward

OFFICERS' MESS
We congratulate five our our Cadets on passing their DAB and DES
Phase I course, Patricia Baird, Helene Martinski, Joh n Macla ren,

CRICKET
The Regimental Team made up its loss against the Postal and
Courier Depot at Mill Hill by beating The Royal Military School of
Music the eventual winners of the London District Minor Units
Competition. The Adjutant, Capt Frank Dempster has since gone on
once again to represent the Corps Team on two occasions.
GOLF
The Regimental Team, consisting of the CO, Sgt Ron Walker, Lts
Richard Wyatt and Mike Landsdown , came runners-up in the Corps
Autumn G61f Meet held in Catterick during September. Special
congratulations go to Sgt Ron Walker for winning the Individual
Handicap Trophy.

(L eft to right) : LCpl John Mc Dona ld , Cpl Ia n Gra nt a nd S ig Da vid

Adam s showing ho w it s hould be do ne?
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Michael Gahan and John McNeil. In addition we welcome 2Lt Jackie
Campbell from Glasgow UOTC and wish her well in her new
com mand of the TAOR Tp within 52 Sig Sqn. Finally well done
Stewart Duguid on seeing the light and joining 61 Sig qn from
EHWUOTC.
As we write, many will have heard of the heart attack suffered by
Maj Paddy Henry, our PSAO with 61 Sig Sqn. We can happily report
he 1s well on the way to a good recovery-e pecially when he heard
that a certain Major was about to run his Squadron Accounts.
Shown below is a small collection of photographs from our Annual
Camp at Altcar.
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What a Re lief: LCpl Linda Noble and Sig Stuart Brown under the
watchful eye of Lt Linda Duncan
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onnal traini ng act ivitie have continued and in addition we have
as i ted various units and organisations with communication displays
and augmentecs.
.
.
During July and August two members of the Regiment took part m
a two week exerci e with the USA National Guard in North America .
§wt Ed6 hchanan from HQ Sqn in Huyton and Sgt Maurice
Adliaso11 from 42 Sqn in Manchester et out on their journey to
Milwaukee via Chicago, on Satu rday 22 July and arrived at Fort
McCoy the following day.
Aft er kit is ue they were attached to Companies in the 2nd Battalion
128 Infantry Wi consin and prepared themselves for the forthcoming
training period. Trai ning consisted of live firi ng with the 203 grenade
launcher, M60 machine gun and TOW tracking on an anti-tan k
mi ile sy tern .
On 29 and 30 July they were given a two day R & R which included
a guided tour to Washington DC. With the weather in the 90s plenty
of fluids were called for to overcome heat exhaustion.
They returned to the UK on 4 August, having had a trip of a lifeti me
which bore no relationship to a fortnight 's annual camp at
Scarboroogh.

stand was under the direction of Capt Keith Derrick ably su pported
by Cpl Mac McLaughlin , our ' resident' professional radio operator
on short term loan from the Regular Army, along with mem bers of
the TA from both 59 and 80 Sqns.
The whole event was deemed to be successful with over 120 civilian
firms being represented . Other notable visitors were the Rt Hon Tom
King MP, Secretary of State for Defence, Mr Tommy Macpherson,
Chairman o f the National Employers Liaison Committee, Mr Hen ry
Cotton JP, Lord Lieutenant of Merseyside and the Commander UK
Field Army and Inspector General TA , Lt Gen Sir David
Ramsbotham KGB, CBE.

ANNUAL CAMP 1989
It was the second Wednesday of Camp when the Adjutant, Capt
Brian Smith casually asked 'Can you co-ordinate The Wire notes, and
by the way, they have to be submitted within the next 10 days' (TA
Days?)
It was necessary to think what the Regiment had done over the
previous two weeks, and then discount all those stories better kept in
house. The Regiment had not met as a Regiment but as groups that
passed in the night (North Shields and Leutb) and deployed as even
smaller groups. It then became obvious that news was required from
individuals who have travelled to camp in other ways, before we could
produce 'A Regimental view' of events .
THE AIR PARTY
In general most soldiers prefer to travel as part of the road party.
When the timetable was produced things looked decidedly different.
A reasonable start at the TA Centre followed by a long coach tour
through central England a leisurely dinner followed by the flight to
BAOR went smoothly . All the 'Seniors' hovelled together and were
briefed en route. After a light shower of rain the driver stopped the
bus to tell us that he didn' t normall y drive because of his poor
eyesight! Our UP M (ex REME) Maj Jim Storey went to repair the
windscreen wipers but gave up wh~n be discovered that the
instructions were printed in Portuguese!

Left to Right: Sgts Eddie Buchanan and Maurice Atkinson receive
a souvenir of their attachment from the CO of the Wisconsin
Military Academy

ftllMANl:NT STAFF MOVEMENTS
Durin& August and September we said our farewells to Maj Paul
~-Training Major and S§wt Chris Dfary who has been an SSI
with S9 Sig Sqn in Liverpool. We wish them both good fortune in their
new appointments and thank them for all their efforts .
We welcome Maj Peter Bowles as our new Training Major and his
family who have arrived from Sangcom. We can' t guarantee the same
type of weather but the Scouse humour is an experience not to be
missed and should brighten up his stay with us.
We also welcome SSgt Stephen Parry to 59 Sig Sqn and hope he
ejoys bis tour.
~

REGION EMPLOYER SUPPORT CAMPAIGN
The launch of the North West Employer Support Campaign took
place at the Albert Dock, Liverpool on 18 September 1989. The event
was supported by all TA units from Merseyside with practical displays
of equipment. Additionally, TA officers and SNCos acted as hosts
and entertained and accompanied local business managers .
The Regiment was responsible for supplying a Royal Signals stand
displaying the different forms of communication equipment currently
being used by Signal units in Merseyside and in this they were
supported by SS Sig Sqn also based in Liverpool.
The Regiment's contribution was a working Triffid and HF detachment with a rear link detachment from 55 Sqn . The whole stand was
camouflaged and looked extremely impressive on the day. 2Lt Gillian
~ WllAC from 42 Sig Sqn (Manchester) was in charge of the
ec.id with LCpl Mark Kitchen and Pte Joanne Fellows WRAC from
to Sig Sqn (Chester) on the HF detachment and Cpl Parkinson from
'9 Sig Sqn (Liverpool) on the Triffid detachment. The erection of the
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bush hat and tropical kit. 2Lt Rosie Timms WRAC herself an 'Aussie'
was seen assisting him.
The return trip across the North Sea proved le s smooth than the
outward journey and gave us all the excuse for being a little unsteady
on our feet. Some perhaps more than ot hers as W02 Joan Wil mot
celebrated her 20th anniversary in the Army and gt Bill Smith his
last exercise with the Regi ment (though why a posting from Yorkshire
to Cyprus is any cause fo r celebration is a mystery!) .
Docking in Hull we found ourselves alongside a Soviet Merchant
vessel. Disembarkation and a quick or in some cases slightly longer
passage through customs and we were back in the UK. Dri ving out of
the dock gates the echoing cry was ' Remember to drive on the left
hand side of the road' .

The Comd UK Fd Army and lnsp Gen TA, Sir David Ramsbothom
and the CO, Lt Col David Gardiner discuss the rigours of serving
as a TA officer with 2Lt Gillian Hughes
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THE ROAD PARTY
FROM A TROOP 49 SIGNAL SQUADRON, HULL
Friday 15 September : As the road party pulled out of the barrack
gates one wondered ' What have I left behi nd , too late now .. .' We
were the element with the longest journey to North Shields from where
we were to sail. The time passed quickly and we soon reached the Tyne
T unnel where confirmation could be seen that we were in fact heading
in the right direction. The Trg Maj, David Bannister, was standing at
the road side gleami ng under the sodium lamps.
Refuelling and forrning up into packets ready for embarkation we
then got our heads down but were awakened shortly afterwards. Down
to the departure lounge we waited and waited. The wait however was
to prove worthwhile as we discovered we were to travel DFDS on the
well known Tor Brittannia. The ships commandant's frequently
repeated announcements over the ship's tannoy as to what we could
put in the black plastic bags outside our berths and what we could not
put into the lavatories caused much amusement.
Despite unkind reference to beagles fo rming the mainstay of the
menu and the restaurant echoing to the cry of ' beagleburgers' we were
extremely well fed . Rumours that the fruit and nuts were just for the
Regimental Police where likewise unkind. T hey were in fact for the
RMP as well . E ntertainment on board ship was a live band . They were
however usurped by LCpl ' Mally' Banks who proved that not only
could he act (his profession) but he could also si ng and gave a fi ne
rendition o f ' a whole lot of rocki n' goin' on' .
On arrival at Zeebrugge the next morn ing there was a brief interlude
whilst vehicles were unloaded and form ed up into di fferent packets
and then off accompanied by police escort. A brief stop at
Grobbendonk to refu el. There was plenty of brown stew- welcome
after a long drive. Crossing into Germany and the fi nal harbour area
at Leuth we were reunited with the air party and formed up into
different packets. Shortly a fterwards we got our heads down until
breakfast. At 0400 hrs? Brown stew? Rumour that this was the same
brown stew that had been served at Leuth during ' Lionheart' was
unsuccessfully stifled.
From there we pulled out to our mobilisation locations and there we
stayed, except for a brief night time trip for some brown stew .
On our return travelling north to Emmerich we arrived at a German
barracks where we said farewell to the air party and again feasted on
brown stew . An evening catching up on each others' camps and we
were soon on our way west into Holland, escorted by Dutch police on
motorcycles whose ambition in life seemed to be to prove that not only
could they do the same routine as the White Helmets but do it whilst
in the fast Jane looking in the opposite direction !
Getting lost no longer seems to be exclusive to us. Not only did one
of the escorts get lost in his own country, he had a packet with him
led by QC 49 Sqn, Maj Clare Pickles WRAC and driven by the SSM
W02 M . Wilson, who were able to point him in the right direction .
More excitement awaited us at Europort where in the back of the
vehicle collecting empty jerry cans was an Australian complete with
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Falling tide and a steep slope- The road party arrives
THE PADRE'S VIEW
Many questions remain unanswered and many rumours still
abound, ie some are asking if it is true that you get to heaven if you
drive for the Padre? If that's the case where do you go if you drive
for the RSM ?
The one question that does have an answer is who sings the best.
Well the best way of putting it is those at Oscar had courage, those
at Mike (49 Sqn) had power, but only 90 Sqn, Lt Metcalfe and Sgt
Hall would produce melodic sounds.
The Regiment would like to thank 16 Sig Regt and 28 Sig Regt for
their hospitality during our stay in BAOR.
THE BAND (MUSICAL MEDICS)
The Regimental Band had a most enlightening Annual Camp 1989
with their duties divided between medical training and musical
engagements.
Under the direct ion of Bandmaster WO! John Dodd they played in
Oberhausen (twinned with Middlesbrough) and Mulheim (twinned
with Darlington) in market places and concert halls showing versatility
and flair in their repertoire which was much enjoyed by the local
population. The band also had the honour to play for the change-ofcommand parade for the CO of 28 Sig Regt, Lt Col Brian Chubb. This
was a splendid occasion and for many of the young musicians the first
time they had been involved in a full military parade .
During the first week of the exercise the band received formal first
aid instruction from SSgt Jim Robinson and Sgt Jim Smith which
culminated in a well orchestrated (pun) mini mash exercise in which
all the musicians were trained for their alternative role, that of medical
assistants. This was a first class camp. We would like to thank
everyone who helped us with accommodation , transport and
hospitality during our stay in Germany.
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HAIL AND FAREWELL
During the p_ast fe':Y m?nths we have welcomed to the Regiment Sgt
Les Hoehne, Fiona his wife and dogs. Les has quickly learned to swim
in A Troop . Sgt Dave Little and Myra and Scott. Dave is a very nice
man who often helps stranded old ladies who in turn help him to start
his car and finally welcome to Sgt Dave Ross and Jean, Emma and
Colin.
We also bade farewell to Sgt Dave Best and Maureen who we wish
the best of luck and good fortune on their posting to AA Coll
Harrogate.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
AREA PRESENTATION
The Regiment' busy year continued with preparations for the Area
Pre entation pon ored by the Regiment on behalf of the West
Midland TA VR A ociation. Representatives from over 200 local
companie and bu ines e were invited to attend. It took place at
Cateswell House on Tuesday 12 Septembe(.
The primary aim of thi presentation was, of course, to promote
recruitment into the Territorial Army and to thi end solicit the help
and encouragement of employers with emphasis on the importance of
regional recruiting.
Employers were invited to hear of the present day ~ole o~ ~he
Territorial Army, its importance to the Regular Army, its trammg
commitments and the benefits which may be deiived from a more
motivated work force accustomed to the discipline and challenge of
today's Army.
.
. .
The presemation concerned not only Royal Signals; static displays
were provided and manned by the Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers,
Infantry and REME volunteers, wllo produced some very effective,
professional and impressive displays. T~e opening address ~as given
by the CO, Lt Col David Dobson and this was followed by bnefs from
the TA and from guest speakers. Briefs were given by members of the
Regiment, Sgt Pete Mouland of 95 Sqn, Capt Glyn Morri on and ~Sgt
John Kelly of HQ Sqn and 2Lt Liz Hyde WRAC of 89 Sqn. _A video
(courtesy of Capt Dennis Hawkesford our UPC?) accomp~m~ ~ch
individual brief and showed the presenters carrymg out their m1btary
and civilian role. These generated great interest amongst our guests
and proved to be both entertaining and informative and clearly
impressed our audience. Although some were a little bemused at the
sight of a Maintenance Electrician teaching weapon h'.lfldling, .range
drills and battle PT, a Marketing Manager conducung a mthtary
training meeting followed by an inspection of his Troops, a Sales
Manager of a company which manufactures military insignia and
buttons preparing equipment and rations for a major field exercise
and finally a female organic farming researcher leading a Troop of
soldiers around a tough orienteering course in Wales.
eedless to say the Area Presentation was a hugh success and
judging from the various letters of appreciation achieved its aim.
Suitably motivated and encouraged by this success, arrangements are
now well in had to put at least 40 young executives through their paces
on Ex Executive Stretch.
WESTERN DISTRICT PATROL COMPETITIONAN APOLOGY
Much to the horror and dismay of those teams who took part in the
competition, we regretfully ommined to mention the participating
teams from HQ Sqn and 48 Sqn in the July issue of The Wire. To
make amends and to acknowledge the tremendous effort put in by
both Squadrons who acquitted themselves remarkably well during the
competition, belated photographs of the glori0us teams are now
published.

SPORTS AND SOCIAL
WESTERN DISTRICT TA SPORTS DAY
The Regiment came an excellent second in the Western District TA
Sports Day. The competition involved five separate sports events for
which points were awarded for winners, runners-up and semi finalists.
Although we didn't win any events outright this year, the overall
performances which are described below co ntributed to the very good
final placing.

48 Sqn
Back row: LCpl Henry Mcleod, Sig Tony Fellows , LCpl Stephen

Daly, Cpl John Bagnall and Sig Paul Willis
Front row: Sig Simon Bloom, LCpl Tony Stehan , 2Lt Ian Barnes,

LCpl Lucy Tunstall and Sig Carl Faulkner
PERMANENT STAFF-NEWS AND VIEWS
EXERCISE BEANO BREAK ll1
The third Adventure Training excursion for the Permanent Staff of
the Regiment took place in the Lake District during September. What
follows is a Day by Day account written by SSgt (YofS) Buster Aslett:
The first day. Helvellyn/ Striding Edge. Sgt Baines was awarded the
mountain goat medal for his stubborn refusal to go uphill. Sgt
Williams had a refusal at the Striding Edge and sought the easy way
down, which to his alarm turned out to be much harder . SSgt Pete
Marsh REME who did not require a map, could not find his way out
of the front door and Sgt Dave Little took up involuntary hang gliding
without a glider-'! was blown IO yards at the top of Helvellyn' he
said. There were no witnesses to substantiate the Tall story from
Little.
The next day. Ulswater Mountain Range. More refusals- SSgt
Loughton failed to get past the water stop through a bad leg injury
(his legs froze) . SSgt McCluskey was the only soldier to refuse a 35lb
bergen and Capt Dudding was always behind the camera shutter not
wanting to shatter his 'street credibility' (except for one or two self
portraits on automatic exposure.)
The final day. Relaxation Day. The competition between the
Adventure Fishers and the Adventure Golfers was sadly lost by the
Fishermen. SSgt (Y ofS) Buster Aslett and Sgt Williams had to go in
and get them but all they could find was water. The Golf turned into
a sound victory for SSgt Shelton-Smith, while W02 RQMS Fitzgerald
won only the 19th hole. Whilst all this was going on SSgt Heaselgrave
and Sgt Balderstone took time off to go boating and learned not to
motor further than you can paddle. Entertainment awards go to Cpl
Clarke a~d LCpl Kaines and Wig!

Western District TA Sports Day
Regimental Soccer Team
Back row: SSgt Mizen, LCpl Mcleod, Sig McKenna, LCpl
Blakemore, Sig Faulkner and W01 (RSM) O'Hare
Front row: Sig Nibloe, Cpl Latham, Sig Bloom and Cpl Beck

SIX-A-SIDE FOOTBALL-FINALISTS
The football team was drawn from a tough group which included
the winners for the previous two years. The team was in a confident
mood and began the competition with a hard earned 1-0 victory over
4WFR, the only goal being scored by LCpl 'H' McLeod. This match
was followed by an exciting though goalless draw against HQ 30 Engr
Bde. A win in our next match would almost certainly guarantee
onward progress to the semi-final stage of the competition. Our
opposing team in this critical match was 72 Ord Coy; fortunately we
won by three goals to one thanks to Cpl Gary Latham (twice) and
I.Cpl 'H' McLeod. The final match in the group was against 126
Reclamation Wksp REME who had won this competition for two
successive years. A goal from Cpl Alan Beck and a penalty from W01
(RSM) Mike O'Hare were enough to dismiss the holders and et up a
well earned semi final against 3 Staffords. LCpl 'H' McLeod was again
on the mark but it took an heroic goalkeeping display by Sig Carl
McKenna to ensure our passage to the final. Our opponents in the
final were 126 Reclamation Wksp REME who had progressed with us
from our group. We were confident a repeat of our earlier group
victory was on the cards, but alas two first half goals by the REME
team ensured that their name and not ours went on the trophy.
OFFICERS' MESS v SERGEANTS' MESS CRICKET SOCIAL
This was the second of what has now become an annual event
between the two Messes; the Sergeants' Mess going into this game one
up in the series. The Officers led by Lt Chris Heaton chose to bat. This
looked as though it was a wise decision as the Officers made 197 in
their allocated 30 overs with Capts Ian Dudding and John Bonnett
(guest) scoring 54 and 65 not out respectively. The Officers took to the
field confident that this was their game. RSM Mkk O'Hare and SSgt
'Mac' McCluskey opened the batting, took up the challenge and set
about chasing runs for the Sergeants' Mess. Disaster struck in the
early overs with an opening collapse leaving the Sergeants' Mess 23 for
3 and the Officers smiling.
Sgt Baines wicket was the next to go and the situation was now
looking pretty desperate. With the total now at 37, the 198 needed to
win seemed a long way away . Sgt Geoff 'I've got the ashes' Robinson
was next to the crease. This was the start of a partnership with Sgt
Allan Balderstone that was to take the Sergeants' Mess to their second
victory-Sgt Allan Balderstone scoring 107 not out was there at the
end when Sgt Steve Baugh hit the winning runs to make it two nil in
the series. This most enjoyable day was rounded off with refreshments
and an excellent barbecue provided by W02 Mick Kearney.

7-A-SIDE RUGBY-SEMI-FINALISTS
For the second year running the Rugby side failed to get into the
final, on this occasion we were narrowly beaten by 3 Staffords. The
Regiment scored a first half try and held on to the lead until the dying
minutes of the game when the Staffords after a successful counter
attack broke through from their own 22 area to score a converted try.
Previous rounds saw some fine rugby from our strong team. SSgt
(Y ofS) Aslett was top scorer for the second year in succession and
excellent performances were achieved from all players; LCpl Tony
Skehan (Team Captain), LCpls Steve Daly, Clive Chapman, Burt
Wells, Martin Thacker, Sgts Steve Baugh, Albert Mair and Cpl Kevin
Groves. The team now look forward to having a successful season
against local sides.
TUG-0-WAR: SEMI-FINALISTS
A team not at full strength, due to other commitments, showed
great determination against sides which were much heavier; they took
ends which were not expected of them. The team which possessed
tremendous spirit and character was formed mainly from members of
the LAD REME and led by Sgt Bob Hadaway who encouraged them
to put up a fine and creditable performance.
HOCKEY
As defending champions, hopes were high for another victory even
though we had two of last year's team missing. In the league stage of
the competition we came second in the group losing one gam_e and
winning three. For the superstitious this was a good omen as tt was
the same result when we won the competition last year. Unfortunately
victory eluded us in the semi-final. A goal disallowed during normal
time, we lost on penalty flicks to 3 Staffs.

Western District Patrol Competition
HQ Sqn Back row: Sig John Harrison, Bill Dawes. Capt Glyn
Morrison, LCpls Di Jessop and Craig Robinson
Front row: Cpl Mark Litherland, Sig Brian Phelan, Cpl Paul
Trenfield, LCpl John Wall and Sig Andy Jevon
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Ex Beano Break
(Left to right): Capt Dudding, SSgt Pete Marsh, W02 (ROMS)
George Fitzgerald and SSgt Bob Heaselgrave
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CROSS COUNTRY
With nine extremely strong teams entered in the competition the
Regiment improved upon their eighth position last year to a
commendable sixth position . Top individual was SSgt McCluskey who
came in eighth with good performances from W02 Skip Whalley,
LCpl Carl Lewis, Sig Bob Platt and Reg Amos.
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The Warrant Officer's and Sergeant's - Winners
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54 IGNAL QUAORON GOES PUBLIC
The start of Augu t aw the Squadron manning a public relations
tand at the 1989 Du ·ford Military Vehicle Rally. On Sunday 6
ugu 1 the Squadron' 706 and 707 Tps drove to the Imperial War
Mu eum at Duxford Airfield to give the public an insight into modern
military communications. This display was part of a larger one on the
theme 'The Hi tory of Royal Signals Communications'. The display
included a working AMC which the public could use to talk to each
other. These in tantly became a source of endless amusement for
many children and a welcome relief for many parents trying to keep
their children intere ted. The day was enjoyed by all, although many
were none 100 orry when the order came to pack up!

J

.

Pte 'Haggis' Sanderson went in with the sharp knife, closely
followed by Sig Martin Wright and by the time they had done three
each were getting quite expert. With the exception of two girls and one
signalman who couldn't 'face it' all of the escapees had a good lunch
and were raring to go for the rest of the exercise which involved
defending the location against the Squadron Senior NCO's led by Sgt
'Taff' Thomas, the Norwich PSI and sending out patrols under the
guidance of 2Lt Dave Watson (yes there are two of them).
A dawn breakout to a waiting submarine (another four ton truck)
was successful and all e capees were repatriated to fight again another
day.

(Left to Right): OCdt Mark Kendrew, Sgt 'Pinky' Pink, 2Lt David
Watson, Ptes Aura Sanderson and Susan Wright, take a well
earned rest after a busy day at Duxford . Now the only disturbance
came from our roving photographer, Lt Wesley Blewett!

Maj Malcolm Touchin (left) and W02 (SSM) Graham Chapman
sampling lunch

(Left to right): Ptes Aura Sanderson, Susan Wright and S ig Peter
Lusmore in full flow explaining how to use our phones as a mother
chats to her daughter

EXERCISE GREAT ESCAPE
Ex Great Escape was a 54 Sqn escape and evasion exercise held
during the weekend of 19/20 August in the Stradishall and Stamford
training areas. The scene was set by Capt Dave Watson who briefed
members of the Squadron prior to their mass breakout from a POW
camp far behind enemy lines.
The Escapees, aided by local partisans made their way in small
groups from the local railway station (alias the TA Centre garages) by
train (alias 2 four ton trucks) to an RV on the training area.
Each group then had to make their way, using navigational skills
and stealth, to a final RV where they were to meet with the local
partisan leader who would effect their escape back home.
At this location they were met by the Sqn Comd, Maj Malcolm
Touchin TD, Capt Dave Watson, W02 (SSM) Graham Chapman and
Sgt Eddie Klkas who, having advised the teams they had foraged for
food on their trek across country, gave each team four potatoes, four
carrots, one onion and a dead rabbit with which to prepare lunch.
The teams were a little stunned initially, faced with the prospect of
skinning, gutting and preparing 'rabbit a la combat' but soon entered
into the spirit of the exercise.
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PRESENTATION
The Officers, SNCO's and OR's of 54 Sig Sqn (V) paid tribute to
Diane Collins who has been the AO for the Squadron for the past nine
years on the eve of her wedding by presenting her with a set of crystal
champagne glasses. All members of the Squadron wish her all the best
in her new life. Please hurry back as the paperwork is mounting up
on your desk!

Diane Collins being presented with a set of champagne glasses by
Maj Malcolm Touchin QC 54 Sig Sqn (V)
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67 TAKES TO ITS FEET!
Three years of effort and perspiration on our Tuesday night PT
sessions were finally put to the test when Stratford Athletic Club
invited us to enter a 100 mile relay race!
The Cotswold Hilly 100 is a marathon of a relay with JO x 10 mile
legs, starting and finishing in Stratford on Avon.
Organised by Cpl Freddie Hughes, he found nine stalwarts ready to
run. Not to be outdone, the veterans were well represented in the form
of the Training Major Maj John Reed who volunteered to make up
the I 0th slot.
In blazing sunshine the team jogged through some of the most
beautiful countryside that England has to offer-including at least
half its hills! And although the best completion times were under JO
hours we were well pleased with our total time of 13 hrs 56 mins and
30 secs!
Next day the party (less John Reed who, despite rumours was not
still completing his relay slot), set out for the Boscabel Walk which is
the second stage of the competition. This consisted of an interesting
single leg of a mere 25 miles! It follows part of the route taken by
Charles II when he fled the Roundheads . Everyone completed the
walk earning two medals for the Squadro.n in the two days. And, as
Sig John Lord noted we were still able to stand at the bar! Well earned
applause for the effort and support from everyone involved! With a
final thought of . . . What shall we do next year . . .?
In July an intrepid group set forth with the recruiting stand to
Studley. Unfortunately potential recruits had to battle their way
through hordes of young boys keen to get their hands on 'the
guns!' . . .
On the same day a treasure hunt was held . . . OCdt Rob Cameron
had worked out the mind teasing course which was eventually won
after a tie break by Cpls Monty (now Sgt) and his wife Irene Walker.
The Squadron SAAM was again held at Perhsore ranges. Lt Ros
Winter took the cup for best WRAC shot while Sig Bob Hamson took
the honours for the best SLR. Pte Sarah Cull took the best shot in
both the pistol and SMG matches.
ln August the Squadron received a visit from the Lord Lieutenant
of Warwickshire, Sir Charles Smith-Ryland. He presented SSM Brian
Smart with the Lord Lieutenants Certificate and SSgt Dicky Hall
received a further bar to his Territorial Efficiency Medal in
recognition of 24 years with the Squadron!
In September a pre-camp dinner, organised by LCpl Boris Carrier
provided a good send off for our two weeks 'north of the border'. So
followed an enjoyable two weeks of intensive training in new
surroundings far from our home ground. Rumours that Stratford now
echpes to the skirl of bagpipes and swish of kilts is entirely
unfounded!
And back from courses with honours are Sig Mark Round who
achieved best recruit at Catterick and Pte Lucy Pennington who was
designated most Improved Recruit on her course.

Cpl Freddie Hughes hands over to Pte Lucy Pennington
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FOCUS ON 2 SQUADRON
After a long absence from the pages of The Wire (due to a dearth
of willing reporters), the Regiment is pleased to report that it still
exists and remains 'fighting fit and fit to fight'. Many of the 'old'
hands continue to give us the benefit of their service, and a steady flow
of newcomers fills the gaps of those who have departed.
It would be impossible to name and thank all those who have left
us, but key personalities who should be mentioned are: Maj fl'SS
Smith, who left us to become chief headhunter at ACIO Dundee; Nt6
Pam Hedgecoe, who decided that she needed more time at home to
look after Roger; Maj Craig Treeby, who has gone to the Falklands;
Maj Chris Laurence, who has gone to 37 Sig Regt (V); and Capt Jot.
Fletcher, who decided he needed more time to make even more
money!
The Regiment is kept busy with exercises at home and abroad . We
continue to 'struggle' out to Cyprus and put up with the fact that,
because of flight schedules, we have to spend six days in the sun for
each weekend of exercise. Yet again we returned to Scarborough for
our Annual Camp and a report from 2 Sqn (I, 3 and 5 Sqns pletil
note and get writing) on what happened while we were there is
included in these notes .
Finally, we held our Annual Associate Members Dinner at Worship
Street on 5 July and were delighted to see so many old friends gathered
together. Thanks to the splendid efforts of both the Mess Committee
and our excellent soldier waiters, the evening was a great success .
RS DCC
Report by WOI (RSM) R. Brown
The course began immediately the students arrived in
Scarborough-straight in at the deep end. BFf, TOETS-what other
holiday company gives you these activities on a Saturday evening?
Each day began with a brisk PT session along the sea front. This
was so enjoyable that the RSM insisted that the course went for a
swim on two occasions. LCpl Tam Donald, though injured on day one
was an inspiration to the remainder of the course. Injuries from then
on went unnoticed.
Classroom work was interspersed with time on the drill square and
spons field (weapons/tactics) under the watchful eyes of W02 Titdt
Reynolds and SSgt llert Wright.
In-camp training culminated in an out-of-camp exercise when,
predictably, it rained for the only time in the two weeks. Amazinaly
this served only to lift morale (will I ever understand the TA
mentality?). Our range day after the night exercise was most
noticeable by the improvement of LCpl Gillian Mclntesll who missed
the target at JOOm prone, but scored seven hits out of ten at 300m
trench, after SSgt Bert Wrigllt had given her some personal tuition.
Thanks must also go to Cpl Julie McMiliaa, our watch-keeper for tlle
day.

AS&embled Course
Back row (left to right): LCpls Shields, Pollard, Yeubrey, OoNld,
Brown, Mcintosh, Robertson, Cherry, Lambert md Singers
Front row (left to right): LCpl Higgins, SSgt Wright, Lt Lu«.e, Lt Co&
Sharp, W01 (RSM) Brown , W02 (SSM) Reynolds and LCpl HelJ
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The penultimate day ended with the course throwing down a
challenge, to any taker , over the obstacle course. The RSM took up
the challenge and ' volunteered' the PSI . In front of the whole
Regiment the PSI led by the RSM. were een to get diplomatically
trounced, pecial mention must go to LCpl Dave .Lam bert, who
allowed him elf to be u ed as a human tep ladder to assist other
members over the final ob tacle .
All but one tudent pa sed the course with the best two being as
close a one point in eight hundred. LCpl (now Cpl) Brian Higgins just
pipped WLCpl (now WCpl) Jenny Hall for the position of top
cudent.

Presentation to: LCpl Higgins Top Student Royal Signals Det
Comd ' s Course 1989 receiving his award from the CO
(Left to right) : SSgt Wright, W01 (RSM) Brown, W02 (SSMl.
Reynolds, Lt Col Sharp and LCpl Higgins

Presentation to: LCpl Hall WRAC Placed No 2 on the Course, by
a very close margin, receives a special award from the CO
(left to right): W01 (RSM) Brown, Lt Col Sharp, W02 (SSM)
Reynolds and LCpl Hall

PERSONALTIES

oc

PSAO
PSI
PSI Tech
SSM
SQMS
Comms Tp Offr

Capt E. S. Monks WRAC
Capt W. Naismith
Sgt T. Briggs
Sgt I. Lumsden-Gordon
W02 (SSM) J. Sturrock
SSgt H . Wright
Lt E. Blyth

ANNUAL CAMP-SCARBOROUGH
As ever, Annual Camp at STC Burniston Barracks fro m 20 May-3
June was eagerly looked forward to by the Squadron, and all the more
so because there was the promise from Traini ng Wing that it was to
include the opportuni ty to partake in a little gentle 'Adventure
T raining', as well as provide everyone with loads o f trade training,
upgrading and hands-on experience with our various bi ts of kit.
Training Wing proved to be as good as its word, and from day one,
Burniston Barracks was a veritable hive of activity. Syndicates were
busy trai ning, learning new skills and pu tting into practice all they
were being taught. To no-one's surprise, the most unpopular
instructors on camp were the poor souls who had to oversee the typing
classes and break the bad news of fa ilur e (by however close a margin!)
time and time again to their students. This however was a small price
to pay, fo r seeing their faces light up, as one by one they cracked it.
As well as the trade training that took place, a select few found
themselves taking part in the dreaded Detachment Commanders
Course. All good character building stuff! And of course, the best
thing about it all is the great feel ing o f achievement at the end , when
with the eyes of the Regiment on you , you take part in the Pass-Off
Parade. (Ah, I remember it well!)
By the end of the two weeks, most people had achieved passes in
the subjects required for their trades, and the Regiment had a fair
number of newly-qualified and upgraded operators .
The adventure training proved to be very popular with the Troops,
giving them a day away from the classroom and radio vehicles as well
as the chance to try something which, in the majority of cases, was
completely new to them. SSgt Terry Yates RA was in charge of the
canoeing, and it is rumoured that this particular activity raised more
than a few smiles. There was, for instance, WCpl Doreen Simpson
who was so determined to escape from her canoe when it capsized
(with a little help from the afore-mentioned instructor) that she was
out and on dry land before the canoe was even half way over! Then
of course, there was the group who got their own back on their
instructor and tipped him in. All in all, it appears that the canoeing
was very popular and no doubt there are hopes that the exercise will
be repeated again at some future date.
Abseiling was another new adventure, and W02 (YofS) Wilf Wedge
was responsible for that. It has been reported that some of the girls
found Wilf's methods a touch unorthodox, to say the least. WCpl Joy
Kerr apparently looked down the sheer cliff face (her words) which
she was suspended over and said, 'I can' t go down there' . Wilf said
'Of course you can', and at the same time gave her a gentle(?) push ,
and off she went. She did say later that, much as she had enjoyed the
experience, she was in no great hurry to repeat it. Other participants
used words such as ' exhilarating' , 'terrifying', 'brilliant', ' heartstopping' and 'the daftest thing I've ever done' to describe their
~eelings about abseiling. Some refused to comment (or were rendered
incapab~e of speech by the whole thing), and a few, whilst quite willing
to describe how they felt, used words that don't bear repeating !
The third choice on the adventure training menu was rambling
around the moors. Quite a gentle, relaxing way to spend a day you
may think. Not at all, if the accounts of those who took part ~re to
be believed. Word is that it turned out to be a IOkm walk over some
very hostile terrain. WSgt Sarah McLean, on her return, was totally
worn out, and confided in yours truly that it had been a lot tougher
than WSgt Katie Allen, whose department this 'was, led everyone to
believe. H?wever, she did say that it had been good fun and that the
breath-takmg scenery encountered made the blisters seem trivial.
It would be unfair to let anyone think that Annual Camp '89 was
all work and adventure training and no play. It has to be said that the
usual Scarborough thing happened, whereby every other night the
local disco appeared to be a Regimental dance. And of course the
'resurrecti~n by WOl (RSM) Bob Brown, of the dearly loved (and
greatly missed in recent years) traditional Regimental Dance was
appreciated by everyone.
Aimual Camp '89 has to be voted a great success by all who
attended. A lot was achieved from a training point of view which can
now be P.ut into practice in readiness for next year's camp, and of
course, with the excellent weather, no-one even noticed that there was
no overseas deployment this year!

SPORT/SOCIAL
The social calendar seems to have been quite empty since camp but
nonetheless a few occasions merit a mention.
'
C?n 8 Ju!Ythe Officers' , ~arrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess held
a dinner night. Su ~h occasions are always enjoyed to the full , and this
one was no ex.ceptton. Superb food, prepared by the Squadron cooks,
excellent s erv 1 ~e from Squadron mem bers prepared to give up thei r
Saturday evening to w?rk, and o f cou rse, the best of company . No
dou bt , under the auspices o f SSgt Bert Wright the Entertainments
~e mber, plans are afoot to hold another dinner night in the not too
d1stan ~ future. 22 July . was the date chosen by the Lynx Club
committee to ~old the first post-camp barbecue and disco . A well
attended function, i:nade all the more enjoyable by the fine weather
and the fact that 1t was also a pre-wedding celebration for two
members of the Squadron .
SQUADRON NEWS
The Squadron has been relatively busy since its return from Annual
Camp . Over the weekend 17/ 18 June, having barely caught its breath
the Squadron found itself participating in a training weekend co~
ordinated and run by Training Wing from RH Q. This was the third
such weekend this year, and it followed the sa me pattern as the
previous ones-:with the might of the Regiment's PSis there to pass
on some of their knowledge to the Squadron . The Satu rday evening
proved to be somewhat of an eye-opener for those who thought that
the talents of SSgt (FofS) Steve Hatfield and SSgt Mark Schofield
were limited lo the communications field . It appears that, between
them they concoct a mean barbecue sauce . . .
15/ 16 July was Ex Viking Bank, a Regimental exercise with
overs~as deployment, as well as UK bases, 2 Sqn was tasked with
manrung t.he Cyprus det, and under the guidance of Lt Erie Blyth and
WSgt Katie Allen, the operators worked well thu s contributing to a
successful exercise.
'
Sui:iday 13 Au.gust saw the Squadron in action again, this time
showmg the pubhc what the TA is all about at the annual TA Display
at Camperdown Park, Dundee. This event is one which is eagerly
looked forward to each year , despite the fact that it is a long
exhausting day spent explaining to the public just what the attraction~
of the TA are, and convincing them that of all the TA units who have
a display, ours is the one they should join!
Hx l:''isher Bank , a '!lilitary training weekend, took place over 2/3
September. A refreshing change from trade training, the weekend
covered all the military subjects so vital to the Squadron's role .
Rumour has it that Sgt Ian Lumsden-Gordon' s lecture on health and
hygiene in the field was deli vered in his own inimitable style and raised
a few !~ughs. (As did. Cpl Dave Christie's solution to the problem of
defending a cornms site. Apparently, all you need is a dog and a bag
of wolf droppings . . . )
Post Script: Congratulations to Sgt Tom Briggs and his wife Gillian
on the birth of their son.
Post Post Script: On the arrival of these notes from 2 Sqn it was
noted that the main event of camp- the Scotland v England football
match-had been mysteriously omitted. To set the record straight the
match ended in a resounding victory for England . This was m~inly
due t.o the inclus~on of SSgt Mark Schofield in the English team, and
nothing to do with the English referee (the unbiased RSM)!

RHQ
The p_ast few months have been a very busy period in RHQ and wi th
the AdJt Ca pt Jeremy Wilson sunning himself in the USA, the
MTWO, Terry Curtis, forever on the local golf course , the Chief
Clerk, Bob Wade, gone fishing, and the YofS, teve McMahon
forever swanning, it has left the Trg Maj, Barry Rowe , and the Chiefs'
dog , Peggy, holding the fort.
We welcome Mrs J ean McLewee to the ranks as our latest Adm in
Assistant.
We say a sad farewell to Capt Jeremy Wilson and his wife ue on
their posting to 9 Sig Regt.
70 (ESSEX YEOMAN RY) SIGNAL SQUADRON

NEWS FROM THE TROOPS
HARLOW TROOP
P ERSONALITIES
Tp Comd
Lt Paul Wooler
SSgt Dee Brooking WRAC
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt
Sgt John Bell
PSI
Sgt Keith Bolton
It has been some time since news was fort hcoming from Harlow but
a busy trade trai ning season has now come to an end so the ink is again
fl owing. Apart fr om Trade T raining other things have kept us busy
(the Troop Commander does not have five months off!).
Congratulations go to LCpl Julie Basson, Pte Sharon Greeing and
Sig Phil Palmer on their recent promotions.
The Troop has had a recent influx o f recruits for the Troop RRTT
to play with. The job of looking after the newcomers falls to Cpls
Steve Wair, Julie Basson and Mick Fidgeon whose subtle words of
encouragemen t can be heard when he takes them for a stroll around
the streets o f Harlow.
A well done also goes to LCpl Mark Middleton, Sig Gordon
McKinnon, LCpls Sharon Greening and Richard Turnham for passing
their Detachment Commander' s Course, a special well done to
Richard for receivi ng the award for Top Student .

94 (BERKSHIRE YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sunday 14 May saw the Squadron on parade at Longmoor Campthe occasion was the handover/ takeover of command from Maj
Simon Frost to Maj Ray Wilkinson. The outgoing Squadron
Commander is ex Oxford UOTC and commanded 886 Tp at Chertsey
before taking command of 94 Sig Sqn. Maj Wilkinson is an ex regular
from The Queen 's Regiment and has also commanded the Chertsey
Tp. The occasion was marked with the presentation of a cake which
was beautifully decorated with our Squadron emblem. Once the cake
cutting ceremony was over the event was toasted with a glas of
champagne. Maj Frost has been appointed Regimental 2IC (another
Berkshire officer in RHQ) .

PLEASE KEEP YOUR
UNIT NOTES
SHORT

Weapon Training

The CO presents the TA Efficiency Medal to Sgt Barry Hearn.
Capt Sampson looks on

(left to right) : LCpls Pollard, Mcintosh and Yeubrey
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MEDAL PR E TATION
gt Barr) Hearn wa awarded the TA Efficiency Medal on the same
parade. Barry ha erved with 94 Sqn ince 10 February 1976, starting
at Wi nd or he moved to 86 Tp. Chertsey. He i Radio Op and
Powerman trained and was promoted Sergeant in I984. He was Tp Sgt
at Chert ey before bei ng appointed !IT Sgt until 1987, when he took
over a SQMS .

News from Squadrons
!ncl~di ng

NORTHAG Air Support Radio Sqn
BFPO 18

265 (KENT A D CO NTY OF LONDON YEOMANRY) SIGNAL
Q ADRO
In August the annual Skill-at-Arms match between 265 Sig Sqn and
it fellow Sharp hooter Squadron, 'C' Sqn The Royal Yeomanry,
took place. Competition over the last four years has produced two
win each, o this year' hoot
s strongly contested . The SMG
match aw the teams on level pegging but team captain Capt David
Hannam opened up a trong lead in the pistol even t. This lead was
further improved in the two ensuing rifle matches.
265 Sqn' team, a number of whom shoot in the Regimental
Shooting team, wa trained by RQMS Terry Bodman and Sgt Keith
Wrate which could explain why they felt the celebratory champagne
was for their sole consumption. The rest of the team soon put them
right on thi !

PERSONALITIES
SHQ

oc

21C
SSM
YofS
Ch Clk
Typist
COMMS TROOP
SNCO IC
21C
Sec Rm/ AS Commcen
MT
SNCOIC

WORKSHOPS
SNCO IC
SQMS UK

Capt David Hannam proudly displays the Winner's Silver Salver
presented by the Worshipful Companies of Insurers flanked by
W02 Terry Bodman and Sgt Keith Wrate clutching 'their'
champagne

The Bad
MTWO Curtiss

ACIO'S CARIBBEAN NIGHT
Three members of the Regiment were invited to a Caribbean treat.
Sgt Geordie Patterson from ACIO Chatham invited the RSM,
MTWO and Chief Clerk to the first ever A CI O's function. Geordie
Patterson did the Corps proud in organising such a fantastic night.
The spitting images cartoonist/artist }vas on hand and quickly
sketched the following:

Maj Peter Hryhoruk
Capt Gerrit Palm (RNLA)
W02 Ray Bruce
W02 Andy Fulton
Sgt Rick Warne
Miss Bijnens
SSgt Tony Doherty
1Sgt Jean Dupont (BEA)
Sgt Keith Barker
Cpl Dave Oliver
Sgt Brian Rogers
Cpl Tim Boyle
Cpl Pete Crawford
SSgt Paul Taylor
Sgt Paul Hubble
Cpl Steve Howard

BRITISH IR/ AR HF DET
SNCO IC
Sgt Dennis Morgan
2IC
LCpl Mark 'DPM' Wilson
Crew
Sig Andy Andrews
Sig Jimmy Rimmer
Sig Djie Knowles
EXERCISE COLD FIRE 89
With the seemingly mass exodus of personnel from the camp in
Tongeren, Belgium for leave in August, we all came back to work with
a jolt. Straight into the field in September to participate in Ex Cold
Fire 89. Although in somewhat whittled-down form, the exercise was
interspersed with full main and step up deployments and changes of
location, with all the complications this involves with so many varying
'agencies' to engineer and liaise with!
The exercise culminated in a visit by Maj Gen Davies Comd Comms
(BAOR) who met members of the Squadron.
In outline, we at NASRS provide a link within and coordination of a
large communication chain. All the air support signal message traffic
for the whole Northern Army Group passes through our facilities . The
Air Support Operations Centre (ASOCs) belonging to each of our
four Northag Corps, pass their air support messages to us. We in turn
feed our own Air Support Commcen which serves the Northag Air
Support Staff.
HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
In October the Squadron warmly welcomed SSgt Paul Taylor
and his wife and children. Good luck for the forthcoming tour all of
you, (hope your MQ is large enough!). Another welcome pair of
newcomers are Cpl Pete Crawford and his wife Elaine who beam
down to us from Herford.
By the time this goes to press, we will probably have bade a very
reluctant farewell to W02 (YofS) Andy Fulton. Andy is making a
break to peace time location in the North of England with his wife Jan
and children lain and Vicky. All the best Andy and may your
handicap not get too high in the years to come.
We have also drunk a toast of Bon Voyage to two of our well
known attached single folk heroes: LCpl 'Bear' Convery and Sig
'Jocko' Band, both set for pastures new.
We say goodbye and once more good luck to Cpl Ron Williams and
his wife WCpl Chris, who both leave the Army, Ron after completion
of 22 years service.

The Good
RSM McKenzie
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The Ugly
ORSQMS Wade
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NASRS MILITARY TRAINING CAMP
This year's military training camp was held in North Holland in the
district of Garderen.
During the exercise all the usual mandatory tests were carried out
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re.spi rator tests .. I am sure SSM Ray Bruce took great delight
m d1plomahcally persuading all but three of the Squadron into the CS
chamber . Apart from the usual stu ff, we carried out night patrols
long distance recces and ambushes. One such ambush led by gt Keith
Barker actually had to sprint in order to overtake an unpunctual
enemy! This mad dash in the night nearly caused some of the section
to lose their legs as they careered into the many 6in high barriers laid
across most of the woodland tracks.
Possibly the high spot of the week was when we sampled a battle
inocculation course, courtesy of our Dutch hosts. This involved a 300m
crawl through soft, occasionally exploding sand . Over, under and
through various obstacles. All this in the knowledge that a few inches
above our heads was a constant stream of machine gun fire.
The penultimate evening involved us in a gruelling 30km march to
a new bi vvy location. This proved quite a challenge both to the feet
and in encouraging some of our younger colleagues. All the sections
completed the march-some in shorter times than others. Time meant
lost points and these would count in final section placings at the end
of the week.
On the last night we were all invited into the Dutch Sergeants' Mess
to be treated to a gourmet evening. The best section prize was awarded
by the OC to number 1 Section, 2 Platoon led by Sgt Keith Barker
eagerly supported by Cpl Dave Oliver and LCpl Colin Goodwin and
last but by lots of pounds no means least, Sig Andy Andrews.
SUMMER CAMP
by LCpl Brett Cowley
On I July the Squadron deployed on our annual exercise, Summer
Venture 89 . This year we decided on Germany in the area of the
Mosel, a small town called Gillenfeld. The advance party went ahead
under the command of the SSM. We finally arrived (after a few
detours) at Gillenfeld . The advance party then proceeded to set up
camp for the main party which arrived the following day. Whilst
waiting for the main party we were kept occupied by Cpl Williams in
charge of the bar. Everything was set for a week's fun and games. The
week was broken up with different activities which included horse
riding, swimming and windsurfing. The football team had organised
two games against the local Bundeswehr and the local football team.
The results were 5-4 against and 2-2 respectively. All members
contributed to a fine display of sportmanship even to the point when
Cpl Hubble (now Sgt) argued with the referee about sending off an
opposing player!
Each night the lads were given free time which started a rush for
transport to the local delights of the town disco and further afield to
Cochem. W02 (SSM) Ray Bruce organised a competition which
included the use of German rubber boats (organised by HFW
Schoenmackers). The idea was to blow these boats up, run 200km
with them and row across the lake and back. This was OK in theory,
but in practice it turned out to be somewhat different. The blowing
up of the boats was a mass fight betwen the three teams who
competively stole each other's paddles, and let down the opposing
teams boats. Once across the lake the teams had to negotiate a small
hill leading back to camp, this hill would have stood us in good stead
for a future attack on the north face of the Eiger. Once again this
started mass commotion between the Troops, to the amusement of the
local campers and civilians. Alas, only one team could win and
Sgt Keith Barker's team came top, to be presented with a fine selection
of fruit by the OC Maj P. Hryhoruk accepted with gratitude .
. The weather kept fine for most of the camp and on the final day
the Squadron had a barbecue which was a great success. The food was
excellent, provided by a local Bundeswehr and our resident 'sloppies'
LCpl Goodwin and Sid Overhof (RNLA). The evening was spent in
the local discos. All in all a good time was had by everybody and we
are looking forward to next year and a different barbecue venue, so
beware we may be near you.
SQUADRON WIVES CLUB
A mention must be made of a very important aspect of life in the
'wilderness' of BFPO 18. That is the NASRS Wives Club.
Over the past few months, the wives club really have been
flourishing. The ladies meet regularly and have recently enjoyed
'cultural' outings, and a day's shooting on the nearby Tongeren Police
range. It is amazing where spent cartridges can be found-Mrs Tina
Hubble could probably verify that! The day was rounded off with a
splendid luncheon organised by the OC, and Mrs Carol Hryhoruk and
Mrs Marge Bruce . The whole event was thoroughly enjoyed by the
ladies and their olive-green-drab better halves!
The club is presently looking forward to a 'coffee morning on ice'
at the local ice rink. With padded clothing is ued all round, well done
to all who support the club and make it such a success!
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UNTAG
BFPO 644
PER ON ALTI
CO
Lt Col A. G. Whiddett MBE
OC
Maj N. D. Couch
AO
Capt A. P. C. Beard
03 Comm
Capt A. Allman
MO
Capt R. J.E. Mc herson RAMC
F M
W02 S. Toms
W02 E. Marsh
RQM
Yo
W02 J. Tyreman
Fo
W02 L. Wookey
Payml,lSter
W01 W. Hodki on
Chief Clk
Sgt J. Reeves
Phase 2 of Operation Prosperous, the monitoring of free and fair
el 1ion in amibia, ha just commenced. The Britcon force ha been
reduce~ from 174 to 110 per onnel, mainly recruited from 30 Sig Regt
but wnh reprcsenta1ives from 244 Sig Sqn, 243 Sig Sqn, 16 Fd
Ambulance and I Postal Courier Regt RE.
The British Contingent is commanded by Lt Col A. G. Whiddett
MBE and has three main elements, the HQ UNTAG communication
taff, the Signal quadron and the Administrative Support Troop.
The new contingent has now settled in since its arrival in August and
September and is currently planning the communications for the
election as well a for the visits over the weeks leading up to it.
TA CTI CAL COMM NICA TIO NS PICTURE
The 'Cub Pack' led by Capt Andy Allman with W02 (YofS) John
Tyreman and W02 (FofS) Lee Wookey have been probably the
busiest people concerned with Phase 2 to date . They have kept a tight
rein on the civilians of UN Radio during the past fortnight, especially
as we have replaced all of our tactical radio with U Radio (Thorn
McKie ARQ sy terns). After the initial teething problems all has now
settled and the civilians have been taught how the mili tary operates
(literally).
As the election looms over us, the communication recces are under
way with many soldiers deploying to the four corners of Namibia. The
mission is to prepare communications for the monitoring of the 'free
and fair' election taking place in early November. All the boys will be
in accommodation ranging from local mud huts in Opuwo (unlucky
Sgt Steve Welding) to a ni9e comfortable chalet on the sunny shotes
of Swakopmund. One thing is for sure, it will be a demanding time
for all operators involved but nonetheless very rewarding to be part
of the making of history.
NORTH TROOP IN GROOTFONTEIN
The heart of orth Tp; the nerve centre where all major decisions
are made is 'Mrs Miggins Pie shop'. Situated in the quaint hamlet of
Grootfontein, its array of communications (one payphone), cream
cakes and cups of tea, our heroic seniors find it hard .
Communicatio? are always high on the agenda, eg 'l got three letters
on the las! mail run'.
Orth Tp, as its name suggests, covers the north of Nam ibia, an
area of some 200,000 sq kms. The detachments are based at such exotic
sounding places as Ondangwa with the Aussies Oshakati with
Malaysians, Rundu with the Finns, and Grootfontei~ with the bulk of
the ~umalia~ co?tingem, all working VRC 322 radio, although we
are JUSL phasing in UN equipment, computer controlled ARQ Jkw
HF. orth Tp also has a number of unmanned radio replay sites
which include such places as Ogongo, Mahenene Ruacana and
Eenhana. A sizeable job for a Troop of 30 men . At ihe head of this
organ!satio~ is Lt 'incomi~g· Ada.ms. As~is.ting ~I ~dams is SSgt
Dougie Wnght, a Glaswegian, which explains why he has brought
£10.00 and one cheque for the whole eight month tour. In charge of
the technical side of life is Sgt Geoff Thorpe-Willett.
J:?et Commander of Grootfontein is Cpl Pete Van Den Broek . No
~e. 1s not a S~~th African on loan. He is in fact a Dutchman who
Joined the Bnush Army and is on loan from 244 Sig Sqn. Last, but
by no means least •. are the people who actually do most of the grafting
on these .operauons, young techs, ED's and cooks who at
froo!fontein are Cpl Kev White-a su perb Cordon Bleu cook. Cpl
Taff Connor-every Det has to have a Welshman. Unfortunately we
have two, LCpl Taff ' I've lost three stones this year' Hughes and
L.~PI Kev !fuffinglon, our resident superfi t sportsman, and of course
1 pshyco Teck, where would we be without him? The motley crew .
TOP PRES - IMPORTANT NEWSFLASH
We are now at Swissmed Hospital, where a group of gorgeous Swiss
nurses auend our luckless OC, Maj Couch . 'Sit still, this won't hurt'
says a you~g. nurse. Like Jocky Wilson going for a treble 20, she
prepares to in1ecl our Sqn Comd. The assistant pharmacist stops him
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from .wincing . His mind ra c~s back two hours . There he was, just
warming up, l 7km out and JUSL about to turn back. 'Might as well
sprint the last 15km', he thought- Grrrrrr .. .' he fro ze. The
slavering mongrel with no regard for rank shot across the ground and
sank its di ea ed fangs into our unfortunate Commander. ' All done
says the nurse comfortingly. Her smile is little consolation for a 90 day
cour e of anti-rabies jabs.
R NDU DETACHMENT
Well , what can be aid about our first impression of Namibia? The
country is fantastic, especially if you like the colour brown . Brown
trees, brown sand, brown dust, brown bushes . The only thing whi ch
isn' t brow~ is the s~rface water which is a sort of blacky-green colour.
The return~ng conongent made us feel at home by having a little party
on our arrival. They gave us a wobbly rendition of 'we wish you a
!Derry Christmas' which we all took in the spirit in which it was
in.tended and I for one hope none of them contract pneumonia thi
winter.
The country takes a 101 of getting used to. The dust gets everywhere
especially your nose, which has led to more than a few rough throat~
and headaches in the mornings, mind you that could be caused by
anything I suppose.
You can imagine our delight therefore when we arrived in
R!-lndu, whi~h is about as close as you can get to the Angolan border
w1th?ut hav_ing to take your passport to work every morning . The
previous residents of the camp, the South African Defence Force went
out of their way to make the place as hospitable as possible. Namibia
has. a vast a!Dount of clean underground water, so they keep the
spnnklers going 24 hours a day to keep the grass nice and lush the
tr~es. green and the insects nice and happy. That brings me t~ the
w1ldhfe. Rundu camp has its own little group of ' pets'. Jeefer Goat
(G for goat), a peacock whose name is unprintable but you would
know what we call him if you have ever heard the noise peacocks make
fi~st thing in th~ morning. We also have a mongrel which is 6in high
"':"th one eye, It~ name escapes me for the moment. The camp is
s1tuat~d only 6 miles from the Okavango River, on the opposite bank
~f wh~ch is Angola, which isn't open for day trips. The town of Rundu
itself is about 5km from camp, just by the river and Rundu 'Beach'
where all the locals go to do their washing on the weekends. The town
itself is the. capital of t~e Rundu province and its importance to the
local area 1s reflected in the town planners rather extensive use of
breeze blocks and wriggly tin. The majority of locals live in Kraals
small encl?sed ~roups of straw huts, which may sound pretty humble:
but when its 40 C out here who the hell wants to live in a house. The
camp or camps (there are two of them), on each side of the main
Run?u road) ll!en'.t just h~me LO t~e Britcon Det. The largest
cont.ingent here 1s Finnbat. It 1s responsible for the monitoring of this
particular sector. There are also a fair representation of other nations
here. Swiss 1'>:1edics, Australian engineers, Spanish and Italian aircraft
crews.. Danish movement control and monitors consisting of
Peruvians, Kenyans, Pakistanis-all resident at Rundu.
Now t~at you know what the situation is like, the lifestyle and work
fo r us Bnts 1s pretty good. The det consists of Cpl Les Waite LCpls
'Sticky' Greene, Phil Lever, Sig Dave Mair and Dan 'Th~ Man'
Curtis. We also have our resident medic LCpl Kelv Lowe. The work
consis~ of th~ usual radio shifts, providing the Finns and everyone
else with a reliable well used rear link to HQ UNTAG in Windhoek.
Apart. from the bars, the recently filled dish (sorry, Pool). the constant
sunshine, and nearly daily barbecue's with Finnish supplied T-bone
st~~· our scant off duty hours here are filled mainly with letter
wntmg to our loved ones, and the wonderful SSVC videos which are
a great ~onus (God Bless em . . . ). Anyway I hope this has given you
a. rough 1~ea of what this part of the world is like, and remember, next
llf!le. 30 Sig ~egt asks if you want LO go to Africa for eight months ,
?11ssing Chnstmas and New Year in the UK, make sure you say
mmmmm yes please . . . ' .
'
ONDANGWA DET
Ondangwa Det, as it was Juliet Det, for all you vets out there- and
for the newer element TG 7. In this haven in the north are Cpl Mick
Brown, LCpls Snowy Thorpe, Kev Campbell- our resident aspirin
dealer, Sig Sean Walsh and Stu Fidler.
I~ addition to the normal det routine-LCpl Snowy Thorpe agreed
to aid LCpl Kev Ca.mpbell in a local vaccination programme organised
by the UN. A fun time was had by all especially in the vehicle recovery
phase where the Landcruiser was dug out twice. Needless to say
Medics are not flavour of the month.
~ut not everyt~ng happens off camp. LCpl 'Snowy' Thorpe
decided to renew his old trade with a speciality compo curry for the
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lads, ~ hic h yvas ~urri edl)'. washed dow n with copious amounts of sand
and fire extingu1 hers. Sig Stu Fidler began the cultura l revolution in
Ond ang.wa. After ind~lg in g in four Tetley teas and a black puddi ng
our ~es 1dent Lancastnan was seen challenging the Ovambo Tribes
greeting to 'Hey Mucka .hows T' Fettlin ' in th ' Army? LCpl Kev
Ca~pbell has ?een .frantically . searching his medical store for the
vahum after his third day without mail and not forgetting our
e ~s twhile leader Cpl Mick Brown when told 'you' re on nights'v1olen~ly argued. that he wa~n't as it was Friday. His defence crumbled
when 1t was patiently explained that it was in fact Sunday-right grid
squar.e wrong planet. And finally our Aussie brethren begged us to
menuon the fact t~at one of their members had to give a certain
perpl~xed you~g Bnt subaltern a crash course in how to use a washing
machine. Judging by the results he now needs to go on the advanced
course.
Lastly, ~he det is pro.ud to announce the long awaited refurbishment
of the frying pan (or 1s 1t really an experimental sky antenna?).
LEOPARDS VALLEY INFERNO
It w~s late oi:i a Sunday a_fternoon, I October to be precise. The air
was still, nothing but a s.hght breeze moved across Luiperdsvallei.
S1:1ddenly an orange haze filled the atmosphere, could it be the wicked
witch of the east? (no names to be suggested). I think not-could it
be ~he South Y"_est African Police on the ranges again-No, it was the
Lu1perdsvalle1 inferno .
The .ca!Dp w!ls surrounded, tall flames swept across the
mountainside, ~his could be a job '.or Red Adair. Our plucky fire
NCO, Sgt Norris was the nearest to him we could find . The blaze grew
nearer as darkness approached. There was nothing that we could do
but in came the fire brigade-we all felt it safe to go to sleep.
Next morning, the sky still lit by an orange haze only this time it
was IOOm from the fence edge. 0900 hrs and it was time to deploy.
Quickly unrolling the fire hose and taking the beaters in hand a team
of blaze fighting warriors took to the field.
The fla!11es rose high overlapping the fence surrounding the camp.
Sgt NorflS on the hose managed to fight the initial onslaught.
Suddenly we were attacked from the right flank. Another fire hose
depl?yed-two tea~s were fighting it. Fire extinguishers were
r~qu1red.-more bodies were .brought in. Eventually the valley was
filled with smoke, the occasional explosion caused by live rounds
scat~ered around !n the hills a~ter previous fighting. After successfully
putting out the fire, the contmgent continued their day's work-no
rest for the wicked.
SPORT-NAMIBIAN NATIONAL IS.KM ROAD RACE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Three members of Britcon, Maj Couch, Sgts John Carpanini and
'Nipcon' Reeves de~ide~ to enter a local 15km road race. On Saturday
7 October 1989 having nsen at 0530 hrs (they must be mad) they arrived
at the race start to book in. Sgt Reeves takes up the story-'To our
horror we discovered that it was not just a local race but was in fact
the .annual Nati?nal Championship. Not wanting to "Wimp out" we
decided to parllc1pate anyway. There were many different nationals
running, Namibian locals apparently do not believe in air cushioned
training shoes but preferred to run in either bare feet or feet bound
with sticky tape'.
Taking into account the altitude (6,000ft) and temperature in the
thirties all three Britcon runners gave a good account of themselves
with Sgt Carpanini finishing in 63 mins, Maj Couch just behind in 66
~ins and Sgt Reeves in 69 mins. The standard of running was very
high, t~e_r~ were 200 runners. taking part (Maj Couch and Sgt
Carpamm m the top 100). The winner was a Kenyan who in fact broke
the Namibian National record, completing the 15km course in just
over 47 mins. Anyway lessons were learnt by the three Brits (Don't
have a beer the night before a race) who are looking forward to the
next event.
VISIT OF LT GEN D. PREM CHAND PVSM
The United Nations Transitional Assistance Group (UNTAG)
Force Commander visited the British Contingent based at Leopards
Valley Camp, Windhoek on Friday 15 September 1989. After being
met by our CO the Force Commander was given a tour of the whole
camp during which he met representatives from all departments hard
at work.
The visit culminated in a LS & GC Medal presentation to our Force
Sergeant Major W02 S. M. Toms. This was celebrated with a buffet
lunch in the bar area. The Force Commander welcomed the Phase 2
personnel and wished them a good tour, he also said farewell to the
few members of Phase I remaining and thanked them for thei r hard
work and support.

W02 (SSM) S. M . Toms receives his medal from UNTAG Force

Commander
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sq n .
(215 Sig Sqn)
Tidworth
P ERSONALITIF.S
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PER ONALITIF.S

oc

2IC
Adjt
QM
Tfc Offr
TCO
OC A Tp
OCBTp
OCCTp
RSM
FofS
YofS
RQMS

Maj Tony Russ
Capt Bruce Avison
Maj Simon Firbank LI
Maj Stan Hargreaves
Capt Dave Gilchrist
Capt Keith Meakin RCT
Capt Mark Castle-Smith
Lt Mark Billingham
Capt Rick Mather
WOt (RSM) Fred Payet
WOI (FofS) Tom Sharp
W02 (YofS) Keith Glasby
W02 (RQMS) John Clark

Brig John Alexander, Comd 2 Sig Bde arrived on the last day of the
camp, and was in time to witness the Assault Run, the final thrash of
the fortnight. A devious and demanding course, the 2IC Capt Bruce
Avison had not expected when he designed the nasty bits, that the OC,
Maj Tony Russ , would ask for an Officers and WOs v SNCOs trial
run! Needless to say, the Officers and WOs' team won a decisive
victory, albeit one man down when the Tfc Offr Capt Dave Gilchrist
'did his knee' on the first obstacle (Capt Gilchrist will accept any
reasonable offer for his now redundant windsurfing kit!).
Brig Alexander presented the trophies LO the winning teams and
joined the Squadron for an informal supper in Wathgill Cookhouse.
Congratulations to winners and losers for a hard fought and
successful camp.

VALE
W02 (QMSI) George Bryson APTC
Many members of the Corps will have fond memories of the
abilities of George Bryson on Detachment Commanders' Courses, as
PT! at RMAS, 28 Sig Regt and 22 Sig Regt, as well as in the various
me es. Good luck in civilian life to you and Jackie, and may your
new bosses have more sightings than we ever did.
EXERCISE STANFORD SW AN
Our third visit to Stanford this year was a Squadron Signal exercise
coupled with (another) UK.MF exercise which required control comms
and administrative support for Hicon/Locon. Charlie Tp, having
chuntered on for long enough about how difficult life had been at the
sharp end, was given the task of enduring the comfy cookhouse,
comfy beds and hot showers whilst providing the necessary control
organisation for UICMF. The rest of the Squadron deployed into the
field for a fairly hectic series of controlled (or otherwise) moves, SET
communication problems and Echelon baiting!
With manning difficulties becoming ever greater, Alpha and Bravo
Tps were hard pushed to provide a full deployment of assets, and
UKMF main thus became a shadow of its former self. However, trunk
and radio communications were well tested (twice an hour at least!)
and certainly movement drills were more effective by endex.
BATTLECAMP-EXERCISE YORKSHIRE SWAN 89
The beginning of September saw the Squadron bound again for the
area of UK akin to that found in the upper reaches of the Mongolian
outback. The road to Catterick is not as fraught with danger as that
of the home of the Mongol hordes but the prickly feeling you get when
turning off the Al(M) Northbound is just as unpleasant! The
Squadron was based in Wathgill for two weeks; the first was spent on
the ranges with suitable periods of valuable background activity to
maintain interest! The second week was set aside for military skills,
some less well practised than others, and some, according to LCpl
'Nobby' Hall, 'more useful to a set of blooming' submariners'.
Competitions were set throughout the camp; River Crossing, March
and Shoot, Map Reading and Night Navigation (some had four hours
practice, others 12 hours!), and the Turner Trophy, now in its 10th
year. All the trophies were doggedly fought over. The River Crossing
Challenge demonstrated very clearly why the technicians had joined
the Army and not the Senior Service; the datas and chefs were clearly
not destined for the Squadron orienteering team and the Turner
Trophy was definitely named after Sig Turner who bad already made
his mark with the Australian Rules LMG load procedure!
Col Mike Galloway, from HQ 2 Sig Bde visited us during the
afternoon of the river crossing, and also took the opportunity to have
his first shoot with SA80-'Sure you've given him a mag of 5.56
batn'. We took the opportunity to convene a 'Sergeants' to Officers'
Mess', and the evening provided a splendid end to the first week.
f'.ortunately there were no ranges the next day, although on the down
side, nor was there any beer left in the Officers' Mess.
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Col Galloway listens as SSgt (SSI) Roach de-briefs Charlie Tp
Section following the river crossing
(Left to right): Col Galloway, Cpl Robson, Sig James, Mccann,
LCpls Hobbs (any colder in the Falklands Hobbsie?), Monks,
Keogh and Young

2IC
Ops Offr
AO
QM
OC ATp
OCBTp
OC MTp
RSM
YofS
CClk

Maj M. W. Edwards
Capt J . Turner
Capt S. R. Workman
Capt J. Aspinall
Capt F. A. Bancroft
Capt S. J. Vickery
Lt J. J. Cole
Lt R. J. Healey (Designate)
W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
WOt (RSM) M. A. Granitza
W02 (YofS) G. M. McCrindle
SSgt (ORQMS) C. Clark

A great deal has happened recently . The Squadron has deployed on
several large FTXs in recent weeks and there have been several
postings in and out. The highlight of the year so far has been the two
week's adventurous training in Jersey on Ex South Sea .
First of all, the hellos and goodbyes. Capt Bruce Knobel , after
several attempts, has eventually broken free from the Airborne, only
as far as London though . At last, it seems he will be living in the same
county as his wife, Max. We wish them both well in their respective
new jobs in London . As I write, Lt Jon Cole is busy handing over to
the next OC B, Lt Rob Healey who returns to the Brigade after an
unexplained absence. He won't tell us where he's been, but he has at
least returned! Good luck with the new Troop, Rob.
Lt Jon Cole is becoming a student again which should turn him into
a 'Technical Officer'. He begins his three year Degree Course at
RMCS reading Electronic Engineering at the end of September, so we
wish him well and thank him for all he did here. Possibly the most
significant farewell, is that of Maj (now Retd) John Kirkman, who left
the Army in July . John joined in 1962 and qualified as a parachutist
in 1969 having served for some time in 264 Sig Sqn. He was
commissioned in 1977 and his last posting was with the Squadron
filling the post of QM from 1986 to 1989. Throughout his army
career, he has been a stalwart member of many a sporting team,
leading the Squadron's cross country team to victory and always keen
to take part and give his best both at work and play. He will be sorely
missed by us all. We are fortunate to have Capt Fred Bancroft come
to take over his department and wish Fred the best of luck in the tour
ahead . All the best John in Harrogate and keep in touch!

canoeing, rock climbing, sub aqua diving and offshore aili ng.
Secondary activities involved in the exercise were parachut ing
'
abseiling and orienteering.
The Squadron deployed by C l 30 Hercules to parachute into S1
Aubin's Bay on the south coast of Jersey 1 mile away from the capital,
St Helier. T hose who did not achieve this la nded at Jersey's St Peter
Airport a nd met up with their kit and the parachutists at Haute de la
Gerrere, Police HQ, (as seen in Bergerac) our exercise accommodation
home. It was formerly an orphanage.
T he offsho re sailing took place from Gosport to Jersey on two
Sadler 34s, and several quali fications were achieved . Rock climbing,
windsurfing, canoeing a nd diving took place every day around the
Isla nd except those set aside for the 'P Info ' activities such as abseiling
down the 180ft high power station chimney, and painting a pen area
in Gerrald Durrell 's Jersey Zoo . A day was spent orienteering around
the Island. Probably the best way to describe the activities is to let
someone who took part in the exercise give a personal account.
JERSEY
by Cpl Weaver
During the slack period between 12 and 24 June an out of area
operation was planned and executed on a small island off the west
coast of France.
The Advance Party travelled by Cl30 Hercules to make a land or
water drop depending on the tide. Luckily Ronnie Raff got it right and
we hit solid ground! Unfortunately for us the residents were not on
hand to welcome us, so our 'spectacular' arrival went unnoticed!
The two weeks were already organised for us and all we had to do
was turn up each morning and indulge our chosen activity. The first
two days on the island however were spent getting to know the area.
SSgt Nielson decided it would be a good idea. to have us all abseil
off the local power station chimney, only a mere 180fl from top to
bottom whichever way you came down. With the local Press and TV
reporters there to film it all, everyone played it cool until well out of
view of the camera.
The activities available were: Diving, led by YofS (What's in this
hole?) McCrindle, rock climbing (all future Chris Bonningtons),
windsurfing (all Posers), and canoeing (all kept amused by 'I won't
turn over' Oliver).
The whole two weeks went by without a hitch, even on the night
when the island endured its wildest barbecue which they must surely
have talked about afterwards. Unfortunately all good things must
come to an end so with bank accounts at nil balance, new found
friends left behind, we made our way home, 'back to life, back 10
reality' (as the song goes).
Thanks must go to all who organised this great trip, all the Admin
Staff and a big thanks to C~pt Workman for getting it all sorted out.

Maj John Kirkman (right) receives a statue of Pegasus a farewell
gift from the Squadron to mark his retirement from OC Maj Mark
Edwards
Bravo Tp Section complete the river crossing and await a Helmet
de-brief by David Bellamy
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EXERCISE SOUTH SEA
Ex South Sea was an adventurous training exercise involving most
•Of the Squadron. It took place between 12 and 26 June. The aim of the
exercise was to train members of the Squadron in running an
adventurous training activity, with a view to becoming instructors in
the Squadron.
There were five main adventure training activities-windsurfing,
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn descent upon Jersey 'early one
morning'. St Aubin~ay
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years at RMCS Shrivenham, SSgt Eddie Grallldge, Sgt Jim Hanlon,
Sig Isiah Carol and 'Girlie' Girling all from I BR Corps.
We welcome back the following after their bid to escape failed, Cpl
Keville from his Al Course, LCpl Rosser from Belize and LCpl Steve
Na,·sey . Warm congratulations to the following on promotion : LCpls
Hogg, Coates and Fo~g and to Sig 'Mad' Mount for passing 'P' Coy
and to Cpl 'Trapper Weaver who recently fished for the Army.
Finally 'good luck' to Sgt McGinley on RSSSC and to those 6 Alpha
Tp chaps who are about to be thrown to the lions of Pre-para-Sig
Ford, Christie, Jones, Bell, Carrol and LCpl Corcoran.
B TROOP
Tp OC
Tp SSgt
Tp Sgt

Lt J. J. Cole
Sgt F. Hutchinson
Sgt J. O' Driscoll

Following a busy exercise period, the Troop was in need of a
change-two weeks in Jersey. The dates for SSgt Fred Hutchinson's
much-coveted CQMS Course appeared also: they were the same two
weeks! Never mind Fred, Cpl 'Jonah' Jones was just as disappointed
as you were even though he went to Jersey. Congratulations to the
lads who went over to Guernsey and won the Open Team prize in the
annual half marathon.
Airborne Forces weekend was the first event upon our return to the
' Shot'. A good period of 'partying' was had by all, unless , of course
you were on duty. Meanwhile, Cpl Gary Smith was busy training with
the Squadron Triathlon Team. Congratulations on winning lads, and
good luck in the Army team, 'Smudge'.
Ex Roaring Lion stretched the Troop manpower, deploying all of
our detachments. Cpl Mark Omodei, the Australian on exchange with
Cpl Bernie Bernstein, was given a detachment on his arrival,
which he then had to air-prep, as he was off on exercise immediately .
Congratulations to the Tele Ops (Data) for such a good effort
operating at BMA, and trying to receive Cpl Rod Cowan's morse
from RATT Papa.
Block leave has come and gone. Gone too are Cpl Rod Cowan to
Harrogate, and LCpl 'Taff' Phelps to civvy street. Good luck to you
both. Welcome to Sig 'Brummie' Ford and Rob Thorp;
congratulations on earning your wings.
M TROOP
OCTp
Tp Sgt
Tech Sgt
TE Sgt

238 (London) Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks
ARU
At last the day of reckoning had arrived. Hours of preparation,
rehearsals, briefings, bulling and polishing had taken place to ensure
that the ARU went according to the programme.
The Chief of Staff HQ London District, Col Carnegie Brown,
arrived at the Squadron accompanied by Comd Comms, Lt Col Lee
Tilson, to be met by Maj Peter Dick-Peter and W02 (SSM) Gus
Hales. The SSM, having just highly polished his pace stick, was
praying that it would not slip to the ground (from its secure position
under his armpit) when he saluted. After the initial half hour briefing,
which lasted about an hour, the 'inspecting party' moved on to visit
the military skills stands; trade skills (morse/teleprinter), map reading
and first aid. Fortunately Capts Max Knobel and John Isherwood had
just finished their 'rock and roll routine' when they arrived! At the
first stand SSgt Lisa Twigg was trying hard to get an oscar nomination
for her convincing act of 'pain and agony' from beneath the
Landrover. She had not realised that it was not a 'student' by her side
to attend to her but Comd Comms, who was wondering what on earth
she was doing under the Rover. After visiting other parts of the
Squadron everyone assembled in the Bruno Club for the highlight of
the day, the LS & GC presentation for LCpl Mick Plumb. Perhaps

W02 (FofS) P. Gaffney
Sgt J . Black
Sgt N. Preston
Sgt J. Lockert

As usual everyone in the Troop was looking forward to a couple of
weeks 'hard work' on the Isle of Jersey and were early on Monday
morning (0200 hrs) with kit packed and ready to go. The para-trained
element was to parachute into St Aubin's Bay, the non-parachutists
were to land tactically at Jersey Airport. The 'lob' went well with only
a couple of mishaps. All that could be heard on the way down was
'happy birthday to me' from Cpl 'Stu' Archer and 'Steer away' from
two other members of the stick. The two weeks passed without so
much as a hiccup and everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, some
more than others!
Then back to Aldershot and on to the warm up exercise for Ex
Roaring Lion. This year on Salisbury Plain (for a change). It went off
without problem. LCpl 'A stretch' Day had a happy time on the
GPMG after a sporting descent close to the trees. Farewell to Cpl
' Draughting' Chapman who has left us.

LCpl Mick Plumb escapes from the MOD to receive his LS & GC

after the 'plug' in his citation he will now get a 'number 5' for his UN
medal (perhaps Cpl 'Robbo' Robson would like to lend him one!).
After lunch in the Officers' Mess the Chief of Staff moved on to
another element of the Squadron at Woolwich in the form of the
Garrison Exchange and Commcen, run by the civilian members of the
Squadron. And so ended the Squadron's second ARU.
RADIO/MT TROOP
PERSONALITLFS
TpOC
Tp Sgt
'T' Det
MT Sgt

Capt M. L. Knobel
Sgt J. Bragg
Sgt Steve Matthews
WSgt Tracy Dodd

The last week of September was scheduled Phase Two of the
Squadron's Battle Camp 89, but this was cancelled at the eleventh
hour owing to the death of Field Marshal Sir Richard Hull KG, GCB,
DSO .
The Troop was required to be present at the funeral.
It is not unusual to have an early morning rehearsal for ceremonial
events but a parade at 0330 hrs was just too much for Sig Roy Brunt,
who by now wishes he had borrowed Big Ben as an alarm clock. Sgt
J. B. Bragg who normally mans the control station was jiffed by the
Ops Officer, Capt John Isherwood, to go to Combermere Barracks as
an LO, to ensure the operators found their users. Whether this was
because Windsor is not our normal area of operations or because the
Ops Officer knew that the Guardroom area of the Barracks would be
like the M25 at eight in the morning, one will never know, though l
have my suspicions. A tactical control station was no bother as OB,
located in a minibus at the far end of the camp, was well away from
it all.
Things worked out surprisingly well, most operators found their
user, whilst LCpl Steve Bartliff even found his 'Mount', although it
has to be said he found it a little difficult keeping step with the horse
which refused to step off in time with the base drum.
Everyone was grateful to W02 (YofS) Ralph for updating us on the
latest amendments to VP! Of course, not every operator managed to
meet up with his user in Combermere Barracks. Sig 'Mac' McKinstry
for one, was instructed to report to the Guardroom at Windsor Castle
and await the arrival of his user, WOI (RSM) Lynch of 1 Bn Irish
Gds. Everyone was eagerly waiting for him to report in on the net . The
only advantage Sig McKinstry had was that he had never met RSM
Lynch. Eventually the call came across the airwaves: 'Hullo 0 this is
5. Have now married with my user'.
'O(Minus say again over). Congratulations and may all your little
ones be Sergeant Majors too-out'.
This sad occasion was watched by a large crowd of people who had
gathered to line the streets of Windsor. Sgt Matthews told us that a
tourist had asked permission to take a photograph of his 'highly
polished' boots, and he gladly obliged. However rumour control has
it that the real reason for the photograph is that in the rush to liquid
polish three pairs of boots he had in advertently put in two left boot !

Q TROOP

Cpl Smith windsurfing in Jersey
NEWS FROM THE TROOPS
A TROOP
Tp OC
Capt S. Vickery
Tp Sgt
SSgt V. C. E. Grallidge
Tp Sgl~
Sgt C. G. McGinley
Sgt J. Hanlon
Sgt A. W. Dawson
The Troop has recently witnessed many changes-in fact the
number rivals the days Cpl 'Trapper' Weaver spent fishing! The
Troop bade a fond farewell to the following personalities; Cpl
'Trapper' Weaver to play with EOD's; Sgt Nixon starts his YofS
training; Cpl Jackson is off to serve with the Marines after his
wedding and Cpl Cowens leaves for 7 Sig Regt.
ew,arrivals to the Troop are: Capt Steve Vickery from three tough
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Report by Cpl Dave Turner
Several new arrivals; Capt (QM) Bancroft, W02 (RQMS) Steve
Clarke and LCpl Steve Lynch, we welcome them and their families to
Aldershot.
Farewells to Maj Kirkman now in Civ Div, W02 (RQMS) Arthur
Hedgley now Warrant Officer I as Troop Officer in II Sig Regt and
Cpl Mark Bayne to 24 Fd Amb, our best wishes go with them .
In recent months the Troop has been involved in several different
schemes. Tihe SQMS, SSgt Mac McKenzie has been to Jersey on the
annual adventure training exercise. During his time there, if his stories
are to be believed, everyone had a good time and left with empty
pockets.
Ex Roaring Lion also warrants a mention. The new QM and RQMS
deployed to BMA. The SQMS, Sig Pilgrim and I were at 'A' Echelon,
the sharp end. The QM and RQMS's more difficult problems included
who was getting up for stand-to, or whether to have tea or coffee. All
in all, the exercise went well.
Finally, congratulations are due to two members of the MT, firstly
SSgt M.lck Barney on his promotion to Warrant Officer 2 prior to his
posting to 24 Sqn RCT, and Cpl Geoff Whittaker on his Top Student
and an 'A' grading on his promotion course.
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If you are serving and have a standing order for THE

WIRE please keep us well informed in advance of any
change of address. It is impossible for us to keep up
with hundreds of posting orders and your 'Wire' will
go to your old address unless we hear to the contrary.

The Chief of Staff admires Sig Mark Crompton' s boots. Sgt Steve
Matthews rather fancies himself in one of those white helmets
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239 Sig Sqn
Colchester

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
RAF, Brize Norton

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

Maj George Carmichael
Maj Syh'ia Prati
Lt Graham Atkinson
Sgt Alec Sampson
Sgt Jvor Williams
PERSONALITIES
V e have pa ed a fairly uneventful year ince last appearing in The
Wire: a a fixed Signal Squadron dedicated to looking after the

telephones. fax, teleprinter and other electronics in Eastern District.
\ e were plea ed to welcome Col David Hunt OBE to the Squadron
during hi introductory tour of 2 Sig Bde unit when he was appointed
Controller AFTS, 2 Sig Bde in September 1988 and also the Comd 2
ig Bde Brig J. O. C. Alexander when he visited Colchester based
un;ts in August.
Among the per onality change recently experienced are a new OC
and TOT. In May Maj Trevor Hendren left us to join 30 Sig Regt as
21C. We trust that his two able assistants, Bruno and Sherry (black
labradors), are enjoying the change of scene and are still using their
energetic tail to thrash unsuspecting callers. A month later we lost
Maj George Turner BEM to 641 Sig Tp HQ 2 ATAF. For four years
Maj Turner was the leading light of A Tp 240 Sig Sqn and steered
EDist through the minefield of Fastnet conversion and provided the
nucleus around which 239 Sig Sqn was formed in 1987. Both Majs
Hendren and Turner were een off in proper style with barbecues in
the yard, when the sun shone and the smell of singed burgers and
bangers wafted LOward HQ EDist. We subsequently welcomed a new
OC, Maj George Carmichael and a new TOT, Lt Graham Atkinson.
The Colchester Half Marathon on 18 June was billed as a Fun Run
but with temperatures in the high 70s few thought it was fun. The
Squadron entered a team of seven, Cpls Laurence Middleton, Marc
Ewart, Darren Cole, Simon Pell, Sue Cotterell, LCpl Tim Pellett and
Pte Kate Gifford. The running pack , which included many army
teams as well as local Colchester clubs and business teams, was started
by the Mayoress and cheered on their way by a sizeable crowd. The
route wok runners through the town and to the outskirts and back to
the start by the Garrison Swimming Pool. Anyone who thinks that
Essex is flat should take a stroll around Colchester; there are enough
gradients to make a half marathon seem longer! Our team finished the
course in a respectable time and received medals from the organisers .
The team did not run for nothing. Sponsorship brought in £70 for the
British Heart Foundation ar.d a cheque was duly presented.
Summer sun is thirst provoking and Cpl Marc Ewart took
advantage of the Squadron's thirst and inaugurated 'Cheap Can
Inc'-cans of drink available at higher than cost price but lower than
retail. The profit goes towards Squadron Funds. The empty cans
proved an embarrassment and not very 'green' so now all empty cans
are collected and will be disposed of by a· charity, who will benefit
from the collection as the cans go for recycling. Imagine, LOmorrow's
baked beans in today's coke can!
Orth Lincolnshire is to most of us a remote and mysterious place
but on LOP of a hill near Louth is the NATO Forward Scatter Station,
Stenigot. This isolated unit never sleeps and is manned by a Troop of
the Corps led by SSgt Ivor Williams. They too have had their ins and
outs; Staff Williams took over as OIC in February when SSgt Andy
Dipple left for 7 Sig Regt on promotion to W02. We have recently lost
Cpls Ian Hamilton and 'Porn' Pomeroy to 8 Sig Regt. In May cheers
could be heard all over Lines when WPte Alison (Mouse) McKinlay
joined them as their desperately needed driver. Welcome also to Sgt
Harvey and Cpl Maller who recently joined the happy band.

ALPHA TROOP
The weeks leading up to Ex Armada Exchange saw a dramatic
change in Alpha Tp.
Lt Adrian Clewlon took over as Troop Commander from Lt
'Airborne' Inglis who has gone to obtain a few more CSEs at
Shrivenham. Other departures from the Troop include Cpl 'Trout'
Salmon and Sig Stu Loveley (now LCpl) posted to Northern Ireland.
Sig 'Rocky' McDermott to 238 (London) Sig Sqn and Sig Sid Walton
to civvy street. To replace this merry band the Troop welcomes LCpls
Harry Dimelow and 'Si the Storeman' Jenner with LCpls Penketh and
Johnson. From training the Troop welcomed Sig 'Dizzy' Deary,
Brennan and 'Foxy' Chick (the latter two arriving just in time to be
issued with their webbing and catch the C130 to Italy). Waiting on our
return was Sig Clayton. With the Troop's new face-lift we deployed
on Ex Armada Exchange armed to the teeth with suntan lotion and
insect repellant. Sig 'Foxy' Chick worked his way around the AMF(L)
in search of snake repellant. The Americans came to his rescue (after
hours of searching) and gave him a box marked 'Snake Repellant'.
Imagine his disappointment when he opened it only to find a coiled
rope.
Being a CPX there was a chance of a bit of R & R. LCpls Longstaff,
'Tug' Wilson and Sig 'Wiz' Wiseman managed a 10 hour train
journey to Rome. Among the many prestigious places zapped by 244
Sig Sqn, the Colosseum and Vatican have now joined the list. Another
place of interest was Florence, visited as a result of Cpl 'Turtleneck'
Whiting leading his group 10 the wrong station in Venice! LCpl 'Si'
Jenner had a good first exercise with the Troop taking his detachment
to a beach and not leaving until Endex. The rear detail party witnessed
one of the biggest thunderstorms ever known in Italy.
In closing we would like to offer our congratulations to Sig Smart
on his recent engagement and say 'Hello' to Cpl Mick Brown now on
detachment in Namibia.
MT/LAD
During lhe last few months this small department has been very
busy, having taken part in all the Squadron's exercises both at home
and abroad, the highlight being the Squadron Summer Camp at
Weymouth. This was split into three parts; Part I enabling LCpls Tam
Pirrie and Paddy Maybin to practise their recovery drills whilst on the
military round robin phase, Part 2 had Sgt Chris Geelan showing his
newly learned Boat Handling skills and Sig Geordie Rees (yes, he is
still here) showing Cpl Alex Semple how to climb a mountain. Part 3
was a 450 mile convoy drive from Weymouth to Brize Norton via
Harwich, providing practice for the Squadron in convoy procedure
and for the cooks and MT in rolling replens. Cpl Bob Chatfield and
LCpl Jason Kielty were kept busy with roadside repairs and recovery.
During the month of September nearly all the Squadron's 110
Landrovers have undergone major servicing on 'Op Terry', causing a
slight headache for the LAD, Sgt Kev Marsden.
Finally we congratulate LCpl Paddy Maybin on passing his RSDCC
and wish LCpl Ian Pollock and Stephanie all the best on his
promotion and posting to 28 Sig Regt.

Our Runners (left to Right): Darren Cole, Tim Pellett, Sue
Cottere~I. Marc Ewart, Simon Pell and Laurence Middleton,
presenting a cheque to Mr Prynne, a representative of the British
Heart Foundation
(A bsent): Kate Gifford
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Chief Clk

Maj Peter Neale
Capt Jim Richardson
Capt Bill White MBE
Lt Alan Hill
Lt Kim Evans
W02 Pete Barron
W02 John Hoyland
W02 Gordon Shelley
SSgt John Parish
SSgt Paul Duffy

The Squadron has just finished a turbulent six month period
interspersed with deployments in Denmark, Corsica and Italy.
Preparation is now well underway for Ex Hardfall, the annual arctic
training exercise in Norway. But first is Battle Camp and a nice
autumn jaunt to sunny Tregantle. The Squadron recently hosted
Royal Signals Manning and Record office to a two day visit that was
deemed a resounding success by all taking part.
EXERCISE WYE VENTURE 89
Ex Wye Venture was the Squadron's commitment to provide communications over a stretch of the River Wye. During the period 25-29
May a nationwide selection of boys clubs, completed a 100 mile canoe
test. During the four days the canoeists had to encounter such hazards
as dangerous rapids, numerous attacks by swans, with the same traits
as Sig Jock Wyllie (ie slick, white and a bit mad). They also had to
put up with LCpl Schofield who against all the odds completed one
day's canoeing.
Having arrived a day early 5 miles from Ross-on-Wye we found our
location was in a field situated behind the New Harp Inn (what
planning).
The next day, after setting up, SSgt . Wilson introduced us to
American Football. The Staff Sergeant seemed only to abide by his
own rules, crushing the other side. Special thanks must go to the
owner of the field, who'd had cows in there the week before.
The following day's canoeing went quite well with no major
incident except that Sig Steve Hart made breakfast.
LcpJ Andy Hickling and Sig Ned Kelly ran the corner shop superbly
and enjoyed driving around in the BV 206. So much so in fact that
LCpl Hickling is now doing his HGV I for his resettlement. The event
was sponsored by Britvic and we were entitled to as much Quencher
as we could drink. We also received free sun hats which we wore under
duress all week. A good week and we are looking forward to next
year.

Sig Sid Gawthorpe, Elaine , Lucy and Robbo Robinson
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FETE-CABLE DRUM RACE
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the RPC and the 40th
Anniversary of 9 Sig Regt, a Fete was held at Ay Nick. As part of the
entertainment 9 Sig Regt Line Tp organised a line race using the very
latest line equipment (MK 4 Drum Barrows). After a long and
intensive training programme (on the way there in the mini-bus) 254's
Lineys arrived at Ay Nick to survey the opposition-262, 259 and 9
Sig Regts Lineys combined. In heat one 254 Sqn drew with 9 Sig Regt
and in a very fast time beat them to the finishing post only to be met
by SSgt Graham Tilley and his Top Secret penalty system. 262 Sig Sqn
hammered 259 Sig Sqn so the final was between 262 Sig Sqn and 9 Sig
Regt. As planned 9 Sig Regt won even though their line did not work.
Well done 9 Sig Regt. The 254 Sig Sqn team was: gts Jennings,
Norrie, Cpls Forbe -Wilson and Jones.
TECH AND LINE
There has been quite a large turnover in the Troop. We say hello
to Sgt Paul Jennings, his wife Jan and daughters Stephanie and Haley
who have joined us from 21 Sig Regt. Cpl B. J. Forbes-Wilson from
Airfield Tp 259 Sig Sqn. Sig Terry Hall-Epi Tp 259 Sig Sqn and
Canadian Lineys Cpl Ken Jones and Pte Brad Walsh . We bid a sad
farewell to Sgt (now SSgt) Stan Holden and his wife Audrey. Pte
Brian Fullerton and Crazy Dave Adams (are now safely back in
Canada-hopefully). LCpl Mick Drury back to 262 Sig Sqn.
In the Line Section farewell to Sgt Roy Jarvis and Cpl Al Giles back
to the sunny climes of Dorset, and welcome to Sgt Adrian Broadbank,
his wife Jackie, daughter Sara and son Stephen , and Cpls Ray Dunn
and Tim Pickersgill.
SUPPORT REGT MILITARY SKILLS COMPETITION
The Team:
Capt Giles
SSgt (SQMS) Alexander
MCpl Trefry
Royal Canadian Signals
Cpl Jones
Royal Canadian Signals
Sig McCarthy
The team selection for this year's Military Skills competition started
early this year, five weeks before the event! Some 15 men began the
training, and after injuries and lhe pace being too hot for others, they
eventually ended up with the 'A' team .

MCpl Dan Trefry treading on Sig Mac McCarthy and Cpl Ken
Jones, while being 'encouraged' by Capt Richard Giles at the Irish
Bench
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The first event was the lOkm run, carrying CEFO equipment
weighing ISkg, complete with weapons. The HQ team was home first
witR an incredible time of 52 mins wilh the Squadron fi nishing in third
place wilh a time of 56 min .
This event was followed 10 mins later by the shooting competition,
an event we were favourites to win, but the team met with the kiss of
death, as they plummeted to last position due to over confidence and
bad luck!
The grenade throwing saw an e x~ellent performance by MCpl
Trefry who achieved the best score of be day. He was ably supported
by Sig ' Mac' McCarthy, and the Squadron finished second in the
event.
The team's poor results in our favourite event, the shooting, put
paid to any hopes of our winning the competition very early on.
However, its enthusiasm, effort and team spirit saw it go from the
bottom to third place overall. Well done and better luck next time!
The team would also like to congratulate Capt Giles on being
elected to represent Support Regt in the forthcoming UNFICYP
Competition. Happy sailing Sir!
SSgt Alexander followed this by gaining HPS of 50 points on the
Greek ational Guard and Turkish Forces equipment recognition. He
was supported by good individual results, which resulted in vet
another econd placing for the Squadron .
·
The climax of the competition was the assault course which starts
off during the hottest part of the day, 1400 hrs. Having carried out
a lot of practice, and perhaps with some 'encouragement' from Capt
Giles the Signals team blasted everyone with what seem to be an
unbeatable time of 5 mins 48 sec. This looked like a certain first
position. Workshops was the final team to run and managed to dash
the team hopes by pipping them into yet another second place by 2
secs. Unlucky lads!
UNFICYP SUPPORT REGT CO'S SHIELD-SAM
The compelition took place at the 200m range Nicosia Airport and
included all the minor units in the Support Regt.
254 Sig Sqn produced an excellent shoot in the SA 80 team match
but were just pipped at the post by Workshops by a meagre six points.
This did not stop the OC Maj Jerry Peck winning the best SA 80
individual medal, and the team coming in second overall. All was not
lost as the falling plate match was still to come. The 254 lads rapidly
dispatched all the opposition including the 'Nut Stanglers'
(\Vorkshops) to romp home in the final in just 44 secs.
The medal haul at the end of tbe day was: Best Individual SA 80.
SA 80 team match runners-up, and falling plate winners.

The terrain is extremely unfriendly and in some areas you have to
scramble uphill. The March is very well organised and every 5km
medical facilities and watering holes make a welcome break .
The first day finished with the whole team still intact apart from the
main enemy, blisters! Day two's route was even rougher than day one,
sore feet and the extreme heat made for slower times.
Day one saw MCpl Trefry home first in a time of 3 hrs 28 mins, with
Cpl Jones also Royal Canadian Signals completing day two in 3 hrs
58 mins. All agreed it was an exhausting way to spend the weekend.

259 Sig Sqn
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COMMCEN TROOP
Commcen Tps Ten Pin Bowling Championship were held on 27
September. With medals to be won for first , second and third places,
we were in for an eventful afternoon.
The contest consisted of three games each, final results being
determined by taking an average score of the three results.
Throughout the afternoon there were some good scores being made,
numerous strikes especially by Yeoman 'Nick' Hammett and Cpl Trev
Acres (Squadron players of course) . There were the odd one or two
who experienced bowling for the first time, with a special mention to
Cpl George McGuire who showed plenty of promise for the future. As
the afternoon came to a close, final positions were: first place Cpl
Trev Acres, in second Yeoman 'Nick' Hammett and LCpl Rick Wood
in third.
Then followed medal presentations . Well done to all winners, better
luck next time to all losers. Special thanks to Cpl Ginge Purves for
organising the event.
FAREWELLS
We would like to say farewell to the following members of the
Troop whose roulement tour with us has ended: Cpls Tim Hopkins,
Mick Ginty, George McGuire, Chris Hanrahan, Alan Ward and also
Dave Owen leaving some broken hearts behind. Sig 'Chris' Jones is
rejoining us for his second tour.
NEW ARRIVALS
We would like to say welcome to Commcen Tp to the following
personnel: Cpl Trev Acres of ten pin bowling fame, Sig Neil PolliU,
John Dennison, John Tracey and Dan Burdus. We hope they have an
enjoyable and successful six months in Cyprus .
VISIT BY SOINC
Tuesday 19 September was a notable day. The SOinC Maj Geo R.
F. L. <;:ook visited the Squadron. He was met at the UN Flight
Detachment by the OC Maj Jerry Peck and immediately taken on a
flight along the Buffer Zone. Maj Gen Cook then visited Squadron
Headquarters where he was welcomed by the 21C Capt Richard Giles,
WOl (YofS) Nick Hammett, W02 (SSM) Bill Henderson and W02
(FofS) Giles Whiteford. A briefing on the role of the Squadron
followed.
A tour of the Squadron commenced at 1030 hrs with a visit to Tech
and Line Tp, then on to the Commcen and finally to Radio Tp. He
was then take~ oi:i a t~ur of the Buffer Zone which runs through the
old part of N1cos1a City, and currently part of the Canadian Sector.
The day ended in the 'Wire Inn' where the SOinC had lunch with all
the members of the Squadron and their families.

Airfield Tp July 1989
Back row: LCpl Dickerson, Cpl Kelly, Sig lngleson, Cecil, Hamilton, Cpl Wise, Sig Maylett and LCpl Mattson
Centre row: Sig Johnfinn, Lawlor, LCpl Goodhand , Sig Lougher, Rigby, Hamilton, Cpl Leyland and Sig Wringe
Front row: Sgts Bradford, Pinsent, SSgt Fitzpatrick, Lt T. R. Craven, Sgts John, Nicholas and Atkinson
Absent: Cpls Forbes-Wilson, Cauldwell, Stenhouse, LCpl Roberts and Sig Rapson
AlRFlELD TROOP

Lt Col Smedley presenting the Squadron Team with their medals:
Maj Jerry Peck, MCpl Dan Trefry, Sgt Alf Norrie and Sig 'Dan'
Burd us
DANCON MARCH
The volunteers: SSgt Bennett, Sgt Jennings, Cpl Norris, MCpl
Trefry, Cpl Jones, LCpl Bingham, Sig Burdus, Galloway and
McCarthy .
The Dancon March is a bi-annual event run by the Danish
Contingent in the Troodos mountains. For those of us who have
completed one it is an experience you never forget. Two consecutive
days; 2_4kms each day carrying lOkgs of weight and uphill!
Competitors are not allowed to run the course, they either force march
or gently stroll through the countryside. However there is a time limit
of seven hours (some people need it).
Our first day started with a drive to the start line at 0500 hrs. We
were et of by the Commander of Sector One. 'Lets stop talking and
start walking', and then we were off.
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Maj Gen Cook being briefed by Capt Martin Twoney (Royal
Canadian Regt}, in the Buffer Zone. On the right Capt Maurice
Audet (Canadian Signal Officer}, Maj Jerry Peck and Lt Col Dick
Thwaites
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Lt T. R. Craven
W02 Terry Waites
SSgt Nick Philips
Sgt Ken John
Sgt Tim Nicholas
Sgt Tony Pinsent
Sgt Dave Bradford

EXERCISE RUNWAY DELIGHT 2
July saw another Squadron exercise in the rugged foothills of the
Troodos mountains. Organised by the Troop it produced an excellent
key point exercise based on the defence of a communication site.
After five days in very hot sandy conditions all the students learnt a
Jot about themselves and found it a worthwhile exercise.
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NEW ARRIVALS
We welcome the following: W02 (FofS) Terry Waites and
Catherine, SSgt Nick Philips, Cpl Hodgson, LCpl Dave Jenkins, Sig
Gascoigne, Trev Johnfinn, Billy Share, Terry Wringe, Mrs Sharon
Rapson, Miss Alexandria Nicholas, Miss Charlotte Campbell, Mi
Lisa Bradford and Cpl Pete Kelly.
DEPARTURES
We wish the following a happy new tour on posting: SSgt Kevin
Fitzpatrick and his wife Debbie who survived five gozome meals. Cpl
Ernie Wise and his wife Lisa, on leaving the army.
CABLE DRUM RACE
On the 30th Anniversary of the formation of 9 Sig Regt, an all
Island Cable Drum race was organised . The 259 Sig Sqn team
consisted of Cpl Jock 'I'll get that joint next time!' Stenhou e, ig
Taff 'whose idea was this?' Lougher, LCpl Jack Mattson and Ll Tim
Craven. Unfortunately we didn't win-maybe next year.
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BL PIT L B F MILlES DAY
irfield Tp held a Families Day in their Club in July. Many event
were organi ed, including shooting, cherry-picker drive, four ton
truck dri\'er training and atlas crane competition. Everyone had a
great day. The photographs show all Airfield Tp wives who attended.

and very overcrowded as we oon discovered. The cry of 'follow me'
as Lt Jane Heywood leapt on to one trolley bus was greeted by the
party waving goodbye from the bus stop as she di appeared down the
road. Fortunately it wasn't a reflection on the organisation and
leadership of the exercise but her ability to fight her way on to even
the most crowded bus!
Re-united, the party arrived safely back in Cyprus looking forward
to a rest and work the next day.

262 Sig Sqn
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Capt Nick Naylor
Lt Jane Heywood
WOl (FofS) Peter Martin
W02 (SSM) Dave Thomas
W02 (YofS) Bill Jackson
SSgt Dave Edgecombe
Sgt Trevor Glover

HELLOS, GOODBYES AND CONGRATULATIONS
The continual flow of personalities in and out of the Squadron
\VO~ld seem as busy as ever. Maint Tp now have a new Troop OC and
a big welcome to WOl (FofS) Peter and Anne Martin, Sgt Frank and
Nida Grant, Cpl Paul and Dawn Wicks, Cpl Andy and Tina Munford,
Cpl Alan and Collette Hughes, LCpl 'Lucky' and Michelle Luckburst
LCpl Mark Cheney, Sig Vinny and Maureen Hewitt and to Pte Tany~
Small ridge.
Goodbye and good luck to Cpls Mitch Ashley, Martin and Maureen
Abraham and LCpl Mick Preston.
Congratulations to Cpl Phil Leach on his recent marriage to Julie,
and to LCpl Rod Helps on his well deserved promotion.
THE TICKLE AW ARD 1989
The Tickle Award in Cyprus is awarded each year to unit for their
all round contribution towards both British Forces Cyprus and the
local community. This year 262 Sig Sqn shared the prize with the 2 Bn
Coldstream Guards the major units section. Particular praise was
given for 262's charity fund raising efforts in which nearly £5,000 has
been donated to UK and Cypriot charities. Although a small
Squadron, mer:nbers of 262 have represented the Army in athletics,
hockey, badmrnton , football, tennis, golf, cricket, swimming and
water polo. These achievements and the general efforts to improve
both the efficiency and morale of the Squadron's soldiers, civilians
and families led to official recognition by HQ British Forces Cyprus
of the Tickle Award .

Range Day
Mrs Julie Atkinson, Mrs Liza Wise, Mrs Rhone Stenhouse and Mrs
Linda Mattson
The photograph shows Capt N. J. H. Naylor and Lt Col C. R. L.
Lomer receiving the Tickle Award from Maj Gen J . P. W.
Friedberger

Ranges
Mrs Doreen Craven and Mrs Maria Nicholas
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WRAC TENNIS
In the last issue of The Wire it was reported that the AO, Lt Jane
Heywood was working on an ingenious plan to escape from her office
once more. Well it worked and with four other WRAC members the
Cyprus Tennis Team set off for the WRAC Centre at Guildford . This
was the first time ever that a Cyprus team had played at Guildford and
the standard of tennis was high .
Eight teams participated in the final, with each team consisting of
two double partnerships who played against their respective pairing,
one or two, m all the other teams. In total seven matches were played
by each pair and after the first day both the Cyprus pairs remained
unbeaten having lost only one set.
The second day saw one change in team composition, thus allowing
all five members of the team to play in the competition. The day 's
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L to R: Pte Katy Rogan, Sig Andy Jones, Lt Jane Heywood and Sig

Steve Simpson in the Vikos Gorge

(left to right) : Cpls Jackie Dickens, Aitch Harrison and Wendy

Leigh
In Front: Cpl Teresa McBridge and Lt Jane Heywood

competition provided some exciting tennis and the lead was narrowed
as the 225 / 233 Sig Sqn team from Northern Ireland won some close
matches . The competition reached the finals, both Cyprus (ESBA)
and Northern Ireland had lost only three sets to one, the
championship depended on the result between the number two pairs.
The Cyprus pair Cpls Jackie Dickens and Wendy Leigh won the match
two sets to love securing the WRAC Inter-Unit Tennis Championship
for Cyprus for the first time ever.
The return journey to Cyprus was fraught with difficulties and the
five team members finally returned to Cyprus from three different
airports, on five separate flights and Cpl Jackie Dickens' luggage on
a sixth separate flight!
EXERCISE GREEK EXPLORER
Ex Greek Explorer was an adventurous training exercise which took
place in North West Greece in September. The party consisted of four
members of the Squadron-Lt Jane Heywood, Sig Andy Jones, Steve
Simpson and Pte Katy Rogan. The aim of the expedition was to
traverse the major peaks, including Mt Smolikas at 2,637m Greece's
second highest mountain, in the North Pindhos mountain range.
The party was accompanied by six members of the Greek Special
Forces-Yes we thought someone was joking too! Fortunately the
Greeks spoke excellent English and were very helpful in providing all
those useful little necessities in life maps, beer and more beer.
The terrain in the !pros area of Greece is quite unlike 'tourist'
Greece and the scenery very beautiful. Although Sig 'Simmo' Simpson
was heard to remark on one occasion (just one?) that he'd 'rather see
it on a postcard!' The party was camping throughout the expedition
and the daily ritual of pitching and shifting tents could only be likened
to a bad moment on 'The Generation Game'.
The 'natives' proved exceptionally friendly and Pte Katy Rogan the
best fed member of the group after numerous lunches with the local
shepherd and his family.
The expedition aims were achieved, although Sig Andy Jones is till
trying to work out why, if all mountains are the same height on both
sides, does it never seem so when actually walking.
The end of the expedition left a couple of days for R & R in Athens
before returning to Cyprus. The 'Ray-Ban Boy's' Sig Steve Simpson
and Andy Jones proving how much their map reading had improved
when they walked two miles in the wrong direction trying to find the
Acropolis. Meanwhile Lt Jane Heywood was off to see the Acropolis
illuminated at night. Having not told anyone before disappearing she
was nearly reported as missing to the Athens Police .
The Athens public transport system was an interesting experience
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SUMMER SPORTS
SWIMMING TEAM
Congratulations to all members of this year's swimming team who
won the Cyprus Minor-Unit Swimming Championships at Dhekelia.
Three members of the team; Sgt Dave Porteous, Cpl Sally Oldridge
and LCpl Steve Appleton went on to represent the Army in the InterServices-well done!

Back row (left to right): Cpl Sally Oldridge, LCpl Fern White, Cpl

Lynn Goodall and Pte Katie Rogan
Middle Row: (left to rightJ:Sgts Mick Scott, Danny Still , LCpl Rod

Helps, Sgts Chris Bough and Keith Talbot
Front row (left to right): LCpl Steve Appleton , Cpl Mick Garbett,

Sgt Dave Porteous, LCpl Mick Preston, Sig Dean Whitworth and
Cpl Andy Maynard
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- News from Tro.ons -

632 Sig Tp
RA Range Outer Hebrides

.

633 Sig Tp
BFPO 12

602 Sig Tp
Bicester
19 9 has been a very bu y year for 1he Troop; the demand on 1he
Troop operational dets and o ·/ex team ha been great. The
highlight of thi year' events w • the vi it of our Colonel-in-Chief,
Her Ro) al Highne The Princes Royal GCVO to our Headquarters.
De pite the bu y programme the Troop still managed to carry out it
annual military training camp and three adventure training exercises.
OPERA TIONS/ EXERCI E DEPLOYMENTS
This year's deployment for the op /ex teams have included:
aples, Italy (twice); Oslo, orway; Mons, Belgium; Falkland
I lands; Cyprus and Hong Kong.
ext year' s forecast of deployment shows as many locations, with
Canada in addition .

ADVENTURE TRAINING
It i no coincidence that mo l of the adventure training carried out
by the Troop is in the same locations as other exercise deployments.
This year has seen three adventure training exercises:Cairngorms, Scotland . Skiing and mountain trekking.
Troodos, Cyprus. Mountain trekking.
Pembrokeshire, South Wales. Sub aqua, rock climbing and trekking.
The photos, on the back cover, highlight the adventure training
conducted in 1988 and this year. It involved a degree of courage,
initiative and had a strong operational flavour. Why not ask your
Yeoman for details on how to volunteer?

TRAINING WING
Although the number of Tg and WRAC Data Operators on SC
cour e was down to nil at one point, the Trai ning Wing staff under
Sgt Ian Carter was kept bu y putting the T roop operators through
their annual SC requal ification tests . All Spec Com ms qual ified
operators in the Troop must undergo an annual SC requalifying test
in order to receive Spec Comms pay .
OVERSEAS DETS
With a shortage of SC trained operators, the manning of the
overseas dets has produced several headaches for the Tp SSgt, Paul
Chandler and the Sergeant Det Comds. Cyprus still remains the
favourite overseas Det , especially amongst married personnel who go
for 18 months, accompanied by their families. However, judging by
the number of new cars outside the Troop HQ and the houses being
purchased locally the 'singlies' are not being left out of the good dets
and deployments.

'Insertion train ing ' - Sig John Plant and LCpl Danny Heaki n

A LITTLE PIECE OF CORPS HlSTORY!

WELCOME TO THE OUTER HEBRIDES!
632 Sig Tp is based on Benbecula, part of Uist's island group in the
Outer Hebrides. The role of the Troop is to provide fixed
communication systems to allow the Royal Artillery Range Hebrides
(RARH) to fire live missiles on the range. To understand role of the
troop it is necessary to understand the role of the Range. The RARH
staff control the firin g of many di fferent missile systems including
Ground to Air, Ground to Ground, Sea to Air, Sea to Sea, Air to Air
and Air to Ground.
In common with all military ranges, safety is of paramount
importance , especially when dealing with areas of more than 6,000
square miles . To this end there are numerous radars involved in
tracking or surveillance. T he data received fro m these radars
has to be transmitted to a central computer suite in the Range
Control Building (RCB) which collates all the data and produces
consolidated pictures . Once the range controlling staff receive these
pictures they may need to talk with either service or civilian sea going
vessels or aircraft wi thin the range safety area.
Other command and control communications exist between the
launch areas and the RCB by means of which the launch of missiles
and movement of personnel around the launch areas are controlled.
To accomplish these tasks the Troop .maintains four separate
microwave radio systems, two fibre optic cable systems, three digital
telephone exchanges and all the subscribers cabling, an HF radio
network for ship to shore communication and two commcens. In
addition we look after seven miles of cable ductwork containing many
hundred pair cables .
To achieve these little tasks we have a total work force of 15 men,
a Warrant Officer I Foreman of Signals in charge of six technicians,
six telemechs, an admin Staff Sergeant and a Lance Corporal stores
accountant.
There is always at least one technician and one telemech on the
remote island of St Kilda which is 50 miles further west out in the
Atlantic. It is the furthest west post of the British Isles. The only
transport to St Kilda is either LCL or helicopter once every two weeks
(weather permitting).
On the social scene there is little or no night li fe outside the military
community but there are numerous facilities in specialised areas, ie sea
and loch fishing, shooting, canoeing, wind surfing and scuba diving.
If this style of life appeals to you the gnomes of Kentigern House
are always looking for volunteers and would be very pleased to hear
from you .
HAILS AND FAREWELLS
Since our last notes there has been some toing and froing. Warm
welcomes have been extended to the following : Sgts Tony McLean,
Tom McKay, Steve Oliver, Tom McLauchlan, Sig Owen Morris and
Jason Brooke.
Sad farewells have been said to: Cpl Frank Fletcher (civvy street),
LCpl Kev Maidment (633 Sig Tp), Sgt Andy Burns (FofS course,
School of Signals), Sgt Bill Rennie (NCS Latina), LCpl Taff Artigan
(39 Bde) and soon to be LCpl Owen Morris (259 Sig Sqn) . All escape
chits were checked and found correct.
CONGRATULATIONS
On 23 June we celebrated the wedding of Sgt Grant Nicoll to Miss
Sheila London . The Troop all wish Sheila and Grant lots of luck and
happiness for a long future together.

Greetings from the Cari bbean which unfortunately, at the moment,
is not proving to be as sun ny as it usually is. The rainy season is finally
upon us and experiencing 3in of rain in one hour is not an uncommon
occurrence. As well as the usual large turnover of personnel the Troop
has experienced a rather hectic two months; some of the key events
will now be highlighted .
OPERATION LEEK
This took place at the end of August and involved a deployment of
I Bn the Welsh Gds to the northern border of Belize with Mexico. The
idea behind the operation was to investigate rumours of bands of
armed men , most likely associated with drugs, who were crossing the
Mexican border illegally. It took shape with a number of covert and
overt phases with Troops deployed liberally along the border. 633 Sig
Tp was tasked to support the operation by providing a Force Tac HQ
on a one off basis. Radio Section, under the auspices of Sgt Zac
Wright, was to take part in the operation and the Tp Comd, Lt Neil
Stevens, was given overall responsibility for the deployment and initial
set up of the HQ. It was a night deployment during which LCpl Paul
Cross managed to successfully bog in the four ton admin vehicle. He
denies the rumour that it was to get a couple of hours sleep.
Meanwhile the rest of the vehicles arrived on location to find an
absolute quagmire due to recent heavy rains. Cpl Pete Poulson, LCpl
'Dusty' Miller, Sig Pete Emson and Neil Beattie spent the next four
hours struggling through the mud and rain to be told by the Chief of
Staff that they were being moved to another location.
ICL DEPLOYMENT/WIGS VISIT
Whilst Op Leek and the Royal visit were progressing more or less
to everybody's satisfaction the Troop had also deployed the Initial
Contact Link to Miami. To those unfortunate enough not to have
served with 633 the ICL consists of an ICOM 653 HF Transceiver
station which is deployed ·in the event of a Hurricane as part of a
disaster relief plan. Sgt Lenny Fairclough and Sig Ian Stringer were
the lucky recipients of a civvy flight to Miami where they managed to
set up a sloping Vee on the beach in front of a lot of interested
American tourists. When approached about what they were up to Sig
Ian Stringer was able to convince them that it was a 'need to know'
situation which suitably impressed all those round. Whilst in Miami
the West Indies Guard Ship, HMS Alacrity, picked up our two
intrepid signallers for the seven day trip back to Belize. On the voyage
they were both made extremely welcome and thoroughly entertained.
Once WIGS arrived in Belize, on 4 September, Cpl Paul Cleavin and
Sig Taff Lloyd boarded the ship to provide comms to APC. Whilst
HMS Alacrity was anchored off Belize Cpl Billy Smart organised a
Troop trip aboard the ship and again we were all admirably hosted.
Meanwhile back in APC Cpl Sam Sowerby had his hands full with
the PRE of the Troop's MT equipment. A great deal of effort was put
in to preparing the vehicles for inspection two days after returning
from exercise and this is a static comrns Troop!
HURRICANE HUGO
Again the Troop was given warning of the deployment of the ICL.
The difference was that this time it was for real and the order to move
was received only eight hours ahead. After various people were
aroused from sleep at 0300 hrs a team of four. Sgt Zac Wright, LCpls
'Dusty' Miller, Paul Cross and Sig Vince Newton were finally
collected together and kitted out to fly to Montserrat in the Leeward
Islands. Hurricane Hugo had devasted this small island leaving only
200fo of buildings standing and no power or communications intact.
The rest of the relief force comprised mainly Royal Engineers together
with a couple of PSA chaps. The word is that they have been working
flat out to restore some <emblance of order and normality to the island
with the help of HMS Alacrity and they are not expected to return for
a couple of weeks. During the packing of the Hercules prior to the
departure of the relief force it wasn't noticed that the only compo
menu that was packed was menu A, chicken in brown sauce! Needless
to say this is not everybody's favourite at the moment.

This photograph was taken in Kenya in 1962, four years after the Troop was 'born' Tp Comd (1962-64) Capt J. Cook (6R). former Tp
Comd Maj D. W. S. Sutherland MM (5R) and Alan Micklethwaite (2R)
Former members of the Troop who are not members of 602 Sig Tp Association are invited to write to Secretary Dave Smedley at 5 Old
Rectory Close, Powick, Worcester WR2 4QU or telephone : (0905) 831705
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BATUS
BFPO 14

RSSST (Fwd)
BFPO 107

COM EC GO
AIRBOR NE
Communications Security play an important pan in Battle Group
Training at B TU . The COMSEC Team monitor all the BG net ,
reporting to the Commander on the standard of voice procedure and
advi ing the control 1aff.
Balancing the need for ecuri1y nd brevity with the tactical picture
is a que tion often rai ed by other Arms .
To that end the Team went airborne to monitor the Tactical and
E pictu re. Capt Andy White, Sig Andy Cartlidge and Lance Malin
enjoyed the aerial view of the Battle Group in action, while Cpl Jon
Henry evaluated the re ul ts of Airborne Jamming!

After a very enjoyable and relatively quiet summ er period RSSST
(Fwd) is back into the swing of autumn exercises. Data Section has
successfully completed production o f Version 10 of the Ptarmigan
Database; SSgt (YofS) Alan Herbert was plunged straight into the
deep end on arrival in the unit straight from his YofS Course but
seems to have emerged relatively un scathed . The manning of the
Wavell Office seems set fo r a stable period, since Sgt Pete Hilton's
fi r t escape bid has been temporarily thwarted!
WOI (ASM) Paul Usher leaves the Ptarmigan office shortly, bound
fo r UK, allowing SSgt Jim Fairclough the opportunity to step into his
hoes and try some box-packing.
Capt J ulia Abbott departs for Verden in November. However the
team forges bravely ahead, supporting all major exercises and running
trials and inv~stigations . SSgt (FofS) John Andrews produces the
RSSST Bulletin every two months, keeping units informed about
te7~nical ~a~te rs, and w~o knows . . . with the RSSST (Fwd)
m1htary training days looming up at the beginning of Novem ber, we
may even get Sgt Max Steele out to do a BFT . . . I

Tayforth Universities
Officer Training Corps
SUMMER SIGNALS
From : 2Lt J. M. L. Watling
PERSONALITIES
OC Signal Troop
Signals PSI
Signals JUO

Sig An~y Cartlid~e ?06 Si~ Sqn (left) and (right) Sig Lance Malin
202 Sig Sqn en1oy1ng their role as the airborne COMSEC team
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2Lt J . M. L. Watling
W02 D Chrystal
WJUO S. Summersgill

So farewell to Tayforth! Yes, this Sassenach from Bristol , after
four years o f University li fe in su pposedly one of the more civilised
parts o f Scotland has fi nally hu ng up his sporra n and gone to
Birmingham to begin a new life as a Computer Programmer. Before
he leaves a quick resume of the signalling activities from this unit over
the past few months.
The amount of UOTC activity decreased as summer approached
and students began to come to terms wi th the fact that they really
ough t to do some work before thei r degree exams. However the
Wednesday afternoon training continued unabated. Memories of
trying to give lessons on artillery target indication on top of the
Dundee Law (the highest hi ll fo r miles around) during a force nine
gale or being told that the half-wave dipole one had spent the last hal fhour erecting was right in the fli ght path for Dundee airport will not
go away in a hurry.
Yet the two main events of the summer were the UOTC Signals
competition and this year's summer camp. T he Signals competition is
held every year at Blandford Forum and appears to attract most
UOTCs. The intrepid team of four males and two females from our
OTC manfully braved the nine hour mini-bus trip from Dundee with
enthusiasm . Already keyed up on Voice Procedure and radios the time
driving south was spent revising their vehicle recognition, so that come
the end of the journey, nine times out o f ten, most of the team could
look at a picture of a large metal thing with tracks and a long cylinder
at Qne end and confidently say it was a tank . For WOCdt Jackie Eaton
the excitement was all so much that she had to calm her nerves
spending most of the time sleeping (her second favourite hobby) and
could only be revived when food (her first favourite hobby) was
wafted in front of her.
. C?me t~e competition itself this hardy crew tackled everything from
finding hidden weapons caches to running an Electronic Warfare
Intercept station. OCdt Rachel Graham's 'driving', surpassing its
us~al standard, allowed the team to steam past its opponents in the
tra1l~r race, although her ability to light fires during the combat
survival stand would not exactly class her as a pyromaniac. Similarly
OCdt Ewen Nicol's aided attempt to construct a raised hammock met
wi~h mix~d success. Outwardly it looked impressive . Then the human
gmn~- p1g O~d t Andy Merrick tried it out. Result: hammock gave
way in the middle and Andy was left doubled up inside it trying to
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claim to the judges that he normally slept that way. Come the First
Aid stand the two fema les of the team showed great initiative in
inventing two new anaesthetics. Method One: if the patient screams in
agony drop the First Aid box on his head. Method Two: if he still
continues to scream, stab him with safety pins until he stops. In the
fi nal race, despite OCdt Adrian Yacomeni's attempts to drag most of
the team bodily over the course and remove any obstacle such as a
mere 4 ton truck from his path in the process, the combined brains of
six highly intelligent students were flu mmoxed when it came to the
intricacies of how to erect a nine-by-nine tent.
Altogether the competition was very worthwhile, not because we
won, because we didn ' t , but because it was a very enjoyable
experience. And as a result of the dinner on th e Saturday evening, the
journey home on the Sunday was a much slower process than the
journey there. Many thanks to all units involved in running the
competition.
And so we come to the second event of the summer, namely this
year's summer camp held in sun-ridden Inverness . This year ulike
previous years saw the incorporation into field exercises (normally
done at company level) of a small battalion Tac HQ responsible not
only for the dissem ination of orders and Intelligence but also for
ensuri ng good communications were maintained between all units in
the exercise. In theory all this wou ld entail would be to go out to a nice
location, well away from all the fighting and let the Officer Cadets
carry on the war elsewhere whi le the small band of TAC HQ signallers
comprising Sigs PSI W0 2 Dave 'Why did you bring that Malt Loaf
with you if you ' re not going to let me eat it all" Chrystal, Myself (the
RSO), OCdt Dave 'The Machete' Cathro, WOCdt Helen ' It must
have been something I ate' Pitt and for a while OCdt Mike ' What am
I doing here when I don't know a thing about radios? ' Doyle just
monitored the action. ln practice this was not far from the truth bar
the odd major crisis such as tempermental VRC 353s, BATCO
messages which looked as though the person had just encoded the
whole of the Koran, or having to hermetically seal the Tac station
against the Scottish insect life. A few memories linger: midges,
stopping OCdt Dave Cathro chopping down the whole plantation in
his quest fo r poles for the cam-nets, more midges, being promoted
from RSO to OC Egg-Banjo cooking, even more midges, watermanship training where the object was to make the Loch look drier than
yourself, a few more midges and finally having a grandstand view of
the Company 'fire-fight' (literally) after the specially imported Royal
Engineers ' special effects' team set the heather alight on the final
attack.
In conclusion here is a piece of advice to offer the officer
unfortunate enough to be RSO next year: Always ensure you have a
good 12 volt supply for the portable television. Maintaining good
communications may be important but one's main priority as RSO is
not to miss ' Neighbours' when one is out on exercise.

Signals competition at Blandford - Ex Lightning Strike
WOCdts Rachael Graham and Jackie Eaton give rest and
reassurance to a casualty who probably doesn 't find it as amus ing
as they do
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The Black Watch provide a keen eyed observation post scanning
the horizon for Office r Cadets, on summer camp

The Signals Team in Action
They were good at this, a perfect example of the blind leading the
blind at Ex Lightning Strike at Blandford

The 1989 Signals Team at Competition in Blandford Ex Lightning Strike
Back Row (left to right) : OCdts Adrian Yakomeni, Andy Merrick
and Dave Burrows
Front Row (left to right): OCdt Ewan Nicoll. WOCdts Rachael
Graham and Jackie Eaton
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Association News . ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. ·. ~:

A ROYAL VISIT 1943
Brig J. C. Clinch CBE ha sent these photographs which were taken on the occasion of the late Princess Royal's visit to the Gds Armd Div
Sigs on I 5 October 1943. There are many familiar faces here but can anyone identify the smart soldiers meeting the Princess Royal?

CALLING ALL BRANCHES
Your association has 57 Branches and eighl affilialed Branches
throughoul lhe United Kingdom. We like to hear your news. Please
keep in touch via your magazine. If activities are limited. an annual
news letter would be appreciated.

CAMBRIDGE BRANCH
The August meeting was the last for our treasurer Maj Danny Kay
who retired a PSAO with 54 Sig Sqn (V) in October.
Danny who has been with 54 Sqn since 1983 and helped 10 start the
Cambridge Branch in 1985 is hoping to move back to Wales.
The Chairman, Col Derek Latchford thanked Danny for all his
hard work over the past few years and said that he would be sorely
mis ed.
He then made a presentation from the Branch members of a
Waterford Crystal gentleman's clock and wished Danny and Kathleen
on our behalf, all the very best for the future.
Danny thanked the Chairman and members of the Branch and said
he was sad LO be leaving. He presented the Branch with a very nice
print of Royal Signals on ceremonial duty at Buckingham Palace.

We returned home with recharged inner batteries, also full of liquid
and solid refreshments, many thanks Lo 46 and all who looked after
our welfare. Our younger members are till making news, Pte Parr
announced her engagement to Richard Cullen of the Royal Engineers,
Cpl S. Mitchell has become engaged to Royal Marine Cully. The OC
Maj Etherton propo ed and was accepted by Capt Stenning.
With regret we announce the death on 16 August of Ex Sgt George
Hitchcock. Our sympathy goes to his wife Gerda.
We attended the Military Funeral, held at Somercotes of SSgt K. A.
Froggett, it is impossible to express the sorrow we felt for his wife and
young family.

GUERNSEY BRANCH
The Branch was represented in the Battle of Britain
Commemoration Parade by John Rudkin. This year, unfortunately,
the programme of events due to inclement weather, the week's
programme of events had to be severely cartailed.
Twenty nine members and guests attended a Branch dinner at the
Cobo Bay Hotel on 19 September.
The evening started with a minute's silent, a tribute by members LO
SSgt Kevin Froggett, recently killed in Northern Ireland.
Guest speaker for the evening was Tim Earl, a local news reporter
and ornithologist. Tim was the first speaker at the inaugural dinner
of the Branch , 10 years ago. This time his talk was entitled, 'Birds I
have known ,' and his address, full of witty and informative
anecdotes, was accompanied by slides colleced in his travels to the
Falklands, the United States and parts of Africa.

Visit of HRH The Princess Royal to Guards Armoured Divisional Signals-1.5 October 1943
Back row (left to right): 2Lts R. H. Mabey, G. D. A. Walford. Lts (EMEi R. W . Parsons. S. R. Brown. W. A. Sykes. J. C. Clinch. D. A. Pinnell, ITMOI C. Carver. J. F. Donaldson. D
G. Thompson. A. M. Schroeter. J. D. Augus. 2Lt D. H. Baynham GM and D. 0 . Fairlie
Centre row (left to right): Rev S. E. Moore, Lt I. F. C. Anstruther. Capts G. W . Phillips, I. W . K. Smith, Majs W. J . W. Low, J. Linnes (Coldm Gdsl, Capts T. R. Deighton. C. E. Page.
F. Bramley, R. A. Sykes, J . H. Cooper. Ltd D. G. Morrison and (QM) W . G. Mcintosh
Front row (left to right): Maj J . D. T. Brett. Capt The Hon A . D. Tryon (Gren Gdsl. Maj the Viscount Errignton (Gren Gds). Brig_F. A . Drayson CBE MC, Moss Kenyon Slaney. MaJ Ge.n
Allan Adair DSO MC HRH The Princess Royal, The Commanding Officer. Lt Col H. N. Crawford MBE. Mrs W . M. Ponsonby, Brog C. Knowles OBE. Mrs H. N. Crawford, Mais R. Postoll
'
and R. B. D. Steele. (An obituary notice for Lt Carver is published on page 410, September issue)

SHEFFIELD BRANCH
Maj Danny Kay making the presentation to Col Derek Latchford on
behalf of the Branch

DERBY BRANCH
Four of our committee members attended Crowborough Annual
Camp as guests of 46 Sig Sqn.
We were invited to the Regimental Dinner which was excellent as
was the entertainment which followed. The following evening we had
an enjoyable time, as guests at the Squadron Party.
Dot's Marauders went into action 'Tactics' and all finished up
dead, but we did learn how to serve acorns as a vegetable!

Having missed the September issue, I must, however late, say what
an enjoyable weekend the Catterick Reunion was this year. The
presentation to Dave Greenbrook at the AGM was a moving
experience, he is a very good friend of this Branch and we hope to
continue that friendship after his retirement.
We had a successful outing to Chester on Saturday 23 September,
the weather was ideal, a good day culminating in an excellent buffet
at the Wheatsheaf Hotel in Bakewell.
Four members of the Branch were invited to attend 35 Sig Regs '
annual camp at Crowborough. Frank Stockdale, Ted Cardwell, Bert
Laycock and Alan McHale attended, the latter two are ex-Sergeants
of the Regiment. From what I hear the Regiment did them all proud
including Capt Beadle and former Captain QM of the Regiment
invited by the Officers .
Although only October, arrangements are well in hand for our
Christmas social on 15 December, which should be a very enjoyable
evening.
Sadly, we have lost one of our staunch lady supporters after a long
and painful illness bravely borne, Mrs Carol Lindley. Our deepest
sympathy goes LO her family.
We are welcoming several new members each month, most a few
years younger than us old-timers which boosts morale a bit.

In picture : Maj (later Maj Gen) C. E. Page and Lt Col (later Brig)
Henry Crawford

1746TO1947-THE INDIAN ARMY AND
EX-SERVICES REUNION
ADVERTISING

With W02 Hanlan, (left to right): are ' Dot's Marauders' Retd Capt
Williams (Treasurer), Ex Sgt Allman (Vice Chairman). W02 Dot
Williamson (Chairman and Entertainments Secretary) and Cpl Joy
Elliott.
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Notices and advertisements, other than those related to a
business interest, will be published free of charge to serving
members of the Corps, and to those retired members who
subscribe to The Wire.All other advertisements should be
forwarded Lo our advertising managers, Service Newspapers
Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 7LR
(Telephone 0252 515891) who will advise charges.
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A party of British Indian ex-Servicemen who travelled from Britain,
to take part in an international ceremony of Remembrance and
Reconciliation, on the 45th Anniversary of the Battle of Cassino, have
been given a tremendous reception in Italy.
Wherever they went during the week of ceremonies, the men of the
Old Indian Army were warmly greeted. In a Grand Parade of
Veterans through Cassino, their old Comrades-in-Arms from the
British Commonwealth, Polish and American Divisions, and their
former enemies from the German Parachute Brigade, broke ranks to
join the Italian crowds in applauding the Indian fighters.
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AIRBORNE SIGNALS REUNION
45TH ANNIVERSARY OF
'BATTLE OF ARNHEM'

our funds. Gerry Perry, bless him for organising this reunion for us
all, brought us all up to date with OCA matters. Sadly four members
have died in the last few months and a moment's silence was held for
them.
Hocker Spivey gave a very touching toast to ' Absent F riends'Lewis Golden paid tribute to the hard work put in by some to enable
us to meet each ye~r and to the serving Cori;>s members. Des Wiggins
th anked the organisers on behalf of E Section, the stron gest section
'On Parade' .
In the bar and the local hostelries the lamps were swinging until the
early hours of Sunday.
At 0945 hrs everyone assembled at the village High Street to await
the arrival of Maj Gen Deane Drummond . The parade formed up with
the serving detachment leading followed by several Standards then the
Old Comrades. The General took the salute at the Red Lion and once
again the High Street echoed to the sound of marching feet, albeit a
much slower pace than in the earlier years . During the service the
names of the fallen were read by Frank Young and Reveille and Last
Post played by a Ghurka bugler. The General read the lesson and the
Rev Hugh Middleton conducted a moving service. The veterans then
mingled with the villagers and talked over old times.
The only 'Golden Oldie' in the village is Jess Farnsworth who looks
fitter than some of the veterans. Josie and Brian Pell of the younger
generation take a keen interest and hopefully will keep up the bond
between Caythorpe and Airborne Signals in future years. A few of the
lads visited Hilda Hides who, alas, is not well enough to attend
functions these days. We all wish her well.
Then it was time for a bu~fet lunch, again supplied by Top Table,
and yet more veterans and wives appeared. We were honoured by the
presence of George and Sheila Hill representatives of the Dutch 'Lest
we Forget' organisation .
The village hall was packed-Bill Sheffield had laid out the tables
and chairs but very soon it was standing room only.
Capt John Aspinall, aided by the ever vigilant RSM, opened up
shop and did a brisk trade before deciding that it was time for a
cuppa.
All good things come to an end and soon the reunion began to break
up with several people going round to Brig Paul Crook's retreat for
a game of croquet and refreshments kindly supplied by Mrs Crook.
Then we all said goodbye for yet another year and wended our way
home, very weary after a most enjoyable weekend.
Thanks to Gerry Perry from us all-to Lewis and Jaqueline Golden
for making the long journey to be with us for such a short while-Maj
Gen Deane-Drummond, great to see you Sir-and to everyone who
made our weekend possible, not forgetting the staff at the College
without whom nothing would be possible. Hope to see you all in
September 1990.

This year's 'advance party' to the annual reunion, held at Kesteven
College, Caythorpe, made a sad journey to Nottingham on their way
for t.he funeral of Joe Crofts who died suddenly a week before the
reuruon. Old comrades Harry Howlett, Dickie Appleton Bill
Creswick, Frank Young accompanied by Rene Howlett and Iris
Young represented .the (!CA. at the service on Friday morning.
Joe, together with his wife Flo, was to have made their first
Pilgrimage to Arnhem on 12 September but alas, it was not to be.
Returning to ~esteven College the advance party found a few others
had al!eady arnved and ~he 'Stables' were filling up rapidly. This was
on Fnday! and the reuruon was not due to start until the afternoon
of Saturday.
After a lovely breakfast, hastily prepared by the Principal and his
staff, everyone headed for the airfield at Prince William of Gloucester
Barracks at Grantham for the 'drop' by members of the 5 AB Bde Sig
Sqn at 1130 hrs.
About 60 members, wives and friends had amassed by this time and
there was a lot of reminiscing whilst waiting for the first 'stick' to
drop. At 1145 hrs, although still gusting high winds, the first run was
made and three chaps landed on the A52-luckily the traffic had
almost stopped to watch the 'drop' and the only casualty was one
fractured ankle only. A tribute to their training and discipline and of
'course their own skill.
After the 'drop' many members were invited to the homes of old
friends-one particular couple in fact 'hosted' 10 people and fed and
watered them well before sending them off back to Caythorpe. Thank
you all.
Amid rumours that the meal was to be held in the old cook-house
the members found that Di.ck Appleton and Bill Creswick had done
a good job with the billetting and no one was sleeping 'rough'. They
had also fixed up floodlights at the village war memorial. Well done
lads-you are booked for next year!
Eventually around 110 people sat down to a lively meal prepared by
'Top Table'. They had come from all corners of the earth-TenerifeGrantham! Kent-Devon-Nottingham-Manchester etc etc.
Edna, Angie, Rene and Iris went diving into chaps pockets to get
them to buy raffle tickets and the response was great. £125.10 towards

by E. E. Bayley
Ask anyone in Great Britain what is significant about the date
Sunday 3 September 1939, and I imagine most, if not all, would tell
you it was the day World War Two started . Similarly 6 June 1944 is
remembered by us all as D-Day. A day on which a crusade was
launched to liberate Europe and with it bring to an end the conflict
that had inflicted great sufferings to peoples in many parts of the
world.
To mark the 45th anniversary of the day of liberation, on 6 June
1989 members of the D-Day and Normandy Fellowship, based in
Portsmouth, decided that a window dedicated to all those who served
in the Sea, Land and Air Forces in this great operation to liberate
Normandy should be placed in Bayeux Cathedral, the first large town
to be so liberated. On 3 June 1984 to mark the 40th anniversary of the
Normandy landings, Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother
was invited to unveil a D-Day memorial window in Portsmouth
Cathedral. Members of the fellowship suggested that a window similar
to the one in Portsmouth Cathedral, should be placed in Bayeux
Cathedral paid for by voluntary subscription. The Bayeux authorities
were delighted and generous support was given by the city. The Queen
Mother came to Bayeux to carry out the unveiling, much to the delight
of the local community, who turned out in their hundreds to see her,
in spite of the adverse weather conditions on 6 June 1989. Forty-five
years after soldiers of the 1 Bn, The South Lancashire Regt led the DDay assault on Sword Beach in Normandy, 50 of their successors in
the I Bn, The Queens Lancashire Regt from Paderborn and members
of the French Army lined the route.
At a separate reception Her Majesty warmly greeted members of the
D-Day and Normandy fellowship, with something to say to each one
as she shook hands.
I disembarked at Ouistream along with Mr Bill Spittal, ex 9 Inf Bde
Sig Section on the afternoon of the 5th, having travelled from
Portsmouth. Members of the Free French Normandy Section

30TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
KARNTE ULRICHSBERG RUFT
b) In-Pen ioner (W02) D. Young BEM
Thirty-six member of the 8th Anny Veteran's Association left
England on 25 September to attend the 30th Anniversary of the
Karntem Ulrich berg Ruft, an international rally, a sort of peace rally
I would say. that is held at th beginning of October every year.
Partie. from Italy, pain, et ay, Finland, Belgium, Germa ny,
Au ma •. Yugoslav1a, Holland and for the first time England, all were
old old1ers. Altogether there were at least 6,000 at this ceremony.
We left Luton and Manchester on 25 September for Ljubivana in
Yugoslavia and then had a one and a half hour coach ride to our hotel
in the mountains of north Yugoslavia. It is a skiing and walking
holiday resort, beautiful air and scenery and we spent the first four
day there using the ski lifts ro go up and down the mountains.
Early on the Saturday morning we set off for Klagenfurt, Austria.
We had to negotiate the Karawenka mountain range which separates
the !WO count!ie.. I was in t~e Scarl~t of th~ Royal Hospital having
received perm1ss1on to wear It for this occasion, the remainder were
in beret and wearing their decorations.
We were met at our hotel in Klagenfurt by Mr Derek Filder and
Edgar Wayman MBE MC two expatriates living in Austria whose help
had been invaluable in organising this tour. At 1000 hr we went to
~ recep~on given by the Mayor of Klagenfurt who was very interested
m meeung four of our members who were there during and after the
war. There was an exchange of gifts. We presented an 8th Army
plaque and a letter from our patron Lord Kitchener. Afterwards we
had a very good lunch and a walk-about to meet the locals. We were
taken to the British W~. Cemetery at Klagenfurt, an Austrian Army
padre and two very efficient buglers were put at our disposal and we
ha~ a very moving service. We had our 8th Army standard and the
Union flag and I was asked to step forward and read the exhortation.
The cemetery, as always, was in immaculate condition and about 40
of the English community were present, and the garden~r and his wife
were congratulated by all of us.
After the service we were entertained at the British Residents' club
to tea, sandwiches and beer and at 1700 hrs we had to attend
reception by the Governor of Karntien Provence and again gifts were
exchanged and refreshments provided. The Governor insisted on
seeing each one of us, Derek was for ever telling everyone who and
what I was.
We re~urned to our hotel for a wash and brush up and then attended
the evening ball at ~he Conce~ House. All nationalities were present
and we were entertamed by vanous bands and choirs. All nationalities
mingled, British and German veterans were holding hands and
rendering 'Lily Marlene' at the tops of their voices; a good time was
had by all.
On S~nday we left our hotel to climb the 11,000ft Ulrichsberg
m.ou~tam where the an~ual ceremony is held. The coach struggled to
wnhm a quarter of a rrule of the summit and we had to walk the rest
up a steep winding path. On the summit are the ruins of an old church
reputed to be 1,200 years old, where a· giant iron cross has been
er~ted. Th.e inside walls of t~e ruins are covered in plaques of all the
nauons which take part. Behind the church is an ampitheatre holding
about 1,500 people.
The various standards were lined up behind the altar and the 8th
Ar11_1y Standard and our Union flag and myself were placed exactly
behind and a few feet above the altar behind us was a mass of people
who were attending this ceremony.
The service was taken by a Roman Catholic Bishop. Mass and Holy
Communion were celebrated interspersed with hymns from a male
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voice choir and a girls choir and various bands . Everything was
conducted in German .
Afterwards a representative from each country had to make a
speech, we were represented by Edgar Wayman who spoke in English
for our benefi t, although he speaks fluent German . Every speaker
mentioned how pleased they were to see a British contingent there
especially as they were the 8th Army veterans and we were given the
impression at all times that the Austrians were pro-British.
After the service a representative from every nation present planted
a tree as a symbol of peace between us. The ceremony had lasted two
and a half hours . We were glad to get back to our coach but it was
one huge party down there with free beer, coffee and sandwiches for
everyone. Then we returned to our hotel collected our bags and
returned to our Yugoslav hotel for Sunday evening before returning
home on 2 October.
Altogether a very satisfactory and unique holiday. Throughout the
entire ceremony we were constantly being photographed by the press
and television and anyone who had a camera, and we were repeatedly
shown on Austrian TV on that Sunday evening.
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NORMANDY-45 YEARS ON
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welcomed us. Mr Jean Ave took Mr pittal home to Port en Bas ian .
I was to be th.e guest of Mr Charles Saint of Le Molay Littry, and al o
of Mr Manus Fenerolle daughter of Madame Thounoude in
Coleville-Montgomery for the night 6th/7th. Both Mr Fenerolles and
Mr Saint accompanied me to the ceremonies in Bayeux and later to the
ceremonies at L1:1 c. ~u r Mer, Lio ~ Sur Mer and later that evening to
attend the 3rd 0 1V1s1onal Memon al at La Breche, Hermanville. They
r~turned to La M ol~y Littry fo r the Free French ceremony in the
village the same evening. Afte r the laying of wreaths at the La Breche
memorial , by the CRE 3 Armd Di v and members of the Normandy
Veterans Association, the veterans marched to the Commonwealth
War Graves cemetery where a short service of remembrance was held
followed by the laying of flowers by the local children on the graves.
The Mayor of Hermanville entertained everyone to a Vin O'Honneur
in a new hall which has been built as a community centre.
Wednesday 7 June turned out to be very wet, cold and windy.
Staying at Madame Thounoude's besides myself was an ex officer of
the Suffolk Regt and his wife. Fort Hillman was mentioned in a widely
praised book 'Decision in Normandy'. There was no doubt ' Hillman'
was the most formidable obstacle in the 3rd Divisional area and
possibly also in the whole of the 2nd Army sector. This strongpoint
lay in a field adjacent to the Ferrne Beauvais. Last year whilst I was
staying at th~ farm, I had mentioned the strongpoint to the farmer,
Bernard Hulm and he took me to the next field where we prodded the
soil and located the site which was covered in soil and growing crops.
The owner of the field Madame Suzanne Lenauld had decided to
transfer the ownership of this plot of land to the Suffolk Regt who
acknowledged with gratitude for her inspiration and generosity which
made possible her wish that a tribute to our soldiers should be erected
and that future generations should not forget the battles that took
place and the price of liberty. The Suffolk Regt, 8 Inf Bde had been
given the task of capturing this very heavily fortified Headquarters
strongpoint consisting of 12 concreted defensive positions linked by
tunnels and deep trenches, steel copulas with machine guns and
surrounded by two thick wire fences which enclosed minefields. The
position was eventually overrun by the Battalion after a hard day's
fighting supported by heavy artillery fire and tank support from the
13/ 18 Hussars and Staffordshire Yeomanry. The ceremony being held
that day was to unveil two plaques to commerate those who fell 45
years ago and it took place on part of Hillman of which the Suffolk
Regt is the proud owner.
Mr Spittal ex 8th Inf Bde Sig Section stood alongside me as representatives of the 3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club. The unveiling
of the plaques by Madame Lenauld and Lady Goodwin was preceded
by a fanfare by Trumpeters of 1 Bn The Royal Anglian Regt.
As the strongpoint H.illrnan was very near to Divisional Headquarters which lay in a field opposite the Chateau Colville-Sur-Orne,
as it was then known, I was able to investigate the strongpoint on the
evening of 8 June 1944. The place made ideal safe sleeping quarters
and we took advantage of this as an alternative to sleeping in or under
vehicles and trenches. We found it rather lacking in ventilation, but
this was overcome when it was discovered that the air within the
strongpoint could be changed manually by the turning of a handle.
As I was due to sail on the night of the 7th for Portsmouth, I had
the opportunity of locating the Divisional Club in Luc-Sur-Mer and
remembered that it had a skeleton of a whale against one of the walls
in the garden. Madame Laurence Hulin drove me to the place after she
had made enquiries as to where it was and to my surprise the skeleton
was still there. What was the Divisional Club is now the Town Hall
but sadly there is no plaque to say that it was used as such during the
battle for Normandy.

Fort Hillman after the unveiling
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REUNION CEYLON HIGH SPEED
WIT COY
From: Mr Harry Moore
reunion took place on Friday 15 September at the Belmont Hotel
in Leicester. Altogether 63 people, including wives, attended; a grand
informal evening, with buffet dinner, and dancing from 1900 hrs until
0100 hrs.
The evening was such a succes that everyone insisted we have
another next year. To that end I have already provisionally booked a
date, 26 October (Friday), at the Belmont Hotel.
If there are any more ex colleagues from Hora Hena or Ekala stm
out there, please get in touch and I will gladly send all the
information. Please write to me at l Blue Granite Park , Mountsorrel,
Leicester hire LE12 7AG.

CATTERICK-1938
Thi photograph taken in Catterick 1938 is of 96 Squad and was
sent to us by Mr L. S. Palmer of 77 Camb ridge Road , We t
Wimbledon, London SW20 OPU who can be seen centre, rear.

58 SECTION AIR FORMATION SIGNALS
Richard Waterhouse would like to hear from his mates in 58
Section, Air Formation Sigs. Please write to him at 13 St Luke's
Clo e, orton Bridge, Stone ST15 OPD.

EX 19 AIR INFORMATION SIGNALS
650 SIGNAL TROOP
Mr D. French of 20 Whoberley Avenue, Coventry, Warwicks CVS
SEP, would like to hear from anyone who served in 650 Sig Tp,
Bahrain, 1%2-1966, with a view to holding a Reunion at a future date.

Ex Sgt T. H. McHugh would like to get in touch with ex members
of 19 Air Formation Sig and asks them to contact his son, SSgt
(YofS) T. McHugh, 2 Sqn, 21 Sig Regt, BFPO 42, in particular those
who appear in the photograph below.

4TH INDIAN DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
Mr A. F. Tillman (ex Sgt) would like to get in touch with former
comrades who served in 4th Indian Div Sig during the war. Please
write to him at 76 Colyers Lane, Erith, Kent DAS 3NZ.

SAILING
F ASTNET YACHT RACE 1989
In January 1989 Radio Gp, School of Signals was tasked by the then
DPR(A) Brig (now Maj Gen) S. Cowan CBE with providing communications for The Guardian newspaper for the 1989 Fastnet Yacht
Race. The Guardian was entering a Sigma 36 crewed entirely by staff
from the newspaper and wanted to send daily reports back to the
paper for publication.
Initially it was planned to use an HF data link, but The Guardian's
journalists didn't fancy trying to type at a computer terminal whilst
the yacht pitched and rolled, so a voice link was decided upon. So that
the link could be used at any time of the day, and to avoid the need for
a radio at The Guardian's offices, the Royal Air Force Strike
Command Integrated Communications System (STCICS) was used .
This provides a 24 hou( phone patch service for HF users , and meant
that The Guardian crew could talk direct to their copy desk in
London, the usual recipient of correspondents' stories.
The yacht, The Guardian Extra, was launched in May 1989 by The
Rt Hon Edward Heath MP. Capt Jim Body attended on behalf of
Radio Gp and carried out an initial assessment of the communications
fit. With only 36ft of hull to play with the space for an antenna was
not great, and space 'down below' for the radio was also at a
premium. The installation was a PRC-320 mounted to a stern
bulkhead, with a long wire antenna running beneath the cockpit and
then up an insulated backstay from the back of the yacht to the top
of the mast. A l2v DCCU was also installed to provide battery
recharging facilities.
The radio equipment was installed in the yacht during June and July
by Capt David Burden . In August (during Cowes Week) The Guardian
Extra's crew was trained in the delights of operating a PRC-320 and
in using the STCICS system. The yacht's crew, led by Defence
Correspondent David Fairhall, soon mastered the system, and
successfully talked back to their offices in London.
The Fastnet Race started on Saturday 5 August. For the next few
days the yacht was within VHF range of the coast so copy was filed
using VHF phone patches. Once the yacht entered the Irish Sea it was

AN OLD SOLDIER'S LAMENT-OR
THE CURSE OF THE COCK-EYED
CAP BADGE
A Sergeant-Major barked at me so many years ago
'Stand erect man, be upright you sloppy so and so.
To be a soldier you must learn that smar(ness is the key
and if you want promotion boy, you'll have to look like me'.
And so I took a long hard look at this paragon before me
whilst he lectured me on posture, dress and uniformity
And there and then I made a vow I'd gain myself promotion
by being smart and bright and now, I'm stuck with a devotion
to all things straight and neat and spry and soldierly precision,
Now all sorts of things offend my eye 'n' I've got to put the
question-Why do the Royal Signals wear their cap-badge all
cock-eyed?
When in their beret Jimmy slopes to the right or left-hand side.
In my day all those years ago 'twas deemed a shocking sight
to see a cap-badge other than, straight and upright
One inch above the left eye was the rule for its' location .
This doesn't seem to matter now-there's so much variation.
Will someone tell me why this is, or confirm my sad suspicion
that modern soldiers-vis-a-vis-don't vie for such precision.
(In matters appertaining to such things as I have written.)
I know if I'd my time again I'd try to put this right.
An upright Jimmy, worn with pride-a Signalman's delight
Is what I would insist upon as in my days gone by
So come on Signals do your stuff-And ease this troubled eye.

SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
The annual fixture against the Royal Air Force Support Command
Signals was held at RAF Cranwell on Friday 16 June.
Despite clashes of dates with other swimming competitions the
Corps was able to field its strongest team for many years in both
swimming and water polo competitions, proving to be much too
strong for the Royal Air Force. Results were as follows:110 YDS BUTTERFLY
1st Sig Hall
(8 Sig Regt)
3rd AT Searle
(AA Coll Harrogate)

I min 14.2 secs
I min 23.5 secs

110
1st
2nd
3rd

I min 17.8 secs
I min 19.6 secs
I min 28.2 secs

YDS BREASTSTROKE
LCpl Ledger
(School of Signals)
AT Williams
(AA Coll Harrogate)
Sgt Roberts
(225 Sig Sqn)

110 YDS FREESTYLE
Ist 2Lt Bennett
2nd Cpl Bradley
3rd LCpl Ord

(School of Signals)
(8 Sig Regt)
(14 Sig Regt)

This photograph taken at Alexandria in 1946 shows Sig Bill Clayton
(from Yorkshire) and Sig Eccleston (from Liverpool) with Bert
Henderson (9th-2nd Battalions, The York and Lancaster Regt) who
served with R Signals in Alexandria and Port Suez 1946-49. Bert
would very much like to get in touch with his pals from those days.
Please write to him at: 282 Eastgarth, Westerhope, Newcastle-uponTyne NE5 4HE.

YDS BACKSTROKE
AT Robins
(AA Coll Harrogate)
Cpl Beardmore
(16 Sig Regt)
SSgt Roberts
(16 Sig Regt)

I min 19.9 secs
I min 20.6 secs
I min 25.2 secs

4 x
2nd
3rd
4th

36 YJ YDS INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
AT Christie
(AA Coll Harrogate)
Sig Paul
(244 Sig Sqn)
(8 Sig Regt)
Cpl McNulty

I min 40.9 secs
I min 45. I secs
l min 49.7 secs

4 x 762/J YDS MEDLEY RELAY
1st AT Robins
(AA Coll Harrogate)
AT Williams
(AA Coll Harrogate)
AT Searle
(AA Coll Harrogate)
AT Christie
(AA Coll Harrogate)
2nd Cpl Beardmore
( 6 Sig Regt)
LCpl Ledger
(School of Signals)
Sig Hall
(8 Sig Regt)
LCpl Ord
(14 Sig Regt)
(AA Coll Harrogate)
3rd Capt Wallace
Sig Paul
(244 Sig Sqn)
2Lt Bennet
(School of Signals)
SSgt Roberts
(16 Sig Regt)
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I min 01.4 secs
I min 03.7 secs
I min 04.9 secs

110
1st
2nd
3rd

4 x 762/J YDS BREASTSTROKE RELAY
!st LCpl Ledger
(School of Signals)
AT Christie
(AA Coll Harrogate)
AT Williams
(AA Coll Harrogate)
SSgt Cox
(School of Signals)
2nd Sgt Ness
(School of Signals)
Mr Butler
(8 Sig Regt)
SSgt Griffiths
(16 Sig Regt)
Cpl Bradley
(8 Sig Regt)
3rd Cpl Jenkins
(8 Sig Regt)
Sgt Roberts
(225 Sig Sqn)
Cpl Crinnion
(8 Sig Regt)
Sig Paul
(244 Sig Sqn)

Cpl Frank Stalgis (Mauree). Maurice Martim (Ina) and Sig Denis?
Cpls Lynsay Woodford (Isobel), Roy Norris (May). Dixon Reg
(Erika), Bill Goss (Joyce). LCpl McHugh Terry (Edna) and Cpl
George Errington

The yacht Guardian Extra under sail in Southampton Water
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a different story. To quote Michael White (Political Editor and radio
operator): ' If sailing has been easier, communications in the open sea
have been harder and the crew owes this report to the staff of 81 Sig
Unit, RAF Kinloss.' Indeed the operators of 81 SU proved extremely
patient in their task of translating all the cryptic voice procedure into
plain English.
The Guardian Extra finished the race on 11 August, 36 hours
behind the leading Admiral's Cup boats, but still well ahead of some
JOO other boats. They had successfully filed reports on a daily basis,
enabling the paper to run Guardian Extra's reports every day,
something that would not have been possible without the assistance of
the RAF and Royal Signals which was duly acknowledged.

4 x 762/J YDS FREESTYLE RELAY
1st Sgt Ness
(School of Signals)
Cpl Bradley
(8 Sig Regt)
.._
W02 Courtney
(34 Sig Regt (V))
(8 Sig Regt)
Sig Hall

3 mins 32.8 secs

3 mins 42.3 secs

3 mins 47 .4 secs

3 mins 06.8 secs

3 mins 19.7 secs

3 mins 20.5 secs

2 mins 43.8 secs
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2nd SSgt Griffiths
(16 Sig Regt)
SSgt Rutter
(8 Sig Regt)
2Lt Bennet
(School of Signals)
LCpl Ord
(14 Sig Regt)
(School of Signals)
3rd WOl Hogben
Cpl McNulty
(8 Sig Regt)
AT Searle
(AA Coll Harrogate)
AT Robins
(AA Coll Harrogate)
Final points total : R Signals 40
RAF
24

2 mins 44.2 secs

2 mins 51. 5 secs

THE WATER POLO SQUAD WAS:
SSgts Roberts (Capt), Griffiths, WOl Hogben, SSgt Rutter, Sgt
Roberts, LCpls Ledger, Ord, SSgt Cox, Cpls Bradley, Jenkins, Sig
Hall, Paul and AT Williams.
Final Score
R Signals

RAF

14
5

Scorers

SSgt Roberts
LCpl Ledger
Sgt Roberts
Cpl Jenkins

10
2

I
l

SUMMARY
It is possible that next year Royal Signals could compete with other
Corps at both swimming and water polo.
Unit swimming officers and individuals are asked to look at the
timings listed and if they can be bettered please contact the Corps
Secretary, Capt J. R. Wallace, AA Coll, Harrogate (York Mil 4309) .

WINDSURFING
PRESENTATION TO WOl S. J. BAILES
'During the 1989 UK/BAOR Windsurfing Championships at
Browndown Camp a small presentation was made to WOl S. J . Bailes
in recognition of his services to Corps Windsurfing over the past few
years. The presentation consisted of a small Windsurfer statuette
mounted on an appropriately inscribed polished plinth. Lt Col J. S.
Doody, Rear Commodore Windsurfing RSYC in making the
presentation on behalf of many windsurfers in the Corps thanked
WOl Bailes for his contribution to both training and active
participation in this up and coming sport in the Army. WOl Bailes is
shortly to leave the Army after 22 year's service and hopes to continue
playing an active role in Windsurfing in his continuing military career
in the Australian Army'.
WOl J. S. Bailes writes: 'May I take this opportunity to offer
sincere thanks to the many windsurfers concerned and those who
could not attend but whom I have had the pleasure of getting to know
and of course sailing with.
The sport within the Corps increases in popularity each season and
that is due to the organisational efforts of Lt Col Doody, Capt Dave
Gilchrist and Capt Phil Daisy . May I offer them a thank you on behalf
of all the Corps sailors. Thanks once again and good sailing'.
Sadly the official end to the windsurfing season draws nigh but on
a cheerful note it is pleasing to report an excellent year all-round for
the Corps. Since the last issue there has been much to write about, so
here goes:-

\

The modern way to buy and pay is with a
credit card and with a Naafi Budget
Account and Chargecard you have a
flexible choice of credit on highly
competitive terms.
You can use either of these credit cards in
all families shops, services shops and HM
ships worldwide to buy any item from
Naafi 's wide range of electrical, sports
clothing and gift and durable goods priced
£5 or more. Naval customers can use a
Naafi budget account for the purchase of
all goods from Naafi.

Naafi Budget Account
Credit with agreed fixed
monthly payments
OR

Naafi Chargecard
,With flexible monthly payments
to.suit yourself
Instant credit facilities are available.
Typical APR 26.8% (variable).
Please ask at your local Naafi shop
for written details.

CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS 31 AUGUST TO 2 SEPTEMBER
This, the Corps-wide event took place at Browndown Camp, LeeOn-Solent with varying wind conditions over the three days. ~ record
41 competitors sailed in the individual event and seven umt teams
competed for the 'Whiff' trophy.
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Over the two days it was possible to run seven races for the
individuals all of which had to be sailed in only light winds
occasionally achieving a marginal force 3. Nevertheless some keen
competition was to be seen particularly in the lightweight event where
only two and three quarter points separated the first three places. The
individual results were:··
202 Sig Sqn
Maj Fletcher
Overall Corps Champion
202 Sig Sqn
Maj Fletcher
Heavyweight Champion
22 Sig Regt
SSgt Smith
Runner-up
l InfBde HQ
Sig Smith
Novice
& Sig Sqn
(215)

Lightweight Champion
Runner-up
Novice
Best Lady
Best Veteran
Best Guest

Cpl English
Sgt Carey
LCpl Smith
Mrs Fletcher
Capt White
Master S. Pettifer

16 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
227 Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn

INTER UNIT CHAMPIONSHIP
The first of four races was sailed at the close of the second days
sailing with again only light winds. This had had to be programmed
as the official start to the 'Whitbread Round The World Yacht Race'
had 'inadvertently' been scheduled for the following day on the same
stretch of water as our team event! Happily on the day the wind rose
to the occasion and varied force 3-5 providing some really enjoyable
and testing competitive sailing. This despite the armada of large and
small craft that thronged the Solent for the other event! The outcome
was a fairly conclusive and deserved win for 202 Sig Sqn but the
contest for second and third places was a real 'nailbiter' with the result
announced after a recount. The results with total team points awarded
for the teams that sailed in all four races were:lst 202 Sig Sqn
52 pts
2nd 8 Sig Regt A
87 pts
3rd 249 Sig Sqn A
90 pts
4th I Inf Bde HQ
129 pts
& Sig Sqn (215)
143 pts
5th 227 Sig Sqn
6th 8 Sig Regt B
7th 249 Sig Sqn B
A first-class barbecue was held on the Friday evening which despite
the early autumn chill provided an excellent opportunity to say
farewell and thank you to WOl Steve Bailes who is leaving the Corps
shortly after 22 years service. A sad occasion as Steve will be sorely
missed by the Corps windsurfing fraternity. A presentation was made
by the Rear Commodore. Lt Col Doody, on behalf of all Corps
Windsurfers . This occasion is reported in the In Tray section.
The culmination of three days hard but exciting racing, where many
windsurfers sailed in all 12 races, was the prize-giving when the RSYC
Admiral, Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE kindly presented the trophies and
prizes.

UK INTER-CORPS
This friendly league provided a further two contests for the Corps
which were sailed as follows:vRAMC
The windsurfers joined the dinghy sailors at Parkstone YC on 26
September and sailed both events concurrently with 10 minutes
separating the start of each class.
.
.
.
Light airs plagued the event but there was sufficient wmd to sail two
races. Happily the Corps ran out overall winners with a total of 49 3.4
points to the medic~ 60l.4 . Places and points. for Corps in~vid~al
windsurfers were: third Sgt Doug Maher S:Y.. pomts, fourth MaJ Bnan
Pettifer 7 points, equal fifth Capt Bill White and Sgt Adrian
Winterb ottom 11 points and Sgt Dave Maw 15 points.

vREME
This was a return event after a defeat early in the season at Theale
where very light winds were ·the order of the day. On this occasion,
11 October at Netley, winds force 1-3 were an improvement-but not
a Jot!
·Nevertheless the previous defeat was avenged but only after the
outcome of the fourth race was known. After three races the points
total was 82 Yz to 81 :Y., in favour of REME. The final result was Royal
Signals I05 \11 to REME l 3 \h. Places and points for Corps
individuals were: equal second Cpl Sammy Anderson and Sgt Adrian
Winterbottom each 13:Y.. pts, sixth Maj Brian Pettifer 22 pts, seventh
Sgt Phil Pett 24 pts and equal eighth Sgt D~ve Maw 32 pts.
This success against the REME was a fitung close to .an exc~llent
season. Hopefully this success and the momentum gamed will be
continued next season when the official UK league will commence.
Corps Windsurfers are encouraged to support their OICs and he!p
to nurture what is now undoubtedly a sportmg success story both m
UK and BAOR.

Naah Registered Office. Imperial Court Kennington Lane. London SE11 SOX
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Corps Goods Available from the Museum Shop, Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RH
Any telephone enquiries to Blandford Military (0258 452581) Ext 2248.
Overseas

UK

£

£

New Belt, Italian leather, reversible Brown/Black adjustable Buckle
engraved with Corps badge
Blazer badge
Blazer buttons-large
small
Bookmark, leather ...
Brooch, white with gold Corps badge
Cap Badge, Pre 194 7 only ...
Car badge, 2" x
silver badge on enamelled Corps colours ...
Clip board with Corps Crest * Reduced*
Cocktail mats set, six, blue acrylic with Corps badge ...
Corps badge, on foil , framed and glazed, 11" x 9"
Corps Christmas Cards
Cufflinks, shield, gold badge on enamelled Corps colours
New gilt oval Cufflinks, engraved with Corps badge ...
11 Y:i" Jimmy, cast bronze, height including plinth
Hipflask, stainless steel , in leather Jacket, Blue or Green
with Corps badge on Jacket
Keyring, Bullet
Keyring, Leather
Keyring , Corps (enamelled Corps badge , leather tag) ...
Keyring , St Christopher/Corps Badge
Ladies Marcasite brooch, Corps badge
New Lapel badge - New Association style (Association members only) ...
Mug, white china with Corps badge in blue ...
Pendants, white with gold Corps badge
New Presentation pennant, embroidered Corps badge with gold trimming
Postcard Set
Statuette, Royal Signals Officer in full dress . ..
New Statuette, Royal Signals Soldier with SA 80 Rifle
Silver Plated Teasp0ons with Corps Crest
Stickers, Corps badge on Corp s colours, good quality - * Reduced * Large
* Reduced * Medium ...
* Reduced * Small
Stick pin, 9 carat gold, Corps badge, can be used as brooch or tie pin
Stick pin, sterling silver Corps badge, as above
Table mat set, six , blue acrylic with Corps badge
Table mat, large 15" x 11 Y:i ", blue acrylic with Corps badge .. .
Tankard , 1pt, Polished pewter, lightweight with Corps badge .. .
Tankard, 1pt, Polished pewter, with Corps badge
Thimble, Bone China with Corps badge, Gih Boxed
Tie, Corps colours in polyester, 3" w idth
Tie, Corps colours in Pure Silk, 3 " width
Umbrella, golf size, Corps colours ...
Wall plaque, ' Royal Corps of Signals', shield, 6 " x 7"
Watch strap, Corps colours, nylon ...
Corps Records and Cassettes-Information Sheet Available

r,

9.55
5.65
1.20
1.15
0.45
2.40
1.75
3.75
2.70
7.95
4.90
0.50ea
5.25
10.20
41.75

10.99
6.50
1.40
1 .30
0.50
2.75
2.00
4.30
2.70
9.15
5.65
0.50ea
6.00
11. 75
48 .00

10.45
0.87
0.40
1.20
0.85
18.70
2.00
1.50
3.25
21.75
1.60
41.75
41.75
1.90
0.45
0.40
0 .40
45 .90
10.00
22.00
6 .90·
12.05
14.65
1.90
3 .05
7.40
11 .30
9.60
1.25
5.00
5.50

12.00
1.00
0.50
1.40
1.00
21.50
2.00
1.75
3 .75
25.00
1.80
48.00
48.00
2.20
0.45
0.40
0.40
52.80
11.50
25 .3Q
7.90
13.85
16.85
2.20
3 .50
8.50
13.00
11.00
1.40
5.00
5.50

WI., LIAD-l'Bll

CRYSTAL DECANTERS AND GLASSES WITH ENGRAVED CORPS BADGE
PRICES AND ORDER FORMS SENT ON RE,QUEST FROM MUSEUM SHOP
PRINTS OF CORPS PAINTINGS, SIZES AND PRICES VARY, ASK FOR INFORMATION SHEET
NEW LINE
SPORTS AND LEISURE WEAR WITH EMBROIDED CORPS BADGE
EXCELLENT QUALITY, VARIOUS SIZES/COLOURS
Sweat shirts
Sport shirts
V/Neck sweater

10.90
10.45
12 .20

THERE &BACK
FOR LESS THAN
LAST YEAR

12.50
11 .99
13.99

Remittances with order, payable to Royal Signals Corps Fund please
All prices Include Postage and Packing
Prodllctd by the Pubhshm. THE ROYAL SIG ALS ASSOCIATIO , 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD (Telephone London District Mil ext 8246 STD 01-930-4466)
Printed in Great Britain by Holbrook & Son Ltd, Norway Road. Portsmouth, Honts POJ 5HX
For ad,cn1smg rates apply to: Combined Service Publications Ltd, PO Box 4. Farnborough, Hampshire GUl4 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891)

With P&O European Ferries' new discount fares for Forces, most period
returns are actually cheaper than last year. What's more, children under
14 now travel FREE. You can get a 60 hour return for the price of a
single. And there are now discounts for passengers and vehicles on
.-------.------~=--.,. every sailing throughout the year.
Felixstowe•
~
You 'll find the full discount story
~
~
in our special Forces Brochu re
Dovere
•
.
from your Travel Agent or from
-~~Zeebrugge
G f Ad If
~is Ostend
P&O European Ferries. ra
o
Boulo ne
Strasse 41 . 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
L-~~~---1.::...:.~....ll....~~~~~~~-'

WHY SAil ACROSS THE CHANNEL
WHEN .YOU CAN CRUISE ACROSS?

P&O
European
A MEMBER OF THE P&O GROUP

Cyprus 1988
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